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3. THEOLOGICAL CATALOGUE.

3. FRENCH CATALOGUE.

4. GERMAN CATALOGUE.

5. EUROPEAN LINGUISTIC CATALOGUE.

6. ORIENTAL CATALOGUE.

7. MEDICAL CATALOGUE. Medicine, Surgery, &c.

8. NATURAL HISTORY CATALOGUE. Natural

History, Chemistry, Mathematics, &c.

9. ART CATALOGUE. Art, Architecture, Painting,

Illustrated Books.

10. SCHOOL CATALOGUE. Elementary Books,

Maps, &c.

11. ITALIAN CATALOGUE,

ia. SPANISH CATALOGUE.

13. FOREIGN BOOK CIRCULARS. New Dooks, and

New Purchases. (Published periodically.)

14. SCIENTIFIC BOOK CIRCULARS. New Books

and Recent Purchases. (Published periodically.)

Any Catalogue sent Post Freejor One Stamp.

Williams & Norgate, Importers of Foreign Books, 14,

Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London ; and 20, South

Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

40 Slip History Papers, con-

taining 600 questions on the History of England,

arranged on a Chronological basis, and adapted to all

School Histories (Markham's, Collier's, White's, Gold

smith's, Student's Hume, Knight's, Pinnock's, &c) : ac

companied by Hints and Practical Advice to Students

and Candidates at Examinations. By A. A mutes, i*.

Qerman Accidence ; or Es

sentials of German Grammar. By Dr. Carl

Damman. -zs.

'May be used with advantage as a companion to any

practice books already in the student's hands Tha

only logical system by which the German can be studied.'—

Public Opinion.

{^elections from iEsop, Xeno-

' Will recommend itself to English readers by the calmness

and straightforwardness with which the extant material for

a Life of Jesus is analysed, and the possible conclusions of

it reviewed.'—Westminster Rexriew.

' Candid and logical in statement, clear and intelligible in

style, it presents a very favourable specimen of books of its

kind The latter part of the book is especially inter

esting. Earnestly asking our readers to obtain the book

for themselves,' &c.—Inquirer,

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden,

London; and 20, South Frederick Strctt, Edinburgh.

phon, and Anacreon, for the use of Junior Forms m

Schools. By the Rev. L. P. Mekcier. 4s. dd.

London : Simpkin, Marshall, & Co. Birmingham : Corni»>h

Brothers.
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&ales bg Auction.

TVfesSrs. Hodgson beg to an-

nounce that their Season for SALES by AUCTION

of Libraries, Stocks of Books, and Literary Property of

eveiy description, will COMMENCE on October nth, and

in thanking their Friends and the Public for past support,

venture to assure them that the same punctuality and

regularity in the transaction of their business for which it

has been characterized during the last Forty Years will still

continue to be exercised. Valuations made for Probate or

other purposes.

115, Chancery Lane, W.C., October, 1869.

Miscellaneous Books—Five Days' Sale.

IVTessrs. Hodgson will Sell by

AUCTION, at their Rooms, 115, Chancery Lane,

W.C.. on MONDAY, October n, and four following days, a

Large COLLECTION of MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS,

including the Stocks of Two Country Booksellers ; com

prising Books in every Department of Literature, Ancient

and Modern.

Catalogues are preparing.

100,000 Volumes of Popular Modern Books.

JYJessrs. Hodgson will Sell by

AUCTION, at their Rooms, 115, Chancery Lane,

W.C., on TUESDAY, October 10, and following days, One

Hundred Thousand Volumes of POPULAR MODERN

BOOKS, in cloth and boards : comprising 3,000 Dalziel's

Illustrated Edition of the Arabian Nights, upwards of 200

Pictures by Millais, Tennicl, and others, imperial 8vo. (pub.

air.)—3,000 Dalziel's Illustrated Goldsmith, loo Pictures by

Pinwell, imperial 8vo. (pub. ioj. 6d.)—1,000 Dalziel's Illus

trated Bunyan, 100 Engravings, 8vo. (pub. lor. td.)—700

The Bible Album, tinted plates, small 4to. (pub. air.)—3,000

Harrison Weir's Books 01 Animals, +to. (pub. y. and 71. id.)

—1,500 Poet's Wit and Humour, small 4to. (pub. 21J.)—

1,500 Old English Ballads, small 410. (pub. an.)—540

Favourite Modern Ballads, small 4to. (pub. air.)—260TW0

Centuries of Song, small 410. (pub. air.)—500 Memorial of

the Marriage of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, coloured

plates, folio (pub. 5/. 5*.), and 82 on large paper (pub.

10/. ioj.)—220 Owen Jones's Examples of Chinese Orna

ment, 100 plates, small folio (pub. 4/. +r.)—50 Art of Illumi

nating, small folio (pub. 3/. ior.)—500 De Bonnechosc's

History of France, 8vo. (pub. air.)—1,000 Beeton's

Dictionary of Science, 8vo. (pub. 15J.), and 400 Dic

tionary of Geography, 8vo. (pub. 15*)—3,000 Beeton's

Boy's Book of History and Adventure (pub. 5*.), and 3.°°°

Fact and Faction (pub. 5r.)—8,000 Beeton's House and

Home Books (pub. ir. each— 8,000 vols, of the Maync Rcid

Library—Remainders of Beeton's Magazines, Yearly Books,

Children's Books, and Books of Domestic Information and

Amusement, Railway Volumes, Juvenile Books, &c. The

whole lotted in suitable Lots, for large or small buyers.

Catalogues are preparing.

Valuable Books.—The Libraries of Two

Clergymen, So.—Four Days' Sale.

"Messrs. Hodgson will Sell by

AUCTION, at their Rooms, 115, Chancery Lane,

W C , on TUESDAY, October 26, and three following days,

a COLLECTION of BOOKS, including the Libraries of

Two Clergymen, and portions of several Private Libraries,

including Roberts's Holy Land, the complete work, coloured

and mounted in 20 portfolios—Gould's Birds of Europe,

coloured plates, 5 vols.—Shaw's History of Staffordshire,

a vols.—Boydell's Shakespeare, o vols, morocco—Grose s

Antiquities of England, Wales, Scotland, &c, 13 vols.—

Bewick's British Birds and Quadrupeds, 3 vols, large paper

—Knight's Pictorial Shaksperc, 8 vols.—Burke s Works,

8 vols.—Smith's Catalogue of Foreign Painters, 9 vols.—

Layamon's Brut, by Sir F. Madden, 3 vols.—Smith arid

Sowerby's English Botany, 7 vols.—Numismatic Chronicle,

16 vols.—an excellent Selection of Theological Works—

food editions of the Classics, Standard Historians, and

oets—and books in all classes of Literature, many in

handsome bindings.

Catalogues are preparing.

The Law Libraries of Two Barristers.

"IVTessrs. Hodgson will Sell by

AUCTION, at their Rooms, 115, Chancery Lane,

W C EARLY in NOVEMBER, the LAW LIBRARIES

of TWO BARRISTERS ; comprising the Common Law

and Equity Reports, Statutes at Large, the various Legal

Periodicals, and useful Books of Reference and Practice. .

Catalogues arc preparing.

To be Sold, Second Hand,

"ENCYCLOPEDIA METROPOLITANA," 26

vols. A new Edition, quite clean. Nearly all Historical

Volumes. Published at 8/. itt. 6d. Price, 5^. Apply at

23, Belitha Villas, Barnsbury Park, N.

ABC Patent Despatch Box.

"^^ TENNER and KNEWSTUB'S newly-invented

Patent ABC, and i, 2, 3, Despatch Boxes. 'General con

venience, ready access to papers, and methodical arrange

ment.'—Post. 'Will meet especially the requirements of

literary, legal, and official persons.'—Star. 'A boon to all

lovers of order.'—Illustrated London News. 'A great

improvement in the construction of despatch boxes.'—Record.

' Every part has its own merit.'—Athenirum. 'Entitles the

inventors to the gratitude of all who keep their papers in

order.'— Times. Price from ioj. 6d.

The ELGIN WRITING CASE, invented by Jenner

and Kncwstub, price from One Guinea in morocco. 'The

invention is a most useful one. Some honour belongs to the

inventors.'— Titties. Illustrated Lists post free.

Jenner and Knewstub, to the Queen, Dressing Case

Makers, Heraldic Stationers, Engravers, and Die Sinkers.

Designs for Dies made without charge. 33, St. James's

Street, and 66, Jermyn Street.

ALLNUTT'S FRUIT LOZENGES,

For Coughs, Colds, Sort Throats, Hoarseness, &c,

Prepared solely from

TELE BLACK CTJBBANT.

These Lozenges, in which the

acidity or the Black Currant is concentrated in the

highest degree, afford great relief to Aged and Consumptive

Persons, particularly at night. Public Speakers and Singers

also find them very beneficial. A few, dissolved in water,

make a pleasant Cooling Drink in Scarlet and other Fevers.

As attempts to pass oH" other Black Currant Lozenges as

equally efficacious are numerous, be careful to ask for

"ALLNUTT'S FRUIT LOZENGES," prepared only by

the Proprietor, FREDERICK ALLNUTT iiale Allnutt

& Son, Members of the Society of Apothecaries, London),

12 and 13, Chapel Row, Fortsca.

Sold only in Boxes, at it. ltd. each, and in larger Boxes

(one containing three), at ar. bd. each, by one or more

Patent Medicine Vendors in each town in the United

Kingdom. Where also may be had, prepared by the above,

AROMATIC FUMIGATING OR PASTILE PAPER.

This article, from the certainty of its smouldering and its

great fragrance, is found invaluable in the sick room, or on

a sea voyage, in removing the closeness of the room or

cabin, and in overcoming any unpleasant effluvia, from

whatever cause arising. A small piece allowed to smoulder

in the dining-room towards the close of the meal renders the

apartment more agreeable.

Sold in Packets, 5rf. each. A packet forwarded free by

Post on receipt of Six Stamps.

ftpencers Pulmonic Elixir.

MB. DABWIN, P.R.S.

The following are now ready.

'J'he Origin of Species, by
Means of Natural Selection ; or, The Preservation of

Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life. By Charles

Darwin, M.A., F.R.S. slh and revised Edition. With

Woodcuts, Post 8vo. 14*.

II.

F)arwin on the Variation of

Animals and Plants under Domestication. 3rd Thou

sand. With Illustrations. 2 vols. 8vo. a&r.

III.

T)arwin on the Various Con-

"^"^ trivances by which Orchids are Fertilized by Insects,

and on the Good Effects of Intercrossing. With Woodcuts.

Post 8vo. qj.

IV.

F)arwin's Naturalist's Voyage
■^^^ Round the World ; being a Journal of Researches

into the Natural History and Geology of Countries visited.

10th Thousand. Post 8vo. or.

Tracts & Arguments for Darwin.

By Fritz Miller. Translated from the German by

W. S. Dallas, F.L.S., Assistant-Secretary of the Geologi

cal Society of London. With Illustrations. Post 8vo. 6V.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle StrecL

Important Sale of the Remainders of

Illustrated "Works.

IVTessrs. Hodgson beg to an-

nounce that they are preparing for SALE, at then

Rooms, us, Chancery Lane, EARLY in NOVfiMBER^

the REMAINDERS of HIGH-CLASS ILLUSTRATED

WORKS, Elegant Gift-Books, Photographic Tablc-Books,

Architectural Works, Books of Travel, and Standard Modern

Publications of all Classes, including a Further Portion of

the STOCK of DAY & SON (Limited), by order of the

Liquidators.

Catalogues are preparing.

"When a Person takes Cold,

Immediate Relief may be secured by the use of

SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR. It possesses every

property which can be beneficial in cases of Colds, Coughs,

Asthma, and all Complaints of the Chest and Lungs

SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR may be had of all

the principal Druggists and Medicine Vendors throughout

the World. In Bottles at is. i\d. and is. gd. each.

NEW WORK BY DR. BEALE, E.R.8.

Now ready, $s. 6d.,

"Protoplasm; or, Matter, Force,

and Life.

JOHN CHURCHILL AND SONS.

Jnstant Relief of Colds,

Asthma, Consumption, and Coughs is given by

DR. LOCOCK'S

PULMONIC WAFERS.

From Mr. J. W. Dale, Chemist, Queen Street,

Portsea:—"I consider them invaluable for coughs, colds,

asthma, &c."

They give instant relief and a rapid cure of asthma, con

sumption, coughs, and all disorders of the breath and lungs.

To SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS they are in

valuable for clearing and strengthening the Voice, and have

a pleasant taste. Price ir. zjrf., is. gd., and +f. 6d. per

box. Sold by all Chemists.

Small Books, containing many hundreds of Cures, may he

hadjrom every Agent.

No. LXXI. OCTOBER. 3s. 6d.

The Journal of Mental Science
(published by authority of the Medico-Psychological

Association), edited by C. Lockhart Robertson, M.D.,

Cantab., and Henry Maudslev, M.D., Lond.

contents:—

T. Lavcock, M.D.—On the Objects and Organiration of

the Medico- Psychological Association.

Daniel H. Tuke, M.D.. M.R.C.P.—An Apology for Lord

Brougham on Psychological Grounds.

Benjamin W. Richardson, M.D., F.R.S.-On Physical

Disease from Mental Strain.

Frederick MacCabe, M.D.—On the alleged increase in

FREDER?cyBATEMAN, M.D., M.R.C.P.—On Aphasia or

Loss of Speech in Cerebral Disease.

Mons. Briekke de Boismont.—On the Examination of

the Insane in Courts of Justice. Translated by Dr. 0.

Mackenzie Bacon.

Henry Maldsley, M.D., Lond—Emanuel Swedenborg.

Occasional Notes of the Quarter.—The .County

Lunatic Asylums under the County Administration Bill

,86q—The "Pall Mall Gazette "on the • I reatment ot

Criminal Lunatics.—The North British Renew on the

alleged increase of Lunacy.—Recent Prosecutions by

the Commissioners in Lunacy.

Reviews op Recent Books on Mental Sjciknce.-

Ouarteri.y Reports on the Progress or

Psychological Medicine.—Psychological News,

Correspondence, &c.

(To be continued Quarterly.)

JOHN CHURCHILL & SONS, New Burlington Street.

In 3 vols, small 8vo., cloth, ^s. 6d.

The Hebrew Scriptures.
■*" Translated by Samuel Skarpe. Being a revision

of the authorized English Old Testament.

London : J. Russell Smith, 36, Soho Square.

H
of

MR. SAMUEL SHARPE'S NEW WORK.

This Day, post 8vo., cloth, 51.

istory ofthe Hebrew Nation

and Its Literature. By Samuel Sharpe, Author

The History of Egypt," &c.

London : J. Russell Smith, 36, Soho Square.

A Companion to the Weather-

-"- Glass: or, How to Use the Barometer. *£

Blank Diagrams and an Almanack for 1869. Post I ree

Twelve Stamps. TWbv

Bemrosc & Sons, 21, Paternoster Row, E.C., and vw
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CLASSICAL AND SCIENTIFIC WORKS.

Printed for JAMES WALTON, Bookseller and Publisher to University College, 137, Gower Street.

DR. WILLIAM SMITH'S

CLASSICAL

DICTIONARIES.

Subscription Edition.

These important Dictionaries—written by the

most eminent Scholars, and edited by Dr. William

Smith—have been long acknowledged to be in

dispensable to every Library and every Student.

But their cost hitherto has prevented many from

possessing them, and the Proprietors have there

fore decided upon placing them within the reach of

a much larger number of readers by issuing a Sub

scription Edition, at the rate of

ONE GUINEA EACH VOLUME.

The SIX VOLUMES handsomely *

bound in cloth. Published at ,£11 i7s. 6d. . 6 6 O

Or the Dictionaries Separately, as under:

DICTIONARY of GREEK and RO

MAN ANTIQUITIES. Pub. at & is. . I I O

DICTIONARY of BIOGRAPHY and

MYTHOLOGY. 3 vols. Pub. at £5 i5s. id. 3 3 O

DICTIONARY of GREEK and RO

MAN GEOGRAPHY. 2 vols. Pub. at £4. 2 2 O

*** Any Volume may be had separately.

Subscribers sending their names to the under

signed, on or after the 1st of October, accompanied

by a Cheque or Post-office Order, for whatever

Volumes they require, reckoned at the above rates,

will receive in return the Books, which will be

forwarded at once in any way they may direct

If preferred, the Works may be obtained of any

Bookseller at the above prices for Cash.

JAMES WALTON,

Bookseller and Publisher to University College.

137, Gower-strect, W.C., London.

September 18, 1869.

OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS.

GEORGE GROTE, Esq.

"I willingly bear testimony to the great value of your

dictionary of Classical Ant.quit.es, of Greek and Roman

Biography and Mythology, and of Greek and Roman Geo

graphy. 1 have had frcoucnt occasion to consult these works

and have derived from them great assistance and instruction'

i\ M *S" £VC P?fom"» 'he editorial duty in a manned
highly creditable and successful." «—^a

Rev. W. H. THOMPSON, M.A.,

Master of Trinity College, Cambridge.

" In common with all scholars of my acquaintance, I con

sider myself under great obligations to you for the zeal and

diligence with which you have performed your editorial task

in completing your three very important Dictionaries Thev

contain a large proportion of most able articles, and must

contribute m no mean degree to raise and sustain the charac

ter of English scholarship. It is obvious that no scholar's

horary can pretend to be complete without them."

Rev. Dr. VAUGHAN,

^ Late Head Master 0/ Harrow School.

val„Il!?re m"Ch P'TUr; '" expressing my sense of the in

valuable services rendered to the cause of Greek and Latin

3 fi!re'- of ,cIasVcal cdt'Cation generally, by the great

Md laborious works of Dr. William Smith, which arc cxTS-

Pubt^ooUnodf EngS" Pr°fit' " HanW' " " "" *°

Rev. E. C. HAWTREY, D.D.,

^ Late Head Master of Eton College.

vn„' I,i,am .exlreme,y e'^d ?f. the opportunity of expressing to

>ou the strong sense of obligation which I, in common with

TOur fj'" Md fe"? of -lass'cal '"erature, f=el to you for

sZL . J* C D'a>°™"*. published wholly under your

suit A "^ A Hard'y "■ tay P?5? in which l d° "°' »■>-

SeteL aKd nTCVur Thout findinS a11 1 want, and often
■mien mot* than I thought was attainable."

NEW WORKS AND NEW EDITIONS.

NIEBUHR'S LECTURES ON THE HIS

TORY OK ROME, from the Earliest Times

to the Fall of the Western Empire. By Dr

LEONIIARD SCHMITZ. A New and very Cheap

Edition, carefully reprinted from the Second

English Edition. Complete in One Volume

Sm. 8vo. (Soo pp.) p. 6d. cl. [/« November.

V The Second English Edition of Niebuhr's Lectures

on Roman History contained every word and statement to

be found in the German Edition of Dr. Isler, with which it

was compared throughout. But as Dr. Schmitz, in prepar-

lng his edition was in possession of some valuable sets of

MS. Notes, which were inaccessible to Dr. Isler, his work

contains a variety of remarks and observations as made by

Niebuhr, which do not occur in the German Edition, or anv

mere translation of the German. Almost every page con

tains some interesting remark of the Roman historian, which

is not to oc found in the German Edition.

For the Oxford and Cambridge (Middle Class), University

of London, Civil Service, and other Examinations.

A SYNOPTICAL HISTORY of ENGLAND,

combining the advantages of the Narrative and

Tabular Form ; together with a Comparative

View of Contemporaneous Sovereigns, and

Events in General History, from the Earliest

Records to the Present Time. Oblone 8vo

7».6rf., cloth. B '

"The arrangement is such as to make even the study or

dry details attractive . . Iiy its use the student can soon

make headway ; and what is more, this method of imparting

knowledge 15 eminently calculated to fix it in the memory

,h , k'0^ us '?• w,e Tonfidently °=l''eve. just the thing

that has been wanted. It is sufficiently elaborate, and suffi

ciently terse.—Civil Service Gazette.

ByAuTHOB of "FIFTEEN DECISIVE BATTLES."

A HISTORY OF ENGLAND, from the

Earliest Times to the End of the Reign of

Edward the First. By Sir Edward S.

Creasy, A.M., Emeritus Professor of History

in University College, London, Author of

"The Fifteen Decisive Battles." 8vo., i2s.6d

cloth.

"His exposition of facts is clear and animated, without

affectation or irrelevant comments, and his social and legal

summaries arc readable condensations of the results of

modem research. We do not know of any single volume in

which the student may so pleasantly attain to an intelligent

knowledge of the leading points of the History of England

down to the close of the reign of the First Edward.—

Spectator.

ANCIENT HISTORY.

Subscription Edition of

THE MODERN ROLLIN. Mr. PHILIP

SMITH'S HISTORY of the ANCIENT

WORLD. Illustrated by Maps and Plans.

Complete, 3 handsome vols., 8vo. (1,900 pp.)

£1 I».

" It is written in a picturesque and graphic style."

"It contains the results of the extensive and important

researches which have been made since Rollin's time, and

which have almost revolutionised our knowledge of the his

tory of the Ancient World."—Educational Times.

DR. WILLIAM SMITH'S SMALLER

SCHOOL HISTORIES.

A SMALLER HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

Edited by Dr. William Smith. 68 Illus

trations. Sixth Edition. Fcp. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

A SMALLER HISTORY OF ROME.

B.y Pi William Smith. 79 Illustrations.

Fcp. 8vo., y. 6d.Sixth Edition.

A SMALLER HISTORY

By Dr. William Smith.

Sixth Edition. Fcp. 8vo.,

OF GREECE.

74 Illustrations.

3*. 6d.

NATURAL SCIENCE.

CHEMISTRY FOR SCHOOLS. An In

troduction to the Practical Study of Chemistry.

By C. Haughton Gill, Assistant Examiner

m Chemistry at the University of London, late

Lecturer on Chemistry in University College

School. With Illustrations. Small 8vo.

[Early in November.

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY for SCHOOLS.

By Dr. Lardner. Eleventh Thousand.

Revised and completed to the present time by

T. Olver Harding, B.A. Lond., of Uni

versity College. Small 8vo., 3s. 6V.

"This will be a very convenient class-book for junior stu

dents 111 private schools. It is intended to convey, in clear

and precise terms, general notions of all the principal divi

sions of Physical Science, illustrated largely by diagrams "

—hntish Quarterly Review.

HANDBOOK OF OPTICS. By Dr. Lard

ner. Sixth Thousand. Revised and com

pleted to the Present Time by T. Olver

Harding, B.A., of University College, Lon

don. 298 Illustrations. Small 8vo., 5*.

HANDBOOK OF ELECTRICITY, MAG

NETISM, AND ACOUSTICS. By Dr.

Lardner. Eighth Thousand. By Georce

Carey Foster, F.C.S., Professor of Experi

mental Physics in UniversityCollege, London.

400 Illustrations. Small Svo., $s.

The book could not have been entrusted to anyone better

calculated to preserve the terse and lucid style of Lardner,

while correcting his errors, and bringing up his work to the

present state of scientific knowledge."—Popular Science

A eview.

THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH. By

Dr. Lardner. Revised and re-written by

E. B. Bright, F.R.A.S., Secretary of the

British and Irish Magnetic Telegraph Com

pany ; containing full information, in a popular

form, of the Telegraphs at home and abroad,

brought up to the present time ; including

Descriptions of Railway Signalling Apparatus,

Clock Regulating by Electricity, &c. 140

Illustrations. Small 8vo., Cheaper Edition,

3-r. 6d., cloth.

" It is capitally edited by Mr. Bright, who has' succeeded

in making this one of the most readable books extant on the

Electric Telegraph."—English Mechanic.

DR. HOFMANN'S MODERN CHEMIS

TRY, Experimental and Theoretic. Small

8vo., 4f. 6d.

" It is in the truest sens* an introduction to Chemistry ;

and as such it possesses the highest value—a value which is

equally great to the student, new to the science, and to the

lecturer, who has spent years in teaching it."—Reader.

LIEBIG'S NATURAL LAWS OF HUS

BANDRY. 8vo., \os. 6d.

Contents :—The Plant—The Soil—Action of Soil on

Food of Plants in Manure—Farm-Yard Manure—System

of Farm-Ynrd Manuring—Guano—Poudrettc—Human Ex

crements—Earthy Phosphates—Ground Rape Cake—Wood-

Ash—Ammonia and Nitric Acid—Common Salt—Nitrate

of Soda—Salts of Ammonia—Gypsum and Lime.

" Liebig has built up on imperishable foundations, as a

connected whole, the code of simple general laws on which

regenerated agriculture must henceforth for all time

repose."—international Exhibition Report.

FAMILIAR LETTERS on CHEMISTRY,

Fourth Edition. Small 8vo., "]s. 6d.

By the same Author.

LETTERSonMODERN AGRICULTURE.

Small 8vo., 6s.

" I am desirous to make the educated men of the'nation

acquainted with the principles which have been established

by Chemistry in connection with the nutrition of plants, the

conditions of the fertility of soils, and the causes of their

exhaustwn."—From the Author's Preface.
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WORKS

RECENTLY PUBLISHED

BY

WILLIAM RIDGWAY.

Pictures of Hungarian Life, by the

the Author of "Flemish Interiors," "Gheel,"

&c. One vol. Price lor. dd. Illustrated by

the Author.

II.

Nationality, or tho Law relating to

Subjects ami Aliens. By the Right Hon. Sir

Alex. Cockburn, Lord Chief Justice of

England. One vol. Price 5-r.

III.

The Charge of the Lord Chief Justice

of England to the Grand Jury, in the Case of

the Queen against Nelson and Brand. One

vol. Price 4*.

IV.

Some Aspects of the Reformation:

an Essay. By John Gibson Cazenove,M.A.,

Provost of Cumbrae. One vol. Price \s.

v.

Hortus Gramineus Woburnensis. By

George Sinclair. With 45 Plates. A new

Edition. One vol. Price 1 5*

vr.

The New Reform Act. Notes upon

the Reform Act of 1867. By T. Chisholm

Anstey. One vol. Price ior.

WILLIAM RIDGWAY, 169, Piccadilly, W. ;

and all Booksellers.

ClliduS, and

Matural History of the British

ISLES. This Scries of Works is Illustrated by

many Hundred Engravings; every Species has been Drawn

and Engraved under the immediate inspection of the

Authors ; the best Artists have been employed, and no care

or expense has been spared, rach Work of the Series is

sold separately as enumerated below.

A/eiv Copies have also been printed on Large Paper.

HYDRO ID ZOOPHYTES. By the Rev. F.

Hincks. a vols 3 a o

QUADRUPEDS, liyrrof. Bell and Mr. Tomes.

(Preparing) 180

BIRDS. ByMr. Yarkell. Third Edition. 3V0IS. 4 14 6

COLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS of the EGGS

of BIRDS. By Mr. Hewitson. Third Edi

tion, a vols. 4 M o

REPTILES. By Prof. Bell. Second Edition . o 12 o

FISHES. By Mr. Yarkell. Third Edition,

Edited by Sir John Richardson, a vuls. .33°

MOLLUSCOUS ANIMALS and their SHELLS.

By Prof. Edward Forbes and Mr. Hanlev.

4 vols. 8vo. (Royal 8vo., coloured, 13/.) . 6 10 o

STALK-EYED CRUSTACEA. By Prof. Bell.

8vo 15°

SESSILE-EYED CRUSTACEA. ByMr.SrENCE

Bate and Prof. Westwood. 1 vols. . .300

STAR FISHES. By Prof. Edward Forbes . o 15 o

ZOOPHYTES. By Dr. Johnston. Second

Edition, a vols a a o

FOREST TREES. By Mr. Seldv . . .180

FERNS. By Mr. Newman. Third Edition . o 18 o

FOSSIL MAMMALS and BIRDS. By Prof.

Owen 1 11 6

See Atkenttum, May aand.

^34 3 °

JOHN VAN VOORST, 1, Paternoster Row.

Original Subscription Copies,

in perfect condition, of the three following SCARCE

WORKS, by Day & Son, Lithographers to the Queen,

for SALE.

Jo'.m B. Day, 3, Savoy Street, Strand, London, W.C.

The Alhambra, Plans, Eleva-

tions, Sections, and Details of. By Owen Jones,

Architect. 3 vols., half bound, 37 by 20.

London : John B. Day, 3, Savoy Street, Strand, W.C.

The Grammar of Ornament.

By Owen Jones, Architect. The Large Edition,

101 imperial folio Plates, containing 3,000 Examples in

various styles. 1 vol., half bound.

London: John B. Day, 3, Savoy Street, Strand, W.C.

T-Talicarnassus,
Branchfdx, History of the Recent Discoveries.

By C. T. Newton, M.A. The Volume of 100 Plates,

imperial folio, and 2 large 8vo. vols, of Text.

London: John B. Day, 3, Savoy Street, Strand, W.C.

256 pp., cloth cover, price is. 6*/., post free 4*/. extra.

(^Jhrist is Coming. The Kesto-

ration of the Ancient Universal Church.

London: John B. Day, Savoy Street, Strand.

Authors, Artists, and Ama-

"^ teurs can have their WORKS entirely PRODUCED,

printed from the most approved Founts of Type, illustrated

in the highest style of Chromo or Photo Lithography,

Lithography, Steel, Copper-plate, or Wood Engraving, and

bound complete bv John B. Dav (Day&Son, Lithographers

to the Queen, &c.}, 3, Savoy Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Volume the First, in 8vo.,' price 12s., cloth.

(Comparative Grammar of

^ SANSKRIT, GREEK, and LATIN. By W. H.

Fekrar, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Trin. Coll., Dublin.

'Jo be completed in One more Volume.

London : Longmans and Co. Dublin : W. M'Gce.

On the tst inst. was published, post 8vo. cloth, a Second

Edition, greatly enlarged, price 12s. 6d., of

(Chemistry : General, Medical,

^"^ and Pharmaceutical; including the Chemistry of

the British Pharmacopoeia. By John Attkield, Ph. D.,

F.C.S., Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharma

ceutical Society of Great Britain.

JOHN VAN VOORST, 1, Paternoster Row.

Just published.

TTemans's (Charles I.) History

of Mediaeval Christianity and Sacred Art in Italy

a.d. 900—1350). Crown 8vo. cloth, js. 6d.

By the same Author,

History of Ancient Christianity

and Sacred Art in Italy. Crown 8vo. cloth, 7s. dd.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden,

London; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, 8vo., cloth, js. 6et.

TTssays of a Birmingham

"^""^ Manufacturer. By W. Lucas Sargant, Author of

Social Innovators,' ' Apology for Sinking Funds,' &c.

r. Characteristics of Manufactures.—3. Ireland and the

Tenure ofLand.— 3. Limited Democracy.—4. 'Dyslogistic'

—5. Sir Samuel Bentham.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta Street. Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, crown 8vo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

The Relation of Language to

Thought. By Wm. Roscoe Burgess, M.A., Vicar

of Christchurch, Latchford.

Williams S: Norgate. 14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden,

London ; and 30, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, royal 8vo., cloth, 4*.

TTowto Keep the Clock Right,

by Observations of the Fixed Stars, with a small

fixed Telescope, together with a Tabic of Stars, &c By

Thomas Warner.

Williams & Norgate, 14. Henrietta Street, Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

CABINET EDITIONS

OF

STANDARD WORKS.

TTistoiy of Greece. From

the Earliest Period to the close of the Generation

contemporary with Alexander the Great. By George

Grote, D.C.L. With Portrait and Maps. To be published

in 12 Monthly Volumes. Post 8vo. 6s. each.

[/« November.

II.

TTistorical Works of the late

HENRY HALLAM, LL.D. Containing History

of England—Europe during the Middle Ages—Literary

History of Europe. With the Author's latest Corrections

and Additions. 10 vols. Post 8vo. 6j. each.

III.

TTistorical Works of Henry

HART MILMAN, D.D. Containing History of

the Jews—History of Early Christianity—History of Latin

With the Author's latest Corrections andChristianity.

Additions. 15 vol Post 8vo. 6s. each.

IV.

TTistoiy of England, from

the Peace of Utrecht to the Peace of Versailles.

1713-83. By Lord Mahon [now Earl Stanhope,. 7 vols.

Post 8vo. 5s. each.

V.

TTistory of the United Nether-

lands, from the Death of William the Silent to the

Twelve Years' Truce. 1584-1609. By the Hon. J. LoTHKor

Motley. With Portraits. 4 vols. Post 8vo. 6s. each.

VI.

f ives of the Lord Chancellors

"^"^ of England, from the Earliest Times till the Reign

of George the Fourth. By Lord Cami'BELL. With the

Author's latest Corrections and Additions. 10 vols. Crown

8vo. 6s. each.

VII.

A nnals of the Wars of the

18th and 19th Centuries. 1700-1815. Compiled from

the most Authentic Histories of the Period. By General.

Cust. With Maps. 9 vols. Post 8vo. 5*. each.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

Sir RODERICK MURCHISON, Bart.

4th Edition, revised, with Coloured Maps, Plates, and

Woodcuts. 8vo. 30J.

Qiluria : A History of the

Oldest Rocks in the British Isles and Other Countries ;

with a Sketch of the Origin and Distribution of Native

Gold, the General Succession of Geological Formations and

Changes of the Earth's Surface. By Sir Roderick I.

Mi RCHisox, Hart., F.R.S., Director-General of the Geo

logical Survey of the British Isles.

*" Siluria' has taken its place among standard geological

works as the great authoritative text-book for the older

formations. The present edition is not merely a rcpruuof

the last one with a few emendations and additions. The

changes it has undergone are so numerous that, in some

respects, it may be called a new work. It has been sub

jected to a complete revision, and much new matter has been

added."— Times.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

Just published, in i vol., square cloth, cloth gilt,

price 3j. dd.,

TTden and other Poems. 2nd

Edition. By G. Washington Moon, F.R.S.L.

Author of " The Dean's English," &C.

HATCHARD & Co., Publishers, 187, Ticcadilly, London.

Sir CHARLES LYELL, Bart.

10th Edition, revised, with Maps, Plates, and Woodcuts.

2 vols. 8vo. 32*.

'The Principles of Geology ;

or, the Modern Changes of the Earth and its

Inhabitants, considered as illustrative of Geology. By Sir

Charles Lyell, Bart., M.A., F.R.S.

In this tuno edition the Author has re-cast many parts of

his work, in conformity with the progress made by geology

during the interval offifteen years which has elapsed since

the ninth edition was issued.

II.

T yell's Elements of Geology;

"^ or, The Ancient Chanees of the Earth and its

Inhabitants, as illustrated by Geological Monuments. 7th

and thoroughly revised Edition, with Woodcuts. 8vo.

[/« preparation.

III.

f yell's Geological Evidences

-*—* 0f the Antiquity of Man. with Remarks on Theories

of the Origin of Species by Variation. 3rd Edition. With.

Illustrations. 8vo. 14*.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.
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Many Copies of each of the following Books are in Circulation at Mudie's Select Library.

Tuventus Mundi, by William Ewart Gladstone.

"Travels in Central. Caucasus, by D. W. Freshfield.

Diary of Henry Ckabb Robinson.

Holidays on High Lands, by Rev. Hugh Macmillan.

The Queen of the Air, by John Ruskin.

History of England, by Sir E. S. Creasy.

"Wallace's Travels in the Malay Archipelago.

He Knew He Was Right.—The Minister's Wife.

Forster's Biography of Walter Savage Landor.

L,ife of Rev. John Keble, by Sir J. T. Coleridge.

The Gladstone Government, by a Templar.

Milman's Annals of St. Pall's Cathedral.

Forest Life in Acadie, by Captain Hardy.

Townshend's Ten Thousand Miles of Travel.

My Holiday in Austria, by Lizzie Selina Eden.

"The Promenades of Paris, by W. Robinson.

■Constitutional Progress, by Montagu Burrows.

Memoir of Dr. Conolly, by Sir James Clark.

Historical Gleanings, by J. E. Thorold Rogers.

"Mary Queen of Scots, by John Hosack.

Eastwick's Sketches of Life in Venezuela.

French Military Institutions, by Due d'Aumale.

KAssam's History of the Abyssinian Expedition.

The Sacristan's Household.—Old Town Folks.

yetherick's travels in central africa.

New Tracks in North America, by Dr. Bell.

England's Antiphon, by George Macdonald.

■Occasional Sermons, by Rev. John Keble.

Ouizot's Lives of Calvin and St. Louis.

Byeways in Europe, by Bayard Taylor.

^Sermons, by the Rev. Stopford A. Brooke.

Our New Way Round the World, by C. C Coffin.

A Cruise in the "Gorgon," by W. Cope Devereux.

Memoirs of Baron Bunsen.

Maximilian's Recollections of Travel. !

Ursula's Love Story.—Roland Yorke.

\av& of Edmund Keane, by F. W. Hawkins.

"St. Clair and Brophy's Residence in Bulgaria.

Lecky's History of European Morals.

The Naturalist in Norway, by Rev. J. Bowden.

Hamilton's Life of the Rev. J. D. Burns.

The Indian Tribes of Guiana, by W. H. Brett.

Buchanan's Life of Audubon.

The Nile and its Banks, by Rev. A. C. Smith.

Essays and Addresses, by Dean Alford.

Biographical Sketches, by Harriet Martineau.

Diary in Mexico, by Prince Salm-Salm.

Rome and Venice in 1867, by G. A. Sala.

Lancashire; its Puritanism, &c, by Dr. Halley.

Life of Cesar Maun, by One of his Sons.

The Life of Madame Louise de France.

The Rector and His Friends.—Oldbury.

Ji-ste's Life of Leopold I.—Nethertok-on-Sea.

Miscellanies, by Francis W. Newman.

Maclear's Apostles of Mediaeval Europe.

Like of Pizarro, bv Arthur Helps.—Hirall.

Vesuvius, by J. Phillips.—Wood's Bible Animals.

Bickmore's Travels in the Indian Archipelago.

Misread Passages op Scripture, by J. B. Brown.

Life of the Right Hon. Hugh Elliot.

Christ the Bread of Life, by Dr. McLeod Campbell.

The House of Commons, by Reginald Palgrave.

Bateman's Life of the Rev. H. V. Elliott.

*Cameos from English History, by Miss Yongc,

*A Political Survey, by E. M. Grant-Duff.

*Life of Bishop Lonsdale, by E. B. Denison.

^The Captive Missionary, by Rev. H. Stern.

Feudal Castles of France.—The Beggynhof.

Lectures on Poetry, by Sir F. H. Doyle.

Mossman's Origin of the Seasons.—Viola.

The Industries of Scotland, by David Brenmer.

Life and Letters of Dr. F. W. Faber.

The Voyage of H.M.S. "Galatea."

Primeval Man, by the Duke of Argyll.

Devrient's Recollections of Mendelssohn.

The Highlands of Brazil, by Captain Burton.

Realmah.—On the Edge of the Storm.—Liza.

A Summer in Iceland, by C. W. Paijkull.

Principles at Stake, ediied by G. H. Sumner.

Around the Kremlin, by G. T. Lowth.

Cast up by the Sea, by Sir S. W. Baker.

Campbell's Lives of Lyndhurst and Brougham.

The Highlands of Turkey, by Rev. H. F. Tozer.

Visit of the Prince of Wales to the East.

PressensS's Earlv Years of Christianity.

The Odes of Horace, by Lord Lytton.

A Book about Roses, by S. R. Hole.

Noblesse Oblige, by Sarah Tytler.

Brazil and Paraguay, by A. J. Kennedy.

Life of Sir William Hamilton, by Professor Veitch.

Memoir and Remains of Arthur Hugh Clough.

Hellborn's Life of Schubert.—The Amazon.

Greater Britain, by C. Wentworth Dilke. 4

The Ring and the Book, by Robert Browning.

Seekers after God, by F. W. Farrar.

Her Majesty's Tower, by W. H. Dixon.

Another England (Victoria), by E. C. Booth.

Noontide in Sychar, by Dr. Macduff.

Life of Edward the Third, by W. Longman.

The Crust and the Cake.—Mary Stanley.*

Curiosities of Olden Times, by S. Baring-Gould.

The Metaphors of St. Paul, by J. S. Howson.

Life of Dr. George Phtrie, by William Stokes.

Buchanan's Ballad Stories, from the Scandinavian.

Yonge's Historical Sketch of the French Bar.

Lessons of the Cross and Passion, by Dr. Vaughan.

Dr. Pussy's Eirbnikon—Trevor's History of Rome.

Christian Singers of Germany, by C. Winkworth.

The Intelligence of Animals, by Ernest Menault.

Lectures and Speeches, by Eiihu Burritt.

Dottings in Panama, by Captain Bedford Pirn.

The Fern Garden, by Shirley Hibberd.

Select Writings of Charles Maclaren.

Habit and Intelligence, by Joseph J. Murphy.

Christopher Kenrick,—Wrecked in Port.

Chunder's Travels of a Hindoo.

MCllek's Facts and Arguments for Darwin.

Polko's Reminiscences of Mendelssohn.

A Summer in Norway, by Lady Di Beauclerk.

Overdale.—A Book of Heroines.—Crowned.

Lives of the Archbishops, by Dr. Hook.

Elephant Haunts, by Henry Faulkner.

Essays on the Church and the World.

Kingsley*s Lives of the Hermits.

The Braemar Highlands, by Elizabeth Taylor.

Summer in the Orkneys, by Daniel Gorrie.

Contrast, by Holme Lee.—Change upon Change.

Memoirs of Lord Haddo.—The Oxford Spectator.

Five Days' Entertainments at Wentworth.

Recollections of Massimo D'Azaglio.

Tragedies of TEschylos, by Rev. E. H. Plumptre.

Farewell Counsels, by Rev. Dr. Goulburn.

Henderson's Life of James Ferguson.

Christian Osborne's Friends.—Kitty.

Musical Sketches, by John Ella.—Malbone.

Buzacott's Mission Life in the Pacific.

Miscellaneous Poems, by Rev. John Keble.

Notes at Home and Abroad, by Elihu Burritt.

Williams's Journey through Burmah.

British Sports, Edited by Anthony Trollope.

Memoir of John Grey of Dilston, by J. E. Butler.

Literary Judgments, by W. R, Greg.

Pemberton's History of Monaco.

Yacht Voyage on the Nile, by Emily Lott,

Essays on Reform, by Various Writers.

Reminiscences, by the Countess Brownlow.

Verses on Various Occasions, by Dr. Newman.

Historical Characters, by Sir H. L. Bulwer.

The Witness of S. Paul to Christ, by Rev. S. Leathes.

Songs and Verses, by Captain Whyte Melville.

Culture and Anarchy, by Matthew Arnold.

Hall's Adventures of a Bric-a-Brac Hunter.

Hawthorne's American Note-Books.

Minor Moralities of Life, by Rev. E. White.'

The Victorious Life, by Rev. H. T. Edwards.

Lockyer's Lessons in Astronomy.

That Boy of Norcott's.—Phineas Finn.

Life of Alexander Thomson of Banchory.

Beatrice and other Poems, by Hon. Roden Noel.

Von Sybel's History of the French Revolution.

Tephson and Elmhirst's Life in Japan.

Sermons, by Rev. J. Ker.—Religious Republics.

Markham's Abyssinian Expedition.

The Perfect Man, by the Rev. Harry Tones.

Church and State, by Rev. T. R. Birks.

Chips and Chapters of Geology, by David Page.

Life of Rossini, by H. Sutherland Edwards.

Howitt's Northern Heights of London.

Essays on Woman's Work and Woman's Culture.

A Book of Worthies, by Miss Yonge.

Mopsa the Fairy, by Jean Ingclow.

The Subjection of Women, by John Stuart Mill.

Ourselves: Essays on Women, by E. L. Linton.

Carmina Crucis, by Dora Greenwell.

The Birds of Sherwood Forest, by W. J. Sterland.

Select Writings of Viscount Strangford.

Sequel to the Life of Lord Dundonald.

Letters from Australia, by John Martineau.

The Open Secret: Sermons, by A. J. Morris.

Five Years in a Protestant Sisterhood.

Lives of Warriors, by Sir Edward Cust. New Ser.

Last Winter in America, by F. B. Zincke.

Essays on a Liberal Education.

The March to Magdala, by G. A. Hcnty.

Leaves from my Log, by Francis W. Bennett.

Lectures and Speeches, by Elihu Burritt.

Talks from Alsace.—Arthur's Seat.

Bleek's Introduction to the Old Testament.

Pritchard's Hulsean Lectures, 1867. "*

Life of Rev. John Milne, by Dr. Bonar.

Force and Nature, by Dr. F. C. Winslow.

Life of Bishop Atterbukv, by Folkestone Williams.

Bamfton Lectures, 1868, by Dr. Moberly.

Ryle's Christian Leaders of the Last Century.

Collingwood's Naturalist on the China Seas.

Breezie Langton.—Up and Down the World.

The Ministry in Galilee, by Dr. Hanna,

The Occupations of a Retired Life.

The Pupils of St. John the Divine.

Yonge's Life^of Lord Liverpool.

Works of Dr. James Hamilton. Vols. I. to III.

Edwards' Life of Sir Walter Raleigh.

Five Old Friends and a Young Prince.

Life of Charlotte de la Trkhoillk.

The Blackisird of Baden.—All But Lost.

Dr. Harold's Note-Book, by Mrs. Gascoigne.

Life of John Urquhart, by William Orme.

Under Egyptian Palms, by Howard Hopley.

The Golden Chain of Praise, by T. H. Gill.

Blunt's Reformation of the English Church.

Strickland's Lives of the Tudor Princesses.

From the Levant, by R. A. Arnold.

Dickson's Sketches of the History of Japan.

Napoleon at Fontainbleau, by Sir Neil Campbell.

*Saxon's Five Years within the Golden Gate.

•Poems, by M. B. Smedley.—Miss Langley's Will.

Theology and Life, by Rev. E. H. Plumtre.

Gilbert's Life of Llcrezia Borgia.

English Sports, by the Earl of Wilton.

Life and Letters of Thomas Edmonstone.

Origin of Beligious Belief, by S. Baring-Gould.

Harrow School Sermons, by H. M. Butler.

Recollections of Oxford, by G. V. Cox.

De pRE^sENsfi's Church and French Revolution.

Plowden's Abyssinia.—Whymper's Alaska.

Adam's Buried Cities of Campania.

Krilof and his Fahi.es, by W. R. S. Ralston.

Systematic Technical Education, by T. S. Russell.

Saint Louis of France, by M. de Joinville.

Friswell's Essavs on English Writers.

Chaucer's England, by Matthew Browne.

Life of Lacokdaike, by Dora Greenwell.

Lacordaike's Conferences on Jesus Christ.

Memorials of Dr. James Henderson.

Realities of Irish Life, by W. S. Trench.

The Royal Engineer, by Sir Francis B. Head.

Dawning Lights, by I'rancis Power Cobbe.

The Principles of Cuurency, by Bonamy Price.

Artemus Ward's Lecture at the Egyptian Hall.

Moral Uses of Dark Things, by Dr. Bushnell.

A County Family.—A Perfect treasure.

The War in Paraguay, by George Thompson.

Arms and Armour, by the Rev. Charles Boutcll.

The Queen of the Adriatic, by W. H. D. Adams.

Life in Newfoundland, by Lieut. -Col. McCrea,

Essays, by Rev. James Martineau. Neiv Series.

The Baths and Wells of Europe, by J. Macphcrson.

China and the Chinese, by Rev. John L. Nevius.

Australian Views of England, by Henry Parkcs.

AND SEVERAL NEW EDITIONS OF WORKS BY POPULAR AUTHORS.

Fresh copies ofall the boohs in circulation are added as the demand increases and an ample supply is provided ofall theprincipalforthcoming books as they appear.

FIRST-CLASS SUB SC rYpYiON^QN E~ GUI NEA PER ANNUM.

«y The Library Messengers call to deliver Books at the Residences of Subscribers in every part of London and the immediate neighbourhood on a

plan which has given general satisfaction for many years.

THE NAMES OF NEW SUBSCRIBERS ARE ENTERED DAI LY,

Book Societies supplied on liberal terms. Prospectuses Postage Free on application.

A Revised Catalogue of Surplus Copies of Recent Books withdrawn from the Library for Sale at greatly reduced prices, with List of Works of the best

Libraries and Drawing-room Tables, and for Wedding and BirthdayAuthors, in elegant bindings, suitable for Gentlemen's

Presents and School Prizes, is now ready, and wii be forwarded. Postage-free, on application.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, NEW OXFORD STREET,

CITY OFFICE:—4, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE.

LONDON.
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WORKS PUBLISHED BY

SMITH, ELDER, AND CO.

COMPLETION OF THE ILLUSTRATED EDITION OF

THE WORKS OF MR. THACKERAY.

In Twenty-Two Volumes, Large Crown Zvo., Handsomely Bound in Cloth Gilt, 81. S-f., or in Half-Russia, 111. 12s.

FORTHCOMING WORKS.

THE MAGYARS : THEIR COUNTRY AND ITS

INSTITUTIONS.

By Arthur J. Patterson, Esq. With Maps. Two Volumes.

Crown 8vo.

LIFE OF A NATURALIST IN GREENLAND.

By Robert Brown, F.R.G.S. Crown 8vo.

A WORK ON MODERN RUSSIA.

By Dr. Eckhardt. One Volume. 8vo.

ROUND ABOUT PICCADILLY AND PALL

MALL.

By Henry B. Wheatley, Esq. With Illustrations. One

Volume. 8vo.

THE GARSTANGS OF GARSTANG GRANGE.

By T. Adolphus Trolloi>e. Three volumes. Post 8vo.

THE HOTEL DU PETIT ST. JEAN.

A Gascon Story. In One Volume.

THE BLOCKADE (LE BLOCUS).

Translated from the French of Erckmann-Chatrian. With

Illustrations. One Volume. Crown 8vo.

A DIGEST OF MOOHUMMUDAN LAW.

On the Subjects to which it is usually applied by British Courts

of Justice in India. Part II. Containing the Doctrines of the

Imameea Code of Jurisprudence on the most important of the

same subjects. By Neil B. E. Baillie. 8vo. »6>.

NEW EDITIONS.

FRIENDS IN COUNCIL. First Series.

Two Volumes. Small Crown Svo. Qs.

FRIENDS IN COUNCIL. SECOND SERIES.

Two Volumes. Small Crown Svo. oj.

THE LAST CHRONICLE OF BARSET.1

By Anthony Trollope. With 10 Illustrations. Two Volumes.

Crown 8vo. iox.

RECENT WORKS.

THE TRADES' UNIONS OF ENGLAND.

By M. Le Comte de Paris. Translated by N. J. SENIOR, M.A.

Edited by T. Hughes, M.P. Crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

THE QUEEN OF THE AIR: BEING A STUDY

OF THE GREEK MYTHS OF CLOUD AND STORM.

By John Ruskin, LL.D. Crown Svo. 6s.

LUDIBRIA LUN.E ; OR, THE WARS OF THE

WOMEN AND THE GODS.

By William John Courthope. Crown 8vo. 6s.

THE LADY OF LATHAM.

Being the Life and Original Letters of Charlotte de la Tremoillc,

Countess of Derby. By Madame Guizot de Witt. With a

Portrait of Charlotte tie la Tremoille, Countess of Derby. From

a Picture in the Possession of the Earl of Derby. Demy 8vo. 14/.

THE HISTORY OF ART

By Dr. Wilhelm Lubke, Professor of the History of Art.

Translated by F. E. Bunnett. Second Edition. With 415

Illustrations. 2 vols. Imp. 8vo. 42*.

AURORA LEIGH.

By Elizabeth Barrett Browning. New Edition. Crown

8vo. 7-r.

POEMS BY ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING.

Complete in Five vols. Fcap. Svo. 30X.

A SELECTION FROM THE POETRY OF ELIZA

BETH BARRETT BROWNING.

With a Portrait and Vignette. Crown Svo. ioj. 6d.

THE RING AND THE BOOK.

By Robert Browning. Complete in 4 vols. Fcap. 8vo.

Js. 6d. each.

MR. BROWNING'S POETICAL WORKS.

New and Uniform Edition. 6 vols. Fcap. Svo. 5*. each.

SELECTIONS FROM MR. BROWNING'S POEMS.

Fcap. 8vo. 6s.

ROMOLA.

By George Eliot, Author of " Adam Bede," " The Mill on the

Floss," &c With Frontispiece. Fcap. Svo. Limp cloth. 2j. 6</.

THE LIFE OF GOETHE.

By George Henry Lewes. New Edition, partly re-writtcn.

One vol. With Portrait. 8vo. 16s.

ARISTOTLE: A CHAPTER FROM THE HIS

TORY OF SCIENCE.

With Analyses of Aristotle's Scientific Writings. By George.

Henry Lewes. Demy Svo. 15*.

SMITH, ELDER, AND CO., 15, WATERLOO PLACE.
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BLACK1E & SON'S PUBLICATIONS.

I.

Super-royal 8vo., elegantly bound in cloth, gilt top, 31J. 6d.

The Universe, or the Infinitely
Great and the Infinitely Little. A Sketch of Contrasts

in Creation and Marvels revealed and explained by

Natural Sciences. From the French of F. A. Pocchet,

M.D. IllustrateS by 343 Engravings on Wood and 4

Coloured Plates. [Nearly ready.

II.

Super-royal 8vo., cloth extra, 3x1. 6d.

A History of the Vegetable King-
dom. New and revised edition. By William Rhind.

Illustrated by 700 Figures on Wood and Steel, of which

100 are carefully coloured.

" We can recommend this book as containing an enormous

aunount of information, and comprising in an agreeable form

almost all that the unscientific public can wish to know about

the vegetable kingdom."—Guardian.

III.

In a vols., large 8vo., cloth extra, 32J.

The Works of James Hogg, the
Ettrick Shepherd. In Poetry and Prose. New edition,

revised. With Memoir by the Rev. Thomas Thomson.

Numerous Engravings on Steel, from Drawings by

D. O. Hill, R.S.A., and Keelhy Halswellf, A.R.S.A.

The volumes separately ; Tales and Sketches, xSs. ;

Poems and Life, 14J-.

" How it would have 'gratified and exalted the worthy

Shepherd to have seen his collected works presented to the

world in so handsome a form as that in which they now

appear."—Scotsman.

IV.

In 2 large vols., including the Supplement, imperial 8vo.,

cloth, 4/. 15*.

The Imperial Gazetteer : a General
Dictionary of Geography, Physical, Political, Statistical,

and Descriptive. With a Supplement, bringing the In

formation down to the latest time. Edited by W. G.

Blackie, Ph.D., F.R.G.S. Illustrated by about 800

Wood Engravings of Views, Costumes, Maps, Plans, &c.

" This excellent book of reference. ... All the articles

we have examined, whether long or short, exhibit a greater

degree of correctness in minute detail than we should have

thought practicable in so comprehensive a work."—Athe

naeum.

V.

Imperial 8vo., cloth, i6r.

The Supplement to the Imperial
Gazetteer, separately, embracing the most recent Geo

graphical information. With numerous Wood Engrav

ings.

" 1 1 is "mdispensable to the possessors of the original work,

and will be found a very useful Supplement to any other

work ot similar character."—Notes and Queries.

VI.

Imperial 4to., half morocco, 3/. ior.

Villa and Cottage Architecture,
consisting of Thirty selected examples of Villas and

Cottages, the Works of Nineteen different Architects,

recently erected. They are illustrated by Plans, Ele

vations, and Details ; with full description, and in nearly

every instance with a statement of their actual cost

" This is a volume that those about to build villa residences

or cottages may usefully study. The combined wit of nine

teen architects can scarcely fail to furnish information that

it will be a gain to them to acquire."—Builder.

DR. OGILVIE'S DICTIONARIES.

1.

In 1 large vols., imperial 8vo., cloth, 4/.

The Imperial Dictionary, English,
Technological, and Scientific. With Supplement.

Adapted to the present state of Literature, Science, and

Art. Upwards of 2500 Engravings on Wood.

II.

Large 8vo., cloth, 25J.

The Comprehensive English Dic

tionary, Explanatory, Pronouncing, and Etymological.

About 800 Engravings on Wood.

ni.
Imperial i6mo., cloth, red edges, iof. 6d. ; half morocco, 13*.

The Student's English Dictionary,
Etymological, Pronouncing, and Explanatory. About

300 Engravings on Wood.

IV.

Imperial i6mo., cloth, red edges, 5s. 6d.

Dr. Ogilvie's Smaller English Die-

ttonary for Schools and Families, Etymological, Pro

nouncing, and Explanatory. With Bible and Shake

spearian Words not now in use ; Latin, French, and

Italian Phrases, &c.

BLACKIE & SON, 44, Paternoster Row.

L. REEVE & CO.'s

PUBLICATIONS.

SACRED ARCHEOLOGY; a Popular

Dictionary of Ecclesiastical Art and Institutions, from

Primitive to Modern Times. Comprising Architecture,

Music, Vestments, Furniture Arrangement, Offices,

Customs, Ritual Symbolism, Ceremonial Traditions,

Religious Orders, &c, of the Church Catholic in all

Ages. By Mackenzie E. C. Walcott, B.D. Oxon.,

F.S.A., Prascentor and Prebendary of Chichester Ca

thedral. Demy8vo., 16s.

THE NATURALIST IN NORWAY; or,

Notes on the Wild Animals, Birds, Fishes, and Plants

of that Country, with some account of the principal

Salmon Rivers. By the Rev. J. Bowden, LL.D.

Eight Coloured Plates. 10s. 6d.

THE BIRDS OF SHERWOOD FOREST;

with Observations on their Nesting, Habits, and Mi

grations. By W. J. Sterland. Four Plates. ys. 6d.

coloured.

THE BEWICK COLLECTOR AND

SUPPLEMENT. A Descriptive Catalogue of the

Works of Thomas and John Bewick, with 29a Cuts

from Bewick's own Blocks. By the Rcv.Thos. Hugo,

M.A., F.S.A., the Possessor of the Collection. Two

vols., demy 8vo., price 42s.; imperial 8vo., with a fine

Steel Engraving of Thomas Bewick, 4/. +f. The

Supplement, with 180 Cuts, may be had separately;

price, small paper, air.; large paper, 42J.

A MANUAL OF BRITISH ARCHE

OLOGY. By Charles Boltell, M.A. Twenty

Coloured Plates. iox. dd.

THE REASONING POWER IN ANI

MALS. By the Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A. gt.

SUNSHINE AND SHOWERS: their In-

fluences throughout Creation. A Compendium of

Popular Meteorology. By Andrew Steinmetz, Esq.

Wood Engravings, ys. 6d.

CALIPHS AND SULTANS. By S. Han-

ley, F.L.S. 6r.

METEORS, AEROLITES, and FALLING

STARS. By Dr. T. L. Phipson, F.C.S. Twenty-

five Woodcuts and Lithographic Frontispiece. 6s,

PHOSPHORESCENCE; or, the Emission

of Light by Minerals, Plants, and Animals. By Dr.

T. L. Phipson, F.C.S. Thirty Wood Engravings and

Coloured Frontispiece. $s.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, Qualitative and

Quantitative ; for the Use of Students. By Dr. Henry

M. Noad, F.R.S. 109 Wood Engravings, x6s. Or,

separately, Part I., "QUALITATIVE," 6i.; Part II.,

"QUANTITATIVE," lor. id.

BRITISH BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS;

By H. T. Stainton. Sixteen Coloured Steel Plates.

1of. td.

BRITISH BEETLES. ByE.CR.YE. Six-

teen Coloured Steel Plates, ior. 6d.

BRITISH BEES. By W. E. Shuckard.

Sixteen Coloured Steel Plates, xor. 6d.

BRITISH SPIDERS. By E. F. Staveley.

Sixteen Coloured Plates. ior. 6d.

BRITISH WILD FLOWERS, Familiarly

Described in the Four Seasons. By T. Moore, F.L.S.

Twenty-four Coloured Plates. x6*.

THE ILLUSTRATED BRITISH FLORA.

A Description (with a Wood Engraving, including

dissections, of each species) of the Flowering Plants

and Ferns indigenous to, or naturalized in, the British

Isles. By G. Bentham, F.R.S. Two vols. 1295 Wood

Engravings. 3/. xos.

HANDBOOK of THE BRITISH FLORA.

By G. Bentham, F.R.S. New Edition, %2S.

BRITISH FERNS; Lycopods and Equzseta.

With Chapters on the Structure, Propagation, Cultiva

tion, Diseases, Uses, Preservation, and Distribution of

Ferns. By M. Plces. Sixteen Coloured Plates and

Fifty-five Wood Engravings, ior. 6d.

BRITISH GRASSES. By M. Plues. Six

teen Coloured Plates and One Hundred Wood Engra

vings, ior. 6d.

BRITISH SEAWEEDS. By S. O. Gray.

Sixteen Coloured Plates, ior. 6d.

THE BOTANICAL MAGAZINE, com-

?rising New and Rare Plants. By Dr. J. D. Hooker,

".R.S. Royal 8vo. Published Monthly, with Six

Coloured Plates, $s, Sd.

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE, containing

Figures and Descriptions of New Popular Garden

Flowers. By the Rev. H. H. Dombrain, A.B. Pub

lished Monthly, with Four Coloured Plates, ax. 6rf.j

L. REEVE & CO.,

5, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN.

ALMANACS

FOR

18 7 0.

To be published in November.

Moore's Almanac.

Contains a fuller account of the Eclipses and Astro

nomical Phenomena of the Year than any publication

of its class, and gives Lists of the Members of the

Government, Parliament, &c, with a List of the Prin

cipal Fairs in England. Price 6d.

Goldsmith's Almanac
Adapted for the pocket, not only from its sire, but from

containing a vast amount of useful matter for reference.

Price 6d.

The British Almanac,
Contains the Calendar of Remarkable Days and Terms ;

Meteorological Tables and Remarks; Astronomical Facts

and Phenomena; Monthly Notices, Sunday Lessons;

with Information connected with Government, Legis

lation, Commerce, and Education, &c. Price ix.

Companion to the Almanac.
A Year-Book of General Information on Subjects con

nected with Mathematics, Geography, Fine Arts, Poli

tical Economy, Architecture Public Improvements,

Abstracts of Public Acts, and Chronicles of Occurrences

during 1869. Price 2^. 6d., with the following Essays :—

I. Self-imposed Taxation. By S. Smiles.

II. Total Eclipse of the Sun, 1868. By Edwin Dunlin.

III. Water Supply of London. By Arthur Lecher.

IV. National Gallery and Royal Academy. By James

Tftorne.

V. The Suez CanaL By George Dodd.

VI. The Australian Meat and Cape and Woollen Trade.

By John Plumnter.

VII. Foreign Co operative Societies. By W. E. A. Axon.

The British Almanac & Companion

Bound in One Volume, cloth boards. Price 4s.

Lady's and Gentleman's Diary,

Containing Papers and Questions by the first mathe

maticians of the day, as well as Enigmas and Charades.

With Lists of the Members of the Government, Houses

of Parliament, and other useful information. Price is. +d.

Gilbert's Clergyman's Almanac and
DIARY contains a complete Calendar of the Festi

vals, &c, of the Church of England, with the Daily

Lessons ; a Diary for Memoranda ; a List of the Dignified

Clergy of each Diocese in Great Britain, and the Colonies;

a List of the Incumbents of London and Parishes within

ten miles, the officials of the Universities and Public

Schools ; the Head Masters of Endowed Grammar

Schools ; the Peerage, and other information interesting

to the Clergy and Laity. Cloth, price as. 6d.

Clerical Almanac
Contains proper Lessons for every Day ; Transfer Days

at the Bank, &c. ; Universities of Oxford, Cambridge,

and London ; Archbishops, Bishops, Deans, Archdea

cons, Queen's Chaplains, &c. ; Alphabetical Lists of

the Nobility ; Epitome of Assessed Taxes, Sump

Duties, &c. Price yd.

Partridge's Almanac

Is devoted to an account of the Eclipses, movements of

the Planets, Astronomical, Tide, and other Tables, with

Lists of the Members of the Government, the Houses of

Parliament, and other useful information. Price yd.

Stationers' Company's Sheet Alma-

NAC, adapted for the Counting-house and Library, con

taining Lists of the chief Officers of State, Judges,

Public Offices, London Bankers and Insurance Offices,

with Postal Information; with a View of Dublin from

the Park. as.

London Sheet Almanac.
Adapted for the drawing-room table, containing much

information, is also printed on a thin paper, to adapt it

for binding in a variety of styles, suited to all tastes

and fancies. With a View of the new Metropolitan.

Meat Market. Price 6d.

Wing's Sheet Almanac.

Avery useful Office Companion. Price 6a\

Vestry Almanac
On a large sheet, is intended to assist the Clergy with

reference to various periodical returns required of them ;

as well as to convey much useful information to Parochial

Officers,-Parish Clerks, &c. Price 6d.

County Almanacs.

Price <w£ each. »ci

PUBLISHED BY

THE STATIONERS' COMPANY,

LUDGATE HILL, LONDON.
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NEW BOOKS.

TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST AND

TWENTY-FOUR YEARS AFTER. An entirely

New Edition of Mr. Dana's Narrative extended.

With Notes and Revisions. Copyright Edition.

Fcap. 8vo. 6s.

"It would be impertinence to praise so well known a book as Mr. Dana's,

but we may say that his added chapter to this edition is of very rare

interest. "—Spectator.

" Remember, it was an Undergraduate of Harvard University who served

as a common seaman two years before the mast, and who wrote about the

best sea book in the English language."—Mr. Charles Dickens at the

Dinner to the Oxford and Harvard Crews, Aug. 31.

LATIN PROVERBS AND QUOTATIONS,

with Translations and Parallel Passages, and a

copious English Index. By Alfred Henderson.

Fcap. 4to. 530 pp., price 16s.

" The book is, we should imagine, the best of the kind that has yet been

issued from the press."—Examiner.

"We trust that many will be induced by the taste of good things that we

have given them to go to the book itself, which is well worth possessing."—

Spectator.

" A very handsome volume in its typographical externals, and a very

useful companion to those who, when a quotation is aptly made, like to

trace it to its source, to dwell on the minutiae of its application, and to find

it illustrated with choice parallel passages from English and Latin authors."

— Times.

" A book well worth adding to one's library."—Saturday Review.

TWO NEW VOLUMES OF THE BAYARD SERIES, each is. 6d.

CHRISTABEL; AND THE LYRICAL AND

IMAGINATIVE POEMS OF SAMUEL TAY

LOR COLERIDGE. Arranged and Introduced

by Algernon C. Swinburne.

RELIGIO MEDICI, HYDRIOTAPHIA, AND

THE LETTER TO A FRIEND. By Sir

Thomas Browne, Knight. With Introduction and

Notes by J. W. Willis Bund, M.A., LL.B.

The Bayard Series comprises Works that may be termed Pleasure Books

of Literature, produced in the choicest Style, at a Popular Price ; printed

at the Chiswick Press, on toned paper ; bound by Bum, flexible cloth extra,

gilt leaves, silk headbands and registers.

Volumes now ready, each complete in itself, price Half-a-Crown :

STORY OF THE CHEVALIER BAYARD.

DE JOINVILLE'S ST. LOUIS THE KING.

THE ESSAYS OF ABRAHAM COWLEY.

ABDALLAH. By Edol-akd Laboulaye.

TABLE-TALK OK NAPOLEON.

VATHEK. By William Beckford.

RASSELAS. By Dr. Johnson.

THE KING AND THE COMMONS. By Professor Moklbv.

WORDS OF WELLINGTON.

HAZLITT'S ROUND TABLE.

BUCHANAN'S BALLADS.

COLERIDGE'S CHRISTABEL.

BROWNE'S RELIGIO MEDICI.

" The present Series, taking its name from its opening volume, which contained a

translation of the knight without fear and without reproach, will really, we think, fill a

void in the shelves ofall except the most complete English libraries."—Pall Malt Gazette.

*»• 12 of these Volumes supplied in a handsome Case, for 3U. 6d.

LONDON: SAMPSON LOW, SON, & MARSTON, CROWN BUILDINGS, 188, FLEET STREET.

CHAPMAN & HALL'S LIST.

The OCTOBER NUMBER of

THE FORTNIGHTHY REVIEW,

Edited by JOHN MORLEY.

CONTEXTS.

The MORALITY of FIELD SPORTS. By E. A. Frkiuak.

SUPER FLUMINA BABYLONIS. By A. C Swinburne.

OLD GUILDS and NEW FRIENDLY and TRADE SOCIETIES. By J. M. Lidlow.

The WORSHIP of ANIMALS and PLANTS. Part 1. TOTEMS and TOTEMISM.

By J. F. M'Lhnnan.

SAMUEL RICHARDSON, as ARTIST and MORALIST. By J. Buxton Forman.

The WOMAN of BUSINESS. By Marmion Savack.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

NEW WORK ON AMERICA.

NEW TRACTS IN NORTH AMERICA.

A JOURNAL of TRAVEL and ADVENTURE whilst ENGAGED

in the SURVEY for a SOUTHERN RAILROAD to the

PACIFIC OCEAN during 1867—8.

Br William A. Bell, M.A., M.B., Cantab., F.R.G.S.

In a vols. Demy 8vo. Price 30J. With 20 Chromos and numerous Woodcuts.

[ This day.

HORSE-SHOES AND HORSE-SHOEING;

Their ORIGIN, HISTORY, USES, and ABUSES.

By George Fleming, F.R.G.S., F.A.S.L.,

Veterinary Surgeon, Royal Engineers.

With 210 Illustrations. Demy 8vo. Price 21s. [Next -week.

A HANDSOME GIFT BOOK.

MR. CHARLES DICKENS'S CHRISTMAS WORKS.

Illustrated with all the Original Woodcuts and Steel Plates.

In 1 vol. Demy 8vo. [In the press.

A VINDICATION OF LORD BYRON.

By Alfred Austin.

One Shilling. [Second Edition, this dtxy.

WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR : a Biography.

By John Forster.

a vols. Post 8vo., with Portraits and Vignettes. i%s.

CRITICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS.

By Thomas Carlyle.

Library Edition. Demy 8vo. Vol. V., gs. [On October 15.

SONGS AND VERSES.

By Whyie Melville.

Crown 8vo. $s.

THE "BEGGYNHOP:" the City of the Single.

By the Author of "Gheel," &c.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

NEW NOVELS.

M. OR N. By G. J. Whyte Melville.

In 2 vols. [Next week.

ONLY HERSELF. By Annie Thomas.

3 vols. [On Monday.

THE SCAPEGOAT. By Leo.

In 2 vols. Next week.

TOO BRIGHT TO LAST. By Alice Fisher.

1 vol. U" "/eta days.

CHAPMAN AND HALL, 193, PICCADILLY.
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Messrs. BELL & DALDY'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

TURNER'S CELEBRATED LAND-

SCAPES. Containing 16 Autotype Reproductions of his most

important Works, accompanied with a Memoir and Descriptive

Letterpress. Imp. 4to.

THE SHEEPSHANKS GALLERY. This

Volume will contain 20 Autotype Reproductions of the most

important of the Pictures in the Sheepshanks Collection in the

South Kensington Museum, taken from the Original Paintings. by

a New Process. With Descriptive Letterpress. Demy 4to.

WORKS OF SIR GEORGE HARVEY,

President of the Royal Scottish Academy. Photographed under

the Artist's direct superintendence. With Descriptions. Imp. 4to.

FLAXMAN'S CLASSICAL COMPOST-

TIONS. Comprising his celebrated Illustrations of Homer's Iliad

and Odyssey, Aischylus, and Hesiod's Theogony. Imp. 4to., half-

bound, morocco.

NEW AND RARE BEAUTIFUL-

LEAVED PLANTS. Containing 54 of the Finest Coloured

Wood-block Illustrations ever produced, with Descriptive Letter

press. By Shirley Hibberd, F.R.H.S. Imp. 8vo.

A COLOURED EDITION ofMR. HENRY

SHAW'S ART OF ILLUMINATING, AS PRACTISED

DURING THE MIDDLE AGES. With a description of the

Metals, Pigments, &c, employed at different periods. Imp. 8vo.

WASHINGTON IR VINGS SKETCH-

BOOK. (The Artists' Edition.) Illustrated with 200 exquisite

Wood Engravings from the Pencils of the most celebrated Ame

rican Artists. A New Edition. Crown 410.

MARIE ; or, Glimpses of Life in France. Uni

form with " The Ups and Downs of an Old Maid's Life."

HORACE, the SATIRES and EPISTLES,

Translated into English Verse by J. Conington, Professor of

Latin at Oxford.

THE EPIGRAMMATISTS. A Selection of

English Epigrams, including Translations from the Greek, Latin,

and French Writers, with short accounts of their authors.

WEAPONS OF WAR. A History of Arms

and Armour. By AUGUSTE Demmin. With numerous Illus

trations. 8vo.

PLATO, ANALYSIS OF THE DIA-

LOGUES, with an Analytical Index.

CHARLES KEMBLES READINGS

FROM SHAKSPERE. Edited by R. J. Lane. 3 vols.

This edition is a careful reprint from the copy used by Mr. Kemble in his Read

ings before Her Majesty the Queen. It is particularly fitted for public and family

reading by a system of accentuation used by Mr. Kemble to aid him on those

occasions.

PRIMARY TRUTHS OF RELIGION.

By the Right Rev. Bishop Clark. Fcap. 8vo.

THE POETICAL WORKS of GEOFFREY

CHAUCER. Edited by Richard Morris. With New

Appendices, containing a Short Treatise on the Pronunciation of

Chaucer, by Alexander J. Ellis; and a Scheme of the

Journey to Canterbury, reprinted from Mr. Furnivall's Six-Text

Edition, now in course of publication by the Chaucer Society.

6 vols., fcap. 8vo., 30/.

A HANDY-BOOK FOR VERIFYING

DATES WITH THE CHRISTIAN ERA, &c. By John

J. Bond. Grown 8vo., 71. 6d.

The difficulties in reconciling the historical dates arising from the Roman system

of reckoning the Augustan Era, introduced in the third century, which differed from

the Era of Augustus used in the first and second centuries, are, it is believed, now

removed by distinguishing the reckoning of one era from another.

ANTHOLOGIA LA TINA. Edidit Fran-

ciscus St. John Thackeray, A.M. Editio Altera. Fcap. 8vo.,

6s. 6d.

A Selection from the Writings of Latin Writers, from Naevius

to Boethius, with an Appendix of Explanatory and Illustrative

Notes.

GEORGE CRUIKSHANK'S TABLE-
BOOK. Edited by G. A. A'Beckett. Writh 12 Illustrations

on Steel and 116 on Wood by Cruikshank. A New Edition.

Royal 8vo., i6j.

GEORGE CRUIKSHANK'S OMNIBUS.

Edited by Laman Blanchard. With 100 Illustrations on

Steel and Wood. 8vo., 10s. 6d.

*#* Other Works are in preparation.

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN'S

FAIRY TALES AND LEGENDS. Many of them now

published for the first time in a collected form. Illustrated from

Drawings, expressly executed for this Edition, by OTTO Speckter.

DAISY'S COMPANIONS; or, Scenes from

Child Life. A Story for Little Girls. By the Author of

" Grandmamma's Nest." Illustrated with numerous Engravings

on Wood. Squave 32010.

LOST LEGENDS OF THE NURSERY

SONGS. By Mary Senior Clark. Illustrated. Small 8vo.

MRS. ALFRED GATTY'S CHRISTMAS

VOLUME for 1869 (Aunt Judy's). Containing Stories, Fairy

Tales, Songs, Essays on Natural History, Biographies, &c. With

numerous Illustrations from Drawings by Eminent Artists.

THE BRIDGEWATER TREATISES.

On the Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of God. Uniform edition,

just completed in 1 1 vols. Very neatly half-bound, gilt tops.

COMPRISING—

SIR C. BELL ON THE HAND.

DR. BUCKLAND'S GEOLOGY AND

MINERALOGY, j vols.

DR. CHALMERS ON THE ADAPTA

TION OF EXTERNAL NATURE

TO THE SPIRITUAL CONDI

TION OF MAN.

DR. KIDD ON THE ADAPTATION

OF NATURE TO THE PHYSI

CAL CONDITION OF MAN.

DR. KIRBY ON THE HISTORY'

HABITS, AND INSTINCTS OF

ANIMALS. 2 vols.

DR. PROUTS CHEMISTRY.

DR. ROGET'S ANIMAL AND VEGE

TABLE PHYSIOLOGY, a vols.

DR. WHEWELL'S ASTRONOMY

AND GENERAL PHYSICS.

LONDON- BELL & DALDY, YORK STREET. COVENT GARDEN.
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PHILOLOGICAL & PHILOSOPHICAL

WORKS.

Lectures on the Science of Language,

delivered at the Royal Institution. By Max Muller,

M A., Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford. a vols. 8vo.

First Series, Fifth Edition, 12J. Second Scries, Second

Edition, i&r.

Chips from a German Workshop ; being

Essays on the Science of Religion, and on Mythology,

Traditions, and Customs. By Max Muller, M.A.

Second Edition, revised, with an Index, a vols. 8vo.

Price 24J.

A Sanskrit Grammar for Beginners, in

Dcvanagari and Roman Letters throughout. By Max

Muller, M.A. Royal 8vo., 15s.

The Hitopadesa. Edited and prepared

for English Students of Sanskrit. By Max Mullee,

M.A.

Book I. Royal 8vo., 7s. 6d. Sanskrit Text only,

y. 6d.

Books II., III., IV. Price 7*. 6d. Sanskrit Text

only, jr. bd.

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary. The San

skrit words printed both in the original Dcvanagari and

in Roman letters ; with references to the best editions

of Sanskrit authors, and with etymologies and com-

?arisons of cognate words. By T. Benrey. gvo.

'rice 52*. bd.

Egypt's Place in Universal History; an

Historical Investigation. By Baron Bunsen, D.C.L.

Translated by C. H. Cottrell, M.A., with Additions

by S. Birch, LL.D. 5 vols. 8vo., 6V. 14*. bd.

The History of Philosophy, from Thales

to Comte. By George Henry Lewes. Third Edition,

re-written and enlarged. 2 vols. 8vo., 30*.

Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human

Mind. By James Mill. A new edition, with Notes,

illustrative and critical, by Alexander Bain, Andrew

Findlater, and George Gkote. Edited, with

additional Notes, by John Stuart Mill. 2 vols. 8vo.

Price -lis.

Examination of Sir W. Hamilton's Philo

sophy, and of the principal Philosophical Questions

discussed in his Writings. By John Stuart Mill.

Third Edition. 8vo., 161.

A System of Logic, Batiocinative and In

ductive. By John Stuart Mill. Seventh Edition,

a vols. 8vo., 25*.

An Outline of the Necessary Laws of

Thought: a Treatise on Pure and Applied Logic. By

the Most Rev. W. Thomson, D.D., Archbishop of
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THE LATE LORD BYRON.

The following document is printed as a contribution to

literary history. It was drawn up by Lord Byron in August,

18 1 7, while Mr. Hobhouse was staying with him at La Mira,

near Venice, and given to Mr. Matthew Gregory Lewis for

circulation among friends in England. It was found amongst

Mr. Lewis's papers after his death, and is now in the posses

sion of Mr. Murray.

The document speaks for itself sufficiently to need no

comment on our part

" It has been intimated to me, that the persons understood

to be the legal advisers of Lady Byron, have declared ' their

Zips to be sealed up ' on the cause of the separation between ficr

and myself. If their lips are sealed up, they are not scaled

up by me, and the greatest favour they can confer upon me

will be to open them. From the first hour in -which I was

apprized of the intentions of the Noelfamily to the last commu

nication between Lady Byron and myself in the character of

wife and husband (a period of some months) I called repeatedly

and in vainfor a statement of their or her charges, and it was

chiefly in consequence of Lady Byron's claiming (in a letter still

existing) a promise on my part to consent to a separation if

such was really her wish, that I consented at all; this claim

■and the exasperating and inexpiable manner in which their

object was pursued, which rendered it next to an impossibility

that two persons so divided could ever be re-united, induced me

reluctantly then, and repentantly still, to sign the deed, which

I shall be happy—most happy—to cancel, and go before any

tribunal which may discuss the business in the most public

manner.

"Mr. Hobhouse made this proposition on my part, viz., to

abrogate allprior intentions—and go into Court—the very day

before the- separation was signed, and it was declined by the

other party, as also the publication of the correspondence during

the previous discussion. Those propositions I beg here to

repeat, and to call upon her and hers to say their worst,

pledging myself to meet their allegations—whatever they may

be—and only too happy to be informed at last of their real

nature- (Signed) " Byron.

"August 9, 1817.

" P.S. I have been, and am now, utterly ignorant of what

description her allegations, charges, or whatn'er name they

may have assumed, are; and am as little aware for what

purpose they have been kept back—unless it 7vas to sanction

the most infamous calumnies by silence.

(Signed) " Byron.

" La Mira, near Venice."

Obermaiin.—rar De Senancour. Nouvelle edition, revue et corrigee

avec une Preface, par George Sand. Charpentier,;.Paris, 1863.

The most recent edition of Obcrmann lies before me, the

date on its tide-page being 1863. It is, I believe, the fourth

edition which has been published ; the book made its first

appearance in 1804; three editions, and not large editions,

have sufficed for the demand of sixty years. Yet the book

has lived, though with but this obscure life, and is not likely

to die. Madame George Sand and Monsieur Sainte-Beuve

have spoken in prose much and excellently of the book and

its author. It may be in the recollection of some who read

this that I have spoken of Obcrmann in verse, if not well, at

least abundantly. It is to be wished, however, that Ober-

mann should also speak to English readers for himself; and

my present design is to take those two or three points where

he is most significant and interesting, and to present some

of his deliverances on those points in his own words.

It may be convenient, however, that first I should repeat

here the short sketch which I have already given elsewhere

of the uneventful life of the personage whom we call Ober-

mann. His real name is Senancour. In the book which

occupies us,—a volume of letters of which the writer, calling

himself Obermann, and writing chiefly from Switzerland,

delivers his thoughts about God, nature, and the human soul,

—it is Senancour himself who speaks under Obermann's

name. Etienne Pivert de Senancour, a Frenchman, although

having hi his nature much that we are accustomed to consider

as by no means French, was born in 1770, was trained for

the priesthood, and passed some time in the seminary of St.

Sulpice, broke away from his training and country to live

some years in Switzerland, where he married, came back to

France in middle life, and followed thenceforward the career

of a man of letters, but with hardly any fame or success. His

marriage was not a happy one. He died an old man in

1846, desiring that on his grave might be placed these words

only : " Eternite, deviens mon asile."

Of the letters of Obermann, the writer's profound inward

ness, his austere and sad sincerity, and his delicate feeling

for nature, are, as I have elsewhere remarked, the distin

guishing characteristics. His constant inwardness, his unre

mitting occupation with that question which haunted St

Bernard—Bernarde, ad quid venisti ?—distinguish him from

Goethe and Wordsworth, whose study of this question is

relieved by the thousand distractions of a poetic interest in

nature and in man. His severe sincerity distinguishes him

from Rousseau, Chateaubriand, or Byron, who in their dealing

with this question are so often attitudinising and thinking of

the effect of what they say on the public His exquisite

feeling for nature, though always dominated by his inward

self-converse and by his melancholy, yet distinguishes him

from the men simply absorbed in philosophical or religious

concerns, and places him in the rank of men of poetry and

imagination. Let me try to show these three main charac

teristics of Senancour from his own words.

A Frenchman, coming immediately after the eighteenth

century and the French Revolution, too clear-headed and

austere for any such sentimental Catholic reaction as that

with which Chateaubriand cheated himself, and yet, from the

very profoundness and meditativeness of his nature, religious,

Senancour felt to the uttermost the bare and bleak spiritual

atmosphere into which he was born. Neither to a German

nor to an Englishman, perhaps, would such a sense of

absolute religious denudation have then been possible, or

such a plainness and even crudity, therefore, in their way of
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speaking of it. Only to a Frenchman were these possible ;

but amid wars, bustle, and the glory of the grande nation few

Frenchmen had meditativeness and seriousness enough for

them. Senancour was of a character to feel his spiritual

position, to feel it without dream or illusion, and to feel,

also, that in the absence of any real inward basis life was

weariness and vanity, and the ordinary considerations so

confidently urged to induce a man to master himself and to

be busy in it, quite hollow.

" People keep talking," says he, " of doing with energy that which

ought to be done ; but, amidst all this parade of firmness, tell me, then,

what it is that ought to be done. For my part I do not know ; and I

venture to suspect that a good many others are in the same state of

ignorance."

He was born with a passion for order and harmony, and a

belief in them ; his being so utterly divested of all conven

tional beliefs, makes this single elementary belief of his the

more weighty and impressive.

" May we not say that the tendency to order forms an essential part

of our propensities, our instinct, just like the tendency to self-preserva

tion, or to the reproduction of the species ? Is it nothing, to live with

the calm and the security of the just !"

And therefore, he concludes, " inasmuch as man had this

feeling of order planted in him, inasmuch as it was in his

nature, the right course would have been to try and make

every individual man sensible of it and obedient to it." But

what has been done ? Since the beginning of the world,

instead of having recourse to this innate feeling, the guides

of mankind have uniformly sought to control human conduct

by means of supernatural hopes, supernatural terrors, thus

misleading man's intelligence, and debasing his soul. "Depuis

trente siecles, les resit /tats sont digues de la sagesse des moyens."

What are called the virtues, " are laws of nature as necessary

to man as the laws of his bodily senses." Instead of teaching

men to feel this, instead of developing in them that sentiment

of order and that consciousness of the divine which are the

native possession of our race, Paganism and Christianity

alike have tampered with man's mind and heart, and wrought

confusion in them.

"Conquerors, slaves, poets, pagan priests, and nurses, succeeded in

disfiguring the traditions of primitive wisdom by dint of mixing races,

destroying memorials, explaining allegories and making nonsense of

them, abandoning the profound and true meaning in order to discover

in them absurd ideas which might inspire wonder and awe, and per

sonifying abstract beings in order to have plenty of objects of worship.

The principle of life — that which was intelligence, light, the eternal —

became nothing more than the husband of Juno ; harmony, fruitfulness,

the bond of all living things, became nothing more than the mistress of

Adonis; imperishable wisdom came to be distinguished only through

her owl; the great ideas of immortality and retribution consisted in the

fear of turning a wheel, and the hope of strolling in a green wood.

The indivisible divinity was parcelled into a hierarchical multitude torn

Ijy miserable passions ; the fruit of the genius of primitive mankind,

the emblems of the laws of the universe, had degenerated into super

stitious usages which the children in great cities turned into ridicule. '

Paul at Athens might have set forth, in words not unlike

these, the degradation of the Unknown God ; now for the

religion of which Paul was a minister : —

" A moral belief was wanted, because pure morality was gone out of

men's knowledge ; dogmas were wanted, which should be profound and

perhaps unfathomable, but not by any means dogmas which should be

absurd, because intelligence was spreading more and more. All reli

gions being sunk into degradation, there was needed a religion of majesty,

and answering to man's effort to elevate his soul by the idea of a God of

all things. There were needed religious rites which should be imposing,

not too common, objects of desire, mysterious yet simple ; rites which

seemed to belong to a higher world, and which yet a man's reason should

accept as naturally as his heart. There was needed, in short, what only

a great genius could institute, and what I can only catch glimpses of.

" But you have fabricated, patched, experimented, altered; renewed

I know not what incoherent multitude of trivial ceremonies and dogmas,

more fitted to scandalize the weak than to edify them. This dubious

mixture you have joined to a morality sometimes false, often exceedingly

noble, and almost always austere ; the one single point in which you have

shown sagacity. You pass some hundreds of years in arranging all this

by inspiration ; and your slowly built work, industriously repaired, but

with a radical fault in plan, is so made as to last hardly longer than the

time during which you have been accomplishing it."

There is a passage to be meditated by the new Oecumenical

Council ! Not that Senancour has a trace of the Voltairian

bitterness against Christianity, or against Catholicism which

to him represented Christianity :—

" So far am I from having any prejudice against Christianity, that I

deplore, I may say, what the majority of its zealous adherents never

themselves think of deploring. I could willingly join them in lamenting

the loss of Christianity ; but there is this difference between us, that they

regret it in the form into which it settled, nay, in the form, even, which

it wore a century ago ; whereas I cannot consider such a Christianity as

that was to be much worthy of regret."

He owns that religion has done much ; but, " si la religion

a fait des grandes choses, e'est avec des moyens immenses."

Disposing of such means, it ought to have done much more^

Remark, he says, that for the educated class religion is one

of the weakest of the motive-powers they live by ; and then

ask yourself whether it is not absurd that there should be

only a tenth part of our race educated. That religion should

be of use as some restraint to the ignorant and brutal mass

of mankind, shows, he thinks, not so much the beneficence

of religion as the state of utter confusion and misery into which

mankind has, in spite of religion, drifted :—

" I admit that the laws of civil society prove to be not restraint

enough for this multitude to which we give no training, about which

we never trouble our heads, which we bring into the world and then

leave to the chance of ignorant passions and of habits of low debauchery.

This only proves that there is mere wretchedness and confusion under

the apparent calm of vast states ; that the science of politics, in the true

sense of the term, is a stranger to our world, where diplomacy and

financial administration produce prosperity to be sung in poems, and

win victories to figure in gazettes.

This concern for the state and prospects of what are called

the masses is perpetually recurring with Senancour ; it came

to him from his singular lucidity and plain-dealing, for it was

no commonplace with his time and contemporaries, as it is

with ours. " There are men," he says, and he was one of

them, " who cannot be happy except among men who are

contented ; who feel in their own persons all the enjoyment

and suffering they witness, and who cannot be satisfied with

themselves except they contribute to the order of the world

and to man's welfare." " Arrange one's life how one will,"

he says in another place, " who can answer for its being any

happier, so long as it is and must be sans accord avec les

choses, etpassee an milieu des peuples souffrans" I This feeling,

returns again and again :—

" Inequality is in the nature of things; but you have increased it out

of all measure, when you ought, on the contrary, to have studied to

reduce it. The prodigies of your industry must surely be a baneful work

of superfluity, if you have neither time nor faculties for doing so many

things which are indispensable. The mass of mankind is brutal, foolish,

given over to its passions ; allyour ills comefrom this cause. Either do

not bring men into existence, or, if you do, give them an existence

which is human."

But as deep as his sense that the time was out of joint, was

the feeling of this Hamlet that he had no power to set it

right. Vos doulcurs onlJletri mon ante, he says :—

' ' Your miseries have worn out my soul ; they are intolerable, because

they are objectless. Your pleasures are illusory, fugitive ; a day suffices for

knowing them and abandoning them. I enquired of myself for happiness,

but with my eyes open ; I saw that it was not made for the man who

was isolated : I proposed it to those who stood round me ; they had not

leisure to concern themselves with it. I asked the multitude in its wear

and tear of misery, and the great of earth under their load of ennui ;

they answered me ; We are wretched to-day, but we shall enjoy ourselves

to-morrow. For my part, I know that the day which is coming will

only tread in the footsteps of the day which is gone before."

But a root of failure, powerlessness, and ennui, there cer

tainly was in the constitution of Senancour's own nature ;.
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so that, unfavourable as may have been his time, we should

err in attributing to any outward circumstances the whole of

the discouragement by which he is pervaded. He himself

knew this well, and he never seeks to hide it from us. " II

y a dans moi un derangement," says he ; " Sest le desordrc

des ennuis."

"I was born to be not happy. You know those dark days, border

ing on the frosts of winter, when mists hang heavily about the very

dawn, and day begins only by threatening lines of a lurid light upon

the masses of cloud. That glooming veil, those stormy squalls, those

uncertain gleams, that whistling of the wind through trees which bend

and shiver, those prolonged throes like funeral groans—you see in them

the morning of life ; at noon, cooler storms and more steadily persis

tent ; at evening, thicker darkness still, and the day of man is brought

to an end."

No representation of Senancour can, however, be complete

without some of the gleams which relieved this discourage

ment. Besides the inwardness, besides the sincerity, besides

the renouncement, there was the poetic emotion and the deep

feeling for nature.

" And I, too, I have my moments of forgetfulness, of strength, of

grandeur ; I have desires and yearnings that know no limit. But I

behold the monuments of effaced generations; I see the flint wrought

by the hand of man, and which will subsist a hundred centuries after

him. I renounce the care for that which passes away, and the thought

of a present which is already gone. I stand still, and marvel ; I listen

to what subsists yet, I would fain hear what will go on subsisting ;

in the movement of the forest, in the murmur of the pines, I seek to

catch some of the accents of the eternal tongue."

Nature, and the emotion caused by nature, inspire so many

beautiful passages in Obermann's letters that one is embar

rassed to make a choice among them. The following, with

which we will end our extracts, is a morning and night-piece

from the north end of the Lake of Neufchatel, where the

river Thiele enters the lake from Bienne, between Saint

Blaise and Morat :—

" My window had remained open all night, as is my habit. Towards

four o'clock in the morning I was wakened by the dawn, and by the scent

of the hay which they had been cutting in the cool early hours by the

light of the moon. I expected an ordinary view ; but I had a moment

of perfect astonishment. The midsummer rains had kept up the waters

which the melting snow in the Jura had previously swollen. The space

between the lake and the Thiele was almost entirely flooded ; the highest

spots formed islands of pasture amidst the expanse of waters ruffled with

the fresh breeze of morning. The waves of the lake could be made out

in the distance, driven by the wind against the half-flooded bank. Some

goats and cows, with their herdsman, who made a rustic music with a

horn, were passing at the moment over a tongue of land left dry between

the flooded plain and the Thiele. Stones set in the parts where it was

worst going supported this natural causeway or filled up gaps in it ; the

pasture to which the docile animals were proceeding was not in sight,

and to see their slow and irresolute advance, one would have said they

were about to get out into the lake and be lost there. The heights of

Anet and the thick woods of Julemont rose out of the waters like a

desert island without an inhabitant. The hilly chain of Vuilly edged the

lake on the horizon. To the south, this chain stretched away behind the

slopes of Montmirail ; and farther on than all these objects, sixty leagues

of eternal snows stamped the whole country with the inimitable majesty

of those bold lines of nature which give to places sublimity."

He dines at the toll-house by the river-bank, and after

passing the afternoon there, goes out again late in the

evening :—

" The moon had not yet risen ; my path lay beside the green waters

of the Thiele. I had taken the key of my lodging that I might come in

when I liked without being tied to a particular hour. But feeling

inclined to muse, and finding the night so warm that there was no hard

ship in being all night out of doors, I took the road to Saint Blaise. I

left it at a little village called Marin, which has the lake to the south

of it. 1 descended a steep bank, and got upon the shore of the lake

where its ripple came up and expired. The air was calm ; not a sail

was to be seen on the lake. Every one was at rest ; some in the forget

fulness of their toils, others in the forgetfulness of their sorrows. The

moon rose ; I remained there hours. Towards morning, the moon shed

over earth and waters the ineffable melancholy of her last gleams.

Nature seems unspeakably grand, when, plunged in a long reverie, one

hears the washing of the waves upon a solitary strand, in the calm of a

night still enkindled and luminous with the setting moon.

" Sensibility which no words can express, charm and torment of our

vain years ! vast consciousness of a nature everywhere greater than we

are, and everywhere impenetrable ! all-embracing passion, ripened wis

dom, delicious self-abandonment,—everything that a mortal heart can

contain of life-weariness and yearning, 1 felt it all, I experienced it all,

in this memorable night. I have made an ominous step towards the

age of decline ; I have swallowed up ten years of life at once. Happy

the simple, whose heart is always young ! "

There, in one of the hours which were at once the inspira

tion and the enervation of Senancour's life, we leave him.

It is possible that an age, breaking with the past, and inclined

to tell it the most naked truths, may take more pleasure than

its predecessors in Obermann's bleak frankness, and may

even give him a kind of celebrity. Nevertheless it may be

predicted with certainty that his very celebrity, if he gets it,

will have, like his life, something maimed, incomplete, and

unsuccessful about it ; and that his intimate friends will still

be but a few, as they have hitherto been. These few will

never fail him. Matthew Arnold.

The Poems and Prose Remains of Arthur Hugh Clough, with

a selection from his Letters and a Memoir, edited by his Wife.

2 vols. ; Macmillan and Co.

Few books could be more thoroughly welcome to those who

take an interest in all that helps to fill up the intellectual

and literary history of Oxford than this new and complete

edition of Clough's writings. Clough exercised the fascina

tion, not of an intellect exceptionally powerful or of a very

vivid imagination, but of a character in which singular un-

worldliness and sincerity were combined with a truly sympa

thetic mind, active indeed and penetrating, but still more

remarkable for its power of grouping rare and high senti

ments around a critical philosophy. The natural result of

this was often a fine irony caused by his keen sense of the

cleft between poetry and science on the one hand, and

between his own inner phases and the plain rough and

ready world on the other.

It is a gain also to have Eastcr-day and Dipsychus, which

were before only known by a small portion of Clough's

admirers, in their full form and connection. The beautiful

Venetian episodes, which appeared as fragments in the old

edition, lost half their charm in being detached from their

context, so that their re-appearance in their proper place is

gratifying ; while the Shadow serves as an excellent prelude

to Easter-day, which ought rather to . be considered as

in spirit, though not in form, the first act of the tragedy, and

perhaps the real explanation of the whole poem. Clough's

prose writings are unfortunately very short and fugitive, but

he has left sufficient to be an interesting complement to his

poems. His lecture on the Development of English Litera

ture, and his fragment on The Formation of Classical English

are so excellent, although slight and sketchy, that one

regrets that Clough did not write more prose, and indeed

that he did not cultivate his purely literary instincts far more

than he ever appears to have done. In some respects his

Review of some Modern Poems is equally attractive. One

passage in it is especially significant, as, strangely enough, it

points out the cardinal defect of Clough's own mind ; which

may be variously described as a kind of intellectual super

stition, a tendency to ascribe an undue sanctity to each and

all of the results of the destructive reason, or as a want of

faith in his own imagination. This want of "clinch," to use

a familiar word, in Clough's intellect, as has been pointed

out with great clearness in a recent review, may be regarded

simply as a mental weakness ; and the remark is as old as

Dugald Stewart, that the tendency of science is directly
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against scepticism, for a sceptical mind, in the more popular

sense, is profoundly unscientific. The fatal effect of this

Pyrrhonism on the imagination has been less noticed ; but

without entering more fully into the subject, it may be

enough to point out how it was the Christian dogmatism of

Wordsworth that gave such firmness and solidity to his

brilliant touch, and the anti-Christian dogmatism of Shelley

that made him so unquestionably the great modern poet of

the pagan type. And yet Clough himself condemns this very

weakness. In his Review he speaks of " a disposition to

press too far the finer and subtler intellectual and moral

susceptibilities ; to insist upon following out, as they say, to

their logical consequences the notices of some single organ

of the spiritual nature ; a proceeding which perhaps is

hardly more sensible in the grown man than it would be in

the infant to refuse to correct the sensations of sight by

those of the touch." It was the following, however, of

these susceptibilities which made Clough's poetry too

esoteric to be perfect, for universality in its true sense is

necessary to constitute the highest poetry. Before pass

ing on to Clough's poems we may mention his review of

Mr. Frank Newman's book on The Soul as bold and sensi

ble, although it would have been better if more free

from the half Carlylese mannerism which disfigures it,

as well as many of Clough's letters ; but in contrast

to this (and perhaps after all this censure may be hyper

critical), we should not forget to name his simple and

masculine Notes on the Religious Tradition, fragmentary

as they are. As for his poems, we may be certain

that they will never be read with sincerer sympathy than

now, when it is possible by their aid to run over all the

chords of Clough's emotional nature, and to feel at one

moment the reverent delicacy of the earlier religious senti

ments in his first poems, at another the humour of a sati

rical trifle like The Latest Decalogue, and at an other the

genuine dash and fun of his famous Bothic. His Amours

de Voyage contain many fine passages, but on the whole

they leave an unsatisfactory impression ; and the character

of Claude, with its eternal vacillation between a faint artistic

sympathy and a will that never knew itself two days running,

is poor. Such a character might be well worked in a light

dramatic piece, but in the form that Clough chose it grates

upon the taste. The Mari Magno poems are pretty enough

in their way, but are, of course, the least important of his

writings. Among his poems of high excellence we must

notice his attempts in classical metres. Of these, perhaps,

Actao/i is on the whole the best, notwithstanding the sculp

turesque finish of the Alcaics. His fragments of translations

from Homer show how much of the Homeric spirit can be

reproduced even if the peculiarities of the Greek text are

rigorously rendered. There is a suggestion of power, the

power of accurate simplicity. In conclusion, we cannot

forget his Seven Sonnets on the Thought of Death. Of these

the most striking is, in our judgment, the third one, which

betnns
" To see the rich autumnal tint depart"

But of all that Clough wrote nothing deserves more praise,

and nothing probably will be less appreciated, than the quasi-

dramatic series of the Shadow, Easter-day, Dipsychus, which

have been already touched on. Like Moore, Clough saw

how much the effect of a serious composition can be

heightened by the playful self-criticism of an imaginary prose

censor, and the old uncle with his sound Pagan morality

and his dislike of anything so "goody" as introspection,

together with his secret respect for a plain old-fashioned sin,

is a capital character to play the critic. The resemblance

to Faust, so far from being a demerit, seems to us exactly

the reverse, as it shows the flexibility of the spiritual master

piece of Goethe, not to mention the broad difference that

Faust with all his sins, and " they are seventy times seven,"

is a man to the core, while Dipsychus represents a man in

whom the pure intellectual element co-exists with cowardice

and an inability to face definite evil as much as definite

good. In the life of her husband Mrs. Clough has given us

a clear and charming sketch of a character quite as remark

able as any of its literary results.

H. DE B. HOLLINGS.

Oeuvres Completes de Charles Baudelaire. Edition definitive.

Four volumes. A.Levy. Paris, 1868-9.

The interest of Baudelaire's writings is almost purely literary

and intellectual, and this is the chief reason that they have

remained in an obscurity disproportionate to their merits.

His subjects, indeed, are often repulsive ; and in his most

characteristic work, six poems, not more horrible nor more

seductive than the rest, were condemned by the French

courts, and accordingly do not appear in the present edition.*

But a repulsive subject is itself a source of fascination when

handled with so much talent as Baudelaire possessed, and

therefore we must look elsewhere for the cause of his un

popularity. As two volumes out of the four which contain

his works are devoted to criticism, we are not left in uncer

tainty as to the theories on which he worked, and these

theories are sufficient to account both for his success and

his failure. His activity began after the Romanticists had

definitely subdued the Classicists and had produced their

most splendid works, and younger talents began to look for

a fresh direction. Baudelaire believed that it was the mission

of art to discover and to portray " l'htiroisme dans la vie

moderne ;" his instances are characteristic—one is a minister

in a dismal frock-coat, defying and controlling an excited

chamber ; the other is an assassin, in high condition, burst

ing from the priest and rushing on the guillotine. For

Baudelaire, modern life and Parisian life were practically

synonymous. His theory determines the subject of his art ;

it is the ideal aspects of the life of Paris, just as Whitman's

subject is the ideal aspects of American democracy. Bau

delaire is the laureate of a corrupt and stationary society—

Whitman of a fresh and growing society. Of all pessimists

Baudelaire is the calmest and most reasonable ; he regards

human misery, like human pleasure, as a self-imposed deceit.

His quarrel is with nature, especially human nature, not with

destiny or duty : duty is a deliverance ; destiny rewards

every man after his work ; the heart is weak, wicked, and

miserable. It is this profound sense of omnipresent sin

which more than anything else restricts Baudelaire's range.

It excludes the conception of progress, and makes the past

unmeaning. The world is but a vast treadmill, whichever

way it is turned the few diligent earn their release, the many

loiterers are crushed sooner or later. The only subjects it

affords are noble raptures and debasing and ruinous excite

ments : these are to be found everywhere, the emotion is

everything, the circumstances are nothing, their only value is

to be analysed, and for this the nearest circumstances are

the best. If we add to this an extremely fastidious taste, to

which ordinary happiness " fait l'effet d'un vomitif," which

regards the indulgences of the many as torturers driving a

gang of slaves, the delights of the few as vampires con

tinually brought to life by the kisses of their victims, we have

nearly completed the outline of Baudelaire's talent with its

feverish craving for an ever fresh ideal, and its long trances

of helpless disgust. The collection entitled Spleen et Ideal

* They were republished at Bressels, with some new pieces mostly

included in the present collection, under the title of Lis Epavcs par

Charles Baudelaire.
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is really more typical, though less striking, than the smaller

collections called Flairs du Mai and Revolte. The first re

presents the chronic bent of his mind ; the others only repre

sent passing through intenser moods where ennui, the curse

of the race, relieves itself by outbreaks of savage luxury or

rebellious unbelief. The writer's own theory is perfectly

clear through all the different half-dramatic disguises which

serve as organs. Suffering and effort and high desires lead

to salvation ; the narrow way is quite plain and quite straight,

but very narrow : it is enough for the artist to show the

lights and shadows of the broad way with its prison flowers,

■without hiding or shewing the end too much. Art is to be

a colourless mirror : if it is true it cannot contradict the

moral law ; if it endeavours to reinforce the moral law, art

and morality are falsified together. Art is not to glorify

pis-allers or promise impossibilities ; les Drames et les

Romans honnftes are vicious in their very conception. Art is

not to construct a theory in honour of the lowest rib of our

nature ; Ihole Ncopagane is to be branded without mercy.

Baudelaire's critical judgments upon contemporaries are

always ingenious and seldom satisfactory. The fact is that

he criticised from a purely subjective point of view. What

can the author or artist under review contribute to the relief

of ennui ? This standard explains his admiration for authors

like Poe, and artists like Constantine Guys, who supplied the

Illustrated London News with sketches during the Crimean

war. Les Paradis Arti/iciels, one of the best known of his

works, might all be summed up in two lines of Keats, with

whom he seems to have been unacquainted.

"I will fly to thee

Not chariotted by Bacchus and his pards."

His description of the effects of Haschisch, though immea

surably less brilliant than De Quincy's opium rhapsodies, is

decidedly more intelligible and credible. The delicate little

collection entitled Petits Poetries ccrits en prose did not

satisfy their author, who had intended a closer modern equi

valent of the Famous Gaspard de Muit. They are always

subtle and pathetic, we are not sure that they confirm the

dictum that French prose is more poetic than French verse.

Once or twice, as in the Examen dc Minuit, a theme already

used in verse, is reproduced and not improved in prose. At

the end of the volume are two early tales written by the

author. They show, especially La Fanfarlo, a strange pre

cocity. The hero is a satire upon Baudelaire, living an

aimless life, nursing an imaginary genius and imaginary

troubles, until he falls into the hands of La Fanfarlo, a dancer

who takes an interest in pushing her paramour, and turns

him into a thriving hypocrite, the author of successful works

onthe Gospels, and on political and scientific subjects. Another

proof of the same precocity is the Counsels to Young Authors,

which date from the same year as La Fanfarlo. They are

perfectly paternal in tone, though there is enough irony to

prevent the appearance of conceit. The writer always

believed, like De Vigny, that misery was the portion of

genius ; but in theory he accepted the penalty as a privilege.

The only ransom, he says in one of his latest poems, is art

or love : to live for beauty, or to live for home.

G. A. Simcox.

Lea Epopees Franchises, Etude sur les Origines et THistoire de la Litt{-

rature Nationale. Par Leon Gautier. Ouvrage auquel 1'Academie

des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres a decerne le grand prix Gobert, en

1868. Paris, Victor Palme. Royal 8vo. ; vol. i. pp. xv. 671 ; vol. ii.

pp. xvi. 690 ; vol. iii. pp. x. 529.

It is only from a comparatively recent date that the study of

French mediaeval literature, and especially of metrical

romances, has been earnestly taken up. For a long time

the artificial code of taste promulgated by Boileau held

absolute sway amongst our Gallican neighbours; and by

virtue of that code, the intellectual history of France was

made to begin with Corneille, the whole tract of land extend

ing beyond being a kind of terra incognita, through which

only a few archaeologists, such as Ducange, Mabillon, and

Montfaucon, were rash enough to make their way. Towards

the end of the last century, however, some efforts were made

to diffuse a knowledge of early French literature, and the

researches of M. de Paulmy and M. de Tressan, ridicu

lously insufficient as they may appear to us, were remark

able for the time when they appeared. The real, serious

study of mediaeval romances cannot be said to have been

attempted with anything like success before 1830, and it was

a German, M. Immanuel Bekker, who pointed out to the

French the treasures contained in the old Chansons dc Gcstc.

Messrs. Dume'ril, d'HeVicault, Guessard, Paris, Michelant, fol

lowing in the footsteps of Messrs. Raynouard and Fauriel, have

at last turned their attention to the ante-classical literature of

their country, and the latest result of this movement is M.

Leon Gautier's splendid production, of which we purpose

saying a few words here.

It consists of a series of lectures delivered, we believe, at

the Paris Ecole des Charles, and it is conceived on such a

gigantic plan that the four volumes which are announced as

the limits of the undertaking will be barely sufficient for the

discussion of half the subjects introduced. M. Gautier has

divided his work into three parts. Under the title Origin

and History of the French Epics, he studies, in the first

place, the destiny of the French Chansons de Geste, examined

in themselves, and quite independently of the events which

they profess to relate. But what is an epic? Must we

admit in the same category the Nibelungen, for instance, and

Tasso's poem ? Does the Iliad belong to the class of com

positions which includes the sEneid or the Henriade f In

answer to this question, M. Leon Gautier points out the

difference between the natural epic—that spontaneous and

naive production of heroic ages, and the artificial one—a

work of reflection, of taste which is perfectly consistent (as

in the case of Voltaire, to quote only that one) with want of

faith, and with the absence of all enthusiasm.

The difficult problem of the origin of French mediaeval

romances comes next, and our readers are aware of the

amount of discussion that has been carried on about that

subject. M. Fauriel's exaggerated views have long since

been discarded, it is true, but many savants of the present

day are still in favour of the romane origin of the Chansons

dc Geste, and M. Paul Meyer has maintained this idea with

considerable talent in the Bibliotheque de I'Ecole des Chartcs.

M. Le"on Gautier is in favour of the German or Teutonic

parentage. The two opinions seem to us equally true, and

it would not be difficult to show the probability of a kind of

eclectic theory based upon the fact that the romane civilisa

tion, leavened and modified throughout by the influence of

the German invasion, resulted, intellectually, in the special

branch of literature which M. Gautier has so patiently

attempted to analyse.

The Chansons de Geste, our author thinks, resulted from the

aggregation, the crystallisation, if we may so say, of a number

of cantilcnes or short songs, warlike in their character, very

dramatic, very powerful, which were composed at the time

when the events they relate took place, and which were

sung by the soldiers on their march against the enemy.

Repeated from one generation to another, modified as

they went on, and sometimes very different, ultimately,

from the appearance they at first presented, these cantilcnes

arranged themselves as a cluster around the biography of a

leading warrior, and, by a kind of fusion, produced the

Chanson de Geste. Thus, in the famous Chanson de Rolande
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M. Gautier professes to find the points at which the various

original cantilhus were soldered together, and the same

remark can be made with almost certainty for all other

works of the same kind.

The central figure of the French mediaeval romances is

Charlemagne ; M. Gautier is thus led to discuss the manner

in which the political character of that great man contributed

to mould the C/iatisons de Geste—an examination of the

chronicle of the pseudo-Surpin follows, and the first book of

the Epopees Francises terminates with a thorough critique

of the late M. Fauriel's theory on the Provencal origin of

the poems here considered.

We suppose the Chansons de Geste formed ; it is now

necessary to find out how they were brought under the

notice of the public, how they have been preserved, and in

what manner the knowledge of them has been diffused.

This topic, as it will be seen, is a very wide one, for it

includes an account of early French versification, a history

of the jongleurs (joculalores) or wandering minstrels, whose

business it was to amuse the people by singing to them the

old cantilenes, a bibliographical sketch of the various editions

of the romances, &c, &c. M. Gautier has taken up in suc

cession all these subjects, and discussed them with the

utmost care.

The second part of the work under notice, entitled

Legends and Heroes of the French Epics, occupies the whole

of the second and third volumes, and is not nearly finished

yet. The author begins by classifying, according to certain

cycles or series, the innumerable C/iansons de Geste which

have been handed down to us, and he analyses in the first

instance what he calls La Geste du Roi, that is to say, the

poems immediately devoted to the history of Charlemagne.

His plan, which we think an excellent one, is to give in the

body of the volume the sketch of each poem, with translated

extracts ; whilst he adds in the foot notes a short appendix,

containing all the details that could be collected about the

date of the composition, the author, the various MSS.,

printed editions, imitations in foreign languages, the critical

works to which it has given rise, &c, &c.

The Geste de Guillaume au cort-nez, comprising a number

of Chansons, takes up the third volume, and even then is not

entirely disposed of; M. Gautier has prefixed to it a disqui

sition or introductory notice on the Geste itself, full of most

valuable details, and which will amply repay perusal. The

only fault we are disposed to find with the work refers to the

style, which is perhaps too florid and rhetorical.

GUSTAVE MASSON.

Ahmed le Fellah.—Par Edmond About. Taris.

M. About has long been favourably known as an inde

fatigable advocate of the latest thing in nationalities, an

enlightened lecturer on " Progress" in whatever country has

last been undergoing the searching process of regeneration,

and a fluent inventor of romances that just steer clear of the

absurd. He is in his element in doing the honours of the

Suez Canal, the soil of Kgypt, the virtues of Fellahs educated

in France, and the points of union between Mahomedans

and Calvinists. The proportion of physic and sugarplum is

duly observed, and every piece of information about manures

and irrigation is balanced by a love-passage or a startling

trait of character in the English " Miss " who is destined to

make the conjugal felicity of Ahmed le Fellah. The said

Ahmed had been sent by the Egyptian Government to France,

when sixteen, to be instructed in all the learning of the

Occidentals. When recalled by the then ruler, Said Pasha,

he heard his patron reviled in a cafe at Marseilles, fought

a duel in defence of his honour, and was made rich—such is

Oriental gratitude—with some 50,000 francs and as much

land as he liked to ask for. A pretty episode shows the

now wealthy Fellah in search of the family he has not heard

of for four years. He finds his father dead, his mother and

sister gone to Cairo, where he seeks them many days amongst

the impenetrable veils of their sex. Then, in despair, he

composes the song of Ahmed, the son of Ibrahim, who seeks

his lost doves Fatma and Zeinab, and he sings through the

streets till they come to his embrace. Ten years after this

a Frenchman, the narrator, who had met Ahmed before his

duel, finds him transformed into a rich and "devoted patron

of native agriculture. The inevitable family of English

tourists appear on the scene, in whose company the writer

and Ahmed "do" Cairo, the Nile, the Suez Canal, and

Ahmed's model farm. M. About is not happier than most

of his compatriots in his view of the manners and customs

of young Englishwomen ; but in estimating the capacities of

Egypt he is not obliged to depend on the imagination alone,

and his representations are comparatively trustworthy. The

complaints of European greed and indifference, and still

more, the demands upon European patience and co-operation

which are put into the mouth of Ahmed, seem reasonable

and moderate. A climate in which nothing is matter of acci

dent is evidently the promised land of scientific farming.

If the granary of ancient Rome now only produces acid and

musk-tasted corn, the fault must be in the seeds or the hus

bandry, not the unchanging Nile. The idea of planting the

edge of the desert with forests, naturally recommends itself

to a Frenchman familiar with the vast tracts of barren waste

afforested—if one may apply the word to so laudable an

undertaking—by the present Government in France. It is

more doubtful whether grass pastures would succeed on the

belt adjoining the trees, but the number of experiments open

to the believer in the resources of Egypt is in itself a gua

rantee of their variety and promise. The difficulty is to

carry out improvements on a sufficiently large scale to ensure

a conspicuous success. The system of forced labour is con

demned by Ahmed, whose father died at the works of the

Suez Canal, not merely as arbitrary, but as taking from the

daily cultivation of the soil arms that are already too few.

All public works he would have executed by European

labour, while European capital would find an ample return

from the cultivation of cotton, coffee, tobacco, sugar—every

thing, in fact, of which the country already produces an

inferior quality. On the other hand, in the face of the

monuments of Egyptian greatness which haunt even the

farmer—Ahmed is at much pains to restore the breed of

the short, powerful ox of the sculptures—it is not much to

ask that Europeans shall treat Egypt as a responsible mem

ber of the Western confederacy, and respect a nationality

which is too large to be absorbed, too strong in Oriental self-

respect to be Gallicized or exterminated, and is at present

of cosmopolitan liberality. After a sketch of viceregal hos

pitality, M. About has only to allay the scruples with which

the fair Miss Grace receives the adoration of the admirable

Ahmed. She explains her difficulties with startling naivete ;

she is uneasy as to what would happen if Ahmed should

suddenly take a fancy for another wife or two ; she does not

wish to wear an opaque veil ; she is afraid of being locked

up in a harem, for Ahmed bows before public opinion so far

as to turn a key upon his mother and sister, though the old

lady has a duplicate in her pocket ; last and gravest, she has

visions of a nursery as the abode of petits anges Manes et

roses, ai/x longs cheveux bouclis, and the thought of a duskier

colour is quite too much for even her robust imagination.

The denouement is in M. About's most heroic manner. Miss

Grace is inexorable ; Ahmed will not be denied. The

steamer is to start, he refuses to believe it : there is no
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signal to him j it moves. The hero composedly takes off his

clothes, fastens them upon his head, and walks calmly into

the water in pursuit. He swims fast ; the steamer is mer

cifully slow ; a rope is thrown to him, and he is on deck ; in

a moment he is clad ; from the shore two figures are seen in

earnest converse ; anon they melt into one. The steamer

backs water, and the reader is rewarded for all the useful

information he has been inveigled into acquiring.

H. Lawrenny.

Studies in Art-History \Kunsthislorisrhe iW««]—By W. Liibke.

Stuttgart, Ebner und Seubcrt, 1869.

In the present volume Dr. Liibke of Stuttgart, a critic dis

tinguished among the many distinguished German critics of

art, has brought together ten previously published essays on

miscellaneous branches of his subject. Those which are

likely to have most attraction for general readers are the

three that treat of the careers of the great Italian painters

Michelangelo, Titian, and Paolo Veronese. Each of these

studies comprises a lively and intelligent summary of the

circumstances, so far as they are known to us, of the artist's

life, and a careful analysis of his chief works. Dr. Liibke

has one precious quality of a critic, in that he is not the

disciple of any special sect or school ; in that, when he dis

cusses the work of a master ancient or modern, he does

not demand that it should conform to a special canon or a

special set of predilections, and condemn it out of hand in

case of nonconformity. He tries to put himself at the point

of view of the artist or the school that he has to deal with.

This is what makes him much more just and much more

cordial than among his idealizing and spiritualizing country

men is usual, in his admiration of the fleshly splendours of

Venetian painting. That our author, when he has with

commendable readiness placed himself at the required point

of view, proceeds in his interpretation with the penetrating

and illuminating power of genius, can scarcely, I think, be

said of him : but that he proceeds with candour and intel

ligence is undeniable. The weak point of all three of the

essays above named is, I should say, that in them Dr. Liibke

treats each artist too rigidly and too singly in the light of

such general conception as he may have formed of him.

Thus, he has formed a general conception of Michelangelo

as pre-eminently the painter of the human spirit in its aspi

rations and heroic passions, and as the greatest master of

psychical expression in painting ; a general conception of

Titian as pre-eminently the painter of the human body in

its glory, and as the greatest master of rich but grave and

simple harmonies of the elementary colours ; a general con

ception of Veronese as pre-eminently the painter of gay

apparel and festal pageantry, and as the greatest master of

brilliant and complex harmonies of subtly diversified colour

and lustre. For the common purposes of classification these

conceptions will serve well enough. But Dr. Liibke seems

to hamper himself by interpreting the entire character of

each artist strictly through these. He leaves too much out

of notice, on the one hand what there was of spiritual and

ethical significance in the work of the two Venetian masters,

on the other the consummate physical as well as psychical

nobleness of the creations of Michelangelo ; and thus, by

insisting wholly on certain salient qualities of each of the

three, he leaves an impression of them all, which is distinct

and definite rather than quite accurate or adequate.

There is another painter, and of a different epoch, who

has also an essay to himself in the present volume,—the cele

brated Cornelius. To transport himself to the point of view

needful for the appreciation of Cornelius is for a German

critic of course easy. But for a critic of another nation it

is difficult. Every one must acknowledge that the move

ment which was for German art the equivalent (with whatever

difference) of the English pravRaphaelite movement of forty

years later, possessed in the person of Cornelius a leader of

great courage, extensive learning, infinite ambition, large

range of intellect. But I think that for foreigners generally it

is not easy to trace in his work the hand of a great or greatly

successful artist. Dr. Liibke's essay will help us to see what

it is that the countrymen of Cornelius find to enjoy and extol

in his painting ; and all the more inasmuch as it is not the

expression of a blind or superlative admiration. Dr. Liibke

admits that the tendency towards abstract hyper-idealization

that has been the strength of German art has by its excess

degenerated into a weakness. He allows that " the new

art of Germany assumed a character too one-sidedly spi

ritual, and even fell into the fault of despising its own

medium, in which it discerned a merely sensuous element.

And thus the truth soon passed completely out of sight,

that the sensuous charm of form and colour should never

by true art be despised, but should be ennobled and exalted

to the expression of the highest truths." To have lost sight

of the truth here so cautiously expressed is surely almost as

ruinous a charge as could be brought against a painter or

school of painters.

If those essays in which Dr. Liibke treats of illustrious

personalities are the most attractive in his book, there are

two others, in which he treats of questions of general art-

history, which must be set down as the most suggestive.

The first is a review of Dr. Gulil's little book called Women

in Art-History ; the second an essay headed The Gothic

Style arid the Nationalities. No question can be more inter

esting to the student of art, or of life, than that of the place

which women have held in the artistic sphere, whether as

producers or causes of production. Dr. Liibke's limits

naturally force on him a slight and summary mode of hand

ling the matter. He does not attempt a philosophical in

quiry into the reasons of the fact, which Mr. Mill has noticed

in his recent book, that no woman has hitherto belonged

to the first or even to the second rank of creators in any of

the fine arts except poetry. He makes the general remark

that the period of active female participation in artistic labour

usually occurs at the time when the great personalities of an

epoch have passed away, and left behind them a widely

diffused artistic culture of the traditional kind. He closes

the matter by saying that " we men least of all have reason

to complain that the peculiar greatness of women lies in

housewifery. So long as they make excellent daughters,

wives, and mothers, we may, I think, easily put up with

them for making no Rafaels or Michelangelos." With these

remarks—remarks, be it said in passing, of a class pro

foundly distasteful to some of us who believe in the higher

destinies of women—Dr. Liibke passes on to what is the

real theme of his essay. Its real theme is the history and

development of the feminine type, or rather types, in Italian

painting, from the conventional straight-eyed ideal of the

fourteenth and earlier centuries, through the homely mother

hood of the Florentine realists, clown to the subtilized and

developed " Frauenseele " or woman-spirit as exhibited in

Leonardo da Vinci's woman-faces. This development is

thoughtfully sketched; although much of what the author

has to say of the improved dignity and intellectual refinement

of Italian women after the Renaissance cannot but seem

doubtful when one thinks of the women of Dante and Boc

caccio. It is hard to believe that Monna Vanna and Monna

Bice were persons of the cramped understanding and un

graceful bourgeois manners, which our author attributes to the

ladies of mediaeval and republican Italy. Critical specula

tions, however, of the kind in question, must always be more

suggestive than convincing. So it is with the speculations
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by which, in the other essay I have named, Dr. Liibke en

deavours to trace the expression of national character in

each of the national modifications that Gothic architecture

underwent after it had spread abroad from its birthplace in

France. That he does this with a thoroughly adequate

knowledge of the artistic facts in question, it is needless to

remark : that his inferences are always satisfactory I do not

think, any more than the similar inferences of M. Taine are

always satisfactory. The remaining articles in this valuable

volume consist of descriptions of ancient works of decorative

art existing in Switzerland ; an account of a tour in Meck-

lenburg-Schwerin ; and an essay on the modern German

sculptors who have carried out the realistic revolution ini

tiated by Schadow. This last will be found specially instruc

tive to English readers imperfectly acquainted with the con

temporary art of the Continent. Sidney Colvin.

Destruction 0/Byron's Autobiography.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACADEAfY.

Sir, Oct. 6. Albemarle Street.

There are a few points connected with the destruction of Byron's

Autobiography upon which a great deal of misconception exists, and

Upon which I should therefore be glad to say a few words.

1. To those who doubt the entire destruction of the MS., I may state

that I was eye-witness to the burning of it and of the only copy existing

of it, in the drawing-room of 50, Albemarle Street.

2. The proposal to destroy it originated, I believe, with my Father,

the late Mr. John Murray ; and his reason for making it (as he has

stated in a letter to Mr. R. W. Horton, printed in No. 185 of the

Quarterly Review), was his " regard for Lord Byron's memory, and

respect for his surviving family "... " since it was surmised that

the publication might be injurious to the former and painful to the

latter." The friends of Lord and Lady Byron "united in wishing for

its destruction." The following persons were previously consulted,

as a matter of courtesy, and were present at the burning—Mr. Hobhouse,

as executor and friend of Lord Byron, Colonel Doyle, as a friend of

Lady Byron (who had actually offered 2000/. for the MSS., which she

did not pay), Mr. Wilmot Horton, as friend of the Hon. Mrs. Leigh,

my Father, and Mr. Moore, who alone was for some time opposed to

the destruction.

3. The MS. was, at the time of its destruction, the absolute pro

perty of my Father, having been purchased by him in November, 1821,

from Mr. Moore (to whom Lord Byron had given it) for 2000/., in con

sideration of which sum Moore covenanted to edit the papers, and to

supply an account of the subsequent events of Lord Byron's life. On

May the 6th, 1822, however, a second deed was executed, at Mr. Moore's

request, giving to him the power of redeeming the MS., " during the

life ofthe said Lord Byron" on the repayment by either of them of the

2000/. This condition Moore did not fulfil : consequently his interest

in the MS. entirely ceased on Byron's death, by which event the

value of the MS. was greatly enhanced, probably doubled. This fact,

no doubt, rendered Mr. Moore more than ever anxious to recover the

Autobiography, and he had secured the advance of 2000/. on loan from

friends in the city to enable him to do this.

The MS., however, by general consent, was destroyed, Mr. Moore,

though reluctantly, concurring. Moore then paid to Mr. Murray the

2000/., for which payment Byron's friends offered to reimburse him ;

but he refused. So matters rested until 1S28, when the appearance of

Leigh Hunt's Byron and his Contemporaries convinced my Father that

an authentic life of Byron was demanded, for which only Moore and

he were possessed of the necessary materials. He therefore arranged

with Moore to prepare the Life, Letters, and Journals of Lord Byron,

published in 1S30. For this Moore received the sum of 1600/.

But (and this is the point which, in justice to my Father's memory, I am

anxious to state) o-jer and above the sum so paid, Mr. Murray discharged

Moore's bond with his creditors, upon which he had raised the 2000!.

paid by him immediately after Byron's death; together with the

interest thereon and other charges, amounting to 1020/. more. Thus

making a total sum of 4620/.

(Signed) Joh.n Murray.

Intelligence.

Exhibition of the " Union Centrale des Beaux-Arts appliques

a l'lndustrie " at Paris.

On the nth of August last the members of the " Central Union of the

Fine Arts applied to Industry" opened their third exhibition, at the

Palais de l'lndustrie, in the Champs Elysees.

The grand feature in the modem section is the reproduction, by

Christofle, of the important collection of Roman silver vases, called the

Treasure of Hildesheim, lately discovered in Hanover. As the cir

cumstances under which they were found may not be familiar to our

readers, we venture to relate them here. In October of last year some

soldiers of the garrison of Hildesheim, being employed in excavating

the soil at the foot of a small mountain, came upon some fragments of

oxydised metal, resembling in appearance pieces of old leather, which

they cast aside, but, the number of the fragments increasing, an officer

was called, who immediately recognised them to be silver, and a few

minutes after, the pickaxes brought to light a treasure of some fifty vases,

the smaller ones packed within the two largest, evidently placed there

for the purpose of concealment. They were immediately transferred to

the museum at Berlin. This buried treasure represents a complete service

for the table, vases to contain liquids, to mix them, and serve them out

to the guests, cups, plates, dishes, saltcellar, a candelabrum, and even

a dish with twelve wells round the edge to hold eggs. The largest

piece, one of the two which contained the others, is a cup resembling

in form an inverted bell, of most original decoration. The whole of

the surface is covered over with a kind of network of scrolls, issuing

from chim:eras at the base, and in the midst of these arabesques, groups

of naked children are sporting, most of them armed with harpoons or

tridents, warring most vigorously with lobsters and cuttlefish they are

striving to pierce. The subject is exquisitely chased, and the design

simple and graceful. But the capital piece of the treasure is the Cup

of Minerva, having a medallion in the interior, representing the goddess

seated, with her familiar attendant, the owl, on a rock facing her ; a

charming composition, in full relief. The whole surface of the cup,

except the flesh parts of the figure, has been gilded—a frequent custom

among the ancient goldsmiths. Then there are also three more cups,

less perfect in design than Minerva's. Within the first is, in alto-

rilievo, the infant Bacchus strangling the serpents of Juno. The second

is adorned with a bust of Cybele, with mural crown and her customary

attributes ; and on the third, the companion cup, is Lunus, the young

god of the Moon, with Asiatic cap studded with stars, and a necklace

resembling the Celtic torque. The drinking-cups are decorated with

the usual ornaments—masks, flutes, cymbals, wreaths of ivy and the

vine gracefully and poetically entwined with the simple elegance which

distinguishes ancient art. The great question is to whom this service

belonged. Being found not far from the great battle-field of the Teuto-

burg forest, where the Roman Legions were destroyed by the Cherusci,

it was at first naturally supposed to have been the table-plate of the un

fortunate Varus, for we know the Romans to have been passionately

fond of silver plate, and that their public functionaries when they tra

velled used to carry with them whole services of silver. But, unfor

tunately for this suggestion, on about twenty-seven of the pieces have

been found miscroscopic inscriptions indicating the name of the artist

or the weight of the metal, from which it appears that they cannot be

referred to an earlier period than that of the Emperor Marcus Aurclius.

Be their date what it may, Messrs. Christofle have conferred a great

benefit by executing fac-similes of some twenty-six of these vases in

galvanoplastic. Christofles' incrusted bronzes after the Japanese, or

the delicate jewellery in cloisonne enamel in pure gold, executed by

Mr. Alexis Falizc in the same manner as those of China and Japan, we

have only space to mention.

We cannot too highly extol Dulud's imitations of the old embossed

leather hangings of Venice and Cordova, which he has admirably re

produced with the richest designs, vivid in colours and gold, upon a

kind of waterproof paper, easily cleaned by washing, and which he

sells at a very low cost.

In the compartment of Messrs. Chevreux Aubertot, Mr. Guichard,

the esteemed President of the Central Union, exhibits his painted

tapestry. By an ancient process, re-discovered or re-adapted, he paints

on the tapestry canvas so as to imitate the works of the needle, and

thus is able to copy the elaborate productions of the Gobelins at pro

bably one-fiftieth of the price of the costly originals.

The contents of the Oriental Museum exhibit the history of art in

China, Japan, India, and Persia, and so trace its early influence over

European industry.

The collection of porcelain is splendid ; the Duke de Martina, Madame

Henriot, Messrs. Dutuit, Malinet, Gasnard, and Michelin, ampng its

chief contributors. Crackle and celadon of every hue ; delicate grey vases,

souffle with red ; pieces of imperial yellow with blue flowers or green

dragons ; turquoise decorated with black ; plum-coloured, panache with

blue ; sea-green, blueisb. grey, and pale blue, engraved or ornamented
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in relief ; vases black, bronze, deep and light green ; egg-shell plates ;

boxes in the form of the Nelumbium, and endless other rarities.

Mr. Dutuit has a set of five reticulated double vases (a double paroi)

of a fine coral red, brought from Italy, where they are inscribed in an

inventory of the 15th century, showing how early Oriental porcelain

found its way into that country. He has also a pair of pilgrim s bottles

(gourdes) with the procession of the Feast of the Dragon painted on

their sides. Madame Hcnriot is richest in that class of enamelled por

celain called by Mr. Jacquemart the "Famille verte," because green

is the predominant colour in its ornamentation. Of these, she exhibits

a "garniture" of seven vases ; the whole series is rarely met with.

Mr. Bizo has a display of above a hundred Chinese snuff bottles of por

celain, glass, jade, agate, lapis lazuli, and every imaginable substance.

Then of animals there are kylins, ducks, the dog Fo in violet and blue,

and a tortoise in green celadon with the Greek border in gold round its

shell, a very ancient production. A pair of tall vases, of turquoise blue,

are magnificent examples of the Chinese cloisonne enamels.

One room is assigned to the products of Persia and Asia Minor, and

contains perhaps the largest collection of these rich and'rare objects that

has ever been brought together. One end of the room is lined with

plates of Rhodes, Damascus, and Persia, and in the cases are the choicest

specimens, with lovely turquoise grounds. One exhibited by Count de

Nieuwerkerke, with birds in the centre, is of remarkable size and beauty.

Mr. Parvillee exhibits a collection of tiles blue, green, red, and white,

from the tomb of Sultan Mahommed I. at liroussa ; Mr. Collinot some

with characters inscribed, and on others is the figure of a Persian digni

tary on horseback. Mr. Jacquemart has a blue and white bottle with

Persian inscription, and Admiral Jaures and M. Charles Schefer contri

bute largely to the collection. The latter has a case entirely of his own

treasures, a Persian bottle decorated with white, turquoise and cobalt

blue ; another green with a hunting subject and dogs ; and one encrusted

with precious stones. Also his Arabian lamp of faience, with black

ground and blue and white characters incised in the paste, similar in

form to that in the possession of Mr. Drury Fortman ; which last is

white with blue decoration. It is evidently of Persian origin, and is

unique.

Ranged in the centre of the room are no less than seven lamps of glass,

made like the preceding for hanging in mosques, whence they probably

have been derived. They belong to the Barons Alph. Rothschild and

Basilewski, Messrs. Schefer, Carraud, and Goupil. A metal lamp for

similar use hangs over the doorway. Two glass cups heightened with

gold and a bottle with bands of gold and colours are of great beauty

and rarity. There are also various specimens of Persian inlaid metal

work, among which two candlesticks are most remarkable.

The exhibition of Oriental arms is small, but there is a peacock-

feather fiy-llapper and several daggers, with jade handles, richly encrusted

with precious stones.

The more modem products of India are in another room ; Betel trays

encrusted with mother o' pearl and silver, from Cochin China ; cups of

solid gold of a red colour, peculiar to Siam ; the china of Satzouma,

and the more recent importation from the Japan Island of Kaga, of

white ground, elaborately diapered with red, and medallions of a

darker red ground, diapered with gold, the subjects sometimes in

colours. Two tents in the centre of this room are trophies taken by

Sobieski at Vienna, when he rescued Europe from the Turks.

Supplementary to the Oriental Museum is a room containing such

European products as show how, from the earliest times, the East has

served as a guide in art to the West Among these are the Hispano-

Moresque faiences, the Siculo-Moresque vases, and the Damascene work

of Northern Italy, all of which bear evidence of Oriental teaching. In

this room hangs a singular painting, representing a Venetian lady in a

kind of fancy Persian dress, with the high clog or bath slipper, common

alike to Venice and Persia, and over her transparent dress is thrown a

mantle of Venetian point of rich geometric pattern. On a table by her

side is a Persian bottle, identical with specimens in the Persian

collection.

Such is the Oriental Museum, besides which a room is filled with

photographs of all the buildings and ruins in Rome, the laborious work

of Mr. Parker, and another containing a collection of prints belonging

to Mr. Dutuit, of Rouen, illustrative of the history of engraving.

Among these are some of the choicest of the etchings of Rembrandt :

Christ healing the sick, "the hundred guilder piece," as it is called,

which cost its possessor 1240/. ; the Raising of Lazarus, Young

Haaring, the Burgomaster Six, and others.

In the remaining rooms are the drawings and models sent in for com

petition by the French schools. The great prize for drawing and

modelling given by the Union consists of a sum to be allowed for an

artistic tour—the labours of this Society being the development of

industry conformable with the principles of art and good taste.

The Discovery of Junius so often announced has at length, we have

every reason to believe, been placed beyond doubt by the researches

of the Hon. Edward Twisleton, who has for the first time called in the

aid of a scientific Expert in hand-writing, the well-known Mr. Ch.

Chabot. The results will shortly be made public, together with fac

similes of the autographs of Junius's Letters to Woodfall and George

Grenville.

The Heart of Byron.—Few are probably aware of the fate of the

poet's heart. After his death at Missolonghi in 1824, his body was

embalmed and sent to England, but the heart was begged and obtained

by the Greeks, who enclosed it in a silver case. Four years later,

after the protracted siege of Missolonghi, a sallying party, carrying

the relic with them, cut a way with great sacrifice of life through the

Turkish lines ; but the heart was lost in crossing the marshes.

General Garibaldi is about to appear as a novelist. His work, which

will be published by Messrs. Cassell, is founded on facts, and bears

largely on the social and ecclesiastical condition of modern Italy.

Messrs. Macmillan announce a new Life of Albrecht Diirer, with a

Translation of his Letters and Journals, by Mrs. C. Heaton.

M. Morel, a Paris publisher, announces "L'Art arabe d'apres les

monuments du Kaire depuis le VII« siecle jusqu'a la fin du XVIII*, par

Prisse d'Avennes."

Mr. William Morris will publish in November the Tales for Autumn,

forming part of the ' Earthly Paradise.'

Mr. A. Swinburne has published a new poem called ' Super Flumina

Babylonis' in the Fortnightly for October.

Fr'aulein Marlitt, authoress of ' Gold-Elac,' announces a collection of

Thuringian tales.

A French History of German Literature is about to appear from the

pen of M. Heinrichs, Professor at Lyons.

Mr. W. M. Rossetti is about to publish his long-expected Life of

Shelley, with a critical text of the poetical works.

A series of documents relative to French Art will shortly appear

under the title ' Les Artistes francais.' The first volume will contain

inedited papers respecting Poussin, Van Champagne, &c. The pub

lishers are Messrs, Guiffrey ct de Montaiglon of Paris.

Contents of the Journals.

Revue des deux Mondes. Octobre.—Droz : Autour d'une Source.

—Esquiros : L'Angleterre et la Vie anglaise (xxxiv. Le Port de Liver

pool et les Institutions municipales).—Du Camp : Les Prisons de Paris.

—Saporta : L'Ecole Transformiste et ses derniers Travaux (Gaudry,

Schimper, Darwin).—Radan : Un Naturaliste dans l'Archipel malais

(d'apres A. R. Wallace).—Nougaret : La Peche de la Baleine.—Blaze

de Bury : Stances satiriques.

Die Grenzboten. Vol. xxviii. No. 80.—The Session of the Italian

Parliament, 1867-1869.—The Exhibition of Pictures of Old Masters in

Munich : Holbein and Diirer.—The Countess, Tragedy in Five Acts.—

Recollections of the Last Days of the Independence of Courland.

Gosche's Arohiv fur LIteraturgesohiohte. No. 1.—I. Sainbart :

Euripides' Manner of Sketching Character, in connexion with the De

velopment of Culture.—Liebrecht : The Literary History of Hug- and

Wolf-district.—Cholevins : Goethe's Story of the Serpent.—II. Lotze :

On Jewish-German Literature.—Gosche : The First German Romance.

—Hildebrand and Kohler : The Author of the Chemnitz " Rocken-

philosophie."—Bernays : Supplement to Burger's Works.—Gosche : A

Parable under Biirger's name.—Goethe's Report on Schiller.—III. Chau-

lieu and Gosche : French Literature from 1865 to 1867.

Nos. 2 and 3 will contain, amongst other articles : Gosche : Idyll

and Village-tale in Antiquity and in the Middle Age.—Aigner : The

Popular Poetry of Hungary.—Gosche and Hamilton : English Narra

tive Poetry, 1865-1867.

Journal of Eomanio and English Literature. Vol. x. No. 3.—

Schcler : Lexicographical Gleanings.—Kaust : A Contribution to the

Knowledge of the Escurial Library.—Liebrecht : Schiller's Bride of

Messina.—Review : Merangis de Portlcsquez, romance of the round

table, by Raoul de Houdeac (Paris, Tross, 1869.)

Selected Articles.

Alphonse de Lamartine, in the Grenzboten, July 30.

Unprinted Letters of Goethe, in the same, August 6.

The Due de Luynes, in the same, September 17.

The Works of A. II. Clough, in the Westminster Review, October.

St. Paul and Protestantism, by Matthew Arnold, in the Cornhill Maga-1

zine, October.

Samuel Richardson, as Artist and Moralist, by W. B, Forman, in

Fortnightly Review, October.
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New Ptiblications.

Auerbach, B. Das Landhaus am Rhein. In drci Banden. Stutt

gart : Cotta. l6mo.

Bell, \V. A. New Tracks in North America. In 2 vols. London :

Chapman and Hall. 8vo. pp. 236, 322.

Edwards, II. Sutherland. Life of Rossini, with Portrait. London:

Hurst and Blackctt.

Foster, Ernst. Geschichte der italienischen Kunst. Leipzig : ister

Hand.

Garnett, Richard. Idylls and Epigrams, chiefly from the Greek

Anthology. London : Macmillan.

1Iotiio, II. G. Geschichte der christlichen Malerci. Stuttgart :

Ebner. 8vo. pp. 376.

Humboldt, A. VON. Briefc an Bunsen. Leipzig : Brockhaus. 8yo.

pp. 212.

Krum.macher, F. W. An Autobiography : ed. by his daughter :

transl. by Easton. Clark, Edinburgh.

Morris, J. P. A Glossary of the Words and Thrases of Furness, North

Lancashire, with Illustrative Quotations principally from the Old

Northern Writers. J. R. Smith, London.

Newman, F. W. Miscellanies, Academical and Historical. London :

Triibner.

Overdeck, J. Geschichte der griechischen Flastik. Band I. Mit

Illustrationen. Leipzig : Hinrichs. 8vo. pp. xvi. 398.

Pougeois, A. Vausleb, Savant Orient»liste ct Voyageur. Faris :

Didier. 8vo.

ScHLAciNTWEiT-SAKuNi.LNSKr. Reisen in Indien und Hochasien.

Band I. Jena : Costenoble.

Stowe, Mrs. II. B. Oldtown Folks. 3 vols. London: Sampson

Low. 8vo.

Tschischwitz, B. Shakspere's siimnitliche Werke. Englischer

Text ; berichtigt u. erklart. London : Williams and Norgate.

Turcuenief, J. Liza. Translated by W. R. S. Ralston. 2 vols.

London : Chapman and Hall. 8vo.

Widmann, J. V. Buddha. Epische Dichtung in zwanzig Gesiingen.

Bern: Dalp. 8vo.

WlTTE, Karl. Dante-Forschungcn ; Altcs und Neues. Halle : Bar-

tlicl. 8vo. pp. 512.

Biblical Criticism, &c.

Saint-Paul.—Par Ernest Renan, Membre de l'lnstitut, avec une

carte, Michel Levy, Paris, 1869.

The third volume of M. Renan's work, like its predecessors,

contains a preface, discussing the genuineness of the docu

ments on which the history of the period depends. To this

introductory matter we shall confine our attention in the

present article, intending to review the main body of the

work in a future number.

M. Renan had shown in his earlier volumes that his

historical sense revolted against the extreme results of the

negative school, while on the other hand he was not pre

pared for a frank reception of the traditional canon. The

position which he takes up in his Saint-Paul is analogous.

Of the epistles bearing the name of the apostle, he accepts

seven without any hesitation : Romans, 1, 2 Corinthians,

Galatians, Philippians, 1, 2 Thessalonians. He refers, in

deed, to objections against the three last mentioned, but

dismisses them curtly, promising to discuss the question of

the Antichrist—which he regards as the only serious difficulty

in the Epistles to the Thessalonians—in a future volume.

Of the remaining six (excluding the Epistle to the Hebrews)

he makes three classes :—(1) Colossians, Philemon, probably

authentic, though grave objections have been raised against

them ; (2) Ephesians, doubtful ; (3) 1, 2 Timothy, Titus,

spurious. It is obvious, however, that as regards the first

class, the probability to his own mind amounts almost to

certainty. The connexion of the Colossian Epistle with the

"note to Philemon" is justly regarded by him as an im

portant element in the decision ; and, as no one else but

St. Paul, " so far as we can see (autant qu'il semble) could

have written this little masterpiece," the other must be

regarded as genuine also. We may remark in passing that

M. Renan, after others, refers to the expression, " Paul the

aged," in Philem. 9, as presenting a difficulty. Whether or

not, St. Paul would naturally have described himself so at

this period of his life, we will not stop to enquire ; for we

believe the writer's meaning to have been wholly different.

Bentley, and more than one recent critic, independently

comparing the expression vwip ov irpvTJSivta lv a\va-ti. (Ephes.

vi. 20), have conjectured that in Philem. 9 we should read

ffp£o-/3fur>js■ vwi Bi k<u oVoyuos Xpiorov 'lrjcrov, thus obtaining a

close parallel by the slight alteration of irpco-fiimjs into Trpecr-

fjtvnp. We are inclined to go a step further and express a

doubt which the orthography of the oldest MSS. seems to

us to justify, whether the Apostle's amanuensis would have

strictly observed the distinction of meaning between the two

forms. Thus, without the change even of a single letter, we

get an adequate sense : " an ambassador, and now also a

prisoner of Christ Jesus."

The objections to the Epistle to the Ephesians M. Renan

holds to be much more serious ; and here two questions pre

sent themselves, intimately connected the one with the other

—the destination of the letter, and its genuineness. In his

treatment of these questions M. Renan appears to us to show

an inadequate appreciation of their bearing. He justly regards

the Epistle as a circular letter addressed to the Churches

of Asia, and yet he somewhat strangely refuses to accept

it as the letter which the Colossians were to receive from

Laodicea (Col. iv. 16), though this supposition gives a com

pactness and consistency to the theory which is the strongest

evidence of its truth. Laodicea was the chief town of the

district in which Colossal lay, and a considerable Christian

community existed there at an early date (Rev. iii. 14). To

Laodicea therefore a copy of the letter would be sent, and

from this centre it would naturally be circulated at Colossa;.

Again we know that Marcion held one Epistle to be a letter

to the Laodiceans ; and it is far more probable that he should

have seen a copy bearing this superscription, so that his

statement was made on direct evidence, than that he should

have arrived at a not very obvious result from internal

criticism in this early and far from critical age. As M.

Renan has failed to see this important fact, we are the less

surprised at the language which follows : " le doute sur les

destinataires de l'Epitre dite aux Ephesiens pourraitfort Inert

se concilier avec son authenticity " (p. xvi.). Yet this sentence

shows a strange misappreciation of the bearing of the one

question on the other. Not only is the view that the letter

was not written to the Church of Ephesus singly, but to the

Churches of Asia collectively, reconcilable with the genuine

ness, but it affords the strongest indirect testimony thereto.

For, besides disposing of the serious objection that a letter

written to a Church with which the Apostle personally had

very intimate relations could not possibly be so devoid of

every personal allusion, it presents a mass of circumstantial

evidence gathered from several diverse and inobtrusive facts

all converging to one definite result ; facts which no forger

could have invented and combined, and which it would not

be in the power of any individual to control.

The Pastoral Epistles are regarded by M. Renan as

unquestionably spurious. They present, no doubt, sub

stantial difficulties; but, though great, they are not insu

perable. Of these the divergence of style is not the

least ; but here M. Renan has unwittingly supplied the

key to the solution. Writing of the Epistle to the Colos

sians, which he allows to be genuine, he says, " Le

style a plus d'emphase et de rondeur, moins d'elan et de

naturel ; par moments il est embarrasse, declamatoire, sur

charge, analogue au style des fausses epitres A Timothce et cl

Tite, etc." (p. viL). The Apostle's style in fact changed with

his advancing years ; and the circumstance that the degree

of divergence keeps pace with the chronology of the Pauline
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Epistles, as ascertained in other ways, tends strongly to

show that this line of argument is valid. On the other

hand, M. Renan omits to call attention to passages which

bear the very impress of St. Paul's style and tone. To take

one instance—it is not very easy to conceive that the passage

1 Tim. i. 12-17, could have been written by any one else,

whether we regard the matter or the mode of the writer.

Unable to resist this argument, some critics have allowed

the Pastoral Epistles to be genuine in part, though they

have supposed considerable interpolation, but it is wholly

ignored by M. Renan. To the external authorities, again,

he has done less than scanty justice. Thus, for example,

he gives only one reference to Polycarp's Epistle (§ 4), and

speaks of the allusion there as doubtful. Yet this letter

contains several other references (§§5, 9, 12) so patent that

even De Wette, who denied the genuineness of the Pastoral

Epistles, was obliged to confess that they were composed

before the date of Polycarp's writing.

M. Renan's novel and ingenious theory respecting the

Epistle to the Romans will doubtless command the attention

which it deserves. He supposes that it was a circular letter,

with different endings attached, to suit the several Churches

to which copies were sent, and that the editor who first

issued it in its present form combined four such endings,

addressed respectively to the Romans, to the Ephesians, to

the Thessalonians, and to some unknown Church. This

theory rests mainly on the assumed fact that the Epistle, as

we have it, contains four distinct final benedictions—xv. 33,

xvi. 20, xvi. 24, and xvi. 25-27. We have not time to

discuss this view in detail, but must content ourselves with

two remarks. First. M. Renan has apparently not looked

beyond the received text in this instance ; otherwise he

would have found that in the best authorities this fourfold

ending disappears. The two benedictions of xvi. 20 and

xvi. 24 are in fact one and the same, which occupies one or

other position in the oldest copies, though in some MS. and

in the common text it appears in both places. Secondly. We

believe M. Renan himself will feel some misgiving as to his

theory if he observes that, of his four Epistles, the first—to

the Romans—ends with practical precepts, and without any

salutation, general or special ; the second—to the Ephesians

—with salutations to divers persons ; the third—to the

Thessalonians—with salutations from divers persons ; and

the fourth—to some unknown Church—with merely an ex

panded doxology ; so that, when all four are combined, the

patchwork presents a complete whole, in which the topics

follow one after the other in a natural and regular sequence.

J. B. LlGHTFOOT.

The Prophets of the Old Covenant. [Die Prtpheten des alten

Bundes : von II. Ewald.] Gottingen, 1867-8.

It is now twenty-eight years since the first edition of

Ewald's Propheten. Those two closely printed volumes

have done more to stimulate the study of the Prophets

among critics of all schools than any previous or succeeding

publication. It might therefore seem at first unnecessary

to linger on the general principles, but as the new edition

indicates an increasing confidence in them on the part of

the author, we venture to refer briefly to their salient

features.

The whole of Ewald's criticism rests on the pre-supposi-

tion that the prophetic literature was much more prolific

and much more artistic than is commonly imagined. The

oracles, in his opinion, were arranged in four volumes of

nearly equal length for the sake of convenience ; but we

have a full right as critics to analyse them into their com

ponent parts. The method employed in this analysis is to

collect the philosophical and historical data as indications

of the time to which each oracle belongs. A close ex

amination, so the great critic believes, demonstrates to a

certainty that this branch of authorship was both widely

and artistically developed. Strophic divisions are found, not

only in Hosea and Isaiah, but even in such late productions

as Daniel, the first and second portions of Baruch, and the

Greek Epistle ascribed to Jeremiah. In this respect many

alterations may be found in the new edition, e.g. Isa. xix.,

xxx, xxxiii. Compare the enlarged account in the Intro

duction, pp. 60-62.

These results are regarded by Ewald as demonstrated

facts. Indeed his intellectual nature as revealed in his

works is highly positive. Neither in science nor in religion

can he tolerate doubts. The only justification which for

the most part he cares to offer is the harmony of the

system into which his results are built. He at once relieves

the reader from those wearisome wrangles as to genuineness

and authenticity, as well as of such confused and inaccurate

expressions as Pseudo- and Deutero-Isaiah. Hence, the

subject of prophecy in All its parts is treated by Ewald his

torically. The Prophets were witnesses of Divine truth ; he

leaves dogmatic definitions unaffirmed as well as undenied.

Some have complained, from a more advanced point of

view, that he omits the comparison of Hebrew prophecy

with analogous phenomena of other nations, especially those

of the Arabs. But this arises from his strong reluctance to

distort the image of the pure Hebrew spirit, and his equally

strong anxiety to explain the Bible from itself.

In the new edition, the passages relating to the nature

of prophecy are left unaltered. But several delicate hints

are quite original, e.g. the distinction drawn (vol. i. pp.

63-66) between dabar, hazon, and massa. See also the

account of the collection of the so-called Minor Prophets

and of Isaiah (pp. 73-84), which has been considerably

modified.

Leaving the Introduction, we shall find many alterations

in the details. They are most of them perhaps more

dubious in their nature than the author's earlier results,

many of which, as is well known, have been widely accepted.

We regret that Ewald's lack of dialectic power so often pre

vents us from doing justice to his theories. A truth not

proved may drop unheeded for several centuries, and when

it rises again, we say, " A pity it had not been proved

before!"

The largest number of changes is naturally to be found

in Isaiah. Let us take an instance. It has been long

accepted by a large class of critics that the oracle of Moab

in ch. xv. was adopted by Isaiah from an earlier prophet,

possibly Jonah, with the mere addition of a short epilogue.

Ewald's present view, however, is that it contains passages

from two older oracles, viz. ch. xv. and ch. xvi. 7-12, from a

contemporary of Joel, living on the east of the Jordan, and

ch. xvi. 1-6, from a more recent prophet about fifty years

before Isaiah's appearance. A similar view is propounded

as to the origin of Obadiah.

A still more surprising discovery is gained from Micah,

the sixth chapter of which, we are told, is not by that pro

phet himself, partly from the philological and historical data,

and partly from the elaborately dramatic plan. This portion

is now assigned (see v. 1 6) to the idolatrous reign of Manas-

seh, when the more pious scarcely ventured even to name

the king in public. (Compare v. 9 : " Hear, O tribe, and

the convoker thereof," i.e. nation and king.) Here we

cannot but miss a more detailed statement of the grounds

for the hypothesis.

Amongst the minor changes we may notice Isa. ii. 18,

" the idols shall one leave entirely behind;" x. 27, "a child
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is destroyed by reason of fat;" xxi. n, " oracle of silence,"

a witticism, implying that the answer of the prophet is no

better than silence ; xxii. 5, Kir and Shoa as names of

Assyrian tributaries; xxvi. 16, "a magic ring was thy

chastening to them;" Hos. iv. 16, "the stumbling-block

giveth him refreshment ; " v. 1 1 , " because of his own will

he followed the stake," i.e. the idol; ix. 13, "Ephraim is

like pleasure-groves of Tyre planted in a meadow."

The work appears in three volumes instead of two. This

is caused partly by the larger type,- and partly by the addi

tion of (to adopt Ewald's order) Jonah, Baruch, the Greek

Jeremiah and Daniel. In the original edition the first and

last of these were merely touched upon in the Appendix.

T. K. Cheyne.

Intelligence.

Dr. Dillmann, of Giessen, the well-known jEthiopic scholar and

editor of Hirzel's Commentary on Job, has been appointed Hengsten-

berg's successor at Berlin. The late professor has been often repre

sented as a violent enemy of free criticism. We leam, however, from

a biographical sketch in Daheim for Aug. 21, apparently based on

original authority, that he recommended Gesenius on Josiah and Hup-

feld on the Psalms as model commentaries.

Dr. Newman is said to be engaged on a new treatise on Rationalism,

the first part of which will appear shortly.

Professor Lightfoot, of Cambridge, is engaged on a critical edition of

the Apostolical Fathers, the first part of which, containing the Epistles

ascribed to S. Clement of Rome, is mentioned above.

Professor Volkmar, of Zurich, is carrying through the press a new

work on the Gospels and their historical explanation.

Professor Dbllinger, of Munich, has in the press a new work on the

Religious Sects of the Middle Age.

Professor Lipsius, of Kiel, announces a work on the Chronology of

the Roman Bishops during the three first centuries.

The Rev. O. J. Reichel, Vice-Principal of Cuddesdon College, will

publish shortly a work on the See of Rome in the Middle Ages.

The Abbe Barges, Professor at the Sorbonne, will publish shortly an

edition of Saadia's Arabic version of Isaiah from the Bodleian MS. The

edition of Paulus is well known to be full of errors.

The valuable Commentary on Genesis by the late Professor Tuch has

long been expensive from its scarcity. A new edition is announced under

the care of Professors Merx and Arnold, the latter of whom, however,

has been unhappily cut off by death.

Lectures.

The Theological Lectures for the winter half-year will begin next

week in all the German Universities. Many of the subjects are common

to all ; as, for instance, Introduction to the Old and New Testaments,

Church History, and Dogmatics. Among the more distinctive courses

we may notice—Genesis, by Lagarde of Gbttingcn, Dclitzsch of Leipsic,

and Schrader of Zurich ; Isaiah, by Bertheau of Gbttingcn ; The Minor

Prophets, by Dillmann ; Daniel, by Hitzig of Heidelberg ; The Song

ofSongs, by Delitzsch ; j he Book of Wisdom, and The History of the

Creation, by Reusch, of the R. C. faculty at Bonn ; The Synoptic Gos

pels, by Tholuck of Halle, Holtzmann of Heidelberg, and Keim of

Zurich; The Life of Jesus, by Keim; St. Matthew, by Delitzsch; St.

Mark, by Langen, of the R. C. faculty at Bonn ; Ephesians, Philippians,

and Colcssians, by Hitzig ; The Biblical Theology ofthe New Testament,

by Ritschl of Gottingen ; Augustine de Consensu Evangelistarum, by

Langen ; History ofthe More Recent Theology, by Lipsius of Kiel.

Contents of the Journals.

Hilgenfeld'B Journal of Scientific Theology. Vol. xii. Part IV—

Hilgenfeld : the Clementines and their latest critic.—Pfleiderer : the

Latest Hypothesis as to the Johannine Gospel.—Hilgenfeld : Nero the

Antichrist.—Holtzmann : the Relation of John to the Synoptics.

Men's Archives for the Scientific Examination of the Old

Testament. Part IV.—Rabbi Emanuel's Commentary on the Pen

tateuch (continued).—An Apocryphal History of Daniel.—Siegfried :

Rashi's Influence on Lyra and Luther.—Nbldeke : Contributions to

Hebrew Grammar.— Schrbter : Passages explained.—Graf : The pri

mary document of the Pentateuch.—Vaibinger : Passages explained.

Selected Articles.

Dr. Hanna's Life of Christ, in North British Review for July.

The Primitive Religion of Israel, by M. Re'ville, in Revue del Deux

Mondes, Sept. I.

Archbishop Cranmcr's Theology, by Rev. J. Hunt, in Contemporary

Review, October.

The Jewish Messiah, by Dr. Davidson, in Theological Review, October.

Lagarde's Genesis, by Prof. Kamphausen, in the Studien und Kritiken,

No. 4, pp. 722-758.

The Apostle Paul, by Professor Lipsius of Kiel, in the Jahrbuch des

deutschen Protestanton-Vcreines.

Renan's Saint-Paul, by Prof. Langen of Bonn, in the Theologisches

Literaturblatt, Sept. 13.

The same, by L. in the Grenzboten, 8ept. 17.

New Publications.

I. On the Old Testament.

Baer, S. Liber Genesis. Textum Masoreticum accuratissime ex-

pressit . . . notis criticis confirmavit S. Baer. Pnefatus est F.

Dclitzsch. Leipzig : Tauchnitz. 8vo., pp. 96. is. 6d.

Dillmann, A. Hiob; nach L. Hirzel u. J. Olshauscn neu bearbeitct.

Leipzig : Hirzel. 8vo., pp. xxix. 370. 5-r. 6J.

Ehrt, Carl. Abfassungszeit u. Abschluss des Psalters zur Prii-

fungder FragenachMakkabacr-Psalmen. Leipzig : Barth. Svo.,

pp. x. 144. y.

Galloway, \V. B. Egypt's Record of Time to the Exodus of Israel

critically investigated. London : Rivington. 8vo.

Hencstenberg, E. W. The Prophecies of the Prophet Ezekiel elu

cidated. Translated by Murphy. Edinburgh : Clark. Svo.,

pp. 538. 10s. 6d.

Hitzig, Ferd. Geschichte des Volkes Israel. Erster Theil. Bis

zum Ende der persischen Oberherrschaft. Leipzig : Hirzel. Svo.,

pp. 320. Jf.

Jones, T. F. Egypt in its Biblical Relations. London : Smith and

Elder. Svo., pp. 320. "]s. 6d.

Kuenen, A. De Godsdienst van Israel. Eerste deel. Tot den val

van Jerusalem in 586 v. Chr. Haarlem: Kruseman. Large

8vo., pp. xviii. 504.

Schulz, II. Alttestamentliche Theologic. Erster Band. Frankfurt

a. M. : Heyder. Svo., pp. xii. 480. 8s.

II. On the New Testament.

Anon. The Jesus of History. London : Williams and Norgate. 8vo.,

pp. xx. 426.

Caspari, C. E. Chronologisch-geographische Einleitung in das Leben

Jesu Christi. Hamburg : Agentur des Raulicn llauses. Svo.,

pp. xvi. 263. $s. 6d.

Lightfoot, J. B. S. Clement of Rome. The Two Epistles to the

Corinthians. A Revised Translation with Introduction and

Notes. London : Macmillan. Svo., pp. 220. 8j. 61/.

Noyes, G. R. The New Testament. From the Greek Text of Teschen

dorf. Boston. i2mo., pp. vi. 570. 7/. 6./.

Renan, Ernest. Saint-Paul. Taris, Levy. 8vo., pp. Ixxx. 572.

6s. 6,1.

Sciienkel, D. Sketch of the Character of Jesus : a Biblical Essay.

Translated from the Third German Edition. London : Longman.

8vo., pp. 412. I2f.

Tischendorf, C. Monumenta sacra inedita. Vol. VI. Apocalypsis

et actus apost. cum quarti Maccabxorum libri fraginento, item

quattuor evangeliorum reliquiae, ex duobus codd. palimpsestis.

Leipzig : Hinrichs. Large 410., pp. xix., 340.

Tregelles, S. P. The Greek Testament. Part IV. : Romans to

2 Thessalonians. London, issued to subscribers, 4(0., pp. 200.

Wieself.r, Dr. Karl. Beitrage zur richtigen Wiirdigung dcr Evange-

lien und der evangelischen Geschichte. Gotha : Perthes. 8vo.,

pp. 344. 5-r. 6d.

ZUMPT, A. W. Das Geburtjahr Christi. Geschichtlich-chronologische

Untersuchungen. Leipzig : Teubncr. 8vo., pp. xii. 306. 6s.

III. On Church History', &c.

Baur, F. C. Geschichte der christlichen Kirche. Drittcr Band.

Die christliche Kirche des Mittelalters. Leipzig : Fries.

MOller, J. G. Erklarung des Barnabasbriefes. Leipzig : Hirzel.

8vo., pp. iv. 395. 6s.

Pfannenschmid, H. Das Wcihwasser im heidnischen u. christlichen

Cultus. Hanover, Ilahn. Svo., pp. 230.
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Science and Philosophy.

The Natural History of Creation. — By Dr. Emst Haeckel.

[NatiirUcht Schopfimgs-Geschichte.—Von Dr. Ernst Haeckel, Pro

fessor an der Universitat Jena.] Berlin, 1868.

First Notice.

Considering that Germany now takes the lead of the

world in scientific investigation, and particularly in biology,

Mr. Darwin must be well pleased at the rapid spread of his

views among some of the ablest and most laborious of

German naturalists.

Among these, Professor Haeckel, of Jena, is the Cory-

phoeus. I know of no more solid and important contribution

to biology in the past seven years than Haeckel's work on

the Radiolaria, and the researches of his distinguished col

league Gegenbaur, in vertebrate anatomy ; while in Haeckel's

Gcncrdk Morphologie there is all the force, suggestiveness,

and, what I may term the systematizing power, of Oken,

without his extravagance. The Generelk Morphologie is, in

fact, an attempt to put the doctrine of Evolution, so far as it

applies to the living world, into a logical form ; and to work

out its practical applications to their final results. The work

before us, again, may be said to be an exposition of the

Generdte Morphologie for an educated public, consisting, as

it does, of the substance of a series of lectures delivered

before a mixed audience at Jena, in the session 1867-8.

" The Natural History of Creation "—or, as Professor

Haeckel admits, it would have been better to call his work

" The History of the Development or Evolution of Nature,"

—deals, in the first six lectures, with the general and histo

rical aspects of the question, and contains a very interesting

and lucid account of the views of Linnaeus, Cuvier, Agassiz,

Goethe, Oken, Kant, Lamarck, Lyell, and Darwin, and of the

historical filiation of these philosophers.

The next six lectures are occupied by a well-digested state

ment of Mr. Darwin's views. The thirteenth lecture discusses

the topics which are not touched by Mr. Darwin, namely, the

origin of the present form of the solar system, and that of

living matter. Full justice is done to Kant, as the originator

of that " cosmic gas theory," as the Germans • somewhat

quaintly call it, which is commonly ascribed to Laplace.

With respect to spontaneous generation, while admitting

that there is no experimental evidence in its favour, Pro

fessor Haeckel denies the possibility of disproving it, and

points out that the assumption that it has occurred is a

necessary part of the doctrine of Evolution. The four

teenth lecture, on " Schopfungs-Perioden und Schopfungs-

Urkunden," answers pretty much to the famous disquisition

on the " Imperfection of the Geological Record " in the

Origin of Species.

The following five lectures contain the most original

matter of any, being devoted to " Phylogeny," or the working

out of the details of the process of Evolution in the animal

and vegetable kingdoms, so as to prove the line of descent

of each group of living beings, and to furnish it with its

proper genealogical tree, or " phylum."

The last lecture considers objections and sums up the

evidence in favour of biological Evolution.

I shall best testify to my sense of the value of the work

thus briefly analysed if I now proceed to note down some

of the more important criticisms which have been suggested

to me by its perusal.

I. In more than on§ place, Professor Haeckel enlarges

upon the service which the Origin of Species has done, in

favouring what he terms the " causal or mechanical " view of

living nature as opposed to the " teleological or vitalistic "

view. And no doubt it is quite true that the doctrine of

Evolution is the most formidable opponent of all the com

moner and coarser forms of Teleology. Perhaps the most

remarkable service to the philosophy of Biology rendered by

Mr. Darwin is the reconciliation of Teleology and Morpho

logy, and the explanation of the facts of both which his

views offer.

The Teleology which supposes that the eye, such as we

see it in man or one of the higher Vertebra/a, was made with

the precise structure which it exhibits, for the purpose of

enabling the animal which possesses it to see, has undoubt

edly received its death-blow. But it is necessary to remember

that there is a wider Teleology, which is not touched by the

doctrine of Evolution, but is actually based upon the funda

mental proposition of Evolution. That proposition is, that

the whole world, living and not living, is the result of the

mutual interaction, according to definite laws, of the forces

possessed by the molecules of which the primitive nebulosity

of the universe was composed. If this be true, it is no less

certain that the existing world lay, potentially, in the cosmic

vapour ; and that a sufficient intelligence could, from a know

ledge of the properties of the molecules of that vapour, have

predicted, say the state of the Fauna of Britain in 1869, with

as much certainty as one can say what will happen to the

vapour of the breath in a cold winter's day.

Consider a kitchen clock, which ticks loudly, shows the

hours, minutes, and seconds, strikes, cries " cuckoo !" and

perhaps shows the phases of the moon. When the clock is

wound up, all the phenomena which it exhibits are potentially

contained in its mechanism, and a clever clockmaker could

predict all it will do after an examination of its structure.

If the evolution theory is correct, the molecular structure of

the cosmic gas stands in the same relation to the phenomena

of the world as the structure of the clock to its phenomena.

Now let us suppose a death-watch, living in the clock-case,

to be a learned and intelligent student of its works. He

might say, " I find here nothing but matter and force and

pure mechanism from beginning to end," and he would be

quite right But if he drew the conclusion that the clock

was not contrived for a purpose, he would be quite wrong.

On the other hand, imagine another death-watch of a dif

ferent turn of mind. He, listening to the monotonous

"tick! tick!" so exactly like his own, might arrive at the

conclusion that the clock was itself a monstrous sort of

death-watch, and that its final cause and purpose was to tick.

How easy to point to the clear relation of the whole me

chanism to the pendulum, to the fact that the one thing the

clock did always and without intermission was to tick, and

that all the rest of its phenomena were intermittent and sub

ordinate to ticking ! For all this, it is certain that kitchen

clocks are not contrived for the purpose of making a ticking

noise.

Thus the teleological theorist would be as wrong as the

mechanical theorist, among our death-watches ; and, pro

bably, the only death-watch who would be right would be

the one who should maintain that the sole thing death-

watches could be sure about was the nature of the clock

works and the way they move ; and that the purpose of the

clock lay wholly beyond the purview of beetle faculties.

Substitute " cosmic vapour " for " clock," and " molecules "

for " works," and the application of the argument is obvious.

The teleological and the mechanical views of nature are not,

necessarily, mutually exclusive. On the contrary, the more

purely a mechanist the speculator is, the more firmly does he

assume a primordial molecular arrangement, of which all

the phenomena of the universe are the consequences ; and

the more completely is he thereby at the mercy of the

teleologist, who can always defy him to disprove that this
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primordial molecular arrangement was not intended to

evolve the phenomena of the universe. On the other hand,

if the teleologist assert that this, that, or the other result

of the working of any part of the mechanism of the universe

is its purpose and final cause, the mechanist can always

inquire how he knows that it is more than an unessential

incident—the mere ticking of the clock, which he mistakes

for its function. And there seems to be no reply to this

inquiry, any more than to the further, not irrational, question,

why trouble oneself about matters which are out of reach

when the working of the mechanism itself, which is of

infinite practical importance, affords scope for all our

energies ?

Professor Haeckel has invented a new and convenient

name, " Dysteleology," for the study of the " puq^oseless-

nesses " which are observable in living organisms—such as

the multitudinous cases of rudimentary and apparently use

less structures. I confess, however, thai, it has often ap

peared to me that the facts of Dysteleology cut two ways.

If we are to assume, as evolutionists in general do, that use

less organs atrophy, such cases as the existence of lateral

rudiments of toes, in the foot of a horse, place us in a

dilemma. For either these rudiments are of no use to the

animal, in which case, considering that the horse has existed

in its present form since the pliocene epoch, they surely

ought to have disappeared ; or they are of some use to the

animal, in which case they are of no use as arguments

against Teleology. A similar, but still stronger, argument

may be based upon the existence of teats, and even func

tional mammary glands, in male mammals. Numerous cases

of " Gynaecomasty " or functionally active breasts in men

are on record, though there is no mammalian species what

ever in which the male normally suckles the young. Thus,

there can be little doubt that the mammary gland was as

apparently useless in the remotest male mammalian ancestor

of man as in living men, and yet it has not disappeared. Is

it then still profitable to the male organism to retain it ?

Possibly, but in that case its dysteleological value is gone.

II. Professor Haeckel looks upon the causes which have

led to the present diversity of living nature as two-fold.

Living matter, he tells us, is urged by two impulses; a

centripetal, which tends to preserve and transmit the specific

form, and which he identifies with heredity ; and a centri

fugal, which results from the tendency of external conditions

to modify the organism and effect its adaptation to them

selves. The internal impulse is conservative, and tends to

the preservation of specific, or individual, form ; the external

impulse is metam»rphic, and tends to the modification of

specific, or individual, form.

In developing his views upon this subject, Professor

Haeckel introduces qualifications which disarm some of the

criticisms I should have been disposed to offer ; but I think

that his method of stating the case has the inconvenience of

tending to leave out of sight the important fact—which is a

cardinal point in the Darwinian hypothesis—that the tendency

to vary, in a given organism, may have nothing to do with

the external conditions to which that individual organism is

exposed, but may depend wholly upon internal conditions.

No one, I imagine, would dream of seeking in the direct ex

ternal conditions of his life for the cause of the development

of the sixth finger and toe in the famous Maltese.

I conceive that both hereditary transmission and adap

tation need to be analysed into their constituent conditions

by the further application of the doctrine of the Struggle for

Existence. It is a probable hypothesis, that, what the world

is to organisms in general, each organism is to the molecules

of which it is composed. Multitudes of these, having diverse

tendencies, are competing with one another for opportunity

to exist and multiply ; and the organism, as a whole, is as

much the product of the molecules which are victorious as

the Fauna, or Flora, of a country is the product of the victo

rious organic beings in it.

On this hypothesis, hereditary transmission is the result of

the victory of particular molecules contained in the impreg

nated germ. Adaptation to conditions is the result of the

favouring of the multiplication of those molecules whose

organising tendencies are most in harmony with such con

ditions. In this view of the matter, conditions are not

actively productive, but are passively permissive ; they do

not cause variation in any given direction, but they permit

and favour a tendency in that direction which already exists.

It is true that, in the long run, the origin of the organic

molecules themselves, and of their tendencies, is to be

sought in the external world ; but if we carry our enquiries

as far back as this, the distinction between internal and ex

ternal impulses vanishes. On the other hand, if we confine

ourselves to the consideration of a single organism, I think

it must be admitted that the existence of an internal meta-

moqjhic tendency must be as distinctly recognized as that

of an internal conservative tendency; and that the influence

of conditions is mainly, if not wholly, the result of the extent

to which they favour the one, or the other, of these tendencies.

T. H. Huxley.

( To be continued?)

Facts and Arguments for Darwin.—By Fritz Muller. Translated

byW. S.Dallas, F.L.S. Illustrated. Post 8vo. London, Murray.

Fritz Muller is well known not only as an excellent

observer, and a thoughtful naturalist, but also as a firm

believer in the theory of Natural Selection. In this little

work, which has been well translated by Mr. Dallas, dis

daining any longer to stand on the defensive, he carries

the war into the enemies' camp, and brings forward certain

facts, which while they offer no difficulty to the Darwinian,

seem to him entirely inexplicable on the ordinary theory.

As an instance we may take the fact that, though the

Crustacea are on the whole thoroughly aquatic in their

habits, and fitted for aquatic respiration, there are some

species which live in the air, and in which the mode of

respiration is considerably modified.

These species belong to very different families, and as

" the separation of these families must doubtless be referred

to an earlier period than the habit of leaving the water dis

played by some of their members," the arrangements by

which they are fitted for aerial respiration cannot have been

inherited from a common ancestor, which was probably the

case with those adapted for water-breathing. In this manner

Muller explains the remarkable differences in the mode by

which the respiration is effected in aerial Crustacea. He lays

special stress on two cases, occurring in the Grapsaidoe and

Ocypodidoe, two nearly allied families of Crabs which are in

the main aquatic, but possess a few aerial members. These

aerial species differ entirely in their mode of respiration,

while agreeing "in all the essential conditions of their

structure," and he asks why—when the same plan of structure

is followed in everything else, in the organs of sense, in the

articulation of the limbs, in every trabecule and tuft of hairs,

and in all the arrangements for aquatic respiration—there is

suddenly this complete difference in the mode of securing a

due supply of air.

He also- calls attention to the existence of Dimorphism

among the males of certain species, and observes that " to

the old school of naturalists this will appear to be merely a

matter of curiosity. To those who regard the plan of

creation as the free [better " arbitrary "] conception of an
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Almighty intellect, .... it will appear to be a mere

caprice of the Creator ; " an explanation which he regards

as utterly unsatisfactory.

Herr Miiller next discusses at some length the develop

mental history of the Crustacea, which is, he maintains, inex

plicable on the ordinary theory, while it is entirely in accord

ance with that of Natural Selection.

The chapter on Evolution is particularly interesting, and

the conclusions arrived at are in many respects very similar

to those stated in my memoir on the Development of

Chloeon.* In the case of insects indeed he does not ex

plain himself very clearly, since while in one place he says

that " there were, I believe, perfect insects before larvae and

pupa; ; " in another he expresses the opinion that " the most

ancient insects would probably have most resembled the

wingless larva; of Orthoptera ; " overlooking apparently the

opposition between these two statements.

It is remarkable that Agassiz, while observing that "on

peut regarder comme un fait general, de nature a etre etabli de

plus en plus solidcment, a mesure que les recherches em-

brasseront un plus vaste terrain, que les phases du develop-

pement embryogenique correspondent, chez tous les animaux

vivants, a l'ordre de succession des etres qui furent leurs re-

presentants aux epoques geologiques ecoulees," f does not

appear to see how strong an argument this is in support of

Mr. Darwin's views. Miiller brings forward several illus

trations in support of the generalisation.

We must not, however, be led into a discussion of this

wide and interesting subject, but we cordially recommend

Dr. Miiller's book to all lovers of philosophical biology.

John Lubbock.

The Treatise on the Dominion of Reason attributed to Flavius

Josephus. [Die Flavins Josephus bcigelegte Schrift iiber die Herr-

schaft der Vcrnunft (IV. Makkabaerbuch).—Von J. Freudenthal.

Bruslati, 1869.

The fourth book of Maccabees has a character of its own

among all the Apocrypha of the Old Testament ; it is a

sermon or homily, in which the rules of rhetoric are severely

observed. Dr. Freudenthal shows that it contains an Exor

dium, a Qusestio, and a Laudatio, and is far superior to the

sermons on Samson and Jonah wrongly ascribed to Philo.

Although not admitted among the canonical Apocrypha, it

was much esteemed by the Church, and widely read in the

middle ages. Gregory Nazianzen, in his twenty-second

homily, recommends it to his hearers ; and Chrysostom, as

Dr. Freudenthal proves, borrows sentences from it. Another

question is, whether the author destined it for reading in the

synagogue, or only for private use. The philosophical

character of the book speaks rather for the second of these

objects, and this is also the opinion of several German

scholars, because the congregation of a synagogue, even in

speculative Alexandria, could never have been composed of

pure philosophers. On the other hand, we must remember

that a fervid orator easily forgets what audience he is ad

dressing ; and the oldest Christian sermons, as Dr. Freuden

thal well observes, are equally philosophical. So much at

least is certain that the writer of this book often composed

such homilies, for he says that, before passing to the histo

rical matter, he will expound the philosophical thesis, " as

he is accustomed to do so." Claiming as he does to be a

philosopher, he must clearly have belonged to one of the

schools of the time, but he is certainly neither ' Peripatetic

nor Stoic ; he is as little of a Platonist as of a Pythagorean.

* Transactions ofthe Linnccan Society, 1863-1S65.

t Revue des Cours scientifiqucs, tS6S, p. 820.

His philosophy is entirely ethical : he speaks of nothing but

abstinence, and how reason may become master of the pas

sions ; and hence we agree with Dr. Freudenthal that he

approaches, at any rate, more nearly to the Stoic than to any

other school. He is no doubt a Jew, and a very strict Jew,

for he never, like Philo, explains the ceremonies by allego

rizing ; and he must have written before the destruction of

Jerusalem, else, in describing the calamities of his nation,

he would not have failed to mention the greatest of all.

Indeed, he speaks of the Temple as still existing, and of the

priests as performing their functions. We may date the

book, as all scholars agree, about 50 a.d. ; hence the author

cannot be the historian Josephus, as was formerly supposed.

Besides, his style forms the greatest contrast to that of

Josephus, being only surpassed in elegance among the

Greek-writing Jews by that of Philo ; whereas Josephus was

ignorant of Greek before his journey to Rome, and received

assistance from Greeks in the composition of his history.

Dr. Freudenthal rejects, and rightly so, the opinion of

Volkmar, who sees in this, as well as in other apocryphal

books, e.g. in Judith, allusions to the sufferings of the Jews

in the time of Hadrian; we have refuted this by anticipa

tion above.

As to the country where the author wrote, we cannot pro

nounce decisively ; it is at all events not Palestine, but

might with equal probability have been Alexandria, Cyrene,

or Asia Minor. Curious is the often-repeated conviction

that the blood of sufferers for the faith has been an atone

ment for the whole nation. (Compare Galatians 3. 16).

Having finished his philosophic peroration, and the his

tory of Heliodorus plundering the Temple, he goes on to

relate the martyrdoms of Eleazar and the seven brethren ;

here the Pseudo-Josephus has made use either of the second

book of Maccabees, or of the chief source of that work—the

book of Jason of Cyrene. Dr. Freudenthal incline's to the

latter, and produces very strong arguments in confirmation.

Such is a short account of this learned and interesting

pamphlet. The notes are full of curious information on the

different titles of the book, on the manuscripts, on the edi

tions and translations, on the homilies of Philo and Pseudo-

Philo, on Pseudo-Phokylides, on the connection of the book

with the New Testament, and other matters. We may

announce to our readers the approaching publication of the

Latin, Greek, and Syrian texts of the fourth book of Mac

cabees, by Mr. Bensly of Cambridge ; who has, we believe,

collated all the existing MSS. for his edition. This will

supplement the learned researches of Dr. Freudenthal, and

may perhaps throw a new light on some doubtful points.

Ad. Neubauer.

Scientific Notes.

A New Work by Mr. Darwin.—We have just learned that Mr.

Darwin is preparing a new work, in which the main conclusions arrived

at in his Origin of S/>ecies, and accepted by most of the younger natu

ralists throughout Europe, will be applied to Man. The work, to be

published next year, will consist of three parts : I. The Descent ofMan ;

II. On Sexual Selection; and III. On -Expression of the Emotions. In

the first of these the evidence will be mainly drawn from a comparison

of the structure of man with that of the lower animals, and from the

facts of embryology ; the more general arguments from the laws of

geographical distribution and of geographical succession being here

inapplicable.

The difficult question of the gradual development of the characteristic

moral and intellectual attributes of man from lower types will also be

briefly considered.

With respect to the races or so-called species of Man, Mr. Darwin

has been led to the conclusion that sexual selection has played an

important part. This principle depends, on the one hand, on the

rivalry between males of the same species for the possession of the

female ; and, on the other, on the choice by the females of the more
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attractive males—combined in each case with the transmission to the

offspring of the characters of the more successful individuals of either

sex. This part of the work will be illustrated by copious details.

In the supplementary discussion on the expression of emotions by man

through muscular movements of the face and limbs, three questions

will come under notice, {a.) How far is man endowed with muscles

solely for the purpose of expressing emotion ; (/>.) how far the same

expressions prevail among the different races of man ; and (c) in what

manner the various animals exhibit their emotions.

Natural History, Ore.

Deep Sea Life.—Dr. Carpenter has returned in safety from the

third trip in deep sea dredgings. His results quite bear out the conclu

sions drawn from the two previous ones. Some new facts, however, of

extreme interest, have been discovered, the publication of which we may

expect shortly. It is hardly possible to exaggerate the importance of these

investigations, in their bearings on the most important general problems

of biology, physical geography, and geology. They teach us that the

bottom of the deep ocean is the home of many creatures, who live there

in the absence of light, under great pressure, in water often exces

sively cold—just above freezing point—abounding in carbonic acid and

in organic matter. Of these influences the one which makes itself

most felt is that of cold. It is this, and not the pressure, not the want

of bright sunlight, that stunts the creatures, and makes them reproduce

at the bottom of equatorial seas the fauna of arctic surface regions.

Nor is the life at these depths confined to low-born Foraminifera, or to

that wonderful protoplasmic Bathybius, which Professor Huxley told

the British Association at Exeter, he had now found in soundings from

many quarters of the globe, and which therefore seems to be a vast thin

sheet of living matter enveloping the whole earth beneath the seas. . Where,

as in certain regions, the deep waters are warm, highly organized beings,

of bright colours and well-appointed eyes, are brought up by the dredge.

These researches press upon us the question,—Is it possible for living

matter to be born and nourished in the absence of light, in the presence of

carbonic acid, and in the absence of any heat higher than the temperature

of about 32° F., in the absence, that is, of almost any force which can be

transmuted into vital force ? At these great depths there is no vegetation

properly so called, and Professor Wyville Thomson, who is associated

with Dr. Carpenter in these researches, is of opinion that here the lowest

living beings feed on the lifeless organic matter which exists in so large

a quantity in the water. We seem here to be near the transition from

complex lifeless proteid matter and living protoplasm. The exact con

dition and nature of this organic matter is of extreme importance, and

we understand a distinguished chemist is about to make it the subject

of an enquiry. There is another point of no less interest. These organ

isms, which are thus building up chalk strata (for this deep Atlantic

ooze is nothing but incipient chalk) at the bottom of the ocean are, to a

very large extent, identical with many of the remains found in the

chalk formations. This is so much the case that we may speak of races

of animals building the old hills of millions of years ago, and laying now

the foundation of the chalk hills of times to come, themselves remaining

unchanged all the time between.

Skull - measurement — Professor Cleland has brought forward a

new method of measuring skulls, and so to speak of estimating their

"worth." It deals chiefly with the curve of the base of the skull,

which is greater in adults than in infants, in males than in females, in

civilized than in savage races. In the same paper the author reasserts

a fact tolerably familiar to craniologists, but apparently not so to the

general public, that " there is no foundation whateverfor the supposition

that the lower races ofmankind have theforehead less developed than the

more civilized nations."

Botany.

Fertilization of Plants.—That in the majority of highly-developed

plants the presence of pistil and stamen in the same flower is, as it

were, a kind of safety-engine kept in reserve in case of the failure of the

ordinary modes of fecundation, was a fact unsuspected before Mr. Dar

win's patient and laborious researches established the fact, that as a

rule the pistil is not fertilized by the pollen from the stamens of the

same flower, but by pollen carried from other flowers through the

agency of the wind, and especially of insects. The American traveller,

Spruce, has indeed come to the conclusion, from his investigations of

the palms of the Equator, that the hermaphrodite structure of plants is

an earlier development, which has gradually advanced to the higher

type of unisexuality. On the Continent, Prof. Hildebrand of Bonn has

contributed several articles to the Botanischc Zeitung, and other bota

nical Magazines, containing the result of observations which fully bear

out Darwin's principle of cross-fertilization, and which show that many

hermaphrodite plants are so constructed either that the pollen cannot

fall on the stigma of its own flower, or that the stigma is not in a

receptive state at the time that the pollen is discharged. Our own

Parnassia palustris, or " Grass of Parnassus," a common plant in damp

mountainous situations, has been shown to be an illustration of a

similar structure ; the anthers, at the period of maturity, completely

covering and enclosing the pistil, and discharging their pollen out

wardly. The stigmatic surfaces are also not developed till a later period,

and absorb the pollen-grains conveyed to" them from other flowers by

insects while seeking the honey attached to their peculiar nectaries.

Any careful observer may detect similar phenomena in the case of our

common " London Pride " and other saxifrages. More recent observa

tions have been made by several observers on the fertilization of the

genus Salvia, several species of which are furnished with remarkable

appliances for cross-fertilization. Each anther consists of two cells at

opposite ends of a long and very versatile connecting thread. One of

these anther-cells only contains pollen, and this is attached to the longer

arm of the thread, and is concealed in the throat of the corolla ; the

barren cell attached to the shorter arm projecting into its mouth.

When a bee enters the flower in search of the honey abundantly con

tained at the bottom of the tube of the corolla, it strikes against the

shorter arm, causes the structure to rotate, and brings the fertile anther-

cell in contact with the back of the bee, where it necessarily deposits

some of its pollen, which the insect carries away, and leaves on the

stigma of the next flower it enters. The French botanist, M. Bidard,

has, on the other hand, paid attention to the fertilization of grasses, and

finds a set of phenomena with a different signification. He states that

the pollen of Gramiticc docs not exhibit any trace of pollen tubes, and

that self-fertilization takes place before the anthers are extruded beyond

the scales of the flower. The heat of the breath or a ray of sunshine is

sufficient to bring about the phenomena of fecundation ; and the natural

hybridization of grasses is impossible, owing to the exact closing of the

chamber containing the fecundating organ.

Unsown Crops.—The sudden and apparently spontaneous appear

ance of unsown crops on a slight change in the condition of the soil, or

of plants entirely new to the neighbourhood, when fresh ground is

tilled for the first time, is a well-known phenomenon. In particular

farmers are familiar with the fact of the universal appearance of suffi

cient white or Dutch clover completely to cover the ground when heath-

land is first ploughed. It is very common also for railway embank

ments or cuttings to be covered, for the first few years after their con

struction, with plants indigenous to the country but new to the neigh

bourhood. The usually accepted explanation of these facts is that the

soil is everywhere full of buried stores of seeds of all descriptions,

which require only favourable circumstances of warmth, light, and

moisture, to bring them to life. In his Anniversary Address to the

Linnean Society, the distinguished President Mr. IScntham points out

the objections to this theory, which rests rather on circumstantial than

on direct evidence. Where the seeds are not very small, as is the case

with the white clover, they ought to be easily detected by a careful

search, if present in sufficient quantities to form a complete crop. Mr.

Bentham doubts also whether there is any satisfactory evidence of

seeds retaining their vitality for any considerable length of time unless

kept perfectly dry, as in the case of the grains of wheat preserved in

Egyptian mummies ; and calls attention to the rapidity with which

large numbers of seeds may be transported to a given spot of earth in

an exceedingly short space of time by the agency of birds. The interest

and importance of this subject would amply reward a careful series of

experiments and observations.

Chemistry and Physics.

The Atomic Theory.—Many persons are apt to think that the

atomic theory is the corner stone of chemical science, and would be

surprised to hear that one of our most distinguished chemists had found

it necessary to undertake an elaborate defence of it. The September

and October numbers of the Quarterly Journal of the Chemical Society

contains the remarkable lecture on the Atomic Theory delivered in June

last by Professor Williamson. That theory is held, Dr. Williamson

thinks, by all chemists, in spite of much mistrust and even positive

dislike. Strongly convinced of its truth himself, and viewing it as

among the best and most precious trophies which the human mind has

earned, his immediate object is to unite the scattered evidences of the

doctrine, and give it consistency. The whole recent development of

chemistry, he argues, has been in favour of it, and more especially the

modern doctrine of molecules : while the theory of radicals, itself an

extension of the atomic theory, did much to aid the molecular classifica

tion of compounds. Compound atoms were thus found to be analogous

to undecomposed atoms, and a great step was thereby gained. For by

including in one common term ' atom ' the smallest particles of those

compounds which behave as elements, the word ' atom ' was deprived

of its only objectionable peculiarity, its absoluteness. When Professor

Williamson speaks of ' compound atoms ' the reader begins to be aware

that the view of the atomic theory which he defends is not the common

place one. Now the existence of molecules is proved by all chemical

re-action. Moreover, the density of gases and vapours, the phenomena

of ebullition, melting, and diffusion, all point towards or confirm mole

cular weights. Molecules, however, have no locus standi in the absence
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of the atomic theory. They are physical atoms ; and the opponents of

the atomic theory are bound to explain in some other way the facts

which point so distinctly to the existence of molecules. As to the

actual nature of bur elementary atoms, whether they are absolutely in

divisible, or whether they are built up of smaller particles—on this

point Professor Williamson declares he has no hold at all : "I may say

that in chemistry the question is not raised by any evidence whatever.

" They may be vortices such as Thomson has spoken of : they may be

little hard indivisible particles of regular or irregular form. I know

nothing about it."

New Researches into the Coal-tar Colours.—Prof. A. W. Hof-

mann has recently made considerable additions to our knowledge of

the processes by which colouring matters are formed out of the hydro

carbons of Tar. To the well-known labours of this chemist on the

Aniline colours must now be added investigations on Naphthaline-rose,

Aniline-green, and on the relations of isomeric Xylidine. It is worthy

of notice, that all the valuable colours which have at present been

investigated, possess a similar, somewhat complex, structure of their

chemical molecules. Several molecules of Naphthalamine combine to

form the splendid rose colour manufactured by Clavel in Basle in a

precisely analogous way, as was earlier proved to be the case in mixtures

of bases of the Aniline series. It also seems to be a general rule that

the presence of some methyl compound is necessary to form a colour

out of the bases belonging to the last named series. The Aniline-green

is produced together with the Aniline-violet by the action of Iodide of

methyl on Rosaline, and is to be regarded as a compound of Trimethyl-

rosaniline with Iodide ofmethyl. The loose character of this combination

explains the readiness with which the green passes into other colours ;

for instance, violet and grey. Ladies who wear dresses coloured with

this Iodine-green should be very careful not to go too close to the fire,

as a temperature of 250-300° F. very soon changes the beautiful grass-

green into very unlovely hues.

Besides the hydrocarbons which afford the material for all these pro

ducts of the colour manufactories, coal contains in small quantity a

series of bases which have hitherto been but little studied. Dr. Baeyer

has artificially prepared one of these bases, ficolin, by the action of am

monia on acrolein (an aldehyde) ; other allied bases arise from the action

of ammonia on higher aldehydes. Now acrolein is a common product

of the distillation of Fats. Dr. Baeyer believes that this artificial

formation gives us the key to the understanding of the natural origin of

these bases. They are produced in abundance by the distillation of

animal matters, that is of fatty substances which at the same time give

rise to ammonia. Hence, those existing in coal are probably derived

from the vegetable and animal remains present in that substance.

Continuity of Gases and liquid states of Matter.—In the

Bakerian Lecture, an abstract of which has just been published in

the Proceedings of the Royal Society, Dr. Andrews says, that in ex

perimenting on carbonic acid in various pressures and temperatures, he

has come to the conclusion that "between carbonic acid as a perfect

gas to carbonic acid as a perfect liquid, the transition may be accom

plished by a continuous process, and the gas and liquid are only distant

stages of a long series of continuous physical changes." It must be

added, however, that under certain conditions of temperature, and at

what Dr. Andrews calls " the critical point," carbonic acid " finds

itself in a state of instability and suddenly passes, without change of

pressure or temperature, but with evolution of heat, to the condition

which, by the continuous process, can only be reached in a long and

circuitous manner."

The "Yeast Fungus.—M. Mayer, in Heidelberg, is occupied in

investigating fermentations, especially with a view to the question as

to what particular mineral constituents are necessary for the growth of

the yeast fungus. He doubts the absolute necessity of sulphur com

pounds for the growth of the protoplasm of the yeast cells, and is of

opinion that we are over hasty in assuming that sulphur is an indis

pensable constituent of proteids. His researches go to prove that the

substances absolutely essential for the nourishment of the yeast fungus,

besides water, sugar, and an ammonia salt, are only phosphate of potash

and most probably a magnesium salt. In order, however, that the

fermentation may spread rapidly through a large mass of fluid, it has

hitherto always been found necessary that magnesium in the form of

the sulphate, and besides some phosphate of calcium, should be present.

Further researches are needed to show whether it is the sulphuric acid

or the calcium that makes the difference.

The Eclipse of Aug. 7.—The American astronomers seem to have

been very fortunate in their observations of the late eclipse. The pho

tographs which they obtained are spoken of in the very highest terms.

One point of novelty was the great number (eleven) of bright lines

observed in the spectrum of the prominences.

The October number of the Philosophical Magazine contains a paper

by Professor Pickering, recording some "Observations of the Corona"

during the eclipse. He found, contrary to the result of previous obser

vations, that the light emitted from the corona is not polarized. Should

this be confirmed, one reason for thinking that that body shines by

reflected light falls to the ground. The discovery of bright lines in its

spectrum further led him towards believing that the corona is really

luminous. But thermometric and other observations on the other hand

suggested the idea that refraction by a lunar atmosphere must be the

cause of the phenomena. The absence of a lunar atmosphere however

is so generally accepted that Prof. Pickering very justly puts this view

forward with the greatest reluctance, and does not attempt to decide

between his conflicting observations.

Thomas Graham, M.A., F.R.S.—Science has sustained a great loss

in the death of Mr. Graham, the Master of the Mint. A native of

Glasgow, and a graduate of the University of that place, after some

stay in Edinburgh, he returned to Glasgow where he remained for some

time as Lecturer at the Mechanics' Institute. In 1837 he was elected

Professor of Chemistry at University College, London, which chair he

held till his appointment to the Mint in 1855. His first paper in 1826

was on the Absorption of Gases by Liquids, his last papers were the im

portant ones recently published, on the Absorption of Hydrogen by

Metals, in which he showed that hydrogen really behaved as a metal,

forming alloys with other metals, especially with palladium. He sug

gested that under these circumstances it should receive the name of

Hydrogenium. His name will also always be remembered in connection

with his Law of the Diffusion of Gases, the process of Dialysis, and the

distinction between crystalline and colloid bodies. He was not an

eloquent speaker, but his power of manipulation and the success of his

experiments made him a successful teacher.

Miscellaneous.

The Dragon of Lyme Regis.—The British Museum has lately

received the fossil remains of a flying dragon, measuring upwards of

four feet from tip to tip of the expanded wings. The bones of the head,

wings, legs, tail, and great part of the trunk with the ribs, blade-bones,

and collar-bones are imbedded in dark lias shale from Lyme Regis, on

the Dorsetshire coast. The head is large in proportion to the trunk,

and the tail is as long as the rest of the body : it is extended in a straight

stiff line, the vertebral bones being surrounded and bound together by

bundles of fine long needle-shaped bones : it is supposed to have served

to keep outstretched, or to sustain, a large expanse of the flying mem

brane or parachute which extended from the tips of the wings to the

feet, and spread along the space between the hind-limbs and tail, after

the fashion of certain bats.

The first indication of this monster was described by Buckland in

the ' Transactions of the Geological Society,' and is referred to in his

' Bridgewater Treatise,' under the name of Pterodactylus macronyx.

The subsequently acquired head and tail give characters of the teeth

and other parts, which establish a distinct generic form in the extinct

family of Flying Reptiles. The animal, as now restored, will be

described and figured in the volume of the Monographs of the Palxon-

tographical Society, for the present year, by Professor Owen.

A New Stalactite Cavern.—" The Dechen Hohle " has just been

discovered near Iserlohn, on the confines of Westphalia, at Letmathe,

which appears to equal, if not to surpass in extent, the far-famed grotto

of Adelsberg, near Trieste. It opens in the limestone cliffs of the

valley of the Ruhr, and extends into the mountain for a distance of

nearly five English miles. The stalactites, of beautiful purity and bril

liancy, assume all sorts of fantastic shapes : drapery, columns, a cluster

of organ pipes, a pulpit, a group of palms. It is in the neighbourhood

of the celebrated " Neander-hbhle," in which human and other bones

were discovered some years since.

A new edition of the philosophical works of David Hume, with pre

liminary dissertations and notes, by T. H. Green and T. II. Grose, is in

preparation.

The French Academy (section of moral and political sciences) has

offered a prize of the value of 3000 francs for the best dissertation on

the Pythagorean philosophy. The programme sketched by the Academy

is as follows : " 1°. Soumettre a un examen critique les traditions que

l'antiquite nous a laissees sur la personne et les doctrines de Pythagore ;

2°. expliquer et comparer entre eux tous les fragments qui nous restcnt

de ses disciples immediats, en discuter l'authenticite, en montrer les

ressemblances et les differences, en degager le fonds commun ; 3°. re-

chercher l'influence que le pythagorisme a exercee sur les autres systemes

philosophiques de l'antiquite grecque, particulierement sur le platonisme

et le neoplatonisme ; 40. suivre la tradition pythagoricienne a travers le

moyen age et la philosophic de la renaissance ; 5°. faire la part de la

verite et de l'erreur dans la philosophic pythagoricienne, montrer l'in

fluence qu'elle a eue non-seulement sur la philosophic, mais encore sur

les sciences." The dissertations must be sent in to the Academy by

Dec. 31, 1870.

A Congress of Philosophers has just taken place at Frankfort, under

the presidency of Prof, von Leonhardi of Prague. It lasted from Sept. 26

to Oct. 2. The chief addresses were,—on the necessity of associations for

spreading a spirit of loyalty to principles,—on the life of the will as the

foundation of the moral conception of Humanity,—on the necessity of an

association for the promotion of morality (Sittlichkeitsverein), at the end

of which enthusiastic cheers were called for to the memory of Fichte,—

on the Pestalozzian and Frobclian systems of education,—on the conti

nuance of the life of the individual.
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The Pope and the Council.—By Janus. [Der Pais/ und das

Comil : von Janus.] Leipzig, Stcinacker, 1869.

The remarkable work which appears under the assumed

authorship of Janus, as though to exclude any profane con

jectures about its human origin, has a double claim on atten

tion which is referred to at the opening of the Preface. It

is motived by the approaching (Ecumenical Council and

the rumours which have been widely circulated as to the

probability of the propositions of the Syllabus of 1864, and

the doctrine of papal infallibility being formulated into

articles of faith. But while in this sense it has a temporary

and controversial bearing, the method of treatment is through

out strictly historical, and accordingly the writers (for the

Preface informs us that there are more than one) express

the hope that their work may also have a scientific value

and serve as a contribution to Church history. It is

under this latter aspect that it is noticed here. And we

shall accordingly dwell but little on the application made.

of the argument to the existing circumstances of Catholicism

beyond observing that to all who are interested in the reli

gious problems of the day, from whatever side, it cannot fail

to suggest matter of very grave reflection. The writers, we

should add, are careful to exclude all possibility of mistake

as to the fact of their being Catholics, and so far as we

have observed invariably support their statements by refer

ence to Catholic authorities.

A brief introduction explains what is understood, on the

testimony of the Civilta Cattolica and from other sources to

be " the Jesuit programme " for the Council, and the work

is then divided into three parts, dealing respectively with the

three doctrinal questions which are supposed likely to be

brought forward with a view to their authoritative settlement,

the Syllabus, the Assumption, and the Infallibility of the

Pope. The two first points need not detain us long. Under

the first head are examined five propositions of the Syllabus

which a definition of the Council would erect into articles of

faith. These are the power of the Church to inflict temporal

punishment, including death ; the political supremacy of the

Popes involving the deposing power, frequently exercised in

the middle ages ; the " correction of history " in such points

as the civil and human origin of the immunity from civil

courts assigned to the clergy in the canon law, and the fact of

the lofty claims of the Papacy in the ninth and following

centuries having been a main cause of the division of the

Eastern and Western Churches ; the unlawfulness of freedom

of conscience and worship ; and the condemnation of

modern civilization and the principles of constitutional

government, after the example of Innocent III. in annulling

Magna Charta and excommunicating the English barons who

procured it, as in a similar spirit, to take but a few out of

many recent instances, Leo XII. condemned the French

constitution in 1824, and the Austrian and Bavarian consti

tutions have still later incurred censure at Rome. A few

pages only arc devoted to the dogma of the bodily Assump
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tion, which is shown to rest on no earlier testimony than two

apocryphal documents dating from about the end of the

fourth century, one of them ascribed to St. John, the other

to Bishop Mclito of Sardis.

These questions are dismissed in 40 pages ; and thus we

are brought to the main subject of the volume, which ex

tends over the remaining 400 pages, the theory of papal

infallibility. This doctrine is traced out from its earliest

germ in the gradually extending claims of the Papacy from

the fifth century downwards, to its formal expression in

writers like Cardinal Cajetan in the sixteenth century, who

goes so far as to call the Church " the Pope's slave,"

and is confronted throughout with the opposing evidence

of facts.

The leading idea of the volume is, as we understand it,

that there was indeed a primacy of Divine institution con

ferred on the successors of St. Peter, but that it is difficult to

say exactly how much this necessarily involved, and quite

certain that it did not involve any of the special prerogatives

now claimed for the Papacy by ultramontane theologians,

which are of purely human and ecclesiastical origin, least of

all the comparatively modern claim of infallibility. Against

this latter claim it is urged positively, that many Popes have

delivered contradictory or erroneous judgments—of which

numerous and apparently unanswerable examples are given,

and negatively, that the theory has grown up gradually as

part and parcel of the general system of absolute papal

supremacy in the Church. That this system is a develop

ment has of late been admitted on all hands, but its advo

cates plead that it was a natural and legitimate development

of which the primacy in the early Church was the germ, to

which "Janus" replies in effect that it was not a development

but a corruption, which completely changed the constitution

of the ancient Church into something else,—just as, e.g., such

a dictatorship as Louis Napoleon's, if established in this

country, could not be called a development of our constitu

tional monarchy. Moreover, it is argued, the change was

mainly effected by the aid of evidence either forged or

seriously tampered with, and of which the spurious decretals

of the pseudo-Isidore, compiled about the middle of the

ninth century, afford the most conspicuous illustration. For

a century past the attempt to maintain the genuineness of

the Isidorian decretals has been abandoned even at Rome ;

and a recent Jesuit writer in Paris, ihepere Regnon, has gone

so far as to admit distinctly that the compiler " really attained

his object of changing the discipline of the Church, though

with only evil consequences, for God does not bless deceit,

and the forged decretals have done unmixed harm." But,

as a general rule, ultramontane writers, while admitting the

fraud, have denied its historical importance, on the ground

that it did not inaugurate a new system, but only explained

and formulized an accomplished fact. If, it is urged, the

Papacy had not actually been, in the ninth century, very

much what the Isidorian decretals implied that it ought to

be, the forgery would never have been thought of, and in

any case could have produced no practical results. The

very fact of its universal acceptance proves that it harmonized

with existing ideas, and gave a plausible account of the

actual phenomena of ecclesiastical administration every one

was familiar with. This view of the matter looks at first

sight reasonable enough ; but it is open, according to " Janus,"

to two fatal objections, and the detailed exhibition of these

objections, in their historical sequence, occupies the greater

part of the book. In the first place it can be shown that the

picture of the Papacy, presented in the decretals, in nowise

corresponds either with patristic testimony, or with its actual

position in the history and constitution of the ancient Church,

and that a marked change may be traced from the appear

ance of the Isidorian compilation in the ninth century, though

the horrible corruptions which disgraced the Papal Court

during the tenth and former part of the eleventh centuries,

prevented its taking full effect and being systematically

carried out before the time of Gregory VII. Still this change

was inaugurated by Nicolas I., on the strength of the false

decretals, and led at once to the split between the Eastern

and Western Churches. In the next place, so far as public

opinion was prepared for the reception of the Isidorian

maxims, this was itself the result of earlier fabrications

devised in the same spirit, the manufacture of which had

been actively carried on at Rome since the beginning of

the sixth century. Among these may be enumerated the

spurious Acts of Roman Martyrs, the story of the Baptism

of Constantine, the Gesta Liberii, the interpolation of St.

Cyprian, the Liber Pontificalis, the Donation of Constantine,

and several more. But "we may say with perfect truth,

that without the pseudo-Isidore there would have been no

Gregory VII., in this sense, that the Isidorian fictions formed

the broad foundation on which the Gregorian edifice was

built up." And the most important " stone " in that edifice, to

use our author's expression, was the Decrctum of Gratian, com

piled about the middle of the twelfth century at Bologna, then

the first school of law in Europe, and combining the Isidorian

with many later fabrications into a coherent system. " There

has never been a book published in the Church which has

equalled its influence, though there is scarcely any other so

bristling with gross errors, both accidental and designed."

The various ways are then traced out in which the system

thus defined has been made into a living reality, and has by

degrees absorbed or ejected all counteracting influences in

the Church, by means of the institution of papal legates, by

exemptions and dispensations, by encroachments on episcopal

jurisdiction and rights of patronage, by the oath ofobedience

imposed on bishops, by the working of the Inquisition and

the Index, and above all, through the gradual formation

and practical elevation to supreme power, in the place of

the episcopate of earlier ages, of the Roman Curia and the

College of Cardinals.

The state of universal corruption which the Church had

been plunged into, owing in great measure, according to

" Janus," to the results of this " Papal system," and to

which mediaeval writers bear abundant witness, led at last

to a reaction, immediately precipitated by the schism of the

Anti-popes following on the seventy years' captivity of

Avignon ; and hence the reforming Councils of the fifteenth

century, assembled at Pisa, Constance, and Basle. The

superiority of Councils to Popes was expressly defined at

Constance, as matter of faith ; and the binding force of this

decree—renewed during the earlier sessions of the Council

of Basle, while still recognised as Ecumenical by Euge-

nius IV.—was repeatedly acknowledged by the Popes

themselves. Nevertheless it has been the constant endeavour

of later ultramontane writers, from Cardinals Torquemada

and Bellarmine downwards, to get rid of it, and re-establish

the mediaeval theory of papal autocracy, from whence they

have deduced and thrown into dogmatic shape the doctrine

of papal infallibility. These principles are formally asserted

or implied in the Bull solemnly issued by Paul IV., " Cum

ex Apostolattis Officio" and still more emphatically in the

famous excommunicating Bull, " In Carta Domini," first

issued by Gregory XL, renewed by Gregory XII., and pub

lished afresh with additions, and with every circumstance of

solemnity, by Pius V. ; and which was annually read out

every Holy Thursday at Rome for 200 years till Clement

XIV. (Ganganelli) discontinued the practice. It is still,

however, treated as having legal force in the Roman con

gregations and tribunals. The " reaction of the Papacy "
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from the blow it received at the Councils of Constance and

Basle, and parried at the Council of Trent, and the elabora

tion of the infallibility theory by later theologians, chiefly of

the Jesuit Order, are described in detail. There is a forcible

criticism on the distinction they have attempted to establish

between decisions of the Pope ex cathedra and his judgment

as " a private doctor," and the manifold diversities of view

as to what constitute the conditions of an ex cathedra judg

ment ; as also on the moral difference between the infalli

bility of the Church and of the Popes. But on these points

we cannot dwell here.

Both in conception and execution the work is, we conceive,

unique even in German literature. Putting aside the first

few pages, it may be fairly described as a history of the origin

and growth of the doctrine of papal infallibility, and of the

bearing of facts upon it. Such a work, if executed with

candour and learning, would be interesting had it come from

the pen of a Protestant author. It is doubly interesting

when it emanates from writers who are so far from regarding

the Roman primacy, with one school of Protestant critics, as

a mysterious portent foreshadowed in the awful language of

Apocalyptic denunciation, or with another as an almost

superhuman masterpiece of ambitious craft, that they " share

the conviction of all faithful Catholics that it rests on divine

appointment, and that the Church was founded on it from

the beginning ;" and expressly vindicate their plain speaking

by the Scriptural maxim, " Meliora sunt vulnera diligentis,

quam fraudulenta oscula odientis." We have thought we

should best consult the convenience of our readers by

analyzing rather than criticizing this work. For criticism

indeed there is, in one sense, little room. Whatever may be

though t of the opinions indicated or expressed by " Janus,"

they are throughout rigidly subordinated to the narrative of

facts ; and as they are stated with luminous precision, and

supported in each case by reference to original authorities,

every one can draw his own conclusions. Had the book

been, as its title might at first sight seem to imply, merely a

Zeitschrift evoked by the exigencies of present controversy,

we should not have noticed it here. It is because it has an

independent and permanent interest for the historical and

theological student, quite apart from its bearing on the con

troversies of the day, and contains a great deal of what to

the immense majority of English, if not also of German

readers, will be entirely new matter, grouped round a com

mon centre-point which gives unity and coherence to the

whole, that it falls strictly within the province of this journal.

Those who are able to do so will of course prefer to study it

in the original. But considering how few Englishmen com

paratively read German with facility, we are glad, for the

sake of the many who do not, to see that a translation is

already advertised as being in the press.

H. N. OXENHAM.

The History of the Norman Conquest of England, its Causes and

its Results. By E. A. Freeman, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity Col-

. lege. Vol. III. The Reign of Harold to the Interregnum. Oxford :

at the Clarendon Press, 1869.

This third volume of Mr. Freeman's work contains the

central part of his whole history. The two first volumes

form the prelude to the Norman Conquest ; they describe

the occupations of Celtic Britain by the English race, of

Normandy by the Northmen. The two last volumes are to

show us the results of William's invasion, up to the time

when England, as it were, again became England under the

wise administration of Edward the First. We are to be

told how far our national character and history were really

altered or modified by the greatest apparent interruption to

the continuous flow of national life that the English race has

ever experienced. For it was only a temporary interrup

tion. In modern Europe the History of England alone

presents a great and united Epic subject—second, if second,

only to that of Rome. And since the days of the Roman

republic, no other country has had so large an experience

o"f the relations between a central power and half incorpo

rated states of various kinds. No such successive develop

ment can be found on the Continent. French Constitu

tional History is a series of fragments. In France the

ancient Assembly died out altogether; and the compara

tively modern States-General came into being as an original

device of Philip the Fair. In Germany all national unity

was destroyed when the great nobles became Sovereign

Princes. But ours is a continuous history. William the

Norman reigned not as Conqueror, but as heir to Edward

the Confessor, or at least as recommended by him to the

choice of the nation. He reigned by the old Teutonic title

of " King," and as elected by the Witan of the country.

What the constitution had been under Edgar, that it re

mained under William a hundred years afterwards.

" I cannot too often repeat," says our Author, "for the saying is the

very summing up of the whole history, that the Norman Conquest was

not the wiping out of the constitution, the laws, the language, the

national life of Englishmen. The English kingship gradually changed

from a kingship of the old Teutonic type into a kingship of the later

mediaeval type. The change began before the Norman Conquest, it

was hastened by it, but it was not completed till long after. Such a

change was not, and could not be, the work of one man or of one

generation."

Language is probably the most decisive test of national

change ; and on our language the Conquest had little effect.

Hume's authority for the contrary opinion is of course the

well-known passage in the forged Ingulphus, and merely

shows us the idea of a later time. But the charters are in

English till Henry the Second's time, when the Latin gains

ground; and the first statute in French is the " First Statute of

Westminster" in 1362. In fact French itself was not the

usual language of documents in France till the Thirteenth

Century; the language was not yet fully formed. Had

Harold been the Conqueror at Senlac, the Anglo-Saxon

tongue must have changed, as the Old German changed in

Germany and the Old Norse in Denmark. The Conquest

possibly hastened by a few years a change which was already

in progress, as we can see from the Saxon Chronicle itself,

in which the Conquest makes no alterations, but which in

its Peterborough form gradually breaks down into a more

modern English shape by the time of Henry the Second.

And these changes are all natural, not in any way owing to

the introduction of French words. They are moreover in

striking analogy with those in the contemporary dialects of

Germany and the Netherlands. The "mixture of French"

in our language is largely due to Chaucer the court poet

of his age, as the author of Piers Ploughman was the poet of

the people. In our own days, as the more popular element

of the Constitution has risen to political power, many of the

early English words, still found in the homely language of

the country districts, are reclaiming their ancient rights. Mr.

Freeman is jealously careful to point out that the English

were always English, and always called themselves so; it

was the Celts who called them " Sassenach," Saxons, &c. ;

while " Anglo-Saxon " is a mere misnomer for the early race,

except as meaning the union of Angles and Saxons.

This volume then contains the account of the Conquest

itself, and of the events which immediately led to it. The

death of Edward the Confessor is admirably depicted, and

it is shown that he committed his kingdom to Harold, and

that the Norman legend is untrustworthy. In fact the

critical examination of his authorities is a special character
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istic of Mr. Freeman's book, and gives it a special value.

Thus he shows that the magnificent legend of the battle at

Stamford Bridge is due to a Norse Saga of the Thirteenth

Century, conceived in the highest spirit of the warlike poetry

of the North, but hardly more worthy of belief than a battle-

piece in the Iliad. From this comes the offer to Torstig, and

the famous answer to the demand, "What then shall be

given to King' Harold of Norway T " Seven feet of ground, or

as much more as he is taller than other men." From this

source, too, comes the statement that the English had horse

men and archers in their army, the idea of a much later age.

The discussions on the value of these authorities are wisely

kept apart from the text as much as possible. The excellent

descriptions of the two great battles are not interrupted at

each point by doubts and explanations. Having arrived at

certain results as to the facts, Mr. Freeman writes the story

of Harold's great victory and defeat, as they ought to be

written, with the enthusiasm of one engaged heart and soul

on the English side. Most of our authorities are of course

Norman, but one of the lately published Lives of the Con

fessor gives us the views of those who were favourable to

the House of Godwine as to the events of the Confessor's

reign. The thorough use here made of the information

supplied by the Bayeux Tapestry has added much to the

clearness of the account, supplying minute touches of con

temporary knowledge derived from the household of Odo,

Bishop of Bayeux, the Conqueror's brother—for it should

probably be assigned to them rather than to Queen Matilda.

The previous career of William, too, is rightly given at

length, as necessary to the full understanding of the history.

The two races, English and Normans, had now developed

their full powers, each in their own way. Now they were to

meet, under their greatest generals, to try their strength in

wager of battle. Two utterly opposite systems of warfare

came into conflict under two commanders, each worthily

matched against the other both in conduct and in personal

prowess. The victory, we cannot doubt, fell to the worthier.

The Normans were the foremost people of the age ; they

organised the scattered elements of European civilisation into

a harmonious whole. In Sicily, Normandy, Russia, the

Northmen had equally taken the lead, as the conquering and

ruling race of Europe. To them had been given the Roman

traditions in art and government, together with the warlike

vigour of the Northern tribes, before whom the Empire fell.

The earliest and best productions of the new-born French

language were the work of Norman poets. All the ideas

which were then growing up in France, the ideas attached to

the words Feudalism and Chivalry, took firm root in Nor

mandy, and there brought forth their most abundant fruit.

It was William's strong rule that first made England really

One. A Teutonic nation was but a federation of cantons

slowly fusing into an imperfect unity. The Conqueror's

kingdom was one in which the King was the centre of autho

rity and of honour. Mr. Freeman's previous volumes make

it but too clear that Mercia and Northumbria were still sepa

rate kingdoms in many essential points, a fact which explains

the treasons and sudden revolutions in the reign of Ethelred

the Unready. The battle of Hastings was fought mainly by

the forces of South England ; the great Northern Earls

treacherously held back their aid. And here we come to a

question on which Mr. Freeman is at issue with both the

English and Norman opinion of that age. Was Harold right

in fighting, with an army so much weakened by incessant

marching and by its losses in the previous battle ? Was not

Gyrth's advice to his brother the best, to lay waste the

country and delay the decisive conflict? "all who heard

the counsel of Gyrth cried out that it was good, and prayed

the King to follow it." But Harold would not destroy the

land of his own people, and would not wait in London till

the forces of North England had arrived—as they did arrive

within a very few days. As England, too, was entirely

destitute of fortresses in the interior, the fate of the country

was risked on one battle ; and by the death of Harold and

his two valiant brothers, England was deprived of her only

efficient leaders ; the new king was the child Edgar Atheling,

and so the end came. The Saxon Chronicle and Florence

of Worcester distinctly blame Harold for fighting with in

sufficient numbers. So, too, William of Malmesbury, and

so the writer De Inventione Cruets. Mr. Freeman seems

almost to allow as much when he says—" If indeed he could

have exchanged his irregular levies for the Thegns and

Housecarls of Eadwine and Morkere, that might have made

a difference ;" and he quotes in a note the advice of an able

Greek leader to the Persian satrap before the battle of

the Granicus, fought, under similar circumstances, against

Alexander the Great.

The chief defect of the book before us is that the less

important parts are given at too great length ; insignificant

Saxon or Norman names crowd the pages of the previous

volumes even more than this : before each battle there is a

sort of Homeric Catalogue of the forces, in its place before

the Battle of Hastings, but somewhat wearisome when the

endless shifting to and fro of French or Norman or German

policy repeats itself from year to year with little or no result,

or influence on the main action. If these parts were re

placed by more interesting and more important matter, if

the literature and the social condition of our ancestors were

described to us as Mr. Freeman can describe his favourite

subjects, we should have a history of the early English race

which would be above criticism, and which would not need

to fear a rival. C. W. Boase.

Calendar of the Carew Manuscripts preserved in the Archiepis-

copal Library at Lambeth, 1589-1600. Edited by J. S. Brewer,

M.A., and William Bullen, Esq. Published under the direction of

the Master of the Rolls. London: Longmans, 1869.

In the introduction prefixed by the learned editors in the

third volume of the Carew MSS., divers matters of Irish

history, leading up to the point of time at which their work

commences, are fully discussed. The vexed question whether

the prelates sitting in Elizabeth's first Irish Parliament gave

their adherence to the royal supremacy is treated of in some

detail, and a large amount of presumptive evidence alleged

in the affirmative (pp. xlii-xlviii). But it is also shown

(p. xiv) that the conformity of the episcopate to this legal

arrangement had little or no bearing upon the religion of

the Irish laity : first, because the acknowledgment of the

supremacy involved no change in theological dogma, and

next, because the spiritual guidance of the nation had been

left in the hands of" the mendicant Orders, from the period

almost of their institution. This view of the case once

admitted—and abundant evidence confirming it exists in the

volume before us—it follows that the course taken by the

Irish prelates in determining their relation towards the

Crown, must cease to have anything more than an antiquarian

interest. The volume includes 527 letters, memorials, and

other State papers ; by far the. larger portion of them refers

to the events of Tyrone's rebellion, 1595-1600 ; the longest

and most formidable outbreak of the Celtic population

during the sixteenth century. From the mass of evidence

produced, it is easy to gather that the English officers em

ployed by Elizabeth in Ireland, with whatever bias they

might have entered upon their task, came finally to the con

clusion that the work before them was not that of restora

tion to a normal condition, disturbed for the time, but of

re-conquest; and this to be effected, if needful, by the
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extermination of the insurgent Irishry (pp. 108, 353, 416,

428). It appears too that the royal officers were by no

means effectually supported from England ; and the troops,

ill cared for and ill paid, indemnified themselves by living at

free quarter upon the inhabitants of the Pale.

The royal government, in its attempts at an accommoda

tion with the insurgent septs, was constantly and per-

plexingly met by the peremptory demands of the latter for

liberty of conscience. At one time, vague promises of tolera

tion are held out to the disaffected, unaccompanied however

by any guarantee (pp. 152-154); at another, the local

authorities are recommended to wink at secret dissent, pro

vided outward conformity is observed (p. 458). The Privy

Council, however, avowed its fixed purpose to force the

Reformation upon Ireland whenever the hand of Government

is strong enough to do so (p. 356). The Irish Catholics, on

their part, appear to have been sincere in their wish to come

to terms, upon valid security given them for immunity from

persecution. To this fact Sir George Carew (the collector of

these Memorials), when President of Munster, himself bears

witness (p. 454).

The editors have done their work carefully, and the value

of the information they have placed at the disposal of the

student of Irish history can hardly be overrated. We regret,

however, that the spelling has been modernised.

G. Waring.

Ithaque, Le PeloponnSse, Troie.—Recherches Archcologiques.

Par Henry Schliemann. Paris, 1869.

The preface to this volume gives an interesting account of

the struggle by which the author raised himself, from being

a grocer's assistant in a small town in Mecklenburg, to a

position in which he could realize the great ambition of his

life, in demoting himself to the study of the classical authors.

If this statement had been made with the view of disarming

criticism, none could have been better suited for the purpose ;

but this is not the author's object, for he professes to desire

to rectify the errors of almost all preceding archaeologists

on the subjects of which he treats. Unfortunately his book

does not justify these lofty pretensions, for it is uncritical

and unsatisfactory throughout.

The writer belongs to the most rigidly literal school of

Homeric topographers, and regards every building and every

feature of the ground which is mentioned in the Homeric

poems as an existing place. Nowhere is this more conspicu

ous than in what would otherwise be the most interesting part

of his book, the account of Ithaca. To the exploration of

that island he devoted nine days ; and though he cannot be

said to have added anything to our knowledge of the anti

quities, which had frequently been examined before, yet he

deserves all praise for the energy with which he endeavoured

to excavate portions of the sites. But when he recognises the

cyclopean remains of Eumasus' pigsties, and searches for the

roots of Ulysses' olive tree, we feel that a little more criticism

might have saved him a good deal of trouble. Of the latter

he says that though he did not find the tree itself, at all

events he discovered that the rock near which he expected

to find it had crevices into which the roots might have

penetrated. In digging near the same spot he discovered

some small sepulchral urns, and expresses his opinion that

it is quite possible that he has in his possession the ashes of

Ulysses and Penelope. The rest of his remarks are in the

same style. When at Corfu, he speaks of the Palace of

Alcinous as a real building, and determines the position of

that and of the place where Nausicaa washed her clothes.

Of the correspondence between the latter position and an

existing stream which he describes, he says there can be no

doubt at all.

The particular point in Ithacan topography in which he

desires to correct the mistakes of former explorers, is the

position of the Homeric capital. Hitherto this has usually

been found at a place called Polis, in the northern part of

the island, in consequence of its being implied in the Odyssey

that the island of Asteris was opposite that place, and the

only island that can correspond to that lies off the north

western angle. On account of difficulties in the Homeric

narrative, M. Schliemann declares against this view, and

places the city on a hill called Palaia Moschata, towards

the centre of Ithaca. When, however, he has to meet the

difficulty that there is no island near that position, his only

answer is that he has no doubt that the island was there in

Homer's time, and that it must subsequently have been

submerged in the sea. The probable solution of this, and

the numerous other questions which beset the Homeric

account of Ithaca, is that while the country immediately to

the east of Greece was well known at the time of the com

position of the poems, the topography of that to the west was

described in a vague and shadowy way. But views such

as those of M. Schliemann are inadmissible on any theory.

The remainder of the book comprises a visit to part of

the Peloponnese, and an examination of the Plain of Troy.

The former of these was confined to Corinth and the Vale

of Argos. The account of the latter is pervaded by the

same faults as attach to the author's account of Ithaca. He

fixes the site of Troy at Novum Ilium, but both his descrip

tion of the localities and his account of the arguments for

and against that position are very far inferior to those of

the principal advocates of that site—Von Eckenbrecher in

the Rhcinischcs Museum, and Mr. Maclaren in his Plain of

Troy. The remarks which the book contains on the coun

tries and their inhabitants are for the most part uninteresting,

and sometimes misleading, as, for instance, the statement

that Parnassus is covered with perpetual snow.

H. F. Tozer.

Intelligence.

The Academy of Inscriptions and Belles- Lettres has awarded the first

Gobert prize to M. Rogct, for his ' Ethnogenie gauloise,' the second

to M. de Chantelauze, for his 'Histoire des Dues tie Bourbon et des

Comtes de Forez,' and the numismatical prize to M. Eugene Hucher,

for his 'Art gauloise, oil les Gaulois d'apres leurs Medailles.'

The Piafy of the Hon. 'Win. Wickham, who was charged with distri

buting the subsidies to continental allies during the war with Napoleon,

will be published very shortly.

A Norman Historical Society has lately been founded. Tts first pub

lication will be the Chronicle of Robert of Mont Saint Michel, under

the editorship of M. Delisle of the Institute, and that of Pierre Cochon,

a notary of Rouen, who died in 1456.

M. Boutaric, the historian of Philippe le Bel, has in the press a

History of Alphonse de Poitiers, brother of Louis IX. and Count of

Toulouse. The documents on which the work is based are preserved

in the Imperial archives, and will render the biography of Alphonse

more trustworthy than that of any other prince of the time.

Contents of Journals.

Von Sybel's Historical Journal, 1869. Vol. XI. Part III.—Colin :

Colbert in his relation to Mazarin.— Stahl : On the history of the Re

volution in Naples and Piedmont, 1820 and 1821.—Schaefer : Trans

actions between the Hanse Towns and the Sultan of Morocco.—

Lehmann : The War in Western Germany and the preceding negotia

tions of the year 1866.—Boretius : On the Lex Saxonum.

New Publications.

Annales Monastici. Vols. IV. and V., completing the work j with

indices and prefaces by H. R. Luard. (Rolls Series.)

Arnocld, A. Histoire de l'Inijuisition. Paris.

Becq de Fouquieres, L. Les Jeux Anciens ; leur description, leur

origine, leurs rapports avec la religion, l'histoire, les arts, et les

moeurs. Paris.
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Ciievai.lard, P. L'eglise et l'etat en France au neuvieme siecle.

St Agobard archev. de Lyon, sa vie et ses ecrits. Lyon. pp.

xxxi. 444. ,

Ihne, W. History of Rome; a translation by the Author. Longmans.

Madsen, A. P. Antiquites prehistoriques du Danemarc. L'age de

la pierre. Copenhague. Fol. pp. 19, with 45 plates. 7.1. 2s.

Michiel. Les depeches de Giovanni Michiel, ambassadeur de Venise

en Angleterre (1554-1557), dechiffrees et publiees. Par Paul

Kriedmann. Ixmdon : Williams and Norgate. 8vo. pp. 288.

Richard of Cirencester. Ricardi de Cirencestria Speculum His-

toriale. De Gestis Regum Anglite. From the copy in the

Public Library, Cambridge. Edited by J. E. B. Mayor, M.A.

Vol.1. A. u. 872-1066. London: Longmans.

First Report on Researches in the Brit. Mus. and Record Office respect

ing the history of France in the 17th and 18th centuries, by De

la Ferriere, in the Archives des Missions scientifiques et litte-

raires. Vol. V., part 2, pp. 305-432.

Oriental Philology.

La Syrie Oentrale. Inscriptions slmitiques publiees avec Traduc

tion et Commentaire par le Comte Melchior de Vogue, membre de

l'lnstitut, etc. Paris, Baudry, 1868. Large 4to. : pp. ii. and 132,

with 16 Plates.

The language of Palmyra has for some time been an object

of interest to scholars, but owing to the scanty number of

the published inscriptions and the doubtful accuracy of most

of them, its general character was all that could be as

certained. The work before us remedies this deficiency in

the most brilliant manner. It contains copies of no less

than 150 inscriptions, including 25 on clay tablets (tessera)

now in European collections. The copies of the stone

inscriptions are derived from two sources,—some from im

pressions taken for the Due de Luynes by M. Vignes,

which are unreservedly to be trusted ; others, and the larger

number, from drawings by Mr. Waddington, which are also

accurate in the main, and comparatively seldom open to

question. The whole has been edited, deciphered, and

explained by the Comte de Vogue, who, like the late Due de

Luynes, interprets the motto " Noblesse oblige" with rare

liberality in the interests of science.

We are now enabled to see more clearly than ever that

the letters in use at Palmyra bore a very close resemblance

to the square Hebrew. Whole words can be deciphered in

a moment by any one who can read Hebrew, and altogether

the inscriptions are comparatively easy. This does not pre

vent the existence of many difficulties of detail, not only

where the writing has been injured, or the drawing is uncer

tain. Not a few lacuna occur, which have to be supplied

by conjecture, while in some inscriptions a new obstacle is

presented by a somewhat cursive character, inclining

strongly to the Estrangelo.

M. de Vogue's achievements in deciphering are admirable.

Scholars who test them will find mere trifles to amend, and

even then the reading of the editor, from a purely pateogra-

phical point of view, can generally be defended, e.g. when,

for f which is recommended by the connection, 1 is printed.

In general such a confusion is prevented by diacritical marks

over the 1, as in Syriac, but Mr. Waddington has unfor

tunately neglected these, mistaking them for small holes in

the stones. The marks are therefore reproduced only by

M. Vignes. Their existence was known previously, but so

extensive an application of them was not thought probable.

In spite of the frequent use of vowel-letters (tnatres

lectionis) the pronunciation of the vowels remains very un

certain. Aramaic, indeed, is familiar to scholars, but not

this particular dialect, and we have but little knowledge of

the circumstances of Palmyra to guide us. Hence, even

where the value of the single letters is made out, the mean

ing is often obscure, and we are thus obliged to differ from

the editor more frequently in the grammatical construction

and interpretation than in the deciphering, though even here

chiefly on trifling points. A most welcome assistance is

furnished by the many Greek inscriptions which accompany

those in Palmyrene ; both texts coincide literally with but

few exceptions, and the explanation of the Palmyrene words

has to be kept as close as possible to the sense of the Greek.

The inscriptions of Palmyra possess a manifold interest.

Their importance for the history of modes of writing is ap

parent, and has been repeatedly elucidated, as M. de Vogue"

has himself shown. On the linguistic results we intend to

write more fully in another place. But the contents are

also of great importance. They afford us a glance at the

peculiar life of this commercial state, whose inhabitants, of

mingled Arabic and Aramaic origin, in spite of their Groeco-

Roman institutions (even in the native dialect we meet

with fiovXr] Kal ojj/ios, o-vyi<A?p-u«)s, !ir7riKos, OTparqyos, &.C.), in

spite of their Greek architecture, known from Wood's mag

nificent sketches, were still genuine Orientals, and supply

the proof, that among the Semitic-speaking races the Phoe

nicians were not alone in their commercial policy. The

quintessence of the history of Palmyra is reserved by M. de

Vogue" in the following striking words :

' ' Le grand talent des Palmyreniens fut de conserver une situation

mixte entre les deux empires rivaux [viz. the Parthian and the Roman],

de menager l'un et I'autre, et de soumettre leur politique a leurs interets

commerciaux ; ils eurent ainsi le monopole de la route du nord. ' Ce

sont des marchands, dit dedaigneusement Appien, qui vont chercher

chez les Perses les produits de l'lnde et del'Arabie, et les apportent aux

Romains.' Lejour oil, euorgtieillis par lair prospt'rite, ils quitterenl lairs

traditions commercial** pour jouer 1111 role politique, ils furenl pa-Jus ;

entraines d'abord dans l'orbiie de Rome et associes a la fortune impe-

riale, ils se brouillcrent avec les Perses. Prives ainsi de tout appui

du cote de l'Orient, ils furent ecrases par Rome, lorsqu'ils porterent

ombrage a sa toute-puissance." (p. 9, foil.)

The most interesting inscriptions are naturally those which

relate to Odenathus and Zenobia. Very characteristic of the

double aspect of Palmyra is the fact, that in one of the

Palmyrene inscriptions (No. 28) the Emperor Odenathus

bears the thoroughly Oriental title " King of Kings."

Some light is also thrown by the inscriptions, especially

those on the clay tablets, on the social and domestic life of

Palmyra. Still more important is the addition made to our

knowledge of the religious cults of that region. We have

thus become acquainted with several new gods, though un

fortunately with little beyond their names, as M. de Vogiie"s

ingenious and learned combinations are too insecure to be

altogether accepted.

Some of these names of gods are only extracted from the

names of persons. In fact, the numerous Palmyrene proper

names, partly of Arabic, partly of Aramaic, and to a slight

extent of other origin, not to mention a few official Roman

names, are a real acquisition to the domain of science. If

we add to these the names in Wetzstein's Greek inscriptions

of the Hauran, and those in Waddington's collection of

Greek inscriptions from Syria, as yet unpublished, we must

own with thankfulness that our materials for the investigation

of Arabico-Aramaic border-lands have been greatly enriched

by these proper names. No doubt these materials must be

used with caution. To conclude that every Aramaic name

belonged to an Aramaean, and every Arabic one to ah Arab,

would be as absurd as to take the Turks with Arabic names

for Arabs, or Frenchmen with Teutonic names, like Be'ranger

and Reinaud, for Germans. We even find a few Jewish

names, like Simon and Jacob, attached to persons whose

fathers bear unmistakeably heathen names. Yet with sound

criticism we may obtain many a scientific result; e.g., we

gain authentic information that Jews did exist in Palmyra,

for the pedigree, Samuel, Jacob, Levi, Samuel, in inscription
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65, can hardly have belonged to any but a Jew, and indeed,

the mere occurrence of Jewish names in heathen Palmyrene

families points in the same direction.

Besides those of Palmyra, the work contains several very

interesting Aramaic inscriptions from the Hauran, the most

important of which M. de Vogiie' had already communicated,

as well as an exact facsimile of the fragment of an ^Egypto-

Aramaic papyrus, containing a register of expenses. Un

fortunately the leaf is in such a miserable condition, that no

results of importance can be derived from deciphering it

A second part will contain the enigmatical " Sabasan "

inscriptions from the Hauran, the characters ofwhich resemble

the Himyaritic, and which are as yet only known to us by

the few still undeciphered examples published by Wetzstein.

Th. Noldeke.

Egypt and the Book3 of Moses. A Commentary on the Egyptian

Passages in Genesis and Exodus. By George Ebers. Vol. i.

\Aegypten und die Biic/ier Mose's. Sachlicher Commentar zu den

yEgyptischen Stellcn in Genesis und Exodus. Von Georg Ebers.

Erster Band.] Leipzig, 1868.

This work cannot fail to revive our confidence in /Egypto

logy, combining as it does acuteness with sobriety, fulness

of matter with distinctness of expression. The present

volume conducts us through Genesis to the interpretation of

Pharaoh's dreams in the forty-first chapter ; the next will

complete the Egyptian notices to the end of Exodus. Each

Biblical passage is in fact employed as a peg on which to

hang the discussion of a scientific question ; and the close

historical connection between Egypt and the land of Israel

quite justifies this, especially if with our author we regard

the Egyptians as a " Semitic and probably a Chaldean stem"

(p. 45). The chief part of the book (pp. 36-252) is occu

pied with the Table of Races in the tenth of Genesis, with

so much of it, at least, as is connected with Mizraim or

Egypt. The Table is treated as in the main geographical,

rather than ethnographical, a view which Tuch and Renan

have already made familiar. Several identifications seem to

be either newly discovered, or for the first time adequately

supported. The author regards himself as having in fact

lighted on the principal sources of the Hebrew inquirer,

whom Ewald's school supposes to have flourished in the

time of the early kings, the sources in question being the

hieroglyphic inscriptions. Particularly happy is the combi

nation of " Put " and " Punt," the latter being the monu

mental name for Arabia. (Most commentators, from Kno-

bel to Delitzch, have placed Put, or, as spelt in Isaiah, Pul,

in Africa.) Not less attractive is the identification of

Ludim with Rut, by which name the Egyptians designated

themselves, and of Caphtorim with Kaft-ur " Phoenicia

magna." To the latter the author rightly attaches great

importance, and a large part of his volume is taken up with

developing the theory which this derivation implies. The

early presence of a Phoenician population is even at first

sight not improbable when we remember those Beni Hassan,

who were formerly mistaken for Hebrews (compare Stanley's

Jewish Church, vol. i. p. 83), the Hyksos, and the subse

quent Hebrew colony ; it is, however, raised to a certainty

by the strong analogy between Egypt and Phoenicia in art,

in alphabet, and above all in mythology. Probably the

writer of the Table may be alluding to this when he reckons

both Mizraim and Canaan among the sons of Ham.

The mention of the Hyksos introduces a discussion of

their history and origin. The credit of Manetho's account

is fortified by the inscriptions, which gives occasion to a

rather needless sarcasm on an obsolete work of Hengsten-

berg. Avaris, the city of the Hyksos, is with Lepsius iden

tified with Pelusium, but the arguments of Rouge*, Brugsch,

and Mariette are deemed sufficient to prove that Tanis was

a Hyksos city also. It is the obvious " tendency " of

Josephus which prompts him to select a name like Avaris,

which at once suggests a combination with the word

" Hebrew." Then follow the notices of the Patriarchs.

Our author adopts the opinion of Ewald that the earlier

lives have been modified by tradition, so as to become typi

cal of different aspects of the Hebrew character. The

narratives become historical, he thinks, with Joseph, and yet

even the details about Abraham have a genuine Egyptian

colour, and presuppose in the editor, to whatever date we

assign him, a minute acquaintance with the realm of Pha

raoh. So far indeed as the inscriptions go, there is no

reason why Genesis might not have been written under the

nineteenth dynasty, the period of the Exodus. Even the

name " Hebrew," which is put into the mouth of Potiphar's

wife, has been discovered by M. Chabas in a hieratic

papyrus, and this is not the most striking of many curious

coincidences. Thus critics and theologians of all schools

will find it to their advantage to learn something of -ALgyp-

tology, and no more impartial guide can be recommended

than Dr. Ebers. T. K. Cheyne.

Intelligence.

We have to chronicle the death of Prof. Arnold, the eminent Arabist

of Halle, which took place last August at Gottingen, and the appoint

ment of Dr. E. Sachau, editor of the Syriac fragments of Theodore of

Mopsuestia, to the chair of Semitic languages at Vienna.

M. Franck announces a Reciteil de travaux rilatifs ii la phihlogie et h

tarcht'ologie Egyptieime et Assyrienne. The first part will contain the

poem of Pentaouz, translated by M. de Rouge.

The Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres has offered prizes of

the value of 3000 francs for the best treatises on the following subjects :—

1. The political economy of Egypt under the Lagidre.

2. The conflict between the philosophy and theology of the Arabs

in the time of Gazzali.

3. The critical and philological analysis of the Himyaritic inscrip

tions.

4. The cyphers, accounts and calculations, weights and measures of

the ancient Egyptians.

Professor Brugsch of Gottingen has been appointed Keeper of the

Egyptian Collection at Boulac, in place of M. Mariette.

Lieut. Warren has discovered more letters or marks at the N.E.

angle of the Haram wall, 1500 ft. north of the place where the first

characters were found. Two of them are somewhat blurred, the third

clear and distinct ; they are similar to those which Mr. Deutsch, in his

recent report, pronounced to be Phoenician.

Mr. Bensly, Sub-Librarian of the Cambridge University Library, will

publish shortly the Syriac version of the Fourth Book of Maccabees. ,

Dr. J. B. Abbeloos, Professor at the Seminary of M alines, announces

a complete edition of the Chronicle of Bar- Hebntus, the second and

third parts of which, relating to Church History, have not as yet been

published. The work will form two or three quarto volumes, price

20 francs.

Selected Articles.

The Arabic Epigraphs in Sicily, by Prof. Amari, in the Rivista

Sicula, May.

La Vie ou la Legende de Gotama, by B. Saint-Hilaire, in Journal des

Savants, August.

Sachau's Theodore of Mopsuestia, by Prof. Noldeke, in Literarisches

Centralblatt, Aug. 28.

Explanation of a Palmyrene Inscription, by Prof. Ewald, in the

Notices of the Gottingen Scientific Society, Aug. 17.

The character of Pehlevi, by Dr. Haug, in the Memoirs of the

Bavarian Academy, 1869, Part II.

Contents of the Journals.

Journal of the German Oriental Society, Vol. XXIII., Part III.—

Schrader : The Basis of the Assyrian Interpretations Tested.—Graf:

Wis and Ramin.—Levy : Newly Discovered Inscriptions ; I, on
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Coins ; 2, Nabathsean-Greek ; 3, on Ossuaries.—Uhle : A Sanskrit

parallel to a narrative in Galanos' Translation of the Paucatantia.—

I'ralorius : On the Language of Harar.—Strauss : The 14th Chapter of

Ta6-tl-king. [Prof. Schrader's confirmation of the Semitic character of

Assyrian is noteworthy. It may be hoped that Semitic scholars will

begin to take part in the delicate task of decyphering.]

New Publications.

I. On Samkril, etc.

AuFRECHT, Th. A Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the Library of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Cambridge : Deighton and Bell.

8vo. pp. viii. in.

TaraNATHA. Geschichte des Buddhismus in Indien. Aus dem Ti-

betischen iibersetzt von Anton Schiefner. St. Petersburg :

Eggers.

WEBER, A. Indische Streifen. Band II. Contents : Kritisch-biblio-

graphische Streifen seit 1849. Iranische Philologie. Berlin :

Nicolai. 8vo. pp. xv. 495.

II. On Arabic.

Goeje, and De Jong. Fragmenta historicorum Arabicorum. Tomus

primus continens partem tertiam operis Kit&bo 'l-Oyun uui 7-

haddikfiakhbiri'l-hakAik. Leyden : Brill. 4to. pp. viii. 415.

Kazwini. Zakarija ben Muhammed ben Mahmiid El Kazwtni's Kos-

mographie. Nach der Wiistenfeldschen Textausgabe zum ersten

Male vollstandig iibersetzt von Dr. II. Ethc. Die Wunder der

Schopfung. Erster Halbband. Leipzig : Fries. Large 8vo.

pp. xii. 532.

Steinschneidek, M. Al-Farabi des arab. Philosophen Leben und

Schriften. Nebst Anhangen : Joh. Philoponus bei den Arabern,

etc St. Petersburg. Imp. 4to. pp. x. 168.

III. On Phanician.

Schroder, Dr. Paul. Die Phbnizische Sprache. Entwurf einer

Grammatik nebst Sprach- und Schriftproben. Mit einem Anhang,

enthaltend eine Erkliirung der punischen Stellen im Ponulus

des Plautus. Halle : Verlag des Waisenhauses. pp. 342.

IV. OnSyriac.

Mar Jacob. A Letter by, etc. With a discourse by Bar-Heirceus on

Syriac accents. Edited by G. Phillips, D.D. London.

Tiieodori Mopsuesteni fragmenta Syriaca. Edidit Ed. Sachau.

Zingerle, P. Pius. Monumenta Syriaca ex Romanis codd. collecta.

Vol. I. Innsbruck. 8vo. pp. vi. 167.

V. On Egyptian.

Dumichen, J. Resultate der in Sommer 1868 nach /Egypten ent-

sendeten archiiologisch - photographischen Expedition. . Part I.

Berlin: Duncker. Fol. pp. viii. 30.

VI. Miscellaneous.

Bleek, W. H. J. A Comparative Grammar of South African Lan

guages. Vol. I. containing— 1. Phonology ; 2. The Concord (Sec

tion I. The Noun). London : Triibner. pp. xxxvi. 322.

Classical Literature, &c.

History of Classical Philology in the Netherlands. [Geschichte

der klassischen Philologie in den Niederlanden. 8vo. pp. viii.

250. Von Julian Miiller.] Leipzig : Teubner.

The Preface of eight pages assigns the author's reasons for

writing the book, and for not writing it better. The histo

rical portion of the volume is contained in Book I., pp.

1-129. It begins with Erasmus, and comes down to Cobet.

The mere enumeration of the more illustrious of the many

names which have adorned Holland since the foundation

of Leyden is enough to show that the notices which can be

crowded into so short a space must be very summary,

Lipsius, Dousa, Grotius, Merula, Baudius, Heinsius, Scri-

verius, Rutgersius, Meursius, Vossius, Salmasius, Gronovius,

Burman, Gnevius, Perizonius, Haverkamp, Drakenborch,

Duker—each of these, and many more, have a distinct

physiognomy, which it would require great skill to portray

in a single paragraph. Yet more can scarcely be devoted

to each. Of Lipsius our historian says that a "just account

of his philological achievement is still wanting." He does

not attempt it himself, contenting himself with a bare contra

diction of Bernays, who had represented Lipsius as little

better than an impostor. Salmasius is passed over altoge

ther, because " an account of him belongs to the history of

French learning." For Nic. Heinsius the author confesses

a special predilection. Yet what we are told of him is only

characterisation in very general terms. The ease, elegance,

and refinement of Heinsius contrast with the pedantry of

the book-learned. He was at the same time a man of the

world, and yet really learned. His power of conjectural

emendation is unsurpassed even by Bentley. The elder

Burman is treated at greater length, yet nothing is said

of him but what may be gathered from a cursory reading of

his editions. Cobet, still living, occupies several pages, and

Lucian Miiller's judgment will be read with interest. But

even this, the most elaborate character in the volume, has

the same note of superficiality. There is no catalogue

of each author's writings or editions ; and altogether we

miss in this historical sketch the usual German virtue—

Griindlichkdt.

Book II., pp. 130-174, describes the existing state of the

Dutch universities. Here the author's information is derived

not merely from books, but from a residence of several

years in the country. His account is the more interesting

as the defects of the Dutch university system in many

respects resemble our own. University education in Hol

land is not nearly so diffused through the population as in

Germany. The salaries of the civil, and other, services are

too low to allow of so costly an education as a preliminary.

It is a luxury of the richer class, not a preparation for

official life. The number of students is consequently small.

In 1865 Leyden had 566; Utrecht, 508; Groningen, 209.

The Grammar-schools are being deserted for the Real schools,

which teach matters more obviously bearing upon life.

With this indifference to liberal education is closely con

nected the low standard of attainment in classics both in

school and university. Even the most eminent professors

in Holland have to lecture down to an elementary class

destitute of a taste for learning, and who are only there to

get the requisite certificate. The rudiments of " classics"

are necessary, as with us, for the special faculty degrees ;

and this compulsory Latin and Greek minimum has a

lowering effect upon the whole system. For the degree of

Doctor (literarum humaniorum Doctor) there are two exami

nations. The subjects specified for the second, or final,

examination are : Greek and Latin, Ancient History, Meta

physics, and History of Philosophy, explanation (or emenda

tion) of two difficult (or corrupt) passages of classical authors.

But the examination is conducted by the professors, and its

stringency depends upon the taste of each professor, who

will perhaps be rigorous in his own favourite branch, and

satisfied with cursory questions on the other subjects. There

is no attempt at a representation of the various branches of

philological science. Each of the Dutch universities is

content with its two classical professors—one of Greek and

one of Latin. The author compares this state of things

with Bonn, a university of the second rank, yet with its ten

professors of classical philology and cognate subjects.

In another point the Dutch circumstances resemble ours

—viz., that every teacher in the Netherlands is convinced

of the defects in their system, yet is unable to get a remedy

applied.

Mark Pattison.
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The Genesis of the Homeric PoemB. [Die Entstthungsweise dcr

Homerischen Gedichte. Yon F. Nutzhorn : mit einem Vorwort von

Dr. J. N. Madvig.] Leipzig : Teubner.

We learn from the preface that this work was first printed

in Danish in 1863, and that its author died in 1866, in the

course of a tour in Italy, at the early age of thirty-one. He

was a scholar, says Dr. Madvig, "in whom a rare union of

philosophical and assthetical cultivation with thorough phi

lological knowledge justified the fairest hopes : " and this

opinion is more than borne out by the book itself, now made

known to a wider circle of students by means of a German

translation. It consists of two parts, the first discussing the

" historical evidence," the second and larger devoted to

the "internal criteria." Each is characterised in a high

degree by the qualities most suitable to its purpose ; the first

by care and precision, the second by breadth of view and

delicacy of artistic feeling.

The author begins the historical part of his enquiries by

showing that the variations of reading known to have existed

in antiquity, do not point to more than a single ancient

" redaction ;" and he then proceeds to examine the story

which attributed the work of collecting and arranging the

Homeric poems to Pisistratus. Scholars have already ob

served, that the evidence for that story is late and unsatis

factory ; but probably it has never been so well analysed as

in the present work. The attack is next directed against

the theory founded upon it by Wolf, that the Iliad and

Odyssey had no existence as complete works before the time

of Pisistratus : and for this purpose the author collects the

notices of the Homeric poems found in earlier poems and

works of art. Some of these, it will be said, may be explained

by supposing poems to have existed containing the same

legends in a different form ; but on the whole they seem

fully to bear out the conclusion that the Iliad and Odyssey

were not only in existence, but widely known and admired

before and during the age of Pisistratus. Hesiod, Tyrtaeus,

Archilochus, Alkman, and Hipponax, all imitate the language

of passages of the Iliad and Odyssey. The chest of Kyp-

selus contained scenes from the Iliad—the combat of Ajax

and Hector ; Koon fighting with Agamemnon over the body

of Iphidamas ; and, if Pausanias understood the picture

rightly, Hephaestus giving the arms to Thetis.

In the next chapter, which is occupied with the celebrated

Chian family of Homeridre, we think that the author goes too

far in disputing all the conclusions of modern critics. The

word 'Ofirjpi&ai is found in two different senses ; in ordinary

language it 'appears to be a colloquial or poetical equivalent

for pcuJ/a>&oi, or sometimes perhaps it is still more loosely used

for followers, admirers, of Homer ; historically it is found as

the name of a family or clan (yeVos) in the island of Chios.

This "clan" claimed descent from Homer; but the claim

was not always admitted. That they were Rhapsodists,

reciters of Homeric poems, is not stated on any better

authority than that of the Scholiast on Pindar, and therefore

it may be a mere inference, as Nutzhorn acutely observes,

obtained by combining the two uses of the word. It does

not follow, however, that such an inference, whether made

by a Scholiast or repeated by him from earlier authorities, is

otherwise than legitimate. The Homeridx of Chios may

have ceased from various circumstances to practise their

ancient hereditary craft—and on the other hand the use of

the word to include all the " spiritual descendants" of Homer

was a very natural piece of conventional vagueness. In

much the same spirit Plato speaks of physicians as 01 ko/ju}/oI

'Ao->cXjj7riaoat—" the fine sons of yEsculapius"—although the

real Asclepiad family had long ceased to monopolise the

calling with which their name was associated. The Ho-

meridae certainly claimed to be descended from Homer, and

in the earliest period this must have meant more than the

accident of birth.

The difference between the earlier doiSoi and the later

pot/fuSoi has suggested to Nutzhorn some striking remarks

on the mode of recitation for which epic poetry was ori

ginally intended. It has long been admitted that the Iliad

and Odyssey were composed for hearers, not for readers.

It is no less true that the declamation of a Rhapsodist must

have been a highly unsuitable means of conveying the poetry

of Homer. The strained voice and theatrical gestures of

the reciter, the noisy assembly of listeners, the highly-

wrought excitement of a great festival, were quite out of

keeping with the tranquil movement of epic narrative. That

the Rhapsodists were inferior artists, objects of general con

tempt ; that they confined themselves by preference to show-

passages, giving opportunity for dramatic display ; and that

listening to Homer was virtually superseded as a popular

amusement by the drama, were natural consequences of

their inherent unfitness for Homeric poetry. On the other

hand, the most favourable conditions are united in the

" singers" of the Odyssey. Their " songs" are the amuse

ment of courts and great houses, in the boundless leisure

which every respite from war gave to the higher classes in

the feudal age of Greece. There is therefore no crowding

of the interest, no hurrying to a catastrophe. The company

may dismiss their singer, as a modern reader lays down his

book, and recall him again, without breaking the charm.

The bearing of these considerations upon the Homeric

question is important. They tend to establish and define

the mutual relation between the artistic form of the poems

and the social state to which they belong ; and thus, as we

believe with Nutzhorn, to show that, in form as well as in

substance, they are the creation of the pre-historical age of

Greece. They lead us at the same time to see in the

Rhapsodists an uncongenial and even destructive element,

from which the poems may have partially suffered, but which

was counteracted by the efforts of statesmen like Solon, and

chiefly perhaps by the more extended use of writing in

Greece.

The second part of Nutzhorn's book, " the internal

criteria," is chiefly taken up with criticism of the different

attempts which have been made to resolve the Iliad into

shorter poems. The method pursued is usually just and

discriminating. There is no attempt to deny or explain

away contradictions : the question discussed is, what kind of

contradiction may we expect to find in such a poem without

being led by them to infer difference of authorship ? The

criterion must evidently be sought as much in the hearer as

in the poet. No poet would take pains to avoid an inac

curacy which his hearers would not perceive. Lachmann's

dissections are mostly justified by difficulties of this kind,

only discoverable by reflection expressly directed to the

point. At the same time the primary hypothesis of his

school—viz., that the poetry of Homer resides in the separate

parts rather than in the whole—has more truth in it than

Nutzhorn allows. He shows, for instance, that the first

book, in the shape in which Lachmann puts it, could not be

a complete poem, because the interest turns upon events—

viz., the consequences to the Greeks of the anger of Achilles

—which lie outside of the book. Such a poem, however,

would have interest to an audience already familiar with the

general course of the story ; and it may be paralleled by the

songs of Demodokus in the Odyssey. The defenders of

unity will do well to be satisfied when they can show that

each book or episode of the poem has a value and interest

in reference to the whole, without refusing it at the same

time a certain independence as a part. The interest of the

Iliad itself depends upon some circumstances in the legend
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—the taking of Troy is one—which lie outside of its own

proper limits. The main interest however, that of the

character of Achilles, is an all-embracing element of unity

which Nutzhorn exhibits with admirable force. We venture

to think that he has solved the difficulty which led Mr. Grote

to regard the ninth book as spurious. It is true that, as

Mr. Grote argued, Achilles speaks afterwards as if no such

atonement as that of the ninth book had been offered, and

that in the end he accepts the gifts, which in that book he

rejected with disdain. But Achilles equally ignores the

offer of Agamemnon in the ninth book itself, and to the

ambassadors who bring it. His speech (vv. 308-429) begins

by complaining as bitterly of the dishonour done him, and

of the loss of Briseis, as if the message to which he was

replying had had no existence. He refuses not only the

restitution offered, but all terms whatever. Nor is he incon

sistent in this : for he never accepts the gifts as a condition

of returning to the battle : he fights solely to avenge

Patroclus. His character is one, from first to last, on which

reason and policy have no influence.

Another part of Mr. Grote's theory is discussed a little

farther on, pp. 196-223, with the object of showing the

connection running through Books II.-VIi., and their neces

sity to the whole poem. On these points the reasoning

hardly bears the full weight of the conclusions. The passage

about Diomede in the iiri-mLX-qcrLs (iv. 365-421) is in harmony

with his apuntla in the next book : but it is not inseparably

bound up with it. The fact that in the seventh book the

pre-eminence of Diomede suddenly disappears, and Ajax

becomes the chief hero, is noticed (p. 199), but not satis

factorily explained. As between these two narratives, and

generally in this part of the Iliad, the absence of Achilles is

the strongest bond of union : without it we feel that the

poem would fall asunder into detached episodes of the War

of Troy. Of this, indeed, the author is quite aware. " We

must admit," he says (p. 223), " that the main action is com

plete within the Books I. VIII. IX. XI.-XXII. and XXIV.,"

that is to say, with two additions, the Achillas of Mr. Grote.

How then are we to regard the rest? His answer to this

question forms the concluding and perhaps the most inter

esting part of the book. Following out the train of ideas

which led him to the view of the Rhapsodists already noticed,

he shows that the introduction of episodes is an essential

characteristic of the earliest epic poetry, and indeed the only

means by which many of its effects can be produced. How,

for instance, is the long absence of Achilles to be brought

before the hearer's mind except by such episodes as the

exploits of Diomede or Ajax ? The same principle may be

seen in the fulness of detail with which similes are drawn

out, in the long digressions which fill the speeches of Nestor,

in the lists of insignificant persons slain by the different

warriors. Such things are the distinguishing marks of the

epic. In the drama their office is filled by stage scenery and

action : in lyric poetry they disappear, and are replaced by

the internal working of feeling.

Those who value the contributions which the follow-ers of

Wolf and Lachmann have made to the Homeric question,

will have reason sometimes to complain of the tone and

spirit of this book. The author inveighs too sweepingly

against negative criticism, and not unfrequently allows an

admixture of national antipathy to colour his philological

partisanship. He should have given more credit to an

analysis like that of Lachmann, which, even if wrong in its

results, has put him upon the right scent in some of his own

most successful enquiries. These, however, are the faults of

scholarly enthusiasm and of patriotic feeling, and they do

not affect the permanent value of his book as a contribution

to learning. D. B. Monro.

Commentary on Vergil's .SEneid. [Commcntar zu IWgifs sEiias.

13uch I. und II. Von Dr. A. Weidner.] Leipzig : Teubner, 1869.

This book, we trust, may be taken as a sign that the more

elaborate exegesis of classical authors is not dying out in

Germany. For some time past the great German scholars

seem chiefly to have been occupied with critical editions, which,

though a valuable and indeed indispensable part of classical

literature, are as it were only the porch to the building : and

such explanatory commentaries as have appeared have been

mostly of a schoolbook kind, though doubtless in many cases

superior specimens of that particular class. Dr. Weidner

certainly cannot be charged with working on too small a

scale, as he takes up nearly 500 pages with the two first

books of the sEneid. Of these, however, 60 form an intro

duction to the whole poem; and of four excursuses two,

comprising together 24 pages, are on general subjects, the '

similes in Virgil and the cresura of the heroic hexameter.

Writing in German, Dr. Weidner naturally gives more

scope to literary and a^sthetical considerations than most

Virgilian commentators have done : and he sometimes illus

trates the literature of Rome by a reference to that of his

own country. As an interpreter of his author he appears to

be independent, not unfrequently differing from his prede

cessors, and supporting his opinion by arguments. He

repeatedly discusses points of grammar, and sometimes

points of lexicography. On all these questions he is gene

rally judicious, if not always striking or convincing. The

text on which he comments (though there is no text printed

in extenso) is Ribbeck's : but he wisely rejects most of that

scholar's conjectures. Perhaps he would have done still

more wisely if he had abstained from conjectures of his own,

such as "versare domos " j£n. 2. 62, for "versare dolos,"

" quaerere conscius ansam," id. 99, for " quajrere conscius

arma." These, however, are trifling blemishes, and do not

detract from the value of the book. It is certainly one

which English editors of Virgil will do well to consult,

though Dr. Weidner appears himself to be unacquainted

with anything that English scholarship has done for his

author, with the exception of the labours of Dr. Henry.

J. Conington.

The Mostellaria of Plautus.—With Notes critical and explanatory,

Prolegomena and Excursus, by W. Ramsay. Edited by George

G. Ramsay, Professor of Humanity in the University of Glasgow.

London : Macmillan, 1869.

The late Professor Ramsay, whose posthumous work is here

edited by his nephew and successor, had not completed his

task when he died. It is not fair, therefore, to criticise too

severely a book undeniably open to attack, especially on the

score of cumbrousness and verbosity. Such expressions

as, " for the sake of the young scholar," " the young

scholar must carefully avoid confounding," &c, recur too

often, and are out of place in a work mainly intended for

the more exalted class of Plautus-students. Again, the notes,

where there are any, are apt to be diffuse, and are certainly

overdone with parallel passages ; in by far too many difficult

places there are no notes at all, and the reader is obliged to

have recourse to the inaccurate Weise or the useful but not

wholly reliable Schmieder. Nor is there enough of real

mastery over the refinements and subtleties of Latin to

make the prolix Excursus very valuable, where they discuss

mere questions of language. As an instance may be men

tioned the Excursus on Edam, in parts so infelicitous as to

remind one painfully how rare is the combination of labori-

ousness and subtlety which makes Hand's edition of Tursel-

linus SO unique. With these drawbacks, the book is an
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interesting one, even if the plan is, as we suspect most

students trained by Ritschl will think, a mistake. Ritschl's

edition of the Mostellaria was published in 1852, and exhi

bited the principal MSS. in extenso for the first time. Fol

lowing the rigid method which in the Prolegomena to the

Trinummiis he so lucidly explains, Ritschl constituted a text

which, however bold at times in its transpositions, inversions,

omissions, substitutions, and supplements, must ever be the

basis of all future editors' labours. In 1863-4 Prof. Ramsay

himself collated the Vatican MSS. (Ritschl's B and D),

besides inspecting the Milan palimpsest (A). He has given

an account of them, and this is the most interesting and

important part of his work, on pp. i.-xv. ; and he has also

given a text of his own, if we may apply that name to what

is often a mere reproduction of the unmetrical lines as they

exist in the most trustworthy of the MSS. (B). That his

labours are of service, as confirmations or, in some few

cases, corrections of Ritschl's collation, is not to be denied ;

and Prof. G. Ramsay has taken the trouble to certify such

readings as were doubtful by a personal examination of the

Vatican MSS. in 1867, the result being that we now possess

a more thorough conspectus of the MSS. of the Mostellaria

than probably of any other play of Plautus, for which every

student of that author, including Ritschl himself, who is

known to be preparing a new edition, will feel grateful. But

this is as much as can be said : for the value of the new

collation is not increased by what must be called a retro

gression, and even a barbarism—the admission of violently

unmetrical lines into the text If there is any one thing in

which the influence of a great man has made itself felt

throughout the classical world, it is this point of Plautine

and Terentian metre. It is easy to differ from Ritschl in

many individual points, and in the emendation of many

particular lines ; but few, we think, will agree with Prof.

Ramsay in returning to a system which practically reduces

whole scenes to prose. There is surely a medium between

mere repetitions of Ritschl's text, such as in the main Lo-

renz's, and a slavish adherence to MSS. such as disfigures

the book before us. It would be difficult to improve upon

Ritschl's plan ; where the metre is confused, the best MS.

should be printed at full length immediately below the text

and above the general apparatus. In this way the reader can

judge for himself what are the probabilities in respect of

metre ; and the spirits are not depressed beforehand by

finding the task of reconstituting the text given up by the

editor as impossible.

We can speak with less doubtful approbation of those

parts of the book which call forth the Professor's special

strength. All points connected with Roman antiquities are

well treated ; we may instance the Excursus on money-terms,

slave-punishments, phrases of roguery, and terms of endear

ment; the notes on barbarus, iii. 2. 141, Hercules, iv. 3. 45,

cerussa atratnentum interpolare mclinum qffucia,\. 19. 101-118,

fala, ii. 1. 10; yet here also there are some strange omis

sions, e.g., on capiundos crines, i. 3. 69. Not less interesting

are the grammatical notes on i. 1. 35, the government of

clauses by verbal substantives like curatio tactio {quid tibi

nos tactio est) ; on i. 2. 47 ; igitur ; intus, ii. 1. 47, &c. The

metrical and orthographical essays are good, so far as they

go, but sketchy and imperfect R. Ellis.

Intelligence.

A series of lives of the most celebrated scholars of modern Germany

is now in preparation, and will be published by Teubner of Leipsic.

The life of Niebuhr will be written by Prof. Nissen of Marburg ; of

Bceckh by Starcke of Heidelberg ; of C. F. Hermann by Cresar of Mar

burg. A life of Alexander von Humboldt is also announced, under the

superintendence of Prof, von Bruhns.

A new periodical, to be called the Rrrue Celtique, is announced under

the editorship of M. Henri Gaidoz. The list of contributors includes

many names of eminence in the different departments of Celtic learning.

The Revue is to make the experiment of publishing communications in

different languages, and thus to accommodate itself to the scattered

nationality which it is to represent.

The Ecole des haulcs Etudes (founded by M. Duruy) is also about to

publish a journal as Us organ, of which several parts are soon to appear.

Periodicals.

Revue Critique.—The chief philological articles of the last four

numbers are:—Sept. II. Jiilg: Mongolische Marchen; id. Die grie-

chische Heldensage am Wiederschein bei den Mongolen ; Gerland :

Altgriechische Marchen in der Odyssee ; rev. by D. Comparetli.—

Curtius : Studien zur griech. und lat. Grammatik ; rev. by Ch. Thurot.—

Uucheler : Quinti Ciceronis reliquite ; rev. by Ch. M.—Sept. 18. Cor-

mac's Glossary, translated by O'Donovan, edited by W. Stokes ; rev.

by H. Cauioz.—Volkmann : Synesius of Cyrene ; rev. by Ch. Thurot.—

Oct. 2. Pierron : lliade d'Homcre ; rev. by E. Heitz.

Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung, ed Kuhn.—

Contents : Latcinisches und Romanisches, IV., by G. J. Ascoli (in reply

to Corssen).—Revue de linguistkjue &c. ; rev. by Joh. Schmidt (very

unfavourably).—On the secondary suffixes, -an, -ina, -inja, -ta, -tva,

-vant ; by A. Fick.—Nimis, by M. Brial.

Bcitriigo zur vergl. Sprachfg. auf dem Gebiete der ariachen

celt, und slaw. Sprachen, ed. Kuhn.—Chief articles : The Develop

ment of a Non-original j in Slavonic and Lithuanian ; by Joh. Schmidt.

—On the Dialect of the Russian popular Songs of the Government of

Olonee ; by A. Leskicn.—Remarks on Schleicher's Compendium ; by

W. Burda.—Several articles on Polish, by J. Bandouin de Courtenay.

—Neuters in as in old Irish ; by //. Ebcl.—Endlicher's Glossary ; by

IV. Stokes.—Reviews ; Miscellaneous.

The philological gathering at Kiel began on the 27th of September :

Prof. Max Miiller was to read a paper on "the Buddhistic Nihilism;"

Prof. Graser of Berlin, on " the marine of antiquity in comparison with

modern navies" ; Prof. Gadechens of Jena, on " the Graces." The num

ber of members amounts to 463.

Most Recent Publications.

I. Editions of Greek and Latin Authors.

Ciceronis. De Finibus, libri v., ed. J. N. Madvig. Ed. ii.

Homere, l'lliade d', avec Commentaire, &c. Par Alexis Pierron.

2 vols. Hachette, Paris.

Horatii Flacci, Q., Opera rec. O. Keller et A. Holder. Vol. ii.

Teubner, Leipzig.

Horatii Flacci, Q., Opera rec. L. Miiller. Teubner, Leipzig.

Hyperidis. Orationes IV. cum ceterarum fragmentis. Ed. Frid.

Blass. Teubner, Leipzig.

Pindari Carmina, rec. \V. Christ. Teubner, Leipzig.

Pindar's Olympische Siegesgesiinge, griech. und deutsch. Von M.

Schmidt. Mauke, Jena.

Quintiliani, M. FAB1 1. Institutiones oratoriae xii., rec. C. Halm,

pars post. Teubner, Leipzig.

Syri, P. Sententiae, rec. Ed. Wolfflin. Teubner, Leipzig.

II. Ancient History, Criticism, Books ofReference.

Arnold, Edwin. The Poets of Greece. Cassell, London.

Buchholz, E. Die sittliche Weltanschauung des Pindaros und

yEschylos. Teubner, Leipzig.

La Roche, J. Homerische Untersuchungen. Teubner, Leipzig.

Lytton, Lord. Odes and Epodes of Horace, a metrical translation.

Blackwood, Edinburgh.

Wecklein, N. Curae epigraphies: ad gramrnaticam gracam pertinentes.

Teubner, Leipzig.

III.—Comparative Philology.

Bleek, \V. H. I. On the Origin of Language, edited with a preface

by Dr. E. Hackel. Translated by T. Davidson. Williams and

Norgate, London.

Cleasby, R., and G. Vigfusson. Icelandic English Dictionary.

Clarendon Press, Oxford.

Ferrar, W. H. Comparative Grammar of Sanscrit, Greek, and

Latin. Vol. i. Longmans, London.

Meyer, L. Die gothische Sprache. Weidmann, Berlin.
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GERMAN SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The 43rd meeting of this Society took place at Innsbruck, September

18-25. The number present, including non-members, was 969. We

subjoin Reports of the Papers read at the three general sessions.

Professor Helmholtz, of Heidelberg, opened the first

general session with a paper on " The History and De

velopment of Physical Science in Modern Times."

A glance at the history of the sciences shows how the first great step

towards bringing phenomena under a comprehensive law resulted from

the development of abstract mechanics, the principles of which had

been clearly formulated by Galileo : this developed by Newton and

Leibnitz has wrought its first great result—the Mechanical Theory ofthe

Heavens. The most vast and complex phenomena can now be predicted

in the most exact way and reckoned backward to remote ages : astro

nomy has taught us that gravitation, in other words weight, is common

to all matter, and that its influence is seen in the utmost regions of the

heavens, and in the motions of the double-stars 1

The progress of chemistry is due to similar causes. The modern

chemist resolves the infinite variety of substances in the world into ele

ments which remain unchangeable in quantity and quality in all their

manifold combinations. This is proved by the fact that they can always

be separated again from their compounds in their elementary condition

This is a demonstration of the constancy of matter ; and points to a

time, to which we are surely but slowly approaching, when all the

changes of matter will admit of explanation as alterations of the posi

tions of molecules in space, or, in other words, modes ofmotion.

Our progress has been aided of late years by another great discovery,

made about the middle of the present century, the law of the Conserva

tion of Force. This law has been enunciated by Newton with respect

to a limited class of phenomena, and elucidated and extended by David

Bernouilli. In more or less generality it was known to the physicists

of the last century, but has been raised to complete generality by Dr.

Mayer. An independent-investigator of the same problem, by a series

of laborious experiments, was the English engineer Joule.

The speaker then gave a general exposition of the doctrine of the

Conservation of Force and its applications, remarking that the discoveries

of spectrum analysis were a direct deduction from that doctrine.

But its application to physiology is especially important. Up to the

time of its discovery, the view of vital processes almost universally held

was, that they resulted from the action of a special vital force which,

indeed, made use of the chemical and physical powers of matter in order to

bring about the phenomena of life ; but at the same time, had the power,

so to speak, of " binding and loosing" these forces. This is in direct

opposition to the law of Conservation of Force. If we could temporarily

get rid of the gravity of a weight, we could make work out of nothing ;

perpetual motion would be discovered. According to our present know

ledge, living bodies derive their energy from external nature, exactly

as steam-engines do. They make use of chemical forces, affinities of

the combustible carbon, and of the oxygen of the atmosphere. They

are as much subjected to the law of the Conservation of Force as inorganic

nature. Here, however, many details have to be worked out ; as yet

difficulties beset the investigation, and the law is at present applicable

with only approximate exactness to living bodies.

Hence it follows that the natural forces which operate in the interior

of living bodies, of whatever kind they may be—and even supposing

that something else of an imponderable character is active in them—

work according to fixed laws. This is a vast progress in our conception

of vital processes. The obvious adaptation of structure and function

in organic life, which seemed hardly conceivable without a certain

freedom of choice, has led many to think with more or less hesitation

that a breach had been made in the law of causality.

With regard to this point, again, a great step has been made from

another side, which tends to dissipate the doubts which arise out of the

apparent inexplicability of the adaptation to purpose in living bodies.

I allude to the theory of Danvin, which undoubtedly contains ideas of

singular boldness and grandeur, rendering it possible to connect and

account for phenomena of organic life hitherto held to be inexplicable.

Darwin's law of l/ie Struggle for Existence gives undoubtedly a

possible explanation of the wonderful adaptations to purpose observable

throughout organic nature. It indicates one method of explanation ;

there may be others which are unknown to us.

To take another aspect of organic adaptation. Who has not admired

the wonderful and delicate correspondence of the image on the retina

with the external object—an agreement which we test with every move

ment of our bodies ? In fact, if we look upon this correspondence as a

pre-arranged result of creative power, adaptation to purpose has reached

a climax. Scientific investigation has here yielded the most unexpected

results.

The comparison of sensation as a fact of consciousness, with its

external physical conditions, has demonstrated the ertfire absence of any

resemblance between them. It was shown by Johannes Miiller that

any sensory nerve, being irritated, reacts according to its own nature

whatever be the nature of the agent affecting it ; that the optic nerve

gives sensations of light, the nerves of touch give back sensations of

temperature and of touch ; that the qualities of our sensations are

nothing but arbitrary signs and peculiar effects of the external objects.

It is possible—though this is still a moot point—that the ideas of space

obtained through the sensory nerves follow the same rule. No trace,

in fact, is discoverable of predetermined correspondence between sensa

tions and the external objects of them. If we consider sensations as

images of the external world, it should be remembered that an image,

as such, must be similar to that which it represents. A sign, on the

other hand, has no sort of necessary connection in the way of similarity

or dissimilarity with the object signified. But it appears that the

quality of our sensations have as little resemblance to their objects as

the spoken or written word " table " to an actual table. Thus the corre

spondence of our sensations with actual fact can only be explained as a

gradual acquisition ; and the only question remaining is, how far the

innate peculiarities of the human race come into play in the creation

of this correspondence. Thus we come back to the point from which

we started : viz., that what we have to investigate in the last resort is

nothing but an explanation of the laws of motion.

On the other hand, although our sensations can give no direct copy

Of the qualities of things, they may give a direct copy of the time-

relations, and of the uniformity of the chronological sequence of phe

nomena : for the process of perceiving them itself takes place in time,

and in a regular order, like the outer world. Hence uniformity of

sequence may be copied directly by perception, and a real correspond

ence may exist between them ; which is all we practically require.

Dr. Mayer, of Heilbronn, then gave a description of the

Dynamometer invented by him twenty years ago, and since

perfected with the assistance of Herr Zech. This instru

ment, which is < adapted to engines of twenty-horse power

and upwards, records measurements of force simultaneously

in the form of heat and in the form of pressure : the two

results controlling each other. It was exhibited at the Indus

trial Exhibition at Heilbronn this year, and described by Zech.

Dr. Mayer then proceeded to deal with a variety of questions

arising out of his theory of the Conservation of Force.

Can the large amount offorce which is lost in the form of heat in

all mechanical operations be utilized 1 The answer is, unfortunately,

it cannot. Heat is the cheapest possible form of force ; mechanical

force is far dearer, and electricity is the dearest of all. It would,

therefore, never be worth while. to transform waste heat into any other

form of force.

Does it follow from the theory that the heat of the sun is due to

the fall of meteors into it, that the universe is likely to be brought to a

standstill by the ultimate absorption of all cosmical bodies into one

mass ? Dr. Mayer thinks not, for the following reasons :—It was

shewn five years ago by Brayley, of London, and recently in the latest

number of the German Quarterly Journal, that the collision of masses

of the size or of half the size of our sun, would result in the entire

dispersion of the molecules composing them into illimitable space.

There is every reason to suppose that in infinite space, and during an

infinite time, collisions of such bodies must repeatedly take place. A

remarkable proof that such is the case, is furnished by the observations of

the great meteors of October 29, 1S57, and March 4, 1863 : the course

of both of which was that of an hyperbola ; and the velocity of the latter

9'I45 geographical miles per second. Now it is known that at the distance

of the orbit of our earth from the sun, no body, whose motion is due to

the attraction of the sun, can attain a velocity greater than 58 geo. miles a

second. It follows, therefore, that the meteor just mentioned must have

been travelling at a velocity of 7 geo. miles a second before it came

within the sphere of the sun's attraction. This original velocity may be

explained by supposing that the whole solar system is moving forward

in space, or moving round a central sun. But it is impossible to con

ceive the existence of a body sufficiently large to exercise from the

distance of the fixed stars any appreciable motive influence upon the

sun. And besides, if our earth, over and above its heliocentric motion,

moved along with the sun through space, this would produce apparent

aberrations in the light which comes to the earth from the fixed stars, of

a different kind from those which are actually observed.

Our sun is therefore to be regarded as literally a fixed star ; although

its light, like that of all the fixed stars, may be connected with the fall

of cosmical dibris into it, it does not follow that this dibris should ever

be exhausted.

Turning from the universe to our own earth, Dr. Mayer

proceeded to state his reasons for the hypothesis that the

phenomenon of terrestrial'magnetism is due to the trade 'winds.

The lowest stratum of the trade winds assumes, by frict'on with the

surface of the sea, an electrical condition the opposite of that of the

water ; the air then rises under the warmth of the sun, and the colder
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air from the pole streams in underneath, driving it towards the pole

where from its high state of electric tension it produces the Aurora

Borealis. Now it is noticeable that owing to the physical conformation

of the globe, the electric activity of the southern hemisphere is on the

whole stronger than that of the northern ; the result of which is that, not

only between the Pole and Equator, but also between North and South

Pole, there is a constant disturbance of electrical equilibrium taking

place, by which the direction of the Magnetic needle is determined.

The address was concluded by an exposition of the lec

turer's philosophical and theological position.

Dr. Karl Vogt (of Geneva) summed up the main re

sults of the recent Congress of Paleontologists at Copenhagen.

After vindicating the place of Primeval History as one of

the exact Physical sciences, he divided the subject under

three headings.

1. The age of the human race.—There is no longer any doubt that

man existed in Europe—probably the latest peopled part of the world—

at a time when the great southern animals, the elephant, mammoth,

rhinoceros, hippopotamus, were found there, which are now extinct.

Even where no human remains or tools have been found, the acute

researches of Steenstrup have found traces of man by distinguishing the

bones which have been gnawed by animals from those which show signs

of having been split by man for the sake of the marrow, or otherwise

handled by him. It is equally certain that posterior to the advent of

man the Straits of Gibraltar, of Dover, and the Dardanelles, as well as

Sicily and Africa, were still united by isthmuses ; the whole Mediter

ranean area was separated from Africa by a sea in the basin of Sahara ;

the Baltic was a sea of ice covering the whole of the low levels of

N. Germany and Russia, and cutting off Finland, Sweden, and Norway,

into what would have been an island but for its junction with Denmark.

The astonishing researches of Lartet in France, of Fraas in Germany,

and of Dupont in Belgium, have proved that this period was succeeded

by another, in which men hunted in the countries of Central Europe

the reindeer and other arctic animals, in an arctic climate, ar.d sur

rounded by an arctic flora.

We may also speak with confidence of the migrations of these

primaeval races : the human contemporaries of the most ancient ani

mals, the mammoth, the cave-bear, and the cave-lion, can only be

traced in the Western and Southern parts of Europe. In Central

Europe and Switzerland their remains are unknown. In the "reindeer

period," again, we find man in Switzerland and in Suabia ; but no trace

of him in North Germany and Denmark.

2. The growth ofprimeval civilization is shown by the striking simi

larity of the tools dug up in caves of the "reindeer period" in the

South of France with those of the Esquimaux and Greenlanders col

lected in the Museum at Copenhagen. Our primeval Europeans were

no doubt savages in the fullest sense, even those with a white skin being

distinctly inferior, so far as we can make out, to the lowest type of

modern savage, the Australian. They were cannibals, as has been

lately shown by researches in Copenhagen. The lake villages in Switz

erland, on the other hand, show that Agriculture and the Pastoral life

flourished whilst the metals were still unknown, and that the introduc

tion of them was connected with barter and trade.

We are acquainted at present with a number of primeval manufacturing

localities, and of the commercial routes which were used in the rudest

times. It can be shown moreover that our civilization came not from Asia,

but from Africa ; and Heer has proved that the cultivated plants in the

Swiss lake villages are of African, and, to a great extent, Egyptian origin.

3. The corporeal development ofMan, and the different families, kinds,

and races of men, have been far less investigated than the corresponding

divisions of the Ape type. In many places the skulls discovered have

been few : but less than a year ago a whole cemetery of more than forty

human skulls and skeletons, belonging to the " reindeer period," was

discovered near Solutri, in France. We therefore now have consider

able material for arriving at conclusions respecting primeval man of this

period. There can be no doubt that man approaches more nearly in

bodily conformation to the animal, and especially his nearest relative,

the ape, the lower his stage of culture. As time goes on these charac

teristics gradually vanish : the forehead becomes more upright, the

skull higher and more dome-shaped, and the projecting countenance

gradually recedes under the skull. These changes are the result of

man's conflict with his circumstances, and to the mental labour which

that conflict entails.

Professor Virchow's lecture " On the Present State of

Pathology " was a resume of the history of the theory of

disease. After mentioning the practical evils arising from

the prevalence of false or superstitious ideas about the nature

of disease, he proceeded to show that,—

These popular ideas are due to an amalgamation through the medium

of the ecclesiastical literature of the middle ages, of conceptions com

mon to most Oriental nations of disease as an infection of the blood,

with the Greek or Hippocratic theory of it as the inharmonious mixture

of the four "humours," of which every portion of the body was sup

posed to consist. Both these views agreed in supposing the introduction

of a materies morbi into the system, which produced the infection

according to the one view, and the disharmony according to the other.

After the middle ages this "matter of disease" was conceived as an

irritant introduced into the peccant "humour." But the observation of

the gradual development of disease through a series of stages soon

gave rise to the supposition that it was a living substance of a vege

table or animal character ; and as the more minute organic beings

became known, a theory arose, which the late Dr. Schonlein endea

voured to carry out to its logical conclusions, that all disease was refer

able to the presence of parasitic agencies. The discussion which is still

rife, as to whether cholera, typhus, scarlet fever, &c, are the results of

the presence of microscopic germs in the body, has led by a very natural

confusion to the conception that in these germs we have the essence or

material of the disease itself.

Parallel to this view of disease as a material entity, we find that which

identifies it with an entity of an immaterial or spiritual character. This

was in the earliest times and still is, the belief of the Arabians and

Chinese. It seems an analogous conception to that of life as an entity

resembling the breath.- and a number ofpopular conceptions about disease

are traceable to it The reference of disease to an evil spirit or to the

devil, the care of the mother that her child should not be breathed upon

by a witch, and generally the belief in demoniacal possession, besides a

host of remedies, are derived from the same idea.

Opposed to both these conceptions of disease as an entity, is that

which arose in the middle of the last century, although traces of it are

visible still earlier—and which regards disease as inseparable from, and

to a certain extent a part of, the organism itself. This is the first step

on the road to truth, implying as it does the distinction between the

cause of the disease, which may be the introduction of a foreign

substance, and the disease itself, which is a state or process in the

organism diseased. Out of this view arose the further notion that

disease is a conflict between the organism and the foreign substance.

Whatever may be the accuracy of such an expression, the conception of

disease as an event or process is a familiar one. It is remarkable, how

ever, that it is not older than something over thirty years : and the

requisite nomenclature to express it is still wanting or imperfect both in

English and French. The next step was to connect Pathology more

and more with the study of healthy life, with Biology.

From this point of view we may define disease as " Life under altered

conditions." But this is too vague. Imprisonment is " life under

altered conditions," but it is not disease. The animal body possesses a

remarkable power of adapting itself to altered conditions ; and the

limit of this power is the boundary beyond which disease begins. It is

the inability of the body to eliminate disturbance of function produced

by alteration of condition. And the business of the physician is to

support and emancipate this power of elimination.

Parallel with this development of the conception of disease, we find a

growing delicacy in the analysis of its seat. At first a rough geogra

phical definition of its position in the head, breast, &c, sufficed. Then

disease was named more exactly after the organ affected : later still

after the different ways in which the organ was affected : until at length

we have come down to the tissues of which the organs are composed,

and still further to the minute cells of which the tissues are composed,

in order there to trace the rise and progress of disease in modifications

of these microscopical elements which are the really ultimate agencies

in the animal organism.

The lecturer concluded amidst loud applause, by urging

on statesmen the cultivation of accurate knowledge of the

conditions of popular health and well-being.

In the sections the following are amongst the more important papers

read:—Helmholtz, On Electric Oscillations ; Neumayer, On some Pre

parations for the Observation of the Approaching Transit of Venus in

1872 and 1882; Claus, On Compounds of Sulphur and Nitrogen;

Bottger, On the Absorption of Hydrogen by Palladium ; and On the

Coating of Glass and Porcelain ivith Platinum ; Wislicenus, On new

Researches into Lactic Acid; Virchow, On Old Scandinavian Skulls ;

Heidenhain, On the Influence ofthe Nervous System on Animal Neat.

The next meeting of the Association is to take place at Rostock.

Errata in \st Edition.

In p. 5 A, line 49. For " and other political scientific subjects " read

'4and on political and scientific subjects."

In p. 9 B, line 9. For " 1822" read " 1824."

In p. 19 b, line 48. For "Popes to Councils" read "Councils to

Popes."
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Second Edition, this day,

A. R. Wallace's The Malay Archi-

:Iago ; the Land of the Orang-Utan and the Bird of

'aradise. A Narrative of Travel with Studies of Man

and Nature. Two vols., crown 8vo., with 9 Maps and

50 Illustrations, 24J.

The Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone's ' Juventus

Mundi.' Gods and Men of the Heroic Age. With

Map. Crown 8vo., lof. 6d.

CHEAP EDITION, FIFTH THOUSAND,

Sir C. W. Dilke's 'Greater Britain:' a

Record of Travel in English-speaking Countries during

1866-7. With Illustrations, crown 8vo., 6s.

The British Expedition in Abyssinia.

Compiled from Official and Authentic Documents. By

Captain H. M. Hoziek, late Assistant-Military Secre

tary to Lord Napier of Magdala. 8vo. 91. [ This day.

AUTHOR'S POPULAR EDITION.

The Rt. Hon. John Blight's Speeches on

Questions of Public Policy. Edited by J. E. Thorold

Rogers. Crown 8vo., y. 6d. Eighth Thousand.

LIBRARY EDITION. Two vols., 8vo., with Portrait,

25*.

Historical Gleanings. A Series of Sketches:

Montagu, Walpole, Adam Smith, Cobbctt. By Jahes

E. Thorold Rogers. Crown 8vo., 4*. 6d.

Mr. Matthew Arnold's Works.

COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS. Two vols.,

extra fcap. 8vo., 6s. each.

ESSAYS ON CRITICISM. New Edition, revised

and enlarged. Extra fcap. 8vo., 6>.

The Russo-Indian Question Historically,

Strategically, and Politically Considered ; with a Sketch

of Central Asiatic Politics and a Map of Central Asia.

By Captain F. Trench, F.R.G.S., 20th Hussars.

Crown 8vo., -js. 6d.

Arthur Hugh dough's Poems and Prose

Remains. With a Selection from his Letters, and a

Memoir. Edited by bis Wife. With Portrait. Two

vols., crown 8vo., 21s.

Professor Roscoe's 'Spectrum Analysis.'

Lectures delivered in 1868. With Appendices, Maps,

Chromolithographs, and Engravings. Medium 8vo., 21s.

A Physician's Problems. By Chas. Elam,

M.D., M.R.C.P. Contents: Natural Heritage—On

Degenerations in Man—On Moral and Criminal Epi

demics—Body versus Mind—Illusions and Hallucina

tions— On Somnambulism— Reverie and Abstraction.

Crown 8vo., or.

Habit and Intelligence, in their connexion

with the Laws of Matter and Force. A Series of

Scientific Essays. By J. J. Murphy. Two vols., 8yo.,

16s.

A History of Chemical Theory, from the

Age of Lavoisier to the Present Time. By Ad. Wurtz,

translated by H. Watts, F.R.S. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Woman's Work and Woman's Culture j a

Series of Essays by

Feancis Power Cobbh.

Jessie Boucherett.

Rev. G. Butler.

Sophia Jex-Blake.

James Stuart, M.A.

Charles Pearson, M.A.

Herbert Mozlev.

Julia Wedgwood.

Eliz. Wolstenholme.

J. Boyd Kinnear.

Edited by Josephine E. Butler. Demy 8vo., ioj. 6d.

A Shakespearian Grammar : an Attempt

to Illustrate some of the Differences between Elizabethan

and Modern English. For the Use of Schools. By

E. A. Abbott, M.A., Head Master of the City of

London School. Extra fcap. 8vo., 2s. 6d. [This day.

To be Published in October, in royal %i>o., 2^ pp.

price Fourpence Weekly, No. 1 of

NATURE:
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EECENT PUBLICATIONS.

THE PARAGUAYAN WAR.

Just Published, post 8vo., cloth, with Maps, price $s.,

LA PLATA, BRAZIL, AND PARAGUAY, DURING THE

PRESENT WAR.

By COMMANDER A. J. KENNEDY, R.N.
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ENGLAND AND WALES.
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STANFORD'S TRAVELLING RAILWAY AND ROAD MAP OF

ENGLAND AND WALES.
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Mountains (giving the height of the latter in yards).
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INDIA.
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STANFORD'S NEW PORTABLE MAP OF INDIA:
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BY ORDER OF HER MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT.
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ORDNANCE SURVEY MAP OF ENGLAND AND WALES.

Prepared under t/te Superintendence 0/ COLONEL SIR HENRY JAMES, R.E., F.R.S.
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case, at an additional cost of is. 6d.

An Index Map, defining the contents of each Division, and distinguishing those divided .into two or four small

sheets, may be had gratis, on application, or will be forwarded per post on receipt of One Stamp.

A complete Catalogue of the Maps and other Publications of the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain and Ireland,

with Five Maps, can be had, price 6a.; per post, ^d. (New Edition now ready.)

GEOLOGICAL MAPS.

C A NA D A.

Just published ; scale, 35 miles to an inch ; on 8 sheets, size

of each, 24 inches by 21.

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF CANADA

And the adjacent regions, including parts of other British

Provinces and of the United States. By Sir W. E. Logan,

F.R.S., &c, Director of the Geological Survey of Canada.

The Geology of Canada is derived from the results of the

Canadian Geological Survey ; that of the other British Pro

vinces from the labours of Dr. J. W. Dawson, Professors

Jas. Robb, J. B. Jt'KES, and others; while that of the

United States is compiled under the authority of Professor

James Hall from various sources mentioned in "The Atlas

of the Geology of Canada."

Sheets, 3/. ioj. ; mounted in morocco case, 5/. $s.

' LONDON:

EDWARD STANFORD, 6 & 7, CHARING

;AGENT BY APPOINTMENT FOB THE SALE OF THE ORDNANCE MAPS

ENGLAND AND WALES.

Third edition, with corrections and additions ; scale,

ia miles to i inch ; size, 36 inches by 42.

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF ENGLAND

AND WALES.

By Andrew C. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S., and G.S., Local

Director of the Geological Survey of Great Britain, and

Professor of Geology at the Royal School of Mines.

This Map shows all the Railways, Roads, &c., and when

mounted in case folds into a convenient pocket size, making

an excellent Travelling Map.

Sheets, 251. ; mounted in case, 30J. ; on roller, varnished, yis.

Fifth edition ; scale, 28 miles to an inch ; size, 18 inches by 14.

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF ENGLAND

AND WALES.

BySir Roderick I. MuRCHisoN,Bt.,K.C.B.,&c, Director-

General of the Geological Surveys of Great Britain and

Ireland. On 1 sneer, $s. ; mounted in case, js.

By Authority of Her Majesty's Government.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF ENG

LAND AND WALES.

Published under. the superintendence of Sir Roderick I.

Murchison, Bart., K.C.B., &c, Director-General of the

Geological Surveys of the United Kingdom.

The Map is the Ordnance One-inch Series, specially

adapted, and coloured geologically ; arranged in no divisions,
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Some of the divisions are printed on a single sheet, si/e 27

inches by 40. Other divisions are printed on two or four

smaller sheets. Price of the large sheets, 8s. 6d. and 4s. ;

of the smaller, 3-r. and it. each.

For full particulars of the Maps, Sections, Memoirs, and

other Publications of the Geological Survey of the United

Kingdom, with Index Maps of England, Scotland, and Ire

land, showing the published sheets, see STANFORD'S

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY CATALOGUE, per post on

receipt of One Stamp.

IRELAND.

Scale, 8 miles to an inch ; size, 38 inches by 31.

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF IRELAND.

By Joseph Beete Jukes, M.A., F.R.S., Director of

H.M. Geological Survey of Ireland.

This Map is constructed on the basis of the Ordnance

Survey, and coloured geologically. It also shows the Rail

ways, Stations, Roads, Canals, Antiquities, &c.

On 2 sheets, 25J. ; mounted in case, 30$. ; on roller,

varnished, 324-.

INDIA.

Scale, 25 miles to an inch ; size, 80 inches by 68.

GEOLOGICAL MAP OP INDIA:

A general sketch of the Physical and Geological Features of

British India. By G. B. Ghbenough, F.R.S., F.G.S., &c.

With Tables of Indian Coal Fields, Minerals, Fossils, &c.

mounted to fold in case, or on roller,

varnished, 4/. 4s.

On 9 sheets, 3/. 3^. ;

In addition to the above, Geological Maps of the World.

Europe, British Isles, Scotland. Ireland, France, Belgium,

&c, &c, are published, and aie always kept in stock.

CROSS, S.W.

GEOLOGICAL STJEVEY MAPS, AND ADMIRALTY CHABTS.
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x. At Last.

xi. Metropolitan Conveyances.

xii. George Canterbury's Will. By the Author of 'East

Lynne,' ' Roland Yorke,' &c. With an Illustration.
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XX. A Painful Interview,

xxi. Captain Dawkes in Town.

xiii. Lord Reay and 'Big John Mackay.'

xiv. Semi-detached Wives.
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xvi. The Philosophy of Sea-sickness.

TRAVELS IN CENTRAL AFRICA,and Exploration

of the Western Nile Tributaries. By Mr. and Mrs. Pstherick. With Maps,

Portraits, and numerous Illustrations, 2 vols., 8vo.

THE ENCHANTED TOASTING-FORK: a Fairy

Tale. By the Author of " Out of the Meshes." Profusely Illustrated and hand

somely bound. 5s-

THE HISTORY OF THE PARAGUAYAN WAR. THE PILGRIM AND THE SHRINE; or Passages

By Captain Richard F. Burton, Author of "A Mission to Dahomey &c. In

1 vol., 8vo. With Map and Illustrations. [/* the Frets.

from the Life and Correspondence of Herbert Ainslie, B.A., Cantab. New and

Cheaper Edition, with Corrections and Additions, in 1 vol. js. 6d.

TINSLEY BROTHEKS' NEW and POPULAR NOYELS,

Heady this Day at every Library in the Kingdom.

LOVE STORIES of the ENGLISH WATERING PLACES. In 3 vols.

MY ENEMY'S DAUGHTER. A Novel. By Justin McCarthy, Author of "The Waterdale

Neighbours," " Paul Massie," &c. 3 vols.

THE CRUST and the CAKE. By the Author of " Occupations of a Retired Life." 3 vols.

"It is an admirable novel."—Examiner.

A COUNTY FAMILY. A Novel. By the Author of " Lost Sir Massingberd," &c. 3 vols.

THE WYVERN MYSTERY. A Novel. By J. S. Le Fanu, Author of " Uncle Silas," " Guy Deverell,"

" Haunted Lives," &c. 3 vols.

UP and DOWN the WORLD. By the Author of " Never—for Ever." 3 vols.

" This is a thrilling love story for the seaside." Daily Telegraph.

A LIFE'S ASSIZE. A Novel. By Mrs. J. H. Riddell, Author of " George Geith," " City and

Suburb," &c. 3 vols.

LOST FOOTSTEPS. A Novel. By Joseph Verey. ONLY A WOMAN'S LOVE. By the Earl of

3 vols.

THE GAGE OF HONOUR. By Capt. J. T. Newall.

3 vols.

MARTHA PLANEBARKE. A Novel. 3 vols.

THE BUCKHURST VOLUNTEERS. By J. M.

Capes, Author of "The Mosaic-Worker's Daughter." 3 vols.

Desart. 3 vols.

WEE WIFIE. A Novel. By ROSA Nouchette

Caret, Author of " Nellie's Memories." 3 vols.

OBERON'S SPELL. A Novel. 3 vols.

DAISIE'S DREAM. By the Author of " Recommended

to Mercy," &c.

TWO SHILLING EDITIONS OF POPULAR NOYELS,

To be had at every Railway-Stall and of every Bookseller in the Kingdom.

THE ADVENTURES OF DOCTOR BRADY. By

W. H. Russell, LL.D.

BRAKESPEARE. By the Author of " Guy Livingstone."

NOT WISELY, BUT TOO WELL. By the Author

of " Cometh Up as a Flower."

SANS MERCI. By the Author of " Guy Livingstone."

RECOMMENDED TO MERCY. By the Author of

" Sink or Swim ? "

MAURICE DERING. By the Author of "Guy

Livingstone."

THE ROCK AHEAD. By Edmund Yates, Author

of " Black Sheep, &c."

THE WATERDALE NEIGHBOURS. By JUSTIN

M'Carthy, Author of "Paul Massie," &c.

THE PRETTY WIDOW. By Charles H. Ross.

MISS FORRESTER. By theAuthor of "Archie Lovell."

BLACK SHEEP. By Edmund Yates.

BARREN HONOUR. By the Author of " Guy Living-

stone."

SWORD AND GOWN. By the same Author.

THE DOWER-HOUSE. By Annie Thomas (Mrs.

Pender Cudlipl, Author of " Denis Donne," &c.

THE SAVAGE-CLUB PAPERS (1867). With all the

Original Illustrations ; also, the Second Series, for 1868.

TINSLEY BROTHERS, 18, CATHERINE STREET, STRAND.
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"A LIBRARY IN ITSELF."

CHAMBERS'S ENCYCLOPEDIA,

DICTIONARY OF UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE FOR THE PEOPLE.

T^HIS important and elaborate work, complete in Ten volumes, contains 27,170 distinct articles, 3400

Wood Engravings, and 39 Maps, beautifully printed in colours. The Index of Subjects not having

headings of their own in the Work is comprehensive and exhaustive, containing some 17,000 references.

It includes every subject of any importance that has been i7icidcntally mentioned in the Encyclopedia,

and thus materially contributes towards rendering the Work—as was originally intended—

A DICTIONARY OF UNIVERSAL INFORMATION.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

" Nothing is omitted ; but everything is reduced to the

smallest dimensions compatible with lucidity. . . .• . We can

only in general terms very heartily commend this last and

greatest achievement of the Messrs. Chambers, in providing

' information for the people,' as almost without defect"—

British Quarterly Revicu>.

"A more useful, concise, and correct compendium of uni

versal knowledge it is impossible to conceive."—Scotsman.

" A compendium of learned and curious matter widely

varied The work he (the Editor) superintends is be

coming a treasury in which such mites of learning brought

together, form the wealth."—Blackwood's Magazine.

" The work before us may be safely pronounced a very

satisfactory production. It is not to be supposed that we have

had the time necessary to acquaint ourselves with a tithe of the

contents of the ten handsome super-royal octavo volumes of

which it consists. But we have done our best to submit them to

the test of a very searching scrutiny in several distinct branches

of learning. Is our object ethnographical or geographical infor

mation—we have here afforded to us the most 'extended' range

of 'observation,' and, literally, by the aid of the admirable maps

scattered up and down these volumes, we can ' survey mankind

from China to Peru.' . . . When we have said that the entire

Cyclopaedia of Messrs. Chambers is equal in bulk to about

half of The Benny Cyclopaedia, our readers will easily infer that it

is indeed a perfect store-house of useful information. In short,

there is no branch of information on which it may not be con

sulted with advantage by the worker or the general reader."—

Times.

"We have not once in an hour's 'dodging' among the mis

cellaneous work failed to find the answer to the question

proposed—after all, the most popular and most trying test of an

encyclopaedia. We are, moreover, assured on high professional

authority that the papers on medicine, anatomy, and physiology

are models of accurate condensation, contain ' quite as much

as outsiders can have any need to know;' .... and we can

can say for ourselves that the accounts of oriental creeds are,

considering their length, very remarkable essays, conveying much

information which to the majority of Englishmen will be abso

lutely new."—Spectator.

IN TEN VOLUMES, AT £\ 10s.

CHAMBEES'S ENCYCLOPEDIA

IS AT ONCE THE

CHEAPEST AND MOST COMPREHENSIVE WORK OF THE KIND,

EVER OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC.

W. & R." CHAMBERS, LONDON AND EDINBURGH.
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STRAHAN & CO.'S

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

A NEW BOOK. By Alfred Tennyson, D.C.L., Poet

Laureate. Small 8vo.

HISTORY OP RELIGIOUS THOUGHT IH ENG

LAND From the Reformation to the end of last

Century. By the Rev. John Hint, Author or An

Essay on Pantheism." Demy 8vo.

PEEPS AT THE FAR EAST. By Norman Mac

Leod, D.D. Small 4to.

OTHER FOLK'S LIVES. By M. B. Smedley.

Crown 8vo.

ODE COMMON FAITH. Popular Expositions of the

Apostles' Creed. By Bishop Ai.f.xancer, Dean

mTnsel, C. J. Vaughan, D.D., William Hanna,

DD„ Alexander Raleigh, D.D.. David Brown,

D.D., W. Lindsay Alexander, D.D., and others.

Small 8vo.

JESUS AND THE RESURRECTION. By the Rev.

Sami-el Cox. Author of "The Private Letters of St.

John," &c. Crown 8vo.

NEW POEMS. By Gerald Massey. Small 8vo,

MADAM HOW AND LADY WHY. By the Rev.

Chari.es Kingslev. Author of " The Water Babies."

With Illustrations. Small 8vo.

CHILD-PLAY. By the Authors of, and uniform with

" Child-World." With Illustrations. Square 32mo.

HEROES OF HEBREW HISTORY. By the Bishop

of Oxford. Post 8vo.

THE BYE-WAYS OF SCRIPTURE. A Series of

Biblical Studies. By E. H. Pi.vmitre M.A..Rector

of Plucklcy, and Professor of Divinity, King s College,

London. Crown 8vo.

KING GEORGE'S MIDDY. By William Gilbert,

Author of " The Magic Mirror." With Illustrations by

W. S. Gilbert. Crown 8vo.

STUDIES OF CHARACTER FROM THE OLD

TESTAMENT. By Thomas Guthrie, D.D. Second

Scries. Crown 8vo.

THE BOYS OF AXLEFORD. By Charles Camden.

With Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

MISCELLANIES FROM THE OXFORD SERMONS

AND OTHER WRITINGS OF JOHN HENRY

NEWMAN, D.D. Uniform with Dean Stanleys

" Scripture Portraits." Crown 8vo. ;

CONCORDANCE TO THE WRITINGS OF ALFRED

TENNYSON, D.C.L., Poet Laureate. Crown 8vo.

PROVERBS AND COMEDIETTAS. Written for

Private Rcprcsenlalion. By Percy I itzgerald,

M.A., F.S.A.. Author ol

&c. Crown 8vo.

CECY'S RECOLLECTIONS,

FIRESIDE HOMILIES. By Henry Alford, D.D.,

Dean of Canterbury. Smafl 8vo.

THE PEACE OF GOD. By W. Basil Jones, Arch

deacon of York. Crown 8vo.

THE SONGSTRESSES OF SCOTLAND. By Sarah

Tytlek, Author of" Noblesse Oblige."

SAVING KNOWLEDGE. Addressed to Young Men.

By Thomas Guthrie, D.D., and W. G. Blaikik,

D.D. Crown 8vo.

THE NEW TESTAMENT. Authorised Version Re

vised by Henry Alford, D.D., Dean of Canterbury,

ismo., Cheap Edition.

LAST WORDS IN DONCASTER. By C. J. Vaughan,

D.D., late Vicar of Doncaster. Small 8vo.

PRESENT-DAY PAPERS ON PROMINENT QUES

TIONS IN THEOLOGY. Edited by the Bishop of

Argyll. To be issued in Monthly Parts, price One

Shilling. I. THE ATONEMENT. [RtadyNav.l.

POCKET-VOLUME EDITION OF THE WORKS

OF ALFRED TENNYSON, D.C.L., Poet Laureate.

Ten vols. i8mo., in neat case.

THE BOY IN THE !BUSH. By Edward Howk.

With Illustrations. Crown 8vo.'

EARNEST WORDS FOR -EARNEST MEN. By

C. J. Vaughan, D.D., Master of the Temple. Small

8vo.

56, LUDGATE HILL.

r of " The Life of David Garrick

A Book for Girls. Cr. 8vo.

EDUCATIONAL WORKS

OF

DR. CORNWELL, F.R.G.S.

«A very useful scries of Educational Works, of which Dr. Cornwell is either author or editor. It ("The

Geography for Beginners") is an admirable introduction. There U vast difficulty in writing a good elementary

book, and Dr. Cornwell has shown himself possessed of that rare combination of faculties which is required for the

task."—John Bull.

Map Book for Beginners, consisting of

Twelve pages of Maps (above Seventy large and small).

is. td. ; ar. €ut. coloured.

Books of Blank Maps. Is.

Book of Map Projections. The Lines of

Latitude and Longitude only to the above Maps. II.

Questions on the Geography for Begin-

ncrs. 6*/.

Geography for Beginners. 26th Edition,

u. ; or, with 48 pp. of Questions, is. +d.

A School Geography. 43rd Edition.

31. td. : or, with 30 Maps on Steel, 51. td.

V Enlarged and revised, bringing down the informa

tion to the present time.

A School Atlas. 2s. 6d. ; or, 4s. coloured.

* * Recent Geographical Discoveries and Changes are

embodied in the current editions of the above Works.

The Young Composer; or, Progressive

Exercises in English Composition. 31st Edition,

II. td.

Key to the Young Composer. Price 3s.

Allen and Cornwell's School Grammar.

41st edition, 2J. red leather; is. gd. cloth.

Grammar for Beginners. 52nd Edition,

is. cloth ; gtl. sewed.

Select English Poetry. 14th Edition.

4*-

School Arithmetic. A First Book of

Practical Arithmetic, with an Inductive Explanation

of each Rule, and containing numerous Qi

for purely Mental Calculation. 9th Edition,

Key

uestions

is. td.

to School Arithmetic. With

numerous Suggestions, special and general, for teach

ing Arithmetic, as. td.

The Science of Arithmetic. A Sys

tematic Course of Numerical Reasoning and Com

putation, with very numerous Exercises. By James

Cornwki.l, Ph.D., and Joshua D. Fitch, M.A.

mh edition, corrected and enlarged, 41. td.

•»• In both Arithmetics the " Decimal System" is

explained, and numerous questions are proposed to be

salved by the Decimal Method. In the "Science of

Arithmetic" pp. 328 et seq. is an explanation 0/ the

" Metric System.")

London : SIMPKIN, MARSHALL & CO., HAMILTON & CO., WHITTAKER & CO.

Edinburgh : OLIVER & BOYD.

SWAN'S COPY BOOKS.

THE BEST. THE CHEAPEST.

These Books, so long known for

THE SUPERIORITY OF THEIR HEADLINES,

AND THE COMPLETENESS OF THEIR SYSTEM,

Are now issued in such Variety of Quality and Six*, as to suit the want of

EVERY TEACHER AT HOME OR ABROAD.

LIST OF PRICES AND KINDS, ALL ON SUPERIOR CREAM WOVE PAPER.

Foolscap 4to., 61 X 8.

Swan's "Royal "Copy Book One Penny.

"National" Copy Book . . Three Halfpence.

"Universal" Copy Book .... Twopence.

" Original Fine Foolscap" Copy Book Twopence.

New Size, 7 X 81.

Swan's " British" Copy Book . . Twopence Halfpenny.

Small Post 4to., 71 X 91.

Swan's "Imperial "Copy Book Fine . . .Threepence.

Large Post 4to., 81 X 101.

SWAN'S " Fine Large Post " Copy Book .. Fivepcnce.

Each of the above ki-ids contains thefollowing Fourteen

Progressive Numbers :—

1. Initiatory Lessons—First Book.

x ,, „ Second Book.

2' Combination of Letters and Words—First Book

n ,, Second Book.

3. Capital Letters.

4. Text and Capitals.

5. Text and Round Hand alternately.

6. Round Hand.

Round and Small alternately.

Large Post 4to. continued.

8. Small Hand.

9. Text, Round, and Small, alternately.

10. Figures, Multiplication Table.

it. Angular or Ladies' Hand.

13. Current Hand, Geographical.

SWAN'S Foolscap " Ornamental," No. 13 .. Fourpcnce.

Superfine Large Post 4to., 8i X 101, in Six

Numbers.

SWAN'S " Geographical " Copy Book .. Sixpence.

Four Engraved Head-Lines on each Page.

1. Cities and Towns. I 4. Mountains.

2. Lakes. 5- Waterfalls—Angular

3. Rivers. I 6. Glens. [Hand.

Extra Large Post 4to., Superfine Copy

Books, 0 X 11.

SWAN'S No. 13, Ornamental : No. 14, Mercantile : Nos.

15 and 16, Examination. One Shilling each.

Book-Keeping.

Engraved Single Entry, 5*- I Blank Books for ditto, M.

Engraved Double Entry, 6s. | Blank Books for ditto, zs.td.

Large Consumers can have their own Covers without Extra Charge.

Specimens may be seen at any Stationer's, or sent Post Freefrom the Publishers.

THOMAS MURRAY & SON, GLASGOW. MILLINGTON & HUSTON, LONDON.
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DEIGHTON, BELL & CO'S

PUBLICATIONS.

Cambridge Greek and Latin Texts.

Carefully Printed from the Best Editions.

This Scries Li intended to supply for the use of

Schools and Students cheap and accurate Editions

of the Classics, which shall be superior in mechanical

execution to the small German Kduions now current in

this country, and more convenient in form. As the

Editors have formed their Texts from a careful exami

nation of the best Editions extant, it is believed that no

Texts better for general use can be found. The

Volumes are Printed at the Cambridge University Press,

and arc issued neatly bound in cloth.

New Volume now ready.

P. Terenti Comoediae.
Gulielmls Wagner. Relcgit et Emendavit. Price 3J.

London: WHITTAKER & CO., AND

BELL AND DALDY.

Plautus, Aulularia. With Notes, Critical,

and Exegetical, and an Introduction on Plautian

Prosody. By W. Wagner, Ph.D. 8vo. c>r.

" The exegetical commentary is distinguished by the same

high qualities as the introduction, and the two form a most

valuable contribution to recent scholarship. It would, in

deed, be difficult to exaggerate the worth of such works as

these . ' '—Reader.

Plato's Apology of Socrates and Crito,

with Notes Critical and Exegetical, Introductory

Notices, and a Logical Analysis of the Apology. By

Wu.iiRi.M Wagner, Ph.D. Small 8vo. 4*. 6*?.

" Dr. Wagner, who has already established his reputation

in England by an edition of the ' Aulularia of Plautus,' and

by a more recent edition of ' Terence,' has now produced a

commentary on the 'Apology' and ' Crito,' which deserves

the attention of English scholars, and the special gratitude

of English schoolmasters."—Cambridge University Gazette.

Terence. With Notes Critical and Ex

planatory. By Wilhelm Wagner, Ph.D. Post.Bvo.

1 or. 6d.

"Dr. Wagner's edition of 'Terence,' though elegantly

got up, is quite unpretending in size and appearance, and

yet we are much mistaken if it does not hasten on and

greatly contribute to that more thorough study of the earlier

Latin poetry, of which we can perceive many signs here, as

well as in Germany, and even France."—Cambridge Uni

versity Gazette.

Theocritus. With short Critical and

Explanatory Notes. By F. A. Paley. Second Edition,

corrected and enlarged, and containing the newly dis

covered Idyll. Small 8vo. +r. td. \*Just published.

Theocritus. Translated into English

Verse by C. S. Calverlby, late Fellow of Christ's

College, Author of "Translations into English and

Latin." Small 8vo. js. 6d,

*' As we turn over his pages, wc meet at odd comers little

features nnd touches that remind us of his earlier poems and

translations, and recognise sparkles of the same happy

humour and perception which at once gave him a rank above

mere translators Wc felicitate the reading

public upon having gained a new version of him by a ripe

scholar and a poet of a curiously congenial taste for scenery

and word-painting."—Saturday Review.

Translations into English and Latin.

By C. S. Calverley, M.A., late Fellow of Christ's

College, Cambridge, Post_8vo. 7s. 6d.

A Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts

in the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge. By

Thomas Aufrecht, Professor of Sanskrit and Com

parative Philology in the University of Edinburgh.

1 vol. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Testamenta XII Patriarcharum ; ad fidem

Codicis Catabrigiensis edita : accedunt Lectioncs Cod.

Oxontensis. The Testaments of the *XII Patriarchs:

an attempt to estimate their Historic and Dogmatic

Worth. By R. Sinker, M.A. Small 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Cambridge School and College Text Books.

A Series of Elementary Treatises, adapted for the use

of Student* in the Universities, Schools, and Candidates

for the Public Examinations, uniformly printed in fcap.

8vo.

New Volume now ready,

Conic Sections treated Geometrically.

By W. H. Bbsant, M.A., Lecturer and late Fellow of

St, John's College. 4s. 6d.

Notes on the Principles of Pure and

Applied Calculation, and Applications of Mathematical

Principles to the Theories 01 the Physical Forces. By

the Rev. James Chalus, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.AS..

Plumian Professor of Astronomy and Experimental

Philosophy in the University of Cambridge, and late

Fellow of Trinity College. 8vo. 15*.

Pelicotetics, or the Science of Quantity.

An Elementary Treatise on Algebra and its groundwork

Arithmetic. ByARCHiBALDSANDEMAN, M.A. 8vo. 20s.

Cambridge : DEIGHTON, BELL AND CO.

London : BELL AND DALDY. J

NOTES and QUERIES, every Saturday,

price 4d.

What? When? Where? Who? Why?—

NOTES and QUERIES is established for the inser

tion and solution of such inquiries by literary men and

general readers. Published every Friday, price 4//. ;

sent by post for five stamps, by all booksellers and

newsmen. London, 43, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.

NOTES and QUERIES. — Especially

suited to lovers of literature in India and the Colonies.

NOTES and QUERIES. — Everybody's

Common-place Book.

NOTES and QUERIES. New Series.

ADDRESS.

Through the dictum of a friendly French critic, that Notes

and Queries is "presque aussi connue dans son genre, et

firesque aussi repandue que le Times et le Punch," goes a

ittle beyond the mark, it is, unquestionably, so far true that

Notes and Queries has become an institution with a large

class not only of professed students and men of letters, but

of intelligent readers, who avail themselves of its columns to

seek such notes and explanations as are from time to time

wanted, even by those who arc best informed.

If it were permitted to lift the veil, and show what

eminent scholars have sought information through Notes

and Queries, and what men no less eminent have furnished,

it would be seen that this is no empty boast.

Notes and Queries, which was established on November

?,rd, 1849, for the purpose of furnishing to all lovers of

itcrature a common-place book, in which they might, on

the one hand, record for their own use and the use of others

those minute facts—those elucidations of a doubtful phrase

or disputed passage—those illustrations of an obsolete

custom, those scattered biographical anecdotes or unrecorded

dates—which all who read occasionally stumble upon ; and,

on the other, of supplying a medium through which they

might address those queries, by which the best informed arc

sometimes arrested, in the midst of their labours, in the hope

of receiving solutions of them from some of their brethren,

is now to be found in the library of nearly every club and

literary institution, and in the hands of nearly every book-

loving man, and is widely circulated in our colonies and on

the Continent.

For twenty years Notes and Queries has gone steadily

increasing in circulation, usefulness, and the number and

importance of its contributors ; and speaking now from

such experience, it may unhesitatingly be affirmed that the

fourth series fully equals any of its predecessors both in

interest and value, and in its claim to the attention of

intelligent readers, as well as professed lovers of literature.

NOTES and QUERIES is published every

Saturday, price 47/., stamped $d.t by W. G. Smith,

43, Wellington Street, Strand, and by order of all book

sellers and newsmen.

NOTES and QUERIES. — Everybody's

Commonplace Book.

"Learned, chatty, useful."—Atftentrum.

NOTES and QUERIES: a Medium of

Intercommunication for Literary Men, General Readers,

&c, Ac. Every Saturday, price 4//. ; stamped $d.

Containing amusing Articles on some of the following

subjects:—

ENGLISH, IRISH, AND SCOTTISH HISTORY,

illustrated by original communications and Snedited Docu

ments.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of

eminent Men, and unrecorded tacts connected with them.

BIBLIOGRAPHY, more especially of English Authors,

with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their Works,

and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES AND FOLK LORE,

preserving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.

BALLADS AND OLD POETRY, with historical and

philological Illustration.

POPULAR AND PROVERBIAL SAYINGS, their

origin, meaning, and application.

PHILOLOGY, including local dialects, Archaisms, and

Notes on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY AND HERALDRY, including His

tories of Old Families, completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES AND RE-

plies, on points of Ecclesiastical History, Topography, Fine

Arts, Natural History, Miscellaneous Antiquities, Numis

matics, Photography, &c.

W. G. SMITH, 43, Wellington Street. Strand, W.C.

And by order of all Booksellers and Newsmen,

NOTES and QUERIES.

Price 4d.

Every Saturday,

NOTES AND OUERIES.

UNITED GENERAL INDEX.

Now Ready, price 15s. boards, containing Indexes to First,

Second, and Third Series, 1849—1867, bound in One

Volume, facility of reference being secured by having the

edges differently coloured as in the Post-office Directory.

"This 'United General Index' may be called a master

key, since it opens the door to information upon some

50,000 different headings, relating to almost every con

ceivable subject : so that even to those who do not possess

Notes and Queries the ' United General Index ' will prove a

very useful library companion."—Times, Jan. 13.

W. G. SMITH, 43. Wellington Street, Strand, and all

4 Booksellers and Newsmen.

Messrs. Bradbury, Evans & Co.,

PUBLISH

MR. CHARLES READE'S NOVELS.

In an uniform Library Edition of Ten Volumes, e»ch with

an Illustrated Frontispiece, and Title Vignette, well

printed, and neatly bound in cloth, at the following

prices :—

s. d.

1. IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO MEND . 5 o

a. CHRISTIE JOHNSTONE 36

3. PEG WOFFINGTON 36

4. HARD CASH 5 <,

5. DOUBLE MARRIAGE 4 o

6. THE CLOISTER AND THE HEARTH . 5 o

7. THE COURSE OF;TRUE LOVE NEVER

DID RUN SMOOTH ,6

8. LOVE ME LITTLE, LOVE ME LONG . 4 o

9. GRIFFITH GAUNT; OR JEALOUSY. . 5 o

10. FOUL PLAY. Also by DroN Bolxicault . 5 o

THE HANDY-VOLUME SHAKSPEARE.

A choice Miniature Edition""of Thirteen handy, elegant,

limp, little Volumes, printed with a new, clear, and

readable type, on a slightly toned paper of fine quality,

packed in a new and appropriate case, forming a desirable

ornament on the study or drawing-room table. A very

marvel of cheapness, in various styles of binding, as

follows :—

x.—it. is. Green cloth, limp, red'edges, and case.

2.—1/. 11s. 6d. Crimson French morocco, gilt edges, and

case.

3-—3^- 3*• , Best Turkey morocco, limp, gilt edges, and case,

with lock.

■4-—3^- 3*- . Best red Russia, limp, gilt edges, and case

with lock.

THE HANDY-VOLUME SERIES.

A Series of Handy Volumes—various, valuable, and popular

—most convenient in size, well printed, and extremely

low in price, each strongly bound in cloth, half-a-crown.

The following have already been issued :—

1. THE GORDIAN KNOT. By Shirley Brooks.

1. SHENSTONE'S F.SSAYS on MEN & MANNERS.

3. DR. JACOB. By Miss M. Betham-Edwards.

4. HAPPY THOUGHTS (from Punch). By F. C.

BURHAMD.

5. THE TALLANTS OF BARTON. By Joseph

Hatton.

6. ASPEN COURT. By Shirley Brooks.

7. OUT OF TOWN. By F. C. Blrnand.

8. THE TIN TRUMPET. By Horace Smith, Author

of " Rejected Addresses." {NowJirst acknowledged. )

THE ENGLISH CYCLOPAEDIA.

A library in itself ; and the best, cheapest, and most complete

of all KngHsh Encyclopaedias. As a digest of universal

knowledge, which shall serve for the popular and mis

cellaneous purposes of all, and at the same time furnish

materials and abstracts for those who are studying special

subjects, and aim at substantial and exact science, The

English Cyclop.edia may be confidently recom

mended. Now complete, in various styles of bindings,

as follows :—

1.—12/. <y. In Twenty-three Volumes, gTecn cloth, extra.

2.—14/. 13.C In Twelve Volumes, half calf, extra.

3.—15/. $s. In Twelve Volumes, half Russia.

KNIGHT'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

The best History extant, not only for, but also of, the people ;

the History for English Youth ; and as good a book

of the kind as ever was written— published at so low a

price as to make it practically as well as theoretically

a popular book. Illustrated with upwards of One

Thousand Steel and Wood Engravings, with an elaborate

Index and Table of Annals brought down to the present

year. Bound as follows:—

1.—3/. 16s. In Eight Volumes, cloth.

a.—5/. ss. In Eight Volumes, half calf.

LONDON: 85, FLEET STREET.
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HENRY SOTHERAN & CO.,

. NEW & SECOND-HAND BOOKSELLERS,

136, STRAND, LONDON.

The following Is a SELECTION from Iheir STOCK of

NEW BOOKS at unprcccdentedly LOW PRICES.

ALL NEW & PERFECT. °^'f."j_

STANDARD

TALMUDICAL, RABBINICAL,

Tublished at

£. s. d.

5 « o ANNALS OF THE KINGDOM OF

IRELAND. By the Four Masters, from

the Earliest Period to 1616 ; edited with a

translation and Notes by 0' Donovan.

Second edition. 7 vols., 410., bds. (1856) . 2 IS o

This valuable work contains the original

Irish text on the opposite page to the

translation.

3 3 o ALTAR SERVICE BOOKS, ofthe Church

of England. Elegantly primed on ribbed

fapcr. in red and black, with woodcut

nitials, Rubrics and Music. 1 vol., folio,

and 2 vols., 410., in neat cardboard boxes . o 14 o

o 18 o BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER, and

Administration of the Sacraments, with the

Psalter or Psalms of David, etc., every

page surrounded by an elegant woodcut

border, 8vo. cloth antique (Longmans, 1S64) o 6 o

.40 HARDING'S (J. D.) PICTURESQUE

SELECTIONS; 30 beautiful Plates of

Landscapes, Buildings, &c.,drawnon Stone

by the Artist, printed in facsimile of the

originals, mounted on tinted paper. Imp.

folio, new hf mor 380

, 5 o HIBBERDS !S.) NEW AND RARE

Beautiful-Leaved Plants. 54 Coloured

Plates ofOrnamental Foliage and Plants not

noticed in any other work, with descrip

tion. Impl. Svo., cl. (1870) o 16 o

6 6 o INTELLECTUAL OBSERVER: a Re

view of Natural History, Microscopic

Research and Recreative Science, with

numerous plates and engravings on wood.

laVols., 8vo., cl 3 3°

, , o KEMBLES HOR/E FERALF.S ; or,

Studies in the Archeology of the Northern

Nations. Edited by Dr. Latham and A.

W. Franks, with 34 plates, many coloured,

royal 410., cl 220

, , o MACINTOSH (SIR J.) MISCEL

LANEOUS WORKS, principally Philoso

phical and Political. 3 vols. leap. 8vo., cl. o 9 o

x j o MICHAEL ANGF.LO'S DRAWINGS

and STUDIES. Fac-similcs of the Ori

ginals in the University Galleries, Oxford.

56 plates. 410.. cl. gilt on 6

o is o PEACOCK'S (E.; ENGLISHCHURCH

FURNITURE, Ornaments, and Decora

tions, at the Period of the Reformation.

Illus. 8vo., cl 076

440 PENLEY'S ENGLISH SCHOOL OF

PAINTING IN WATER COLOURS:

its Theory and Practice. With 74 beautiful

coloured illustrations in the first style of

chromo-lithography. Royal folio . . . 3 3 o

„ 6RIDPATH'S BORDER HISTORY

of England and Scotland, from the Earliest

Times to the Union. Last edition, revised,

4to., bds 086

o 16 o ROMANCES OF THE WEST OF

ENGLAND; or, the Drolls, Traditions,

and Superstitions of Old Cornwall. Col

lected and edited by R. Hunt. 2 vols.,

post 8vo. cl 090

f, 6 oRUDING'S ANNALS OF THE COIN-

AGE OF GREAT BRITAIN AND

ITS DEPENDENCIES. Enlarged Edi

tion, with several thousand engraved Coins

on i^Q plates, 3 vols., 4to. cl 3 10 o

, 11 6 RAFFAELLE'S STUDIES, Fac-simtles

ofthe Originals in the University Galleries,

Oxford. 100 Plates. 410.. cl. .gilt . . . o 18 6

* 8 o WALTON'S (!:'..} PEAKS AND VAL

LEYS OF THE ALPS: 21 large and

exquisite Chromo-lithographs, coloured in

exact imitation of the Original water-

colour Drawings. With Text by Rev. T.

G. Bonney. Imp. fol., hf. mor. . . .440

„ ,8 o WEDGWOOD (JOSIAH) LIFE OF, with

Memoir of the Wedgwood and other

Families, and a history of the early Pot

teries of Staffordshire. By L. Jewitt. 145

engravings, 8vo. . o 10 6

. 4 o WOOD'S INDEX ENTOMOLOGI-

CUS ; a complete Illustrated Catalogue of

the Lcpidoptcrous Insects of Great Britain ;

with their Localities, &c. New Edition,

continued to the Present Time. With 2,000

beautifully coloured figures, royal 8vo„

new hf. mor 330

,,,6 WOOD'S INDEX TESTACEOLOGI-

CUS; an Illustrated Catalogue ofall known

Shells, British and Foreign. New edition,

revised, by S. Hanlev, with 3,000 figures

beautifully coloured after Nature, royal

8vo. new hf. mor. . ■ . ■ • • • .2126

H. SOTHEKAU- & CO.
tr.,., -i^ rnnstantlv on SA1_,K an unrivalled C<JL<-

LECTION of ELEGANTLY BOUND BOOKS,

especially ADAPTED for PRESENTATION,

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE PRIZES, he.

Great Central Book Establishment,

136, Strand, next Waterloo Bridge.

AND

HEBREW BOOKS,

ON SALE BY

DAVID NUTT,

270, STRAND, LONDON.

THE BABYLONIAN TALMUD, in

Hebrew, with all the Commentaries. Last Edition, in

fol. Warsaw, 1866. 21 vols. Sewed, uncut. 7!. 7s.

THE BABYLONIAN TALMUD, in

Hebrew, with all the Commentaries. In 12 vols., large

Svo. Warsaw, 1868. Half bound. The cheapest

Edition everpublished, il. 8s.

LE TALMUD DE BABYLON, traduit

en Francais, ct complete par celui de Jerusalem, et par

d'aulrcs monumens de l'antiquite' judaiquc, par l'Abbt"

Chiakini. 2 vols., 8vo. 1831. it. iJ. On vellum

paper, it. lis. 6d.

BUXTORFII Lexicon Chaldaicum Tal-

mudicum et Rabbinicum. Fol. Basil, 1630. Vellum.

a/. 5J.

New Edition, in course of

DAVID NUTT'S

Classical & Theological Publications.

publication, with additions by Dr. B. Fischer. 4to.

Parts 1—16 published. Each is. 6d.

LEVY (Rabbi Dr. J.), Chaldaisches

WSrterbuch fiber die Targumiin und cinen grosser!

Thcil des Rabbinischen Schriflthums. 2 vols, in one.

Imp. Svo., cloth. 1867. 30*-

OTHONIS Lexicon Rabbinico—Philo-

logicum auctum a J. F. Zaciiaria. umo. Altonx,

1757. Half bound. 7s. 6d.

SCHOETTGEN (Chr.), Horas Hebraiae

et Talmudicx. 2 vols., 4to. Lipsia:, 1733—42- With

portrait, calf, very rare. 4'- •**•

ZACUTI, Liber Juchassin s. Lexicon

Biographicum ct Historicum omnium virorum quorum

mentio fit inTalmude, Midrasch, Rabbach similibusque

Scriptis. Ediderunt J. Embden ct H. Eilipowski. 8vo.

1857. Cloth. 15s.

EISENMENGER, Entdecktes Juden-

thum oder grundlichcr Bericht, welchcr Gestalt die

verstockten Juden die Dreycinigkcit lastcrn und

verunehrcn, etc. 2 vols., 410. Konigsbcrg, 1711.

Calf. i&r.

FURST, Concordantiae Veteris Testa

ment! Hcbraicx ct Chaldaicx. Folio. Lipsia;, 1840.

3f. 3*.

FURST, Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon

to the Old Testament. Translated by Dr. Davidson.

Royal 8vo., cloth. 2IJ.

GESENIUS, Geschichte der Hebraischen

Sprache und Schrift. 8vo. Leipzig, 1816. Very

rare. 15*.

MAURER, Commentarius Grammatico-

Criticus in Vetus Tcstamcntum. 4 vols., Svo. 1835—

1848. 3"-

NOLDII Concordantire Particularum

Ebrxo-Chaldaicarum, cum annotationibus Tympii, etc.

Best Edition, 410. Jenac, 1734. 12s.

ROSENMULLER, Scholia in Vetus Tes-

tamcnnim. ai vols., 8vo. Lipsix, 1821—35. Last

Editions. An uniformly bound set in half calf. 10/. lor.

WOLFF (J. Chr.), Bibliotheca Hebraa.

4 vols., 4to. Hamburg, 1715. Very fine copy in

vellum. 3/. 3*.

BUXTORFII Concordantite Bibliorum

Hebraicx et Chaldaicx. Ed. Baer. 4to. Berlin,

1862. 2+r.

David Nutt's Guide to Modern Foreign

Theology, Philosophy, and Hebrew Literature. With

an Index of Subjects. 77 P»S°s. Tost free for 2 Stamps.

POETjE SCENICI GR.ECI,

Ex RECENSIO.VE ET CUM PrOLEGOMENIS

GUILIELMI D I N D O R F 1 1.

Fifth entirely New Edition, printed with Creek

Inscription Type.

The Text of this New Edition is carefully revised accord

ing to the best MSS., and Prolegomena and Critical Foot-

Notcs added. Imp. 8vo., cloth, 21s.

CICERONIS DE FINIBUS BONORUM

ET MALORUM Libri V. D. To. NicoLAts Mad-

VIGlfs recensuit et enarravit. Editio altera emendata.

8vo., 26J.

HOMER'S ODYSSEY. Edited, with Mar

ginal References, various Readings, Notes, and Appen

dices, by Henry Havman, Head Master of Si.

Andrew's College, Bradfield. Vol. I. (Books I. to VI.),

demy 8vo., cloth, 14s. (Vol. II. in the Press.)

SOPHOCLES, the Greek Text, with Annota

tions, Introductions, &c, by E. Winder. A new-

edition, with the Notes literally translated into English

and a Collalion of Dindorf 's Text. 2 vols. 8vo., cloth,

2IJ. Each ofthe Plays can be had separately, stitched

in a neat wrapper, lticc 3*.

TACITI OPERA. Ad Codices antiquos

exacta et emendato Commentnrio crilico et exegctico

illustravit F. RlTTER. 4 vols. 8vo., boards ^pub. at

281.), 16s.

CODEX ALEXANDRINUS. Novum Tcs

tamcntum Grxce ad fidem Cod. Alex, denuo accuratius

cd. B. H. Cowper. 8vo., cloth (pub. at iw.), price bs.

CODEX VATICANUS. Novum Testamen-

tum Grxce, ed. Anj;. Maius, ad fidcni editionis Rummx

accuratius impressum. 8vo., cl. (pub. at izr.), price 6j.

THE FOUR GOSPELS IN GREEK; with

Prolegomena, Nutcs, and References, for the use of

Schools and Colleges. By the Rev. H. C. Adams.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 9*. Separately ; St. Matthew, 2*. tW. ;

St. Mark, is. 6d. ; St. Luke, aj. ; St. -John, 2s.

THE NEW TESTAMENT : the authorised

English version ; with Introduction, and various Read

ings, from Uie most celebrated MS. of the original

Greek Text. By Const. Teschendorf, Being the

1000th volume of the Tauchnitz collection. Royal i6mo.

cloth, gilt edges, 2s. (xi. ; or cloth, is. ; or sewed, is. (*{

BENGELII GNOMON NOVI TESTA-

MENTI, in quo ex nativa verborum vi simplicitas, pro-

funditas, concinnitas, salubritas sensuum coelolium,

indicatur. Editio III., quinto recusa adjuvante J.

Steldel. Royal 8vo., cloth, price 12s.

GREEK CONCORDANCE TO THE

NEW TESTAMENT. Concordance omnium vocura

Novi Tcstamenti Graici, primum ab Erasmo Schmidio

editae, nunc secundum critices et hermencunccs nostrae

aetatis rationcs cmendatac, auctae meliorique ordine

dispositae cura Car. Hcrm. Bruder. New Edition, 1S67.

Royal 410., 2&r.

POCKET CONCORDANCE TO THE

GREEK NEW TESTAMENT. Concordantix Novi

Testamcnti Gneci,collaUe et in angustam deducta;. cum

Ononis Schmoller, Diaconi Uracensts. i6mo., cloth, 5s.

CALVINI COMMENTARII in PSALMOS,

cd. Tholuck. 2 vols., 8vo. (pub. at 9s.), 4J.

MALAN (Rev. S. C), THE HOLY

SACRAMENT OF THE LORD'S SUPPER, accord

ing to Scripture, Grammar, and the Faith. Crown Svo.,

bevelled cloth, 3J.

MALAN (Rev. S. C), PHILOSOPHY, OR

TRUTH ? Remarks on Dean Stanley's Jewish Church,

with other Haiii Words on Questions of the Day. 8vo.

cloth (pub. at 12s.), 5*.

DAVID NUTT,

FOREIGN AND CLASSICAL BOOKSELLER,

270, STRAND.
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JAMES NISBET& COMPANY

WILL SHORTLY PUBLISH:—

A Memoir of the late Rev. James

HAMILTON, D.D. By the Rev. W. Arnott, Edin

burgh. With Portrait. Post 8vo., cloth.

II.

He that Overcometh; or, a Con

quering Gospel. By the Rev. W. E. Boardman

Author of "The Higher Christian Life." Small crown

8vo., V. &/., cloth. IRtad,.

III.

The Book of Job. Translated from

the Hebrew. With Notes Explanatory, Illustrative

and Critical. By the Rev. John Nodlr Coleman

M.A., late Incumbent of Ventnor. 4to., cloth.

IV.

The Spanish Barber. By the Author

of "Mary Powell." Small crown 8vo., cloth.

Untmtdiately.

v.

Light and Truth—Bible Thoughts

and Themes—The Epistles. By the Rev. Horatius

Bonar, D.D. Crown 8vo., cloth.

A Memoir of the late Rev. W. C.

BURNS, Missionary to China. By Professor Islav

Burks. With Portrait. Crown 8vo., cloth.

VII.

Erling the Bold. A Tale of the Norse

Sea-kings. By R. M. Ballantyne, Author of " The

Lifeboat," &c, &c. Illustrations. Crown 8vo., cloth.

VIII.

The Lord's Prayer. Lectures by the

Rev. Adolph Saphir, A.B., of Greenwich. Small

crown 8vo., cloth.

IX.

Christ in the Word. By the Rev

Frederick Whitfield, M.A., Author of « Voices

from the Valley," &c. Small crown 8vo., cloth.

x.

Ballantyne's Miscellany of Enter-

taming and Instructive Talcs, &c. Price is. each

volume.

.. FIGHTING THE WHALES; or. Doings and Dan

gers on a Fishing Cruise.

». AWAY IN THE WILDERNESS; or, Life among

the Red Indians and Fur-traders of North America.

BOOSEY'S SHILLING ORATORIOS,

MASSES, AND

HYMN OF PRAISE.

HAYDN'S IMPERIAL

MASS.

GOUNOD'S ST. CECILE.

MOZART'S ;iaTH MASS.

ROSSINI'S STABAT MA

TER.

JUDAS MACCABjEUS.

THE MESSIAH.

CANTATAS.

WALPURG1S NIGHT.

BEETHOVEN'S MASS

IN C.

ACIS AND GALATEA.

MOZART'S REQUIEM.

DETTINGEN TE

DEUM.

ISRAEL IN EGYPT.

THE CREATION.

3- FAST IN THE ICE; or. Adventures in the Polar

Regions.

4- CHASING THE SUN; or, Rambles in Norway.

5' SV£^. AT SEA : or> the Adventures of Wandering

Will in the Pacific.

6- LOST IN the FOREST; or. Wandering Will's

Adventures in South America.

'' 0VER THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS; or. Wander

ing Will in the Land of the Redskin.

8. SAVED BY THE LIFEBOAT; or, a Tale of Wreck

and Rescue on the Coast.

* ™E CANNIBAL ISLANDS; or. Captain Cook's

Adventures in the South Seas.

"HUNTING THE LIONS; or, the Land of the

Negro.

"• DIGGING FOR GOLD ; or. Adventures in California.

» UP IN THE CLOUDS; or. Balloon Voyages.

'3- THE BATTLE AND THE BREEZE; or, the

* ighte and Fancies of a British Tar.

LONDON:

JAS. NISBET & CO., 21, BERNERS ST., W.

BOOSEY'S

SACRED MUSICAL CABINET.
A Library of Music for Voice, Pianoforte, Harmonium, and

Organ. Price is. each Number ; post free, is. id. each

»■ "r^Y-FOUR SACRED SONGS BY CLA-

*■ T-SE ME£?IAH' F0R PIANOFORTE SOLO.

3' lfiEr£"RE.AT,I0N' F0R PIANOFORTE SOLO.

* tw?XX°|-.V,STAR,ES F0R HARMONIUM

5' MONLUM SACREU WORKS, FOR HAR-

6. WELEY'S OFFERTORIES FOR HARMONIUM

1 art 1.

I WMrtH'S OFFERTORIES FOR ORGAN.

S'ANDRE AND HESSE'S VOLUNTARIES FOR

ORGAN OR HARMONIUM.

9' 1S-?„H.P.NDRED AND FIKTY CHANTS.

IO' AJ&,£PMS BV MODERN COMPOSERS.

11. SONGS FOR SUNDAY EVENING

"• ?-H,?RT,r>'0LUNTAR,ES FOR ORGAN.

I3' nwt^f CHRISTMAS CAROLS AND HYMNS.

mSS FRIDAY AND EASTER

'5' KMONIUMITHEMS* ARRANGED POR HAR-

,6' T wn™uTRwoRPDsLM AND HYMN TUNES

'7- TH-wr-?ASr\ICLES 0F THE CHURCH OF

'8- ^£&Ddtl^f$T,¥r£Ay**aB*' khue-

"" ^Ifti^JSkE^ll^ HAR"

HOUSEHOLD MUSIC.
A Series of Illustrated Music Books, printed from new type

on the finest toned paper. Price Sixpence each- Dost
free, yd. each. ' ■""■*

1. FIFTEEN HOUSEHOLD SONGS

z. TWENTY CHRISTY'S NEWEST SONGS
3. THIRTY SACRED SONGS. au"^-

4. NINE GEMS FOR THE PIANOFORTE

5. TEN GEMS FOR THE PIANOFORTE

6' T hTnofort! sacred pieces for the

7. LITTLE SONGS FOR LITTLE SINGERS

8. LITTLE PIECES FOR LITTLE PLAYERS

9 W4K25Sir; P^orah,- - satanella,-
"MARTHA," AND "MAUD."

10. EIGHTEEN NEW CHRISTY'S SONGS

... EIGHTEEN GERMAN VOLKSL1EDER, English

Words.

is. TWENTY HOUSEHOLD SONGS Second Scries

.3. TWENTY-FOUR SCOTCH SONGS.

"I he finest paper, the most elegant type, the prettiest

pictorial illustrations, all contribute to enhance the attrac-

tions of every number."—Illustrated London News.

~ BOOSEY'S SHILLING OPERAS,
FOR PIANOFORTE, in the MUSICAL CABINET

riTir TCAilfee'nnt?Kding OVERTURES.

GUILLAUML 1ELL .... ,, n.,™
DON JUAN . ... II V'SeS-

LUCREZIA BORGIA . . '. ' ' 7? "

DER FRE1SCHUTZ . . IS "

CRISPINO E LA COMARE. '. '. H "

IL TROVATORE .... S "

NORMA fa "

ROBERT LE DIABLE ..'.'' tl "

FIGARO it "

FIDELIO .... ' ' ' 11 "

IL BARBIERE DI SIVIGLIA '. '. fo "

SONNAMBULA ... 2 "

UN BALLO IN MASCHERA .' '. % "

LA TRAVIATA ... 7a "

MARTHA .... a "

THE GRAND DUCHESS'. ". ". '. T6 "

RIGOLETTO ... 7 fa "
ZAMPA .... . • * «g »

DOMINO NOIR ....■*' ;S "

DON PASQUALE ....'.'. 4l "„

This series of Operas has attained a celebrity possessed

by no other European edition, and is now in circulation

throughout the Continent, as well as in England, the British

Colonies, and America.

The following Operas may be had, handsomely bound in

volumes, price 6s. each :—

Vol. .. II Trovatore, La Traviata, Rigolctto, Un Ballo

in Maschera.

Vol. 2. Sonnambula, Norma, Lucrcria Borgia, Don

Vol' i rS^'i^' m' D»°.n Juan' Dcr Frefadmtr.
Vol. 4. Robert 1c Diable, Martha, Zampa, II Barbiere.

BOOSEY & Co., HOLLES STREET, LONDON.

DE PORQUET'S

STANDARD FRENCH WORKS

DEFRAN?.u?TS,le TK?3,P?.de l'ECOLIEB

3,M ' for turnl"E Ln8''sb into French at SighT

PEd^r,I^EiaLOCUTOB (Complement

PABISIAST GKAMMAH. 3s 6d.

CONVERSATIONAL EXERCISES, adanted
to the Parisian Grammar. 3r 6d ^XD^0' aaaP&ecl

FB^?bouAdND ENGLISH DICTIONAHY.

SECRETAIRE PARISIAN. 3s. 6d.

HISTOIRE d'ANGLETERRE. 3s 6d

m8Fr?e°?Y3,°SENGLANDt° *«-W Into

Now ready, .3th Edition, reviseTand corrected

ENGLISH SYNONYMES EX-

PLAINED ; in Alphabetical Order • with

copious Illustrations and Examples, 'drawn

from the best Writers. With an Index to

the Words. By George Crabb, A.M.

12th Edition with Additions and Corrections,

ovo., i$s., cloth.

Nowready, the 36th Thousand, post 8vo., price „ 6d

SOYER'S MODERN HOUSEWIFE

Comprising Receipts for the Economic and

Judicious Preparation of Every Meal of the

day and for the Nursery and Sick Room. By

« wS^E" S°YER- WUh I,1UStrati0-

tMffi£$££££? k"pcr of a kitchen -d

Also, by the same Author,

SOYER'S GASTRONOMIC REGENE-

RATOR; or System of Cookery for the

Kitchens of the Wealthy. With Plates. Ninth

Edition, 8vo. 15*. cloth.

Ninth Edition, foolscap, sr. id. sewed ; or, « doth

THE WATER CURE IN CHRONIC

DISEASE : an Exposition of the Causes,

Progress and Termination of various Chronic

Diseases of the Digestive Organs, Lungs,

Nerves, Limbs, and Skin ; and of their Treat

ment by Water and other Hygienic Means. By

James Man by Gully, M.D., L R C S and

F.R.P.S. Edinburgh, F.RM C.S Won, it

"Dr Gully's book is evidently written by a well-cdn<-!.trrf

medical man. ThU work is by far themostSi -rJu

-^'.ft" °n "ydropathy."-.<tt/un<ru,n. '

.;„. ,1 w . "['"^""ps.-'liich have been published respec-

Just published, foolscap, sr. &/. sewed ; or 3s cloth

A GUIDE TO DOMESTIC HYDRO-

THERAPEIA : the Water Cure in Acute

Disease. ByJames Manby Gully, M D Sec

Author ofthe "Water Cure in Chronic Disease."

Now ready, foolscap, price is. 6d., cloth

MEALS FOR THE MILLION. By

CRE-FYDD, Authoress of " Family Fare "

A Helpmate to Strict Economy, containing 12 c

Dinners, arranged for the Season ; Breakfast or

bupper Dishes; Dishesfor Invalids, &c. Suited

to Incomes varying from 100/. to 250/. a year.

Also, by the same Author, ,3th thousand, post 8vo., price

«. 6d., cloth,

CRE-FYDD'S FAMILY FARE: the

Young Housewife's Daily Assistant on all

Matters relating to Cookery and House,

keeping : containing Bills of Family Fare for

Every Day in the Year ; which include Break- ■

fast and Dinner for a Small Family, and Dinner

for Two Servants. Also, Twelve Bills of

Fare for Dinner Parties, &c.

goo'd™nse!^Ui!L^"en '"* " a modcl for ««*•* —

London: SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, & CO.,

Sutioners' Hall-Court.
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MESSRS. EIVINGTON'S LIST.

The Origin and Development of Religious

Belief. By S. Baring-Golld, M.A., Author of

" Curious Myths of the Middle Ages." Part I.

Heathenism and Mosaism. 8vo. 15*.

The Reformation of the Church of Eng

land; its History, Principle4;, and Results, a.d. 1514—

1547, By John Hrnrv Blunt, M.A., Vicarof Kcn-

nington, Oxford, Kditor of " The Annotated Book of

Common Prayer," Author of " Dircctorium Pastorale,"

ate., &c. 8vo. 161.

The First Book of Common Prayer of

Edward VI. and the Ordinal of 1549 ; together with the

Order of the Communion, 1548. Reprinted entire, and

Edited by the Rev. Hesky Baskkkville Walton,

M.A., late Fellow and Tutor of Merton College. With

Introduction by the Rev. Peter Goldsmith Medd,

M.A., Senior Fellow and Tutor of University College,

Oxford. Small 8vo. 6j.

Liber Precum Publicarum Ecclesise Angli-

canae. A Gulielmo Bright, A.M., et Petko Gold

smith Medd, A.M., Presbytcris, Collcgii Universitatis

in Acad. Oxon. Sociis, Latine redditus. In an elegant

gjeket volume, with all the Rubrics in red. New

dition. Small 8vo. 6s.

The Witness of St. Paul to Christ ; being

the Boyle Lectures for 1869. With an Appendix, on

the Credibility of the Acts, in Reply to the Recent

Strictures of Dr. Davidson. By the Rev. Stanley

Leathes, M-A., Professor of Hebrew, King's College,

London, and Incumbent of St- Philip's, Regent Street.

8w. 1of. 6d.

Curious Myths of the Middle Ages. By

S. Baring-Goild, M.A., Author of " Post-Mediaval

Preachers." &c. With Illustrations. New Edition.

Complete in one Volume. Crown 8vo. 6j.

Sketches of the Rites and Customs of the

Greco-Russian Church. By H. C. Romanoff. Second

Edition. Crown 8vo. ys. bd.

Newman's (J. H.) Sermons bearing upon

Subjects of the Day. Edited by the Rev. W. J.

CorELANO, Rector of Farnham, Essex. From the text

of the last Edition published by Messrs. Rivington.

In One Vol. Crown 8vo. Printed uniformly with the

" Parochial and Plain Sermons." [Nearly re/tdy.

The Annotated Book of Common Prayer ;

being an Historical, Ritual, and Theological Commen

tary on the Devotional System of the Church of England.

Edited by John Henky Blunt, M.A. Fourth Edition.

Imp. 8vo. 36*.

The Divinity of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ; being the Bampton Lectures for 1866.

By Henky Parry Liddon, M.A., Student of Christ

Church, and Chaplain to the Bishop of Salisbury.

Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. 5J.

Sermons preached before the University

of Oxford. By Henry Parry Lidpon, M.A., Student

of Christ Church, and Chaplain to the Bishop of Salis

bury. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 5s.

Apostolical Succession in the Church of

England. By the Rev. Arthur W. Haddan, B.D.,

Rector of Barton-on-the-Heath, and late Fellow of

Trinity College, Oxford. 8vo. lax.

The Dogmatic Faith : an Inquiry into the

Relation subsisting between Revelation and Dogma.

Being the Bampton Lectures for 1867. By Edward

Garbett, M.A., Incumbent of Christ Church, Surbiton.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 51. j

Annals of the Bodleian Library, Oxford,

from its Foundation to a.d. 1867 ; containing an Ac

count of the various collections of printed books and

MSS. there preserved ; w'th a brief Preliminary Sketch

of the Earlier Library of the University. By W. D.

Macray. M.A.. Assistant in the Library, Chaplain of

Magdalen and New Colleges. 8vo. 12*.

SOPHOCLIS TRAGOEDIAE,

Edited by R. C. Jedb, M.A., Fellow and Assistant Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge.

Tart I. The Electra. $s. 6d. Part II. The Ajax. y. 6d.

*0f Mr. Jebb's scholarly edition of the " Electra" of Sophocles we cannot speak too highly. The whole Play

bears evidence of the taste, learning, and fine scholarship of its able editor. Illustrations drawn from the literature

of the Continent as well as of England, and the researches of the highest classical authorities are embodied in the

notes, which are brief, clear, and always to the point.'—/.^Wo* Revietv.

'The Introduction proves that Mr. Jcbb is something more than a mere scholar,—a man of real taste and

feeling. His criticism upon Schlegcl s remarks on the Electra are, we believe, new, and certainly just.'—

U 'estminster Review.

JUVENALIS SATIRAE,

Edited by G. A. Simcox, M.A., Fellow and Classical Lecturer of Queen's College, Oxford.

Thirteen Satires. 3x. 6ef.

'Of Mr. Simcox's "Juvenal" we can only speak in terms of the highest commendation, as a simple, unpretending

work, admirably adapted to the wants of the school-boy or of a college pass-man. It is clear, conci-e, and

scrupulously honest in shirking no real difficulty. The pointed epigrammatic hits of the satirist are everywhere

well brought out, and the notes really are what they profess to be, explanatory in the best sense of the term.'—

London Review.

THUCYDIDIS HISTORIA,

Edited by Charles Bigg, M.A., late Senior Student and Tutor of Christ Church, Oxford. Second

Classical Master of Cheltenham College.

Vol. I. Books I. and II., with Introductions. 6s.

' Mr. Bigg in his "Thucydidcs" prefixes an analysis to each book, and an admirable introduction to the whole

work, containing full information as to all that is known or related of Thucydidcs, and the date at which he

wrote, followed by a very m.xstcrly critique on some of his characteristics as a writer.'—Atluiurum.

DEMOSTHENIS ORATIONES PUBLICAE,

Edited by G. II. Heslop, M.A., late Fellow and Assistant Tutor of Queen's College, Oxford.

Head Master of St. Bees.

Parts I. and II. The Olynthiacs and the Philippics. 4J. fi/.

*The annotations are scarcely less to be commended for the exclusion of superfluous matter than for the

excellence of what is supplied. Well-known works are not quoted, but simply referred to, and information which

ought to hare been previously acquired is omitted.'—At/uturum.

ARISTOPHANIS COMOEDIAE,

Edited by W. C. Green, M.A., late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Classical Lecturer

at Queen's College.

Part I. The Acharnians and the Knights. 4J. Tart II. The Clouds. 3^. 6d.

Part III. The Wasps. 3J. &/.

'The utmost care has been taken with this edition of the most sarcastic and clever of the eld Greek dramatists.*—

BelVs Weekly Messenger.

ISOCRATIS ORATIONES,

Edited by John Edwin Sandys, B.A., Fellow and Lecturer of St. John's College, and Lecturer

at Jesus College, Cambridge.

Part I. Ad Demonicum et Panegyricus. 4J. 6d.

* Isocrates has not received the attention to which the simplicity of his style and the purity of his Attic

language entitle him as a means of education. Now that we have so admirable an edition of two of his Works

best adapted for such a purpose, there will no longer be any excuse for this neglect. For carefulness and

thoroughness of editing, it will bear comparison with the best, whether English or foreign. Besides an ample

supply of exhaustive notes of rare excellence, we find in it valuable remarks on the style of Isocrates and the state

of the text, a table of various readings, a list of editions, and a special introduction to each piece. A» in other

editions of this scries, short summaries of the argument are inserted in suitable places, and will be found of great

service to the student. The commentary embraces explanations of difficult passages, with instructive remarks on

grammatical usages, and the derivation and meanings of words illustrated by quotations and references.'—Athcnxsmm.

A PERSII PLACCI SATIRARUM LIBER,

Edited by A. Pretor, M.A., of Trinity College, Cambridge, Classical Lecturer of Trinity

Hall. y. bd.

'This is one of the ablest editions published in the Catena Classicorum under the superintendence of

Mr. Holmes and Mr. Ih'gg. Mr. IVetor has adopted in his edition a plan which he defends on a general principle,

but which has really its true defence in the special peculiarities of his author. Mr. Pretor has given his readers

translations of almost all the difficult passages. We think he has done so wisely in this case ; for the allusions and

constructions are so obscure that help is absolutely necessary. He has also been particularly full in his notes.

He has thought and written with great independence. He has used every means to get at the meaning of his

author. He has gone to many sources for illustration. And altogether he has produced what wc may fairly

regard as the best edition of Persius in English.'—Museum.

SELECTIONS PROM MODERN FRENCH AUTHORS,

With English Notes. By Hknri'Van LAUN, French Master at Cheltenham College. Crown Svo.

Part I. Honore de Balzac. 3^. 6d.

'This selection answers to the requirements expressed by Mr. Lowe in one of his speeches on education,

where he recommended that boys should be attracted to the study of French by means of its lighter literature.

M. van Laun has executed the task of selection with excellent taste. The episodes he has chosen from the

vast "Human Comedy" arc naturally such as do not deal with passions and experiences that are proper tj mature

age. Even thus limited, he had an overwhelming variety of materials to choose from ; and his selection gives a fair

impression of the terrible power of this wonderful writer, the study of whom is one of the most important means

of self-education open to a cultivated man in the nineteenth century.'—Pall Mall Gazette.

ARITHMETIC, THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL,

Adapted for the use of Colleges and Schools. By W. H. Girdlestone, M.A., of Christ

College, Cambridge, Principal of the Theological College, Gloucester. Second Edition,

revised and enlarged. Crown 8vo. \Nearly ready.

' We congratulate Mr. Girdlestone on having produced a thoroughly philosophical book on this most useful

jject. It appears to be especially suited for older students, who, having been taught imperfectly and irrationally

in the earlier part of their school career, desire to go over the whole ground again from the beginning ; but in

the hands of an intelligent and discriminating teacher it may also be perfectly adapted to the comprehension of

young boys.*— Times.

London, WATERLOO PLACE ; Oxford, HIGH STREET ; Cambridge, TRINITY STREET.

LONDON: PUBLISHED BY JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET; AND PRINTED BY WILLIAM CLOWES AND SONS,
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A^rundel Society, or Society

for Promoting the Knowledge of Art by Copying

and Publishing Important Works of Ancient Masters.—

No. 24, Old Bond Street, W.

j^rundel Society.—Entrance

Donation, £1 if. ; Annual Subscription, £1 is. All

persons becoming Members before the 31st of December

will receive, in return for the subscription for the current

year. Two Chromo-Lithographs, viz.—1. The Adoration of

the Kings, after the fresco by Pietro Perugino, at Citta

dellaPieve: 2. S. Phillipo Benizzi Healing Children, after the

fresco by Andrea del Sarto, in the Annunziata, at Florence.

Particulars relating to the Society can be obtained, personally

or by letter, from

F. W. MAYNARD, Secretary.

No. 24, Old Bond Street, W.

^Jie Annual Publications of

_ the ARUNDEL SOCIETY are in course of DISTRI

BUTION to those Members who have paid their Subscrip

tions.—24, Old Bond Street, W.

j\/£ineralogy and Mining.—

ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES, JERMYN STREET.

Mr. WARINGTON W. SMYTH, M.A., F.R.S. will

commence a Course of Fortv Lectures on Mineralogy,

at 1 o'clock, and Sixty Lectures on Mining, at half-

past 3 o'clock, on Monday, the 8th of November; to be

continued on each succeeding Tuesday, Thursday, Friday,

and Monday, at the same hours. Fee for each Course, 4/.

TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

Jndian Civil Service.—Mr. J.

Northcote receives Resident and Non-resident Pupils

to be prepared for the above. Address 37, Maida Vale,

London, W.

gamuel P. Eagleton, LL.D.,

Sedglcy, Staffordshire, receives Five Pupils, not under

*4 years of age, and prepares them for the Military and

Ci\il Service Examinations, and for University Scholarships.

I crms high, but dependent upon success.

Bank of South Australia.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, 1847.

fetters of Credit and Bills

issued upon Adelaide and the Principal Towns in

South Australia. Drafts negotiated and collected. Money

received on deposit for fixed periods, the terms for which

'-lay be ascertained at the Offices of the Bank, 54, Old

Inroad Street, E.C.

WILLIAM PURDY, General Manager.

FOKEIGN BOOKS at FOREIGN PBICES.

XVTilliams and Norgate have

published the following CATALOGUES of their

Stock :—

1. CLASSICAL CATALOGUE.

1. THEOLOGICAL CATALOGUE.

3. FRENCH CATALOGUE.

4. GERMAN CATALOGUE.

5. EUROPEAN LINGUISTIC CATALOGUE.

6. ORIENTAL CATALOGUE.

7. MEDICAL CATALOGUE. Medicine, Surgery, &c.

8. NATURAL HISTORY CATALOGUE. Natural

History, Chemistry, Mathematics, &c.

9. ART CATALOGUE. Art, Architecture, Painting,

Illustrated Books.

10. SCHOOL CATALOGUE. Elementary Books,

Maps, &c.

it. ITALIAN CATALOGUE.

12. SPANISH CATALOGUE.

13. FOREIGN BOOK CIRCULARS. New Books, and

New Purchases. (Published periodically.)

14. SCIENTIFIC BOOK CIRCULARS. New Books

and Recent Purchases. (Published periodically.)

Any Catalogue sent Post Freejor One Stamp.

Williams & Norgate, Importers of Foreign Books, r4,

Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London ; and 30, South

Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

This day, in demy 8vo., with Portrait, price Ss. &/.,

Jpriedricli Wilhelm Krum-

macher: an Autobiography. Edited by his Daughter,

and Translated by the Rev. M. G. Eastox, A.M.

In royal 8vo., double columns, price i8r.,

A DICTIONARYand CONCORDANCE

of the Names of Persons and Places, and of some of the

more remarkable Terms which occur in the Scriptures of

the Old and New Testaments. Compiled by William

Henderson, M.D.

Tn crown 8vo., price 6s.,

THE METAPHYSICS OF ETHICS.

By Emmanuel Kant. Translated by J. W. Semple,

Advocate. New Edition. With an Introduction by Rev.

Henry Cai.dkrwoou, LL.D., Professor of Moral Philo

sophy, University of Edinburgh.

Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark. London : Hamilton and Co.

Just published, Second Edition, Two Vols., £1 6s.,

with important new Chapters,

"A/find and Brain ; or, The

CORRELATION of CONSCIOUSNESS and

ORGANISATION. By ThomasLaycock, M.D., Pro

fessor of the Practice of Medicine, University of Edinburgh

London : Simpkin, Marshall, and Co. Edinburgh ;

Machlachlan and Stewart.

rp
ie Academy for Germany

and EASTERN EUROPE.—Mr. Alphons DI'kk,

of Leipzig, begs to announce that he has been appointed by

Mr. Murray, Agent for the supply of THE ACADEMY

in Germany and Eastern Europe.

\* Books for Review may be sent to the care of Messrs.

Williams and Norgatk'k Agents on the Continent :

and Advertisements and Orders for THE ACADEMY

to be sent direct to Alphons Dckr, Leipzig.

Fourth Thousand, is. 6d. ; by return of post, if. jd.

ie Roman Index and its lateT1
PROCEEDINGS: A Second Letter to Archbishop

Manning. By the Author of "The Church's Creed or

the Crown's Creed."

Also, Fifteenth Thousand, is. 6d. ; by post, is. ?d.

THE CHURCH'S CREED OR THE

CROWN'S CREED.

J. T. Hayes, Lyall Place, Eaton Square ; and Simpkin.

Just published.

os. De La Rue and Co.'s

INDELIBLE RED LETTER DIARIES for 1870,

in several sizes, and in a great variety of plain and orna

mental bindings, may now be had of all Booksellers and

Stationers.

Th

(Limited to 100 Copies of each.)

]\/£r. Ashbee's Occasional Fac-

Simile Reprints. Nos. I. to VII. are now ready.

Prospectuses forwarded on application to Mr. E. W.

Ashdeb, 17, Mornington Crescent, London, N.W.

"Rooks.—A Catalogue of

6,oco Superior SECOND-HAND BOOKS in

General Literature, Ancient and Modern, including many

not generally met with; and a series of Annotated Catalogues,

comprising purchases from 20 valuable Libraries. Each

post free for two stamps.—Henry Sugg, 32, Henrietta

Street, Covent Garden.

A B C Piitent Despatch Box.

JENNER and KNEWSTUB'S newly-Invented

Patent ABC, and 1, 2, 3, Despatch Boxes. 'General con

venience, ready access to papers, and methodical arrange

ment.'—Post. ' Will meet especially the requirements of

literary, legal, and official persons,'—Star. 'A boon to all

lovers of order.'—Illustrated London News. 'A great

improvement in the construction ofdespatch boxes.'—Record.

' Every part has its own merit.'—Atltepucum. ' Entitles the

inventors to the gratitude of all who keep their papers in

order.'— Times. Price from ioj. 6d.

The ELGIN WRITING CASE, invented by Jenncr

and Knewstub, price from One Guinea in morocco. *Thc

invention is a most useful one. Some honour belongs to the

inventors.'—Times. Illustrated Lists post free.

Jenner and Knewstub, to the Queen, Dressing Case

Makers, Heraldic Stationers, Engravers, and Die Sinkers.

Designs for Dies made without charge. 33, St. James's

Street, and 66, Jermyn Street.
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"MTessrs. Patrick and Simpson,

Auctioneers of Literary Property, Music, Antiqui

ties and Works of Art, be^ to announce that their season

h;.s now commenced, and.thc SALES will take place almost

daily throughout the season. Consignments in large or

>m.dl quantity can at any time be received.

47, Leicester Square, W.C.

Established [in Piccadilly] 1794-

Music and Musical Instruments.—

November Sale.

A/Tessrs. Puttick and Simpson

->"*-*- w;n SELL by AUCTION, at their House, 47,

Leicester Square. W.C, on MONDAY November 1.5, and

following Day, a COLLECTION of MISCELLANEOUS

MUSIC in all Classes; also. Valuable Musical Instruments,

numerous Modern Pianofortes (Two nearly new 7-octave

tirands by Broadwood). Harmoniums, Violins, Violoncellos

and Double Basses, by Cremona and other makers.

Catalogues sent on receipt of two stamps.

Extensive Collection of Books, including the

First Portion of the Stock of Mr. E. Palmer,

of Paternoster Bow.—Eight Days' Sale.

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson

-"-*- wi|I SELL by AUCTION, at their House, 47,

Leicester-square, W.C, on THURSDAY, November 18. and

following days (Sunday excepted), an Extensive COLLEC

TION of BOOKS in all Classes of Literature, the Library

of an Admiral (deceased:, the Library of a Lady ofl itle, &c:

also the FIRST POR1TON of 'he STOCK of Theological

and Miscellaneous Books of Mr. E. PALMER, of Pater

noster Row, retired from Business.

Catalogues sent on receipt of Four Stamps.

library of the late C. T. Swanston, Esq., Q.C.,

P.B.S., F.S.A., &o.-Eight Days' Sale.

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson

will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, 47,

I ciccster-sauarc, W.C, on THURSDAY, December 2,

and foUowSg days, the' SECOND and CONCLUDING

PORTION of the very Extensive LIBRARY of the late

C T SWANSTON, Esq., comprising Rare and Curious

Books in every Class of Literature, English and Foreign,

the result of nearly half a century's ardent research.

Catalogues arc in the press.

Oriental, Rabbinical, and Biblical Literature ;

important Collection of Books and MSS.

Messrs. Puttick and Simpson
-L'-L will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, 47,

Leicester Square, W.C, VERY SHORTLY, an important

COLLECTION of BOOKS and MSS., the Collection of a

Distinguished Amateur : comprising Hebrew MSS. of the

Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries, Rare Hebrew Printed

Books or early date (some printed in the Fifteenth Century;,

and curio -is Works in Oriental and Biblical Literature.

Catalogues arc preparing, and further particulars will be

given.

Important Sale of the Remainders of Illustrated

Works.—Four Days' Sale.

Messrs. Hodgson will Sell by

AUCTION, at their Rooms, 115, Chancery Lane,

WC, on TUESDAY, November 16, and Three following

days, at 1 o'clock, the REMAINDERS of HIGH-CLASS

ILLUSTRATED WORKS, Elegant Gift-Books, Photo

graphic 'Table-Books, Architectural Works, Books of Travel,

and Standard Modern Publications of all Classes, the pro

ductions of several eminent publishing firms.

To be viewed, and Catalogues had.

Miscellaneous Books, the Library of a Civil

Engineer, &o—Six Days' Sale.

Messrs. Hodgson will Sell by

AUCTION, at their Rooms, 115, Chancery Lane,

W.C, on THURSDAY, November 35, and Five following

Days (Saturday and Sunday excepted), a large COLLEC

TION of BOOKS, including the Library of a Civil

Engineer, deceased, and a Clergyman's Library from

Sussex ; comprising Guillim's Heraldry—Brooke's Cata

logue of Nobility—Berry's Kentish Genealogies—Gregson's

Lancashire Fragments—Rainc's North Durham—Hors-

lield's Sussex, a vols.—Gage's Suffolk—Glover's Derbyshire,

a vols.— Boydcll's Shakspcarc, 8 vols— Owen Jones's

Alhambra, 2 vols, large paper—Roberts's Egypt and Nubia,

m parts—Blomfield's Norfolk, n vols.—Ncale's Seats,

*i vols —Archasologia Cantiana, 5 vols.—Bewick's Birds

and Quadrupeds, 3 vols.—Standard Theological Works by

English and Foreign Writers—Modern Literature of all

Classes— Important Foreign Scientific Periodicals—Valuable

tieolog cal and other Maps—Books relating to Mines,°&c.

To be viewed, and Catalogues had.

The law Library of the late Lord Juitice Selwyn.

Messrs. Hodgson will Sell by

AUCTION, at their Rooms, ns, Chancery Lane,

W C on MONDAY, December 6th. at 1 o'clock (by

order of the Executors), the Valuable LAW LIBRARY of

the late Right Hon. Sir C J. SELWYN, comprising the

Year Books, Camden's Britannia, Gibson's Codex. Dugdale s

Orieines, Tanner's Notitia Monastica, Pickering's Statutes

at Large, Chilly's Statutes, Phillimorc's International Law,

and other Practical Works ; also a scries ol The Reports in

the House of Lords, and Courts of Chancery and Common

Law, to the present time ; as well as the old Reporters, the

whole carefully noted up in the margins.

To be Viewed, and Catalogues had.

Life Assurance

COMPANY.

Established A.D. 1806.

No. 15, New Bridgk Street, Blackeriars, London, E.C.

Rock

Directors.

Lieut.-General Sir G. St. P.

Lawrence, K.C.S.I., OB.

C. T. Lucas, Esq.

J. D. Magens, Esq.

C. Rivaz, F-sq.

W. B. Towsc, Esq.

H. Tritton, Esq.

S. H. Twining, Esq.

G. P. Bidder, Esq.

J. G. Hudson. Esq., M.r.

D. A. Freeman, Esq.

G. A. Fuller, Esq.

J. Goddard, Esq.

R. Hudson, F.sq., F.R.S.

S. Laurence, Esq.

T. H. Longden, Esq.

The Rock Lief. Assurance Company, which has been

established upwards of HALF A CENTURA, has an

ACCUMULATED FUND of more than THREE MIL

LIONS STERLING, invested in Mortgages on Land, and

other first-class securities :—

£ '■ a.

Viz., on the 20th of August, 1868.......... 3,'72,°°4 "5 8

Sum Assured, inclusive ui Bonus Additions,

at that date 5,380,750 a "

Estimated Liability thereon (Northampton

Table of Mortality. 3 percent, interest).. 1,481,569 ° 4

That is /ess than one-hat) the Fund invested.

Total Amount of Bonus Additions made to

Policies 2,895,059 19 9

Amount of Profits divided for the Seven

Years ending 20th August, 1868 S37,h9 7 °

Annual Income • 314,807 *4 3

Total Claims paid, inclusive of Bonus

Additions J',";'" 6'<^,o44 7 I

Copies of the Annual Reports and Balance Sheets, as well

as of the Periodical Valuation Accounts, Tables of Rates,

and every information to be obtained on application.

JOHN RAYDKN, ^tftary.

H. W. PORTER, Sub-Actuary.

Pelican Life Insurance
■*- COMPANY,

Established in 1797.

70, Lombard Street, City, and 57, Charing Cross,

Westminster.

Directors.

Henry R. Brand, Esq., M.p.

Octavius E. Coope, Esq.

John Coope Davis. Esq.

Henry Farquhar, Esq.

Charles E. Goodhart, Esq.

J. A. Gordon, Esq, M D..F.R.S.

Kirkman D. Hodgson, F.sq.

Henry L. Holland, Esq.

Sir J. 'Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S.

John Stewart Oxley, Esq.

Benjamin Shaw, Esq.

M. Wyvil, Jun., Esq.

FINANCIAL POSITION.

Total Amount Insured, with Bonus Additions.. _C3.°°7.43i

Liability on the same, at 3 per cent. Interest . . . 846,712

Accumulated Funds ■ *,227,253

Annual Revenue from Premiums A92,7S7

„ from Interest j057>IO3

149.950

The whole invested in Government, Real, and other lirst-

class Securities, in addition to which the Assured have the

guarantee of a large and wealthy proprietary.

For Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal apply at the

Offices as above, or to the Agents of the Company.

ROBERT TUCKER, Secretary and Actuary.

" Many cases are from time to time occurring,

which prove the value of Dr. Locock's Wafers

above all other Medicines for Pulmonary Disease,

Coughs, Colds, &c."

From Mr. Ince Gamis, Medicine Warehouse, Yeovil.

THE

" For 20 years I have recommended Dr. Locock's

Wafers as very excellent for Coughs, Colds, and all

Disorders of the Chest and Lungs. I take them

myself during the Winter."

From Mr. W. Ireland, Chemist, £gremonl,Cumber!and.

DR. LOCOCK'S

PULMONIC WAFERS
give Instant Relief to ASTHMA, CONSUMPTION

COUGHS, COLDS, and all Disorder* of the Breath and

Lungs. They have a pleasant taste.

Sold by all Medicine Vendors, at is. lid and is. gd. per box,

Beware 0/ Counterfeits.

CONSERVATIVE

LAND SOCIETY.

The Eighteenth Year.

INVESTMENT FOR CAPITAL AND SAVINGS.

Investors may be either Shareholders or Depositors, or

both, if the latter, without becoming members of the So

ciety and in both departments the privilege of prompt

withdrawal of money invested is given. On shares the

interest paid is at the rate of five per cent, per annum, with

participation of profits above that rate. On deposits the

fixed interest is four per cent, per annum. Interest for

shares or deposits paid half-yearly. There is no partnership

liability of any kind. Prospectuses or the Share, Deposit,

and Building Advance Departments sent free of charge to

any pan of the world. Office hours from 10 to 5, except on

Saturdays, and then from 10 to a o'clock.

Trustees.

Viscount Ranclagh and J. C. Cobbold, Esq., M.p.

Executive Committee.

Chairman—Viscount Ranclagh,

VUe-Chairman—Colonel Brownlow Knox.

Bourke, Hon. Robert, M.P.

Cobbold, J. C, Esq.

Curric, H. W., Esq.

Goodson, Tames, Esq.

Holmes, T. Knox, Esq.

Jervis, Colonel, m.p.

Mcyrick, Colonel.

Newcomen, C E., Esq.

Palk, Sir Lawrence, Bt.,M.P.

Talbot, Hon. and Rev.W.C.

Winstanley, N. W., Esq.

Patrons and General Committee (composed of Noblemen.

Members of Parliament, and other Gentlemen;, arc up

wards of Eighty in number.

Secretary—Charles Lewis Grunciscn, Esq., F.R.C.5.

Offices :—33, Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.C.

THE

United Land Company,

LIMITED.

The operations of the United Land Company, Limited,

comprise :—

1 The purchase of Freehold and Leasehold Property of

' every description, and the sale thereof, either in the

gross or in detail,

a The purchase, enfranchisement, and sale of CopyhulJ

Estates in any part of the United Kingdom.

3 The subdivision of Estates into Lots, and the leasing or

sale of them, affording to buyers of land or houses, by

" the machinery of the Company, the facility and accom

modation of payment by easy instalments, monthly,

quartclly, half-yearly, and yearly.

4. The creation and sale of Ground Rents.

5 The carrying on the business of a General Land and

Building Company in all branches and departments.

In addition to the estates acquired by the Company from

the Conservative Land Society, on the 30th of September,

1868, in Middlesex, Surrey, Sussex, Herts, Kent, Essex.

Berks, Oxfordshire, Suffolk, Hampshire Worcestershire,

Nottinghamshire, Herefordshire, Staffordshire, Lancashire,

Cornwall; the Directors have been enabled to purchase pro

perties at Muswell Hill, Fulham Fields Edgwarc Road,

Willesden and Kilburn (Middlesex), Sheemess (Kent ,

Portsmouth (Hants), West Hill, Putney (Surrey), Welling

borough (Northamptonshire), Forest Gate (Essex).

The United Land Company, Limited, was formed as an

adjunct to the Conservative Land Society (enrolled under

6 and 7 Will. IV., cap. 32, as, "The Conservative LeneLt

Building Society"',, for the purpose of extending, with a fixed

capital, the operations in Land and Building, heretofore

carried on under the " Friendly Societies Acts.

The Conservative Benefit Building Society continues to

carry on the business authorised by its certified Rules, that

is, making advances for building on the purchases of land

from the United Land Company, Limited.

Prospectuses of the Company will be forwarded on appli

cation to the Secretary, or can be obtained at the Omo.-s,

where plans of the properties for sale in various counts

can be seen.

CHARLES LEWIS GRUNEISEN, Secretary.

Offices :—33, Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.C.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

FIFTY FORTHCOMING BOOKS.

The Visit of the Prince of Wales to the East.

2.

The " Rob Roy" on the Jordan, by John Macgregor.

3-

A New Volume of Poems, by Alfred Tennyson.

4-

Memoir of Dr. fames Hamilton, by Rev. TV. Amot.

5-

At Home with the Bretons, by Mrs. PalUser.

6.

Life and Letters of Faraday, by Dr. Pence Jones.

7-

Peeps at the Far East, by Dr. Norman Macleod.

8.

The Church and the Age : a Scries of Essays.

9-

The Talmud, by Emanuel Dcutsch.

10.

Heroes ofHebrew History, by Bishop Wilbcrforce.

11.

Memoir of Sir David Brewster, by Mrs. Gordon.

12.

Letters of Sir George Comcwall Lewis.

13-

Transatlantic Sketches by G. J. Chester.

'4-

Life ofa Naturalist in Greenland, by Robert Brown.

<5-

Round-about Piccadilly, by H. B. Whcatley.

,6-

The Unkind Word, by the Author of Jolin Halifax.

17-

Among my Books, by James Russell Lowell.

18.

Lectures on Morality, by the Rev. F. D. Maurice.

19-

Ecclesia : a Series of Essays, edited by Dr. Reynolds.

• 20.

Life of Jane Austen, by Rev. J. E. Austen Leigh.

21.

iVotes on Italy, by Mrs. Nathaniel Hawthorne.

22.

Piccadilly : an episode, by Laurancc Oliphant.

23.

Markfianis Life of Sir Thomas Fairfax.

24.

Students' Songs, by Dr. Blackic.

The Discovery ofthe Grca t West, byFrancisParkman.

26.

Frondes History of England. Nczv Volumes.

27.

Biography of Challerlon, by Daniel Wilson.

2S.

Missionary Travels in Asia Minor,byJ. VanLennep.

29.

L'Estrange s Life ofMary Russell Mitford.

3°-

Scrambles Among the Alps, by Edzoard Whympcr.

Life of Percy Bysshe Shelley, by W. M. Rossetti.

32.

Memoir of Rev. IV. C. Bums, by Rev. Islay Burns.

33-

Three Weeks in a Prison at Pckin, by H. B. Loch.

34-

Alpine Flowers, by W. Robinson.

35-

Miscellaniesfrom the Writings of Dr. Newman.

36.

Notes on Burgundy, by C. R. Weld.

37-

Sloughtons Ecclesiastical History of England. r*™„,.

3§-

Life ofJohn Gibson, R.A., edited by Lady Eastlake.

39-

St. Louis and his Times, by Mrs. Bray.

4°'

Francis the First andother Studies, byA . B. Cochrane.

41.

A Visit to Queensland, by Charles H. Allen.

42.

Vice-Regal Life, by Sir William Dcnison.

43-

Iernc ; or the Sacred Isle, by W. Stcuart Trench.

44-

Lay Sermons and Addresses by Professor Huxley.

45-

The Byczvays of Scripture, by Rev. E. HPlnmpin:

46.

Earnest Wordsfor Earnest Men, by Dr. Vaughan.

47-

Five Years in British Guiana, by Joseph Beaumont.

48.

Burtons History of the Paraguayan War.

49-

The Songstresses of Scotland, by Sarah Tytler.

50.

From England to Delhi, by John Matheson.

The above, and many other Work3 of General Interest, will be added to Mudie's Select Library, when ready, in Numbers

proportioned to the anticipated demand.

Revised Lists of the Principal Books lately added to the Collection, and Catalogues of Surplus Copies withdrawn for Sale at

greatly reduced prices, are now ready, and will be forwarded on application.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

CITY OFFICE-a, KLXG STREET, CHEAPSIDE.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.

LIFE ASSURANCE.

THE NORTH BRITISH AND MERCANTILE INSURANCE COMPANY'S BOOKS,

For the Year 1869, Close on 31ST December.

Tiitending Assurers are reminded that Policies opened on or before that date will secure one year's additional Bonus

as compared with later Entrants.

The Profits are divided every Five Years.

Nine-Tenths of the Whole Profits on the Life Business are allocated to the Participating Policies.

THE NEXT DIVISION WILL BE MADE AS AT 31ST DECEMBER, 1870.

During the Three Years, 1 865-1 868, of the current quinquennialperiod, the Company has issued 2825 New Policies,

Assuring £2,388,208 ; the Annual Premiums thereon being £78,008 \os. 3d.

The ACCUMULATED FUNDS specially invested to meet the obligations in the Life and

Annuity Departments amounted as at 31st December, 1868, to... ...

In Addition to which there is the paid-up Capital of the Company ...

The Subscribed but Unpaid Capital amounts to

The REVENUE in the Life Department for the year 1S68 consisted of :

Life Premiums

Interest on Funds, &c.

£1,750,000 o o

267,532 17 8

93,210 10 II

£2, 1 12,450 13 o

£250,000 o o

£360,743 8 7

CHIEF OFFICES:-

EDINBURGH : 64, PRINCE'S STREET. LONDON : 61, THREADNEEDLE STREET.

Forms of Proposals, Tables of Rates, and every information, may be obtained at any of the Company's Offices,

Branches, or Agencies throughout the country.

DAVID SMITH, General Manager.

Edinburgh, November, 1869. JOHN OGILVIE, Secretary.

ALLNUTT'S FRUIT LOZENGES,

For Couglts, Colds, Sore Throats, Hoarseness, &*c.t

Prepared solely from

THE BLACK CURRANT.

^hese Lozenges, in which the

acidity of the Black Currant is concentrated in the

highest degree, afford great relief to Aged and Consumptive

Persons, particularly ai night. Public Speakers and Singers

also find them very beneficial. A few, dissolved in water,

make a pleasant Cooling Drink in Scarlet and other Fevers.

A-s attempts to pass off other Black Currant Lozenges as

equally efficacious are numerous, be careful to ask for

"ALLNUTT'S FRUIT LOZENGES," prepared only by

the Proprietor, FREDERICK ALLNUTT (late Ali.nltt

& Son, Members of the Society of Apothecaries, London),

12 and 13, Chapel Row, Portsea.

Sold only in Boxes, at is. lid. each, and in larger Boxes

ionc containing three), at is. 6d. each, by one or more

Jatent Medicine Vendors in each town in the United

Kingdom. Where also may be had, prepared by the above

AROMATIC FUMIGATING OR PASTILE PAPER.

This article, from the certainty of its smouldering and its

great fragrance, is found invaluable in the sick room, or on

a sea voyage, in removing the closeness of the room or

cabin, and in overcoming any unpleasant effluvia, from

whatever cause arising. A small piece allowed to smoulder

in the dining-rooin towards the close of the meal renders the

apartment more agreeable.

Sold in Packets, 6d. each. A packet forwarded free by

Post on receipt of Six Stamps.

Qpencer's Pulmonic Elixir.

"\Yhen a Person takes Cold,

Immediate Relief may be secured by the use of

SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR. It possesses every

property which can be beneficial in cases of Colds, Coughs,

Asthma, and all Complaints of the Chest and Lungs.

SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR may be had of all

the principal Druggists and Medicine Vendors throughout

the World. In Buttles at is. i\d. and 2s. cfd. each.

Only Silver Medal awarded at Paris Exhibition.

Xndigestion Removed.—

MORSON'S PEPSINE WINE, Powder, Lozenges,

and Globules are the successful and popular Remedies

adopted by the Medical Profession for Indigestion.—Sold in

Bottles and Boxes from is. , with full directions, by Thomas

Morson and Son, Southampton Row, Russell Square,

London, and by all Pharmaceutical Chemists.

In 5 Volumes, post 8vo., cloth, £4 ; or, with the Figures o*

Species Coloured, £5 5*.

British Conchology; or, an

Account of the Mollusca which now Inhabit the

British Isles and the surrounding Seas. By John Gwyn

Jeffreys, F.R.S., F.G.S.,etc.

Each Volume has a Coloured Frontispiece and Eight

Plates to illustrate the Genera : and the List Volume has

102 Supplementary Plates, with Figures of all the Species and

principal Varieties of the Shells, being altogether 147 Plates.

JOHN VAN VOORST, 1, Paternoster Row.

Now ready, -zs. each,

By Sara S. Hennell, Author of "Present Religion."

Qomparativism : explained as

a principle which involves Necessary Antagonism of

Religion to Positivism.

COMPARATIVE METAPHYSICS, Is

Method the Reverse of that of Science, argued to be the

means, in reality, to the deepest kind of Harmony with

Science.

London : Trubncr and Co.

A tlases. Maps. Globes.—

^cottish Provident Institution.

EDINBURGH—6, St. Andrew Square.

LONDON—18, King William Street, E.C

In this Society alone, members can assure with right to

share in whole profits at moderate premiums.

In other offices they may assure at rates as low, but with

out any prospect of additions or : they may obtain the right

to profits, but only by payment of excessive rates.

TRANSFER OF ASSURANCES.

From its very moderate rates this Society is peculiarly

suited to the case of those who may have reasons for discon

tinuing their policies and assuring afresh in an Office of

undoubted stability. Even after several years this may be

effected without much [if any) pecuniary loss.

REALISED FUNDS, from accumulation of Premiums

alone, above j£ 1,500,000—the increase in 1.868 being no less

than ,£133,000.

SUBSISTING ASSURANCES, ^6,500,000.

For full information as to INVESTMENTS see the

Annual Reports, of which Copies may be had on appli

cation.

The " Insurance Register" (Kent and Co., London) gives

inquirers the means of judging as to the financial position of

the various offices. The f.icts there brought together show

that no Office gives evidences of greater progress or stability

than the

SCOTTISH PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.

NEARLY READY.

In super royal 8vo., with a Map and 80 Illustrations,

price 1/. ior.f in extra cloth.

Journal ofa Landscape Painter

in Corsica. By Edward Lear. With 80 Illustrations

(40 full page) drawn on Wood by the Author.

London : Robert John Beesii, 32, Charing Cross, S.W.

Price if., is. ad. post-free.

4-Q Slip History Papers, con-

Just Published, a NEW CATALOGUE of

selected Atlases, Maps, and Globes, published or sold by

Edward Stanfokd, Wholesale and Retail Mapscller,

6 and 7, Charing Cross, London, S.W., comprising Atlases

of Ancient ami Modern Geography ; Physical, Biblical,

Anatomical, Historical, and Educational Atlases; Maps of

the World, Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, Great Britain,

India, Canada and the Colonies, London and its Environs ;

a new scries of School Maps ; Relief Maps; the Useful

Knowledge Society's Series ; also selections from the

Geological and Ordnance Survey Maps. Free on applica

tion, or by Post for One Stamp.

London : Edward Stanford, 6 and 7, Charing Cross,

S.W., Agent by Appointment for the sale of the Ordnance and

Geological Survey Publications, and the Admiralty Charts,

taining 600 Questions on the History of England,

arranged on a Chronological Basis, and adapted to all

School Histories {as Collier's, Smith's, Markham's, Gold

smith's, White's, Knight's, &c): accompanied by a few Hints

orPractical Advice to Students and Candidates at Exami

nations. By A. Albites, LL.B. A New Edition.

London: Simpkin &. Co. Birmingham: Cornish Brothers.
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The most complete Encyclopedia in the English Language.

THE ENGLISH CYCLOPEDIA,

rPHE new Re-issue of the English Cyclopaedia is now complete, and the publication

of the supplementary matter, bringing each Division down to the latest date, has

commenced, thus constituting this Work the newest and most complete Cyclopaedia in the

language. Each Division is a perfect work by itself, apart from the set

Now ready, cloth, 15J.,

THE SUPPLEMENTARY VOLUME OF GEOGRAPHY,

THE OTHER SUPPLEMENTS WILL FOLLOW IMMEDIATELY.

COMPLETE WITH SEPARATE INDEX.

In 24 volumes, 4to., cloth ........

„ 12 „ „ half calf extra .......

„ 12 „ „ half red russia .......

DIVISIONS.

GEOGRAPHY.

In 5 volumes, 4to., cloth (with SUPPLEMENT)

„ 2 „ „ half calf extra ....

,, 2 „ „' half red russia ....

NATURAL HISTORY.

In 4 volumes, 4to., cloth ......

„ 2 „ „ half calf extra ....

„ 2 „ „ half red russia ....

ARTS AND SCIENCES

In 8 volumes, 4to., cloth ......

„ 4 „ „ half calf extra .....

„ 4 „ „ half russia .....

BIOGRAPHY.

In 6 volumes, 4to., cloth ......

„ 3 „ „ half calf extra ....

„ 3 „ „ half red russia ....

The Supplementary Volumes as they are produced will be extra to

£ s. d.

price 13 40

,, 15 7 o

15 19 o

£ * d.

price 2 17 o

360

price 220

2 10 o

„ 2 12 o

price 4 16 o

5 12 o

5 16 o

price 330

3 12 o

3 IS o

the above prices.

Quarterly Review.—" The English Cyclopedia is a work that,

as a whole, has no superior, and very few equals, of its kind ; that, taken

by itself, supplies the place of a small library, and, used in a larjre library,

is found to present many points of information that are sought in vain

in many other Cyclopaedias in the English language."

The Times.—" As regards the contents of this Cyclopedia, it is im

possible to give any sufficient impression of an aggregate which includes

somewhere or other all the information general. y required upon every

conceivable topic. The most complete Biographical Dictionary in the

English language."

Saturday Review.—" Its great recommendation is not its com

parative cheapness (though the cost only averages about half-a-guinea a

volume), but its originality, completeness, and general trustworthiness."

Macmillan's Magazine.—"Whoever wants an Encyclopaedia,

extensive and yet cheap, and compiled throughout on the principle of

compendious and accurate information on all subjects rather than on

that of collected individual dissertations, cannot do better than procure

the ' English Cyclopaedia' of Mr. Charles Knight"

Daily News.—" In its completed form, the English Cyclopaedia is

destined, we are sure, to prove of immense value. It is well written,

and its vast stores of knowledge are so arranged as to be readily acces

sible. It is so copious that the student need not doubt that he will find

the information he may reasonably expect in a work which is offered to

him as a New Dictionary of Universal Knowledge."

LONDON: BRADBURY, EVANS, AND CO., 11, BOUVERIE STREET, E.C.
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WHITTAKER'S ALMANACK for 1870.

rJhe Best, most Complete, and

most Useful ALMANACK every produced »n this

Country, will be Published on the 25th inst. Price, ONE

SHILLING. May be had of all Booksellers, Stationers,

and Newsvendors.

In 8vo., pp. 588, price i6j. cloth,

'TUme and Space : a Metaphy-

sical Essay. By Shadworth H. Hodgson.

This work propounds a theory which covers the whole

ground of Speculative Philosophy. It solves the contradic

tions supposed by Sir W. Hamilton inherent in the idea of

the Infinite.

Part I. contains an Analysis of Perception, and Associa

tion of Ideas.

Part II. contains the Laws of Logic, with a Criticism on

Hegel.

London : Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Nearly ready.

]\/[usa3 Etonenses sive Carmi-

num Etonsc Conditonim Delectus. Tomus II.

Edidit Ricardus Okes, S.T.P. Coll. Regal. Apud

Cantabrigiensis Praepositus.

Eton : E..P. Williams. Cambridge : Deighton, Bell, and Co.

London: Bell and Daidy.

Nearly ready.

J^ertum Carthusianum Flori-

bus Trium Saeculorum Contextum. Cura Gulielmi

Haig Brown, Scholx Carthusiarue Archididascali.

Cambridge : Deighton, Be!!, and Co.

London : Bc'l and Daldy.

THESAURUS SILUHICUS.

In Demy 4to., price i8j.

HThe Flora and Fauna of the

SILURIAN PERIOD, with Addenda (from recent

acquisitions). By John J. Bigsby, M.D., F.R.S., etc., etc.

JOHN VAN VOORST, i, Paternoster Row.

Just published, price Half-a-Crown, PART XII. of the

Journal of Transactions of the

VICTORIA INSTITUTE, containing Papers by Dr.

McCausland, on " Some Uses of Sacred Primeval History,"

and by Rev. C. A. Row, on "The Relation of Reason to

Philosophy, Theology, and Revelation," with the Discussions

thereon.

Also, price Half-a-Crown,"

ANALYSIS OF HUMAN RESPONSI

BILITY, by the Rev. William J. Irons, D.D., Pre

bendary of St. Paul's, being the Papers read before the

Victoria Institute.

London: R. Hardwicke, and Bell and Daldy.

Just ready.

Qermons inTown and Country.

By the Rev. J. T. Jeffcock, M.A., Vicar of Wol-

stanton, formerly Incumbent of St. Saviours, Hoxton.

Bemrosc and Sons, ar, Paternoster Row.

Now ready, price 6s. <xr\,

The Ladies in Parliament, and other Fiecea.

Republished with Additions

and Annotations. By G. O. Trhyelyan, late

Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge, and Author of the

*' Competition Wallah."

'The brilliancy of Mr. Trevelyan's style is only surpassed

by its liberality of thought.'—Morning Post.

Cambridge : Deighton, Bell & Co.

London : Bell & Daldy.

rFo Book-buyers.—Nattali and

BOND'S GENERAL CATALOGUE for 1869,

r ^uprising 2,400 ^Engli^h and Foreign Books in all Classes

of Literature, is now completed, and will be forwarded, post

free, for Six Stamps. Libraries purchased.—23, Bedford

Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C.

ftecond-hand Book s.—
T. RUSSELL SMITH'S CATALOGUE for

NOVEMBER, containing 1,000 Articles, is worth the

notice of Book Collectors. Sent on receipt of a Postage

Label.—36, Soho Square, London, W.

"Present Books.—S. W. Partridge

and Co., 9, Paternoster-row, London, will be happy

to >end Complete Lists of their New Illustrated and other

Hooks adapted for School Prizes, Presents, &c , free per

return for one stamp.—Saloon Show Room, as above, open

from 10 till 6 ; Saturdays till z.

jjow to Read, Write, and

Speak. Letters to a Student. Second and Cheaper

Edition. By E. W. Cox, Serjeant-at-Law. Price 6s. 6a,

Law Times Office, 10, Wellington-street, Strand. '

Just published, in crown 8vo., price js- 6d., cloth,

graces ofHistory in the Names

of PLACES : with a Vocabulary of the Roots out of

which Names of Places in England and Wales are formed.

By Flavell Edmunds.

London : Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Volume the First, in 8vo., price 12s. , cloth,

(Comparative Grammar ofSan-

SKRIT, GREEK, and LATIN. By. W. H. Ferrar,

M.A. Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, Dublin, To

be completed in one more volume.

London: Longmans and Co. Dublin: W. M'Gce.

Second edition, in medium 8vo., price 5*., cloth.

JJospitalism and Zymotic

DISEASES, as more especially illustrated by Puer

peral Fever, or Metria ; a Paper read in the Hall of the

College of Physicians, in March and April, 1869, before the

Obstetrical Society of Dublin : also a Reply to the Criticisms

of Seventeen Physicians upon this Paper, delivered July 10,

1869. By E. Kennedy, M. D.E., and T.C.D., F.K.Q.C.P.,

etc.. Past President of the College of Physicians.

London : Longmans and Co. Dublin : Fannin and Co.

Just published, in 8vo, price 17s., cloth,

A Sketch of the Character of

JESUS: a Biblical Essay. By Dr D. Schenkel,

Professor of Theology in the University of Heidelberg, and

Kirchcnrath in the Grand Duchy of Baden. Translated

from the Third German edition.

"This is a book of no small importance." — London

Quarterly Review.

"Those who aspire to lead thought in the Church will do

well to peruse this book, for it contains much that is

important and interesting, and is written in a very genuine

style, and is evidently the result of much careful research

and reflection." -English Churchman.

"Professor Schenkel endeavours to serve the cause of

evangelical truth by setting forth what is noble and great in

the life and teaching of the Saviour, holding him up as the

Light of the World. His book is therefore constructive.

The spirit and tone in which he writes is calm and even

reverential, diametrically opposed to the icy coldness of

Strauss."—Athencr-um.

"There arc in this work passages of great power and

beauty."—British Quarterly Review.

" In an appendix are added some critical and historical

illustrations which arc well worthy the attention of the

English reader."— Westminster Review.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Lately Published, in folio, price 21J., cloth.

TJniversal Proportion Table.

Equivalent to a Slide Rule, 13 feet long, and afford

ing the means of working Multiplication, Division, or Pro

portion, by mere inspection of three or four ligurcs. By

J. D. Everett, D.C.L., F.R.S. £., Assistant Professor of

Mathematics in the University of Glasgow.

%* Particularly adapted to scientific reductions, for which

it has been successfully employed by eminent scientific men.

London : Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

Fourth Edition, 21s.

J-Jo\v to Work with the Micro-

scope. By Dr. Lionel Beale, F.R.S. 400 Illus

trations.

Harrison, Pall Mall.

NEW WORK BY DR. BEALE, F.B.8.

Now ready, ss. 6W.,

"Protoplasm ; or, Matter, Force,

udUFE.

JOHN CHURCHILL AND SONS.

A GUINEA BOOK for 12s. 6d.

yust ready, Crown $to. Printed in the Jinest manner on

Toned Paper, and elegantly bound in cloth,

gilt ana inlaid.

GEM3 OF NATURE AND ART.

Illustrated with 24 very beautiful Coloured Plates combining

the perfection of colouring with the most exquisite and

artistic taste. The Letterpress descriptions arc most interest

ing, and calculated both to instruct and to amuse. Alto

gether the book is not only admirably adapted for a

Christmas present or a handsome addition to the drawing-

room table, but upon inspection the impossibility of its

being surpassed by any volume of a similar character to be

published this season will be at once admitted.

London: Charles Griffin & Co., 10, Stationers'

Hall Court.

On November 15 will be published,

A NEW EDITION,

Small 4/0, with ^o Illustrations 0/ remarkable places,.

objects, and incidents as they appeared and occurred

in the Olden Time,

Handsomely bound in cloth, gilt, price 5/.,

The Hallowed Spots of Ancient London.

Historical, Biographical, and Antiquaiiatu

By ELIZA METEYARD.

As the city of their empire, London must ever have a pecu

liar interest to Englishmen. In this volume its long past

scenes arc clothed anew with vivid picturesqueness render

ing it a work most curious and entertaining.

Also a FINE PAPER EDITION,

Beautifully printed on Toned Paper by Clay, and most

elaborately bound and gilt, price 10*. 6d.

London: Charles Griffin & Co., 10, Stationers*

Hall Court.

]\£essrs. Bagsters Biblical

Works. Just published, a descriptive Catalogue,

illustrated with numerous Specimen pages. By post free.

Samuel Bagster and Sons, 15, Paternoster Row, London.

Just published, in crown 8vo., price 6s. cloth.

j^ongs of a Wayfarer. By

William Davie?:.

London : Longmans, Green and Co., Paternoster Row.

THE HIGHER EDUCATION OF WOMEN.

J^ Course of Lectures on the

Works and Times of the leading Writers of Ancient

Greece, will be delivered, by permission of the Lord Presi

dent of the Council of Education, at the South Kensington

Museum, by WILLIAM R. KENNEDY, Esq., B.A.,

Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge, commencing

November 6, and the following Saturdays, at 11 a.m.—

Tickets may be obtained by application at the South Kensing

ton Museum, or from the Honorary Secretary, Mrs. Stair

Douglas, 20, Wilton Place, Belgravc Square.

In the press, demy 8\\>., pp. 192 IL^ng Primer type} price»

to Subscribers, 41. 6d. Dedicated to the Contributors.

to 'Notes and Queries.'

A Handy-Book about Books7

for Book-lovers, Book-buyer?, and Book-sellers.—

This little compilation is intended for the use of those who

have not opportunity or time to consult more pretentious

books on the subjects of which it treats.

For convenience of reference it will be arranged under the

following heads :—

I. Bibliography.—Descriptive List of some of the bot

Works on Bibliography—Useful Books of Reference.

II. Chronology.—Memoranda of events connected with

printing, printers, authors, &c. &c. First editions of Book -

on important Subjects. First introduction of printing in

different countries, &c.

III. Dictionary.—Terms and contractions used in de

scribing Books and Bookbindings in English, French, and

German).

IV. Useful Receipts.—Repairing binding and book^

removing stains from paper, restoring faded writing, pre

serving paper, parchment, prints, &c.

V. Miscellaneous Notes.—Memoranda, Hints and "

Remarks. Mechanical arrangement of books. Classification.

Sizes of books, paper, type, &c. Remarks on binding book-,

pamphlets, &c. Hints to Authors.

VI. Typographical Gazetteer.—Alphabetical Lists uf

Places where Printing is carried on in Great Britain, date of

its introduction, based on the list in Cotton's Typographical

Gazetteer, with some corrections and additions.

VII. Booksellers' Directory.—List of Bookseller-

who deal in Old Books in Great Britain (distinguishing those

who publish Catalogues), arranged in Alphabetical order of

towns.

VIII. Copious Index.

JOHN POWER,

3, College Terrace,

Cambridge Road, Hammersmith, W.

Sept mber, 1869.

Publisher, John Wilson, 93, Great Russell Street.

Bloomsbury, W.C.
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NEW AND RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

CASIMIR MAREMMA.

Council.' a vols. Post 8vo-

By the Author of ' Friends in

[Immediately.

MARIE; or, Glimpses of Life in France. Uniform with ' The

Ups and Downs of an Old Maid's Life' 6r. [Ready.

HORACE, THE SATIRES AND EPISTLES. Translated

into English Verse by the late J. Conington, M.A., Corpus Professor of Latin in the

University of Oxford. Fcap. 8vo. dr. 6d. [Ready.

THE EPIGRAMMATISTS: a Selection from the Epigram-

matic Literature of Ancient, Mediaeval, and Modern Times, with Notes, Observations,

Illustrations, and an Introduction. By the Rev. Henry Philip Dodd, M.A., of

Pembroke College, Oxford. 10*. 6d. [December.

WEAPONS OF AVAR : a History of Arms and Armour. By

Alglste Demmin. 8vo-, with nearly 2,000 Illustrations. 12s. [December.

PLATO, ANALYSIS OF THE DIALOGUES, with an Ana-

lyrical Index. By Dr. Day. [December.

CHARLES KEMBLE'S READINGS FROM SHAKSPERE.

Edited by R. J. Lane. 3 vols., crown 8vo. 6s. each. [November.

This Edition is a careful reprint from the copy of Shakspere's Plays used by Mr. Kemble

in his readings before her Majesty the Queen. It is particularly fitted for public and family

reading by a system of accentuation used by him.

PRIMARY TRUTHS OF RELIGION.

Bishop Clark. Fcap. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

By the Right Rev.

[Ready.

THE DEVOUT CHRISTIAN'S HELP TO MEDITATION

ON THE LIFE OF OUR LORD. Containing Meditations and Prayers for every

day in the year. Edited by the Rev. T. T. Carter, Rector of Clewer. 2 vols. Fcap.

8vo. i*r. [Ready.

HISTORICAL MAPS OF ENGLAND DURING THE

FIRST TWELVE CENTURIES. With Explanatory Essays and Indices. By

Charles H. Pearson, M.A., Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford ; late Professor of

History in King's College, London ; and Author of ' A History of England during the

Early and Middle Ages,' &c. Imperial folio. £ 1 I u. id. [Ready.

THE DECLINE OF THE ROMAN REPUPLIC. By

George Long, M.A. Vol. 3. Demy 8vo. i+r. [In afew days.

RE-ISSUE OF MR. CRUIKSHANK'S POPULAR WORKS.

GEORGE CRUIKSHANK'S TABLE-BOOK. Edited by

G. A'Beckett. New Edition, royal 8vo., with 12 Illustrations on Steel, and 116 on

Wood, by Cruikshank. i6>. [Ready.

GEORGE CRUIKSHANK'S OMNIBUS. Edited by Laman

Blanchard. 8vo., with ioo Illustrations on Steel and Wood. ioj. td. [Ready.

*„• Other Works are in preparation.

A CATALOGUE OF ETCHINGS. By George Cruik-

shank. With numerous Illustrations. Edited, with copious explanations, by G. W.

Reid, Keeper of the Prints at the British Museum. In 1 vol, large royal 4to. Only

100 copies printed. [/„ tit Press.

NEW BOOK FOR CHILDREN By THE REV. CHARLES KINGSLEY. \

MADAM HOW AND LADY WHY. By the Rev C
Kingsley, Author of • The Water-Babies.' Small 8vo., with Illustrations. 7s'.6d. '

[November.

KI1^G,F0Rv,GE'S MIDDY- Bv WlLLIAM Gilbert, Author

of The Magic Mirror/ Crown 8vo., with Illustrations by W. S. Gilbert. 5*.

[November.

THE BOYS OF AXLEFORD.

Crown 8vo., with Illustrations. 5*.
By Charles Camden.

[November.

THE BOY IN THE BUSH.

8vo., with Illustrations. 5*.

By Edward Howe. Crown

[November.

H^LCn?R!S™ ANDERSEN'S FAIRY TALES AND

lih£r;^?fmm nany-of them nor PuLlishcd f°r '1* frst time in a collected form.

Illustrated from Drawings, expressly executed for this Edition, by Otto Speckter. 6s.

[November.

DAISYS COMPANIONS; or, Scenes from Child Life. A

Story for Little Girls. By the Author of ' Grandmamma's Nest.' Square 32mo ,

illustrated w.th numerous Engravings on Wood. 3s. 6d. [No^mbcr.

LOST LEGENDS OF THE NURSERY SONGS. By Mary

Senior Clark. Small 8vo., Illustrated, jr. [November.

MRS. ALFRED GATTYS CHRISTMAS VOLUME FOR

HkJ™U£IJUi?Y'Si; CTTiag Stories.„ Fairy Tales, Songs, Essays on Natural

History, Biographies, &c. With numerous Illustrations. Cloth gilt, gilt edges. $s.

THE NOVEMBER NUMBER of Mrs. ALFRED GATTYS

MAGAZINE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE, Commences a New Volume. Monthly.

illustrated, price 6d. '

Q. HORATII FDACCI OPERA.

Gems by C W. King, M.A.

Illustrated from Antique
m 1 'X C' W; K,NG' MA- The Tcxt and an Introduction by H. A. I. Munis

M.A. Beautifully printed by Whittingham at the Chiswick Press, with nearly

Illustrations. 21X. J i- >

A CRUISE IN THE " GORGON ;" or, Eighteen Months

on H M.S. Corson, engaged in the Suppression of the Slave Trade on the East Coa<.t

ot Alrica. Including a Trip up the Zambesi with Dr. Livingstone. Bv W Coi'E

Dkitekeux, Assistant-Paymaster, R.N. 8vo. Price iot. 6d.

THE RECTOR AND HIS FRIENDS : Dialogues on some

of the Leading Religious Questions of the Day. Crown 8vo. Price js. 6d.

OUR NEW VICAR ; or, Plain Words on Ritual and Parish

Work. By the Rev. J. S. B. Monsell, LL.D., Author of ' Hymns of Love and

rraise, &c. Third Edition, fcap. 8vo. $s.

THE LIVES OF THE QUEENS OF ENGLAND. By

Miss Agnes Strickland. Abridged by the Author for the use of Schools. Post 8vo.,

6s. fd.

MR. ARTHUR HELPS' BIOGRAPHIES.

THE LIFE OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS, the Dis-

covcrcr of America. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

THE LIFE OF PIZARRO ; with some Account of his Asso

ciates in the Conquest of Peru. Second Edition, crown 8vo. 6s.

THE LIFE OF LAS CASAS, THE APOSTLE OF THE

INDIES. Second Edition, crown 8vo. 6s.

LONDON : BELL & DALDY, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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Justpublished {for 1870), price 6d, post free, or to the Colonics, is.,

OUR CATALOGUE OF BOOKS FOR THE LIBRARY,

COMPRISING A SELECTION OF THE BEST

%ilmtrjr tiftritions af Stantari aiorlts H % best flsnglisjj $utj>ors,

Mostly in Calf, Russia, or Morocco Bindings, on sale at very moderate prices, by

H. Sotheran & Co.,
(Late WILLIS &• SOTHERAX)

NEW AND SECONDHAND BOOKSELLERS,

136, STRAND (next Waterloo Bridge), LONDON.

TO EXECUTORS AND SELLERS OF LIBRARIES.

H. SOTHERAN & CO.,

Who have for many years been widely known as the most extensive Purchasers

and Sellers of Books of every class in London, beg to inform Executors or

Gentlemen havingfor sale

Libraries of Books,
EITHER LARGE OR SMALL,

that they are ready at all times to give the HIGHEST PRICE for them,

or to EXCHANGE the same for others. They also value Libraries for

Probate, either in Town or Country.

13 6, STRAND, LONDON.

NEW ILLUSTRATED WORK.

Now ready, in One Volume, large ivo., elegantly bound in cloth, gilt top, 31^. 6d.,

THE UNIVERSE;
OR,

THE INFINITELY GREAT AND THE INFINITELY LITTLE.

A SKETCH OF CONTRASTS IN CREATION AND MARVELS REVEALED AND EXPLAINED BY

NATURAL SCIENCE.

By F. A. POUCHET, M.D.

Illustrated by 343 Engravings on Wood and Four Coloured Plates.

LONDON: BLACKIE AND SON, 44, PATERNOSTER ROW.

Fcap. Svo. cloth, price 5*.

JEANNE DARC; and other Poems.

By ROBERT STEGGALL.

"Mr. Steggall's verse reminds us, but not by a servile or even a pronounced imitation, of Mr. Tennyson, and in

a & till greater degree of Mr. Alexander Smith."—Spectator.

" Let the poem but once be commenced, and the reader of it is, as it were, entrapped within .1 magic circle—he needs

must tarry, till the wizard hath had his will. And it is indeed a true wand of wizandry, the pen with which Mr. Steggall

has here, first of all, most delicately sketched in, and afterwards with vigorous dashes and erratic strokes of genius,

delineated with a wonderful vigour of chiaroscuro, that tender but heroic central figure of Joan of Arc."—Sun.

" In it appears the sign of a true poet. Both in his style and in his treatment of his subject, Mr. Steggall is fairly

entitled to a very high place in the ranks of literature."— Weekly Kroister.

" It is full of promise—the narrative is well sustained, while short passages and single lines of great grace and felicity

are of frequent occurrence."—Scotsman.

"This, beyond all doubt, is a work of extreme power and beauty."—Durham County Advertiser.

TINSLEY BROTHERS'

NEW BOOKS.

THIRTEEN AT TABLE : the Story of

a Dinner that never was eaten : being the Christmas

Number of TINSLEVS MAGAZINE. Profusely

Illustrated. Price One Shilling.

TRAVELS IN CENTRAL AFRICA,

and Exploration of the Western Nile Tributaries. By

Mr. and Mrs. Pethehick. With Maps, Portraits, and

numerous Illustrations, a vols., 8vo., 25J.

THE HISTORY OF THE PARA

GUAYAN WAR. By Captain Richard F. Biktow„

Author of "A Mission to Dahomc," &c. In z voL,

8vu. With Map and Illustrations.

THE ENCHANTED TOASTING-

FORK. A Fairy Tale. By the Author of "Out of

the Meshes." Profusely Illustrated and handsomely

bound. 5*.

THE PILGRIM AND THE SHRINE;

or, Passages from the Life and Correspondence of

Herbert Ainslie, B.A. Cantab. New and Cheaper

Edition, with Corrections and Additions, in z vol.

7*. 6d.

THE GAMING TABLE. By A. Stein-

METZ. 8vo. [7**t ready.

PEASANT LIFE IN SWEDEN. By

L. Lloyd. 8vo. With Illustrations. [7*st reaJf.

London : Provost & Co. (Successors to A. W. Bennett), 5, Bishopsgate Without, E.C.

TINSLEY BKOTHEKS'

NEW NOVELS.

MY ENEMY'S DAUGHTER. A Novel.

By Ji'Stin M'Carthv, Author of " The WatcrdaJe

Neighbours," " Paul Massie," &c. 3 vols.

THE WYVERN MYSTERY. A NoveL

By J. S. Lk Fanu, Author of " Uncle Silas," "Guy

Deverell," " Haunted Lives," &c. 3 vols.

LOVE STORIES OF THE ENGLISH

WATERING PLACES. In 3 vols.

DAISIE'S DREAM. By the Author of

" Recommended to Mercy," &c. 3 vols.

LOST FOOTSTEPS. A Novel. By

Joseph Vhkey. 3 vols.

THE GAGE OF HONOUR. By Capt.

J. T. Nhwall. 3 vols.

MARTHA PLANEBARKE. A Novel.

3 vols.

WEE WIFIE. A Novel. By Rosa

NorcHETTK Cakey, Author of

3 vols.

' Nellie's Memories."

OBERON SPELL. A Novel. 3 vols.

HEATHFIELD HALL. By Hans

SCHRIEBER. Ill I vol.

TINSLEY BROTHERS, 18, CATHERINE STREET.

Just published, price 6s., 410., toned paper.

MEDEA. By Alfred B. Richards.

With a Photagraph from the celebrated picture by

F. Sandys.

" Many graceful, many passionate, many pathetic, many

sorrowful passages. None will leave it without a rich idea

of the author's powers of thought and expression."—

A thtnetum.

" All the pathos and power and deep thought of a true poet.

Strains of a far grander and deeper signiiicance, scarcely to

be excelled in modern poetry."—Morning Herald.

"A poet of fervid eloquence, vast command of language,

and imbued with classic lore."—Morning Advertiser.

"Lines so weighty and melodious as to linger in the

memory even after a single perusal. A noble tribute of

admiration and a work of urt.' —Sunday Times.

" Many rare and beautiful passages. The photograph is

exquisite."—Lloyd's Aetvs/vi/er.

By the same Author, price 7*.

RELIGIO ANIM.F:, and other Poems.

" His muse accords well with the voices of children and

the song of birds, the ripple of sunlit water, and the dying

splendour of evening clouds. He writes with tenderness

and feeling of all that is beautiful, loving, and gracious, of

woman's love and man's-bononr, o( chivalry and tr nectarine.

and all that makes England dear to the patriot."— Standard.

CHAPMAN AND HALL, 193, PICCAT jiLLY.
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MESSRS. CHURCHILL'S SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

LIFE, FORCE, and MATTER, or PROTO-

PLASM. By Dr. Beale, F.R.S. With Eight Coloured Plates.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 5-r. 6d.

AN INTRODUCTION to the CLASSIFI-

CATION of ANIMALS. By T. H. Huxley, F.R.S., Professor of

Natural History in the Royal School of Mines. With 47 Engravings

on Wood. Svo., cloth, 6.r.

LECTURES on SOME of the APPLICA

TIONS of CHEMISTRY and MECHANICS to PATHOLOGY

and THERAPEUTICS. By H. Bence Jones, M.D., F.R.S. 8vo.,

cloth, 12.''.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

ON MATTER and FORCE. Croonian Lectures

delivered at the Royal College of Physicians. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 5-r.

NOVUS THEAl TE TUS; or, Sense and Science.

By William H. Stone, F.R.C.P., formerly Scholar of Balliol

College, Oxon. 8vo., is.

THE ELEMENTS of NATURAL PHF

LOSOPHY. By Chari.es Brooke, M.B., M.A., F.R.S. Based on

the Work of the late Dr. Golding Bird. Sixth Edition, much enlarged,

with 700 Engravings on Wood. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 12s. 6d.

A MANUAL of PHOTOGRAPHIC

MANIPULATION, treating of the Practice of the Art, and its various

Applications to Nature. By Lake Price. Second Edition, revised,

and very considerably augmented, with numerous Engravings. Crown

8vo., cloth, 6s. 6d.

HARDWICH'S PHOTOGRAPHIC

CHEMISTRY. Revised by George Dawson, M.A., Lecturer on

Photography, and E. A. Hadow, Demonstrator of Chemistry, in King's

College, London. Seventh Edition. Fcap. 8vo., with Engravings,

cloth, 7-r. 6J.

VESTIGES of the NATURAL HISTORY

of CREATION. Illustrated Edition, being the Eleventh. Post 8vo.,

cloth, "js. 6d.

A MANUAL of PRACTICAL HYGIENE.

By E. A. PARKES, M.D., F.R.S., Professor of Military Hygiene in the

Army Medical School, Member of the General Medical Council. Third

Edition, enlarged. 8vo., with numerous Plates and Woodcuts, cloth,

i6>.

THE PRINCIPLES and PRACTICE of

. MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE. By Alfred S. Taylor, M.D.,

F.R.S. With 176 Wood Engravings. 8vo., cloth, 28.T.

AN EXPOSITORY LEXICON of 50,000

SCIENTIFIC TERMS, Ancient and Modern ; including a complete

Medical and Medico-Legal Vocabulary. By R. G. Mayne, M.D.,

LL.D., 8vo., cloth, 2/. ior.

CYCLOPA1DIA0/PRACTICAL RECEIP TS,

Processes, and Collateral Information in the Arts, Manufactures, Pro

fessions, and Trades : being a General Book of Reference for the

Manufacturer, Tradesman, Amateur, and Heads of Families. Fourth

Edition. By Arnold J. Cooley and J. C. Brough. One thick

8vo. vol., with Engravings, 1,400 pp., 2&J.

THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL of

MICROSCOPICAL SCIENCE. Edited by Dr. Lankester, F.R.S.,

and E. Ray Lankester, B.A., F.R.M.S. Vol. IX., New Series

(for the year 1869), with 20 Plates (8 coloured), 8vo., cloth, 17*.

THE MICROSCOPE and its REVELA-

TIONS. By W. B. Carpenter, M.D., F.R.S. Fourth Edition,

with more than 500 Engravings. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, izr. 6d.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

PRINCIPLES ofHUMAN PHYSIOLOGY.

Edited by Henry Power, M.B., F.R.C.S., Examiner in Physiology

and Comparative Anatomy in the University of London. Seventh

Edition, enlarged, with 3 Steel Plates and 278 Engravings on Wood.

8vo., cloth, 28^.

FOIVNES' MANUAL of CHEMISTRY.

Edited by H. Bence Jones, M.D., F.R.S., and Henry Watts, B.A.,

F.R.S. Tenth Edition, revised so as to meet the requirements of the

present state of Chemical Science, with 193 Engravings on Wood.

Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 14c

FIRST PRINCIPLES of MODERN

CHEMISTRY. A Manual of Inorganic Chemistry for Students, and

for Use in Schools and Science Classes. By U.J. Kay-Shuttleworth.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 4?. 6d.

THE FIRST STEP in CHEMISTRY. By

Robert Galloway, Professor of Applied Chemistry, Royal College

of Science for Ireland. Fourth Edition, much enlarged, with Engra

vings. Fcnp. 8vo., cloth, 6s. 6d.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

THE SECOND STEP in CHEMISTRY;

or, The Student's Guide to the Higher Branches of the Science. With

Engravings. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, ior.

CHEMISTRYJNORGANICandORGANIC;

with Experiments and a Comparison of Equivalent and Molecular

Formula?. By Charles Loudon Bloxam, Professor of Practical

Chemistry in King's College, London ; Professor of Chemistry in the

Department of Artillery Studies, Woolwich. With 278 Engravings on

Wood. 8vo., cloth, 16s.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

LABORATORY TEACHING; or, Progres-

sive Exercises in Practical Chemistry. With Analytical Tables. With

89 Engravings. Crown 8vo., cloth, 5*. 6d.

BOWMAN'S PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY,

including ANALYSIS. Edited by C. L. Bloxam, Professor of

Practical Chemistry in King's College. Fifth Edition, with 107 En

gravings on Wood. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 6s. 6d.

HANDBOOK of VOLUMETRIC ANALY-

SIS ; or, The Quantitative Estimation of Chemical Substances by

Measure. By Francis Sutton, F.C.S., Norwich. With Engravings.

Post 8vo., cloth, ^s. 6d.

FRESENIUS' QUALITATIVE ANALY-

SIS. Edited by Arthur Vacher. Seventh Edition. 8vo., cloth, oj-.

FRESENIUS' QUANTITATIVE ANA-

LYSIS. Edited by Arthur Vacher.

Engravings. 8vo., cloth.

Fifth Edition, with numerous

[In the press.

JOHN CHURCHILL AND SONS, NEW BURLINGTON STREET.
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HODDER & STOUGHTON'S

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Jfortjraratittjj.

NEW VOL. OF ESSAYS O.V CHURCH PROBLEMS.

ECCLESIA ; or, Church Problems considered by Various Writers.

Edited by H. R. Reynolds, D.D., President of Chcshunt College.

THE AUTHOR OF "ALMOST A NUN."

PRIEST AND NUN : a Story of Convent Life. By the Author

of "Almost a Nun/' flfcc., &c. Crown 8vo., 7*. 6d., cloth.

DR. STOUGHTON.

THE ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

Vols. III. and IV., " The Church of the Restoration." By Rev. John Stouciiton,

D.D. 8vo.

E. PAXTON HOOD.

THE WORLD OF ANECDOTE : an Accumulation of Facts,

Incidents, and Illustrations, Historical and Biographical, from Books and Times,

Recent and Remote. By Edwin Paxton Hood, Author of "Lamps, Pitchers, and

Trumpets," &c, &c. In i volume, large crown 8vo., ioj. 6<-\, cloth.

\DR. PARKER.

A HOMILETIC ANALYSIS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

By Josei-h Parked, D.D., Author of " Ecce Deus," &c, He. In 6 vols. Vol. I.,

"Matthew. With an Essay on the Ideal Completeness of Jesus Christ's Life."

Crown Svo., 7*. '>:/., cloth.

A CHRISTMAS PRESENTATION VOLUME.

PICTORIAL SCENES FROM THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS.

A Series of Drawings, by Claude Reignier Conder, with Descriptive Letterpress.

In 4to.

DR. TODD.

THE SUNSET LAND: Impressions of a Recent Visit to

California. By the Rev. John Todd, D.D., Author of ''The Student's Manual,"

&c. &c. Small 8vo.

BY VARIOUS WRITERS.

THE DAILY PRAYER BOOK FOR THE USE OF FAMILIES.

Containing Prayers for Six Weeks. By the Revs. Thomas Binnev, Dr. Vaichan,

Dr. Stoughton, R. W. Dale, M.A., Henry Allon, and J. C. Harrison.

SAINT MARK'S

and Practical Lessons. By Professor J

of "The Apocalypse of St. John," &c.

PROF. GODWIN.

GOSPEL. A New Translation, with Notes

H. Godwin, New College, London, Author

Crown 8vo.

DR. CHILDS.

THE HERITAGE OF PEACE ; or, Christ Cur Life.

By T. S. Childs, D.D. Square i6mo.

DR. LILLIE.

LECTURES ON THE FIRST AND SECOND EPISTLES OF

PETER. By the Rev. John Lillie, D.D., Author of " Lectures on the Epistles of

Paul to the Thcssalonians," &c. In 2 vols. Svo.

AN EMIGRANT STORY.

JANET AND THE BAIRNS. Crown 8vo.

MEMOIR OF MR. DRAPER, LOST IN THE "LONDON."

A MEMOIR OF THE REV. DANIEL JAMES DRAPER; with

Notices of Methodism in Australasia, and Chapters on the Aborigines, Education, &c.

By the Rev. J. C. Symons. Crown 8vo., with Portrait.

DR. HAGENBACH.

THE HISTORY OF THE CHURCH IN THE EIGHTEENTH

AND NINETEENTH CENTURIES. By Dr. K. Hagenbach, Author of

"German Rationalism." Translated by John F. Hurst, D.D. s vols. 8vo.

DR. H. C. FISH.

PULPIT ELOQUENCE: containing the Masterpieces of

Bossuet, Bourdaloue, Massillon, Flechier, Isaac Barrow, Jeremy Taylor, Chalmers,

Robert Hall, McLaurin, Christmas Evans, Edwards, John M. Mason, &c. With

Discourses from the Fathers and the Reformers, and the marked men of all countries

and times, from the Apostles to the present century ; with Historical Sketches of

Preaching in each of the countries represented, and Biographical and Critical Notices

of the several Preachers and their Discourses. By Henry C. Fish, D.D. A New

Edition. 2 large vols. 8vo.

geafcjr.

DR. FRESSENSE ON THE APOSTOLIC CHURCH.

THE EARLY YEARS OF CHRISTIANITY.

By E. de Pressense, D.D. In 8vo., price 12s., cloth.

"This is a sequel to Dr. Pressensc's celebrated book on the ' Life, Work, and Times ©f

Jesus Christ.' We may say at once that to the bulk of liberal Christians Dr. Pressensc's
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General Literature and Art.

SAINTE-BEUVE.

This is neither the time nor the place to attempt any com

plete account of the remarkable man whose pen, busy to

the end, and to the end charming and instructing us, has

within the last few weeks dropped from his hand for ever.

A few words are all that the occasion allows, and it is hard

not to make them words of mere regret and eulogy. Most

■of what is at this moment written about him is in this strain,

and very naturally ; the world has some arrears to make up

to him, and now, if ever, it feels this. Late, and as it were

by accident, he came to his due estimation in France ; here

in England it is only within the last ten years that he can

be said to have been publicly known at all. We who write

these lines knew him long and owed him much ; something

of that debt we will endeavour to pay, not, as we ourselves

might be most inclined, by following the impulse of the hour

and simply praising him, but, as he himself would have pre

ferred, by recalling what in sum he chiefly was, and what is

the essential scope of his effort and working.

Shortly before Sainte-Beuve's death appeared a new edi

tion of his Portraits Contemporains, one of his earlier works,

■of which the contents date from 1832 and 1833, before his

method and manner of criticism were finally formed. But

the new edition is enriched with notes and retouches added

as the volumes were going through the press, and which

bring our communications with him down to these very

latest months of his life. Among them is a comment on a

letter of Madame George Sand, in which she had spoken of

the admiration excited by one of his articles. " I leave this

as jt stands," says he, " because the sense and the connec

tion of the passage require it ; but, personne ne sait micux

■que mot d quoi s'en tenir sur le merite absolu de ces articles

qui sont tout ait plus, et mime /orsqu'ils reussissent le mieux,

des choses sensees dans un genre mediocre. Ce qu'ils ont eu

eTalerte et d'a-propos d leur moment suffit d peine d expliquer

.ces exagerations de Famitit. Reservons Vadmiration pour les

/vuvres de poesie et a"art, pour les compositions clei'ees; la plus

j*rande gloire du critique est dans rapprobation et dans Festime

des bons esprits."

This comment, which extends to his whole work as a critic,

has all the good breeding and delicacy by which Sainte-

Beuve's writing was distinguished, and it expresses, too, what

was to a great extent, no doubt, his sincere conviction. Like

so many who have tried their hand at ceuvres de pohie et

/Tart, his preference, his dream, his ideal, was there ; the rest

-was comparatively journeyman-work, to be done well and

estimably rather than ill and discreditably, and with precious

rewards of its own, besides, in exercising the faculties and in

keeping off ennui ; but still work of an inferior order. Yet

when one looks at the names on the title-page of the Portraits

Contemporains : Chateaubriand, Be'ranger, Lamennais, La-

martine, Victor Hugo, George Sand,—names representing, in

our judgment, very different degrees of eminence, but none of

which we have the least inclination to disparage,—is it certain

that the works of poetry and art to which these names are

attached eclipse the work done by Sainte-Beuve ? Could

Sainte-Beuve have had what was no doubt his will, and in the

line of the Consolations and Voluptc have produced works

with the power and vogue of Lamartine's works, or Chateau

briand's, or Hugo's, would he have been more interesting to

us to-day,—would he have stood permanently higher ? We

venture to doubt it. Works of poetry and art like Moliere's

and Milton's eclipse no doubt all productions of the order of

the Causeries du Lundi, and the highest language of admira

tion may very properly be reserved for such works alone.

Inferior works in the same kind have their moment of vogue

when their admirers apply to them this language ; there is a

moment when a drama of Hugo's finds a public to speak of

it as if it were Moliere's, and a poem of Lamartine's finds a

public to speak of it as if it were Milton's. At no moment

will a public be found to speak of work like Sainte-Beuve's

Causeries in such fashion ; and if this alone were regarded,

one might allow oneself to leave to his work the humbler

rank which he assigns to it But the esteem inspired by his

work remains and grows, while the vogue of all works of

poetry and art but the best, and the high-pitched admiration

which goes with vogue, diminish and disappear ; and this

redresses the balance. Five-and-twenty years ago it would

have seemed absurd, in France, to place Sainte-Beuve, as a

French author, on a level with Lamartine. Lamartine had

at that time still his vogue, and though assuredly no Moliere

or Milton, had for the time of his vogue the halo which

surrounds properly none but great poets like these. To this

Sainte-Beuve cannot pretend, but what does Lamartine

retain of it now ? It would still be absurd to place Sainte-

Beuve on a level with Moliere or Milton ; is it any longer

absurd to place him on a level with Lamartine, or even

above him? In other words, excellent work in a lower

kind counts in the long run above work which is short of

excellence in a higher ; first-rate criticism has a permanent

value greater than that of any but first-rate works of poetry

and art

And Sainte-Beuve's criticism may be called first-rate.

His curiosity was unbounded, and he was born a natu

ralist, carrying into letters, so often the mere domain of

rhetoric and futile amusement, the ideas and methods of

scientific natural inquiry. And this he did while keeping in

perfection the ease of movement and charm of touch which

belong to letters properly so called, and which give them

their unique power of universal penetration and of propa-

gandism. Man, as he is, and as his history and the produc

tions of his spirit show him, was the object of his study and

interest ; he strove to find the real data with which, in dealing

with man and his affairs, we have to do. Beyond this study

he did not go,—to find the real data. But he was deter

mined they should be the real data, and not fictitious and

conventional data, if he could help it. This is what, in our

judgment, distinguishes him, and makes his work of singular

use and instructiveness. Most of us think that we already

possess the data required, and have only to proceed to deal

with human affairs in the light of them. This is, as is well

known, a thoroughly English persuasion. It is what makes

us such keen politicians ; it is an honour to an Englishman,

we say, to take part in political strife. Solomon says, on the
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other hand, " It is an honour to a man to cease from strife,

but every fool will be meddling ;" and Sainte-Beuve held with

Solomon. Many of us, again, have principles and connections

which are all in all to us, and we arrange data to suit them ;—

a book, a character, a period of history, we see from a point

of view given by our principles and connections, and to the

requirements of this point of view we make the book, the

character, the period, adjust themselves. Sainte-Beuve never

did so, and criticised with unfailing acuteness those who

did. "Tocqueville arrivait avec son motile toutprU; la realite

n'y repondpas, et les choses tie se pretentpas a y enIrer."

M. de Tocqueville commands much more sympathy in

England than his critic, and the very mention of him will

awaken impressions unfavourable to Sainte-Beuve ; for the

French Liberals honour Tocqueville and at heart dislike

Sainte-Beuve ; and people in England always take their cue

from the French Liberals. For that very reason have we

boldly selected for quotation this criticism on him, because

the course criticised in Tocqueville is precisely the course

with which an Englishman would sympathise, and which he

would be apt to take himself; while Sainte-Beuve, in criticising

him, shows just the tendency which is his characteristic, and

by which he is of use to us. Tocqueville, as is well known,

finds in the ancient regime all the germs of the centralisation

which the French Revolution developed and established.

This centralisation is his bugbear, as it is the bugbear of

English Liberalism ; and directly he finds it, the system

where it appears is judged. Disliking, therefore, the French

Revolution for its centralisation, and then finding centralisa

tion in the ancient regime also, he at once sees in this dis

covery, " mille motifs nouveaux de hair I'ancien regime."

How entirely does every Englishman abound here, as the

French say, in Tocqueville's sense ; how faithfully have all

Englishmen repeated and re-echoed Tocqueville's book on

the ancient regime ever since it was published ; how inca

pable are they of supplying, or of imagining the need of

supplying, any corrective to it ! But hear Sainte-Beuve :—

" Dans son efiroi de la centralisation, l'auteur en vient a meconnaitre

de grands bienfaits d'equite dus a Richelieu et a Louis XIV. Homme

du peuple ou bourgeois, sous Louis XIII., ne valait-il pas mieux avoir

affaire a un intendant, a l'homme du roi, qu'i un gouverneur de pro

vince, a quelque due d'Epernon ? Ne maudissons pas ceux a qui nous

devons les commencements de l'egalite devant la loi, la premiere

ebauche de l'ordre modernc qui nous a affranchis, nous et nos pcres, et

le tiers-etat tout entier, dc cette quantite de petits tyrans qui couvraient

le sol, grands seigneurs ou hobereaux."

The point of view of Sainte-Beuve is as little that of a

glowing Revolutionist as it is that of a chagrined Liberal ; it

is that of a man who seeks the truth about the ancient regime

and its institutions, and who instinctively seeks to correct

anything strained and arranged'in the representation of them.

" Voyons les choses de I'hisloire telles qiielles se sontpassees."

At the risk of offending the prejudices of English readers

we have thus gone for an example of Sainte-Beuve's essential

method to a sphere where his application of it makes a keen

impression, and created for him, in his lifetime, warm enemies

and detractors. In that sphere it is not easily permitted to

a man to be a naturalist, but a naturalist Sainte-Beuve could

not help being always. Accidentally, at the end of his life,

he gave delight to the Liberal opinion of his own country

and ours by his famous speech in the Senate on behalf of

free thought. He did but follow his instinct, however, of

opposing, in whatever medium he was, the current of that

medium when it seemed excessive and tyrannous. The

extraordinary social power of French Catholicism makes

itself specially felt in an assembly like the Senate. An

elderly Frenchman of the upper class is apt to be, not

unfrequently, a man of pleasure, reformed or exhausted, and

the deference of such a personage to repression and Car

dinals is generally excessive. This was enough to rouse

Sainte-Beuve's opposition ; but he would have had the same

tendency to oppose the heady current of a medium where

mere Liberalism reigned, where it was Professor Fawcett, and

not the Archbishop of Bordeaux, who took the bit in his teeth.

That Sainte-Beuve stopped short at curiosity, at the desire

to know things as they really are, and did not press on with

faith and ardour to the various and immense applications of

this knowledge which suggest themselves, and of which the

accomplishment is reserved for the future, was due in part to

his character, but more to his date, his period, his circum

stances. Let it be enough for a man to have served well

one need of his age ; and among politicians and rhetoricians

to have been a naturalist, at a time when for any good and

lasting work in government and literature our old con

ventional draught of the nature of things wanted in a

thousand directions re-verifying and correcting.

Matthew Arnold.

The Early Years of Alexander Smith, Toot and Essayist. A Study

for Young Men. Chiefly Reminiscences of Ten Years' Companion

ship. By the Rev. T. Brisbane. Ilodder and Stoughton.

Few things are more melancholy to reflect upon than the

fate of literary or poetic work such as diat of Alexander

Smith—a fate presumably impending over his own particular

product amid the rest. There is, however, one chance

for him in preference to others—he was a Scotchman, and

enlists all those sectional-national sympathies so profuse

among his compatriots. That Smith had a measure of real

poetic genius should hardly be contested now-a-days ; his

poetic aspiration is conspicuous, and he clearly came near

in many instances to achieving a poetic success not only

indisputable but lofty. Yet it is extremely questionable

whether he left behind him one composition absolutely made

for permanence. If not, his life was a mournful failure—all

the mournfuller in that he not only approximated to doing

great things, but was at one time, and under circumstances

that reflect credit on popular impressibility, supposed to

have done them in a very eminent degree. That he struck

some true chords of song, and wrote some fine lines and

brilliant or impressive images, must be allowed ; perhaps

these may after all avail to save his name from the fate other

wise predetermined for such work as the Life Drama and

Edwin of Deira. They certainly would do so if minutely

accurate justice could be awarded by Father Time to every

scintilla of poetic genius and well-doing ; but unfortunately

that potentate has a very stern sentence which he is addicted

to pronouncing in such cases : " All but good enough on

one ground or another, but not good enough on all the

grounds taken together."

It was, at any rate, abundantly well known during Smith's

lifetime, and has been since demonstrated in print, that his

personal merits were great, and were, moreover, of a kind

very difficult for a man in his exceptional position to main

tain. Some presumptuous effervescence might well have

been pardoned to the youthful and not regularly cultured

poet ; and some over-elation of vainglory would have seemed

all but inevitable to such a man when he found his first

published compositions trumpeted all over English-speaking

lands as both earnest and realization of a transcendent

faculty. Yet Smith preserved his head thoroughly unturned.

He had, before publication, been a young man of simple,

sturdy character and regular conduct—not, however, by any

means wanting in ambitious interest in his own work ; and

after publication and laudation he remained the same, per

haps even a little chastened rather than inflated by success.

Soon another crucial test came to him—that of comparative,
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rapidly deepening into positive, neglect. This also he stood

to perfection. The public cooled down ; one literary autho

rity satirized their late idol with considerable causticity, and

another purported (with more zeal and acceptance than real

cogency of proof) to exhibit him as a very shallow plagiarist.

He took it all as it came, bore no grudges, receded unrepin-

ingly from his conspicuous elevation in the public eye, and

worked on without protest and without slackness. There

was some of the stuff of a poet in Alexander Smith ; there

was a good deal of the stuff of a hero. However little

inclined one may have been to swell the quondam chorus of

bawling plaudits in his behoof, one looks upon his prema

ture grave with deep respect and sympathy.

The moderate-sized book which the Rev. Mr. Brisbane

has devoted to the memory of this good and gifted man, the

intimate friend of his youth, is agreeably and simply written,

and a very creditable specimen of its class ; it should be

read along with the interesting memoir by Mr. P. P. Alex

ander. Some of its material had already been published by

the author in a local journal. We have here a straightfor

ward authentic account of Alexander, son of Peter Smith,

the designer of calico prints and muslins, from his birth at

Kilmarnock, on the 31st of December, 1829, to the publica

tion of the Life Drama at the close of 1852 ; with valuable

evidence as to the first form of that poem, and the damaging

method of piecing together and factitious semi-cofierence

that the author was induced to give to it, in order to meet

the public curiosity raised by certain previously published

specimens of his poetic work ; and so on, with decreasing

fulness, up to the poet's death, on the 5th of January, 1867,

from a complication of disorders—typhoid fever supervening

on gastric fever and diphtheria. One of the more interest

ing points of detail, in the literary aspect, is the evidence of

the great spontaneity with which Smith would, at the bidding

of immediate observation as the occasion offered, conceive

and put into verbal form those vivid similes from, or per

sonifications of, natural phenomena with which his poetry

abounds. W. M. Rossetti.

Grettis Saga. — The Story of Grettir the Strong. Translated by

William Morris and EiriUr Magnusson. London : F. S. Ellis, Covent

Garden, 1869.

The same two writers have already translated in the Fort

nightly Review the Saga of Gunlaug Wormtongue, formerly

versified and sentimentalized by Landor. The present

volume is enriched by some very pathetic stanzas by

Mr. Morris, the saddest he has written yet, and ornamented

with a very quaint and pretty map of the district in the

north of Iceland, where the scene of the story is laid.

Perhaps the most singular feature of the narrative is the

close blending of the historical and the supernatural. In

the story of Burnt Njal, the supernatural can be treated as

purely subjective, it is a mere ornament that can be removed

and leave the rest intact : the only exception is the opening

of the eyes of Gunnar's son, in order that he might avenge

his father. Even here we need only suppose that the blind

ness was partial, and that excitement acted like belladonna.

But the story of Grettir is full of marvels which are less

easily disposed of. His culminating exploit is laying a

ghost : his misfortunes are caused by some strange appear

ance raised in order to interrupt the ordeal which would

have saved him from outlawry. His great support during

his outlawry is one of the spirits called Land Voctter, who

aids him in a great fight, and kills two, where Grettir kills

one ; and it was noticed that all who were killed by Grettir

were wounded in front, but all who were killed by Hallmund

—the name of his friend—were wounded behind. After

this it is less surprising that Grettir's sword should have been

a present from a son whose father's ghost he had laid, after

a severe struggle to remove from his mound the treasure

which caused the inhabitant to walk, or that his death should

be due partly to a magic wound and partly to a magic storm.

Yet there is no tendency whatever to turn Grettir into a

hero of romance ; the whole story down to Grettir's death is

full of dates and synchronisms, though the compiler has fallen

into one important mistake as the translators have proved.

Moreover the story frankly relates Grettir's reverses as well

as his successes : it tells us the odds before which he judged

it prudent to retreat : it tells of his drawn battles as well as

his victories. His acquaintance with Hallmund begins in an

utterly unsuccessful attempt to rob Hallmund of his horse,

and Hallmund, who by the way is mortal, though not

human, is introduced as a man with a grey hat. Then the

ghost of Glam, the thrall, which it was his crowning triumph

to lay, was a ghost very easy to verify. The Icelandic

theory of ghosts connected itself with the belief in vampires ;

when a ghost once began to do mischief it always animated

the body it had slain last, and the more it slew the more its

power increased. When Grettir, after a hard conflict, had

slain the reanimated body of Glam—the body was visible

until it was buried—and it was not, according to the story,

seen by Grettir alone. Though the magic means used to

destroy Grettir seem to modern readers purely imaginary,

they are not likely to be inventions, they were sufficiently

believed at the time to bar the slayer's claim for head

money.

The narrative throws some curious lights on the progress

of Scandinavian society ; Grettir oddly enough appears as a

champion of law and order against the Berserkars, " who

called men of birth to holm to fight for lands or wives."

Outlawry appears more absolute than in Njala, where it only

takes effect on a banished man refusing to depart ; whereas

Grettir, when he finds himself outlawed, never dreams of

leaving Iceland, though the joint proprietors of Draugey, his

last refuge, offer to transport him where he will, be felt that

he was safer at Draugey than anywhere else. The horse-

fight also appears in a somewhat different form ; instead of

a deadly combat between two horses in a ring, several horses

on each side are tied in a line and simply driven against

each other, each horse having a driver of his own.

After Grettir's death the character of the story changes to

a purely conventional love-tale. The only link of connec

tion is that Grettir was avenged in Micklegard, and that the

love-tale professes to narrate the adventures of his avenger,

Thorstein Dromund, in Micklegard and elsewhere. Thor-

stein becomes acquainted with a rich matron, Spes ; she has

recourse to the stock means of concealment, the chest, and

the clothes-heap, that reappear with comic exaggeration in

the " Merry Wives of Windsor " : when a trial is inevitable, she

escapes by an evasion found alike in the romance of Tristram,

and in the popular tales of the Mongols. The story is

rounded off with the happy marriage and pious separation of

the lovers. The date of" the story cannot be inferred from

these coincidences ; the prepared equivocation was probably

taken by the author of Tristram, and by the author or authors

of Gretla from a common source ; and, as the translators

admit, if this part of Gretla be copied from Tristram, still

Tristram was translated a.d. 1226, and may have reached

Sturla Thordson, the earliest writer who can be supposed to

have put forth the story in its present shape, two centuries

after Grettir's death. It is difficult to say whether they are

right in supposing that the change of tone proves that the

later part of the story is subsequent to Sturla.

G. A. Simcox.
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A History of Mediaeval Christianity and Sacred Art. By Charles

I. Hemans. London : Williams and Norgate. Florence : Goodban.

Rome : Piale. 1869.

Mr. Hemans has here put forth the second portion of

a book much more modest in its claims, and very much

more unpretending in its appearance, than many books that

have not half its value. Unpretending is indeed no fit word

to describe the humility, so far as regards externals, of

the present History. A reader, be he never so gentle,

cannot help being prejudiced either for or against what

an author has to say, by the form and aspect in which he

has the work set before him. In the form and aspect

of the present work there is scarcely anything of beauty

or comeliness, that one should desire it. The printing

seems to have been done abroad, and is both ugly and full

of eccentricities and errors. We have " the X century,"

= for -, "bhot" for "both," "wath" for "what," and

a hundred similar things. I speak of these because they are

likely at once to catch the eye of any one looking into the

book, and perhaps to deter him from looking far enough to

appreciate the very real and far from mean importance

of the contribution which Mr. Hemans is making to a depart

ment of literature in which England is deficient. We are

not deficient, since the labours of Mr. Perkins and Messrs.

Crowe and Cavalcaselle, in high-class histories of the de

velopment of particular arts in Mediaeval Italy ; neither can

we be said to be altogether deficient in political and eccle

siastical histories of the Italian Middle Age. But we have

hitherto been deficient, so far as I know, in books combining

the art element with the ecclesiastical and political elements.

I do not know of any English writer who, before Mr.

Hemans, has set himself to put a chronological record of

the Papacy and of the political movements with which the

Papacy was most nearly implicated from the 10th to the

r4th century, side by side with a record of the nascent energy

with which the plastic imagination of the Italians during

the same centuries learned to body forth the ideas upon

which the powers of the Papacy was founded. That is what

Mr. Hemans has undertaken in the present volume. The

former volume, published three years ago, contained a similar

account of Christian politics (if that is the right name for the

politics of Christians) and Christian monuments in Italy,

from before the conversion of the empire down to the anarchy

that followed the breaking up of the Carolingian domination.

A third volume, hereafter to be published, will trace the

history and the art of the gradually developed Renaissance,

dating from the year 1400. It is obvious that this is a com

prehensive and difficult scheme. It is a scheme for including

in one book matter which the English reader would hitherto

have had to search for among many different books,—for the

art matter among the special histories to which I have made

reference, for the historical and ecclesiastical matter among

the writings of Gibbon, Milman, Sismondi, and others. One

English book, the History of the City of Rome, by Dr. Dyer,

does in its last three sections cover some of the ground

which Mr. Hemans sets himself to traverse. But Dr. Dyer

is chiefly concerned, in those sections, with the fortunes and

transformations of the ancient Pagan monuments during the

Christian centuries ; Mr. Hemans with the Christian monu

ments that were built out of and over the ruins of the Pagan

monuments. Moreover the locality Rome is the sole object

of Dr. Dyer's attention ; the chief object of Mr. Hemans's

attention is the spiritual power that had its seat at Rome ;

and he extends his view to the action of this power in other

localities besides its central seat, and to the expression of

the spiritual ideas upon which it rested by the art of other

communities, besides the central community.

Mr. Hemans brings several excellent qualifications to his

task. He has read both ancient documents and modern

collations of the facts contained in them. He has drawn

his knowledge at first-hand, from the sources of con

temporary chronicle, as well as at second-hand, from the

sources of modern critical history. Without any parade of

erudition, he nevertheless shows by occasional notes and

references that he has not allowed himself to remain in

ignorance of any extant authority bearing upon his subjects.

So also with regard to the monuments of art that it falls in

his way to describe. His description of them is clearly

always the result of personal witness by one who has lived

long at the centres of Christian art, and become penetrated

with the local influences of them. To some readers it may

not seem to take away from Mr. Hemans's fitness for his

work, that he should show himself to be imbued with Catholic

ideas. He writes in the character of a warm but very liberal

Catholic, whose faith is strongly tinged with mysticism;

who can love, revere, and uphold the supernatural office

of the Papacy, and the divinely-sustained beneficence of the

Papal system, and yet not pervert facts, neither ignore nor

condone the vices of Popes, nor defend the temporal power,

nor rage furiously against heretics ; who has a tenderness for

relics, and mysterious legends, and saintly miracles, and yet

no antipathy to science, and no hostility against the modern

spirit. It must be said that speculative reflections, which

our author makes at the various stages of his narrative, are

not, from his own point of view, very profound or very lumi

nous. They consist usually in vague professions of faith in

the organized Christianity of Rome—professions a little dull

and a little unedifying ; as, for instance, we are told that

Rome has in her own self-developing life, " like, yet unlike,

other great centres, exemplified amidst unparalleled vicissi

tudes, and with rare example of energies tempered by

Christian principle, the slow-working but certain operation

of this great law in human history," the law that no Christian

civilization ever suffers total delay. The reader perceives

that Mr. Hemans's style, as well as his thought, is a little

untidy sometimes. But Mr. Hemans does not seem to make

the mistake of supposing that his strength lies in theory or

speculation. He does not give us much of it. What he

does give us is a quite straightforward and quite trustworthy

narrative, century by century, of the events in which the

Popes were most directly concerned during that middle age,

with its intricate, violent, picturesque, blood-thirsty, beautiful,

sordid, heroic, savage, chivalrous, exciting history, beginning

with the dream that the Saxon emperors had of a spiritual and

temporal unity of Christ's kingdom on earth, and ending with

the revival of free thought and ancient learning amid the

unshackled individual life of an Italy broken up into a hun

dred independent centres. And between the history of each

two centuries we have here a record, equally straightforward

and equally trustworthy, of a century's art. Not in the mat

ter of art either does Mr. Hemans's strength lie on the side

of criticism and speculation, nor even on the side of

animated description, but on the side of faithful explora

tion and plain statement. He has seen and read about all

the buildings, statues, pictures, of the successive stages of

Italian art-growth, and he tells us what they are ; setting

always in chief prominence those that were produced at

Rome, or at least in the Papal territories. And he very

usefully recapitulates this information in the form of a chro

nological art-catalogue (with perhaps a little over-confidence

as to exactness of the chronology) at the end of each section.

There is small attempt to colligate the political and eccle

siastical sections with the art sections, by philosophically

tracing these art phenomena to their origin in the ideas and

the spirit of the generations who worked out for themselves,

and who lived under, this polity and this Church. The philo
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sophy of the subject, in a word, is mainly left to the reader.

In a matter that has given occasion to so much spurious

philosophy, so much precipitate theorising, I think it is almost

as well that philosophy and theory should for once be dis

pensed with ; at any rate unless they were done much more

powerfully than Mr. Hemans (with entire respect) would have

been likely to do them. Thus this omission becomes really

an additional title to our gratitude for a book which, with a

little more care and castigation to check that untidiness of

style which I have indicated, and a great deal more castiga

tion of typographical vagaries (I should like also to suggest

pictorial illustration) would possess very great value.

Sidney Coi.vin.

Heine's Life and Works.—[// Heine's Lebm und Wi-ric] By Adolf

Strodtnuinn. Vol. IT. Berlin, 1S69.

The second volume of Herr Strodtmann's Life of Heine

contains little that is absolutely new, though, by laying under

contribution the Recollections of Heine published by Wien-

burg, Laube, Maximilian Heine and others, and by collecting

the most noteworthy judgments passed on his writings by

French and German critics, it forms a tolerably complete bio

graphical supplementto the complete edition of the poet'sworks.

The period which is least satisfactorily treated is the interval

between the publication of the Reisebilder and the revival of

poetical activity which marked Heine's failing health. Herr

Strodtmann abounds in general criticisms on Heine's genius

and the character of his writings, but instead of following

clearly either the intellectual development, or the private life of

the poet, he branches off into passages of literary history which

may perhaps be worth relating, but have only the most

slender connection with his principal subject. The so-called

" irony " of the Romantic school was an attempt to reach by

art the state of many-sided suspense which was natural to

Heine, but this does not make the latter a continuator of

Tieck and Novalis ; and though Heine's intercourse with the

Junge Deutschland party was as characteristic as his attitude

towards the French republicans, it was rather a political

accident which involved him in the same proscription as

Gutzkow and Wienburg, than the undoubted fact that his

early writings had helped to form the school which was

already (1835) going beyond its master. Without admitting

the validity of Herr Strodtmann's insinuations against the

depth, if not the sincerity, of Heine's political convictions, it

is self-evident that the man who died with a jest at his own

recently-embraced Theism, could have no real sympathy with

the enthusiasm of writers who made the golden age imminent

upon the abolition of marriage or monarchy. The sceptical

tendency to revolt against whichever sentiment was most

noisily proclaimed in his hearing, accounts for his never

having been a dependable partizan.

So long as Heine's satire takes a religious or literary

direction, Herr Strodtmann admits, and indeed asserts with

some energy, that this posture of chronic opposition was

not the result of vanity or intellectual frivolity ; but Heine

had no taste for martyrdom for its own sake, and since it

cannot have been from prudential motives, it must have

been in obedience to, at least, an artistic conscience that he

contrived to spend the greater part of his life at feud equally

with Jews and Christians, Republicans and Legitimists, the

respectable public and the world of literary enthusiasts. In

one of the many passages of complacent self-criticism con

tained in the poet's letters, he boasts of baffling, by the

manysidedness of his productive power, the attempts of his

countrymen to classify his writings ; his biographer evades

the difficulty by treating him chiefly and primarily as a

humourist. The only possible justification, as a matter of

artistic form, of the cynical postscripts appended to Heine's

most sentimental songs, is that they express the tragical

incongruity—in itself a legitimate subject for poetical treat

ment—between the life of the senses and the imagination ;

but though the details of this contrast may be rich in the

humorous, such a background of serious meaning warrants

Herr Strodtmann in rejecting the parallel which has been

suggested between Heine and Sterne : they are as far apart

as Hamlet and Jaques. It is not irrelevant to the question

of Heine's literary sincerity to have the corporeal existence

of the lady who inspired so much of the Bitch der Licder

put beyond a doubt. Maximilian Heine's statements do

not seem to affect the facts alleged by Herr Strodtmann to

prove that the well-known verses " Ein J tingling liebt ein

Madchen " tell the story of the poet and his cousin Amalia.

afterwards Fr. Friedlander; and it seems clear that Heine

ceased to make lyrical capital out of the broken heart, men

tioned in the same poem, not so very long after the wound

was really healed. As to the long-expected Heine Memoirs,

Herr Strodtmann infers, from the silence of Max. Heine in

his recently published Erinnerungen an Heinrich Heine und

seine Familie, that he was not in a position to contradict

the report which accuses the Heine family of having sold

the MS. to the Austrian Government. But whatever hands

the Memoirs may be in at present, their publication can

hardly be other than a question of time. Heine may have

been mistaken in his estimate of this work as his best, but

its literary and historical value is too certain for family—

still less for political—motives, to be admissible grounds for

its suppression. H. Lawrennv.

Anglo-Indian Books.

Nirgis, a Talc of the Indian Mutiny ; and Bismillah, or Happy Days

in Cashmere. By Hafiz Allard. Allen and Co.

Notes on the North Western Provinces of India. By a District

Officer. Allen and Co.

Nirgis and Bismillah are two magazine novelettes, reprinted

in one volume. For any real insight into life in India,

viewed either from the English, or from the native side,

they are almost as utterly worthless, and as wildly mislead

ing, as the Hera of M. Mery, which stands by itself as the

most splcndidc mendax of all descriptive novels.

It is quite a relief to turn to the honest work and interest

ing information which is contained in the unpretending little

volume called Notes on the North- Western Provinces of India.

This evidently contains the results of many years of quiet

labour among and for the sake of the people of India ; it

enables us to see things with the eyes of a very sensible and

high-minded " District Officer ; " and it gives just the kind

of information which one is glad to have about population,

soils, crops, irrigation, and land-tenures, in the North-West

Provinces. It shows the sort of things which the Govern

ment of India have to think about. For instance, the

North-West Provinces contain an area of 83,379 square

miles (nearly equal to the United Kingdom), and a popula

tion over thirty millions. Of these, eighteen millions are

agriculturists.

The happiness of this vast territory, of course, depends to

a great extent, on the fertility of the soil. But one simple

cause appears to depress the productive powers of the land,

—namely, the fact that all the farmyard manure is burnt up

for fuel. There is no coal, and there is an utter want of

forests for the supply of firewood. The writer recommends

Government to promote the planting of woods of the Dhik

tree, said to be quick of growth, and particularly suitable for

fueL This would, doubtless, be a reproductive undertaking,

for the land tax, which is half the rental, amounts at present
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to three shillings and fourpence on the cultivated acre, yield

ing a revenue of four millions sterling from the Provinces.

But by the emancipation of farmyard manure, which a

supply of firewood would cause, the productiveness of the

land, and the revenue derivable from it, might be greatly

increased. Another question discussed by the writer is how

to make canal irrigation most useful, and most successful

from a financial point of view. He clears up many of the

indistinct notions prevalent on the subject of " waste lands "

in India, showing that it is not, as people seem to think, a

case of Canada or Australia, but rather of an ancient thickly

populated country, with a " litigious, ill-disposed people," so

that waste land really at the disposal of Government exists

only in certain places, such as in the mountain ranges ; also,

with regard to proprietorship of the land, he combats the

prevailing idea that the sovereign is the only proprietor.

He compares tenures in Hindustan with the feudal tenures,

and shows that the chief difference between them consists

in the fact that in the one case the service to which the

tenant was bound was military ; in the other case it is chiefly

fiscal. He gives interesting particulars about tenant right,

and regrets a hasty Act of the Legislature in 1859, by which

right of occupancy was given, in Bengal and the North-West

Provinces, to all tenants who, either personally or by inheri

tance, had held their lands for twelve years or more. He

deprecates the tendency to over-legislation in general, which

manifests itself in the government of India. He thinks that

there is no representation of the dumb masses, affected by land

measures, and that all legislation of the kind is legislation in

the dark. In speaking of the natives in the rural districts,

he evidently considers them as clever children, full of

little naughty tricks ; and yet he is far from belonging to the

school which would rule the natives by paternal despotism.

On the contrary, he is all in favour of leaving the natural

laws of political economy to work their way. He gives a

useful statement of the relations between the ryot and the

indigo-planter, and a fair discussion of what can and cannot

be done by the Government of India in the way of helping

Manchester to procure cotton. He says—■

" After all, this cotton question is an agricultural one. At present

the mass of cultivators are wedded to their ancient ways. They throw

in the cotton seed anyhow ; often, unless when the ruling prices are

high, into inferior ground. When the pods burst, they let the cotton

fall and lie on the ground before they trouble themselves to collect it,

and they take no pains to keep it clean. If you give them good accli

matized seed, and tell them how to grow it, they will promise you fair

enough. When you come to inquire about the crop, they will tell you,

with an air of conceit at their own sharpness, that they mixed the good

seed with their own country cotton, and sowed all in the good old way,

lest the new-fangled seed should play them false."

A. Grant.

Designs for Gold and Silver Plate, made for the Emperor Rudolph

11. by Ottavio Strada, 1597.—[Enlwiirfefiir Prachtgcfdsse in Silter

mid Gold.] Vienna : Holder, 1869.

When, at the beginning of the sixteenth century, the Gothic

school of art gave way to the Italian style of the Renais

sance, princes and potentates were all desirous of remodel

ling their plate, jewels, and furniture according to the taste

of the day. Artists were consequently in demand to furnish

new patterns for goldsmiths and jewellers, and hence arose

that class of engravers designated under the name of the

petits maitrcs, who were specially distinguished for this style

of composition, among whom were Etienne de Laulne,

Theodor de Bry, Collaert and others ; nor did many of the

great masters disdain to design for the same purpose.

Germany was later than France in adopting the new style,

but, by the end of the century, the works of her artists can

scarcely be distinguished from those of the Italian. The

Emperor Rudolph II. was not likely to be behind the move

ment of the day. Himself an alchemist, astrologer, astro

nomer, and painter, he cared more for the advancement of

the arts and sciences than for the preservation of his crown.

To him Vienna owes the possession of the finest cameo

known, the Apotheosis of Augustus, and many other art trea

sures. He seems to have had attached to his household the

author of the work before us, Ottavio Strada, an Italian

engraver, whose name was Germanized to Van der Straet,

and who was grandson to Jacob Strada, collector, under

Ferdinand I. and his successor, of works of Italian art for

the Imperial cabinet. This collection, made for the Em

peror Rudolph, consists of 76 outline designs for plate,

what Cellini calls "grosserie," consisting of vases, ewers,

cups, salt-cellars, branches, lamps, candle sticks, and other

objects for the table and " dressoir." The forms are good,

the decorations consisting of dolphins, shells, dragons, mer

maids, masks, &c, all in accordance with the classical and

mythological taste of the period. The handles, which were

always the special object of attention with the Germans, are

mostly formed of serpents, judiciously wreathed round the

vessel. On one of the cups an unicorn stands at the edge,

as if dipping its horn in the liquid as an " essai " to detect

poison, an illustration of the popular belief of the age. The

publisher has done well in reproducing' this work, which

will be found useful and suggestive to craftsmen in the

precious metals. F. Palliser.

Intelligence.

The Re-edition of Shelley's Poems, revised and annotated by Mr.

W. M. Rossetti, will differ from all previous editions in some important

respects. It will contain— r. All the poems, with notes by Shelley and

Mrs. Shelley, found in the completcst preceding editions, arranged

with greater precision as regards dates, &c. ; 2. A preface and memoir

of Shelley, occupying probably some 150 pages of print, and numerous

notes, mainly textual, by the editor; 3. All the poems of Shelley

hitherto scattered in outlying publications, such as his own youthful

work, The Posthumous Fragments ofMargaret Nicholson, the specimens

in Mr. Garnett's Relies of Shelley, &c, &c. ; 4. A not inconsiderable

number of juvenile, fragmentary, and other poems, as yet totally un-

printed—in especial, a further portion of the drama of Charles 1.,

perhaps double as long as the portion heretofore published. The

revision of the text has been made by collation with all the original

editions, with the single exception of the first ENpsychidion—s. literary

curiosity almost (or quite?) unknown to living eyes.' The memoir is

founded on a strict comparison of the published materials, supplemented

by examination of a large unpublished correspondence of Shelley in

1811-12, and of a MS. diary of Dr. I'olidori in 1816, and by viva voce

information from Captain Trelawney (who has accepted the dedication

of the work), and others.

The Heine Manuscripts.—The publishing firm of Hoffmann and

Campe have just bought from the widow of the poet all the MSS. in

her possession, and committed the editing of them to Heir Strodlmann,

the biographer of Heine, by whom the materials for the Notice in No.

40 of the Garlenlaubc are communicated. On the poet's death the

family declined the publication of the MSS. in their hands ; the widow

then offered a selection made arbitrarily and badly copied, for the

enormous price of 30,000 francs. The Memoirs were in the hands

of Gustav Heine of Vienna, the poet's brother, who peremptorily de

clined to give them to the world ; and a story went the round of the

German papers some years ago, that Prince Richard Mettcmich had

negotiated the sale of them to the Austrian Government, and that they

were probably for ever lost in the Archives of the Imperial Royal Library.

We subjoin a few particulars condensed from the Gartenlauhe. The

poems, it is said, will cover about 200 pp., and fall naturally into

four divisions. The first of them contains additions to the Bitch der

Liedcr, lamentations for his lost youthful love, which at first are

mostly sentimental, but afterwards discover the well-known satiric

sting. The episode may now be closed by a poem which Heine wrote

in the album of the five-year-old daughter of his former love, with the

date Sept. 5, 1844. The songs in the second division are many of

them motived by the sensuous pleasures of love, and addressed to the

Kitty of the "new poems," while the charming simplicity of others

reminds one of Nmer Friihling. The third division is exclusively

political. The fourth, which comprises far the larger number of poems,
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belongs to the last years of the poet's life, and is subsequent in date to

the Romancero. It is opened by a long poem called Bimini, of several

sheets in the metre of Atta Troll, belonging to Heine's noblest and

most purely poetical effusions. The latter half of this division is, how

ever, satirical, and pervaded by the Nihilism of the final stage of the

poet's development. The gem of the poems is a dream of the sickroom,

in which Heine, "hale and red as a rose," meets his "second self,"

the sick Heine, in a wine house in Godesberg, and gives him a sound

drubbing for insisting "Wir waren nur Eins wir beide," feeling every

blow upon his own ribs, and finally awaking again to cataplasms and

mixtures and the incidents of his bedridden life.

Of the prose remains, most belong to the latter years of Heine's life.

Several unprinted chapters of the Reisebildcr are almost the only repre

sentations of an earlier period. The letters written by Heine in Ger

many to his wife in Paris in 1843-4, are important for his biography,

and furnish a perfectly idyllic description of his household relations.

There are also some additions to the Gbtter in Exil, and a number of

suppressed papers from the Gestandnissen. Finally, there is a series of

several hundred more or less characteristic aphorisms on art, literature,

religion, &c.

We understand that Mr. Twisleton's book on the Handwriting of

Junius will mainly differ from other attempts of the same kind : (1) in

the larger number of the facsimiles published ; and (2) in the " ob

jective proofs, i.e. in an exhaustive statement of the reasons which

have led Mr. Chabot to his opinion.

Mr. D. G. Rossetti has a volume of Poems in the press, which is to

extend to 300 or 400 pp., and appear next spring. It will contain

much early and much recent work. The sonnets recently printed in the

Fortnightly Rrjino indicate one of its sources of interest.

Mr. Ruskin, the new Slade Professor of Art at Oxford, intends in

February to begin a course of lectures on the materials of Art.

A SocUti de THistoire de tArt Francois has just been founded. Its

object is to prepare the materials for a history of French Art, which

will be done in two ways : ( I ) by the publication by subscription of the

members, of one or more volumes of unedited documents or rare papers

relating to French Artists ; and (2) by providing for works published

at the author's expense a greater publicity, and the authority and con

trol of men of special knowledge. The subscription is 15 francs : and

at least one volume is to come out yearly.—Application to be made to

the Office of the Gazette des Beaux Arts, 55 Rue Vivienne.

The collection of the Louvre has been recently enriched by the valu

able bequest of the late M. Lacaze, an amiable and eccentric millionnaire

long well known in the artistic circles of Paris. The strength of his

collection lay in pictures of the Dutch and Flemish schools, and of the

French pastoral school of the last century.

A museum of the works of the celebrated sculptor Rietschel, the

most important of which are the property of the State, has been recently

organized and opened in Dresden, under the superintendence of Pro

fessor Hettner.

Selected Articles.

Browning's Later Poetry, in North British Review.

Notes on Leonardo da Vinci, by W. H. Pater, in Fortnightly Review.

St. Paul and Protestantism (concl.), by Matthew Arnold, in Cornhill.

Bonaventura Genelli, by Max Jordan, in Zeitschrift fur bildende Kunst.

Bernardino Luini, by G. Lafenestre, in the Gazette des Beaux Arts.

Sainte-Beuve Critique d'Art, by Ph. Burty, in the same.

Philosophic de l'Histoire Contemporaine, by E. Renan, in Revue des

deux Mondes. (Nov. 1.)

The "Ideal-Man" of Guicciardini, by Francesco de Sanctis, in Nuova

Antologia.

[A contrast of Guicciardini, as a political quietist, with Macchiavelli.]

Studies on the Education of the Privileged Classes in Spain during the

Middle Ages, in the Revista de Espana for Oct. IO.

Filinto, in the same.

[Life and Works of the celebrated Portuguese poet.]

The Spanish Imitators, Translators, and Commentators on Dante, by

Vidal of Valenciano (II.), in the same for Oct. 25.

[An extremely interesting article.]

On Arabian Art in Spain (viii.-ix.), by R. Contreras, in the same.

The Exhibition of Old Masters at Munich, in the Grenzboten, No. 41.

Victor Cherbuliez, in the same.

Recent Investigations into Popular Legend, in the same, No. 42.

[A criticism of Benfey's theory that most of the fairy tales of Europe

originated in India, and became known to the West during and since

the 10th century.]

The Latest Excavations at Pompeii and Tarquinii, in the same, No. 44.

[A full account of a very remarkable sarcophagus, recently discovered

at Tarquinii.]

New Publications.

GRoBER Gust. Die handschriftlichen Gestaltungen der Chanson de

Gate "Fierabras," und ihre Vorstufen. Leipzig: Vogel.

Heaton, Mrs. C. Albrecht Diirer, of Niirnberg. Thirty autotype

and photographic illustrations. Macmillan.

Heldig, Wolfgang. Wandgemalde der vom Vesuv verschiitterten

Stadte Campaniens : nebst einen Abh. iiber die antike Wand-

malerei in technischer Beziehung. Von Otto Donner. Three

plates and an atlas. Leipzig : Breitkopf und Hartel.

Von Liliencron, R. Die historische Volkslieder der Deutschen

vom i^"" bis zum '6'" Jahrhundert (Bavarian Series.) 4 vols.

Leipzig : Vogel. 1865-9.

Overbeck, J. Geschichte der Griechischen Plastik. 2" Aufl. Leipzig :

Hinrichs.

Revue Analytique des Ouvrages ecrits en centons depuis les temps

anciens jusqu'au i9le»« Siecle, par un Bibliophile Beige. 100

copies. London : Triibner.

Scott, W. B. Albert Diirer : his Life, &c. With complete Cata

logues of his Engravings, Pictures, Sketches, &c. 8vo. Long

mans.

Theology.

Saint Paul.—Par Ernest Renan, Membre de l'Institut. Paris : Michel

Levy Freres. 1869.

[Second Notice.]

The third volume of M. Renan's work comprises a period

of about sixteen years, according to the scheme of chronology

which he adopts. He takes up the history as the Apostle

is embarking for his first missionary journey, and he drops it

as he enters the walls of Rome.

M. Renan himself has travelled over the greater part of

the ground, over which he undertakes to guide us. He has

also paid more than common attention to the investigations

of recent geographers and archaeologists, among whom our

countryman, Mr. Waddington, holds a prominent place.

This is the distinctive merit of the present volume. The

subject affords a wide scope for excellence in these respects,

and M. Renan has availed himself of his opportunity. The

authorities quoted are pertinent and full ; the descriptions of

scenery are lively and genial ; the remarks on national cha

racter, if not always profound, are at least interesting and

suggestive. It might be urged that the space devoted to

scenery and antiquities exceeds the demands of the subject ;

that for instance, the forty pages or more given to Athens,

where, as M. Renan himself states, St. Paul received " his

first and almost his only check," are disproportioned to the

relative importance of this city in the Apostle's biography.

But as these discursive portions form the most brilliant fea

tures in the volume, few would wish to see them curtailed.

On the whole, the view taken of St. Paul's routes appears

to be correct. There is, however, one exception of some

importance. The Galatian Churches of St. Paul, according

to M. Renan, belong not to Galatia Proper, but to Lycaonia

and Pisidia, which were included in the Roman province of

the name. This view is condemned not only by its inherent

difficulties, but also by the ulterior consequences which it

involves. For example, M. Renan is led thereby to date

the Epistle to the Galatians in the year 54, thus placing

it in chronological connection with the Epistles to the

Thessalonians, with which it has no features in common, and

separating it by four years from the Epistle to the Romans,

to which it bears the closest resemblance. Still further :

though, as M. Renan allows, St. Paul had evidently no per

sonal acquaintance with the Churches of Laodicea, Hiera-

polis, and Colossae (Col. ii. 1), yet the interpretation which

he thus puts on " Galatia " in the Acts, forces him so to

arrange the Apostle's route as to bring him through the

valley of the Lycus, in which these Churches lay, and he can
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only surmount the difficulty by suggesting that " for the

moment he did not stay or make the acquaintance of any

one there" (p. 332). Among minor points, to which excep

tion may be taken, is the denial that the expressions in

2 Cor. xii. 14, xiii. 1, imply two previous visits to Corinth.

But we have not space to enter on the criticism of details.

I have been anxious to do full justice to this volume, as

a book of archaeology and travels ; because when regarded

in a higher aspect, as the biography of a great religious

teacher or as an attempt to solve the problems connected

with a great religious movement, it falls as far below other

works which will not enjoy a tithe of its popularity, as it

rises above them in literary execution.

M. Renan in fact approaches his task with this fatal dis

qualification, that he is almost wholly deficient in sympathy

with the object of his narrative. Notwithstanding occasional

tributes of praise, it is plain that St. Paul's character is

hardly tolerable to him. The Apostle's earnestness and

fire are a rude interruption to the idyllic gaiety, which, as

M. Renan has persuaded himself, formed the social atmo

sphere of the early Christian societies. " St. Paul," said

Luther, in his quaint, vigorous way, " is the most serious

writer that I know." This very seriousness is seemingly an

unpardonable fault in M. Renan's eyes. He almost com

plains of the Apostle, because he is not prepared to sacrifice

his principles in order to avoid an unpleasant collision

(pp. 120, 295, 567). On the other hand it might have been

assumed that the Apostle's sincerity would have passed

unquestioned. Yet M. Renan more than hints that St. Paul

in claiming miraculous powers was a conscious impostor

(P- x7)> quoting in support of this charge only Rom. xv.

19, and 2 Cor. xii. 12, where the transparent genuineness of

the language should have disarmed such unworthy suspicions.

It should be added that in another passage with no little

inconsistency he speaks of St. Paul as "persuaded of his

miraculous powers" (p. 500). Nor is this the only instance

where the attempt to explain the more remarkable incidents

in the Apostle's life on his own principles involves him in

self-contradictions. Elsewhere he fully and justly recognizes

St. Paul's irony (pp. 231, 545) ; but, when he sets himself to

dispose of the conversion of Sergius Paulus, he suggests as

the true account that the Apostle took the proconsul's irony

in sober earnest for " les Orientaux ne comprennent pas

l'ironie" (p. 16).

Even more incongruous is the account which he gives of

the relations of St. Paul with the Apostles of the Circum

cision. By granting that the First Epistle of St. Peter may

be genuine, and by accepting (with some few exceptions)

even the more minute details of the narrative of the Acts, he

has cut himself off from the position of the Tubingen school,

whose explanation of early Christian history was founded

on the assumed irreconcileable feud between St. Paul and

the Twelve. He therefore frankly allows that St. Peter,

though weak and inconsistent in practice, yet held essen

tially the same religious opinions with St. Paul. He sees

clearly—what the Tubingen critics could not see—that St.

Peter is denounced at Antioch, not because he held wrong

principles, but because, holding right principles, he shrank

from avowing them openly. He goes even farther than this,

for he not only assumes that the incidents of the so-called

Apostolic Council are to be elicited quite as much from the

narrative of the Acts as from the Epistle to the Galatians,

but interprets the language of St. Paul in the latter as imply

ing that he consented to the circumcision of Titus, though a

Gentile. By these ample concessions the two great Apostles

are brought into complete harmony. "They loved one

another," he says, " and when they were at one it was the

whole world that these sovereigns of the future divided

between them" (p. 85). After thus conceding St. Peter,

we can only wonder that M. Renan should withhold St.

John, the constant friend and missionary associate of St.

Peter. Yet just at this point he clutches at the skirts of

the Tubingen theory, and asserts with no little confidence,

that the denunciations in the Apocalypse have a direct refer

ence to the teaching of St. Paul. At the same time—and

this is worthy of notice—while assigning a similar part to

St. James, he allows that St. Paul's teaching was conceived

in the true spirit of Christ, and that the brother of Jesus

did his best " to gainsay Jesus after his death in a graver

manner perhaps than he had done during his lifetime"

(p. 286). This struggle to defend the outworks of the

Tubingen theory, when the main fortress has been surren

dered without a blow, is not the least remarkable phenome

non in this work.

M. Renan in this volume has not avoided a failing to

which recent historians are especially prone—the straining

after vivid individual impressions at the expense of destroying

the relative proportions of history. By unduly emphasizing

some insignificant fact or by attaching an exaggerated im

portance to some partial testimony, a one-sided aspect is

presented of the person or incident under review. The

following instance, selected almost at random, is unimportant

in itself, but it will serve as a type of the sort of exaggeration

against which the reader must be on his guard in more

serious matters as, for instance, the account of St. Paul's

influence on the later Church. Hegesippus in an extant

fragment mentions incidentally that James the Lord's brother

was called Oblias or Obliam (the bulwark of the people).

The name does not occur elsewhere, though this James

occupies an unusually large space in a somewhat extensive

class of early Christian writings. Nevertheless, with M.

Renan, it becomes a familiar appellative. Again and again

we meet with ' Jacques Obliam,' and once, at least, he is

oddly designated ' Obliam ' simply (p. 5 1 2).

It is necessary also to call attention to one other serious

fault in M. Renan's narrative. In no other chapter of

history is it so important to distinguish between conjectural

inference and certified fact. Yet in M. Renan's account the

two are inseparably blended. The barest surmise is stated in

the same categorical form with the best authenticated event

Thus we are told- that " the composition and despatch of the

so-called Epistle of the Romans occupied the greater part of

the three winter-months which Paul passed on this occasion

at Corinth" (p. 484) ; that in the year 58 St Paul was " from

forty-five to forty-eight years old " (p. 495) ; that the

Clemcntitie Homilies appeared " at Rome about the year

150 or 160 " (p. 303). Instances of this unhistorical cast of

language are numberless ; but the following account of the

Judaizers at Antioch is among the more remarkable : "The

emissaries cited to this effect a crowd of visions, which un

believers and impious men had received, and concluded thence

that the pillar-Apostles—those who had seen Jesus—had an

immense superiority. They even alleged texts of Scripture

(Exod. xxxiii. n seq., Num. xii. 6) proving that visions came

from an angry God, while personal intercourse was the

privilege of friends (p. 294). It is true that a Judaic writer

some generations later uses such arguments against St. Paul,

but for attributing them to these contemporaries there is not

a shadow of evidence.

As our space has been necessarily circumscribed, it seemed

better to consider this volume solely from a historical point

of view, keeping out of sight its strictly theological aspect,

which has been canvassed eagerly elsewhere. In conclusion,

it is needless to add that the fascination of style and literary

finish which distinguished M, Renan's earlier volumes are

not wanting here. J. B. Lightfoot.
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The Testaments of the XII. Patriarchs: an attempt to estimate

their Historic and Dogmatic Worth.—By Robert Sinker, M.A.,

Chaplain of Trinity College, and late Crosse and Tyrwhitt Univer

sity Scholar. [Testamenta XII. Patriarcharum : ad Jidem Codicis

Cantabrigiensis cdita: accedunt tedtones Cod. Oxoniensis.] Cam

bridge : Deighton, Bell, and Co. London : Bell and Daldy, 1869.

8vo. pp. xx. and 210.

This essay deserves a cordial welcome. In its original

shape it obtained the Norrisian Prize in 1868, and is an

admirable example of the valuable services which University

prizes may be made to render to historical and critical theo

logy. The Testaments, though far inferior in intellectual

interest to the Clementine Homilies, contribute scarcely in a

less degree than that wonderful book to the full portraiture

of early Christian thought and feeling; and Mr. Sinker has

furnished his readers with ample means for estimating the

character and value of an unique specimen of apocryphal

literature. In successive chapters, he discusses the origin of

the work and the relation in which it stands to similar books

(i.) : the historic traditions which it contains (ii.) : its Chris-

tology (iii.) ; and its ethical principles (iv.). On these

points his views may be described summarily by saying that

he has filled out the masterly outline drawn by Dr. Light-

foot {Galatians, pp. 298 ff.), assigning the composition to a

writer of the Nazarene sect, probably in the first quarter of

the 2nd century.

But the most important part of Mr. Sinker's work is the

Greek text of the Testaments, which he has added to his

essay. For this he has given an exact transcript of the

Cambridge MS. (10th cent.), with a full collation of the

Oxford MS. (14th cent.),* the only two MSS. known till

quite recently, when Tischendorf discovered a third, from

which he promises excerpts in his forthcoming edition of

the book {Herzog, xx. 431). Grabe's editions (1698, 1714),

from which all later editions were taken, rested on a very

inaccurate copy of the Cambridge MS. ; containing also a

collation of the Oxford MS. This copy is still preserved at

Cambridge, and is not only disfigured by numerous clerical

errors, but in some cases the Oxford reading has passed into

the body of the transcript. Thus Mr. Sinker has done ex

cellent service in placing within the reach of scholars trust

worthy materials for revising a text which in many places is

still certainly corrupt ; and he has acted very wisely in repro

ducing the MS. literally, for the obvious blunders of a scribe

often furnish the true clue to his patent errors. The critical

materials for revision are limited to the Greek manuscripts,

for unhappily the Latin version of Grosseteste, of which very

numerous copies exist (Mr. Sinker catalogues thirty-one),

cannot be considered as an independent authority. Grabe

indeed has altered the original in countless passages, and

generally without notice, so that the old Latin text is in

many places as yet unknown. But even if it were otherwise,

there is overwhelming evidence to shew that the version was

made either from the Cambridge MS., or from a MS. resem

bling it even in obvious blunders (e.g. Test. Levi. 10, /mj irpo-

o-r^c, Test. Is. I, 'IaKW/3).

A very full table of coincidences of language between the

Testaments and the Apostolic writers closes Mr. Sinker's

book. Many of these coincidences are probably accidental ;

but there are unquestionable allusions to the Gospels of St.

Matthew and St. Luke (Luke xxiv. 21, Levi. 2), to several of

St Paul's Epistles, and to the Epistle to the Hebrews. As

Ewald has justly remarked (Gesch. vii. 329), the Epistle of

St. James is the ethical model of the Testaments, and one or

two phrases appear to be borrowed from it (uvKKafijUvu,

* A complete collation of the Cambridge MS. was made some years

ago for M. Van Hengel by the present Master of Trinity, but I am not

aware that it has been published in any form.

Benj. 7 ; cf. Benj. 6). The allusions to St. John's writings

are still more worthy of notice. The language of the Apo

calypse, of the first Epistle, and of the Gospel (6 d/xras tou

6eov, to <£u>s tov Koa/xov to Sodtv els <j>u>Tio~fxl>v Trairos avOpwTrov,

to irvevfia ttjs uAi;(?aas, to take examples from the last alone),

is distinctly referred to. So true it is that in every type of

the earliest Christian literature traces of St John's teaching

are found, in forms which must have been directly derived

from apostolic documents, and not from any peculiar school

of thought which could have produced at a later time the

writings which bear his name. Brooke F. Westcott.

■Intelligence.

A new and valuable source of ecclesiastical history will be rendered

accessible by the publication of the second and third parts of the Syriac

Chronicle of Bar Hebroeus. A Latin translation will be added. The

list of subscribers is not yet complete, but as the subscription-price is

only 20 francs, it is hoped that the appearance of the work will not be

long delayed. The editor is Dr. J. B. Abbeloos, of Malines. (See

notice in our last number.)

The new work of Dr. Hilgenfeld, A/essitrs Jiukorum Illustratus,

&c, is important enough to have special attention directed to

it. It contains a revised text of the Psalms of Solomon, with refe

rences to a second MS. at Vienna, a restored text of the Prophecy of

Ezra and the Assumption of Moses, together with the Latin, Syriac,

/Ethiopic, Arabic, and Armenian versions of the second of these

apocryphal books. The Oriental versions are given in Latin, in which

task the writer has been assisted by Pratorius, Petermann, and others.

In the restoration of the Greek he has been aided by Prof. Lagarde,

" cui donum linguarum datum esse videtur."

Mgr. Dupanloup, Bishop of Orleans, announces a fresh work, Vie

de noire Seigneur Jesus-Christ, to be published by M. Plon of Paris ;

M. Pressense, the fifth volume of his Church History, entitled Vhistoire

du Dogme, Paris : Meyrueis.

Dr. Schrader, Professor of Hebrew at Zurich, a pupil of Ewald,

has been appointed Dillmann's successor at Giessen. He is the author

of a critical work on Gen. i.-xi., and of an essay on Assyrian inter

pretation in the current number of the German Oriental Society's

Journal.

One of the principal objects of the Sinai and Palestine Expedition

was the settlement of the true site of Sinai. Mr. E. H. Palmer, lately

a member of the exploring party, writes to us as follows :—" There are

two mountains in the Peninsula which bear the name of Muneijah, or

the Conference, but they are both so insignificant in size and position

as to render it extremely improbable that either of them was the scene

of the revelation to Moses. But Jebel Musa, on an old Arabic tablet

which purports to be a translation of the original one placed there by

Justinian to record the building of the Chapel of the Burning Bush, is

called Jebel Muneijah, and this name, I take it, was originally applied

to the mountain now called Jebel Musa (Moses' Mount), the latter title

being adopted by the Greek monks in preference to the old Arabic

name, which was then transferred to the neighbouring hill. This point

has, I believe, never before been noticed. When a larger colony of

monks settled in the Peninsula, they would naturally choose a spot

where traditional interest was combined with natural advantages ; and

in founding an episcopal city at FeirAn, at the base of Jebel Serbal, I

believe that they pitched upon the city of Rephidim, that is, the site

which Arab tradition at the time pointed out as Rephidim."

Nezv Publications.

I. On Biblical Literature.

IjIBLIORUM sacrorum graecus codex Vaticanus, auspice Pio IX., Pont.

Max., collatis studiis C. Vercellone et Jos. Cozza. Tom. I. com-

plectens Pentateuchum et lib. Josuse. Romae : typ. Prop. fid. 4to.

pp. 270.

BLEEK, F. Introduction to the New Testament. Vol. I. Edinburgh :

Clark.

Kahle, A. Biblische Eschatologie. Erste Abth, Das Alte Testament.

Gofha : Schloessmann. os.

KEIL, K. F. Introduction to the Old Testament. Vol. 1. Edinburgh :

Clark.

Roorda, T. Commentarius in vaticinium Micltre. Lcyden : Engels.

8vo. pp. iv. 187.

Schenkel, D. Bibel-Lexicon, Part XV. Gl—Ha. [Articles by Holtz-

inann, Lipsius, Fritzsche, Sehcnkel, &C] Leipzig : Brockhaus.
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TESTAMENTUM Vetus, grace, juxta 70 interpretes. Textum Vaticanum

Romanum emendatius, ed. C. Tischendorf. Editio 4. 2 vols.

Leipzig : Brockhaus. Large 8vo. izr.

II. Oh the History ofDogma, &c.

Alexandre, C. Oracula Sibyllina, editio altera. Paris: Didot. pp.

xlvii. 419.

Clementis Alexandrini Opera. Ex recens. G. Dindorfii. 4 vols.

Oxford : Clarendon Press. 6oj.

Foerster, Th. Chrysostomus in seinem Verhaltniss zur Antiochen-

ischen Schule. Ein Beitrag zur Dogmengeschichte. Gotha :

Perthes. 8vo., pp. xv. 191. jr. <)d.

Hefele, C. J. Conciliengeschichte, Bd. 7. Abth. 1. Concil von Con-

stanz. Freiburg : Herder. 8vo., pp. iv., 373. 3*. Sd.

Hilgenfeld, A. Messias Judseorum libris eorum paulo ante et paulo

post Chr. natum conscriptis illustratus. Leipzig : Fues. Large

8vo. \os.

Lipsius, R. A. Chronologie der romischen Bischofe bis zur Mitte

des 4 Jahrhundert. Kiel : Schwors. 8vo., pp. xii., 280. 6s.

Tressense, E. DE. The Early Years of Christianity. Translated by

A. Harwood. London : Hodder and Stoughton. 8vo., pp. 494.

12s.

Roskoff, G. Geschichte des Teufels. 2 vols. Leipzig : Brockhaus.

8vo., pp. 404, 614. 15/.

Tiele, C. P. Vergelijkende Geschiedenis der Oude Godsdiensten.

Stuk I. Egyptische Godsdienst. Amsterdam : Van Kampen.

WiCLlF, J. Trialogus cum Supplemento Trialogi. Ed. G. Lechler.

Oxford : Clarendon Press. 8vo., pp. 484. 14?.

Selected Articles.

Letters on Comparative Mythology, No. V., by Spiegel, in Ausland,

No. 44.

[The fact that the Aryans, even before their separation, believed in a

common father of the human race, named Manvus or Manus, shows

that they had already reflected on the problem of the origin of things.

They naturally ascribed that origin to the same mysterious forces, on

which they felt in so many ways dependent. A definite theory seems

to have been suggested by the descent of fire and water from the sky.

The first descent of fire is, in several places of the Rig-veda, brought

into connexion with Manu, the first man, who received it from the god

or demigod Mataricvan, Rigveda 128, 2. Elsewhere it is not Manu

who receives the fire, but Bhrigu, the ancestor of the oldest priestly

race. Bhrigu is cognate with <pKiya, fulgeo, flamma, and the German

Blitz. Similarly the ambrosial drink Soma is said in the Vedas to be

brought down from heaven by a falcon (i.e. the lightning), and the

same myth can be traced in Eran and the mythology of the north.]

Lecture on Buddhistic Nihilism, by Max Muller, translated in Trubner's

Oriental Record, October.

Islam, in Quarterly Review, October.

[A brilliant exposition of the Jewish origin of Mohammedanism. We

reserve our remarks till the appearance of the continuation. Two ety

mologies should however be noticed, Tahannoth from the Hebrew

Tehinnoth, supplications, and Ashmaat from the Talmudic Shemaata.]

Klostermann on Old Testament Theology, rev. by Konig in Theolog.

Lit.-blatt. (Rom. Cath.) Oct. 25.

[Granted that immortality was not revealed directly, still the fervour

of the Psalmist's faith in it is due to a previous revelation of the Divine

character.]

Three verses in Ezekiel (xx. 25—28), by Dr. Dunner, in Gratz's Monat-

schrift (Jewish) October.

[The prophet, carried away by indignation, omits the introductory

words "yet in this your fathers blasphemed me," and therefore adds

verse 27 as an explanation. The meaning is, Not only have your

fathers dealt perfidiously with me, but they uttered this blasphemy also,

that I had given them those inhuman commands.]

Mailer's Commentary on the Ep. of Barnabas, by A. H. [probably

Hilgenfeld], in Lit. Centralblatt, Oct. 9.

[Chiefly based on the Cod. Sinaiticus, which is however dated too

early, since in the Reviewer's opinion it is not earlier than the sixth

century. The Epistle itself is placed too late (under Hadrian).]

The Patristic witness to the Text of the Vulgate, 1. Ambrose (cont.), by

H. Rbnsch, Journal of Historical Theology, 1870, No. I.

The Book Kohelet, its age and character, by Dr. Gratz, in the Breslau

Monatschrift, November.

[A development of Luzzatto's opinion, who held that the text of

Ecclesiastes has been tampered with, and that the last six verses were

added by the collector of the canons. The author is a realist, with a

strong satiric vein ; his death is assigned by many subtle indications

(see especially x. 16-20) to the reign of Herod. The style is not

Aramaic, but neo-Hebraic. Several Grecisms occur, e.g. in. v. 17,

where KaKhv KkyaSbv is imitated ; iv. 14, nolad to become, like y'tyvofuu;

rdiih to perceive, like eiJ«Voi ; ii. 8, shiddah, sedes, vitas, a litter.]

Contents of the Journals.

Theologische Studien und Kritiken. 1870. No. 1.—Beyschlag :

The latest form of the Vision- Hypothesis (as to Christ's Resurrection).

—Kostlin : The Relation of Religion and Morality. [The basis of

morality is religiousness. This should be placed, not with Schleier-

macher in the feeling of dependence, but in the self-surrender to God,

which that feeling prompts.]—Cropp : The Section of the Canaanitish

Woman.—Laurent : Results of Tischendorf's Facsimile of the Alex

andrian- MS. of Clement of Rome. [Amongst other conjectures we

notice in ch. 2 avvti^tat, and in ch. 7 rfjt toS Btov K\-fi<rtws.]—Fried-

lander : A Medallion of the Saviour from Constantinople. [A pre

tended portrait of Christ, taken from an inaccurate copy of a 15th

century medallion.]—Miicke: on the Dogmatics of the 19th century.

Rev. by Beck. [A history of modem German Theology from the point

of view of Dorner, viz., that orthodoxy may overcome scepticism by

assimilating those elements which are not essentially alien to itself.

The writer fails on the philosophical side, but his sketches of theo

logians are sympathetic. The style is too rhetorical.]—Klostermann:

on Old Testament Theology. Rev. by Riehm. [A monograph devoted

to three Psalms (exxxix., lxxiii., xlix.), in which the author finds ex

pressed the hope of redemption from death. But granted that the

Psalmists were conscious of a personal relationship to God, the effects

of which would reach beyond death, did they expect to receive God's

promises in their own person, or in that of their posterity or nation !]

Hilgenfeld's Journal of Scientific Theology. 1870. No. 1.—

Pfleiderer : Biedermann's conception of God and Revelation. [Prof.

Biedermann is the author of a critical and speculative work on Dogma.

The reviewer remarks that, though the point of view is Hegelian, it

is modified in the direction of Schleiermacher. Thus Biedermann, like

Hegel, defines God as absolute Spirit, but proceeds to explain that this

absolute Being is not conditioned by, but conditioning, the process of

the world. Further, instead of volatilizing Christology, with Hegel,

into a metaphysical idea, or with Schleiermacher confining its essential

truth to the elevating impulse proceeding from a sinless man, he regards

the person of Jesus as the organ by and in which the principle of union

between God and man has appeared in history. But the object of faith

is the principle, not the person.]—Grimm : Introduction to the Epistle

to the Hebrews. [Considers the Epistle to have been addressed pro

bably to Jamnia, a flourishing seat of Hellenistic as well as Palestinian

Judaism]—Klopper: Two remarkable utterances of Paul on the Genesis

of the Mosaic Law.—Hilgenfeld : The date and tendency of the Epistle

of Barnabas. [Against Miiller's commentary.]—Egli : The Hebrew

name for Butterfly. [Derives papilio from Farfar, swift.]—Egli :

Biblical Scholia.

Science and Philosophy.

The Natural History of Creation. — By Dr. Ernst Haeckel.

[Xaturliche SchSpfungs-Gcschiehte.—Von Dr. Ernst Haeckel, Pro

fessor an der Universitat Jena.] Berlin, 1868.

[Second Notice.]

III. There is only one point upon which I fundamentally

and entirely disagree with Professor Haeckel, but that is

the very important one of his conception of geological time,

and of the meaning of the stratified rocks as records and

indications of that time. Conceiving that the stratified

rocks of an epoch indicate a period of depression, and that

the intervals between the epochs correspond with periods of

elevation of which we have no record, he intercalates be

tween the different epochs, or periods, intervals which he

terms " Ante-periods." Thus, instead of considering the

Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous, and Eocene periods, as con

tinuously successive, he interposes a period before each, as

an " Antetrias-zeit," " Antejura-zeit," " Antecreta-zeit," " An-

teocen-zeit," &c. And he conceives that the abrupt changes

between the Faunae of the different formations are due to

the lapse of time, of which we have no organic record, during

their " Ante-periods."

The frequent occurrence of strata containing assemblages

of organic forms which are intermediate between those of
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adjacent formations, is, to my mind, fatal to this view. In

the well known St Cassian beds, for example, Paleozoic and

Mesozoic forms are commingled, and, between the Cretaceous

and the Eocene formations, there are similar transitional

beds. On the other hand, in the middle of the Silurian

series, extensive unconformity of the strata indicates the

lapse of vast intervals of time between the deposit of suc

cessive beds, without any corresponding change in the

Fauna.

Professor Haeckel will, I fear, think me unreasonable, if

I say that he seems to be still overshadowed by geological

superstitions ; and that he will have to believe in the com

pleteness of the geological record far less than he does at

present He assumes, for example, that there was no dry

land, nor any terrestrial life, before the end of the Silurian

epoch, simply because, up to the present time, no indication

of fresh-water, or terrestrial, organisms have been found in

rocks of older date. And, in speculating upon the origin

of a given group, he rarely goes further back than the

"Ante-period," which precedes that in which the remains

of animals belonging to that group are found. Thus, as

fossil remains of the majority of the groups of Reptilia are

first found in the Trias, they are assumed to have originated

in the " Antetriassic " period, or between the Permian and

Triassic epochs.

I confess this is wholly incredible to me. The Permian

and the Triassic deposits pass completely into one another ;

there is no sort of discontinuity answering to an unrecorded

" Antetrias " ; and what is more, we have evidence of im

mensely extensive dry land during the formation of these

deposits. The dry land of the Trias absolutely teemed with

reptiles of all groups except Pterodactyles, Snakes, and

perhaps Tortoises ; there is every probability that true Birds

existed, and Mammalia certainly did. Of the inhabitants

of the Permian dry land, on the contrary, all that have left a

record are a few lizards. Is it conceivable that these last

should really represent the whole terrestrial population of

that time, and that the development of Mammals, of Birds,

and of the highest forms of Reptiles, should have been

crowded into the time during which the Permian conditions

quietly passed away, and the Triassic conditions began ?

Does not any such supposition become in the highest degree

improbable, when, in the terrestrial or fresh-water Labyrin-

thodonts, which lived on the land of the Carboniferous epoch,

as well as on that of the Trias, we have evidence that one

form of terrestrial life persisted, throughout all these ages,

with no important modification ? For my part, having re

gard to the small amount of modification (except in the

way of extinction) which the Crocodilian, Lacertilian, and

Chelonian Reptilia have undergone, from the older Mesozoic

times to the present day, I cannot but put the existence

of the common stock from which they sprang far back in

the Palaeozoic epoch ; and I should apply a similar argu

mentation to all other groups of animals.

IV. Professor Haeckel proposes a number of modifica

tions in Taxonomy, all of which are well worthy of con

sideration. Thus he establishes a third primary division of

the living world, distinct from both animals and plants,

under the name of the Protista, to include the Myxomycetes,

the Diatomaccce, and the Labyrinthlike, which are commonly

regarded as plants, with the Noctiluca, the Flagellata, the

Rhizopoda, the Protoplasta, and the Monera, which are most

generally included within the animal world. A like attempt

has been made, by other writers, to escape the inconvenience

of calling these dubious organisms by the name of plant or

animal ; but, I confess, it appears to me, that the incon

venience which is eluded in one direction, by this step, is

met in two others. Professor Haeckel himself doubts

whether the Fungi ought not to be removed into his Pro

tista. If they are not, indeed, the Myxomycetes render the

drawing of every line of demarcation between Protista and

Plants impossible. But if they are, who is to define the

Fungi from the Algce ? Yet the seaweeds are surely, in every

respect, plants. On the other hand, Professor Haeckel

puts the sponges among the Catlenterata (or polypes and

corals) with the double inconvenience, as it appears to me,

of separating the sponges from their immediate kindred, the

Protoplasta, and destroying the definition of the Cxlenterata.

So again, the Infusoria possess all the characters of ani-

mality, but it can hardly be said that they are as clearly

allied to the worms as they are to the Noctilucce.

On the whole, it appears to me to be most convenient

to adhere to the old plan of calling such of these low forms

as are more animal in habit, Protozoa, and such as are more

vegetal, Protophyta.

Another considerable innovation is the proposition to

divide the class Pisces into the four groups of Leptocardia,

Cyclostomata, Pisces, and Dipneusta. As regards the esta

blishment of a separate class for the Lancelet (Amphioxus),

I think there can be little doubt of the propriety of so doing,

inasmuch as it is far more different from all other fishes than

they are from one another. And there is much to be said

in favour of the same promotion of the Cyclostomata, or

Lampreys and Hags. But considering the close relation of

the Mudfish with the Ganoidei, and the wide differences

between the Elasmobranchii and the Teleostei, I greatly

doubt the propriety of separating the Dipneusta, as a class,

from the other Pisces.

Professor Haeckel proposes to break up the vertebrate

sub-kingdom, first, into the two provinces of Leptocardia and

Pachycardia ; Amphioxus being in the former, and all other

vertebrates in the latter division. The Pachycardia are then

divided into Monorhina, which contains the Cyclostome

fishes, distinguished by their single nasal aperture ; and

Amphirhina, comprising the other Vertebrata, which have

two nasal apertures. These are further subdivided into

Anamnia (Pisces, Dipneusta, Amphibia) and Amniota (Rep

tilia, Aves, Mammalia). This classification undoubtedly

expresses many of the most important facts in vertebrate

structure in a clear and compendious way ; whether it is the

best that can be adopted remains to be seen.

With much reason the Lemurs are removed altogether

from the Primates, under the name of Prosimice. But I am

surprised to find the Sirenia left in one group with the

Cetacea, and the Plesiosauria with the Ichthyosauria, the

ordinal distinctness of these having, to my mind, been long

since fully established.

V. In Professor Haeckel's speculations on Phylogeny, or

the genealogy of animal forms, there is much that is pro

foundly interesting, and his suggestions are always supported

by sound knowledge and great ingenuity. Whether one

agrees or disagrees with him, one feels that he has forced

the mind into lines of thought in which it is more profitable

to go wrong than to stand still.

To put his views into a few words, he conceives that all

forms of life originally commenced as Monera, or simple par

ticles of protoplasm ; and that these Monera originated from

not-living matter. Some of the Monera acquired tendencies

towards the Protistic, others towards the Vegetal, and others

towards the Animal modes of life. The last became animal

Monera. Some of the animal Monera acquired a nucleus,

and became amceba-like creatures; and, out of certain of

these, ciliated infusorium-like animals were developed. These

became modified into two stirpes : A, that of the worms;

and B, that of the sponges. The latter by progressive modi

fication gave rise to all the Calenterata; the former to all
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other animals. But A soon broke up into two principal

stirpes, of which one, a. became the root of the Annelida,

Echinodermata, and Arthropoda, while the other, b. gave

rise to the Polyzoa and Ascidioida, and produced the two

remaining stirpes of the Vertebrata and the Mollusca.

Perhaps the most startling proposition of all those which

Prof. Haeckel puts before us, is that which he bases upon

Kowalewsky's researches into the development of Amphi-

oxus and of the Ascidioida, that the origin of the Vertebrata

is to be sought in an Ascidioid form. Goodsir long ago

insisted upon the resemblance between Amphioxus and the

Ascidians ; but the notion of a genetic connection between

the two, and especially the identification of the notochord of

the Vertebrate with the axis of the caudal appendage of the

larva of the Ascidian is a novelty which, at first, takes one's

breath away. I must confess, however, that the more I

have pondered over it, the more grounds appear in its

favour, though I am not convinced that there is any real

parallelism between the mode of development of the gang

lion of the Ascidian and that of the Vertebrate cerebro

spinal axis.

The hardly less startling hypothesis that the Echinoderms

are coalesced worms, on the other hand, appears to be

open to serious objection. As a matter of anatomy, it does

not seem to me to correspond with fact ; for there is no

worm with a calcareous skeleton, nor any which has a band

like ventral nerve, superficial to which lies an ambalacral

vessel. And, as a question of development, the formation

of the radiate Echinoderm within its vermiform larva seems

to me to be analogous to the formation of a radiate Me

dusa upon a Hydrozoic stock. But a Medusa is surely not

the result of the coalescence of as many organisms as it pre

sents morphological segments.

Prof. Haeckel adduces the fossil Crossopodia and Phyllo-

docites as examples of the Annelidan forms, by the coalescence

of which the Echinoderms may have been produced ; but,

even supposing the resemblance of these worms to detached

starfish arms to be perfect, it is possible that they may be

the extreme term, and not the commencement, of Echino

derm development. A pentacrinoid Echinoderm, with a

complete jointed stalk, is developed within the larva of

Antedon. Is it not possible that the larva of Crossopodia

may have developed a vermiform Echinoderm ?

With respect to the Phylogeny of the Arthropoda, I find

myself disposed to take a somewhat different view from that

of Professor Haeckel. He assumes that the primary stock

of the whole group was a crustacean, having that Nauplius-

form in which Fritz Miiller has shown that so many Crustacea

commence their lives. All the Entomostraca arose by the

modification of some one or other of these Naupliform

" Archicarida." Other Archicarida underwent a further meta

morphosis into a Zocea-foxm. From some of these "Zoeopoda"

arose all the remaining Malacostracous Crustacea; while,

from others, was developed some form analogous to the ex

isting Gakodes, out of which proceeded, by gradual differ

entiation, all the Myriapoda, Arachnida, and Insecta.

I should be disposed to interpret the facts of the embryo-

logical history and of the anatomy of the Arthropoda in a

different manner. The Copepoda, the Ostracoda, and the

Branchiopoda are the Crustacea which have departed least

from the embryonic or JVauplius-forms ; and, of these, I

imagine that the Copepoda represent the hypothetical Archao-

carida most closely. Apus and Sapphirina indicate the

relations of these Archaeocarids with the Trilobita, and the

Eurypterida connect the Trilobita and the Copepoda with

the Xiphosura. But the Xiphosura have such close mor

phological relations with the Arachnida, and especially with

the oldest known Arachnidan, Scorpio, that I cannot doubt

the existence of a genetic connection between the two

groups. On the other hand, the Branchiopoda do, even at

the present day, almost pass into the true Podophthalmia, by

Nebalia. By the Trilobita, again, the Archoeocarida are con

nected with such Edriophthalmia as Serolis. The Stomapoda

are extremely modified Edriophthalmia of the amphipod type.

On the other side, the Isopoda lead to the Myriapoda, and

the latter to the Insecta. Thus the Arthropod phylum,

which suggests itself to me is, that the branches of the Podoph

thalmia, of the Insecta (with the Myriapoda), and of the

Arachnida, spring separately and distinctly from the Archaeo-

carid root—and that the Zotea-forms occur only at the origin

of the Podophthalmous branch.

The Phylum of the Vertebrata is the most interesting of

all, and is admirably discussed by Professor Haeckel. I can

note only a few points which seem to me to be open to dis

cussion. The Monorhina, having been developed out of the

Leptocardia, gave rise, according to Professor Haeckel, to a

shark-like form, which was the common stock of all the

Amphirhina. From this " Protamphirhine " were developed,

in divergent lines, the true Sharks, Rays and Chimoera ; the

Ganoids, and the Dipneusta. The Tclcostei are modified

Ganoidei, The Dipneusta gave rise to the Amphibia, which

are the root of all other Vertebrata, inasmuch as out of them

were developed the first Vertebrata provided with an amnion,

or the Protamniota. The Protamniota split up into two

stems, one that of the Mammalia, the other common to

Reptilia and Aves.

The only modification which it occurs to me to suggest in

this general view of the Phylogeny of the Vertebrata is, that

the ' Protamphirhine ' was possibly more ganoid than shark-

like. So far as our present information goes the Ganoids

are as old as the Sharks ; and it is very interesting to

observe that the remains of the oldest Ganoids, Cephalaspis

and Ptcraspis, have as yet displayed no trace of jaws. It is

just possible that they may connect the Monorhina with

the Sturgeons among the Amphirhina. On the other hand,

the Crossopterygian Ganoids exhibit the closest connection

with Lepidosiren, and thereby with the Amphibia. It should

not be forgotten that the development of the Lampreys

exhibits curious points of resemblance with that of the

Amphibia, which are absent in the Sharks and Rays. Of

the development of the Ganoidei we have unfortunately no

knowledge, but their brains and their reproductive organs

are more amphibian than are those of the Sharks.

On the whole, I am disposed to think that the direct stem

of ascent from the Monorhina to the Amphibia is formed by

the Ganoids and the Mudfishes ; while the Osseous fishes

and the Sharks are branches in different directions from this

stem.

What the Protamniota were like, I do not suppose any one

is in a position to say, but I cannot think that the thoroughly

Lacertian Protorosaurus had anything to do with them.

The reptiles^which are most amphibian in their characters

and therefore, probably, most nearly approach the Protam

niota, are the Ichthyosauria and the Chelonia.

That the Didelphia were developed out of some ornitho-

delphous form, as Professor Haeckel supposes, seems to be

unquestionable ; but the existing Opossums and Kangaroos

are certainly extremely modified and remote from their

ancestors the " Prodidelphia," of which we have not, at

present, the slightest knowledge. The mode of origin of

the Monodclphia from these is a very difficult problem,

for the most part left open by Professor Haeckel. He '

considers the Prosimia, or Lemurs, to be the common stock

of the Dcciduata, and the Cetacea (with which he includes

the Sirenia) to be modified Ungulata. As regards the latter

question, I have little doubt that the Sirenia connect the
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Ungulata with the Proboscidea; and none, that the Cetacea

are extremely modified Carnivora. The passage between

the Seals and the Cetacea by Zeuglodon is complete. I

also think that there is much to be said for the opinion,

that the Insectivora represent the common stock of the

Primates (which pass into them by the Prosimice), the

Cheiropctra, the Rodentia, and the Carnivora. And I am

greatly disposed to look for the common root of all the

Ungulata, as well, in some ancient non-deciduate Mammals

which were more like Insectivora than anything else. On

the other hand, the Edentata appear to form a series by

themselves.

This second notice of the Natilrliche Schofifungs-Ge-

schichte, taken by itself, brings so strongly into prominence

the points of difference between its able author and myself,

that I do not like to conclude without reminding the reader

of my entire concurrence with the general tenor and spirit

of the work, and of my high estimate of its value.

T. H. Huxley.

Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind. —By James

Mill. A New Edition. With Notes, illustrative and critical, by

Alexander Bain, Andrew Findlater, and George Grote. Edited,

with additional Notes, by John Stuart Mill. London : Longmans,

Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1869.

The book now re-edited by Mr. J. S. Mill is one that did

not deserve to be forgotten. The writing of its author is

characterized by the same good sense, simplicity, and direct

ness, by the same vigorous effort to get at the essential facts,

which we find in the works of Mr. J. S. Mill himself, and

there is a certain subtlety and speculative clearness sometimes

shown by the father, which is wanting to the son. Some of

the analytic descriptions of mental phenomena given in this

book must be recognized for excellent, even by those who

have least agreement with its general argument.

Ever since Locke's time, there has been a succession of

English psychologists who have attempted to apply the ordi

nary scientific methods to mind, to analyze it into its ele

ments, and show how it might be produced out of them.

They have set the problem before them in this way—Given

the mind as it shows itself in [the developed man, with all

its furniture of complex notions and beliefs, its distinctions

of self and not self, of cause and effect, &c.—how are we to

account for it ? What is the smallest number of simple and

primary facts into which an analysis can reduce this com

plexity, and what is the most general expression of the law

or laws by which the result is evolved therefrom ? And the

general answer which was already suggested by Locke, and

is more explicitly given by the author, is, that the three

terms Sensation, Idea (i.e. mental copy of Sensation), and

Association, express all that is needed to reconstruct the

mind. Probably there is no book which enables us more

clearly to estimate the strength and weakness of the theory

than this Analysis, illustrated, as it now is, by the notes

and conclusions of two of the foremost representatives of

the psychology of association, Mr. J. S. Mill and Mr. Bain.

The author begins by enumerating and describing the

perceptions of the five senses, as well as the muscular, and

what are now called the organic, sensibilities. These sen

sations, when they pass away, leave certain traces or copies

in the mind, which are distinguished from them by less

vividness and fulness. At least, these are the only definite

marks of contrast which we are able to point out, though

there would seem to be something more between Ideas

and Sensations than a mere difference of degree. The dis

tinction is taken to be an ultimate one : " A sensation is

different from an idea only because it is felt to be different."

The next question is how ideas and sensations are com

bined. The author says, by association of contiguity.

Occurring in a certain order of co-existence and succession,

they are retained, and suggest each other in that order.

And that order, whether synchronous or successive, may be

so confirmed and fixed by repetition, that the different

ideas and sensations of a train cannot be separated in

thought The author would even reduce association by

resemblance into a case of association by contiguity, since

we mostly see like things in numbers together. But Mr.

J. S. Mill rightly remarks that without association by resem

blance, association by contiguity were impossible ; for how

could the sight of a meadow recall the image of sheep, unless

it first recalled the image of a formerly seen meadow in

which there were sheep.

Having got Sensations, Ideas, and the law of their asso

ciation, the author proceeds, by this means, to account for

the more complex phenomena of mind. Take one testing

example of his method as applied to the analysis of memory.

What do I mean when I say I remember an event ? In the

first place, an idea or sensation which I now have, calls up

some idea resembling it, or formerly associated with it ; but

this is not all : for I not only recall the idea, but I remember

that I formerly had it. Now, " the consciousness of the

present moment is not absolutely simple, for, whether I have

a sensation or an idea, the idea of what I call myself is inse

parably associated with it." In like manner, the idea re

called is not absolutely simple, but contains in it, or has

inseparably associated with it, the idea of the conscious self.

In remembering, therefore, I not only associate a present

with a past idea or sensation, but I inseparably associate

both with the conscious self, and, finally, I run over the

chain of thought and sensation that connects and associates

my present with my former self.

The objections which Mr. J. S. Mill brings against this

theory are twofold ; first, that the inseparable association of

the ideas of an event with the idea of myself perceiving it,

and of the present with the past, may all take place without

anything more than an act of imagination, without my be

lieving that the event really happened ; and secondly, that if

we thus explain memory by the consciousness of self, we

forget that self-consciousness needs memory to explain it.

This last objection deserves consideration, as it brings us

to the central difficulty of the psychology of association.

If I associate the ideas of the past with those of the present

by reference to an abiding self, I cannot again explain the

abiding self by the series of ideas and sensations so united.

If in remembering an event I distinguish from it, yet in

separably associate with it, the conscious self, it is impos

sible to avoid the conclusion that these two elements

were already distinguished in the first consciousness of the

event The author says, " I never have a sensation, nor

the idea of that sensation, without associating with it the

idea of myself." But this again he would explain by saying

that the two have gone together from our earliest years.

This, however, only throws the difficulty a step backwards.

For the inseparable association of the idea of self with

every sensation and idea, could only be formed after the

distinction of the conscious self from the object of con

sciousness was made, and, if we adopt the author's psycho

logy, it could only be made by the aid of memory, which

already implies such distinction and association.

Mr. J. S. Mill sees the difficulty, but seems unwilling to

adopt the only possible solution. He says, " The pheno

menon of Self and that of Memory are merely two sides of

the same fact, or two different modes of viewing the same

fact. We may, as psychologists, set out from either of them,

and refer the other to it We may, in treating of Memory,
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say (as the author says), that it is the idea of a past sensation

associated with the idea of myself as having it ; or we may

say, in treating of Identity (as the author also says), that the

meaning of Self is the memory of certain past sensations.

But it is hardly allowable to do both." We submit that it is

only allowable to do the former. A sensation felt prior to

the distinction of the conscious Self and the object of con

sciousness, as the author's argument shows, could not be

remembered. If we might speak of man as being in a

purely sensational state prior to this distinction, of that state

there could be no memory in our self-conscious existence.

Hence it is absurd to speak of associating self with sensations

and ideas, for to have sensations and ideas as we thinking

beings have them, is to have them in relation to a Self. To

attempt to base on anything external to itself that primary

fact of abstraction, if we may so describe it, by which the

unity of sensational life is broken, necessarily involves a case

of reasoning in a circle.

And this leads us to note what is the essential error of the

psychology of Association. It attempts by putting together

certain elements, which, of course, must be supposed to be

given independently of thought, to explain that unity of con

sciousness which is pre-supposed in all explanation of any

thing whatever. It treats mind as if it were merely an object

of mind like other objects, and forgets that while all things

may be said ultimately to be phenomena of mind, mind is not

a phenomenon of anything. When Locke tried to explain the

fundamental conceptions of the human mind, he assumed

the distinction of the mind and its object, and was guided

by the metaphor of a tabula rasa, on which the world like

an external hand was supposed to write. But when Berkeley

had given the easy demonstration, that we can only know

the writing and not the hand that writes, or, in other words,

can immediately know only the modifications of our own

consciousness and that of this world which is prior to con

sciousness, not related to it, and yet supposed to be its cause,

we can know nothing ; it became obvious that the method of

Locke is a hysteron-proteron, in so far as it accounts for

thought by an object which only exists to thought. Mr.

James Mill, as well as Mr. J. S. Mill, admit the validity of

the demonstration of Berkeley, and constandy use his lan

guage ; but they do not see, or refuse to accept, the neces

sary logical consequence of it They begin their explana

tion of mind with certain sensations, as if these existed inde-

pendendy of our thinking them ; but in reality they are

speaking not of sensations simply, but of sensations as

thought. When, for instance, our author names certain

sensations of colour, taste, touch, &c, he forgets that when

thus named and distinguished from each other these sensa

tions are already universals. They are not sensations in

the sense that a purely sensational being might be supposed

to have them, but as a thinking being has them. If tilings,

or sensations, in the only sense in which we can speak of

things or sensations, exist as they are known, so that the

forms of knowledge are implicated in the world we know,

how is it possible to treat of the nature of mind itself on the

method of ordinary science, which (for its purposes rightly)

overlooks and abstractsfrom this fact?

There is some trace that Mr. James Mill partially changed

his point of view as he advanced with his work. He begins

with treating the sensations as simple elements, but when he

comes to speak of relative terms in the beginning of the second

volume, he finds that they are not simple, but are given

along with notions of difference, likeness, succession, &c.

Hence the association of ideas is not, as the name would

lead us to expect, something added to the ideas themselves

so that ive might have the ideas without their being asso

ciated. Mr, J, S. Mill says (vol. ii. p. 24, note), "Ante

cedence and consequence, as well as likeness and unlikeness,

must be postulated as universal conditions of Nature, in

herent in all our feelings whether of external or of internal

consciousness." In other words, we only have ideas or

sensations, as we perceive their likeness or unlikeness, ante

cedence or consequence. The ideas of likeness, succession,

&c, are distinguishable, yet not separable from the ideas

and sensations distinguished or identified. But if this view

of the principles of association be true, and the perceptions

of likeness, succession, &c, are ultimate facts at which we

arrive in our mental analysis,—facts co-ordinate with sensation

itself,—then the examination of these facts ought to have

appeared at the very commencement of the whole treatise,

and not in the second volume of it Nay, more than this.

It seems to us that if we gather into a focus the different

views of mental phenomena that are scattered through these

volumes, there is often more than a superficial coincidence

between the Analysis and the Critique of Pure Reason.

Likeness and unlikeness, succession and antecedence, are

" ultimate facts," shall we say " forms " of sensibility and

conception. When we add to this that these likenesses,

unlikenesses, &c, are only perceptible when a past sensation

is retained and compared with one that is present (vol. ii.

p. 15), and that it is the conscious mind which retains, and

compares and distinguishes these sensations and ideas in

relation to itself (vol. i. pp. 336-7), it would seem that the

psychology of association has many points in common with

what is often supposed by its supporters to be its greatest

adversary, the philosophy of Kant. Or, perhaps, it would

be nearer the truth to say that logically it must either ad

vance to Kant or go back to Locke.

We regret that we cannot go further into the examination

of these volumes. The whole section on relative terms, and

the analysis of the moral sense, are full of interest, and

would deserve a thorough discussion.

Edward Caird.

The Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle, newly translated into English.

By Robert Williams, B.A. London: Longmans, 1869.

We learn from the preface that this work is " intended not

so much to aid the tyro in grappling with the difficulties of

the Greek text, as to reproduce the original in an intelligible

and connected form for the benefit of the general reader."

We may add that a perusal of the work shows that it came

within the author's purpose to lay before scholars and stu

dents of Aristotle his own views as to the interpretation

of the obscure and difficult passages which occur in the

Ethics. It may be doubted whether the problem of com

bining exegesis with translation is capable of satisfactory

solution, but Mr. Williams' near approach to success goes

far to qualify the doubt As a test of the strength and weak

ness of his method, we may take the concluding chapters of

Book VII., which his predecessors have either found it con

venient to brand as spurious and avoided altogether, or

turned into something which is only English because it cer

tainly is not Greek. Mr. Williams' version is a fair para

phrase of the original, prolix, it may be, but not misleading,

which not only may be read with profit by persons unac

quainted with Greek, but will be of real service to students

of the text ; but when we find the Cyrenaic definition of

pleasure, comprised in the original in four words, exhibited

as " a phenomenon of sense, consisting in a process of alter

nation between two poles, and resulting in a natural, and,

consequently, perfect physical condition," we seem to have

passed from the region of paraphrase into that of comment

ary, and it is not, perhaps, unfair to suggest that while the

paraphrase is redundant the commentary is incomplete.
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On the whole, however, this must be pronounced by far the

best English translation of the Ethics, though it is but slight

and inadequate praise to say so; for it obviously belongs

to a class quite distinct from the schoolboy translations

which have preceded it. The beginner will find but little

aid from it ; but the general reader, while charmed with a

style that seldom flags, may read with a confidence that

Aristotle's thoughts, though paraphrased, are preserved, and

the scholar, though he may not unfrequently differ from the

translator's views, cannot fail to respect the thoroughness of

his workmanship, and to admire the skill and ingenuity

with which he has overcome the difficulties of his task even

in the most unpromising passages.

James R. Thursfield.

GUGLIELMO LIBRI.

He was born at Florence in 1803, of a high family, with an ancient

title. The aspersions against his nearest ancestor have been answered,

and need not be recalled. His early successes in mathematics were

mentioned with admiration by Dean Peacock in his Report of 1834.

Before this time he had been forced to leave Tuscany for political

offences ; he was welcomed to France, was soon a member of the

Institute, and held various employments. Until 1848 he was chiefly

employed in writing his History of Science in Italy, of which four

volumes are published, ending with Galileo. It takes the first rank

among scientific histories in the great force of literary and biblio

graphical knowledge brought to bear. Libri and Michel Chasles ap

peared nearly together as the first historians of mathematics to whom

old manuscript was familiar. But Libri's manuscripts did not contain

autographs of Julius Ciesar and St. Jerome.

When the revolution of 1848 broke out, Libri, as the friend of Guizot,

was threatened by the prominent journals, and, by the advice of friends,

came to England. The charges of stealing books—no very easy thing

to do by tens of thousands—had been in preparation. We cannot detail

these charges. Libri had offered all his books—mostly Italian—to the

French nation, on condition of their being kept together as the Libri

Collection : the 'offer was refused. M. Guizot testified on oath to his

recollection of the offer. Bibliographers, wherever the Defences could

find entrance, are satisfied both of the falsehood and malice of the

charges. The Defences were not permitted to enter France ; neverthe

less such men as Guizot, Sainte-Beuve, Pontecoulant, Paul Lacroix,

Merimee, Buloz, gave public expression to their belief of Libri's inno

cence. He had offered to stand his trial if he might be out on bail in

the interval to search the libraries. This was refused : he did not ap

pear, and was condemned far contmnace. But it was afterwards found

that books charged in the acte d'accusation were standing on their

shelves.

Libri's life in England has passed in writing and circulating his De-

fences, in forming and disposing of collections of books and MSS., and

in struggling against ill health. He long maintained the hope that he

might resume his Italian history. He returned to his native air in 1868;

and died at Fiesole, near Florence, Sept. 28, 1869.

The mathematical memoirs published by Libri in his early years

raised expectations of the solution of problems which were never realized.

His fame will rest upon his fragment of the History of Italian science,

and upon his misfortunes.

Scientific Notes.

"NATURE?

A new weekly scientific journal, Nature, appeared on Nov. 4th.

The eminence of the names attached to the preliminary notice of its

appearance, naturally led to the conclusion that the work would be a

great contribution to science, as containing original essays on subjects of

scientific interest, as a guide to the student as to the value of recent

publications, and as a record of scientific investigation ; but though it

contains germs which give promise of future success, it does not, in its

present form, supply the want of those interested in " Nature." The ori

ginal essay by Mr. W. A. Bennet, which shews the interesting fact that

plants which flower in the winter have special contrivances for self-fer

tilization and thus are independent of the media by means of which

cross fertilization is effected in the summer, and the report of an enthu

siastic teacher of natural science, Mr. Tuckwell, of his experience of

school teaching, are everything that can be desired. Sir J. Lubbock's

description of Madsen's Danish Antiquities is an admirable model ex

ample of an article which really explains the value of a publication to the

student ; and contrasts completely with the reviews of books introduced

under the heading " Our Bookshelf." The account of Prof. Von Petten-

kofer's paper on Soil and Soctwater in their Relation to Cholera and

Typhus, is another instance of an admirable account of a scientific

memoir. But the record of scientific investigation is comparatively

useless from its incompleteness. A want is felt of a complete weekly

record containing the titles at least of the papers communicated to all

scientific societies and periodicals, both English and foreign, so that the

student may at once become acquainted with each new investigation in

his own particular branch of study, as well as with the general advance

of scientific knowledge. To this might be added a short account of any

investigation of more general interest. At the same time, such articles

as Protoplasm at the Antipodes and some of the "Notes" should be

omitted. The Oxford notes might have been limited to the notice of

the election of Prof. Clifton to a fellowship at Merton Coll. and the

notice of the election to a Lees Readership in Anatomy at Christ Church

in December, and a notice of scholarships to be given for proficiency in

natural science should have been added.

Other papers than those mentioned arc, Aphorisms by Goethe, Prof.

Huxley ; The Recent Total Solar Eclipse, J. A. Lockyer ; A Biography

of Prof. Graham, Prof. Williamson ; The Meeting of German Natur

alists and Physicians at Innsbruck, A. Geikic ; Dinosauria, Prof.

Huxley.

With the modifications here mentioned, Nature will fulfil a real want

and be a welcome addition to scientific literature.

Geology, Natural History, &-c.

The 'Ruih' of Madagascar [.-Epyornis maximus).—Much interest

was excited some years ago by a communication to the French Academy

of Sciences of a discovery made, in 1850, by a M. Abadie, in Mada

gascar, of a bird's egg, the capacity or contents of which equalled those

of six ostriches' eggs, or of 148 eggs of the common fowl. M. Isi

dore Geoffroy St.-Hilaire, whose description of this enormous egg and

of some fragments of bone supposed to belong to the same bird, is

given in the Comptes Rendus de fAcad. des Sciences, t. xxxii. 1851,

p. lot, proposed for it the name of sEpyornis maximus. A translation

of this memoir appeared in the Annals and Magazine of Natural

History {ox March, 185 1. These materials were enough to call forth

the speculative opinions of naturalists, but were too scanty to demon

strate the kind of bird that could have .come out of such an egg. Prof.

Valenciennes, after a study of the fossil fragments, gave it as his opinion

that they belonged to a gigantic penguin. Prof. Bianconi, of Bologna,

devoted a goodly treatise to prove that they were parts of a bird of

prey, vastly surpassing the condor in size, and, in short, being or re

presenting the " roc " of Arabian romance. In fact, old Marco Pole,

according to Marsden's edition, 4to. London, 1818, p. 707, wrote :—

" The people of the island " (viz. Madagascar) " report that at a certain

season of the year, an extraordinary kind of bird, which they call a

ruih, makes its appearance from the southern region."

Now, this notice may well apply to an sEpyornis, which might be

living in Madagascar, as the dodo was in the neighbouring island of

Mauritius, at the period of Marco Polo's wanderings. It does not,

follow, however, that the " rukh " could fly : there is no testimony to

that effect. Supposing an Arab merchant in the palmy days of Haroun

Al Raschid to have voyaged down the Red Sea to Madagascar, and

possessed himself of one of these eggs, it might well suggest to the

people of Bagdad, by the analogy of the egg of the vulture or eagle, a

bird of prey big enough to bear aloft a young elephant. Prof. Owen,

however, in his ' ' Notes on the egg and portions of leg-bones of Aipy-

ornis," read before the Zoological Society, January, 1852, (Proceed

ings, p. 9), concurs with Isidore Geoffroy St.-Hilaire in referring them

to a 3-toed species of terrestrial or struthious bird, differing generically

from Dinornis, not surpassing in height the Dinornis giganteus, and

probably having a shorter rather than a longer metatarsal bone than in

that gigantic 3-tocd bird from New Zealand.

In 1868 a M. Grandidier discovered in the marshy soil at Amboulit-

sate, on the west coast of Madagascar, a leg-bone (tibia), a thigh-bone

(femur) nearly entire, and two vertebra;, of a bird corresponding in mag

nitude with the previously obtained evidences of sEpyomis. These

remains are now in the Jardin des Plantes, and have been described

by MM. Grandidier and Alphonse Milne-Edwards, in the Comptes

Rendus de PAcad. des Sciences, torn. Ixix., p. 802, (Seance du Lundi, I 1

Octobre, 1S69).

The following are dimensions recorded by those naturalists, to which

are added corresponding admeasurements of the same bones of the enor

mous species of Dinornis, described by Prof. Owen in the Transac

tions of the Zoological Society, vol. vi., p. 497, pis. 89 and 90.

DIMENSIONS OF TIBIA.

/Kpyornis maximus. Dinornis maximus.

in. lines. in. lines.

Length (64 centimetres) .. =u o 39 o (= 100 centim.)

Circumference of upper end (45 ccntim.l = 16 o 1 9I (= 54 „ )

„ middle.. (15} „ )= 6 o 8 6 (= 22 „ )

„ lower e:id (38 „ ) = 1 3 i 6 (= 45 „ )
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DIMENSIONS OF METATARSAL.

Length £38 centimetres)

Transverse diam. [least)

JEpyomis maximus. Dinornis maximus.

in. lines. in. lines.

= 15 o 29 o (= 50 centim.)

[8 centim.) =33* 3 o (= jrt „ )

From these dimensions we gather that the " rukh " was about the

height of an ostrich ; but, like the Dinornis elephantofnts, was a more

robust bird, especially in the legs and feet. M.-Edwards and Grandidier

announce evidences of two smaller kinds of sEpyornis, one the height

of a cassowary (d'un casoar), the other of a bustard (la grande

outarde). It is probable, therefore, that ulterior researches may show

this island of Madagascar to have been tenanted by as numerous and

varied a family of " rukhs," as New Zealand was of " moas."

The largest known kind of sEpyornis is represented in the British

Museum by casts of the original specimens described by Isidore

Geoffroy St.-Hiliare. The only specimen of the egg which appears to

have reached this country was secured by George I). Rowley, Esq., who

published, in 1864, an interesting account of it. We quote from this

memoir the following dimensions:—"Shape an ellipse, major axis 12J

inches, minor axis 95 inches, great circumference 34jj inches, small cir

cumference 29J inches, weight avoirdupois 3 lbs. nj oz. nearly. Con

trast these with the following taken from ostrich eggs in my cabinet :

smooth North African ostrich, major axis 6J inches, minor axis 5

inches, great circumference iSj inches, less circumference 17 inches. A

rough South African ostrich has major axis 5J inches, great circumfer

ence t7ij inches, less circumference l6J inches."

Mr. Rowley states that his specimen of rukh's egg " was found at

Mananezari on the E. coast, at a depth of forty-five feet in a hill of fer

ruginous clay, 'dans le terrain diluvien,' by Malgaches, when digging

for an iron mine. Some bones are said to have been found with the

egg, but they were unfortunately broken before they were taken out."

(On the egg of "sEpyornis" pp. 6, 9).

East and West Sides of Mountain Chains.—The remarkable

uniformity with which mountain chains slope gradually to the cast and

abruptly to the west has been often remarked. We believe no expla

nation has been offered before that now given by Aldis. lie explains

the fact from the motion of the earth and the secular contraction of its

crust, which subsiding on the centre, and consequently on that which

is moving less rapidly than itself, will be retarded towards the east,

and the westward portion thereby tilted up in that direction, so as to form

an abrupt face towards the west and a gradual slope towards the east.

The Perforated Implements of the Stone Period.— Sir John Lub

bock and other archaeologists are inclined to hold that the perforated

axes and hammers of stone are coeval with the commencement of the

Bronze Period. That many of them really do belong to this period

there can be little doubt, since bronzes and stone are frequently found

buried together, and it is well known that stone weapons continued to

be made and used after the introduction of bronze. But this by no

means proves that all perforated stone implements are to be referred to

this period, and the present number of the Archhfiir Anthropologic con

tains a paper by Rau showing the mode in which they might be formed

before a knowledge of bronze existed. M. Rau considers that the holes

were made in two different ways, or perhaps by means of two different

borers. The more highly-finished holes are of equal diameter through

out and present a smooth surface, and exhibit at short distances from

each other a succession of circular grooves. Such perforations as these,

he thinks, were effected by means of a hollow cylinder of bronze. But

there is another kind of perforation the surface of which is more or less

smooth, but which is not marked by the lines or grooves above men

tioned. These perforations are constricted in the centre, so as to

present on section more or less of an hour-glass form, indicating that

they have been bored from opposite sides. These, he thinks, belong

exclusively to the Stone Period. In both methods it is probable that

hard sand and water were employed to assist the process. His view is

supported by an examination of weapons in which the perforations have

not been completed, but carried only through a portion of the thickness

of the stone. In the former class of borings the hole on section pre

sented somewhat of the appearance that would be presented by the

bottom of a champagne bottle in section, the periphery being more

deeply bored than the centre, whilst, in the latter class of borings, the

bottom of the depression was simply rounded and rather narrower than

the superficial margin.

M. Rau has been able to produce borings in a hard stone exactly re

sembling those in the weapons of the Stone Period, without the aid of

any metallic instrument, but merely by means of the rounded extremity

of a piece of hard wood made to rotate with a bow-drill, together with a

little sand and water. The stone on which he experimented was a

piece of Diorite, so hard that a well-tempered knife-blade only marked

it with a metallic streak, and of the same kind as that formerly em

ployed, on account of its combining hardness with tenacity, in the con

struction of' various weapons during the Stone Period, and still used for

the same purposes by the North American Indians of the present day.

• Transmitted to the Jardiu des Plantcs by M. Lienard.

In commencing the perforation, which required infinite patience, M. Rau

found it advantageous to attach a piece of wood, with a hole in it, on the

stone, which prevented the boring instrument from perpetually slipping

off. Two hours' severe work were required to deepen the perforation by

the thickness of an ordinary tracing with a lead pencil, and, though with

many interruptions, he was fully two years in completing it. It was

found requisite to add fresh sand every five or six minutes ; when ser

pentine rock was experimented on the perforation was accomplished

with very much greater rapidity.

Botany.

Evaporation of Water from Vegetables.—We find in the CompUs

Rendits of the French Academy an important article by M. P. P. Deherain

on the Evaporation of Water from Vegetables. He proposes to demon

strate the three following points :— 1st. The evaporation of water from

leaves proceeds under conditions very different from those which deter

mine its evaporation from an inanimate body, for it continues in a satu

rated atmosphere. 2nd. This evaporation is entirely determined by

light. 3rd. The rays of light which are efficacious for the decomposition

of carbonic acid by the leaves are also those which favour evaporation.

A leaf of wheat was fixed in an ordinary test-tube by means of a split

cork. This tube was exposed at intervals to the action of the sun, and

subsequently weighed, when it was found that during each equal period

of half-an-hour the tube (without the wheat-leaf) had increased in weight

by almost exactly equal increments, although the air in the tube had

become completely saturated, and a considerable quantity of moisture

had condensed. Under similar circumstances no increase of weight was

found, if, instead of the wheat-leaf, a wick of cotton was inserted in

the split cork, one end of which was immersed in water. The quantity

of water emitted varies considerably with the species of plant and the

age of the leaf; but the most efficacious agent in determining the evapo

ration is light. In bright sunshine leaves of corn gave off, under long

exposure, from 70 to 108 per cent of their own weight of water ; in

diffused light from 6 to 18 per cent. ; in total darkness from "6 to 2-8

per cent., being very little influenced by temperature. Even when the

tube was surrounded by ice the leaves gave off an increased quantity of

moisture, probably in consequence of the more rapid condensation.

Further experiments with coloured solutions showed that the blue or

green rays which decompose chloride of silver, but are without action in

the reduction of carbonic acid, also do not facilitate evaporation ; while

the red and yellow rays, which have little photographic power, but

have a powerful action in decomposing carbonic acid, have also great

influence in promoting evaporation. The series of experiments showed

an exact proportion between the quantity of carbonic acid decomposed

and the quantity of water evolved. M. Deherain also confirmed an old

observation of Guettard, in 1748, that the upper hard and smooth surface

of leaves has more power in decomposing carbonic acid (and hence also

in evolving water) than the under-surface. He promises a second paper

on the nature of the gases evolved by plants under the influence of dif

ferent rays of light.

Irritability of Stamens.—Professor J. B. Schnetzler has contributed

to the " Societe Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles " some remarks on

the well-known spontaneous motion in the stamens of the common

Berberry, and other species of Berberis, which causes them to spring

back against the pistil when touched on the inner surface by a pin or

other substance. This motion has been commonly attributed to "irrita

bility," or "contractility," of the vegetable tissue; terms which Professor

Schnetzler points out explain nothing of its real cause. Previous in

vestigations by the same observer into the movements of the leaves of

Mimosa and Dioiuta, and of the stamens of Parietaria, had induced

him to attribute some part in its production to the protean matter which

constitutes a portion of the living cells ; matter like the sarcode of Rhizo-

pods, which physiologists have described under the name of " Proto

plasm." The experiments which he has made on the stamens of the

Berberry confirm in this respect those which he had previously made on

the leaves of the sensitive plant. For instance, the ourali poison, which

does not destroy the contractility of animal sarcode, and leaves un

touched these same properties in protoplasm generally, has also no

influence on the movements of Mimosa, nor on those of the Berberry ;

on the other hand, nicotine, alcohol, and the mineral acids, destroy the

life of sarcode and of protoplasm, and the irritability of the leaves of

Mimosa, and of the stamens of Berberis.

Spontaneous Currents in Plants.—Professor J. B. Schnetzler re

cords in the Archives des Sciences Physiques ct Xnlurdlcs, some observa

tions on the motions of the fluid in the leaves of the common water-weed

Anacharis a/sinastrum (known in this country as Elodca canadensis),

the great pest in our canals introduced from America some fifteen years

since), which the great transparency of the leaves renders peculiarly

favourable for examination. These rotatory motions of the protoplasm

have been attributed by some to successive contractions of the exterior

layer of the cells, by others to successive displacements produced by

purely mechanical action. Neither of these explanations, Professor
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Schnetzler points out, goes to the root of the matter ; and he believes

he has detected their ultimate cause in the chemical action of oxygen,

which passes through the wall of the cells, and of which a portion is

probably transformed into ozone under the influence of light, assisted

by currents of electricity passing between the surface of the leaf and the

contents of the cell. A similar conversion of oxygen into ozone is said to

take place in the globules of the blood. From the point of view of the

mechanical theory we have here evidently an example of the transforma

tion of light and of heat into motion.

Gases exhaled by Fruit—At a recent meeting of the Academy of

Sciences at Paris MM. Bellamy and Lechartier read a paper, in which

they stated that various kinds of fruit, after being plucked from the tree,

as, for instance, apples, cherries, gooseberries, and currants, begin to

absorb oxygen, and give off" carbonic acid.

Edible Fungi.—Many attempts have been made of recent years by

the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, Mr. Worthington Smith, and other ardent

fungologists, to induce the public to believe that not a few common

British species of fungus are not only wholesome as articles of diet, but

are equally palatable with the common mushroom, Agaricus campcstris,

the only one universally looked on without suspicion by our peasantry.

Prizes have been offered the last two years, under the auspices of the

Royal Horticultural Society, for the best collections of edible fungi, and

the awarding of the prizes has been followed by a fungus feast. Among

the species generally admitted as wholesome are the Agaricus procerus,

or parasol-mushroom j the A. melleus, very common on dead stumps ;

the A. ostreatus, or oyster ; the Coprimes contains, a variety ex

ceedingly common in gardens ; the Marasmitis arcades, or fairy-ring

champignon ; the Boletus cdulis ; the Fistulina hepatica, or vegetable

beef-steak, growing on the trunks of trees; and the Lycoperdon giganteum,

or giant puff-ball. Most of these species are freely eaten in many parts

of the continent where they abound ; and, during the American civil

war, fungi formed for a considerable time the main support of the

Southern army. Mr. Berkeley believes that there are at least forty edible

species of British fungi, many of them exceedingly abundant at a time of

the year when there arc very few other natural vegetable products, vary

ing greatly in flavour, but all highly nutritious, from the great amount of

nitrogen they contain. It is stated that while in the New Forest the

delicious truffle is still hunted for by regularly trained dogs, in France it

is now detected by observing a species of fly, which alights on the ground

above the spot where it grows.

Physiology.

Nerves of the Liver.—Professor Pfluyger, of Bonn, has been en

gaged for several years in investigating the connection of the nerves with

the glands of the body. He began by showing, by microscopic investi

gation, that the nerves of the salivary glands are intimately connected

with the elements of which those glands are composed, the ultimate

ramifications of the nerve-fibres having their end in the salivary cells.

This discovery throws an important light on the mode of activity of

these glands, which were already known to be under nerve-influence.

It gives the most satisfactory proof of the existence of "secretory"

nerves, the stimulation of which calls the cell-elements of the glands

directly into "secretory" activity. Pfluyger has now extended these

investigations to the liver (Archfv. fur Physiologic, Bd. ii.). This

organ, which secretes the bile, has a very complex structure. The

biliary and blood vessels form a regular net-work, which surrounds the

secretory elements, or liver-cells. He has now succeeded, by the em

ployment of hyperosmic acid, in finding the ultimate ramifications of

nerve-fibres in these cells. He saw that the nerve fibres entered directly

into the cells, so that their contents became continuous with those of

the cells. Hence the influence of the nerve-system upon the secretion

of bile, as seen in the well-known influence of mental affections upon it,

becomes intelligible. These investigations are still in progress.

Corti's rods.—Professor Helmholtz has recently, in a memoir read

before the Innsbruck congress On the sound-waves in the Cochlea of the

Ear, made an important addition to his Doctrine of the Perception of

Sound. He had previously regarded the "rods of Corti," which are

found in the cochlea, as elastic bodies, the vibrations of which act

directly on the fibres of the auditory nerve. This hypothesis was

founded upon the fact that in the cochlea there are a great number of

Corti's rods lying side by side, in a series diminishing in size, as if

adapted for the reception of a wide range of sounds. Recent anatomical

investigation has robbed the Corti's rods of a part of their importance,

especially the observation of C. Hasse that the cochlea of birds and rep

tiles (Amphibien) have no Corti's rods. Now, as all singing birds, at

least those which are capable of being taught to sing tunes, distinguish

the qualities of notes, it is plain that a perception of the difference of

sounds is compatible with the absence of those rods. Besides this, Pro

fessor Von Hensen, of Kiel, has examined the membrane which divides

the cochlea, and found that it varies in breadth in different parts of the

cochlea ; and has proposed the hypothesis that this membrane acts as a

vibratory organ.

Helmholtz then examined whether such a membrane is canable of

having its various segments vibrating in unison with various notes on

the scale. We may figure this membrane as a wedge-shaped structure

stretched in the direction of its breadth, in such a way that the tense

fibres, of which it consists, form a series continually diminishing. Helm

holtz, then, has made out by mathematical analysis what the movements

of such a membrane would be, and found that each of its individual

fibres can execute vibrations without throwing the remainder of the

membrane into vibration. This membrane in the cochlea would then be

an appropriate organ for the perception of sounds.

On certain Limits of Vision.—Exner finds that if a sufficiently

intense light be allowed to act upon the retina for y^ of a second only,

a distinct perception of light follows. He further finds that the length

of time required for the perception of an impression of light depends—

1st, on the intensity of the illumination. As the intensity increases in

geometrical progression, the length of time necessary for the light to

act in order to call forth perception diminishes in arithmetical pro

gression. 2nd. On the size of the image formed on the retina. As the

dimensions of the retinal image increase in geometrical progression,

the times required diminish in arithmetical progression. 3rd. On the

assistance of the positive after-image. If immediately after the action

of the light the eye is allowed to rest on a white surface, with certain

intensities and durations of light, no image is perceived, though it is

distinctly visible if a black surface be substituted for the white. 4th.

On the part of the retina on which the image falls. The most sensitive

part of the retina is not the Fovea Centralis. A bright object is most

readily perceived, without distinct outlines, at some little distance from

the axis, but distinct outlines are most easily appreciated close to the axis.

The structureless Matrix of the Convolutions of the Brain.—

The nerve-cells and nerve-fibres of the grey matter of the brain are all

imbedded in a tender jelly-like tissue, in which no structure can be

observed, except granules and faint streaks. Arndt has recently shewn

that this structureless mass is a remnant of the embryonic granular pro

toplasm, out of which nerve-fibres and nerve-cells are directly formed.

He seems further inclined to the belief that this matrix is not, as used

to be thought, mere padding, but the seat of important functions.

Starch in Muscles.—Not long ago starch was thought to be a

peculiarly vegetable product ; and Bernard's discovery of the formation

of animal starch or glycogen in the liver upset a good many theories.

It has since been found in many organs. Nasse now claims it as a

normal constituent of muscle ; and his observations go to shew that it

is consumed in muscular action, that in fact it forms part of the fuel

with which our muscular engines are fed.

Spectrum Analysis, Chemistry, &-r.

"Winnecke's Comet—Huggins' spectral analysis of this comet is

well known, and his conclusion that the light of this comet is produced

by incandescent carbon vapour. The experiments of Watts—published

in the October Number of The Philosophical Magazine—seem to prove

that this spectrum is really that of carbon : and further, that the tem

perature of the carbon producing it must be between 15000 C. and

2500° C. If no other explanation of this comet-spectrum can be found,

and if the temperature of cosmical space may really reach 15000 C,

important changes must be made in the theories of the universe as at

present accepted.

Z&llner's Reversion-Speotroscope.—An important addition to the

resources of spectrum analysis has been made by Zollner's invention of

a reversion-spectroscope, by which extremely small changes in refran-

gibility, and consequently comparatively slow motions of a star or sun-

name, can be detected. It consists of a spectroscope in which by

reflection the spectrum of a source of light can be seen superposed

above a reversed spectrum of the same source ; so that if a white flame

containing sodium be viewed, there will be seen in the upper part of the

field a sodium line with the blue end of the spectrum on the one side,

and underneath it a sodium line with the red end of the spectrum on

the same side. The two bright lines may be made to coincide exactly

by an adjustment ; and if any change in refrangibility take place, the

motion of the line is doubled, and is also more exactly measured,

because it is referred to itself as a standard.

Different Sizes of Drops.—Herr Quincke, of Berlin, has found

(Poggendorff's Annalen, for Nov.) that the size of the drops, formed by

liquids of the most different kinds, bear a fixed relation to their che

mical composition. He deduces from his experiments the law that all

liquid substances, at a temperature near their liquifying point, have

specific cohesions, which are proportionate to the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, &c.

If the specific cohesion of the metallic bromides and iodides be taken

as 1, that of mercury and the nitrates, the metallic chlorides, the sugars

and the fats, is represented by 2 ; that of water, the carbonates, sul

phates, and probably also the phosphates, by 4. Of the metals,

compared to the same unit, the specific cohesion of lead, bismuth, and

antimony, is 2 ; that of platinum, gold, silver, cadmium, tin, copper,

is 4 ; that of zinc, iron, palladium, 6 ; that of sodium, 12,
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Condensation of Phosgene Gas.—Dr. Emerling, of Heidelberg,

has discovered that phosgene gas (carbonyl chloride), if quite pure, is

condensed with facility to the liquid state. Liquid phosgene gas boils

at 180 C, and may be sealed up in a glass tube without danger. The

glass tube may be opened if placed in a freezing mixture, and gives out

a slow and continuous current of the gas.

A New Agent for procuring Sleep.—Chloral continues to excite

attention, more perhaps abroad than amongst ourselves. The hydrate

of chloral is a white crystalline substance, which in contact with alcaline

fluids splits up into chloroform and formic acid. Hence, when it comes

into contact with blood, the alkaline reaction of that fluid effects its

decomposition, and a formation of chloroform is the result. Liebreich,

of Berlin, to whom we are indebted for having brought the matter for

ward, believes that when chloral is taken by the mouth or injected under

the skin, and so is gradually absorbed into the blood, chloroform is set

free in and given up to the blood little by little. Hence its action is

necessarily somewhat slow but gentle and prolonged, very different

indeed from the action of chloroform taken in rapidly by the ordinary

process of inhaling. At all events the animal or person to whom chloral

is administered gradually becomes subject to an anaesthetic or rather

hypnotic influence, quite distinct from that of chloroform. It has

already found considerable favour in Germany as a substitute for

morphia, and as a means of producing sleep. In this country Dr. B.

W. Richardson reported rather unfavourably on it at the Exeter Meeting

of the British Association, disagreeing with Liebreich as to its ad

ministration being free from danger and from inconvenient after effects,

and being inclined to attribute ill effects to the formic acid developed

at the same time. In Paris, however, M. Demarguay in a communica

tion to the Academy of Sciences, while disagreeing with many of

Liebreich's conclusions, states that chloral seems likely to prove a most

useful agent for procuring sleep, especially in the case of weak persons.

Miscellaneous Intelligence.

A prize of 500 thalers (75/.) is offered for the best essay on the

following question :—" Do the facts of Astronomy, Geology, and

Biology necessitate the assumption that the solar system, and espe

cially the earth and its inhabitants, had a beginning in time, or are

they also compatible with the assumption of their existence from

eternity !" Twelve essays have been sent in at present, and the prize

will be given away on the 31st of next January. For particulars apply

to Dr. Ziller, Leipzig.

The proposed gathering of the Philosophers of the School of Herbart,

which was to have taken place at Leipzig in September last, is put off

till next year.

Professor Zeller, of Heidelberg, has undertaken to write a History of

German Philosophy, and Professor Kopp, of Heidelberg, a History of

Chemistry ; both for the Bavarian series of Histories of German

Science.

Professor Bunsen, the well-known chemist, has been appointed by

the Baden Government to submit the mineral waters of the Black

Forest to a scientific investigation.

Professor Rolleston's long-expected work on Forms 0/Animal Life

is in the press, and may be expected to appear very shortly. It will

consist of a general introduction, a description of dissections and

specimens illustrating the chief divisions of the Animal Kingdom, and

selected from easily-procured species, and a description of 12 large and

elaborately executed plates.

The announcements of the Berlin publisher, Weidmann, include a

book which will in all probability be the last of the editiones■ principes of

Greek authors ; viz. the Mathematical Collections of Pappus, edited by

F. Hultsch. The task of publishing the works of the Greek mathe

maticians, undertaken by the University of Oxford, was splendidly

begun with Euclid, Apollonius, and Archimedes, but unhappily did not

reach Pappus before the decay of learning which characterised Oxford

in the last century.

Selected Articles.

The Natural History of Morals : Westminster Review.

[Excellent critique of first chapter in Lecky's History of European

Morals.]

Higher and Lower Animals : Quarterly for October.

The Positivist Problem, by Frederick Harrison : Fortnightly for Nov.

Different Schools of Elementary Logic : North British.

Untersuchungen iiber Bau und Entwickelung der Arthropoden. Von

Dr. Ant. Dohrn. Jenaische Zeitschrift fiir Medecin und Natur-

wissenschaft.

Untersuchungen iiber die Diffusion atmospharischer Gase in der Pflanze.

Von N. J. C/Muller. Pringsheim's Jahrbuch fur wissenschaft-

liche Botanik.

Notiz iiber die Farbstoffe im Chlorophyll. N. J. C. Miiller. In the same.

What is Bathybius ! By Prof. Williamson. Pop. Science Rev. for Oct

Kent's Hole. By W. Boyd Dawkins. In the same.

The oldest human remains in Europe. By P. M. Duncan. Student

for Nov.

Contents of the Journals.

La Philosophic Positive (Revue) : Nov.-Dec—The myth of the

Tree of Life, &c, by Littre.—On certain laws of Political Economy,

by Roberty (ii.).— Primitive Remains of Mankind according to the most

recent Researches, by Jourdy (ii.).—Geometry in Ancient India, by

Noel (i.).—New France, by D'Henriet—The Congress.of Lausanne-

Varieties and Bibliography.

Zeitschrift fur exacte Philosophie (Allihn und Ziller : ix. I.).

—Aristotle on the Eternity of the World, by Siebeck.—New Histories

of Philosophy, by Thilo.—Reviews.

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society. Vol. 159, i.

—Researches on Solar Physics, by De la Rue, Balfour Stewart, and

Loewy.—A Third Memoir on Skew Surfaces, by Professor Cayley.—

The Great Melbourne Telescope, by Robinson and Grubb ; Formation

and Early Growth of the Bones of the Human Face, by Callender.—

On Hydrofluoric Acid, by Gore.—On the Theory of Reciprocal Sur

faces, by Cayley.—On the Osteology of the Solitaire, by Newton.—

On the Solar Variations of Magnetic Declination at Bombay, by

Chambers.—On the Development of the Semilunar Valves of the Aorta

and Pulmonary Artery of the Chick, by Tonge.—On the Diurnal and

Annual Inequalities of Terrestrial Magnetism, by Hirz.—Spectroscopic

Observations of the Sun, by Lockyer.

New Publications.

Austin, John. Lectures on General Jurisprudence ; or, The Philoso

phy of Positive Law. Third edition. Revised by R. Campbell,

Barrister. 2 vols. Murray.

Beale, Lionel. Protoplasm ; or, Life, Force, and Matter. With

8 coloured plates. Churchill and Sons.

Bence Jones, Dr. Life and Letters of Faraday. 2 vols. Longmans.

Cirencester Agricultural Essays. Vol. II. Practice with

Science. 8vo. Ed. by Rev. J. Constable, M.A., Principal of

the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester. Longmans.

Helmholtz, Prof. On the Relation of the Natural Sciences to the

Totality of the Sciences : an Address. Translated by Dr.

Schaible. London : Hodgson and Son.

Hibberd, S. New and rare beautiful-leaved plants. London : Bell

and Daldy.

Hirsciibf.rg, Dr. J. Der Markschwamm der Netzhaut. Eine Mono

graphic mit 3 Lithogr. Tafeln. Berlin : Hirschwald.

Kopp. Beitrage zur Geschichte der Chemie.

Von Krempelhuber, A. Geschichte und Literatur der Lichcnologie

von den altesten Zeiten bis zum Schlusse des Jahres 1865 ;

zum i*lcn Male bearbeitet. Bd. II. "Die Flechten Systeme und

Flechten-Spezies. Munich : Wolf. [A work of extraordinary

research.]

Mackintosh, D. The Scenery of England and Wales ; its character

and origin geologically considered. London : Longmans.

Oliver, Prof. D. Elementary Lessons on the Botany of India.

Macmillan.

PoucHET, T. A. A Sketch of Contrasts in Creation, and marvels

revealed and explained by Natural Science. Illustrated and

translated. Edinburgh : Blackie.

Pringsheim, Dr. Jahrbiicher fur wissenschaftliche Botanik. Leipzig.

1869.

Wurtz, Ad. A History of Chemical Theory from the age of Lavoisier

to the present time. Translated by H. Watts, F.R.S. Macmillan.

History, Geography, &c.

Researches in the Highlands of Turkey ; including visits to Mounts

Ida, Athos, Olympus, and Pelion, to the Mirdite Albanians, and

other remote tribes. With Notes on the ballads, tales, and classical

superstitions of the modem Greeks.—By the Rev. H. F. Tozer,

F.R.G.S.,Tutor and late Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. Two

vols. 8vo. Murray, 1869.

This work contains an account of journeys made in 1853,

1 86 1, and 1865, to the Troad, to Mount Athos, and across

Northern Greece in various directions. In harmony with
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the desolation of the plains of Troy, once the battle-field

of heroes, there is found across the -<Egean, the "eternal

repose " of the life on Athos, the " Holy Mountain " of the

Greek Church, the place of refuge for its saints and learned

men. And in striking contrast with them both we have the

confused modern life of the mixed races living north of

Greece, in one sense modern, but in another very ancient ;

still preserving old customs and superstitions that existed

before the " Tale of Troy Divine " was sung in the halls

of Ionian or yEolian chieftains. As regards the vexed

question of the site of Troy, Mr. Tozer, after comparing the

Homeric description with the present features of the ground,

sides with those who think that it stood on the hill above

Bunarbashi. On a point where only a probability can be

arrived at—for the later Greeks did but guess where the city

had been—this seems the most likely supposition ; and the

tumuli on the height may be of later date, for interment

within an ancient city was of very rare occurrence, and

Homer expressly tells us that Hector was buried without the

walls. We must, however, leave these tempting questions

for the present, and confine our attention to the journeys

across Northern Greece, as containing the most recent

information on many subjects connected with classical

antiquity. It seems strange that what was once the great

road of communication from Italy to the East, the road too

by which the Normans twice invaded the Byzantine empire,

should be so utterly unknown even to European travellers

in our own day. Tafel, who wrote a valuable work, De Via

Militari Romana Egnatia, never himself visited the country,

and was even in some cases unaware of the direction taken

by the river-valleys and passes, which so often determine the

line of a great military road. The combined attractions of

the new and the old on such a route as that from Thes-

salonica, across Central Albania, to the Adriatic, fortunately

induced Mr. Tozer, in 1861, to attempt its exploration, and

in so doing, he has made a very noticeable addition to our

knowledge of Greek archaeology ; his book is important to

the philologist, as well as to the historian. Any one ac

quainted with the account of Macedonia in Muller's Dorians

or Grote's Greece, admirably as they used their scanty

sources of information, will see this at a glance ; and the

students of Homer, Herodotus, and Thucydides, will equally

find illustrations of their favourite writers. We propose to

accompany our author along this unfrequented line of travel,

and stay with him to survey the main points of interest

The line of the old Via Egnatia is clearly marked at

Salonika by the long street running from east to west, and

crossed at either end by Roman triumphal arches. Starting

from this point, our traveller soon crossed the lower Axius,

as to the course of which all the maps—even Kiepert's,

usually so correct—are quite at fault. The turbid water of

the river is mentioned by Strabo, who finds a difficulty in

reconciling it with the Homeric description—" the fairest

stream on earth." In fact, the Homeric epithets and de

scriptions, accurate for the Troad, and for parts of Greece,

are not always so infallible as Mr. Gladstone assumes them

to be, when pointing a contrast between Homer and Virgil.

Thus Telemachus drives through corn-fields from Pylos to

Sparta, without our finding any notice of the trackless

barrier of Taygetus being in the way. The next stream to

the Axius seems to have changed its course since the time

of Herodotus, who speaks of the " Lydias " as joining the

Haliacmon, whereas now it flows into the Axius itself.

Thence we reach Vodena, famous as of old for its many

streams springing from the mountain's side, whence its Sla

vonic name, " the place of waters," (voda, Slav, for " water").

The ancient name of this capital of Macedonia, " Edessa,"

had the same signification, being derived from bedu, the

Phrygian word for " water." ^Egae, also, the earlier name,

corresponds in meaning to our " springs." From the

heights there is visible " to the south, the chain of the long,

many-crested, snowy, Olympus (iixutpos iroAvSeipa? aydwufros).

As it is seen from this point, all the Homeric epithets are

strikingly applicable ; even at this season the northern

slopes were thickly patched with snow." Descending the

mountain side from the pass above Edessa, into the plain

of Monastir (the ancient Heraclea), we see before us the

scene of the remarkable retreat from Lyncestis effected by

Brasidas in the 9th year of the Peloponnesian war. On this

there is a separate discussion, and another on the valuable

inscription at Monastir, which mentions " Politarchs " as

the chief magistrates, a title nowhere else occurring, except

at Thessalonica ; it is referred to in the well-known passage

of the Acts of the Apostles (xvii. 6). In this district, too, is

laid the scene of the story given by Herodotus of the found

ation of the Macedonian monarchy, one of the " Popular

Tales " which, since Grimm's time, have been recognized as

the heritage of the peasantry in every country of Europe.

" The three brothers, the youngest of whom is the wisest and

the most successful ; the enigmatical conversation about the

sunshine ; the sudden swelling of the river to save the fugi

tives ; are all features commonly found in this class of stories."

Similar tales are still told in India and in Ireland. And

here we would refer to the chapter on the " modern Greek

popular tales," together with that on " the Romaic ballads,"

as perhaps the most interesting part, to the general reader,

of the whole work, while they are not less attractive to the

student of antiquity.

From this rich district we cross by the Scardus range, a

continuation of Pindus, into a far wilder country. Indeed,

it is remarkable how the ranges, here running north and

south, separate such very different tracts of country. On

the western side the soil is comparatively poor and thin, and,

consequently, there is less natural vegetation. There are

also few Roman remains, and there must have always been

less civilisation than in the rich valleys on the eastern side.

Only two passes exist by which armies can cross the

mountains, a fact important to keep in mind when studying

the history of these countries, both in ancient and modern

times. At the outlet of the Black Drin from the Lake of

Ochrida (perhaps the ancient Lychnidus), whence it flows

into the Adriatic by a long bend round to the north, one of

the few remaining milestones of the Egnatian Road is found,

remarkable as giving the distance in Greek for the infor

mation of the natives, AIIO AYXNIAOY H, though the

greater part of the inscription is in Latin as the official

language. The Albanian tribes here probably represent part

of the very ancient population, commonly known by the

much-abused name " Pelasgian." The great Pelasgian oracle

of Dodona was in this country (probably near the Lake of

Yanina), and the apparent antiquity of the Albanian alphabet,

the philological peculiarities of their language, and the charac

ter of some of the words, are in favour of this view. The two

main Albanian tribes are divided by the Egnatian Road, as

the Illyrians and Epirots were in antiquity, and this adds to

the probability that the same races inhabited the country

then as now. There are the remains of fine theatres in

Epirus, showing how the southern part at least of this region

must have been once pervaded by Hellenic influences.

Besides this journey, our author crossed the country in the

reverse direction in 1865 by a more northerly route ; starting

from Cattaro on the Adriatic to visit Montenegro, and from

Scodra to explore the wild Mirdita country, densely covered

with oak forests, and entirely new ground for European

travellers. In his account of Scodra, Mr. Tozer corrects the

passage in Livy xliv. 31, where it is said that the two rivers
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which flow by the town " incidunt Oriundi flumini," by sub

stituting for the very suspicious dative " Oriundi " the name

of the well-known river Drilon, a river flowing down from

Scardus (as Livy says the " Oriund " does), in a long, deep

gorge formed by the meeting of the limestone and igneous

rocks. In the Mirdite country the primeval custom of

" brotherhood " (we are reminded of the famous " friend

ships " of Greek and Eastern history) still prevails, with the

binding ceremony in which the two " brothers " have a small

quantity of their blood mixed in a bowl of wine, which is

drunk by both when they have sworn an oath of fidelity—a

primitive form of contract mentioned by Herodotus as exist-

in gamong the Lydians and Scythians ; in Tacitus as used

by the Armenians and Iberians. It must at one time have

been found also among the Romans, as the old Latin word

assiralum signifies a mixture of wine and blood. Here, too,

the wives of the tribe are always captured from other tribes,

according to the old system of " Exogamy," once so prevalent

in Europe that we have clear traces of it at Sparta and at

Rome as well as among our Celtic and German forefathers.

The Romans accounted for the strange custom by the story

of the " Rape of the Sabine women," following the natural

tendency which tries to assign an historical origin to usages

of great antiquity. No customs and legends are so per

manent as those relating to birth, marriage, and death. The

co-existence of such tribes side by side with ourselves—of the

first age of the world, as it were, by the side of the latest—

enables us to explain myths, &c, of early classical history

long held inexplicable, and of which even Grote could say,

" The curtain is the picture," as though there were nothing be

yond. But what the mind of man created man can still explain;

the early language of mythology can still find its alphabet

From Mirdita a pass leads across the main ridge to

Uskiub on the upper Axius, on the road from Thessalonica

to the Danube, and famous as the birthplace of Justinian,

but only lately identified as such. The route from hence to

Salonika has been hitherto unexplored, though at Stobi four

great Roman roads meet, connecting the Danube with the

j£gean, and we know from Thucydides ii., 100, that regular

lines of communication existed in this district at least as

early as the Peloponnesian War. It was long supposed

(from a passage in the Epitome of Strabo) that all this

country was divided in the middle by a lofty range of

mountains running east and west, but it is now known that

south-east of Servia, at least, there are no hills of any height.

From Salonika Mr. Tozer visited the whole district of

Olympus, Ossa, and Pelion, and we should have wished to

notice his remarks on the changed aspect of the country

owing to the destruction of the wood, on the naming of so

many places from the characteristic trees, and in general

on the changed nomenclature of the country, where the

prevalence of Slavonic names might seem to support

Fallmerayer's view that the Hellenic race had been largely

replaced by Slavonian tribes in the middle ages. Neither

have we space for noticing the remarks on the philological

character of the Romaic and Wallachian dialects as genuine

descendants of the Greek and Roman languages, the latter

as true a " Romance " language as Italian itself.

A third journey also is described, across Thessaly and

F.pirus—to the south, therefore, of the main line of travel

recorded above ; but this, as being on better known ground,

we must here omit, together with much that bears on

classical and mediaeval history. Our author's learning is not

obtrusive, and the dissertations are entirely free from

pedantry ; and we venture to say that those disinclined for

travel through wild districts and strange tribes may enjoy a

very pleasant tour with Mr. Tozer without quitting the com

fortable libraries so dear to a scholar. C. W. Boase.

Eioardi de Cirenoestria Speculum Hiatoriale. — Vol. II. Edited

by J. E. B. Mayor. London : Longmans & Co.

The chief interest of the second volume of Richard of

Cirencester is rather in the editor's preface than in the

Speculum Historiale itself. Mr. Mayor has gone at great

length into the question of Richard's title to the treatise

De Situ Britannia, ascribed to him by Mr. Bertram, of

Copenhagen, in the last century. The work has evidently

been a labour of love, and a more thorough and satisfactory

exposure of a very remarkable fraud has perhaps never been

produced. The impostor, Mr. Bertram, was a young man

of twenty-four, the son of an English tradesman, settled at

Copenhagen ; and was himself a student at the University,

at most an unlicensed teacher of English, when, in 1747, he

commenced a complimentary correspondence with Stukeley.

Presently, Bertram made mention of a rare manuscript in

the hands of a friend, and gradually sent over a transcript

of the whole, a copy of the map belonging to it, and a

facsimile of some of the manuscript. The handwriting was

pronounced by Mr. Casley, then keeper in the Cotton Library,

to be 400 years old ; and this opinion has since been en

dorsed by Sir F. Madden and Mr. T. Wright. Nor have

the contents of the De Situ Britannia: been less favourably

estimated. From the time when Stukeley and Bertram first

brought it before the public, a great number of the best

writers have received it implicitly ; and general historians,

from Gibbon down to Lingard and Lappenberg, have been

even more credulous than local antiquaries ; the latter often

rejecting the book for their particular district, though they

admitted or did not dispute its claims for the rest of Britain.

Mr. Mayor traces the history of opinion on the subject in

an almost exhaustive article, to which it may, however, be

added that so sound an antiquary as Mr. Akerman thought it

worth while to reproduce Richard's Itinerary, and that Spru-

ner's Map of Britain is partly based on it. That Bertram's

original manuscript has never been found, has always been

regarded by his critics as a suspicious circumstance ; and

the theory that it was destroyed in a great fire at Copen

hagen, has been more than balanced by the impossibility of

tracing it to any library in particular. But further search is

not likely to be made after Mr. Mayor's analysis. He dis

sects Bertram's work, line by line, shewing that the facts and

names are entirely derived from sources accessible to him,

and with which we know him to have been acquainted ; that

some of the sources, such as the Ravenna Geographer and

Peutinger's Table, can scarcely be conceived known to the

real Richard of Cirencester ; that in other places Camden's

and Horsley's conjectures, or, as it may chance, their mis

takes, are reproduced ; and that the style and spelling are not

those of Richard in his authentic work, nor indeed of any

genuine mediaeval writer. Where changes are introduced,

they are mostly of a suspicious kind. Noviomago is omitted,

in order to escape the difficulty of a distance of 37 miles

between London and Rochester ; Ariconium, which most

modern critics connect with the di.lricl of Archenfield, is

transformed into Sariconium ; and meaningless but safe

names such as "ad fines" or "in medio" are inserted.

Altogether, if the success of Beldams forgery is rather dis

creditable to English criticism, the completeness of its expo

sure will go far to prevent the repetition of such attempts.

The Speculum Historiale itsell has been excellently edited,

and Mr. Mayor traces every passage to its original authority.

But it is impossible not to regret that so much learning and

industry have been spent on a woik which adds nothing

substantial to our knowledge o( history. The official adver

tisement states that "this chronicle gives many charters in

favour of Westminster Abbey, and a very full account of

the lives and miracles of the saints," as also " a treatice
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on the coronation by William of Sudbury." Of the charters

in question several have been already printed by Kemble

and Twysden, or in the Monasticon. The two new ones

are probably spurious. The first, professing to be of Edgar's

time, uses such words as maneria, curies, dominkata terrce,

and barones, which belong to the period subsequent to the

Norman Conquest or only preceding it by a short interval.

It and the second, as Mr. Mayor has pointed out, place

among the witnesses Elfegus, Bishop of Winchester, who

died in 95 r, and Archbishop Dunstan, whose primacy dates

from 957. The lives of saints do not appear to add any

scattered notices of social manners or localities to the

extant biographies. William of Sudbury's argument to show

the antiquity of the English regalia is a short treatise of

slender archaeological merit. The real value of these vo

lumes lies therefore in Mr. Mayor's preface. Considering

how many books of genuine originality are still either im

printed, like Gascoyne's Lexicon Tlieologicum, or concealed

from the public in scarce editions, like the Chronicon de

Laaercost, or so printed as to be almost useless for literary

purposes, like Becket's Letters, it surely is not too much to

ask that the Record Commission shall husband the thought

and labour of its editors. Charles H. Pearson.

Two Centuries of Studies in Baltic and Russian Civilization.—

\Baltische undR'assisehe Culturstudieii aus cr.-'« Jahrhuitderten^ By

Julius Eckardt. Leipzig : Duncker und Humblot, 1869. Also in

English, with additional matter. London : Smith and Elder. (/«

the Press.)

The evident, though not avowed object of the writer of this

volume, is a protest against the policy now pursued by the

Government of St. Petersburg, of substituting Russian for

German institutions in the Baltic provinces of the empire.

The author, in his preface, draws the reader's special atten

tion " to the last three essays, which treat in detail upon the

ecclesiastical condition of Russia, upon her agrarian organ

ization, and upon one of the most prominent representatives

of her present literature. It has been the author's wish

to contribute towards a correct understanding of Russia

in Western Europe, since he considers that a right appreci

ation of the circumstances of his own country is possible

to those only who are in possession of an approximately

just view of the past and present aspect of the region east

of the Peipus and the Vistula." The dissertation upon the

Russian Church, and the dissident sects, contains many

particulars which will be new to the European public, even

after the startling revelations already made by Haxthausen.

The corruption and inefficiency of the Russian Church are

attributed by Herr Eckardt, (I.) to the pernicious supremacy

exercised by the monastic over the parochial clergy, a power

employed by the former to bring the latter into contempt

among the people who depend upon them solely for re

ligious instruction. Some of the methods employed for this

purpose are described at pp. 412, 413, 430. (II.) To the

abject poverty of the parochial clergy, and the unfavourable

relation in which they are thereby placed towards their

flocks, pp. 419-21. (III.) To the degeneracy of this class of

the priesthood into an hereditary caste. Not only is mar

riage obligatory upon every parish clergyman, but till lately,

by a custom bearing the force of law, his choice of a wife

was restricted to the daughters of men in his own profession.

Hence arose the system of traffic in Church preferments,

and of simoniacal matchmaking which has supplied abundant

and piquant material to the Russian novelist. To prevent

these scandals a law was promulgated in 1867, which forbids

the candidate for a parish to bind himself to marriage with

a daughter of his predecessor, or to undertake the support

of his family, as a condition entitling him to the incumbency,

pp. 423-25. (IV.) To a system of education radically vicious

in matter and in method, supplemented by strenuous efforts

to cut off the pupils from secular culture and ordinary

society. Herr Eckardt shows how in spite of all precau

tions the spirit of the time—and this in Russia is a re

volutionary spirit—has found its way into the cloister.

Manuscript translations of the materialistic and communistic

writers of France and Germany are carefully treasured and

eagerly studied in the colleges of the orthodox Church,

PP- 43°-35-

At present, ecclesiastical reform is kept back by many

causes ; the mo;t serious being the power and popular

influence of the dignified clergy and the monks, and the

newly-kindled fanaticism of the people for enforcing the

supremacy of the Greek rite in Poland and the Baltic pro

vinces. Ever since the Imperial Government took measures

for the accomplishment of this design, the press of St. Peters

burg and Moscow has grown lukewarm in its advocacy of

Church reform at home, pp. 435-437. The Government is

quite alive to the fact that as a higher moral and religious

education alone can keep the peasantry from abuse of their

newly-acquired freedom, ecclesiastical reform is indispensable

for the well-being of the state. It sees also that the inca

pacity of the clergy has fostered the spread and virulence of

the old orthodox sects, an object of anxiety to the more far-

sighted among Russian statesmen. The fact that the schism

is a standing menace to the tranquillity of the empire is

illustrated by the history of an intrigue hatched under the

auspices of the Polish exiles to establish a patriarchate for the

old orthodox populations spread over Eastern Europe. The

monastery of Bjelokrinitz, in Rukowina, was chosen as the

seat of this new ecclesiastical power, and under its obedience

an archbishopric of the Russian schismatics was to be

created. This project, pursued with many vicissitudes for

more than thirty years, might have been realised in T862,

but for the exorbitant claims insisted on by the metropolitan.

In the following year the outbreak of the Polish insurrection

rallied every Russian to the aid of the Imperial Government,

and postponed the almost completed organization of the

schism for a season, pp. 449-71.

The present system of land tenure, communal occupancy

with periodical redistribution, is examined in its bearing

upon production, a view persistently ignored by its advo

cates. The result of seven years' experience applied to five-

eighths of the cultivable land in Russia is, that agriculture

has retrograded ; a verdict in which all the organs of public

opinion in the empire concur, p. 493. Herr Eckardt enu

merates the causes of this deterioration ; such as insecurity

of possession, the recklessness and intemperance of the

peasantry, and their natural dislike to agricultural labour,

for the Russian peasant is a born trader. The system

fosters a revolutionary spirit, which, kindled by the example

of Russia, is now spreading fast among the Slavonic popu

lations of eastern Europe. Cavour said, addressing a

Russian diplomatist, "The assignment you have made of

an equal portion of the soil to each peasant is more danger

ous to us than all your armies."

A critique upon the writings of Turgenjew is the subject of

the third essay, which we forbear to notice, as it belongs to the

province of literary, and not of civil history. G. Waring.

Recueil des Historiens des Gaules et de la France.—Nouvelle

Edition, sous la direction de M. Leopold Dclisle. Tom. I. et XIII.

Paris: Palmd. 1869.

M. Victor Palme, the spirited publisher of the Bollandists,

has embarked on another great enterprise. He proposes to

reproduce in their original form the twenty-three volumes

of Dom Bouquet's Recueil ; and gives us an earnest of his
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sincerity by laying before the world the first and thirteenth

volumes, magnificently printed. The folio page is perhaps

too long for beauty; but in this he has but followed the

original edition.

This great collection may be said to have taken from the

Reformation to the Revolution to come to the birth. It

was first sketched by Pithou in the days of the wars of the

League, and two volumes were published in 1588 and 1596.

Then it was taken up by Andre" du Chesne in 1636 ; and by

him and his son Francois three more volumes were issued.

The Du Chesne collections were then dispersed ; part fell to

the Bibliotheque Royale, part to Colbert, who suggested that

the work might add one more brilliant to the crown of Louis

le Grand. But the King was too busy, and again it fell

through. Then Le Tellier, Archbishop of Rheims, took it

up, with help of Du Cange, and put it into the hands of the

Benedictines of the Congregation of St. Maur ; but still

nothing was done. At last, in 1 723, Dom Bouquet was set to

work, and lived long enough to see Vols. I. to VIII. through

the Press. Then he died, and the great task was carried

on at intervals, till it was interrupted by the Revolution.

It is not too much to say that this collection, which thus

grew during full two centuries, is the true basis ot all French

History ; and we welcome this reprint of a work which had

become very scarce and expensive. Historians are under

deep obligation to M. Palmd for his public spirit and enter

prise, in placing within their reach this magnificent collection

of original documents. Every attempt to make original

works more accessible to the student forwards the interests of

truth. G. W. Kitchin.

Discoveries at Pompeii.

Naples, Oct. 14, 1869.—Amongst the most recent discoveries at

Pompeii there is one of considerable interest and altogether of a novel

character. On the walls of a house of no great size and evidently

belonging to persons of the poorer class, was found a view of the

Amphitheatre of Pompeii, of the city walls and towers adjoining it, and

of a building of considerable size, apparently depending upon the

amphitheatre, the remains of which must still be under ground, and for

which Fiorelli is now going to search. Although this landscape is

rudely executed, and is evidently the work of a mere dauber, it represents

very accurately the general features of the remains of the Amphitheatre

now existing : the exterior staircases, built upon arches, leading to the

upper vomitoria, the arena (the walls of which are represented as

painted to imitate marble, and so they were found when first dug out),

the city walls, and the towers, &c. The artist has recorded in his

picture the fight between the people of Pompeii and Nocera, which

commenced in the amphitheatre, and led to its being closed for ten

years by Nero. Various groups of combatants are seen on the gradines

of the amphitheatre, in the arena, on the walls of the city, and in the

open space surrounding the building. Men are falling, wounded, and

others lie dead on the ground.

In the space surrounding the amphitheatre are seen trees, and stalls

protected from the sun by awnings, such as are now everywhere erected in

the streets of Naples ; fruit and lemonade were probably sold in them :

in one is a bench exactly like those in common use with us. Men and

women are seen flying from the fight which is raging, some apparently

carrying away their goods.

The velarium is represented as drawn over a part of the theatre to

protect the spectators from the sun. This is, I believe, the first time

that a representation of this important addition to a Roman theatre

has been found ; but, unfortunately, owing to the ignorance of the

artist of the rules of perspective, it is difficult to make out precisely how

the velarium is extended. He has drawn it as attached to the city wall,

which could scarcely have been the case ; and it appears to have hung

in large folds, horizontally over the part of the theatre which it was

intended to protect.

Unluckily the artist has taken his sketch from the side facing the

entrance. Had he taken it from the opposite side, we might have had

a view of Vesuvius, which would have been highly interesting as giving

the form of the mou-itain previous to the first historical eruption.

This very curious painting is especially interesting as being, I believe,

the only existing ancient view of a building, the details of which can be

identified. If similar views of Rome, Pompeii, and other cities, exe

cuted by competent artists, had been preserved, they would have been

invaluable. Unfortunately, sketches of this kind were made by very

inferior painters, who appear to have amused themselves by daubing on

the walls, whilst artists of a superior class appear to have confined

themselves either to the reproduction of well-known pictures, or to the

representation of the usual myths, fables, and legends.

I may mention that on the outer walls of the building adjoining the

amphitheatre, and which Signr. Fiorelli believes to be a kind of dress

ing and bathing place for the gladiators, are represented inscriptions,

such as are usually found on the houses of Pompeii, and relating to the

election of municipal officers. Signr. Fiorelli expects to find the ori

ginal inscriptions when he discovers the remains of the edifice.

A. H. Layard.

Intelligence.

The valuable library of Dr. Todd, the last of the generation of great

Irish scholars, is to be sold by auction on Monday the 15th, and five

following days. Besides a large assortment of books in every branch

of theology, linguistic and historical (lot 1-1153), we find the following

treasures:—Lots 1 154-1330: printed books on Irish history, mainly of

this century, but containing also all the more valuable older collections ;

lots 1331-1457 consist of Irish, patristic, and other MSS., including—

(a) Four of the Ware MS. (1337-40) ; [i) A translation of the Apoca

lypse, by Wiclif, scec. 15 (1350) ; (c) Theological treatises, chiefly 15th

cent. (1364); (J) John Gerson Collectorium super Magnificat, paper,

small fol., 15th cent. (1368). Amongst lots 1 386- 141 1 Early MSS. of

portions of St. Gregory the Great, Hugh of St. Victor, St. Jerome,

St. Hiliary of Poitiers, Angelon, St. Augustine, Innocent III., Baeda,

Rabanus Maurus, and Berengarius.—The gems of this part of the col

lection are :—(1) An autograph MS. of Alulfus of Tournai, beg. of 12th

cent. ; (2) The Verbum Abbreviatum of Peter the Chanter of Paris

(cir. 1197); (3) A 12th cent, missal. From 1412-57 are Irish MSS.,

transcribed and annotated by Dr. O'Donovan, Eugene O'Curry, Charles

O'Conor, Dr. Todd, and others. Also 42 bundles of unbound pam

phlets.

Dr. Dickson, the translator of Mommsens' History ofRome is about

to publish an index to that work.

Excavations have been carried on with activity on Mount Palatine,

now the private property of the Emperor Napoleon. Nearly the whole

of the palace of the Caesars has been brought to light, the walls of

which are covered with fresco-paintings of genii, birds, flowers, &c.

One of these represents Polyphemus in the act of surprising Acis and

Galatea ; but, contrary to the ordinary rule, the giant is represented

with the usual number of eyes. It may be added that the Pope has

ordered the restoration of the church of Santa Maria of the Martyrs,

the ancient Pantheon of Agrippa.

The September number of the Grenzboten contains a resume of the

results of a series of excavations recently made in the grove of the

Fratres Arvales, near Rome, by a writer who had the opportunity last

winter of studying the objects discovered. The results were first pub

lished by G. Ilenzen (Sccnri nel Bosco Sacro dei Fratelli Arvali, Roma,

186S), and a considerable supplement to this work was given by him in

the Bulletino dell' Instilnto Archirologico of May last. Their interest

consists partly in the inscriptions containing the annual records of the

brotherhood, which in importance may be placed with the consular and

triumphal Fasti, partly in the treasures of immemorial antiquity pre

served in the temple.

The numbers of the Bulletino dclt Institute for August and September

contain an account of some Roman remains lately found at Vienne, in

France, especially a piece of pottery, on which the story of Theseus

and Ariadne is said to be given with unusual completeness ; two inscrip

tions found in Sardinia, seeming to show the existence of prafectur,t

in that island ; a list of antiquities, chiefly bronzes, found near Perugia

last autumn, &c.

The great stir recently made about the Suez Canal has withdrawn

attention from a work in some respects of greater enterprise—the open

ing of a canal and harbour through the Isthmus of North Holland, and

the conversion of Amsterdam into a port on the North Sea. Two piers,

each 5000 feet long, are being projected into the sea to form a harbour

of refuge to embrace an area of 7200 acres. About 1000 yards inland

will be the basin, which is to form the entrance to the canal. It will be

26 feet deep and 197 feet wide—exceeding the dimensions of the Suez

Canal. It will be carried through the midst of a sheet of water, or

inland lake, the Wyker Meer, which will be dammed up, along with

the river Jj, and afterwards pumped dry and converted into pasture

land. The cost of these vast works will amount to 27,000,000 florins,

and it will be completed in 1876.
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Paris, a Sea-port —The idea of making Paris a sea-port, by means

of a canal connecting it with the sea, is no new project. It was first

thought of by Sully, was again entertained by Colbert, and also by the

first Napoleon. In the Palais de l'lndustrie, at Paris, is a model in

relief, 300 feet long, giving the proposed line between Dieppe and

Paris. Passing through the valleys of Arques, Bethune, and Therain,

it crosses at Beauvais the projected canal between Amiens and Rouen.

It then enters the valley of the Oise, traverses that river into the valley

of the Seine, and, passing St. Denis, enters Paris on the plains of St.

Ouen. Its course is nearly similar to that of the new railway be

tween Dieppe and Paris. The length of the canal is 100 miles ; its

width 260 feet, and its depth 33 feet, sufficient to admit of the free

passage of ships of war, or even of the Great Eastern. A new port is

to be made at Dieppe, and the port of Paris is to consist of 24 basins

capable of containing 3000 ships. The engineering difficulties appear to

be trilling. The greatest obstacle probably to carrying out the plan is

the cost, estimated at 32 millions sterling.

Selected Articles.

Eduard Mohr's astronomisch-geognostische Expedition in Siid-Afrika :

Petermann's Geographische Mittheilungen, 1869. Parts 7 & 8.

Beitrage zur Geographie von Hoch-Armenien, W. Strccker. (With

2 Maps.) Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde zu Berlin.

No. 20. 1869.

Resume du Voyage d'Exploration de l'Ogooue entrepris par Ie ' Pionnier '

en 1867 et 1S68. M. Aymes. (With an excellent new Map of

the Gabon region). Bulletin de la Societc de Geographie. Paris.

Juin, 1869.

Amerique Centrale. De Panama a Managua. Paul Levy. Bulletin

de la Societe de Geographie. Paris. Septembre, 1869.

Hydrographical Survey of Ladoga Lake. A. Andreyeff. Translated

from the Russian by E. Delmar Morgan. Proceedings of the

R. Geographical Society. Vol. XIII. No. V. Novem. 8, 1869.

Lejean, G. Premier Rapport sur une Mission dans l'Asie Centrale.

(With Map.) Archives des Missions scientifiques et litteraires.

2' Serie T. V. 1869.

Recent Geographical Works.

Die Balearen, in Wort und Bild geschildert. Erster Band. Die

alten Pityusen. Leipzig : F. A. Brockhaus. 1869.

[A superb work, remarkable for the beauty of its illustrations, as well

as the excellence of the descriptive text.]

BELL, W. A. New Tracks in N. America. Chapman and Hall.

Von Der IJecken, Baron Carl Claus. Reisen in Ost-Africa, in

den Jahren 1859-65. 3rd vol. Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse.

Leipzig : C F. Winter.

Palmer, Gen. W. J. Report of Surveys across the Continent in

1867-68, on the 35th and 32nd Parallels, for a Route extending

the Kansas Pacific Railway to the Pacific Ocean. Philadelphia :

W. B. Selheimer.

Parkman, F. The Discovery of the Great West. Boston : Little,

Brown & Co.

Semper, Dr. C. Die Philippinen und ihre Bewohner. Sechs Skizzen.

Wiirzburg : A. Stuber.

Whitney, J. D. (State Geologist of California). The Yosemite Guide-

Book. Published by the authority of the Legislature. 1869.

Nezu Historical Publications.

Freeman, E. A. Old English History for Children. Macmillan.

Gindei.y, R. Geschichte des 30-jahrigen Kriegs; vol. i. Prag:

Tempsky.

Hermann, K. F. Lehrbuch der griechischen Privatalterthiimer mit

Einschluss der Rechtsalterthumer. 2 Aufl. Von Dr. K. B. Stark.

Heidelberg: Mohr.

Jaffe. Bibl. rerum Germanicarum ; vol. v. Bambergensia. Berlin:

Weidmann.

Mirabilia Romje, e codd. Vaticanis emend, ed. G. Parthey. Berlin :

Nicolai.

Palacky, F. Documenta Mag. Joh. Hus vitam, doctrinam, causam

in Constantiensi concilio actam, et controversias de religione in

Bohemia annis 1403-1418 motas, illustrantia, qua; partim adhuc

inedita, partim mendose vulgata, nunc ex ipsis fontibus hausta

edidit F. P. regni Bohemia; historiographus. Prag: Tempsky.

Pauli, R. Aufsatze fur Englische Geschichte. Leipzig : Hirzel.

Pearson, C. H. Historical Maps of England during the first 13 cen

turies, with explanatory notes and indices. Bell and Daldy.

Von Ranke, L. Zur deutschen Geschichte : vom Religionsfrieden, bis

zum Dreiszigjahrigen Krieg.

By the Same. Geschicht'; Wallensteins. Leipzig : Duncker und.

Humblot.

Oriental Philology.

1. Jacobi Episcopi Edesseni Epistola ad Georgium episcopum

Sarugensem de Orthographia Syriaca. Edidit J. P. Martin. Parisiis,

1869.

2. A Letter by Mar Jacob, Bishop of Edessa ; also a Tract by

the same author, and a Discourse by Gregory Bar Hebraeus on

Syriac Accents, now edited by George Phillips, D.D., President of

Queen's College, Cambridge. London, 1S69.

The simultaneous publication of James of Edessa's letter

at Paris and London may, we hope, be regarded as a sign

of an increased interest taken in Syriac literature. The

former edition is a lithograph made chiefly from the Vatican

manuscript, and further contains (1) two short treatises upon

Syriac punctuation, ascribed one to James of Edessa, and

the other to Thomas the Deacon ; (2) a chapter of Bar

Hebraeus' Syriac Grammar upon the same subject ; and

(3) some short extracts from a translation of the Homilies

of Severus, made by James of Edessa, and also copied

during his lifetime, and thus serving to illustrate his system.

M. Martin has also given a Latin translation of the original

letter.

Dr. Phillips' edition, for which he has used two MSS. in

the British Museum, is far more complete. For so careless

are copyists that no less than seventeen out of the forty-one

accents are wrongly placed in M. Martin's lithograph ; but

in Bar Hebraeus' Grammar, and in a fragment ascribed by

Dr. Phillips to Thomas the Deacon, the position of the

accents is described in words, and is thus made certain. As

Dr. Phillips has accompanied the whole by an English

translation, the student will find in his volume everything

requisite for a thorough study of the subject.

James was made bishop of Edessa in the year 651, and

held this see for about sixty years. During this long period

he translated an enormous number of works from the Greek,

and laboured hard at polishing and improving the Syriac

language. Among other things, he brought the system of

accentuation to such perfection that we find it virtually

unaltered in the Grammar of Bar Hebraeus, who died in the

year 1286. Thomas the Deacon belonged to the sixth cen

tury, and the system was then only in process of formation.

Its object was to enable the reader to pronounce the Syriac

text correctly. We now are assisted in reading by vowels ;

but it was not till a comparatively late date that the Syrians

adopted vowels from the Greeks. Till then, the only help

they could give the reader was by points or dots, which,

placed above a word, signified that the vowel was thick or

broad; but if below, that it had a pure or shrill sound.

Even with this slight assistance, Syriac MSS. can be read

with comparative ease ; but in James of Edessa's time no

less than forty-one signs had been elaborated, proving a

complete code of directions, both for the modulation of the

voice and for the interpretation of the text.

Attention was first called to the letter of James of Edessa

by Asseman, Bibl. Or. i. 4771, (Rome, 17 19). It was more

fully discussed by Cardinal Wiseman in his Hone Syriaca?,

vol. 1. (Rome, 1828), and he had promised to edit the text

in his second volume, which, however, never appeared. It

is thus remarkable that after such long expectations two

independent editions of the wrork should' appear in the

same year. R. Payne Smith.

Eesults of the Prussian Expedition sent to Upper Egypt in 1868,

Part I. \Resitltate der auf Befehl S. M. des A'. Wilhelm I. von

Preussen naeh Oberagyptcn entsendetcn archaologisch-photographischen

Expedition. I. Th.]. Berlin : Duncker. Fol. 1869.

The Fleet of an Egyptian Queen, &c. Translated from the German

\
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by Anna Dumichen. [Die flottc finer Atgyftischm Konigiii\.

London : Williams and Norgate. Leipzig : Hinrichs. Fol. 1S68.

The Egyptian Rock-Temple of Abu-Simbel. \Dcr Aegyptische

Felsiiitcmpd von Abu-Simbel\. Berlin: Hempel. Svo. 1869. All

by Dr. Johannes Diimichen.

Dr. Dumichen is the hardest working and the most suc

cessful of the recent Egyptologists, the pupils, directly or

indirectly, of De Rouge, Brugsch, and Lepsius. In his first

journey up the Nile, which extended to Ethiopia, his reso

lution to see all that he could at the cost of any privation

made him travel like a felldh, working all the while as a

German scholar alone can. It is not without pride that he

recalls his difficulties and dangers, and enumerates the abun

dant results of his enterprise. To a later journey, under

taken in 1868 at the cost of the Prussian Government, we

owe the Resultate, the first and most valuable of the works

here to be noticed. Its first part contains 57 plates, with a

short explanatory text. Plates I. -XV. give a plan, and

representations, and inscriptions of four tombs in the

central and oldest part of the Necropolis of Memphis, near

the group of Pyramids, called, from the neighbouring modern

village, those of Sakkdrah. These tombs are, however, not

of the most ancient period, but, three out of the four without

doubt, of what may be called the third period of the Old

Monarchy, when the finer built tombs of the Fourth Dynasty

were succeeded by the more slightly constructed, but larger

and more adorned, tombs of the Fifth, and the beautiful

naturalistic statues of the former (like those which delighted

us at the last Paris Exhibition) gave place to the exquisite

bas-reliefs of the latter. For manners and customs these

plates are invaluable. Plates XVI.-LIU. give us a plan,

and sculptures, and inscriptions of the great temple of

Hathor at Dendera (Tentyra), on which Dr. Dumichen had

previously published a valuable essay (Bauurku?ide tier Tem-

pelanlagen von Dendera, Leipzig, 1865). Plates LIV.-LVII.

are-of Theban monuments, the last being supplementary to

the work next in our list.

The Fled of an Egyptian Queen, though complete in itself,

is the first part of a careful monograph, published in German

and English, on the navy and army, principally the former,

of an early sovereign of the Eighteenth Dynasty, the first

line of the Egyptian Empire. Queen Hatasu or Ha-shep-tu,

omitted in the lists of the monuments, was sister and wife of

Thothmes II., fourth king of that line, and succeeded him,

after a time taking as co-regent Thothmes III. The reign

of Thothmes II. seems to have been uneventful ; his suc

cessor, on the contrary, occupied herself in war abroad, and

great works of architecture at home. She is seen on the

monuments of her sole reign, like another Semiramis, in

man's dress, and, stranger still, with a man's figure. Her

most interesting works yet remaining are the two great

obelisks of the temple of El-Karnak—one standing, the other

fallen—and the temple on the western bank, under the cliff

of the Asaseef, now called Ed-Deyr el-Bahree, or the Northern

Convent. Among the bas-reliefs of this temple, all valuable

as of the very best period of ancient Egyptian art, are the

principal subjects of the plates of this work—representations

of an Egyptian fleet and army.* Egyptian boats are not

seldom seen in the sculptures, but an Egyptian fleet is but

twice represented, here and in the famous sea-fight between

the fleet of Rameses III. and that of the Sardinians and an

allied nation, on the outer wall of the great temple of

Medeenet-Haboo. This is, however, not a warlike subject ;

* Several of the subjects here engraved are also found in the same

author's Hislorisclie Insc/iriften, Part II. The following collation may

be of service to the student :—

Fl. I. = H. I. XI. : II. = XII. : III. = XIII. : IV. = XXI :

V. = XXII : XV. in VIII. IX.

it portrays a peaceful expedition loading at an Arabian port,

and returning with the precious things of the country of

spices, a curious commentary on Solomon's like enterprises.

The cargoes include gold and silver, ebony and ivory, and

kafu-apes, corresponding to the Hebrew «]ip, besides incense.

Arabia is called Pun(t), and "the Holy Land," or rather

"the Divine Land," the latter term, previously thought to

denote Phoenicia, being perhaps restricted to the spice-

country Arabia Felix. This was by no means the first

Egyptian expedition to Arabia. Two interesting tablets

from the small temple at Wddee-Jasoos, near El-Kuseyr,

and therefore almost due east of Thebes, which are now in

the Duke of Northumberland's Egyptian Museum at Aln

wick Castle, relate to such expeditions under the Twelfth

Dynasty. One is a votive inscription of the 28th year cf

Amenemha II., on the occasion of the happy return from

Pun(t) of a fleet, bearing soldiers ; on the other, the next

king Usertesen II. is represented worshipping a divinity of

"the Divine Land." In the Egyptian Queen's sculptures

the Arabs are represented as of a modified Shemite type,

with aquiline noses and scanty beards, but an Arab princess

or queen, whose figure appears on a portion which unfortu

nately has been detached, and is now in private hands (pub

lished by Dr. Dumichen in PI. LVII. of the Resultate), is

remarkable for her barbarian fatness, and one of her two

attendants is of an Ethiopian (not Nigritian) rather than a

Shemite type. It may be mentioned that another portion

of the same sculptures, in this case part of the military repre

sentations, is now in the Alnwick Castle Museum.

Dr. Dumichen promises more texts relating to the naviga

tion of the Egyptians in a second part of this work, as well

as a fuller interpretation of the inscriptions accompanying the

sculptures in the plates of this part In the short letter

press already given there is much of value—for instance, the

identification of the Egyptian name of Goshen, and the re

marks on its situation and that of Pithom.

The Egyptian Rock-temple of Abu-Simbel is a popular

account of one of the greatest Egyptian monuments, in which

the author endeavours to show the wide interest of his

favourite study in its bearing on primitive history, not as a

mere table of dynasties and events, but as an old page of

the record of man's life on the earth.

Reginald Stuart Poole.

The Homilies of Aphraates, the Persian Sage.—Edited in the

Original Syriac from MSS. of the fifth and sixth centuries in the

Brit. Mus. With an English Translation. By W. Wright. Vol.1.

The Syriac Text. 4to. (London, Williams and Norgate, 1869.)

Dr. Cureton's intention of publishing the homilies of P'ar-

hdd, or Aphraates, has been carried out by Dr. Wright, at

the expense of his friend, Mr. D. Murray, of Adelaide. The

value of Farhdd's twenty-two homilies is this, that they are

the oldest original composition in Syriac we know of, all

Syriac works of an earlier date being translations from the

Greek. As three of his homilies are dated 337, 344, and

345, and as he was himself present as bishop at the Council

of Seleucia and Ktesiphon, a.d. 345, he must be previous to

Efrem Syrus. To the theologian they are especially value-

able as a mirror of early Christian dogmatics, propounded

in the popular form of sermons, at a time long before the

outbreak of the Monophysite controversy. Though he was

a contemporary of the Homo- and Homoiousian conflict,

yet Arian heresy does not seem to have penetrated into his

remote diocese (somewhere in Eastern Syria), as he nowhere

mentions or even alludes to Arius or his doctrines. Farhad

enjoyed such a reputation in his country, that he, being a

Persian by origin, like many other fathers of the Syrian Church,

is constantly honoured with the title, " the Persian sage."
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This edition is made from the fourth oldest MS. in exist

ence, being dated a.d. 474. Various readings are added

from two other MSS. In the Introduction the editor has

collected all the information about the author that could be

found, together with Syriac passages concerning him, and,

lastly, a complete Index of the Biblical quotations. The

author promises an English translation, which we will hope

may follow very soon. E. Sachau.

Intelligence.

We learn from the Atliemrum that Dr. Lcitner of Lahore has arrived

in London with valuable collections from Tibet, the Dard Country, and

High Asia, and accompanied by a native of Yarkand, the capital of

Chinese Turkestan. The collections contain rare Tibetan MSS.,

coins, drawings, inscriptions, and various curiosities, together with

vocabularies of new dialects, local songs and legends, &c. " Dr. Leitner

considers that he has identified the prototype of Sanskrit in the lan

guages of High Asia. It is his intention to communicate his ethnolo

gical results at an early day to the Ethnological Society."

Contents of the "Journals.

Journal of Royal Asiatio Sooiety. Vol. IV. No. 2.—This number

will be ready shortly, and will contain, among other articles, Khuddaka

r&tha, or, Lesser Readings ; a Pali Text with an English translation and

notes by R. C. Childers.—The Brihat San/iitd, a System of Natural

Astrology, by Varahamihira, translated from the Sanskrit by Dr. H. Kern.

—An Explanation of the Sassanian Inscriptions through the Pahlavt of

the Parsis by E. VV. West.—An illustrated account of the Senbyii Pa

goda at Mengtin, near the Burmese capital, by Capt. Sladen, with notes

on the subject by Col. Yule and J. Fergusson.—Two Papers on Muham-

medan Law of Evidence by Neil B. E. Baillie.

Selected Articles.

Wright's Homilies of Aphraates, reviewed by Noldeke. Gottingen gel.

Anzeigen, Sept. 29.

[Aphraates occupies a singular position in the history of dogma. He

has not even reached the Arian standing-point, much less the Athana-

sian. But he is not conscious of the least heterodoxy, and evidently

belongs to a world quite alien to western controversies. He does,

indeed, call Christ "God, Son of God, a King, the King's Son, Light

of Light,'' &c, but explains these titles from passages where Moses is

called God, and men "sons of God," and even the ungodly Nebuchad

nezzar " King." The tone Aphraates adopts towards heretics is much

milder than that of S. Ephraim. He eulogizes celibacy, but without

condemning marriage, and even in controversy with the Jews abstains

from abuse. The purity of his style is remarkable, and is accounted for

by his ignorance of Greek. The few foreign words which occur were,

no doubt, fully naturalized, and the syntax, by comparison with that of

other writers, is so free from the influence of Greek, that it deserves to

lie taken as a foundation by future grammarians. A few peculiarities

may, perhaps, be regarded as belonging to Eastern Syriac, e. g. the

absence of the forms ending in « of the Perfect and Imperative.]

I,orinser's Bhagavat Gita, by Goldschmidt, Revue Critique, Oct. 23.

[The translation closely follows Lassen, Burnouf, &c. The commen

tary is verbose and frequently erroneous ; yet Weber in his recent

volume calls it " a remarkable essay."]

Wheeler's Hist, of India, by Benfey, in Gottingen gel. Anzeigen, Oct. 6.

[Criticizes the excessive weight given to the Mahabharata as an

authority for the description of primitive India.]

Elliott's Hist, of India, by Benfey, in the same, Oct. 27.

[A trustworthy record of the Mohammedan accounts, the difficulty of

criticizing which, however, is still to be overcome.]

The Armenian Historians, by Dulaurier, in Journal des Savants,

October.

Norris's Assyrian Dictionary, in North British Review, October.

New Publications.

I. Indian and Iranian Literature.

Ei.i.iot and Beames. Memoirs on the History, Folk-lore, and Dis

tribution of the Races of the North-Western Provinces of India ;

being an amplified edition of Elliot's Glossary of Indian terms.

2 vols. London : Triibner.

Gat'a Ustavaiti latine vertit et explicavit lextum archetypi adhibitis

Brockhausii, Westergaardii et Spiegelii editt. Rec. Prof. Dr. C.

Kossowicz. Petersburg. Large 8vo., pp. xiii., 137. 6s.

Manning, Mrs. Ancient and Mediaeval India. 2 vols. London :

Allen. 8vo., pp. 436, 368.

Maraspand's Book of Counsels ; being a prize essay in the name of

Dr. Haug, by Herbad Sheriarjee Dadabhoy. Contents : the

Pehlevi text, with a Gujarati translation, and a glossary in part

English. Bombay.

Tarkavaciiasfiti. Tardndtha : A Sanskrit Dictionary. Parts I. & II.

Calcutta. 4to., pp. 1-112. ljs.

II. Semitic Philology.

Menant, J. Elements d'epigraphie assyrienne. Le Syllabaire assy-

rien.—Expose des elements du systeme phonetique de l'ecriture

anarienne. (Memoires presentes a l'Acad. des Inscriptions,

tome VII., premiere partie.) Paris: Klincksieck. 4to. 12s. 6d.

Merx, A. Grammatica syriaca, quam post opus Hoffmanni refecit.

Part II. Halle : Waisenhaus. Large 8vo. gj.

HI. Miscellaneous.

Ethe, H. Morgenlandische Studien. Leipzig : Fues. 8vo. %s.

Lepsius, R. Ueber den chronologischen Werth der Assyrischen Epony-

men u. cinige Beruhrungspunkte mit der Acgyptischen Chrono

logic Berlin. 4to. is. 6d.

Works in Progress.

Sanskrit Literature.—Samavidhana brahmana, the original text,

with a translation and notes, by A. C. Burnell.

Ventsamhara, a drama, by Batta Narayana. Edited and translated by

Dr. Grill.

Indian History.—Essays on Indian Antiquities, by Edward Thomas.

2 vols. London : Triibner.

The Coins of the Sultans of Delhi, A.D. 1 193-1554, by Edward Thomas.

London : Triibner.

Buddhist Literature.— Buddhaghosha's Parables, translated from

Burmese by Captain H. T. Rogers, with Introduction by F. Max

Miiller. London : Triibner.

Hebrew Philology.—The Arabic-Hebrew Lexicon of Ibn Janach,

with an English translation and notes from the Karaite David ben

Abraham. Edited for the Oxford Clarendon Press by M. Neubauer.

Jikatilia's Hebrew translation of the grammatical treatise of Chayuj

on verbs with feeble and those with double letters, and on punctuation.

Edited by the Rev. J. W. Nutt, Sub-Librarian of the Bodleian.

Ibn Janach's commentaries on Chayuj, by M. Derenbourg, of Paris.

The Study of Hebrew in Germany from the end of the 15th to the

middle of the 16th century. By Dr. L. Geiger. Breslau : Schletter.

The Sinaitic Inscriptions.—A complete corpus of the inscriptions,

with translations, a history of the question, and a dissertation upon their

origin and value ; also, an account of the Bedawin inhabitants of Sinai,

their history, manners, customs, and traditions ; the history of Sinai, as

told by the Arab historians ; and a dissertation upon the nomenclature

of Bible lands, by E. H. Palmer, Fellow of St. John's College, Cam

bridge.

Classical Literature, &c.

P. Terenti Comoedias.—With Notes critical and exegetical, an Intro

duction and Appendix, by Wilhelm Wagner, Ph.D., editor of the

Aulularia of Plautus. Deighton and Bell. 1869.

This is a thorough and painstaking school-edition, prepared

on the scale of the better specimens of Haupt and Sauppe's

series ; a standard unfortunately far above that aimed at or

attained by most school-editions in England. Dr. Wagner

is extremely modest in his preface. He does not profess

to be exhaustive ; but he has amassed and put into concise

and presentable form a quantity of knowledge which is at

present, for the most part, fresh in regions divided by sea

or mountains from Germany, and unpenetrated either by

the light or the smoke of Plautine and Terentian contro

versy. It is perhaps to be feared, however, that the book

will be found apt rather for tutors, schoolmasters, and men

reading for the higher honours at universities, than for school

boys. It may be questioned whether the state of society

portrayed in Terence (though by no means peculiar to the

age of that poet) is one well adapted for the studious con
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templation of the young ; and whether the decent obscurity

of his perfect Latin, and the general grace and purity of

his characters, can be considered in this respect as a sufficient

set-off against the possibility of bad results. It might there

fore have been wished for Dr. Wagner, as far as the general

diffusion of his book in schools is concerned, that he had

bestowed his great knowledge and industry upon some less

questionable author.

The Introduction begins with a brief and clear sketch of

the progress of Roman Comedy up to the time of Terence,

followed by an account of the poet's life. It is interesting

to know (note to p. 5) that Terence probably died not at

35 (as has been generally supposed) but at 25. More im

portant for English readers is the following short, but well-

digested, summary of the latest results of criticism on the

metrical question. Here we have an exhibition of results :

in the introduction to his Aitlularia, Dr. Wagner has given

the process of his induction. It is worthy of remark that

he considers the lengthening of the final e of the infinitive

active (a license the possibility of which is not admitted by

Ritschl) proved in such a number of cases that it may be

safely noted as a fact in the introduction to a school-edition.

The point is probably a doubtful one ; but it is surely going

too far to say that the Latin ere corresponds to the Greek

ivai, an assertion made twice over in the book. It seems

more likely that Bopp is right in identifying the Latin re

with the Greek aorist termination o-ai ; for the Greek v, though

it may represent a Latin j at the end of a word (-/icv = mus)

never does so in the middle of one.

It is much to be regretted, for the purposes of practical

teaching, that even the ascertained facts of the comic pro

sody are so anomalous. Masters, at least in England, whe

ther they " really care for truth," as Dr. Wagner enthusiastic

ally hopes, or not, will find it difficult to make anything

useful out of Latin writing in which (as quantity was then

only beginning to take definite shape) the rules of the

Augustan versification are so often and so variously violated.

The facts, as known at present, are not like those of the

Greek tragic iambic, in which a Porson could discover and

teachers at once apply a rule like that of the cretic. On the

contrary, they are so numerous and conflicting, and the

canons established are so subtle, that the study of Plautine

and Terentian versification is still, and will for some time

be, a matter rather for the few than for the many. But for

those who desire a careful digest of metrical anomalies, care

fully ascertained and clearly registered, Dr. Wagner's editions

are probably by far the best handbooks in English.

The notes to the Terence are both full and concise, and

the difficulties are conscientiously grappled with. The fault,

if any, is, that, considering that the book is intended for

schools, there is rather too little grammatical, and rather

too much metrical and textual discussion. A few omissions

and inaccuracies are discoverable here and there. It should

have been stated (Andr. 5) that Juvenal and Martial wrote

propino. In the difficult passage Andr. 395, " Nam quod

tu speres propulsabo facile ; uxorem his moribus Dabit

nemo," it seems hardly necessary (supposing there to be no

lacuna) to take " propulsabo " as = " refute." It might be

rendered in its ordinary sense as forming part of Pamphilus'

speech : " For as to your hope, ' I will beat him off easily :

no man will give a wife to such a character as me.' " In

Eun. 348 there should (in a school-edition) be an expla

nation of " conclamatum'st :" on Ad. 191 an illustration of

"loqueris" (="thou sayest it") : on ib. 215 some discussion

of the idiomatic "potui"= " potuissem," so frequent in the

comedians. On ib. 254 a boy should be told that "quivis"

= " quovis." The difficult construction " novarum fabularum

spectandi" {Haut. 29) should not have been dismissed with

out some attempt to explain it, at least not without a refer

ence to Madvig's elaborate note on the subject in his De

Finibus. It seems hardly necessary to suppose (Eun. 214)

that " quod " in " quod potui " is the same as " quoad " pro

nounced as a monosyllable ; while to say (Ad. 476), with

Professor Key, that " si " in " si dis placet " = " sic," is like

saying that " save " in " save the mark " is for " saves." But

these are small blots, which by no means detract from the

great general merit of the book. H. Nettleship.

The Primitive Itala and the Catholic Vulgate, in their bearing on

the Roman vulgar idiom ; with Examples. By Hermann Ronsch.

[Itaia und I'ul^ata : das Sprachidiom dcr urchristlichen Itala und der

katholischcn Vulgata unter Beriicksicktigung der Romischen P'olis-

stvache durch BcispieU erlautert.] Marb. u. Leipz., 1S69.

This is a useful and unpretending book on a subject that

till lately has received little accurate treatment. It is an

essay towards the illustration of the popular Latin from the

oldest versions of the Bible, which are almost the only writ

ten remains of the vulgar idiom. As such it appeals both

to the biblical student and the philologist—to the latter

especially, from the light it throws on the origin of the

Romance languages. It consists of an Introduction, followed

by vocabularies of peculiar words and phrases drawn from

these versions, with parallels from other authors, especially

Tertullian, a short and useful summary of the results, and a

full verbal index. The preference for long and heavy forms of

nouns, and for strong and intensive verbs, the increase of

compounds, of picturesque words, of periphrases with pre

positions, and, generally, of analytic instead of synthetic

constructions, distinguish the " vetus Latina," and make it

so important a document in the history of language. Mr.

Ronsch is no doubt right in considering this, the oldest ver

sion of the Bible, to have arisen in the province of Africa

(about the middle of the 2nd century), but he has, perhaps,

not hit on the right explanation of the term '"Itala" as

applied to it. He explains " Italian " as merely " pro

vincial " Latin, and as therefore applicable to this provincial

version. But as a fact the Itala seems to be the Italian

recension of the African 'vetus Latina,' and different from

it, as the British (Irish), Gallic and Spanish probably also

were (Westcott, " Vulgate " in Bible Diet.). St. Augustine

praised its peculiar merits ofliteral rendering and perspicuity,

while he recommended that the other Latin versions—those

probably of his own country—should be emended (De Doctr.

Christ, ii. 15). Again Mr. Ronsch does not clearly enough

distinguish the different parts of St. Jerome's work in the so-

called Vulgate—that which was merely a revision of the Itala

(Acts, Epp., and Apoc.)—those parts where he compared the

LXX. and Greek MSS. (Psalms and Gospels), and that which

he translated directly from the Greek and Hebrew (the other

canonical books, and Judith and Tobit). He notices, how

ever that four apocryphal books remained unrevised (Wisd.,

Ecclus., 1 and 2 Mace, and Baruch). Mr. Ronsch informs

us that he has had to work under difficulties and away from

the highroads of literature. His library seems to have been

rather inadequate from the dates of the editions of the

classics to which he refers; and he does not mention

Vercellone. But his work appears to be thorough as far as

his means allowed, and his book is interesting and deserves

our thanks. John Wordsworth.

The Letters of Heraclitus : a Contribution to the Literary History

of Thilosophy and Religion. [Die Heraclitischcn Briefe. Ein

Beitrag zur philosophischen und religiosen Literatur.] By J. Ber-

nays. Berlin : \V. Hertz, pp. 159.

Professor Bernays of Bonn, whose name stands so high

in Germany through his learned labours on Theophrastus
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and Aristotle, has never completely lost sight of Heraclitus.

His Hcraclitea, published so far back as 1848, may be almost

said to open a new era in the literary criticism of Greek

writings. Selecting for the experiment a single book of

Hippocrates (Dc Diaeta i.) he showed that there was a series

of Heraclitean quotations latent in the text, and that these

could be disentangled from their surroundings and satisfac

torily assigned to their real author. The value of his various

" Studies " on Heraclitus may be seen and appreciated by

comparing them with the voluminous work (Die Philosophic

Hcraklcitos dcs Dunklen von Ephcsos, Berlin, 1858] of the

late Ferdinand Lassalle, a man of undeniable merit but un

fortunately destitute of two primary qualifications of an

historian—the historical sense, and the power of under

standing the documents before him. If the first duty of one

who deals with an ancient author is to interpret him aright

and without arrierc pensce, Dr. Bernays certainly never

forgets this maxim, but one is sometimes inclined to think

that Lassalle could never have known it.

The Epistles of Heraclitus, owing to their acknowledged

spuriousness, have been pretty generally shelved by modern

scholars. Dr. Bernays, however, takes a less negative view

of them. Pseudtpigrapha of this type, he tells us, may have

a certain value in two ways, as exemplifying the intellectual

tendencies of the age which produced them, and as throwing

light on an earlier literature now more or less completely

lost to the world. These points are very clearly brought

out in the volume before us, in the dissertations appended to

each Epistle. We should add that the Greek text (with

a German translation) appears in a form which is a decided

improvement on Westermann's edition, on which it is based,

although some of the emendations seem to us by no means

convincing ; in the case of one of them (Ep. vii. 1. 44), at

any rate, we suspect that Dr. Bernays would have felt less

confidence in his own view, if he had borne in mind what

Doehner has to say about the passage (Quaestionum

Plutarchearum partic. iii., p. 59).

The origin of these Epistles is a difficult question. Some

few are obviously nothing more than Sophistic exercises on

themes suggested by the legend of Heraclitus ; others, on

the contrary, have a sort of seriousness in them which makes

them read as though written " with a purpose "—as a pro

test against contemporary society and the established

Paganism. The writer, unlike a mere Sophist, has some

thing to say ; he seems moved by a genuine sympathy with

the austere ethics of Heraclitus, and by a hatred of the

popular religion like that which comes out so strongly in the

Heraclitean fragments. Although our first thought would

naturally be to attribute the whole series of these polemical

Epistles to some Stoic, there are two of them (iv. and vii.) in

which Dr. Bernays sees traces of a Jewish rather than a

Stoic hand. He supports this view with his usual power of

illustration, and there is certainly no antecedent improba

bility in it. If the early Christians notoriously did much to

falsify Greek literature in the interests of religion, their pre

cursors in the pious work were the Jews.

It is indeed perfectly clear that these Epistles contain frag

ments, in other words, that the writer has attempted to give

his forgery an air of authenticity by making Heraclitus

repeat himself. Such instances of actual citation are duly dis

cussed by the Editor. We can hardly doubt, too, that imita

tions, and possibly fragments also, lurk in corners where we

at this distance of time have very insufficient means for

detecting them. In saying this much, however, we need not

follow Dr. Bernays in his statement that the original book of

Heraclitus, "with or without Stoic commentaries," survived

until " the final extinction of the Stoic school," i.e. a " con

siderable time after the Antonines " (p. 4). This assertion,

we confess, seems hasty and against the tendency of the

evidence ; and there is much to be said for the opposite

view, namely, that by the time of the Antonines the world

practically possessed nothing beyond the disjecta membra

of Heraclitus, and that his book, even if still existing in its

integrity, had long ceased to be the source from which men

got their notions of him.

But whether the forger had his book before him or not,

the Epistles seem to add very little to our knowledge of his

theories. They illustrate the age of their real, rather than

that of their pretended, author. The inquiry into their date

in the present edition is an admirable specimen of what can

be effected by the penetrative criticism of a modern scholar.

Two of the number are transcribed by Diogenes Laertius ;

in another an ex post facto prophecy put into the mouth of

Heraclitus, points to the first century as the date of the

forger. Besides these there are some further significant

notes of time : the Roman power, for instance, is still at its

zenith ; the philosophy of the day is Stoicism ; the protest

against heathenism has nothing specially Christian about it.

Putting these hints together, we cannot be far wrong in

regarding the first or early part of the second century as the

approximate date of all these Epistles, with the exception of

one (Ep. iii.) which is condemned as late by its language.

As soon as they are placed in this new light, as part of the

intellectual phenomena of a very obscure period, they become

invested with a sort of interest, in spite of their literary

demerits. This is clearly one of those cases in which the

commentary "makes" the book, but it is not every book

which has found such a commentator as Dr. Bernays.

I. Bywater.

Curse Epigraphies ad Grammaticam Grxcam et Poetas Scenicos

pertincntes. N. Wccklein. Leipsic : Teubncr, 1869.

In this treatise M. Wecklein gives a specimen of the light

which may be thrown on Greek grammar and orthography

by a study of Greek inscriptions. There is no reason why

what has been done for Latin orthography should not be

done also for the Greek language. There are already known

some five thousand inscriptions relating to Attica alone,

a large number of which belong to the period before the

archonship of Euclid. Invaluable as these are to the

historian, they are precious also to the grammarian and

textual critic. To help us in fixing the forms of the older

Attic authors (the Dramatists or Thucydides for example),

we have indeed the later Atticists and the MSS. But these

by themselves are untrustworthy authorities : both gram

marian and copyist were often influenced by the usage of

their own day, and misled by false analogies. But the in

scription is an absolutely faithful document. The blunders

of the sculptor form the only element of error, and this may

be excluded by a sufficiently wide induction : such mistakes

moreover are rare in the carefully executed Attic inscriptions

anterior to the archonship of Euclid. Starting then with

these, M. Wecklein deals with various questions relating

mainly to the forms of the Tragedians and Aristophanes.

Thus the dative plur. in -770-1, which is found occasionally in

the MSS. of ^schylus and Sophocles, appears to receive

sanction from the authority of inscriptions (p. 5), although

Ellendt would have it wholly excluded. On the other hand

we must on the same authority banish wholly from the

Dramatists the suspicious preposition ow«o, and substitute

t'vtKa (p. 38). Equally interesting is the evidence collected

by M. Wecklein as to the Attic forms of the dual (p. 13),

and as to the question of adding or withholding the temporal

augment in words like *uca£a>, ebpivKw, etc. (p. 33). Again,

as regards the rival claims of yiyvvxrKw, ylyvofuxi, as against

yivixTKu, -yiVo/icu, inscriptions settle the case at once in favour
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of the former in writers melioris cevi ; while again forms

like creWfT/iai, KXaucrros, have to make way for the older and

better a-io-tafxai, KA.airros, (p. 62). It may be that we ought

to write troeiv for irouiv where the diphthong is shortened

(P- 53)i but when M. Wecklein adds " debebimus, ubi

diphthongus corripitur, TLtipaivs, SciAaos, TroiZv, toovtos, similia

scribere," he says perhaps more than epigraphical authority

will warrant. An attempt is also made to illustrate Greek

syntax from the same source (p. 41). But in this department

less may be done than in orthography, since the language of

Greek inscriptions is for the most part of so formulaic

a character or sometimes of such business-like conciseness,

as to leave little room for the play of construction. What

is said respecting popular spelling and pronunciation might

receive considerable enlargement (p. 47).

The testimony of inscriptions must however be used with

a certain caution. In legal documents and public decrees,

such as form the most frequent subject of inscriptions, we

may be sure that archaic forms would survive longer than in

the diction of classic composition. While again the poverty

of the old Attic alphabet causes occasional obscurity ; thus

I E Y T E) (Boeckh, Corp. Inscr. 150 A.) though probably

representing ^evya, may also be read as £«vy»7- Before long

we may hope to see Prof. A. Kirchhoff publish his Corpus

Inscriptionum Atticarum, as the first instalment of the new

edition of Boeckh's Corpus. With the carefully revised texts

of several thousand inscriptions before us, we may hope also

to see the relation between Old Attic and Ionic carefully

traced, and that done for the Attic dialect which Ahrens has

done already for the yEolic and Doric. E. L. Hicks.

Juventus Mundl : the Gods and Heroes of the Heroic Age. By the

Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone. London : Macmillan.

This work is for the most part a resume of Mr. Gladstone's

larger Studies on Homer: but in the chapters relating to the

Phoenicians and their influence on Greek mythology and civi

lisation, he has embodied the results of an article which

appeared in the Quarterly Review, Jan. 1868. Mr. Glad

stone believes that that influence has hitherto been very

much underrated, and even that some of the leading Greek

royal houses were founded by Phoenicians. The view which

is adopted by Curtius in his history of Greece—that Phoeni

cian arts and ideas became known to the European Greeks

indirectly through the Phoenician element in the population

of Asia Minor—seems an easier, if a more circuitous hypo

thesis. The subject promises to be of increasing interest,

as the progress of Oriental research offers new points of con

tact with the earliest Greek history ; but it is one which

requires both rigorous method and special ■ knowledge of

Oriental history. A similar remark applies to other sub

jects which are more or less connected with Homeric

studies, in particular to comparative mythology and to ety

mology. With the great increase both in the extent and

the certainty of their results in the present day, the maxim

cuique in sua arte crcdendum must become more and more

imperative. Even so small a matter as a list of words

common to Greek and Latin, such as Mr. Gladstone gives

at pp. 96-99, could not be made with accuracy, except by

a person who had spent much time on the subject.

It is very different in the chapters on Homeric Ethics and

Politics, on the Geography, on the Plot of the Iliad—in

short, whenever Mr. Gladstone can properly apply his

method of "drawing out of the text, by a minute investi

gation of particulars, the results which it justifies." The

political occupations which prevent Mr. Gladstone from

keeping pace with the details of philology, give him a com

pensation in the experience which he brings to the task of

interpreting the life of the Homeric world. It is something

to have criticism of the Homeric speeches from one who is

himself a master of debate ; and if Mr. Gladstone's con

ception of Zeus is formed without the aid which he might

have derived from Indian and Teutonic parallels, yet he

understands better than the commentators the tactics which

Zeus displays as chief of the Olympian assembly. There

are many other questions in which correct taste and know

ledge of society may enable a reader of ancient poetry to

see further, to realise more vividly and correctly, than the

most laborious scholar. Mr. Gladstone's defence of the

books which contains the exploits of Diomede and other

minor heroes may be cited in proof : it is summed up in

the following remarkable sentence (p. 492) :—

" By this series of personages embodying the idea and practice of

martial prowess, as it was commonly understood, Homer constructs as

it were a platform on and from which he can build upwards the astonish

ing figure of his Achilles, for which the reader has been prepared by a

propaideia or preliminary course of greatness on the scale on which it

commonly (so far as it is common at all) appears among men."

There is a fine passage in Welcker's Epic Cycle (vol. ii.

p. 76), in which he dwells on the "elevation" (Erhabenhcit)

of the heroic character in Greek epic poetry, and shows

how intimately it is connected with the unity of each poem.

It is interesting to see resthetical conclusions so nearly iden

tical arrived at from the most different points of view.

D. B. Monro.

IN MEMORIAM.

The sudden death of Professor Conington has entailed a severe loss

not merely upon Oxford University, where his encouragement and

friendship were open to every youth of promise who came thither,

but upon the literary world. At the age of forty-four, when he

died, Mr. Conington had achieved a combination probably unique,

at least in England, of scholarly with literary attainment : a com

bination, the result of which was apparent, as well in the variety of

his works as in their general character, and the style of their exe

cution. Before his election to the Oxford Professorship of Latin

in 1854, he had published a spirited translation of the Agamemnon

(1848), and a Preface to Dr. Maginn's Homeric Ballads (1850).

In 1857 he brought out an edition of the Chocphoroe, probably

the completes! of his contributions to classical literature. In 1858

appeared the first volume of an edition of Virgil for Mr. Long's

Bibliotheca Classica; in 1863 a classical and poetical verse trans

lation of the Odes of Horace, as well as the second volume of the

Virgil. A translation of the Aitteid into the ballad-metre of

Scott (the most generally known of all his works) followed in

1867 ; in 1868 he had completed the late Mr. Worsley's Spenserian

translation of the Iliad. Shortly before his death he published a

translation (in the heroic couplet) of Horace's Satires and Epistles.

The third volume of the Virgil is now going through the press.

Of his occasional papers, perhaps the most valuable in a philo

logical point of view is an article on the second collection of the

Fables of Babrius (Rheiitischcs Museum, 1861), in which he refutes

the pretensions of a forged Codex Athous, which had imposed on

Sir Cornewall Lewis. A short paper in the Hermes (1807) upon

a curious point in Greek popular physiology should be read by all

students of the Greek plays. Several of his emendations in the

fragments of the Greek tragedians may be found in Nauck's edition.

The essay on Pope (Oxford Essays, 1858) is an interesting contri

bution to the study of English literature.

PHILOLOGICAL CO.YCRESS A T KIEL.

The Philologcnsammlung which is now in the 27th year of its exist

ence, held its meeting this autumn at Kiel. Fears had been entertained

that the place selected was too far from the centres of classical learning,

and that the attendance would be thin. The event proved the reverse.

The Congress of 1869 has been the most successful which the Associa

tion has yet held, both in regard of the numbers present, and the high

character of the transactions. Kiel, the capital of the newly-annexed
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territory of Schleswig-Holstein, is at once a thriving sea-port and the

seat of a University which can boast not a few distinguished names on

its list of Professors. The number of tickets issued was above 500 ;

and both bodies, the municipal as well as the accademical body, were

put upon their metal to give their guests a hearty welcome. The city,

besides a contribution to the general expenses, provided lodging for

many of the members, a special train for an excursion to the Holstein

lakes, and finally entertained the whole body at a sumptuous dinner in

the great room at the Bellevue. Private hospitalities were offered by

some of the wealthier inhabitants on an equally liberal scale. The Kiel

Professors complimented the strangers by the publication of Disserta

tions. Professor Forchhammer, who acted as President for the year,

contributed as his offering illustrations of the words Tavpos and Apdicuv

from the mythology and poetry of the Greeks. Professor Ribbeck

offered quite a treatise of 50 pages on the Latin particles. Prof. Klaus

Groth sent in a Welcome to Kiel ! in one of those pithy little poems in

the Low German dialect of which he has the charming secret. The

masters of the Kiel Grammar School, not to be behindhand, came in

one fasciculus with five dissertations on classical subjects. Dr. Niemeyer

heads the series with remarks on some difficult passages of Cicero De

Oratore. Dr. Berch remarks on the Greek participle. Dr. Paul inves

tigates the scene of the Gorgias. Dr. Collmann emends some passages

in Attic Greek. The fasciculus is concluded with Dr. Jessen's ingenious

suggestion that for " Lucretius" in the well-known passage of Jerome's

edition of the Eusebian Chronicon we should read "Lucullus." If

this conjecture could be substantiated, the difficulty of having to believe

that so remarkable a poem was written in lucid intervals of insanity,

would be removed.

The Congress was opened on 27th September by an address in which

the President, Prof. Forchhammer, dwelt on the functions of Philo

logy, lamented the growing tendency to subdivide philological enquiries

into distinct departments, a tendency against which he considered this

meeting to be a protest. Of the papers that were read many excited

general interest, and several deserve a special notice. We can only

mention now a few of the more prominent among them, reserving more

detailed criticism for the volume of Transactions which is in the press.

Professor Oncken discussed the political and social character of Aris

totle's Politics. Prof. Kiessling of Greifswald endeavoured to show that

Horace's Odes attracted no attention on their publication, and in fact

were generally considered a failure,—and that it was not till after Nero's

time that they made their way gradually to the esteem in which they

have ever since been held. Whether Prof. Kiessling established his

position or not, his essay was generally felt to be highly interesting and

stimulative. Prof. Overbeck, of Leipsic, followed with an ingenious

restoration of a pre-Phidian group representing, according to him,

Heraclius and Aristogeiton. This he would compose by bringing

together two figures preserved in separate museums at Naples, and

labelled "Gladiator."

The paper of the second day's proceedings was Max Miiller's Bud

dhistic Nihilism. Its object was to maintain that nirwana does not

involve, as has been universally supposed, annihilation. The deep

impression which this paper made upon a crowded auditory was evi

dently due not only to the important topic brought before them, but to

the masterly statement and arrangement of the whole ; arts which

Germans neglect, but can appreciate, when they are not, as is too

often the case in French writing, divorced from knowledge. Dr. Griiser

followed on the Ships of the Ancients, a subject which he treated with a

fullness of information which evinced his competency, but with an accu

mulation of detail which confounded the attention.

On the third day the general papers were ; Dr. Gosche of Halle, On

the conception of the Oriental races as represented in the old Greek Art

and Poetry ; Dr. Doling, On the Catharsis of Aristotle's Poetics; Dr.

Detlefsen, On the Classical MSS. ofthe Libraries of North Italy. The

principal paper of the fourth day was that of Director Classen, On the

relation ofpassages in Sophocles to narratives in Herodotus. The author

conceived there was evidence, not only of an intimate acquaintance on

the part of the Tragedian with the writings of the Historian, but of

a general sympathy founded on personal intercourse, and common

opinions.

Besides these more elaborate papers, which were read in plenary

sittings, the procc odings of the several Sections contained much of in

terest, though of a more specialised character. One communication,

however, made in the Germanistic Section, will be read with universal

satisfaction ; viz., that the Government of the North German Federation

has accofded a considerable subsidy, to last for five years, to Grimm's

German Dictionary. The Germanistic Section, though it embraces

Teutonic and Scandinavian antiquities, is a distinct section from the

Archaeological. In this latter, we ought to direct attention to Dr.

Schubring s account of his exploration of the site of the ancient Acragas

(Girgenti). Herr Schubring's researches were conducted entirely at his

own cost, and had been most laborious, but had resulted in the disco

very of some stupendous works for Jhe supply of water, unknown

hitherto to antiquaries.

The Section of Education occupied itself with discussing the question

how far Natural Science should be introduced into the grammar-school

curriculum. A new Section was started for Mathematics, in which a

respectable number of members entered their names. The place selected

for the meeting in 1870, was Leipsic ; Prof. Ritschl to be President,

and Director Eckstein to be Vice-President.

This brief enumeration of topics treated, is sufficient to show that

there was no want of matter of attraction to this Congress. Yet the

utility of such a meeting is not to be measured by its Transactions. It is

not in the Philologensammlung, as in other Congresses, that contact and

collision promote discovery. In classical studies artificial stimulants

are not required. It is not upon the study, but upon the man, that

such a coming together as this at Kiel works with a quickening in

fluence. The greater part of the persons there assembled were engaged

in teaching, some in universities, but far the majority in schools. The

teacher, perhaps, more than any other professional, is constantly tending

to sink into the weary drudge, or the lifeless machine. He can only

counteract this tendency by cherishing his interests, and improving his

acquaintance with that which he teaches. Among the means of effect

ing this none is more powerful than such a centre of union as this Philo

logical Association. Here, once at least in the year, the humblest

teacher in the most secluded country grammar-school can renew the

sense that he is occupied with a science which has world-wide ramifica

tions, and which occupies as their proper business men whose names are

pronounced with honour throughout Europe. It was quite a touching

sight to sec the cheerfulness of spirit, the zeal for their work, and the

fresh interests of these German schoolmasters, and to reflect that these

were men whose highest earthly prospects were bounded by the possible

attainment of an income of 200/. or 300/. a year. It would be impos

sible in England to wake such a spirit in any assemblage of classical

schoolmasters ; still less do the materials for it exist in France, a country

which Mr. Arnold endeavours to persuade us is far ahead of Germany

in its educational system. Mark Pattison.

Intelligence.

M. Paul Viollet is about to bring out a series of extracts from works

composed by kings and princes of the royal family of France, after the

manner of Horace Walpole's Catalogue ofRoyal and Noble Authors. It

is to be called Les CEuvres Chre'tiennes des Rois de Prance.

Mr. Hennessy, the editor of the Chronicon Scotorum, is preparing an

edition with translation of the Irish Annals of Loch €'('. (Rolls series.)

The Socike" de Linguistique de Paris is about to issue a new volume of

their transactions, containing essays by MM. Brcal, G. Paris, P. Meyer,

Thurot, Robion, &c.

Signor Flechia, Professor of Comparative Philology at Turin, is pre

paring an important work on the dialects of Italy.

The third edition of Diez' Grammatik dcr Romanischcn Sprachen has

just appeared ; a French translation of it will come out shortly, with a

supplementary volume containing researches on French by G. Paris,

Provencal and Catalan by P. Meyer, arid Italian, &c, by Mustafia.

The First Volume of the Transactions of the Socitie pour letude des

Langues Romanes comes out this month.

The Imperial Institute of France has offered a gold medal of the

value of 1500 francs for the best work on Comparative Philology.

Printed works are eligible if not published since Jan. 1869. The com

parative analysis may be either restricted to two languages, or extended

to a whole family. The works must be sent to the Secretary of the

Institute before April 1, 1870. (This is the Volney Prize ; that offered

last year has been adjudged to Messrs. Dozy and Engelmann, for their

Glossaire des mots espagnols ct portugais derive's de I'Arabe.)

Contents of the Journals.

Philologus, edited by E. von Lcutsch. Vol. 29, pt. 1. Disserta

tions :—The distributions of com under the Roman Empire, by Otto

Hirschfeld.—The third book of the Politics of Aristotle, by Fr.

Susemihl.—Recent works on Homeric syntax, by C. Hentze.—Mis

cellanies on Sophocles, Babrius, Plato, Plautus, Martial.

Revue Critique. Oct. 16.—Steitz : Die Werke und die Tage des

Hesiodos, rev. by E. Heitz.—Eussner : Specimen criticuin, rev. by

Ch. M. (chiefly on Q. Curtius). Oct. 30.—Wecklein : Curae epigra-

phicae, rev. by X.—Bielchowsky : De Spartanorum syssitiis, rev. by

E. Caillemer (interesting).—Zingerle : Ovidius, rev. by E. Heitz.

New Books.

Ricerche intorn

Eixendt. Lexicon Sophocleum. Ed. ii. Berlin : Bomtrager.

Comparetti Domenico. Ricerche intorno al libro di SindibaJ-

Milan : Bemardoni.
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Nigra, Const.vntinus. Glossre hibernicte vetcres Codicis Taurinensis.

Lut. Paris. : Franck.

Wattenbach, Prof. \V. Anleitung zur lateinischen Palxographie.

Leipzig : Hirzel.

Westphal, Rud. Theorie dcr ncuhochdeutschcn Mctrik. Jena :

Doebereiner.

Zumpt, A. W. De monumento Ancyrano supplendo Commentatio.

Berlin : Diimmler.

Postscript.

The following arrived as we were going to press :—

Livingstone's Discoveries.—The latest discoveries of Dr. Living

stone, communicated last Monday evening at the meeting of the

Royal Geographical Society, are of great interest and importance,

independently of their supposed connection with the ultimate sources

of the Nile. Me has found, in the first place, that the Chambeze, a

considerable stream draining the northern slope of the great wooded

humid plateau in ii°-I2° S. Lat., instead of flowing southward to

the Zambesi, as was formerly supposed, turns to the north-west and

discharges itself into a large lake, called Bangweolo, upwards of

50 miles in length. The plateau, therefore, which he crossed, as

described in one of his former letters about the end of December,

1866, and which the Portuguese expeditions of 1798 and 1831 also

traversed, turns out to be the watershed between the basins of the Zam

besi and the Lake System of Equatorial Africa. It enhances the interest

of this great discovery to find that Bangweolo is only one of a chain of

lakes connected by rivers. The first in succession north of Bangweolo

is Lake Moero, which is 50 miles in length, and varies in breadth from

20 to 60 miles. The town of Cazembe, visited by the Portuguese, lies

on the banks of a much smaller lake called Mofue, to the east of Moero.

Continuing down stream is a third lake, Ulenge, but Livingstone had

not, when he wrote, pursued his examination further in this direction,

and he was not sure whether this chain of lakes drained into Tangan

yika, or continued to the west of this lake, and communicated in

dependently with Albert Nyanza far to the north.

The latter and their connecting rivers flowed through a deep valley,

hemmed in by wooded mountains. Another discovery of interest was

Lake Liemba, which Livingstone thought to be an arm of Tangan

yika, near its southern end. He gives the altitude of this sheet of

water as 2800 feet above the level of the sea ; a datum which we venture

to remark will afford much food for geographical speculation until more

definite information is received. This elevation, in fact, agrees almost

exactly with that of Albert Nyanza as observed by Baker, and with that

of the intermediate lake Tanganyika as deduced by Mr. Findlay from

an elaborate examination of the observations of Burton, Speke, and

Baker. Thus, if Liemba be connected (which is not yet indeed quite

determined) both with the Chambeze lakes and with Tanganyika, the

connection of the whole with the Nile is extremely probable. But

Livingstone reserves his greatest marvel for the postscript to his

despatch. He had heard of a tribe of Troglodytes, a dark-skinned

race, with oblique eyes, dwelling in caves, some of which extended for

many miles underground. H. W. Bates.

SANSKRIT MSS.

According to the latest dispatches (Nov. 9th) from Bombay,' Drs.

Buhler and Kielhorn, of the Elphinstone and Deccan Colleges at Bom

bay and Poona, have carried on, with great success, their search for Sans

krit MSS. in that presidency during the first five months of the current

year. Dr. Buhler, on his tour through the Northern Division, visited

the principal towns where Sanskrit learning is cultivated, and found the

Brahmans and Shastris willing enough to enter into conversation and

discussion on questions connected with their ancient literature and

philosophical tenets. At Balsar and Jun&gadh regular Sabhas, or

assemblies of the learned Brahmans, were held for the purpose of dis

cussion. At the same time, catalogues of libraries, to which access

had been gained, were compiled, containing upwards of 7000 entries.

A great many MSS. of important Vedic writings, which had hitherto

been unknown, have come to light, among which we may mention

the Maitrayant Sakha of the Yajurveda, and the A'fi/idira Grikyastitra

of the Samavcda. Dr. Kielhorn, during his visit to Dharvar, Belgaum

and Canara, for which unfortunately he was not allowed more than a

month, does not seem to have met with quite so friendly a reception,

many of the possessors of MSS. being very averse to showing their

libraries to strangers. Among the MSS. purchased by him are some

which well deserve the attention of Sanskrit scholars.

J. Eggeling, Sec. Royal Asiatic Society.

The Vienna Presse of Nov. 4th states that the University of Innsbruck

has lately revived its Faculty of Medicine ; and reports an important

speech by Professor Rokitansky of Vienna, at the inaugural banquet,

held to commemorate the event.

SAMPSON LOW AND CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

A DEEAM BOOK. By E. V. B. Twelve Drawings in Pen

and Pencil, or Sepia, by K. V. B., Illustrator of 'A Story without an End,' &c,

reproduced in perfect Facsimile by the Autotype Process, with Letter-press Descrip

tions. Medium 4to., handsomely bound, gilt edges, price yis. (xi.

FAVOURITE ENGLISH P0EM3. An entirely New and

Improvcd'Edition. Complete in One Volume 8vo. of 700 pages, choicely printed in

the very best style of woodcut printing.

Cloth extra, gilt edges, price One Guinea.

Half morocco, Roxburghc style, or tree calf extra, 30*.

Morocco extra, 42*.

This Edition has been for a long period in preparation under a careful Editor, and

comprises a Selection of ai8of the most popular Poems in the Language, from the 'Merle

and the Nightingale ' of William Dunbar, to the ' Christ's Entry into Jerusalem' of Dean

Milman—a period of 350 years—to which has been added {the only production given of a

living Poet) the Laureate's ' May Queen/ with the Hon. Mrs. Boyle's Illustrations.

The principle of the Work has been to avoid extracts, and to give each Poem

unabridged : and the rule of the Selection, subject to length, has been the simple one of

publicfavouritism, and it is hoped that the extension to more than double the number of

Poems in the present Edition over any previous one, the completeness of the arrangement,

with Dates throughout, and good List of Contents and Index, combine to give the Work a

permanent literary value.

The Illustrations comprise no less than 320 of the very best Engravings on wood ever

produced, from Designs by the most eminent Artists, the whole of which, with but one or

two exceptions, have been designed and engraved for the Publishers for different editions

of this Work and its contribulories.

MARVELS OF GLASS-MAKING : its Description and History,

from the Earliest Times to the Present. By A. Sauzav. With 48 Illustrations on

Wood, and 8 Autotype Copies of the Best Examples of Roman, Venetian, and

German Glass in the South Kensington Museum. Square demy 8vo., handsomely

bound, cloth extra, gilt edges, price 12s, bd.

DAVID LLOYD'S LAST WILL. By Hesba Stretton. 2 vols.

HITHERTO : a Novel.

&C. 3 vols, post 8vo.

By the Author of 'The Gayworthys,'

IOh the 15A inst.

NORMANDY PICTURESQUE: A New Artistic Book of

Travel. By Henry Blackburn, Author of 'Artists and Arabs' and Travelling in

Spain' Demy 8vo., cloth extra, with numerous Illustrations, i6j.

THE LAST OF THE TASMANIANS : a History of the Black

War in Van Diemcn's Land. By James Bonwick, F.R.G.S., Fellow of the

Ethnological Society, &c. With numerous Illustrations, i6x.

WONDERS OF ITALIAN ART. By Louis Viardot. Square

demy 8vo. Illustrated with 10 Autotype Reproductions of Celebrated Engravings,

and 30 Woodcuts, handsomely bound, cloth extra, gilt edges, 12s, dd.

REMARKABLE LIFE AND DISCOVERIES OF SEBASTIAN

CABOT, of Bristol, the Founder of Great Britain's Maritime Power, Discoverer of

America and its First Colonizer. By J. F. Nicholls, City Librarian, Bristol.

Square crown 8vo., printed at the Chiswick Press, with Marginal Notes, &C-, 7*. 6d.

AN ILLUSTRATED EDITION OF VICTOR HUGO'S

'TOILERS of the SEA.' Square demy 8vo., with 60 graphic Illustraticns by

Chifilart, beautifully printed on toned paper, cloth extra, iox. 6d.

SEVEN EVENTFUL YEARS IN PARAGUAY : a Narrative

of Personal Service and Captivity amongst the Paraguayans. By G. F. Masterkan,

late Assistant-Surgeon Paraguayan Military Service. 3;o., with Map, 12s.

LETTERS FROM THE EAST : Notes of a Visit to Egypt and

Palestine. By William Cullen Bryant. umo., cloth, &i. 6J.

PEACE: an Address delivered on the 24th of June, 1869. By

the Reverend Father Hvacinthe. Only English Translation sanctioned by the

Author for Europe. Price One Shilling.

INFANT LIFE : its Nurture and Care. By E. N. G. With

Introduction by Erasmus Wilson, F.R.S. Price One Shilling.

London : SAMPSON LOW, SON, & MARSTON,

188, Fleet Street
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CA88ELL, PETTER & GALPIN, LONDON AND NEW YORK.

NEW AND EXHAUSTIVE WORK ON ORNITHOLOGY.

In Monthly Tarts, -jd. ; Part I, November 25,

CASSELL'S BOOK OF BIRDS.

Translated and adapted from the Text of the Eminent German Naturalist, Dr. BREHM.

By THOMAS RYMKR JONES, F.R.S.,

Professor of Natural History and Comparative Anatomy, King's College, London.

With upwards of 400 accurate Engravings on Wood, executed expressly for t/te Work, and a Series of exquisite

FULL-PAGE PLATES, PRINTED IN COLOURS, from Original Designs by F. W. KEYL.

** Full Prospectuses and Specimen Pages at all Booksellers, where Specimens of the Coloured Plates can be seen.

NE^W" BOOKS.

The Poets of Greece. By Edwin Arnold,

M.A., Author of " Griselda, and other Poems," &c.

Demy 8vo., cloth lettered, 10s. (yd. [Now ready.

The World of the Sea. Translated from

the French of Alfred Fredol, by the Rev. H. M.

Hart. Demy 8vo., with Coloured and Tinted Plates,

and numerous Wood Engravings, best cloth lettered, 21J.

A Handy Book of the British Museum.

With upwards of 150 Illustrations of the most interesting

Subjects, and full Historical and Descriptive Letterpress

by T. Nichols, a Senior Assistant in the Principal

Librarian's Office of the British Museum, Author of

" The Handbook for Readers." Demy 8vo., about 400

pages, cloth lettered, aw.

In Memoriam the late George Housman

THOMAS. Being a Scries of carefully-printed Wood

Engravings, from Designs by Mr. Thomas, with

Descriptive Letterpress. Handsome 4to. volume, cloth

gilt, 2 if. [Now ready.

./Esop's Fables. A new and carefully-

Revised Version, by J B. Brlndell. Profusely illus

trated with Original Designs by Ernest Griset. One

handsome 4to. volume, cloth extra, gilt edges, 21*.

The Adventures of Munchausen. Illus

trated by Gustave Dor*. Cheap Edition 4to. cloth,

ioj. 6d. [Now ready.

The Scenery of Greece. By W. Linton.

Fifty exquisitely beautiful full-page Steel Engravings,

with Descriptive Letter-press. Handsome 410. volume,

extra cloth, gilt, 4W.

The Child's Bible. Large Print; Large

Pictures. Being a Selection from the Holy Bible, in

the Words of the Authorised Version, with large full-

page Illustrations, especially designed for Children.

Cloth elegant, gilt edges, £1 is. ; flexible leather binding,

hand tooled, gilt edges, j£i xoj. ; best morocco, elegant

or antique, £2 ax.

CasselVs Biographical Dictionary. With

Full-page Portraits of Eminent Men. Complete in One

volume, imperial 8vo., pp. 1,152, cloth lettered, aw.

Arms and Armour, in Antiquity and the

Middle Ages; also a Descriptive Notice of Modern

Weapons. Translated from the French of M. P.

Lacombh, with a Preface, Notes, and one additional

Chapter on Arms and Armour in England, by Charles

Boutell, M. A., Author of " English Heraldry." Cloth,

gilt top, 7J. 6d. [Now ready.

The World of Wonders. Complete vol.

Cloth, ys. 6d. : full gilt, ioj. 6d.

"A wonderful book, truly. A capital collection of oddities

and wonders of every kind and sort, forming a volume of

most amusing reading, and useful as well as interesting."—

Literary Churchman.

Sketches by Quiz. Consisting of " Young

Ladies," " Young Gentlemen," and " Young Couples,"

Illustrated by " Phiz." Cloth extra, y. 6ti. [Now ready.

The Life of Palissy, the Potter. By Pro-

fessor Morlev. A new and revised Edition. Cloth

lettered, 3J. del. [Now ready.

The Young Man in the Battle of Life.

A Book for Young Men. By the Rev. Dr. Landels,

Cloth lettered, red edges, 3J. dd. [Now ready.

The Intelligence of Animals. With Illustra

tive Anecdotes, from the French of Ernest Menault.

Illustrated. Crown 8vo., cloth, 5J. [Now ready.

Cassell's Popular Drawing Copies. Com

plete in Four Series, price js. 6d. each ; or each Series,

in Twelve Parts, price 6d. per Part.

Picture Natural History. A Series of

Plates numbering upwards of 700, in which the Animal,

Vegetable, and Mineral Kingdoms are classified in

Families. With Descriptive Letterpress. Edited by

the Rev. C. Boutell, M.A. 4to., cloth lettered, $s.

Picture Teaching for Old and Young. A

Scries of Object Lessons, progressively arranged so as

to teach the meaning of every term employed. With

more than 200 Illustrations. 4to., cloth lettered, 5s.

The Life and Adventures of Robinson

CRUSOE. New royal 8vo. Edition. Illustrated.

Cloth, plain, 5s, ; full gilt, 6s. 6d. [Now reaiiy.

CASSELL'S MAGAZINE.
{NEW SERIES.}

" M A N AND W IFE"
NEW SERIAL STORY BY

WILKIE COLLINS.

COMMENCING IN

PART I., NOVEMBER 25, Price Sixpence.

V PART I. of CASSELL'S MA GAZLVE ( Arav Series) will contain, in addition to the commencement

of 'MAN AND WIFE' by Wii.kie Collins:—

RONDEL, Set to Music by John Hullah. TWO CLEVER SAILORS.

AUREVOIR! By F. T. Palgkave. MARRYING YOUNG.

PALMERSTONIANA. By A Pai.merstonian. SIMPLE PLEASURES.

CHRISTMAS DAY—"QUEENIE." TIDY BET. By Hekacliti'S Grev.

CHRISTMAS NIGHT—"ASLEEP." OUR WINTERS.

With ether Articles by Authors of high refute.

ILLUSTRATED BY LEADING ARTISTS.

NEW AND ORIGINAL

CHILDREN^ BOOKS.

"Messrs. Cassell, Petter & Galpin's books for the young

are now 'household words.' "—See Daily Telegraph,

Sept. 27, 1869.

"The impo ing fleet of highly ornamented craft which

Messrs. Cassell, fetter &. Galpin have launched on the wide

water of literature."—See Atkemrum, Sept. 18, 1869.

Playing Trades. Little Bakers, Shoe

makers, Haircutters, Hatters, Tailors, Glass-blowers,

Carpenters, Chair-makers, Saddlers, Builders, Umbrella-

makers, Blacksmiths, Butter-makers, Tinkers, Tub-

makers, Basket-makers. Sixteen Coloured Illustrations,

V- ** The axst Thousand of

The Children's Album. Containing nearly

200 beautiful Engravings, with Short Stories by Uncle

John. Square crown 8vo ,363pages, cloth lettered, 3*. 6d.

On a Coral Reef: A Sea-Story for Boys.

By Arthur Locker. Handsomely Illustrated. 3J. 6d.

King Gab's Story Bag ; and the Wondrous

Talcs it contained. By Heracliti s Grey. With Illus

trations, after Albert Durer, by Walter Crane. 3J. 6d.

Hours of Sunshine : a Series of Poems for

Children. By Mathias Bakk, Author of ' Little

Willie,' &c. With 16 Coloured Plates, from Designs by

Oscar Pletsch. 3J. 6d.

The Magic of Kindness : or the Wondrous

Story of the Good Huan. By the Brothers Mayhew.

With Illustrations by Walter Crane. 3*. 6d.

Crocker the Clown : a Tale for Boys. By

B. Clarke, Editor of 'Kind Words.' Handsomely

Illustrated. 3X. 6d.

Peggy, and other Tales ; including the

History of a Threepenny Bit and the Story of a

Sovereign. With 8 Illustrations. Handsomely bound

in cloth gilt, v- 6d»

Old Burchell's Pocket : a Book for the

Young Folks. By Elihu Burritt. Illustrated with

8 Engravings. Bound in cloth gilt. $s. 6d.

Mince-Pie Island : a Christmas Story for

Young Readers. By R. St. John Corbett. Hand

somely illustrated. Cloth gilt. 3J. 6d.

Cloudland and Shadowland ; or Rambles

into Fairy-Land with Uncle White Cloud. Beautifully

illustrated. Bound in cloth, extra gilt lettered. 3*. 6d.

The Queen of the Tournament, and Butter-

FLY BALL at MAPERLEY HALL. By the Author

of ' Mince- Pie Island.' With 8 Illustrations by F.

Lawson. Cloth extra, gilt lettered, 3J. 6d.

Lily and Nannie at School : a Story for

Girls. By the Author of 'The Little Warringtons.'

Illustrated by Dalziel Brothers. Cloth extra, gilt

lettered. 3*. 6d.

ONE-SYLLABLE SERIES.

The Pilgrim's Progress. Done in Words

of One Syllable, by S. Phillips Dav. With Coloured

Illustrations by Kronheim. 3s. 6d.

Reynard the Fox ; the Rare Romance of,

and the Shifts of his Son Reynardinc. In Words of

One Syllable, by Samuel Phillips Day. With

Coloured Illustrations by Kronheim, from designs by

Ernest Griset. 3J. 6d.

The Swiss Family Robinson. In Words

of One Syllabic. By the Author of ' The Boy's

First Reader.' Coloured Illustrations from designs by

Griset, Crane, &c.

Evenings at Home. In Words of One

Syllable. By the Author of 'The Children's Album.'

Coloured Illustrations from Designs by Downard,

Baycs, &c.

JSsop's Fables, in Words of One Syllable.

With Illustrations, printed in Colours by Kronheim.

Handsomely bound in cloth gilt. 3*. 6d.

Sandford and Merton, in AVords of One

Syllabic. With Illustrations, printed in Colours by

Kronheim. Handsomely bound in cloth gilt. 3$. 6d.

CASSELL'S LIST OF CATALOGUES.

1. EDUCATIONAL Works, and Students' and Scholars' Materials Catalogue. 2. DORE Illustrated Catalogue. 3. CHILDREN'S Books Catalogue.

4. CATALOGUE of Magazines and Serial Publications. 5. CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE of 50,000 Electrotypes of Valuable Engravings

for Sale. 6. COMPLETE DESCRIPTIVE Catalogue, giving a Comprehensive Insight into the Specialities of the various Works issued in such

vast numbers from the Belle Sauvage Publishing Offices. ...... ,_ . .■,..
•ST The above CATALOGUES maybe procured at all Booksellers, or will be forwarded post free by the Publishers.

CASSELL, PETTER & GALPIN, La Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, London ; and 596, Broadway. New York.
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MESSRS. BULL, SIMMONS & CO.'S

Ucfo ^publications.

To be ready November 14th,

OHEISTMAS EVE with the SPIRITS;

Or, the Canons Wanderings through Ways

Unknown. Containing Further Tidings of

" Scrooge and Tiny Tim." Extra cloth, gilt,

Illustrated. Price 3.1. 6d.

To be ready December 1st,

OAKDALE GRANGE: a Tale of

School Life for Boys. By Thomas Simmons.

Illustrated.

/« course ofpreparation, by the same Author,

A TALE of COLLEGE LIFE :

Being a Sequel to " Oakdale Grange."

Illustrated.

In course ofpreparation,

DISINHERITED: a Tale. By the

Author of "Christmas Eve with the Spirits."

Illustrated.

THE UPPER TEN THOUSAND.

Preparing for publication, bound in Morocco

cloth, gold lettered, gilt edges, price 10s. 6d. ; to

Subscribers, Js. 6d.

THE GREEN BOOK, a Register of

the Peerage, Baronetage, Knightage, Country

Families and Landed Gentry of Great Britain

and Ireland, for 1870. With their Titles and

Offices, Town and Country Residences,

Church Patronage, and, when obtainable,

their Church and Politics. Forming the

most concise and complete Directory of the

Titled and Untitled Aristocracy of the United

Kingdom yet published.

J'.stimalcsforpublication promptlyfurnishedgratis

BULL, SIMMONS, & CO.,

1'u Wishers, 9, Wigmore Street, Cavendish Sq., W.

BULL'S LONDON LIBRARY.

Now ready,

The New List of Works for the Present Season.

1 .;irge numbers of all the best and most popular

Wnrks in History, Biography, Voyages, Travels,

Science, Art, Poetry, Theology, and all Works of

Fiction suitablefor Family Reading.

Bull's Library has now been established for a

century, and, with a carefully revised Scale of

Terms, arranged upon a liberal basis, offers

advantages second to no other Library in London,

and in a great many instances offers advantages

procurable at no other Library. List of Terms and

Latest Lists of Works now in circulation forwarded

gratis on application.

BULL'S SECOND-HAND LISTS.

Now ready.

The Catalogue of Books withdrawn from circu

lation in Bull's Library, and offering, at

extremely low prices, including the very best

books at the very lowest prices. Orders of 20s.

carriage paid.

Also the Catalogue of Publishers' Surplus

Remainder Stock, quite new and perfect, at

extremely low prices. A large selection, from

one shilling to the most splendid presents for

Christmas.

( 'dialogues ofthe above may be hadupon application,

orfree by post upon application.

BULL, SIMMONS & Co.,

Librarians, Publishers, &c, 9, Wigmore Street,

Cavendish Square, W.

SCIENTIFIC WORKS.

Failure of Sight from Railway and other

INJURIES of the SPINE and HEAD."|By Professor

WHARTON JONES, F.R.S. Small 8vo. St. 6d.

\Jiut ful-iiiheJ.

Wasting Diseases of Children. By

EUSTACE SMITH, M.D., Physician-Ejtraordinary

to His Majesty the King of the Belgians. Small 8vo.

7-r. dd.

Dr. Hillier.—Diseases of Children, treated

Clinically. Founded upon Lectures delivered at the

Hospital for Sick Children. Small 8vo. Bs. 6d.

Dr. Garrod on Gont and Rheumatic Gout.

Second Edition. Small 8vo. 15*.

Mr. Erichsen on Railway and other In

juries of the NERVOUS SYSTEM. Small 8vo.
jr. 6d.

Syphilis and Local Contagious Disorders.

By BERKF.LEY HILL, MB., F.R.C.S., Surgeon to

the Luck and University College Hospitals. 8vo. 16*.

Dr. Walshe on Diseases of the Heart.

Third Edition. Small 8vo. xar. 6d.

Dr. Walshe on Diseases of the Lungs.

Third Edition. Small 8vo. 12*. id.

Mr. Quain on Diseases of the Rectum.

Second Edition. Small 8vo. 7s. 6d.

London : JAMES WALTON, Bookseller and Publisher to

University College, 137, Gower Street.

TEXT-BOOKS

For Medical Students.

Kirke's Physiology. Seventh Edition.

UyW. MORRANT BAKER, F.R.C.S., Lecturer on

Physiology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital. 241 Illus

trations. Small 8vo. xm. 6d. \just publisfad,

Erichsen's Science and Art of Surgery.

Fifth Edition, thoroughly revised and enlarged. 600

Illustrations. 2 vols. 8vo. xl. nx. 6d.

Quain's Anatomy. By Dr. Sharpey, Dr.

ALLEN THOMSON, and Dr. CLELAND. 800

Illustrations, chiefly new and on a larger scale.

Seventh Edition. a vols. 8vo. il. iif. CW.

Ellis's Demonstration of Anatomy. New

Edition (Sixth), revised and enlarged. 146 Illustra

tions. Small 8vo. 12*. 6d.

Garrod's Materia Medica and Therapeu

tics. Third Edition, adapted to the Second Edition of

the * British Pharmacopoeia.' Small 8vo. X2X. C-.i.

Hill's (Berkeley) Essentials of Bandaging,

including the Management of Fractures and Disloca

tions. Second and much improved Edition, 122 Illus

trations. Fcap. 8vo. 3*. 6a. [Justpublished.

Murphy's Midwifery. Second and greatly

improved Edition. Many Illustrations. Small 8vo.

12S. 6d.

London : JAMES WALTON, Bookseller and Publisher to

University College, 137, Gower Street.

Ready, crown 8vo., cloth elegant, 446 pages, price 6>., by

E>st 6x. 6c/. Also an edition of 250 copies (limited), on

rge and toned paper, cloth, extra gilt, and gilt edges,

price 21*., for subscribers only.

Jrish Varieties, from Ancient

and Modern Sources and Original Documents, con*

taining an Historical, Antiquarian, and Anecdotal descrip

tion of the South-east Coast of the Bay and Counties of

Dublin and Wicklow, viz. :—Dalkey, Dunleary, Kingstown,

Killiney, Shanganagh, Bullock, Bray, and the Rochestown

Hills with Four Illustrations in Chromo-lithograph, drawn

by B. Nye, and Map of the Environs of Dublin, including

the County of Wicklow, to which is added the only complete

account ever published of the mock " Kingdom of Dalkey,'*

its Revels and Re-unions in the last century. By J. J.

Gaskin, Author of "A Memoir of Lord Carlisle."

Dublin: W. B. Kelly, 8, Grafton-street.

London : Simpkin, Marshall & Co.

Just Published, crown 8vo., pp. viii and 190, cloth, 3*. &/.

'T'he Irish Land. By George

Campbell, Chief Commissioner of the Central

Provinces of India. Author of " Modern India," &c &c.

Part I.—A Visit in the Spring. Part II.—A Visit in the

Autumn.

London : Triibner & Co., 60, Paternoster Row.

REDGRAVES'

CENTURY OF PAINTERS.

A HISTORV OF THE

BRITISH SCHOOL OF ART,

From the time of Walpole.

SMITH, ELDER, & Co.,

15, WATERLOO PLACE, S.W.

MR. WILLIAM MORRIS'S

WORKS.

Just ready, Fifth Edition, in 2 Vols., Crown 8vo., cloth,

price 8j. each.

THE EARTHLY PARADISE.

A Collection of Tales in Verse.

Part I. Prologue, March and April, containing

the Stories of—

The Wanderers. The Man Born to be King.

Atalanta's Race. The Doom of King Aerisius.

The Proud King.

Part II. May to August, containing the Stories of—

Cupid and Pysche. The Son of Croesus.

The Writing on the Image. The Watching of the Falcon.

The Love of Alcestis. Pygmalion and the Image.

The Lady of the Land. Ogicr the Dane.

Early in December will be published,

THE EARTHLY PARADISE.

Part III. September, October, and November,

containing the Stories of—

The Death of Paris. The Man who never Laughed

The Land East of the Sun Again.

and West of the Moon. The Story of Rhodope.

Accontius and Cydippe. The Lovers of Gudrun.

Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price Bs.

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF JASON.

A Poem, in Seventeen Books.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 8*.

THE STORY OF GRETTIR THE

STRONG.

Translated from the Icelandic of the Grettis Saga

(one of the most remarkable prose works of

ancient Icelandic Literature), by W. Morris

and E. Magnusson.

F. S. ELLIS, 33, King Street, Covent Garden.
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JAMES NISBET & GO.'S

HEW AND RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

Erling the Bold. A Tale of the Norse

Sea-kings. By R. M. Ballantyne, Author of "The

Lifeboat," &c. &c. Illustrations. Crown 8vo,, $s.t cloth.

II.

The Lord's Prayer. Lectures by the Rev.

ADOLrH Saphir, B. A., Greenwich. Small crown 8yo.,

jr., cloth. j.

III.

A Memoir of the late Rev. James Hamil-

TON, D.D. By the Rev. W. Arnot, Edinburgh.

With Portrait. Post 8vo., cloth. [In tltepress.

Light and Truth—Bible Thoughts and

THEMES—THE ACTS AND THE LARGER

EPISTLES. By the Rev. Horatius Bonar, D.D.

Crown 8vo., 5*., cloth.

A Memoir of the late Rev. W. C. Burns,

Missionary to China. By Professor Islay Burns,

D,D., Glasgow. With Portrait. Crown 8vo., cloth.

[In the press.

VI.

Christ in the Word. By the Rev. Frede

rick Whitfield, M.A., Author of "Voices from the

Valley," &c. Small crown 8vo., cloth. [Immediately.

Heads and Tales ; or, Anecdotes and Stories

of Quadrupeds and other Beasts, as connected with

Incidents in the Histories of more or less distinguished

Men. Selected and written by Adam White, Dud-

dingston. Small crown 8vo., y. 6d., cloth.

Home in the Holy Land. A Tale illustra^

ting Scenes and Incidents in Modern Jerusalem. By

Mrs. Finn. Small crown 8vo., 3$. 6d., cloth.

IX.

The Romance of Natural History. By

P. H. Gosse, F.R.S. First and Second Scries. Crown

8vo., each. 3*. Cut,, cloth.

X.

Byeways in Palestine. By James Finn,

Esq., F.R.A.S., late H. M. Consul of Jerusalem and

Palestine. Small crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.t cloth.

The Life, Labours, and Writings of the

LATE REV. DR. MALAN, of Geneva. By one of

his Sons. With Portrait and Engravings. Post 8vo.,

7s. Sd., cloth.

XII.

Daisy in the Field. A Tale by the Author

of "The Wide Wide World," "The Golden Ladder,"

&c. With Coloured Illustrations. Small crown 8vo.,

$s. &/., cloth.

XIII.

Shining Light. By the Author of "Me

morials of Captain Hedley Vicars," &c. Small crown

Svo., -2S, 6d., cloth. Cheap Edition, if., cloth.

A Uniform Edition of the Works of the

LATE JAMES HAMILTON, D.D., F.L.S. To be

completed in Six Volumes. Vols. I., II., and III. now

ready. Post 8vo., each js. 6d., cloth.

XV.

A Cheap Edition of The Shepherd and

HIS FLOCK ; or, The Keeper of Israel and the Sheep

of His Pasture. By the Rev. J. R. Macduff, D.D.

Small crown Svo., 3J. 6d., cloth.

A Second Series of Sermons preached at

KING'S LYNN. By the late Rev. E. L. Hull, B.A.

Crown 8vo., cloth.

LONDON : JAMES NISBET & CO.,

ai, BERNERS STREET, W.

The Doctrine of Evolution.

Mr. HERBERT SPENCER'S WORKS.

In 1 vol. 8vo. cloth, price 16s. Second Edition, re-organized

and further developed,

FIRST PRINCIPLES.

In 2 vols. Svo. cloth, price 34J.

THE PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY.

In 1 vol. 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

EDUCATION:

INTELLECTUAL, MORAL, and PHYSICAL.

In stiff cover, price 2s. 6ti.

THE CLASSIFICATION of the SCIENCES:

To which are added, Reasons for Dissenting from the

Philosophy of M. Comtc.

CHEAPER EDITIONS.

In 1 vol. Svo. cloth, price xos.

S O CIA L S TA TICS;

Or, the Conditions essential to Human Happiness specified,

and the First of them developed.

In 2 vols. 8vo. cloth, price i6j.

ESSA YS;

SCIENTIFIC, POLITICAL, and SPECULATIVE.

(Being the First and Second Series re-arranged, and con

taining an additional Essay.)

%• A few copies of the First Edition of the Second Series

are still to be had, price ias.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden,

London: and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

S. W. PARTRIDGE & CO.

ARE NOW PUBLISHING

A REPLY TO COBBETTS "HISTORY OF

THE REFORMATION IN ENGLAND AND

IRELAND," Compiled and Edited by Charles

Hastings Collrtte. Demy 8vo., cloth, pp. 35Q. 5*.

TIM DOOLAN, the Irish Emigrant : Being a

full and particular Account of his Reasons for Emigrat

ing—His Passage across the Atlantic—His Arrival in

New York— His brief sojourn in the United States, and

his further Emigration to Canada. By the Author of

"Mick Tracy." Second Edition. Cr. 8vo., cloth. 31-. 6d.

"THE WHOLE ARMOUR OF GOD:" an

Explanation of the Christian Conflict, and the Divine

Panoply therefor, as taught in the New Testament,

deduced from the Pictorial Instruction of the Old. By

Lieut. -Gen. H. Goodwvn, author of " Antitypical

Parallels," etc. Crown 8vo., cloth. 2s. 6rf.

THE GREAT ANTICHRIST. Who? When?

Where? A Contribution for Anxious Times. By Rev.

W. J. Bolton, M.A., Author of " Hulscan Prize Essay

for 1852," &c. With Frontispiece. Cr. Svo., cloth. is.6d.

THE ROAD TO ROME, via OXFORD ; or,

Ritualism identical with Romanism. By Rev. J. A.

Wylie, LL.D., Author of "The Papacy," &c. Crown

8vo., cloth, jr.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE READING

AND STUDY OF THE ENGLISH BIBLE. By

W. Carpenter. 3 vols., cloth, i6j. (or in 12 parts,

1j. 6d. each).

THE PASTOR'S WIFE : a Memoir of Mrs.

Sherman, of Surrey Chapel. By her Husband. With

Portrait. Thirteenth Thousand. Cr. 8vo., cloth. 3X. 6d.

GOD'S PURPOSE IN JUDGMENT: con

sidered with Especial Reference to the Assertion of

Mercy or Annihilation for the Lost. By Robert

Baxter, Esq. x6mo., cloth. is. 6d.

Full Catalogues sentfreefor One Stamp.

London : S. W. Partridge & Co., 9, Paternoster Row.

Sir J. Lubbock's " Prehistoric Times."

Just Published, price iSj., Second Edition, considerable

enlarged, with more than 220 Woodcut Illustrations.

Prehistoric Times. As Illustrated by

Ancient Remains, and the Manners and Customs of

Modern Savages. By Sir John Lubbock. Bart .

F.R.S. &c.

Price 3-r. &/., foolscap 8vo., cloth.

The Spirit Controversy : Letters and Dis

sertations on the Human Spirit and Soul ; their Naturi:

and their Condition both Here and Hereafter; with

Remarks upon Future Rewards and Punishments. By

Daniel Biodle.

Price ioj. 6d., post 8vo., cloth.

The Jesus of the Evangelists : His His

torical Character Vindicated ; or, an Examination of

the Internal Evidence fur our Lord's Divine Mission

with Reference to Modern Controversy. By the Rev.

C. A. Row, M.A., of Pembroke College, Oxford:

Author of the " Nature and Extent of Divine Inspira

tion," &c.

" A complete handbook of Messianic argument."—British

Quarterly Review.

"The argument is one of uncommon power, and worked

out with extreme care and thoroughness." — Literary

Churchman.

Second Edition, crown 8vo., price 7*. Cd.

The Apocryphal Gospels, and other Docu

ments relating to the History of Christ. Translated

from the Originals in Orcck, Latin, Syriac, &c. With

Notes and Prolegomena. By B. Harris Cowpbr.

"A convenient and scholarly edition."—Spectator.

DR. DAVIDSON ON THE OLD TESTAMENT.

Complete in 3 vols. 8vo., with a copious Index, price 2I. is.

An Introduction to the Old Testament,

Critical, II istorical, and Theological. Containing a

Discussion of the most Important Questions belonging

to the several Books. By Samuel Davidson, D.D.

Crown 8vo., price js. 6ii.

The Odes of Pindar. Translated into

English Prose, with Notes and a Preliminary Disserta

tion, by F. A. Paley, M.A., Translator and Editor of

"jEschylus," &c.

Crown Svo., price 5s., cloth.

Plato's Sophistes : a Dialogue on True and

False Teaching. Translated, with Explanatory Notes

and an Introduction on Ancient and Modern SophUtrv,

by R. W. Mackav, M.A.

Price 7*. 6d., crown 8vo.,

Plato's Meno : a Dialogue on the Nature

and Meaning of Education. Translated from the

Greek, with Explanatory Notes and Introduction, and

a Preliminary Essay on the Moral Education of the

Greeks, by R. W. Mackav, M.A., Author of "The

Tubingen School and its Antecedents," &c.

4to. cloth, price 42s.

The Homilies of Aphraates, the Persian

SAGE. Edited from Syriac MSS. of the Fifth and

Sixth Centuries in the British Museum With an

English Translation by W. Wright, Ph. D., LL.D..

Assistant-Keeper of MSS. in the British Museum.

Vol. I. (The Syriac Text).

Svo. cloth, price 10s.

A Letter on Syriac Orthography, by Mar

Jacob, Bishop of Edcssa ; also, a Tract by the same-

Author, and a Discourse by Grbgoky Bar-Hebr.ii s

on Syriac Accents. Edited in the Original Syriac,

from MSS. in the British Museum. With an English

Translation and Notes. By the Rev. G. Phillies,

D.D., President of Queen's College, Cambridge.

4to. Cloth, 3 1s. 6d.

Ancient Syriac Documents relative to the

Earliest Establishment of Christianity in Edessa and

the neighbouring Countries, from the Year after our

Lord's Ascension to the Beginning of the Fourth

Century. Discovered, Edited, Translated and Anno

tated by W. Cureton, D.D,, Canon of Westminster.

With Preface by W. Wright, Ph. D., LL.D., Depart

ment of MSS., British Museum.

Price ^s. 6d., crown 8vo., cloth.

The Legends and Theories of the Bud-

DHISTS compared with History and Science. With

Introductory Notices of the Life and System of Gotanui

Buddha. By R. Sr-ENCE Hardy, Hon. M.R.A.S ,

Author of "A Manual of Buddhism," &c.

Third Edition, 3 vols. 8vo., cloth, 31J. 6d.

Bopp's Comparative Grammar of the San-

SKRIT. ZEND, GREEK, LATIN, LITHUANIAN.

GOTHIC, GERMAN, and SCLAVONIC LAN

GUAGES. Translated by E. B. Eastwick.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE, 14. Henrietta Street. Covent

Garden, London: South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.
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The Pearl of Great Price.

The Leaven.

The Sower.

The Prodigal Son'.

The Pharisee and Publican.

The Good Samaritan.

NEW BOOKS.

This day, royal 4to., handsomely bound, price 42s.

Twelve Parables of Our Lord.

Illustrated and illuminated. Twelve Pictures beautifully

printed in colours from Sketches taken in the East by

McEniry, comprising :—

The Enemy Sowino Tares.

The Ten Virgins.

The Good Shepherd.

The Net Cast into the Sea.

The Wedding Feast.

Dives and Lazarus.

With Frontispiece from a Picture by John Jf.llicok.

Illuminated Borders from the Rrevario Grimani in St.

Mark's Library at Venice, and Illuminated Texts by

Lewis Hind.

This day, in royal 8vo., handsomely bound, price 31J. 6d.

Albrecht Dilrer of Numberg.

The History of his Life, with a Translation of his

Letters and Journal, and some account of his Works.

By Mrs. Chaki.fs Heaton. With 30 Photographic

and Autotype Illustrations.

Second Edition, just ready.

Henry Crabb Robinsons Diary,

Reminiscences.and Correspondence. Selected and edited

by Dr. T. Sadler. With Portrait. 3 vols. 8vo. 36X.

Second Edition, this day.

Mr. A. R. Wallaces The Malay

Archipelago : the Land of the Orang-Utan and the Bird

of Paradise. A Narrative of Travel with Studies of

Man and Nature. 2 vols, crown 8vo., with 9 Maps and

50 Illustrations, 241.

"Leaving for the most part the dry bones of facts and

figures to fill their proper place in scientific papers, he has

presented the public with the cream and flower of his obser

vations and reasonings, condensed into two elegant volumes,

which are so well arranged and so admirably supplied with

maps and illustrations, that the reader is pleasantly led on to

apprehend with very little effort, not only the principal

features of the district described, but also the startling and

recondite conclusions which are derived from them. In short,

it is a book of travel of the very highest order. Nothing that

deserves comparison with it has appeared since M r. Darwin's

journal of his voyage in the ' Beagle.'"—Guardian.

Fifth and Cheaper Edition, this day.

A Personal Narrative of a Yearns

Journey through Central and Eastern Arabia, 1863-3.

By W. Gifford Palgrave. With Map, Plans, and

Portrait of the Author. Crown 8vo., 6r.

The British Expedition to Abys-

sinia. Compiled from Authentic Documents. By

Capt. H. M. H021F.R, late Assistant Military Secretary

to Lord Napier of Magdala. 8vo., (jr. [This day.

The Bampton Lectures for 1869.

Prophecy a Preparationfor Christ.

Eight Lectures by R. Payne Smith, D.D., Regius

Profes*or of Divinity and Canon of Christ Church,

Oxford. 8vo., lis. [This day.

The Administration of India :

from 1859 to 1868. The First Ten Years of Adminis

tration on the Crown. By I. T. Phichakd (Gray's Inn],

Burrister-at-Law. 2 vols. 8vo. [Next week

Hereditary Genius : its Laws and

Consequences. With numerous illustrative examples.

By Francis Galton, F.R.S. 8vo. isj. [This day.

The Stranger of Scriphos. A

Dramatic Poem. By Frederick Napier Broome.

Extra fcap. 8vo., 5s. [This day.

New and Cheaper Edition, crown 8vo., 70s. 6d.

Prof FaivcetCs Manual of Politi

cal Economy. New and revised edition, with Two new

Chapters on "National Education" and "The Poor

Laws and their Influence on Pauperism." [This day.

Introduction to Greek and Latin

Etymology. Being a Course of Lectures delivered at

Christ's College, Cambridge. By John Peii.e, M.A.,

Fellow and Assistant Tutor. 8vo. [Next week.

Globe Edition of Spenser s com

pete Works. Edited, from the Original Editions and

MSS., by R. Morris. With Glossary. With Memoir

by J. W. Hales, M.A. Globe 8vo., 3*. 6d. [This day.

Mr. E.A. Freeman s Old English

History /or Children. With Five coloured Maps.

Extra fcap. 8vo., 6j.

MACMILLAN AND CO., LONDON.

AVrw ready, in royal Svo., price +d. Weekly; Monthly

Farts is. 6d. and is. xod., No. I. of

NATURE:

A WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL OF SCIENCE.

The following arc among the Articles which will appear

in early Numbers:—

Goethe's Aphorisms on Nature. By Prof. Huxley,

F.R.S.

Vegetable Paleontology. By Dr. Hooker, F.R.S.

The late Professor Graham. By Prof. Williamson, F.R.S.

Physical Meteorology. By Dr. Balfour Stewart, F.R.S.

Science in Germany. By Prof. Roscoe, F.R.S.

Danish Antiquities. By Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S.

The Origin of Species Controversy. By Alfred R.

Wallace.

The American Eclipse. By J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S.

The Gold-Fields of Australia. By A. Geikie, F.R.S.

The Labouring Force of the Human Heart. By

the Rev. Samuel Haughton, F.R.S.

The Fertilization of Winter Flowering-Plants. By

Alfred W. Bennett, F.L.S.

Science and the Public Health. By Prof. Corfield.

Practical Geology. By the Rev. P. B. Brodic.

DevUle'B Pressure Chamber. By Prof. Fernet.

Scienoe-Teaohlng in Bchools. By the Rev. W. Tuck-

well.

On the Fauna of Switzerland. By E. Ray Lankester.

Frehistorio Archeology. By John Evans, F.R.S.

Science for Young Children. By C. W. Quin.

Geology and Agriculture. By H. Woodward, F.G.S.

Protoplasm at the Antipodes.

Recent European and American Scientific Con

gresses.

Reviews of New Books, British and Foreign.

Abstracts of Papers on Chemistry, Physics, Astronomy,

Geology, Biologv, and other Branches of Science, by

Prof. Oliver, FiR.S., Prof. Michael Foster, Henry

Watts, F.R.S., Dr. E. J. Mills. F.C.S., Dr. Oppcn-

heim, of lierlin, Prof. Fernet, of Paris, A. W. Bennett,

F.L.S., H. B. Brady, F.L.S., J. C. Brough, F.C.S.,

W. S. Dallas, F.L.S. , R. A. Proctor, F.R.A.S., J. H.

Lamprey, F.R.G.S., &c.

Official Reports of the Proceedings of Scientific Societies

and Foreign Academies—Editorial Notes on the Scien

tific Topics of the Week—and Latest Intelligence.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.

Publishing Ojftct :

0, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

Sold by all Booksellers.

CLARENDON PRESS BOOKS.

An Icelandic-English Dictionary, chiefly

founded on the Collections made from Prose Works of

the 12th—14th Centuries. By the late R. Cleashy.

Enlarged and completed by Gidbrand Vicfusson.

Part 1. A-H. 4to., au. [This day.

The Times.—"The greatest help to English Phil

ology that has yet been published."

This day, 4 vols., 8vo., price 3/.

Clementis Alexandrini Opera. Ex Recen-

sione Gulielmi Dindorfii.

CLARENDON PRESS SERIES-NEW VOLUMES.

Typical Selections from the Best British

AUTHORS. With Introductory Notices. Extra fcap.

Svo., 4T. 6d.

Exercises in Practical Chemistry. Quali

tative Analysis. By A. G. Vernon Harcourt, F.R.S.,

and H. G. Maden, F.C.S. With Illustrations. Crown

Svo., 7$. 6ti.

Pope's Essay on Man. Edited with In

troduction and Notes by Mark Pattison, B.D.

Extra fcap. Svo., is. 6d.

The Vision of William concerning Piers

THE PLOWMAN. By William Langland. Ac

cording to the version revised and enlarged by the

Author about a.d. 1377. Edited by the Rev. W. W.

Skekt, M.A. With Introduction, Notes, and GIos-

sarial Index. Extra fcap. 8vo., 4$. 6./.

OXFORD : TRINTED AT THE CLARENDON TRESS,

AND PUBLISHED BY MACMILLAN AND CO.,

LONDON, PUBLISHERS TO THE UNIVERSITY.

CHAPMAN AND HALL'S

nsrzE-w boozs.

The NOVEMBER Number of

The Fortnightly Review. Edited

by John Mori.ev.

CONTENTS.

The Tositivist Problem. By Fred. Harrison.

Notes on Leonardo da Vinci. By W. H.

Pater.

Intercession. By Algernon C. Swinburne.

The Latter-day Saints. By Viscount Ara-

berley.

The Woman of Business. By Marmion

Savage.

The Worship of Animals and Plants.

Part II. By J. F. M'Lennan.

Critical Notices—Some Books of the Month.

Religious Opinions of the late Rev.

CHAUNCY hare townshend.

Published, as directed in his will, by his

Literary Executor. In Crown 8vo. [ This Day.

Christmas Books. By Chas. Dickens.

A New Edition. Handsomely printed and

bound. Dcmy8vo., with the Original Engrav

ings on Steel and Wood, lis. [This Day.

Horse-Shoes and Horse-Shoeing ;

their Origin, History, Uses, and Abuses. By

Georck Fleming, F.R.G.S., &c. Demy

Svo., with 210 Illustrations. 2ls. [This Day.

German Evenings.—Translated from

the Original by J. L. Lowdell. Post Svo.,

with Frontispiece and Vignette. [Next IVeei.

NEW WORK ON AMERICA.

New Tracks in North America.

A Journal of Travel and Adventure whilst

Engaged in the Survey of a Southern Railroad

to the Pacific Ocean during 1S67-68. By

William A. Bell, M.A., M.B. Cantab.,

F.R.G.S. In Two vols, demy Svo. Price 3a?.,

with 20 Chromos and numerous Woodcuts.

From the Daily News:—"The reader of these admirable

volumes will find in them an ample description of the

physical geography, general appearance, and mineral and

vegetable productions of the vast regions traversed. The

work also abounds in exciting adventures, and, besides

being full of information, is as fixing to the attention as

a romance. It is illustrated by some beautiful chromo

lithographs, and some very good woodcuts, and is one of the

best and handsomest books of travel we have seen for a

long time."

From the Pall Mall Gazette:—"There are regions

whence no man can be confident of bringing back his scalp,

and strange ruins, which testify to the abundance of the old

Aztec imputation and the religious zc.il of their masters.

Through the heart of this remarkable country a preliminary

expedition made the necessary surveys in 18^7, and Dr.

Bell has given in the book which we are about to notice a

lively description of its characteristics."

From the Saturday Review :—" Dr. Bell managed to

secure a good many striking pictures, and in particular has.

well described sonic of those extraordinary canons which

are amongst the greatest curiosities of the American.

Continent.

From Land and Water:—Mr. Bell tells us of some of

his personal adventures with the Redskins in his usually-

happy manner, which certainly must be much pleasanler to.

read about than to take part in. The geologi>t, the botanist^

the ethnologist, and the lover of field sports will rind in the

two volumes much to instruct and interest them, and thtr

gcnctal reader will, we opine, hardly care to put the book,

down until the last page is finished."

CHAPMAN & HALL, 193, Piccadilly.
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MESSRS. MOXON'S

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Most Important Nezv Books for the

Forthcoming Season,

1.

THE ROYAL GIFT BOOK FOR 1869.

By express permission of Her Most Gracious Majesty.

Windsor Castle. Thirty Photographs,

printed in permanent colour, with Descriptive Text,

by the late B. B. Woodward, F.S.A., Librarian to the

Queen at Windsor Castle, &c.

Prices and Styles of Publication.

Proof Edition. The Illustrations printed in per- £ s. d.

manent colours and mounted on India paper,

most elegantly and tastefully bound in cfoth 10 xo o

Print Edition. The Illustrations, as above,

mounted plainly, and elegantly bound incloth 660

II.

Haydn's Universal Index of Biography,

from the Creation to the Present Time, for the Use of

the Statesman, the Historian, and the Journalist. Edited

by J. Bertrand Payne, M.R.I. , F.R.S.L., F.R.G.S.

(London and Paris), Member of the Society of Antiqua

ries of Normandy, Massachusetts, and New Jersey.

Uniform in size and type with the " Dictionary of

Dates." Price iSj., cloth.

III.

Thomas Hood. Illustrated by Gustave

Dore. Nine exquisite Steel Engravings from Drawings

illustrative of the Choicest Pieces of England's Greatest

Humourist. Together with numerous beautiful Wood

Engravings from Drawings by J. Moyr Smith.

Prints, elegant cloth, 1/. \s. ; Photographs, ditto, il. zs. ;

Fac-similc Edition, elegant cloth, 2I. zs. ; Artist's

Proofs on India Paper, ditto, 4/. 41.

IV.

The Anglican Mysteries of Paris. Revealed

in the Stirring Adventures of Captain Mars and his Two

Friends, Messieurs Scribbley and Daubiton, Described

and Depicted by a New Firm with an Old Name:

videlicet—Smith, Payne, & Co. Super-royal 410., in

characteristic binding, price \l. is.

V.

Miss Kilmansegg and Her Precious Leg.

A Golden Legend. By Thomas Hood. Illustrated by

Sixty exquisite Etchings from Drawings by Thomas

Seccombe, R.A.

Prints in characteristic cloth binding £1 1 o

Plain Proofs, fcp. 4to. (of which a limited number

only printed) 2 2 o

Artist's Proofs on India Paper, super-royal 410.

(only $0 numbered Copiesfor sale) 10 10 o

VI.

The Life of Percy Bysshe Shelley; to

which is prefixed a most carefully Revised Edition of

his Poetical Works, with some Early Verses hitherto

unpublished. By William Michael Rossetti. In

Two Vplumes, thick crown 8vo.f cloth, price il. xs.

VII.

A Concordance to the Entire Works of

ALFRED TENNYSON, D.C.L. By D. Barron

Brichtwkll. In demy 8vo., with Full-length Portrait

of the Bard. Strongly bound, price 21J. [Now ready.

VIII.

Criticisms on the Poets of the Nineteenth

Century. A Scries of Essays. By J. Devey, In

fcap. 8vo., price 6s.

IX.

Ttuo Unpublished Plays by Thomas Hood.

York and Lancaster ; and Lost and Found

l'A Fragment). By Thomas Hood. To which are

added, with the original Illustrations by the Author,

John Leech, George Cruikshank, and W. Harvey,

"Hood's Whimsicalities," *' The Epping Hunt," and

"The Dream of Eugene Aram." In One Volume,

crown 8vo., profusely Illustrated, price iof.&Z.

X.

Thirteenth Edition, cloth, i8j. ; half-calf, 2U. : calf, 24J. :

morocco, 30J.

Haydn's Dictionary of Dates. The most

perfect Portable Cyclopaedia ever published.

OLIVER & BOYD'S

EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

E. MOXON, SON, & CO.,

Dover Street, London.

Second Edition, Revised, 2s.,

Progressive English Grammar, with Exer

cises. By Walter Scott Dalgleish, M.A., one of

the Masters of the International College, London.—The

Key, 2j. 6d.

Prom Dr. Joseph Bosworth, Professor of Anglo-Saxon

in the University of Oxford ; Auttwr of the

Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, etc., etc.

41 Quite a practical work, and contains a vast quantity of

important information, well arranged, and brought up to the

present improved state of philology. I have never seen so

much matter brought together in so short a space."

Mr. Dalgleish's other Class-Books.

OUTLINES of ENGLISH GRAMMAR & ANALYSIS.

Sd.—Key, is.

GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS with PROGRESSIVE

EXERCISES, gd.—Key, zs.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK of ENGLISH COM

POSITION, is. ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK. «.

Both Books bound together, zs. 6d.—Key, zs. 6d.

New Edition (1869), Carefully Revised,

A Compendium of Modern Geography,

Political, Physical, and Mathematical. With

Outlines of Astronomy and of Geology, Questions for Ex

amination, &c. By the Rev. Alex. Stewart, LL.D.

With 11 maps. 3J. 6d.

Of a previous Edition the Athenantm remarked :—" We

would particularly recommend to attention the descriptive

tables appended to the general account of every country,

which are drawn up with extraordinary neatness, and in

such a manner as to comprehend really a wonderful quantity

of information in a very small space. Taken altogether,

they serve the purpose of a Gazetteer of all the principal

places in the world, with a short description of each, and,

what is extremely useful and important, the correct or cus

tomary pronunciation in all cases in which any doubt or

difficulty can be felt. Teachers as well as pupils will feel

grateful to the author for this part of his labours.''

Now ready, Twenty-fourth Edition, a*..

Rudiments of the Latin Language, with

an Appendix. For the use of the Edinburgh Academy.

*»* This Workforms an introduction to the language, at

once simple, perspicuous, and comprehensive.

Edinburgh Academy Class-Books.

LATIN DELECTUS, with Vocabulary. 3*.

RUDIMENTS of the GREEK LANGUAGE. 3f. 6W.

GREEK EXTRACTS, with Vocabulary and Index, y. 6d.

OUTLINES of MODERN GEOGRAPHY. Revised, zs.td

New Editions of

Reading Books for Schools. By the Rev.

Dr. M'Culloch, formerly Head Master of the Circus

Place School, Edinburgh.

FIRST READING-BOOK. 1^,

SECOND READING-BOOK. sd.

THIRD READING-BOOK^ lod.

FOURTH READING-BOOK and SYNOPSIS of

SPELLING, is. 6d.

SERIES of LESSONS in PROSE and VERSE, as.

COURSE of READING in SCIENCE and LITERA

TURE. 3s.

These Books will be found in all respects adapted to the

present state of Education. Their subject matter is pur

posely miscellaneous, yet it is always of a character to excite

the interest aud enlarge the knowledge of the reader. The

lessons are pervaded throughout by the religious and

Christian element.

Eighteenth Edition, 974 pages, 7s. 6V.

Surenne's Pronouncing French & English

13, Great Marlborough Street.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

NEW WORKS.

VOLUME II. of

Her Majesty's Tower. By w.

Hbpwortii Dixon. Dedicated, by Express Per

mission, to the Queen. Demy 8vo., 155.

THIRD EDITION NOW READY.

The Times, Oct. 23.

"All the civilized world—English, Continental, and Ame

rican—takes an interest in the Tower of London. The

Tower is the stage upon which has been enacted some of the

grandest dramas and saddest tragedies in our national annals.

If, in imagination, we take our stand on those time-worn

walls, and let century after century flit past us, we shall see

in due succession the majority of the most famous men and

lovely women of England in the olden time. We shall see

them jesting, jousting, love-making, plotting, and then anon,

perhaps, commending their souls to God in the presence of

a hideous masked figure, bearing an axe in his hands. It is

such pictures as these that Mr. Dixon, with considerable

skill as an historical limner, has set before us in these

volumes. Mr. Dixon dashes ofFthe scenes of Tower history

with great spirit. His descriptions are given with such

terseness and vigour that we should spoil them by any

attempt at condensation. The greater part of the second

volume is occupied with the story of the Gunpowder Plot.

The narrative is extremely interesting, and will repay

perusal. Another cause celthre possessed of a perennial

interest is the murder of Sir Thomas Overbury by Lord and

Lady Somerset. Mr. Dixon tells the tale skilfully. In

conclusion, we may congratulate the author on this, his

latest work. Both volumes are decidedly attractive, and

throw much light on our national history, but we think the

palm of superior interest must be awarded to the second

volume."

Life fy Remains of Robert Lee,

D.D., Minister of Old Greyfriars, Professor of Bib

lical Criticism and Antiquities in the University of

Edinburgh, Dean of the Chapel Royal of Holyrood, and

Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen, &c. By Robert

Herbert Story, Minister of Rosneath. With an

Introductory Chapter by Mrs. Oliphant, Author of

■ The Life of the Rev. Edward Irving.' Two vols. 8vo.,

with Portrait, 30X.

Francis the First, and other Mis-

fane Studies. By A. Baillie Cochrane. Two vols.,

21*. [Nov. 19.

The Unkind Word, and oiler Stories.

By the Author of 'John Halifax, Gentleman.

Two vols., 21J. {Nov. 26.

Cheap Edition ofRobertFalconer.

By George Macdonald, LL.D. Forming the

New Volume of "Hurst & Blackett's Standakd

Library." 5^. Illustrated.

"A work brimful of life and humour, and of the deepest

human interest."—A theturum.

THE NEW NOVELS.

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

Debenhams Vow. By Amelia b.

Edwards, Author of ' Barbara*s History,' &c. Three

vols.

Noblesse Oblige. By Sarah Tytler,

Author of * The Huguenot Family,' ' Citoyenne Jacque

line,' &c. Three vols.

" Whatever Miss Tytler publishes is worth reading. Her

book is original and rich in observation. Her heroes and

heroines are pure and noble studies in English life of the

better sort, and wc sincerely thank the author for a novel,

the interest of which lies in the virtue, and not the wicked

ness of its personages."—Pall Mall Gazette.

Guy Vernon. By the Hon. Mrs.

Woulfe. Three vols.

Viola. By the Author of ' Caste,' ' Pear],'

&c. Three vols.

"A clever and most carefully written novel."—Tall Mall

Gazette,

"The story of 'Viola' is unusually interesting. The at

tention of the reader is arrested throughout."—Sun.

Sir Thomas Branston. By

DICTIONARY; with the Pronunciation shown by a

different spelling.

SURENNE'S FRENCH & ENGLISH DICTIONARY,

without Pronunciation, 3J. 6d. •

*,* Both works have been reprinted in the United States,

and a re in extensive circulation in the Dominion ofCanada .

SURENNE'S F&NELON'S TE*l£mAQUE. 2 vols.,

each is.

SURENNE'S VOLTAIRE'S HISTOIRE dc CHARLES

XII. is.

London: OLIVER AND BOYD.

Edinburgh: SIMPKIN, MARSHALL AND CO.

William Gilbert, Author of ' Lucre?ia Borgia'

' Shirley Hall Asylum,' * Dr. Austin's Guests,' &c.

Three vols.

"The separate positions of this story are told so distinctly

and powerfully that we cannot help being interested and

fascinated."—Times.
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BOOKS FOR THE

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE SCIENCE OF RELIGION.

PUBLISHED BY TRUBNER & CO., 60, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.

VEDISM.

Rig-Veda Sanhita : the Sacred Hymns of

the Brahmans. Translated ant! Explained by F. Max

Mui.ler, M.A., LL.D., Fellow of All Souls' College :

Professor of Comparative Philology at Oxford. Foreign

Member of the Institute of France, &c, &c. Vol. I.

HYMNS to the MARUTS, or the STORM-GODS.

8vo., pp. clii.—264, cloth, 12s. 6d.

Rig-Veda Sanhita. A Collection of Ancient

Hindu Hymns, translated from the Original Sanskrit.

r.ythe late H. H. Wilson, MA, F.R.S., ftc.. late

Boden Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford.

Vols. 1 to 4. 8vo. cloth. 3/. 17*. \Vol. 5 in tlu press.

Original Sanskrit Texts, Illustrative of the

Hindus, their Religion and Institutions. Collected,

Translated, and Elucidated by T. Muir, Esq., D.C.L.,

LL.D. Vols. 1, 3, 4. Second Edition. Rewritten and

greatly enlarged. 8vo., cloth, 2/. iaj.

[ / 'ols. 2 &* 5 in the Press.

The Aitareya Brahmanam of the Rig-Veda :

containing the Earliest Speculations of the Brahmans on

the meaning of the Sacrificial Prayers, and 0:1 the Origin,

Performance, and Sense of the Rites of the Vedic

Religion. Edited. Translated, and Explained, by

Martin Halt., Ph. D., Superintendent of Sanskrit

Studies in the Poona College, tVc, &c. In 2 vols., crown

8vo. Vol. I. Contents, Sanskrit Text, with Preface,

Introductory Fssay, and a Map of the Sacrificial Com

pound at the Soma Sacrifice, pp. 312. Vol. II. Trans

lation with Notes, pp. 544. 1863. 2/. vs.

HINDUISM.

Essays and Lectures, chiefly on the Religion

of the Hindus, by the late H. H. Wilson, M.A.,

F.R.S., &c. Collected and Edited by Dr. Reixhold

Rost. 2 vols. 8vo., pp. xiii , 399, vi., 416, cloth, 11s,

Vishnu-Purana ; or, a System of Hindu

Mythology and Tradition. Translated from the Original

Sanskrit, and Illustrated by Notes derived chiefly from

other Puranas. By the late Horace Hayman Wilson,

M.A., F.R.S. Thoroughly revised and edited, with

Notes, by Dr. Fitz-Edward Hall. Vols, it.04. 8vo.

cloth, 2/. 2s. [ Vols. 5 and 6 in the Press,

The Sacred City of the Hindus: an Account

of Benares in Ancient and Modem Times. By the Rev.

M. A. Sheering, M.A., LL.B., ; and Prefaced with

an Introduction by Fitz-Edward Hall, Esq., D.C.L.

8vo., pp. xxxvi., 3S8, cloth. With 10 Full-page Woodcut

Illustrations from Photographs. 21J.

History of the Sect of Maharajahs; or,

Vallabhacharyas in Western India. With a Steel Plate.

8vo. pp. xv., 183, cloth, i?j.

ZOROASTRIANISM.

A Lecture on an Original Speech of Zo

roaster (Yasna 45], with remarks on his age. By

Martin Haug, Ph. D. 8vo. pp. 28, sewed, 21.

Essays on the Sacred Language, Writings,

and RELIGION of the PARSEES. By Martin

Haug, Dr. Phil. Superintendent of Sanskrit Studies

in the Poona College. 8vo. cloth, pp. 278. 31J. 6d.

The Religion of the Zoroastrians, as con

tained in their Sacred Writings. With a History of the

Zend and Pchlevi Literature, and a Grammar of the

Zend and Pehlcvi Languages. By Martin Haug, Ph.

D., late Superintendent of Sanscrit Studies in the Poona

College. 2 vols. 8vo. {In preparation.

BUDDHISM

Buddhism in Tibet: Illustrated by Literary

Docviments and Objects of Religious Worship. With

an Account of the Buddhist Systems preceding it in

India, By Emil Schlagintweit, LL.D. With a

folio Atlas of 20 Plates, and 20 Tables of Native Print

in the Text. Royal 8vo. pp. xxiy. 404. 2/. 2X.

Buddha and His Doctrines. A Biographical

Essay. By Otto Kistner. 4to. pp. iv., 32, sewed,

is. 6d.

The Life or Legend of Gaudama, the

Buddha of the Burmese, with Annotations. The Ways

to Neibban, and Notice on the Phongyies, or Burmese

Monks. By the Right Reverend P. Bigandet, Bishop

of Ramatha, Vicar Apostolic of Ava and Pegu. 8vo.,

pp. xi., 538, v., sewed. i8x.

Travels of Fah-Hian and * Sung-Yun,

Buddhist Pilgrims, from CHINA to INDIA (400 a.d.

and 518 a.d.). Translated from the Chinese. By

Samuel Beal, B.A. Trin. Coll. Cam., a Chaplain in

H.M.'s Fleet, Member of Royal Asiatic Society, and

Author of a Translation of the " Pratimoksha" and the

"Amithftba Sutra," from the Chinese. Crown 8vo, pp.

lxxiii.—210, cloth ornamental, 10s. 6d.

Buddhaghosha's Parables. Translated from

the Burmese by Capt. H. T. Rocrcns, R.E. With an

Introduction, containing Buddha's " Dhammapadam, or

Path of Virtue." Translated from the Pali by F. Max

Muller. Demy 8vo. [/// tlu press.

Max Muller's Lecture on Buddhist

Nihilism. Delivered before the General Meeting of the

Association of German Philologists, at Kiel. 28th Sep

tember, 1869. {In Trubner's American and Oriental

Literary Record. No. 50.) Price 1*.

CONFUCIANISM AND TAUISM.

The Chinese Classics. With a Translation,

Critical and fc'xcgetical, Notes, Prolegomena, and

copious Indexes. By James Legge, D.D., of the Lon

don Missionary Society. In seven volumes.

Vol. 1, containing Confucian analects, the great learn

ing, and the doctrine of the mean. 8vo. cloth, pp. 526.

1 86l. .(.:.'.-.

Vol. 2, containing the works of Mcnucius. 8vo. cloth,

pp. 634. 1 861. 42J.

Vol. 3, Part 1, containing the first parts of the Shoo-

King, or the Books of T'ang, the Books of Vu ; the

Books of Ilea ; the Books of Shang, and the Prolego

mena. 8vo. cloth, pp. 291. 1865. 424'.

Vol. 3, Part 2, containing the fifth part of the Shoo-

King, or the Books of Chow, and the Indexes. 8vo.

cloth, pp. 453. 1865. 42s.

The Life and Teachings of Confucius,

with Explanatory Notes. By James Lkgge, D.D.

Reproduced for General Reader from the Author's Work,

" 1 he Chinese Classics," with the Original Text. Crown

8vo, pp. vi—338, cloth, 10s. 6d.

The Speculations on Metaphysics, Polity,

and Morality of "The Old Philosopher," Lau-Tsxe.

Translated from the Chinese, with an Introduction by

John Chalmers, M.A. Fcap. 8vo., pp. xx—62, cloth,

4*.6rf.

MAHOMMEDANISM.

The Dervishes ; or, Oriental Spiritualism.

By John P. Brown, Secretary and Dragoman of the

Legation of the United States of America at Constan

tinople. In one volume, with twenty-four Illustrations,

crown 8vo., pp. viii. and 416, cloth, 14X.

Essay on the Mohamedan Religious Lite

rature. By Sir Syed Ahmed, ij.

SOUTH AFRICAN MYTHOLOGY.

The Religious System of the Amazulu.

By the Rev. Henry Callaway, M.D.

Part I.—UNKULUNKULU : or, the Tradition of

Creation, as existing among the Amazulu and other

tribes of South Africa, in their own words ; with a

Translation into English, and Notes. Part I. price 4s

Part II.—AMATONGO; or, Ancestor Worship,

as existing among the Amazulu, in their own words ;

with_a Translation into English, and Notes. Part II. \s.

Nursery Tales, Traditions, and Histories

of the ZULUS. In their own words. Translated into

English, with Notes. By the Rev. Canon Callaway.

M.D. Vol. 1. 8vo. pp. vii. 390, cloth, 16s.

Reynard the Fox, in South Africa; or,

Hottentot Fables and Tales, chiefly Translated from

Original Manuscripts in the Library of His Excellency

Sir George Grey, K.C.B. By.W. H. I. Bleek, Ph.D.

8vo. cloth, 3J. 6a*.

AMERICAN INDIAN MYTHOLOGY.

TJie Myths of the New World. A Treatise

on the Symbolism and Mythology of the Red Race of

America. By Daniel G. Brinton, A.M., M.D.

Crown 8vo., pp. viii., 308, cloth, ioj. 6d.

O-Kee-Pa. A Religious Ceremony; and

other Customs of the Mandans. By George Catlin.

With Thirteen Coloured Illustrations. Small 410. pp.

vi. 52, cloth, 14*.

ASHER & CO.'S

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

LONDON : TRUBNER & CO., 60, PATERNOSTER ROW.

GESENIUS'S STUDENTS HEBREW

GRAMMAR. From the 20th German Edition of

Gesenius's Hebrew Grammar, as specially prepared and

improved by E. Roediger, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of

Oriental Languages in the University of Berlin, and,

with his co-oper tion, translated by B. Davies, LL.D.,

Ph.D., of the University of Leipzig ; with Reading Book

and Exercises by the Translator. 8vo. cloth, ys. &/.

This Edition is superior to all its predecessors, not only in

its getting up, i.e., as to handiness of form and goodness of

paper and type, but also in its Tablos and Indexes, which

are fuller and better arranged for ready use, and especially

in its very low cost, which must commend it to Biblical

Students generally.

A MANUAL OF THE ANCIENT

HISTORY of the EAST to the COMMENCEMENT

of the MEDIAN WARS. By Francois Lenormant,

Sub-Librarian of the Imperial Institute of France, and

E. Chevallier, Member of the Royal Asiatic Society,

London. In 2 vols, crown 8vo., cloth. Vol. I. The

History of the Israelites, Egyptians, Assyrians, and

Babylonians. 5*. bd.

There has hitherto been no work in which the discoveries

illustrative of Ancient Oriental History have been prefer.ted

in a concise form, suitable for the general public, and at the

same time fitted for the use of Students, as a Manual em

bodying every important fact that has been discovered up to

the present time. This Manual meets this acknowledged

want, and has already met with a great success.

OLIVIERI (Dr. A.) SELECT ITALIAN

STORIES.for the Use of Colleges and Schools and for

Self- Instruction. A Short and Easy Method of Learning

the Italian Language. With Notes and Vocabulary,

ox. 6d.

These Stories are selected from the Literary, Artistic, and

Political History of Italy, and from the lives of those illus

trious compatriots who have rendered themselves glorious in

their different spheres of life.

POITEVIN (P.) CHOIXdeLECTURES.

A Selection of Readings in French Literature of the

Nineteenth Century, extracted from the Works of the

most remarkable Contemporaneous Poets and Prose

Wliters, with Biographical and Literary Memoirs.

i2mo. cloth, price 6s.

" Comprising passages from the works of no less than i4-->

French writers of the nineteenth century, this collection of

eleg.int extracts has been made with proper regard for the

reputation of the numerous authors and due consideration

for the peculiar needs of young students. The book will be

of service to teachers, and might be advantageously used as

a class-book in English schools."—Atkenaum, Oct. 2, iS; j

New and Important CA TALOGUES jiist Issued

and Distributed by ASHER & CO. Further

Copies to be had on receipt of 6d. each.

No. 88.—Bibliotheca Polonico-Slavica.

Catalogue of Works composing the Library of Colnt

Edward Grahowski, containing a Rich Collection of

Works on the Political, Ecclesiastical, Literary, Artistic,

and Scientific History of the Sclavonic Countries.

No. 89.—Catalogue of Oriental and

American Literati-re: Ancient and Modern Work-

on the Languages, History, Antiquities, Religions, and

Literature of the East and America, Works of Eastern

Travels, &c.

No. 90.—Catalogue of very Rare and

Curious as well as Useful and Valuable BOOKS in all

Classes of Literature and the Fine Arts, including Early

Printed Books on Vellum and Paper, Rare Books on

America, Rare Old Music, a Selection of the Best

Editions of the Fathers of the Church, &c. ; to which is

added a List of a Choice Collection of Works in Euro

pean Linguistics.

Nos. 91 to 93.—Catalogue of a Rich

Collection of Works from the Library of the late

Brothers Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm, comprising

Works on European and Classical Philology, Archae

ology, Theology, &c. ; Anglo-Saxon and Old English

Literature ; Germanic and Scandinavian Languages ;

French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and Romance

Languages ; Greek and Roman Classics, Theological

Works, &c. 3 parts..

London: ASHER & CO, 13, Bedford Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.
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MESSRS. RIVINGTON'S

NEW LIST.

THE POPE AND THE COUNCIL. By

Janus. Authorized Translation from the German.

Crown 8vo, js. fid.

APOSTOLICAL SUCCESSION IN THE

CHURCH OF ENGLAND. By the Rev. ARTHUR

W. HADDAN, P.. p., Rector of Bnrton-on-tlic-Heath,

and late Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford. 8vo. 12J.

THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT

OF RELIGIOUS BELIEF. By S. BARING-

GOULD, M.A., Author of "Curious Myths of the

Middle Ages."

Part 1. Heathenism and Mosaism. 8vo. 15J.

CURIOUS MYTHS OF THE MIDDLE

AGES. By the same Author. With Illustrations.

New Edition. Complete in i Volume. Crown 8vo. 6s.

THE FIRST BOOK OF COMMON

PRAYER of EDWARD VI. and the ORDINAL of

1549; together with the Order of the Communion,

1548. Reprinted entire, and Edited by the REV.

HENRY BASK.F.RVILLE WALTON, M.A, late

Fellow and Tutor of Mcrton College. With Introduc

tion by the REV. PETER GOLDSMITH MEDD,

M.A., Senior Fellow and Tutor of University College,

Oxford. Small 8vo, 6s.

THE PURSUIT OF HOLINESS : a

Sequel to " Thoughts on Personal Religion," intended

to carry the Reader somewhat further Onward in the

Spiritual Life. By EDWARD MEYRICK GOUL-

BUR>J, D.D., Dean of Norwich, and formerly one of

Her Majesty's Chaplains in Ordinary. Small 8vo. 5*.

BRIGHSTONE SERMONS. By

GEORGE MOBF.RLY, D.C.L., Bishop of Salisbury.

Crown 8vo, -JS. 6d.

THE REFORMATION of the CHURCH

of ENGLAND: its History, Principles and Results,

a.i). 1514-1547- By JOHN HENRY BLUNT,

M.A., Vicar of Kennmgton, Oxford. 8vo. 16s.

SKETCHES OF THE RITES AND

CUSTOMS of the GRECO-RUSSIAN CHURCH.

V.y H. C. ROMANOFF. With an Introductory

Notice by the Author of "The Heir of Rcdclyffe."

Second Edition. Crown 8vo., 7*. (id.

A REVIEW OF MARIOLATRY, LI-

TURGICAL, DEVOTIONAL, DOCTRINAL, as

Exhibited in the Offices, the Devotional and Dogmatic

Books at present used in the Romish Communion. By

WILLIAM EDWARD JELF, B.D., sometime Cen

sor of Christ Church, Oxford ; Hampton Lecturer, and

Whitehall Preacher. 8vo., it. td.

EGYPT'S RECORD OF TIME TO THE

EXODUS OF ISRAEL, critically investigated: with

a Comparative Survey of the Patriarchal History and

the Chronology of Scripture; resulting in the Recon

ciliation of the Septuagint and Hebrew Computations,

and Manetho with both. By W. B. GALLOWAY,

M.A., Vicar of St. Mark's, Regent's Park, and Chap-

Iain to the Right Hon. Lord Viscount Hawardcn. 8vo.

15*.

Nearly ready, in imperial 8vo, Part I.

{containing A—K),

A DICTIONARY OF DOCTRINAL AND

HISTORICAL THEOLOGY, by Various Writers.

Edited by the REV. JOHN HENRY BLUNT,

M.A., F.S.A., Editor of "The Annotated Book of

Common Prayer."

This is the first portion ofthe " Summary ofTheology and

Ecclesiastical History," which Messrs. Rivington propose to

publish in eight volumes as a "Thesaurus Thcologicus" for

the Clergy and Reading Laity of the Church of England.

It consists oforiginal articles on all the important Doctrines

of Theology, and on other questions necessary for their

further illustration, the articles being carefully written with

a view to modern thought, as well as a respect for ancient

authority.

The Dictionary will be completed in two parts.

RIVINGTONS: London, Oxford, and Cambridge.

WORKS

EDITED FOR THE SYNDICS OF

(The Cambribcfc itnibtrsitir |)ress.

HISTORY of the COLLEGE of ST.

JOHN THE EVANGELIST, Cambridge.

By THOMAS BAKER, B.D., Ejected

Fellow. Edited by JOHN E. B. MAYOR,

M.A., Fellow of St. John's College. Two

vols, demy 8vo., cloth, 24J.

2.

M. T. CICERONIS DE OFFICIIS LI-

BRI TRES. New Edition, much enlarged

and improved, with Marginal Analysis, an

English Commentary, and copious Indices.

By H. A. HOLDEN, LL.D., Head Master

of Ipswich School, late Fellow and Assistant-

Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge. Post

8vo., Js. 6d.

3-

M. T. CICERONIS ORATIONE PRO

TITO ANNIO MILONE. New Edition,

revised, with a Translation of Asconius' In

troduction, Marginal Analysis, and English

Notes. By J. S. BURTON, M.A., late Tutor

of St. Catherine's College. Crown 8vo. half-

cloth, 3.?. 6d.

4-

WORKS of ISAAC BARROW. Com

pared with the Original MSS., enlarged with

Materials hitherto unpublished. A New Edi

tion. By A. NAPIER, M.A., of Trinity

College, Vicar of Holkham, Norfolk. Nine

Vols., demy 8vo., 4/. 14J. 6d.

5-

TREATISE of the TOPE'S SUPRE-

MACY, and a Discourse concerning the

Unity of the Church. By ISAAC BAR

ROW. Demy 8vo., I2.r.

6.

CAMBRIDGE GREEK and ENGLISH

TESTAMENT, in parallel Columns on the

same page. Edited by J. SCHOLEFIELD,

M.A., late Regius Professor of Greek in the

University. Fourth Edition. Small 8vo.,

7-r. 6d.

7-

CAMBRIDGE GREEK TESTAMENT.

Ex cditione Stephani tertia, 155°' Small

8vo., 3-r. 6d.

8.

SANCTI IREN^EI EPISCOPI LUG-

DUNENSIS, Libros quinque adversus Hae-

reses textu Groeco in locis nonnullis locuple-

tato, versione Latina cum Codicibus Claromon-

tano ac Arundeliano denuo collato, prtemissa

de placitis Gnosticorum prolusione, fragmenta

necnon Greece, Syriace, Armeniace, commen-

tatione perpetua et indicibus variis edidit W.

WIGAN HARVEY,; S.T.B., Collegii Re-

galis olim Socius. Two vols, demy 8vo., 36*.

9-

In the press, and shortly will be published,

crown 8vo.,

The COMMENTARIES of GAIUS.

Translated and Annotated by J. T. ABDY,

LL.D., Barrister-at-Law of the Norfolk Cir

cuit, and Regius Professor of Laws in the

University of Cambridge, and BRYAN

WALKER, M.A., M.L., Fellow of Corpus

Christi College, formerly Law Student of

Trinity Hall, and Chancellor's Medallist for

Legal Studies.

London : Rivingtons, Cambridge Warehouse,

Stationers' Hall Court, and 3, Waterloo Place.

Cambridge : Deighton, Bell, and Co.

MR. BENTLEY'S LIST.

The Life of Jane Austen, Author of

" Mansfield Park," &c. By her Nephew,

the Rev. J. E. Austf.n Leigh, Vicar of

Bray. 8vo., with Portrait and other Illus

trations. 12s.

The Correspondence of the Right

Hon. WILLIAM WICKHAM, from 1794.

Edited by his Grandson, William Wickham.

With Portrait of the Right Hon. William

Wickham. 8vo. 15J.

The Life of Mary Russell Mitford.

Told by Herself in Letters to her Friends.

Witli Sketches and Anecdotes of her most

Celebrated Contemporaries. Edited by the

Rev. A. G. L'Estrange. 3 vols. Crown 8vo.

The Diary of Nehemiah Wallington ;

chiefly during the Troublous Times of Charles

the First. Now first published from the

Original in the British Museum. Edited by

Miss Webb. With Notes and Illustrations.

2 vols. 8vo.

The Annotated Ingoldsby Legends.

A Library Edition, with a History of each

Legend, and other Illustrative Notes, and

some additional Pieces and Original Matter.

In 2 vols., demy 8vo., handsomely printed,

with an entirely Original Frontispiece by

George Cruikshank, and all the Illustrations

by Cruikshank and Leecli, and Two New

Ones by John Leech. Edited, with Notes

and Introductions to each Legend, by the

Rev. Richard Dalton Barham. 24s-.

Sir Henry Lytton Bulwer's Historical

CHARACTERS : Talleyrand—Mackintosh

—Cobbett—Canning. A New and Cheaper

Edition, revised, in crown Svo. 6s.

The Sun. By Amedee Guillemin,

Author of " The Heavens." Translated by

Dr. PlHPSON. With Fifty-eight Illustrations.

Crown Svo. Js. 6d.

The Jackdaw of Rheims. An Edition

of this celebrated Legend in 4to., with Twelve

highly coloured Illustrations. Js. 6d.

Twelve Wonderful Tales. By W.

KNOX WIGRAM, Barrister-at-Law. With

numerous Comic Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

Misunderstood : a Story. By Florence

Montgomery, Author of " A Very Simple

Story," &c. Crown 8vo. 61.

The Countess Guiccioli's Recollec-

TIONS of LORD BYRON. With those of

the Eye-Witnesses of his Life. A New and

Cheaper Edition, crown 8vo., price 6s. With

Portrait of Lord Byron.

RICHARD BENTLEY, 8, New Burlington St.

Publisher in Ordinary to her Majesty.
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MESSRS. HATCHARD,

Booksellers and Publishers, 187, Piccadilly, London.

A large Selection of NEW WORKS of every kind, including—

RELIGIOUS AND STANDARD WORKS IN PROSE AND POETRY.

A Choice Selection in Morocco and Calf Bindings.

Bibles, Prnycr IJooks, St, Oliuroli Scrriecs.

MESSRS. HATCHARD'S CHRISTMAS STOCK will include

ALL THE NEW ILLUSTRATED TABLE BOOKS,

In a variety of Cloth and Ornamental Leather Bindings. Also,

ALL THE NEW CHILDREN'S PICTURE AND STORY BOOKS.

MESSRS. HATCHARD'S_NEW PUBLICATIONS.

EDERLINE ; a Legend of Thornclifre.

10 full-page Lithographs by Messrs. Hanhart, after Etchings of Flower Borders, &c, by an

Amateur. In small 4to., price 15*. [In a few days.

THE ANTIPODES and ROUND THE WORLD.

Or, Travels in Australia, New Zealand, Ceylon, China, Japan, &c By Alice M. Frf.rf. (Mrs. Godfrey

Clerk). In square Svo., 640 pages, with numerous Illustrations, price 21s. [Ready this day.

THE PENTATEUCH and ITS ANATOMISTS ;

Or, the Unity and Authenticity of the Books of Moses in reference to Modern Criticisms. By the Rev.

T. R. Birks, Vicar of Trinity, Cambridge. In square crown Svo., cloth, 320 pages, $s.

Also by the same Author, [Ready this day.

CHURCH AND STATE;

Or, National Religion and Church Establishments. Considered with reference to Present Controversies.

With a Preface by the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Lincoln. In square crown Svo. , cloth,

420 pages, Is. (xl. [Lately published.

'The Author's method of treating the subject has the advantage of proceeding from premises which even those who

question the absolute truth of Christianity itself maybe expected to admit. His work is a noble protest against the ten

dency to exalt subjective at the expense of objective truth, and against the tendency to ignore the first and great

commandment . . . .We admire the boldness and cogency of the author's reasoning, and admit the correctness of the

conclusions he has deduced.'—Christian Observer.

MESSRS. HATCHARD'S JUVENILE PUBLICATIONS.

A New Nursery Christmas Box.

THE PEEP OE DAY SISTEES.
CONTENTS.

I'f.f.p of Day. 1 Line upon Line. 2 vols. I Streaks of Light.

More about Jesus. | Lines Left Out. 1 Precept upon Precept.

Seven Vols, in limp cloth, with 280 full-page Illustrations, in ornamental cloth box, price 21s.

A New Sunday Book for Children.

This Day, in Fcap. 8vo., Illustrated, price 4s. 6d.

SUNDAY EVENINGS at BROCELEGH HALT.

A NEW 5s. SEEKS for YOUNG PEOPLE.

Just ready, in crown 8co., Illustrated, toned paper, cloth, elegant.

3.1. A ROSE AND A PEARL. By Christina

Fraser-Tytler.

2. SWEET VIOLET, and other Stories.

Christina Frashk-Tytler.

By

ECHOES OF THE PAST ! from a Retired

Hamlet. By Una.

4. TALES ILLUSTRATIVE OP THE BEA

TITUDES. By Harriet Power.

A NEW 3s, 6d, SEEIES for YOUNG PEOPLE.

In fcap. Svo., Illustrated, cloth, elejant.

1. GRANDMAMMA. By Emma Davenport,

2. LEILA; or, The Island. By Ann Fraser

Tytlek.

3. LEILA IN ENGLAND. By Ann Fraser-

Tytler.

4. LEILA AT HOME. ByANN Fraser-Tytler.

5. MARY AND FLORENCE : or, Grave and

GAY. By Ann Fraser-Tytler.

6. WOODEN WALLS of OLD ENGLAND.

By Margaret Fraser-Tytler.

7. HOLLY BERRIES ; or, Double Acrostics

from the Poets, Edited by A. P. A.

MESSRS. HATCHARD'S

JUVENILE PUBLICATIONS,

CONTINUED

Lately published, New and Cheaper Edition of

The Fairchild Family. By Mrs. Sherwood.

3 vols. Fcap. 8vo., each 3J. i>d.

Lately published, New and Cheaper Edition.

Miriam: a Jewish Tale. By Charlotte

Anlby. nth Edition. With Portrait Fcap,, 4s. 6d.

By the same Author.

Earlswood : A Tale for the Times. Second

Thousand. Fcap. , cloth, 51-.

'This tale is singularly well conceived.*—Evangelical

Magazine.

Constance and Edith ; or, Incidents of Home

Life. By a Clergyman's Wife Fcap., cloth, is. td.

'This is one of those simple quiet talcs of English domestic

life which afford pleasure to youthful readers ; its tone is

religious and moral, lessons being ako conveyed on useful

practical points in regard to behaviour and conduct. It is a

talc that may be safely and with advantage put into the

hands of children.'—Literary Gazette.

Gabrielle Hastings. A Tale. By A. S. W.

Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 5*.

' This is a charming story, written with an excellent pur

pose, and with sufficient point and intelligence to do a large

amount of good.'—Bell's Messenger.

Works by the Author of "The

Peep of Day."

New Edition, complete in One Volume,

Lately published in iSnio., cloth, with 68 full-page Illustra

tions, price 3s.

1. Precept upon Precept.

2. The Peep of Day ; or, a Series of the

Earliest Religious Instruction the Infant Mind is

capable of receiving. 300th Thousand. Illustrated

Antique cloth, or.

(Annual Sale of this volume nearly 35,000 copies.)

3. Line upon Line ; or, a Second Series of

the Earliest Religious Instruction the Infant Mind is

capable of receiving. Part I. 145th Thousand, illus

trated, i8mo., is. 6d.

4. Line Upon Line. Part II. I26th Thou

sand, illustrated, i8mo., zs.6d.

5. Lines Left Out ; or. Some of the His

tories left out in "Line upon Line." The First Part

relates events in the time of the Patriarchs and the

Judges. " The time would fail me to tell of Gideon.

and of Barak, and of Samson, and of Jephthah."—

Heb. xi., 32. 15th Thousand, illustrated, iBmo., >r.

6. More about Jesus. Twenty-fifth Thou

sand. Illustrated, i8mo., is 6d.

7. Reading Without Tears ; or, a Pleasant

Mode of Learning to Read. 20th Thousand, illus

trated, square cloth, is, 6d.

8. Reading Without Tears. Part II.

Lately published, 5th Thousand, square cloth, ys.

9, 10, and 11, Geographies for Children.

9. Near Home ; or, The Countries of Eu

rope described to Children. With Anecdotes. 55th

Thousand, illustrated fcap. cloth, 5^.

10. Far Off, Part I. ; or, Asia Described.

With Anecdotes. 31st Thousand, illustrated, fcap.

cloth, 4 s. 6t{.

11. Far Off, Part II. ; or, Australia, Africa,

and America described. With Anecdotes. B2nd

Thousand, illustrated, fcap. cloth, +s- 6d.

Lately published. New Edition, corrected.

12. Streaks of Light ; or, Fifty two Facts

from the Bible, for the Fifty-two Sundays of the Year.

15th Thousand, 52 Illustrations, i8mo., 3*.

13. Tracts for Children; or, Fifty-two

Scripture Facts in Simple Language. 14th Thousand,

in a Packet of Fifty-two Tracts, or bound together in

cloth, is.

Cheap Editions of tho above for tlie n*e of Schools, Ac, Ac

The Peep of Day. Limp cloth. u. 2d.

Line upon Line. Part I. Limp cloth,

is. 4d.

Line upon Line. Part II. Limp cloth,

is. 4d.

HATCHARDS, PUBLISHERS AND BOOKSELLERS, 187, PICCADILLY, LONDON.

LONDON : PUBLISHED BY JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET ; AND PRINTED BY WILLIAM CLOWES AND SONS,

DUKE STREET, STAMFORD STREET.
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Scales b{) Auction.

Second Portion of the very extensive and

valuable Stock of Mr. Honry George Bonn,

the eminent bookseller and publisher,

retiring from business.

]Y£essrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson,

and HODGE, Auctioneers of Literary Property

and Works illustrative of the Fine Arts, will SELL by

AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington Street,

Stmnd, early in the season, the SECOND PORTION of

the very extensive and valuable STOCK, of Mr. HENRY

GEORGE BOHN, the eminent bookseller and publisher,

retiring from business; comprising works of the Fathers of

the Church, Greek and Latin Classics, magnificent Galleries,

Hooks of Prints, and other works connected with the Kino

Arts, splendid productions on Natural History in every de

partment, an extensive Collection of Bibliography, volumes

of ancient drawings, early and curious manuscripts and

miscellaneous works in Greek, Latin, French, Italian,

Spanish, German, Northern, and Oriental Languages. The

Kile of this valuable portion will occupy many days.

JYjessrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson,

and HODGE, Auctioneers of Literary Property

and Works illustrative of the Fine Arts, will SELL by

AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington Street,

Strand, early in February, BIBLIOTHECA TYPO-

(_1RAPHICA, in the choicest condition, comprising one of

the most Valuable Collections ever offered for Sale of Hooks

illustrating the History of Printing from its invention, col

lected during the last thirty years with the greatest care and

research. Amongst these will be found—an extraordinary

unique Series of Playing Cards of the XlVth Century; a

Manuscript, on vellum, written at the commencement of the

XVth Century, illustrated with Xylographs coeval if not

anterior to the earliest Block-Books ; a most important

Series of the Editions of Donatus (including Specimens of

several issued by Laurence Koster of Harlem, Gutenberg,

and other early I*rinters) ; Specimens of the Psalter of 1457,

and of the Mazarine Bible, printed on vellum ; Books from

the Presses of the most famous Printers, Laurence Kostcr,

Gutenberg, Mentelin, Fust and SchuifTer (including a

magnificent copy of the Catholicon of 1460), Jenson, Ulric

Han, P. Schceffer, Gering, Aldus, Junta, Caxton, Machlinia,

Wynkyn dc Worde, Pynson, &c, fifcc, and exhibiting many

choice Specimens of Printing on Vellum, and of Illustration

by Wood Enpravings ; extraordinarily rare and unique

Works (several being the first Productions of the various

Towns of Europe) ; many very rare Volumes in the Low

German Dialects (including Fragments of a totally unknown

Metrical Version of Reynard the Fox) ; a most Valuable

Assemblage of early Printed Hebrew Books (including the

first Book printed in that Language at Lisbon, Soncino,

Naples, Rome, and other Hebrew Presses during the XVth

Century); Romances of Chivalry; Old Poetry: Curious

Devotional Writings (many with Choice Woodcuts by cele

brated Masters) ; Early Voyages and Travels, &c. ; together

with a number of very beautifully Illuminated and other

Valuable Manuscripts. Catalogues of this highly important

Sale are preparing.

jy^essrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson,

and HODGE, Auctioneers of Literary Property

and Works illustrative of the Fine Arts, will SELL by

AUCTION, at their House, No. 13, Wellington Street,

Strand, early in the season, the very important SHAK-

SPEAREAN LIBRARY of A WELL-KNOWN COL

LECTOR; comprising the first four Folio Editions, quite

perfect, and in very fine condition, the Third Edition being

probably the finest copy ever offered for sale. Also every

important subsequent edition of Sliakspeare's Works, and

one of the most complete Collections of Shakspeareana ever

brought together, both in English and various foreign lan

guages, all in choice bindings or in uncut state. Also an

extraordinary and extensive collection of the various works

treating of the Dance of Death, with woodcut and other

illustrations.

Books in General Literature.—A Clergyman's

Library, Ac.—Five Days' Sale.

]y[essrs. Hodgson will sell by

AUCTION, at their Rooms, 115, Chancery Lane,

W.C., on MONDAY, December 20, and four following

days, at 1 o'clock, a Large COLLECTION of BOOKS,

comprising the Library of a Clergyman from the North of

England, and others from various Private Libraries, including

Champollion, Monumens de L'Egypte (fine Mates), 5 vols.

—Hogarth's Works, 116 plates—Coney's Ancient Cathedrals

—Higden's Polychronicon, (Wynkyn de Worde, 1+gS)—

Fabyan and Holingshed's Chronicles (black letter)—Boling-

broke's Works, 7 vols.—Lingard's England, 8 vols.—Calniet's

Dictionary of the Bible, 5 vols.—Jeremy Taylor's Works,

15 vols.—Strypc's Annals of the Reformation, 13 vols.—

Kemble's Saxons in England, a vols.—Froude's History of

England, 8 vols.—Macaulay's England, 5 vols.—Motley's

Netherlands, 4 vols.—Prescott's Works, xi vols.—The

Cambridge Shakespeare, 9 vols.—Ballantyne's Novelists'

Library, 10 vols.—Anderson's Poets, 13 vols.—Johnson's

Poets, 68 vols.—British Essayists, 45 vols.—Johnson and

Steeveas's Shakespeare, 2 1 vols.—Wood's Illustrated Natural

History, 3 vols.—Stephens's Book of the Farm, 3 vols.—

Mcintosh's The Garden,? vols.—Loudon's Arboretum, 8 vols.

—Loudon's Ladies' Flower Garden, 4 vols.—Smith and

Sowerby's Botany, 8 vols.—Baxter's Flowering Plants,

6 vols.—Sweet's Flower Garden, 4 vols.—Scientific Works

of all Classes, Students' Hooks, and Modern Literature of

every Description. To be viewed, and Catalogues Mad.

Rock Life Assurance

COMPANY.

Established A.D. 1806.

No. 15, Nicw Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London, E.C-

Directors.

G. P. Bidder, E«j. Licut.Gcneral Sir G. St. P.

J. G. Dodson, Esq., m.p. Lawrence, k.c.s.i., c.b.

D. A. Freeman, Esq. j C. T. Lucas, Esq.

G. A. Fuller, Esq. J. D. Magcns, Esq.

J. Goddard, Esq. ' C. Rivaz, Esq.

R. Hudson, Esq., f.r.S. | W. B. Towse, Esq.

S. Laurence, Esq. H. Tritton, Esq.

T. H. Longdcn, Esq. ! S. H. Twining, Esq.

John Kclk, Esq.

The Rock Life Assurance Company, which has been

established upwards of HALF A CENTURY, has an

ACCUMULATED FUND of more than THREE MIL

LIONS STERLING, invested in Mortgages on Land, and

other first-class securities :—

£ *. d.

Viz., on the 20th of August, 1868 3,172,604 15 8

Sum Assured, inclusive of Bonus Additions,

at that date 5, 380,750 3 II

Estimated Liability thereon (Northampton

Table of Mortality, 3 per cent, interest). . 1,481,569 o 4

That is less than one-halfthe Fund invested.

Total Amount of Bonus Additions made to

Policies 2.895,059 19 9

Amount of Profits divided for the Seven

Years ending 20th August, 1868 533,869 7 8

Annual Income 314,867 14 3

Total Claims paid, inclusive of Bonus

Additions 6,637,044 7 7

Copies of the Annual Reports and Balance Sheets, as well

as of the Periodical Valuation Accounts, Tables of Rates,

and every information to be obtained on application.

JOHN RAYDEN, Actuary.

H. W. PORTER, Sub-Actiiary.

"Pelican Life Insurance

COMPANY,

Established in 1797.

70, Lombard Street, City, and 57, Chasing Cross,

Westminster.

Directors.

Henry R. Brand, Esq., m.p.

Octavius E. Coope, Esq.

John Coope Davis, Esq.

Henry Farquhar, Esq.

Charles E. Goodhart, Esq.

J. A. Gordon, Esq, m d.,p.r.s.

Kirkman D. Hodgson, Esq.

Henry L. Holland, Esq.

Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., f.r.s.

John Stewart Oxley, Esq.

Benjamin Shaw, Esq.

M. Wyvil, Tun., Esq.

FINANCIAL POSITION.

Total Amount Insured, with Bonus Additions.. ,£3,007, 431

Liability on the same, at 3 per cent. Interest . . . 846,712

Accumulated Funds 1,227,253

Annual Revenue from Premiums .£92,787

„ from Interest j657»i03

149,950

The whole invested in Government, Real, and other first-

class Securities, in addition to which the Assured have the

guarantee of a large and wealthy proprietary.

For Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal apply at the

Offices as above, or to the Agents of the Company.

ROBERT TUCKER, Secretary and Actuary.

Scottish Provident Institution.

EDINBURGH—6, St. Andrew Square.

LONDON—18, King William Street, E.C.

In this Society alone, members can assure with right to

share in whole profits at moderate premiums.

In other offices they may assure at rates as low, but with

out any prospect of additions or: they may obtain the right

to profits, but only by payment of excessive rates.

TRANSFER OF ASSURANCES.

From its very moderate rates this Society is peculiarly

suited to the case of those who may have reasons for discon

tinuing their policies and assuring afresh in an Office of

undoubted stability. Even after several years this may be

effected without much (if any) pecuniary loss.

REALISED FUNDS, from accumulation of Premiums

alone, above £1,500,000—the increase in 1868 being no less

than ^133,000.

SUBSISTING ASSURANCES, £6,500,000.

For full information as to INVESTMENTS see the

Annual Reports, of which Copies may be had on appli

cation.

The " Insurance Register" (Kent and Co., London) gives

inquirers the means of judging as to the financial position of

the various offices. The facts there brought together show

that no Office gives evidences of greater progress or stability

than the

SCOTTISH PROVIDENT INSTITUTION".

To Book-buyers.—Nattali and

BOND'S GENERAL CATALOGUE for 1869,

comprising 2,400 ^English and Foreign Books in all Classes

of Literature, is now completed, and will be forwarded, post

free, for Six Stamps. Libraries purchased.—23, Bedford

Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

On the 1st of January will be published

A Catalogue of a most inter-

csting COLLECTION of RARE and CURIOUS

BOO KS especially rich in Early English Literature

including an extensive Collection of Scarce and Curioii.-,

Quarto Plays, Pageants and Masques, beautifully Illumi

nated Manuscripts on vellum, a most splendid Persian

Manuscript of tne Sliah Nameh of Firdousee, contaiLiiij;

ninety-five beautiful Paintings, and a volume in Folio con

taining numerous Poems and Letters in the handwriting of

the great Italian Poet, Torquato Tasso, with an Appendix

of valuable Books and Topographical Works extensively

Illustrated, on Sale at the prices affixed, by JOSEPH

LILLY, 17 and 18. New Street, and 5A, Garrick Street,

Covent Garden, London.

*mm This very curious Catalogue (Bvo., 76 pp.) interspersed

with Bibliographical A'otes, iviil be forwarded on the

receipt ofSix Postage Stamps.

A B C Patent Despatch Box,

JENNER and KNEWSTUB'S newly-invented

Patent ABC, and 1, 2, 3, Despatch Boxes. 'General con

venience, ready access to papers, and methodical arrange

ment.'—Post. 'Will meet especially the requirements of

literary, legal, and official persons.'—Star. 'A boon to all

lovers of order,'—Illustrated London S'ews. 'A great

improvement in the constructionof despatch boxes.'—Record.

* Every part has its own merit.'—Athenantm. ' Entitles the

inventors to the gratitude of all who keep their papers in

order.'— Times. Price from icu. bd.

The ELGIN WRITING CASE, invented by Jenner

and Knewstub, price from One Guinea in morocco. * The

invention is a most useful otie. Some honour belongs to the

inventors.'— Times. Illustrated Lists post free.

Jenner and Knewstub, to the Queen, Dressing Ca^e

Makers, Heraldic Stationers, Engravers, and Die Sinker*;.

Designs for Dies made without charge. 33, St. James's

Street, and 66, Jermyn Street,

Only Silver Medal awarded at Paris Exhibition.

indigestion Removed.—

MORSON'S PEPSINE WINE, Powder, Lozenges,

and Globules are the successful and popular Remedies

adopted by the Medical Profession for Indigestion.— -?o!d in

Bottles and Boxes from as., with full directions, by Tkumas

Morson and Son, Southampton Row, Russell Square,

London, and by all Pharmaceutical Chemists.

ALLNUTT'S FRUIT LOZENGES,

For Coughs, Colds, Sore Throats, Hoarseness, &c,

Prepared solely from

THE BLACK CtJEEAMT.

'J'hese Lozenges, in which the

acidity of the Black Currant is concentrated in the

highest degree, afford great relief to Aged and Consumpti\e

Persons, particularly at night. Public Speakers and Singer*

also find them very beneficial. A few, dissolved in water,

make a pleasant Cooling Drink in Scarlet and other Fevers.

As attempts to pass off other Black Currant Lozenges as

equally efficacious are numerous, be careful to ask for

"ALLNUTT'S FRUIT LOZENGES," prepared onlv by

the Proprietor, FREDERICK ALLNUTT [late AllnV tt

& Son, Members of the Society of Apothecaries, London],

12 and 13, Chape! Row, Portsea.

Sold only in Boxes, at is. i\J. each, and in larger Boxes

(one containing three), at as. bd. each, by one or more

Patent Medicine Vendors in each town in the United

Kingdom. Where alio may be had, prepared by the above,

AROMATIC FUMIGATING OR PA8TILE PAPER.

This article, from the certainty of its smouldering and it>

great fragrance, is found invaluable in the sick room, or on

a sea voyage, in removing the closeness of the room or

cabin, and in overcoming any unpleasant effluvia, from

whatever cause arising. A small piece allowed to smoulder

in the dining-room towards the close of the meal renders the

apartment more agreeable.

Sold in Packets, bd. each. A packet forwarded free by

Post on receipt of Six Stamps.

" For 20 yean I have recommended Dr. Locock's

Wafers as very excellent for Coughs, Colds, and all

Disorders of the Chest and Lungs. I take them

myself during the Winter."

The above isfrom Mr. W. Ireland, Chemist, Egrement,

Cumberland.

DR. LOCOCK'S

PULMONIC WAFERS
Give instant relief, and rapidly cure ASTHMA, CON

SUMPTION, COUGHS, COLDS, and all disorders ,>f

the breath and lungs.

TO SINGERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS

They are invaluable for clearing and strengthening the

Voice, and have a pleasant taste.

Price xs. \\d., ar. yd., and 4s. 6d. per box. Sold by all

Chemists.

Small Books, containing many hundreds of Cures, nnsj b^nr-

hadfrom every Agent.
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H. SOTHERAN AND CO,

Booksellers and Publishers, 136, Strand, London,

Have now on Sale an unrivalled Selection of

THE NEWEST ILLUSTRATED TABLE BOOKS,

In handsome Cloth or Leather Bindings.

H. SOTHERAN AND CO/S NEW PUBLICATIONS, 1869-70.

wtstoits of (Sngknfc in tjje -ftlfetn Ctme.

By JOSEPH NASH.

A NEW and CHEAPER EDITION", half-size of the original work. It will consist of the same number of Illustrations,

One hundred and four, faithfully reproduced, and executed in the highest style of lithography, the letterpress matter,

greatly extended by Mr. J. CORBET ANDERSON, being brought down to the present time.

Now ready, Vol. I., with Twenty-six Plates imperial 4to., handsomely bound in cloth, emblematically gilt, price 1/. 11j. 6d.

A MOST ATTRACTIVE VOLUME FOR THE DRAWING-ROOM TABLE.

In a handsome cloth binding, elaborately gilt, price 2/. 12s. Qd.t a New and Beautifully Coloured Edition of

THE LAKE SCENERY OF ENGLAND.

By J. B. PYNE.

Containing Twenty-five Plates, accurately Coloured after the original Drawings, and Mounted on Cardboard, with gilt

borders ; also Woodcuts in the descriptive text.

Now ready, in One handsome Volume, royal 4to., price 41. 4s., bound in gilt cloth of a most elaborate design,

MASTERPIECES OF THE EARLY PRINTERS AND ENGRAVERS.

Consisting of Seventy-two Plates, displaying Eighty-one Examples of Facsimiles in Photolithography from Rare and

Curious Books, remarkable for Illustrative Devices, Beautiful Borders, Decorative Initials, Printers' Marks, &c., &c,

including Designs by Wohlgemuth, Albert Durer, Burgmair, Cranach, Jerome Resch, and others,

With full Descriptions and a concise Account of the Work from which each example has been selected, by

H. NOEL HUMPHREYS,

Author of a ** History of the Art of Printing," &c.

By CAPTAIN HANS BUSK.

Recently published, oblong 4to., half-bound, price 15.?.

MAIDEN HOURS AND MAIDEN WILES,

THE DAILY LIFE OF A BELLE, depicted in a series of Twenty beautifully tinted Lithographic Plates, designed by

Beaujolais, with appropriate Verse.

"One of the cleverest and most amusing collections of pictures of contemporary society that has of late appeared."—

" The quiet satire implied is so exquisitely polished, and so smoothly sharpened, that it cannot fail to penetrate without

inflicting a wound."—Standard.

TWO FINE WORKS GREATLY REDUCED IN PRICE.

SCHOOLCRAFT'S INDIAN TRIBES OF THE UNITED STATES:

THi:iR HISTORY, CONDITION, and PROSPECTS; illustrated by about Three Hundred Engravings, Coloured

Plates, and Woodcuts, representing the Antiquities, Manners, Customs, &c, of the Indians.

Five large imperial 8vo. Volumes, new cloth, 3/. 3j. (pub. 8/.} Philadelphia, 1853-56.

Trie work comprises, the General History and Mental Type of the Indian Race; Antiquities of the United States;

Physical Geography of the Indian Country; Tribal Organization ; History and Government; Intellectual Character and

Capacity of the Red Man ; Population and Statistics^ &c, &c. The information given is of the most reliable and

interesting nature, having been prepared under the direction of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and published by authority

of Congress.

A SPLENDID WORK ON OLD ORNAMENTAL BOOKBINDING, &c.

LIBRI (G.) MONUMENTS INEDITS OU PEU CONNUS,

IVisant partie du Cabinet de GuiUaume Libri, et que se rapportent a l'Histoire de 1'Orncmentation chez diffcrcnts Peuples.

Seconde Edition, augmentec de plusieurs Planches ;

Containing Sixty-five large Plates, exhibiting numerous specimens of richly ornamented Early Bookbindings, Illuminated

Manuscripts, Drawings by Raffaelc, Michaclangelo, and others, Works of Art in Gold, Ivory, &c, Early Engraved

Maps, &c, all beautifully executed in facsimile of the originals, in cold, silver, and colours ; with

Descriptions in English and French. Royal folio, in Portfolio, 41. _■. {pub. 9/. vs.) Lond. 1864.

Of this splendid and unique work only 150 copies were executed. It is undoubtedly one of the most interesting and

valuable works on Book Ornamentation ever produced.

Just published {for 1870), price 6d., post free, or to the Colonies, is.;

OUR CATALOGUE OF BOOKS FOR THE LIBRARY, comprising

a selection of the best Library Editions of Standard Works by the

best English Authors, mostly in CALF, RUSSIA, or MOROCCO BINDINGS, on sale

at very moderate prices, by H. SOTHERAN and CO. (fate Willis and

Sotheran)y New and Second-hand Booksellers, 136, Strand {next Waterloo

Bridge), London.

ROYAL INSTITUTION

OF

GREAT BRITAIN,
ALBEMARLE STREET, PICCADILLY, W.

LECTURE ARRANGEMENTS FOR 1869-70.

(Lecture Hour, Three o'clock.)

Christmas Lectures (adapted to a Juvenile Auditory).

PROFESSOR TYNDALL, LL.D., F.R.S. Six Lec

tures. On Light. On December =8th, 30th, 1869 ;

January 1st, 4th, 6th, 8th, 1870.

Before Easter, 1870.

PROFESSOR HUMPHRY, M.D., F.R.S. Six Lec

tures. On the Architecture of the Human Body.

On Tuesdays, January 18th to February 22nd.

PROFESSOR ODLING. F.R.S. Twelve Lectures.

On the Chemistry of Vegetable Products. On

Thursdays, January 20th to April 7th.

ROBERT SCOTT. Esq., M.A., Director of the Meteor

ological Office. Four Lectures. On Meteorology. On

Saturdays, January 22nd to February 15th.

DR. MASTERS, F.L.S. Two Lectures. On Plant

Life as contrasted with that of Animals. On

Tuesdays, March 1st and 8th.

PROFESSOR ROLLESTON, M.D., F.R.S.-Four

Lectures. Deductions from the Comparative Ana

tomy of the Nervous System. On Tuesdays, March

15th to April 5th.

PROFESSOR MAX MULLER, M.A., LL.D. Four

Lectures. An Introduction to the Science of Re

ligion. On Saturdays, February 19th to March 12th.

JOSEPH NORMAN LOCKYER, Esq., F.R.S. Four

Lectures. On the Sun. On Saturdays, March 19th to

April 9th.

The Friday Evening Meetings before Easter will com

mence on January 21st.

The Friday Evening Discourses will probably be given

by Dr. Tyndall, Dr. Odling, Professor Ru&kin, Dr. Carpen

ter, Mr. Clifford, Sir Henry James, Professor Sylvester,

Mr. Peter Wm. Barlow, Dr. Rollcston, Profe_ur Roscoe,

Professor Huxley.

To the Friday Evening Meetings, Members and their

Friends only arc admitted.

After Easter.

PROFESSOR BLACKIE. Four Lectures. On the

Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy. On

Tuesdays, April 26th to May 17th.

PROFESSOR TYNDALL, LL.D., F.R.S. Seven

Lectures. On Physics. On Thursdays, April 28th to

June 9th.

PROFESSOR ROBERT GRANT, LL.D., F.R.S.

Seven Lectures. On Astronomy. On Saturdays, April

30th to June nth.

PROFESSOR SEELEY. Three Lectures. On His

tory. On Tuesdays, M«y 24th, 31st, and June 7th.

To Non-members the admission to all these Courses of

Lectures is Two Guineas ; to a Single Course of Lectures,

One Guinea or Half-a-Guinea, according to the length of

the Course.

Gentlemen desirous of becoming Members are requested

to apply to the Secretary.

New Members can be proposed at any Monthly Meeting.

When proposed, they are admitted to all the Lectures, to

the Friday Evening Meetings, and to the Library and

Reading Rooms ; and their Families are admitted to the

Lectures at a reduced charge.—Payment:— First year, Ten

Guineas : afterwards, Five Guineas a year ; or a composi

tion of Sixty Guineas.

Prospectuses (when prepared) may be had in the hall.

H. BENCE JONES, Hon. Sec.

TVTessrs. Robert Cocks andCo.s

CATALOGUES of the most popular MUSIC,

such as no other house in Europe can offer, post-free on

receipt of one stamp :-

Catalogue of Elementary

Works.

Catalogue of Educational

Works.

Catalogue of Orchestral

Music.

Catalogue of Violin Music,

as Septet^, Quintets,

Quartets. Trios, Duets,

and Solos.

Catalogue of Flute Music.

Catalogue of Violoncello

Music.

Each applicant must state the Catalogue required

Catalogue of Organ Music.

A Green Catalogue of Piano

and Vocal Music for

Teachers.

Catalogue of Piano Music.

Catalogue of Vocal Music.

Catalogue of Cathedral

Music.

Catalogue of Part Music.

Thematic Index of Brinley

Richards's Students*

Practice.

The Classical Pianist

TV/Tusical Presents.—A Cata-

-*" logue of high-class MUSIC for Students and others.

To be had gratis and postage free, a list of 400 classical

works, bound, such as no other house in Europe can offer.

London : Published only by Robert Cocks and Co.,

New Burlington Street.
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LORD IiYTTON'S POEMS.

Now Ready, Second Edition, post 8vo., 7s. 6d.

The Lost Tales of Miletus.

By LORD LYTTON.

Also, a New Edition, post 8vo., xor. 6d.

TOEMS. By Lord Lytton.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

NEW SERIES OF

ALL THE YEAR ROUND,

CONDUCTED BY CHARLES DICKENS.

Tl

NOW READY,

ie Second Volume. Bound

n Green Cloth, price Five Shillings and Sixpence.

London : No. 26, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C., and all

Booksellers and Ncwsvendors.

~Y^nritaker's Almanack, the

Best, most Complete, and the Cheapest Almanack

ever published, is Now Ready, and may be obtained of

every Bookseller, Stationer, and Ncwsvcndor in the King

dom. Price One Shilling ; or, neatly half-bound, One

Shilling and Sixpence.

"The reader must not be deceived by the title of this

volume into a supposition that it is a meagre mixture of

chronology and astronomical calculations. We have, it is

true, the usual guide to the sun's revolutions and the moon's

changes, and the rivers' ebb and flow, with calendars for

regular churchgoing people, sportsmen, and men of busi

ness ; but beyond this lies a mass of information of so

diversified a characterthat it would be impossible to describe

it within reasonable limits. Let it suffice that there is

scnrccly a single subject to which there is occasion frequently

to refer that will not be found treated in this invaluable

compendium"—Army and Navy Gazette.

" U 'hy did not somebody teach me t/ie constellations, and

make me at home in the starry heavens, ivhich are

always overheat/, and ivkick I don't halfknow to this

diiy?"—Thomas Carlyle.

THE MIDNIGHT SKY:

Familiar Notes on the Stars and Planets.

By EDWIN DUNKIN,

OF THE ROYAL OBSERVATORY, GREENWICH, AND FELLOW

OF THE ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY, LONDON.

With 32 Star Maps, and numerous other Illustrations. Im

perial 8vo., js. 6d.t boards. [Justpublished.

Religious Tract Society: 56, Paternoster Row, and

164, Piccadilly. Brighton: 31, Western Road.

Published November 1st.

HUGH LATIMER:

A BIOGRAPHY.

BY THE REV. R. DEMAUS, M.A.

Prepared from Original and Contemporary Documents.

With fine Portrait. Crown 8vo., ys, 6d., cloth boards.

Religious Tract Society : 56, Paternoster Row, and

164, Piccadilly. Brighton: 31, Western Road.

NEW INTRODUCTION TO THE

STUDY OF THE BIBLE.

By E. P. BARROWS, D.D.,

Professor of Biblical Literature, New York. With Fac

similes of Ancient Manuscripts. 8vo., Cs., boards.

[November.

Religious Tract Society : 56, Paternoster Row, and

164, Piccadilly. Brighton: 31, Western Road.

'Thos. De La Eue and Co.'s

INDELIBLE RED LETTER DIARIES for 1870,

in several sizes, and in a great variety of plain and orna

mental bindings, may now be had of all Booksellers and

Stationers.

Now ready, is. each,

By Sara S. Hennull, Author of "Present Religion."

(Jomparativism : explained as

a principle which involves Necessary Antagonism of

Religion to Positivism.

COMPARATIVE METAPHYSICS, I.

Method the Reverse of that of Science, argued to be the

means, in reality, to the deepest kind of Harmony with

Science. London : Trflbner and Co.

40 Slip History Papers, con-

taining 600 Questions on the History of England,

arranged on a Chronological Basis, and adapted to all

School Histories (Marknam's, Collier's, White's, Gold

smith's, Student's Hume, Knight's, Pinnock's, &c.) : ac

companied by Hints and Practical Advice to Students

and Candidates at Examinations. By A. Albitks, I*.

(jerman Accidence; or, Es-

sentials of German Grammar. By Dr. Carl

Damman. IS.

" May be used with advantage as a companion to any

practice books already in the student's hands The

only logical system by which the German can be studied."—

Public Opinion.

^elections from iEsop, Xeno-

phon, and Anacreon, for the use" of Junior Forms in

Schools. By the Rev. L. P. Mercier. 4J. bd.

London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co. Birmingham:

Cornish Brothers.

Fourth Edition, 11s.

o\v to Work with the Micro

scope. By Dr. Lionel Beale, F.R.S. 400 Illus-

Harrison, Pall Mall.

H

THESAURUS SILURICUS.

In Demy 4to., price i8j.

The Flora and Fauna of the

SILURIAN PERIOD, with Addenda (from recent

acquisitions). By John J. Bigsby, M.D., F.R.S., etc., etc.

JOHN VAN VOORST, 1, Paternoster Row.

Lately Published, in folio, price 21J., cloth.

TJniversal Proportion Table.

Equivalent to a Slide Rule, 13 feet long, and afford

ing the means of working Multiplication, Division, or Pro

portion, by mere inspection of three or four figures. By

J. D. Everett, D.C.L., F.R.S. E., Assistant Professor of

Mathematics in the University of Glasgow.

%* Particularly adapted to scientific reductions, for which

it has been successfully employed by eminent scientific men.

London : Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

Just published. 8vo., price i6j. ; by post, 17*.

The Validity of the Holy

ORDERS OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.

Dedicated to the Archbishop of Canterbury. By the Rev.

F. G. LEE, D.C.L., Vicar of All Saints', Lambeth.

Sixth Thousand. It. (yd. ; by post, is. &d.

'The Roman Index, and its late

PROCEEDINGS. A Letter to Archbishop Manning.

By E. S. FFOULKES, B.D.

Also, Sixteenth Thousand, is. dd. ; by post, is. yd.

'The Church's Creed or the

CROWN'S CREED?

Or the Two Letters in cloth, 4s. ; by post, 4.1. 4//.

Also, by the same Author, 1*. ; by post, if. id.

Ts the Western Church under

ANATHEMA? A Problem for the CEcumcnical

Council of 1869.

J. T. Hayes, Lyall Place, Eaton Square ; and Simpkin.

'The Select Writings of ROBER T CHAMBERS, LL.D.

traditions of Edinburgh.

New Edition, revised, improved, and illustrated.

Price 5-r.

J-TJstory of the Rebellion of

1745—6. New Edition, revised and improved.

Price js. 6d.

In the Press, a New and Revised Edition of the

popular Rhymes of Scotland.

W. & R. Chambers, Paternoster Row.

Ti

Lately published, in crown 8vo., price $s., cloth,

ie Second Table ofthe Com-

MANDMENTS a Perfect Code of Natural

Moral Law and of Fundamental Human Law and the

Criterion of Justice. By DAVID ROWLAND, Author

" Laws of of Nature the Foundation of Morals."

London : Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

T>

NOTICE.

On and after the 1st of January,

T^ie Pall Mall Gazette, altered

in form and greatly enlarged, in accordance with its

wider scope and the increased variety of its contents, will

appear as a MORNING JOURNAL; Price Twopence.

The publication of the Pall Mall Gazette will be con

tinued as an Evening Journal.

Office : 1, Northumberland Street, Charing Cross.

NOW READY,

Handsomely bound in green cloth, gilt edges,

Price Five Shillings,

HThe Nine Christmas Numbers

or ALL THE YEAR ROUND. Conducted by

CHARLES DICKENS. Single Numbers may be pur

chased, price Fourpence each.

London: No. 36, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C., and all

Booksellers and Newsvendors.

On December nth, in 1 vol., crown 8vo., price 9*.

e Home Life of Sir David

BREWSTER. By his Daughter, Mrs. GORDON.

Edmonston & Douglas, Edinburgh;

Hamilton, Adams, & Co., London.

On December 5th, in 1 vol , crown 8vo , price js. 6d.

A Memoir of Gustave Ber-

GEXROTH. By W. C. CARTWRIGHT, M.P.,

Author of " The Constitution of Papal Conclaves."

Edmonston & Douglas, Edinburgh ;Hamilton, Adams, ft Co., London.

THE NEW CHRISTMAS STORY.

hristmas Eve with the

SPIRITS; or, The Canon's Wanderings through

Ways Unknown. With Further Tidings of Scrooge and

Tiny Tim. Original Illustrations, cloth extra, gilt edges,

&c, is. 6d. At all Libraries and Booksellers in Town or

Country; or free, by post, direct from the Publishers, at

is. 6d.

Bull, Simmons, & Co., Publishers, &c, 9, Wigmore Street,Cavendish Square, W,

Lately published. Price ix.

HThe Primary Article of Faith

IN THE CHURCH OF THE FUTURE. By

WILLIAM GEORGE CLARK, M.A., Vice-Master of

Trinity College.

Cambridge: Dkichton, Bell, & Co.London : Bell & Co.

Now Ready, at all the Libraries, in Two Vols.,

post &VO.

■Jhe Autobiography of Flora

MACDONALD, the preserver of Prince Charles

Edward Stuart. Edited by her Grand-Daughter.

*„* These Volumes contain some curious and interesting

anecdotes never be/ore published in connexion with the

memorable! escape 0/ the Prince, and also an authentic

Portrait oj Flora.

Edinburgh: William P. Nimmo.

London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.

Second Edition, is. fid.

(Jrreok Lessons : shewing how

Useful and how Easy it is for every one to Lc^rn

Greek. By W. H. Morris.

London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.

c

Just published, in Bvo., price is. sewed,

^he Centre of Unity: What

is it? Charity or Authority? An Inquiry occasioned

by the recent Letter of Pope Pins IX. to all Protestants

and other Non-Catholics. By the Rev. Augustus Clis-

SOLD, M.A. Principal Topics :—The two Centres of Unity,

Jerusalem and Babylon. The Pope's Letter and the alleged

Supremacy of Peter. The Steps by which the Church in

Rome absorbed the City of Rome into itself, and claimed

Universal Monarchy in the person of Lhe Supreme Pontijf.

Exhortation to the Unity, not of despotic authority, but of

Charity and Faith. Answer to the Pope's Letter in the lan

guage of_De Lyra. The Church to be made ONE by means

of Angelic Men, with the Trumpet of Preaching, gathering

together the Elect in the Unity of Charity.

London: Longmans, Green, &Co., Paternoster Row.

New and Revised Edition of "Words of Comfort."*

Just published, 6th Edition, 15th Thousand,

cloth extra, is. 6d.

w1/ ords of Comfort for Parents

BEREAVED OF LITTLE CHILDREN.

Edited by William Logan, with an Introductory Histori

cal Sketch on Infant Salvation, by the Rev. Dr. William

Anderson, Glasgow.

London: James Nisbet & Co., and the Booksellers.
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LIST OP

SOME OIF THE PEINCIPAL NEW BOOKS

IN CIRCULATION AT

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

Fresh Copies of all the Books on this List are

A Diary is the East, by W. H. Russell.

The "Rob Rov " on the Jordan, by John Macgregor.

The Holy Grail, by Tennyson. Nearly Ready.

L'Estrange's Life of Mary Russell Mitford.

Historical Sketches, by Mrs. Oliphant.

Juventus Ml'ndi, by William Ewart Gladstone.

Travels in Central Caucasus, by D. W. Freshfield.

Diary of Henry Crabb Robinson.

Holidays on High Lands, by Rev. Hugh Macmillan.

The Queen of the Air, by John Ruskin.

The Last of the Tasmanians, by James Bonwick.

From Ltvrkpool to St. Louis, by Rev. Newman Hall.

Alfred the Great, by Thomas Hughes.

Home Life of Sir David Brewster, by Mrs. Gordon.

At Home with the Bretons, by Mrs. Palliser.

Normandy Picturesque, by Henry Blackburn.

Pictures of Hungarian Life.

Early Years of Christianity, by E. de Pressense*.

A Book about Roses, by S. Reynolds Hole.

Odes and Epodes of Horace, by Lord Lytton.

Memoir of Dr. Conolly, by Sir James Clark.

Our New Way Round the World, by C. C. Coffin.

A Cruise in the "Gorgon," by W. Cope Devereux.

Historical Gleanings, by J. E. Thorold Rogers.

Mary Queen of Scots, by John Hosack.

Notes on Burgundy, by C. R. Weld.

Life and Remains of Dr. Robert Lee, by R. H. Story.

The Pursuit of Holiness, by Dr. Goulburn.

Brighstone Sermons, by Bishop Mobcrly.

Bishop Hamilton ; a Sketch, by Rev. H. P. Liddon.

The Unkind Word, by the Author of "John Halifax."

Letters from the East, by William C. Bryant.

Pioneering in the Pampas, by R. A. Seymour.

Petherick's Travels in Central Africa.

New Tracks in North America, by Dr. Bell.

England's Antiphon, by George Macdonald.

Sermons, by the Rev. Stopford A. Brooke.

Lecky's History of European Morals.

The Indian Tribes of Guiana, by W. H. Brett.

Buchanan's Life op J. J. Audubon.

Life of John Gibson, R.A., by Lady Eastlake.

Round the World, by Alice M. Frere.

Maurice's Lectures on Social Morality.

Biographical Sketches, by Harriet Martineau.

Rome and Venice in 1867, by G. A. Sala.

Lancashire; its Puritanism, &c, by Dr. Hallcy.

Lti-e of Cesar Malan, by One of his Sons.

The Highlands of Turkey, by Rev. H. F. Tozer.

Life of Sir William Hamilton, by Professor Veitch.

Places and People, by J. C. Parkinson.

Loch's Narrative of Occurrences in China, i860.

Hugh Latimer: a Biography, by Rev. R. Demaus.

Miscellanies, by Francis W. Newman.

Maclear's Apostles of Mediaeval Europe.

Bickmore's Travels in the Indian Archipelago.

The Policy of Christian Life, by J. B. Brown.

Life of the Right Hon. Hugh Elliot.

Bateman's Life of the Rev. H. V. Elliott.

A Political Survey, by E. M. Grant-Duff.

Life of Bishop Lonsdale, by E. B. Denison.

The Cajtive Missionary, by Rev. H. Stern.

Feudal Castles of France.—The Beggvnhof.

Mobsman's Origin of the Seasons.

Autobiography of Dr. Krummacher.

The Industries of Scotland, by David Brcmner.

The Highlands of Brazil, by Captain Burton.

La Plata and Paraguay, by Commander Kennedy.

A Summer in Iceland, by C. W. Paijkull.

Stanley's Memorials of Westminster Abbey.

M\rkham's Abyssinia.—Around the Kremlin.

Memoir of John Grey of Dilston, by J. E. Butler.

added as the demand increases, and an ample supply

interest as they appear.

Greater Britain, by Sir C. Wcntworth Dilke.

The Ring and the Book, by Robert Browning.

Seekers after God, by F. W. Farrar.

Her Majesty's Tower, by W. H. Dixon.

History of England, by Sir E. S. Creasy.

Wallace's Travels in the Malay Archipelago.

Noontide in Sychar, by Dr. Macduff.

Life of Edward the Third, by William Longman.

Curiosities of Oldes Times, by S. Baring-Gould.

Life of Dr. George Petrie, by William Stokes.

The Earthly Paradise, by William Morris.

Forster's Biography of Walter Savage Landor.

Life of Rev. John Keble, by Sir J. T. Coleridge.

The Gladstone Government, by a Templar.

Milman's Annals of St. Paul's Cathedral.

Forest Life in Acadie, by Captain Hardy.

Townshend's Ten Thousand Miles of Travel.

Yonge's Historical Sketch of the French Bar.

Dr. Pusey's Eirenikon.—Trevor's History of Rome.

Christian Singers of Germany, by C. Winkworth.

The Intelligence of Animals, by Ernest Menault.

Dottings in Panama, by Captain Bedford Pirn.

Select Writings of Charles Maclaren.

Habit and Intelligence, by Joseph John Murphy.

My Holiday in Austria, by Lizzie Sefina Eden.

The Promenades of Paris, by W. Robinson.

Constitutional Progress, by Montagu Burrows.

Life of David Garrick, by Percy Fitzgerald.

MOller's Facts and Arguments for Darwin.

Occasional Sermons, by Rev. John Keble.

Guizot's Lives of Calvin and St. Louis.

Byeways in Europe, by Bayard Taylor.

Trades Unions of England, by the Count de Paris.

French Military Institutions, by Due d'Aumalc.

RAssam's History of the Abyssinian Expedition.

Polko's Reminiscences of Mendelssohn.

Lives of the Archbishops, by Dr. Hook.

Elephant Haunts, by Henry Faulkner.

Kingslhy's Lives of the Hermits.

The Fof.s of Faith, by Dr. Vaughan.

The Nile and its Banks, by Rev. A. C. Smith.

Essays and Addresses, by Dean Alford.

Essays on Church Policy, edited by Rev. W. L. Clay.

Maximilian's Recollections of Travel.

Binney's Sermons in the Weigh-House Chapel.

Life of Edmund Kean, by F. W. Hawkins.

St. Clair and Brophy's Residence in Bulgaria.

Westcott's History of the English Bible.

Life and Letters of Dr. F. W. Faber.

The Voyage of H.M.S. "Galatea."

Devrient's Recollections of Mendelssohn.

The Conscience, by Rev. F. D. Maurice.

Tragedies of jEschylos, by Rev. E. H. Plumptre.

Under the Willows, by James R. Lowell.

Bourne's English Seamen under the Tudors.

Notes at Home and Abroad, by Elihu Burritt.

A Winter Tour in Spain, by H. Pembcrton.

Artists and Arabs, by Henry Blackburn.

Williams's Journey through Burmah.

British Sports, edited by Anthony Trollope.

Literary Judgments, by W. R. Greg.

Yacht Voyage on the Nile, by Emily Lott.

Reminiscences, by the Countess Brownlow.

Verses on Various Occasions, by Dr. Newman.

Historical Characters, by Sir H. L. Bulwer.

The Witness of S. Paul to Christ, by Rev. S. Leathes.

Memoir and Remains of Arthur Hugh Clol'GH.

The Perfect Man, by the Rev. Harry Jones.

Chips and Chapters of Geology, by David Page.

The Naturalist in Norway, by Rev. J. Bowden.

Hellborn's Life of Schubert.

is provided of all forthcoming Works of general

Life and Letters of Dr. Faraday.

Froude's Reign of Elizabeth. New Vols.

Vikram and the Vampihe, edited by R. F. Burton.

The Pope and the Council, by "Janus."

Good St. Louis and his Times, by Mrs. Bray.

St. Mark's Gospel, by Professor Godwin.

A Visit to Queensland, by C. H. Allen.

Mornington Lectures, by Rev. T. T. Lynch.

Last Words at Doncaster, by Dr. Vaughan.

Musa Burschicosa, by Professor Blackie.

Hereditary Genius, by Francis Galton.

Life of Rossini, by H. Sutherland Edwards.

Howitt's Northern Heights of London.

Essays on Woman's Work and Woman's Culture.

The Subjection of Women, by John Stuart Mill.

Ourselves: Essays on Women, by E. L. Linton.

Carmina Crucis, by Dora Greenwell.

Select Writings of Viscount Strangford.

Sequel to the Life of Lord Dunlonald.

Letters from Australia, by John Martineau.

The Expedition to Abyssinia, by Captain Hosier.

Country Walks, by the Rev. W. Houghton.

The March to Magdala, by G. A. Hcnty.

The German Working Man, by James Samuelson.

China and the Chinese, by Rev. John L. Nevius.

Australian Views of England, by Henry Parkes.

Lectures on the Lord's Prayer, by Adolph Saphir.

A History of Wales, by Jane A. Williams.

Life of Rev. John Milne, by Dr. Bonar.

Cochrane's Francis the First and other Studies.

Life of Bishop Atterbury, by Folkestone Williams.

Bampton Lectures, 1868, by Dr. Moberly.

Ryle's Christian Leaders op the Last Cbhtvry.

The Close of the Ministry, by Dr. Hanna.

The Pupils of St. John the Divine.

Works of Dr. James Hamilton. Vols. I. to III.

Life of Charlotte de la TRfiMotLLE. •

Life of John Urqchart, by William Ormc.

Blunt's Reformation of the English Church.

Over the Allegiianies, by J. L. Peyton.

From the Levant, by R. A. Arnold.

Dickson's Sketch of the History of Japan.

Napoleon at Fontainkbleau, by Sir Neil Campbell.

Saxon's Five Years within the Golden Gate.

Theology and Life, by Rev. E. H. Plumptre.

English Sports, by the Earl of Wilton.

Essays on Art in England, by Dutton Cook.

Origin of Religious Belief, by S. Baring-Gould.

Harrow School Sermons, by H. M. Butler.

Recollections of Oxford, by G. V. Cox.

De PressensR's Church and French Revolution.

Plowden's Abyssinia.—Whvmper's Alaska.

Adams's Buried Cities of Campania.

Systematic Technical Education, by J. S. Russell.

Friswell's Essays on English Writers.

The Norman Kings of England, by Thomas Cobbe.

Lacordaire's Conferences on Jesus (Jurist.

Memorials of Dr. James Henderson.

The Royal Engineer, by Sir Francis B. Head.

The Principles of Currency, by Bonamy Price.

The War in Paraguay, by George Thompson.

Life in Newfoundland, by Lieut. -Cul. McCrea.

Essays, by Rev. James Martineau. New Series.

The Baths and Wells of Europe, by J. Macphcrson.

Songs and Verses, by Captain Whyte Melville.

Culture and Anarchy, by Matthew Arnold.

Hawthorne's American Note-Books.

The Victorious Life, by Rev. H. T. Edwards.

Pulpit Table-Talk, by Dean Ramsay.

Jephson and Elmhirst's Life in Japan.

Sermons, by Rev. J. Ker.—Religious Republics.

AND ALL THE BEST RECENT WORKS OF FICTION.

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM.

The Names of New Subscribers are Entered Daily.

BOOK SOCIETIES SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS. PROSPECTUSES POSTAGE FREE ON APPLICATION

OHEISTMAS PRESENTS AND PEIZES.

A Revised Catalogue of Surplus Copies of Recent Books withdrawn from the Library for Sale at greatly reduced prices, with List of Works of the best Author?, in elegant

ijindings, suitable for Gentlemen's Libraries and Drawing-room Tables, and well adapted for Christmas and Birthday Presents and School Prizes, is now ready for Distribution.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON.'

CITY OFFICE:—4, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

Price Sixpence,

THE GRAPHIC,

A New and superior Illustrated Weekly

Newspaper of the highest class, containing

Twenty-four pages, Imperial Folio, printed on a

fine Toned Paper of beautiful quality, made ex

pressly for the purpose, and admirably adapted

for the artistic display of the most highly-finished

Engravings.

The Proprietors of THE GRAPHIC have

long been convinced, and are now firmer than ever

in the conviction, that a better ILLUSTRATED

NEWSPAPER can be produced than has yet

been published ; and, having abundant Means at

their command, they have determined to put their

Convictions to the Proof, fully assured that a

Triumphant Success will speedily reward their

Efforts.

THE GRAPHIC

Will be a Journal combining Literary Excellence

with Artistic Beauty. As such, it will deal with

all the prominent Tories of the Day ; especially

those belonging to Literature, Arts and

Sciences, Fashions, and Matters interesting

to the Fashionable World, Sports and

Pastimes, Music, The Opera and the Drama.

Among the numerous distinguished Artists who

have promised to assist the enterprise in various

ways, may be mentioned :—

ANSDELL, R., A.R.A.

ARMITAGE, E., A.R.A.

BUCKMAN, E.

DEANE, W. W.

DU MAURIER, G.

EDWARDS, M. E.

ELMORE, A., A.R.A.

FAED. T., R.A.

FILDES, S. L.

FRITH, W. P., R.A.

GOODALL, WALTER.

GRANT, Sir FRANCIS,

P.R.A.

HAAG, CARL.

HODGSON, J. E.

HOUGHTON, A. B.

HUNT, ALFRED.

JEANES, W. F.

JEUNE, H. LE, A.R.A.

KEENE, C.

LESLIE, G. D„ A.R.A.

LEIGHTON, J., F.S.A.

LUXMORE, A. H.

MASON, G., A.R.A.

ORCHARDSON, O. Q.,

A.R.A.

PETTIE, J., A.R.A.

POYNTER, E. J., A.R.A.

PRINSEP, VAL.

STONE, MARCUS

STOREY, G. A.

WATTS, G. F., R.A.

WEIR, HARRISON.

WOODS, H.

The CHRISTMAS NUMBER of the GRAPHIC

Will be published on December 15.

Published at the Offices of THE GRAPHIC,

190, Strand, London,

And sold by all Booksellers, News Agents, ami at the

principal Railway Stations in the United Kingdom.

BY COMMAND OF HER MAJESTY.

JJighlanders of Scotland.—

This important Publication will be completed and

delivered to Subscribers during the first week of December.

2 Volumes, imperial folio, with 31 Illustration?, coloured

aficr the Original Drawings by Kenneth MacLeav, Esq.

18 Guineas, with Letterpress, and handsomely bound. The

Original Drawings may still be seen at the Publishers.

Mr. Mitchell, Publisher to the Queen, Royal Library,

33, Old Bond Street, W.

Just published, price 4J., Second Edition,

\jsl Folle du Logis. 1 vol.,

376 pages. Par le Chevalier de Cmatelain.

Bruxelles : C. Muquardt.

Londres : Rolandi, 20, Berners Street, W.

Just published, price is.

T^amartine en Fevrier, 1848 :

Poeme traduit de 1'Anglais de Ch. W. Kent, par le

Chevalier de Chatelain, Auteur " Dcs Ronces et

Chardons."

Londres : Rolandi, 20, Berners Street, \V.

NEW VOLUME OF THE EARTHLY PARADISE.

Now ready, crown 8vo., cloth, price \Zs.

THE EARTHLY PARADISE.

By WILLIAM MORRIS.

Part III., September, October, and November, containing the Stories of

THE DEATH OF PARIS. | THE MAN WHO NEVER LAUGHED

THE LAND EAST OF THE SUN AND

WEST OF THE MOON.

ACONTIUS AND CYDIPPE.

AGAIN.

THE STORY OF RHODOPE.

THE LOVERS OF GUDRUN.

OTHER WORKS OF MR. WILLIAM MORRIS

FIFTH EDITION.

Two Volumes, crown 8vo., cloth, price 16..-.

THE EARTHLY PARADISE.

A Collection of Tales in Verse.

Part I., Prologue, March and April, containing the Stories of

THE WANDERERS.

ATALANTA'S RACE.

THE MAN BORN TO BE KING.

THE DOOM OF KING ACRISIUS.

THE PROUD KING.

Part II., May to August, containing the Stories of

CUPID AND PSYCHE.

THE WRITING ON THE IMAGE.

THE LOVE OF ALCESTIS.

THE LADY OF THE LAND.

THE SON OF CRCESUS.

THE WATCHING OF THE FALCON.

PYGMALION AND THE IMAGE.

OGIER THE DANE.

"A thorough purity of thought and language characterises Mr. Morris ; . . . . and ' The Earthly-

Paradise' is thereby adapted for conveying to our wives and daughters a refined, though not diluted,

version of those wonderful creations of Greek fancy which the rougher sex alone is permitted to imbibe

at first hand.

"We have enjoyed such a thorough treat in this, in every sense, rare volume, that we heartily

commend it to our readers."—Saturday Review.

" The book must be read by any one who wishes to know what it is like ; and few will read it

without recognising its author for a poet who has struck a new vein, and who, preferring his art above

popularity, has achieved a work which will yet be popular wherever true poetry is understood."—

Pall Mall Gazette.

" It is not too bold to anticipate for 'The Earthly Paradise' a longer duration in the minds ami

hearts of men than perhaps any contemporary verse."—Fortnightly Revieiv.

Fourth Edition, crown 8vo., cloth, price &s.

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF JASON.

A Poem, in Seventeen Books.

"Morris's 'Jason' is in the purest, simplest, most idiomatic English ; full of freshness, full of life,

vivid in landscape, vivid in human action, worth reading at the cost of many leisure hours even to

a busy man."—The Times.

Crown 8vo., cloth, price Ss.

THE STORY OF GRETTIR THE STRONG.

Translated from the Icelandic of the Grettis Saga (one of the most remarkable prose works

of ancient Icelandic Literature),

By W. MORRIS and E. MAGNUSSON.

F. S. ELLIS, 33, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON.
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Text-Book for Oxford and Cambridge

MIDDLE CLASS), UNIVERSITY OF LONDON",

CIVIL SERVICE AND OTHER EXAMINA

TIONS.

A Synoptical History of England,

combining the advantages of the Narrative and Tabular

form; together with a Comparative View of Contem

poraneous Sovereigns, and Events in General History,

from the Earliest Records to the Present Time, in

cluding a full account of the Reign of Victoria to the

end of 1868. Oblong 8vo., js. 6J.t cloth.

" By its use the student can soon make headway ; and

-what is more, this method of imparting knowledge is

eminently calculated to fix it in the memory. The work

before us is, we confidently believe, just the thing that has

been wanted."—Civil Service Gazette.

Chemistry for Schools. An Introdnc-

TION TO THE PRACTICAL STUDY OF

CHEMISTRY. By C. HAUGHTON GILL, Assis

tant-Examiner in Chemistry at the University of

London; late Teacher of Chemistry in University

College School. With 100 Illustrations. Small 8vo.

41. bd. \Just Published.

Natural Philosophy for Schools. By

Dr. LARDNER. Eleventh Thousand. Revised and

Completed to the Present Time by T. OLVER

HARDING, B.A. Lond., of University College.

Small 8vo. ys. 6d.

Handbook of Optics. By Dr. Lardner.

Sixth Thousand. Revised and Completed to the

Present Time by T. OLVER HARDING, B.A., of

University College, London. 298 Illustrations. Small

8vo. s*.

In making the changes necessary to embody'thc results

of modern investigation, care has been taken to follow as

-closely as possible the manner of the original, so that the

work might be preserved with its character unaltered, and,

as nearly as practicable, in the state in which, it is to be

-presumed, its author would have placed it had he lived to

<ontinue it.

Handbook of Electricity, Magnetism,

AND ACOUSTICS. By Dr. LARDNfc.R. Eighth

Thousand. Revised and Completed to 1866 by

GEORGE CAREY FOSTER, F.C.S., Professor of

Experimental Physics in University College, London.

400 Illustrations. Small 8vo. 5-r.

London: JAMES WALTON, Bookseller and Publisher

to University College, 137, Gower Street

DR. WILLIAM SMITH'S •

CLASSICAL DICTIONARIES.

SUBSCRIPTION EDITION.

THESE important Dictionaries—written by the

most eminent Scholars, and Edited by Dr.

WILLIAM SMITH—have been long acknow

ledged to be indispensable to every Library and

■ every Student. But their cost has hitherto pre

vented many from possessing them, and the

"Proprietors have therefore decided upon placing

them within the reach of a much larger number of

readers, by issuing a Subscription Edition, at the

.rate of

ONE GUINEA EACH VOLUME.

£ id.

The Six Volumes, Handsomely Bound in

Cloth, published at £i i 17$. 6d. ...660

4?r the Dictionaries separately, as under;— l\

Dictionary of Greek and Roman An

tiquities. Published at £2 is I 1 o

Dictionary of Biography and Mytho

logy. 3 Vols. Published at £5 15J. 6rf. . 3 3 0

Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geo

graphy, a vols. Published at £4 ... a a 0

*.* Any Volume may be had separately.

Subscribers sending their names to the under

signed, accompanied by a Cheque or Post Office

Order, for whatever Volumes they require, reckoned

at the above rates, will receive, in return, the

Books, which will be forwarded AT once in any

way they may direct.

The Works may also be obtained of any Book

seller at the above prices for cash.

JAMES WALTON,

Bookseller and Publisher to University College.

-37. Gower Street, W.C., London,

October 1st, 1869. .

THE

WAYERLEY NOYELS.

CENTENARY EDITION.

In Tiventy-five Monthly Volumes,

Crown Svo., price 3-r. 6d. each.

In view of the Centenary of Sir Walter

Scott's birthday, which takes place on

the 15th of August, 187 1, the above New

Edition of the Waverley Novels has been

projected.

The work will be published in Monthly

Volumes, commencing on the ist of

January, 1870; and, if found practicable,

the whole set will be completed on the

Centenary day.

The Publishers have endeavoured in

this Edition to supply a want which has

often been expressed for a set of the

Waverley Novels, printed in a legible: ype,

yet handy in size—and to secure this end

a special type has been cast for the

purpose.

The opportunity has also been taken to

have the works carefully compared with

the Author's interleaved copy (in the

Publishers' possession), containing his

manuscript notes and corrections; and

from this source several annotations of

considerable interest have been obtained,

which have not before been published.

In addition to these, some minor notes

of an explanatory kind have been intro

duced, while a special Glossary has been

added to such of the Novels as require it,

and each volume will contain a separate

Index.

A Prospectus, with specimen pages, will

be inserted in the principal Magazines for

next month.

EDINBURGH, December, 1869.

HODDER AND STOUGHTON'S

NEW WORKS.

NEWART GIFT BOOKfor CHRISTMAS.

PICTORIAL SCENES from the PIL

GRIM'S PROGRESS. Drawn by CLAUDE

REIGNIER CONDER. In imperial 4to.,

elegantly hound, price 15J., gilt edges,

"A volume of very striking views, in which the landscapes,

rather than the figures, of fiunyan's narrative are chiefly

brought forth. No book abounds in more varied, sublime,

and beautiful prospects, so to speak, than the ' Pilgrim's

Progress ;' and Mr. Conder has realised some of them ex

tremely well. Many are pervaded by a fine sense of

remoteness, unreality, and strangeness, as though they

really belonged to the land of fable, mystery,and symbolism.

Those we have mentioned are full of power, fancy,

and invention."—Daily News, Dec. 3.

"Mr. C. R. Gander's ' Pictorial Scenes' will be found to

help the slowest imagination in realizing more vividly than

heretofore the wonderful visions of John Bunyan."— The

Times, Dec. 6.

The EARLY YEARS of CHRISTIANITY.

By E. DE PRESSENSE, D.D., Author of

"Jesus Christ : His Times, Life, and Work."

In 8vo., price I2j., cloth.

"The lofty and animated eloquence which he has always

at command, and a certain happy faculty of finding even in

doctrinal discussions some picturesque trait, some feature

with life and colour, have enabled him to overcome the

difficulties which stand in the way of a popular history of

the Christian life and literature of the first century-"—

Contemporary Review.

A NEW EDITION of Dr. PRESSENSES

MYSTERY of SUFFERING, and other

Discourses, is now ready. Crown 8vo.,

3*. 6d., cloth.

THE STATE of the BLESSED DEAD.

Advent Sermons by the Very Rev. HENRY

ALFORD, D.D., Dean of Canterbury.

Square l6mo., is. 6c/., cloth.

A HOMILETIC ANALYSIS of the GOS-

PELaccordingto MATTHEW. ByJOSEPH

PARKER, D.D., Author of " Ecce Deus,:'

&c. With an Introductory Essay on the Life

of Jesus Christ, considered as an Appeal to

the Imagination. Crown 8vo., "Js. 6d., cloth.

SAINT MARK'S GOSPEL. A New Trans

lation, with Notes and Practical Lessons. P>y

Professor J. H. GODWIN, New College,

London; Author of "The Apocalypse of

St. John," &c. Crown 8vo., 4s. 6,/., cloth.

LECTURES on the FIRST and SECOND

EPISTLES OF PETER. By JOHN

LILLIE, D.D., Author of " Lectures on the

Epistle of Paul to the Thessalonians," &c.

In 8vo., price 12s., cloth.

The PROPHECIES of OUR LORD and

HIS APOSTLES. A Series of Discourses

delivered in the Cathedral Church of Berlin.

By W. HOFFMANN, D.D., Chaplain in

Ordinary to the King of Prussia. In crown

8vo., price ys. 6d., cloth.

" These discourses arc worthy of the highest commenda-

tion. They arc characterised by extreme simplicity of style,

and abound in richly suggestive reflections, penetrative

thoughts, and a fine analysis of human feelings and mo

tives."—Contemporary Review.

ADAM & CHARLES BLACK.

LONDON: HODDER AND STOUGHTON,

37. PATERNOSTER ROW.
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DEIGHTON, BELL, AND CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

Nozu ready, price 14/.

Sertum Carthusianum Floribus Trium

SF.CULORUM CONTEXTUM. Cura GULIELMI

1IA1G BROWN, Scholar: Carthusiana: Arcludidascah.

Prostat apud Deighton, Bell, et Soc, Cantabrigia;.

Bell et Daldy, Londini.

No:v ready, price 15J.

Mvsae Etonenses sive Carminvm EtonaB

CONDITORVM DELECTVS. Scries Nova Tomos

Dvos Complectens. Edidit RICARDVS OKES, S.T.P.

Coll. Regal, apvd Canubrigicnscs Prxpositvs.

Vol. II. to complete sets may be had separately, price 5J.

Cantabrigije : Apvd Deighton, Bell, et Soc.

Etonx : Apvd E. P. Williams.

Londini : Apvd Bell et Daldy.

Folioram Silvula. Part I. Being Pas

sages for translation into LATIN ELEGIAC ,

and HEROIC VERSE. With Notes. Edited by H. :

A. HOLDEN, LL. L).. late Fellow of Trinity College. 1

Fifth Edition. Post 8vo., 7-r. 6d.

Foliornm Silvula. Part II. Being Select !

Passages f. >r TRANSLATION into LATIN LVRIC |

and COMIC IAMBIC VERSE. By HUBERT A.

HOLDEN, LL.D. Third Edition. Post 8vo., 51-

Foliorum Silvula. Part III. Being

Select Passages for TRANSLATION into GREEK

VERSE. Edited with Notes by HUBERT A.

HOLDEN, LL.D. Tost 8vo., 81.

Folia Silvula? : sive Eclogre Poetarnm

Anglicorum in Latinnm et Grxcum conversae quas

disposuit HUBERTUS A. HOLDEN, LL.D.

Volumen Prius, continent Fascicules I. II. 8vo., lay. bd.

Foliorum Centuri&s. Selections for Trans

ition into LATIN and GREEK PROSE, chiefly

from the University and College Examination-papers.

By HUBERT A. HOLDEN, LL.D. Third Edition.

Post 8vo., 8r.

Arundines Cami : sive Musarum Can-

tabrigicnsinm Lusus Canori. Collcgit atque ed.

H. DRURY, A.M. Eduio Quinta. Crown 8vo., 71. 6rf.

Greek Verse Composition, for the Use

of PUBLIC SCHOOLS and PRIVATE STUDENTS.

P.eing a Revised Edition of the Greek Verses of

Shrewsbury School. By the Rev. GEORGE PRES

TON, Fellow of Magdalene College, Cambridge.

Small 8vo., 4s. bd.

LONGMANS & CO., London.

Cambridge Greek and Latin Texts.

Carefully Printed from the Best Editions.

This "series is intended to supply for the use of Schools

and Students cheap and accurate editions of the

Classics, which shall be superior in mechanical execution

to the small German editions now current in this 1

country, and more convenient in form. As the Editors \

have formed their texts from a careful examination of

the best editions extant, it is believed that no texts

better for general use can be found. The volumes are

printed at the Cambridge University Press, and are

issued neatly bound in cloth.

New Volume now Ready,

P. Terenti Comoediae Gulielmvs Wagner,

Relcgit ct Err.endavit. Price 3J.

A Complete Greek Grammar. By the

late J. W. DONALDSON, D.D. Third Edition.

Very much enlarged, and adapted for the use of Uni

versity Students. 8vo., lbs.

Complete Latin Grammar. By the

late J. W. DONALDSON, D.D. Second Edition.

Very much enlarged, and adapted for the use of Uni

versity Students. 8vo., 14J.

Varronianus. A Critical and Historical

Introduction to the Ethnography of Ancient Italy, and

to the Philological Study of the Latin Language. By

the late J. W. DONALDSON, D.D. Third Edition,

revised and considerably enlarged. 8vo., lbs.

.Etna, revised, emended, and explained.

By H. A. J. MUNRO, M.A., Fellow of Trinity Col

lege, Cambridge. 8vo., 3*. bd.

Lucretius. With a Translation and

Notes. By H. A. T. MUNRO, M.A., Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Second Edition, revised

throughout. Two Vols. 8vo. Vol. I. Text, lbs.

Vol. 11. Translation, 6s. May be had separately.

A

Plato's Apology of Socrates and Crito,

with Notes Critical and Excgctical, Introductory

Notices, and a Logical Analysis of the Apology. By

WILLIAM WAGNER, Ph. D. Small 8vo., 41. 6d.

" Dr. Wagner, who lias already established his reputation

in England by an edition of the ' Aulularia of Plautus,' and

by a more recent edition of 'Terence,' has now produced a

commentary on the ' Apology ' and ' Crito,' which deserves

the attention of English scholars, and the special gratitude

of English schoolmasters."—Cambridge University Gazette.

Plautus, Aulularia. With Notes, Critical

and Excgctical. and an Introduction on Plautian

Prosody. By W. WAGNER. Ph. D. 8vo., or.

" The exegetical commentary is distinguished by the same

high qualities as the introduction, and the two form a most

valuable contribution to recent scholarship. It would,

indeed, be difficult to exaggerate the worth of such works as

these. "—Reader.

Terence. With Notes Critical and Ex

planatory. By WILHELM WAGNER, Ph. D. Post

8vo.. tor. bd.

" Dr. Wagner's edition of 'Terence,' though elegantly got

up, is quite unpretending in size and appearance, and yet

we arc much mistaken if it does not hasten on and greatly

contribute to that more thorough study of the earlier Latin

poetry, of which we can perceive many signs here, as well

as in Germany, and even France."—Cambridge University

Gazette.

Theocritus. With Short Critical and

Explanatory Notes. By F. A. PALEY. _ Second

Edition, corrected and enlarged, and containing the

newly-discovered Idyll. Small 8vo., 4J. bd.

{Just published.

" It is the best, as well as the briefest, of Commentaries on

the Syracusan bard ; and though, as those who are familiar

with the Idylls know, they abound in difficulties both of text

and interpretation, candid examination will show that in

I this edition no such difficulties are left unattemptcd, and

few unsolved.''—Saturday Review.

" It is, as we commenced by saying, a thoroughly well-

edited book; a credit to its editor and to his University: a

! model in many of its features for others to imitate in their

editorial labours : a proof that it is not the quantity but the

quality which imparts worth."—Museum.

Theocritus. Translated into English

VERSE by C. S. CALVERLEY, late Fellow of

Christ's College, Author of " Translations into English

and Latin." Small 8vo., ys. 6d.

" As we turn over his pages, we meet at odd corners little

features and touches that remind us of his earlier poems and

translations, and recognise sparkles of the same happy

humour and perception which at once gave him a rank above

mere translators.—Saturday Review.

" Mr. Calvcrlcy's version is the best to which our language

has given birth.' —Ojt/ord University Magazine.

By the same,

Translations into English and Latin.

Post 8vo., is. bd.

Verses and Translations. Third Edition,

revised. Fcap. 8vo., 5J.

" A little volume full of exceeding great promise. C. S. C.

possesses many of the highest attributes of a versifier. .

It needs no gift of second-sight to foretell that C. S. C. will

again be heard of."—Spectator.

Cambridge School and College Text Books.

A Series of Elementary Treatises, adapted for the use

of Students in the Universities, Schools, and Candidates

for the Public Examinations, uniformly printed in fcap.

8vo.

New Volume ftozu ready,

Conic Sections treated Geometrically.

By W. H. BESANT, M.A., Lecturer and late Fellow

of St. John's College. 4J. bd.

Already published,

PLANE ASTRONOMY. By P. T. MAIN. M.A. ss.

ARITHMETIC. By A. WRIGLEV, M. A. 3s. 6d.

HYDROSTATICS. By W. H. BESANT, M.A. ts.

STATICS. By H GOODWIN, D.D. 3*.

DYNAMICS. By H. GOODWIN, D.D. y.

TRIGONOMETRY. ByT. P. HUDSON, M.A. 3s. 6d.

MENSURATION. By B. T. MOORE, M.A. 5*-

Others in preparation.

Notes on the Principles of Pure and

APPLIED CALCULATION, and Applications of

Mathematical Principles to the Theories of the Physical

Forces. By the Rev. JAMES CHALL1S, M.A.,

F'.R.S., F.R.A.S., Plumian Professor of Astronomy

and Experimental Philosophy in the University of Cam

bridge, and late Fellow of Trinity College. 8vo., 15J.

Pelicotetics, or the Science of Quantity.

An Elementary Treatise on Algebra and its groundwork

Arithmetic. By ARCHIBALD SANDEMAN, M.A.

8vo., 20J.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

Just Published. Demy 8vo., cloth. Price at.

COLONIAL POLICY AND HISTORY.—

REVIEW of thc"COLONIAL POLICY OF LORD

J RUSSELL'S ADMINISTRATION BY EARL

GREY " 185-1, and of SUBSEQUENT COLONIAL

HISTORY. By the Right Hon. Sir C. B. ADDER-

LEV, K.C.M.G., M.P.

Parts II. and III. arc also now ready, and may be

had together, price 5». Part I. may still be obtained, price

is. 6d.

Just Published. Post 8vo.

BOOK - KEEPING

limp cloth, price 1-f. Cd.

THOUGHTS ON

DOUBLE ENTRY AND BALANCE SHEETS.

Addressed more particularly to Shareholders in

yoint Stock Companies.

Just Publkhcd. Crown 8vo.( cloth. With Map, price 5s.

OUR OCEAN HIGHWAYS. A Condensed

ALPHABETICAL GAZETTEER AND TRAVEL

LERS* HANDBOOK BY RAIL AND SEA. for all

Chief Cities and Noted Places throughout the World :

giving also the latest Statistical and Commercial

information about the various Portsof Departure and of

Call connected with the Great Ocean Steam Lines of

Europe and America, with Tabular Li->ts of Chief

Offices, Rates of Parage, Dates of Sailing, together

with Telegraphic, Monetary, and other Table*. By

J. MAURICE DEMPSEY.

THE PARAGUAYAN WAR.

One vol., demy 8vo., cluth, price One Guinea,

THE PARANA; with Incidents of the

PARAGUAYAN WAR, and SOUTH AMERICAN

RECOLLECTIONS, from 1861 to i858. By

THOMAS J- HUTCHINSON, F.R.G.S.. F.R.S.L.,

F.E.S., F.A.S.L., H.B.M. Consul for Rosano ;

Author of " Niger-Tshadda-Binue Exploration : " ** Im

pressions of Western Africa;" "Ten Years* Wan

derings amongst the Ethiopians ; *' " Buenos Ayres anfl

Argentine Gleanings," &c.

With Maps and Illustrations, including a Portrait pJ

Field-Marshal Lopez, the Paraguayan President.

"Mr. Hutchinson's facts and comments on the Paraguayan

war will be read with much interest, and will help people

vastly to comprehend wh.it has seemed to most a hopeless

muddle. We can cordially recommend the book, both as

pleasant, fresh reading, and for the quantity of sterling,

reliable information it contains."—Observer.

Just published, by Authority of the Lords Commissioners

of Her Majesty's Treasury,

ORDNANCE SURVEY OF SINAI. The

PHOTOGRAPHS taken to Illustrate this Survey arc

now ready, and may be had complete in three volumes,

half-bound morocco, ^13 ; or separately, as follows :—

VOL. I.—Containing Sixty Selected Photographs of

Scenery, &c, along the Northern Route from Suez, via

Serabit el Khadim, to Mount Sinai, including an extensive

Series of Views taken on and around Mount Sinai itself.

The price of this Volume is £5 5s-

VOL. II.—Containing Sixty Selected Photographs of

the Scenery, &c, of Mount Scrbal and the Surrounding

Country, and of Wady Mukattcb, and the Mining District

of Magharah. The price of this Volume is £5 5J-

VOL. III.—Containing Thirty-three Photographs of

Inscriptions in Wadys Mukatteb, Ajeleh, and Aleyat, and

also of the Egyptian Inscriptions at Magharah, and of the

Egyptian ruins at Serabit el Khadim, with views of the

localities. The price of this Volume is jC~ tor.

Any of the Photographs may be purchased separately at

the following prices, viz., those in

VOLS. I. &II. . Unmounted, xj. od. Mounted, is. 6d.

VOL. III. . . „ 09 „ 1 o

The Reports, Plans, Maps, &c, arc being prepared for

Publication, and will embody all the Results of the Survey.

Stereoscopic Views, Thirty-six in number, in a Box

Stereoscope, Price Two Guineas.

DEIGHTON, BELL, & CO., CAMBRIDGE. BELL & DALDY, LONDON.

Mounted "on a white board, size 13 inches by 11. price

is. bd. each ; or, a Selection of Fourteen Photographs, in

cloth portfolio, lettered, 21*.

PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND

PHOTOGRAPHS.—PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS of

PALESTINE, taken expressly for the Palestim-

Exploration Find in 1865, 1866, 1867. ISy Sergeant

H. Phillips, R.E , under the orders of Captain

Wilson, R.E., and Lieutenant Warren, R.F..

This beautiful Series of Original Photographs now com

prises 348 most interesting Views of the Cities, Villages,

Temples, Synagogues, Churches, Ruins, Tombs, Seas,

Lakes, Priests, Pilgrims, Inhabitants, &c., of the Holy

Land and Jerusalem. Any Photograph may be had

separately. A List of the Views gratis on application, or

per post for one stamp. Descriptive Catalogue, bd.

London: EDWARD STANFORD, 6 & 7, ChaiinS

Cross, S.W. Agent for the Sale of the Ordnance and

Geological Survey Publications and Admiralty Charts.
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NEW BOOKS AND NEW EDITIONS.

H

Aib

This day. Second Edition.

enry Crabb Robinson's

DIARY, REMINISCENCES, and CORRE

SPONDENCE. Selected and Edited by Dr. T. Sadler.

3 vols. 8vo., with Portrait, 36J.

"These delightful volumes, brimming over with salient

anecdote and sagacious reflection, more than fulfil the

expectations with which we looked forward to their publica

tion . . . Ably and wisely edited."—Spectator.

"The amount of universally interesting matter it contains

it would be impossible to exaggerate."—Daily Telegraph.

"A work teeming with anecdote about the sayings and

doings of the literary world for something like three-quarters

of a century."—Fortnightly Review.

This day, royal 8vo., handsomely bound, 31J. 6d.

recht Diirer of Niirnberg :

the History of his Life, with a Translation of his

Letters and Journal, and some Account of his Works. By

Mrs. Charles Hf.aton. With upwards of 30 Autotypes,

Lithographs, and Woodcuts.

" Comprising by far the larger part of recent and old

matter connected with DUrer, her work—although that por

tion of it which is original is the least valuable—is more

serviceable than any .single publication on the subject in

German or English. It is enriched by good indexes, and

many fine autotype reproductions of famous engravings by

Diirer."—Athenmtm.

^welve Parables of Our Lord.

Illustrated and Illuminated. Twelve Pictures, printed

in Colours from Sketches taken in the East by McEniry,

with Coloured Frontispiece from a Picture by John

Jellicoe. Illuminated Borders from the BrcvarioGnmani

in St. Mark's Library at Venice ; and Illuminated Texts by

Lewis Hind. Royal 410., handsomely bound, 42*.

[This day.

" It is quite safe to say that the season cannot well produce

a more elaborately brilliant volume than this."—Guardian.

THE BAMPTOX LECTURES FOR 1869.

"Prophecy, a Preparation for

CHRIST. Eight Lectures by R. Payne Smith,

D. D., Regius Professor of Divinity, and Canon of Christ

Church, Oxford. 8vo., iv. {This day.

professor Maurice on " Social

MORALITY." Twcnty-onc Lectures delivered in

the University of Cambridge. 8vo., 14J. [T/u's day.

I JereditaryGenius: an Inquiry

into its Laws and Consequences. By Francis

Oaltox, F.R.S. With Two Genealogical Tables. 8vo.,

izf, {This day.

'J'h.e Administration of India,

from 1859 to r868. The First Ten Years of Adminis

tration under the Crown. By I. T. Pkichard (Gray's Inn),

Barrister-at-Law. 2 vols. 8vo., with Map. 21s.

[This day.

J^ealmah. By the Author of
'* Friends in Council." Cheap Edition, 1 vol., crown

five,., 6s. [This day.

J^ Shakespearian Grammar.

By the Rev. E. A. Abbott. Second Edition, with

a new Index. Fcap. 8vo., 2s. 6d. {This day.

Tiitroduction to Greek and
LATIN ETYMOLOGY. Lectures by John Peile,

M.A., Fellow and Assistant-Tutor of Christ's College, Cam

bridge. Bvo., 10s. 6d. [This day.

j^spromonte,and other Poems.

r"cap. 8vo. Price 4s. 6d. [ This day.

^noughts on Life Science. By

Benjamin Place. Crown 8vo., 6s. [This day.

J^rofessor Roscoe's Spectrum

ANALYSIS. Lectures. With Appendices, Maps,

Kn^ravings, and Chromo-lithographs. Medium 8vo., cloth

extra, gilt top. 21s.

Every Thursday, Price 4d.

NATURE:
A WEEKLY

ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL OP SCIENCE,

Part I., containing Nos. 1-4, now ready in

wrapper, price is. qii.

Among the Contributors arc:—

Prof. Huxley, F.R.S. | Prof. Roscoe, F.R.S.

A. W. Dennett, F.L.S. \ Prof. Williamson, F.R.S.

J. N. Lockyer, F.R.S. Canon Kincslev.

Sir J. Lubbock, F.R.S. Prof. Oliver, F.R.S.

W. S. Dallas, F.R.S. ' Dr. J. D. Hooker, F.R.S.

H. Woodward, F.G.S. R. A. Proctor, F.R.A.S.

Dr. M. Foster. t Prof. Newton, F.L.S.

Charles Darwin, F.R.S. i Prof. Leone Levi.

David Forbes, F.R.S. BalfourStewart.I'.R.S.

A. R. Wallace, F.L.S. 1 E. Ray Lankester.

etc., etc., etc.

MACMILLAN & CO., London.

Publishing Office :

9, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

Price Is. Monthly.

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE.
No. 122, for DECEMBER.

Contents of the Number:

'Lambeth and the

Lambeth Librari.i

Archbishops.'

Part II.

By the Hon.

M

A Brave Lady." By the Author of " John Halifax,

Gentleman." Chapters XII. and Xllf.

John Hullah on " Popular Songs of the Last

Half Century.'*

Mr. Samuel Smiles on " Frf.derick Kcenig, the

Inventor of the Steam Printing Machine."

Mr. T. H. Ward on "The Late Professor Con-

INOTON."

"Estelle Russell." Chapters XLII. to XLIV.

"An Ulster Man on the Irish Land Question."

By Mr. John Hamilton.

"Morning Calls on the Munich Police."

"Study and Opinion in Oxford.*'

Macmillan & Co., London.

GAIUS'S ROMAN LAW, by TOM KINS and LEMON.

Now complete, in i vol. 8vo., 27*., cloth extra,

rJ_^he Commentaries of Gaius

on the ROMAN LAW ; with an English Translation

and Annotations. By F. Tomkins, Esq., M.A., D.C.L.,

and W. G. Lemon, Est]., LL.lt., Barristcrs-at-Law.

London: Butterworths, 7, Fleet Street, Her Majesty's

Law Publishers.

POWELL'S EVIDENCE, by CUTLER and GRIFFIN.

Just published, i2ino., i6r. cloth,

jpowell's Law of Evidence.

Third Edition. By J. Cutler, B.A., Barrister,

Professor of English Law at King's College, London; and

E. F. Griffin, B.A., Barrister. \V ith Supplement, including

Statutes and Cases, 1869. The Supplement separately, is.

Loudon: Butterworths, 7, Fleet Street, Her Majesty's

Law Publishers.

STEPHEN'S COMMENTARIES—Sixth edition, 4 vols.,

8vo.f jCi 4s., cloth,

IV/Tr. Serjeant Stephen's New

COMMENTARlESontheLAWSofENGLAND,

partly founded on Blackstone. Sixth Edition. By James

Stephen, LL.D., of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law,

one of the Registrars of the Court of Bankruptcy, late

Professor of English Law at King's College, London, and

formerly Recorder of Poole.

London: Butterworths. 7, Fleet Street, Her Majesty's

Law Publishers.

STEPHEN'S QUESTIONS—8vo., 10s. 6d., cloth.

Questions for Law Students

on the SIXTH EDITION of Mr. SERJEANT

STEPHEN'S NEW COMMENTARIES on the LAWS

of ENGLAND. By James Stephen, LL.D., of the

Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

London : Butterworths, 7, Fleet Street, Her Majesty's

Law Publishers.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.

BRABROOK'S NEW WORK on CO-OPERATION.

Just published, price 6s., cloth,

TPhe Law and Practice of Co-

OPERATIVEorlNDUSTRIALand PROVIDENT

SOCIETIES : including the Winding-up Clauses, to which

arc added the Law of France on the same subject, and

remarks on Trades' Unions. By Edward W. Brabrook,

F.S. A., of Lincoln's Inn, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, Assistant-

Registrar of Friendly Societies in England, and Chief Clerk

in the Registration Office.

London: Butterworths, 7, Fleet Street, Her Majesty s

Law Publishers.

CELTICA.

1. WHITLEY STOKES.—THE CREA

TION of the WORLD. A Cornish Mystery in

Ancient Cornish. I-.dited, with a Translation (on

opposite pages) and Notes. 8vo., cloth, 6s.

2. OLD IRISH GLOSSARIES.—COR-

MAC'S GLOSSARY. Codex A {from a MS. in the

Library of the Royal Irish Academy).—O'DAVORKN'S

GLOSSARY (from a MS. in the British Museum), and

a GLOSSARY to the CALENDAR of OINGL'S the

CULDEE (from a M.S. in the Library of Trinity Col

lege, Dublin). Edited, with an Introduction and Index,

by W. Stokes, Esq. Bvo., cloth, 10s. bd.

3. THE four ancient BOOKS of

WALES, containing the Cymric Poems attributed to

the Bards of the Sixth Century. By William F.

Skene, a vols. 8vo., cloth, 36*.

4. THE DEAN of LISMORE'S BOOK:

a^ Selection of ANCIENT GAELIC POETRY.

Edited, with Translation, Introduction and Notes, by

the Rev. T. Maclauchlan and William F. Skene,

Esq. 8vo., cloth, 12s.

5. POPULAR TALES ofthe WESTERN

HIGHLANDS, orally collected, with a Translation by

J. F. Campbell. 4 vols., fcap. 8vo., cloth, 32J.

6. CELTIC STUDIES, from the German

of Dr. Hermann Ebel, with an Introduction on the

Roots, Stems and Derivatives, and on Case-endings of

Nouns in the Indo-European Languages. By W. K.

Sullivan, Ph. D. 8vo., cloth, 10s.

7. ZEUSS.-GRAMMATICA CELTICA.

E Monumentis vetustis tarn Hibernicx Linguae quani

Britannicarum Dialectorum Carnbricx, Cornicac, Are-

moricae comparatis Gallics priscae reliquiis. Editio II.

Curavit H. Ebel. (In afasc.) Fasc. I., royal 8ro., 12s.

8. BOURKE (Rev. U. J.)—COLLEGE

IRISH GRAMMAR. Third Edition, 121110., cloth, 45.

9. BOURKE. — EASY LESSONS, or

SELF-INSTRUCTION in IRISH. Fourth Edition,

i2tno., cloth, 41.

Williams & Norgath, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just Published, 8vo., cloth, price 5.1.

J^ New Translation of the
PSALMS : a Plea for Revisal of our Versions. By

the Rev. R. Cunningham Didham, M.A. Part I.,

Psalm I. to XXV. 8vo., cloth, price SJ.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just Published,

T-Temans's (Charles I.) His-

TORY of MEDI.-EVAL CHRISTIANITY and

SACRED ART in ITALY Ia.d. 900—1350;. Crown 8vo.,

cloth, 7J. 6d.

By the same Author,

HISTORY of- ANCIENT ' CHRISTI

ANITY and SACRED ART in ITALY. Crown8\o.,

cloth, 7*. 6d.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just Published, crown 8vo.f cloth, 5*.

CLermaii Poetry ; with the

^^ ENGLISH VERSIONS of the BEST TRANS

LATORS. Edited by H. E. Goldschmidt, Esq. Poems

of Goethe, Schiller, Freiligrath, Burger, Heine, Uhland,

Korner, &c, &c. Translated by Cavlyle, Dean Alford,

Anstcr, Blackie, Th. Martin, Shelley, Lord Ellesmere,

Lord Lytton, Coleridge, Longfellow, Skeat, Mrs. Kroeker,

Dr. Steele, Edgar Bowring, Garnett, &c.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just Published, 8vo,, cloth, 3J. 6d., Second Edition,

TVfanual of the Greek Acci-

DENCE, for the Use of Norwich School. By the

Rev. Augustus Jessop, M.A., Head Master. Second

Edition. 8vo., cloth, price 3J. 6d.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, 8vo., cloth, price 12s., post free,

"Physical Ethics, or the Science

of ACTION: an Essay. By Alfred Barratt,

Fellow of Brasenose College, Oxford.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden,

London; and 20 South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.
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13, Great Marlborough Street.

HUR8T & BLACKETT'S

NEW WORKS.

VOLUME II. of

Her Majesty s Toxver. By W.

HEPWORTH DIXON. Dedicated, by Express

Permission, to the Queen. Demy 8vo., \$s.

FOURTH EDITION, NOW READY.

" Mr. Dixon dashes off the scenes of Tower history with

grc;U spirit. His descriptions are given with such terseness

and vigour that we should spoil them by any attempt at

condensation. The greater part of the second volume is

occupied with the story of the Gunpowder Plot. The nar

rative is extremely interesting, and will repay perusal.

Another cause celibre possessed of a perennial interest is

the murder of Sir Thomas Ovcrbury by Lord and Lady

Somerset. Mr. Dixon tells the tale skilfully. In conclusion,

wc may congratulate the author on this, his latest work.

Fioth volumes are decidedly attractive, and throw much

light on our national history, but wc think the palm of

superior interest must be awarded to the second volume."—

The Times, Oct. 22.

Life and Remains of Robert Lee,

D.D., Minister of Old Greyfriars, Dean of the Chapel

Royal of Holyrood, and Chaplain in Ordinary to the

Queen, &c. By ROBERT HERBERT STORY,

Minister of Rosncath. With an Introductory Chapter

by Mrs. OL1PHANT, Author of "The Life of the

Rev. Edward Irving." 2 vols., 8vo., with Portrait, 30s.

*' This memoir fulfils one of the best uses of biography in

making us acquainted not only with a man of remarkable

character, talent, and energy, but in throwing light upon a

very distinct phase of society. It is a very curious and

important chapter of contemporary history, as well as the

story of a good and able life devoted to the sen-ice of God

and man."—Spectator.

Francis t/te First, and other His

toric Studies. By A. BAILLIE COCHRANE.

2 vols., IIS.

A Book about the Clergy. By J. C.

JEAFFRESON, Author of "A Book about Doctors,"

" A Book about Lawyers," flkc. a vols., 8vo.

\Just ready.

Fairy Fancies. By Lizzie Selina

EDEN. Illustrated by the Marchioness of Hastings.

1 vol., 10s. 6if. [/« December.

Cheap Edition of Robert Falconer.

By GEORGE MACDONALD, LL.D. 5*, bound

and illustrated.

THE NEW NOVELS.

The Unkind Word, and other

Stories. By the Author of "John Halifax." 2 vols.

*' The author of ' John Halifax' has written some inter

esting and fascinating stories, but we can call to mind

nothing from her pen that has a more enduring charm than

the fresh and graceful sketches in these volumes. Such a

character as Jessie, in 'The Unkind Word,' stands out from

a crowd of heroines as the type of all that is truly noble,

pure, and womanly."— Untied Service Magazine.

Dcbenham s Vote. By Amelia B.

EDWARDS, Author of " Barbara's History-." 3 vols.

"There is everything to amuse and interest in this book.

There is a wealth of excellent and spirited delineations of

persons and events, and positively new ground broken as

the scene of the incidents of a novel."—Post.

Noblesse Oblige. By Sarah Tytler.

Author of " Citoyenne Jacqueline." 3 vols.

"Whatever Miss Tytler publishes is worth reading. Her

book is original and rich in observation. Her heroes and

heroines are pure and noble studies in English life of the

better sort."—Pall Mall Gazette.

Guy Vernon. By the Hon. Mrs.

WOULFE. 3 vols.

" In these pages there is a freshness and healthy strength

which give interest and value to ' Guy Vernon.' "—Post.

Viola. By the Author of " Caste."

3 vols.

"A clever and most carefully written novel."—/**// Mall

Gazette.

Forgotten by the World. 3 vols.

The Dukes Honour. By Edward

WILBERFORCE,Author of" Social Life in Munich,"

&c. 3 vols. [/« December.

SAMPSON LOW & CO.'S LIST.

Ready at all the Libraries.

NOTES IN ENGLAND AND ITALY,

described in Familiar Letters. By Mrs. NATHANIEL

HAWTHORNE (Widow of the Novelist), i vol.,

post 8vo.r tor. bd.

NORMANDY PICTURESQUE: a New

Artistic Book of Tmvd. By HENRY BLACKBURN,

Author of "Artists and Arabs," &c. Demy 8vo., cloth

extra, with numerous Illustrations, i6>.

ART IN ENGLAND, Notes and Studies.

By BUTTON COOK. Small post 8vo., 6>.

HITHERTO: a Story of Yesterdays.

The New Novel by the Author of "The Gayworthys."

3 vols., post 8vo., 31*. dd.

DAVID LLOYD'S LAST WILL, by

HESBA STRETTON. a vols., aw.

A SEARCH FOR WINTER SUNBEAMS

in the Riviera. Corsica, Algiers, and Spain. By the

Hon. SAMUEL S. COX. With numerous graphic

Woodcuts, Chromo-lithugraphs, and Steel Engravings.

8vo., cloth extra, price ioj.

Christmas Books.
THE FAVOURITE POEMS OF ENGLAND : a

National Gift Book.

FAVOURITE ENGLISH POEMS AND

POETS. An entirely new and extended Edition, with

320 Engravings on wood, produced in the very* best

style of wood-cot printing. Handsomely bound in cloth

extra, silk headband, &c, £1 is. In half morocco,

Roxburgh style, or tree marble calf extra, 30*. In

morocco extra, 42J.

" When wc say that the list of artists includes the names

of Messrs. Harrison Weir, Birkct Foster, J. C. Horsley,

Charles Keene, Pcrcival Skelton, John Gilbert, Gustave

Dore", and E. Duncan, and that each of these appears to

have done his very best, and to have worked in harmony,

we have said enough to recommend the re-issue of this

volume far and wide. The poems are taken mustly from

writers of the last three centuries, and the illustrations

amount to upwards of 300."— Times.

A DREAM BOOK. By E. V. B. Twelve

Drawings in Pen and Pencil, or Sepia, by E. V. B., Illus

trator of "A Story without an End," &c, reproduced

in perfect Fac-simile by the Autotype Process, with

Letterpress Descriptions. Medium 410., handsomely

bound, gilt edges, price 31J. 6V/.

WONDERS OF ITALIAN ART. By

LOUIS VIARDOT. Square demy 8vo., illustrated

with 10 Autotype Reproductions of Celebrated Engrav

ings, and 30 Woodcuts, handsomely bound, cloth extra,

gilt edges, 12J. 6d.

MARVELS OF GLASS-MAKING : its

Description and History, from the Earliest Times to the

Present. By A. SAUZAY. With 48 Illustrations on

Wood, and 8 Autotype Copies of the Best Examples of

Roman, Venetian, and German Glass in the South

Kensington Museum. Square demy 8vo., handsomely

bound, cloth extra, gilt edges, price 12s. 6d.

CHRIST IN SONG. Hymns of Immanuel,

selected from ail Ages, with Notes. By PHILIP

SCHAFF, D.D. Crown 8vo., toned paper, beautifully

Srinted at the Chiswick Press. With Initial Letters and

rnaments, and handsomely bound, price 8s. 6d.

LORD CHESTERFIELD'S LETTERS,

CLARENDON PRESS

BOOKS.

Mr. E. A. Freeman's History of the Nor

man Conquest of England.

Vol. III. The Reign of Harold and the

Interregnum. With Maps and a Plan of the Battle

of Hastings, after a Drawing made expressly fur this

Work by Col. Sir Henry James, R.E., F.R.S. 8vo.,

31S.

Vols. I. and II., 8vo., price i8j. each. New

Edition of Vol. I. in the Press.

Vesuvius. By Professor Phillips. With

Coloured Map of the Lava-Currents classed in Centuries

and other Maps and Illustrations. Crown 8vo., ioj. 6rf.

Contents.—Vesuvius at Rest—In Action—In the

19th Century—Periods of Rest and Activity—Character-

ihiicPhenoincna—Form anfl Structure—Minerals—Lava

and Ashes, &c

0LAEEND0N PEESS SERIES.

Greek Verbs, Irregular and Defective.

By W. Veitck. New and Revised Edition. Extra

fcap. 8vo., 8j. 6d.

The Golden Treasury of Ancient Greek

Poetry. With Introductory Notices and Notes. By

R. S. Weight, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo., 8r. id.

Theocritus. The Idylls and Epigrams.

Edited, with English Notes and Preface, by Herbert

Snow, M.A., Assistant Master at Eton. Extra fcap.

8vo., 4J. 6tt.

Cicero pro Cluentio. With Introduction

and English Notes. By the late Professor W. Ramsay,

M.A. Edited by G. G. Ramsay, M.A. Extra fcap.

8vo., 3*. CJ.

Cicero. Extracts, with English Notes.

P,y Henry Walford, M.A. In Three Parts. Extra

fcap. 8vo., is. 6ti. each.

Cornelius Nepos. With English Notes.

By Oscar Browning, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo., ax. 6d.

Ovid : Selections for the use of Schools.

With Introductions and Notes. By the late Professor

W. Ramsay, M.A. Edited by G. G. Ramsay, M.A.

Extra fcap. 8vo., 5*. 6d.

Selections from the Less-Known Latin

Poets. By North Pinder, M.A. Demy Svo., 15s.

Passages for Translation into Latin. For

the use of Passmen and others. Selected by J. ^ .

Sargent, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap, 8vo.>

2s. 6d.

Cicero's Philippic Orations. With English

Notes. By the Rev. J. R. King, M.A. 8vo., ioj. 6d.

The Elements of Deductive Logic, de

signed mainly for the use of Junior Students in the

Universities. By T. Fowler, M.A. Third Edition,

with Examples. Extra fcap. 8vo., 3J. 6rf.

Shakespeare. Select Plays. Edited by

W. G. Clark, M.A., and W. Aldis Wright, M.A.

I. The Merchant of Venice. Extra fcap. 8vo., is.

II. Richard the Second. Extra fcap. 8vg.F is. 6u.

III. Macbeth. Extra fcap. 8vo., if. 6d.

Pope's Essay on Man. Edited, with

Introduction and Notes, by Mark Pattison, B.D.

Extra fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

Typical Selections from the Best British

Authors. With Introductory Notices, Extra, fcap.

8vo., 4s. 6d. [This day.

Bacon. Advancement of Learning. Edited,

SENTENCES, and MAXIMS. With Introduction

by the Editor, and Essay on Chesterfield by M. DE

STE.-BEUVE, of the French Academy. Forming the

New Volume of the Bayard Series.

The following Volumes of this Series are now ready, price

as. 6d., each Volume complete in itself, printed at the

Chiswick Press, bound by Burn, flexible cloth extra,

gilt leaves, with silk headbands and registers.

The Storvof the Chevalier Bayard. By M. dcBervillc.

De Joinvillr's St. Louis, King of France.

The Essays of Abraham Cowley, including Prose Works.

Abdallah ; or, the Four Leaves. byEdouard Laboullaye.

Table-Talk and Opinions of Napoleon Buonaparte.

Vathek : an Oriental Romance. By William Beckford.

The King and the Commons : a Selection of Cavalier

and Puritan Song. Edited by Prof. Morley.

Words of Wellington : Maxims and Opinions of the

Great Duke.

Dr. Johnson's Rasshlas, Prince of Abyssinia.

Hazlitt's Round Table. With Biographical Introduction.

The Religio Medici. By Sir Thomas Browne.

Ballad Poetry of the Affections. By Robert Bu

chanan.

Coleridge's Christabel, and other Imaginative Poems.

With Preface by A. C. Swinburne.

Lord Chesterfield's Letters and Maxims. With

Life by M. de Ste.-Beuve.

" To our readers who have never yet seen this collection

wc recommend the cheap experiment of sending for one of

the books comprised in it. They arc not equally well edited

by any means, but they are selected with great judgment,

and cheaper, handsomer little books arc not to be had."—

Pall Mall Gazette. I

with Introduction and Notes, by W. Aldis Wright,

M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo., cloth, 4*. 6d.

OXFORD : PRINTED AT THE CLARENDON PRESS,

AND PUBLISHED BY MACMILLAN AND CO.,

LONDON, PUBLISHERS TO THE UNIVERSITY.
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THE ACADEMY.

" Inter silvas Academi qu^rere verl'm."

NOTICE.

Readers are reminded that the mention of New Publications,

Articles, &V., in our lists is intended as a guarantee of their

importance.

The Editor of The Academy cannot undertake to return com

munications which are not askedfor.

The next number will be published on Saturday, fan. Sl/i, and

advertisements should be sent in by the yd.

General Literature and Art.

History of the Slavonian Language and Literature in all Dia

lects. [ Gtschichtt der Slavischen Sprache u. Literatur nach alien

Mundarten.\—By Paul Joseph Schafarik. Prague : Tempsky. (A

Reprint.)

The name of Schafarik is well known to all Slavonic

scholars ; but the majority of his works being written in the

Czech (Bohemian) idiom, are inaccessible except to the

very few. It may be worth while, therefore, to premise a

few words respecting his principal works, and the influence

which he has exercised on the literary movement of Slavonic

countries.

Paul Joseph Schafarik was born in 1795, in. the little

town of Kobelarova, in the north of Hungary—not that he

was a Hungarian, for all the northern part of the kingdom

of St. Stephen is inhabited by the Slovac people, whose speech

is a dialect of Czech. He was meant for the Church, read

in divers towns in his country, applying himself betimes to

the study of Slavonic languages and literatures, and finishing

up with Jena. In 181 8 he made the acquaintance of

Palacky, and published in concert with the future historian

a volume on Czech Prosody; but before this he had himself

written The Muse of the Carpathians, a collection of poetry.

About this time he became a teacher in a newly-founded

grammar school at Neusatz (Novi-sad), the principal town of

the Hungarian Serbs, where he had abundant opportunities

for studying this interesting people, so nearly related to his

•own. This was the moment in which the idea of the soli

darity of the Slavonic nations of the Austrian Empire became

rife—the " Slavische Wechselseitigkeit," as the poet Kollar

called it. Dobrowsky, too, had already shown in his philo

logical works the impossibility of studying one of the Slavonic

languages without the rest ; and Schafarik now threw him

self into the comparative study of Slavonic literatures and

civilizations, the first fruits of which was the book before us.

All his subsequent works, of which the most important are

the Slavonic Antiquities, the Slavonic Ethnography, and the

voluminous Origines of Slavonic Literature, are but the

<levelopment of particular chapters in this, and form a

group around it. The Austrian Government was not back

ward in rewarding him. He was made " Censor Royal" at

Prague, from which uncongenial duty he retired on the

triumph of the reaction after 1848, and died in 1861.

After Schafarik's death a new edition of his works, in

3 vols., was undertaken, comprising the Antiquities, with

the additions, found in MS., and some articles contributed to

Bohemian Reviews. The Ethnography went through three

editions in his lifetime, and many of his works are still in

demand. The History of Literature, of which only a small

edition was printed by subscription in 1826, had become

very rare even before his death. It is an elementary manual,

for the use of the student who may be following for himself

any one of the Slavonic literatures. Schafarik himself

considered it highly defective in many ways, but its utility

in the midst of a general ignorance of the subject, was very

great. Being written in German, it was accessible at once

to the Austrian Slavonians, to Germans, and to the cultivated

of every nation ; and from it has been derived the little

that has been known in non-Slavonic countries about Sla

vonic literature. On it were based three books, more clear,

less bristling with facts, perhaps, too, less accurate, which

have contributed, nevertheless, to diffuse some knowledge of

the subject: An Historical View of the Slavic Language in

its Various Dialects, published partly at Andover, U.S., in

the BiblicalRepository for April and July, 1834, by Robinson,

the learned author of Biblical Researches. Robinson mar

ried a German lady well versed in the Slavonic literatures,

Therese von Jacob, known in German literature under the

pseudonym " Talvj," who brought out her husband's book

at New York in 1850, with considerable additions of detail.

This manual is easier reading than Schafarik, and was

translated into German in 1852. In 1837 E. von O. (Olb-

recht) published at Leipzig Ucbersicht der Slavischen

Sprache; and two years later M. Eichhoff published at

Paris a short resume of it. All these works are due origin

ally to Schafarik. It remains to mention two other works :

Lcs Slaves, Cours professes au College de France, by Mickie-

wicz, Professor of Slavonic Literature at Paris, a work

eloquent and poetical, but inexact and uncritical, besides

being disfigured at the end by lamentable digressions on the

folly of Messianism ; and a history, published at St. Peters

burg by the Russian Pypine in 1865 ; Obzor Istoriy Slavi-

anskih Literatur, founded on Schafarik, but completed by a

careful study of the literature since 1825.

Schafarik was well aware of the advance that had been

made, and though proposals were more than once made to

him to republish his History of Sclavonic Literature, he

always refused. He knew, indeed, that no better work deal

ing with the subject as a whole had appeared, but he felt a

difficulty about giving to the public a work which fell short

of the actual state of knowledge. His own copy is scribbled

over with notes, which he doubtless intended some day to

utilise. These M. Adalbert Schafarik has printed at the end

of the present edition. Filial sentiment has induced him to

reprint the work without the alteration of a single syllable.

This, though perfectly intelligible, seems to me a mistake

from a purely scientific point of view ; as the reprint, while

retaining its interest for the professional scholar, loses much

of its value for the literary public at large. Many facts

which in Schafarik's time were considered to be established,

are no longer so ; but there is nothing to apprise the un

initiated reader of the mistakes to which he will be liable if

he takes the book of 1825 as the foundation of his studies.

For example, at p. 60 of the present edition we find a com

parative table of Sclavonic alphabets. This gives the ortho

graphy of the Sclavonic dialects of 1829. Since that time,

however, the Croats, Dalmatians, Czechs, and Wends (i.e.

the Slovenians of Carinthia, Istria, and Carniola), have

entirely changed their orthography. A German or English

reader who should attempt to decipher a modern book with

the help of this table, would find himself completely "at sea.

Again, in the additions borrowed from Schafarik's marginal

notes, the editor makes mention of a work which he calls

The Gusla ; a selection of Illyrian poetry, collected in Dal-

matia, Bosnia, Croatia, and the Herzogovina (Paris, 1827),

and adds " The reputed editor is Count Sorgo." Now,
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nothing could be more natural than that Schafarik in 1827

should have believed in the authenticity of The Gus/a, and

attributed the collection to Count Sorgo ; but now-a-days

everybody is aware that the collection is nothing but a lite

rary hoax of M. Me"rime'e. Here, again, the reader should

have been warned. Similarly it is to be feared that he will

be somewhat disappointed with the short notices of men who

have now acquired a European reputation, but whose fame

was only dawning in 1826. Every cultivated man has heard

vaguely of Mickiewicz the great Polish poet. He is described

in Schafarik as a young Lithuanian poet of great promise,

who has written two remarkable volumes of verse. Palacky,

the celebrated historian of Bohemia, is noticed as the author

of certain poems and a work on art in Bohemian. We see

the first glimmer of the great Sclavonic movement in the

1 9th century ; but of the movement itself we see nothing.

Knowing how ignorant most readers are of Sclavonic matters,

I may, perhaps, venture on a word of warning. It is neces

sary to beware of taking this work as the last word on the

subject. Otherwise prejudices may be contracted which

afterwards it may be difficult to dismiss. For myself, I feel

very grateful to the publisher who has put at my disposal a

work so valuable and desirable ; but it is with some mistrust

that I invite the public to its perusal. It is much to be

desired that some savant in Prague should take up Schafarik's

incomplete work, and write the history of Sclavonic litera

ture in the 19th century, pointing out without hesitation the

points in which Schafarik is deficient. It would really be

the best tribute that could be paid to the memory of the

great Sclavonic scholar. Louis Leger.

Schiller's Bride of Messina. [Zu Schiller's Braul von Messina].—By

Felix Liebrccht. 1869.

Dr. Liebrecht thinks that he has found the source from

which Schiller borrowed, not only the general plot, but

even a certain number of verses in his tragedy The Bride

of Messina. Dr. Liebrecht is well known by his learned

works on the legends and tales of the Middle Ages ; he is,

in fact, the best authority on that curious branch of literature,

and his bibliographic knowledge is of unusual extent. Few

people, if by chance they lighted on such a book, would

think of reading La Mart d'Abe/, Tragedie en trois actes et en

vers,par le citoyen Legouve (Paris, 1793) ; but this is the very

book from which Dr. Liebrecht imagines that Schiller bor

rowed the general idea of his Brant von Messina, nay, from

which he is supposed to have actually transferred certain

thoughts and expressions. Legouve''s plot is very simple.

Cain hates Abel, because he, as a shepherd, leads an easy

life, whereas he, Cain, has to till the land in the sweat of his

brow. He feels especially aggrieved, because he imagines

that his parents love Abel better than him.

At last Adam succeeds in assuaging the anger of Cain. A

reconciliation takes place, but it does not last long. The

failure of his own sacrifice rouses Cain's envy afresh, and he

kills his brother. Afterwards he repents, leaves his people,

and retires into solitude, in order to wait for the punishment

that is to come.

In Schiller's Braut von Messina the two brothers hate

each other, and though the motive of their hatred is kept

dark, it is frequently-hinted that the one, Don Caesar, thinks

that he is less loved by his mother than his brother. The

mother succeeds in assuaging their hatred, and a recon

ciliation takes place. But very soon a new passion breaks

out in the heart of Don Caesar. He falls in love with the

same person as his brother, and kills his brother in a fit of

jealousy. Then follows repentance, and Don Ccesar con

demns himself to die.

There are coincidences, no doubt, between the two plays,

but there are also considerable differences. Dr. Liebrecht

admits this, but he uses the very differences in support of his

theory. He thinks that he can trace the working of Schiller's

mind, and how he came to deviate from his original. In

Legouve's play, Cain, as we saw, retires penitent into

solitude to await his doom. In the Bride of Messina, Don

Ctesar, as if speaking for the poet himself, explains why he

does not retire into solitude, but prefers death to a life-long

grief. He says :—

' ' Wohl lasst der Pfeil sich aus dem Herzen ziehn ;

Doch nie wird das verletzte mehr gesunden.

Lebe, wer's kann, ein Leben der Zerknirschung,

Mit strengen Busskasteiungen allmahlig

Abschopfend eine ew'ge Schuld.—Ich kann

Nicht leben, Mutter, mit gebroch'nem Herzen."

Brant von Messina.

Dr. Liebrecht goes even a step further, and thinks that

Schiller, after having read Legouve's tragedy, carried on his

researches into the story of Abel and Cain in other lite

ratures, and that, finding how the Jews in later times as

cribed Cain's hatred of Abel to jealousy, he took up that

motive and introduced it into his own play. Dr. Liebrecht

says that, according to the Midrasch, Abel and Cain quar

relled about a twin sister, who had been born together with

Abel. Abel demanded her, because she was born at the

same time with him ; Cain claimed her by right of primo

geniture. From the Jews this legend, like many others,

travelled on to the Mohammedans. Weil, in his important

work Die Biblischcn Legenden der Musclmiinncr (Frankfortr

1845), te"s l'ie Mohammedan legend of Eve giving birth to

several daughters, whom Adam married to his sons. When

Adam gave the most beautiful to Abel, Cain was discontented,

and demanded her for himself, though he had already a

wife. The same story is told with greater detail by Her-

belot, s.v. Cabil, and there Cain distinctly accuses his father

of an undue preference for Abel. Adam then proposes that

a sacrifice should determine whether Abel or Cain is to

receive the bride, and when Abel's sacrifice is preferred.

Cain kills his brother. Epiphanius mentions that the Archon-

tines, a heretical sect, believed that Cain and Abel were

sons of Eve and the serpent, and " ambos sororis amore

flagrasse," and that Cain killed Abel, "nam utrumque Dia-

boli e stirpe procreatum, ut diximus, affirmant"

Here it seems to us as if Dr. Liebreclit's vast erudition had

carried him too far. Admitting that Schiller knew Legouve's

tragedy of Abel and Cain, admitting also that it suggested

to him the first idea of working out the same plot, only

transferred to a more appropriate and more interesting stage,

what motive was there more natural in modern society to

account for the hatred of the two brothers than jealousy, in

the ordinary sense of the word ? It was not necessary to

search the Talmud in order to discover there that modi

fication of the ancient story, nor is there any evidence to

show that Schiller, though he paid attention to contem

porary French literature, ever indulged in the study of

Jewish legends.

We doubt, in fact, whether Dr. Liebrecht's hypothesis

that Schiller took his plot from Legouve would have com

manded any general assent, if it were not for certain

coincidences between verses occurring in both plays. The

story of Abel and Cain, even as it is read in the Bible,

might surely by itself have suggested the idea of writing a

tragedy that should turn on the hatred of brothers. There

was Cesner's poem, Der Tod Abels, which at that time

enjoyed considerable popularity, and which, if, as Dr. Lieb

recht says, it served as a model to Legouve, might still

more easily have influenced Schiller. Nay, that there are
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passages in Schiller's Braut von Messina which remind us of

Gesner's poem, is admitted by Dr. Liebrecht himself. But,

while he allows the possibility that Gesner's poem may have

exercised a distant and vague influence on Schiller's mind,

he takes a very different view of the debt which the German

poet owes to the French playwright He maintains that

Schiller's memory was so full of Legouve's poetry, while he

was writing his own tragedy, that whole verses came from

his pen, which were originally the work of Legouve. We

shall put the evidence before our readers such as we find it.

LEGOUVE.

Lc frere est un ami domic" par la na

ture.

Serpent, dans tes rcplis tu veux m'en-

velopper !

C'est pour m'assassincr que ta hainc

m'embrasse !

Vicns, pour les en instruirc, et leur rendre

la paix,

Nous montrer cmbrasses a Icurs yeux

satisfaits.

Ah ! que vois-je ? Mes yeux, faut-il que

je vous croic ?

En fans chcris,

Que mes flancs ont porte's, que mon sein

a nourris,

Le sang a triomphc" ! l'amilie vous ras-

scmble !

Et ces bras rnaternels vous recoivent

ensemble !

Yx vous vous embrasscz sur ce cocur pal

pitant !

Tous ses maux ont cesse' dans un sidoux

instant ;

Je sens tomber le poids de ma douleur

amcre :

Je suis done une fois heurcuse d'etre

mere.

SCHILLER.

Wohl dem, dem die Natur den Brudcr

gab.

; Ancrschaffen

1st ihm dcr Freund.

Giftvolle Schlangc ! Das ist Deinc

Liebe?

Desswegen Iogst Du tuckisch mir Vcr-

siihnung ?

Teh habe sic einander Herz an Herz

V marmen srhn—cin nic erlebtcr Anblick !

Nun endiich ist mir der crwunschtc Tag,

Der lang ersehntc, fctliche, en>chicnen—

Vereint seh ich die Herzcn meiner Kin

der,

Wie ich die Hiinde leicht zusammenfiige,

Und im vcrtrauten Krcis zum Ersten-

mal

Kami sich das Herz der Mutter freudig

uffnen.

We cannot bring ourselves to believe that evidence such

as this can be deemed sufficient to establish—we need not

say the charge of plagiarism, for Dr. Liebrecht does not look

upon it in that light—but even the imputation of unconscious

repetition which has been brought against Schiller. Let

poets decide, if critics cannot ; but surely the thoughts and

words occurring in these lines are very commonplace,

and might well pass for the common property of all poets.

Lven if it were proved that Schiller had read Legouve"s play,

could such verses have made so deep an impression as to

reproduce themselves unconsciously in the memory of the

poet ? Dr. Liebrecht is no doubt a man whose judgment on

such matters ought not to be lightly set aside. He has spent

his life in tracing the points of coincidence in the story-

literature of all the nations of the world ; he must often have

had to decide in his own mind whether certain similarities

in the plot of a story, or in the wording of sentences and

verses, were such as to prove that they had been borrowed

by one author from another, or whether they required the

admission of a common source, or lastly, whether they might

have occurred independently to different writers in different

countries and different ages. But we are bound to confess

that unless there is more evidence still to come, the above-

mentioned coincidences between the verses of Legouve' and

Schiller do not seem such as to require the admission of Dr.

Liebrecht's theory. Even if a copy of Legouve with Schiller's

own notes in it could be produced, we should doubt that he

"was indebted to it for more than a suggestion of the plot. Such

suggestions, however, every poet receives, whether reading

in his room or walking in the streets. They are the food

on which he lives, which he accepts or rejects, which he

assimilates and digests, which supplies, in fact, the very

life of his poetical imagination, and of which he has not to

give an account to anybody. How many a painter, when

walking through a gallery, has been struck by an expression

of countenance or an effect of light, perhaps imperfectly

rendered, but suggestive of that higher excellence which he,

at some time or other, imparts to it on his own canvas !

Are we to say that the perfect picture was suggested by the

failure ? And, if not, why should we think that Schiller's

master-work, Die Braut von Messina, owes anything to La

Mori a"Abel, Tragedie en trois actes par le citoyen Legouve I

It is a privilege of rich people that they do not know the

temptation of stealing ; and to imagine that Schiller, when

writing his Brautvon Messina, gathered up these dry crumbs

from under the table of Legouve, seems to us to run counter

to all the laws of probability. Max Ml'ller.

Satires and Epistles of Horace.—Conington. London : Bell and

Daldy : pp. xxiii. 20 1.

The Latin of Horace's Satires and Epistles is very far from

having the same characteristic importance as that of the

Odes and even the Epodes. As a lyric poet in all matters

of form, Horace is one of the most independent, most indi

vidual, and most creative artists that the world has ever seen.

As a satirist and essayist, his individuality shows itself only

in his selection of topics, and his talent for hitting the tone

which his contemporaries had missed. For these reasons a

translator may expect a complete and more legitimate suc

cess in dealing with the Satires and Epistles than with the

Odes. The Odes are intrinsically superior ; they have

proved more generally attractive, but it is impossible to re

produce the language which Horace created for them, it is

impossible to tell which of the many dialects of modern poetry

is the least inappropriate substitute. In the Satires and Epis

tles Horace simply uses the language of good society as he

found it in his days ; a translator forfeits nothing when he sub

stitutes the language ofgood society in ours. In his translation

of the Odes Mr. Conington shewed that he knew what no other

translator has known—the conditions of the problem ; he

attempted nothing that was not possible and desirable, and

he performed very much of what he attempted. In his last

work he has had less to attempt, and, at the same time, less

to sacrifice, and the performance is almost perfect ; the only

thing deserving to be called a fault is one that no writer in

couplets between Chaucer and Morris has altogether escaped ;

the little words are occasionally squeezed out under me

trical pressure. The instances of this are not too numerous

to be counted, but it would have been thankless to enumerate

them even if it were not too late to alter them. Nor will

any reader criticise now the \vuy(ipua rZiv aiaxpwv which

has effaced features of the original, which are neither incon

spicuous nor insignificant.

The metre selected is the decasyllabic couplet as written

by Cowper in many of his lighter poems. The only alterna

tive was of course the metre of Hudibras, which only escapes

being flat by an exuberant jollity most inappropriate to

Horace. The translator states in the preface that Cowper's

metre reproduce's Horace's ease and terseness, while Pope's

metre has less ease, and its terseness is antithetical. He

adds that he himself has often introduced a shade of epigram

not to be found in the original. This of course is justified

on the principle of compensation to which every translator

must appeal. When we have said that in English the con

densation of even conversational Latin is not always attain

able, and that it is not always possible for a translator to

have all the links of connection for the reader to supply,

after the manner of his discursive original, we have stated all

the allowances that have to be made. With these allow

ances, Mr. Conington's last work may fairly claim to be an

adequate representation, free and faithful, of the wisdom

and persiflage of Horace.
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Here are some charming gastronomic oracles from the

Fourth Satire of the Second Book :—

" Aufidius used Falernian, rich and strong,

To mingle with his honey ; he did wrong.

The flesh of roes that feed upon the vine

Is not to be relied on when you dine."

It would be hard to get a better equivalent for the pom

posity of the original, empty yet not glaringly absurd.

Mere is a specimen of Horace's more serious manner

from the Seventeenth Epistle of the First Book :—

" If rest is what you like, and sleep till eight,

If dust and rumbling wheels are what you hate,

If tavern life disgust you, then repair

To Ferentinum and turn hermit there,

For wealth has no monopoly of bliss

And life unnoticed is not lived amiss.

But if you'd help your friends, and like a treat,

Then drop dry bread, and take to juicy meat.

' If Aristippus could but dine off greens,

He'd cease to cultivate his kings and queens.'

' If that rude snarlcr knew but queens and kings,

He'd think his greens unprofitable things.'

Thus far the rival sages. Tell me true

Whose words you think the wisest of the two."

One more extract will show how well the translator has

caught the tone of his author, who is just amusing, without

being really amused himself.

" Turn to the poor : their megrims are as strange ;

Hath, cockloft, barber, eating-house they change ;

They hire a boat ; your born aristocrat

Is not more squeamish, tossing in his yacht."

Those who are dissatisfied with this have overvalued

Horace. G. A. Simcox.

Mediteval Art in Palermo. [Mitlelallcrlicfic A'nnst in Pafirr/10.]

—By Anton Springer. Bonn : 1869.

For students who have not time nor money enough to

spend on the large and luxurious work of Gravina, this little

Essay of Herr Springer's will be found to contain a judicious

account of Palermitan art. The monuments of that often-

sacked and hard-battered city, once the equal sister of

Cordova and Bagdad, are an object at once of much

difficulty and much interest to the explorer. Probably no

other city at all approaching Palermo in importance has so

few untouched monuments of any given period. Its build

ings have almost all suffered a process, continuing from one

age to another, of that accretion which is transformation,

and that restoration which is demolition. Demolition pure

and simple, moreover, has, of course, overtaken an immense

number of the buildings that were once its glory ; so that of

the four or five hundred mosques that Ibn Haukal, the mer

chant of Bagdad, saw there in the second century of the

Moslem domination, not one remains, even under a trans

formed aspect, that can with certainty be recognised. A

few isolated fragments of them, says Herr Springer—a few

detached shafts or so —are alone to be found incorporated

and turned to account in the construction of later Christian

edifices. Still less have we any trustworthy remains of

architecture dating from the three peaceful centuries—

peaceful by comparison with the rest of Sicilian history—

which preceded the Mahommedan conquest, and during

which Sicily remained a province of the Eastern Empire,

exposed at once and in equal degrees to Latin and to

Byzantine influences, providing a home on equal terms for

the monks of the Orders of St. Benedict and St. Basil, and

chiefly assimilating, as it seems, the influence of Rome in

the forms of religious worship, the influence of Byzantium

in the forms of architectural design and construction.

Herr Springer, probably with the righteous desire of

reducing his Essay within small compass, abstains from

including in it any sketch of what it is necessary to know

before the art of Palermo can at all be understood in its

singularly syncretic, imperfect, and yet interesting character

(if one has a right to speak thus of art of which one's know

ledge is book-knowledge only)—I mean the history of the

city's fortunes during its period of artistic pre-eminence,

from the middle of the ninth to the end of the twelfth century.

How Palermo fell into Moslem hands four years after the

first invasion of Sicily by Ased with his Arabs and Berbers

from Kairewan in 827 ; how it waxed in wealth and im

portance in spite of sieges and sackings; how its Emirs

fought to establish their independence of the central autho

rity of the Fatimites, with constant vicissitudes of bloody

rebellion and bloodier subjugation, until about 950 Has

san succeeded in founding the strong hereditary dynasty

of the Kelbites ; how in the course of a century this dynasty

degenerated ; how the youngest of the conquering sons of

Tancred brought his Normans from Apulia, won Sicily back

to the Cross, and left his son and his son's sons to be Kings

at Palermo to the third generation, until Constance brought

" the Kingdom " as a disastrous heritage into the House of

Hohenstaufen,—of all this the present writer pre-supposes in

his readers a sufficient knowledge. Isolated pictures of the

state of Palermo at two different periods during these three

and a half centuries he does give us ; one drawn by Ibn

Haukal during its period of prosperity under the Kelbites

towards the end of the tenth century, and vividly setting

forth the character of its unbigoted, mongrel, idle, garlic-

eating population of mixed Moslems and Christians ; the

other drawn by Ebn Giobair, two hundred years ' later,

during the other period of the city's prosperity under the

Norman reign of the second or good William, great-grand

son of Roger Guiscard. The first monument of art concern

ing which Herr Springer enters into details is the church of

S. Giovanni degli Eremitani, a building as purely Oriental in

character as any Delhi mosque, in virtue of its round bulbous

domes, springing immediately from the flat above the

plain masonry of outer walls that have neither eave nor

cornice ; but which yet seems certainly to have been built

for Christian worship in the 12th century. Herr Springer

concludes that it is uncertain whether this Oriental fashion

of the cupola, and the further Oriental fashion of the pointed

arch (as used decoratively rather than constructively) are to

be traced to the immediate influence of the Saracen con

querors, or to remoter influences, that might long before

the Saracen conquest have spread both east and west, to

Byzantines and Moors alike, from Syria where these fashions

had been known for half-a-dozen centuries almost.

Herr Springer goes on to show how existing remains, and

especially the remains of Sta. Maria dell' Ammiraglio, prove

the prevalence, during the first years of the Norman rule,

of a purely Byzantine scheme of church architecture, that

of a central rectangular construction, surmounted by a cu

pola, and having internally four equidistant columns united

by pointed arches, and surrounded with bays or travces

formed by further pointed arches proceeding laterally and

diagonally outwards from the same main columns. And next,

how the monks of the Cistercian and mendicant Orders by-

and-bye imported into Sicily the Romanesque style from the

North ; so that the churches next in date show examples of

Romanesque construction modified with Byzantine or Moorish

detail. It is the use of the pointed arch in this detail that

has induced the learned Gravina to claim the name Sicilian

for that architecture which is known to us as Gothic. Our

author goes on to describe the little Cappdla palatina of the

castle of Palermo as the first example of a syncretic or

eclectic tendency entirely unchecked ; showing the mixture
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of " classic columns, classicised capitals, Moorish pointed

arches, a cupola of Byzantine construction, an Arab roof

decorated with stalactitic work, and a ground plan corre

sponding to the western Basilica." Then we are called to

notice the traces of English influence in the cathedral

founded in the reign of William the Good by the English

archbishop Ofamilius (Walter of the Mill). To the great

church and monastery of Monreale, with the wonderful carving

of its cloister columns and capitals (recently, I believe, pho

tographed for South Kensington), Herr Springer devotes

some space, but might well have devoted more. Leaving

ecclesiastical architecture, he proceeds to describe the

palaces Cuba and Zisa, more than half Eastern pleasure-

houses in which the Norman kings led their lives of more

than half Eastern pomp and luxury, with their harems, their

guard of eunuchs, their Mussulman artists, and servants.

Similar and lesser palaces of the barons of the kingdom are

enumerated ; and the author then passes to a short account of

the arts of metal casting, stone-carving, and mosaic painting

as practised at Palermo during the epoch in question ; arts

about which there is a great deal that is interesting to say,

and with reference to which I think Herr Springer really

almost overdoes his virtue of brevity. His little book might

with advantage be enlarged and supplemented ; and would

be much more useful to the student if some plain woodcuts,

and especially a few architectural ground plans, were substi

tuted for the two very elaborate and not very instructive

lithographs, which (with one quite imperfect ground plan)

are all that we are here allowed in the way of pictorial

comment on the text. Sidney Colvin.

The Scenery of Greece and its Islands.—By William Linton.

London : Cassell.

This is a delightful book of illustrations. It contains fifty

views from various parts of Greece, sketched from nature,

and representing the most interesting scenes and sites in that

country. The execution is highly artistic, the points of view

being well chosen, and the effects given with much skill and

feeling ; and the distances, in particular, are reproduced with

clearness and delicacy—a point of great importance, where

so many features of the ground have associations of their

own. The lights and shadows are especially well managed,

for while they are usually effective, but few of those impos

sible contrasts are introduced, which form at once the charm

and the defect of Mr. Bartlett's striking illustrations. To

these attractions must be added the picturesqueness of the

country, as well as the interest of the subject.

The scenery of Greece is, indeed, equal in beauty, if not

superior, to that of any country in Europe. Though inferior

to Switzerland in wildness, and to Italy in luxuriance, it

unites those two qualities in a way which cannot be found

in either of those regions. The combination of snow peaks

with southern vegetation is seen, no doubt, in the Italian

valleys of the Alps ; but in the Val Anzasca or the valley of

Aosta the chestnut groves or vineyards in the foreground

are marred by the wild glacier streams which tear through

them, and the boulders which appear at various points, so

that we cannot really feel that we are in the " sweet south."

In Greece, on the other hand, these features are found com

bined in perfection. As none of the Greek mountains are

within the limit of perpetual snow, it must depend on the

time of year of the artist's visit, whether his views will repre

sent this aspect of the country ; and, as a matter of fact,

neither Mr. Linton's work, nor any of the principal illustrated

books on Greece, give us any idea of it : but Byron has

noticed it where he says—

" Thy vales of evergreen, thy hills of snow,

Proclaim thee Nature's varied favourite now;"

and no one who has seen the olive groves and mulberry

plantations of the valley of Sparta in the spring, with the

snowy mass of Taygetus rising between 7000 and 8000 feet

above it, will be at a loss to understand his meaning.

Another prevailing characteristic of Greek scenes, which is

frequently exemplified in Mr. Linton's views, is the sharply-

cut outline of the mountains. This is caused by the marble

or hard limestone of which they are composed, and has been

noticed in other places where the same kind of rock is found,

as at Carrara, and in the ranges of Pamphylia, of which Sir

Charles Fellowes says that they are "poetically beautiful."

Unlike the jagged forms of other broken mountains, they are

never weird or wild, but bold, clear, and thoroughly classical

—an epithet which exactly describes them, and reminds us

that this is one of the many points of correspondence between

the character of the Greeks and the land they inhabited.

We can hardly doubt that this feature was in Byron's mind,

when he compared the aspect of modern Greece to the face

of a corpse, in the fine lines in The Giaour, beginning —

" lie that halh bent him o'er the dead."

Connected with this, again, is the truly artistic way in which

Nature has grouped the various objects in the views in

Greece, so as to produce a balance between them, like the

skilful arrangement of figures in a picture ; so that no one

part can be removed without interfering with the general

effect of the whole. This point has been noticed especially

in connection with the mountains that -surround the plain of

Athens, since their bare treeless slopes depend almost

entirely on this feature for their picturesqueness ; but the

same thing may be observed throughout the greater part of

Greece, and receives frequent illustration from this work.

Allowance being made .for a certain amount of exaggera

tion in the heights of mountains, which will readily be for

given in such graceful pictures, Mr. Linton may claim the

credit of faithfulness to his originals. His views have the

advantage of having been drawn on the spot—not worked

up, as has been the case with those in some books on Greece,

from other persons' sketches. He has also shown laudable

self-restraint in not introducing trees in places where they

are not found—a temptation which artists can seldom resist,

though by yielding to it they are apt to give an entirely

erroneous impression of a country. This is well exemplified

in his view of the Temple of Apollo at Bassa2 in Arcadia, the

position of which derives all its imprcssiveness from its

extreme desolation, situated as it is high up 'in the mountains

at a great elevation above the sea, so that stunted oaks are

the only vegetation, and commanding extensive views of the

Messenian plain and gulf. It is thus that Mr. Linton has

represented it, while in another deservedly popular book on

Greece it appears in the midst of a scene of charming

luxuriance, with an aloe growing in the foreground.

Amongst the views which are at once the most striking and

the most truthful, we may mention those of Mount Par

nassus, of the Acropolis at Athens from the Areopagus, of

the town of Arcadia on the west coast of the Morea, and

of the lake of Phonia.

Of the letterpress little need be said. The reader must

not expect to find a lucid and scholar-like account of the

geography, as in Dr. Wordsworth's delightful book, nor a

graceful narrative of personal experiences, like Sir T. Wyse's

Excursion in the Pcloponncse. The information is somewhat

crudely put together, and something simpler and less preten

tious would be better suited to the object of the book.

Besides this there are some awkward mistakes, such as

" Enneacraunos" for " Enneacrounos," which occurs both in

Greek and Roman characters. We should also notice, what

with some persons will detract from the value of the work,

that it is not a new publication, but a re-issue of one pub
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lislied in 1856, with a new title and frontispiece. This, how

ever, does not lessen the value of the engravings.

H. F. Tozer.

Intelligence.

Ancient Spanish Translations of Dante.—The Revista de Espa'ia

(Oct. 25), to which we drew attention last time, mentions three ancient

translations by known writers. (1) By the Marquis of Villena, executed

at the request of the Marquis of Santillana, who, according to one

admirer, made Dante appear an ignoramus in metre, while another

made Dante own that all liis fame was due to Santillana's praise. This

translation was probably lost in the destruction of Villena's library ;

for, as he passed for a wizard, the king ordered his books, which filled

two carts, to he sent after his death to Fr. Lope Banientos for exami

nation. A contemporary states that all were burnt unread. Villena

also translated the sEncid in Spanish prose, and a copy survives with

annotations, where he mentions his translation of Dante as completed

in August, 1428. There is a prose fragment of the beginning of the

Inferno, but this cannot be certainly identified with Villena's. (2) A

complete Catalan translation in terza rima by Andrea Febrer. The

dale of the Escurial MS. is 1428, the translation may be older. The re

viewer considers this as the best Spanish translation yet made. (3) The

Archdeacon of Burgos, Pero Fernandez Villegas, made a weak trans

lation of the Inferno in ottava rima for Joanna of Aragon, the ille

gitimate daughter of Ferdinand the Catholic. This has been published.

Ticknor attributes to the same author a translation of the Paradise with

diffuse notes, now in the library of the Count de Onate, which is still

in MS., like the questionable fragment of Villena's prose version, and

the complete poem by Andrea Febrer.

Mr. Hatch's Shaftesbury.— Shaftesbury's Characteristics of Men,

Manners, Opinions, Times, one of the most popular books of polite

literature in the first half of the 18th century, fell, in the second half,

into total oblivion. In the first fifty years after its publication there

were some fifteen genuine editions, not counting the piratical reprints.

There were three different French translations, 1712, 1780, i8io;and

at least one German translation. For nearly one hundred years no

edition has been issued. Messrs. Longman now offer an edition which

is to be more complete than any previous, and as handsome as modern

typography can make it ; though our steam-presses cannot compete

with a hand-pressed Baskervillc page. The present representative of

the title allows the use of the frontispiece and vignette plates, which

were engraved, from designs of the author, for the edition of 17 14.

lie has also permitted the editor to have access to his ancestor's papers.

These papers constitute a mass of unpublished material, partly philo

sophical, partly literary. The philosophical remains are composed of

translations, with remarks, of Lord Shaftesbury's favourite authors—

M. Aurelius, Kpictctus, Xcnophon, Seneca, and Horace ; and some

fragmentary notes upon various ethical and religious questions. But

what must be of much greater value than the "philosophical" papers,

there are preserved copies of nearly 2000 letters which passed between

Lord Shaftesbury and his friends. As among these friends were num

bered Leibnitz, Baylc, Toland, Le Clerc, Collins, Des Maizeaux, and

the principal literary men of the period, this find is likely to prove a

substantial addition to our knowledge of the golden age of English

polite literature. We hope that the publishers may be induced to let

their edition of the works of Lord Shaftesbury include a selection, at

least, from this correspondence, and that, if this is done, such letters

as are selected may be printed unmutilaled.

Dante de Allagherijs.—The ArchivioStorico Italiano, No. 54, prints

a Latin document found in the Florence Archives on a parchment doing

duty as the cover of a book. It is dated April, 1 301, and is a con

temporary copy of a petition to the Board of Works and their decree

appointing Dante to superintend the improvement of the street of San

1'roculo. It is valuable as evidence of the spelling of his name.

A committee has been formed in Paris, under the patronage of the

Imperial Government, with the object of publishing a BiOliothhjue

Internationale Universclle, that is, a collection of the greatest produc

tions of ancient and modern literature translated into French. The

names of Egger, Garcin de Tassy, Nisard, Thierry, and Villemain are

a guarantee for the seriousness of this remarkable enterprise.

Arrangements are in progress on the part of the Royal Academy of

Arts for an exhibition of pictures by old masters, to be borrowed from

various private collections in England, and exhibited in the rooms

of the Academy at Burlington House during the first months of 1870.

At Antwerp a general exhibition of the works of the late Barou Leys

is projected for the spring of 1870.

A provincial Museum of Ceramics and Archaeology has recently be in

established at Lille, in the Salle du Conclave of the ancient Palais de

Rihour.

It is said that the universal exhibition which it has been for some

time proposed to hold at Lyons is now finally resolved upon ; and that

the committee have addressed their report on the subject to the Prefect

of the Rhone.

The celebrated Friedrich Overbeck died in Rome, on the 13th of

November last, aged 80.

The second part of M. Reiset's official catalogue of the drawings of the

Louvre collection has just been published. It comprehends the drawings

by French artists, and the enamels and pastels of the collection.

The great serial work, to which M. Charles is the principal con

tributor, called Histoire des Peintres de toutes Us holes depuis la

RenaissancejusijuW nosjours, has just reached its tenth volume and five

hundredth serial part.

An interesting supplement to HerT Schuchardt's work on Lucas

Cranach has been published by Kemlein of Weimar, in the shape of a

set of large photographs after the most important drawings and paintings

of the master.

Contents of the Journals.

Revista de Espana.—Nov. 10, 1S69. Hucllas di Cervantes, by En

rique le Cisneros. [The author believes he has discovered the original

of Don Quixote in a personal enemy of Cervantes, Don Rodrigo Pachaco,

of Argamarilla, in La Mancha. There is a votive picture in the church of

Argamarilla to commemorate Don Rodrigo's recovery from madness,

with a young lady, who might be the niece.]—Bocage, by Antonio

Romero Ortin. [A Portuguese Bohemian poet of the end of last cen

tury.]—Nov. 25. Poe^ias Liricas, &c. [Don Juan Valera, himself a

poet, compares Dofla Gomez di Avellaneda, a popular Cuban authoress,

to Vittoria Colonna, whom she resembles in sadness and elevation, but

not in national pride.]

Kevue des Deux Mondes.—Nov. 15. Le Roman Germanique

contemporain et la Societe Allemande, par M. Saint-Rene Tallandier.

[Interesting as showing traces of the influence of Schopenhauer in the

novels of Spielhagen, and the reaction from his ideas in I lermann Grimm.

The plan is wilfully incomplete : it includes Schiicking and excludes

Freytag and Ileyse.]—Dec. I. Lupo Liverain, by George Sand. [A

play, in three acts, founded on 7/ Condenado per Dcconfiado (Damned for

Doubt), by Gabriel Teller, a monk, who wrote under the pseudonym of

Tizzo de Molina. The subject is familiar : the hermit lost and the rob

ber saved. In the Spanish form of the story it is doubtful (according to

George Sand) whether the hermit is lost for curiosity or selfishness. In

the French version the hermit surprises the robber into attempting

parricide. Then Satan appears and offers the robber oblivion, which he

endeavours to avoid by suicide. A peasant stops his arm, and offers to

nurse his father. Satan then asserts his claim to the hermit by way of

proving that tears are a more effective expiation than blood.]

New Publications.

Austen, Jane. Life of, by Rev. J. Austen-Leigh. Bcntley.

Austen, Jane. Sense and Sensibility. Bentley.

Brauxsciiweiger Galerie, Meistcrweike der. [Etchings by Vnger,

reprinted with text for the Zeitsch. fiir bildende Kunst.j Leipzig :

Seemann.

Ciiampfleury. Les Peintres de la Realite sous Louis XIII. Paris.

FoRSTER. Denkmaler italienischer Malerei vom Verfall der Antike bis

zum l6ten Jahrhundcrt. I & 2 Licfeningen.

HEINE, II. Letzte Gedichte und Gedanken. Hamburg : Hofmann

u. Campe.

Jaquemart, Alb. Les Merveilles de la Ceramique. Ill0 rartie.

Paris : Hachette.

Konewka, Paul. Blatter zu Goethe's Faust. Berlin : Amsler u.

Ruthardt.

La Peinture Italienne, chefs-d'oeuvre de. Par Paul Mantz.

L'Estrange, A. G. The Life of Mary Russell Mitford, related in a

selection from her letters to her friends. Bentley.

Miciuels, A. Histoire de la Peinture Flamande, depuis ses debuts

jusqu'en 1864. Tom. VIII. 2nd ed. Paris: Libr. Interna

tionale. Brussels : Lacroix.

Morris, W. Earthly Paradise. Part III. Ellis.

Newton, C. J. A Guide to the Second Vase Room in the department

of Greek and Roman Antiquities, British Museum.

Planck, K. Cii. Gesetz und Ziel der neueren Kunstentwickelung.

Stuttgart.

Richards, A. B. Medea, a poem, with a photograph from the paint

ing of Medea, by Fr. Sandys. Chapman & Hall.

Splnser Society. The Passionate Century of Love. By Thomas

Watson. Reprinted from the original edition, circ. 1581.

Sully Prudhom.me. Les Solitudes. Poesies. Paris.
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Introduction to the Study of Dogmatic Theology. — By J. Kuhn,

D.D. \Eiiilcituag in katholische Dogmatik. Yon Dr. J. Kuhn.]

Tubingen : Laupp und Siebech.

Tubingen, like many other German Universities, has both

a Catholic and a Protestant Faculty of Theology ; and this

juxtaposition has everywhere proved, as Dollinger observes

in his Inaugural Lecture on Universities, and his Address

at the Munich Conference, an unmistakable benefit, by

stimulating inquiry and raising the standard of knowledge.

At Tubingen, where Dr. Kuhn has long held the post of

Professor of Catholic Dogmatics, the effect of this rivalry

must have been more than usually felt, owing to the great

abilities and learning of Dr. Baur, and the influence of the

famous Tubingen school of Rationalism of which he was

the founder. And accordingly we find that Kuhn is gene

rally regarded as the first dogmatic theologian of Catholic

Germany. The volume now before us reached its second

edition some years ago, but it forms the introduction to a

complete theological series still in course of publication,

and the latest volume of which, on Divine Grace, appeared

towards the close of last year. It has, therefore, an inde

pendent place and interest of its own in laying down, not

the separate details, but the fundamental principles of

Catholic theology, as the author understands them, on

such questions as Revelation and Inspiration, the relations

of the Old to the New Testament and of Scripture to Tradi

tion, the Canon of the Bible, and what Mohler and Dr.

Newman have familiarised our minds with as the " Theory

of Development." This bare catalogue will suffice to show

how many subjects the book deals with that have been

largely and often fiercely discussed in England during the

last quarter of a century. There are probably many besides

Catholics who will be interested to know how such points

are handled by one of the first Catholic divines of the

Continent—a writer, indeed, thoroughly versed in modern

controversy as it exists in his own country, but who ap

proaches it from his own point of view, and states his

convictions with calmness and precision, and, of course,

without any reference to the conflicting theories of rival

schools in England. The very briefest outline of his argu

ment is all we can find room for here, but it may perhaps

serve to induce theological students to examine the book for

themselves. A translation would be a valuable acquisition to

English Catholic theology, and would probably be appre

ciated by a considerable body in the Church of England

also.

The work is divided into three chapters, which deal

respectively with the substance and sources of Divine Reve

lation, and its development, so far as it is capable of deve

lopment, without prejudice to its absolute perfection and

truth ; with Dogmatic, as distinguished from Apologetic,

Theology, as "the science of Christian belief," both positive

and speculative ; and lastly, with the history of dogmatic

theology (Gcschichte der Dogmatik), which is distinguished

from the history of dogma (Dog/iiengesc/iic/ite), though closely

connected with it, having for its principle " subjective

thought directed upon dogma," and for its end " the realisa

tion, through the regular and methodical application of this

means, of a scientific knowledge of dogma." It includes

three periods—the patristic, scholastic, and modern. The

first chapter begins with defining the notion of revelation,

which is twofold, natural (in the creation of the world and

of spirit) and supernatural, conveyed by inspiration; the

latter presupposing and transcending, but never contradict

ing, the former. Revelation closed with the Apostles, but

what was originally delivered by inspiration is sustained and

proclaimed in its integrity by means of the Divine guidance

afforded to the Church, which differs, however, radically

from inspiration, as being exclusively designed for the main

tenance, exposition, and application of truths previously

revealed, not for the reception of new truths, as Studenmaier

erroneously supposes. The Old Testament revelation was

of a preparatory and educational kind (Gal. iii. 20), and

what is eternally true and divine in it must be discriminated

from its mutable and temporary elements. There is a pro

gressive development in the Old Testament itself, though

this has been misapprehended by Rationalism, which con

founds the essential truth with its gradual expression, accord

ing to the needs and receptivity of men. We have two long

sections on Scripture and Tradition, as the joint " sources

of revealed truth," elaborately discussing Protestant and

Rationalist objections, and pointing out that the very struc

ture of the New Testament shows its " subsidiary and

accessory" character, and that it was not meant to be inde

pendent of oral revelation through the Apostles. " This does

not imply that Tradition contains truths which are in no

sense in Scripture, but that it expressly declares many

things which are not thus expressly contained there." This

entirely accords with Dollinger's statement, in Christenthum

und Kirche, that " there is no point of Christian doctrine

which is not attested and laid clown in the New Testament,"

and that " the Church cannot receive any teaching which

does not find its justification in the Bible and is not . . .

at least, indicated and implied in the New Testament in

premisses of which it is the logical sequel." "All the

Fathers agree," says Kuhn, " in acknowledging the contents

of Scripture to be perfect and of inexhaustible richness, but it

requires for us the interpretation of the Church." He fur

ther points out that "infact, if not in theory, orthodox Pro

testantism, at least, starts from a doctrinal tradition, and in

terprets Scripture according to it, in particular points." Scrip

ture is not, and cannot be, as Protestants affirm, identified

with " the pure word of Cod," for it necessarily contains a

human element, being revealed through human instruments.

The next section insists on the necessity of an external

authority for the canon, and thus we come to the discussion

of Development, first in the Old Testament already referred

to, and afterwards in the Church. The reason for this is

that, while Christ and His Apostles proclaimed Divine truth

for all times, they expressed it, not in abstract terms, but in

the manner best adapted to the requirements and compre

hension of their own time. The strength of Rationalism

lay in its seizing on this fact, and directing its attacks

against the stiff and wooden Bible Orthodoxy of a shallow

age. "The Catholic view stands midway between the

irrational supernaturalism of this wooden Orthodoxy and

Rationalism which denies the supra-rational character of

the contents of Scripture." Recognising both the Divine

and the human element in Scripture, it admits " the infinite

capability of development of Christianity, and the necessity

for it." There must be a progress, " sed ita tamen," to use

the well-known words of St. Vincent of Lerins, "ut vere

profectus sit ille fidei, non permutatio." We have the " objec

tive" result of this process in the dogmatic system of the

Church. Our limited space prevents our following the

author more fully through the sections on Development which

are among the most interesting in the volume. The chapter

closes with a section on the meaning of dogma and of truths

which are " de fide."

The second chapter opens by distinguishing the province

of dogmatic theology, which deals with the contents, from

apologetic, which examines the evidence of Christian doc
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trine. The former is again subdivided into positive, which

ascertains the truth, and speculative, which investigates the

philosophical nature of each dogma separately, and the in

ternal coherence of the dogmatic system as a whole. Two

sections on the functions of positive, and four on speculative

theology follow. Positive dogmatic theology has to prove

the truth of the dogmas from the Scriptures of both Old and

New Testament, historically interpreted—for the dogma can

not, of course, be assumed in the process of proving it ; and

from tradition, that is, from the testimony of Creeds, Coun

cils, and Fathers, from the apostolic age downwards,

examined also by the historical method, and tracing the

substantial identity of the same truth through the successive

phases in which it has been exhibited. The next three sec

tions are occupied with the relations of revelation to reason,

faith to knowledge, theology to philosophy, starting from the

idea of inspiration as " not a communication of actual know

ledge in ready-made formulas, but an enriching of the foun

tain from whence it flows," viz., the human intellect

through which inspiration acts, as in secular matters we

speak sometimes of a writer being " inspired " by some higher

authority. It follows that revelation is given in the forms

of human thought ; that, if it ever seems to contradict the

primary revelation of natural science, this is owing to an

error of the fallible human intelligence which misapprehends

it ; and that the light of faith does not extinguish the light

of reason, but purifies it through a "rational obedience"

(Rom. xii. 1). Reason may, accordingly, be used in a nega

tive sense to verify revelation— by rejecting what does not

harmonize with truths otherwise known—but not to measure

what transcends its own powers of discovery. It is impossible,

as Aquinas says, for anything to be true in philosophy which

is false in theology, and vice versa. But, while the truths of

theology and philosophy are not only mutually consistent,

but, viewed from the highest ideal stand-point, form in a

manner one whole, they are, to us with our limited faculties,

independent, resting on distinct kinds of evidence ; and it is

not true to say with a large school of French and Italian

writers, of whom Gratry is the most eminent, that " no one

can be a perfect philosopher who is not also a theologian."

The attempt to destroy the independence of philosophy by

reducing reason to the mere handmaid of faith, produced the

inevitable result of a reaction of philosophy against theology.

The opinions of Fathers and Schoolmen on the relations of the

two are here examined, the former being accepted as far as they

go, the latter with considerable reserve only. A final section

describes in outline the component parts of the dogmatic

system, which may be summed up under the four heads of

—God in Himself and His attributes, and in His threefold

Personality; God in His relations to the world, including

the creation of angels and men, His first revelation of Him

self, and the destruction of His original Divine order through

the revolt of His intellectual creatures ; the restoration of

the Divine order through Redemption, in its various stages ;

the final consummation, including the Resurrection, Judg

ment, Eternal Reward, and Punishment.

We must content ourselves with briefly referring to the

third chapter, which to some readers will be the most interest

ing, and which brings the author more directly across other

schools of Catholic opinion. He draws a distinction, it will be

remembered, between the history of dogmatic theology, which

is his subject, and the history of the development of dogma.

This distinction does not consist, as Studenmaier represents

it, in the one dealing with the form, the other with the

matter of dogma, or the developments of doctrine would be

a real change of its substance, which cannot be admitted.

But it is true that while Dogmcngeschichtc only treats the

scientific forms in which a truth is conceived of subordinately

to its dogmatic definition, these scientific forms are the pro

per subject, as scientific knowledge is the end, of the history

of dogmatic theology. The author, we may observe, enters

more fully into this distinction in the preface to his treatise

on The Trinity. We have done our best to give his mean

ing, but the distinction seems too fine drawn to be easily

maintained. The history is divided into three periods :

first comes the patristic, which from the circumstances of

the nascent and militant Church was favourable to apolo

getic and polemical, rather than to purely speculative, treat

ment of doctrine ; such attempts as were made to construct

a system being for the most part sporadic, or undertaken

with a practical, rather than a speculative, aim. "The Fathers

laid the foundation-stones of the doctrinal edifice in rich

abundance ; the scholastics were the builders." And thus

the second period is that of the school, which took its intel

lectual shape from the exclusive domination of the Church

and of theology in Mediaeval Europe. This led in the 15th

century to a reaction of the civil power and of philosophy,

—the latter precipitated by the classical revival following

on the conquest of Constantinople—and in the next century

followed the Reformation. Thus we are brought to the

third or modern period. These intellectual movements,

says the author, are not in themselves hostile to theology,

and the emancipation of philosophy from authority, as of

Aristotle, though not from truth, is a necessity to it The

freer it is, the more helpful it may be to theological science.

Meanwhile, the other revived branches of knowledge, especi

ally philology and ancient history, are equally an assistance,

of which, however, till comparatively recent times, theo

logians have not sufficiently availed themselves. Hence

the attempt to fall back on scholasticism, which, since the

middle of the last century, German theologians have been

abandoning, though there are still those who want to treat

Aquinas as virtually infallible, and, worse still, to reduce all

theology to " a mere logical formalism, entrenching itself in

scholastic terminology." Elsewhere, in the preface to his

treatise on Divine Grace, which was mainly occasioned

by the attacks of obscurantist writers on him, Kuhn

speaks of scholasticism as built up from a study of the

Fathers, as it is now the business of theologians to go on

building on the foundations of the Christian past, but not

exclusively of scholasticism. It would be useless to attempt

here to give any detailed account of the very interesting

sections on the three periods of theology, the first of which,

on the Fathers, occupies nearly 100 pages, and the two others

about 60 pages each. The second contains an elaborate

criticism on the Summa of St. Thomas, " the ripest fruit of

scholastic theology." Here, as in his later treatises, while

paying a high tribute to its unity, scientific depth, and

doctrinal purity, Kuhn adds that, "it does not satisfy

the requirements now made of a system of Christian doc

trine." The first part of the section on the modern period

is devoted to the Reformers, among whom Luther owes his

high place rather to the strength and intensity of his religious

sentiment than to any strictly intellectual claims ; he himself

denounced reason as "a bora fool." Melancthon and

Erasmus were, as thinkers, greatly his superiors. The book

closes with an account of later Catholic theology, principally

in connection with the controversies about free will and pre

destination, which remain open, except that the extreme

opinions of Baius and Jansen have been condemned. Three

more volumes of Dr. Kuhn's series have appeared, on God,

on The Trinity, and on Grace. Others are announced to

follow. H. N. OXENHAM.
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Old Testament Literature. [Die AUtestamentliche Literatur.\—

Leipzig : 1868.

Researches for the Criticism of the Old Testament. \Unter-

suchungcn zur Kritik des Allen Testaments.—Both by Th. Noldeke.

Kiel: 1869.

The two books before us are the latest utterances of

advanced German criticism. The first consists chiefly of

essays contributed to a popular periodical, some additional

matter being introduced for the sake of completeness. Its

primary object is therefore to popularize results, and it is

needless to add that the author has made ample use of the

labours of his predecessors. Not that Professor Noldeke is

wanting in originality ; he has carried out the most gene

rally accepted hypothesis as to the composition of the Penta

teuch into several striking developments. We refer to the

opinion that there was first a "foundation-text," then an

Elohistic document, and then a Jehovistic, all of which were

finally arranged by an editor, as we still read them in the first

four books "of Moses." The editor may indeed have had

other sources, a needful reserve in order to account for all

contradictions. This Professor Noldeke allows, and he

adds, that the four books in their present form were already

known to the author of Deuteronomy.

The same acuteness is applied to the discussion of the

other historical books, including the two books of Maccabees.

Then we are conducted to what is termed the romantic lite

rature. This is taken to consist of Jonah, written after the

exile ; Esther, after the fall of the Persian Empire ; Judith,

of uncertain date ; Tobit, written in Egypt or Palestine at

the time of the Ptolemies ; and finally Aristeas, a fabulous

account of the origin of the Septuagint. The next part

treats of the poetical books, including the Psalms, the Davidic

origin of the majority of which is rejected, some being as

signed to as late a date as the time of the Maccabees ; and

the Lamentations, the author of which is unknown. The

Song of Songs our author, following Ewald, declares to be a

drama, the only extant specimen of a flourishing literature.

The idea of a drama, however, seems quite foreign to the

Semitic spirit, and how is it that no biblical book, no subse

quent tradition, ever speaks of a similar production ? It is

perhaps more reasonable to regard the book in question as a

collection of popular songs from various districts. No people

is without popular songs, especially the Jews, who were a

musical race (this is proved by the variety of the Temple

instruments), and can we suppose that not a single specimen

has been preserved ?

To the didactic literature belong the Proverbs, composed

by different authors ; Sirach, as to the date of which there is

no doubt ; Ecclesiastes, the writer of which set out to look

for truth, and had not found it yet, when he wrote his book,

as Hitzig says ; the Wisdom of Solomon, and Job, which

Professor Noldeke declares to belong to the flourishing period

of Hebrew literature, and which was certainly written long be

fore Jeremiah. A short account is then given of the prophets,

also of the Apocalyptic writings, especially Daniel, which in

agreement with the majority of critics is assigned to the age

of Antiochus Epiphanes. Enoch, and the book of Jubilees,

or the smaller Genesis, preserved completely in ^Ethiopic

alone, are briefly mentioned after Daniel.

An appendix contains a study on the Canon, in which the

supposition of Dr. Geiger is adopted, that the biblical texts

were purposely corrupted, whenever they disagreed with a

later tradition. Professor Noldeke thinks that the settlement

of the text was made by the Pharisees about seventy years

before the destruction of the Temple ; our own opinion is,

that this must have taken place before the struggle of the

Pharisees and Sadducees, otherwise we should find their

mutual reproaches for erroneous readings noticed in the

Talmud. The work is concluded by a short account of the

ancient versions.

We certainly cannot accept all the learned Professor's argu

ments, although they are as clear as they are deep, and by

the excellent arrangement which prefixes an abstract of the

contents of each book, the perusal is made easy to the most

cursory reader. Not so is it in the second work from the

same pen, which is designed entirely for the scholar. This

contains four long dissertations, the first upon the " founda

tion-text " of the Pentateuch ; the second, on the situation of

Ararat, which the author identifies with the Armenian pro

vince Ajrarat, thus rejecting the tradition* connecting it

with Kardu or Kurdistan. The third is concerned with

proving the unhistorical nature of Gen. xvi., all the kings in

which are said to be purely fictitious, the intention being to

glorify Abraham, as a warrior. We greatly doubt whether

many readers will find the arguments convincing. The fourth

endeavours to show that there is no trustworthy chronology

before the Kings, and that many of the Judges never existed

at all. The 480 years reckoned in the Book of Kings are

produced, we are told, by multiplying 1 2 into 40, the former

of which is a holy number, and the latter the period of a

generation. Ad. Neubauer.

Der Prophet Daniel, von T. O. Zockler. [Lange's Bibchverk, Part

xvii.]—Bielefeld und Leipzig: Velhagen und Klasing, pp. vL, 245. 3-r.

The author of this commentary at one period concurred

with most of the German scholars in placing the compo

sition of the Book of Daniel in the age of the Maccabees.

On further reflection he has returned to the old, and, in

this country at least, still prevailing view, and now accepts

the book as a genuine historical and prophetical writing

of the age of the Captivity; yet not without certain reser

vations and divergences from the generally received system

of interpretation. Thus, he still identifies the fourth great

world-power, symbolically described in Chs. ii. and vii., with

the successors of Alexander, and not, as is usually done,

with the Empire of Rome, and the termination of the

Seventy Weeks of Ch. ix. he connects with the Maccabean

times, and only typically with the death of Christ and the

foundation of the Christian Church. The numbers, too, which

are met with in the book, and which have been the occasion

of so much controversy, he regards as for the most part mys

tical and symbolical ; and, so far from betraying any anxiety

to make out an exact correspondence between each number

and the duration of the historical period to which it relates,

he is evidently rather pleased if he finds in any case that

the correspondence between the two is not complete, re

garding it as another point gained in favour of the genu

ineness of the prophecy. But what chiefly distinguishes him

from the generality of orthodox interpreters, is the view he

takes of the closing chapters of the Book (x.-xii.). In these

chapters he recognises a later hand than Daniel's. He does

not, however, reject the whole, as Lange does (with the ex

ception of a few verses). He thinks that, as a whole, these

chapters, as well as the rest of the book, have been rightly

assigned to the authorship of Daniel. It is only one section

of them that excites suspicion, viz., xi. 5-39. These thirty-

five verses in their present form cannot, he is convinced,

belong to the time of the Captivity : they must have been

interpolated in the age of the Maccabees. Yet not all : for

even in the suspected portion the hand of the original author

is traceable, particularly in vv. 14, 19, 26, 34, 39 (p. 230).

But the greater part is evidently Maccabean (p. 16).

See GUgraphie du Talmud, Paris, 1868, p. 379.
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This opinion he bases entirely on internal grounds. He

does not allege any historical warrant for distinguishing the

suspected section from the rest of the book ; neither can

he point to any difference in the language. His appeal is

solely to the " analogia visionis propheticas " which, he be

lieves, ought to hold the same place in critical investigations

as the " analogia fklei " in dogmatics. The eleventh chapter

he regards as interpolated, on the ground that it is markedly

distinguished by its contents from genuine prophecy ; so

extremely minute and detailed are its predictions, and

so closely does it follow, even in regard to events of minor

importance, the actual developments of history.

Of course, an author who takes up this position with re

gard to one section of a prophetical book, whilst he admits

the genuineness of the rest, which also contain detailed pre

dictions, though not descending to the same minuteness of

detail, is immediately confronted with the question. What

are the limits which the Prophet must observe, and beyond

which he cannot go, in his detailed anticipations of the

future ? Where is the point at which the critic must take

his stand, and say, This prediction, in the circumstantiality

of its announcements, oversteps the bounds of genuine pro

phecy ; it is not prophecy, it is really history in disguise ?

This is a question of extreme difficulty, and it has never been

answered, perhaps cannot be answered, except in a very

general way (Tholuck, Die Prophetcn it. Hire IVeissagungen,

p. 105-109). Dr. Zockler does not attempt to reply to it

He merely in effect says, This one section of the book

appears to me to overstep the limits prescribed by the

analogy of genuine prophecy ; the other sections of the

book do not appear to me to overstep these limits ; there

fore, whilst I accept the latter as genuine prophecies of

Daniel, I cannot but trace in the former the hand of an

interpolator of a much later age.

Such being our author's position, we do not think it likely

that his views will meet with any very general acceptance ;

nor can we believe that he himself will continue to hold the

position he has taken up. He must either advance or re

cede. It is quite true that the section which he regards as

interpolated presents some difficulties peculiar to itself. It

is distinguished not only by the minuteness of its detail, but

also by the disproportion of its parts. The circumstantial

account which it gives of the wars and alliances of the Seleu-

cidpe and the Ptolemies for a period ofabout ninety years (250-

i 64 b.c.) is not only surprising in itself, but becomes still more

so, when contrasted with the few rapid touches with which

it passes over the three centuries which preceded, as well as

all that have followed, those ninety years. It is not easy to

explain how to one looking forward on the future with pro

phetic eye, from the age of Cyrus in the 6th century, b.c,

the reigns of Antiochus the Great, and his son Epiphanes

(226-164 B-C-)> should have bulked so largely as almost

entirely to fill the prophetic picture, and cast into the shade

all preceding and all subsequent periods. But while we

admit that the eleventh chapter does present special diffi

culties, we do not think Dr. Zockler has succeeded in shew

ing that it is in this respect separated in so decisive a

manner from the other prophetic sections of the book (for

example, from Ch. viii.) as to necessitate or even render

probable the hypothesis of a different age and authorship,

more especially when we consider how inappropriate and

out of place the lengthened and elaborate introduction in

Ch. x. must appear, after the prophecy itself has been re

duced within the narrow dimensions which he proposes to

assign to it. Dr. Zockler himself, indeed, seems to be aware

that the application of his hypothesis cannot be confined to

the eleventh chapter ; and he would probably not be indis

posed to entertain the suggestion that the earlier prophecies

also may have been here and there retouched by a later

hand.

We must confess that, were it necessary for us to decide

between this hypothesis and that of those who assign a

Maccabean origin to the whole of the three concluding

chapters, or even to all the Hebrew sections of the book

(which Dr. Zockler rightly regards as later than the Chaldee

sections), we should probably accept the latter alternative in

preference to the former. Dr. Zockler, indeed, deals very

tenderly with his hypothetical interpolator. He never intro

duces him without the accompanying epithet of "pious,"

and even seems to regard him as a seer endowed with some

measure of prophetic power. Yet we cannot but think that

piety might be more appropriately displayed, and prophetic

power more worthily exerted, than in mutilating a genuine

old prophecy, and mixing up with it a number of unautho

rized additions. On the other hand, the Apocalyptic writer

who, clothed with the spirit of one of the old prophets,

endeavoured to reproduce his thoughts in original composi

tions of his own, which he gave to the world not in his own

name but in the name of the prophet in whose spirit they

were written ; such a writer, however much we may disap

prove his procedure, yet, regarding him in the light of his

age, we cannot so unhesitatingly condemn. It was not

unnatural that the cessation of the voices of the old prophets

should have been followed by what may be described as echoes

waked up from time to time, and chiefly at critical periods

of the national history, in the breasts of sympathising and

enthusiastic disciples. And just as the true prophet, who

spoke not from his own heart but by the Divine Spirit, felt

emboldened to introduce all his prophetic utterances with

the authoritative "Thus saith the Lord," so the pious enthu

siasts of a later age, who had deeply studied the writings

and drunk in the spirit of one or other of these ancient

seers, may have thought themselves entitled, keeping their

own individuality in the background, to affix to their writings

the name of the prophet under whose inspiration, if we may

so speak, they were composed.

However this may be, we cannot regard the volume under

review as furnishing a contribution of decisive importance to

the solution of the difficult question as to the authorship of

the Book of Daniel. But in other respects it will be found

useful by the student. Unlike too many German composi

tions, it is neither diffuse nor obscure. Notwithstanding

occasional slips, and a few more serious mistakes (as in what

is said in p. 6 of the Persian words and alleged archaisms

met with in the Chaldee chapters), it has been evidently

composed with great care. The opinions and suggestions

of previous writers are fully given, often at length and in

their own words. As will appear from what has been said,

the author does not bind himself to any party, or follow

implicitly the guidance of any writer however eminent. He

evidently thinks for himself, and yet he does not affect ori

ginality. It only remains to add that, as in the other volumes

of Lange's Series, the commentary is preceded by an intro

duction in which the usual topics are handled, and the expo

sition of each chapter is followed by homiletical and practical

remarks and suggestions, which are not the less valuable

because of their brevity. Duncan H. Weir.

Friedrich Wilhelm Krummacher : an Autobiography.—Edited by

his Daughter. Translated by the Rev. M. G. Easton, A.M. Edin

burgh : T. and T. Clark.

Dr. F. W. Krummacher was one of the brightest ornaments

of what answers in Germany to our own " Evangelical "

theology. The interest of his biography, however, is not

confined to the professional divine, since by his talents and
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geniality he gained admission to the best intellectual society.

His friends and associates live again in these memorial

pages ; and though the portraits may require correction

from other points of view, their mild and sympathetic tone

deserves and will receive appreciation. The single trace of

theological bitterness occurs in a contemporary letter in

serted in the supplement.

We pass reluctantly over the idyllic scenes of Krum-

macher's youth. From his father, the author of the Parables,

he received a strong aesthetic bias, which was confirmed by

the society of Kiigelgen the painter and the elder Schlegel.

The latter was quartered upon the Krummachers in 18 15,

when secretary of the Crown Prince of Sweden ; he was a

coxcomb, as, indeed, we know from other sources, and was

long remembered by the perfumery which he left behind.

The student years (1815-1818) were passed at Halle and

Jena. The former University was even then renowned for

its theology, which was in the main rationalistic. The want

of seriousness in the professors, however, failed to satisfy a

youth like Krummacher, whose feelings had been stirred by

the recent national crisis. " I cannot think," says he, " of

this little, lively, petulant man (Gesenius) otherwise

than with the traces of a sarcastic smile playing around his

mouth whenever he had occasion to allude to any of the spe

cifically Christian doctrines, or to the history of the miracles

recorded in the Bible," p. 53.

For a time the young student was attracted by the theo

logy of De YVette, " under which the most incomprehensible

and the most marvellous things in the Bible became irradi

ated with the splendour of great and eternal ideas. Indeed,

we now believed that we had won back again, in an ennobled

form, that which had been torn from us, and only at a later

period discovered the delusion by which we had been

misled," p. 59.

The principal attraction at Jena was Fries the philosopher,

who charmed the students by his patriotism and fraternal

manners, but who does not appear to have been fathomed,

at least by Krummacher. Indeed, the vague but noble

idealizing which then distinguished the youth of Germany

effectually prevented a sober estimate of philosophy or theo

logy. " Frisch, frei, frohlich und fromm " (lively, free,

joyous, and pious) was the student-motto, on which Fries

himself condescended to deliver lectures, listened to amongst

others by Sand, the assassin of Kotzebue, whose " dark eye

already burned with a fire which occasioned much anxiety,"

p. 74.

Krummacher's pastoral career began at Frankfort, " where

he was charged with the duty of preaching the afternoon

sermon," and came into contact with Borne, then rising into

fame as a journalist, with Clemens Brentano, who offered to

pay his expenses to Rome, if he would attend service at St.

Peter's for six weeks, and with Thorwaldsen, who marvelled

that he was " only a theologian." There, by the help of some

pious mystics, " in the noblest sense of the word," Krum

macher seems to have expunged the last vestiges of intellec-

tualism from his religion. Thus he was prepared to assimi

late in turn the fervour of Rhenish villagers, and the ortho

doxy of the YVupperthal artizans ; and if in cutting himself

adrift from Schleiermacher, who smiled ironically at the

" valley of story-books " (tracts), he definitely renounced con

nection with any "scientific" theology, he at any rate seldom

allowed himself, like his almost neighbour Stier, to speak

otherwise than considerately of heretics, and sympathetically

of modern culture.

From Elberfeld he was transferred to a church in Berlin,

as successor to Marheineke the Hegelian. There he exercised

a powerful influence on all religiously inclined persons, and

not least on King Frederick William IV., who finally invited

him to Potsdam ; there, too, he met Schelling, " the hero

among philosophers, with a lion's head, and with the

friendly, innocent look of a child," Stahl, the High Church

politician, " eagle-eyed, always appearing with stretched bow

string," and, above all, Hengstenberg and " the dear August

Neander." Hengstenberg " was a cheerful, kindly disposed

man, of a fresh, florid countenance and friendly lips, only not

altogether free from a certain medisance when speaking of

the rationalists, but not as yet, at that time, when speaking

of the Reformed or the United Church," p. 247.

Neander, " der jiingste der Kirchenvater " (the latest of

the Fathers of the Church—we believe the title is due to

Krummacher), is described with the warm affection which

that child-like sage always inspired. " His very presence

was edifying, and fitted to impart peace ; and how many have

felt when, stepping carefully over the open folios which lay

scattered on the floor of his room, they approached the

study-table where he sat, as if they had entered a sanctuary !"

p. 251.

The Autobiography closes with the year of revolutions,

1848. It is completed from letters and family recollections

till the author's death, Dec. 10, 1868, but the supplement

presents little of striking interest. T. K. Chevne.

Intelligence.

The subject for the Prix Bordin, proposed by the AcadJmie des

Inscriptions, is as follows :—" Faire l'histoire de l'Eglise et des popula

tions nestoriennes depuis le Concile General d'Ephese (431) jusqu'a nos

jours." The value of the prize is 3000 francs.

We learn from Vienna that the ninth and concluding volume of the

Corpus Apologetarum, edited by Professor Carl Otto, is in the press,

and will be ready next Easter. Students of Church History may be

referred also to the notice of Dindorf's Eusi'bius, in our Classical In

telligence.

The fourth volume of Tischendorf's Monumenla sacra inedita, nova

collectio, is promised at the end of the month. It will contain

" Psalterium Turicense purpureum." The seventh and eighth volumes

will appear in 1870 ; the Appendix, with the Codex Laudianus, in 1871.

Subscriptions are received by the foreign booksellers for the publishers,

Messrs. Hinrichs, of Leipzig.

Contents of the ycnirnals.

Delitzsch's Journal of Lutheran Theology, Vol. xxxi., No. 1.—

The philological merits of Schultens, by Miihlau. [A highly interesting

article. Schultens was the first of comparative philologists, as well as

of scientific Hebraists.]—The variety of forms assumed by Israelitish

historical literature, by Delitzsch.—The Church and Materialism, a

concio ad clcrum, by Rocholl.—The Theosophy of Eckhart and its

latest Exponents, by Preger.—Defence of Luther's Answer at Worms,

" Here I stand," &c.—Thoughts on the Council, by Strbbel.—Miscel

laneous.—Bibliography.

Jahrbiicher fiir Deutsche Theologie (Orthodox in doctrine ; free

in biblical criticism). Vol. xiv., No. 4.—The Logic of Theology, by

Jager.—The Christology of John the Baptist, by Schmidt.—Heathen

and Jewish Legends on the Destruction and Renovation of the World,

by M. Schenkel [not the Prof, of Heidelberg.]—On Law and the

Allowable, by Palmer.—The Discourse in Matt, xxiv., by Kienlen.—

Notices, including Philippi on the Book of Enoch, by Dillmann. [A

specimen of "tendency-criticism" on the dogmatic side, as pro

nounced as that of Volkmar on the rationalistic. While the latter

regards Enoch as the programme of Bar-Cochba, Taxo being R. Akiba,

Philippi views it as entirely of Christian origin, Taxo being our Lord.]

—Ebert on Tertullian and Minucius Felix, by Jeep. [A philological

argument to prove the originality of Minucius.]

Theologisohes Literaturblatt (Rom. Cath.), Nos. 23, 24.—The

chief articles are :—Various works on Chiliasm, &c.,by Langen.—Zahn

on Hennas, by Peters.—Janus &c, by Dieringer. [Severe.]—Hoffmann

on Romans, by Maier.—Villari's Savonarola, by Schwab.—Wright's

Aphraates, by Zingerle.
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Selected Articles.

Pfleiderer on the Nature of Religion, reviewed in Lit. Centralblatt,

Nov. 27.

[A clear and masterly discussion : I. from a psychological ; 2. from a

metaphysical point of view. The author's definition of religion is a

compromise between Schleiermacher's and Hegel's ; it is the satisfaction

of the primary human propensity, the reconciliation of the antithesis of

infinite and finite, freedom and dependence. Its psychological form is

that of feeling, or rather the Gemiith, the centre of the individual life.

The metaphysical portion of the work is less adequate. The author

allows too much weight to the four usual proofs of the Existence of God.

He is unfair to those who object to apply the word " Person" to God ;

for the absolute does not, with serious thinkers, mean the indefinite,

the void, but that which is in and for itself, that which has asei/as.]

Concluding Letter on Comparative Mythology, by Prof. Spiegel, in

Ausland, No. 47.

[The Indo-germanic notions of the Deity may be safely illustrated

from comparative philology. Dah'a, Sanskrit deva, Latin dens, denotes

shining, glittering. It is an appellative, and occurs in the plural as

often as in the singular, whence it has justly been inferred that even

before their separation the Indo-germans were polytheists. Comp. also

hhaga, the distributer, used also in the plural. Well-attested names of

deities are Dyaus, heaven, connected with dah'a ; Apam naj>dt, " aqua-

rum nepos," i.e. the generative power residing in the waters, &c]

La Legende de Samson et les Mythes solaircs, in Rev. Archeologique,

Nov.

[Regards Samson as representing an astronomical myth, received

from the Aryans, with whom the Author connects the Philistines.]

Ehrt on the Question of Maccabxan Psalms, reviewed by H. E. (pro

bably Ewald), in Gottingen gelehrte Anzeigen, Nov. 17.

[On the whole favourable. The author should, however, have re

ferred to the Psalms of Solomon, which were probably composed under

Ptolemy I., and might therefore have been included in the canonical

Psalter, if it had not been closed already. A more serious deficiency is

the absence of any definite opinion as to the date of Ps. 44, 74, 79, 83.]

Zumpt on the Year of Christ's Birth, reviewed in Lit. Centralblatt,

Nov. 20.

[Accuses the book of prolixity, want of originality, and uncritical

treatment of the historical sources.]

Schuerer on the Paschal Controversies in 2nd Cent., reviewed in Lit.

Centralblatt, Nov. 27.

[The author holds that no conclusion can be drawn from these contro

versies in relation to the genuineness of the 4th Gospel. The Asiatic

festival held on Nisan 14 was not a memorial of Christ's institution of the

Eucharist, but a modification of the legal Passover into a feast of the

Atonement. It was, therefore, not discordant with the 4th Gospel, and

the opponents of the Asiatics were precipitate in so asserting. Objec

tion 1. The Asiatic celebration was accused of Judaism, whereas the 4th

Gospel is anti-Judaic. 2. It is said expressly to have rested on the

Synoptic tradition, and the Asiatics showed no disposition to appeal to

the 4th Gospel.]

KauUsch on St. Paul's Quotations from the Old Test., rev. in Lit. Cen

tralblatt, Nov. 6.

[The author finds only four passages, in which a reference to the

Hebrew text can be proved. In two even of these the reference seems

to be unconscious (Rom. xii. 19, 1 Cor. xiv. 21). The two remaining

quotations (Rom. xi. 35, 1 Cor. iii. 19) are, according to the author,

borrowed from an unknown Greek version.]

Renan's Saint-Paul, in Lit. Centralblatt, Nov. 13. [Unfavourable.]

Grimm's Evangelical Dogmatic Theology, rev. by Michel Nicolas, in

Rev. Critique, Nov. 27.

[A favourable critique of a work, which, from its pure and easy Latin

style, is much more agreeable to read than most German manuals of

Dogmatics. Dr. Grimm, it may be added, is more conservative than

his reviewer.]

The Ancient and Medieval Monuments referring to the Cultus of the

Virgin Mary, in Christian Observer, Nov. and Dec.

Izhar el Hakk, an Arabic attack on Christianity, analyzed by E. H.

Palmer, in Cambridge Univ. Gazette, Nov. 17, 24.

[The work displays considerable acquaintance with Biblical criticism,

e.g., with the works of Lightfoot, Griesbach, Home, Westcott. Assum

ing that an infallible Biblical text, and an unaltering form of doctrine is

essential to the truth of Christianity, the writer has an easy task in

refuting the claims of the latter.]

On the Position of St. Augustine in the History of the Church and of

Culture, by Feuerlein, in Von Sybel'i Historical Journal,

Noi viiii

flue peculiarities of St. Augustine's moral and Spiritual iiatufe are |

examined with reference to their influence on his general philosophical

and theological system. St. Augustine is often compared with St. Paul

and Luther, but the difference between him and them is far greater

than the resemblance. He makes no breach with the past. He lacks

creative power most in philosophical, but even in theological specula

tion. He becomes, when he returns to the beliefs of his childhood, the

oracle of his time, yet, to a great extent, because of a gift he has of

accommodating himself to that time ; where he is least great he is most

loveable. He is too sensuous to be a great thinker, too fond of abstrac

tions to be a great poet : he occupies intermediate ground, where he

dreams, meditates, broods over the problems of human life. The almost

feminine qualities of his mind come out in all his works, notably in his

masterpiece— The Confessions. In studying him, a modern theologian

may be reminded of Schleiermacher. St. Augustine has, however, little

that is modern about him. As in the circumstances of his public and

private career, his association with Eastern heresy, his contact with

Barbarian invaders, his fall and his penance, so, too, in his intellectual

and dogmatic position it is mediaeval Christianity that he illustrates and

typifies. His dogmatical position, in particular, is by no means

Protestant or Evangelical. God with him is purely transcendental : the

historical appearance of Christ is thrown into the background, and of

prayer to Christ there is not the least indication. The vicarious suffering

is practically disavowed, by modifying the phrase that Christ was made

sin into the much weaker one, that He was made a sacrifice, the effect

of which was due not to Christ's own suffering, but to the false step of

the devil in attempting to overcome him.]

New Publications.

I. History ofReligious Ideas.

BLENKINSOPP, E. L. The Doctrine of Development in the Bible and

the Church. London: Allen, tos. 6d.

Bl'NSEV, E. von. Die Einheit der Religion im Zusammenhange mit

den Yolkerwanderungen der Urzeit und der Geheiinlehre.

Band I. Berlin : Mitscher u. ROstell, pp. xvi. 668.

Dictionary of Historical and Doctrinal Theology, ed. by J. H. Blunt.

Vol. I. A—K. London: Rivingtons. 21s.

PRESSENSfe, E. de. L'Histoire du Dogme. Paris : Meyrueis, pp. iv.

332- 5'-

SlMROCK, K. Handbuch der dcutschen Mythologie, mit Einschluss

der nordischen. Auflage 3. Bonn : Marcus, pp. 625. lor.

II. Biblical Literature.

Hencstenberg, E. W. Das Evangelium des heil. Johannes erlautert.

Band 2. Ausg. 2. Berlin : Schlawiz, pp. 394. 5X- **'•

K1.0PPER, A. Exegetisch-kritische Untersuchungen iiber den zweiten

Brief des Paulus an die Gem. zu Korinth. Gottingen : Ruprecht.

2S.

Lange, J. P. Epistle of Paul to the Romans, &c. Edinburgh: Clark.

flf.

Schmidt, R. Die Paulinischc Christologie. Gottingen: Ruprecht,

pp. iii. 315. p.

Schuerer, E. De controversiis paschalibus secundo post Chr. saeculo

exortis. Leipzig: Lorentz, pp. 76. 2s.

Volkmar, G. Die Evangelien od. Marcus u. die Synopsis der kanon.

u. ausserkanon. Evangelien nach dem altesten Text, mit historisch-

exeget. Commentar. Leipzig: Kues, pp. xiii. 660. 12s.

III. Church History.

Demaus, R. Hugh Latimer, a Biography : prepared from original and

contemporary documents. London : Relig. Tract Soc. 8vo.

7s. 6d.

Eusebii Pamphili scripta historica. Tom. III. Commentarii. Denuo

edid. F. A. Heinichen. Leipzig : Mendelssohn. 10s. (xl.

IIengstenberg, E. W. Geschichte des Reiches Gottes unter dem

Alten Bunde. Erster Periodc : Von Abraham bis auf Moses.

Berlin : Schlawiz. 4.-.

Marchesi, L. La Liturgie gallicane dans les huit premiers siecles de

1'Eglise. Trad, de l'ltalien, par Mgr. Gust. Gallot. Lyon :

Telagaud. 8vo., pp. xxii. 547. 6s. icv/.

Schaff, P. History of the Christian Church. 3 vols. Edinburgh :

Clark. 36X.

IV. Dogmatics.

Grimm, C. L. W. Institutio Theologian dogmatica; evangelicse historico-

critica. Ed. secunda. Jena : pp. x. 484. 6s. 61/.

HELTirtOEit, F. Apologie d«s Christenthums, Vol.11. Die Dogmen,

Auflage 3. Freiburg : Herder.
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Science and Philosophy.

LETTER OF SIR ISAAC NEWTOX.

The letter of Sir Isaac Newton, which I send to the

Academy, was addressed to Dr. John North, who succeeded

Dr. Barrow in the Mastership of Trinity College, Cambridge;

I found it a few weeks since among the papers of my late

father-in-law, Frederick North, Esq., M.P. for Hastings.

Mr. North, being immediately descended from Roger North

(the author of the Lives of the Norths, and brother both of

the Lord Keeper Guilford and of the Master of Trinity) was

great-great-great-nephew of the Dr. John North to whom the

letter in question was addressed :—

For the RDd & Hon"8 Dr. North, to be left at Mr. Pawley's at the

Bible in Chancery Lane, London.

Cambridge Apr 21. 1677.

Sr The esteem you express of my judgment I must impute to

yor goodness who are willing to make y° best of every-thing. Yet since

it is yor desire to have my opinion about this new Treatise of Musick, I

shall give it you, though perhaps not so largely as you may expect, there

being some things which I cannot speak positively to for want of experi

ments & skill in Musick.

Pag S lin 14 & pag 6 lin 30, the Author asserts y' sound is produced

in y" Torricellian vacuum, & thence seems to collect y1 y' medium of

sound is not y° grosser Air but some subtiler aerial fluid of a middle

nature between y' Air & /Ether, W* can penetrate glass & other gross

bodies. But it is to be suspected y' this experim1 of y" Torricellian

Vacuum holds only when y* glas is not well emptied of Air. For M*

Boyle (exp* 27) repeating it w,k a watch hung in his Receiver, found

that as y receiver was more & more emptied, y° noise made by y° Ballance

wheel grew fainter & fainter till at last it was not heard at all though y"

handle & wheels of ye watch were still seen to continue their motion as

freely as at first. Vet y* louder sound of a Bell continued audible when

y* air was drawn out, though perhaps it would not have done so could

ye Receiver have been fully exhausted of Air, & y6 Bell have been sus

tained in ye Receiver by something wck might not touch y" glas. To y*

best of my remembrance I have also some where read ofan Alarm Watch

whose Alarm being made to go, y* sound of ye Bell grew faint by draw

ing out y* air.

Pag. 5. lin 18. The Author asserts y' a sound seems to come in

streight lines to y° ear though an obstacle be situated between y" ear

& ye sounding body so y' it cannot come in streight lines : But this I

doubt of if he mean y* it seems to come in streight lines from y'

sounding body. If indeed y" interposed obstacle be not too gross &

compact, suppose a glass window or thin wall of wood or mortar, y'

air may by shaking it propagate y" sound through it, & then y" sound

will be heard in a streight line from y* sounding body : but if yc ob

stacle be massy, suppose a very steep & high hill, or a soil id high wall

of brick or stone, I am apt to think y° sound will seem to come from

y5 top of y° Hill or Wall rather then in a direct line from yc sounding

body behind it. And some such diverting of sounds I have observed

occasionally in walking on a street close by a single house, whilst bells

were ringing on y* other side. The house to y' best ofmy remembrance

had no windows on that side next me, & ye sound of y" bells seemed to

come from y' end of ye house which I was nearest to though y" bells

were directly behind it. So in a Room of stone walls wth but one

window, the sound will seem to come from ye window though y' sound

ing body without lye not that way.

Pag 8 lin 14. The Author affirms y' when y" vibrations of two

sounding strings are equal, they will work one another to a coincidence

or synchronism, & on this position grounds all his discours of concords

& discords, affirming y1 unisons always strike y° ear together, Octaves

at every other puis of y' Treble, ffifts at every 3rd pulse &c. But it

seems otherwise to me. ffor though yc pulses of y" strings should reduce

one another to a synchronism, yet those of one string will strike y° ear

sooner or later than those of y° other, accordingly as y° ear is more

or less near to one string then to ye other.

Such sounds are not propagated in a moment, ye pulses must not be

supposed to extend each of them at once from y" sounding body to y"

ear in such manner y' all y* air in that interval be moved together first

forward and then backward, and so forward att'l backward again so

long as ya sound lasts : but y" pulses are rather to be conceived like so

many spherical concentrick waves whose center is y* sounding body

and w* arising continually from y' center dilate and flow on from

thence with that swiftness we find sound propagated till they arrive at

ye car ; new pulses from y° center continually succeeding them after ye

manner of undulations made by throwing a stone into water. Let

therefore A & B represent two sounding bodies of like tones, c, d, e, f,
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&c. y" pulses continually propagated from A ; & k, I, m, it, &c. y* pulses

propagated from B. And if y" ear be placed at x or y, or s, or any

place where y* pulses at any time intersect, they will strike y' ear at

y* same time, but if it be placed between x and y suppose at v, y' pulse

x n W* comes from y" body B will strike it in ye intervall of y* pulses

xf m\<$i y g, w1* come from y" body A. And the like will happen if y*

ear be placed between y and z as at w, or in any pulse of one body and

between two pulses of ye other. So that y° ears of two men or ye two

ears of y" same man according to their position from y" sounding bodies

may be struck the one at once y' other successively by y" pulses and yet

in all positions of y" ear y" sounds & their harmony are heard y' same.

The like of bodies tuned to a fift or any other Concord. Seeing there

fore y" pulses of two sounds may at y" same time strike one ear both

together & another ear alternately & yet do exhibit y" same concord to all

ears, it follows I" that concords arise not from y" coincidence of pulses

at y* ear nor have any dependance on such coincidences, and 2af that

unisons are rather a harmony of two like tones then a single tone made

more loud and full by ye addition as yr Author would have it p. 8, 1. 20.

The explication of ye sound of whistles pag 12 is very ingenious, but

I fear not altogether substantial. Yet for want of apposite experiments

I can neither sufficiently confute it nor confirm any new Hypothesis.

The discours also about breaking of Tones into higher notes seems

very ingenious and judicious but I want experience to discern whether

altogether solid, & much more do I want experience & skill to enable

me sufficiently to judge of what follows about Tunes, y° scale of Music

and consort ; this requiring a combination of musical & Mathematical

skill, & therefore I shal content my self w"> having thus far animad

verted upon ye Author.

I am much obliged to you for giving me notice of the objection made

against my notion about colours. But y" experiment succeeds otherwise

then tis reported. If you place your eye where y" blew light falls on ye

wall so y' a by-stander see your eye of a blew colour you will at ye same

time sec y* Prism of a blew colour, & so if you place your eye in ye red

light you will see yc Prism red. What colour a By-stander sees fall on

yor eye you will see at y' Prism : as I can affirm by iterated experience.

The last week I called at yo' Lodgings & hope ere long to have an

opportunity to wait on you again. In y° meane time I rest w* my

thanks to you for yor kind acceptance of my former Letters.

Yor humble servant

& honourer

Is Newton.

I have frequently heard Mr. North mention the existence

of this letter, and regret that he could not lay his hands upon

it. Indeed when Sir David Brewster was engaged upon the

Life of Netvton he, knowing apparently that such a letter

was extant, applied to Mr. North for the use of it, but at

that time it could not be found. The original is twice

endorsed ; first in the handwriting of Roger North, Esq. of

Rougham, son of the Hon. Roger North, in the following

words : "•?• !*■' Newton to my tinkle John" ; and, secondly,

in the handwriting of my late father-ln-lawj to this effect :—-
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"From Sir Isaac Newton to Dr. John North, Master of

Trin. Coll. Cambridge. Endorsed in the handwriting of my

great-grandfather Roger North (Junior), Son of Hon. R. N.

ofRougham—F. N." Reference is made to this letter p. 298

of Roger North's Life of the Lord Keeper Guilford, who

was author of the Treatise on Music. In order to give

further security for its genuineness, I propose to place the

original in the hands of General Sir Edward Sabine, Bart.,

for the inspection of the members of the Royal Society.

Finally, I may mention that the letter is the property of my

sister-in-law, Miss North, of Hastings Lodge, Hastings.

(Signed) John Addington Symonds, Junr.

Clifton, Bristol, Dec. 3, 1869.

[The references in this letter have been compared with the Bodleian

copy of the anonymous Philosophical Essay of Mustek, directed to a

Friend, 4to, pp. 35, printed Feb. 3rd, 1676-7, and correspond in every

particular. The essay was afterwards acknowledged by Francis North,

Lord Guilford. It created a great deal of discussion at the time, was

out of print in a few years, and has ever since been scarce. The novelty

of the book seems to have been the scheme or table of pulses at the

beginning, and conveys a clear idea to the eye of what the ratio of

sounds in numbers only communicates to the intellect. The " ingenious

Mr. Hook " afterwards put this scheme into clockwork. And Burney

says, in his History of Music, that " considering the small progress

which had been made in so obscure and subtle a subject as the propaga

tion of sound, when this book was written, the experiments and conjec

tures must be allowed to have considerable merit." Both Dr. Wallis

(1684) and Dr. Holder (1694) were, in the opinion of Roger North,

" spirited up by his Lordship's essay."—Ed.]

The Development of the Idea of Chemical Composition.—Inau

gural Lecture, by Alexander Crum Brown, M.D., D.Sc, Professor of

Chemistry in the University of Edinburgh. Edmonston and Douglas.

This address contains an outline of the services rendered to

the doctrine of Chemical Composition, by Boyle, Beccher

and Stahl, Joseph Black and Lavoisier. Starting with the

question, " What is a substance made of? " the author states

briefly that the ancient Greek and Medieval alchemic answers

were based respectively on four and on three elemental

principles, which were regarded as the ultimate constituents

of all matter. Boyle showed the insufficiency of both these

answers. He made besides numerous positive discoveries

in chemistry, and observed especially that a metal after

calcination is heavier than it was before. The author

directs attention particularly to the criticism Boyle applied

to the method and reasoning in chemistry of his time, and

remarks (p. 13) that he accomplished the greatest revolution

the science has ever experienced. Beccher and Stahl, who

were subsequent to Boyle, did not follow his lead, but gave

a general theory of combustion upon an assumed principle

called Phlogiston, which in some respects suggests the

" Sulphur " of the preceding epoch. This theory explained

a large number of facts, was fruitful in new discoveries, and,

except that it was cumbrous and complicated, was as com

plete as could be attained at the time.

Black's share in the growth of the idea consisted of two

discoveries : the real cause of the difference between mild

and caustic alkalies, and latent heat, which explained certain

phenomena attendant upon combination.

Lavoisier, by the help of Black's idea and Priestley's dis

covery of oxygen, ascertained that the phlogistian view of

combustion was a mistaken and imperfect one. By bringing

forward abundant evidence in support of the converse of

Stahl's theory, he established the now accepted explanation

of combustion, and has been regarded in consequence as one

of the most distinguished chemical philosophers.

We have space to. remark only one or two points. 1°. While

in the first part of the lecture the subject is distinctly com

position, in the second the preliminary or subsidiary subject

of combustion seems to be chosen for exposition. Knowing

that it is necessary to trace the history of combustion in

order fully to understand composition, the author has cor

rectly represented Lavoisier's theory as the goal which

chemists had all along been striving to reach and to which

they were working up, when Lavoisier proclaimed it won.

To complete the argument, the conclusion to which this

history leads should have been stated, namely, that composi

tion is now seen to be the result of the combination of

different kinds of maUer—their composition unknown—

which remain unchanged in all the changes they seem to

undergo ; and that combustion—by which unskilled ob

servers think matter is lost or destroyed—is but one of

a number of phenomena accompanying the formation of new

compounds out of old elements.

2". In our almost total want of critical knowledge of

Arabic chemical books and the relations between them and

antecedent or contemporaneous Greek writings, it is difficult

to accept the wide statement, that the Arabs introduced the

idea of analysis, without even greater qualification than

is given (p. 8) by the author. It should be remembered also

that " Salt " is not regarded as an element by the older Arabic

writers, whose works are considered on the whole as genuine,

nor by the alchemists for some centuries later, and that the

Iatro-chemists immediately prior to Boyle were hesitating

between functional or proximate material elements and

absolute elements.

3°. While Boyle may be allowed greater knowledge and

greater critical power than Stahl, he seems to have been

inferior to him in the imaginative faculty required to start a

comprehensive theory, and he remains, therefore, unin-

fluential in history. No general chemical idea of his modified

what had gone before for those who came after. The three

spagiric elements ran their course untouched by Boyle's

scepticism ; and if Phlogiston, their historic outgrowth, was

afterwards overthrown by views similar to Boyle's—and not

to his only, but to Rey's and Hooke's—it was when these

had been independently arrived at by historical evolution

from Phlogiston.

4°. May we question whether, in the face of what the author

has himself said (pp. 26, 28, 29) of Lavoisier's indebtedness to

British experimenters, of the causticity with which Black, one

of the most modest, cautious and accurate of men, spoke of

Lavoisier, of the limited nature of Lavoisier's discoveries, and

his want of success in analytical investigation, he deserves

to be called the greatest French chemist of his time (p. 25) ?

While indicating these as topics on which we differ more

or less from the author, we are glad to agree with him in his

estimate of the importance of the history of science (p. 4) ;

in his criticism of Wurtz, whose statement that chemistry is a

French science is simply an oratorical flourish ; in his defence

of Phlogiston (pp. 15-19), and in his recognition of Black's

originality and claim to the ideas which wrought in the minds

of chemists at the end of last century. John Ferguson.

Benedict! de Spinoza, ' Korte Verhandeling van God, de Mensch

en deszelfs Welstand.'—Tractatuli deperditi de Deo et Homine

ejusque Felicitate versio Belgica.—Ed. by Prof. Schaarschmidt.

Amsterdam : F. Muller. (pp. xxxiv. and 135.)

We notice this volume principally on account of the valuable

preface of Dr. Schaarschmidt, in which he discusses two main

points, the history and import of the Tractatulus, and the

philosophic antecedents of Spinozism. The old Dutch

version, through which alone we know the lost treatise " On

God and Man," has been already for some years before the

world in Prof. Van Vloten's Supplement to Spinoza's works.

This is not the place to dwell on the manifold shortcomings
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of Prof. Van Vloten as an editor. His insensibility to any

questions as to the critical value of the MSS. before him ren

dered a new and trustworthy recension of the text an impera

tive necessity : Dr. Schaarschmidt, therefore, has done a real

service to philosophic literature in producing the first edition

of the Tractatulus which has any claim to be considered

authoritative. Our only regret is that he has not yet given

us a version, either Latin or German, which might enable us

once for all to discard Van Vloten's unhappy attempt at

interpretation.

Thepresent edition faithfully reproduces the text of the older

of our two existing MSS., that which recent researches have

traced to the possession of William Deurhoff, a merchant of

Amsterdam, who died in the early part of the last century.

Of Deurhoff himself very little is known : he was probably

one of those devout but unlettered followers for whose use

translations of some of Spinoza's writings seem to have been

made during the lifetime of the great teacher himself. The

loss of the original Tractatulus need not occasion surprise or

mistrust. The editor of the Opera Posthuma (L. Meyer)

admits that some of Spinoza's works may have escaped him ;

and the task of collecting them was no easy one, owing to

the furtive way in which such writings circulated in the first

instance. The Tractatulus itself, as the last paragraph

intimates, was intended for " friends," that is, for a small

circle of disciples who could be trusted with it : a more

formal publication might have aroused prejudices which

it was impolitic to irritate, and from which Spinoza's blame

less and saintly life would have been wholly unable to shield

him. The " sceptic " Bayle refuted Spinoza by terming him

an atheist and a subverter of all morality ; and the religious

world in Holland agreed in this charitable view with the

sceptic Bayle.

The more immediate cause of the disappearance of the

Tractatulus was doubtless the circumstance of its having been

soon superseded by a more mature exposition of the author's

system. In fact, it is little more than a preliminary sketch

of the Ethica ordinc geometrico dcmonstrata. While exhibit

ing all the essential features of what we understand by

Spinozism, it lacks the characteristic form of the final work

—the parade of Definitions, Axioms, and so forth ; the line

which separates thought and extension, the two modes of

substance, is not so sharply drawn ; we miss the polemic

against Final Causes ; the Cartesian influence in the chapters

" On Man " is even stronger than in the corresponding part

of the later work. Spinozism, in short, is here seen in its

genesis before it found an ultimate expression in the Ethica.

If this theory is the true one, little doubt remains as to the

approximate date of the Tractatulus, which must be referred

to the somewhat obscure period of Spinoza's life which

followed his excommunication in 1656 : it can hardly have

been written later than 1663 when, as we know from his

Letters, the Ethica was so far advanced that the first Book

was already in the hands of his immediate friends.

An interesting section in the Editor's preface treats of

the " origines " of Spinozism. Spinoza's true place in the

history of speculation is not that usually assigned to him :

much as he may owe to Bruno, and, still more, to Descartes,

we seem to see something Hebrew in his type of mind,

something which eternally differentiates his modes of thought

from theirs. Unless we content ourselves with the facile

phrase that this Hebraism was with him " in the blood," we

must look for an explanation of it in his education, and in the

intellectual atmosphere of his youth. In his youth, says his

earliest biographer {praef. Op. Posth.), he studied theology,

i e. the theology of his own people, as we may reasonably

infer ; and it can be shewn that his subsequent knowledge of

ancient philosophies was derived for the most part from

some such Jewish source as the Guide of the Perplexed

of Maimonides (Trendelenburg, Bcitriigc, iii. p. 395). But,

as M. Renan reminds us (Averrocs, p. 1 99), influences of this

last kind will not explain very much ; Spinoza's attitude

towards medieval Peripateticism, that of Maimonides and

Gersonides, would seem to be, in the main, one of pro

nounced and systematic antagonism. A flood of new light

has been recently shed on the question by Dr. Joel's mono

graph on the ' Religious Philosophy of Chasdai Crescas

(Don Chasdai Creskas' religionsphilosophischc Lehren, Breslau,

1866), a Jew of Barcelona, who set himself in violent op

position to the dominant Averroism of the fourteenth cen

tury. " All the germs of that which constitutes the cha

racteristic element in Spinoza's system are found before him

in Crescas," says Dr. Joel (p. 71); and the resemblance

between the two is certainly striking, since it is said to

include, inter alia, the same Pantheistic theory of God, the

same Necessitarianism, the same conception of happiness as

the "love of God" or perpetual "union" with Him. If

Dr. Joel's argument seems far-fetched, we must bear in mind

that Spinoza unquestionably had some knowledge of Crescas

and his writings, as he quotes him at length in one of his

extant letters (Ep. 29 : Bruder).

We may add a word about the portrait which serves as

frontispiece to this edition. The original, preserved at the

Hague, is attributed, like most portraits of Spinoza, to his

friend, the painter Van der Spijk, but it differs so materially

from that prefixed to Van Vloten's Supplement that it is

almost impossible to believe them to represent one and the

same person. We hope Dr. Schaarschmidt will elucidate

this difficulty when he publishes his promised translation of

the Tractatulus. I. Bywater.

UBRI AGAIN.

In the interests of truth we are glad to present both sides

of the Libri affair. Our notice in No. 2 was written by an

intimate friend of Libri : the following criticisms will be

useful to those who desire to form a dispassionate judgment

upon the whole evidence.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACADEMY.

Archives de VEmpire, Rue cte Paradis, I, Paris.

SIR,—Will you allow me to correct some statements in your article

on Libri (No. 2, p. 45). It is always honourable to defend the victims

of persecution which is, or is thought, unjust ; but in your article the

generous zeal of the writer has closed his eyes to well-established charges.

1. According to the article, we are to understand that Libri, as a

friend of Guizot, was menaced by powerful journals and advised by his

friends to take refuge in England. Even if it had been true that the

Revolution of 1848 was vindictive, Libri was not a politician, and there

fore had nothing to fear. His flight to England was determined, not

by the advice of his own friends, but by the warning of M. Terrien,

editor of the National, who informed him, in an article dated May 18,

1848, that a judicial report on his inspection of public libraries would be

produced against him. M. Libri went off at once; he had eighteen cases

of books sent after him ; perhaps they were too dangerous to be left in

France. This was a step which no friend could have advised. It is

to be remembered that the report mentioned by M. Terrien is dated

Feb. 4. 1848, emanated from the Procurcur dn Roi, and is anterior to

the Revolution of February.

2. This sudden flight is a presumption to begin with, especially as

Libri did not go alone, and took all his books that he could. As for

the offer of all his books mentioned in the Academy, did it include the

books sold by auction in 1835, in 1837 (May 18 and Nov. 20), in 1838

(Jan. 24 and May 21), in 1839, in 1840, in 1841, in 1844, in 1845, in 1846,

and lastly, the 1923 MSS. and collections sold in 1847 for the sum of

8000/. Both before and after his condemnation Libri seems to have col

lected books simply for sale. If the offer had included all these collections,

it is likely that it would have been accepted, even on condition that the

books should be kept together as the Libri collection. Less tempting

offers have been accepted already on the same terms. It is ndmittr'l

i i
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that Libri professed his intention of making some such present. M.

Guizot's evidence proves this, but nothing more. If Libri had ever

meant to carry out his offer made in conversation, he would have

repeated it in writing, and then his advocates could have appealed with

confidence to a tangible proof of his sincerity.

3. So far from the Defences of Libri not being allowed to enter

France, the two most important (the Reply to the Report of M, Boucly,

and the Letter to M. de Falloux) were published in Paris ; and Libri

himself states in the Letter, page 302, that 6000 copies of the Reply-

had been circulated.

4. It is quite true that Libri and his partisans dwelt much on the fact

that six volumes which Libri was charged with taking from the Maza

rine Library were afterwards found on its shelves. But only those who

are unacquainted with the original act of accusation, with the reply

of the experts (MM. Bordier Bourquelot and Lalaune) in the Revue des

Deux Momies for May I, 1852, to the article of M. Merimee in an

earlier number and with the Report of M. Bonjean to the Senate (June 4,

1 861), can acquit Libri on this evidence. To begin with : this evidence

only professes to account for six l>ooks ; the accusation specifies ninety,

not to mention hundreds of autographs. Moreover, as to three books

out of the six, the experts triumphantly refuted Libri's defence ; about

the other three, it may be doubtful whether the mistake is on the side

of the act of accusation or of M. Merimee's article. Besides, an indict

ment is always meant to be tested by a trial, and a man who elects to

be tried in his absence cannot claim to have the conviction quashed,

even if he is able three or four years afterwards to point out a mistake

in a single count. If all the counts were mistaken, why did Libri go

beyond the reach of justice with the eighteen cases of lwoks ?

In any impartial review of the question it will be remembered that

Libri had time to remove the greater part of the case for the prosecu

tion. When his house was searched, the prosecution found nothing

but bibliographical notes and catalogues, which were left to be found.

If the experts could have examined Libri's collections there would have

been plenty of room to supplement the list of his thefts. I can speak to

this from personal knowledge. I have myself seen in a private library

in England, to mention only a single instance, a magnificent MS. which

formed part of one of Libri's collections, where it was falsely cata

logued. This MS. has been proved to have belonged to the library

of a monastery suppressed by the Revolution in France, when it was

transferred to the Bibliotheque de Tours. Paul Meyer.

Scientific Notes.

Physiology.

The Structure of Muscular Fibre.—An important paper has just

been published by Dr. V. Hensen in a new journal—Arbcitcn aus don

Kieler physiologischcn Jnslitiit, 1869—"On the Structure of Muscular

Fibre." Dr. Hensen states that he some time ago noticed that the

transverse strife of the embryonic muscles in the tail of the tadpole

were in reality double, owing to the presence of a thin disk of finely

granular substance. This disk appeared to be in connection with the

protoplasm surrounding the nucleus. Recent discussions in the works

of Du Bois Reymond led him to resume these investigations, and the

results of his inquiries are as follows :—First, he finds that the structure

of the muscles in the different classes of animals, when examined with

the greatest possible care and delicacy in their preparation, present

remarkable constancy in their features, though differing slightly inter sc.

The muscles of rabbits and guinea-pigs examined with the microscope

in the state of rigor mortis present so exactly the same appearance as

the living muscle when at rest that it is impossible to distinguish

between them with the eye alone. If they are, however, placed in

juxtaposition, the living muscle is perhaps a little clearer and its stria?

are softer ; the dead is more easily torn and less extensible. It thus

appears that muscles in the condition of post mortem rigidity are not in

the state of contraction, or at least the striae are not approximated ; and

these observations, therefore, support the statements of Krause that no

phenomena of contraction are observable during the setting in of rigor

mortis (the muscles of the jaws alone being excepted). In the fibres of

a muscle at rest every transverse stria may be seen to be divided into

two halves by a dark line, to which the term "median disk " may be

applied. There is, consequently, in muscle not merely an alternate

arrangement of a strongly refracting substance, the transverse disk,

and a feebly refracting substance, the intervening substance ; but

superimposed on one half of the transverse disk is a layer of feebly

refracting substance, the Median dis)t 1 then follows the second half

bf the transverse ilisk, and, lastly-, tk* Intermediate Jubilance, The

median disk may be well seen with a power of 500 and a slightly

oblique position of the mirror, in the uninjured uncontracted fibre of

the guinea-pig. It then appears dark ; but if the fibre be strongly

stretched, it becomes clearer than the substance of the transverse disks.

These phenomena, as other experiments show, are due to the circum

stance that the substance composing the transverse disk is more highly

refracting, not only than the intermediate substance, but than the

"median disk." Further examination of the structures here first

described requires higher powers, and that the muscle should be broken

up into columns and fibrils. With a power of 1200, the intermediate

substance in the fibre of a guinea-pig appears sometimes, though not

always, to consist of transverse rows of minute granules imbedded in a

homogeneous matrix. The substance of the transverse disk is homo

geneous. The median disk, especially in the frog, is finely granular.

M. Hensen did not succeed in isolating the median disks, nor was any

result obtained from attempts made to tint them. Contracted muscle

fibre can be easily obtained by short exposure of the fresh fibres to the

air ; but the contractions are irregular and imperfect, and unsatisfactory

for purposes of investigation. A better mode of procedure consists in

acting on the muscle with a I-I0th per cent, solution of perosmic acid,

which effects contraction to the extent of one-half the original length,

without disturbing the natural transparency of the fibres. From an

examination of these fibres, Hensen first thought that the transverse

disk or stria, divided into two parts, the median disk appearing as

intervening substance ; subsequent investigation proved that this was

not a correct interpretation of the phenomena, and that the transverse

disks are only approximated to one another, and that they, with the

intermediate substance, become correspondingly broader. In the living

animal, for observations on which the transparent thighs of the Mysis

arc well adapted, the act of contraction in the individual fibres, even

when the animal is scarcely perceptibly moving, is so rapid that the

successive stages of the act cannot be followed. In his description of

the muscular fibre of the Mysis, which agrees with that of Insecta

generally, M. Hensen notes the occurrence of a fine line crossing the

middle of the intervening substance transversely, and regards it as a

discovery, though it was described in this country by Carpenter from

Mr. Lealand's preparations many years ago. The median disk is very

strongly marked in insects ; and, judging from its optical characters

alone, it is very different from the intermediate substance. In the state

of extension of the fibre in insects, the median disk is concave ; in con

traction it appears convex.

We ha»'e only space to notice the theory of the structure of the con

tractile substance, which has been advanced by M. Hensen, based on

the observations we have detailed above. Muscle consists, he considers,

independently of sarcolemma, nucleus and protoplasm, of soft materials,

which, as they cannot be separated from one another without destruction

of the tissue, render it necessary to regard the substance of a muscle as

a solid. This solid, then, is composed probably of four different parts,

of which three—the anisotropal substance of the transverse disks, the

median disk, and the intermediate substance—are arranged in a lami

nated manner in the long axis of the muscular fibre, at the same time

being firmly adherent to one another. Morphologically they are com

parable to the elements of a Voltaic pile : the intermediate substance

corresponding to the wet pad ; the transverse disk representing in its two

halves the two metal plates; though unlike these, the halves are not

dissmilar, whilst they are separated by the median disk, which has no

analogue in the Voltaic pile. The column thus formed corresponds to

the smallest of the areas seen on cross section described by Cohnheim,

and extend throughout the whole length of the muscle. The material

dividing these columns from one another appears to be of peculiar

nature, and constitutes the fourth substance. It is very similar to the

intermediate substance, and permeates this without coalescing with it.

Whether it forms a continuous sheath to the little columns is not clearly

discernible ; here and there, however, it presents thickened portions.

The columns easily cleave longitudinally, and to so great an extent that

there is practically no limit, and the finest fibrillar are beyond our

cognisance. The adhesion of the muscular substance is weakest

laterally, stronger longitudinally, and oblique separation never occurs,

the only approach to it t«ing a series of terraces. On maceration of

the muscle a further cleavage occurs, the transverse disks breaking up

into small fragments, the sarcous elements of Mr. Bowman, the groups

of disdiaclasts of Briicke, whilst the intermediate substance undergoes

solution. Those particles contain the median disk, and at a later period

break up into granules. Muscle is thus capable of extensive cleavage ;

but as this never occurs in living muscle, we have no reason to regard

it as really composed either of columns or fibrils.

Chemistry.

Leaves and Carbonic Acid.—M. Boussingault (Ann. de C/iem. et

de Phys., Nov., 1869) re-investigates the question whether leaves, which

decompose carbonic acid with great energy in the sunlight, enjoy the

same power when they arc exposed to weak diffused light, ind when

they are ill perfect darkness, Th* decomposition of the cnibuhic acid
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was decided by the appearance of oxygen. The liberation of oxygen

was decided by the diminution of volume and by the luminous appear

ance in the presence of phosphorus. A tube standing over mercury

was filled with an artificial atmosphere composed of 27 vols, of car

bonic acid and 57 vols, of hydrogen. A stick of phosphorus was pushed

up into this atmosphere and the whole placed in a dark room. A laurel

leaf was now introduced ; a small amount of light was observed, due to

the air adhering to the leaf : this light quickly ceased. No sooner was

the apparatus removed into the sunshine than abundant vapours were

produced, showing that the leaf was liberating and the phosphorus

absorbing oxygen. After eight hours' exposure the whole of the car

bonic acid was found decomposed. In perfect darkness no decom

position of the carbonic acid takes place. In the shade, pine-needles

were found to decompose carbonic acid even at 0*5° C. Graminacious

plants have the same power. This power is not confined to mature

leaves. Vine leaves, so young as to be scarcely coloured, decompose

carbonic acid energetically. If leaves of maize be grown from seed in

the dark until they are 25 to 30 centimetres long, and be then brought

into diffused daylight, they become bright green in about a week.

Though the leaf commences to decompose the carbonic acid as soon as

chlorophyll is formed, i.e. as soon as it begins to be coloured, this

decomposition is so small as to be imperceptible until the leaf has assumed

a distinct green hue.

Isolation of Ethyl-Vinyl.—M. A. Wurtz appears to have succeeded

in isolating the compound of ethyl and vinyl : the formula of which

is, however, not deduced from the recompositions indicated by the

author. A bromine compound of vinyl is heated and left in contact

with zinc-ethyl for some weeks. Bromide of zinc, a gas, and the bro

mide of ethyl-vinyl are formed ; the latter, when treated with sodium,

gives up its bromine and liberates the conjugate radicle which boils at

5° C. The rationale of the formation is not satisfactorily traced.

Investigations on the Alkaloids.—Drs. Fittig and Mielchof Gottin-

gen have published the first results of an investigation on the constitution

ofthe Alkaloids. The subject of the present investigation is piperin and

its derivatives piperidine and piperic acid. They have been led to the

conclusion that piperidine is a base of comparatively simple constitu

tion, for it may be regarded as having the constitution of an ammonia

molecule, in which one of the three atoms of hydrogen is replaced by

the radicle Methyle, and a second by the radicle Butyrosyl, and it thus

bears a simple relation to Coniin, which may be considered as having

the constitution of an ammonia molecule in which two of the atoms of

hydrogen are replaced by the radicle. They consider that piperic acid,

the other derivative of piperin, has a far more complicated composition,

but they have obtained from it, by the action of oxidizing agents, bodies

which will serve for future investigation. Piperonal and piperonylic

acid are bodies discovered by the authors, which seem to promise a

solution of the question of the constitution of the whole class of bodies.

At present they believe that piperic acid must be included in the class

of aromatic bodies (Benzol derivatives).

Constitution of Tyrosin.—Herr Barth of Innsbruck has discussed

the old question of the nature of Tyrosin (a decomposition product of

albumen Casein). From some investigations on the subject which he

has lately repeated, he believes it must be considered to be oxy-

phenylamido-propionic acid.

Physics.

Heat evolved by Neutralizing Acids.—Julius Thomsen, of Copen

hagen, in continuing his researches upon the heat evolved on neutralizing

acids, has made a special comparison in this respect between hydro

chloric, hydrobromic, hydriodic, hydrofluoric, and hydrocyanic acids.

The neutralizer was, in all cases, hydrate of soda. An allowance has

to be made for heat absorption, due to the solution of the gaseous acid

in the aqueous solution of the halide of the alkaline metal. When

hydrochloric acid is neutralized with hydrate of soda, an amount of heat

is liberated which is proportional to the quantity of acid neutralized.

This holds good until the acid and alkali are in equal equivalents. But

if the acid be in excess, less than the proportional quantity of heat is set

free. Hydrochloric, hydrobromic, and hydriodic acids show very nearly

the same amount of heat on neutralization. Hydrofluoric liberates a

greater amount, in the ratio of 16270 to 13720. Hydrocyanic acid is

marked by a comparatively small amount of heat liberation, namely

2766 as compared with 13720 in the case of hydrochloric acid.

Petroleum in Locomotives.—MM. St. Claire Deville and Dieu-

donne report (Camples Rcndus, Nov. 2, 1869) upon the employment

of petroleum in certain experimental locomotives constructed for the

Chcmins de tEst. They find that the mean consumption of the oil is

5 kilogrammes per kilometre. A comparison between the evaporating

powers of petroleum and patent fuel showed—

Weight of water evaporated by 1 kilg of oil ...... zo'9kiloi

1, .1 l) patent fuel I . i »'» ,i

Heat Of the M66m—M. feailK \CmjH6 to?| ,$0$'. \ iS'&i)

has Sought id detect and measure the heat radiated by the moon. He

concentrated the moon's rays by a mirror 39 centimetres in diameter. In

the focus of this was placed a square thermomultiplier with its cone,

and connected with a galvanometer on Sir W. Thompson's principle.

The scale of the galvanometer was divided into millimetres, and placed

at about a metre from the galvanometer. From comparative experiments

with surfaces of known radiating powers, M. Bailie shews that the full

moon at Paris in summer radiates as much heat as an equal (subtending

an equal angle ?) black surface maintained at 100° C, and placed at a

distance of 35 metres. These results confirm those of Lord Rosse and

other British observers.

Blue Colour of Water—M. J. L. Soret (Ann. de Ch. et de Phys.,

Nov., 1869) has examined water in large masses, in order to ascertain

whether the blue colour, which it frequently possesses, be due to the

suspension in it of solid particles, and thus connect the phenomenon

with those observed by Dr. J. Tyndall in condensed vapours. M. Soret

examined the notoriously blue water of the Lake of Geneva, to find

whether the light from it were polarized. The instrument used was a

tube, closed at one end by a piece of flat glass, and armed at the other

with a Nichol prism. The plain glass end was plunged beneath the

surface of the water. When the sun shone directly on the water it was

found that the light was polarized in the plane passing through the

axis of the tube and the sun. The polarization was most complete when

the axis of the tube was perpendicular to the line joining the observer

and the sun. The effect is greatest when the water is still, for then

only do the rays within the water remain parallel. When the water

receives diffused light only, all trace of polarization ceases.

The Phosphorisoope.—M. Becquerel has modified his phosphoris-

cope in order to examine the phosphorescence caused by rays of various

refrangibility. The slit is enlarged so as to receive the entire spectrum.

The matter under examination is reduced to fine powder and stuck on

to a plate of mica.

Over-heating by Steam.—Mr. P. Spence, in extracting sulphate of

alumina by means of hot water for commerciar purposes, employed in

the first instance a combination of steam and furnace heat. The material

was placed in a leaden vessel, protected on the outside by iron. Steam

was led into this until the temperature rose to 2123 F. The steam was

then shut off, and the heat of the fire below raised the temperature to

228° F. It was found that when the furnace fire was accidentally

neglected, so as not to contribute anything to the heating, the tempe

rature still rose to 2280 F., proi'idai the current of steam at 2\2° F. were

continually injected. Special experiments, in which nitrate of sodium

was heated by steam, at 212° F. in a steam jacket, and then received a

current of steam at 21 2° F. into its mass, confirmed the above obser

vation. If a strong solution of a salt, which is very soluble in water,

receive a current of steam at 21 2° F. its temperature will be raised far

above 21 2° F. The reason of this is clearly the following :—The in

clination of the solution for water will determine a more energetic con

densation of the steam than would be effected by mere contact cooling,

and this excess of condensation will appear as an excess of heat which

will be retained, because concentrated solutions of soluble salts boil, as

is well known, at higher temperatures than water.

Botany.

The Leaves of Conifers.—At the meeting of the American Asso

ciation for the Advancement of Science, held at Chicago, Mr. Thomas

Meehan read an interesting paper on the leaves of Coni/criT, showing

that their true nature is not generally understood. What are generally

taken to be the leaves of the pine, larch, and other conifers, he shows

to be really arrested phylloid branches, growing in the axes of the true

leaves. The true leaves are generally in the form of bud-scales more or

less adnate to the stems, which sometimes have the power of developing

into scale-points, sometimes into foliose tips. In weaker plants these

true leaves are often more or less free ; the more vigorous the individual

or the branch, the more closely are they adnate. Many so-called dis

tinct species of conifers are in reality varieties of the same species,

differing in the closeness of the adnation of the true leaves.

Acclimatisation of Forest Trees.—Considerable advance has been

made of recent years in France in introducing hardy foreign trees and

shrubs suitable to the climate ; and with a fair amount of success, many

natives of warmer climates being found to stand the winters in the

southern departments. The Eucalyptus globulus has given the best

results in the department of the Var, where it has resisted the malign

influences of the mistral or north-west wind. It is described as growing

with ten times the rapidity of the oak, and being remarkably well-

adapted for the re-clothing of denuded mountains. The bamboos in

troduced at Tours, Macon, and Angers, have prospered marvellously,

and have survived not only the last winter, but the much more severe

cold of the previous season. Several species of bamboo flourish even

in the climate of Paris in the open air, where they may be seen in the

Gardens of the Acclimatisation Society in the Bois de Boulogne, and in

several Private" gatdens.
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Spinoza Literature is still on the increase. We are, it seems, at

last to be redeemed from the reproach of being the only cultivated

nation in Kurope without a translation of Spinoza's principal writings,

as an English version of the Ethics and Letters, "with a Life of the

Philosopher and a summary of his doctrine," is announced by Messrs.

Triibner. If, however, it is by the same hand as the version of the

Tractatus Theologico- Politic us which was published a few years ago, we

hope the translator has profited by Mr. M. Arnold's advice to "unite

his forces with some one who has that accurate knowledge of Latin

which he himself has not." The Short Tractate on God and Man, also,

to which we draw attention in another column, will appear immediately

in a German translation by Prof. Sigwart of Tubingen, a distinguished

student of Spinoza, whose competence for the work is unquestionable.

A selection from the writings of Sir Charles Bell, author of the

Bridgeioater '/'realise on the Hand, and of the Philosophy ofF.xpression,

is in the press, and will appear shortly.

Selected Articles.

Renaissance de la Physique Cartesienne, 2nd art., by M. Bertrand,

Journal des Savants, Nov.

Histoire de la Philosophie Cartesienne, 2nd art., by M. Ad. Franck,

in the same.

Epilogo della Briologia Italiana, by G. de Notaris. Atti della R. Uni

versity di Gcnova, vol. I. Genoa.

Jahresbericht des Director Haner, in the Transactions of the Austrian

Geological Institution, 16th Nov.

[Maps of Geological Survey of Austria less accurate than those of

Great Britain, &c, which spends nearly fourteen times as much money

on the same area as the Austrians. A geological institution has also

been organised in Hungary, and is surveying parts of that country.)

Ueber eine ncue Art stercoscopischer Wahrnehmung, by Listing, in the

Nachrichten of the Gbttingen Scientific Society.

[Relates to phenomena of stereoscopic vision which may be obtained

by disjunction, i. e. by bringing the optic axes of the eyes by mecha

nical pressure or the use of speclacles with prismatic glasses into a posi

tion in which they are no longer in the same plane. Approximate

formula; are given.]

The Deep-sea Dredging Expedition in H.M.S. Porcupine. By J. Gwyn

Jeffreys. Nature, Dec. 2nd.

[We have been compelled to postpone our notice of many other

excellent articles in Nature ; only calling attention at present to the great

value of the Summaries of the Transactions of Scientific Societies.]

New Publications.

Daremberg, Ch. £tat de la Medecine entre Homcre et Hippocrate

Paris: Didier.

De Candolle. Prodromus Systematis Naturalis Regni vegetabilis.

Pars 16'", Sect, prior. Paris : Masson et fils.

FouiLLEE, A. La philosophie de Platon. Exposition historique^t

critique de la theorie des idees. 2 vols. Paris : Ladrange.

Gegenbaur, C. Grundziige der vergleichenden Anatomic. (New

and improved edn.) Leipzig.

Kieler physiologischen Lnstitut, Arbeiten aus dem : ed. Ilenzen.

Port Royal, La Logique de. New Edition, with notes, arguments,

and analyses, by Emile Charles. Paris : Delagrave.

Rosenkrantz, K. Hegel als deutscher Nationalphilosoph. Duncker

u. Humblot : Leipzig.

STIRLING, J. II. As regards Protoplasm, in relation to Prof. Huxley's

Essay on the Physical Basis of Life. Blackwood.

STRICKER, S. Studien aus dem Institute fiir experimentelle Pathologie

in Wien.

Transit of Venus across the Sun ; a branch of the celebrated dis

course by Rev. Jer. Horrox (1639), re-edited with Memoir by

Rev. A. B. Whatton. Mackintosh.

Voi.kman, L. Philosophie des Plutarch von Chceronea. Calvary

Berlin.

History.

The History of India, as told by its own Historians. Edited from

the Posthumous Papers of the late Sir II. M. Elliot, K.C.B., East

India Company's Bengal Civil Service, by Professor John Dowson,

M.R.A.S., Staff College, Sandhurst. Vol. IL London: Triibner

and Co., 1869.

The first volume of this History of fndia, to which Sir

H. Elliot himself gave the more appropriate title, Biblio

graphical Index to the Historians of Mohammadan India,

came out two years ago ; it contained the notices of Arabic

geographers respecting India and a review of the chronicles

of Sind. In the present volume we are conducted almost

entirely by contemporary chroniclers through the centuries

immediately preceding and following the establishment of

the first Muhammadan empire in India. The history of the

Ghaznavides from the time when Mahmiid threw off his

allegiance to the Sdm.infs, a.d. 997, till the final extinction

of his house by the Ghorians, a.d. 1152, must be considered

as a preparatory stage of Indian history, though most closely

connected with it The first permanent foundation of the

Muhammadan power in India was laid chiefly by Shihdb-

aldin Muhammad Ghort : it was consolidated and extended

by Kutb-aldin Aibak. For our knowledge of this most im

portant period, extending as far as the reign of Nasir-aldin

Mahmiid (a.d. 1 246-1 266) we are indebted to several chro

nicles compiled mostly by authors contemporary with the

events recorded, parts of which are printed already in the

Bibliotheca Itidica and elsewhere, and copious extracts from

which are given by Sir H. Elliot in an English translation.

It seems not very flattering to the state of Indian studies

in Europe, that nothing has been achieved within the last

decades sufficient in any respect to supersede his researches,

or greatly to diminish their importance, so that they are at

the present time nearly as valuable as they would have been

if the author himself had been enabled to edit them twenty

years ago.* We gladly take this opportunity of thanking the

editor, Prof. J. Dowson, who has made a thorough revision

of the whole material, and added much from subsequent

researches.

The nine chronicles employed in this volume are arranged

chronologically. First in order is Al-Bi'nini, that pheno

menon in the literary history of the East. His Ta'rikh-Al-

Hind is a " chronicle of India" as well as a general survey

of the Indian civilisation of his time, that is, of the end of

the 10th and beginning of the nth century of our era.

This work will be edited in France, and, we hope, very soon.

Of Al-Binini"s numerous works, some of which, those on chro

nology and astronomy, are still regarded as authorities, the

greater part seems to be lost irrevocably ; for the publi

cation, however, of three of them, Al'dthdr Albdkiyah, Alka-

niin Almas'tidf, and Kitdb-Altafhim, the British Museum

and Bodleian Library afford sufficient materials. The Paris

MS. of the first is by no means as correct as the elder one

of the British Museum (the second is only a copy of this),

and for settling the text the very old and correct Bodleian

manuscripts of Alkdniin Almas'udi and Kitdb-AItafhim

would be of the utmost use, as all three contain in different

language a great deal of the same material. As regards the

text of the Ta'rikh-al-Hind we are less favourably situated ;

for this we shall have to consult Rashi'd-aldin and Bindkiti,

who wrote about 300 years afterwards, and seem to have

incorporated almost the whole of it into their chronicles.

Al-Biruni accompanied Mahmiid into India as his Vazir.

* Those who wish further information regarding Indian historians

and their fate amongst Europeans, we refer to an article of Major W.

Nassau Lees, Materials for the History of India, in the Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society, Sept., 186S.
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Another of Mahmud's officials, Al-'Utbf, composed a purely

historical work (Ta'ri'kh-i-Yamfni), in which he celebrates

the exploits of his master. Being considered a consummate

pattern of Arabic eloquence, it has been explained by several

commentators and translated into Persian. Not much later

Al-Baihaki, an officer of Sultan Mas'tid compiled a most

comprehensive Chronicle of the Dynasty Sabuktigin, in 30

volumes, three of which are extant entirely, and halves of

two others ; they treat of Mas'ud in particular and of some

of the other Sultans of this family. Prof. Dowson charac

terizes this work in the following terms : " Although tedious,

the work is eminently original, and it presents such a reflex

of the doings and manners of the time that its minutine and

trifles frequently constitute its chief merit. The writer may

not inaptly be described as an Oriental Mr. Pepys " (p. 57).

Hasan Nizdmf's Taj-Alma'dthir, though far inferior in his

torical value to the preceding chronicles, is a standard work

for the period from Shihdb-aldin Muhammad Ghdri (a.d. i 191)

to the first two Slavekings, Kutb-aldin and Altamish (a.d.

12 1 7), at whose courts he resided.

Whilst these four chroniclers treat exclusively of Indian

affairs, the five following works contain single chapters on

the same subject and occasional notices. The most import

ant of these are the Tabakdt-i-Nasiri of Sirdj-aldin Jaujjanf,

who gives the history of the Ghaznawides, Ghorides, and

Slavekings at great length as far as the 15th year of Ndsir-

aldfn Mahmiid, a.d. 1261. He himself held the most dis

tinguished offices under the latter dynasty, and died under

his noble patron's successor, Balban (a.d. 1 266-1 286). Mu

hammad 'Aufi's Jdmi'-alhikdydt is doubtless very instructive

for the time of the first two Slavekings ; but as his chief aim

was to give amusing tales, not to record historical truth, he

is certainly to be used with great precaution. For instance,

whilst he tells us (pp. 178, 179), " When Alptigi'n, the master

of Sabuktigin, deserted the Sdmdnians and went to Ghaz-

nin, they were by his departure reduced to great destitution,"

&c, the truth is this, that Alptigi'n was expelled by them,

and had to flee for his life to Ghaznin.

The value of the two general chronicles, the Kdmil-Alta-

wan'kh oflbn Al-'Athi'r and Nizdm-Altawdrfkh of Al-Baiddwi,

in whicli we find some information regarding this period, de

pends entirely Bpon that of their sources, written and oral,*

as the authors could not, even in their own period, be actual

witnesses of the events which they describe, the one living in

Mesopotamia, the other in Persia. The Ta'rikh-i-Jahdnkushd

of'Ald-aldin Juwainf, which is a history of Cingizkhdn and

his descendants as far as a.d. 1257, is important on account

of its notices respecting the inroads of the Moghuls.

To this is added an Appendix which contains twelve

treatises on special points, e.g. Mahmud's Expedition into

India, an extract from Mr. Thomas's treatise, The Coins of the

Kings of Ghazni, &c. As to the political institutes (Vasdyd

or Nasa'ih) of the greatest statesman of the East, Nizdm-

almulk (p. 485 sqq.), I am inclined to believe that it is the

same book which Hdjji Khalfa calls Siyar-almuliik, copies of

which are extant in Berlin, the British Museum, the Bodleian,

and probably elsewhere. It deserves to be noticed that it

was not edited by Nizdm-almulk himself, but by his secretary

or librarian, after he had fallen by the dagger of an assassin

in the pay, probably, of his enemies, a.d. 1092. These

Memoirs of a Vazir contain much minute historical informa

tion in the form of tales adduced as illustrations of adminis

trative and political maxims.

In conclusion, I beg to express the hope that the conti

nuation may soon follow. The present volume has received

additional value by the portrait of the author, Sir H. Elliot

Ed. Sachau.

* See p. 251, 1. 28 : "A person who saw it told me that," &c.

Lives of the Archbishops of Canterbury.—By Walter Farquhar

Hook, Dean of Chichester. Vol. VIII. Reformation Period,

Reginald Tote. London: Bentley, 1869.

One of the most remarkable results of what may be called

the continuity of English History is the living interest felt

by all Englishmen in the events of times long past away.

Keble could not bear to hear anything said against Charles I.,

Mary Queen of Scots still has warm advocates, and " the

fires still glow under the yet warm ashes " of the age of the

Pveformation. In France, on the contrary, the Revolution

seems to have made a complete break in the feeling of

national life, and Frenchmen can now discuss past events

with something like freedom from party feeling. The lives

of Cranmer and Pole may be referred to in illustration, since

the two great religious parties are still at issue as to the

details of Cranmer's career, and the English lives of Pole

have hitherto been either " invectives or panegyrics." When

Phillips, in 1764, published the History of the Life of

Reginald Pole, written from the point of view of a strong

adherent of the Roman Church, no less than four replies

appeared within the next two years, the most formidable

being, perhaps, that by Glocester Ridley ; while another

writer translated the original Italian life of the Cardinal

by Lodovico Beccatelli, Pole's secretary and friend. This,

together with Quirini's collection of Pole's letters and other

documents, must form the basis of every account of the

period ; but Dr. Hook has been able to add something from

our own Record Office, and something from the Venetian

and Spanish archives, now at last made accessible. The

materials are full enough, and the Dean has used them in an

impartial spirit worthy of all praise, though, of course, from

the point of view of an English Churchman. The unbroken

legal existence of the English Church throughout so many

violent convulsions enables him to give his sympathy to men

of very different views ; he can make allowance for Cranmer

in the prison, and for Pole during his exile. His " via

media " may not altogether content either Protestant or

Romanist, but it gives him some advantages as an historian.

If any other complaint can be brought against him, it is that

he now and then writes too much with a feeling of the pre

sent time on his mind ; he speaks of the Church of England

as it was in the past, but he is thinking of its fortunes at the

present crisis. He is at his best, where he describes to us

Pole as a man with a man's heart beating under the robes

of office. Who but would sympathise with the timid recluse

student thinking himself called to set right the times which

were so much out of joint, the unsuccessful politician fed

with the " hopes of exiles," the man striving not to give way

when the news came of the execution of his devoted mother

and the ruin of his house.

Our author's general views of Pole's career may be thus

summarised. Reginald Pole was, probably, born near Chi

chester (as our Dean is careful to note), in March, 1500.

His father was an attached adherent of Henry VII., his

mother, Margaret of Salisbury, daughter of George Duke of

Clarence, by Isabel Neville, coheiress of Warwick the King

maker. From this parentage we may deduce some of Pole's

most characteristic motives of conduct ; for on the mother's

side he was one of the representatives of the Yorkist line

of sovereigns, being a grandnephew of Edward IV., and this

was a fact he never forgot for an instant. The jealousy of

Henry VII. against the few remaining princes of that un

fortunate house had determined the policy of his reign ; it

led to frequent revolts, supported by Margaret of Burgundy,

Edward IV. 's sister, who hated Henry as the supplanter of

her family. One of the De la Poles, Edward's nephews, fell

at the battle of Stoke, another was treacherously entrapped
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and executed, the last fell fighting for Francis I. at Pavia, in

1525, an event to which Reginald, then resident in Italy,

could not have been indifferent, though it is not clear how

he was related to the De la Pole family. Henry VIII.

treated the young man with great kindness, and intended

him for high office in the Church. He was educated at

Oxford, where Colet, Linacre, and others, had introduced

the new learning of the Renaissance, and especially the

study of Greek. These men were almost Protestant in their

doctrines ; and so in Italy we find many holding at this

time the doctrine of Justification by Faith alone, a doctrine

not yet condemned in the Roman communion. For the

great Mediaeval Church contained within itself both the later

churches ; it might be said that two children were struggling

in the womb. By this influence, too, Reginald was drawn

to Italy, " that clement and genial clime so favourable to

study," as Pole says in his Life of Longolius ; a country that

has always had an infinite charm and attraction for English

men, from the days of Chaucer and of Spenser to our own.

All his friends during both his residences in Italy were of

the reforming section in the Roman Church, and all at

tached to the new learning ; of these, Ur. Hook has given

us several interesting notices, and more may be found in

M'Crie's Reformation in Italy. The group that gathered

round Contarini, Michael Angelo, and Vittoria Colonna,

might have seemed able to determine the character of an

age.

But the crisis came, some were attracted to Protestantism,

others recoiled from breaking the unity of the Church : the

prestige of Rome, the clinging to autiiority, the dread of

heresy—these had an almost magical influence on many

minds ; and we have seen the same causes produce the same

effects in the break up of the liberal Catholic school in

France in our own times. Pole tried to hold to the Protes

tant views of Justification while maintaining the Papal

supremacy. In all things, he was acted on by two opposing

tendencies ; and from these two conflicting forces, the

mingling of which made so many men, and still more

women, in Europe miserable, we may derive all the waver

ing and inconsequent character of his life. And there came

another cause to strengthen his feeling of alienation from

England and from Protestantism. His mother had been the

dearest friend of Queen Katharine and her daughter Mary.

Pole himself had been fond of the infant Princess, and had

taken an interest in the development of her mind as she

passed from infancy to childhood. And now Katharine was

threatened with a divorce, which would brand her child with

illegitimacy, and to which, therefore, she would never con

sent. She relied for support on the Emperor and on Rome.

Already in 1525, the year of Pavia, Henry had threatened

a separation from the Papacy on political grounds, and was

likely to be strongly supported by the old English feeling

against the Curia Romana. Wolsey even spoke in a threaten

ing letter of the possibility of " becoming Lutheran." The

separation on a question arising out of the Papal Dispensing

Power was no accident : that power was a chief attribute of

the Papacy ; it had previously led to many disputes with the

Kings of Europe, and sooner or later must have led to this

great change, a change which was no sudden catastrophe,

but the result of causes that had been long in operation.

Henry's scruples of conscience as to the marriage with his

brother's wife had been suggested by Wolsey, and perhaps

had come originally from a French Bishop. The question

as to Mary's position was now all important, and it is not

likely that Reginald should have sympathised with Henry

against Katharine and against Mary. For a time he may

have been willing to collect opinions at Paris in favour of a

divorce, but it was in the belief that the ultimate decision

would be left to the Pope. When Henry, however, offered

him the Archbishopric of York, he had to make up his mind

finally on the course of his whole future life, and we cannot

but honour him for his decision. He asked leave to visit

Italy again," and this became the turning-point in his career.

At Venice and Padua he began to study theology instead of

the new learning, came more and more under Italian influ

ence, and the old feeling against the Tudor line revived and

became intensified by indulgence. When Pole came to look

back on his past life, he very naturally gave it a more cohe

rent character than it really had, and his account is through

out tinged by his later views. Not only can we not see

ourselves as others see us, we cannot even reproduce in

imagination what we once were. Events were now hurry

ing on in England, and it was already impossible for Pole to

keep even a seeming neutrality. In 1535, when Fisher and

More had perished, a European intervention in England

seemed to him more than justified. He wrote the violent

book De Unitate against Henry during the winter, and sent

it to him the next year. The original is preserved in the

Record Office, and it shows that various charges against

Henry which appear in the copy printed at Rome three

years afterwards are not in the MS. actually sent to Eng

land : the fact is important, because those charges have

derived their weight from being addressed directly to the

King in what appeared to be a private communication by a

credible accuser. This has been clearly brought out by

Mr. Froude, and the Dean, perhaps, ought here to have

acknowledged his obligations to his predecessor. Then

Pole went twice as Papal Legate to the West, to take

advantage of the outbreaks which he had persuaded the

Pope and the Emperor would effect a revolution in Eng

land. But the timid literary man was soon seen by the

statesmen of the Empire to be an over-sanguine and inca

pable politician, and his attempts only led to the death of

his brothers and of his mother ; he had underrated the

powers of intellect and will possessed by the mighty king

whom he had defied. Meanwhile the position of the re

forming party within the Roman Church was becoming

more and more untenable. The clear insight of Luther pro

nounced against the illusory terms of reconciliation offered

by Pole's friend, Contarini, at Ratisbon, and after this the

tendency of the movement on either side became more pro

nounced. When Pole presided as Legate at the opening of

the Council of Trent, he had still some faint hope, but it

soon vanished, and a convenient sickness forced him to

withdraw before the decision was taken against his cherished

views on the doctrine of Justification, which made him

thenceforth almost a suspected heretic. Yet the worn-out

man had reserved for him one moment of triumph, one

moment in which it seemed to him that he had not lived

in vain—when he absolved the three estates of the realm of

England, and saw Philip and Mary kneeling before him as

their spiritual Father. But it was only a moment. His day

dreams incapacitated him for real action, he saw everything

through an unreal medium. He was deeply concerned in

the persecutions which were alien to his natural character

and which so soon produced a reaction in England ; and he

died a few hours after Mary, knowing that all had been

in vain : he lived long enough to " hear the cheers with which

the accession of Queen Elizabeth was acclaimed, and the

policy of his late mistress and her minister was in those

joyful acclamations condemned."

C. W.,Boase.
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Synesius of Cyrene : A biographical type from the last clays of decay

ing Hellenism. [Synesius von Cyrene: Eine biographische Cha

racteristik aus den lelzten Zei/eit des untcrgehenden Hcllenismus.]

Von R. Volkmann. Berlin : Ebeling und Plahn, pp. 258.

Late Greek literature has fallen into an unaccountable neg

lect in England ; but the educated public abroad seems to

retain some curiosity about it, if one may judge from the

number of monographs which appear from time to time in

Germany and France. In the volume before us Dr. Volk

mann gives us an account of Synesius, in which he attempts

to fix his position in the history of literature, as well as to

describe the main facts of his life. Synesius, indeed, is in

one sense a personage of exceptional interest, because he

combined philosophy with rhetoric—the Neoplatonism of his

teacher Hypatia with a degree of literary culture very un

common in that age (p. 252). We might perhaps say that

he was a humanist with a turn for speculation : his philo

sophy, however, "lacked power of origination" (p. 253); it

was with him a form of religion rather than an affair of the

intellect, but it never lost its hold on his mind, and even

after his conversion, his theology had very much in common

with that of Origen (p. 216). Dr. Volkmann has a valuable

chapter (vii.) to show that a gradual approximation to Chris

tian modes of thought may be traced in the writings of

Synesius, so that we may regard his final conversion as a

sort of "psychological necessity," although we know abso

lutely nothing as to the outward circumstances which led to

it. The same may be said of nearly everything connected

with him, except so far as his own Letters or other works

throw light on his history. It is a mere conjecture to assign

his birth to the year 365 or 370 (p. 251) : the ordinary belief

that he died about 430, does not seem to rest on any certain

data ; Volkmann, indeed, thinks it at any rate possible that

he did not live to see 415, the year in which Hypatia was

murdered. A critical account of Synesius must be in the

main a collection of autobiographical fragments artistically

re-arranged and supplemented ; and this would be a tolerably

adequate description of the present work. It has the ad

vantage of being written in a clear and even popular style ;

while the notes, which are always kept within due bounds,

prove that the author has consulted the most recent lite

rature bearing on his subject. I. Bywater.

Prince Charles and the Spanish Marriage : 1617-1623. — A

Chapter of English History, founded principally upon unpublished

documents in this country and in the archives of Simancas, Venice,

and Brussels. By Samuel Rawson Gardiner. 2 vols. London :

Hurst and Blackctt, 1869.

The contents of Mr. Gardiner's book embrace a far wider

circle of events than their title indicates. This indeed could

not be otherwise, for the negociations to which the Spanish

match gave rise changed their aspect as the tide of Con

tinental affairs fluctuated, and as occasion was offered for

the expression of public opinion in England. The author

has brought to bear upon the elucidation of his narrative a

mass of documentary evidence unconsulted by previous

historians, an advantage which has enabled him to introduce

a variety of hitherto unnoticed details, calculated to impart

a living reality to the events he describes, and to explain

the otherwise enigmatical conduct of some of the principal

actors in them. We will adduce a few characteristic in

stances.

The Venetian envoy Lionello informs his government

(Feb. 19, 1617), upon Winwood's authority, "that Raleigh

would be allowed by the King to set out upon his voyage,

but that he would have to answer with his head for any

violation of his instructions " (i. p. 52). Now as Winwood

was Raleigh's fast friend, and as both of them entertained a

strong antipathy to Spain, it can hardly be doubted that

what one of them knew, the other knew ; and the conscious

ness that he carried his life in his hand, accounts for the

admiral's wild project of a piratical attack upon the Mexico

fleet, and for his endeavours to secure himself under the

protection of France. Numerous incidents are scattered

through these volumes, which throw a strong light upon the

character of James and his son. In the former may be seen

the germ of that subserviency to foreign dictation, which

attained its full growth in the reigns of his two grandsons.

The Commons (Dec. 1, 162 1) set themselves to frame a

Petition for Religion, in which it was alleged among other

topics, " that the expectation of the Spanish match raised

the spirits of the recusants." The House accepted this

clause, with an express reservation, however, of the royal

prerogative. Before this petition was actually adopted, a

copy was put into the hands of Gondomar, and the ambas

sador at once wrote to James, intimating that " but for his

dependence upon the King's goodness to punish the seditious

insolence of the Commons, he would leave the kingdom

within three days." James did make the House feel the

whole weight of his displeasure, and did not rebuke the fla

grant interference of the haughty Spaniard (ii. pp. 134-7).

Also for Gondomar's share in bringing about the Dissolution,

which soon followed, and the imprisonment of the most pro

minent leaders of the Commons (see p. 154). In this respect

Charles was equally culpable (ii. p. 254). Traits of that du

plicity and bad faith in Charles, which told so fatally against

him in his after-life, are given in vol. ii. pp. 313, t,h, 410-12.

The last cited, and most discreditable of these acts, marred

and pointless in Dr. Lingard's narrative, is perspicuously set

forth by Mr. Gardiner. The complication of the trans

actions recorded in these volumes, event clashing with event,

and intrigue provoking or thwarting intrigue, will sometimes

cause embarrassment to the reader ; an unavoidable incon

venience, which the author's skill in the treatment of his

subject has reduced within the narrowest possible limits.

G. Waring.

Notes.

The Litany of the Arval Brothers is one of the earliest specimens

we possess of the Latin language. It is merely an address to " Mars, the

Lares, and the Semones," praying for fair weather and for their pro

tection to the flocks. Our existing copy is probably not older than

A.D. 218, but the College traced its origin to Romulus himself. When

Augustus reformed the religious institutions of Rome, he connected

them as far as possible with the Julian House, and the person of the

Emperor early assumed something of a sacred character. The twelve

Arval Brothers were all senators, and the Emperor, if not already a

member, was always "co-elected" into the Brotherhood : their feasts

and sacrifices mostly relate to the Imperial House, and hence we ascer

tain from these inscriptions the dates of many birthdays, especially of

the Empresses. In the old Roman Calendars preserved to us, the

large-letter feasts are those of the early Republic; they represent the list

which Appius Claudius the Blind caused to be published, so much to

the displeasure of the old Patrician party : but the small-letter ones are

the feasts added under the Empire, the state services of Rome, and

they show the rapid growth of servility and of Imperialism. The first

of these inscriptions were found in 1778, and published by Gaetano

Marini in 1795 ; but they have received a large accession since the dis

covery of the round Temple of Dea Dia (whose feast the Brethren cele

brated in May), five miles on the road to Ostia, or rather to Portus—

the harbour on the opposite bank of the Tiber. This was discovered

in 1858, and in 1866 there was a further find of inscriptions, in what

must have been a holy grove near the Temple, including those of

Nero's reign. We owe a full account of these to Henzen, and the whole

collection will be included in the new volumes of the Berlin Corpus

Inscriptionum. The earliest we now possess is of A.D. 14, the death-

year of Augustus, the latest of A.D. 222 : but the Temple was partly

preserved, by the place having become a Christian burial-ground, to

much later times; even after the decree of Gratian, A.D. 382, had

ordered the confiscation of all Temple property. The most valuable

of the inscriptions date from Nero's reign. It is a strange contrast,

*
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when we reflect that at the time of the first persecution of the Christians,

and during St. Paul's residence at Rome, ancient pagan rites were being

celebrated in which the use of iron was forbidden, and which therefore

perhaps date from the Stone Age, while in the Temple itself none but

earthen vessels might be used. We are reminded of the early forms of

ratifying a treaty (cited by Livy, i. 24), according to which the victim

was struck with a flint hatchet. Other important inscriptions date from

the all-important year A.D. 69, the year of the destruction of the Julian

House (the vows for them here come abruptly to an end), followed by

that time of "nation rising against nation, and kingdom against king

dom," which we have described to us in the Histories of Tacitus. All

the leading men were members of the lirotherhood ; the names of Galba,

Otho, Vitellius occur in these lists. In one of them we read, " In axle

Divi Julii astantibus fratrib. Arval. cooptat. est in locum S[cr. Sul]pici

Galb:e . . . ." The gain to history and archaeology is great in many

ways. These inscriptions help us to fix the dates of the poems of Martial

and Statius ; we find in them important notices of the topography of

Rome, e.g., as to the Temple of Vespasian in the Forum, and that

of Fors Fortuna (attributed to Servius Tullius) : there is even a men

tion of the Sororium Tigillum near the Colosseum, which preserved the

memory of the combat between the 1 Ior.it ii and Curiatii. It was only

a beam let into the walls of a narrow lane, but the conservative Roman

feeling had caused it to be renewed from time to time. Lastly, we may

notice some points connected with the philology of the inscriptions.

We have here the only instance, after Claudius' time, of the letter d

which the Emperor introduced to express the consonant V. Again, the

plural form in -s for -i occurs in an inscription not relating to the Ar-

vales, in "Violaries, Rosaries, Coronaries," names which show that the

flower-sellers found their profit in May near an ancient Temple as they

do now near an Italian church, liut for those many interesting ques

tions on which new light has been thrown, we must refer our readers

to Henzen's original Kelazione sugli Seavi, <S°c, to the Bullctiiio delf

Institute di Corrispondeuza Arelucologiea, No. V. di maggio : (scavi nel

Bosco Sacro de' F. A.), and to an admirable article by Hirschfeld in

the Gbttingische gelehrte Anzeigen for September, 1869, as well as to

articles in the Philologies, B. 28, p. 469, and the JVermes, 1867, p. 37.

We hope to have a full account of the result of the numerous disco

veries, made of late years, when Mommsen can be induced to con

tinue his Roman History, and defend his conception of the nature of

the Imperial Rule. C. W. Boase.

Intelligence.

M. Francois Gamier is about to publish under the auspices of the

Ministre de la Marine, a narrative of the French Expedition from the

mouth of the Cambodia River to the Yang-tsze-Kiang. The work will

be brought out by Hachette and Co., and well illustrated with engrav

ings, photographs, and maps.

The celebrated Pcutingcr Tallies or Maps are about to be published

in facsimile by M. Ernest Desjardins. The work will form 12 livraisons

in folio, and will be published at the cost of the Department of Public

Instruction in Paris.

About two years ago a daring French traveller, M. Le Saint, planned

a journey from the White Nile to the Gaboon, across the least known

parts of Central Africa. He was well supported by persons of influence

in France, and instructed by the various scientific societies, but died at

one of the ivory-trading establishments on the White Nile at the thresh-

hold of his undertaking. It appears that a successor in the bold scheme

has presented himself in Lieut. Bizemont. The Empress Eugenie has

subscribed 10,000 francs towards the expenses of this journey, and the

Societc de Gcographie and Conseil of the Isthmus of Suez, 8000 francs

each.

The French North-Polar Expedition, via Behring's Strait, appears to

have been abandoned for the present ; M. Lambert, the projector,

having obtained subscriptions to the extent only of 300,000 francs, one-

half the required amount.

Prize proposed by the Academy (des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres).

"Etude critique et historique stir les ecrits du patriarche Photius."

Unedited works are to be referred to, if possible. The time for receiv

ing essays is Dec. 31, 1870 ; the prize of the value of 2000 francs.

M. Blade's new book I'Origine da Basques, like his former. Disserta

tion sur les Chants he'roir/ncs des Basques, is directed against the histo

rical theories of Wilhelm von Humboldt, in his famous Urbcwohner

Spaniens.

Contents of the Journals.

Sybel's Historische Zeitschrift, 1869.— 1. On the arrangement of

Archives, by Karl Menzel. [How should the national records be

arranged ? Menzel gives a detailed answer to the question by pointing

out the leading divisions and subdivisions which conduce to clearness

of order, and enable any paper to be found readily. In the first place,

early documents must be kept apart from the later State papers. Then

series must be made of the Royal, Domestic, and Foreign papers, and (for

a German State) of those connected with the German " Reich." He

objects to a division by places, as leading to confusion. The arrangement

should be chronological, with full alphabetical indexes of persons and

places. The numbering of the volumes should begin afresh under each

subdivision, so as to allow the insertion of newly-acquired papers. It is

the detailed description of her.v the rules are to be carried out that makes

this article valuable. The calendars of our own Record Office are

divided into "Domestic" and "Foreign;" but the addition of an

Irish, a Scotch, a Colonial, and an Indian series shows at 1 glance some

of the characteristics that distinguish English from Continental history.]

—2. History of Ireland under the Tudors : the Carew MSS., by R.

Pauli. [Policy of isolating the different races of Ireland begun by

Henry VIII. Natives and conquerors equally uncivilized, and coyne

and livery ruinous.]—4. Sweden and Russia in 1788, by A. Bruckner.

[War of Gustavus III. on Russia was opened by a party of Cossacks

burning a Swedish village. Evidence confirms the assertion made at

St. Petersburg that these were Swedes in disguise. Gustavus sent his

Council a statement that he undertook the war against their advice.]

Selected Articles.

The Armenian Historians, by M. Dulaurier, Journal des Savants, Nov.

Le Veritable Titus, by M. Beule, in Revue des Deux Mondes, Dec.

[Titus meant to consolidate the Flavian dynasty, as Augustus had the

Julian, by calculated ferocity succeeded by calculated generosity, but in

his generosity he was carried away by his own acting.]

The Battle of Vejer, by Jose and Manual Ilurtado in Revista di Espana,

Nov. 10.

[Both the Latin and Arabic evidence places this battle not on the

banks of the Guadalete, but on those of the Barbate at Vejer, near the

lake of Janda and Algesiras.]

Indian Migrations, by Lewis H. Morgan, in the North American

Review for October.

[The Indians lived by fishing, and spread from Puget's Sound by the

upper waters of the Mississippi and the great lakes. The mounds of

Ohio probably the work of the Village Indians immigrating from New

Mexico. The most advanced of the Indians were not the Aztecs, but

the inhabitants of Guatemala ; and the Prairie Indians have actually

increased in number during the present century.]

History of the False Chronicles of Spain, in Literary Churchman,

Nov. 13.

Die internationalc Kunstausstellung in Miinchcn (II.), in the Zeitschrift

fur bildende Kunst, December.

Poetry and Prose, by Steinthal, in Zeitschrift fur Volkerpsychologie,

vi., No. 3.

Neiv Books.

Zirxgiebi., Ebf.RH. Studien uber das Institut der Gesellschaft Jcsii :

mit besond. Benicksichtg. der pad. Wirksamkeit dieses Ordens

in Deutschld. Fues : Leipzig.

Dahlmann's Qucllenkunde der deutschen Geschichte. 3te. Aufl., neu

zusammengestellt v. G. Waitz. Dieterich : Gdttingen.

Are's Islanderbuch, im islandischen Text mit Uebersetzg., Namen- u.

Worterverzeichniss- u. einer Karte. Ed. by Th. Mobius. Teub-

ner : Leipzig.

Fickkr, Jul. Forschung^n zur Reichs- u. Rechtsgesch. Italiens. 2 vols.

Wagner : Innsbruck.

Froude. History of England. XI. and XII. Longmans.

Calendar of State Papers: domestic series. Reign of Elizabeth.

1795-7. (Rolls.)

Mayor, J. E. B. Baker's History of St. John's College, Cambridge.

2 vols. Dcighton and Bell.

jAHRBiiCHER des friinkischen Reichs, 714-41. Die Zeit Karl Martells :

ed. Th. Breysig. Duncker u. Humblot : Leipzig.

Hosack. Life of Mary Queen of Scots. Blackwood.

Cobbe. History of the Norman Kings. Longmans.

Bruxxer, Heinr. Das Anglo-Normannische Erbfolgesystem : ein

Beitrag zur Gcsch. der Parentelenordnung nebst einem Excurs

iiber die altcrcn Norm. Coutumcs. Duncker u. Humblot :

Leipzig.
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Oriental Philology.

The Phoenician Language.—Outlines of a Grammar, with Specimens

of the Language and Writing. With 22 Tables. By Dr. Paul

Schroder. [Die Pltoniasehe Sprache, &c] Hallo : Waisenhaus-

buchhandlung, 1S69.

The volume before us supplies a convincing proof of the

recent progress of Phoenician researches. No less than

twenty-five pages in it are occupied with a list of the inscrip

tions extant, together with notices of their history, and the

works and transactions in which they have been more or less

fully treated. If Movers knew but of sixteen Carthaginian

inscriptions, the British Museum alone now contains nearly

a hundred in its cellars ; among them the important sacri

ficial tariff, the pendant to that of Marseilles ; both unknown

to Gesenius. The soil of Phoenicia itself has but lately

yielded five inscriptions, among them the famous epitaph

of the Zidonian king, Ashmanazar, which now forms the gem

of the Semitic collection in the Louvre—spite of the royal

imprecations on " those who should open and carry away

that couch of rest." The largest number of inscriptions has

been gained in the region of the ancient Carthage, next to

which, numerically, stands Cyprus, the former having yielded

upwards of a hundred, the latter over forty. Some inscrip

tions have been discovered at Athens ; others in Malta, in

cluding the celebrated inscription on a candelabrum ; and a

few (the celebrated trilingual on the altar, erected by Cleon,

of the Company of Saltfarmers, to /Esculapius-Ashmun,

among them) in Sardinia. Add to these the coins, the bilin

gual Assyrian tablets, the famous Punic texts in the Panulus

of Plautus, and some corrupted cosmogonical fragments

quoted at third hand by Church-fathers, and the proper

names which occur in the Bible and the Classics, and the

list of our Phoenician resources is well nigh complete.

Large, however, as the amount of our materials may

appear, it is but comparatively so, and certainly not suffi

cient to deduce many permanent grammatical laws. To

discuss much that is hypothetical in this work, by the side

of much which seems firmly established, while any day may

bring forth some fresh discovery, would be of little use. As

a decipherer Professor Levy still clearly holds the first rank,

and much of our author's interpretation of the Plautine texts

fails to improve sense or construction. We are glad, how

ever, to notice one important point on which we are fully

agreed with him—the usefulness of the Talmud in Phoenician

studies. Just as Assyrian and Phoenician now begin to

vouch for each other on the same clay-tablet, so terms and

forms not to be found now either in Hebrew or Arabic—

and therefore rashly conjectured to be non-Semitic—occur

sometimes both in the Mishnah (and Gemara), and on a

Phoenician tombstone, and thus explain each other, and give

evidence of their legitimate birthright.

The grammatical sketch which forms the main bulk of the

work, betokens rare industry and thoroughness on every

page ; and when we have said this we have exhausted the

highest praise that can be given to a similar attempt. We

may add that for the benefit of the student the most im

portant inscriptions are printed in full, while the Plautine

text-material has been increased by a new collation of the

Ambrosian Codex by Dr. Studemund.

The catalogue of inscriptions is followed by a new table

of the Phoenician alphabet, with a superabundance of forms,

many of which, however, almost unmistakeably owe their

variations to the mere accident of tool and material, or the

individual mason's more or less heavy hand. By a curious

oversight one letter, the R, seems entirely left out—unless it

be that Dr. Schroder intended the D (and the Hebrew equi

valent in the table certainly resembles the former rather

than the latter) to stand for both. This, we hold, would be

a mistake; for both these Phoenician characters, though to

be distinguished palaeographically only by the length and the

bend of the tail, have a very distinct existence, as much as

the B itself, which closely resembles both. Nor is the fur

ther omission of the Hebrew equivalents for Ayin and Tsadc

apt to cheer the beginner, for whom the work is chiefly

intended, on his thorny path. But it may be unnecessary

to dwell upon what we take to be merely accidental, probably

typographical, slips, among which we also count the quotation

from Aben Esra (p. 9), where the Van in the first line should

be a Mini, and the article at the beginning of the second line

should be corrected into hayu. Indeed the whole volume is

printed with such minute precision and correctness that there

are very few similar small flaws to point out.

One word before we close. The plates are all excellent,

save one, the Sardinian Trilinguis, which is an exact repro

duction of the very bad first Turin fac-simile. Another,

really accurate, taken from a cast, is in type at this moment.

The appearance of the whole volume, for which we thank

Dr. Schroder once more, reflects great credit upon all con

cerned in its preparation, not least the Waisenhausbuchhand-

lung itself. E. Deutsch.

Theodori Mopsuesteni Fragmenta Syriaea e codicibus Musci Bri-

tannict Nitriacis edidit atque in Latinum sermonem vertiti Ed.

Sachau, Ph. D.—Lipsia?, sumptibus Guil. Engelmann, typis Guil.

Drugulin, mdccclxix.

Time has dealt harshly with the writings of Theodore of Mop-

suestia, one of the ablest theologians of the 5th century, and

so pre-eminent as a commentator on Scripture that he has been

styled by one branch of the Syrian Church \ 1 r» ^<*w or

" The Interpreter," kolt i£oxyr. It was his misfortune not to be

thoroughly orthodox according to the ideas of the age ; and

this circumstance exposed him to the adverse criticism of

some of his contemporaries. His various works seem to

have been translated into Syriac, either during his lifetime or

very soon after his death, most probably by Ibas, Bishop of

Edessa, and his school ; and a long list of them is given by

Ebed-Yeshua in Assemani's Bibl. Orient., t. iii. pars 1,

p. 30 foil. But whether in the original Greek or in the trans

lation, the same fate overtook the greater part of his writings,

and of some of the most important a few fragments are all

that have come down to our time.

It has been Dr. Sachau's good fortune to add materially to

our knowledge of the works of this Father. The discovery of

the Nitrian MSS. led scholars to hope that Syriac versions of

some of his writings might be found among them ; but with

the exception of the fragments published by Professor de

Lagarde in his Analecta Syriaea, Leipzig, 1858, pp. ioo-toS,

—a Latin translation of which is given by Dr. Sachau,

pp. 63-70,—nothing was hitherto brought to light. The

writer of the present notice, however, discovered and identi

fied some years ago portions of several of Theodore's works

among the Syriac MSS. in the British Museum, and had the

satisfaction of pointing them out to the scholar who has so

carefully edited and translated them.

These fragments formed parts of three MSS., which the

monophysite monks of St. Mary Deipara, during the 10th

and nth centuries, tore up and used to form covers for

more highly esteemed volumes, and for other purposes.

They could not keep their hands off the holy Ephraim and

the Bible itself. What mercy, then, could the heretic of Mop-

suestia expect ? The oldest was once a large quarto volume,

written during the latter part of the 5th or at the beginning

of the 6th century, which contained the treatise de Incar-

uatione FiUi Dei, for the Greek fragments of which see
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Migne, Patrologia Graca, t. lxvi. coll. 969-993. The Syriac

fragments, which Dr. Sachau has arranged with much care

and ingenuity, are tolerably extensive (pp. 28-57 of the Latin

translation), and fortunately but rarely coincide with the

Greek ; so that we have here a real accession to our know

ledge of this work. The second MS., a quarto of the 6th

century, contained the Commentary on the Minor Prophets,

which is extant in Greek (Migne, t. lxvi. col. 123 foil.).

The few Syriac fragments are, therefore, of but little import

ance. The third MS., probably of the 9th century, contained

the Commentary on Genesis. Of it there remains part of

the introduction and portions of the exposition of chapters i.

and ii. These are again of value to the theologian, because

they but rarely coincide with the Greek fragments (Migne,

t. lxvi. col. 633 foil.).

These texts, with some additions from Syriac Catena

Patrum, and a " Morning Hymn," ascribed by the later

historians to Theodore, have been edited by Dr. Sachau,

with a few necessary corrections, which the reader has no

hesitation in accepting. The Latin translation, too, seems

in general to be carefully worded and accurately expressed.

This volume is not, however, the only fruit of Professor

Sachau's residence in England. He has written an interest

ing article in the German periodical Hermes, 1869, No. 1, "On

the Remains of the Syriac Translations of Classical Greek

Literature, exclusive of Aristotelian, among the NitrianMSS.

of the British Museum," in which he promises us an edition

of the Syriac translations of Lucian irtpl rov /x?; paouos ttut-

tcl'cii' 8i.aj3oA.7j, Themistius irepi <jSiA.ias and irtpi apiTrjs, the

opoi, and other pieces ascribed to Plato, sayings of Theano,

&c. ; and he has also in preparation an edition of the works

of Antonius of Tagrit, a rhetorician and theologian of the

9th century, of whose compositions Professor Roediger has

edited a specimen in his Christomathia Syriaea, 2nd edit.,

Halle, 1868, pp. no-iii. W. Wright.

A Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Library of Trinity

College, Cambridge.—By Professor T. Aufrecht. Cambridge, 1869.

Professor Aufrecht's Catalogue of the Sanskrit MSS. in

the Bodleian Library is the perfect ideal of what a catalogue

should be ; and the present catalogue of the MSS. of Trinity

College may be regarded as an Appendix to that work.

These MSS. were formerly in the possession of Mr. John

Bentley, the well-known author of An Historical Vino of the

Hindu Astronomy ; at his death, in 1824, they came into

the possession of the late Dr. Mill, and from the latter's

executors they were acquired for Trinity College in 1858.

Unfortunately many of the MSS. are only transcripts in the

Bengali character, made in the beginning of the century ;

and, like most modern transcripts, especially those made by

Bengali writers, they are full of careless blunders. There is

an immemorial saying which is often added at the end of

Sanskrit MSS., " I have sometimes written nonsense, from

the obscurity of the writing or the wandering of my mind ;

but noble persons must correct it all, and not vent their

wrath on the scribes;" and in the present instance we

sometimes may well need this admonition. Thus, in p. 33,

we find that the collection contains a copy of the greater

part of the genuine Gargasamhitd, the most ancient astrolo

gical work which has come down to our time, but " unfor

tunately the MS. is in a condition perfectly useless for any

critical purposes." This appears to be " the extremely rare

work" of which Dr. Kern has given a short account from his

own fragmentary copy, in the preface to his edition of the

Brihat-Samhitd of Vard/ia-Mihira. There is another copy

in the Imperial Library in Paris. Dr. Kern fixes the date

of the work in the middle of the 1st century b.c. Another

interesting astronomical work in the collection is the Text

and Commentary of the Siddhdnta of Aryabhata, who is

known to have been born a.d. 476, and who composed this

work a.d. 499. Another valuable MS. is that described in

p. 21, which contains three books of Charaka's great work

on medicine, the Charaka-Samhita. At the end of the

Catalogue is added an account of four Pali MSS., by Dr.

Rost ; the most interesting of these is the Milinda-panho, a

dialogue between the Buddhist priest Nagasena and Milinda

the King of Srlgala. Milinda has been supposed to be the

celebrated Greek King Menander, who reigned in SayyaAa

B.C. 140, and whose name is written on his coins as Menada

and Minanda (Weber, Ind. Stud. iii. p. 121). An interest

ing analysis of the work is given in Hardy's Manual of

Buddhism. E. B. Cowell.

Intelligence.

A Persian Thesaurus.—" Among the Delhi, Arabic, and Persian

manuscripts, the cataloguing of which has been entrusted to me by the

Governors of India, 1 have discovered two autographs of a gigantic

Thesaurus of the Persian language, compiled at Delhi by a Hindu of

the name of Jairam Das, son of Lalah Mangal Sen. The work is entitled,

Miftihal Khaziin, and was composed during A.H. 1220 to 1240. Un

fortunately it only goes up to the end of the letter Sin. The first two

letters, Alif, Be, alone extend over 732 leaves quarto, closely written.

We owe the best Persian Dictionaries to Indians, and some of them, a>

the Bahar i 'Ajam, the Mutalabat i Shuara, &c, to Hindus ; but :hi>

compilation is so extensively planned, and so well executed, that no

dictionary should be compiled by scholars at home without the use of

this work."—Extract from a Utter by Dr. Blochmann, Secretary to the

Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, in the November No. of Trubner's

Oriental Record, a periodical which we heartily commend to the reader,

as containing much valuable information for the Oriental student.

The TJgrian Languages.—Dr. Budcnz has given to the world the

firstfruits of his researches, under the title Ugrischc Sprachstudien.

Pesth : Aigner, 1869. In order to gain familiarity with an actually

spoken Ugrian language, Dr. Budenz settled in Hungary twelve years ago.

His researches have produced two important results. The first relates

to the thorough understanding of the grammatical and etymological

peculiarities of the Magyar ; whilst the second, of universal scientific in

terest, gives us our first insight into the idioms of the remaining branches

of the once mighty Ugrian nation. These branches are the Finns,

Lapps, Mordvimans, Tchevemissians, Votiaks, Syrians, Ostiaks, Yoguls,

and Magyars. It is true Castren, Ahlquist, Aeguli, and Hunfalvi are

pioneers, whose works and discoveries cannot be overrated, but the

researches of Dr. Budenz promise to be productive of far greater results,

and \vc may fairly expect from him the missing link of enquiries in the

North-Altaic languages, so obviously necessary to a general compara

tive grammar and dictionary of the Finn-ugrian, Turco-tatar, and

Mongol-mandjov languages.

The Dard Languages.—The tril>es whose language and mythology

Dr. Leitner has been investigating, occupy the area between Kaghan

and the Hindoo Kush; but in 1866 many of them were collected at

Ghilghit, making war against Cashmere. Here he met them, and in

duced some representative men to come and live with him in Lahore,

till the heat compelled him to dismiss them. The greater part of every

day was during their stay devoted to writing down from their mouths

their legends, tales, songs, names of places, and other words. Dr.

Leitner's main conclusions are briefly as follows :—

(1.) In the area mentioned, four distinct languages are spoken : the

Shiita, by the people of Chilas, Ghilghit, Astor, Gor, and Dureyl, mixed

with Pushtoo on the great Koli-palus Road ; the Arnyia, spoken by

the natives of Vassen and Chitral ; the Kalasha, spoken by the Bash-

gilis or Siahpush Kaffirs ; and lastly, the Khajuna, by the people of

Hunza and Nagyr. This last is unlike any known language, but the

three former are clearly connected with Sanskrit.

(2.) The Mythology, on the other hand, of all four tribes is Aryan.

Although only the Shina songs and traditions have been as yet ex

haustively collected, yet the few indications which Dr. Leitner has

made out respecting the other three, point in the same direction.

(3.) He found that every tribe called every other tribe Dardee, but

never itself; which, with other reasons, makes it probable that the

word has some such meaning as " Barbarian."

(4.) The Shina, Arnyia, and Kalasha languages exhibit a purity of

sound, a highly inflexional character, and a phonetic decay quite dif

ferent from that of the modern vernaculars of India. This has led

Dr. Leitner to the conclusion that the Dardee language was spoken at
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or before the time when Sanskrit became a literary language. He

thinks that the Dardees were a part of the Aryan invaders who stopped

short on their way to India.

Selected Articles.

Geiger's Origin of Language, reviewed by Stcinthal, in Lazarus' and

Steinthal's Journal, Vol. VI., No. 3.

[A highly stimulative work, for which the author has prepared him

self by a deep and comprehensive study of language, and to a con

siderable extent of natural science. He abounds in acute linguistic

observations, but is frequently led away by dialectic, and fails to satisfy

Steinthal through his deficient acquaintance with psychology. The

dialectic, however, is equal in force to that of Wilhelm von Humboldt,

and the linguistic learning probably surpasses that possessed by any

other living investigator of language.]

Benfey's Hist, of the Science of Language, reviewed in Lit. Central-

blatt, Nov. 13.

[Notices the special excellence of the section on Indian philology,

and of the delineation of Bopp. The more recent history is less

interesting, owing to the author's not unintelligible desire for impar

tiality.]

Catalogue of a Collection of Sanskrit MSS., by A. C. Burnell, con

tinued, in Trubner's Oriental Record, November.

Kossowicz's Translation, &c, of the Gathas, reviewed by Spiegel, in

Kuhn's Beitrage, Vol. VI., No. 2.

[The origin of the Gathas is compared to that of the Book of Job.

The early commentators explain each verse singly, without a reference

to the plan of the whole. The editor has endeavoured to deduce the

connection of the strophes ; his philology is sound.]

The Etymology of the Latin jubere, originally jousbere, in connection

with parallel Bactrian and Sanskrit forms. By Benfey, in Reports

of the Gottingen Scientific Society, Nov. 17.

[Extracted from a forthcoming dissertation.]

Fragments of Arabic Historians, ed. by De Goeje and De Jong, rev.

by Defrimery, in Rev. Critique, Nov. 13.

[Annals of the Caliphate from 86 to 227 of the Hejra, or 705 to 842

A.D. Particular interest attaches to the notices of rebel chiefs, e.g.,

Vezid and Zeyd, the founder of the sect of the Zeydites, which still

exists in Yemen. The editors have corrected the text with great felicity,

sometimes by conjecture, sometimes by recourse to other historians,

who have treated on the same subjects, e.g., Ibn Khaldoun and Noweiry.j

Pott's Etymological Researches, Part II., Div. 3, rev. by Thurst in

Rev. Critique, Nov. 13.

De Vogue's Researches in Semitic Archaeology, rev. in Rev. Critique,

Nov. 27.

Dayies's Translation of Gesenius's Hebrew Grammar, rev. in Athenamm,

Dec. 4.

New Publications.

Bibliothec.-e philological, pars I. Biblioth. Oricntalis et linguistica.

[Contains works published from 1850-1868. Halle: Herrmann.]

Ciiajes, A. Uebcr die hebraische Grammatik Spinoza's. Breslau:

Jungfer.

Daumas, E. La Vie Arabe et la Societe Musulmane. Paris: Levy,

pp. xiv. 590. ~js. 6d.

Hassan, A. Kurzgefasste Grammatik der vulgar-arabischen Sprache

mit besonderem Rucksicht auf den iigyptischenDialekt. Vienna:

Imperial Press. 8vo. 7-r. 6r/.

Ib.n Khaldoun. Les Prolegomenes d', trad, en francais et comm. par

M. de Slane. Part 3. Paris: Klincksieck. I2.r. 6J.

Lagus, W. Larokurs i Arabiska Spr&ket till Universitets-Ungdomens

tjenst. Helsingfors: Frenckcll, pp. x. 400. I I.e.

I.auer, M. Grammatik der classischen armenischen Sprache. Wien :

Braumuller. 8vo., pp. viii. 98. 2s. 6d.

Max Ml'ller and Curtius. La Stratification du Langage.—La

Chronologie dans la formation des Langues indo-germaniques.

(Part of the " Bibliotheque de I'Kcole des Hautes Etudes.")

Paris : Franck. y. qi.

Oppert, J. Memoire sur les rapports de l'Kgypte et de l'Assyrie dans

l'antiquite, eclaircis par l'etude des textes cuneiformes. Paris :

A. F'ranck. lew.

OrPERT, J. Elements de la grammaire assyrienne. Seconde edition,

considerablemcnt augmentee. Paris: Franck, pp. xxii. 128.

As. &V.

[Cf. " Specimen Chapters of an Assyrian Grammar," by late Dr.

Hincks, in Journal oj Royal Asiatic Society, 1866. Part II.]

Oswald. Beitrage zur hebraischen Synonymik. Part I. Verba.

Tubingen: Fries, pp. 35. is. qd.

Romieu, A. Lettres a M. Lepsius sur un decan du ciel egyptien.

Leipzig: Ilinrichs, pp. 43, with two plates. 6s.

Zenker, J. T. Dictionnaire turc-arabc-persan. lift. 14 (pp. 519—558).

Leipzig : Engelmann. 4?.

Works in Progress.

Ewald, H. Ausfiihrliches Lehrbuch der hebraischen Sprache. Auf-

lage 8. Gottingen: Dieterich. (In the Press.)

Vambery, A. Kudalku Bilik and the linguistic monuments of the

Uigurs. Innsbruck : Wagner, (In the Press.)

[This work will contain the Kudalku Bilik (date 462 Hej.) transcribed

and translated, with an introductory dissertation on the Uigurs, and a

dictionary of nearly 1500 hitherto unknown Uigur words, each illus

trated by quotations from the original text. It will be besides a typo

graphical novelty, giving the first Uigur text hitherto printed.]

Classical Literature, &c.

Richard Bentley.—A Biography by Jacob Maehly, with Appendix

containing unpublished notes by Bentley on Homer. \Eine Bio

graphic von Jacob Maehly, mil einem Anhang Bentley'scher Anecdota

zu Homcr\. Leipzig : Teubner.

Herr Maehly's object has been to draw up a compact

summary of Bentley's Life and Work for German readers.

From special points of view, and in regard to particular pro

vinces of his work, several German scholars have written of

Bentley ; F. A. Wolf wrote a memoir of him ; Godfrey

Hermann, an essay on his Terence ; E. Bonnell translated

extracts from Monk. But no book has appeared in Ger

many which attempted to give a general view of Bentley's

life and of his place in the history of classical scholarship.

This is what Herr Maehly desires to do. His book is in

tended to be an epitome, a survey ; and therefore it is short.

Monk's twenty chapters shrink into two. First, Bentley's

life before he became Master of Trinity. The Second,

Bentley at Trinity,—which compresses fourteen of Monk's

chapters into sixty-three pages. An appendix gives Bent

ley's notes on Iliad i., ii. ; they are anecdota, having been

copied out for Herr Maehly from the MS. in the library of

Trinity College by Mr. Aldis Wright. From the point of

view of scholarship, the book scarcely shows the highest

kind of instinct ; but it is on the whole good in the sense in

which the author meant it to be so; it is a useful sum

mary, by a man who saw the points of Bentley's character.

In the course of proving that his memoir has a reason for

existing, Herr Maehly points out what certainly seems true,

that Monk's elaborate chronicle is rather too decidedly the

book of the wars of Bentley. His differences with the

college and with the university are related with a minuteness

which have, perhaps, an enduring local interest, but which

gives the book for foreigners an insular, for Englishmen

a slightly provincial, air. One doctrine pervades Herr

Maehly's book, with which we cannot agree. Bentley dis

tinguished himself in two kinds of criticism,—historical, and

textual, rhalaris is of course the great example of the first ;

Callimachus, or Horatius Restitittus, of the second. Herr

Maehly raises, and dwells upon, two questions ; first, which

of these departments is the more important; secondly, in

which was Bentley greater? Unless we misunderstand him,

he inclines to think that the first was the more important ; and

that Bentley was greater in the second. With the first of these

propositions we agree ; with the other, we certainly cannot.

Surely Bentley's pre-eminence depends on the Phalaris, not

on the Horace. Knowledge, acuteness, and method, are the

•
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three things which, joined, make the Phataris unique. The

faculty of emendation—what Herr Maehly calls the Divina-

tionsgabe—has been variously rated, and he is prudent in de

clining to value it against what he calls the " diplomatic "

criticism,—the close, painful examination of the authentic me

morials. But surely one may say this—that, if Bentley's cor

rections of Milton are nearly all bad, his eight hundred correc

tions of Horace can scarcely be all good. What Professor

Munro says of Bentley's emendation in Ep. i. 7. 27, is true,

probably, of a large percentage of his innumerable conjec

tures :—" nitedula for volpecula deserves all praise ; it is

brilliant ; is what Horace ought to have written—but I sadly

fear did not write." This gift of ingenuity may be supported

by learning, by patience, by everything except tact—and,

this wanting, surely it is of small worth. German scholars

have taught us in England—whose work at composition, as

opposed to reading, they have laughed at—what monstrous

things a learned scholar may propose if he has not cultivated

a sense of idiom. Bentley is our greatest, but not our most

happy—may it be said, our most German ?—emendator.

But turn to the Phalaris ; take its immediate German results,

Wolf's Prolegomena and Niebuhr's History ; consider the

masterpiece that it is to all who come after of historical

criticism ; and surely no one can deny that Bentley's true

greatness lies there. It will not be long, probably, before

Herr Maehly has to go to press with another edition ; then

he will correct praestatura, p. 7, and a printer's mistake in an

English sentence on p. 106. R. C. J ebb.

Les Tragedies de Sophocle.—Texte Grec public; d'apres les travaux

les plus recents de la pliilologie. Tar Ed. Tournier, ancien elevc

de 1'EcoIe Normale, Docteur es lettres. Paris. Hachette.

M. Tournier modestly describes his work as intended for

professors, and adapted to the requirements of teaching ;

and his performance is fully adequate to this aim. It is no

slight gain that the Greek classes in the higher schools of

France may now learn their Sophocles from an edition which

presents, in a clear and well-digested form, the chief results

of the study of the seven plays in England and Germany.

To what extent this volume is calculated, according to the

more ambitious language of the publishers, to " lay the foun

dation of a French school of philology," is another question.

To found a school, even of philology, something more is

needed than an enlightened eclecticism. And M. Tournier

is an eclectic. His power of exposition is far greater than his

invention. He is not content with following one authority,

but he is seldom happy except in following some authority,

and we miss in him that independence of treatment without

which little progress can be made. It may be thought that

in the interpretation of a Greek classic, especially of an

author so often touched and retouched as Sophocles, the

modern annotator has nothing left to him, except to balance

between contending views. And this is true of the great

majority of passages, when taken separately. Nothing is

more fatal in editing Greek plays than the affectation of

novelty. But that there is still room for progress is suffi

ciently shown by the uncertainty of the text, and from an

"edition savante" we may reasonably expect some increase

of light (1) in the slightly more exact definition of idioms

which have hitherto been only approximately explained, (2)

in the determination of nicely-balanced alternatives, (3) in

the restoration and defence of MS. readings which have

been rejected by some editors, and consequently overlooked

by others. It is in the second of these ways that M.

Tournier has been most successful, and some may wish

that he had used his judgment more boldly. Too often, as

in O. T. 210, 786, 1526, we find him still halting between

two authorities, which are simply recorded side by side

without discussion. With regard to the first point, the

analysis of idiomatic uses is by no means thorough. M.

Tournier is not sufficiently aware of the necessary differ

ence in grammatical construction between a Greek author

of the fifth century B.C. and one who has the fear of the

French Academy before his eyes. The peculiar anomalies

of Sophoclcan structure are passed over much too lightly.

The readings of the Laurentian MS. (xxxii. 9) are copied

from Dindorf's edition of 186 1, which M. Tournier describes

as marking a new era in the history of the text of Sophocles.

This estimate is surely exaggerated. The singular importance

of the Laurentian MS. was observed by Elmsley in 1825,

and the opinion of Dindorf, which had been held as a con

jecture by previous critics, that all other existing MSS. are

derived from this one, is by no means proved. The objec

tion repeated with some hesitation by M. Tournier,—that

1. 800 of the Oedipus Tyrannus, omitted by the copyist of

Laur.ff, and only supplied in the margin by a hand not

earlier than Par.A, appears in the text of this and other so-

called apographa,—is but weakly met by the gratuitous sup

position of Dindorf, that the line was invented by a medieval

scribe to fill up a lacuna. And it is possible that other less

striking, but equally cogent instances may be discovered.

M. Tournier has also remarked that Dindorf is not con

sistent in his application of the principle (of the unique

authority of Laur.tf) which he has laid down. M. Dindorf

would probably reply that he occasionally accepts the

readings of the " apographa," as he does other conjectural

emendations. But what becomes of the new era in the

criticism of Sophocles ? Is it not very much reduced to

this, that M. Dindorf has given us a somewhat more accu

rate collation than had previously appeared of the best MSS.,

for which collation he acknowledges himself indebted to M.

Diibner? It is certainly a satisfaction to know that the

proof sheets of M. Tournier's edition passed under M.

Diibner's eye. But this very fact unfortunately makes it

only too clear that the collation is not absolutely perfect,

and that (e. g.) in O. T. 1 1, where the first hand of Laur.rt

wrote oT£/>t<"T«, which a very recent hand has corrected

to ore't'ai'Tcs, the error in the edition of 1861 " oTepfaircs pro

ort^arres a m. rec," was not due to M. Dindorf, nor to the

printer, but to the collator. There are other ways in which

the study of the chief MS. is not yet exhausted. Is M.

Dindorf right, for instance, in identifying the Scholiast with

the StopOwTrj^ ? And, if not, what are their comparative ages ?

Is he right in speaking generally of the marginal readings as

conjectural, when there are such instances of real MS. diver

gence as in O. T. 134. tt^'Sc 6ecnri£u ypa<f>i'jv for Trjvh' i 'Oaib'

iin(TTpo^r)v ? or ib. 1322 cVt ttwois for tVi7roAos? How many

hands, or classes of hands, have corrected the MS., and to

what periods are they to be referred ?

For the further improvement of the text of Sophocles

M. Tournier hopes much from conjectural emendation,

based on a critical study of the errors of the Laurentian

manuscript. And this is undoubtedly the direction in which

Sophoclean criticism is at present moving. But it is open

to question whether this acquisition of a new instrument is

not neutralized, at least to some extent, by the temptation to

be always using it. 'E^tAxeTai av&pa. aL^r)po%. We cannot

become too closely familiar with the characteristic peculi

arities of the MS. But the most perfect knowledge of these

can go but a little way in lessening the uncertainties of

conjectural emendation ; while the crude study of them may

engender an opinio cop'ue that is apt to overbalance judgment.

Of the 30 pages of introductory matter, 14 are given

to the description of the method of the edition, and 16
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to a very gracefully composed " Notice sur Sophocle."

The biographical materials, if such they may be called, are

treated on the whole with proper caution.

As M. Tournier gains in experience and confidence, he

will probably overcome the defects, which must withdraw

this volume from the very first rank among the editions

of Sophocles. His work shows much fineness both of judg

ment and expression, and, although not likely to give much

assistance to future editors, may be recommended as a

useful guide to those students of Greek (perhaps an in

creasing number) to whom the French language is more

accessible than German or Latin. L. Campbell.

Contributions to the Study of the Latin Particles. [Beitriige zur

l^kre von den Laleiiiischcn Parlikeln, zur Begriissung <ler Ver-

sammlung Deutsjhcr Philologen und Schulmanner in Kiel. Von

Otto Ribbcck.]

Dr. Ribbeck's pamphlet contains a number of interesting

suggestions on the most difficult question of Latin Grammar,

the formation and meaning of the particles. Without profess

ing to exhaust any part of his subject, he treats at more or less

length, but without any obvious principle of selection, of de,

ve, tie, que, e, em, en and their more important compounds

and derivatives. It is impossible in the space of a short

article to do more than state some of the difficulties sug

gested. The origin of all adverbs, conjunctions, and prepo

sitions from nominal or verbal constituents is rightly taken

for granted. But the statements about the locative (p. 2)

seem open to question. That e was the original ending of

the locative in the i declension is asserted without proof;

but whether it were or no, here (taken by Dr. Ribbeck as

an illustration) is from the root lies (x#«'«), a consonantal,

not an /'root : while his other instances, peregre, cxtcre (" ab

extere ") quarte, are from 5 roots. The possibility that peregre

and extere may be of the same formation as the common

adverb in e, and therefore ablative, is not mentioned.

Though Corssen (Ausspraehe, &c, i2, p. 776) may go too

far in saying that peregre in the phrase peregre ablegavit is a

neuter accusative, it is more arbitrary to throw over, as

Dr. Ribbeck does, the difference between peregri andperegre,

the first of which is consistently used as opposite of domi,

and the last not seldom (peregre advenire) bears a distinctly

ablative sense. In. peregre ablegare, habitare it may well be

that the purely adverbial use has driven out the case asso

ciation, and that peregre stands simply for huge. The

careful discussion given to this word by Corssen is too

hastily ignored. Again, whether Corssen be right or not in

his explanation ofpriefiscine, it is more probable, according

to Latin usage, that pne should govern faseininn, with which

it is compounded, than that it should be adverbial (" voran

mit dem Amulet").

At page 4 (discussion of Faliscan he and Latin hie) seems

to be the natural place for a treatment of si and sie, which

are hardly mentioned in the pamphlet. Of de, as ofperegre,

no proof is adduced that it is (as asserted) a locative and

not rather an ablative. Nor can the root of which it is a case

be a " Pronominalwurzel d," it must at least be do, if not

(as Corssen would have it) more. Ve and quin are fully

bandied, and so is tie : though it would have been more con

venient had the discussion of the latter been continuous,

and not distributed over two sets of pages (11 foil., 46 foil.).

It is strange that the editor of Virgil should assert of que

(p. 21) "die ursprungliche Vocallange macht sich von den

Saturniern des Livius Andronicus und Nrcvius an, bis in die

dactylische Poesie des Vergil und Ovid, gelegentlich geltend."

This would give the impression that the license of lengthen

ing que is occasionally to be found in all the poets whose

writings cover the period mentioned. But Virgil was the

first hexameter writer who admitted it (Lachmann, Lucre-

tius, p. 75), and this (it would appear) rather in imitation of

the Homeric lengthening of rt than from a sense of etymo

logical propriety (" liminaque laurusque, &c.=<£<uot6V t«

'PonoV t€, k.t.X.). Ovid followed Virgil.

That quoque (p. 24) should be a shortened form of qitoin-

que, seems improbable when it is considered that cumque

(=qiiomque) exists side by side of it in full bloom, and that

no other such omission of m in the middle of a word can be

adduced. For in the cases quoted by Corssen (Aussprae/n\

&c, i2, p. 263), to which Dr. Ribbeck refers, /// is omitted

either before a labial mute (Novebris, Seproni=zArovembris;

Semproiii, &c.)—a matter probably rather of spelling than

of pronunciation—or before a vowel in compounds (cir-

cuire=circtimire). The short quantity of the first syllable

is as old as the writing of the word : it would be rash, there

fore, to suppose that syllable the ablative quo. But it is hardly

apparent why the etymological identification of the word with

ttoko. should be given up : quo being the simple root, which

appears again in quo-tus and quo-/.' H. Nettleship.

Commentatio de SulpiciaB, quee fertur, Satira.—Scripsit Io. Com.

Ger. Boot. Kdidit Academia Regia Disciplinarum Nederlandica.

Amstelodami. 1868.

M. Boot in this brochure of 22 pages gives (1) two parallel

texts of the poem known as Sulpic'ue Satira ; that of the

so-called editio princeps, a volume of poems by Gregoriu*

Tifernus, Jovianus Pontanus, and Franciscus Octavius^

printed at Venice, per Bernardinum. Venetum, 1498, in which

the satire comes after the epigrams of Pontanus ; and that of

C. F. Hermann. (2) A discussion, in which the poem is

handled with much severity, and finally pronounced to be

probably the work of a writer of the 15th century, perhaps

an Italian. M. Boot's arguments in favour of this view,

which is so far new that of the writers he quotes in defence

of it—L. Gregorius Gyraklus in the 16th century, and Bern-

hardy more recently—the former doubts, the latter denies, the

probability of Sulpicia's being the author of it, are mainly

(a) the mediocrity of the poem itself, with its magnificent

procemium and insignificant conclusion, its involved thought,

its metrical and historical errors, its inept simile (25-31),

qucedam barbare, nonnulla mire, permulta nore, pluriiiia

obscure dicta. As instances of defective metre, M. Boot

brings forward Ncc trimetro iambo, nee quipedefractus eodem

Fortitur irasci didicit duce Clazomenio, where iambo is, he

thinks, inadmissible as a spondee ; Clazomenio implies «Xa-

lo/xevtio's, where KAa£o/AcVios would be the proper form ;.

Romalique exterbat alumnos, which he changes to Romaeque,.

rejecting Dousa's Remulique ; lastly, exiit arces, where how

ever the ed. princ. (no MS. is known to exist) reads exilit.

Of historical errors his chief example is Capitolino Camillo ;

for why should Camillus rob Manlius of his title as defender

of the Capitol ? and in v. 45, Scipio Africanus Minor, the

pupil of Panaetius, is said to have lived in the Second Punic

War. Of bad style, his strongest instances are really the

things which make the poem grammatically interesting,

v- 39- Quid facimus ! Graios /wminumqiic reliquimus

urbes, and v. 53, Convcnit tit vespis, quorum damns arce

Monetce, Turba tegens strictis per lutea corpora telis ; in the

former of which the meaning seems to be, " what are we

to do ? Once we left the Greeks and the cities of the

world, that Rome might be better furnished with teachers,

from Greece ; " in the latter, M. Boot's suggestion that coti

vcnit has a double construction, is rather plausible, (b) The

doubtful evidence on which the ascription to Sulpicia rests.

In the Venice edition of 1498, the poem is headed Su/pitiu
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Carmina Ixx. qua fuit Domitiani tcmporibus : Nitper per

Georgii Merulae opera in lucem Edita. In an edition of

Ausonius, printed at Parma in July, 1499, but with the privi

lege dated July, 1498 (whence M. Boot thinks this may

have preceded the Venice edition), it is headed Sulpitia in-

cipit. Querilur de statu reipu. et tcmporibus Domitiani, fol

lowed by Finiunt Sulpitia dicta, and then Epigrammata Au-

sonii, qua feruntur emanasse c Bibliothcca Georgii Alexan

dria viri de lingua Latina benemeriti. This information,

which in one case directly, in the other only mediately, con

nects the discovery with the name of Georgius Merula of

Alessandria, in Piedmont, is expanded by Raphael Vola-

terranus (Commentarii Urbaui, iv. f. 56, ed. Rom. 1506),

thus/f/V (in Ccenobio Bobiensi) anno millesimo ecccxciiii. huius-

modi libri reperti sunt Rutilius Naumatianus Hcroicum Sulpitii

carmen Ixx. epigrammata. Terentianus Mounts . . . ; but with

no mention of Merula. Allowing the identity of Heroicum

Sulpitii carmen Ixx. epigrammata, with Sulpitia carmina Ixx.,

i.e. Sulpitia's poem of 70 lines ; what became of the MS. ?

It is not known to exist ; and M. Boot thinks the celebrity

of Merula would have been sufficient to account for the selec

tion of his name as the discoverer, among many genuine

works, of one modern forgery. If so, the forger went out

of his way to be difficult, and certainly managed notwith

standing to be really classical. R. Ellis.

Scholia in Lucani Bellum Civile. Eclidit Hermannus Usener. Pars

Prior. Commenta Bemcnsia. Leipzig : Teubner, 1S69.

In the Library of Berne are two MSS. of the 10th century,

numbered 370 and 45, each containing the same Scholia to

Lucan's P/iarsalia, but the latter imperfectly, ceasing after

iii. 286. The present volume gives an elaborate collation

of these, preceded by a life of the poet, drawn from the

same sources, and supplemented by a careful index of

passages from classical authors quoted in the Scholia. As,

however, MS. 370 contains also a separate set of notes

on Lucan, published but inaccurately hitherto by Ouden-

dorp, and again by Weber, M. Usener reserves these for a

second volume, for which he destines the title of Adnofa-

tiones, to distinguish them from the present Commenta. M.

Usenefs editing is most laborious ; and the frequent quota

tions, sometimes of lines not hitherto known, prove the

value of such labours, not merely as throwing light upon the

authors annotated, but as actually increasing, if only frag-

mentarily, the stock of Latin literature. R. Ellis.

Intelligence.

We learn from Messrs. Triibner's latest announcements that Prof.

W. Dindorf will publish next spring a new and elaborate Lexicon

Sophoclcum, which is to be followed by corresponding works in illus

tration of .Eschylus, Euripides, and Aristophanes. The forthcoming

volume (iv.) of his Euscbius will probably possess a value to which the

earlier volumes have no claim, as details will be given in the preface

concerning a newly-discovered Syriac translation of the /listeria Eccle-

siastica, the MSS. of which are said to reach back almost to the age of

Eusebius himself. Latin scholars will be glad to learn that a complete

collection of the Fragments of .Vuvius may be expected shortly from

Prof. J. Vahlen.

Teuffel's History of Reman Literature will soon appear in an Italian

translation by Prof. Favarelli.

The library of the late Prof. Haase of Breslau is to be sold by auction

on Jan. 10 and the following days. Besides containing most important

dissertations and editions of classical authors published within recent

years, it is exceptionally rich in works illustrating the history of Gram

mar and philological studies ; and many of these are old and of con

siderable rarity.

The Rev. D. Silvan Evans is about to bring out a Dictionary ofthe

Welsh Language, compiled from original sources. Besides the printed

books and MSS. which are accessible to all, the author has made use of

the unrivalled collection of MSS. preserved at Peniarth, and formerly

known as the Hcngwrt Library. Some thousands of hitherto unregis

tered words, collected orally in different parts of the Principality, will

also be given.

M. Gaston Paris has succeeded his father, M. P. Paris, in the chair

of Ancient French Literature at the College de France; and M. Paul

Meyer M. Guessard in the chair of Romance Philology at the Ecole des

Charles. M. Paris' lectures in the Rue Gerson (" Petite Sorbonne")

are being continued by M. Urachet. Sainte-Beuve's successor in the

chair of Ili-tory of Latin Poetry is M. G. Boissier.

Contents of the Journals.

Rheinisches Museum. 1869. Part IV.—W. Helbig : Contributions

to the explanation a', the Campanian wall-pictures, 11. and III.—F. Blass :

On the question of the stichometry of the Ancients. [Shows that the

length of the oti'xoi was on the whole a pretty constant quantity, and

that we can consequently estimate the size of ancient books, when the

number of <rri'x<" is known.]—W. Brambach : Critical Raids. L Ques

tions of the day. [A sharp reply to Bergk's criticism of the authors

views on Latin orthography.]—N. Wecklein : On Aristophanes.—L.

Midler: The poet Sueius. [An attempt to fix his date and recover

some further fragments of his writings.]—Th. Struve : Letters from

Pontus. No. I. [On a Greek inscription recently found on the site of

the Scythian Olbia, and probably dating from the first century B.C. : a

facsimile is given.]—C. Dziatzko : On the prologue to the Rudens of

Plautus.—R. Schneider : On Apollonius Dyscolus.—Miscellanea, by

L. Midler and others.

Revue Critique. Nov. 6.—E. Heitz : Volquardsen's Untersuchungen

iiber die Quellen bei 1 )iodorus.—Ch. Morel : Hecht's Romische Kalen-

darienbiicher.—Nov. 13. C. Thurot : Pott's Etymologische Forschungen.

—No. 20. E. Heitz : L'lliade d'Homere, par A. Pierron. [An elabo

rate and on the whole unfavourable review.]— Nov. 27. H. Weil:

Hypcridis oiationes, eel. Blass. [Appreciative and laudatory.]

Hermes. Vol. IV. Tart II.—M. Haupt : Varia.—R. Scholl : on

Athemeus. [Shows the paramount importance of the Marcian MS.]—

Carl Curtius : Inscriptions from Ephesus. [Describes and restores cer

tain inscriptions of the Roman period, now in the British Museum :

some remarks on the political condition of Ephesus are appended.]

II. Jordan : On the topography of Rome. [On the situation of the

Argilctum and of the temple of Janus.]—H. Voretzsch : Two Cretan

inscriptions. — Miscellanea, by Th. Mommsen, E. Hubner, and R.

Schdne.

New Publications.

I. Editions.

Eschylus. Die Schul/flehenden, nebst Einleitung und Commeniar,

von J. Oberdick. Berlin : Guttentag.

ArULEll Metamorphoseon lib. xi. Rec. F. Eyssenhardt. Berlin: Guttentag.

Aristotelis Artem Poeticam ad fid. cod. antiquissimi A (Par. 1741),

edidit F. Ueberweg. Berlin: L. Ileimann.

Eiiripidis Tragu-ilia- ex rec. A. Xauckii. Vol. III. rerditarum Tra-

gicdiarum Fragmenta. Leipzig : Teubner.

Homer's Ilias. Erklart von K. F. Ameis. Vol. I. pt. 2. Teubner.

Justiniani Digcsla seu Pandectce (ed. Th. Mommsen). Fasc. vi. libri

38-44. Berlin : Wcidmann.

Juvenal. Thirteen Satires, with a Commentary, by J. E. B. Mayor.

Second ed., enlarged. Pt. I. London : Macmillan.

PuBLU.ll Svri Sentential: ad fid. codd. opt. recensuit E. Wcelfflin.

Leipzig : Teubner.

TllEOCRlTS Idyllen init deutschen Erklarungen von A. Th. H. Fritzsche.

New ed. Leipzig : Teubner.

II. Critkism and Philology.

Auiciit, K. Uebersicht iiber den Herodotischen Dialect. Pp. 41.

Leipzig : Teubner.

Bambero, A. Excrcitationes critiwe in Aristophanis Plutum. Berlin :

Calvary.

Bercer, II. Die geographischc Fragmente des Hipparch. Pp. 126.

Leipzig : Teubner.

Brambach, W. Metrische Studien zu Sophocles. Leipzig: Teubner.

FRICKE, W. Die Quellen des Plutarchos in Nikias und Alkibiades.

Leipzig : Teubner.

Kern, F. Kritische Bemerkungen zum dritten Theil der pscudo-Aris-

totelischen Schrift irepl atvoipavovs irepi Ztivayos jrtpl I'opyiov.

Oldenburg : Stalling.

KCuner, R. Ausfiihrliche Grammatik der Griechischen Sprache.

2nd ed. (re-written), pt. I, sect. i. Hannover : Hahn.

Neubauer, R. Commentationes Epigraphies?. Berlin : Calvary.

Peile, J. Introduction to Greek and Latin Etymology. Macmillan.

ScHENKEL, K. Xenophonlische Studien. Pt. 1. Wien : K. Ceroids Sohn.

Schmidt, M., and Pkrtsch, W. Neue Lykische Studien, und das

Decret von Pixodorus. With 2 lithographs. Jena: H. Duftt.

Scholla, Fr. Ueber den Begriff ' Tochtersprache.' Berlin: Weber.
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MESSRS. BELL & DALDY'S CHRISTMAS LIST.

TURNER'S CELEBRATED LANDSCAPES. Con-

taining Sixteen Autotype Reproductions of the most Important Works

of J. M. W. Turner, R.A. With a Memoir by COSMO MONK-

HOUSE. Imperial 4to. Trice £2 2s.

■ Dedicated bypermission to Her Majesty the Queen.

MOUNTAIN, LOCH, AND GLEN, Illustrating

"OUR LIFE IN THE HIGHLANDS." From Paintings executed

expressly for this work by Joseph Adam. With an Introduction on

the Highlands and Highlanders by the Rev. NORMAN MACLEOD.

D.D., one of Her Majesty's Chaplains. Quarto, price £2 2s.

%* Copies of the Original Edition, in Columbicr folio, bound in bird's-eye maple boards,

may still be had, price £6 6s.

THE SHEEPSHANKS GALLERY. Containing

Twenty Autotype Reproductions of the most important of the Pictures

in the Sheepshanks Collection in the South Kensington Museum.

With Descriptions. Demy 410. Price £2 2J-.

WORKS OF SIR GEORGE HARVEY, President of

the Royal Scottish Academy. Photographed under the Artist's super

intendence. With Descriptions. Imperial 4to. Price £2 2s.

FLAXMAN'S CLASSICAL COMPOSITIONS. Com-

prising his celebrated Illustrations of Homer's Iliad and Odyssey,

VEschylus, and Hesiod's Theogony. Imperial 4to., half-bound, morocco.

Price £4 14J. 6d.

NEW AND RARE BEAUTIFUL - LEAVED

PLANTS. By SHIRLEY HIBBERD.F.R.H.S. Containing fifty-four

of the finest Coloured Wood-block Illustrations ever produced. Imperial

Svo. Price £1 $s.

A COLOURED EDITION of Mr. HENRY SHAW'S

ART OF ILLUMINATION, as practised during the Middle Ages.

With a Description of the Metals, Pigments, &c, employed at different

periods. Imperial 8vo. Price £2 2s.

WASHINGTON IRVING'S SKETCH-BOOK. The

Artist's Edition. Illustrated with 200 exquisite Wood Engravings after

American Artists. A New Edition. Crown 4to. Price £1 is.

THE PASSION OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST

pourtrayed by ALBERT DURER. Edited by HENRY COLE, C.B.

Small quarto. [In the Press.

NEW BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

MADAM HOW AND LADY WHY; or, First

Lessons in Earth Lore for Children. By the Rev. C. KINGSLEY,

Author of " The Water Babies." Small 8vo., with Illustrations, Js. (xi.

DAISY'S COMPANIONS ; or, Scenes from Child Life.

A Story for Little Girls. By the Author of "Grandmamma's Nest."

With Nine Illustrations. Demy i6mo. y. 6d.

KING GEORGE'S MIDDY.

Author of "The Magic Mirror.'

W. S. Gilbert. Crown 8vo. 6.r.

By William Gilbert,

With 150 Illustrations by

THE LOST LEGENDS OF the NURSERY SONGS.

By MARY SENIOR CLARK. With Sixteen full-page Illustrations.

Imperial 161110. 5-r-

THE BOYS of AXLEFORD. By Charles Camden.

With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 5/.

ANDERSEN'S FAIRY TALES and SKETCHES.

With 104 Illustrations by Otto Speckter and others. 6s. This

volume includes the Stories published in 1S6S-9.

THE BOY IN THE BUSH; or, Country Life in

AUSTRALIA. By EDWARD HOWE. With Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 5/.

AUNT JUDY'S CHRISTMAS VOLUME FOR 1869.

Edited by Mrs. ALFRED CATTY. Crown 8vo., gilt edges. 5-r.

CASIMIR MAREMMA. By the Author of "Friends

in Council," "Realmah," &c. Two vols., post 8vo. [Shortly.

MARIE ; or, Glimpses of Life Ln France. Crown 8vo. 6s.

HORACE, the Satires and Epistles. Translated into

English Verse by the late J. CONINGTON, M.A., Corpus Professor

of Latin in the University of Oxford. Foolscap 8vo. 6s. 6d.

THE EPIGRAMMATISTS: A Selection from the

Epigrammatic Literature of Ancient, Mediaeval, and Modern Times ;

with Notes, Observations, Illustrations, and an Introduction. By the

Rev. HENRY PHILIP DODD, M.A., of Pembroke College,

Oxford. 8vo. lor. 6d. [Immediately.

WEAPONS OF WAR: A History of Arms and

Armour from the Earliest Period to the Present Time. By

AUGUSTE DEMMIN. Translated by C. C. BLACK, M.A. With

nearly 2,000 Illustrations. 8vo. izs.

Dedicated by permission to Her Majesty the Queen.

CHARLES KEMBLE'S SHAKSPERE READINGS.

A Selection of Seventeen Plays, carefully freed from all improprieties,

and, by judicious excisions, each brought within the compass of an

evening's reading. As read by him before Her Majesty and the

Public. With Mr. KEMBLE'S accentual marks. Edited by

R. J. LANE, A.E.R.A. Three vols., crown 8vo. 6s. each.

*«* Specimen page sent on application.

HISTORICAL MAPS OF ENGLAND during the

First Thirteen Centuries. With Explanatory Essays and Indices. By

CHAS. II. PEARSON, M.A., Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford ; late

Professor of History in King's College, London ; and Author of " A

History of England during the Early and Middle Ages," &c. Imperial

folio. £1 lis. 6d.

A HISTORY OF the DECLINE OF THE ROMAN

REPUBLIC. By GEORGE LONG, M.A. Vol. III., to the Consul

ship of Julius Cccsar. 8vo. 14s.

Vol. IV. (completing the work) in preparation.

" If any one can guide us through the almost inextricable mazes of this labyrinth, it is

he. As a chronicler he possesses all the requisite knowledge, and—what is nearly, if not

quite, as important—the necessary caution. He never attempts to explain that which is

hopelessly corrupt or obscure ; he does not confound twilight with daylight ; he warns the

reader repeatedly that he is standing on shaking ground ; he has no framework of theory

into which he presses his facts."—Saturday Rrviciv ^in an Article on Vol. II.).

Bridgnoater Treatise.

GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY as exhibiting the

Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of God. By the Very Rev. WM.

BUCKLAND, D.D., F.R.S. With additions by Professor OWEN,

Professor PHILLIPS, and ROBERT BROWN. Edited by FRANK

BUCKLAND, M.A. Vol. I., post 8vo. Vol. II., post 410. (containing

the numerous beautiful Illustrations). Price i$s.

" It was the happiest of thoughts to reproduce this happiest of conceived and of executed

works. All the old Annuals that used to appear when this ' Essay' was first published arc

not worth one of its sublime and cheerful chapters."—Athenaum.

A COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES, for the

Sundays and other Holy Days of the Christian Year. By the Rev.

W. DENTON, Author of " A Commentary on the Gospels," &c. In

Two vols. Vol. I., Advent to Trinity. 8vo. I&r.

PRIMARY TRUTHS OF RELIGION. By the Right

Rev. THOMAS M. CLARK, D.D., LL.D., Bishop of Rhode Island.

Foolscap 8vo. y. 6d.

THE LADIES IN PARLIAMENT, and other Pieces.

Republished with Additions and Annotations. By G. O. TREVELYAN,

late Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge, and Author of the

" Competition Wallah." Post Svo. 6s. 6d.

Pe-issue of Mr. CRUIKSHAXICS Popular Works.

GEORGE CRUIKSHANK'S TABLE-BOOK. Edited

by G. A. A'BECKETT. With Twelve Illustrations on Steel and 116

on Wood by Cruikshank. A New Edition. Royal 8vo. i6j.

GEORGE CRUIKSHANK'S OMNIBUS. Edited by

LAMAN BLANCHARD. With 100 Illustrations on Steel and Wood.

8vo. 10s. 6d. *,* Other Works arc in preparation.

H
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Albemarle Street, Z><v., 1869.

WORKS ON SCIENCE, &c

A MANUAL OF SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY FOR THE

USE OF TRAVELLERS. By Variois ActhorV Edited by Sir I. I'.

HERSCHELL and Rev. ROBERT MAIN. 3rd Edition, revised by Rev. RonEKT

Main, M.A. Maps. Posl8\o. g>r.

ART OF TRA VEL ; or, Hints on the Shifts and Contrivances

AVAILABLE IX WILD COUNTRIES. By FRANCIS GALTON, F.R.G.S.

4th Edition. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7J. (*i.

PRINCIPLES OF GEOLOGY; or, The Modern Changes

OF THE EARTH AND ITS INHABITANTS, considered as ILLUSTRATIVE

of GEOLOGY. By Sik CHARLES LVELL, Baht. iotb. Edition. 1 vols. 8vo.

i6j. each.

THE ANTIQUITY OF MAN, from Geological Evidences;

with Remarks on Theories of the ORIGIN OF Sl'fc'-CIKS ,by Variation. By Sir

CHARLES LYELL, Bart. 3rd Edition. Illustrations 8vo. 14J.

A GEOGRAPHICAL HANDBOOK OF ALL THE

KNOWN FERNS, divided into Six Territorial Division-;. Compiled from the most

Recent Works. By K. M. LYELL. With an Index. Post 8vo. 7s. 6rf.

SIL URIA : a History of the Oldest Rocks in the British Isles

AND OTHER COUNTRIES, with a Sketch of the Distribution of Native Gold.

By Sir RODERICK. MURCHISON, Bakt. -4th Edition. Map and Illustrations.

8vu. 30*.

THE CONNECTIONOF THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES.

By MARY SOMERVILLE. 9th Edition. Portrait. Post 8vo. gs.

THE RIVERS, MOUNTAINS, AND SEA-COAST OF

YORKSHIRE. With Essays on the Climate, Scenery, and Ancient Inhabitants of

the Country. By JOHN PHILLIPS, F.R.S. 2nd Edition. Plates. 8vo. 15*.

THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES, by Means of Natural

SELECTION; or, the PRESERVATION of FAVOURED RACES in the

STRUGGLE for LIFE. By CHARLES DARWIN, F.R.S. 5th Edition. Illus

trations. Post 8vo. 14J.

THE VARIATION OF ANIMALS AND PLANTS

UNDER DOMESTICATION.

2 vols. 8vo. 28*.

By CHARLES DARWIN, F.R.S. Illustrations.

THE FERTILIZATION OF ORCHIDS, THROUGH

INSECT AGENCY. By CHARLESDARWIN, F.R.S. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 91.

A NATURALISTS VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD.

By CHARLES DARWIN, F.R.S. 7th Edition. Illustrations. Post 8vo. 91.

PACTS AND ARGUMENTS FOR DARWIN By

FRITZ MULLER. Translated from th« German by W. S. DALLAS, F.L.S.,

Assistant-Secretary of the Geological Society of London. With Illustrations. Post

8vo. 6\r.

RAMBLES OF A NATURALIST ON THE SHORES

AND WATERS OF THE CHINA SEA. Being Observations in Natural History

during a Voyage to China, Formosa, Borneo, Singapore, &c, 1806-67. ^y CUTH-

BERT C0LL1NGVV00D, F.L.S. Illustrations. 8vo. i6i.

THE NATURALIST ON THE RIVER AMAZONS;

DURING ELEVEN YEARS OF TRAVELS. By H. W. BATES, and Edition.

Illustrations. Post 8vo. lis.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

Foolscap 8vo., cloth, price 3*.

PO KM S:

FROM CALVARY, AND THE HUNTER'S TALE.

By R. HILTON.

LONDON :

J'ROVOST AND CO., 5, BISHOPSGATE WITHOUT, E.G.

CHARLES GRIFFIN & GO.'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

A GUINEA BOOK FOR \zs. 6<f.

Just ready, crown 4to., printed in the finest manner on toned paper, and elegantly bound

in cloth, gilt and inlaid.

GEMS OF NATURE AND ART. Illustrated with Twenty-four

very beautiful Coloured Plates, combining the perfection of colouring

with the most exquisite and artistic taste. The Letterpress descriptions

are most interesting, and calculated to instruct as well as to amuse.

Altogether the book is not only admirably adapted for a Christmas

Present, or for a handsome addition to the Drawing-room Table, but,

upon inspection, the impossibility of its being surpassed by any volume

of a similar character to be published this season will be at once admitted.

" One of the most gorgeous books we have seen for many a year The book is a

marvel."—Statulard.

" Really very beautiful,"—London Revinv.

"A Christmas book, as may be judged from the title, and of its kind most beautiful."—

Daily News.

" The Illustrations arc for the most part 'gems' in their way.''— The Times.

" The book before us is not only handsome, but worth reading."—The Queen and Ladies'

Neivspaper.

" Art is employed to picture Nature, and does it thoroughly well."—Ar{ Journal.

Just published, a New Edition, small 410., with 40 Illustrations of Remarkable Place-.

Objects, and Incidents, as they appeared and occurred in the Olden lime. Hand

somely bound in cloth, gilt, price s-r.

THE HALLOWED SPOTS OF ANCIENT LONDON : Historical,

Biographical, and Antiquarian. By ELIZA MKTKVARD.

As the City of their Empire, London must ever have a peculiar interest

to Englishmen. In this volume, its long-past scenes are clothed anew with

vivid picturesqueness, rendering it a work most curious and entertaining.

Also, a Fine Pater Edition*, beautifully printed on toned paper

by Clay, and most elaborately bound and gilt, price icu\ 6tf.

" A very elegant gift book. The materials have been gathered from very rare sources."

—Illustrated London Sews.

" Worthy of the highest praise we have it in our power to bestow,"—Court yourn.il.

" As elegant a volume as has been for a long time placed on our table. All the Author

undertook to do she has done well."—Freeman.

" The subject treated of in this attractive volume will make it a most delightful companion

when disposed to stroll over some of the localities commemorated."—Bookseller.

Demy 4I0., 750 pages, profusely Illustrated, very handsomely bound, price il. is.

THE EARTH DELINEATED WITH PEN AND PENCIL.

An Illustrated Record of Voyages, Travels, and Adventures all Round

the World. Illustrated with more than 200 Engravings in the first style

of Art, by the mo»t eminent Artists, including several from the master

pencil of Gustave Dork.

Eighteenth Thousand. Square Svo., printed on toned paper, elegant binding, X2S. 6*7*. ;

morocco, 1/. is.

MANY THOUGHTS OF MANY MINDS; being a Treasury of

Reference, consisting of Selections from the Writings of the most cele

brated Authors. Compiled and Analytically arranged by HENRY

SOUTIIGATE.

" The produce of years of research."—Examiner.

" The accumulation of treasures truly wonderful."—Morning Herald.

" This is a wondrous book."—Daily Ncivs.

EADIE'S BIBLICAL CYCLOPAEDIA.

Recently published, the Eleventh Edition, embracing all the latest Discoveries and

Explorations, large post Svo., 700 pages, hiind-ome cloth, price 7*. 6d.

A BIBLICAL CYCLOPEDIA ; or, Dictionary of Eastern Anti

quities, Geography, Natural History, Sacred Annals and Biography,

Theology, and Biblical Literature, illustrative of the Old and New

Testament. By the Rev. JOHN EADIE, D.D., LL.D. With Maps,

prepared expressly by \V. & A. K. Johnston, and numerous Pictorial

Illustrations.

" This new edition is not a mere re-issue, for the changes, small and great, arc so nume

rous and important, that it might almost be called a new production."—Extractfrom the

Author's Pre/ace.

Now ready, a New Edition, in 2 large octavo volumes, handsomely bound in cloth, 25X. ;

in tree calf. 37$. 6d.

A COMPENDIOUS HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE

and of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE from the NORMAN CON

QUEST. With numerous Specimens. By GEO. L. CRAIK, LL.D.

Crown 8vo., •js. 6d., cloth.

A MANUAL OF ENGLISH LITERATURE, for the Use of

Colleges and Schools. Selected from the Larger Work. By Professor

CRAIK. Third Edition.

New and Revised Edition, demy Svo., cloth, price Ss. 6tf*.

DR. SPENCER THOMSON'S DICTIONARY OF DOMESTIC

MEDICINE AND HOUSEHOLD SURGERY. Thoroughly revised

and brought down to the present state of Medical Science. With the

addition of an Appendix and a Chapter on the Management of the Sick

Room. Illustrated with numerous Woodcuts and Diagrams. Invaluable

to Mothers.

" The best and safest book on Domestic Medicine and Household Surgery which has yet

appeared."—Loudon Journal of Medicine.

London: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., 10, Stationers' Hall Court.
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DAVID NUTT'S

Classical & Theological Publications.

SUITABLE FOR A FIRST PRIZE.

POETjE SCENICI GRjECI,

EX RECENSIONS ET CUM PHOLEGOMENIS

GUILIELMI DINDORFII.

Fifth entirely Kew Edition, printed with Greek

Inscription Type.

The Text of this New Edition is carefully revised accord

ing to ihc best MSS., and Prolegomena and Critical Foot-

Notes added. Imp. Svo., cloth, 211.

CICERONIS de FINIBUS BOXORUM

ET MALORUM Libri V. D. JO. NICOLAUS

MADVIGIUS recensuit et enarravit. Editio altera

cmciidaia- 8vo., 26J.

HOMER'S ODYSSEY. Edited, with

Marginal References, various Readings, Notes, and

Appendices, by HENRY HAYMAN, Hcnd .Master of

Rugby. Vol. I. (Rooks I. to VI. \demy 8vo., cloth, 141.

(Vol. II. in the Press.)

SOPHOCLES, the Greek Text, with Anno-

tations. Introductions, &c, by E. WUNDKR. A new

edition, with the Notes literally translated into English

and a Collation of Dindorfs Text, a vols. 8vo.. cloth,

21X. Each of the Plays can be had separately, stitched

in a neat wrapper. Price 3*.

TACITI OPERA. Ad Codices antiquos

exacta et emendato Commcntario critico ct exegetico

illustravit F. RITI'ER. 4 vols. Svo., boards (pub. at

2&r. , l6r.

CODEX ALEXANDRINUS. Novum

Testamentum Grace ad fidem Cod. Alex, dctmo accura-

lius ed. B. H. COWPER. 8vo., cloth (pub. at iss.),

price 6s.

CODEX VATICAN US. Novum Testa-

mentum Grace, cd. Ang. Mains,

Romansc accuratius impressum.

iajT.', price 6s.

ad fidem editionis

ivo., cloth (pub. at

THE FOUR GOSPELS in GREEK;

with Prolegomena, Notes, and References, for the use

of Schools and Colleges. By the Rev. H. C. ADAMS.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 9$. Separately: St. Matthew,

us. 6ii. : St. Mark. is.6d. ; St. Luke, as. ; St. John, 2s.

BENGELII GNOMON NOVI TESTA-

MENTI, in quo ex nativa vcrhorum vi simplicitas, pro-

funditas, concinnitas, salubritas sensuum coelcstium,

indicatur. Editio III., quinto recusa adjuvante J.

STEUDEL. Royal 8vo., cloth, price 12s.

DAVID N U T T,

FOREIGN AND CLASSICAL BOOKSELLER,

270, STRAND.

FOREIGN PERIODICALS for 1870.

REVUE DES DEUX MONDES.

Annual Subscription, fa ins.; free by post, £■* its.

Orders for the above and other Foreign Periodicals for

1870 should be forwarded as soon as possible, to prevent

delay or disappointment.

•»• A List of Foreign Periodicals postfree on application.

The following new Catalogues issued by DAVID NUTT,

sent post free for one stamp :—

CATALOGUE of MODERN FOREIGN THEOLOGV.

CATALOGUE of GREEK and LATIN CLASSICS.

CATALOGUE of MODERN GERMAN LITERA

TURE.

CATALOGUE of FRENCH SCHOOL BOOKS.

CATALOGUE of MODERN FRENCH LITERATURE

DAVID NUTT, 270, STRAND.

Sir J. Lubbock's " Prehistoric Times."

Just Published, price i8j., Second Edition, considerably

enlarged, with more than 220 Woodcut Illustrations,

Prehistoric Times. As Illustrated by

Ancient Remains, and the Manners and Customs of

Modern Savages. By Sir JOHN LUBBOCK., Bart.,

F.R.S. &c.

" The book ranks among the noblest works of the interesting

and important class to which it belongs."—At/tetueum.

.}!■).. cloth, price 42X.

The Homilies of Aphraates, the Persian

SAGE. Edited from Syriac MSS. of the Fifth and

Sixth Centuries in the British Museum. With ah

English Translation by W. WRIGHT, Ph.D., LL.D.,

Assistant-Keeper of MSS. in the British Museum.

Vol. I. I'l'hc Syriac Text).

Price 3*. 6d.t foolscap 8vo., cloth,

The Spirit Controversy : Letters and Dis

sertations on the Human Spirit and Soul ; their Nature

and their Condition both Here and Hereafter; with

Remarks upon Future Rewards and Punishments. By

DANIEL BIDDLE.

Price ios. 6d., post 8vo., cloth,

The Jesus of the Evangelists : His His

torical Character Vindicated ; or, an Examination of

the Internal Evidence for our Lord's Divine Mission

with Reference to Modern Controversy. By the Rev.

C. A. ROW, M.A., of Pembroke College, Oxford.

" A complete handbook of Messianic argument."—British

Quarterly Rtrz'inu.

"The argument is one of uncommon power, and worked

out with extreme care and thoroughness." — Literary

Churchman.

Second Edition, crown 8vo., price 7*. 6d.

The Apocryphal Gospels, and other Docu

ments relating to the History of Christ. Translated

from the Originals in Greek, Latin, Syriac, &c. With

Notes and Prolegomena. By B. HARRIS COWPER.

"A convenient and scholarly edition."—Spectator.

DR. DAVIDSON ON THE OLD TESTAMENT.

Complete in 3 vols., 8vo., with a copious Index, price 2/. 2*.

An Introduction to the Old Testament,

Critical, H istorical, and Theological. Containing a

Discussion of the most Important Questions belonging to

the several Books. By SAMUEL DAVIDSON, D.D.

Crown 8vo., price -js. 6d.

The Odes of Pindar. Translated into

English Prose, with Notes and a Preliminary Disserta

tion, by F. A. PALEY, M.A., Translator and Editor of

" ^Eschylus," &c.

Crown 8vo., price $s-> cloth,

Plato's Sophistes : a Dialogue on True and

False Teaching. Translated, with Explanatory Notes

and an Introduction on Ancient and Modern Sophistry,

by R. W. MACKAY, M.A.

Price -js. 6fl., crown 8vo.

Plato's Meno : a Dialogue on the Nature

and Meaning of Education. Translated, with Explana

tory Notes and Introduction, and a Preliminary Essay

on the Moral Education of the Greeks, by R. W.

MACKAY, M.A.

INDIAN CIVIL-SERVICE EXAMINATION.

Fifth Edition, crown 8vo., cloth, price 6j.

Principles of Hindu and Mohammedan

LAW. By Sir WILLIAM MACNAGHTEN. Edited,

with an Introduction, by the late Prof. H. H. WILSON*.

MORLEY'S INDIAN LAW.

Royal 8vo., cloth, 10s,

The Administration of Justice in British

INDIA ; its Past History and Present State. Compris

ing an Account of the Laws peculiar to India. By W. H.

MORLEY, of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

WRIGHT'S ARABIC GRAMMAR.

Price 15J , 8vo., cloth,

A Grammar of the Arabic Language,

founded on the German Work of CASPARI, and edited,

with numerous Additions and Corrections, by W.

WRIGHT, Ph.D., LL.D., Assistant- Keeper of MSS.

in the British Museum.

Price 31J. 6d., royal 4to., cloth, gilt edges,

Moor's Hindu Pantheon. A New Edition

from the Original Copper Plates. 10+ Plates, with

Descriptive Letterpress, by the Rev. A. P. MOOR,

Sub-Warden of St. Augustine's College, Canterbury.

Third Edition, 3 vols. 8vo., cloth, 31*. 61/.

Bopp's Comparative Grammar of the San-

SKRIT, ZEND, GREEK, LATIN, LITHUANIAN,

GOTHIC, GERMAN, and SCLAVONIC LAN

GUAGES. Translated by E. B. Easiwick.

WILLTAMS & NORGATE, 14, Henrietta Street,

Covest Garden, London; South Frederick Street,

Edinburgh.

THE

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA,

EIGHTH EDITION".

A DICTIONARY
OF

ARTS, SCIENCES, MANUFACTURES, COMMERCE,

HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY, BIOGRAPHY, AND

GENERAL LITERATURE,

In Twenty-one I'olumes Quarto, and IKDEX.

Illustrated by upwards of 5,000 Engravings on

Wood and Steel.

Price 25/. 12J. cloth ; or half-bound russia, 32/. 2s. Od.

LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS.

LORD MACAULAY.

LORD JEFFREY.

LORD COCKIIURN.

LORD HOUGHTON.

Right Rev. RICHARD WHATELY, D.D.

Right Rcy. R. D. HAMPDEN, D.D.

WILLIAM WHEWELL, D.D., Trinity College

Cambridge.

Right Hon. A. H. LAYARD.

Right Hon. Sir J. M*NEILL.

Right Hon. Sir JAMES MACKINTOSH.

Sir WILLIAM STIRLING MAXWELL, Bart.

Sir J. GRAHAM DALZELL, B;irt.

Sir JOHN HARROW, Bart.

Sir WILLIAM HAMILTON, Bart.

Sir J. F. W. HERSCHEL, Bart.

Sir ARCHIBALD ALISON, Bart.

Sir J. E. EMERSON TENNENT, Bart.

Sir WALTER SCOTT, Bart.

Sir J. Y. SIMPSON, Bart.

Sir JOHN LESLIE.

Sir DAVID BREWSTER.

Sir JOHN RICHARDSON.

Sir J. P. LACAITA.

Sir JAMES E. SMITH.

Sir BENJAMIN PINE.

&c, Sec, &c.

KITTO'S BIBLICAL CYCLOPEDIA.

In 3 vols., price iZs. each,

A THIRD EDITION, greatly Enlarged and Improved,

if

KITTO'S

CYCLOPEDIA OF BIBLICAL

LITERATURE,

Edited by WM. LINDSAY ALEXANDER, D.D.,

assisted by numerous Contributors.

Volume I. Articles A.—E.

Volume II. ,, F.—L.

Volume III. „ M.—Z.

Complete in cloth, 2/ 14s. ; half-bound in morocco, extra,

marbled edges, 3/. ioj.

LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS.

EMMANUEL DEUTSCH.

SAMUEL DAVIDSON, D.D.

F. W. FARRAR, M.A., F.R.S.

CHRISTIAN D. GINSBURG.

THE DEAN OF ST. PAUL'S.

HENRY BROWNE, M.A.

MONTAGUE HAWTREY, M.A.

DOMINIC M'CAUSLAND, Q.C.

STANLEY LEATHES, M.A.

FREDERIC W. MADDEN.

REGINALD STUART POOLE.

HENRY ROGERS.

JOHN PYE SMITH, D.D.

J. LESLIE PORTER, D.D.

PETER HOLMES, D.D.

&c, &c, &c.

Edinburgh: ADAM & CHARLES BLAC^-
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Early in January will be published, price lot. (free on receipt of a Fost-office Order for the same),

THE CLERGY LIST for 1870,

CONTAI.

Alphabetical List of the Clergy in England and

Wales.

Members of Convocation.

Army, Navy, and Prison Chaplains.

Foreign Chaplaincies, and Clergy connected with

Public Schools,

Alphabetical List of the Clergy in Ireland.

The Episcopal Church in Scotland.

The Church in the Colonies and Places Abroad.

Benefices arranged under their Ecclesiastical

Divisions.

N/NC:—

Alphabetical Lhjt of Benefices in England and

Walks, with the Post Towns, Names or Incum-

hpnts, Curates, Patrons, Net Annual Value,

Population, according 10 the Census of 1861, &c.

Bishops and Cathedral Establishments.

Benefices in the Patronage of the Crown, the

Lord Chancellor, the Ducht of Lancaster, of

tiif. ARCHBrnors, Bishops, Deans and Chapters,

the Universities, &c.

Private Patronage, &c, &c.

GEORGE COX, ECCLESIASTICAL GAZETTE OFFICE,

30, King William Street, Strand, W.C , and sold by all Booksellers.

NEW ILLUSTRATED GIFT BOOK.

Just published, in One handsome Volume, large Svo., elegantly bound in cloth, gilt top, 3U. 6d.

THE U NIVEE SE;
OR,

THE INFINITELY GREAT AND THE INFINITELY LITTLE.

By F. A. POUCHET, M.D.

Illustrated by 343 Engravings on Wood, of which 73 are full-page size, and Four Coloured Plates.

From the Times. From the Saturday Review.

"Handsome illustrated gift book, intended to serve a I "The volume, and it is a splendid one, will serve as a

higher and more useful end than most of the other works good pioneer to more exact studies. The woodcuts, how-

which come to our hands We can honestly com- ever, are the great charm of the compilation, and we have

mend the work, which is as admirably as it is copiously no doubt it will find what it deserves, a popularity among

illustrated." English readers."

BLACKIE AND SON, 44, PATERNOSTER ROW.

DEDICATED BY PEEMISSION TO H.R.H. THE PRINCESS OF WALES.

In the Press, and will shortly be published,

JOURNAL OF A VISIT

TO

EGYPT, CONSTANTINOPLE, THE CRIMEA, GREECE, <k

IN THE SUITE OF

THE PRINCE AND PRINCESS OF WALES.

By the Hon. Mrs. WILLIAM GREY.

SMITH, ELDER AND CO., 15, WATERLOO PLACE.

In Imperial 8vo., Part I. (containing A—K), price 21;,

A DICTIONARY OF DOCTRINAL AND HISTORICAL THEOLOGY,

BY VARIOUS WRITERS.

Edited by the Rev. JOHN HENRY BLUNT, M.A., F.S.A.,

Editor of' " The Annotated Book of Common Prayer."

This is the first portion of the " Summary of Theology and Ecclesiastical History," which

Messrs. Rivington propose to publish in eight volumes as a "Thesaurus Theologicus " for the Clergy

and Reading Laity of the Church of England. It consists of original articles on all the important

Doctrines of Theology, and on other questions necessary for their fuither illustration, the articles

being carefully written with a view to modem thought, as well as a respect for ancient authority.

The Dictionary will be completed in two parts.

RIVINGTONS, London, Oxford, and Cambridge.

In 8vo., price 15*.

THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS BELIEF.

By S. BARING-GOULD, M.A.,

Author of " Curious Mytits of the MiitdJc Agt-s."

Part I. —H E ATHENIS M AND MOSAISM.

"The ability which Mr. Gould displays in the treatment of a topic which branches out in so

many directions, and requires such precise handling, is apparent. Mis pages abound with the results of

large reading and calm reflection. The man of culture, thought, philosophic cast, is mirrored in the

entire argument. The book is sound and healthy in tone. It excites the reader's interest, and

brightens the path of inquiry opened to his view. The language, too, is appropriate, neat, lucid, often

happy, sometimes wonderfully terse and vigorous."—Athena-um.

RIVINGTONS, London, Oxford, and Cambridce.

NEW WORKS.

Nearly Ready. Two Volumes, Post Sz'O.

THE MAGYARS : their Country and

its Institutions. By Arthur J. Patterson. With

Maps.

Nearly Ready. Crown Svo.

TRANSATLANTIC SKETCHES IN

THE WEST INDIES. SOUTH AMERICA, AND

UNITED STATES. By Gkevillb John Chester.

B.A., Member of the Royal Archaeological Institute

of Great Britain and Ireland.

Nearly Ready. Demy &vo.

MODERN RUSSIA. By Dr. Eckardt.

Now Ready, with Twenty-three Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 7*. 6d.

THE BLOCKADE. An Episode of

THE FALL OF THE FIRST FRENCH EMPIRE.

Translated from the French of Erckmann-Chatkian.

kVow Ready. Post Svo.

THE HOTEL DU PETIT ST. JEAN.

A GASCON STORY.

Two vols., small crown Rvo. ctr.

FRIENDS IN COUNCIL. First Series.

New Edition.

Nearly Ready. Two vols., small crown Svo. gs.

FRIENDS IN COUNCIL. Second

Series. New Edition.

Nearly Ready, small crown Svo. 4s. 6d.

COMPANIONS OF MY SOLITUDE

By the Author of " Friends in Council." New

Edition.

Nearly Ready. Large crown Svo. WUh a Frontispiece

by Frederick Walker.

TO ESTHER, and Other Sketches.

By Miss Thackeray.

SMITH, ELDER & CO., 15, Waterloo Place.

FASTI SACRI:

A CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE

TIMES CONTAINED IN THE NEW

TESTAMENT,

As collected from Sacred and Profane Authors.

By THOMAS LEWIN, M.A., F.S.A.,

Author of "Life of St. Paul," *' C/rsar's Invasion"

" Jerusalem,'' &*c.

Imp. 8vo., pp. 514, double columned, price 42.r.

" He has gone carefully into every point and

event, putting Jewish and Christian history in the

foreground. Serviceable to theologians, historians,

and general readers."—Athenxum.

" A thoroughly useful resume of the whole

subject, containing a large amount of valuable

historical information well arranged."—Guardian.

" A work of immense research, patient inge

nuity, and great fairness.''—British Quarterly.

" We can bestow unqualified praise on the

dissertations."—Spectator.

" One of the most lucid concordances or har

monies that we remember to have met with. No

more appropriate present could be made to any

candidate for Holy Orders."—John Bull.

" It is not too much to say that the learning

with which he has crowded his pages is almost

immense. "—Eclectic Review.

London :

LONGMANS, GREEN, READER, & DYER.
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PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION,

In Monthly Volumes, price zs.&i.,

ANCIENT CLASSICS

FOR

ENGLISH READERS.

• EDITED DY

REV. W. LUCAS COLLINS,

Author of " Etoniatta" " The Public Schools,'' &*c.

Advertisement.

It is proposed to give, in these little volumes, some such

introduction to the great writers of Greece and Rome as

may open to those who have not received a classical educa

tion—or in whose case it has been incomplete and frag

mentary—a fair acquaintance with the contents of their

writings, and the leading features of their style.

The constant allusions in our own literature, and even in

o:ir daily press, to the works of the ancient classical authors

and the familiarity with the whole dramatis persona- of

ancient history and fable which modern writers on all sub

jects assume on the part of their readers, make such an

acquaintance almost necessary for those who care not only

to read but to understand.

Even in the case of readers who have gone through the

regular classical course in their day, this acquaintance, if

honest confession were made, would be found very imper

fect. It is said, of course, that "every English gentleman

reads Horace;" but this is one of those general assertions

which rest upon very loose ground. An ordinary observer

of the habits of the class might find himself somewhat at a

Iojs for instances.

In the case of ladies, and of the large body of general

readers who have received either no classical education, or

a very imperfect one, probably less is now known of Homer,

Virgil, or Horace, than in the days when Pope's, Dryden's,

and Francis's translations were first published, and took

their place for the time on every literary table.

There appears a strong probability that the study of

Greek and Latin, which has so long been our exclusive idea

of a "liberal" education, will hereafter be confined within

a narrower circle. Yet some knowledge of the ancient

classics must continue to be the key to much of our best

English literature. If, as some educational reformers sug

gest, a systematic course of English reading be substituted

for Latin and Greek in our "middle-class schools, such a

training will necessarily involve the careful study of the

masters of English thought and style, and more especially

of those earlier authors whose taste was formed very much

upon the old clxssical models, and whose writings are full

of allusions to their characters and imagery.

It may be said that we have translations of all the best

and most popular of the classical authors, and that many of

these are admirable in their execution. This is quite true.

The Iliad, the Odyssey, the ^ncid, Horace, and some of

the Greek Dramatists, have lately found translators who, in

point of taste and general accuracy, leave little to be

desired. But the results of their work will be best enjoyed

and valued by those whose acquaintance with the originals

enables them to appreciate not only the positive beauty of

the English version, but its relative merit as conveying the

spirit and sense of the Greek or Latin author. Even the

best translation (especially of the classical poets) may fail to

have a continuous interest for the merely modern reader,

unless he has some previous familiarity with the argument

of the work, the personages introduced, and the charac

teristics of the age in which the scene and action lie.

To meet, in some degree, such want as it has been here

sought to explain, is the aim of the present series. It

appeals to a circle outside that of classical scholarship ;

though possibly some who have all legal claim to rank as

scholars, but who now stand rather on the "retired list"

of that service, may in these pages meet some old acquaint

ances whom they have almost forgotten. If, in any case,

they find our re-introduction unsatisfactory, none would

advise them more heartily than we do to renew the old

personal intercourse for themselves.

Volume I., containing

THE ILIAD OF HOMER,

will be published on 1st January.

7hefollowing Authors, by various Contributors, are in

preparation ;—

HOMER—THE ODYSSEY.

VIRGIL.

HORACE.

HERODOTUS.

/ESCHYLUS.

SOPHOCLES.

ARISTOPHANES.

CICERO.

Others will follow.

W. BLACKWOOD AND SONS,

Edinburgh and London'.

Orders received by all Booksellers.

BIRDS. Drawn from Nature. By Mrs.

HUGH DLACKBURX (J.B.). Crown folio. Forty-

five large Drawings, with Descriptive Letterpress.

Cloth, richly gilt, price 1/. 11;, td.

"Amongst the most perfect and conscientiously executed

works we have ever met with."—Athenmim.

"Do you know Mrs. Blackburn's Birds? There arc

groups you will never tire looking at."—Comhill Magazine.

"Will give special pleasure to those who have studied

birds in their native haunts. She has rendered their

characteristic expressions with rare felicity."—Pall Mall

Gazette.

" Invaluable in diffusing a true knowledge of the attitude

and character of the live bird. A glance tells us all is from

life."—The Ibis.

" We have seen no such birds since Bewick's. Exquisite

in skill and taste they are made from life and nature."—

Scotsman.

" An artist of rare genius in her own line. Her birds arc

not merely from nature—they arc nature itself. We have

never seen anything to equal her young birds."—Spectator.

" Follows worthily in the footsteps of Bewick and Wilson,

and is in some respects superior to both."—Contemporary

Review.

CAW, CAW ; or, a Chronicle of Crows.

Illustrated by J. B. With Sixteen Illustrations, in

4to., price 2s. 6rf\

NEWTONI PRINCIPIA PHILOSOPHIC

NATURALIS MATHEMATICA. Ex ultima Ip-

sius Editione, de novo quam fidelissimi impressa.

GULIELMI THOMSON, Equitis Avrati, Coll.

S. Petri, Cantab., Nuper Socii, ct HUGONIS

BLACKBURN, M.A., Coll. SS. Trin., Cantab.,

Nuper Socii, in Universitate Glasgucnsi Professorum

Jmpcnsis. Beautifully printed in Crown 4I0.

{I» the press.

THE OLD COLLEGE : being the Glasgow

UNIVERSITY ALBUM FOR 1869. Contributions by

Professors and Students. In foolscap 4to., with Photo

graphs of the Old College and of the New. Cloth, 15*.

[Small Paper Edition without Photographs. Crown

8vo. is. id.]

THE ACADEMICAL : being Papers Con-

tributed by Members of the Glasgow Academical Club.

In 8vo., cloth, 3J. 6V.

MEMOIR and LETTERS of JAMES

EWING, Esq., of Strathlevcn, LL.D., formerly M.P.

and Lord Provost of Glasgow. By Dr. MACINTOSH

MACKAY. With Portrait after Fillan's, engraved by

Shaw. Foolscap 4to. , cloth, 1/. is.

LORD STANLEY'S INAUGURAL

ADDRESS TO THE STUDENTS OF THE

GLASGOW UNIVERSITY ON HIS INSTAL

LATION AS LORD RECTOR, APRIL 1, 1869.

Royal 8vo., price is.

TRADE UNIONS ; with Remarks on the

REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS. By

JAMES STIRLING, Esq., Author of "Letters from

the Slave States." Second Edition. Demy 8vo.,

price is.

" Mr. Stirling's pamphlet furnishes a logical exposition of

the principle involved in the question, and of the short

comings of most of the various palliatives hitherto sug

gested."— The Times, Nov. 20.

By the same Author.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS on

BANKS and BANK MANAGEMENT. Demy 8vo.

Second Edition, 2s.

"It is an absolute refreshment to meet with such sound

sense and clear statement as are to be found in this masterly

pamphlet."—Westtninstar Rcvic^v.

THE GLASGOW UNIVERSITY

CALENDAR for i85oy-70. Crown 8vo., 200 pages,

is. gtl., prepaid.

THE OLD HOUSES of the OLD

GLASGOW GENTRY : being Photographs by Annan

of 100 well-known Houses in the neighbourhood of

Glasgow, with descriptive letterpress. Royal ^to.,

leather back, 67. 6s. [About i$th Dec.

Glasgow: JAMES MACLEHOSE,

Bookseller to the University.

London : HAMILTON, ADAMS & Co.

WORKS BY

JOHN H. JELLETT, B.D.,

Fellw of Trinity College, Dublin, Professor of

Natural Philosophy in the University of Dublin,

and President of the Royal Irish Academy.

An Examination of some of the Moral

DIFFICULTIES OF the OLD TESTA

MENT. Five Sermons, preached before the

University of Dublin. 8vo." Price 4s. 6d.

"This little volume is characterised by a straightforward

honesty of reasoning, which grapples fairly with all diffi

culties, and_ admits the strong points of the opponent's case

to full consideration, disguising nothing, straining nothing,

understanding nothing, but with considerable breadth and

power dealing ably with questions that arc, indeed, among

the most really _ serious of the day. . . . There is an

elaborate note in the Appendix to the book, demolishing,

with adequate learning and conclusive reasoning, the pre

posterous and desperate theory' of M. Comte,—that the

Jews were a colony of the Egyptian priesthood, specially

planted by them to perpetuate their esoteric doctrine of

Monotheism. _ \Ve commend it to any reader who wishes to

see to what pitiful shifts unbelief is driven, and how a piain

straightforward examination of the actual evidence tears

those shifts to pieces."—Guardian.

" The ability and known earnestness of character of Mr.

Jellett add weight to any sermons preached, on questions of

such difficulty and difference of opinion as those discussed

in the volume before us The subjects treated are the

Slaughter of Sisera by Jael ; the Sacrifice of Isaac ; and

the Destruction of the Canaanites : and it would be impos

sible for us, in the space at our disposal, to give even an

abstract of Mr. Jellett's positions. The ground on which

he treads is admitted by him to be holy, and is treated with

reverent respect ; and with an entire absence of that fool

hardy presumption which marks many criticisms of our day

on the inspired Word of God. In examining and weighing

evidence for and against opposed views, Mr. Jellett shows

no preconceived prejudice ; nor does he indicate any desire

to abolish or deny any part of the faith once for all delivered

to the Saints. But to our mind the best part of his work is

that portion of the appendix which examines into, attacks,

and utterly demolishes the theory of Comte as to the origin

of Judaism. This alone will commend the book before us

to all who believe in the historical truth of the Sacred nar

rative regarding God's dealings with His people Israel."—

Irish Churchman.

" We like the Book exceedingly as a whole, and strongly

recommend its perusal to all who feel anxious in conse

quence of such difficulties as are considered in it."—Journal

ofSacred Literature.

The Immortality of the Intellect. A Ser

mon preached in the Chapel, Trinity College,

Dublin, on occasion of the Death of the

Right Hon. The Earl of Rosse, Chancellor

ofthe University of Dublin. Second Edition.

Price 6d.

The Suffering of the Righteous. Two

Sermons preached before the University of

Dublin. Price is.

Shall not the Judge of all the Earth do

RIGHT? Three Sermons preached before

the University of Dublin. Price Is.

The Retrospect of a Christian's Work. A

Sermon preached before the University of

Dublin. Price ix.

Church Membership in the Past and the

FUTURE. A Sermon preached before the

University of Dublin. Price dd.

Second Edition, Price 6/.

Fre-GIacial Man and Geological Chrono-

LOGY, for Three Millions of Years before

the Year 1800, a.d. By J. SCOTT MOORE.

With Addenda and Diagram of the Eccen

tricity of the Earth's Orbit for Four Millions

of Years.

The Addenda can be had separately. Price is.

Duplin : HODGES, FOSTER, & Co.,

104, Grafton Street.

London : SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, & Co.
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NEW EDITION OF MILL ON THE MIND.

Just published, in 1 vols., 8vo., price 2&f., cloth,

Analysis of the Phenomena

~^^ of the HUMAN MIND. By JAMES MILL.

A New Edition, with Notes Illustrative and Critical, by

ALEXANDER BAIN, ANDREW FINDLATER, and

GEORGE GROTE. Edited, with additional Notes, by

JOHN STUART MILL.

"The abundance and variety of the notes, apart from the

interest of the contributions on the ground of independent

authority of the writers on the subjects treated, will entitle

the edition to a place among the great instruments of mental

training. The student sees two or three minds at work

instead of one, and the stimulus to read critically instead

of lazily and with acquiescence, as one is so much tempted

to do, is greater than in the ordinary case. Mr. Mill's

eloge of his father in the preface is one of the best sort of

contributions to biography—the note of a man of eminence

on the character of another man of eminence with whom

he had long and most intimate relations."—Economist.

London : Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

New Edition [the 26th), in crown 8vo., price ioj. 6d.

'TJhesanrus of English Words

and PHRASES, Classified and Arranged so as to

Facilitate the Expression of Ideas and Assist in Literary Com

position. By P. M. ROGET, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., &c.

"Dr. Roget's 'Thesaurus' is full of suggestions, and

exhibits, as no dictionary can, the extraordinary richness

and flexibility of the English language. We recommend its

use to all writers who desire to have at command a copious

vocabulary and the entire resources of the English tongue,

whether for speaking, public or conversational, for trans

lating, or for original written composition." — Eclectic

Review.

"A most useful manual of reference to aid the memory

iind render its resources of language instantly available.

A glance at a page of this 'Thesaurus' may often save

much time and mental effort: an entire train of thought

with its ramifications being exhibited in orderly survey ;

thereby not only facilitating the labour of composition, but

adding greatly to its force and accuracy."—John Bull.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

NEW EDITION OF HERSCHEL'S OUTLINES OF

ASTRONOMY.

In 1 vol., 8vo., pp. 782, with 9 Plates, price i8j.

(Outlines of Astronomy. By

Sir JOHN F. W. HERSCHEL, Bart.. K.H., &c.

Tenth Edition [just published], corrected and brought up to

the Present Stale of Astronomical Knowledge.

"Sir J. Herschel's 'Outlines of Astronomy' is a book

without which no professional or amateur astronomer can

consider his library complete ; and as a work of reference

and authority, considering the eminent position attained in

the science by its author, its claims are very great indeed.''—

Astronomical Register.

London: Longmans, Gkeen, and Co., Paternoster Row.

COMPLETION OF BUNSEN'S WORK ON

ANCIENT EGYPT.

Vol. I., New Edition, revised and enlarged by Dr. S. BIRCH,

price 31J. 6d. Vol. II., price 30*. Vols. III. and IV.,

I price 25J. each. Vol. V., just published, price 63J. ; and

the Set complete in 5 vols., 8vo., price 8/. 14J. 6d., cloth,

J^gypt's Place in Universal

HISTORY: an Historical Investigation, in Five

Books. By Baron IUTNSEN, D.C.L. Translated by

C. H. COTTRELL, M.A., with Additions in Vols. I.

and V. by S. BIRCH, LL.D.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

In 8vo.. pp. 58S, price 16s., cloth,

rFime and Space : a Meta-

PHYSICAL ESSAY. By SHADWORTH H.

HODGSON.

Tfiis work propounds a theory which covers the whole

ground of Speculative Philosophy. It solves the contra

dictions supposed by Sir W. HAMILTON inherent in the

idea of the Infinite.

Part 1. contains an Analysis of Perception, and Associa-

linn of Ideas. Part II. contains the Laws of Logic, with a

Criticism on HEGEL.

London : Longmans. Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

In 2 vols., 8vo., price 28*., cloth,

nPhe Ethics of Aristotle illus-

Cjntrrjr ^ssothituw,

To uphold the Doctrines, Principles, and Order of

the United Church ofKngland and Ireland, and

to counteract the efforts now being made to pervert

her teaching on essential points of the Christian

faith, or assimilate her Services to those of the

Church of Rome.

SPECIAL APPEaTfOR FUNDS

BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CHURCH

ASSOCIATION.

The friends of the Church Association are pro

bably not aware of its financial position, the work

to be done, and the funds required. The Guaran

tee Fund of ,£52,000 has enabled the Council to

carry on without difficulty legal prosecutions and

Parliamentary action, but this Fund is applicable to

no other purpose.

The duties, however, into which the Council

have been led are more extensive, and in some

respects more important, than the institution of

Legal and Parliamentary action. The Council

found the minds of a large body both of the

Clergy and Laity of England affected with Romish

dogmas, through the books, catechisms, tracts,

magazines, and newspapers of the Ritualistic party,

the circulation of which has extended over a period

of upwards of thirty years.

Such a flood of Romish error can only be

effectively met by the rapid circulation of Pro

testant truth, through suitable publications, through

the use of the Press, and through an extensive

agency ; and, though much has been done already

in establishing 130 branches, much more must be

done, till Associations are organized in all parts of

England ; till Public Meetings arc multiplied, and

by Speeches, Tracts, Sermons, and Lectures, the

real facts are made known to every one in England.

So co/nprehensive a movement cannot be carried

on without large expense, and it must be remem

bered that no part of the Guarantee Fund can be

applied to these purposes.

The contributions to their General Fund are at

present quite inadequate to meet these pressing calls.

The Council therefore earnestly appeal to their

friends for increased funds to carry on with

promptitude and vigour a work so essential to the

preservation of our Reformed Church, which must

fail of its full effect unless far larger sums are

placed at the disposal of the Council.

JOHN CAMPBELL COLQUHOUN, Chairman.

T. R. ANDREWS, I'ice-Cliairman.

F. DITMAS, Major, } ,. , .
W. C. PALMER, Captain, (^'Cretarus.

14, BUCKINGHAM STKEET,

November, 1869.

Subscriptions and Donations will be received

by the Secretaries at the Office of the Association,

14, Buckingham Street, Strand, W.C. ; and at the

Bankers, Messrs. Barclay, Bevan, Tritton,

and Co., 54, Lombard Street ; Messrs. Ransom

and Co., 2, Pall Mall East, S.W.

AKCHBISHOP LEIGHTON'S WOEKS.

Now ready, in 2 vols. 8vo., price 2if. cloth,

Commentary on St. Peter ;

TRATED with ESSAYS and NOTES. By Sir

ALEXANDER GRANT, Bart., M.A.. LL.D., Principal

of the Edinburgh University. Second Edition.

" A really great work .... The second and revised

edition of Sir A. Grant's important treatise on the Nico-

machean Ethics of Aristotle may be considered as a com

pendious history of the main currents of ethical thought

from the time of the Seven Sages to Marcus Aurelius

The text of the Nicomachean Ethics is subjoined, with

ample Notes, and it is impossible to speak too highly of

their clearness, scholarship, and accuracy."—Fortnightly

Review.

London : LONGMANS. Gsehn , and Co.. Paternoster Row.

with a short Index. Being Vols. III. and IV. of a

New Edition of Archmshoi* Leighton's Works, to be

completed in Six Volumes, including many Sermons,

Letters, and other pieces never before published, a New

Translation of the Latin Works, a Catalogue of his Library,

and a Life of Archbishop Leighton, and of his Father, Dr.

Leighton. By WILLIAM WEST, B.A., Incumbent of

St. Columba's, Nairn.

To befolknved in succession by—

Vol. V. Expository Works.

Vol. VI. Meditations on the Psalms, and Theo

logical Lectures from the Latin ; with the Spiritual

Exercises appended.

Vol. I. Containing the Life, Letters, Miscellaneous

Pieces, and Indexes: completing the set for the General

Reader.

*»* Vol. II. Sermons and Charges, price 15^. Each

division of the Works is complete in itself and may be had

separately,

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

Just Published, 300 pp., 8vo., with 20 Plates, Price i^r.

THE

ANTIQUITIES OF HERALDRY,

Collected from the Literature. Coins, Gems, Vases, and

other Monuments of

PRE-CHRISTIAN AND MEDIAEVAL TIMES.

By WILLIAM SMITH ELLIS, ESQ.,

OK the middle temple.

With 20 Plates, comprising 54 Figures" of Roman Lcgi._mary

Ensigns ; 30 Heraldic Shields from Greek and Etruscan

Vases; Prc-historic and Ancient Chinese devices ; 46 Armorial

Seals, 1 1 50- 1 200 ; Japanese Heraldic Flags (colouredi; Shields

and Banners of the Ancient Mexicans {coloured , etc.

"As a work on the antiquities of heraldry it has every

claim to our attentive consideration."—Herald and Genea

logist,

"Mr. Ellis traces the origin of heraldry in the most

remote antiquity, and places the beginning deeper in the

night of time than any modern writers, whose opinions arc

worth considering, have ventured to do. Mr. Ellis boldly

takes up a position which is directly adverse to that of these

writers [viz., Boutell, Seton, Nichols, and Planchd] ... In

conclusion, we desire to commend to the student the care,

extensive reading, and earnestness with which his work has

been compiled, and especially to call attention to the chapter

on the H'eraliry ofMythology, to the peculiarly ingenious

essay on the modes of transmission of heraldic symbols

from ancient to modern times, and to the Appendix on the

Unity or Diversity of the Origin of Heraldic Devices and

of Ornamentation. Whether or not the student accepts Mr.

Ellis's conclusions, he will find hi:, book well worth reading."

—Athenaum.

London: JOHN RUSSELL SMITH, 36, S0110 Squarr.

THE ROXBURGHE LIBRARY.

For Subscribers only, printed in fcap. and demy 410., the

impression strictly limited to 200 copies, 170 on small paper

{2/. 2J. a year), and 30 on large paper (5/. 5*. a year).

BOOKS FOR 1868.

1. THE ROMANCE of PARIS and

VIENNE, from the Unique Copy, printed by W. Caxton

in 1485. With a Preface, Glossary, and Notes.

2. THE COMPLETE WORKS of

WILLIAM BROWNE, of Tavistock, Author of

' Britannia's Pastorals." Now first collected,

volumes. Vol. I., with a Memoir and Notes.

In j

3. INEDITED TRACTS ; Illustrating

the Manners, Opinions, and Occupations of Englishmen

during the 16th and 17th Centuries, now first published

from the Original Cupics with a Preface and Notes.

BOOKS FOR 1869.

1. THE ENGLISH DRAMA and

STAGE under the Tudor and Stuart Princes, a.D. 1543

to a.d. 1664. illustrated by a Series of Documents and

Treatises, chiefly inedited. With an Introduction anJ

Index. [Ready.

2. THE WORKS of WILLIAM

BROWNE, now first collected. The Second and Con

cluding Volume, with Notes. [Ready.

3. THE POEMS of GEO. GASCOIGNE,

now first collected. With a Memoir and Notes. In ^

volumes. Vol. I. at Press. The Second Volume will be

the first issue for 1870.

Agent, Mr. J. Rlssell Smith, 36, Suho Square. London.

Published this day, in 3 vols., 8vo., printed at the ChUwick

Press, cloth, il. ioj. ; or Large Paper Copies, imp. 8vo.,

cloth, 4/. 14J. dd.

"Popular Antiquities of Great

BRITAIN ; comprising Notices of the Moveable

and Immoveable Feasts. Customs, Superstitions, and Amuse

ments, Past and Present. Edited, from the Materials

collected by John Brand, F.S.A., with very large Cor

rections and Additions, by W. CARLW HAZLITT.

Also, Just Published, uniformly, in a thick 8vo., \l. 5-e. ;

Large Paper, imp. 8vo., 2/. 2s., cloth,

TTnglish Proverbs and Pro-

VERBIAL PHRASES. Collected from the mo-t

Authentic Sources, Alphabetically Arranged and Annotated.

By W. CAREW HAZLITT. This collection contains

3,000 Articles more than any other.

J. Russell Smith, 36, Suho Square, London.

Second-hand Bo o k s.—
J. RUSSELL SMITH'S CATALOGUK for

DECEMBER, containing 1,000 Articles, is worth the

notice of Book Collectors. Sent on receipt of a Postage

Label.—36, Soho Square, London, W.
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NELSON'S BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS.

SUPERB GIFT BOOK. Beautifully Illustrated.

TTarth and Sea. From the
■^ French of LOUIS FIGU I ER. Translated, Edited,

and Enlarged by \V. H. D. ADAMS. 250 Engravings by

Kkeeman, Giacomelli, Yan D'Akgent, Pkiok, Focl-

«»i"iek. Riot", Laplantk, and other Artists. Imp. 8vo.,

cloth and gold. Price 15s.

This work will be found a valuable addition to the library,

from the interesting character of its contents ; and a hand

some ornament for the drawing-room table, from its elegant

gctting-up and beautiful illustrations. Altogether, it is

perhaps unrivalled as a Gift Book. It treats of the Moun

tains, and the Valleys, and the Great Plains ; of Earthquakes

and Volcanoes ; of Seas, Lakes, and Rivers ; and surveys

in a comprehensive and lucid manner the entire province of

Physical Geography. Every page contains some important

fact, embodied in clear and graphic language.

Ths only COMPLE TE EDI TIOX of

HThe Swiss Family Robinson ;

OR, ADVENTURES OF A SHIPWRECKED

FAMILY OX A DESOLATE ISLAND. A New and

Unabridged Translation. With an Introduction from the

French of CHARLES NODIER. 700 Pages. 300 En-

^ravings. Crown 8vo., cloth and gold. Price 6s.

This is an Unabridged Edition of a book which has

always and deservedly been a favourite with the young, but

which has generally been issued in a mutilated form. It has

been entirely re-translated, and is now issued in all its original

fulness, with Three Hundred Illustrations. In the interest

of its story it ranks next to " Robinson Crusoe," while it

conveys an amount of information on Natural History

subjects to which " Robinson Crusoe " makes no pretensions.

" We never met the child yet whom this story did not

fascinate ; and if some publisher would have it translated in

its oldfulness, we believe it would have a success like that

of Untie Tom's Cabin.* "— The Spectator, July 10, 1869.

TEMPERANCE PRIZE TALE.

TTrank Oldfield ; or, Lost and

FOUND. By the Rev. T. P. WILSON, M.A.,

Rector of Smcthcote. With Fine Engravings. Post 8vo.,

cloth. Price js. 6d.

•«* The Committee of the United Kingdom Band of

Hope Union having offered Prizes of 100/. and 50/.

respectively for the best two talcs illustrative of Temperance

in its relation to the young, the present tale, " Frank Old-

field," was selected from eighty-four talcs as the one

entitled to the First Prize.

rrhe Martyrs of Spain and

THE LIBERATORS OF HOLLAND; OR, THE

STORY OE THE SISTERS DOLORES AND CON-

STANZA CAZALLA. By the Author of "Chronicles of

the Schonbcrg-Cotta Family." New Edition. Crown 8vo.,

cloth. Price 6s. 6d^

NEW TALE BY A. L. O. E.

(^Jlaudia: A Tale. By

^"^ A. L. 0. E. Post 8vo., cloth. Price 3X. 6d.

Jsabel's Secret ; or, a Sister's

LOVE. By the Author of "The Story of a Happy

Little Girl." Post 8vo., cloth. Price 3*. 6d.

TTousehold Treasury of Eng-

LISH SONG. Specimens of the English Poets

Chronologically Arranged ; with Biographical and Explana

tory Notes, and nearly One Thousand Marginal Quotations.

With upwards of Eighty Engravings. Crown 8vo., cloth,

gilt edges. Price 5s.

T. NELSON & SONS: London, Edinburgh, and

New York.

Forster's Historical Works.

With Portraits, 2 Vols., 8vo., 30*.

Qir John Eliot : a Biography,

1590—1632. By John Forsthr, LL.D., Author of

" Walter Savage Landor : a Biography."

By the same Author.

A rrest of the Five Members

BY CHARLES THE FIRST. A chapter of

English History re-written. 8vo. 12J.

HThe Debates on the Grand

REMONSTRANCE, Nov. and Dec, 1641. With

an Introductory Essay on English Freedom under Planta-

j;cnet and Tudor Sovereigns. Svo. 12s.

Oliver Cromwell, Daniel De

^^ FOE, SIR RICHARD STEELE, CHARLES

CHURCHILL, and SAMUEL FOOTE. Biographical

Essays. Third Edition. 8vo. 12s.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

Important Works in Philosophy, &c,

PUBLISHED BY

TRUBNER & CO.

BENEDICT DE SPINOZA.

TRACTATUSTHEOLOGlCO-l'OLITICUS. Translated

from the Latin, ior. 6d.

A LETTER EXPOSTULATORY to a CONVERT.

From the Latin. 6d.

BENEDICT DE SPINOZA; his Ethics, Life, Letters,

and Influence on Modern Religious Thought. By R.

WILLIS, M.D. [Nearly ready.

GOTTHOLD EPHRAIM LESSING.

LETTERS on BIBLIOLATRY. From the German. 5*.

NATHAN THE WISE. A Dramatic Poem. From the

German. 5*.

J. G. FICHTE.

THE POPULAR WORKS of JOIIANN GOTTLIEB

FICHTE. From the German. 2 vols. 20s.

THE SCIENCE of KNOWLEDGE. From the German.

dr. id.

THE SCIENCE of RIGHTS. From the German, is. 6,1.

THE VOCATION of MAN. +r.

THE VOCATION of a SCHOLAR, is.

ON THE NATURE of the SCHOLAR, and ITS

MANIFESTATIONS, y.

THE CHARACTERISTICS of the PRESENT AGE. is.

THE WAY TOWARDS a BLESSED LIFt; or, the

Doctrine of Religion. $s.

MEMOIR of FICHTE. By W.Smith. 4s.

J. P. P. KICHTER.

HESPERUS : or, Forty-five Dog-post Days. A Biography,

from the German. 2 vols. 2if.

LEVANA: or, the Doctrine of Education. From the

German, ior.

TITAN ; a Romance. From the German. 2 vols. iBs.

FLOWER, FRUIT, and THORN PIECES; or, the

Married Life, Death, and Wedding of the Advocate of

the Poor, Firmian Stanislaus Sicbcnkiis. 2 vols. 21s.

W. J. FOX.

MEMORIAL EDITION of COLLECTED WORKS.

12 vols. 5*. each.

THEODORE PARKER.

THE COLLECTED WRITINGS of THEODORE

PARKER. 12 vols. 6r each.

LESSONS from the WORLD OF MATTER and the

WORLD of MAN. 7s. id.

VICTOR COUSIN.

THE PHILOSOPHY of KANT. gs.

ELEMENTS of PSYCHOLOGY. From the French, js.

AtTGTJSTE COMTE.

POSITIVE PHILOSOPHY. 1 vols. i&r.

THE CATECHISM of POSITIVE RELIGION, 6s.b>t.

A GENERAL VIEW of POSITIVISM, is. id.

LTJDWIO FEUERBACH.

THE ESSENCE of CHRISTIANITY. From the

German. 10J. id.

GEORGE GROTE.

REVIEW of the WORK of Mr. JOHN STUART MILL,

entitled " Examination of Sir William Hamilton's Phi

losophy." 3*. 6d.

JOHN STUART MILL.

AUGUSTE COMTE and POSITIVISM. 6s.

! FRANCIS W. NEWMAN,

MISCELLANIES, ACADEMICAL and HISTORICAL.

7s. id.

THEISM, DOCTRINAL and PRACTICAL, is. 6d.

PHASES of FAITH ; or, Passages from the History of

my Creed, v. id.

THE SOUL, ITS SORROWS and ITS ASPIRATIONS.

v. 6d.

CATHOLIC UNION : Essays towards a Church of the

Future, a* the Organization of Philanthropy. 3*. 6d.

A HISTORY of the HEBREW MONARCHY from

the Administration of Samuel to the Babylonish Cap

tivity. 8-r bd.

A DISCOURSE AGAINST HERO-MAKING IN

RELIGION, is.

W. R. GREG.

LITERARY and SOCIAL JUDGMENTS. 2nd Edition.

THE CREED of CHRISTENDOM. 2nd Edition. 6s.

TRUTH versus EDIFICATION. 1*.

WHY ARE WOMEN REDUNDANT? is.

POLITICAL PROBLEMS for OUR AGE and COUN

TRY. \ Nearly ready.

BISHOP COLENSO.

NATAL SERMONS. Scries of Discourses. First Scries,

7*. 6d. Second Series, 5*.

J. P. LESLEY.

MAN'S ORIGIN and DESTINY. 101. bd.

THOMAS INMAN.

ANCIENT FAITHS EMBODIED IN ANCIENT

NAMES. 2 vols. 3/.

H. STONE LEIGH.

THE RELIGION of the WORLD. M. id.

MESSRS. BAGSTER'S LIST

OF THEIR

NEW &> FORTHCOMING

BIBLICAL WORKS.

BIBLIA SACRA POLYGLOTTA.

Hie Liber Cantinet'.—Prolegomena in Biblia Polyglotta ;

Biblia Hebraica, ex editione celeberrima Evarardi Van dcr

Hooght, quae a.d. 1705 lucem vidit, punctis vocalibus ct

acccntibus instructa ; Vcrsionem Graecam Septuaginta

Scntorum, juxta exemplar Vaticanum, a Cardinali Carafa

in lucem cmissum ; Novum Testamcntum Graecum juxta

tcxtum, ut aiunt, Reccptum ; Biblia Sacra Vulgatae Edi-

tionis Sixti V. et Clementis VIII. jussu rccognita atqtie

cdita ; Versionem Anglicanam, lectionibus marginalibus,

numcrisque loca parallcla indicantibus adornatam ; Ver

sionem Germanicam a Martino Luthcro; Versionem Gal-

licam a Johannc Frederico Ostcrvald ; Versionem Italianam

a Giovanni Diodati ; Versionem Hispanicam a Patre Scio ;

Novum Tcstamentum Hebraicum a Gulielmo Greenfield ;

et in Appendicc,—Syrorum Novi Testament! Versionem,

quam Pcschito nuncupant, justa exemplar Viennense a

Johanne Alberto Widmanstadio, a.d. 1555 typis mandatum,

Uteris Syriacis atque punctis vocalibus instructam, cumquc

collatione cditionis quam Socictas ad Biblia Sacra cvulganda

instituta in lucem emisit ; Pentatcuchum Hcbra:o-Samari-

tanum juxta Kennicotti editioncm ; Varias Lectiones in

Versionem LXX. ex editione Grabii ; LcctionU Varietatcs

in Novum Tcstamentum Gnccum, e notis Gricsbachii

ductas.

Two Volumes Folio, bound In best Roxburghe, 8/. 8j.

The GOSPELS CONSOLIDATED. With

a Copious Index. 4*0., 6s. \jfust published.

The HARMONY of PROPHECIES.

Arranged by the Rev. M. D. C. WALTERS, M.A.,

Senior Chaplain to H.M. Bengal Establishment. Crown

8vo., is. 6d. sewed. [fust published.

The EXPKESSIVE READING of the

SACRED SCRIPTURES, as promoted by Empha

sized Translation, according to the Logical Idiom of

the Original Greek. By JOSEPH B. ROTHERHAM.

8vo. sewed, 6d.

The PROPHECY of JOEL. Hebrew and

English. With Critical Notes, by the Rev. JOSEPH

HUGHES, B.A., Curate of Tickenhali, Derbyshire.

[In a/civ days.

An ANALYSIS of the FIRST ELEVEN

CHAPTERS OF GENESIS, with reference to

Gesenius's Hebrew Grammar. With Critical Notes,

by the Rev. JOHN LLOYD, M.A., Rector of Llan-

vaplcy, Mon. [Nearly ready.

A CRITICAL ENGLISH TESTAMENT.

8vo. ' [In tlic Press.

GREEK and ENGLISH NEW TESTA-

MENT. Large type, in parallel columns. Small 410.

[In the Press.

with its EnglishThe SEPTUAGINT

Translation. Parallel columns. Small 410.

[In tlu: Press.

The APOCRYPHA ; including the Fourth

Book of Maccabees. Greek and English, in parallel

columns. Small 4W. [In the Press.

London: TRUBNER & Co., 60, PATEknoster Row.

"Messrs. Bagster's Biblical

WORKS.—Just published, a Descriptive Catalogue

Illustrated with numerous Specimen pages. By post free.

LONDON : 15, PATERNOSTER ROW.
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WOBES PUBLISHED UNDEE THE AUTHORITY AND SUPERVISION OP

THE COUNCIL OF LAW REPORTING.

4&embct0 of tt>e Council.

Ckaibmas-SIB ROUNDELL TALMER, Kst., M.P., Q.C. Vici-Ciiaibxax—W. T. & DANIEL, Esq., Q.C.

EX-OFF1CIO MEMBERS.

The Attobsey-Guskkai., Sik R. P. COLLIER, Knt., M.P. The RnLicrTOK-G enebal, Sm J. D. COLEKIPGE, Knt., M.P.

The Qeeek's Advocatk-Gkneiui, SIR TRAVERS TVV1SS, Knt.

ELECTED MEMBERS.

Q.C.
MR. SERJEANT O'BRIEN

MR. SERJEANT PULLING

SIR ROUNDELL PALMER, Knt., Q.C, M.P.

W. T. a DANIEL, Esq., Q.C.

WILLIAM FORSYTH, Esq., Q.C.

II. WARWICK COLE, Esq., Q.U.

T. W. GREENE, Esq.. Q.C.

JOHN GRAY, Est,., Q.C.

JOHN A. RUSSELL

JAMES BAUSTOYY,

Esq.,

Esq.

i Serjeants' Inn.

£ Lincoln's-Iun.

I Inner Temple.

1 Middle Temple.

Secretary—JAMES THOMAS HOPWOOP, Esq., 3, New Square, Lincoln's Inn.

THE LAW REPORTS. Price £5. 5s.

J. Gray's Inn.

Messrs. Currie tndWILLIAM WILLIAMS, Esq. (Firm

Williams). Lincoln's Inn Fields

W. S. COOKSON, Esq. (Firm—Messrs. Cookson, Wainc

wrlght & Co.), 6, New Square, Lincoln's Inn

Incorporate:!

Liu Sou tv.

The Entire Series, the Annual Subscription for which

is Five Guineas, includes the Equity, Common Law, and

OPENING OF THE SUBSCRIPTION LIST FOR

Appellate Series, an Authorised Edition of the Statutes,

and the Weekly Notes.

18'

Subscriptions for the year 1870 will become pay

able on the 1st of November next, and Colonial and

other Subscribers will be so good as to remit their Sub

scriptions to the Secretary, James Thomas Hopwood,

Esq., 3, New Square, Lincoln's Inn, London, in sufficient

time to be received by him before the 1st of January

next, in order that the Publishers may avail themselves

of the benefit of Postal Regulations in reference to Book

Postage, which requires the publication to be posted

within fifteen days from its date. The cost of the trans

mission of all Parts published before the Subscription is

received must bepaid by the Subscriber.

Subscriptions are payable to the Secretary, and his

receipt is the proper discharge to a prepaying Subscriber.

All Cheques should be crossed "The Union Bank of

London, Chancery Lane Branch," and Post Office Orders

should be made payable at the Lincoln's Inn Post Office,

Serle Street. Remittances from Ireland, Scotland, and

Abroad must include foreign bill stamps, commission,

and all other expenses attending the receipt of the

remittance.

Some copies of "The Law Reports" and "The Sta

tutes" for 1866-67-68 are still on hand, and may be had

on payment of the original Subscription of Five Guineas

for each year.

(By Order) James T. Hopwood.

Secretary.

Benchers' Reading Room, Lincoln's Inn,

August, 1869.

THE DIGEST TO THE LAW REPORTS. Price £1, Is.

The DIGEST to the LAW REPORTS for the Years 1866-7-8 is now ready, Price £1. Is., and is delivered Gratis to all

Subscribers to the Entire Series of the LAW REPORTS for the Year 1868.

SESSIONS CASES. Price 6s.

The Second Number, comprising the Third and Fourth Quarters, is now ready.

The Council of Law Reporting, at the desire

of several members of the profession and Magistrates

attending Quarter Sessions, republish from the Law

Reports, in a convenient and portable form, the Cases

known as "Sessions Cases." They are issued in

Quarterly Numbers, and commence with the Cases pub

lished in the Law Reports during the present year.

The Subscription is ior. per annum prepaid, or 3-r. for

each quarter. The First and Second Numbers are 6s.

each, as they comprise two quarters.

It is requested that all Subscriptions be paid to

Messrs. William Clowes and Sons ; and Post Office

Orders be made payable at the Lincoln's Inn Post

Office.

Price 7s.

The Council of Law Reporting, at the request

of Subscribers and others, have republished from the

Law Reports a limited number of copies of the REGIS

TRATION Cases for 1868-9 >n a separate form. In this

REGISTRATION CASES, 1868-9.

Edition, the paging of the regular Series of the Law

Reports is retained on the inside of every page, so that

text-book writers, by the single citation from Law Rep.

4 C.P., may enable their readers to refer to either edition.

LONDON: PUBLISHING OFFICE, 51, CAREY STREET, W.C.
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STANDARD WORKS.

With Illustrations, 3 vols., 8vo., 5/. 5s.

A Dictionary of the Bible; Its Antiquities,

Biography, Geography, and Natural History. By

Various Writers. Edited by Wm. Smith, LL.D.

" Dr. Smith's Dictionary could not fail to take a very high

place in English literature—in its own department the very

highest ; for no similar work in our own or in any other lan

guage is for a moment to be compared with it."—Quarterly

Review.

With Maps and Illustrations, 4 vols., 8vo., 48*.

History of Herodotus ; a New English

Version. Edited, with copious notes illustrating the

History and Geography of Herodotus, from the most

recent sources of information, historical and ethno

graphical. By Gforge Rawlinson, M.A., Camden

Professor of Ancient History at Oxford.

" Worthy to take rank with the works of Thirlwall, Grote,

Mure, and Gladstone. The book is a great book."—

Citardian.

With Portrait and Maps, 8 vols., 8vo., naJ.

History of Greece. From the Earliest

Period to the close of the Generation contemporary with

Alexander the Great. By George Grote, F.R.S.

" Mr. Grote is, beyond all question, the historian of Greece,

tinrivalled, so far as we know, in the erudition and genius

with which he has revived the picture of a distant past, and

brought home every part and feature of its history to our

intellects and our hearts."— Times.

With Portrait and Maps, 8 vols., Svo., 60s.

History of the Decline and Fall of the

ROMAN EMPIRE. By Edward Gibbon. With

Notes by Milman and Guizot. Edited, with ad

ditional Notes, by Wm. Smith, LL.D.

wAn edition that will be, and must for very many years re

main, incomparably the best in every respect that has hitherto

nppeared. The book has had absolutely the best editing

this country could afford."—Examiner.

9 vols., 8vo., $6s.t or 10 vols.. Post 8vo., 6of.

The Historical Works of Henry Hallam.

Containing—I. History of England.—II. Europe during

the Middle Ages.—III. Literary History of Europe.

"Mr. Hallam has great industry and great acutencss.

His knowledge is extensive, various, and profound ; and his

tnind is equally distinguished by the amplitude of its grasp

-and delicacy of its touch."—Edinburgh Review.

15 vols., Post 8vo., 90J.

The Historical Works of Dean Milman.

Containing—I. History of the Jews.—II. History of

Christianity.— III. History of Latin Christianity.

" Dean Milman brings to his task the skill of a practised

-writer, remarkable powers of expression, of narrative, of

representation ; a mind poetical, critical, scholarly, and

stored with the results of very wide and general reading."—

Eraser. _

7 vols., 8vo., 93*. or 7 vols., Post 8vo., 35*.

A History of England, from the Peace of

Utrecht to the Peace of Versailles, 1713-1783. By

Lord Mahon (Earl Stanhope).

"Lord Mahon has a very just judgment of things. He

writes sensibly, clearly, and pleasantly. His book has the

Vivacity of a French memoir, without its insincerity."—

Examiner.

3 vols., 8vo., 56J.

A History of the Christian Church j

from the Apostolic Age to the Death of Boniface VIII.,

a.d. 64-1303. By Canon Robertson, M.A., Professor

of Ecclesiastical History at King's College, London.

"A text-book for the student—while the host of references

with which the author has studded his pages will be in

valuable as a guide to the more advanced inquirer."—

Saturday Review.

4 vols., 8vo.

A New History of Modern Europe ; from

the Taking of Constantinople by the Turks, to the Close

of the War in the Crimea, 1453-1857. By Thos. H.

Dyer.

**Mr. Dyer has arranged and proportioned his narrative

admirably well ; it is really of Europe that he tells the

modern history. His style is clear and close, the references

in the notes set readers upon the right track for pursuing

the study of any period ; and the work has a thoroughly good

general index."—Examiner,

Albemarle Street, Dec, 1S69.

MR. MURRAY'S

LIST OF NEW WORKS.

MR. MACGREGOR.

The l Rob Roy ' on the Jordan, the Nile,

the Red Sea, Genncsareth, &c. A Canoe Cruise on

Ancient Rivers, Lakes, and Skas in Bible Lands.

By John Macgkecok, M.A. With 8 Maps and 64

Illustrations. Crown 8vo. iar.

MR. LOCH.

A Personal Narrative of Events in China

during Lord Elgin's Second Embassy. By Henry

Brougham Loch, Private Secretary to the Earl of

Elgin. With Map and Woodcuts. Post 8vo. gs.

LADY EASTLAKE.

A New Series of Contributions to the

Literature of the Fine Arts. By Sir C. L. Eastlake,

late President of the Royal Academy. With a Memoir,

and a Selection from his Letters. By Lady Eastlake.

8vo. {.7u^t ready.

Historical

DEAN STANLEY.

Memorials of Westminster

Abbey. By A. P. Stanley, D.D., Dean of West

minster. Third and enlarged Edition, with Additional

Notes and Illustrations. 8vo. lis.

.* The Supplement may be had separately. Svo. 6*.

MR. PARKMAN.

The Discovery of the Great West. An

Historical Narrative. By Francis Parkman, Author

of " Pioneers of France in the New World," and "The

Jesuits in North America." Map. 8vo. 10s. td.

MR. REED.

Our Iron-clad Ships ; their Qualities,

Performances, and Cost ; including Chapters on Turret

Ships, Ironclad Rams, &c. By E. J. Reed, C.B.,

Chief Constructor of the Navy. With Illustrations.

8V0. I2J.

PROFESSOR BLUNT.

Lectures on the Right Use of the Early

Fathers. By Rev. J. J. Blunt, B.D. Third Edition.

8vo. or.

MR. STREET.

The Gothic Architecture of Spain: de

scribed from Personal Observations made in that Country.

By G. E. Street, K.S.A. Second Edition. With 100

Plans and Illustrations. 8vo. 30s.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

SIR LEOPOLD M'CLINTOCK.

The Voyage of 'The Fox' in the Arctic

Seas to Discover the Fate of Sir John Franklin and

his Companions. By Sir Leopold M'Clintock, R.N.

Third and revised Edition. With Illustrations. Post

8vo. 7-f. 6d.

THE BISHOP OF LINCOLN.

Athens and Attica. Notes of a Tour.

By Christopher Wordsworth, D.D., Bishop of

Lincoln. Fourth Edition. With Illustrations. Post

8vo. St.

The

MR. SMILES.

Huguenots : their Settlements,

Churches, and Industries in England and Ireland^ By

Samuel Smiles. Third, Revised, and Cheaper Edition.

Post 8vo. 7*. dd.

EARL STANHOPE.

The Reign of Queen Anne until the Peace

of Utrecht. Designed as a connecting link between the

Conclusion of Lord Macaulay's History and the Com

mencement of Lord Mahon's. By Earl Stanhope

(late Lord Mahon). 8vo. [/» January.

MR. GROTE.

History of Greece from the Earliest Period

to the Close of the Generation contemporary with

Alexander the Great. A new and cheaper Edition.

Vols. I. and II. To be published in Twelve Monthly

Volumes. Post 8vo. 6x. each.

MRS. PALLISER.

Brittany and its Byeways; with some

Account of its Inhabitants and its Antiquities, derived

from a residence in that Country. By Mr*. Bury

Palliser. With 60 Illustrations. Post 8vo. iu.

CANON ROBERTSON.

How shall we Conform to the Liturgy of

the Church of England ? By J. C. Robertson. M.A.,

l*rofessor of Ecclesiastical History at King's College.

Third Edition, revised. Post 8vo. of.

MRS. LYELL.

A Geographical Handbook of all the known

Ferns, divided into Six Territorial Divisions. Com

piled from the most recent Works. By K. M. Lyell.

With an Index. Post 8vo. 7J. 6d.

THE ANGLICAN CHURCH.

The Church and the Age : a Series of

Essays on the Principles and Present Position of the

Anglican Church. By various Authors. Edited by

Rev. A Weir, D.C.L., and Rev. D. Maclagan, M.A.

8vo. [/« January.

MR. FORSYTH.

Life of Cicero. His Character as a States

man, Orator, and Friend. By William Forsyth, Q.C.

Third Edition. With 20 Illustrations. 8vo. iw. M.

DR. PICK.

A Popular Etymological Dictionary of the

French Language. By Edward Pick, Ph.D.

ys. 6d.

Svo.

MR. BRACE.

A Manual of Ethnology ; or, the Races of

the Old World. By Charles L. Brace, Author of

"Travels in Hungary," "The Norse Folk,"

Second Edition. Post 8vo. dr.

Sc.

REV. H. VAN LENNEP.

Travels in Asia Minor. With an Account

of Missionary Labours, Observations upon the State of

Society, and a Description of Antiquarian Researches

and Discoveries, together with Illustrations of Biblical

Literature and Archaeology. By Rev. Henry J. Van

Lennep, D.D., Missionary in Turkey. With Map and

Illustrations. 2 vols. Post 8vo. [Just Ready.

GENERAL HUTCHINSON.

The Art of Dog-Breaking. With Odds and

Ends for those who love the Dog and Gun. By Lieut. -

Gen. Hutchinson. Fifth Edition. With 40 Illustra

tions. Crown 8vo. 9*.

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET.
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HYMNS ANCIENT AND MODERN

FOR USE IN THE SERVICES OF THE CHURCH.

THE PENNY EDITION IS NOW READY.

A NEW EDITION IN OLD FACED TYPE WITH RED BOEDEES IS IN THE PHESS.

REVISED LIST OF PRICES, JUN*E i, 1869.
—

HYMNS ONLY.

Letter of Size of each Edition, T 21 3

EDITION.

each
and Description of Binding.

Y\ ITHOUT

AlTENDlX. Appendix.

With ArPENDIX

ONLY.

Medium (Toned) 321110.—Diamond Double Columns. "s. d. s. d. s. d.

w. Stitched O 1 . . .

V.

Royal 3?mo.—Diamond Double Columns.

0 2 O 3
0 I

AA.

Medium 321110.—Nonpareil.

On Second Paper.

0 3l 0 5* O 2^

BB.
05 0 7 O 4

CC.
Roan, red edges ......... 0 9 1 ° 0 y

On Fine Paper.

DD.
Superior limp roan, gilt lettered, red edges .... 1 8 2 0 1 3

EE.
3 0 3 6 2 6

Demy i8mo.—Long Primer.

On Second Paper.

1

A. Cloth, turned in ........ . 0 7\ 0 10 0 5

B.
.Cloth, turned in, gilt lettered, red edges .... 0 10 1 2 0 7

O.
Roan, red edges ......... 1 2 1 8 0 10

On Fine Paper.

D. Superior limp roan, gilt lettered, red edges .... 2 9 3 O 2 3

E. Morocco, gilt edges ........ 4 0 4 6 3 0

Double Crown i6mo.—Pica.

R. Limp cloth, turned in ....... . 1 8 2 0 1 2

S.
2 O | 2 6 1 6

N.B.—Of the iibovc Editions, No. 2 (with Appendix) can be had with the Introits without any extra charge, or the Introits can be had alone, in

Paper covers, at 2d. each.

HYMNS WITH ACCOMPANYING r
rUNES.

Double Post i6mo.—Nonpareil. s. d. s. d. s. d.

FF. Limp cloth, turned in I 2 I 8 O 1 1

GG. Cloth boards, red edges, gilt lettered .....

Imperial i6mo.—Long Primer.

1 6 ! 1 0 1 3

1

F. Cloth boards, gilt lettered 30 4 O 1 10

G. Cloth boards, gilt lettered, red edges ..... 3 2 | 4 2 2 0

H. Best Morocco, gilt edges ....... 12 0 15 0 10 0

HYMNS WITH SEPARATE VOICE PARTS.—Demy i<5mo.—Nonpareil.

O. Treble, Alto, Tenor, or Bass, limp cloth, turned in 1 0 10 I 2
1 0 8

P. 1 Ditto, cloth boards, red edges, gilt lettered .... 1 x 2 I 6 1 1 0

Editions of the TONIC SOL-FA NOTATION may also be had.

In ordering any Edition it is necessary to state the letter and number, and in O and P, the Voice Part. If the Introits, which can be had with the

" Hymns only," are required, the letter N must be added.

A discount of 20 per cent, will be allowed to the Clergy for cash, when not less than 6 copies are taken. Post-Office Orders to be made payable to

William Clowes and Sons, at the Charing Cross Post Office.

Applications for permission to print any of the Copyright Tunes or W'ords for Choral Festivals, &c., should be made to the Rev. Sir Henry \Y.

Baker, Bart., Monkland, near Leominster.

Other descriptions ofBinding may be had, ifspecially ordered.

LONDON: PUBLISHING OFFICE, 21, CHARING CROSS, S.W.

LONDON: PUBLISHED BY JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET; AND PRINTED BY WILLIAM CLOWES AND SONS,

DUKE STREET, STAMFORD STREET.
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Geographical Works no

Oriental Philology :—

PAGE

Kaswtnl's Cosmography \ j r

De Vogue's M'flanges d'A rcheoiogie Orientals . . 112

The New Chinese Collection at the British Museum 112

Intelligence, Works in Progress, Contents of the

Journals, Selected"Articles, New Publications. . 113

Classical Philology :—

Korn's Ovid's Epistlesfrom Poutus 113

Ritschl's New Excursuses on Plantns 114

Ellendt's Lexicon to Sophocles 115

Intelligence, Contents of the Journals, New-

Publications 115

No. 4.] Registered for SATURDAY, JANUARY 8, 1870. transm.*.™ abroad.
f Price 6d.

\ Stamped yd.

TTniversity College, London.

ANGLO-SAXON.—Professor HENRY MOR-

LEV ivil! read "Reowi/lf" with the Anglo-Saxon Class

on Tuesday Evenings, from 6.30 10 7 30, in the Lent and

Summer Terms, beginning on Tuesday, January nth.

Fee, £2 is.

JOHN ROBSON, C.A.,

Secretary to tfte Council.

TTniversity College, London.

SCHOOL —Head-Master : T. Hewitt Key,

M.A., F.R.S. rice-Master: E. R. Horton, M.A.,

Fellow of St. Peter's College, Cambridge.

The LENT TERM will begin for New Pupils on

TUESDAY, JANUARY i8th, at 9.30 a.m. The School

(for the better accommodation of which a portion of the

South VVing of the College has recently been erected) is

close to the Gower Street Station of the Metropolitan

Railway, and only a few minutes' walk from the Termini of

several other Railways.

Prospectuses containing full information respecting the

Courses of Instruction given in the School, Fees, and other

Particulars may be obtained at the Office of the College.

JOHN ROBSON, B.A.,

January 1st, 1870. Secretary to the Council.

TTniversity College, London.

^^ FACULTY OF MEDICINE.—The CLASSES

RE-COMMENCED on MONDAY, JANUARY 3kd.«

Faculty of Arts and Laws (including the Department of

Applied Sciences;.—The Lent Term began on Tuesday,

January 4th.

The Evening Classes for Classics, Modern Languages,

Mathematics, &c.—The Lent Term, will commence on

Monday, January 10th.

Prospectuses of the various Departments'of the College

may be obtained at the Office of the College, on application,

either personally or by letter.

The College is close to the Gower Street Station of the

Metropolitan Railway, and only a few minutes' walk from

the Termini of the North Western, Midland and Great

Northern Railways.

JOHN ROBSON, B.A.,

Secretary to the Council.

TTniversity College, London.

A SERIES of SIX LECTURES on LITERARY,

SCIENTIFIC, and ARTISTIC SUBJECTS, will be

delivered at this College in the months of January,

February, March, April, May, and June, 1870, each Lecture

beginning; at 3.30 p.m.

FIRST LECTURE, Tuesday, January 18th, by Dr.

W. B. CARPENTER, F.R.S. Subject—"The Physical

Conditions of the Deep Sea in their Relation to Animal Life."

The subsequent Lectures will be delivered on the Second

Tuesday of each Month ; and two of them will be by

Sir Edward Creasy and E. J. Tovntek, Esq., A.R.A.

An early announcement will be made of the complete

Series of Lectures.

Tickets, which are transferable, and will admit either

Ladies or Gentlemen, may be obtained at the Office of the

College. Price for the Course of Six Lectures, 10s. 6d. ;

for a Single Lecture, ar. 6d. The proceeds will be paid

over to the Fund now being raided for erecting the South

Wing of the College.

JOHN POBSON, B.A.,

Secretary to the Council.

"Rritish Association for the

"^ ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.—The next

ANNUAL MEETING of this Association will be held at

Liverpool, commencing on Wednesday, Sept. 14, 1870.

President Fleet.—Professor Huxley, LL.D., F.R.S.,

President of the Ethnological and Geological Societies of

London. General Treasurer.—W. Spottiswoode, Esq.,

F.R.S., 50, Grosvcnor Place, London. General Secretaries.

—Professor Hirst, F.R.S., The Athenaeum Club, Pall Mall ;

Dr. T. Thomson, F.R.S., Kew. Assistant General

Secretary.—G. Griffith, Esq , M.A., Harrow.

ftamuel P. Eagleton, LL.D.,

Scdgley, Staffordshire, receives Five Pupils, not under

14 years of age, and prepares them for the Military and

Civil Service Examinations, and for University Scholarships.

Terms high, but dependent upon success.

SHARPEY MEMORIAL.

It has been resolved by a number of the Pupils and Friends

of PROFESSOR SHARPEY to establish a "Sharpcy

Physiological Laboratory and Scholarship" in University

College, as a permanent Memorial of the value of his

labours as a Physiologist and a Teacher. It is further in

tended, that either a Portrait or a Bust of Dr. Sharpcy should

be placed in this Physiological Laboratory, and that, if

practicable, a Portrait-Medal, also, should be struck, for

distribution amongst his friends.

This twofold Memorial will, it is hoped, express and re

cord, in a gratifying and useful manner, not only the wide

appreciation of Dr. Sharpey's services as an exponent of

Scientific Doctrine, but the affectionate regard entertained

towards him as a Counsellor and Friend. Already ,£1500

has been contributed for these objects. Further subscrip

tions will be received, and detailed information given, by

the Treasurer, Sir William Jenner, Bart., 63, Brook

Street, W., or by one of the Honorary Secretaries,

Signed, on behalf of the Committee of the " Sharpcy

Memorial,"

John Marshall, 10, Saviic Row, W.,

J. Russell Reynolds, 38, Grosvcnor Street, W.,

Hon. Sees.-

"Rodrigues.—Monograms,

ARMS, CRESTS, and ADDRESSES Designed

and Steel Dies Engraved as Gems.

RUSTIC, GROTESQUE, COMIC, and ECCENTRIC

MONOGRAMS artistically designed for any combination

of letters.

NOTE PAPER and ENYELOPES stamped in colour,

relief, and brilliantly illuminated in Gold, Silver, and

Colors, in the highest style of art.

STATIONERY, ACCOUNT BOOKS, and every re

quisite fur the Writing Table of the best quality.

A VISITING CARD PLATE, elegantly engraved,

and 100 SUPERFINE CARDS printed for 4s. 6d.

BALL PROGRAMMES and DINNER CARTES of

new designs arranged, printed, and stamped with Arms,

Crest, or Address, in the latest fashion.

At HENRY RODRIGUES'

[Stationer, Heraldic Designer, and En»«v(.r
To the Royal Family), Sr*\cr

42, PICCADILLY, LONDON, w

'The Academy for Germany

and EASTERN EUROPE.—Mr. Alphons Di'Rk,

of Leipzig, begs to announce that he has been appointed by

Mr. Murray, Agent for the supply of THE ACADEMY

in Germany and Eastern Europe.

\* Books for Review may be sent to the care of Messrs.

Williams and Norgate's Agents on the Continent ;

and Advertisements and Orders for THE ACADEMY

to be sent direct to Alphons Purr, Leipzig.

"Relfe Brothers' New Premises,

6, CHARTER-HOUSE BUILDINGS, ALDERS-

GATE, LONDON, being now completed, they beg to

acquaint the Scholastic Profession that they have Removed

to them.

Charter-House Buildings are situated 70 Houses

North of Rklfe Bkotheks' former place of Business,

150, Aldersgate Street.

December 31.

Private Secretaryship.—An

OXFORD GRADUATE in HONOURS Law

and History School) seeks an appointment as PRIYATE

SECRETARY. The highest references given.—Address,

C. B. A., care of the Steward, Oxford Union Society.

^NTational Portrait Gallery is

CLOSED, for Removal of the Collection to South

Kensington. Due Notice of the Rc-opening will be given.By Order, GEORGE SCHARF.

(Jollege for Blind Sons of"

GENTLEMEN.—Worcester Proprietary Com

pany, Limited.—President : The Bishop of Worcester.

Chairman of Council : Lord Lyttelton. Principal: Rev.

R. H. Blair.—For terms and particulars apply to the

Secretary, Commandery, Worcester; or, 33, Essex Street,

Strand, London.

JToreign Books of all descrip-

tions are Imported by ASHER & CO., 13, Bedford

Street, Covent Garden, London ; .also at 11, Unter den

Linden, Berlin}.

ABC Patent Despatch Box.

TENNER and KNEWSTUB'S newly-invented

Patent ABC, and, 1, 2, 3, Despatch Boxes. 'General con

venience, ready access to papers, and methodical arrange

ment.'—Post. 'Will meet especially the requirements of

literary, legal, and official persons.'—Star. 'A boon to all

lovers of order.'—Illustrated London News. 'A great

improvement in the construction ofdespatch boxes.'—Record,

* Every part has its own merit.'—Atlwnaum. 'Entitle?, the

inventors to the gratitude of all who keep their papers in

order.'—Times. Price from ioj. Od.

The ELGIN WRITING CASE, invented by Jenner

and Knewstub, price from One Guinea in morocco. 'The

invention is a most useful one. Some honour belongs to the

inventors.'—Times. Illustrated Lists post free.

Jenner and Knewstub, to the Queen, Dressing Case

Makers, Heraldic Stationers, Engravers, and Die Sinker...

Designs for Dies made without charge. 33, St. JameV-

Street, and 66, Jermyn Street.
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Demy 8vo., zr. cloth,

ie New Jerusalem and its

HEAVENLY DOCTRINE. By EMANUEL

SWEDENBORG.

A Compendious Introduction to the Author's exhaustive

Commentary on the Books of Genesis and Exodus.—The

primary principles and leading truths of the Christian faith

are set forth with the utmost brevity and clearness.—The

chapters on the Divinity of our Lord, the Holy Scriptures,

Faith, Liberty, Piety, the Church, the Sacraments, and on

Ecclesiastical and Civil Government, arc models of profound

theological thought and simple and condensed expression,

worthy of attentive study in presence of current religious

controversies.

A complete list of Swcdenbore's works on application.

James Speirs, 36, Bloomsbury St., London, W.

Now ready, fcap, 8vo., cloth, price 3J. 6*/.

"Raymond Lully's Great Elixir:

A DRAMATIC POEM.Basil Montagu Pickering, 196, Piccadilly.

'The Holy Family. Sacred

Melodies. Arranged by W. H. CALLCOTT, for

the Pianoforte. Solos, 5*. each ; duets, 6s. each ; accom

paniments for flute, violin, and violoncello, is. each. Com

plete in 12 Books. Each Book free at half-price, with an

extra Stamp for Postage.

The Smiles of those we Love.

New Song. By W. E. TAYLOR. " One* of the

most elegant songs of the day." Free by post for 19 stamps.

London : Published only by Robert Cocks and Co.,

New Burlington Street. Order everywhere.

' fc ~W"e have seen no fewer

than 597 commendatory newspaper notices on

MACNIVEN and CAM KRON*S celebrated Steel Pens, the

Waverley, Owl. and Pickwick, and we heartily add

our own to the number."—Edinburgh E. Courant. For the

names of 550 of those Newspapers, see North British

Review for January, 1870.

Standard.—"The "Wftverley will prove a treasure in

the hands of a rapid writer."

Examiner.—" The Owl. Wc can vouch personally for

the excellence of this invention."

Jingincer.— " The Pickwick embodies an improvement

of great value."

Sold everywhere, fnl. and is. per Box. is. 2d. by Post.

MACNIVEN and CAMERON, 23 to 33, Blair Street,

Edinburgh. (Established 1770.)

Agents :—M ILL INGTON and HUTTON, London.

EVER SWEET.

"Piesse and Lubin's Rare and

PRECIOUS PERFUMES.— 3,000 varieties of

Scents, refined Soaps, Sachets, Odorous Waters, Ladies'

Toilet Requisites, Pomades, Oils, Hair Washes, Dentifrices,

Cologne, Complimentary and Wedding Presents, Fountains,

Music, Odour, &c. Shippers supplied in bond. Price List

free.—Office, 2, New Bond Street, London.

Only Silver Medal awarded at Paris Exhibition.

Xn digestion Removed.—

MORSON'S PEPSINE WINE, Powder, Lozenges,

and Globules are the successful and popular Remedies

adopted by the Medical Profession for Indigestion.—Sold in

Bottles and Boxes from 2J. , with full directions, by Thomas

Mohson and Son, Southampton Row, Russell Square,

London, and by all Pharmaceutical Chemists.

~R re akfa s t.—Epps's Cocoa.

GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

The Civil Service Gazette remarks :—" By a thorough

knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations

of digestion nnd nutrition, and by a careful application of

the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has

provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills."

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only in

lib., ilb., and ilb. tin-lined packets, labelled:—

JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

"Numerous Cares of Consumption, Asthma,

Coughs. &c, have come under our notice by Dr.

LOCOCK 8 PULMONIC WAFERS."

The above isfrom Messrs. J. Bell & Co., 6, Cross Shore-

street, Greenock. Nov. 29, 1869.

"Dr. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS invari

ably relieve me from the most distressing cough."

The above isJivm Mr. Giles, Army Schoolmaster,

Sliorncliffc.

DR. LOCOCK'S

PULMONIC WAFERS
Give immediate relief to ASTHMA, CONSUMPTION,

COUGHS, COLDS, ami all disorders of the brcatk and

lungs.

TO SINGERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS

They are invaluable for the Voice, and have a pleasant taste.

^ Price is. iid.f us. yd., and 4*. 6d. per box. Sold by all

Chemists.

In 8vo., pp. 588, price 16s., cloth,

'Time and Space : a Meta-

PHVSICAL ESSAY. By SHADWORTH H.

HODGSON.

This work propounds a theory which covers the whole

ground of Speculative Philosophy. It solves the contra

dictions supposed by Sir W. HAMILTON inherent in the

idea of the Infinite.

Part I. contains an Analysis of Perception, and Association

of Ideas.

Part II. contains the Laws of Logic, with a Criticism on

HEGEL.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

NEW EDITION OF HERSCHEL'S OUTLINES~OF

ASTRONOMY.

In r vol., 8vo., pp. 782, with 9 Plates, price iSs.

Outlines of Astronomy. By

Sir JOHN F. W. HERSCHEL. Bart., K.H., &c.

Tenth Edition [just published], corrected and brought up to

the Present State of Astronomical Knowledge.

"Sir J. Hcrschcl's ' Outlines of Astronomy' is a book

without which no professional or amateur astronomer can

consider his library complete ; and as a work of reference

and authority, considering the eminent position attained in

the science by its author, its claims are very great indeed."—

Astronomical Register.

London : Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Just published, in 8vo., pp. 536, price 15s., cloth,

]Vj"essiah the Prince. By J.

W. BOSANQUET. F.R.A.S. Second Edition,

with corrections and additions. Illustrated with a Map of

the Solar Eclipse of 15th June, n.c. 763, registered at

Nineveh, and foretold by Amos viii. 9 ; with Facsimiles of

Three Ancient Tombstones from the Crimea, showing how

the Jews' descendants of the ten tribes have preserved the

date of their Captivity under Shalmanezcr as the year

n.c. 696. Also a complete Chronological Tabic adjusting

Secular with Hebrew Chronology from the year n.c. 1000

to a.d. 33, and a Treatise on the Sabbatical Years and

Jubilees.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

THE STUDENT'S MANUAL OF MILL'S LOGIC.

Just published, in crown 8vo., price 3J. (at., cloth,

rThe Student's Handbook,

SYNOPTICAL AND EXPLANATORY, OF

JOHN STUART MILL'S SYSTEM OF LOGIC. By

the Rev. ALFRED H. KILLICK, M.A., Fellow of ihc

University of Durham.

London : Longmans, Gkeen, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Just published, in 8vo., with Plate, price 5$., cloth,

"estigesofthe HistoricAnglo-

HEBREWS IN EAST ANGLIA ; a Paper read

before the Royal Archaeological Institute of Great Britain,

at Bury St. Edmund's, in July, 1869. By the Rev. M.

MARGOLIOUTH, LL.D., &c.

London : Longmans, Grkkn, & Co., Paternoster Row.

j1

V

4-0 Slip History Papers, con-

taining 600 Questions on the History of England,

arranged on a Chronological Basis, and adapted to all

School Histories (Markham's, Collier's, White's, Gold

smith's, Student's Hume, Knight's, Pinnock's, &c.) : ac

companied by Hints and Practical Advice to Students

and Candidates at Examinations. By A. ALBITES. is.

(lerman Accidence; or,

ESSENTIALS OF GERMAN GRAMMAR. By

Dr. CARL DAMMAN. a*.

" May be used with advantage as a companion to any

practice books already in the student's hands The

only logical system by which the German can be studied."—

Public Opinion.

Selections from iEsop, Xeno-

PHON, AND ANACREON, for the use of Junior

Forms in Schools. By the Rev. L. P. MERCIER. 4s. 6d.

London: Simpkin, Marshall, 6Y. Co.

Birmingham: Cornish Brothers.

In crown 8vo., price 12s.

ftymbolism; or, Mind—Matter

^ —LANGUAGE, AS THE ELEMENTS OF

THINKING AND REASONING, AND AS THE NE

CESSARY FACTORS OF HUMAN KNOWLEDGE.

By JAMES HAIG, M.A.

William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London.

present Books.—S. W. Part-

RIDGE & CO., 9, Paternoster Row, London,

will be happy to send Complete Lists of their new ILLUS

TRATED and other BOOKS, adapted for School Prizes,

Present';, &c, free, per return, for One Stamp.

SALOON SHOW ROOM, as above, from 10 till G.

Saturdays till -a.

New Volume of Poems. Ready at all Booksellers.

"Purpose and Passion. By

KENINGALE COOK, B.A. Fcap. 410., toned

paper, choicely bound, 320 pp., price 7J. 6d.

London : Virtl'E and Co., 26, Ivy Lane, Paternoster

Row, E.C.

Now ready, 2s. each.

By SARA S. HENNELL, Author of "Present Religion."

Qomparativism : explained as

a Principle which involves Necessary Antagonism of

Religion to Positivism.

COMPARATIVE METAPHYSICS, I.

Method the Reverse of that of Science, argued to be the

means, in reality, to the deepest kind of Harmony with

Science.

London : Trubker and Co.

SUPER/OR SCHOOL BOOKS.

gutter's Reading and Spelling,

in Easy Gradations, upon an entirely Original Plan,

by which Dissyllables are rendered as easy as Monosyllables.

57th Edition. Price zs. 6d., bound.

BUTTER'S ETYMOLOGICAL SPELLING-BOOK

and EXPOSITOR. 302nd Edition. Price is.6d., bound.

BUITER'S GRADUAL PRIMER, with Engravings,

48th Edition. Price 6d,

London: Simpkin and Co.; Whittaker and Co.;

Longman and Co.; Hamilton and Co. Edinburgh:

Oliver and Boyd ; Dublin : McGlashan and Co., and

W. H. Smith and Son.

Second Edition, much enlarged, 6j. 6d.

protoplasm ; or, Life, Matter,

MIND. With 8 Coloured Plates, and an entirely

new Section on "Mind." By Dr. LIONEL S.

BEALE, F.R.S.

John Churchill and Sons.

Just Published, price if., post free,

"TV/fartineau (Russell). — The

ROOTS OF CHRISTIANITY IN MOSAISM.

An Address at the Opening of the Session of Manchester

New College. By RUSSELL MARTINEAU, M.A.,

Professor of Hebrew.

Williams & Norgate, 14. Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just Published, 8vo., cloth, price 12s., post free,

physical Ethics, or the Science

of ACTION: an Essay. By ALFRED BARRATT,

Fellow of Brasenose College, Oxford.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London; and 20. South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just Published, 8vo., cloth, 10s. 6d.

"YVhat Saith the Scripture?

BIBLE DIFFICULTIES: their Teaching Value.

304 pp., 8vo., cloth.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just Published, Vol. II., 4to., cloth, price 28*.

Assyrian Dictionary, intended

to further the Study of the CUNEIFORM IN

SCRIPTIONS of ASSYRIA and BABYLONIA. By

EDWARD NORRIS, Ph. D. Bonn, Hon. Secretary of the

Royal Asiatic Society, London. Vol. II. 368 pp., 410.,

cloth, price 281.

The work is printed with the Cuneiform characters, but

also their equivalents in Roman letters, and is therefore

useful not only to the Students of this particular branch of

Philology, but to all comparative Philologists, particularly

to Semitic scholars.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden.

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

No. 1 on JANUARY 1st, 1870.

Price One Shilling (to be continued Monthly until completed

in One Volume),

]V/Ticroscopic Objects. Figured

and Described by JOHN H. MARTIN, Secretory

to the Maidstone and Mid-Kent Natural History Society.

_ John Van Voorst, i. Paternoster Row.

This day is Published, price 55. ; by post 5s. &/.

hurch Membership on

CHURCH PRINCIPLES. An Essay on the Gifts

and Functions of the Christian Society. By the Rev.

RICHARD TRAVERS SMITH, M.A.

Dublin: Hodgrs, Foster, & Co., Grafton Street.

London :

Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., Stationers' Hall Court.

Pp. 120, 2i Illustrations, cloth, price 6d. ; per 100, 355.

The Body and its Health. A

BOOK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS. By E. D.

MAPOTHER, M.D., Professor of Physiology, Royal Coll.

of Surgeons.

Dublin: Falconer. London: Simpkin & Co.

Just Published, price 2j. 6d.

ie Conservation of Pictures.

By MANFRED HOLYOAKE (Member of the

Associated Arts' Institute).

London: Dalton & Lucy, Booksellers to the Queen,

28, Cockspur Street, W.

c

T1
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Sales tig Auction.

Books in General Literature, the Library of a

Gentleman irom Calcutta, &c—Five Days'

Sale.

JYJessrs. Hodgson will sell by

AUCTION, at their Rooms, 115, Chancery Lane,

W.C.on WEDNESDAY, January 12, and four following

days (Saturday and Sunday excepted), at 1 o'clock, a Large

COLLECTION of BOOKS, including a Library from

Calcutta, and comprising amongst others, Nichols's Biblio-

theca Topographica, 8 vols. — Dugdale's Warwickshire,

1656 — Blaeu's Atlas Major {coloured Maps), 9 vols. —

Wilson's Coins and Antiquities of Afghanistan—Latter's

Burmese Grammar — Smith's Dictionary of Greek and

Roman Biography and Antiquities, 4 vols.—Humphreys's

Ancient Coins and Art of Writing, 2 vols. — Beauties of

England and Wales, 25 vols.—Edinburgh Review, 125 vols.

—Quarterly Review, 103 vols.—Owen s Works, 16 vols.—

Retrospective Review, 8 vols.—The Works of Shakspeare,

Pope, Milton, Byron, Hume, Smollett, Fielding, Robertson,

Hallam, and other Standard Authors—Theological, Classi

cal, and Oriental Books, &c. Catalogues arc preparing.

The Law Library of the late Sir Geo. Hayes,

one of Her Majesty's Judges in the Court

of Queen's Bench.

]\/£essrs. Hodgson will sell by

AUCTION, at their Rooms, 115, Chancery Lane,

W.C., during the month of JANUARY (by order of the

Executors), the valuable LAW LIBRARY of the late Sir

GEO. HAYES, one of Her Majesty's Judges in the Court

of Queen's Bench, comprising, Law Journal from 1844 to

1869—Public General Statutes, 35 vols.—Rusccll on Crimes,

3 vols. — Cruise's Digest, 7 vols. — Rogron, Lcs Codes

Francais—The New Law Reports. 1865 to 1869 complete—

and a Scries of the Modern Queen's Bench, Exchequer and

other Reports—all in good condition. Catalogues are pre-

paring. ___

Bank of South Australia.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, 1847.

fetters of Credit and Bills

issued upon Adelaide and the Principal Towns in

South Australia. Drafts negotiated and collected. Money

received on deposit for fixed periods, the terms for which

may be ascertained at the Offices of the Bank, 54, Old

Broad Street, E.C.

WILLIAM PURDY, General Manager.

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW,

No. 255, will be published on SATURDAY', January 15th.

CONTENTS.

I. MR. TENNYSON'S HOLY GRAIL.

II. LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANIES.

III. MR. LECKY'S HISTORY OF EUROPEAN

MORALS.

IV. THE LAND QUESTION IN FRANCE.

V. ERA OF GEORGE THE SECOND.

VI. THE RIG VEDA.

VII. NEW ZEALAND AND OUR COLONIAL

EMPIRE.

VIII. PAPAL INFALLIBILITY.

IX. MISS AUSTEN AND MISS MITFORD.

X. THE IRISH CAULDRON.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

•J>

Nearly ready, Part IV.

Thane's Arabic - English

LEXICON, derived from the best and most copious

Eastern Sources, comprising a very large collection of words

and significations omitted in the Kamoos, with Supplements

to its abridged and defective explanations, ample grammati

cal and critical comments, and examples in Prose and Verse.

Royal 4*0., cloth, -ay.

To be completed in Eight Parts and a Supplement.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

8vo., cloth, fs,

e Land and Labour of India :

A REVIEW. Ry Colonel W. NASSAU LEES,

LL.D.

" In his powerful criticisms of the plans for the redemp

tion of the land-tax in India, Mr. Nassau Lees, who is one

of the most accomplished Europeans in the Dialects and

Ancient Law of Hindustan, ardently contends against an

alienation of public property which would deprive the

Government of a revenue collected with ease, and would

naturally lead us in no short time into difficulties exactly

similar to those we have to contend with in Ireland. This

volume is the most valuable that has been for a long time

published on a question that is in all its details inaccessible

even to most Europeans in India, and on which English

opinion is something woise than absolutely uninformed. It is

full of instructive matter, and should be neglected by no one

who takes any enlarged interest in our great dependency."

—Westminster Review, July, 1867.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

'The Monthly Microscopical

JOURNAL AND TRANSACTIONS OF THE

ROYAL MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY for JANUARY,

price is. 6d., contains :—

STRUCTURE OF SCALES OF CERTAIN INSECTS

OF THE ORDER THYSANURA. By J. S.

McIntyke, F.R.M.S.

ORGANISMS IN MINERAL INFUSIONS. By C.

S. Wake, F.A.S.L.

MARKINGS ON PODURA SCALE. H> G. Royston

Picott, M.D.

CULTIVATION, &c, OF MICROSCOPIC FUNGI.

lly R. L. Maddox, M.D.

JOTTINGS BY A STUDENT OF HETEROGENY.

l!y Metcalfe Johnson*. M.R.C.S.

MODE OF EXAMINING THE MICROSCOPIC

STRUCTURE OF PLANTS. By R. W. McNab,

M.D.

MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF MILK UNDER

CERTAIN CONDITIONS. By J. B. Dancer,

F.R.A.S.

New Books, Progress of Microscopic Science, Notits

and Memoranda, Correspondence, Prolef.dini.s

of Societies, Bibliography, &c.

London: Robert Hardwicke, 192, Piccadilly, W.

'TUie Popular Science Review,

JANUARY, 1870, price 2j. &/., contains:—

THE HEAT OF THE MOON. By J. E. Carpenter,

F.R.A.S.

UNDER CHLOROFORM. By B. W. Richardson,

M.D., F.R.S.

RELATION OF THE DEEP ATLANTIC DEPOSITS

TO THE WHITE CHALK OF THE CRUSTA-

CEOUS PERIOD. By Professor Ansted, F.R.S.

WHAT IS WINE. By A. Dlprk.

ON SOME INTERESTING POINTS IN THE HIS

TORY OF POLYZOA. By Rev. T. Hincks.

THE FERTILIZATION OF DIDYNAMIA. By Dr.

Ogle.

Reviews of Books, Summary of the Quarter, &c.

London : Robert Hardwicke, 192, Piccadilly, W.

Now ready, price 4J.

Journal of Transactions of the

VICTORIA INSTITUTE, Part 13, containing

papers on " Human Responsibility," by the Rev. Preben

dary IRONS, D.D., and on the "Doctrine of Creation," by

the Rev. Professor KIRK, with the Discussions.

Also ready, handsomely bound, price 21s.

VOLUME III. of the JOURNAL,

containing Thirteen Papers by Rev. J. H. TITCOMB,

Rev. WALTER MITCHELL, Rev. A. DE LA MARK,

G. WARINGTON, Rev. C. A. ROW, and others, with

the Discussions.

May be had at 8, Adclphi Terrace, and of R. Hardwicke,

192, Piccadilly, W.

Now ready, price 3.1-. 6d.

Tournal of the Statistical
V SOCIETY for DECEMBER, Vol. XXXII., Part 4.

Contests :—

1. The President (WM. NEWMARCH, F.R.S.)-

Inaugural Address on the Progress and Present Condi

tion of Statistical Inquiry-

2. S. BROWN.—Report on Seventh International Statis

tical Congress.

3. R. H. INGLIS PALGRAVE.—On the House Ac

commodation of England and Wales.

4. ELIJAH HELM.—The Cotton Trade.

Miscellanea.—Quarterly Tables, Index to the Volume,

&c, &c.

London: Edward Stanford, 6, Charing Cross, S.W.

No. LXXII., January, price 3J. 6d.

'TUie Journal ofMental Science

{published by authority of the Medico-Psychological

Association!, edited by C. LOCKHART ROBERTSON,

M.D. Cantab., and HENRY MAUDSLEY, M.D. Lond.

Contents :—

J. B. Thomson, L.R.C.S.—The Hereditary Nature of

Crime.

J. Lockhart Clarke, M.D., F.R.S.—A Case of General

Paralysis [with an Illustration.

H. Charlton Bastian, M.A., M.D., F.R.S.—Con

sciousness.

J. B. Tuke, M.D.—The Cottage Treatment of Lunatics

in Scotland.

David Nicolson, M.B.—Feigned Insanity.

Stanley Havnes, M.D.— Voluntary Patients in Asylums.

Occasional Notes or the Quarter.—Lunacy and

Lunatic Asylums in France.—Clinical Wards for Luna

tics.—Middle-class Asylums for the Insane.—The Case

of Santa Nistri.

Rf.vmws of Recent Books on Mental Science.—Dr.

SmnALD's Quarterly Reports on the Progress

of Psychological Medicine. — Psychological

News, Correspondence, &c.

(To be continued Quarterly)

John Churchill and Sons, mCw Turlington Street.

ROYAL INSTITUTION

OF

GREAT BRITAIN.

ALBEMARLE STREET, PICCADILLY, W.

LECTURE ARRANGEMENTS FOR 1869-70.

(Lecture Hour, Three o'clock.)

Before Easter, 1870.

PROFESSOR HUMPHRY, M.D., F.R.S. Six Lec

tures. On the Architecture of the Human Body.

On Tuesdays, January 18 to February 22.

PROFESSOR ODLING, F.R.S. Twelve Lectures.

Os the Chemistry of Vegetable Products. On

Thursdays, January 20 to April 7.

ROBERT SCOTT, Esq., M.A., Director of the Meteor

ological Office. Four Lectures. On Meteorology. On

Saturdays, January 22 to February 12.

DR. MASTERS, F.L.S. Two Lectures. On Plant

Life as Contrasted with that of Animals. On

Tuesdays, March 1, 8.

PROFESSOR ROLLESTON, M.D., F.R.S. Four

Lectures. Deductions from the Comparative Ana

tomy of the Nervous System. On Tuesdays, March

15 to April 5.

PROFESSOR MAX MLLLER, M.A., LL.D. Four

Lectures. As Introduction to the Science of Reli

gion. On Saturdays, February 19 to March 12.

JOSEPH NORMAN LOCKYER, Esq., F.R.S.

Four Lectures. On the Sun. On Saturdays, March 19

to April 9.

After Easter, 1870.

PROFESSOR BLACKIE. Four Lectures. On the

Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy. On

Tuesdays, April 26 to May 17.

PROFESSOR TYNDALL, LL.D., F.R.S. Seven

Lectures. On Thursdays, April 28 to June 9.

PROFESSOR ROBERT GRANT, LL.D., F.R.S.

Seven Lectures. On Astronomy. On Saturdays, April

30 to June 11.

PROFESSOR SEELEY. Three Lectures. On His

tory. On Tuesdays, May 24, 31 ; June 7.

The Friday Evening Meetings before Easter will com

mence on January 21.

The Friday Evening Discourses before Easter will pro

bably be given by Dr. Tyndall, Dr. Odling, Professor

Ruskin, Dr. Carpenter, Mr. Clifford, Sir Henry James,

Professor Sylvester, Mr. Peter W. Barlow, Dr. Rolleston,

Professor Roscoe, and Professor Huxley.

To the Friday Evening Meetings, Members and their

Friends only are admitted.

To Non-Members the admission to all these Courses of

Lectures is Two Guineas ; to a Single Course of Lectures,

One Guinea or IfaIf- a -Guinea, according to the length of

the Course.

Gentlemen desirous of becoming Members are requested

to apply to the Secretary.

New Members can be proposed at any Monthly

Meetings. When proposed, they arc admitted to all the

Lectures, to the Friday Evening Meetings, and to the

Library and Reading Rooms ; and their Families arc

admitted to the Lectures at a reduced charge. Payment : —

First year, Ten Guineas : afterwards, Five Guineas a year ;

or a composition of Sixty Guineas.

Prospectuses may be had in the hall.

H. BENCE JONES, Hon. See.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

'The Senate are about to

Appoint an ASSISTANT REGISTRAR. The

Salary will be 500/. a year. In common with the other

Officers of the University, he will be subject to annual

re-election. The whole time of the Assistant Registrar

must be devoted to the business of the University. He

will be required to enter on his duties on 1st May, 1870.

Further information may be obtained by application to the

Registrar.

Candidates are desired to send in their names to the

Registrar, with a statement of their age, previous career,

and qualifications, and with such Testimonials as they may

think desirable, before Tuesday, 1st March, 187a It is

particularly requested by the Senale that no personal

application be made to its members individually.

By order of the Senate,

WILLIAM B. CARPENTER,

Registrar,

17, $a\ile Row, W.f

December nr.d, i3V>.
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"Rock Life Assurance

-*-* COMPANY.

Established a.d. 1S06.

No. 15, New Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London, E.C.

Directors.

G. P. Bidder, Esq. I Lieut.-Gencral Sir G. St. P.

I. G. Dodson, Esq., M.p. Lawrence, k.c.s.i., c.b.

D. A. Freeman, Esq. I C. T. Lucas, Esq.

G. A. Fuller, Esq. < J. D. Maeens, Esq.

J. Goddard, Esq. ; C. Rivaz, Esq.

R. Hudson, Esq., F.R.5. W. B. Towsc, Esq.

S. Laurence, Esq. H. Tritton, Esq.

T. H. Longden, Esq. ' S. H. Twining, Esq.

John Kelk, Esq.

The Rock Life Assurance Company, which has been

established upwards of HALF A CENTURY, has an

ACCUMULATED FUND of more than THREE MIL

LIONS STERLING, invested in Mortgages on Land, and

other first-class securities :— ,

£ s- <*■

Viz., on the aoth of August, 1868 3,17?,6°4 '5 8

Sum Assured, inclusive of Bonus Additions,

at that date S,38o,75o * "

Estimated Liability thereon (Northampton

Table of Mortality, 3 per cent, interest) . . 1,481,569 o 4

That it lest tlian me-hal/the Fund invested.

Total Amount of Bonus Additions made to

Policies 2,89S,059 «9 9

Amount of Profits divided for the Seven

Years ending aoth August, 1868 532,869 7 8

Annual Income 3 r4, 867 14 3

Total Claims paid, inclusive of Bonus

Additions 6,627,044 7 7

Copies of the Annual Reports and Balance Sheets, as well

as of the Periodical Valuation Accounts, Tables of Rates,

and every information to be obtained on application.

JOHN RAYDEN, Actuary.

H. W. PORTER, Sub-Actuary.

NOTICE.

Illustrated Travels.—Monthly

PART for JANUARY (Part 13, price One Shilling),

edited by H

- -. . ... 13, pnee

W. BATES, Assistant-Secretary of the Royal

Geographical Society, contains a most interesting paper on

the Pacific Railroad,

ready.)

Cassell, Petter

by Frederick Whvmfer. (Now

& Galpin, and all Booksellers.

ftcottish Provident Institution.

EDINBURGH—6, St. Andrew Square.

LONDON—18, King William Street, E.C.

In this Society alone, members can assure with right to

share in whole profits at moderate premiums.

In other offices they may assure at rates as low, but with

out any prospect of additions : or they may obtain the right

to profits, but only by payment of excessive rates.

TRANSFER OF ASSURANCES.

From its very moderate rates this Society is peculiarly

suited to the case of those who may have reasons for discon

tinuing their policies and assuring afresh in an Office of

undoubted stability. Even after several years this may be

effected without much (if any) pecuniary loss.

REALISED FUNDS, from accumulation of Premiums

alone, above ^1,500,000—the increase in 1868 being no less

than ^33,000.

SUBSISTING ASSURANCES, £6,500,000.

For full information as to INVESTMENTS see the

Annual Reports, of which Copies may be had on appli

cation.

The " Insurance Register" (Kent and Co., London) gives

inquirers the means of judging as to the financial position of

the various offices. The facts there brought together show

that no Office gives evidences of greater progress or stability

than the

SCOTTISH PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.

Tyhitaker's Almanack, the
Best, most Complete, and the Cheapest Almanack

eTer published, is Now Ready, and may be obtained of

every Bookseller, Stationer, and Newsvendor in the King

dom. Price One Shilling ; or, neatly half-bound. One

Shilling and Sixpence.

"The reader must not be deceived by the title of this

volume into a supposition that it is a meagre mixture of

chronology and astronomical calculations. We have, it is

true, the usual guide to the sun's revolutions and the moon's

changes, and the rivers' ebb and flow, with calendars for

regular churchgoing people, sportsmen, and men of busi

ness ; but beyond this lies a mass of information of so

diversified a character that it would be impossible to describe

it within reasonable limits. Let it suffice that there is

scarcely a single subject to which there is occasion frequently

to refer that will not be found treated in this invaluable

compendium"—An/ry and Navy Gazette.

The New Christmas Story.

hristmas Eve with the

SPIRITS; or, The Canon's Wanderings through

Ways Unknown. With Further Tidings of Scrooge and

Tiny Tim. Original Illustrations, cloth extra, gilt edges,

Ac, as. 6d. At all Libraries and Booksellers in Town or

Country ; or free, by post, direct from the Publishers, at

a*. 6d.

Buti, Simmons, & Co., Publjshcrs,&c., 9, Wigmorc Street,

Cavendish Square, W,

c

Professor J. J. Blunts Works.

Now ready, 9th Edition, post 8vo., 6s.

TTndesigned Coincidences in

the WRITINGS of the OLD and NEW TESTA

MENT, an Argument of their Veracity. By the Rev. J. J.

BLUNT, D.D, late Margaret Professor of Divinity at

Cambridge.

By the same Author,

The Christian Church during

THE FIRST THREE CENTURIES. 4th Edition.

Post 8vo. 6s.

The Parish Priest: His Duties,

ACQUIREMENTS, AND OBLIGATIONS.

5th Edition. Post 8vo. 6*.

plain Sermons. 5th Edition.

2 Vols. Post 8VO. 12*. ;

r ectures on the Right Use of

"^ THE EARLY FATHERS. 3rd Edition. 8vo. 9s.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

Dean Stanley's Westminster Abbey.

Now ready, Third, Revised, and Enlarged Edition, with

many additional Illustrations, 8vo., 21s.

"Historical Memorials of West-

MINSTER ABBEY. By ARTHUR PENRHYN

STANLEY, D.D., Dean of Westminster.

•.• The additional Notes and Illustrations may be had

separately. 8vo. bs.

By the same Author,

HISTORICAL MEMORIALS OF CANTERBURY.

7s. 6rf.

HISTORY OF THE EASTERN CHURCH, izr.

HISTORY OF THE JEWISH CHURCH. Vols.

1 and 2. i6jr. each.

ST. PAUL'S EPISTLES to the CORINTHIANS. i8r.

SINAI AND PALESTINE, IN CONNEXION WITH

THEIR HISTORY. 14s.

SERMONS PREACHED DURING THE PRINCE

OF WALES' TOUR IN THE EAST. 91.

SERMONS PREACHED FOR THE MOST PART

IN CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL. 7s. 6d.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

New Work on Asia Minor.

Just ready, with Map and Illustrations, 2 vols.

post 8vo., 24J.

Travels in Asia Minor. With

an Account of Missionary Labours, Observations on

the State of Society, and a Description of Antiquarian

Researches and Discoveries, together with Illustrations of

Biblical Literature and Archseology. By HENRV VAN

LENNEP, D.D., Thirty years Missionary in Turkey.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

Forsyth's Life of Cicero.

Now ready, Third Edition, with 40 Illustrations, 8vo.

10s. 6d.

The Life and Times of Cicero;

HIS CHARACTER AS A STATESMAN,

ORATOR, AND FRIEND. With a Selection from his

Correspondence and Orations. By WILLIAM FORSYTH,

M.A.. Q.C.Authorof " Hortensius," "History of Trial by

Jury," &c.

John Mikkay, Albemarle Street.

Dr. Pick's French Dictionary.

Now ready, 8vo., 7s. 6d.

A Popular Etymological Dic-

"^ TIONARY OF THE FRENCH LANGUAGE.

By EDWARD PICK, Ph.D. Author of "On Memory

and the Rational Means of Improving it," "A new Method

of Studying Foreign Languages," &c.

John MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

New Work by Mrs. Palliser.

Now ready, with 60 Illustratio:is,post Svo., 12J.

"Rrittany and its Bye- ways;

-*-^ WITH SOME ACCOUNT OF ITS INHABIT

ANTS AND ITS ANTIQUITIES, derived from a

Residence in that Country. By Mrs. BURY PALLISER,

Author of the " History of Lace,," &c.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

THE BEST BOOK THE BEST GIFT.

I.

With 100 Illustrations and 8 Panoramic Views, a Vols,

crown 8vo. Price Oru Guinea.

THE NEW TESTAMENT. Edited, with

a short Practical Commentary, by Archdeacon CHUR-

TON, M.A., and Archdeacon BASIL JONES, M.A.

With authentic Views of Places mentioned in the Sacred

Text, from Sketches and Photographs made on the

spot.

"The Commentary, as a whole, is not less marked by

accuracy and sound learning than by judgment, candour,

and piety. We highly commend it to the large class of

readers for whom it is designed."—Guardian.

"The idea of illustrating the Bible by really faithful

representations of the places spoken of is a peculiarly happy

one, for it is in fact a kind of commentary The book 1S a

work of very great elegance and sound scholarship. Of

the illustrations i* would be impossible to speak in terms of

praise sufficiently high. As a gift-book it is most appropriate

and invaluable."—Union Rez'icw.

" The pictures bring home clearly to the imagination the

scene of each story, and arc faithful transcripts of the places

as they are. The text is edited carefully with explanatory

notes."—Examitur.

" It was a happy idea to think of familiarizing the reader

with those scenes which must ever have a peculiar interest

for the Christian. We cannot all visit the Holy Land and

see Bethlehem where the Saviour was bom. or Nazareth.

the scene of his early life, the banks of the Jordan, or the

shores of the Sea of Galilee, which were so often trodden by

his feet ; but all these localities are here vividly brought

before us."—Gardeners' Chronicle.

II.

One Volume, 8vo., i&f. cloth ; 31J. 6d. calf; 36J. morocco.

THE PRAYER BOOK, Illustrated with

Ornamental Scrolls, Foliage, Head-pieces, Vignettes.

Borders, Initial Letters printed in red and black,

and Forty Historical Engravings, from the Early Mas

ters, to illustrate the Gospels. Edited by Rev. THOS.

JAMES, M.A.

"This beautiful edition is adorned with designs of Raf-

faele, Fra Angelico, Fra Bartolomeo, and Ovcrbeck. It

is further decorated with vignettes, initials, and border

ornaments, representing flowers, leaves, fruits, &.C., and the

initial letters are wonderfully varied."—London Review.

"There is no edition of our Book of Common Prayer at

once so beautiful as this. The offices of Morning and

Evening Prayer are rubricated and ornamented with most

beautiful borders and initials ; and the Litany is exquisitely

printed with a border connecting the initials of the various

supplications."—Standard.

" The Missals of former days, many of them the labour

of years of patient toil and misdirected devotion, are here

surpassed by the mechanical apparatus which modern

science has made applicable to the purposes of decorative

printing."—The Times.

"There is not a page in the work which, "on minute

examination, has not something worthy of commendation.**

—Athctucum.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

A Portable Theological Library.

In course of Publication, Post Svo., 6s. each.

A Series of OrdinationManuals

for THEOLOGICAL STUDENTS and CANDI

DATES FOR HOLY ORDERS.

Volumes now ready.

I. BLUNT'S CHRISTIAN CHURCH DURING

THE FIRST THREE CENTURIES.

II. BLUNT'S DUTIES and OBLIGATIONS of the

PARISH PRIEST.

III. BLUNT'S UNDESIGNED COINCIDENCES in

the OLD and NEW TESTAMENT, an Argu

ment of their Veracity.

John* Murray, Albemarle Street.'

Fcap. 8vo., 5J.

J±n Essay on the Origin of

LANGUAGE. I>a*cd on Modern Researches, and

especially on the Works of M. RENAN. By FREDERICK

W. FARRAR, M.A., Honorary Chaplain to the Queen

Author of " Eric," " Julian Home,'" &c.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

Now ready, post 8vo.

'The Discovery of the Great

WEST. AN HISTORICAL NARRATIVE. By

FRANCIS PARKMAN. Author of " Pioneers of France

in the New World," and *' The Jesuits in North America."

John Mcrrav, Albemarle Street.

Now ready, with an Index, post Svo., 7s. 6<Y.

A Geographical Handbook of

"^^ ALL THE KNOWN FERNS, divided into Sin

Territorial Divisions : Compiled from the most recent

Works. By K. M. LYELL.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.
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-yyORKS ON BOTANY.

PAXTON'S BOTANICAL DICTIONARY. Com

prising the Names, History, and Culture of all Plants

known in Britain, together with a full Explanation of

Technical Terms. Edited by SAMUEL HERE-

MAN. Price 25J. An entirely New Edition, medium

8vo., cloth.

THE LADIES' COMPANION TO THE FLOWER

GARDEN. By Mrs. LOUDON. A Revised Edition.

Edited by C. EDMONDS, Chiswick. Price 7;.

Eighth Edition. Fcap., cloth.

HOW TO LAY OUT A GARDEN. From a Quarter

of an Acre to a Hundred Acres. By EDWARD

KEMP. Price i8j. Third Edition, enlarged. Il

lustrated with Plans, Sections, &c. Demy 8vo.

DR. LINDLEY'S BOTANICAL WORKS.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM. By Dr. LINDLEY.

Price 25*. In One Volume, 8vo., cloth. With up

wards of 500 Illustrations.

SCHOOL BOTANY. By Dr. LINDLEY. Price 5^. W.

In One Volume, 8vo., half-bound. With 400 Illus

trations.

ELEMENTS OF BOTANY. By Dr. LINDLEY.

Price 9*. In One Volume, 8vo., cloth.

MEDICAL BOTANY. By Dr. LINDLEY. Price 51.

In One Volume, 8vo., cloth. With numerous Illus

trations.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY. By Dr. LINDLEY. Price

is. For Self-Instruction and the Use of Schools.

gOOKS FOR BOYS and GIRLS.

MARK LEMON'S FAIRY TALES. Illustrated by

C. H. Bennett and Richard Doyle. Cloth, gilt, ■js.fn/.

TINYKIN'S TRANSFORMATIONS. P.y MARK

LEMON. A Companion Volume to the " Fairy

TALES." Illustrated by Charles Green. Cloth, gilt,

js. 6d.

YOUNG TROUBLESOME: or, MASTER JACKY'S

HOLIDAYS. Coloured Etchings by John Leech.

7s. 6d.

TOM MOODY'S TALES: A BOOK FOR BOYS.

Edited by MARK LEMON. Illustrated by H. K.
Browne (" Phiz M). 5*.

THE MISER: A STORY FOR YOUNG GIRLS.

By HOPE INSLOW. Illustrated by Miss Paterson.

Tastefully bound, as. dd.

^PORTING WORKS.

~~^ Illustrated by the late John Leech, G. Bowers,

' Phiz," &c.

SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR. i+r.

HANDLEY CROSS. 18*.

ASK MAMMA, i+r.

PLAIN, or RINGLETS? 14*.

MR. FACEY ROMFORD'S HOUNDS. 14J.

A MONTH IN THE MIDLANDS. 10s. 6V.

*.* Sold by all Booksellers.

THE HANDY-VOLUME
X SERIES. Each Volume, at. orf.

THE TIN TRUMPET. By HORACE SMITH,

Author of " Rejected Addresses."

THE GORDIAN KNOT. By SHIRLEY BROOKS.

ESSAYS ON MEN AND MANNERS. By W.

SHENSTONE.

DR. JACOB. By M. BETHAM-EDWARDS.

HAPPY THOUGHTS. By F. C. BURNAND.

THE TALLANTS OF BARTON. By JOSEPH

HA1TON.

ASPEN COURT. By SHIRLEY BROOKS.

OUT OF TOWN. By F. C. BURNAND.

*»* Other Volumes are preparing for Publication.

/^HARLES READE'S NOVELS.

^-^ A Uniform Crown 8vo. Edition, with Illustrations.

IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO MEND. ss.

HARD CASH. $s.

THE COURSE OF TRUE LOVE NEVER DID

RUN SMOOTH. 3*. id.

THE CLOISTER AND THE HEARTH. 5*.

CHRISTIE JOHNSTONE. 3s. 6J.

DOUBLE MARRIAGES; or, WHITE LIES. 41.

■ LOVE ME LITTLE, LOVE ME LONG. 4*.

PEG WOFFINGTON. 31. U.

GRIFFITH GAUNT, is.

FOUL PLAY. By CHARLES READE and DION

BOUCICAULT. Price 51.

THE NEW YEAR.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS.—NOTICE.

Fresh Copies of all the Best New Books are added to Mudie's Select Library as

the demand increases, and arrangements are made with the leading Publishers for an early

and abundant supply of all the principal forthcoming Books as they appear.

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION,

For a constant succession of the newest Books,

One Guinea per Annum.

THE NAMES OF NEW SUBSCRIBERS ARE ENTERED DAILY.

BOOK SOCIETIES SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS.

REVISED LISTS

Of the Principal Books added to the Library from January, 1867, to the present time are

now ready, and will be forwarded postage free on application.

FREE DELIVERY OF BOOKS.

The New Books are delivered Carriage Free, at the Residences of Subscribers, in every

part of London, on a plan which has given general satisfaction for many years.

Prospectuses Postage Free on application.

CHEAP BOOKS.

SEE MUDIE'S ANNUAL CLEARANCE CATALOGUE.

A'ew Edition now ready.—Postage Free on applieathn.

The Collection of Books at present on Sale includes more than

TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND VOLUMES

Of Surplus Copies of Popular Books of the Past and Present Seasons, in good Second-hand

condition, at the lowest current prices, and

TWENTY THOUSAND VOLUMES OF SELECTED WORKS

IN ORNAMENTAL BINDINGS,

Well adapted for Gentlemen's Libraries and Drawing-room Tables, and for Wedding and

Birthday Presents and School Prizes.

LONDON: BRADBURY, EVANS, & CO.,

11, BOUVERIE STREET, E.C.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

CITY OFFICE—4i KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE.
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WORKS ON SCIENCE, &c.

A MANUAL OF SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY FOR THE

USE OF TRAVELLERS. liy Various Aithors. Edited by Si* J. F.

HERSCHEL and Rev. ROBERT MAIN. 3rd Edition, revised by Rev. Robert

Main, M.A. Maps. Post 8vo. gr.

ART OF TRA VEL: or, Hints on the Shifts and Contrivances

AVAILABLE IN WILD COUNTRIES. By FRANCIS GALT0N, F.R.G.S.

4th Edition. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7J. 6r/.

PRINCIPLES OF GEOLOGY; or, The Modem Changes

OF THE EARTH AND ITS INHABITANTS, considered as ILLUSTRATIVE

of GEOLOGY. By Sir CHARLES LVELL, Bart. 10th Edition. 2 vols. 8vo.

i6f. each.

THE ANTIQUITY OF MAN, from Geological Evidences;

with Remarks on Theories of the ORIGIN OF SPECIES by Variation. By Sir

CHARLES LYELL, Bart. 3rd Edition. Illustrations. 8vo. 141.

A GEOGRAPHICAL HANDBOOK OF ALL THE

KNOWN FERNS, divided into Six Territorial Divisions. Compiled from the most

Recent Works. By K. M. LYELL. With an Index. Post 8vo. ^s. ill.

SIL URIA : a History of the Oldest Rocks in the British Isles

AND OTHER COUNTRIES, with a Sketch of the Distribution of Native Gold.

By Sir RODERICK MURCHISON, Bart. 4th Edition. Map and Illustrations.

8vo. 30J.

THE CONNECTIONOFTHE PHYSICAL SCIENCES.

By MARY SOMERVILLE. gth Edition. Portrait. Tost 8vo. or.

THE RIVERS, MOUNTAINS, AND SEA-COAST OF

YORKSHIRE. With Essays on the Climate, Scenery, and Ancient Inhabitants of

the Country. By JOHN PHILLIPS, F.R.S. 2nd Edition. Plates. 8vo. 15*.

THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES, by Means of Natural

SELECTION; or, the PRESERVATION of FAVOURED RACES in the

STRUGGLE for LIFE. By CHARLES DARWIN, F.R.S. 5th Edition. Illus

trations. Post 8vo. 1 i-f.

THE VARIATION OF ANIMALS AND PLANTS

UNDER DOMESTICATION. By CHARLES DARWIN, F.R.S. Illustrations.

2 vols. 8vo. 2&f.

THE FERTILIZATION OF ORCHIDS, THROUGH

INSECT AGENCY. By CHARLES DARWIN, F.R.S. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 91.

A NATURALISTS VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD.

By CHARLES DARWIN, F.R.S. 7th Edition. Illustrations. Post 8vo. (ys.

FACTS AND ARGUMENTS FOR DARWIN. By

FRITZ MULLER. Translated from the German by W. S. DALLAS, F.L.S.,

Assistant- Secretary of the Geological Society of London. With Illustrations. Post

8vo. 6>.

RAMBLES OF A NATURALIST ON THE SHORES

AND WATERS OF THE CHINA SEA. Being Observations in Natural History

during a Voyage to China, Formosa, Borneo, Singapore, &c, 1866-67. By CUTH-

BERT COLLINGWOOD, F.L.S. Illustrations. 8vo. i6x.

THE NATURALIST ON THE RIVER AMAZONS;

DURING ELEVEN YEARS OF TRAVELS. By H. W. BATES, and Edition.

Illustrations. Post 8vo. lax.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON SHIPBUILDING IN

Iron and Steel. By E. J. REED, C.B. With 5 Plans and 250 Woodcuts. 8vo. 30J.

A TREATISE ON NAVAL GUNNERY. By Sir

HOWARD DOUGLAS. 5th Edition. Illustrations. Svo. us.

THE STRENGTH OFIRON AND STEEL. Translated

from the Swedish of K. STYFFE. By CHRISTER P. SANDBERG, C.E. With

a Preface by JOHN PERCY, M.D. With n Lithographs. Svo. 11s.

ON MOLECULAR AND MICROSCOPIC SCIENCE.

By MARY SOMERVILLE. Illustrations, a vols. Post 8vo.

DR. WM. SMITH'S BIBLE DICTIONARY.

With numerous Illustrations, 3 vols., Medium 8vo., 5/. 5c

A DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE; ITS ANTI

QUITIES, BIOGRAPHY, GEOGRAPHY, and NATURAL

By Various Writers. Edited by WM. SMITH,HISTORY.

LL.D.

List of Contributors.

Archbishop of York.

Bishop Cotton.

Bishop of Ely. [Bristol.

Bishop of Gloucester ami

Bishop of Killaloc.

Bishop of Lincoln.

Bishop of Bath and Wells.

Dean of Canterbury.

Dean of Chester.

Dean of Westminster.

Bailey, Rev. H.

Barry, Rev. Dr.

Bevan, Rev. W. L.

Blakesley, Canon.

Bonar, Rev. H.

Brown, Rev. T. E.

Browne, Archdeacon.

Bullock, Rev. W. T.

Clark, Rev. S.

Cook, Canon.

Davies, Rev. LI.

Day, Rev. Dr.

Deutsch, Emanuel.

Drake, Rev. W.

Eddrup, Rev. E. P.

Farrar, Rev. F. W.

Fergusson,James, F.R.S.

Ffoulkes, E. S.

Garden, Sub-Dean.

Gotch, Rev. W

Grove, George.

Hackett, Rev. II. I!.

Hawkins, Canon.

Hayman, Rev. H.

Hessey, Rev. Dr.

Hooker, Dr., F.R.S.

Hornby, Rev. J. J.

Houghton, Rev. W

Huxtable, Rev. E.

Jones, Archdeacon.

Layard, A. H., m.p.

Leathes, Professor.

Lightfoot, Professor.

Marks, Professor.

Meyrick, Rev. F.

Oppert, Professor.

Orger, Rev. E. K.

Ormerod, Archdeacon.

Perowne, Canon.

Perownc, Rev. T. T.

Phillott, Rev. H. W.

Plumptre, Professor.

Poole, E. Stanley.

Poole, R. Stuart.'

Porter, Rev. J. L.

Pritchard, Rev. C.

Rawlinson, Professor.

Rose, Rev. H. J.

Selwyn, Canon.

Smith, Dr. Win.

Stowe, Rev. C.

Thompson, Rev. J. P.

Thrapp, Rev. J. F.

Tregelles, Dr.

Tristram, Rev. H. B.

Twisleton, Hon. Edw.

Venables, Canon.

Westcott, Canon.

Wright, W. Aldis.

"We turn again and again to this Dictionary, with interest, with con

fidence, with respectful admiration of the labour, the learning, the judgment,,

the conscientiousness, and we again add, the courage it displays. Even

where we differ from the writers, we do so with respect. We see throughout

a conscientious love of truth, and an intelligent and successful endeavour to

collect and present to us correctly the facts on which they report. We con

gratulate Dr. Smith on the success of his work."—Edinburgh Reriea:

II.

A CONCISE BIBLE DICTIONAR Y OF ANTIQUI-

TIES, BIOGRAPHY, GEOGRAPHY, AND NATURAL

HISTORY ; condensed from the larger work, for the use of

Families and Students. With numerous Illustrations. One

Volume. Medium 8vo. i\s. ,

III.

A SMALLER BIBLE DICTIONARY OF ANTI

QUITIES, BIOGRAPHY, GEOGRAPHY, AND NATURAL

HISTORY; abridged from the larger work, for the use of

Schools and Young Persons. With Maps and numerous

Illustrations. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.

"A Dictionary of the Biiile in some form or another, is indis

pensable for every family. The Divine, the Scholar and all who seek to

investigate thoroughly the various subjects connected with the Bible, and to

master those controversies which arc now exciting such deep and general

interest, must still have recourse to the Larger Dictionary : but to-

Students in the Universities, and Schools or Private Families,

'THE CONCISE DICTIONARY' or 'THE SMALLER DIC

TIONARY,' will, it is believed, supply all that is necessary for the eluci

dation and explanation of the Bible."—Editor's Preface.

IV.

THE STUDENTS MANUALS OF SCRIPTURE

HISTORY. With Maps and Woodcuts. 2 Vols. Post Svo.

7j. 61/. each.

VOL. I. THE OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY: FROM THE

CREATION TO THE RETURN OF THE JEWS FROM CAP

TIVITY. With 5 Maps and 40 Illustrations.

VOL. II. THE NEW TESTAMENT HISTORY. With an Intro

duction containing the connection of the Old and New Testament. With 5

Maps and 30 Illustrations.

The object of these Works is to provide TEXT-BOOKS OF

SCRIPTURE HISTORY, which, in fullness, accuracy, and

scholarlike treatment, may take their place by the side of the

STUDENT'S HISTORIES OF GREECE AND ROME now in

general use in all the best PUBLIC and PRIVATE SCHOOLS.

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET.
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Royal 410., cloth, gilt edges, price 31J. M.

THE BIBLE ATLAS of Maps and Plans

TO ILLUSTRATE THE GEOGRAPHY AND

TOPOGRAPHY OF THE OLD AND NEW

TESTAMENTS AND THE APOCRYPHA

With a Complete Index to the Geography of the

Bible, by GEORGE GROVE, Esq.

The Maps contain such geographical and topo

graphical illustrations as are required in the study of

the Sacred History. They are accurately drawn,

and care has been taken to distinguish what is certain

irom what is only probable.

The Notes comprise a selection of references

beanng on the positions of places, and compact views

Of the most important questions on the Geography

and Topography of the Bible, with hints to assist

those who may wish to follow out more thoroughly

particular topics of inquiry.

The Index, compiled by Mr. Grove, gives the

original name of each place in Hebrew or Greek, with

an exhaustive statement of its occurrences in the

tnghsh Bible, and the modern name wherever it can

be identified with certainty or with fair probability.

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge,

77, Great Queen Street, W.C.

Just published, 410., cloth, bevelled boards,

gilt edges, price 71. id.

SCENES IN THE EAST.

Consisting of Twelve Coloured Photographic Views of

places mentioned in the Bible, beautifully executed.

tptVFb???" « L*""Press by the Rev. H. B.

TRISTRAM, M.A., LL.D., r\R.S., Author of

Ihe Land of Israel," &c.

Second Edition, Revised and Corrected,

cloth boards, price 7J. id.

THE NATURAL HISTORY of the BIBLE.

By the Rev. H. B. TRISTRAM, M.A., &c &c.

Second Edition, with Maps, Coloured Plates, and other

Illustrations, 8vo., cloth boards, price 21J.

THE LAND OF ISRAEL.

A Journal of Travels in Palestine, undertaken with

Special Reference to its Physical Character. By

Rev. H. B. TRISTRAM, M.A., &c. &c.

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge,

77, Great Queen Street, W.C.

New and Revised Edition, with 488 Engravings, cloth

boards, bevelled, price 7*. 6tf.

THE ANIMAL CREATION.

A Popular Introduction to Zoology. By THOMAS

RYMER JONES, Esq., F.R.S., Professor of

Natural History and Comparative Anatomy in

King s College, London.

By the same Author.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF BIRDS.

A Popular Introduction to Ornithology. Illustrated

with nearly Three Hundred Engravings. ismo.,

cloth boards, 95^.

Societv for Promoting Christian Knowledge,

77, Great Queen Street, W.C.

With 190 Illustrations, 8vo., handsomely bound in cloth

boards, 12X,

BRITISH BIRDS IN THEIR HAUNTS.

A Popular Account of the Birds which have been

observed in the British Isles ; their Haunts and

Habits. By the Rev. C. A. JOHNS, B.A., F.L.S.

New Edition, 4 vols., 8vo., cloth, gilt edges, 42s.

FLOWERING PLANTS, GRASSES, and

FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN. By A.NNE

PRATT. With 319 Coloured Plates.

A few copies of the Fine Edition, in 5 vols., hand

somely bound in green cloth, are still in stock,

price 52s. id.

Will be ready shortly.

CHEMISTRY OF CREATION.

A Sketch of the chief Chemical and Physical Pheno

mena of the Earth, the Air, and the Ocean. New

and Revised Edition. Fcap. 8vo.

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAN

KNOWLEDGE,

J7, GREAT OI'EEN STREET, W.C; 4, ROYAL EXCHANGE, E.C.;

48, PICCADILLY, W.

CENTENAEY^ EDITION.

Tn Twenty-five Monthly Volumes, croien 8zw., price y. 6,1.

THE WAVERLEY NOVELS.

VOL. I,

Containing "WAVERLEY; OR, 'TIS SIXTY YEARS SINCE,"

Is Now Ready.

For particulars of this Edition, see Prospectus, to be had of any Bookseller.

EDINBURGH : ADAM AND CHARLES BLACK.

ORDNANCE SURVEY OF SINAI.

Just Published, by authority ofthe Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury,

THE PHOTOGRAPHS

ILLUSTRATING THE

ORDNANCE SURVEY OF SINAI

Made by CAPTAINS C. W. WILSON and H. S. PALMER, R.E.

COLONEL SIR HENRY JAMES, R.E., F.R.S., Director.

Three Volumes, half-bound morocco ^13 o o

Or separately, Volumes I. and II 5 50 each.

„ Volume III. 2 10 o

Each Photograph separately, git. and is. unmounted ; is. and u. 6,1. mounted.

STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, Thirty-six in number, in a BOX -STEREOSCOPE, price £2 2s.

A Descriptive List can be /tad upon application.'

LONDON : EDWARD STANFORD, 6 & 7, CHARING CROSS, S.W.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY GAZETTE.

PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY. AHWUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 10a.

// has been resolved id record the proceedings of the UNIVERSITY of OXFORD

and to publish such notices as are necessaryfor the information of its Members and the

Public, in theform ofa Gazette.

The First Number will appear on January 281/1, 1870. Advertisements must reach

the Office, at the CLARENDON PRESS, on or before January 22nd. Subscriptions

must be payable to the Delegates of the Press. '

Oxford, December 29II1, 1869.

JOHNSON'S DICTIONARY BY DR. R. G. LATHAM.

Now complete in Four Volumes, 4to., price 7/., cloth ; to be had in Two Sections, Vols. I. and II.

price 7or., and Vols. III. and IV. price yos.

A DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

By R. G. LATHAM, M.A., M.D., F.R.S., &c,

Late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge; Author of " The English Language," &V.

1-OUNDED ON THAT OF DR. SAMUEL JOHNSON, AS EDITED BY THE REV. H. J. TODD, M.A.

WITH NUMEROUS EMENDATIONS AND EDITIONS. '

"The special excellence of the present overall previous

editions will be found, no doubt, in the etymological de

partment, which replaces the incorrect and often fanciful

derivations of Dr. Johnson*s day with the more accurate

conclusions, especially in the derivations from Teutonic and

Scandinavian roots. It also replenishes the vocabulary

with newly-coined and technical words which have lately

come into fashion ; and revises and fortifies the original

authorities with examples from more recent and living

writers."—John Bull.

"Though nominally based on Johnson's dictionary, s;j

much of the original text is discarded as imperfect or

erroneous, and the additions in every department are so

numerous and extensive, that it may be regarded virtually

as a new book. Still, while thus amplifying and improving

the original work until its form can no longer be recognised,

Dr. Latham remains faithful in the main to its general

spirit and plan ; and his new Dictionary deserves to be

studied by every one interested in the language: as a book

of reference, it is admirably fitted for general usefulness."—

Edinburgh Review.

LONDON: LO^q^ANS & CO., and the other PROPRIETORS.
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Sampson Low and Co's

New Books.

A SEARCH FOR WINTER SUNBEAMS

IN THE RIVIERA, CORSICA, ALGIERS, AND

SPAIN. By the Hon. SAMUEL S. COX. With

numerous Woodcuts, Chromo-lithographs, and Steel

Engravings. 8vo., cloth extra, i6j.

" Messrs. Sampson Low and Co. have published a very

handsome volume, entitled 'Search for Winter Sunbeams,'

by Samuel S. Cox, an American legislator, which gives us

an unpretending but graphic notice of his winter wanderings

in Europe and Africa. The opening remarks justifying the

choice of the title for the book arc particularly good. The

illustrations are really charming, appealing alike to one's

sense of beauty and of the ridiculous. The author takes oc

casion, in describing his Spanish reminiscences, to urge

strongly the establishment of a Spanish Republic. One of

the most interesting chapters in a fascinating book is that

entitled ' Among the Kabyles,' a people whose land has not

yet become part of the modern fashionable tour."—John

Bull, Jan. 1, 1870.

NORMANDY PICTURESQUE: a New

ARTISTIC BOOK OF TRAVEL. By HENRY

BLACKBURN, Author of "Artists and Arabs," &c.

Demy 8vo., cloth extra, with numerous Illustrations, i6j.

" One fastens on this handsome volume with no small

eagerness, and with expectations warranted by previous

experience of the author and his productions ; and the

eagerness is justified, and the expectations are satisfied."—

Illustrated London Xews, Nov. 29, 1869.

*' A charming volume of sketches of places, buildings,

and people in one of the most interesting parts of France.

The author and artist is Mr. Henry Blackburn, whose pre

vious works on Spain, the Pyrenees, and the East have

given him a name for this species of graceful art-literature."—

Daily News, Dec. 3, 1869.

ACROSS AMERICA AND ASIA. By

Professor RAPHAEL PUMPELLY, sometime Super

intendent of the Santa Rita Mines in Arizona. Royal

8vo., copiously Illustrated with fine Illustrations on

Wood by Linton, and Fac-similcs of Japanese Woodcuts

and Colour Printing. Cloth, i6r. [This day.

THE LAST OF THE TASMANIANS :

A HISTORY OF THE BLACK WAR IN VAN

DIEMEN'S LAND. By JAMES BONWICK,

F. R.G. S., Fellow of the Ethnological Society, &c.

With numerous Illustrations, 16s.

TRAVELS AND EXPLORATION OF

THE AMAZON AND THE ANDES. By JAMES

ORION. With numerous Illustrations. 8vo., cloth,

price Jos. 6d.

NOTES IN ENGLAND AND ITALY.

By Mrs. NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE (Widow of

the Novelist). Post 8vo., cloth, ioj. 6d. [Ready.

ART IN ENGLAND, Notes and Studies.

By DUTTON COOK. Small post 8vo., 6s. [Ready.

FAIR HARVARD : a Story of American

COLLEGE LIFE. Post 8vo., 71. 6,1. [Ready.

W NOTICE.—ALL FOREIGN BOOKS

and MAGAZINES supplied with promptitude imme

diately upon Publication. Fast-train Parcels from the

Continent received three or four times weekly.

A CATALOGUE of a SELECTION of

WORKS in the FRKNCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,

SPANISH, and other LANGUAGES that Messrs.

LOW and CO. keep in Stock, to which is added a

List of Grammars and Dictionaries for the use of

English Students in Anglo-Saxon, Arabic, Chinese,

Danish, Dutch, French, German, Greek, Hebrew,

Icelandic, Italian, Latin, Portuguese, Russian, Sanskrit,

Spanish, Swedish, Syriac, &c, which they will have

pleasure in forwarding, post free, on receipt of Address

with Stamp.

AMERICAN BOOKS not in Stock pro-

cured to order within six weeks. Cases received by

every Steamer of every New Work of interest, often

in advance of American publication.

V LOW & CO.'S MONTHLY BULLE

TIN of AMERICAN and FOREIGN PUBLICA

TIONS is published on the 15th of every Month, and

will be forwarded regularly, post free, on payment of

as. 6*7*. per annum.

LONDON: SAMPSON LOW, SON, & MARSTON,

188, FLEET STREET,

English andForeign, American and Colonial, Booksellers.

Price is., Monthly,

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE.

No. 123, for JANUARY.

Contents :

1. "Admiraltv Reform."

2. "A Bkavb Lady." By the Author of "John Halifax,

Gentleman." Chapters XIV. and XV.

3. M. Sully Prudhomme's "Sounr."

4. *' Lambeth and the Archbishops." By the Hon.

Lambeth Librarian. Part III.

5. Miss Sewell on "Kaiserswerth and the Pro

testant Deaconesses."

6. " Boards of Green Cloth." By W. P.

7. Canon Westcott on "Cathedral Work."

8. "Estelle Russell." Chapters XLV. to XLVIII.

9. Mr. C. Knight Watson on "A Cambridge Pro

fessor of the Last Generation."

10. Mr. Thomas Hughes on "The Anarchy of

London."

xi. "The Shepherd." By F.

12. " An English Landlord on the Irish Land

Question." By Sir Edward Strachey, Bart.

In 8vo., price 4s. 6d., No. IV. of

THE JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY.

EDITED by

W. G. CLARK, M.A., JOHN' E. B. MAYOR, M.A.,

i W. ALDIS WRIGHT, M.A.

Contents :

1. Mr. E. M. Geldart on the Origin and Develop

ment of the Modern Greek Language.

2. Mr. D. B. Monro—Notes on Roman History.

3. Mr. Evelyn Abbott on The Cases.

4. Mr. D. B. Monro on Hkkodotcs, II. 116, and

Thlcydides, I. 11.

5. Mr. Robinson Ellis on Lvcretics, Book VI.

6. Mr. H. Nettleship on the Mostellaria of

Plautus.

7. Mr. Joseph B. Mayor—Notes on Mr. Paley's

Edition ok the Agamemnon.

8. Mr. A. A. Vansittart on Old Latin Palimpsest

Fragments at Paris.

9. Mr. E. H. Palmer—Explanation of a Difficult

Passage in Firdalsi.

10. Mr. G. Perkins on Rhythm versus Metre.

11. Professor Lighti oot on M. Kenan's Thkory of

the EriSTLE to the Romans.

12. Mr. C. Taylor on some Verses of Ecclesiastes.

13. Mr. W\ G. Clark on Aristoihanis Equites.

14. Dr. R. F, Weymouth on the iv peat? of Rev. V. 6,

and the ava fito-ov of 1 Cor. VI. 5.

15. M. NEU BAUER ON THE PHOENICIAN PASSAGE IN THE

Posnulus of PlAutus, Act V. Sc. x.

16. Mr. Henry Jackson and Mr. W. E. CurRey on

Tacitus, Annals, XI. 27.

17. Mr. Henry Jackson on Thucydides, II. 90.

18. Professor Conington.

Macmillan & Co., London.

Price Four pence, every Thursday,

N ATU RE:

A WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL OF SCIENCE.

Parts I. & II., containing Nos. 1-9, now ready,

price is. $ti, and is. 8a.

Macmillan & Co., London.

Now ready, in crown 8vo., price ioj. 6V/.

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL PUBLICATION

OF

"THE STATESMAN'S YEAR-BOOK,"

For 1870.

By FREDERICK. MARTIN,

Thoroughly revised and corrected on the basis of

Official Reports received direct from the heads ofthe

leading Goz'eruments : containing a Clear turd Con

cise Account ofthe Actual Condition of the whole

civilized World: the Reigning Sovereigns; Con

stitution and Government; Army and Navy;

Imports and Exports ; Railways ; Population ; and

a vast amount of other information, forming an

a/most indispensable Manualfor Statesmen, Poli

ticians, Merchants, Writers, and all 70/10 take an

interest in the political, social, commercial, and

financial condition of the world.

Macmillan & Co., I.o-.'dun.

13, Great Marlborough Street.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

NEW WORKS.

HER MAJESTY'S TOWER. Vol. II.

By W. HEPWORTH DIXON. Dedicated, by

Express Permission, to the Queen. Fourth

Edition, 8vo., i$s.

" Mr. Dixon dashes off the scenes of Tower history with

great spirit. His descriptions are given with terseness and

vigour. The greater part of the second volume is occupied

with the story of the Gunpowder Plot. The narrative is

extremely interesting, and will repay perusal. Another

cause cehbre possessed of a perennial interest is the murder

of Sir Thomas Overbury. Mr. Dixon tells the tale skilfully.

We may congratulate the author on this work. Both

volumes are decidedly attractive, and throw much light

on our national history, but we think the palm of superior

interest must be awarded to the second volume."— The

Times.

LIFE and REMAINS of ROBERT LEE,

D.D., MINISTER OF OLD CREYFRIARS,

CHAPLAIN IN ORDINARY TO THE QUEEN.

&c. By R. H. STORY, Minister of Rosneath. With

an Introductory Chapter by Mrs. OLIPHANT, a vols.,

8vo.,with Portrait.

"It is but a small thing for a man to leave a mere name

behind him, even though that name be famous: it is a far

higher merit to bequeath to posterity a living influence, and

this Dr. Lee has certainly accomplished. We cordially

commend the perusal of the book to everybody."— Times.

LODGE'S PEERAGE and BAEONETAGE

FOR 1870. Under the Especial Patronage of HER

MAJESTY, and Corrected by the NOBILITY. Con

taining ALL THE NEW CREATIONS. 39th

Edition. 1 vol. With the Arms, beautifully engraved,

handsomely bound, gilt edges, yis. 6d. [just ready.

FRANCIS the FIRST, and OTHER His

toric STUDIES. By A. BA1LLIE COCHRANE.

3 vols., IIS.

"A pleasant, interesting, and entertaining work."—

Daily AVwj.

A BOOK ABOUT THE CLERGY. By

I. C. JEAFFRKSON, Author of " A Book about

Doctors," "A Book about Lawyers," &c. a vols. 8vo.

[Jan. 14.

FAIRY FANCIES. By Lizzie Selina

EDEN. Illustrated by the Marchioness of HASTINGS.

1 vol., lor. 6./., elegantly bound.

"This volume is exactly one of those which most pro

foundly touch and stir the truest Christian's feelings."—

Telegraph.

THE NEW NOVELS.

THE DUKE'S HONOUR. By Edward-

YVILBERFORCE, Author of " Social Life in Munich,"

&c. 3 vols.

ANNALS OF AN EVENTFUL LIFE.

3 vols.

HAGAR. By the Author of " St. Olave's."

3 vols. [In Jan.

The UNKIND WORD,and other STORIES.

By the Author of "John Halifax." a vols.

" We can call to mind nothing from the author's pen
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General Literature and Art.

A PERUVIAN DRAMA.

■Ollanta : or the Severity of a Father and the Clemency of a King.—A

drama in 3 acts. Translated from Quichua into Spanish, with Notes.

[Ollanta, 0 sea, la severidad de mi padre y la dementia de tin rey,

drama dh'idido en /res actos, tradutido del Qiikhua al Castellano con

no/as drversas.] By Jose S. Barranca. 8vo. Lima : 1869.

There are, probably, throughout Europe, but few persons

familiarly acquainted with a celebrated hero, called Ollanta ;

and as few who know the so-called Quichua tongue, from

■which M. Barranca has translated, of all the things in the

world the most unexpected—a drama. Let us begin by

raying, that the Quichua is a language used in past times by

■the Peruvians, but passed now from the lips of Atahuallpa

into the mouth of his conquerors' sons, and commonly

spoken by the Spanish or Indian population between

Quito and Cordoba del Tucuman. Further, that the Peru

vians were possessed of a brilliant national literature ; that,

in their independent days, they found a keen enjoyment in

rscenic fictions, and introduced upon the stage the most

celebrated warriors or statesmen of their primeval history,

—is a fact which we learn from the Spanish authors of the

1 6th century, and which has never since been contested.

Plays, both mythical and historical, have been found amongst

various American peuplades, inferior in point of intellectual

culture to the refined Peruvian tribes ; one of them—the

Rabinal-Achi—has been edited in the Qtiichce (not Quichua)

dialect of Guatemala, and translated by the Abbe" Brasseur

<le Bourbourg.

Now, with respect to Ollanta, the question arises, Was it

really written before the Conquest, or is it merely an elabo

rate lucubration of some modern dramatist ? Tschudi, the

first—and last—editor of the text, readily admits it to be a

remarkable specimen of old Indian genius. I myself remem

ber that, when living in South America, I was acquainted

with several persons, learned both in classical and in Quichua

scholarship, who fondly entertained the same conviction.

On the other hand, Don Jose Palacios (the editor of a Peru

vian review, the Museo Ertidito), peremptorily asserts that

Ollanta is the work of a certain Valdez de Sicuani, who

■died in the year 1816 ; and adds that he is indebted to the

courtesy of Don Narciso Cuentas de Tinta, nephew of the

late M. Valdez, for the liberty of inspecting the original

manuscript, and so making his important discovery.

M. Barranca, in the preface of his book, tries to reconcile

the more general opinion of authenticity with the results of

Don Jose Palacios' inquiry ; the cadre itself he holds to be

genuine, and to preserve many rare and curious fragments

of ancient poetry, but he regards M. Valdez as the com

piler, the Stao-Keuocmjs of the actual edition. I, for my part,

cannot approve of such a compromise between the affirma

tive and the negative side of the question. After a minute

examination of the text, I feel thoroughly convinced that

Ollanta is not a production of early times, but has been

written long since the completion of the Conquest, by a

man who did not possess any means of information beyond

what we do now.

It may be convenient, however, that, before discussing the

grounds for M. Barranca's hypothesis, we should give a short

sketch of the play. It was a fundamental law in the family

of the Incas that none but a man of royal descent could

marry a maiden of royal blood. Now, Ollanta, chief-

governor of Antisuyu, i.e., of the mountainous districts that

surround Cuzco, having fallen in love with Cusi-Ccoyllur,

the beautiful daughter of Inca-Pachakutek, trusts this

monarch will bestow her upon him, as a boon for eminent

services, but is rejected with contumely. His mistress,

charged with having yielded to the passion of her lover, and

being unquestionably with child, is secretly carried away

from her palace into a prison, where she gives birth to a

daughter. After her sudden disappearance, Ollanta, ignorant

of her fate, revolts against his father-in-law that will not be,

proves successful for ten years, and would possibly have held

out longer, but for the treachery of a certain Rumi-nahui—

Stone-eye—who delivers him over into the hands of Inca-

Tupac-Yupanqui, son and successor of Inca-Pachakutek. In

the third act, Tupac-Yupanqui, after trying the fortitude of

his captive, has just forgiven him his rebellion, when Ima-

Sumac, Cusi-Ccoyllur's daughter, comes in to supplicate her

mother's liberty. The Inca, being moved with compassion

towards the girl, orders Cusi-Ccoyllur to be released, and

bestows her hand upon Ollanta.

Both in conception and execution, the work is unique in

American literature ; the dramas found amongst other tribes

present nothing approaching to the same unity and perfection

of style. What grace and naivete there is in the following

yaravi, sung by a choir of maidens :—

" O birds, forbear to pick away—The crops of my princess ;—Eat

not thus—The maize which is her food !—Ay ! tuya ! tuya !

" The fruit is snow white—-The blade is tender—And, till now, un-

soiled ;—But I fear your perching on it.—Ay ! tuya ! tuya !

"Your wings will I cut,—Your talons I will tear ;—Beware ! I will

entrap you—And cage you closely !—Ay ! tuya ! tuya !

" Thus will I treat you,—If you eat but a grain !—Thus will I treat

you,—If a grain is lost !—Ay 1 tuya ! tuya I"

I cannot forbear translating the imprecations of Ollanta,

when he is rejected by the Inca :

"Ah! Ollanta! This is the reward of so many sen-ices, of so

many battles ! Ah ! Cusi-Ccoyllur, wife of my heart, I have lost thee

for ever ! Thou livest no more for me ! Ah ! princess ! Ah ! my

dove ! (Falters). Ah ! Cuzco, beautiful city, from this day to the con

summation of time, I am thine implacable enemy ! I will tear thy

bosom without pity ; I will rend and lay open thy heart as food for

condors. Against my enemy, against this Inca, my enemy, I will raise

thousands of Antis; I will give them my arrows . . . Then shalt thou

fall at my feet, O Inca ! Then shall it be seen if I have few men from

amongst the Yungas, and if thy proud neck can be lifted up any more.

Wilt thou say unto me then as now : ' I give not thee my daughter ;

she is not for thee ! ' Thou wilt not say thus when, humble and pros

trate, thou seekest life on thy knees before me."

But of all the passages in the play, the most striking is,

perhaps, the following lamentation of Ima-Sumac :

" I execrate these cloisters, this house ; every day I curse my weary,

weary life ; I abominate the wrinkled brow of these mothers, whose

countenances are the only human faces I have ever seen since the days

of infancy. Happiness dwells not here ; this is a house of tears ! . . .

Who knows, whether I am not cloistered because I have no mother ?

Good nurse, since 'tis of no use remaining with thee, I retire to my cell.

The last nigKt 1 went running to and fro, until I reached the garden,
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and, staying a moment in it, I heard the sobbing and lamenting of a

voice which asked for death. Everywhere I directed my gaze, with

hair erect and horror in my voice, and said : " Who art thou who

summonest all, and say'st ' O Sun ! take me away from hence ! ' I

searched every place ; nothing was to be found. The grass was sighing

in the field ; with it I began to cry. My heart went swelling, swelling

as if it would burst out of my breast ; even now I feel a terror as of

approaching death. Here, O I'itu-Salla, is the hiding place of pain, and

weeping blooms for ever !"

The Ollanta tradition is, to this day, widely diffused

amongst the tribes of the Cusquenian region. Various im

portant remains of antiquity—the most important of which

is ' the so-called " Ollanta-Tampu " (Ollanta's hostel)—are

attributed to his influence, and have recently become the

object of scientific explorations. If, in spite of all, he con

tinues to live in the mouths of his degenerate countrymen,

how present must he have been to their minds, hundreds of

years ago, when the memory of his deeds was fresh and the

victorious empire yet unconquered ! The drama, if written

at this time, would have preserved what the tradition has

not, a perhaps exaggerated but certainly vivid picture of

contemporary manners and men, a description of the wild

mountain peupladcs, a representation of the refined court of

the Incas, in a word, a full reflection of early American life,

with its startling contrasts of civilization and barbarism.

Instead of that, there is nothing in it but a colourless and

artificial attempt to revive long buried personages and lost

costumes. Antis and Peruvians appear as mere abstract

shadows, tenucs sine corpore vita, languidly moving across

the stage and scarcely distinguishable from one another.

The dramatic Ollanta is to the historical what puppets are

to real actors. Tupac-Yupanqui and Pachakutek bear a

wonderful likeness to any mischievous tyrant or generous

monarch of ancient or modern times ; mutato nomine, they

might as well be Greek, or Saxon, or Chinese, as Incas of

supernatural solar descent, who reigned a hundred years

before the old world had even dreamed of a new one.

Thus much for the historical aspect of the question : of

the religious side the same may be said. Notwithstanding

M. Barranca's plea that the discourses of Huillca-Uma the

priest plunge us profoundly into the giddy depths of Peruvian

mythology, I must confess that I have found him somewhat

vague and uncertain in his theological knowledge. True, he

glories in his power of divination ; but, while he is expa

tiating upon this theme, I feel disposed to charge him with

making select extracts from Acosta, Herrera, or other

Spanish writers he happens to have at hand, and translating

them into sonorous Quichua lines. Then, the picture of a

cloister that occurs in the third act is very like the picture

of any Catholic nunnery. The mother of the Acaclluna or

consecrated maidens is evidently a near relation of some

jnadre abadesa ; if she only worshipped Christ and the

Madonna instead of eternal fire, she would be as well located

in Santa Maria del Cirmen as in the precincts of Cuzco.

The very superstitions to which allusion is often made, such

as the dread of future evil, after dreaming of a llama (or,

according to others, of an ass), are not at all peculiar to

pagan times. On the whole, I think M. Barranca is not

right in saying that the social state depicted in Ollanta is a

heathen one ; it is, in fact, a sort of conventional state, the

outlines of which have been drawn by a writer who picked

his science out of books, and understood but little of ancient

rites.

M. Barranca, however, seems to lay especial stress on the

arguments which may be deduced from a close philological

analysis. And, no doubt, language is the most decisive test

of genuineness in a text. Now, according to M. Barranca's

statement, there are in Ollanta words and phrases no un

learned Peruvian could understand; partly, because they

have passed out of the current vernacular and are to be

found nowhere, except in some local (chiefly Bolivian) dia

lects, partly because Quichua, since the time of the Con

quest, has been gradually broken down into a disfigured

shape, widely different from the Incasic idiom of the drama.

I cannot agree with M. Barranca that the language of Ol

lanta is so widely different from the language actually spoken,

as to be almost unintelligible to the common people of Peru.

On the contrary, I can assert, from personal experience, that

even most unlearned natives understand passages perfectly

which are recited to them. I do not deny, however, that

there is in Ollauta more real elegance and integrity of style

than in all other Peruvian writings. Indeed, after a long

perusal, I have found in it only one word, asnuta, whose

European extraction can be traced. Asnuta, when divested

of the case-ending la, turns out to be the Spanish asno, an-

ass. But, even in the case of this word, it may be doubted

whether there is not a mere blunder of some inattentive

copyist, since several MSS. have llamata instead of asnuta,

thus substituting for our European donkey its American

fellow-sufferer. At first, this excessive puritanism seems all

the more remarkable when we remember that the Conquest

had a most decisive and, indeed, deplorable effect on the

Quichua language. Deformed Spanish words and idioms

rapidly passed into the conquered tongue, and superseded

many of its primitive expressions. One hears ^not infre-

quendy from modern Quichuists such phrases as Noca casani,

I marry, from casar; marchascam eany, I went out, from

marchar ; caballop, of a horse, from caballo. In Ollanta,

however, it is easy, I think, to give some reasons for the

complete integrity of the style. First, the mixture of foreign

elements was a century ago—and is still—less perceptible in

the remote valleys of South Peru, where, while men of

Spanish blood were but few, the indigenous race had

preserved something of the wealth and culture of past times.

The native proprietors and workmen in these mountainous

districts retain, to this day, many an early Quichua word

which seems to have vanished from elsewhere. Thus, we can

account for the presence in Ollanta of numerous Incasic

idioms, since we know that its presumed modern author was

born in the South of Peru. Valdez de Sicuani did but put

down in writing what he was accustomed to hear and speak

familiarly. Secondly, even in the most corrupt state of

Quichua, as it appears in Honorio Mossi's Grammar and

Dictionary, we find that the natives, while adopting a Spanish

word, generally preserved its American synonym. A Peru

vian has always the faculty of picking up from his Quichua-

Spanish store, whichever form seems to him more con

venient. It is, therefore, worthy of consideration whether

an author, in bringing on the stage heroes anterior to the

Conquest, would not have chosen native words as more

suitable to his subject, and religiously abstained from the use

of foreign expressions ?

On the whole, there is not in Ollanta a single fact, histo

rical, mythical, or philological, which we did not know

before ; whereas a drama written before the Conquest could

not possibly be so devoid of every allusion to the costumes

and manners of the time. The absence of internal criteria

seems fully to bear out the conclusion that the author of

Ollanta lived long after the entire destruction of the society

which he attempts to describe, and did not possess more

original documents than we possess at the present day.

Since the play is not an old one, and we must seek the

writer in modem and indeed very recent times, there seems

no objection against attributing it to Valdez de Sicuani,

whom we have already mentioned.

The genuineness of Ollanta, if proved, would have been

of such great moment for the future of Peruvian philology,
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that it seemed necessary to examine at length the grounds

for M. Barranca's hypothesis. On the other hand, while

rejecting utterly the opinion expressed by the learned editor

in his preface, I may speak with less doubtful approbation

of the book itself. After comparing his translation with

Tschudi's text, I cannot but highly commend the con

summate skill and accuracy which he has everywhere dis

played. In some instances, it is true, he has enervated the

Quichua original for the sake of conventional elegance.

These, however, are the faults more of the milieu in which

he lives than his own, and they detract but little from the

value of his book as a contribution to the study of American

literature. G. Maspf.ro.

Life of Mary Russell Mitford, told by herself in Letters to her Friends.

Edited by the Rev. A. G. L'Estrange. 3 vols. 8vo. Bentley.

These volumes would have been more interesting, and Miss

Mitford would have been happier, if she had written nothing

but the letters of which they are chiefly made up. After

two or three volumes of girlish verse, halfway between

Scott and Mrs. Hemans, which deserved and obtained an

«phemeral popularity, she had really fulfilled her vocation

for deliberate authorship. She liked writing, and she knew

that she wrote well ; but a letter to Sir William Elford was

quite a sufficient cadre for her undeniable and delicate gift.

She shared with hundreds of really cultivated women a

charming talent for kindly and accurate description of cos

tume and character, and she loved natural beauty—so well,

that she could not resist word-painting—so simply, that her

word-painting is as true and faultless as art in a false medium

■can be. No one can read the correspondence with Sir

William Elford without regretting that it was starved to

■death by the exigencies of managers and magazines. Miss

Mitford was forced in her prime to exchange a life of

useful happiness for one of useless heroism. For the last

thirty years and more she wrote incessantly for the press

and the stage, and for the press again. Except when she

wrote the first series of Our Village, she had far better have

been writing for her friends; and it is scarcely likely that

she would have refused to write Our Village for them, if she

had not been obliged to write it, and much else, to keep two

people, who when they married had fair fortunes, from the

workhouse. Perhaps it was not an unmitigated disadvantage

to be the daughter of Dr. Mitford : his high spirits were cer

tainly a valuable heritage when separated from his sense of

irresponsibility ; . his partisanship gave her an early habit of

thinking and speaking about Whig celebrities, from Mr.

Whitbread upwards, and secured her the less questionable

advantage of an intimate acquaintance with Perry of the

Morning Chronicle, at the time when his house was the

meeting point of all Whig literary lions. Perhaps but for

her father she might never have heard Tom Moore sing,

and might never have given her charming description of his

singing as " little more titan an exquisitely modulated sigh."

She seems also to have inherited Dr. Mitford's features, with

out his beauty, and his taste for prize competitions with a

better judgment. Her geraniums won prizes : she could

only persuade herself that his greyhounds deserved them.

The interest of these volumes does not depend upon Miss

Mitford's brave and admirable and wasted life, but on the

opinions of an accomplished observer upon an interesting

literary period. Perhaps all of her life that literature will

care to remember is, that she felt it easier to write a tragedy

than a novel, and that she actually succeeded in producing

three or four plays which succeeded in their day both in

England and America, while Mrs. Hemans with an equal

ambition failed as completely in her solitary venture as Miss

Joanna Baillie in her repeated and ambitious attempts. It

is curious to turn back from the description of the success

of Ricnzi to the letter in which she expresses a wish to

succeed Miss Joanna Baillie as the greatest British poetess

of the period ; and determines to content herself with the

humbler glories of the ode as being unable to rival the semi-

Shakspearian excellence of a lady who composed plays by

the dozen with elaborate directions to hypothetical managers

for the posthumous performance which never came. Miss

Mitford never seriously wavered in her loyalty to Miss

Baillie, so that perhaps it was disproportionate severity to

find Lord Byron's unpardonable offence in the fact that he

wrote bad plays, and was not ashamed of them. This, how

ever, is only a lady's reason, for her healthy nature revolted

against the parade of morbid misery : she disliked Childe

Harold for the same reason as she disliked the Borough;

both made the world appear worse than it was. She was

carried away by other passing fashions and came back again ;

but in one matter her wholesome womanly nature kept her

straight, she was never for a moment a worshipper of Lord

or Lady Byron. Probably her most deliberate opinions

were formed before her judgment was mature ; for though

she was very precocious, and early formed and long retained

a habit of mothering both her parents, her mind did not

reach its full development, much before the period when

she and they were forced to depend upon its exertions. After

the Lady of the Lake had been published she still recurs to

Campbell as the one modern poet who improves upon read

ing; two or three years earlier when already out of her

teens she appealed to Gertrude of Wyoming as " that most

exquisite of human performances," when she wanted autho

rity for not tacking the regulation moral to one of her tales

in verse. Indeed, she never did quite justice to Scott :

Guy Mannering shook her correct conviction as to the au

thorship of Waverley, and though she admitted the greatness

of that wonderful series, there was no enthusiasm in her

recognition ; it would not be unjust to say that for all that

appears, she cared more for Longfellow. Perhaps her most

characteristic criticism is on The Pirate; she complains with

justice that Noma of Fitfulhead is the ninth or tenth old

woman, and she had objected emphatically to Meg Mer-

rilies, the eldest and most famous of the sisterhood. She

did not take kindly to the Lakists, and began like the rest of

the world by respecting Southey most: she was a tardy

convert to Wordsworth, though her adhesion was early

enough to secure the advantage of a standing controversy

with Sir William, who remained steadfast to Byron.

Even in later life there was some caprice in her literary

judgment : she preferred Channing's essay on Milton to

Macaula/s ; she lived to rank Macaulay as almost our greatest

living poet ; she was one of the first to be interested in Ten

nyson, and one of the first to find or fancy that he was

unsatisfying. It is singular and pleasant to find that the

charm of Miss Barrett's personality enabled the veteran

authoress to enter from the first into an art so different from

her own, an art we may add as inferior in form and clearness

as it was superior in passion and depth. G. A. Simcox.

The Holy Grail and other Poems.—By Alfred Tennyson, D.C.L.

London : Strahan and Co., 1870.

The legends which cluster round the name of Arthur may

be distinguished either according to their presumed sources

or their subject matter. Neither form of grouping will

supply a coherent story, or even a consistent series of

episodes, but in adopting the first it might perhaps be found

possible to preserve something of the ancient spirit. In fol

lowing the second, there is no temptation to diverge, except
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by omission, from the ample narrative of the earlier ro

mancers. One mythic hero supersedes another with curious

regularity, without introducing a single fresh element, his

torical or ideal ; one layer of legend is heaped upon another

in a way which recalls a geological formation, where the rela

tive dates may be easily estimated, though the task of the

poet in approaching the accumulation, with less than an epic

to dispose of it in, is not a light one. The unity in this case,

if unity there is to be, must come from the poet's mind by

which some circumstances are selected to represent the

coarser residuum—the mould of his imagination in which

all the incidents are alike recast. It is in this way that—

while inventing nothing, and while leaving out little that the

authors of the myths can have felt essential—Mr. Tennyson

has given currency to a version of the Arthurian legend

entirely at variance with its original in sentiment, and, on

the whole, not much less foreign to it in form.

The earliest point of view is probably that of which we

see most in Geoffrey of Monmouth and Layamon, for whom

Arthur is ti\e hero king, conqueror of heathens and rival

sovereigns, and, in fact as well as office, chief of a glorious

company of knights. But just as the growth of legend

turned the mighty Emperor of the West into a venerable

greybeard, whose doughty peers performed the exploits

which were once his own, so in the favour of the poets,

Arthur made way for Gawain, Gawain for Lancelot and Per-

cival, and Percival and—to a certain extent—Lancelot for

Galahad, without thought of any morally significant relation

between the supposed contemporaries. Another point of

view, the latest, and that naturally adopted by compilers

like Maleore, treats Arthur and Lancelot as coeval heroes, the

love of Guinevere as an episode like that of Iseult, and even

the Quest of the Grail, which is the centre of a whole legend

ary cycle, as only one adventure amongst many, undertaken

and accomplished without reference to the general fate of the

Round Table. Mr. Tennyson has always based himself in

preference upon authorities of the latter character, with

whom it is, in one sense, more allowable to take liberties ;

and it would certainly be absurd to hold a poet bound to

aim at a correct sentimental antiquarianism, of which the

first result might be to warn him off his most promising

fields, because they happened, as a matter of history, to

have been peculiarly unsentimental. At the same time, a

poem of the highest rank must be founded on universal or

on local and individual truth of feeling ; and it is not true

that any generation which believed in the past reign and

future coming of Arthur, conceived a particular Ate waiting

to visit his ill-omened magnanimity and the sins of Lancelot

and Guinevere upon the whole realm of Logris. While the

Morte a"Arthur was a splendid fragment, and Sir Galahad

a mere vision of ghostly might and purity, the " modern

touches here and there" in the Idylls, though certainly not

the principal instruments in redeeming " them from the

charge of nothingness," seemed too shadowy, too willingly

incomplete, for their general tendency to be criticised.

Now, however, that the early project to which the author

alludes, doubtless

" His epic, his King Arthur, some twelve books,"

has been carried out as far as it is likely to be, the six

poems of the Round Table have to be read in connection

with each other, and also with the new Coming and the old

Passing of Arthur. It cannot be said that they gain by the

change ; when arrayed in their final order, they have a

harmony and continuity of which the first volume of Idylls

gave less than half an idea; but, on the other hand, it

becomes increasingly evident that the thread on which their

connection hangs is too slight for the strain, that an institu

tion of world-wide renown and superhuman virtue cannot

wax and wane with the loves of a puny group which seems

to have escaped from the pages of a French novel.

British patriotism, with Arthur for its hero, and the reli

gious ardour for the Holy Grail, of which Galahad is the

type, the two historical motives of Arthurian romance, are

subordinated by Mr. Tennyson to a study of character in

which the good is not ancient, nor the evil modern, and

which is injured, even as a study, by being placed amongst

the dl-bris of preceding forms of thought. Of that which is

new in the present volume, The Coming of Arthur falls-

farthest below the level of its predecessors; as is often the

case with a poet's later works, it reads like an imitation of

earlier and better verses. The studied simplicity, which in

the first Idylls sometimes seemed the highest point of polished

art, now falls occasionally into triviality > as the polish becomes

a habit, the simplicity becomes a mannerism, and what,

perhaps, was never exactly true to nature, ceases to be true

to art. The difference is only one of degree.

"Clothed in white samite, mystic, wonderful,"

is a good line that will bear repetition, while the statements,

" For here between the man and beast we die,"

or that Arthur

"Drew in the petty princedoms under him,

" Their king and head, and made a realm, and reigned,"

are something less than Homeric. It seems a mistake, too,

to introduce Bellicent, Queen of Orkney, in a character

which partly is, and partly is not, that assigned to her by the-

legends which have less respect of persons than Mr. Tenny

son. It is she who tells the story, known only to Merlin and

his master Bleys, of Arthur's magic birth, and how on the

night

" When Uther in Tintagil past away

Moaning and wailing for an heir, the two

Left the still king, and passing forth to breathe,

Then from the castle gateway by the chasm

Descending thro' the dismal night—a night

In which the bounds of heaven and earth were lost—

Beheld, so high upon the dreary deeps

It seemed in heaven, a ship, the shape thereof

A dragon winged, and all from stem to stern

Bright with a shining people on the decks,

And gone as soon as seen. And then the two

Dropt to the cove, and watched the great sea fall,

Wave after wave, each mightier than the last,

Till last, a ninth one, gathering half the deep

And full of voices, slowly rose and plunged

Roaring, and all the wave was in a flame :

And down the wave and in the flame was borne

A naked babe, and rode to Merlin's feet.

Who stoopt and caught the babe, and cried ' The King '.

Here is an heir for Uther !' "

The Holy Grail and Pclleas and Ettarre are to be read

between Elaine and Guina<cre ; and the first of the two

contains the beginning of the end. The Quest scatters the

Knights of the Round Table ; many perish in it; Galahad

vanishes into the spiritual city; Percival leaves the world for

the silent life; and Pelleas, one of the young Knights called

to fill up the gaps in the Table, is betrayed by Ettarre, whom

he had thought fair and pure as Guinevere :

" False 1 and I held thee pure as Guinevere."

" But Percival stood near him, and replied,

' Am I but false as Guinevere is pure ?

Or art thou mazed with dreams 1 or being one

Of our free-spoken Table hast not heard

That Lancelot ' there he checked himself and paused."

Pelleas rides on, fights with Lancelot, breaks in upon the

Queen, who
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" Looked hard upon her lover, he on her ;

And each foresaw the dolorous day to be :

And all talk died, as in a grove all song

Beneath the shadow of some bird of prey,

Then a long silence came upon the hall

And Modred thought, ' The time is hard at hand.' "

In the Morte d'Arthur Pelleas is consoled by Vivien, the

Lady of the Lake, a different person from Mr. Tennyson's

Vivien, who lias more in common with the Ettarre of the

present Idyll; but it is probable that the two names only

represent one character, the parallel forms of the legend

having grown up independently. In the same way Percival's

first appearance at Court, and the adventures of Beaumayns

and La-cote-male-taille are variations on one theme, and

Percival and Galahad various personifications of one group

of ideas. In the ambiguity which envelops the origin of the

Grail legends, it is difficult to say certainly which of the two

was first received as King of the Grail, but the coincidence

between the Welsh Peredur and the Provencal original of

Wolfram von Eschenbach's Parcival (circ. 1205), together

with the clearly marked Keltic character of parts of the

myth (notably that when the Grail was present every one

found himself supplied with his favourite meat and drink)

seem to point to Galahad's superiority as the after-thought.

In Lady Charlotte Guest's edition of the Mabiuogion, a

Welsh version of the Quest belonging to the reign of Henry

I. is mentioned, which might have been earlier than the

missing Latin original, of which Robert de Borron's Roman

dit Saint Graal (about 11 80) professes to be a translation.

On the other hand, in the Queste, by Chrestien de Troyes,

which is little if any later, the legend is already fully deve

loped ; whilst the Welsh history of Peredur, instead of the

complicated episode of the Roi Peschourc, only contains the

adventure of a bleeding head and dripping lance. Whether

the myth took its rise in France or Britain, it differs from

most of the same date in not being a spontaneous popular

growth, but, in the main, the deliberate invention of some

cloistered poet ; what is not allegory, as minute as Spenser's,

is probably Welsh, since it is neither Norse, German, nor

Latin; but all the machinery of Galahad's descent from

Joseph of Arimathea, the invention of a second Elayne to

connect Lancelot with the wounded King, and the account

of Galahad's triumph and coronation, are medireval additions

with no national colour of either kind. The adventure of

the Siege Perilous was always Galahad's, and it is not easy to

see why Mr. Tennyson has omitted all the impressive cir

cumstances which connected his first appearance at Arthur's

Court with the proclamation of the Quest. In the romances

where the Sangreal is least prominent, this adventure is

assigned to Galahad much as that of the questing beast is to

Sir Palomides ; but Mr. Tennyson follows the later versions

(always recognizable by the place assigned to the courteous

Gawain.who is here'a scapegoat andfoil to the maiden knight),

in which Galahad's history is always traced with unusual

clearness. Neither the mystic materialism, which we take to

be Keltic, nor the chivalrous enthusiasm, which was simply

European, furnishes the key-note to Mr. Tennyson's poem.

His Arthur takes a common-sense view of the risk and losses

incurred by those " who follow wandering fires, lost in the

quagmire;" Sir Gawain is "much awearied of the Quest,"

and abandons the ideal for the company of damsels such

as for a while seduce Percival from his aim ; with the other

knights there is the usual provoking mixture of modern

sentiment and ancient circumstance, whilst Galahad is not

completely either the real and human hero, nor the allegorical

personage. This is felt most plainly when Galahad disap

pears, though the passage is amongst the finest in the volume.

Percival speaks ; they have reached a swamp

" Not to be crost, save that some ancient king

Had built a way, where, linked with many a bridge,

A thousand piers ran into the great Sea.

And Galahad fled along them bridge by bridge,

And every bridge, as quickly as he crost,

Sprang into fire and vanished, tho' I yearn'd

To follow : and thrice above him all the heavens

Open'd, and blazed with thunder such as seem'il

Shoutings of all the sons of God : and first

At once I saw him far on the great Sea,

In silver-shining armour starry-clear ;

And o'er his head the holy vessel hung

Clothed in white samite or a luminous cloud.

And with exceeding swiftness ran the boat—

If boat it were—I saw not whence it came.

And when the heavens open'd and blazed ag;iin

Roaring, I saw him like a silver star—

And had he set the sail, or had the boat

Become a living creature clad with wings ?

And o'er his head the holy vessel hung

Redder than any rose, a joy to me,

For now I knew the veil had been withdrawn.

Then in a moment when they blazed again

Opening, I saw the least of little stars

Down on the waste, and straight beyond the star

I saw the spiritual city and all her spires

And gateways, in a glory like one pearl—

No larger, tho' the goal of all the saints—

Strike from the sea ; and from the star there shot

A rose-red sparkle to the city, and there

Dwelt, and I knew it was the Holy Grail,

Which never eyes on earth again shall see."

The description is fine, but who would suppose that " the

spiritual city " had a local habitation and a name ; the im

pression left is rather that of a kind of giants' causeway,

stretching through a spiritual Atlantic to some land " east

of the sun and west of the moon ;" but the west was a blank

to De Borron and his contemporaries. The east was the

land of promise, or, at least, of fruition, and there Galahad's

portion lay; he sails widi Sir Bors and Percival to the

land of Solomon and the home of the Grail ; cast in prison

by the heathen king, the Grail nourishes them for the space

of a year ; then the king dies, the people are warned to

elect Galahad as his successor, who, for another year, reigns,

till relieved by death, over Sarras in the spiritual place.

The name has been discussed with much unprofitable learn

ing, but the early poets evidently understood by it some

thing between Jerusalem and Constantinople, and would

have had no etymological qualms about considering Sarras

as the chief town of the Saracens. It was not in a hermit

age at the Charras or Charran of holy writ, that Percival

died a holy man, but it was from a tangible pilgrimage that

Sir Bors is supposed to return and tell the tale of wonder.

In abridging the legend Mr. Tennyson loses sight of the

steps by which the firmer faith of his authorities passed from

heaven to earth and back again without halting, but this

would be unimportant if he had infused a double portion of

his own spirit into the legendary skeleton. If he has not

done this completely, the reason, as we have seen, is that

he has chosen to let a secondary and selfish passion give

the dominant tone to a history capable of a more liberal

rendering. Guinevere remains a beautiful poem on one

subject, The Passing of Arthur on another, but the two are

not parts of the same. The additions which are intended

to connect them are inferior themselves, and do not, on the

whole, benefit the context. The other continuation in the

volume, The Northern Farmer, new style, keeps up the

realism of its predecessor, and suffers accordingly ; our old

friend, the picturesque heathen, who " stubbed Thornaby

waaste," has made way for a son, who vocalizes the sound

of his horses' hoofs,

" Proputty, proputty, proputty, that's what I 'ears 'em say," ,
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and writes his fathers epitaph in proof of the doctrine

" the poor in a loomp is bad.

" Them or tliir feythers, th.i sees, mun have bean a laiizy lot,

Fur work mun 'a gone to the gittin' whinivcr munny was got.

Kcyther 'ad ammost nowt ; leastways 'is munny was 'id.

But 'e tued an' moiled 'issen deiid, an' 'e died a good un, 'e did.''

The grandson, Sammy, who is " sweet upo' parson's lass,"

has evidently not a chance against the reasoning

" But if thou marries a bad un, I'll leave the land to Dick."

The rapid degeneracy of the race is not Mr. Tennyson's

fault Besides The Golden Supper, a pretty but slight tale

from Boccaccio, the volume is filled up with reprints, some

of which Mr. Tennyson's admirers consider to have been

already printed once too often. H. Lawrennv.

Welsh Bibliography.—Containing an Account of Books published in

the Welsh Language, and relating to Wales and Welshmen, from

the year 1546 to the year 1800. With biographical notices of the

authors, translators, printers, and publishers, by the late Rev. William

Rowlands (Gwilym Lleyn). [Llyfryidiaeth y Cymry, &c] Edited

and augmented by the Rev. D. Silvan Evans, B.D. Llanidloes :

printed and published by John Pryse, 1869. 8vo.

Although the present work is written in Welsh, we consider

it worth bringing under the notice of our readers. To a few

who are engaged in bibliographical researches it may prove

useful as a book of reference ; and to others it is an eloquent

demonstration that Welsh Literature does exist. It must be

confessed that before the present century the Welsh language

has not been cultivated to the same degree as it is now. Not

only were there neither Welsh newspapers nor Welsh maga

zines, but even the circulation of Welsh books was not so

large as it has been in the present century. Nevertheless,

Welsh Bibliography, from the 16th to the beginning of the

present century, is rich enough to fill up an 8vo volume of

nearly 800 pages. The greater part of Welsh literature

since the Reformation is theological, and therefore has

no great interest for the general reader; but it shows the

interest which Welshmen take in religious matters, and it

points out the reason why Wales has so closely adhered to

her national language. How could Welsh people have

forgotten Welsh when, in order to find the way to their

hearts, the preachers of the various and rival denominations

preached to them in the language they understood best?

The Protestant Dissenters, by their zealous preaching in the

language of the people, and by their establishment of Sunday

schools (although in later times), have done much to preserve

the national tongue. The friends of Celtic literature will

be thankful to Dissent for that valuable result, although they

will no doubt prefer the old Mabinogion to all the Welsh

sermons of modern times. It is to be hoped that the

affection which the Welsh people entertain for their lan

guage, will bring them to a scientific study of it, and to a

careful investigation of their antiquities; for the mediaeval

period is the richest in Welsh literature, when it had a real

importance in the literary history of Europe.

But to return to the Welsh Bibliography. It was originally

compiled by the Rev. William Rowlands, and occupied

nearly 40 years of his life. Portions of it were published

during his lifetime in a Welsh Magazine, Y Traethodydd.

After the author's death, one of the best scholars of the

Principality, the Rev. D. Silvan Evans, was entrusted with the

MS. Mr. Evans revised and greatly enlarged the work. As

it is presented to us, it contains the title and the full biblio

graphical description of every work written in Welsh or relat

ing to Wales, published from the year 1546 to the year 1800,

and besides, carefully written notices of the authors (original

writers or translators), printers, and publishers. The Eng

lish works of the chief Welsh writers have also been added.

We have here, in a fragmentary form, a complete history of

Welsh literature during the last three centuries. The task

of compiling such a work was all the more difficult from the

fact, that Welsh having been neglected for a long time,

many books had become very scarce. On the other hand,

there are very few public or private collections of Welsh

books. Even the collection in the British Museum is very

scanty. Nevertheless, such has been the industry of the

two compilers, that we may say with full confidence that

very few works have escaped their attention.

We dare not blame the authors for publishing this book

in Welsh. When the Times, and the more prosaic part of

the English public are scorning Eisteddfodau and every ex

pression of Welsh nationality, it is not the moment for Welsh

scholars to desert their language and to betray the cause of

their country. H. Gaidoz.

Vila-am and the Vampire : or, Tales of Hindu Devilry. — Adapted

by Richard F. Burton, F.R.G.S., &c. London : I^ngmans, Green,

and Co., 1870.

Christmas is the time to welcome old friends with new

faces, but it is a question whether Mr. Burton's adaptation

of the Baital-Paehisi, or twenty-five tales of a Vampire,

which first appeared in Fraser, should not rather be de

scribed as an attempt, not altogether well-advised, to pour

the new wine of Western criticism and humour into the old

bottle of Oriental invention. With the exception of a few

modern and altogether foolish jokes, such as " I love my

love with an S because he's stupid and not psychological,"

which do not harmonize with- the ingenious paraphrases of

Hindu eloquence, the book is decidedly amusing. There

are no weird horrors like those in the story of Grettir and

Giant, and the Vampire himself is a good-tempered and

rather engaging demon, who executes the will of fate by

slipping through Raja Vikram's fingers, and having to be

recaptured every time the Raja is seduced into giving an

opinion on the merits of one of the true stories which he

relates in succession. These are of varying interest and

complexity, the worst being the only one literally translated ;

but in the others it is easy to distinguish by internal evidence

the modern gloss from the original framework of the tale.

The episode of the apple of life in the Introduction is one

of those which found their way from Oriental collections

into the Gesla Roniaiwum, and the Vampire's third story

contains the rudiments of the favourite German character

Der gctrcue Johannes. The fifth story, which recalls por

tions of The Forty Thieves, suffers from the editor's attempt

to give the modern equivalent for the lingo of the Hindu

scripture Chanriya- Vidya, or Thieves' Manual. The best

illustration belongs to the seventh story, and represents a

quadruped-Frankenstein, a supernatural tiger, destroying the

Wagners who created him ; but it is one of the incongruities

of style, before complained of, to make the Guru " a physio-

logico-philosophico-psychologico-materialist," a Jayasthalian

who had become convinced " that the fundamental form of

organic being is a globule having another globule within

itself." The problem which finally poses King Vikram is to

find the relationship between the children of a father and

son who have married a daughter and mother, but this is

introduced by a pseudo-prophetic description of the white

outcasts who will one day conquer India, which is not

much better than is common to this hackneyed form of

satire. The chief use of the volume, besides dispelling un

pleasant associations with the name of Vampire, will be to

familiarize the run of readers with Hindu methods of thought
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and expression, and to show the tie of Aryan brotherhood

strong through all superficial discrepancies. M. Octave

Feuillet could not improve upon " No one knows the ways

of woman ; she kills her husband and becomes a Sati " (Sut

tee) ; and the proverb, " Hauta, Pandit Sansara" (Alas!

the world is learned !) breathes a depth of spiritual exhaustion

such as we are apt to fancy peculiar to later ages.

H. Lawrenny.

Histoire de la Faience de Rouen.—Ouvrage posthume de M. Andre

Pottier, public par les soins de MM. l'Abbe Colas, Gustave Gouellain,

et Raymond Bordeaux. Rouen: Aug. Le Brurnent. 1869.

Les Brocs a cidre en Faience de Rouen.—Par Raymond Bordeaux.

Caen : F. de Blanc-Hardel. 1869.

Modern research has largely extended our knowledge of

the various manufactures of pottery and porcelain in the

15th, 16th, and 17th centuries. French archaeologists have

been most industrious in the work, and the productions of

Rouen, Nevers, Oiron, Moustiers, and others, have each

found its separate chronicler. M. Andre Pottier, the late

learned curator of the Public Library at Rouen, devoted his

time and energies to the history of the faience of his native

city, and the magnificent collection he formed of Rouen

faience is now in the Ceramic Museum at Rouen, with the

recent addition of that of the Abbe Colas, who edits the

posthumous work of M. Pottier, now in the course of publi

cation. Distinct from the faiences of Nevers, Lyon, or

Oiron, which are either the actual productions of Italian

artists or shew the inspiration of Italian art, the pottery

of the Norman school stands at the head of pure French

art, and the Rouen faience was the object of universal

imitation, not only at Lille, Marseille, Paris, and Sin-

ceny, but even throughout Belgium and Holland. The

earliest signed pieces of this manufacture are the well-

known tile-pictures in the possession of the Due d'Aumale,

representing Mutius Scaivola and Marcus Curtius. They

are marked "Rouen 1542," and on a tile bearing the same

date, is the monogram, device, and motto of the Constable

Anne de Montmorency. Both came from the Chateau of

Ecouen, which was fitted up with a magnificence rivalling

the royal Chateau of Madrid ; but while Francis I. called in

the aid of the Italian Girolamo della Robbia, the Constable,

more patriotic, employed the artists of Rouen. The two

great names in Rouen faience are those of Nicolas Poiret,

Sieur de Grandval, who, in 1644, obtained the privilege to

make faience, which he conceded in 1673 to Edmer Poterat,

Sieur de St. Etienne, whose son Louis continued the fabric,

and also disputes the priority of making soft porcelain with

the potter of St. Cloud. Of such growing commercial im

portance did Colbert consider the manufacture of Rouen,

that in an autograph MS. of his on the manufactures of the

kingdom, occurs this passage, " Prote'ger et gratifier les

faienciers de Rouen et les faire travailler a l'envy, Leur

donner des desseins et les faire travailler pour le Roy."

Among the various causes which contributed to the develop

ment of the faience of Rouen, was the measure of economy

which led the Court to substitute the use of table-services of

earthenware for those of the precious metals. The victories

of Marlborough and Prince Eugene had dimmed the glory

of Louis XIV., and long wars had exhausted the public

treasury. Then writes St Simon, in 1709, the king sent all

his gold plate to the Mint to be melted down, the king and

the royal family using silver or silver gilt, the princes and

princesses faience. All the courtiers followed the royal

example, and hastened to "se mettre en faience" to the

loss and destruction of priceless works of the goldsmith's

art. The fashion for faience seems to have continued, and

to it may be attributed the number of large circular dishes

and square plateaux, decorated with the armorial escutcheons

of their noble possessors. We look to the 2nd part of M.

Pottier's work to follow him in the description of the various

styles of decoration which formed the special character of

the Rouen faience ; the delicate borders, composed of lace

like designs alternating with lambrequins—a jagged pattern

resembling the mantling of the heraldic helmet — these

borders being united to the central ornament by radiating

lines. Then followed the decorations "a come," pome

granates, pasonies, and other flowers issuing out of a cornu

copia encircled by birds, and butterflies in all the gorgeous

colouring of the Rouen school.

Industry, in the last century, was under different con

ditions from the present. There was no intermediate agent

between the buyer and the producer. Hence, the nobleman

would personally superintend the decoration of his Rouen

faience, and the Friesland farmer ordered at Delft the inscrip

tions or subjects he wished to ornament his cups or his

plates. Pieces were executed to be used on special occa

sions, and none were more frequent than those designed for

marriage presents. The celebrated Nola vase, sold at M.

Pourtales' sale for 1000/., was a wedding offering, and repre

sents on its sides figures of the newly-married pair. The

Italians had their Amatorii cups and dishes, and with the

more humble Normandy farmer, the " broc," or peculiar

pitcher used for containing his national beverage, was the

usual present on wedding occasions ; the names of the par

ties being inscribed on the side. These " brocs a cidre "

form the subject of the study of M. Raymond Bordeaux ;

and he describes several specimens which have been care

fully preserved as heirlooms in families, where they have

been given to commemorate some special event. Some

bear figures of the patron saint, others portraits of the indi

viduals themselves. Most of them have dates and inscrip

tions, which render them valuable, as fixing the period of

their fabrication, and of the style in which they are deco

rated. F. Palliser.

Intelligence.

The Gotha Almanack for 1869-70 contains several new and

interesting features. Special attention has been paid to statistics, and

to the internal distribution of the population of the different states. We

observe that in Great Britain a fourth, in Austria only a twenty-fifth of

the population live in towns of over fifty thousand inhabitants. In the

Netherlands four-fifths of the population, in Sweden only 1 1 per cent.,

live in towns of two thousand inhabitants and upwards. Official con

fessional statistics are given for France and Germany; in the former

case the result is to reduce the number of Protestants, estimated at a

million and a half, to eight hundred and fifty thousand.

John Huss.—The fifth centenary of Huss has lately been kept in

Bohemia. His place in religious history is better known than his place

in Czech literature. He was not a German, though the Germans have

placed him in their Valhalla ; he was a Czech, and wrote largely in his

mother-tongue. His Czech works have been recently published at

Prague by M. Erben, the learned archivist of that city. They consist

of religious tracts, sermons, &c, some of which are remarkably elo

quent. They form three 8vo. volumes. An l8mo. volume of extracts

has just appeared. But the great work on Huss is M. Palacky's volume

announced in our last number but one. It consists of four parts. The first

contains all Huss's letters in Latin or Czech, the latter with a Latin trans

lation by Kviczala ; the second contains a full account of his trial, with

the accusations and his replies ; the third is a contemporary narrative

of his trial and death ; the fourth and most important is a collection of

documents relating to the controversies of Bohemia from 1403-1418,

many translated for the first time from the Czech.

Servian and Croatian Literature.—There is a great literary move

ment at present among the South Slavonians, especially the Serbs and

Croats. The Literary Society of Servia has published several volumes

at Belgrade this year, the most interesting are the 24th volume of their

annual the Glasnil; and a collection of popular tales of Servia and the

national dances of Servia, collected by M. V. Yerchevich. At Agram
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the South Slavonian Society has published the seventh volume of its

valuable transactions ; a Flora Croatica in Latin ; and Documents Spec-

tantin Historian! Slavoritm Meridionalium from the Archives of Venice.

The Students of Servia have founded an association called Emladina

(Youth), which is meant to spread instructive works through all coun

tries which speak the Servian language. It has published two works at

Neusatz in Hungary, one a report of its meetings, the other a creditable

Almanack of popular science. The association hopes to found a journal

called Strbadia. At Paris Mr. Alexander Chodnko, professor of Slavic

languages and literature in the College of France, has just published

a Grainmaire Patto-Slave, which sums up what the grammarians of

Russia, Bohemia, and Germany have done for what is still the liturgical

language of Russia and Servia. It is illustrated from unpublished MSS.

in the imperial library at Paris and from the Slavonic psalter in the

library at Bologna.

M. Sembera has published at Prague a history of Czech literature.

For all purposes of bibliography it is very complete.

The last number of the St. Petersburg Journal of Public Instruction

[Journal ministerstva narodnava prosiiestcneniia) contains an interesting

paper by M. Pogodine, tl»e historian, on the progress of archaeology in

Russia. There is much that is new on Russian historians up to 1828,

especially the collector Count Romantzoff, the founder of the museum

that bears his name.

Recent Excavations in Palermo.—In preparing the space before

the palace for the fetes in honour of the Princess Margherita, the work

men came upon the remains of Roman mosaic pavements, photographs

of which lie before us. After the fetes the excavations continued, and

about 70 yards by 20 of the Piazza della Victoria is now exposed.

Most of the mosaics are at the north end of this space. To the north

of all there was a portico ; at right angles to this were three halls,

one of them with a mosaic of 10 feet 1 inch by 8 feet 7 inches. This

last, which was uncovered first, is a very conventional representation

of Orpheus charming the beasts, which surround him without group

ing or perspective. The tesseroe are too large for the design. A

macaw and kangaroo [? jerboa] seem to be represented among the

animals. The second hall exhibits only a chequered pattern. The

portico is much dilapidated ; there has been a large group in the centre,

where horses' hoofs and the tail of a monster are traceable, which suggest

the death of Hippolytus. The first hall is the richest part of the dis

covery. Here the pattern is surrounded on three sides by a white

margin of 6 feet, but the north-west corner of the margin is filled up

with a diaper pattern in six colours, which seems to mark the site of

some article of furniture. The pattern is enclosed by a broad guilloche

border ; narrower bands of like character cross the area from side to

side and from end to end, forming oval, circular, and octagonal spaces.

The oval panels were filled by fishes, the circular panels (and some of

the large octagons) by heads, the rest with mythological groups, in

which the stories of Leda, Danae, and Europa (?), Ganymede, &c, may

be traced or guessed. About half are seriously damaged or obliterated;

others are in excellent preservation; the best are colossal heads of

Neptune and Apollo. In the middle width of the pattern, about one-

third of its length from the south end, is a small square area of distinct

pattern overlying the other, and seeming to mark the position of some

other object of dignity. Fazello, dc Rebus Skulis I., lib. viii. mentions

an ancient building on this site, called the Sala Verde, which seems to

have been a kind of amphitheatre : it was levelled in 1549 to make

room for the bastions cf the city. II. YULE.

We are indebted to Miss Horner of Florence for the following :—

"The Friars ofSantaCroce have, under the direction of the municipality

of Florence, uncovered what remains of the frescos of Gherardo Stamina,

and another artist supposed to be Masolino da Panicale, in the Cas-

tellani chapel, which had already disappeared in the time of Vasari,

though he speaks highly of them from tradition. The frescos had been

covered with whitewash, and cut to pieces to make room for cumbrous

monuments. Stamina's paintings form two series from the lives of

St. Antony and St. Nicholas respectively, and were executed before he

was compelled to leave Florence in consequence of his share in the

rising of Ciompi in 1378. The life of St. Antony is represented with

conventional naivete in three compartments, into which the height of

the wall is divided : his conversion is at the top ; and in the lowest he

is watching the angels who are bearing the soul of Paul the Hermit to

heaven. The frescos from the life of St. Nicholas fill three compart

ments on the wall, and three on the pilaster, with representations of

his different miracles. They are much superior to the first scries in

drawing and expression, but fall short of those attributed lo Masolino,

who may very well have been a pupil of Stamina. His frescos fill the

three compartments to the right of the window, and the three to the

left of the entrance. The first series represent scenes from the life of

our Lord and St. John the Baptist, which retain the early simplicity

almost unimpaired, while approaching very near the later perfection of

skill. The frescos near the entrance have suffered most from the

alterations in the chapel. They are taken from the life of St. John

the Evangelist.''

The illustrations of Mr. Hamerton's new artistic journal, The Port

folio, are on the whole superior to the literature. " Three Phases of

Munich Art " is perfunctory, and might have been written by almost

any visitor to Munich. The Editor begins " The Unknown River ; an

Etcher's Voyage of Discovery," with much freshness and spirit, and the

etchings are such as we should have expected from Mr. Hamerton.

There is a pretty but rather deep-red lithograph of the tower of St. Louis

at Sens, with a sensible description of this monument, which contains

the only authentic statue of the saint. Mr. Sidney Colvin characterizes

Mr. Poynter and Mr. A. Moore with delicacy and precision. The

frontispiece, taken from a pen sketch of Mr. Poynter's, suggests a

model who might sit for Vashti, rather than the queen herself.

The Exhibition of Works of Art, connected with Roman Catholic

religious worship, long announced to coincide with the Oecumenical

Council, is finally arranged to take place between the 1st of February

and the 1st of May next.

An exhibition of the works of the distinguished French landscape

painter, M. Jules Duprc, is about to be opened in Paris.

The collection of Old Masters just opened at the galleries of the Royal

Academy has proved to be one of signal interest for students of art,

and of especial value as illustrating the genius of some of the rarer

Venetian masters. Giorgione, Giovanni Bellini, Mantegna, Sebastian

del Piombo, and Tintoret, are here represented (among many others)

by works of the most characteristic kind, proceeding from the collec

tions of Mrs. Bankes, Lady Eastlake, Mr. T. Baring, Lady Taunton,

and Mr. Ruskin.

The chief part of the collection of Italian paintings belonging to Mr.

Layard has recently been placed on view at the South Kensington

Museum.

MM. Gallait, Meissonnier, Gerome, Viollet-le-Duc, Guillauine and

Henriquet-Dupont, have been chosen members of the Royal Academy

of Arts in London.

M. Beule is passing this winter at Pompeii, for the preparation of his

next year's course of lectures at the Ecole des Beaux Arts.

The Blatter fiir literarische Vnterhaltung, for January, begins with

a Literary Review of the past year by the editor. The reviewer

observes that poets of established reputation in Germany have done

little this year. Heyse's collected tales in verse have reached a second

edition ; the poems of Albert Triiger, who writes for the Cartcn-

latibe, are in their seventh edition. Several new poets have made

their mark within the year. The supply of epics and tragedies still

seems at least as copious as the supply of novels.

Otto Lowenstein is going to bring out a new monthly journal, "Der

literarische Verkehr," with the assistance of Karl Frenzel, Fr. H.

Kletke, Director Lehmann, Rud. Lowenstein, Max Ring, and Ad.

Strechfuss. It is to contain bibliography, news of legislation and legal

administration affecting the press, official communications from literary

societies, &c.

Mr. Arber has reprinted King James's Counterblast to Tobacco and

Nicholas Udall's Roister Doister.

We see from the Globe, Dec. 16, that the municipality of Verona is

about to purchase the Sirmio of Catullus, and that Signora Louisa

Grace Uartolini's posthumous Italian translation of Macaulay's Lays

has appeared. The Italian is said to be pure, but the metre—a kind

of blank verse—makes the translation read tamely.

Selected Articles.

The King of Sweden's Poems, in Comhill. [Calling attention to

their Scandinavian patriotism.]

The Characteristics of Modern Painting, in Temple Bar.

"Soupir" (four Stanzas), by Sully Prudhomme, in Macmillan's

Magazine.

Death-laments of Savages, by Sir George Grey, in Fortnightly. [In

tended to illustrate Professor Huxley's position that few savages are in

the "theological stage."]

The Fourth Eclogue of Virgil, in the Month. [Explained as a birth

day ode for Augustus (a.U.C. 715), in the form of a Sibylline prophecy

of his life up to that date. A curious and quite conceivable guess.]

Le Roman misanthrope—[.'education Scntimentale of Flaubert, by

•Sant Rene Taillandier, in Rev. des Deux Mondes, Dec. 15.

New Publications.

Chesterfield, Lord. Letters and Maxims, with Essay by M. Sainte-

Beuve. Bayard Series. Sampson Low & Co.

Cook, K. Purpose and Passion. Virtue and Co.

CoppfeE, F. Le Passant. Paris : Lemerre.

Dkoz, G. Autour d'une Source. Paris : J. Hetsel & C'*.
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Eastlake, Sir C. L. Contributions to Literature of Fine Arts, with

Memoir of the Author. Murray.

Eastlake, Lady. Life of John Gibson, R.A. Longmans.

Edwards, A. B. Debenham's Vow. Hurst and Blackett.

Hamerton, P. G. Wenderholme. Blackwood.

Hettner, H. Literaturgeschichte des achtzehnten Jahrhunderts : die

Sturm-und-Drang-Periode. Braunschweig : F. Vieweg und Sohn.

Williams and Norgate.

Mrs. Jerningham's Diary. Macmillan.

Lytton, Lord. Walpole : a Comedy in 3 acts. Blackwood.

Massey, G. A Tale of Eternity, and other Poems. Strahan.

Parmet, A. R. Leben und gesammelte Gedichte der ersten Miin-

sterschen Humanisten. Miinster : Regensburg.

RenaN, E. La Monarchie Constitutionnelle en France. Paris: Michel

Levy Freres.

Stifter, A. Werke. Pesth : Gustav Heckenhast.

Theology.

An Introduction to the Old Testament.—By Joh. Bleek. Trans!.

from the 2nd ed. by G. H. Venables. In 2 vols. Bell and Daldy.

Manual of Historico-Critical Introduction to the Old Testament.

—By Karl F. Keil. Transl. from the 2nd ed., with Supplementary

Notes, by George C. M. Douglas, D.D. Vol. I. Edinburgh :

T. and T. Clark.

The two Introductions above named are very unlike one

another, and their translation into English must be regarded

as very seasonable. That "of Keil represents the old ortho

dox school, and that of Bleek the school ofmoderate liberals.

No doubt Keil gives way on some points, such as the author

ship of Ecclesiastes, which he does not venture to assign to

Solomon, but here and on other points his translator supplies

his deficiencies. And perhaps in the eyes of some, Bleek's

moderation may seem more conspicuous in his manner than

in his conclusions. For on all debated and testing questions

such as the authorship of the Pentateuch, the unity of Isaiah

and Zechariah, the authenticity of Daniel and Jonah, he goes

with the advanced critics. But on the first he does not go

so far as many of them, and in prophetical questions when

he agrees in his verdict with them, his judgment is founded

on different reasons from theirs. For example, though, in

his estimation, Isaiah is not the author of Is. xl. to xlvi., yet

the main ground for this conclusion is not with him the impos

sibility of the prophet foreseeing the events of the Captivity,

but rather this, that such foresight and detailed account of

Cyrus and the Captivity would have been without meaning

to Isaiah's generation, and thus the ethical side of the pro

phecy which is essential to it, would have been altogether

wanting. In criticising the Scriptures particularly, a man's

position may be estimated very much from the spirit in

which he goes to work, no less than from the results which

he reaches. We are therefore perhaps justified in charac

terizing Keil, including the additions, as a representative

of the strictly conservative school, and Bleek as the finest

type of the moderately liberal direction of criticism.

The methods followed by the two authors are even more

diverse than their theological positions. Bleek's method is

personal and inductive, rarely meddling with the opinions or

results of others, except in sections where he is professedly

giving a history of opinions. On the other hand, we have in

Keil rather a critical review of opinions and a book of refer

ence, valuable for the mass of facts which it contains, but of

less consequence for its own contributions to the science.

Of all Keil's works the present, from the crowd of references

in it, seems the least digested and homogeneous. And had

the translator thought it allowable, he would have greatly

consulted the advantage of English readers by omitting a

considerable part of these references.

Nothing more seems necessary to be said in reference to

the position of Keil. It is simple and intelligible. The

term moderate applied to Bleek may be illustrated by two

examples, showing his position in reference to History and

to the idea of Revelation. First, in criticising the Penta

teuch, Bleek comes to the conclusion that most of the

legislation in the three middle books is contemporary with

Moses, and though some of the laws may have been modified

to some extent in subsequent times, yet very many of them

are as they arose in the Mosaic age ; and though he will not

admit that the History, as we now have it, was written so

early, yet he considers the Pentateuch in the main historical.

The great canon of criticism used by him is the assumption

that any writing, historical or prophetical, will bear traces of

the time and conditions to which it belongs. 2ndly, in refer

ence to the idea of Revelation, he admits a supernatural, or

at least superhuman, element in it. This appears from many

parts of the very instructive essay on Prophecy with which

the second volume opens. A. B. Davidson.

Old Testament Theology : the Religion of Revelation in its Develop

ment previous to Christ. [Alftatamattlkke Theologie. Die Offen-

barungsreligion auf ihrcr vorchristlichcn Entwickelungsstufe. Von

Dr. H. Schulz, Prof, zu Basel. Erster Band.] Frankfurt a. M. r

Heyder u. Zimmer.

This work is the indispensable complement of the Introduc

tion of Bleek, noticed above. It presupposes and is founded

upon a critical analysis of the sources, conducted with the-

characteristic caution of the moderate liberal school. The

author expresses in clear and strong terms his belief in the

uniqueness of the Hebrew revelation, as a synonym for

which he employs the phrase so constantly recurring in

Ewald, " the true religion." He fully grants the possibility

and the necessity of a science of systematic evangelical (i.e.

Protestant) theology, and demurs only to the so-called

proof-texts by which that science was formerly supported,

on the ground of the violent interference with the context

which they involve. A history of the gradual develop

ment of the Biblical religion will supply, he thinks, a much

more conclusive argument to all those who admit the

primary, germinal ideas of the revelation of Israel. To

those who do not admit them, no proof-texts, however

numerous, could carry conviction.

This is only here noticed in order to rectify a current mis

statement, that the results of " liberal" biblical criticism

have been attained through anti-dogmatic prejudices. Dr.

Schulz himself devotes a large portion of his introduction to

the consideration of similar points, which, as he remarks,

ought to be, but cannot yet be, taken for granted as univer

sally understood. The method which he pursues, however,

is not in the least affected by the bearing of his results on

systematic theology. It is from first to last historical. He

begins by explaining his position with regard to the sources

from which his facts are derived, and upon the date of

which the right grouping of those facts will depend. He

arranges the Biblical documents for the period embraced in

the first volume, which conducts us to the 8th century B.C.,

in the following order :—1. Those of the Mosaic age. The

ten commandments in their original form, Exod. xx. 2-1^

Lev. xix. (possibly to some extent), Num. xxxiii., and shorter

fragments. 2. Those of the age of the Judges. The Song of

Deborah (Judg. v.), Judg. ix. 7, &c, the germ of the narrative

in Judg. vi.-xi., Gen. vi. 1-4, Exod. xv. 2-18, and a series of

archaic narratives in Exodus and Joshua. 3. Those of the

age of Samuel. The work of the Elohist, forming the foun

dation of our present Pentateuch and of the Book of Joshua,

referred to by Dr. Schulz as A. This includes a traditional

version of the fundamental laws of Mosaism (Exod. xxv.
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xxxi., xxxv.-xl., Lev. i.-xvi.) 4. Those of the age of David.

At least ten Davidic Psalms, and the Songs of David and

Parable of Nathan in 2 Samuel. 5. Those of the age of

Solomon. The main body of the Proverbs. The Song

of Songs. Judg. iii. 7-16. Certain Psalms. The Song of

Hannah (2 Sam. ii. 1-10), and various other parts of 1 Sam.

(in their original form). Also the Jehovist (referred to as B),

and a third writer (C), who was acquainted with and enlarged

B (but not A). The dates of B and C, however, are less

certain, and in assigning them our author differs from the

more recent critics. The most valuable document of the

Pentateuch is therefore A, and a portion (Gen. ii. 4^-iv.)

of B, which is certainly very old.

It will easily be seen from this re-arrangement of the

records that any historical account of the pre-Mosaic religion

is from Dr. Schulz's position impracticable. Narratives,

which were committed to writing in the time of Samuel, can

only communicate the notions respecting antiquity which

were current among the pious of that age. The author even

finds it difficult, for a similar reason, to describe with pre

cision the religious ideas of the age of Moses, although the

greater part of the characteristics of the age of Samuel were

certainly not original, but inherited. Hence, after the pre

liminary chapters, which seek to trace the ascertained or

probable outlines of the period in its four obvious divisions,

the author boldly abandons the chronological arrangement

in favour of one derived from the particular subjects of the

Biblical notices. Thus the main body of the work falls into

a series of essays, each of which is concerned with some

sacred office, as those of Prophet, Nazarite, Levite, Priest,

and King, or some religious institution, as the sanctuary, the

festivals, the sacrifices, or some group of religious and moral

ideas, as those relating to God, the world, man, sin, death,

atonement, the Messianic future, &c. The author supports

his opinions in every case by reference to the Biblical

sources, a distinction being made, of course, in the case

of the Pentateuch, between the documents designated re

spectively A, B, and C.

One of the first reflections that will occur to a thoughtful

reader will be occasioned by the reciprocal illustration of

this work and that of Bleek. Many have asked, what is the

practical use of these endless enquiries into the genuineness

and authenticity of the books of the Bible, and how can we

be sure that we have attained the right solution? The

practical use of these enquiries is shown by this work of

Dr. Schulz ; it is to enable us to trace the gradual develop

ment of the most perfect form of religion, previous to the

Christian, namely, the prophetic. And our security that we

have found the right critical solution is derived, not indeed

entirely, but still to no small extent, from the harmony and

consistency of the historical outlines to which it lends its

support. Besides, these Biblical enquiries are not endless,

for it would be disingenuous to quote the discordant

hypothesis of the pioneers of criticism, as if unanimity in

these points were unattainable. So far is it from being un

attainable, that an historical sketch of the religious develop

ment of Israel has now been written, based principally on

hypotheses which are regarded by all "liberal" critics, without

exception, as absolute certainties. We hope to have another

opportunity of developing some of the details of this work

in reviewing the second volume. T. K. Cheyne.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACADEMY.

Sir,—In reading over Psalm 1. an emendation of the text has

occurred to me, which appears to be worthy of consideration, though,

so fa: as I am aware, it has not hitherto been proposed. It is in the

last verse, which is rendered in the Authorized Version, " Whoso

offereth praise glorifieth me, and to him that ordereth [his] conversa

tion [aright] will I shew the salvation of God." The Hebrew for

" ordereth his conversation aright " is Tl^n DC, which means " maketh

a way," and is so rendered in Isaiah xliii. 19, "I will make a way in

the wilderness." And therefore, if translated literally, the second clause

of the verse would run thus : " To him that maketh a way [or, maketh

the way, for the article is often left out in poetry] will I shew," &c.

I need not enumerate the various shifts that have been resorted to in

order to extract some intelligible meaning from so obscure an ex

pression. The paraphrastic rendering of our version is perhaps that

which is most generally accepted ; though it is certainly a paraphrase,

and not a translation, and moreover is not sanctioned by any of the

ancient versions. What I propose is to read Tpi] "lOB* (instead of

ip"5! DC), which would give a sense at once intelligible and good, and

in admirable harmony with the whole scope of the Psalm : "To hira

that keepeth the way"— i.e. the way of God — "will I shew," &c.

Compare Job xxiii. 10, " His way have I kept, and have not declined,"

and Ps. xviii. 22 (21), "I have kept the way of the Lord, and have not

wickedly departed " ('RJICI, compare with Ps. 1. 16) " from my God."

The sole change which this emendation involves is the insertion of the

letter "I after DC ; and this letter may have fallen out of the text all the

more easily, that the word immediately following fi]^) begins with a

letter so closely resembling it.

(Signed) DUNCAN H. Weir.

Intelligence.

Versio Itala.—Amongst our theological novelties appears the fac

simile of the largest known fragment of the " Versio Itala." We re

joice to learn that I.ord Ashburnham the possessor of this important

MS. has not only borne the expenses of the printing, but has also distri

buted copies of the very handsome fac-simile amongst biblical scholars.

The Author of Stabat Mater.—A catalogue, at present in the

Library of Burgundy (No. 13993), the date of which is assigned to the

16th century, contains the following :—" Item fol. 77 Bencdictus

papa XII. composuit hanc orationem : Stabat mater dolorosa iuxta

crucem lacrimosa etc. concessitque cuilibet confesso pecnitenti diccnti

earn pro qualibet vice 30. dies indulgentiam." (From the Tubingen

Journal 0/Rom. Calh. Theology.)

Introduction to the Old Testament.—We may call attention to

the fact that the excellent Introduction of Bleek, which lias lately been

translated, by no means fully represents the present state of biblical

criticism in Germany. "Dr. Schradcr, who has just been appointed

Dillmann's successor at Giessen, has brought out a new edition of De

Wette's Introduction, enriched with so much original matter, that it

may almost be regarded as a new work. The critical analysis of the

historical books is much more complete than that given by Bleek : the

chapters on Joel, Zechariah, and Daniel, are also extremely full and

interesting. We may remark that Dr. Pusey's Daniel the Prophet

has been passed over by all the more recent German critics, orthodox

or otherwise, with the exception of Zockler, whose commentary was

reviewed in the last number of the Academy.

The Book of Isaiah.—To appear shortly, The Book of Isaiah chro

nologically arranged ; a thoroughly revised translation, with introduc

tion and notes, by T. K. Cheyne, M.A., Fellow of Balliol College,

Oxford. London : Macmillan.

A new Life of Mohammed.—Shortly will be published, Vol I. of

A Series of Essays on the Life of Mohammed, the Prophet of Arabia,

and on Subjects subsidiary thereto, by Syed Ahmed, Khan Bahadoor,

C.S.I., author of the Mohammedan Commentary on the Holy Bible.

The author has perused the various biographies which have been

written by Christian authors, but finds that none of them have dis

tinguished the apocryphal traditions from tlie genuine and accepted

ones. Vol. I. will contain, among other essays, I. The Manners and

Customs of the Pre-Islamic Arabians. 2. Religious Traditions, and the

quantum of Faith to be reposed in them. 3. Prophecies in the Old

and New Testaments respecting Mohammed. When complete the

work will form two octavo volumes. (Triibner's Record.)

Contents of the Jcnimals.

Hilgenfeld's Journal of Scientific Theology, Vol. XIII., No. 2.

—The Conscience, by Werner.—The latest inquiries on the Gospelst

by Hilgenfeld. [A criticism of various recent works, especially Zumpt

on the Year of Christ's Nativity, and Scholten on the oldest Gospel.

Hilgenfeld defends the priority of Matthew.] The Temptation, by

Pflciderer. [An attempt to trace the historical kernel of the Gospel
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narrative.] The Unhistorical Character of Gen. xiv., by Nbldeke. [A

reply to the criticisms of Diestel and Schrader.] Notes on the

Family of the Abbot Jerusalem, by Spiegel.

Theologisches Literaturblatt (Rom.-Cath.), Dec. 6, 21, Jan. 3.—

The chief articles are—Kurtz on the Hebrews, by Langen.—New

works on the Book of Daniel, by Reusch.—Witte's Researches on

Dante, by Schiindelen.—Pusey and Cobb on Reunion with Rome, by

Reusch.

Selected Articles.

Payne Smith's Lectures on Prophecy, in British Quarterly, Jan.

[Highly appreciative. The most debateable portion of the volume,

i. e., the statements put forward as to German critical theories, is left

unnoticed.]

The Jewish Messiah, by Dr. Davidson, in Theological Review, Jan.

M. Renan on the Epistle to the Romans, by Dr. Lightfoot, in the

Cambridge Journal of Philology, Vol. II., No. 4. [A fair criticism,

followed by a clear exposition of Dr. Lightfoot's own theory.]

Some Verses of Ecclesiastes, by C. Taylor, in the same. [An elabo

rate discussion of Eccl. iii. II, 18, xii. 11, without any reference to

German works of criticism.]

Old Latin Palimpsests at Paris, by A. A. Vansittart, in the same.

[Fragments of the Acts of the Apostles, employed only in part by

Sabatier.]

On the iv fitaif of Rev. v. 6, and the ana p.iaov of I Cor. vi. 5> by

R. F. Weymouth, in the same. [Regards these phrases as Hebraisms,

meaning "between."]

Fragments of the Church History of Philostorgius, &c, by Nolte, in

the Tubingen Theol. Journal, Part 4, 1869.

Miiller on the Ep. of Barnabas, by H. E. in Gotting. gel. Anzeigen,

Dec. 15. [Recognises the learning and industry of the author, but

disagrees with him on most points of detail.]

Muehlau on the Proverbs of Agur and Lemuel, by II. E., in Got

ting. gel. Anzeigen, Dec. 8.

The " Versio Itala," by Prof. Hiickemann, in the Month, Jan.- [A

clear historical sketch.]

The Roman Curia, by Prof. Cheetham, in Contemporary, Jan.

Topography of Jerusalem, by Dr. J. Forbes, in Athenaeum, Jan. I.

[A defence of Lieut.'iWarren's view, placing Mount Zion on the N.W.

mountain, instead of the S.W.]

On the Signification of the Phrase, Shem Hamephorash, by D. Op-

pcnheim, in Gratz's Jewish Journal, Dec. [Rejects the usual rendering,

"the name (of God) pronounced distinctly," and proposes another,

" the name engraved," i. e., on the diadem of the High Priest.]

Hitzig's Hist, of Israel, in Lit. Central blatt, Dec. 4. [An analysis,

followed by a judicious estimate.]

Science and Philosophy.

Nexv Publications.

Buddhaghosha's Parables; transl. from Burmese by Capt. Rogers,

with Introd. from the Pali by Max Miiller. Triibner. 12s. 6J.

Hagenbach, K. R. History of the Church in the 18th and 19th Cen

turies. Transl. by Hurst. 2 vols. Ilodder and Stoughton.

Hitzig, F. Geschichte des Volkes Israel. Zweiter Theil. Leipzig :

Hirzel, pp. viii., 312. $s. 6<i.

HirpoLYTl canones arabice e codd. Rom. cum vers. Lat. Edid. D. B.

de Haneberg. Munich : Franz. T,s. 6d.

Hi'ffeld, H. Die Psalmen. Ed. by Riehm. Vol. HI. Gotha: Perthes. 6^.

Kuper. Das Prophetenthum des Alten Bundes. Leipzig : Dorffling

u. Franke. "]s. 4J.

LroilTFOOT, J. B. St. Paul's Epistle to the Philippians. Second

Edition. London: Macmillan. I2j.

Menzel, W. Die vorchristliche Unsterblichkeitslehre. 2 vols.

Leipzig : Fues, pp. 286, 394.

Schulz, H. Die alttestamentliche Theologie. Vol. II. Frankfort :

Heyder u. Zimmer, pp. 350.

Tischendorf, C. von. Monumenta sacra inedita. Nova collectio.

Vol. IV. Leipzig : Hinrichs. 2/. 8s. (Contents : Psalterium

Turicense purpureum septimi fere sajculi addito DanihelU libro ex

cod. Vatic, vi. vel vii. sa:c.)

Versio Itala. Librorum Levitici et Numerorum Vers. Antiqua

Itala : a cod. perantiquo in Biblioth. Ashburnhamiensi conservat.

(A facsimile printed at the expense of Lord Ashburnham.)

Wette, W. M. L. de. Einleitung in das Alte Testament, bearbeitet

von E. Schrader. Berlin : Reimer. &J.

First Book of Indian Botany.—By Daniel Oliver, F.R.S., F.L.S.

London : Macmillan and Co., 1869.

Flora of Middlesex : a Topographical and Historical Account of the

Plants found in the County.—By Henry Trimen, M.B., F.L.S., and

W. T. Dyer, B.A.

In no branch of Natural Science has greater progress been

made during recent years than in that of Geographical Bo

tany. Not only have a large number of carefully prepared

local floras been published, both at home and abroad ; but

the subject has begun to be treated in a philosophical spirit.

The older writers were content with a mere list of the plants

of their locality or of the country, the highest interest centred

round the number of rare species of which they could boast;

and if some connection was drawn between the occurrence

of a species and the geological formation of the locality in

which it was found, the scientific treatment of the subject

was considered complete. The works of Meyen and De

Candolle drew attention to the immense range and interest

of the subject ; but the first philosophical attempt to arrive

at the laws which govern the distribution of species was Dr.

Hooker's Introductory Essay to his Flora of New Zealand,

published in 1853, the principles enunciated in which were

more fully worked out in his Address on Insular Floras

delivered before the British Association in 1866. Our present

state of knowledge forces us to abandon the old assumption

that the natural distribution of plants is guided entirely by

considerations of soil and climate, and that every species

has been placed by nature in that region of the earth which

is best adapted for its healthy growth and rapid propagation.

The recent colonization by Europeans of distant countries

like Australia and New Zealand has been accompanied by

the involuntary or intentional introduction into the countries

of species both of plants and animals unknown before. Just

as the Pampas of South America are the homes of herds of

apparently wild horses, first introduced by the Spaniards,

but now completely naturalised, so the waste-lands and road

sides of Australia are now overrun by thistles, clover, and

our common meadow grasses, to the threatened extinction

of the native weeds, many of which have not vigour to stand

against the intruders. Even in the remote Howe's Island,

300 miles from Sydney, and 500 from Norfolk Island,

whose indigenous flora is very poor in species, our common

couch-grass is fast becoming permanently established. In

our own country we know not how many common wayside

and cornfield plants may be in reality naturalised aliens.

The relation of insular floras to those of the nearest con

tinent, is a subject the importance and interest of which

cannot be exaggerated. The closeness of this relationship

is now known to depend more on the depth than on the

width of the intervening sea, and much more on the facility

or difficulty of the means of communication than on the

resemblance or diversity of soil or climate. We have long

been familiar with the fact that the mammalian fauna of

Australia and New Zealand belongs exclusively to types

altogether unknown in the old world. Mr. Wallace has

pointed out the striking general agreement between the native

animals of Northern Australia and of New Guinea, which

are as different in climate as two countries can well be

under nearly the same latitude, while islands in the Indian

Archipelago, comparatively contiguous but separated by a

very deep channel, mark the confines of the two different

types of the Indo-Malay and the Australian faunae. In our

own island, separated from the European continent by only

a shallow sea, we have no undoubted instance of a peculiar

native plant or animal. Geologists tell us that a shallow
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strait is evidence of comparatively recent union of lands,

and a deep channel of long-continued separation. The

bearing of these facts on the theory of the origin of new

species by isolation and gradually increased differentiations

from the parent type need not be pointed out

Many problems of great interest and difficulty are

furnished even by the geographical distribution of our own

native plants. It is a singular circumstance that not a few

of our common garden vegetables, as cabbage, beet, celery,

sea-kale, and asparagus, are natives ofour own sea cliffs or salt-

marshes, never growing naturally away from the influence of

the saline air ; and yet we do not find our gardeners supplying

them with an extra quantity of salt for their nourishment.

How can we account for the fact that the same type of plants,

and even the same species, are often common to sea-shores and

the summits of mountains, and confined to these localities ;

or that plants having naturally a very limited choice of area,

like the Thrift, peculiar to sea-shores and to high mountains,

and the London Pride, found only in the West of Ireland,

and a few other damp mountainous climates, are among our

most easily propagated border-plants in all soils, even in

that of suburban gardens ? By what process of adaptation

are we able to cultivate so easily, even in the stiff clay of

London gardens, plants like the Polemonium easruleum and

Geranium sangirineum, almost entirely confined, where found

native in this country, to a calcareous soil, and even there

often of exceedingly restricted distribution ?

The last ten or fifteen years have seen the publication of

several colonial floras of great value, not only to the colonists

themselves, but to science generally, as increasing our know

ledge of the geographical distribution of plants. Among

these may be specially mentioned Dr. Hooker's Floras of

Tasmania and New Zealand, Mr. Bentham's of Australia and

Hong Kong, and Prof. Oliver's, now in progress, of Tropical

Africa, as well as the Flora Capensis, interrupted by the

lamented death of Prof. Harvey. So vast is the collection

of dried plants from all parts of the world in the Herbarium at

Kew and elsewhere, that colonial and foreign floras are

written with greater accuracy and completeness by our

highest authorities at home than by local botanists abroad.

India, however, the most important of our colonial posses

sions, has not hitherto fared so well. We have not a few

livres de luxe, depicting some of the glories of the wonderful

flora of India, as Wight's Icones Plantarum Indies Orientalis,

Royle's Illustrations of the Botany of the Himalaya,

Roxburgh's Plants of the Coast of Coromandel, and Sir Wm.

Hooker's Rhododendrons of Sikkim-Himalaya, as well as

floras of special districts, as Thwaites's Enumeratio Planta

rum Zeylania, and Don's Prodromus Flora; Nepalensis; but

the only attempts at a complete account of the botany of the

peninsula, are Wight and Arnott's Prodromus Fierce

Peninsula India Orientalis, of which one volume was

brought out in 1834, and Hooker and Thomson's Flora

Indica, the first volume of which, published 14 years since,

only brings the subject down to Fumariacea. Although a

second volume of this work is promised shortly, it will be

many years before we possess a complete and satisfactory

Flora of India.

Prof. Oliver's First Book of Indian Botany by no means

attempts to supply this deficiency, but rather to afford a class-

book for instruction in the Indian Universities, on the same

plan as his lessons in Elementary Botany, which is fast becom

ing the recognised text-book at home. Teachers of Botany

happily now universally recognise the principle that "clinical"

instruction, so to speak, is as necessary in acquiring a know

ledge of vegetable as of animal anatomy ; if the lecture

is not actually given in the field or garden, the lecturer must

have at his command abundance of fresh specimens of the

orders he is describing, to place in the hands of every one

of his hearers. The inconvenience is obvious when a text

book refers to typical plants which are either entirely inac

cessible to the lecturer, or are very different in form or ap

pearance from those which the students are likely to meet

with in their daily walks. The inadequacy of a work on

English botany for the requirements of Indian students

is illustrated by the fact that while Oliver's Lessons in

Elementary Botany contains descriptions of 74 natural

orders of Flowering Plants, his First Book of Indian

Botany treats of no fewer than 116. While many important

Indian orders such as the Dipterocarpem, Melastomaeece,

Menispermacea, and Piperacetz are entirely wanting in Europe,

others are represented by only very few and unimportant

species. The Rubiacea, to which belong the coffee-plant

and the Cinchona, one of the most numerous as well as most

important of tropical orders, present themselves with us in

the form of the inconspicuous, though elegant, " Ladies'

Bed-straws " ; while our common road-side " Vervain " or

Verbena, the sole English member of the Verbmacea, is a

very inadequate representative, to the eye of an Indian, of

an order which includes the Teak-tree and many other

commen trees and shrubs. Nothing can be more striking to

the eye of an English botanist travelling in the tropics, than

to find among their gorgeous-flowered forest-trees—so great

a contrast to our oaks and elms—plants closely allied in

structure to some of our insignificant weeds.

The structural portion of the First Book of Indian Botany

is a re-cast of the same portion of the English work with the

requisite adaptation, following out the same admirable plan

of making the student find out for himself the resemblances

and differences in structure. In the systematic portion Pro

fessor Oliver has introduced some changes, as where he

follows Bentham and Hooker in uniting Fumariacecc with

Papaveracea;. It is open to doubt whether the tendency to

"lumping," characteristic of English as opposed to con

tinental botanists, is so well adapted to the beginner. The

teacher has to choose between the two evils, of a multiplicity

of classes, or of uniting together forms which to the beginner

appear widely different. In the two orders we have named,

although tropical genera undoubtedly supply intermediate

links, yet, as far as English botany is concerned, the irregular

corolla and six diadelphous stamens appear to furnish suf

ficient characters to place the Fumitories in a different

natural order from the Poppies, with their regular corolla

and very numerous free stamens.

Messrs. Trimen and Dyer's Flora ofMiddlesex is one of

that series of local or county floras, among which may be

named Leighton's Flora of Shropshire, Bromfield's Flora

Vectensis, and Baker's Flora of North Yorkshire, which aim

at being something more than mere lists of plants, and are

really valuable contributions to science. The metropolitan

county does not enjoy that variety of soil which tends so

greatly to enrich the flora of its neighbours Surrey and Hert

fordshire ; with the exception of a very small district in the

north where the chalk just creeps into it, it is occupied

entirely by the drift, or tertiary clays and sands. Its limited

area, smaller than that of any other English county except

Rutland, is still further reduced by the encroachment over

about one-sixth of it, of the metropolis itself; but the fact

that 833 species of flowering plants, native or completely

naturalized, have been gathered within it, shows the diligence

with which this area has been searched. Some of this num

ber have however become extinct, as the London Rocket

(Sisymbrium Irio) which has not been gathered since 1832, .

although after the Great Fire it sprang up in enormous

quantities, even on the ruins round St. Paul's, and the Cucu-

bafus bacciferus, now searched for in vain on the Isle of
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Dogs, its only British habitat. The authors give the first

date of the record of each species ; the chapters on the

physical geography, geology, and climate of the county,

and die historical and biographical appendix, are all well

done and of considerable interest.

Alfred W. Bennett.

Observations on Pre-historic Antiquities in Switzerland and

Greece.—By George Finlay. [IlapaTTjp^ffeij M tjjs iv 'E\$eTttf

xal 'EAA<£Be irpoXffTopiKris apx<uo\oylas, i/vb Tfwpytov ♦tVXai). 'Ep

'AB-qvcus, Tu7rois Acwavias, 1869.] 8vo. 22 pp. and 4 plates.

The object of the well-known historian in the above treatise

is to call attention to the numerous traces of the stone-period

found in the Continent and in the islands of Greece. After

an interesting sketch of the flint-instruments and lake-dwell

ings in Switzerland, where the whole subject has received

very great attention, and enabled scholars to arrive at cer

tain conclusions, Mr. Finlay gives an account of the so-called

aoTpcnrfXtKia (comp. the German Dotinerkeile and the ancient

Ke.pa.woi) found on the battle-field of Marathon, and erro

neously considered as Persian war-implements (IlepcriKoi

oioToi, see Herod. 7, 69) by Dodwell, Colonel Leake, and

Sir William Gell, though they abound in other parts of

Greece.

"There is no doubt," says Mr. Finlay, p. 17, "that there was a

stone-period in Greece, because everywhere in the country are found

fragments of obsidian, that this extended over a long time, and that

during it the inhabitants held intercourse both by land and sea with

other distant parts. Obsidian is not, I believe, found in any part of

continental Greece or of the islands, except Melos and Kimolos, where

it abounds. Besides these were found in Greece some small well-

wrought instruments of nephritic stone, very much like those found in

Switzerland ; but it is believed that the stone, like the fragments found

in Switzerland, was imported from Asia or Egypt."

This is, indeed, of high interest to the historian, and

deserves to be further investigated ; but the interest of the

subject is increased by the evidence brought forward to

prove the existence of lake-dwellings in Greece. From a

passage in Herod. 5, 16, it appears that such existed in

Macedonia even in historic time, and the condition of the

Greek lakes and marshes leads to the supposition that dis

coveries similar to those in Switzerland would result from an

accurate investigation of the localities. Unfortunately the

present condition of the country and its inhabitants most

probably precludes all hope of this. But, at all events, Mr.

Finlay deserves the thanks of scholars for having opened up

an, as yet, unexplored field of labour which may possibly

throw much light on the earliest condition of Greece and its

primitive inhabitants. The wood-cuts represent objects

bearing on this question, and which are in Mr. Finlay's

possession. W. Wagner.

The Philosophy of the Greeks In its Historical Development.

[Die Philosophic der Griechen in ihrer geschichtlichen Enhvicklung.]

By Dr. E. Zeller. Part I. General Introduction. Pre-Socratic

Philosophy. 3rd Edition. Leipzig : Fues, 1869. (pp. 954.)

Prof. Zeller's Philosophy of the Greeks has now become

one of those books which require no words of formal eulogy.

Learning, judgment, a rare power of lucid exposition, have

combined to place it in the very first rank of its class, and it

is not likely to be supplanted for some time to come. In

this, the third, edition of the volume on pre-Socratic philo

sophy, the text and notes have been revised so as to bring

the whole down to the present state of knowledge. Its

completeness is surprising when we consider the extent of

the subject, and the rapidity with which the German Uni

versities are perpetually sending forth monograph after

monograph. Dr. Zeller, in fact, must be working against

time ; but this is no reason why, in writing on Parmenides

in 1869, he should ignore so distinguished a production as'

Stein's Essay in the Symbola Philologorum Bonnensium.

An elaborate work like Dr. Zeller's first volume may

possibly mislead the reader in two ways—by representing

early philosophies too much in the light of systems, and by

leaving the impression that we have still data to reproduce

such systems. Our actual knowledge, on the contrary,

is imperfect, and sometimes a mere illusion. The extant

remains of pre-Socratic literature consist of a small body of

fragments, some of which have come down to us in a dis

torted shape, and in a context which puts a " non-natural "

sense upon them. We supplement our knowledge thus

acquired by means of a late tradition which varies in colour

and credibility according to the medium through which it is

transmitted, Peripatetic or Stoic, Pagan or Christian, as it

may be. Even Aristotle's review of his predecessors must

be accepted with some reserve. Our idea of Plato would

assuredly be a strange one, if we knew him directly only

through a congeries of chance quotations from the dialogues,

and filled up the gaps with the help of Aristotelian comments

on his theories. Yet this is precisely our position with

regard to pre-Socratic philosophies, except that we have not

always such good and competent guidance as that of AristoUe.

What we want, then, is a methodic account of the history of

early Greek philosophy as written by the Greeks themselves

—an account tracing the tradition through its successive

phases and estimating their value. Krische's analysis of

Cicero's De Natura Deorum is, as far as it goes, an

admirable example of this method of enquiry. We fear that

the materials remaining after the process would not warrant

a reconstruction on the same scale as Dr. Zeller's.

In the present edition, the chapter on the Pythagoreans

has been enlarged ; the author, however, substantially retains

his previous view as to their philosophic importance in spite

of Schaarschmidt's attack on Philolaus and his pretensions.

Val. Rose is not so much as mentioned, although his sweep

ing criticism has caused the defence of the Philolaic frag

ments to look like a sort of historical paradox. The advance

of opinion on this point is significant. When Boeckh came

forward to save Philolaus from 18th century doubts (raised

by Meiners), he found it necessary to reject one or two of

the fragments as corruptions or interpolations. The finer

and more cultivated insight of Dr. Zeller leads him to con

demn a much larger number of fragments, which he accord

ingly either explains as corruptions of the original, or rele

gates to an hypothetical book irf.pl i/ory^s, which he imagines

to have existed side by side with the genuine Philolaus.

Such a line of defence, which consists in inventing hypo

thesis upon hypothesis, has an unmistakeable look of arbi

trariness about it, and reveals a critical timidity w^hich one

would not have anticipated in Dr. Zeller, who began his

career by questioning Plato's Laws. This critical timidity,

however, is not a mere accident on his part. If the

"development" of pre-Socratic speculation is as systematic

as he supposes, the Pythagoreans occupy far too import

ant a place to be lightly sacrificed ; they come in most

opportunely to bridge over the gulf between the Ionics

and the Eleatics. Hegel gave them this place on logical

grounds : Dr. Zeller also, notwithstanding his protest against

all such attempts to "construct" history, follows Hegel

quite far enough to lay himself open to the manifold objec

tions which may be urged from a purely historical point of

view. Thus it is that Democritus, in defiance of dates, is

reckoned among the pre-Socratics. Idola tribus are surely

as misleading in history as in physical science. There is, it

is true, a certain symmetry which flatters the mind in pass

ing, with Dr. Zeller, from Empedocles to Democritus, and
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from Democritus to Anaxagoras ; but this is not the his

torical order of succession ; and it is the logical order only

for one who starts with a special preconceived notion as to

what constitutes logical progress. But we may fairly ask,

What would be said, if a disciple of Hume put Protagoras

after Plato, on the ground that Protagoras was the ancient

Hume, whereas Platonism was after all a retrograde move

ment of thought and a splendid failure ?

The tendency of these remarks must not be misunder

stood. We notice the small defects in a great book without

scruple, because the excellence of the work as a whole is

beyond the reach of controversy. But it is one thing to

write well (as Dr. Zeller does) on Plato or Aristotle, where

we have ample materials of the best kind; it is another

thing to deal with half-forgotten philosophies which have

left a tradition, but hardly a literature, behind them. In a

case like this, the labour of the historian is one not so much

of construction as of criticism, and under certain circum

stances, of negation. We suspect that pre-Socratic philo

sophy, if approached in this spirit, would shrink into a

narrow compass ; but the result would be history without

the artificial completeness superadded by conjecture and

legend. Much as Dr. Zeller has done to eliminate this

element of conjecture and legend in detail, we cannot think

that he has fully realized the conclusion to which his own

criticism often seems to point. I. Bywater.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACADEMY.

Sir,—Will you kindly allow me to call the attention of your readers

to a strange oversight on the part of the learned author of the History

of the Inductive Sciences. In Book I., chap, iii., sec. 2, Dr. Whewell

calls attention to the failure of the Greek School Philosophy in scientific

inquiry, and assigns as its cause that " though the Greeks had in their

possession Facts and Ideas, the Ideas -acre not distinct and appropriate to

the Fads." In illustration of this thesis, Aristotle's attempt to explain

the circular image formed by the rays of the sun passing through a hole

not circular in form is quoted ; Aristotle's words (Proll. xv.) are as

follows :—"H ftri t\ twv utytav eKTTTwcris nuyds Ian, rod Si k&vov kvk\os

7j fidrrts. Sxttc irpbs 5 %.v Trpotririinoxnv al rov ri\iov SlktIvcs, KvtiXoTcpus

tpatvovrai, which are translated by Dr. Whewell thus : " Is it because

light is emitted in a conical form ; and of a cone, the base is a circle ;

so that on whatever the rays of the sun fall, they appear more circular?"

The remark appended is : " Thus, though he applies the notion of rays

to this problem, he possesses this notion so indistinctly that his explana

tion is of no value."

My object is to point out that the indistinctness complained of is not

a little enhanced by the critic's inaccuracy. Dr. Whewell does not give

the original Greek ; had he done so, this note would have been unne

cessary, for his readers would at once have perceived, what he appa

rently overlooked, that the word KVK\ortpe7s is not a comparative.

James R. Tiiursfikld.

Scientific Notes.

Geology and Palceontology:

New American Fossils.—Lippiucoll's Journal for Jan. 1870 calls

attention to a remarkable book, The Extinct Mammalian Fauna of

Dakota and Nebraska, by Professors Leidy and Hayden, describing the

recent investigations of the singular territory known to the early settlers

as Mairfaises terres, which has proved extraordinarily rich in fossil re

mains of the higher mammalia, many of them belonging to new species,

and even genera. Among the Carnivora are a fox, three wolves, three

species of hytenodon, several of their skulls exhibiting teeth-marks of

terrible conflicts, a small panther, &c. The Ruminantia include 27

species, all new, two of them belonging to a very remarkable genus closely

resembling the hog, and termed by Prof. Leidy "ruminating hogs,"

found in enormous numbers ; also large numbers of the camel family.

The Pachydermata are numerously represented, including a hog about

the size of the African hippopotamus, and another, not much larger

than the domestic cat ; three species of rhinoceros (now entirely extinct

in the Western hemisphere), a mastodon, and an elephant. The de

posits are remarkable for the profusion of fossil remains of Solipedes

allied to the horse ; a very remarkable circumstance, considering that

at the time of the discovery of the American continent by Europeans no

horses existed on it. Prof. Leidy gives the names of 23 species of the

equine order, which anciently inhabited North America, about three

times as many as are now found living throughout the world. Most of

them were small species, about the size of the ass or zebra, the smallest

about that of a Newfoundland dog. Contrary to the view usually enter

tained, that the animals of past periods greatly exceeded in size those

now in existence, Prof. Leidy points out that the extinct animals of

these regions were generally of small size compared with their living

allies.

Palaeontology of the Quaternary Strata of Paris.—M. J. Reboux

records in the Comptcs Rcmtus the discovery of a large number of

instruments in 49 quarries, of various forms, and belonging to different

trades ; knives, lance-heads, scrapers, axes, borers, hammers, wedges,

saws, adzes, scissors, pincers, &c. They occur from the surface to a

depth of 12 metres (40 feet), and must have extended over a consider

able time. They belong to three distinct epochs : the oolithic, corre

sponding to the cave-bear period ; the mesolithic, to the rein-deer ; and

the neolithic, to the dolmens. The handles of the instruments are

made of wood, fastened by the intestines of animals. Commingled with

these human reliquia: are Ixmes of the following animals :—Elephas

antiquus and primigenius (mammoth), Cenus megaceros, Elaphus, Ta-

randus canadensis, Belgrandi, AJamas, and alecs (elk) ; the horse, the

ass, Rhinoceros tichorhinus, Merckii, and etruscus ; the hippotamus, Sus

savfa and paluslris, Felis spcLca, the wolf, Bos primigenius and indiens,

the auroch, sheep, beaver, hyrena, a bird of the crane tribe, the Tro-

gontlieriiim and Halilherium ; the two latter, survivors of the tertiary

period, being found with the most ancient instruments.

Antiquity of Man in the United States.—Col. Charles Whittlesey

read an interesting paper on this subject before the meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science held at Chicago.

He thinks it possible that the superficial materials in which the well-

known remains at Abbeville are found may not be of the same age as

the North American drift ; but they constitute the only stratified beds

above the cretaceous strata in that region, containing remains of the

fossil horse, ox, mammoth, and rhinoceros, and possibly corresponding

to the materials observed in America near the southern portion of the

boulder drift. Sir C. Lyell considers the flint-bearing beds of Amiens

and Abbeville to be older than the bone layers at Natchez, Mississippi,

which are at the bottom of the loess. Col. Whittlesey obtains evidence

of the existence of two races of man, and possibly of a third inter

mediate race, as having held possession of the northern portion of the

American continent ; the more recent of them being the North Ame

rican Indian or red man ; the earlier race he terms the mound-builders.

The antiquaries of Europe regard the people who used flint instru

ments as being prior to those who had implements of stone ; and the

latter, again, as older than the races using bronze or other metals. In

the United States the race next prior to the white men had very few

implements of stone : their knives and arrow-heads, their war imple

ments, and their agricultural tools, were almost entirely of flint ; they

had very few and rude instruments of native copper. The mound-

builders, on the contrary, who preceded the red men, produced and

used tools in the reverse order ; their axes, adzes, and mauls, were very

numerous, and sometimes of stone ; their copper tools abundant ; but

those of flint very rare. Hence in this instance the most ancient people

were the most industrious: they cultivated the soil; they possessed more

mechanical ingenuity, and left more prominent and permanent monu

ments. On the Atlantic coast, from Nova Scotia to Florida, are

numerous shell-heaps, identical with those of Sweden, Norway, and

Denmark, and known as kjcekken-mceddings. The examination of

several caves gave bones of the wolf, deer, bear, rabbit, &c, mixed

with skulls of the red race, and not dating back apparently more

than 2000 years. Col. Whittlesey estimates 2000 years as the period

also of occupation by the mound-building race, which does not take us

back as far as the beginning of the historical period in Asia and Africa.

Physiology.

Causes and Cure of Miasma.—At the first meeting of the Inter

national Medical Congress, recently held at Florence, Prof. Lombard,

of Geneva, showed a series of statistical maps to illustrate the rate of

mortality in different countries, the lowest being in Iceland ; also the

effects of malaria with reference to different seasons of the year. In

marshy countries the death-rate is highest in summer, elsewhere in

winter. In the district of Massa Maritima, the average duration of life

has been lengthened by the drainage operations from 10 or 12 to IS or

21 years. At a later meeting Dr. Pantaleoni returned to the origin of

miasma, which he attributed not only to the direct action of the mixture

of salt and fresh water, but to the resulting putrefaction of plants. He

recommends as the best antidote the planting of lofty trees ; and believes

that drainage is useless, and that it is better to lay the whole district

I under water, or, where practicable, to fill up the marsh by earth. He
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has no faith in the use of quicklime as a disinfectant. Prof. Cipriani

regretted the great increase in the cultivation of rice under the law of

1866. Prof. G. Molli, of Milan, read a paper stating that he had found

the sulphite salts of soda and magnesia more efficacious in marsh fevers

than preparations of bark. The Congress approved the proposal for

appointing a special commission for enquiry into the causes and effects

of the marsh-miasma.

Does with Horns.—The American Naturalist for December records

some curious instances of does with fully developed horns. They are

generally barren, but one example did produce a fawn. In domestic

cattle, where the cow produces twins, one being a male and the other a

female, the female calf is very apt to be barren, and its external form

to resemble that of the ox. These calves, on being slaughtered, have

been found to be hermaphrodite. It is not at all unusual for old female

birds to assume the secondary male character of their species.

The Anatomy and Physiology of the Blow-fly.—Mr. B. T. Towne

has just published a valuable monograph on this animal, the Afusca vomi-

taria, Linn. He states that the integumental system of the larva of this

animal consists of 17 segments, as occurs in all Insecta, with the pos

sible exception of the Orthoptera, in which there are but eleven. He

differs from the views generally received with regard to the order of

succession of the segments, considering that the three first, both in the

larva and perfect insect, are not the optic and antennal segments,

but compose the mouth, and in both are provided with three pairs of

modified limbs ; although the existence of the first pair is less certain in

the larva, owing to the very rudimentary condition of this segment, and

the extreme modification it undergoes in the development of the perfect

insect. The 4th and 5th segments are united above in the larva as well

as in the perfect form, and each bears a pair of sense organs, the antennae,

and the eyes. The 6th segment of the larva bears the anterior spiracles

or breathing pores ; but, together with the next two, the 7th and 8th,

and in fact all the succeeding ones, is unprovided with legs. These

three segments correspond to the thorax of the perfect insect, which is,

however, not only provided with six legs, but also with a pair of wings,

appendages of the 7th segment. The; 8th, or last thoracic segment, is

likewise usually supplied with wings in insects, but in the Diptera they

are suppressed, and their place is occupied by a pair of small organs

called halteres or balancers. Of the remaining nine segments, which

form the abdomen of the perfect insect, four are modified and converted

into the hard parts of the sexual organs, which are more or less internal.

Mr. Lowne enters also at length into a consideration of the muscular

and nervous systems of the blow-fly. The organ of smell he believes to

be located in the 3rd joint of the antenna?, which are remarkably

dilated, and are covered with minute openings communicating with

little sacs in the interior. The halteres he regards as the organ of hear

ing, their cavity being filled by a very large nerve terminating in nerve-

cells, which is connected with a number of small highly refracting

bodies, regularly arranged round the base of the organ.

Botany.

The Sleep of Plants.—To explain the phenomena of the sleep of

plants, some authors have had recourse to light, others to heat, and

others again to a natural property of vegetable organisms which they

term " tumidity." In general they have not distinguished between the

causes which produce sleep in the flowers and in the leaves, but these

ought not to be confounded. Light is only an accessory cause of

activity in flowers, while it is one of the principal causes of activity in

leaves. By compensating the deficiency of light by an increase of

heat, one may force flowers into activity in total darkness, while the

leaves will present only a very imperfect vitality. For the activity of

flowers heat only is necessary ; for that of leaves both heat and light.

Leaves are in fact the principal organ of vegetation of the plant, receiv

ing the juices and elaborating them under the influence of light ; in

consequence of these functions, leaves face the sky and the earth,

while flowers, on the contrary, affect all kinds of positions. In those

trees known as "weeping-trees," in which the leaves droop towards

t he earth, the leaf-stalk becomes twisted. The sleep of leaves is

owing to an unequal dilatation either in the blade or the leaf-stalk.

The hibernation of plants during the cold season is an entire cessation

of the vegetative functions ; their sleep is, on the other hand, a repair

ing act, similar in some respects to that of animals. In some plants the

flower sleeps during the night, the leaves during the day. As with men

and animals, either cold or very intense heat produces in plants a

diurnal sleep ; notwithstanding artificial darkness, both plants and

animals wake during the day, but show some symptoms of somnolence.

During the sleep of flowers the corolla assumes its proper position of

aestivation, as animals place their limbs during sleep in the attitude

they occupied in the foetus-state ; the same position is also asumed

shortly before death. (M. Ch. Royer in the Bulletin it la SocUti

bo/aniaue de France, December, 1869.)

Fungi on Insects.—Dr. Bail of Danzig, in a recent pamphlet, calls

attention to the various kinds of Fungus that are parasitic upon the

larvae of different insects, and his investigations are of some practical

importance in relation to a possible check to the destruction of forest-

trees, which goes on to an enormous extent in North Germany, through

the ravages of caterpillars. In certain seasons these caterpillars appeared

to be attacked by an epidemic, their bodies being swollen to bursting,

and white threads being visible between the rings of the body, which

seemed to issue from the body itself. In this condition great numbers

were found still clinging to the leaves. The destroying agent had been

identified by Dr. Reichhardt of Vienna as the mycelium of a fungus

which he named Empnsa Aulicr. The distribution of the Empnsa is

very considerable ; the only order of insects which is not at present

known to be subject to their attacks being the Nenroptera (dragon-

flies, &c.) : they are known to be parasitic upon Coleoptera (beetles),

Hymenoptcra (bees, ants, &c), Lepidoptcra (butterflies and moths),

Diptera (flies and gnats), Orthoptera (crickets, &c), and aphides, either

in the larva or perfect condition, on water-insects, and even the same

species on amphibia and fishes. Not only is their distribution over so

many different animals remarkable, but also the prodigious rapidity of

their development in the individual. The common house-fly is, in some

years, destroyed by this parasite in vast numbers, and the dung-fly has

been in certain districts almost annihilated. In the forests of Pome-

rania and Posen the caterpillars have been killed by it in such quantities

that it may be considered to have saved the trees from total destruction.

The fungi which Dr. Bail found to be the most destructive to insect

life were those described by authors as Cordyceps militaris, Isaria

farinosa, and Penicillium glaucum ; the two latter forms he inclines to

unite as different stages of growth of the same plant.

Hermaphroditism in Plants normally unisexual.—Hildebrand,

Bail, and other observers, record instances of both male and female

flowers being found on the same individuals, in the following genera in

which they are normally separated, Poplins, Salix, Myrica, Cannabis,

Mercurialis ; of male and female flowers being found abnormally united

in the same catkin or other mode of inflorescence in Populus, Salix,

Carpinus, Fagus, Betula, Finns, Zea, Carcx, Ricinus ; and of herma

phrodite flowers in the following, in which they are ordinarily unisexual,

Fagns, Populus, Carex, Ricinus. These observations are not without

importance in the discussion of the question, whether the union of the

sexual organs in the same flower, or their separation, is to be regarded

as tlie normal structure in the vegetable kingdom.

Chemistry.

New Theory of the Formation of TJrea in the Organism.—

Schultzen and Nencki, of Berlin, have developed by a new series of

researches their view of the process by which, as has long been known,

the greater part of the nitrogen contained in food passes from the body

in the form of urea. They oppose the earlier view, according to which

uric acid and similar substances are stages through which the change of

albuminous substances into urea is effected ; and regard the nitro

genous acids of the fat series, especially glycocoll and leucin, as being

the preliminary stages towards urea. Since both these substances result

from the decomposition of albuminous substances by chemical reagents,

as well as from the influence of animal ferments such as the pancreatic

juice, so the authors believe that they can prove the correctness of their

view by establishing the further change of these substances into urea in

the organism. With animals from which a constant secretion of urea

had been produced by long subsistence on a uniformly constituted diet,

a regular increase in its quantity was observed when glycocoll was added

to the food ; and further, this addition increased with the quantity of

the added glycocoll, and contained just as much nitrogen as was con

tained in this addition to the food. Corresponding results were ob

tained also with leucin, while, on the other hand, it^was shown that

acetamid passed unchanged through the organism. In order to furnish

absolute proof of the conclusion that glycocoll and leucin, when they

are assimilated into the organism, are separated in the form of urea,

further researches will be pursued ; the experiment proposed is to fix

a portion of the glycocoll in the organism, which can be effected by

benzoic acid, hippuric acid being the result, and it is expected that a

corresponding falling off in the regular secretion of urea will take place.

Transformations of Urea.—Prof. A. W. Hofmann has contributed

a series of interesting additions to the transformations of urea, from

which result connections with other fundamental compounds of am

monia, especially with guanidin, a substance originally prepared from

the guanin contained in guano, but subsequently produced by Hofmann

synthetically. The usual treatment which has been followed in these

researches depends on the behaviour of urea-sulphide, cither alone or in

the presence of ethylamine or ammonia, with mercuric oxide, whereby

the sulphur enters into combination with the mercury, while combi

nations ensue of several molecules of urea, or of one molecule with

ethylamine and ammonia, from which the substances under discussion

result. Thus triethylguanidin is produced by the elimination of sulphur

from diethylsulphurea in the presence of ethylamine ; and in the same

manner, according to the components employed, are formed ethylised
derivatives of mclamine and of ammelid. " " ' ' •'

Dr. Hofmann foresees further
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transformations which these substances may be made to undergo; by

the assumption of one molecule of water and elimination of one mole

cule of ammonia or carbonic acid there must result in succession from

triethylammeline, cyanuric acid, ether, triethylbiuret, triethylguanidin,

and finally ethylamine. It will further be evident that the elimination

of sulphur from normal sulphurea will not lead, as Reynolds assumes, to

the re-formation of ordinary urea, but to the production of dicyano-

diamid.

Varieties of Lactic Acid.—Ilerr T. Wislicenus of Zurich has shown

that the lactic acid obtained from flesh is a compound of two acids

of similar composition, neither of which is identical with the lactic acid

obtained as the result of fermentation ; so that there are in reality three

different acids possessing the formula CsH,03. This fact is calculated

to inaugurate an extension of the theory at present adopted of the

constitution of chemical compounds, since this theory provides only for

two isomeric lactic acids.

Poisoning by Phosphorus. —M. Fersonne held that the poisonous

action of phosphorus is due to its power of deoxidizing the blood, and

that oil of turpentine is a successful antidote. MM. Curie and T.

Vigier's experiments (Comptcs Rendus, Nov. 22, 1869) on dogs and

rabbits, tend to show that the latter substance is not an antidote ;

and they regard the smallness of the quantity of the phosphorus

necessary to poison as in disaccord with the theory of its poisonous

action being due to deoxidation.

Preservation and Improvement of Wine by Electricity.—The

proprietor of certain vineyards at Digne found that wine which had

been struck by lightning and spilt from its shattered casks, remained

good for three months afterwards. M. Bouchotte observed that a cask

of inferior red Moselle was greatly improved in quality by the action

of lightning. M. Scroutten (Comptes Rendus, Nov. 29, 1869), as

the result of his direct experiments, recommends the passage of a con

tinuous current of electricity through the wine by means of platinum

poles or brass wires armed with platinum.

Physics.

Wave-length of the Spectrum. — M. R. Thalen (Annates de

Physique et de Chimie, Oct. 1869), has re-examined the wave length of

various parts of the spectra of incandescent metals. By superposing

the metallic upon the solar spectrum and referring to the obscure lines

of the latter, the error is avoided, which change of temperature in the

amylizing prism may introduce when the two spectra are compared at

different times with a fixed scale or map. The metals were, for the

most part, employed in the metallic state, being vaporized by the dis

charge of an induction coil of which they formed the terminals. In

some cases platinum or aluminum terminals were used, the terminals

being moistened with the chlorides of the metals under examination.

The results obtained do not differ materially from those of other ob

servers. M. Thalen concludes that titanium forms one of the con

stituents of the sun.

Electrical Currents in Fluids.—Herr T. W. Midler has published

the results of a number of careful experiments on the electrical currents

produced by the contact of different fluids, especially of acids and

alkalis, and has arrived at the following conclusions. lie confirms the

statements of previous observers that the contact of distilled water with

other substances produces no electric current, acting as a perfectly indif

ferent body. An acid in contact with a salt solution gives always a

current in the direction from the salt to the acid. An alkali, on the

other hand, in contact with a salt solution, produces always a current

from the alkali to the salt. Hence the combination alkali—salt—acid,

produces a strong current, whose positive pole is the acid. Herr

Muller also shows that when an acid and an alkali are brought into

contact, the direction of the electrical current produced depends entirely

on the concentration of the fluids, and lays down the following law :—■

Acids and alkalis in contact with one another produce no current if

equal volumes of the two solutions contain an equal number of equiva

lents of the two substances ; but, as soon as the concentration is altered

on the one or the other side, a current immediately ensues, in one or

the other direction, which may be determined beforehand. These expe

riments appear to point to the conclusion that the process of chemical

combination of two substances has nothing to do with the production of

the electrical current, as the current may disappear while the com

bination is still proceeding. Herr Muller promises further investigations

on the currents occurring in animal organisms.

Movements of Floating Solids.—Frof. Tomlinson (Phil. Mag., Dec.

1S69), gives an elaborate summary of the history of the literature of the

class of phenomena of which the motion of camphor on water may be

taken as the type. The author's own researches on this subject are also

recapitulated. A special discussion is given of the recent experiments

in the same field of G. van der Mensbrugge, whose investigation tends

to the conviction, which the author shares, that the action in question

is due not, as has been contended, to the recoil upon the floating

mass of the portion of the solid which dissolves in the liquid, or which

evaporates into the air ; but rather to the diminution which the vapour

of the substance effects in the tension of the surface-film of the liquid.

Experiments here and elsewhere recounted are considered as showing

that the surface of a liquid is in a state of tension different from that of

the mass of the liquid.

Approach caused by Vibration —Frof. F. Guthrie (Proceed. Royal

Soc., No. 115, 1869), finds that apiece of suspended cardboard ap

proaches a tuning-fork which vibrates in its neighbourhood. It appears

that whenever a body vibrates in air, so as to become the origin of

waves of compression and rarefaction, all bodies in the neighbourhood

of the first tend to approach it. The author, after examining the attend

ant phenomena, and eliminating such as he judges might influence the

fundamental one, concludes that the approach in such cases is due to a

mean rarefaction of the air in the neighbourhood of the body upoa

which the aerial waves impinge, and which is brought about by then;

dispersion ; and hints at the possible effect which the dispersion of inci

dent heat-waves may have in causing bodies to approach one another.

A New Pyrometer.—As the temperature to which water is ex

posed may be measured by the pressure exercised by its vapour, so

M. Lainy (Comptes Rendus, t. 69, p. 347) concluded that very high

temperatures might be measured by the tension of the carbonic acid

evolved by the heat arising from carbonate of calcium. A porcelain tube,.

glazed inside and out and closed at one end, is charged with fragments

of marble or Iceland spar ; the other open end is connected with a

manometer. On exposing the closed end to the high temperature

which has to be measured, carbonic acid is expelled, and the amount

expelled, as shown by the tension indicated by the manometer, is a

measure of the temperature. On cooling, the carbonic acid is re

absorbed by the quick lime.

Miscellaneous Intelligence.

The Academy of Sciences of Faris has just elected two corresponding

members ; in the mineralogical section M. Des Cloiseaux, of the Normal

School, in the place of M. d'Archiac; and in the botanical section, M.

Pringsheim, of Berlin, in the room of Frof. von Martius.

It is understood to be the intention of the British Government not to

fill up the post of Master of the Mint, vacant by the death of Prof.

Graham.

The office of Director of the Geological Survey of Ireland, vacant by

the death of Prof. Jukes, has been conferred on Mr. Edward Hull,

of the English Geological Survey.

The Professorship of Botany in the Royal College of Science, Dublin,

is vacant by the resignation of Prof. Wyville Thompson. Prof. Perceval

Wright, Dr. Macnab, and Mr. W. T. Dyer, of Cirencester College, are

understood to be among the candidates.

Dr. Seemann's Journal of Botany British and Foreign, is placed on

a new footing, and reduced in price to it. monthly, with the commence

ment of the year. It will in future be made a complete record of the

progress of British botany, which department will be under the manage

ment of Mr. H. Trimen, M.B. of the British Museum, and Mr. J. G.

Baker, of the Kew Herbarium. Italy has long been illustrious for the

number and high rank of its botanists. A periodical devoted to botany
has been started during the past year at Florence, the Aruaz>o Giornalc

Botanico Italiano. The first number contains several articles of value

to Italian botanists, and an interesting paper by Sig. Uzielli, claiming

for the great painter Da Vinci the right of priority in several botanical

discoveries usually attributed to more recent observers.

The first number (for Jan. 1870) of a new microscopical publication lies

before us : Microscopic Objects Figured and Described, by Mr. John H.

Martin, Secretary to the Maidstone and Mid-Kent Natural History

Society. It contains 16 woodcuts and descriptions of microscopic

objects.

The Royal Society has bestowed the Copley medal, one of its highest

scientific distinctions, on M. Regnault, of Paris.

M. P. Bert has been elected Professor of Physiology to the Faculty of

Sciences at Paris.

The November shower of meteors was observed under favourable

circumstances at Port Said by Lieut. Tupman, who has forwarded a

report of his observations to the Royal Astronomical Society. Stragglers

were noticed as early as the 8th ; on the nights of the 14th and 15th

about one-third of the sky was clear, and the meteors passed at the rate

of one or two every minute from half-past two to four o'clock ; before

5 all was over.

In Mr. Lister's Introductory Address to the University of Edinburgh,

on his appointment to the chair of Clinical Surgery, he advocates

Schwann s germ-theory of the putrefaction of organic substances ; and

maintains that putrefaction cannot be brought about by the action of

oxygen only ; the process being, in fact, analogous to that of fermen

tation. It appears that experiments by M. Pasteur have shown that a

bottle containing a clear decoction of yeast fermented very quickly
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when exposed to ordinary air ; but when exposed to atmosphere en

tirely free from floating organic particles, as the wind blowing from a

glacier, remained perfectly clear.

Mr. J. Gwyn Jeffreys contributes to the January number of the

Annals and Magazine of Natural History a short biographical sketch of

the lamented M. Sars, lately Professor Extraordinary of Zoology at the

University of Christiania, to whom science is so much indebted for his

investigations of the fauna of the Northern seas.

Dr. Strieker, of Vienna, is publishing a work on the tissues of man,

which will incorporate the results of the researches and the conclusions

of the most distinguished histologists of Germany. The early numbers,

"which are already printed, contain chapters by Max Schultze on nerve-

tissue, by Stricke on microscopical methods, by Kuhne on nerve and

muscle, by Pfliiger on the salivary glands, by Rollet on blood-corpuscles,

by Waldeyer on teeth, &c.

Mr. P. M. Duncan, M.B., F.R.S., one of the Secretaries to the Geo

logical Society, is a candidate for the vacant chair of Geology in King's

College, London.

Selected Articles.

Nature : II. Hooker on Schimper's Traite de Paleontologie vegetale,

vol. I. [The review is a valuable resume" of the present state of know

ledge.]—Proctor on Earthquake Waves in the Pacific—Thalen's "New

Map of the Spectra of the Metals." [Reviewer should have mentioned

that this memoir, although read before the Royal Society of Upsala,

is printed with elaborate tables in a recent number of the Annales dc

Chimie.\—III. Newton on Baldamus' theory, that the colour of the eggs

of the cuckoo approximates in the course of generations to that of the

eggs of the bird in whose nest they are laid, and that successive

generations of cuckoos stick to the nests of the same kind of bird.

[Favourable ; theory questioned by Sterland in No. V., Dresser in

No. VIII., and Cecil Smith in No. IX. Discussion important as

bearing on Theory of Natural Selection : the subject was first intro

duced to English readers in a popular form in Chambers' Journal, 1857.]

—Note from Max Schulze's Archiv, by Kuppfer of Kiel, on the ver

tebrate character of the embryo of a species of Phallusia, confirming

opinion of Kowalewsky.—IV. Wallace on Murphy's Habit and Intelli

gence. [Defence of two or three points of Darwinism against Murphy.

Continued in No. V.]—V. Deep Sea Dredging Expedition in H.M.S.

Porcupine, by Gwyn Jeffreys. [Very interesting and important : con

tinued in Nos. VI. and VII.]—VI. Mental Progress of Animals, by J. S.

—VII. Gwyn Jeffreys on Food of Oceanic Animals. [As no vegetable

life is found lower than 15 fathoms, do the marine animals obtain their

carbon from the sea, as the plants do from the air ? criticised by

Wallich in No. IX.]—VIII. Bastian on Sensation and Perception, I.—

IX. Stanley Jevons on a Deduction from Darwin's Theory. [Human

race is found in greatest perfection in temperate regions, because an

amalgamation of races migrating from Arctic with others migrating

from Tropical regions, is more adapted to a medium climate.]—Berkeley

on Oliver's First Book of Indian Botany.—Sylvester : A Plea for the

Mathematician. [Masterly essay : defending the view that the ma

thematical sciences are based upon, and their progress due, to obser

vation.] ,

Onldiocy. P.M.Duncan. Quarterly Journal of Science for Jan., 1870.

The Total Solar Eclipse of August last. W. Crookcs. In the same.

Notes on Terrestrial Magnetism. R. A. Proctor. Student for Jan., 1870.

Essay on the Embryonal Development of Insects, by N. Melnikow

ofKasan. Troschl's Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, 1869. Bd. I., Heft 2.

On the Cause of the Different Development of the Sense of Locality

in different parts of the Skin, by Vierordt. Robins' Journal de

l'Anatomie, November and December.

On the Influence of Electric Currents on the Nervous System, by

MM. Legros and Onimus. In the same.

Primitive monographic: Rosarum, by 1". Crcpin. Bulletin de la Societe

Botanique de Belgique. Vol. VIII., No. 2.

On the Microscopical Anatomy of Briinner's Glands, by Herr Schlem-

mer. Sitzungsberichte der kais. Acad, der Wissenschaftcn zu Wien.

[Shows that Briinner's glands do not belong to the class of acinous,

but to that of tubular glands.]

On the Absorption and Exhalation of Nitrogen in the Adult Sheep,

by MM. Henneberg, E. Schulze and Marcker. Sitzungsberichte der

kdnigl. bayer. Akad. der Wissenschaften zu Miinchen, 1869. Band I.,

Heft. 4. [The experiments show that there is no evidence in favour of

the view of Boussingault and others, that nitrogen is given off by

animals in the gaseous form.]

A Mathematical Theory of Tides, by Prof. Challis, in Phil. Mag.

Sot Jan.

New Books.

Barkow, H. C. Die Angiologische Sammlung im anatomischen Musaum

zu Breslau. (58 coloured woodcuts, and 1 1 coloured plates.) Breslau.

Birt, Dr. P. Lecons sur la Physiologie comparee de la Respiration.

(150 fig.) Paris.

Brand, Dr. Beitrage zur Entwickelungsgeschichte der Libelluden

und Hemipteren. Berlin.

Bruck, Dr. Die angeborenen und erworbenen Defekte des Gesichtes.

(12 plates.) Breslau.

Cordier, F. S. Les Champignons de France. (60 chromolith.).

Paris : Rothschild. [The first part of this work treats of the general

organs of fungi, their mode of reproduction, geography, influence on

the soil, habitats, season, climate, and the means of distinguishing the

eatable from the dangerous species. In the second part the author

describes those species that are edible, poisonous, or employed in

the arts, that is, all the French species of interest to man ; and

gives their complicated synonyms, with figures of one or more

species of each genus, and synoptical tables.]

Fichte, J. G. New Exposition of the Science of Knowledge. Transl.

by Kroger. Triibner.

Fowler, T. Inductive Logic. Clarendon Press series.

Lowne, B. R. The Anatomy and Physiology of the Blow-fly. A

Monograph. (10 plates.) London : Van Voorst. (Vide supra.)

Merkel, Dr. F. Ueber die Macula lutea des Menschen und die Ora

serrata einiger Wirbelthiere. (2 plates.) Leipzig.

Saint-Pierre, M. E. Germain de. Nouveau Dictionnaire de Bo

tanique. Paris : Bailliere.

Tiiurot, Ch. Les Principes d'Archimede. (Reprint from Rev.

Archialogique.) Bailliere : Paris.

Geography and History.

New Tracks in North America.—By William A. Bell, M.A., M.B.,

Cantab. London : Chapman and Hall.

The present work belongs to a high order of modern books

of travel. It teems with solid information, industriously

gathered and pleasantly imparted ; the personal narrative is

not burdened with useless detail or worked up for effect,

but depends for its interest on the unaffected relation of the

more important incidents ; and the views on social conditions

and prospects are free from bias and exaggeration. The

impression produced is that of a task undertaken with the sole

view of diffusing sound knowledge regarding the interesting

country travelled over, and the reader is glad to place the

volumes on his library shelves by the side of his best-

thumbed books of reference. It is far from our intention,

however, to convey the notion that the work is dry reading ;

on the contrary, the narrative portions are exceedingly

interesting ; there is abundance of adventure, and the de

scriptions of the desolate plains and weird-like plateaus and

canons of the wild regions passed through enchain the atten

tion from the first page to the last.

Dr. Bell travelled as a volunteer member of an expedition

undertaken by the Kansas Pacific Railway Company, to

survey the various routes for a railway far to the south of

the one now finished, and therefore lying across the almost un

known table-lands and mountain ranges between the eastern

part of New Mexico and Southern California. The survey

parties were strengthened by cavalry escorts and means of

transport by the United States Government, without which

aid they could have done nothing in regions infested by

hostile Indians, and they had to try in many places alterna

tive lines of road ; thus a large portion of the most unfre

quented part of the continent was examined by competent

men, and materials gathered for a much more accurate view

of the physical geography of this extraordinary region than

has hitherto been entertained. It is an especial merit of

Dr. Bell that, although engaged only as the photographer
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and surgeon of the expedition, he has shown himself com

petent to use these valuable materials, and has worked them

up in the broad views on the general geography of the

country which enrich his work.

The narrative begins with the author's arrival at St. Louis,

" the Capital of the West," of which and the neighbouring

towns and territories he gives an interesting description.

Hence, he travelled by rail to Salina, 185 miles west of the

Missouri, which had been appointed by General Wright, the

head of the expedition, as the rendezvous for the party ; and

on the 7th June, 1867, the line of waggons and mounted

surveyors started across the plains to commence their task.

The direction followed towards the Rocky Mountains was

generally south-west, and several passes were explored before

reaching Santa Fe in New Mexico. From the Rio Grande

two main lines of route were surveyed to the Colorado,

a northerly one near the 35 th parallel of latitude, and a

southerly one approximately along the 32nd parallel; both

passing over range after range of difficult mountains and

the northern only eventually being continued west of the

Colorado to St. Francisco. Dr. Bell accompanied the sur

veyors on the southern route as far as_Fort Grant in Southern

Arizona, when he quitted the party, and, with one companion

only, traversed the Mexico State of Sonora from North to

South as far as the Port of Guaymas. The chief object of

this excursion was to ascertain the prospects of a future

branch line of railway through this region to the Gulf of

California. At Guaymas he embarked and rejoined his

.companions in St. Francisco in the mid-winter of 1867-8,

whence he set out on his return journey vift Salt Lake City

in the month of February, reaching Fort Wallace in Kansas

on the 10th of March, thus completing a vast circuit through

the least-known regions of the Great West. The narrative

of the whole expedition is completed by the journals or state

ments of other members, belonging to those lines of survey

which were not traversed by Dr. Bell personally. The

result of the Survey, as far as Railway prospects are con

cerned, was that the route near the 35th parallel was con

sidered the better one and recommended for adoption.

In a chapter giving a general view of the physical

geography of the region west of the Mississippi, Dr. Bell

presents us with a new reading of the relations of mountain

systems in North America. Hitherto we have been taught

to consider the Rocky Mountains and the Andes of Mexico,

Central and South America, as forming one continuous

chain, extending, as it is sometimes expressed, " from the

Arctic nearly to the Antarctic circle." One result drawn by

our author from the recent surveys is that the Rocky Moun

tains cease in Southern New Mexico, and are separated by a

depression in the general plateau, some 50 or 100 miles in

width, from the mountain system of Mexico. The Rocky

Mountains, moreover, are no longer to be considered as a

" chain." To the question, Where is the Central range ?

Dr. Bell answers confidently, Nowhere. A tolerably accu

rate idea of the vertical configuration of the western half of

the continent may be obtained from the carefully prepared

map, drawn by Ravenstein from Dr. Bell's materials, which is

attached to the work. The main gradations of altitude are

here represented by shades of drab colouring and lines of

shading, and it is seen at once how totally different is the

mountain system from the Cordillera further south, with

which it has been arbitrarily connected in geographical

descriptive works. A mass of highlands, elevated from

6000 to 10,000 feet above the sea level, extends from north

to south, having a width in its broadest part of at least

16 degrees of longitude, and in its narrowest of 8 degrees;

and from this rises a number of short ranges of lofty peaks,

which, it is true, show an approach to continuity along

the line of the Rocky Mountains Proper, near the eastern

edge of these broad highlands, but are scattered also over

other portions of the area. The great plateau, in fact, is con

tinuous with the Sierra Nevada range of California, and its

great elevation would be uniform over the whole width of

900 geographical miles, were it not broken by the two great

basins of Utah and the Colorado River, which are depressed

to about 4000 feet, and have, at least in great part, been

scooped out by the action of water. In general terms, Dr.

Bell regards the Rocky Mountain system, from the northern

boundary of the United States to their southern termination,

as consisting usually of two mountain ranges, occupying the

eastern and western edges of the plateau, and connected

here and there by transverse ridges. In confirmation of

this view is to be cited the absence of clearly-defined water

sheds, the dividing line of the rivers, which How respectively

to the Atlantic and Pacific, being neither the Eastern nor

the Western range, but in some places the one and in others

the other, but very frequently the transverse connecting

ridges. The junction of the transverse with the meridional

ridges results in the division of the plateau into numerous

extensive elevated valleys, hemmed in by high mountains,

and called " Parks," well-watered and timbered, with wide

expanses of grass-land.

Another chapter treats of the tract of country forming the

basins above-mentioned, and lying between the eastern mass

of highland and the Sierra Nevada. This has generally

been described as the Great Desert Belt, extending south

to north, from the head of the Gulf of California to the

valley of the Saskatchewan, in British America. Dr. Bell

has much that is new and interesting to impart concerning

this peculiar region. It is not a continuous belt of low-lying

country, and has only one feature common to the whole

area—the arid nature of its soil and climate. He divides it

into three basins, each of which is about equal in area to

France. Advancing north from the barren plains at the

head of the Gulf of California, some portions of the country

are depressed below the sea-level, but there is a graduated

ascent to the northern part of Utah, in which lies the Great

Salt Lake, at an elevation above the sea of 4290 feet. North

of this is a transverse belt of the high plateau land separating

the basin from that of the Columbia River to the north, which

forms the second basin.

The third basin is that of the Rio Colorado of the west,

and this is in some respects one of the most extraordinary

tracts of country on the earth's surface. Its marvellous

physical features were first described in the report of Lieut.

J. C. Ives, who explored the river valley by order of the

United States Government in 1857-8, chiefly by the geo

logist of the expedition, Dr. J. S. Newberry. The main

stream was not visited by Dr. Bell himself, but he obtained

much information from Dr. Parry and other members of the

survey party who traversed the country. The entire Colo

rado basin consists of a series of table-lands, rising one above

the other, and all cut through to a vast depth by the main

stream and its tributaries, which rise in most cases amid the

snows of the highest ranges, and run in rapid and perennial

courses to the plains at the head of the California Gulf.

The plateaus rise by successive gradations from 4000 to 7000

and 8000 feet ; they are broken through along the lines of

watercourses, and generally present towards those lines abrupt

wall-like escarpments. Complete barrenness prevails on all

these broad lands ; little vegetation except Artemisia scmb

is to be found from the 36th to the 42nd parallels along the

plateaus, and wide tracts exhibit notliing but bare rock on

the surface. The causes of this sterility suggested by Dr.

Bell appear to be two, to some degree dependent on one

another. One is the scantiness of the rainfall, owing to the
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interception of the vapour-laden winds from both oceans by

the flanking high ranges ; and the other, the circumstance

that the beds of nearly all the rivers are sunk to a depth of

hundreds and thousands of feet below the level of the

country, thus depriving the land of the abundant irrigation,

which its numerous streams would have supplied had they

flowed on the surface.

The formation by rivers of narrow, sharply-cut gorges or

canons, a phenomenon not unknown in other regions, is

here displayed on the grandest scale. The main stream of

the Colorado is stated to flow for 500 miles at the bottom of

a chasm, from 3000 to 5000 feet deep. The clefts are not

linear, or in zigzag, but have a meandering course, like the

natural channels of a river ; and the tributary streams join

the main river in most cases by similar deep clefts. Several

members of Lieut. Ives' expedition descended into the gorge,

at one of the few places where a break in the perpendicular

sides rendered it accessible ; and Dr. Newberry noted that

the walls exhibited a succession of geological strata corre

sponding on the two sides. This fact, added to the form of

the gorges and considerations derived from geological obser

vation in other river and lake basins, led Dr. Newberry to

the conclusion that this wonderful phenomenon was due

simply to the slow action of running water ; in short, that the

river and its tributaries had, in the lapse of ages, cut down

their beds through all the sedimentary strata, and several

hundred feet into the granite base on which they rest.

In this conclusion Dr. Bell agrees. Earthquake action, to

which it seems natural to ascribe the origin of the clefts, he

believes, has had nothing to do with them. In a judicious

summary, he enumerates as the physical conditions necessary

to the formation of deep canons—1st, A dry climate, in which

even periodical rains do not fall to any considerable amount ;

2nd, The passage of never-failing streams through this dry

country ; 3rd, Surface strata of such a nature as easily to

yield to the action of the current when the bed first begins

to be deepened ; and, 4th, A slope of land sufficiently great

to insure a rapid current. To these conditions, we think,

ought to be added a slow general upheaval of the whole

country, such as may be assumed to have caused the eleva

tion of the Rocky Mountain plateau, the culminating line or

summit of the arch of upheaval being near the upper waters

of the river. It seems necessary to assume such general

elevation, to account for the maintenance of a slope suffi

ciently steep to cause the rapid current which has worn

away the rocks. The dry climate is a consideration of the

highest importance, but to dryness it appears necessary to

add the absence of frost and glacial action. It has been

shown by Ramsay, Jukes, Geikie, and other geologists, how

vast is the influence which rain and ice have had in pro

ducing the rounded configuration of the surface of our own

country, and by inference of all other regions exposed to

their action : and the Colorado basin may be cited as an

example of a region remaining in primitive ruggedness,

owing to its freedom from these agencies. European rivers

are known which have deepened their beds several hundred

feet since man existed on their banks, and left signs of his

presence in flint implements imbedded in their gravel. If

the climate had been as free from rain as that of the Colorado

basin, we might have witnessed canon formations here,

instead of the gradually sloping banks, which are the results

of pluvial washings and denudation.

Dr. Bell has been able to enliven his description by

a narrative of adventure in the Great Canon of the Colorado

which greatly heightens the interest of the subject. The

members of the survey party, on the 35 th parallel, met at a

village on the lower Colorado a man named James White,

who had actually made, a few months previously, the passage

of the gloomy chasm throughout nearly its whole length.

He belonged to a party of gold prospectors, near the upper

waters of the river, who having lost their leader in a fight

with Indians took refuge at the bottom of the ravine of

Grand River, just above its junction with Green River, the

united waters of which form the Colorado proper. Two of

them in their desperation sought a mode of escape, from the

watching savages above, by the rapid river. They built

a raft and, embarking on the current, were hurried through

the dark passages and tossed over cataracts for days and

weeks; one of them being lost in the worst part of the

perilous navigation, and the survivor, White, emerging in an

exhausted state at the southern end of the chasm where the

Mormons have a small settlement, and where the survey

party met with him. It is now known that the canon was

explored, last summer, by an expedition organized for the

purpose, under Major Powell of the United States Army.

He states that in some places he passed between walls

of marble, many hundred feet in height, and we may expect

from his detailed report, when published, a revelation of the

hidden mysteries of the great canon.

The ethnological portions of the work are of equal interest

to the Geography. The description of the Pueblo or town-

building Indians is particularly worthy of attention. It is

known that the section of this remarkable people, whom the

Spaniards found established on the Rio Grande, had a tradi

tion of their having migrated thither from the North. Dr. Bell

admits this derivation, but believes them to be the skirmish line

of that nation who, under the general name of Aztecs, attained

so high a state of civilization in Central America ; and he

has carefully worked out the route which he thinks they

must have followed, in their gradual movement northward;

from their original home on the plateaus of Mexico. He

believes they took a direction to the west of the SierrU-,

Madre of Mexico, through the plains of Sonora and Arizona,,

to the fertile valleys of the Gila. Passing onward, their pro-t

gress to the North was stopped by the Great Canon of the,

Colorado, and their course thereby deflected to the east>

ward along the head waters of the St. Juan to the northern,

extremity of the Rio Grande, the valley of which they:

descended and peopled. The description of the Opita and

Papago Indians of Sonora is also of great interest ; the.

chapters devoted to Sonora indeed may be said to be amongst

the most original and attractive of the whole work. Readers

interested in the recent mineral discoveries, and the pros

pects of settlement in the tract of country surveyed by the

entire expedition, will find in Dr. Bell's book a reliable

guide. H. W. Bates*

The Geography of Greece. \_Geographie von Gricchcnland.\ tiy

C. Kursian. Vol. II. Part I. Leipsic : Teubncr.

This is an instalment of Herr Bursian's work on the Geo

graphy of Greece, the first volume of which appeared in

1862. The need of such a book has long been felt, and the

importance attached to the subject is evinced, among, other

things, by the increased space allotted to it in each succeed

ing history of Greece. For ordinary English students ifthe

want has been sufficiently supplied by the excellent articles

on Greece in Dr. Smith's Dictionary of Geography, ;and the

convenience of such articles for purposes of reference, irid«»

pendently of their intrinsic value, will ensure their perrraajnent

use in preference to more elaborate treatises ; at the satne

time, the form into which these are thrown, precludes ttos

possibility of discussing thoroughly the various questions

which arise in connection with the subject, and si&irig. the

numerous references in classical authorities which tend,

either to elucidate or, as frequently happens, to eatangio
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the topography. A more systematic treatment of the subject

is thus required, and this will be found admirably executed

in Bursian's volumes.

The author has spared no pains to examine all the passages

in ancient and modern writers which bear on the geography,

and has shirked none of the questions, many of them very

difficult ones, which have confronted him. In the discus

sion of these his learning and good sense are everywhere

conspicuous, and while the historic notices of districts and

towns are brief and unobtrusive, it is evident from them that

he is a good deal more than a mere geographer. Nowhere

is this more apparent than in his accounts of the affinities of

the different tribes that inhabited the country, especially

the Peloponnese, which, from the difficulty of egress which

it presents to those who have once entered it, has in all ages

resembled the purse of a net, in retaining remnants of a great

variety of races. Besides this he has himself explored a

considerable part of Greece Proper, and in some places, as

at the Heraeum in the Plain ofArgos, instituted independent

investigations, about which he has written monographs in

former times. Thus the descriptions have in some measure

that reality imparted to them which an eye-witness alone

can give ; though, at the same time, the reader must not

expect to find that vividness which is so characteristic of

Professor Forchhammer's Hellenica — a work of genius,

which, without word-painting or picturesque effect, presents

the country in all its minutest features, as in a raised and

coloured map. This treatment is perhaps precluded by the

business-like character of Herr Bursian's volumes ; and his

good sense forms a marked contrast to the extravagance of

the mythological theories which Forchhammer worked into

his physical geography.

The first volume of this work was devoted to the continent

of Greece, from the parallel of Mount Olympus to the

Corinthian and Saronic Gulfs : the second is to contain the

Peloponnese and the Islands. The part which is now before

us includes the three districts of Argolis, Laconia, and

Messenia. Our sources of information are in no division

of the country more complete than here. Of the ancient

condition of the cities and their antiquities we have a full

account in Pausanias ; and for modern times, besides the

great works of Leake and E. Curtius, there are many other

valuable contributions, such as Mr. Clark's Peloponnesus, and

the publication of the French archaeological expedition. All

these materials have been very thoroughly utilized by Herr

Bursian ; and, in particular, he has taken great pains to

reproduce for us the sites of the public buildings in the

cities, by comparing the descriptions in Pausanias with the

remains still existing and the features of the ground. In

other respects he has been careful to spare the reader all

antiquarian discussions ; in fact, here and there, we cannot

but regret that he has not told us more—as, for instance,

about objects of such peculiar interest as the pyramid in the

neighbourhood of Argos, and the unique Hellenic arched

bridge at Xerocampo, in the valley of Sparta. Among the

most effective descriptions in this part of the book, we may

mention the notice of the Hieron of yEsculapius near Epi-

daurus, and the whole account of the neighbourhood of

Pylos and Sphacteria.

It only remains to mention one or two desiderata to make

such a work quite complete.

The plans of towns which are appended to this part, and

to Vol. I., are in all respects creditable, but in order to render

the book useful to the student, it is absolutely necessary that

a good map of modern as well as ancient Greece should be

added to the work when completed. As the ancient sites

and features of the country are throughout determined by

reference to modern localities, the reader is wholly at sea,

unless he possesses such a help as Kiepert's map of modem

Greece, which cannot be supposed to be in everybody's

hands. We may hope that this will appear along with the

next part. Much would also be gained if the general notices

at the head of each volume or part could be expanded, and

a number of facts thus grouped together which are now

scattered over the whole work. Thus, from Fiedler's Travels

there would be no difficulty in compiling a sufficient notice

of the geology of Greece ; and what would be still more

valuable, we might hope for an account of the climate and

vegetation of the country, and its different districts, in

ancient and modern times—a subject which surely as much

deserves a place in a geographical treatise, as the enumera

tion of theatres and temples. To these may be added as a

desideratum, a conspectus of the ancient names of places

and natural objects according to their etymology. That

Bursian himself is alive to the importance of this is shown by

numerous etymologies to which he refers in connection with

the geography, especially by that of Messenia, which, as he

points out, originally signified a " middle-land " in the midst

of mountains—in other words, that which was afterwards

known as the Stenyclerian plain. But it is only necessary

that a person should look through the names of headlands,

islands, mountains, and cities in Greece and Asia Minor, to

learn how much may be gained in this respect by careful

observation and grouping. With the present rapid advance

of philological study, we may hope that geographers will be

induced to break ground on a larger scale than hitherto in

this almost untrodden field. H. F. Tozer.

History of England from the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat of

the Spanish Armada.—By James Anthony Froude, M.A., late

Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. Vols. xi. and xii. Longmans.

With these volumes Mr. Froude brings his account of

England under the Tudor Dynasty to a close. He has taken

as his subject the transition period during which the spirit of

the Middle Ages lost its power and the new views which

animate the modern world were assuming a definite form.

He has been able to give fresh interest to the story by those

researches among the archives of Simancas, which have not

only cleared up the gelations between England and Spain,

but substituted re.il life-like pictures of Henry VIII. and of

Elizabeth, for the curious theatrical images we are so well

accustomed to in the ordinary histories. The period, too, is

not merely English in its interest. There have been times

when our history has been almost entirely national in its

character, the whole of the story has seemed concentrated

within these islands. Sometimes, however, as in the reign

of Elizabeth, it is impossible to disentangle the threads of

English and of Continental history ; for the time European

events form a connected whole, and English policy is un

intelligible apart from this relation. In addition to this

heightened interest of the great Queen's reign we have the

strong personal contrast between Elizabeth and her rival

Mary Queen of Scots. The best romance never contained a

more striking and better developed balance of interest than

history has here provided for us. The situation has had a

peculiar fascination for many writers ; all the details are so

fully known, all the motives and feelings are so blended,

and appeal to so many sympathies on both sides, as to

present the elements of dramatic effect in their highest form.

Our author is convinced of Mary's guilt, and has on his side

not only Sir Walter Scott's statement that " his imagination

was for Mary, his judgment against her," but Hume's im

partial decision, " that the Tory who believes in Mary's

innocence, or the Whig who asserts the reality of the Popish

plot, are equally beyond the reach of argument." Mary's
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advocates insist on regarding her as an innocent and injured

woman, against whom an envious rival was always plotting ;

they keep in the background the fact of her being from the

first the Catholic claimant of the English crown, to secure

whose succession so many plots were laid against Elizabeth's

life. In fact the soil was mined beneath the English queen's

feet, and her insecurity during the early years of her reign

so impressed the shrewd Seignory of Venice, that they did

not recognise her for many years, as she expressly stated to

their ambassador. All this is almost left out of view by

Prince Labanoff and Miss Strickland, as well as by Mary's

latest champion, Mr. Hosack : they acutely adopt Dryden's

tactics, and represent " the milk-white hind" pursued by the

panther. Mignet, on the other hand, seems to bring the

two queens together by a kind of destiny ; the faults on either

side are equal, Mary and Elizabeth are the heads of rival

faiths and parties, they must needs come into collision sooner

or later, and when the weaker and less worthy falls, it is use

less to accuse individuals or even blame the results of fate.

Our author, more true to the duty of an historian, gives the

facts and documents which show that Elizabeth long bore

with, and tried to spare, the woman whom she probably

intended to succeed her. We commend to the reader the

account of the death-scene at Fotheringay, and the events

which immediately led to it. In his account of Elizabeth's

policy as a whole, Mr. Froude has given us a compa

nion picture to that which he formerly drew of Henry

VIII. 's character and government. Her policy may be

characterised in one word—vacillation, and accounted for by

the circumstances of her birth and position. Denounced

and deposed by Rome, she was the natural head of the Pro

testant cause ; but she clung to parts of the old ritual, and

her cool intellectual temperament made her something of a

latitudinarian in religion and little inclined to persecute ;

half her household were Catholics, and Sir James Crofts, the

comptroller of her household, was in secret correspondence

with the enemies of England. Mr. Motley has accused her

of not supporting the Dutch and Henri Quatre as she

ought to have done, but he judges somewhat after the

event. She long believed that the revolt would end in a com

promise (a belief shared by many European thinkers), by

which Philip would allow some sort of toleration in practice,

and it was long before the States themselves were clear as

to claiming full independence. The moderate Catholicism of

Henri Quatre after his conversion explains her view. Hence

she only helped the revolted Provinces so far as enabled

them to resist utter subjection. Again, her whole relation to

Spain was regulated by the fact that neither Spain nor

England wished for war, Philip as little as herself ; and her

view was justified so far by the thirty years' peace with Spain.

She did not wish to provoke the mass of her Catholic sub

jects by an open war with the Catholic king, and Drake's

exploits were overlooked by Spain, as the Spanish plots and

landings in Ireland were by her. The safety of England from

invasion long depended on the jealousy between France and

Spain, since neither could allow the other to gain such an

accession of power as success in this attempt would give.

Elizabeth's incessant vacillation, however, was not the less

■disastrous to those whom she alternately supported and

neglected. It was her work that Morton perished in Scotland,

that the distraction of the Low Countries were continued, that

Don John of Austria was received as governor by the Pro

vinces ; that, despairing of any real help from her, Catharine

of Medici finally adopted the policy which led to the St.

Bartholomew massacre. Her vacillation was often, as Wal-

singham told her, " dishonourable and dangerous," but she

was proud of the foolish artifices which became part of her

nature. It was not Elizabeth that saved England, rather

the English council, under Cecil and Walsingham, saved

Elizabeth : our thanks are due to Howard, Drake, and

Hawkins, and not to the Queen, for the defeat of the Armada.

In the monarchical style of writing, once so prevalent, all was

attributed to the sovereign : the epithet of " good" has been

applied to many princes for the desert of others. What,

then, was her merit ? Mainly the preservation of peace for

so long, mainly the carrying out a great religious revolution

without a religious war. Owing to that long peace, the yeo

men and peasants were living in a golden age ; the war of

classes, the struggle between rich and poor, had ended for a

time ; agriculture was thriving, manufactures were spreading,

the country was being covered with fine buildings, the

maritime provinces of the Spanish Peninsula were fed with

English wheat, the surplus produce of Norfolk and Hamp

shire. Neither the country gentlemen nor the London

merchants wished for war with Spain. Taxation was light,

and Elizabeth paid for much out of the revenues of the

royal domains. And here we may notice a gap in Mr.

Froude's History, which we should like to see filled up.

There is no full account of the revenues of the country,

nothing which would enable us to see how far Mr. Motley's

charges against the Queen for not subsidising William of

Orange and Henri Quatre more liberally are justified. The

materials must surely exist for such an account. In vol. xii.

p. 429 there is a full and lucid statement of the constitution

and expenses of the fleet in the Armada year—would it be

impossible to make out a Budget for that year? Our author

incidentally corrects Mr. Motley's account of the state of the

land forces (xii. 458), and of the services of the Dutch fleet

(472) ; but we should like to see the whole accusation fairly

met. Our impression is that the charge is true of the early

years of her reign, but that this is accounted for by her

policy, as stated above. It does not seem true of the latter

part of the war. It is to be remembered that Elizabeth,

when the taxes proved insufficient, had to sell much of the

domain land, to meet the constant drain of money for

Ireland and for these incessant Continental wars. It was

solely her economy that enabled her to clear off the debts

of her two predecessors. Philip, with all the wealth of

America and the Indies at his command, twice ruined his

creditors by failing to pay his debts. The mention of

Ireland reminds us that Mr. Froude has devoted special

attention to its unhappy state, and worked out its history

with great care. Our Government had pursued a hopeless

policy from the time of the Conquest under Henry II. When

the kindly influences of nature would have fused the rival

races into one, English laws forbad intermarriage, proscribed

Irish dress and customs, and treated the natives as eternal

foes. They were regarded rather as wild animals than as

fellow men. The chief instruments of the Reformation in

England were the English Bible and Prayer-book, and

hymns and sermons, but there was no Irish Bible or Prayer-

book, and the state of the Irish clergy is almost indescribable.

Political reflections are unnecessary, the bare facts are

enough ; the rebellions and civil wars were but the fruit of

the seed that had been sown. The provincial policy of the

Romans has been much admired, but if we reverse all their

principles of action, we have a tolerable account of the

English policy in Ireland. The history ends with the event

to which matters had been long tending, the religious crusade

against England, and its defeat in the destruction of the

Spanish Armada. There is something of an Epic character

in the gradual manner in which the events are described as

converging to this supreme moment of England's history ;

and a vivid personal interest is awakened in the fate of the

doomed men whom the stormy return voyage threw on the

coast of Ireland- ^ 's one tnose stories which we are
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never tired of hearing, and fresh details add much to the

absorbing interest of the narrative. Mr. Froude ends his

History here, rather than with die death of Elizabeth, because

from this point her policy lost much of its early character

and assumed a definite form. The war with Spain lasted

for the rest of her life, and it is from looking at the results

of her reign, as a whole, that the general impression of her

ability, as a sovereign, has been formed. The poet could

describe her as the Glorious Queen of Faery, who sent out

her faithful knights to save fair Beige from the proud giant,

and to rescue Sir Bourbon though blaming him for " changing

his shield." The great statesman Sully was astonished to

find that she had conceived the plan of restoring the balance

of power in Europe by humbling the House of Austria,

—a plan defeated for the time by the assassination of Henri

Quatre, and the accomplishment of which was reserved for

Richelieu. For Elizabeth's reign and character our author

has achieved enough, but we are not sure that, as regards the

history of the English nation, he has been equally successful.

National and religious feeling was becoming supreme, and

the arts of diplomacy were not really so important as they

seem in our histories. That feeling embodied itself in

literature and shaped the course of the national policy and

gave a direction to the national religion ; and we somewhat

miss a fuller account of the social condition and literary

tendency of the age. Is it too late to hope for a continua

tion of the history to the death of Elizabeth, as originally

planned, and the addition of special chapters on the life of

the English nation? We regret having to part with an

author, who has so well succeeded in fusing the scattered

materials of our history into a consistent whole, and whose

attractively clear and easy style allows us to concentrate our

whole attention on the moving and living characters of the

story. C. W. Boase.

Correspondence of Joseph II. and Catherine of Russia. {Joseph II.

und Katherina von Russland. Ihr Briefivechscl : herausgegeben

von Alfred Ritter von Arneth.] Vienna : 1869.

This correspondence, for the publication of which we are

indebted to Herr von Arneth, discloses the secret history of

the momentous project conceived by the Russian empress

for the destruction of the Turkish power in Europe, and of

her negotiations to gain over the co-operation of Austria

towards the consummation of that enterprise. The letters

embrace the whole compass of this series of transactions,

from Catherine's first hint of her wish to renew hostilities

with the Porte up to Feb. 16, 1790, only four days before

the emperor's death. The two sovereigns by no means

restrict themselves to the discussion of political and military

combinations bearing upon plans of Eastern conquest, but

occasionally entertain each other with details of family

arrangements and domestic gossip, like ordinary mortals.

More frequently they exchange opinions upon passing events

in Europe ; the probable issue of the contest between Eng

land and her revolted colonies is discussed, and we catch

the first dim intimations of changes ere long to be brought

about in the European state-system ; as for instance, the

dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire, and the annexation

of the Venetian Republic to Austria. Of course this subtle,

shrewd, and lively imperial correspondence is pleasant

reading, in spite of the nauseous flattery with which the

writers dose each other. The emperor, writing to Kaunitz,

avows his motive for adopting this hyper-panegyrical tone in

a burst of masculine impatience over Catherine's self-con

centration. "IIfant savoir qu'on a a /aire avec unc femme

qui tie se soucie que (Telle, etpas plus de Russie que moi, ainsi

ilfaut la chatouiller. Sa vanite est son idole, un bonhcur

enrage, el Thommage outre et a Fenvie de toute FEurope Pont

gdtee." That Catherine had a like faith in her correspondent's

self-love is clear from the exact measure in which she returns

his flattery. With all their seeming frankness and friendli

ness we have before us a pair of accomplished dissemblers.

But the last letters of the emperor, written under the

pressure of manifold anxieties and perils, and of growing

sickness, are pathetically truthful, and cannot fail to excite

a compassionate sympathy for the worn-out sovereign, whose

reign, commencing with high hopes and beneficent pur

poses, was destined to close in the bitterness of utter disap

pointment. G. Waring.

Intelligence.

Dr. Dryasdust's coins were sold Dec. 2021 ; the highest price (21/.)

was given for a unique drachma of Mantinca, weighing 87 grains,

and a coin of Smyrna weighing 251 grains : the next highest (20/.) for

a very rough coin of Dryantilla, an exceedingly rare impress.

The Spalding Club has just been dissolved, having in the course of

thirty years published all the monuments of the North-east of Scotland.

The Exeter Gazette publishes from Guildhall MSS. the secret history

of the execution of John Bonnefaut for treason in 1539. It seems he

had been talking of prophecies against Henry VIII. with two friends :

as this might be considered treasonable, and Bonnefaut was a lawyer,

his friends determined to denounce him before he denounced them.

We learn from a letter of Mr. Erskine's that M. Ziller has cleared the

southern extremity of the Stadium at Athens at his own expense ;

the works are now being prosecuted by authority of the King of

Greece. A cutting has been made towards the entrance of the tunnel

which communicates with the open country to the east, and a sloping

entrance has been found, adapted for chariots. A drain, like that at

the Dionysian theatre, runs all round the stadium, and has its outlet

in the sort of riviere which communicates with the Ilissus. A full

description of the discovery will shortly appear in Germany.

Selected Articles.

La Maladie de Domitien. E. Beule, Revue des Deux Mondes, J.m.

[According to the writer, Domitian continued the later policy of Titus

for the first six years of his reign ; after which he was maddened by the

contempt of the public for his costly military failures.]

Analysis of the Sources of Livy, K. W. Nitsche. Rheinisches

Museum : 1870.

Rozieris Liber dinrnus, reviewed by Hefele in Theologischer Quar-

talschrift, IV., 1869; by Waitz in Gtitt. gelehrten Anzeigen, Dec. 15;

by H. Lott. Revue Critique, Dec. 25.

The South-eastern part of the Republic of Costa Rica, by Dr. A. v.

Frantzius, Petermann's Geographische Mittheilungen. Part IX., 1869.

The Telegraph-Expedition on the Yukon, in Alaska, by W. H.Dall,

Petermann's Geographische Mittheilungen. Part X., 1869.

The Slavonic Peoples of Turkey, by Professor F. Bradaska, in the

same. Part XII., 1869.

The Ouad-noun and the Tekna on the Western Shores of Morocco,

by Joachim Gatell, Bulletin de la Societe de Geographic, Oct., 1869.

Historical Works.

CartWright, W. C. Memoirs of Bergenroth. Edinonston and Douglas.

Dicuilli Liber de mensura orbis terra a G. Parthey recognitus. Berlin :

Nicolai.

Eusebii Pamphili Scripta Historica edidit Heinrichscn. Vol. IIL

Lipsirc : Mendelssohn.

Glennie, J. S. S. Arthurian Localities. Edmonston and Douglas.

Gonzenbach, L. Sicilienische Mahrchen aus dem Volksmund gesam-

melt. Leipzig : Engelmann.

Holm, A. Geschichte Siciliens im Alterthum. Bd. I., mit 7 Kaiten.

Leipzig : Engelmann.

Ihne, W. Romische Geschichte. Bd. II. Leipzig : Engelmann.

Nooruen, Carl von. Europaische Geschichte im achtzehntcn Jain -

hundert. Der Spanische Erbfolgekrieg. Bd. 1. Diisseldorf : Buddeus.

Tobler, Titus. Palrestina: descriptiones ex sasculo iv., v., and vi.

St. Gallen : Huber and Co. Williams and Norgate.

Treitschke, Heinricii vox. Historische und politische Aukatze.

Leipzig : Hertzel.
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Geographical 1 Forks.

BonWICK, J. The Last of the Tasmanians. London: Sampson Low

and Co. 1870. [This is a detailed history of the aborigines of Tas

mania in their relations with the settlers, including an account of the

events which led to the extermination of the race.]

IIahn, J. G., VON. Reise von Belgrad nach Salonik, nebst vier

Abhandlungen zur alten Geschichte des Morawagebietes. Vienna :

Tendler and Co.

Lewin, Capt. T. H. The Hill-tracts of Chittagong, and the dwellers

therein. Bengal Printing Company, Calcutta. [Contains much

novel information concerning the little-known hill-tribes of the region

on the eastern side of the Bay of Bengal, on the frontiers of Arracan

and Burmah.]

M'Clintock, Sir F. Leopold. The Voyage of the Fox in the Arctic

Seas in search of Franklin and his companions. New and Revised

Ed. Murray. 1869.

Heuglin, Th. von. Reise in das Gebiet des Weissen Nil. Leipzig :

C. F. Winter. 1869.

Humbert, Aimk. Le Japon illustre. 2 vols. 4to. Paris and London :

Hachette and Co. 1869. [A work recommended by the evident

fidelity of the pictorial illustrations, of which there are 500, on wood,

and by the amount of information given concerning the institutions

and habits of the Japanese which the author had unusual oppor

tunities of studying during his residence as Swiss Minister at Yeddo.]

Peschel, Oscar. Der Atlas des Andrea Bianco vom Jahre 1436,

photographisch facsimilirt auf 10 Tafeln ; mit Vorwort. Minister :

Venice, 1869.

Oriental Philology.

Kazwini's Cosmography. [Znkartja ben MuJiammed ben Mahmiid el

A'azs'tiifs A'osnwgrap/iie.] Uebersetzt von Dr. H. Ethe. Die Wunder

der Schopfung, erster Halbband. Leipzig : Fues. pp. 532.

Kazwini, " the Pliny of the East," as De Sacy called him,

lived in that gloomy period when Hulagu and his Mongols

conquered Bagdad, and by the execution of Mustacim ter

minated the Khalifate of the Abbasides. His real name

was Zakarija ibn Muhammed ; he was surnamed Kazwini

from his birthplace Kazwin, where his family, of the purest

Arab origin, had long been settled. He died in 1283, and

since he describes with much minuteness a plague of locusts

which visited Kazwin in 1209, we cannot be far wrong in

dating his birth about 1200. He was early obliged to leave

his home ; for what reason, is unknown ; he says himself,

''When God had decreed me separation from my home and

my country, and parting from my friends and associates,

I followed the good advice of him who says, ' the best com

panion in this world is a book,' and gave myself up to the

study of literature." In the year 1231 we find him at Da

mascus ; he was afterwards Kadhi of Wasit and Hilla. After

the overthrow of the Khalifate in 1258, he appears to have

withdrawn from public life, in order to devote himself to

his studies. In 1263 his Cosmography appeared; and the

second edition of the second volume in 1275. This work

consists of two parts, entitled respectively " The Wonders

of Creation " and " The Monuments of Countries." The

former is subdivided into two portions of very unequal size.

The first, occupying 72 pages of Arabic in Wustenfeld's edi

tion, contains a description of the nine heavenly spheres, also

treatises on angels, and on time and the computation of time.

In the second, which consists of 364 pages, the author first

speaks of the elements in general ; then, in particular, of

fire, in which division are treated falling-stars; of the air

and its phenomena—clouds, rain, wind, thunder and light

ning, the rainbow, &c. ; of water, with a description of the

seas and the principal islands, and of the wonderful creatures

of the deep ; of the earth, its form, situation, and divisions ;

with four alphabetical chapters on the most remarkable moun

tains, rivers, wells, and springs. To this division properly

belongs the remainder (250 pages), which treats of all

secondary things on the earth, and is in fact a Natural His

tory, arranged according to the three kingdoms, mineral,

vegetable, and animal, including under the latter a long de

scription (66 pages) of man, with his intellectual and bodily

properties, and an account of the Djinn, &c. The second

part of the work follows the division of the earth into seven

climates, and contains a description of the several countries

and cities, with their remarkable objects and personages,

arranged alphabetically.

Kazwini's work, as Dr. Wustenfeld has already observed,

is almost entirely a compilation. By the side of much that

is of scientific importance, there is much that is exaggerated

and even grotesque. I cannot, however, concede to the

scholar just mentioned that in this respect Kazwini stands

on a level with the best Oriental writers. On the contrary,

what with them is an exception, becomes with him the rule.

He is attracted only by the extraordinary, has an eye and

an ear only for the rare and singular, whether such be really

wonderful, or mere nursery-tales. In this he followed the

degenerate taste of his age, which was deficient in the pure

scientific tendency of the preceding centuries, and was prin

cipally interested in what Fleischer calls " the Oriental in

the bad sense of the word, i.e. the fantastic and fabulous."

The reader who is unacquainted with Arabic should there

fore be cautioned not to form an estimate of Arabic science

from Kazwini. There is one other point in which our author

has been somewhat overrated. We find in his work many

quotations from older geographers, which on closer inspec

tion prove to be taken at secondhand from the dictionary

ofjakut. I have remarked this particularly in passages of

Istakhri, Ibn Haukal, Ibn Fadhlan, and Al-Mukaddasi, which

I have examined. By the side of these, however, are many

valuable fragments of works which have now perished.

The attention of the learned world has long been directed

to Kazwini. From the time of Bochart several Piuropean

scholars have quoted passages, and in particular the extracts

given by Che'zy, with a French translation, in De Sacy's

Ckrestomathy, excited the desire for a complete edition, with

translation. In 1848 and 1849 Pr°f- Wustenfeld of Got-

tingen, assisted by the German Oriental Society, brought out

the Arabic text, with the intention of following it up with a

somewhat abridged German translation. This intention has

not been carried out, and we cannot but applaud Dr. Ethe for

offering an example so w-orthy of imitation ; for while almost

every reviewer of newly published Oriental texts pleads for

the desirableness of a translation, still very few appear. I

would therefore, in passing, propose a better division of

labour. Let those Orientalists who have the use of large

manuscript collections, employ themselves in editing texts,

and those who are deprived of that advantage, in preparing

translations. Even if the latter class of scholars are allowed

to study at home the MSS. directly necessary for a publication

of the text, they will still be without the many other MSS.

which have at least to be referred to. But for the trans

lation of a correctly published text, they have all that they

require. And probably they would receive the lion's share of

the acknowledgments of the reading world.

After an examination of many passages, I willingly sub

scribe to the judgment of Fleischer that Dr. Ethe " has in

general executed his task with vigour and success." An

Appendix to this half-volume contains Emendations and

Remarks on the Text of Wustenfeld, chiefly from the hand

of Professor Fleischer, at whose instigation the work was

undertaken and to whom it is dedicated.

Leydcn. "M. J. De Goeje.
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Melanges d'ArcWologie Orientale. — I'ar Ic Comte de Vogue,

membre de l'lnstitut. Paris. Imprhnerie Impcriale. 1868. 8vo.

pp. iv. and 196, and 39, with several plates.

Under this title the Comte de Vogiie' has collected several

dissertations, mostly relating to Semitic palaeography, a

part of which have already been published in various reviews.

The first gives us several new Phoenician inscriptions from

the ancient Citium, which are of high value as philological

material, and not unimportant for the history of Cyprus.

They are accompanied with copious linguistic, paLxogra-

phical, historical, and mythological explanations, with which,

so far as we may here express an opinion, we almost in

variably coincide, with the exception however of the mytho

logical. The two photographed inscriptions are not as

distinct as could be wished.

In the second number the author publishes some new

Cyprian inscriptions of the same enigmatical kind, with

which the Due de Luynes has already made us acquainted.

M. de Vogiie is much too cautious to pretend to decipher

them, though he has taken great pains to lay the foundation

for this purpose. Even the small bilinguis, of which the

Creek text is Kdpv£ i/u, has hitherto only been of service

negatively, by increasing the probability that this language

is neither Indo-Germanic nor Semitic. We stand for the

moment before a completely unsolved riddle, and this is in

fact the case in a still higher degree than with the Lycian

inscriptions, which we can at least read, even though we

cannot understand them.

The third dissertation relates to a number of small, uncon-

spicuous, but very important monuments, namely, cut stones

of early Semitic origin. The nature of the characters, and

partly too the circumstances of the discovery, carry back

these seals and gems to a remote age. Especially interest

ing to us are those with names, which necessarily belong to

Israelites. 'When, for instance, on one of these we read

imry p liTWX'1? " (belonging) to Shemayahu, son of Azar-

yahu," and on another innajf p lrwro1? " (belonging) to

Nathanyahu, son of Obadyahu," there can be no doubt of

the Israelitish origin. We possess here the oldest known

original documents of Israel, which may be referred with a

high degree of probability to a period before the Babylonian

exile. Space forbids us to go further into this subject ; we

will only recommend the reader to combine with de Vogue's

dissertation the fuller researches of Dr. Levy in his recent

work Siege/ und Gcmmcn mil aramaischen, phonizischen,

althebraischen Inschriften. Breslau, 1869.

The best of all these essays is in our opinion the fourth,

L'alphabet aramken et ^alphabet hcbraique, which describes

the development of Aramaic writing in its various stages to

the Estrangelo and the Cufic. One of the most important

among these stages is the square Palmyrene and Hebrew :

we only need in addition some elucidation of the Mandoean

and Pehlevi writing. Besides this the author shows us here

the development of that older character, which we still find

on Hebrew coins, and but little modified in the manuscripts

of the Samaritans ; and accounts for the substitution of the

square character. This careful description, which is sup

ported throughout by documents, should be read by every

student of the Hebrew language and writing, as it refutes a

multitude of traditional and also of modern prejudices.

The work is properly speaking concluded by the discussion

of a large bronze weight in the shape of a lion, discovered

near the ancient Abydos, which bears an inscription in

Aramaic of the time of the Persian empire. A minute in

vestigation is given to the object, origin, and artistic import

of this monument. In explaining the inscription, the single

letters of which are perfectly distinct, the present writer is

compelled to differ from de Vogiie and to follow Geiger, who

translates the words SQD3 "T K'inD bipb pBDK " exactly

answering to ... . silver-staters." At any rate the first

word in the passage is identical with one which occurs

several times in Biblical Aramaic, jonsDX (Ezra v. 8, vi.

8, &c), which by the way can scarcely, in our opinion, be of

Semitic origin.

An appendix contains three shorter essays, namely, a survey

of the coins of the Phoenician kings of Citium (in connexion

with the inscriptions published at the beginning of the work),

a survey of the coins of the Nabatoean kings, which turns

the more recent discoveries and researches to admirable

account, and finally the discussion of a short Carthaginian

sepulchral inscription. As for the Nabataean kings, we

could wish that the author had named the last of them Rabel

instead of Dabel. The reading bull is based only on a

corrupt form in our present text of Josephus (Ant. xiii. 4, 8),

Zti/JjjXo? for Za/JoujA (1 Mace. xi. 17 = b& 121), and De

Vogiie himself has called attention (Inscriptions semitiques,

p. 113) to the Nabattean name 'Pu/3iAos in Uranius (Steph.

Byz. s. v. M<o0ui). Wetzstein too has adduced from this very

region the name 'YafirjKos, i.e. bx 31 " El magnus est,"

together with 'Pa/J/3i?A.os i. e. ^3 31 " Bel magnus est ;" see

his Ausgewahlte griechischc unci lateinische Inschriften, Nos.

135. 15°. '57- .

In conclusion, we would once more emphatically recom

mend this important work to all who take an interest in the

language, writing, history, coins, and religion of the ancient

Semites. Th. Noldeke.

THE NEW CHINESE COLLECTION AT THE

BRITISIL MUSEUM.

A large collection of valuable Chinese works, consisting of upwards

of I ico volumes, lias recently been added to the British Museum.

They were originally selected with a view to their bearing on the trans

lation of the Chinese Classics, now in course of preparation by Dr.

Legge, and the object for which they werei mported having been

accomplished, they were offered to the Trustees of the Museum. The

value of these works to the student of Chinese can hardly be over-esti

mated. For in the classics alone are to be found the models of style and

the germs of philosophical and political ideas, without a knowledge of

which the stmcture of the later literature of China cannot but be unin

telligible, and its references obscure. For more than t8oo years these

Classics have received the most minute criticism at the hands of the best

native scholars, and some valuable commentaries on many of the more

obscure and highly-prized of the varied books are contained in the col

lection referred to. We may notice first those bearing on the \fh

King, or Book of Changes. This work is composed of the observations

of Wltn Wang, Chow Kung, and Confucius on the eight diagrams of

Fob. he ; these, again, have been copiously annotated by scholars of

succeeding dynasties, among the most conspicuous of whom are those

whose works have been collected by Sun Tang, of the present dynasty,

in the compilation entitled Han, Wei tn/i s/11/1 yth kea yfh c/100, or a

collection of Commentaries on the Book of Changes by twenty-one

scholars of the Han and Wei Dynasties : with notes, in 32 Books.

Another well-known elucidatory work on the same classic is the Yih

king tir/i s/nt'il, or oral instructions on the Book of Changes, in four

books, by Soo Leun of the Ming Dynasty, a ripe scholar and treasurer

of the province of Kwangse. Another, entitled Chnv ylh tseth shivo

tsun c/iing, or the Changes of Chow explained and the correct meaning

maintained, by Vang Fang-til, is a work which displays deep research

and critical acumen. These with many others throw much valuable

light on the Book of Changes.

The three Rituals— the Chow Ritual, the Decorum Ritual, and the

Book of Rites, which are also numbered among the Classics, have

attracted a full share of critical attention. A modern commentary of

much learning is the San Le tung shfh, or the "Three Rituals

thoroughly explained." In 280 books, compiled by command, by Lin

Chang-e. In this work the author has collected from the Classics gene

rally all passages bearing in any way on the ancient rites and cere

monies, and has elaborated them into an exhaustive and highly-finished

treatise. The Le shoo, or the Book on the Rituals, is another work, in

1 50 books, of great learning, in which the author, Chin Tseang-taou, of

the Sung Dynasty, by carefully collating the works of both ancient and

modem writers, has succeeded in many instances in restoring the true
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reading of the text, and in supplying much that had been lost sight of

and forgotten. Besides these are numerous elucidatory works on the

Rituals separately.

The Maoii she cliing-t, or the correct meaning of the Book of Odes,

by the famous literary critic and patron Yuen Yuen, is an important

modern work on the collection of ancient ballads compiled by Confucius,

which forms the third classic. In addition to these are numerous com

mentaries on the Shooting, or Book of History, and some few valuable

Lexicons of Classical Literature, of which, perhaps, the one best

worthy of mention is the King teen s/it/i ivSn, or an explanation of the

terms and phrases in the Classics, written by Lflh Tlh-ming of the Tang

Dynasty. It consists of 30 books, and is a most "valuable repertory of

ancient views." Among the collection also are many critical works on

history and chronology, as well as on the antiquities of China, with all

of which subjects it is essential that the student should be acquainted

before he can hope to obtain a right understanding of the true meaning

and value of the Chinese Classics. Robert K. Douglas.

Intelligence.

The Uoyal Asiatic Society has received from Capt. Miles, Assistant-

Resident at Aden, a transcript of some Himyaritic inscriptions found

near Sanaa, together with two bronze tablets, and an Arabic M.S. on

Himyaritic history. The MS. also contains an alphabet, but many of

the letters are hardly recognizable.—Athemcum.

Hebrew Literature.—It is proposed to form a Society for publishing

in a popular form the most important monuments of Jewish intellect, in

the post-biblical phases of its development. These will be translated,

sometimes with the original texts; public lectures will also be organized,

and periodical meetings. The subscription will be one guinea annually.

Communications to be addressed to N. E. Hartog, B.A., 15, Belsize

Square, N.W.

Works in Progress.

A translation of the Talmud, by M. Schwab, is about to issue from

the Imperial Press at Paris.

Messrs. Triibner and Co. announce a Pali-English Dictionary, by

R. C. Childers ; a Chinese-English Dictionary, arranged according to

the Radicals, by W. Lobscheid ; a Handbook for the student of Chinese

Buddhism, by E. J. Eitel ; and a new edition of the Rig-Veda, without

Sayana's commentary. The first-mentioned work will be of very great

importance, as opening the study of the Pali language and literature to

many who have been hitherto deterred by the want of a dictionary.

Subscribers' names should be sent in immediately to Messrs. Triibner

and Co.

The new Bibliotheqne Internationale will contain, among the early

publications, translations of C/ii-King, of the Egyptian poem Pentaottr

(by M. de Rouge), explanations of the texts of Egyptian lyric poems

(by M. Chabas), and extracts from the Avesta.

Pahlavi scholars will be glad to hear that an edition of the old

rahlavi-Pazand glossary, which is called the Sassanian Farhang, will

soon be published, under the revision of Dr. Haug.

Contents of the Journals.

Journal Asiatique, No. 53.—Notice de livres turcs imprim.es a

Constantinople, durant les annees 1284 et 1285 de l'Hegire (Belin).

—Du systeme des intonations chinoises (Des Michels).—De l'identite de

Balinas et d'Apollonius de Tyane (Leclerc).—Nouvelles et melanges.

Traduction d'lbn Khakloun, rev. par Dozy, etc.

Selected Articles.

Explanation of a difficult Passage in Firdausi, by E. H. Palmer, in

the Cambridge Journal of Philology, Vol, I., No. 4. [Firdausi, in his

Satire upon Shah Mahmud, says that the hand of the latter is nine times

nine and three times four. Mr. Palmer shows that the allusion is not

to a game, as M. Mohl supposes, but to a particular method of counting

with the fingers, according to which a close fist represents 93, and

Firdausi's expression will mean that Shah Mahmud is "close-fisted,"

niggardly.]

On the Phoenician passage in the Pcenulus of Plautus, Act v. Sc. I,

by Ad. Neubauer, in the same. [Contains several new emendations

of the Punic text, with a commentary in justification.]

Inscriptions cuneiformes inedites, by Lenormant, in Rev. Archeol., Nov.

Oppert on the Relations of Egypt and Assyria, by Maspero, in Rev.

Critique, Dec. II. [Highly appreciative; from the pen of an eminent

scholar in Egyptian.]

Benfey's History of the Science of Language, by Breal, in Rev.

Critique, Dec. 18. [Favourable ; the criticism confined to points of

detail.]

Kistner's Buddha and his Doctrines, by L. Feer, in Rev. Critique,

Dec. 18.

Max Midler's Translation of the Rig-Veda, in the Pandit (Benares).

New Publications.

Childers, R. C. Khuddaka Patha, a Pali Text, with transl. and

notes. Triibner. is. 6J.

Farrar, F. W. Families of Speech. Longman and Co.

KAMIL, the, of El-Mubarrad. Edited by W. Wright. Tart 6. Leipzig :

Brockhaus. 6s.

NoRRIS, E. Assyrian Dictionary. Vol. II. London : Williams and

Norgate. pp. 368. 4to. 28j\

Kern, II. The Brhat Sanhita. Transl. from Sanskrit. Part L

Triibner. 2s.

Roediger, J. De nominibus verborum arabicis, &c. Halle : Yerlag d.

Waisenhauses. 2s.

Tassy, Garon de. Hist, de la Litterature hindoue et hindoustane.

2e ed. Tom. I. Paris : Labitte.

Tassy, Garcin de. Discours d'Ouverture du 6 Dec. 1870. Paris :

Labitte.

Vambery, A. A Magyar es Torok-Tatar nyelvekbeni szoegyezesek.

[A Comparative Dictionary of the Hungarian and Turco-tatar lan

guages, showing the lexicographical affinity existing between the

Magyar and the Osmanly, the Uigur, and other languages. Re

printed from the Journal of the Hungarian Academy.] Pesth, 1869.

Classical Philology.

P. Ovidii Nasonis Ex Ponto Libri Quattuor. Ad codicum fidem

emendavit adparatu critico instruxit Otto Korn. Leipzig : Teubner.

1868.

This edition of the Epistles from Ponttts, besides the usual

merits of all the works produced at the Teubner press—good

paper, handsome print, cheapness, and convenience ofform—■

is ciitically noticeable as an excellent reconstitution of a text

where the constantly increasing interpolations of the MSS.

had introduced much confusion. M. Korn has carefully

estimated the comparative value of the codices which his

apparatus exhibits ; and the consistency with which he clings

to two or three primary ones as a standard, only accepting

the less authoritative as supplementary, is worthy of the

highest praise, and gives his edition an importance beyond

those of his two principal predecessors in the same field,

Nicolas Heinsius and Rudolf Merkel, the variations of whose

texts are given at the foot of each page of his own. Of the

twenty MSS., some of them mere fragments, some known

only in the excerpts of Scaliger and Heinsius, which

form the apparatus, two stand out above the rest, the

Hamburg, and the Bavarian, both seemingly of the 12th

century. A fragment discovered on the inside covering of

an edition of the Morals of Nic. de Lyra, in the library

of Wolfenbiittel, by Schonemann, belongs to the 6th or

7th century : unfortunately it contains only seventeen

whole lines, with parts, in some cases only single words or

letters, of seven more ; yet these extracts, short as they are

and taken discontinuously from four different places—iv. 1 2.

15-19, iv. 12. 41-44, iv. 9. 101-108, iv. 9. 127-133—present

some remarkable deviations from die later MSS. and are, we

think, rightly followed by M. Korn. Thus in iv. 9. 103,.

Conveniens miscris et quamquam gloria turn sit, where all

the other MSS. read non est, the subjunctive of the

Wolfenbiittel fragment is retained by both Merkel and Korn,

not only as the more difficult reading, but as illustrating

a common class of corruptions, the tendency to substitute

indicatives for subjunctives. Next to this fragment in

sincerity is the Hamburg (A) ; where a line is doubtful and

exhibits much variation in different MSS., this is the safest

guide, and it is probable that what Ovid wrote may be better

elicited by studying its corruptions and comparing them with

the readings of the Bavarian (ft), than by the easier way of

selecting one of the various smooth alternatives suggested by
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the more interpolated MSS. Thus, ii. 5. 67, where most of

the MSS. have Thyrsus cnim volris, gestaia est laurea nobis,

A has Thyrsus sublestate gustata est laurea nobis, ft T. ubi

est a te gestata est I. «., the probable reading. Again in

ii. 7. 24. A has Nee plants nostris casibus esse poles, ft Nee

planus nostris e. e. p., whence the probable reading Nee

planus e nostris casibus esse puter, against the Nee Humerus

nostris, nee fraus in 11. non numerus nostris, &c, of the

inferior MSS. Again, ii. 8. 11. A has Quanta mcridi, ft

Quanta a te tnerui, whence the probable reading Quanta

tamen vidi (not as M. Kom, Quanta dei mcritf), tatnen

being like 55 Nos quoque vestra iuvet quod qua licet ora

? idemus, in spite of my not being able to see Caesar in person ;

in ii. 8. 70. A has Utque meas aquila signa scquar, ft Utque

., vestraque ■ scquar , ., , , ,
mcas aquilas . . Y signa * whence the probable

Y tutaquc " qucrar, *

reading U. m. a. signaque rara scquar, the intermediate stage

of corruption being signa querar scquar.

Not less important are these MSS. in settling the question

of interpolated lines. The Epistles from Pontus contain at

least three passages where a lacuna of early origin seems to

have been unskilfully filled up. They are i. 2. 10., i. 7. 66.,

i. 8. 20. M. Kom rejects them all ; in the last case where

A omits the line, ft give-; Audaces animos contuderit populi,

the other MSS. Se nimis ulciscens extitit ipse nouns, either

unworthy of Ovid, the former as grammatically incorrect, the

latter as medieval and semi-barbarous ; i. 7. 66, Officii causa

pluribus esse dati is found in both A and ft, and maybe right,

whether we suppose the a of causa allowed to stand with

a doubtful quantity in the first incision of the pentameter,

a freak of which Propertius is also guilty, or read in causa,

for which the variants Officii^ causam give some support ;

i. 2. 10 is a different and more doubtful case, as though both

A and ft omit the line, the omission seems accountable on

the ground of confusion, the other MSS. presenting the

distich in two versions, one of which may be true.

M. Kom is not always, we think, happy in the emenda

tions, whether of his own or others, which he admits into the

text. In ii. 9. 60 Atque suis humeri'sforte qtiicril opus " when

the shoulders have found rest from the strong work that

suits them," Heinsius's numcris is incongrubus and weak ;

in iii. 3. 20 tractantum, though supported by Politian's

excerpts and some MSS. mentioned by Heinsius, is hardly

to be preferred to the more authoritative tractatam ; in iii.

2. 23 iactentque, for which A gives'" sicntquc, most of the

others fugiantque, some signaitque, is unlikely on paloeo-

graphical grounds ; on the other hand, in iv. 9. 44, decrctis

for secretis is plausible ; Spemque deccus doctce vocis amictus

Jiabct (Heins.) for docens amicus certain. Nor would we

accuse M. Korn of rashness in any part of his task, for the

care and finish of his edition is uniformly perceptible ; but

so great a master of style as Ovid must be treated delicately

oven in the works of his decline, if they are to remain, as he

himself assures us they were to his contemporaries, the un-

mistakeable works of his hand. That the poet's boast is

true no one who reads through these letters will, we think,

deny ; in spite of the monotony of subject they are always

Ovid's in their facility, their variety of expression, and their

unrivalled power of manipulating the elegiac couplet into

a perfect, if often complicated, engine for the expression of

sentiment R. Ellis.

New Excursuses on Plautus.—Researches on the history of language.

Final D in archaic Latin. \Nciu Plautiniiche Excitrse.—Sprach-

geschkhtlichc Untersuchungeii. AuslauteiiJcs D im alien Latdii.}

By Fr. Ritschl. ist Part. Leipzig : Teubner, 1869.

The Roman grammarians, who have accidentally contributed

something to our knowledge of the Greek Digamma, have

done next to nothing for the final d of the Latin ablative

and imperative. To the literati of the Roman republic, who

considered history for the most part as the handmaid of the

higher rhetoric, the grammar of their own language was

naturally no more than the art of speaking and writing it

correctly according to the standard of their own time, when

much was lost in spelling and pronunciation which would

have been invaluable to modern research. Varro was an

exception : but even his labours were chiefly antiquarian.

In the last books of his treatise De Lingua Latino, to which

so much of the later grammarian's work is due, a great deal

would doubtless have been preserved to us in the way of

material, but little, probably, in the way of speculation. We

are obliged to interpret anew and independently the scanty

store of facts supplied by a few inscriptions of the third and

second centuries B.C., the fragments of a few poets of the

same date, and the text of Plautus—a text probably to a

great extent misread and misspelt in the time of Cicero and

Horace, who could hardly scan him, and but imperfectly

preserved in our extant MSS.

The final d now generally known as the original ending of

the Latin ablative singular, was regarded as an orthographical

oddity " plurimis in verbis adiecta," by Quintilian : according

to Charisius it was the habit of the ancients to add it " omni

bus paene vocibus vocali littera finitis :" and so Diomedes

and Marius Victorinus. Acting on these hints, Lipsius

(1575) and Muretus (1580) attached it not only to me and te

(where the MSS. supported them), but to the first person

of a verb in Plautus, to a vocative in Catullus, to an adverb

and a dative in Horace ; while in this century Bothe gene

rously bestowed it on all vowel-endings (nominatives singular

and plural, datives singular, infinitives, first persons of verbs

present and perfect), afflicted by the neighbourhood of a

word commencing with a vowel. Bothe's liberality seems to

have provoked Hermann to some antipathy against the final

d : an antipathy which rises to malignity in C. J. W. Miiller,

who in his Plautinische Prosodie (1869) prefers any disloca

tion of Plautus to mending him with med or ted. Ritschl, in

the present admirable essay (towards which some hints were

given in the second volume of his Opuscula Philologica) has

pushed his long-continued study of old Latin to very fertile

and important results, of which this article is, mostly, no

more than a brief summary.

The evidence of MSS. complements that of inscriptions in

the matter of the final d. Inscriptions of the third and

second centuries b.c. present it in ablatives (prcedad), ad

verbs (facilumed), adverbial prepositions (extrad, suprad),

and a pronoun with preposition (advorsum ead). The modern

ablative stands, in these documents, side by side with the

ancient. In the MSS. of Plautus, on the other hand, we

have about thirty instances of med and ted (sometimes abla

tive, but mostly accusative) for me and te, but hardly any

specimens of the d in nouns, adverbs, or prepositions ; the

scribes naturally following the later pronunciation and spell

ing, and leaving gaps in the verse. In the hexameter of

Ennius there is no certain instance of the final d : ailed data

being an emendation, not universally accepted, for alte

delata. The first scholar who recognized d as an ablative

ending was Grotefend (1820), and when Bopp had called

attention to the fact that the Sanskrit ablative ended in /, it

was an easy step to recognize the adverbs in e(d), and

adverbial prepositions in a(d) or o(d), as originally ablative

cases. That med and ted stand also for accusatives seems

due to the influence of false analogy; that they are used

oftener as accusatives than as ablatives arises from the fact

that the accusative relation naturally needs expression more

frequently than the ablative. The analogous case of the

reflexive (scd= se) is attested only once by MS. authority.
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But though mo/and ted are only attested by MSS. of Plautus

some thirty times, the previous existence of those forms in

other passages (like that of the digamma in Homer), may be

inferred by the frequency of a hiatus after me and te. This

was seen, as above mentioned, by the scholars of the sixteenth

century, who had not, however, the data requisite for following

up the matter with proper judgment. Ritschl, by simply

writing med and ted for me and te, heals a number of lines

which can otherwise only be dealt with by more or less for

cible insertions or transpositions. The justice of his proceed

ing becomes more obvious when it is considered that even in

our copies of the republican and Augustan authors quod is

not unfrequently found miswritten quo. Where there is little

or no reason for the hiatus, as (in general) at the beginning

or end of a line, or (specifically) in the penthemimer of a

trimeter iambic, med and ted may be written without hesita

tion for me and te. More scruple may perhaps be felt where

the line naturally breaks, as in the middle of a trochaic or

iambic tetrameter, or where there is a change of speaker. Sed

for se can never be introduced with so much assurance ; sese

would stand as well. Ritschl does not fail (§ 1 7) to supply

med and ted to Ennius, Pacuvius, and Caecilius.

The MS. evidence of a final d in nouns, adverbs, and

prepositions is, for reasons now obvious, as scanty as that of

inscriptions is proportionably full. Nrevius, however, sup

plies a noun (Troiad), Ennius a pronoun {quodcum for quo-

cum.) Ritschl goes a long way here ; he would restore to

Plautus quid as ablative ( = " how ; " compare twquiquam,

nequidquam), and quod as = quo in the meaning either of " by

which," "whither," or "wherefore." He maintains with

Bergk that in the phrases quod si, quod utinam, &c, quod is

an ablative : can this be proved by the length of quod before

utinam, either in Plautus or in any other poet? To Virgil,

at least, who writes " quod ut o potius formidine falsa Ludar,"

it is the ordinary neuter. When quod means "whither,"

Ritschl maintains that it is not an ablative, but a mutilated

dative ending in d by false analogy. This seems to push the

logic of grammar too far. Quo may be the ablative used (as

so often) in a locative sense, and joined with a verb of

motion : that the ablative was formerly used with prepositions

other than those expressive of motion from, is proved by the

case of praterea, interea, quocirca, to say nothing of ctdvor-

sum ead in the Scnatus Consultum de Bacchaualibus. In

§§ 25-27 Ritschl restores to Plautus iutcread, prateread,

plactded, planed, hodied. In § 28 pirc is said to have lost the

final (/with pro, se, re, ante, dxi&post, which exhibit it in com

position (prodire, redire, &c.) This test is, however, wanting

in the case of prce, nor does Ritschl bring any other proof

of his statement.

Only one section is given to the final d of the imperative.

But the essay suggests other interesting restorations, as that

of hocedie for hodie (§ 27), and that of the final .r in the

nominative plural of the first and second declensions (§ 29).

H. Nettleship.

Lexicon Sophooleum adhibilis veterum interpretum cxplicationibus

grammaticorum notathnibus rcccntiorum doctoriim commetilariis com-

posuit Fridericus Ellcndt, A.M. Lit. Antiq. in Univ. Lit. Rcgivi.

P.P.E. Editio Altera Emendata. Curavit Hermannus Genthe.

Fasciculus I. Berolini : 1870. Sumptibus fratrum Borntrager.

(E. Eggers.)

No vocabulary of a single author was ever so carefully pre

pared as Ellendt's Lexicon to Sophocles. The excellence of

his work is best known to those who have had occasion to

compare it with the (still most valuable) Lexicon Flatoiticum

of Fr. Ast. The result of seven years of the labour of a

most industrious scholar, the loyal but independent pupil of

Lobeck and Hermann, this Lexicon, originally published in

1835, is still an indispensable companion to the study of

Sophocles.

While based to a considerable extent on the great

work of Hermann, it contains many original suggestions of

permanent value, and there can be few more instructive

exercises for the young scholar than to read through atten

tively such articles as those on av, apa, Se, kcu, t«.

We learn from a brief notice prefixed to the present

volume that at his death in 1854 the author left materials

for a new edition. But until the preface to the whole work

appears we shall not be able to distinguish his alterations

from those of the editor, except so far as these are based on

works which have appeared during the last T5 years.

So far as the changes in this edition consist in the abridg

ment of obsolete discussions and the addition of references,

within brackets, to such works as Curtius' Etymologie, and

to the editions of Dindorf and of Schneidewin and Nauck,

they increase the value of the work : but there appears

occasionally a tendency to give undue preponderance to

these more recent authorities. Sophoclean criticism has

gained something of late years in the more minute knowledge

of the Laurentian text, and has been enriched with many

acute and learned observations, but no one since Hermann

has brought to the subject an equal amount of imaginative

insight combined with philological subtilty and skill.

However, though here and there we may prefer the

"Ellendt" that has been our companion for so long, we are

grateful for the additional matter, much of which is indis

pensable at the present day. And we are glad that a work

which we value so highly is still in demand.

The references, which were formerly adapted to the num

bers of the lines in Hermann's edition, have been changed

throughout to suit with Dindorfs arrangement. This was

quite necessary for convenience, and will greatly extend the

usefulness of the book.

In one respect this edition certainly will not bear compa

rison with its predecessor. By means of small print and

close double columns, the same matter is compressed into

less than half the space—an alteration which is much more

in the interest of economy than of comfort

Lewis Campbell.

Intelligence.

Wilhelm Wackemagel, the philologist, died at Basle Dec. 21.

Mr. Thomas Wright has discovered at Corpus Christi College, Cam

bridge, an alphabetical vocabulary of Latin words, with Anglo-Saxon

explanations, which he refers to the eighth century : it seems to have

been made for the clergy of Canterbury Cathedral, and will be pub

lished in Mr. Wright's second volume of Vocabularies. (Triibucr's

Record.)

Messrs. Teubner announce a new work, based on original research,

on the Volkslebcn dcr Xciigriechen mid das hcllcnische Alterthum, by

Bernhard Schmidt : also a second edition of the 7th volume of Stall-

baum's Plato (Timxus and Critias), by Dr. M. Wohlrab. Now that

the Leipzig Poeta Scenici Gntci is complete, a word may be said about

its predecessors, the numerous Oxford editions of the same book.

Those which have appeared since 1851, although published with Editio

tertia and Editio qnarta on the title-pages, are not in any sense new

editions, but mere reprints of a text which, though it had some critical

value in 1 85 1 , has long been out of date. We are authorized to say,

on Prof. Dindorf's behalf, that he himself was no party to a procedure

so injurious to his reputation as a scholar.

The third annual report of the Paris association "pour l'encourage-

ment des Etudes grecques," has just reached us. It contains among

other things the following dissertations:—(1) The Estienncs, by M.

Egger : (2) The MS. Parasimis L of /Eschylus, noticed by M. Pierron :

(3) On the National Pronunciation of Greek, by M. G. d'Eichthal :

(4) The 'Ai/eKioTo e\A.7|i'i<tc£, of Constantine Sathas, reviewed by M.

Gidel : (5) On an Inscription in the Thessalian dialect (with facsimile),

by M. Heuzey : (6) On an inedited Fragment of Appian, by M.

Miller. The bibliographical summary at the end of the volume docs

not seem exhaustive or accurate.
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It seems that we may some day expect a biography of J. H. Voss,

"poet and philologist," as Dr. Herbst, of Magdeburg, is asking for the

loan of any manuscript material illustrating his life and literary labours.

Otto Jahn's library is to be dispersed in the course of the next few

months, the sale of the first portion (Greek and Latin classics, with

commentaries, dissertations, etc.) commencing on Feb. 7. The extent

of this portion may be judged from the fact that it is to be sold in 7631

lots, and the catalogue is a volume of 124 pages. Its wealth consists

for the most part in works on Aristotle, Plato, and the poets, and there

is a considerable sprinkling of somewhat rare books, especially under

the head of Juvenal and Persius. Many of the volumes are said to be

■enriched with manuscript notes by well-known scholars.

The Museum at Pesth has been enriched by four exquisitely written

and splendidly bound volumes, which formerly belonged to the library

of Matthias Corvinus, King of Hungary, and have now been restored

by the Sultan to the Emperor of Austria. The books bear the arms of

King Matthias on the title-page; they are (1) Augustine De ChHtate

Dei, (2) the Comedies of P-lautus, (3) Polybius, (4) Trapizuntius on

the Art of Oratory.

Contents of the Journals.

Rhelnisches Museum, 1870, 1. H. Nissen : On the Caudine peace,

■with a map of the battle-field. [Describes the situation ofCaudium and

the Caudine Forks, relates the events, and critically examines the

accounts of the later historians, esp. Livy. Roman history is shown to

have been intentionally falsified after the Gracchic revolution ; and Livy

is accused of " mistaking rhetorical exercises of the pen for history, and

giving them authority by the weight of his name."]—G. Uhlig : On

Apollonius' and Herodianus' tcx<"" ypapnariKat. [Prefatory to a com

plete edition of Apollonius Dyscolus.]—K. W. Nitzsch : Analysis of

the sources of Livy, II, I—IV, 8 ; and Dionysius of Halicamassus,

V, 1—XI, 63, Part III. [Continued from vol. xxiv. A most minute and

ingenious discussion, which cannot be neglected by subsequent histo

rians.]—O. Ribbeck : Critical observations on Theophrastus' ' Characters.'

[Shows that even Ussing's edition leaves much room for critical sagacity.

Many of the emendations here given are, however, extremely doubtful.

The second part of the paper advocates a " free dealing with the MS.

tradition " of the whole work, so as to leave it pretty much to the sub

jective and arbitrary decision of an editor how to arrange the disjecta

membra of the writer.]—Miscellanea : H. Nissen, on some questions

of Roman typography, against Jordan.—K. Dilthey, on two pictures by

Aristides, in Pliny, N. H. 35, 99.—B., on Helbig's " Mural Paintings of

the buried cities of Campania."—W. Schmitz, on the notse Tironianae.

{Very interesting.]—W. Brambach, on musical syncope in the choric

metres of the Greek tragic poets.—L. Miiller, on Catullus' Attis. [Dis

cusses metrical details with reference to his new edition.]—Biicheler,

on Asicius in Cic. pro Cael. § 23, and Qu. fr. 2, 8, 2 ; the same on

Moschus in Hor. Ep. I, 5, 9.—\V. Brambach, on the grammarian Pa-

pirius.—W. Roscher, on Soph. Trach. 320, sq.—A. Schmidt, on Euri

pides' Ion, 940, 1058, 1 136.—J. M. Stahl, on Thuc. 8, 46, 2.—

W. Meyer, on Cic. Catil. 3, 2, 4. [Shows that the words cum litteris

mandatisque are an interpolation.]—H. A. Koch, on Tac. Ann. 14, 54.

Zeitaohrift flir vergleichende Sprachforschung, herausg. von Dr.

Adalbert Kuhn. Bd. 19, lift. I. Contents :—Change from <r to k, by

Dr. J. Savelsberg. [Conclusion],—Transposition of the Aspirate, by

Pott. [Written to show that the assumption of roots with double

aspiration, such as 0A+, 0PE*, +T0, is not required to explain the

•changes which are found in S&tttw, rperu, irwSivofiat, &c, and the cor

responding Sanscrit forms].—Niobe, Chione, and Chimaira, by F. Max

Miiller. [These three figures are happily explained as personifications

of the winter snow. The children of Niobe are slain by the arrows of

Apollo and Artemis, i.e. the rays of the sun. Niobe herself, turned to

stone yet ever weeping, is the earth melting with the return of summer.]

—Vatoa, by the same. [Derives the various words for day, spring,

year, yearling, young, from the parallel roots vas and vat!\—Crimen

and Leumund, by the same. [Connects crimen with the root sru to

hear, as a " thing heard," on the ground that it never means " crime "

or even "condemnation," but always "accusation." In Greek, however,

Kpiva acquires the meaning "accuse :" and in early history, especially

Roman history, the office of accuser was united with that of judge in

the hands of the magistrate. Phonetically, the retention of the original

r (as against cliens, inclutus, KAwo), and the appearance of i for original

fl, are at least unusual, though a " crutch " may be found for both hypo

theses.]—On German Dialects, by H. Gradl.—Reviews : G. Schonberg

on Greek Compounds, by W. Clemm ; Joseph Wormstall, the Descent

of the Franks from Troy, by E. Kuhn.—Miscellaneous : spuma idus,

lacertus, by A. Fick.

Revue Critique.—Dec. 4.—Heitz : Academicorum philosophorum

index Herculanensis ed. a F. Biichelero. [Recognizes the great historical

value of this index].—Ch. Morel : Corn. Nepos, par Monginot. [A severe

notice of a pretentious and unsatisfactory book].—De Barthelemy : Re-

cherches sur les empereurs qui ont regne dans les Gaules au iii. s. de

l'ere chretienne, par J. de Witte. [A history of Gaul between a.d. 258

and 273, based largely on coins and inscriptions].—Dec. 1 1.—Thurot :

Pindari carmina recogn., \V. Christ. [Draws attention to recent theories

of Pindaric metre].—Dec. 18.—Breal : Benfey's Geschichte der Sprach-

wissenschaft und orientalischen Philologie in Deutschland. Caillemer :

A. de Kampen de parasitis apud Graccos sacrorum ministris. [A some

what unfavourable notice].—Heitz : Documenti greci del Regio Museo

Egizio di Torino, raccolti dal Dott. G. Lumbroso. [A little book likely

to interest Egyptologists.] — Dec. 25.—Thurot : Sauppe's Lexilogus

Xenophonteus. [A discriminating review of a valuable work.]—Varie-

tes : Letter of Hase to Raoul Rochette. [On the meaning of rcgnum

in classical Latin.]

Journal of Philology, No. 4.—E. M. Geldart : On the Origin and

Development of the Modern Greek Language. [A merely popular

article : might have been curtailed without loss.]—D. B. Monro : Notes

on Roman History.—E. Abbot : The Cases. [Shows that the theory of

the local origin of the cases does not apply to the nominative.]—D. B.

Monro : On Herod. II. 116, and Thucyd. I. II. [Refutes Paley's view

as to the late appearance of the Iliad in its present form.]—R. Ellis :

On Lucretius, Bk. vi. [Contains some valuable suggestions on the

text.]—H. Nettleship : The Mostellaria of Plautus. [Strictures on

Ramsey's recent edition.]—J. B. Mayor : Notes on Mr. Paley's edition

of the Agamemnon.—G. Perkins : Rhythm versus Metre. [Calls atten

tion to the views of Rossbach and Westphal.]—W. G. Clark : On

Aristophanis Equites. [A brief but important notice of Von Velsen's

edition.]—H. Jackson and W. E. Currey : On Tacitus, Annals, XI. 27.

—H. Jackson: On Thucydides II. 90.—H. A. J. Munro : Professor

Conington.

New Publications.

I. Editions, (S~v.

ARISTONICI irepl mutt'ieui" 'OoWo-emj reliquiae : edidit O. Carnuth.

Leipzig : Hirzel.

Corpus Inscrittionum Latinarum. Vol. II. (Inscriptiones His-

pania; Latinae). Ed. .-Emilius Hubner. Adjecta; sunt tab. geo

graphies: dux. Berlin : G. Reimer.

Terenti Coincedhr. G. Wagner relegit et emendavit. Bell & Dakly.

Tacitus, Annals of, Bks. I. and II. translated into English by A. H.

Beesly. Longmans.

II.

Bartsch, K. Bibliographische Uebersicht der Erscheinungen auf

dem Gebiet der germanischen Philologie im J. 1868. Wien : Gerald.

Baumgarten, J. Glossaire des Idiomes populaires du Nord et du

Centre de la France. Tom. I. Coblenz : Hergt.

Bottcher, C. Kritische Untersuchungen iiber die Quellen des Livius

im 21 and 22 Buch. Leipzig : Teubner (pp. 93).

Diez, F. Grammatik der romanischen Sprachen. I Theil, 3 Aufl.

(new and enlarged). Bonn : Weber.

Diez, F. Etymologisches Worterbuch der romanischen Sprachen.

3 Ausg. (revised and enlarged). Bonn : Marcus.

Dl.NDORF, W. Lexicon Sophocleum. Ein Aufsatz. Leipzig : Teubner.

Ebrard, A. Handbuch der mittelgalischen Sprache, hauptsachlich

Ossians. Wien : Braumiiller.

Egger, E. L'Hellenisme en France. 2 vols. Paris : Didier.

Fetis. Histoire de la Musique. Tom. II. Paris.

Grimm, J. Kleinere Schriften. Band 4. Berlin : Dummler.

Helbig, J. H. Quaestiones de dialecto cretica. Leipzig : Grale (pp. 36).

Hkrwarden, H. van. Studia Thucydidea : accedunt analecta Scenica.

Utrecht : Beyers.

Schneller, Chrn. Die romanischen Volksmundarten in Sudtirol.

Bd. I. Gera : Amthor.

Tobler, A. Mittheilungen aus altfranzosischen Handschriften.

Leipzig : Hirzel.

Page 66 [/') line 19

ERRATA IN No. 3.

nd for "decon-

67 (*)

75 1*)

78M

84 l<i)

Ibid.

85;")

Ibid.

88 (*)

24

18

34

34

41

2.3

for "di" read "de."

for " Pachaco" read " Pacheco." I

3 for " Ar^amarilla " read " Argamasilla,"

for "Ortin" read "Ortiz."

for " Liverain " read " Livcrani."

for "II" read " LI ;" for "per" read " por ;

fiado," read "desconfiado."

for " Ttzzo " read " Tirso."

and 68 \a) last line but 4, for " Studcnniaier" read "Staudcn-

maier."

from bottom, for "in an article dated May 18 " read " person

ally Feb. 28."

for " Hancr" read "Hauer."

for " historians " read " Nestorians."

for " Christomathia " read " Chrestomafhia."

for " Defrimery" read "Defremery."

for " Thurst" read " Thurot."

from bottom, for " TrUbner " read ' ' Teubner. "
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BRADBURY, EVANS, & CO/S LIST OF BOOKS.

THE FIFTH VOLUME of JOHN LEECH'S PICTURES of LIFE and

CHARACTER, from the Collection of " Mr. Punch," &c. Boards, \2s. ; half-bound in morocco, i8j-. Uniform with the

First Four Series.

"This volume is full of spirit and humour, and in no way inferior to its

predecessors. It deals with the subjects of the day, or we should rather

say of the age, as it treats of the Great Exhibition, theatres and operas,

our rifle meetings, our croquet, billiards, whitebait dinners, servant-galism,

Bloomerism, Alpine travelling, fishing, the hunting-field, Bantingism,

Hampstead Heath, Life at Scarborough and at Brighton, the 'Crush-Room'

at St. James's, the Derby-day, the worlds of Cabdom and Bumbledom, the

streets, the ball-room, the dog-days, the police, and finally, the irrepressible

'John Thomas.' Like Juvenal of old, so John Leech could say with truth—

' Quicquid agunt homines, votum, timor, ira, voluptas,

Gaudin, discursus, nostri est farrago libelli.'

We may add that this is the very last volume of the productions of Leech's

fertile pencil which will appear, at all events in this shape." — Times,

December 10.

The " PICTURES of LIFE and CHARACTER," by JOHN LEECH, may now be had complete in 5 vols.,,

boards, each 12J. ; or in 3 vols., bound in half morocco, £.4 is.

THE "HANDY-VOLUME SHAKSPEARE." A choice Miniature Edition, in

13 vols., 321110. size, printed on a slightly toned paper of fine quality, with a new, clear, and readable type, On a page free

from notes—the Text arranged from a close comparison of the most trustworthy editions. In cloth, with case, 2 is. Or in

more expensive bindings, viz. : the Guinea and a-Half Editici, in crimson French morocco, gilt edges, with case; and the

Three-Guinea Edition, in best morocco or russia, gilt edges, with case and lock.

" This is indeed a Handy-volume edition. It is an edition that Johnson I gilt edges, or in limp russia covers, in an elegant case of the same material,

would have prized, as he would have been enabled to use a volume, with its i these volumes would form a princely present ; and recalling our own youthful

flexible cover, over the fire, and then, when Jie had done, to put it in his ; remembrances, we know of nothing that would have enchanted us more than

waistcoat-pocket, or return it to its convenient case. Bound in morocco, with i such a set of books as the Ilandy-volumc Shakspeaie."— Bookseller.

THE ENGLISH CYCLOPAEDIA. The New Re-issue of the English Cyclopaedia

is now complete, and the publication of the Supplementary matter, bringing each Division down to the latest date, having

commenced, constitutes this work the newest and most complete Encyclopaedia in the English Language. In 24 vols., 4to.r

cloth, including Index, price 13/. 4s. ; or in 12 vols., half calf extra, 15/. 7s. ; and half red russia, 15/. io.f.

" In its completed form, the English Cyclopedia is destined, we are I expect in a work which is offered to him as a new Dictionary of Universal

sure, to prove of immense value. It is well written, audits vast stores of Knowledge. Its cheapness, combined wtth excellence, marks it out for a very

knowledge are so arranged as to be readily accessible. It is so copious that the \ wide circulation. We repeat our congratulations to Mr. Knight, who has so-

student need not doubt that he will find the information he may reasonably ! honourably brought his important undertaking to a close."—Daily h'r.i's.

The Supplementary Volume of Geography is now ready, cloth, 15^.—The other Supplements are in progress.

CHARLES KNIGHTS HISTORY of ENGLAND. "A History of the People

as well as a History of the State." Profusely Illustrated with upwards of One Thousand Steel and Wood Engravings.

8 vols., with an elaborate Index, &c, cloth, 3/. \ds. ; or handsomely bound for the library, in half calf gilt, extra, 5/. $s.

" We know of no History of England so free from prejudice, so , Popular History of England, from which no topic that concerns the history

thoroughly honest and impartial, so stored with facts, fancies, and illustra- l of the English people—not even this question of the history of parish

tions, and therefore none so well adapted for school or college, as this registers—has been omitted ; that book of Mr. Knight's being, let us say

• Popular History of England.' "—Atheiueum. i here, by the way, the best history extant, not only for, but also of, the

"So observes Mr. Charles Knight, in his admirably comprehensive ; people."—Charles Dickens's " All the Year Round."

PUNCH'S TWENTY-FIVE YEARS of HISTORY: 1 841— 1865. With an

" Introductory Key" and "Notes" by the Editor to each half-year. " A work without which no Public or Gentleman's

Library can be said to be perfect." 25 vols., blue cloth, gilt edges, 10/. \os.

" Euture generations may look to these volumes in blue and gold, and i be said that ' Punch ' has lost very much of its interest with the passing time ;

tell to a nicety what the men and women of the present day are like, can for though there are, of course, some, there are very few of his jokes and

recover the evanescent fashions, can learn the fashionable foibles, can tell allusions which an ordinary well-read man need fail to understand ; and to

how the great men of their time appeared to their humorous contemporaries, the more recondite of them the explanation given with ever)' volume of the

can hit to a certainty the leading characteristics as well of things as of men. I re-issue supplies the key. To go through the volumes categorically would

. This peculiar faculty of caricature, with pen as well as with pencil, ' be equal to a review of the political, social, fashionable and literary history

has always distinguished 'Punch,' as these volumes testify. . . . It cannot ] of the time through which ' Punch ' has lived."—Standard.

NEW YEAR'S GIFT BOOKS. Illustrated by Popular Artists, and sold in

handsome bindings by all booksellers throughout the country.

CARTOONS from PUNCH. By JOHN TENNIEL. 2ij-.

FOLLIES of the YEAR. By JOHN LEECH. 12s.

THE CAUDLE LECTURES. By CHARLES KEENF.

THE P1LGRUPS PROGRESS. By C. H. BENNETT.

2 1 s.

BROWN, JONES, ami ROBINSON. By RICHARD

DOYLE. 2 1 s.

MANNERS and CUSTOMS. By RICHARD DOYLE.

rENCILLINGS from PUNCH By JOHN LEECH.

3i.r. 6d.

10s. 6tf.

STORY of a FEATHER. Ky'Q,. DU MAURIER. ioj. 6d.

THE NEW TABLE-BOOK. By FREDERICK ELTZF.

21s.

LONDON: BRADBURY, EVANS, & CO, 11, BOUVERIE STREET, E.C.
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WOBKS PUBLISHED UNDEE THE AUTHOBITY AND SUPERVISION OF

THE COUNCIL OF LAW REPORTING.

JHemfiew of tjje Council.

Chaiiuhk—SIR ROUNDELL PALMER, Kxt., M.P., Q.C. VicE-CaAiaifiX—W. T. a DANIEL, Esq.,Q.C.

EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS.

The AttorsktGenbral, Sin R. P. COLLIER, Knt., M.P. Thk Solicitob-Gekzb.il, Sib J. D. COLERIDGE, Knt.,

Tub ljoebs's Advocate-General, SIR TRACERS TWISS, Knt.

ELECTED MEMBERS.

\ Serjeants' Inn.

I Lincoln's-Inn.

£ Inner Temple.

J Middle Temple.

Seceetabv—JAMES THOMAS HOPWOOD, Esq., 3, New Square, Lincoln's Inn.

MP.

MR. SERJEANT O'BRIKV

Ma SERJEANT PULLING

SIR ROUNDELL PALMER, Ksi.

W. T. S. DANIEL, Esq., 0..C.

WILLIAM FORSYTH, Esq., Q.C.

H. WARWICK COLE, Esq., Q.C.

T. W. GREENE, Esq.. Q.C.

JOHN GRAY, Esq., Q.C.

Q.C, M.P.

JOHN A. RUSSELL, Esq., Q.C.

JAMES BARSTOW, Esq.
} Gray1's Inn.

WILLIAM WILLIAMS, Esq. (Firm-Messrs. Currte and

Williams), Lincoln'* Inn Fields

W. 8. COOKSON, Esq. (Firm—Mesm. Cookson, Walne-

wrfght A Co.), 6, New Square, Lincoln's Inn

Incorporated

Law Society.

THE LAW REPORTS. Price £5. 5s.

The Entire Series, the Annual Subscription for which

is Five Guineas, includes the Equity, Common Law, and

Appellate Series, an Authorised Edition of the Statutes,

and the Weekly Notes.

OPENING OF THE SUBSCRIPTION LIST FOR 1870.

Subscriptions for the year 1870 are now payable,

and Colonial and other Subscribers will be so good as

to remit their Subscriptions to the Secretary, James

Thomas Hopwood, Esq., 3, New Square, Lincoln's Inn,

London, as soon as possible, in order that the Publishers

may avail themselves of the benefit of Postal Regula

tions in reference to Book Postage, which requires the

publication to be posted within fifteen days from its

date. The cost of the transmission of all Parts pub

lished before the Subscription is received must be paid by

the Subscriber.

Subscriptions are payable to the Secretary, and his

receipt is the proper discharge to a prepaying Subscriber.

All Cheques should be crossed "The Union Bank of

London, Chancery Lane Branch," and Post Office Orders

should be made payable at the Lincoln's Inn Post Office,

Serle Street. Remittances from Ireland, Scotland, and

Abroad must include foreign bill stamps, commission,

and all other expenses attending the receipt of the

remittance.

Some copies of "The Law Reports" and "The Sta

tutes" for 1866-67-68 are still on hand, and may be had

on payment of the original Subscription of Five Guineas

for each year.

(By Order) James T. HOPWOOD,

Secretary.

Benchers' Reading Room, Lincoln's Inn, ■

January, 1870.

THE DIGEST TO THE LAW REPORTS. Price SSL Is.

The DIGEST to the LAW REPORTS for the Tears 1868-7-8 is now ready, Price £1. Is., and is delivered Gratis to all

Subscribers to the Entire Series of the LAW REPORTS for the Year 1868.

SESSIONS CASES. Price 6s.

The Second Number, comprising the Third and Fourth Quarters, is now ready.

The Council of Law Reporting, at the desire

of several members of the profession and Magistrates

attending Quarter Sessions, republish from the Law

REPORTS, in a convenient and portable form, the Cases

known as "SESSIONS CASES." They are issued in

Quarterly Numbers, and commence with the Cases pub

lished in the Law Reports during the present year.

The Subscription is ioj\ per annum prepaid, or %s. for

each quarter. The First and Second Numbers are 6s.

each, as they comprise two quarters.

It is requested that all Subscriptions be paid to

Messrs. William Clowes and Sons ; and Post Office

Orders be made payable at the Lincoln's Inn Post

Office.

Price 7s.

The Council of Law Reporting, at the request

of Subscribers and others, have republished from the

Law Reports a limited number of copies of the Regis-

REGISTRATION CASES, 1868-9.

Edition, the paging of the regular Series of the Law

Reports is retained on the inside of every page, so that

text-book writers, by the single citation from Law Rep.

tration Cases for 1868-9 m a separate form. In this 4 C.P., may enable their readers to refer to either edition.

LONDON: PUBLISHING OFFICE, 51, CAREY STREET, W.C.
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OLIVER AND BOYD'S

EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

Thirteenth Edition, 208 pages, is.

The Principles of French Grammar, with

NUMEROUS EXERCISES. For the use of Schools

and Private Students. By JULES CARON, late

Teacher of French, Edinburgh.—Key, is.

" May be recommended for clearness of exposition,

gradual progression, and a distinct exhibition to the mind

through the eye by means of typographical display : the

last an important point where the subject admits of it."—

Spectator.

CARON'S FIRST FRENCH CLASS-BOOK, is.—

Key, is.

CARON'S FIRST FRENCH READING-BOOK, with

Vocabulary, is.

Ninety-fifth Edition, is. 6a\

The Principles of English Grammar, with

A SERIES OF PROGRESSIVE EXERCISES.

By Dr. JAMES DOUGLAS, lately Teacher of

English, Great King Street, Edinburgh.

*,* Simplicity of'expression and methodical arrangement

have been uniformly aimed at.

Dr. DOUGLAS'S OTHER CLASS-BOOKS;

INITIATORY GRAMMAR. 6,1

SELECTIONS for RECITATION, with Notes.

, is. 6d.

INTRODUCTORY GEOGRAPHY. 6,/.

TEXT-BOOK of GEOGRAPHY. 21. 6,1. : or with

Ten Maps, 3*.

PROGRESSIVE ENGLISH READER, in Six

Books.

New Edition, 6d.—Answers, 6d.

Lessons in Arithmetic for Junior Classes.

By JAMES TROTTER, late of the Scottish Naval

and Military Academy.

This book has been carefully rez'ised, and enlarged by

the introduction of Simple Examples of the various Rules,

worked out at length and fully explained, and of Practical

Exercises, by the Author's Son, Mr. Alexander Trotter,

Teacher of Mathematics, Edinburgh.

TROTTER'S LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC FOR

ADVANCED CLASSES, being a Continuation of the

above. 6d.—Answers, 6d.

New Edition, is. ; or with Four Maps, is. 2d.

Abstract of General Geography ; compre

hending A MORE MINUTE DESCRIPTION

OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE, AND OF PALES

TINE OR THE HOLY LAND, Etc. With

numerous Exercises. For Junior Classes. By JOHN

WHITE, F.E.I.S., late Teacher, Edinburgh.

WHITE'S SYSTEM of MODERN GEOGRAPHY.

is. 6d. ; or with Four Maps, is. gd.

Forty-seventh Edition, is.—The Key, is.

Ingram's Principles of Arithmetic and

THEIR APPLICATION TO BUSINESS EX

PLAINED IN A POPULAR MANNER, AND

CLEARLY ILLUSTRATED BY SIMPLE RULES

AND NUMEROUS EXAMPLES. Improved by

ALEXANDER TROTTER, Teacher of Mathe

matics, etc., Edinburgh.

**■ Each rule isfollowed by an example wrong/it out at

length, atid is illustrated by a great variety of practical

questions applicable to business.

Second Edition, Revised, is.

Progressive English Grammar, with Exer

cises. ByWALTER SCOTT DAI.GLEISH, M.A.,

one of the Masters of the International College, London.

—The Key, is. 6,1.

From Dr. Joseph Bosworth, ProfessorofAnglo-Saxon

in the University of Oxford ; A utltor of tile A nglo-Saxo/l

Dictionary, etc., etc. :

" Quite a practical work, and contains a vast quantity of

important information, well arranged, and brought up to

the present improved state of philology. I have never seen

so much matter brought together in so short a space."

Mr. DALOLEISH'S other CLASS-BOOKS.

OUTLINES OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND

ANALYSIS. &/.—Key, i*.

GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS WITH EXER

CISES, gd.—Key, a*.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK OF ENGLISH

COMPOSITION, u.

ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK OF ENGLISH COM

POSITION, is.

Roth " Compositions" bound together, is. &/.—Key, is. 6d.

Edinburgh: OLIVER & BOYD.

London : SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, & CO.

JAMES NI8BET AND COMPANY'S

NEW BOOKS.

With Portrait, post 8vo., ys. 6d., cloth.

The Life of the late James Hamilton,

D.D., F.L.S. By the Rev. WILLIAM ARNOT,

Edinburgh.

n.

Crown 8vo., 6s., cloth, with Portrait,

A Memoir of the late Rev. W. C. Burns,

MISSIONARY TO CHINA. By Professor ISLAY

BURNS, D.D., Glasgow.

HI.

Small crown 8vo., 3*. 6d., cloth,

Christ in the Word. By the Rev.

FREDERICK WHITFIELD, M.A. Author of

" Voices from the Valley," &c.

IV.

Post 8vo,, 6s., cloth,

A Second Series of Sermons, Preached at

KING'S LYNN. By the late Rev. E. L. HULL, B.A.

v.

Small crown Svo., 3*. 6d., cloth,

A Cheap Edition of the Shepherd and

HIS FLOCK. By the Rev. J. R. MACDUFF, D.D.

VI.

Crown 8vo., $s., cloth,

Erling the Bold. A Tale of the Norse

SEA-KINGS. ByR. M. BALLANTYNE, Author of

"The Lifeboat," &c. With Illustrations by the

Author.

VII.

Post 8vo., 7s. 6d., cloth,

The Life, Labours, and Writings of the

LATE REV. DR. MALAN, GENEVA. By ONE

OF HIS SONS. With Portrait and Engravings.

Small crown 8vo., y. 6d., cloth,

A Memoir of General Latter. By Mrs.

BAILLIE, Author of "The Protoplast," "Hours of

Rest," &C.

IX.

New Edition, small crown 8vo., 3*. 6d., cloth,

ByewayB in Palestine. By James

FINN, Esq., M.R.A.S., late Her Majesty's Consul of

Jerusalem and Palestine.

x.

New Edition, small crown 8vo., each 3J. 6d.t cloth,

The Romance of Natural History. By

P. H. GOSSE. With Illustrations by Wolf. First

and Second Series.

XI.

New Edition, small crown 8vo., 3s. 6d., cloth,

Beacons of the Bible. By the Very Rev.

HENRY LAW, M.A., Dean of Gloucester, Author of

" Christ is All," &c.

XII.

New Edition, small crown 8vo., 3s. 6d., cloth,

Home in the Holy Land : a Tale illustrating

Incidents and Customs in Modern Jerusalem.

By Mrs. FINN. With Illustrations.

XIII.

New Edition, crown 8vo., 5^., cloth.

Tales from Alsace ; or, Scenes and Portraits

from Life in the Days of the Reformation, as

drawn from Old Chronicles. Translated from the

CJerman. With Introduction appended to the French

Edition by the French Translator, E. ROSSEEUW

ST. HI LAIRE.

XIV.

Small crown 8vo., 3s. 6d., cloth,

Heads and Tales ; or, Anecdotes and

Stories of Quadrupeds and other Beasts,

chiefly connected with incidents in the his

tories of more or less distinguished men.

Compiled and Selected by ADAM WHITE, Dud-

dingston. With Illustrations.

LONDON: JAMES NISBILT & CO

11, BERNERS STREET, W. ''

L HACHETTE & CO.'S

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

MONTAGNAC (£. de) : Les Ardennes

illustrces. Folio, with numerous Woodcuts, rich cloth

binding, 80 frs.

SAINT-VICTOR (Paul de) : Les Femmes

DE GOETHE, illustrdes par Kallbach. Folio, rich

cloth binding, 100 frs.

TENNYSON (Alfred): Les Idylles du

ROI, illustrecs par G. DoRiL Folio, rich cloth binding;

100 frs.

HUMBERT, AIME (Ministre Ple'nipo-

tcntiaire de la Confed6ration suisse) : LE JAPON

ILLUSTRE. 2 vols. 4*0., with more than 500 Illus

trations and Maps, 50 frs. ; bound in half-morocco, gilt

edges, 70 frs.

"*Le Japon lllustreV par Aime" Humbert (Hachcttc .

Patriotism and our national Anglo-mania forbid us of course

to say that this is the finest work in this year's vast collection

of illustrated books and gift-books. But we might say it,

and with perhaps entire truth ; for a handsomer and more

complete monograph we have not seen. Neither in size nor

in scope does it come into competition with Siebold's magni

ficent work ; but the author, M. Humbert, formerly the

Swiss envoy in Japan, has brought down his information to

the last year. He has in the more scientific portion of this

fine work exhibited great research in disentangling the per

plexed coil of Japanese history, and the solid and accurate

information on the relations between the Mikado, the Shio-

goon—commonly called Tycoon—and the feudal classes, will

serve to dispel much of the ignorance and something of the

misinformation with which the political state of this singular

people is enveloped in newspaper and popular writing. The

social state of the community is described with great life and

vigour, and is almost as amusing as a novel ; while the illus

trations on wood—five hundred in number—are matchless,,

and favourably contrast in vigour and decision with our own

cuts in similar works. Not the least interesting portion in

these volumes are the facsimiles of Japanese art. An enor

mous expense must have been incurred in the production of

this work, and we trust that it will have a large sale in this

country, and that our artists will profit by the lessons which

it teaches. We desire to express unmixed satisfaction with

the work."—Saturday Review, Dec. 18, 18&9.

CERVANTES : Don Quichotte, illustre

par G. Dor*. New and Cheap Edition, i vols., royal

4to., cloth, 48 frs.

MAGASIN des petits enfants.

For Young Children. With splendid Chromolithograph*.

33 vols., at ijf. and 2J. per volume.

PAPE-CARPANTIER (Mme.) : Les Ani-

MAUX SAUVAGES. With Chromolithographs, 11 frs.

TOUR DU MONDE (Le), anne'e 1869.

i vol., bound in half-morocco, gilt edges, 30 frs.

[.\Vit» ready.

1869 is the Tenth yearly volume of this, perhaps the finest

illustrated work in existence. These Ten yearly volumes

may be had in an uniform binding.

LES NAUFRAGES DES AUCKLAND,
011 Vingt mois sur un recif, rifcit authentiquc, par F. E.

RAYNAL. 1 handsome vol., containing^ Illustrations

and a Map, bound in half-morocco, gilt edges, 15 frs.

LES PIERRES, esquisses mineralogiques,

par L. SIMONIN, autcur de la "Vie Souterraine." 1

magnificent vol., with 91 Illustrations, 15 Maps, and 6

Chromolithographs. Half-morocco, gilt edges, 25 fr.->.

VOYAGES AERIENS, par MM.

GLAISHER, FLAMMARION DE FONV1ELLE

ET TISSASTDIER. i magnificent vol., containing

200 Illustrations, 6 Chromolithographs, and 10 Maps 01

Diagrams, half-morocco, gilt edges, 25 frs.

LETTRES CHOISIES DE Mme. DE

SEVIGNE, pubises sous ladirectiondeM.ADOLPHE

REGNIER, del'Institut. 1 magnificent vol., containing

8 Portraits engraved on Steel, the Arms of Mme. de

Sevignc* and of the Grignan and Simiane Families, in

Chromo-Lithography,Wood Engravings, and Facsimiles

of Autographs, in half morocco, gilt edges, 31 frs.

L'HOMME PRIMITIF, par LOUIS

FIGUIER. 1 vol., containing 270 Illustrations, in halt

morocco, gilt edges, 14 frs.

For their other Publications MM. L. llachette 6r* Co.

beg- to refer to t/teir Christmas Catalogue, which may he

had of all Booksellers.

MM. L. HACHETTE & CO. keep in Stock a Large

Assortment of all New French Books ot importance. Sub

scriptions to the Revue des Deux Mondcs, and to all other

French and German Papers, are received and promptly

attended to.

L. HACHETTE & CO., FRENCH PUBLISHERS.

Paris: 77, Boulevard St, Germain.

London: i3, King William Street, Strand, W.C.
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Oxford Educational Books.

THE OXFORD POCKET CLASSICS.

A Series of the GREEK ami LA TIN CLASSICS tor

tlu Use ofColleges and Sc/tools, strongly bound in cloth.

GREEK POETS.

s.J.

^SCHVLVS 3 °

Aristophanes, i vols 60

Euripides. 3 vols 6 6

Et'RlPlDls Tkago-:di.« Sex 36

SorHoci.ES 3°

HOMERI II.IAS 3 6

HOMEKI OUVSSKA 3 °

GREEK PROSE WRITERS.

Aristotelis Ethica 20

Demosthenes de Corona, et /Eschines in

Ctesichontem 20

Herodotus. 2 vols 60

Thucydides. 3 vols. . . . ■ • ■ 5 °

Xenophontis Memorabilia 14

Xenophontis Anabasis 20

LATIN POETS.

HOXATU'S 3°

{t VENAI.IS ET PERSIUS I 6

UCANUS = 6

Lucretius 20

I'h.edkls 14

VlKGII.Il s 26

LATIN PROSE WRITERS.

c.esaris commentarh, cum supplementis at i.i

Hiktii et aliokum 26

C.CSARIS COMMENTAKII DE Bei.I.O GaI.I.ICO . . I 6

Cicero df. Officiis, dk Senectute, et de

Amicitia 20

CicekonisTusculanarumDisputationum LlBRI V. 2 o

Cornelius Nei-os J 4

Livius. 4 vols 60

Sallustius 2 o

Tacitus. 2 vols 5 °

TEXTS WITH SHORT NOTES.

Uniform with t/te Series of

GREEK WRITERS

SOPHOCLES.

.</.
Ajax 1 c

Electra .... I c

(Edipus Rex . . . i c

(Edipis Colonel's . 1 c

Antigone . . . . i c

Philoctbtbs . . . I c

Trachi.ni.4-: . I G

The Notics only, in i vol.

cloth, 2.s.

/ESCHVLUS.

Pers.« 1 c

Prometheus Vinctus i c

Septem contra The-

BAS I C

Agamemnon . . . i c

Choei-hora: . . . i c

Eumenides ...It

SfPPLlCES ....It

Notes only, in i vol. cloth,

3J. 6d.

EURIPIDES.

Hecuba . . . . i c

LATIN WRITERS.

VIRGIL. I

Blcolics .... 1

1

Oeorgics ....

First Three Books of

the .^Eneid . . .

HORACE.

Satires .... 1

2Odes and Epodes

Epistles and Ars

Poetica .... 1

The Notes only, in i

cloth, os.

vol

■PH.EDRUS.

1

LIVY.

Books.XXI.—XXIV. 4

Ditto, in cloth, i vol- . 4

SALLUST.

r

Catiline . . . . i

Oxford Pocket Classics.'"

.—Texts and Notes.

EURIPIDES—continued,

s.d.

Medea i o

Orestes . . , . i o

Hn'i'OLVTt s ...10

PHGENI55.fi ....IO

Alcestis ....IO

BACCHvE ....IO

The Notes only, in i vol.

cloth, 3J.

ARTSTOPHANES.

Knights . . . . i o

ACHARNIANS . . . I o

Birds i 6

HOMER.

Iliad, Books I.—VI. 2 o

DEMOSTHENES.

De Corona. ...10

Olynthiac Orations i o

/ESCHINES.

In Ctesiphontem . a o

—Texts and Notes.

CORNELIUS NEP0S.

s.d.

Lives 16

CICERO.

De Senectute et De

Amicitia ...10

Orationes in Catili-

NAM . . . . r o

Oratio pro Lege

Manilla, et Ora

tio pro Archia . 1 o

Oratio i-ko Mii.one i o

Oratio in Q. Cjeciui-

I'M DlVINATIO ..IO

In Verrem Actio

Prima ....10

EpiSTOiwfu Selects.

Part 1 16

Orationes Philip

pics, I., II. . . . 16

C/ESAR.

De Bello Gai.lico,

Books I.—III. ..10

TACITUS.

Annals. [In the Press.)

OCTAVO EDITIONS OF THE CLASSICS.

THUCYDIDES. With Notes, chiefly Historical

and Geographical. By the late T. ARNOLD, D.D.

With Indices by T1DDEMAN. Fifth Edition. 3 vols.,

8vo., cloth lettered, 1/. i6j.

THUCYDIDES. The Text of Arnold, with his

Argument. The Indices adapted to his Sections, and

the Greek Index greatly enlarged. Uy R. P. G.

T1DDEMAN. In one thick vol., 8vo. in.

ARISTOTLE. The Ethics of Aristotle, with

Notes by the Rev. W. E. JELF, Authorof the " Greek

Grammar," &c 8vo., 12$. Text separately, $s. ;

Notes separately, js. 6d.

POETARUM SCENICORUM OR.ECORUM:

vT^schyli, Sophoclis, Euripidis, et Aristophani?-, Fabulac,

Superstites, et Pcrditarurn Fragmenta. Ex rccog-

nitione GUIL. DINDORFII. Editio quarta. One

vol., royal 8vo., cloth, 21s.

A GRAMMAR of the GREEK LANGUAGE.

Chiefly from the Text of Raphel Kiihner. By \VM.

EDWARD JELF, M. A, Student of Christ Church.

2 vols., 8vo., cloth, 1/. 10J. Fourth Edition, with

Additions and Corrections.

This Grammar is in general use at Oxford, Cambridge,

Dublin, and Durham, at Eton, King's College, London, and

most other Public Schools. Competent authorities pro

nounce this work to be the very best Greek Grammar yet

published in England. This New Edition contains an

Index of Classical and New Testament Constructions.

LAWS OF THE GREEK ACCENTS. By

JOHN GRIFFITHS, M.A. i6mo. (Uniform with

Oxford Pocket Classics.) Twelfth Edition. 6d.

A LATIN GRAMMAR FOR THE USE OF

SCHOOLS. By Professor MADVIG, with Additions

by the Author. Translated by the Rev. G. WOODS,

M.A. Uniform with Jelf's " Greek Grammar." Fourth

Edition. 8vo., cloth, isy.

PORTA LATINA. A Selection from Latin

Authors, for Translation and Re-translation ; arranged

in a Progressive Course, as an Introduction to the Latin

Tongue. By E. C. LOWE, D.D., Head Master of

Huraipierpouit School. Fcap. Svo., strongly bound, js.

ERASMI COLLOQUIA SELECTA. Arranged

for Translation and Re-translntion. Adapted for the

Use of Boys who have begun Latin Syntax. By

EDWARD C. LOWE, P.D., Head Master of St.

John's Middle School, Hurstpierpoint. Second Edition,

reap. 8vo., strongly bound, 3*.

TWELVE RUDIMENTARY RULES FOR

LATIN PROSE COMPOSITION. With Examples

and Exercises for the Use of Beginners. By the

Rev. ED. MOORE, B.D., Principal of St. Edmund

Hall, Oxford. (Uniform with Oxford Pocket Classics.)

1 61110. 6d.

GULIELMI SHAKSPERII JULIUS CESAR.

I.atine reddidit HF.NRICUS DENISON, Col. Om.

An. apud Oxon. Ohm Socius. Second Edition. 8vo.

with red border lines, cloth, 6s.

SHORT EXTRACTS FROM MODERN

Wm. H. ALLEN & CO.'S

PUBLICATIONS.

THE DOCTRINE of DEVELOPMENT

in the BIIiLF. and in the CHURCH. By E. L.

BLENKINSOPP, M.A., Rector of Springthorpe.

Crown 8vo., cloth, lor. 6d.

THE CATHOLIC DOCTRINE of the

ATONEMENT: an Historical Inquiry into its De

velopment in the Church. With an Introduction on the

Principle of Theological Development. By the Rev.

HENRY NUTCO.MBE OXENHAM, M.A. The

Second Edition, revised and enlarged. 8vo.f ior. til.

THE FIRST AGE of CHRISTIANITY

and the CHURCH. Translated from the German of

Dr. DOLLINGER. By the Rev. H. N. OXEN-

HAM, M.A. Second Edition. 8vo., i2S.6d.

HISTORY of CIVILIZATION in the

FIFTH CENTURY. Translated from the French of

A. FREDERIC 02ANAM. By ASHLEY C GLYN, ,

B.A. Two Vols., post 8vo., 1/. is.

ADAM'S INQUIRY into the THEORIES

of HISTORY, CHANCE. LAW, Wl LL, with special

reference to the Principles of Positive Philosophy.

Second Edition. 8vo., 15*.

" The 'Inquiry into the Theories of History,' although

anonymous, is a first-rate book. Its object i^ to recon

cile Theism with the scientific conception of law, and

from that reconciliation to deduce a true theory of

history. The book contains a most able and effectual

vindication of Theism, and of a rational, as opposed to

irrational, Positivism."— Westminster Review.

ANCIENT and MEDIAEVAL INDIA.

Being the History, Religion, Laws, Caste. Manners

and Customs, Language, Literature, Poetry, Philosophy,

Astronomy, Algebra, Medicine, Architecture, Manu

factures, Commerce, &c. of the Hindus, taken from

their Writings. Amongst the works consulted and

gleaned from may be named The Rig Veda—Sama

Veda—Yajur Veda—Sathapatha Brahmana—Bhagavat

Gita—The Puranas—Code of Menu—Code of Yajna-

valkya—Mitakshara— Daya Bhagha—Mahabharata—

Atriya—Charaka—Susruta—Ramayana—Raghu Vansa

—Bhattikavia—Sakuntala—Yikramorvasi—-Malati and

Madhava — Mudra Rakshosa — Retnavali — Kuniara

Sambhava — Prabodah—Chandrodaya—Megha Duta—

Gita Govinda — Panchatantra — Hitopadesa—Katha—

Sarit—Sagara—Ketala—Panchavinrati—Dasa Kuniara

Charita, &c. By Mrs. MANNING. In Two Vols.,

Svo., with Illustrations, 30J.

LIVES of the ENGLISH CARDINALS.

Two Vols., 8vo., 3«.

MEMOIRS and CORRESPONDENCE of

BISHOP ATTERBURY. Two Vols., 8vo., 28/.

LIVES of EMINENT SERJEANTS of the

ENGLISH BAR. By Mr. Serjeant WOOLRVCH.

Two Vols., 8vo., 30J.

HISTORY of the SEPOY WAR in INDIA.

1'y J. W. KAYE, Esq. Vol. II. is nearly ready for

publication.

THE HARRISES : being an Extract from

JAMES PARKER & CO., OXFORD, AND 377, STRAND, LONDON.

FRENCH AUTHORS. For the Use of Schools.

[/« the Press.

THE LIVES OF THE MOST EMINENT

ENGLISH POETS. With Critical Observations on

their Works. By SAMUEL JOHNSON, LL.D.

(Uniform with the Oxford Pocket Classic*.; 3 vols.,

24mo., cloth, $s. 6d. each Volume.

Volumes containing the Works, or Selections from the

Works, of the English Classical Writers, suitable for use in

Schools, will be issued from time to time.

Recommended by the Examiners in the Scnool of Modern

History at Oxford.

THE ANNALS OF ENGLAND: AN EPI

TOME OF ENGLISH HISTORY, FROM CON

TEMPORARY WRITERS, THE ROLLS OF

PARLIAMENT, and other PUBLIC RECORDS.

3 vols., fcap. 8vo., with Illustrations, cloth, 15*.

Vol. I.—From the Roman F.ra to the Death of Richard II.

Vol. II. — From the Accession of the House of Lancaster to

Charles I. Vol. III.—From the Commonwealth to the

Death of Queen Anne.

THE NEW SCHOOL-HISTORY OF ENG

LAND: FROM EARLY WRITERS AND THE

NATIONAL RECORDS. By the Author of "The

Annals of England." Crown 8vo. , pp. 500, with Maps,

limp cloth, $s. [Ready.

A HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH CHURCH,

FROM ITS FOUNDATION TO THE REIGN

OF QUEEN MARY. Addressed to the Young. By

M. C. S. Crown Bvo., pp. 525, cloth, 5*.

the Common-Place Cook of ALEXANDF-R SMITH,

the Elder. Three Vols., crown Svo., is now ready.

LONDON: W M. II. ALLEN & CO.,

13, WATERLOO PLACE, S.W.
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BLAGKIE AND SON'S

PUBLICATIONS.

Now ready, in One handsome Volume, large 8vo.( elegantly

bound in cloth, gilt top, 31J. 6V.

The Universe; or, the Infinitely Great

AND THE INFINITELY LITTLE. By F. A.

POUCHET, M.D. Illustrated by 343 Engravings on

Wood, ofwhich 73 are full-paged, and 4 Coloured Plates.

"We can honestly commend the work, which is as admi

rably as it is copiously illustrated."— Times.

"The volume, and it is a splendid one, will serve as a

good pioneer to more exact studies. We have no doubt

that it will find what it deserves, a popularity among

English readers."—Saturday Review.

"This is in every way a most delightful book."—Art

'Journal.

it.

In 2 large vols., including the Supplement, imperial 8vo.,

cloth, 4/. 15.V.

The Imperial Gazetteer : a General Dic

tionary OF GEOGRAPHY, PHYSICAL, POLI

TICAL, STATISTICAL, AND DESCRIPTIVE.

With a Supplement, bringing the Information down to

the Latest Time. Edited byW.G. BLACK1E, Ph.D.,

F.R.G.S. Illustrated by about 800 Wood Engravings

of Views, Costumes, Maps, Plans, &c.

*' This excellent book of reference. . . All the articles we

have examined, whether long or short, exhibit a greater

degree of correctness in minute detail than wc should have

thought practicable in so comprehensive a work."—At/ie-

nerum.

in.

Imperial 8vo., cluth, 16s.

The Supplement to the Imperial Gazet-

TEER, separately, embracing the most recent Gcogra-

fhical Information. With numerous Wood Engravings.

t is indispensable to the possessors of the original work,

and will be found a very useful Supplement to any other

work of similar character."—Notts and Queries.

IV.

Imperial 4to., half morocco, 3/. ios.

Villa and Cottage Architecture : consist

ing of Thirty selected Examples of Villas and Cottages,

the Works of Nineteen different Architects, recently

erected. They are illustrated by Plans, Elevations,

and Details: accompanied by full Description, and in

nearly every instance by a Statement of their Actual

Cost.

"This carefully prepared and very useful work deserves

warm commendation. The information as to style, arrange

ment, and cost is complete and invaluable."—Standard.

v.

Large 8vo., cloth, 31J. 6Vr*.

The Gardeners Assistant: a Complete

GUIDE TO THE KITCHEN, FRUIT, AND

FLOWER GARDEN. By ROBERT THOMPSON,

of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chis-

wick. Coloured Plates and many Woodcuts.

" The best compendious treatise on modern gardening."—

Daily Telegraph.

VI.

One thick vol., medium' 8vo-, cloth, 21 s.

The Sailor's Word - Book of Nautical

TERMS, ARCHAISMS OF EARLY VOYAGERS,

&c. By the late Admiral W. H. SMYTH, K.S.F.,

D.C.L. Revised for the Press by^Vice-Admiral Sir E.

BELCHER, K.C.B.

It elucidates 17,000 sea terms and phrases of past and

present times, many of them not previously explained in

pnnt

The standard authority."—United Service Magazine.

DR. OGILVIE'S DICTIONARIES.

1.

In 2 large vols., imperial 8vo., cloth, 4/.

The Imperial Dictionary, English, Tech-

NOLOGICAL, AND SCIENTIFIC. With Supple

ment. Adapted to the present state of Literature,

Science, and Art. Upwards of2500 Engravings on Wood.

11.

Large 8vo., cloth, 25*.

The Comprehensive English Dictionary,

EXPLANATORY, PRONOUNCING, AND ETY

MOLOGICAL. About 800 Engravings on Wood.

in.

Imperial i6mo., cloth, red edges, ios. 6d. ; halfmorocco, 13^.

The Student's English Dictionary, Ety-

MOLOGICAL, PRONOUNCING, AND EXPLA

NATORY. About 300 Engravings on Wood.

IV.

Imperial i6mo., cloth, red edges, 5*. 6d.

A Smaller English Dictionary, Etymo-

LOGICAL, PRONOUNCING, AND EXPLANA

TORY. Abridged by the Author from the " Student's

Dictionary."

BLACKIE & SON, 44, Paternoster Row.

WHAT ? WHEN ? WHERE ? WHO ?

WHY?—NOTESAND QUERIES is established

for the insertion and solution of such inquiries by literary

men and general readers. Published every Friday, price

Ad. ; sent by post, for five stamps, by all Booksellers and

Newsmen.

London : W. G. Smith, 43, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.

EVERY SATURDAY, Price 4*/., Stamped 5d.

NOTES and QUERIES:
A MEDIUM OF INTER-COMMUNICATION FOR

LITERARY MEN, GENERAL READERS,

STUDENTS, &c.

ADDRESS.

Twenty years since NOTES AND QUERIES was started

for the purpose of supplying what was felt to be a great

literary want, viz., a Journal to assist Lovers of Literature

and Men of Research in their respective studies. Its utility

as a Medium of Inter-coiinnumcation between those for

whom it was intended was at once admitted ; and it was

soon recognized as Everybody's Common-place Book. Us

steady progress in public opinion since that period, renders

any account of its object unnecessary.

But during these years a new generation has arisen, to

whom it may be fitting to point out that NOTES AND

QUERIES combines two of the most marked character

istics of this age—the spirit of inquiry and the principle of

co-operation. For while in accordance with the former, its

columns are open to all—from the ripe scholar to the more

youthful student—who are in search of literary or historical

information, it is by the mutual co-operation of all that the

inquiries started in it are solved. Men of the highest attain

ments and social station have recognised this fact, by both

asking and answering questions in its columns; and hence

it is that NOTES AND QUERIES continues to increase

in influence, utility, and circulation.

NOTES AND QUERIES.—First Number

of a New Volume on Saturday, January ist, price ^f.

Specimen sent for five stamps.

W. G. Smith, 43, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C.

NOTES AND QUERIES,
0/ SATURDAY, January is/, price i4.,S/amped id.,

THE FIRST NUMBER OF A NEW VOLUME,

Containing, among other interesting Notes, Queries, and

Replies,—

A BUNDLE OF OLD NEWSPAPERS.

GOETHE ON BYRON AND SCOTT.

EARLY NOTICE OF HANDEL'S ORATORIOS.

THE ARMOUR AT THE TOWER.

GAINSBOROUGH'S BLUE BOY.

ELEGIE ON PYM.

SUPPRESSED LETTER BY DEAN SWIFT.

LATIN RHYMES ON WINE AND DRINKING.

THE DUNMOW FLITCH.

W. G. Smith, 43, Wellington-street, Strand, W.C. ; and of

all Booksellers and Newsmen.

OTES AND QUERIES, every Saturday,

Price 41/.N

N
OTES AND QUERIES, especially suited

to Lovers of Literature in India and the Colonies.

Everybody'sNOTES AND QUERIES.

Common-place Book:

" Learned, cltaity, useful."—ATHSKfil'M.

NOTES AND QUERIES : a Medium oflnter-

communication for Literary Men, General Readers,

COMMENCEMENT OF A NEW VOLUME.

THE AKT-JOURNAL

1870.

A Monthly Record of the Fine Arts, the Industrial

Arts, and the Arts ofDesign.

With beautiful Engravings on Steel, and

numerous Woodcuts.

Monthly Parts, price is. 6d.\ Yearly Volume-?, ju. 6d.

The Art-Journal has long maintained a high and pro

minent place in public favour; not alone because of its

information concerning Art, but for the value and beauty of

its Engravings and its attractions as a book for the Drawing-

room. It continues to be the only work by which the Fine

Arts and the Arts of Industry are adequately represented ;

and is regarded as a " Text-book " in the various Ateliers

and Art-Manufactories of the Continent and in America, as

well as in those of the British dominions.

Three Illustrations on Steel are given every month, con

sisting of representations of the finest specimens of Painting

and Sculpture, engraved by distinguished English engravers.

They include selections from Her Majesty's Collection of

Pictures, the Vernon Gallery, the National Gallery, the

Turner Collection, and most of the Private Collections of

Modern English Pictures in the country. Every Number

contains numerous Woodcuts of a high order of excellence,

from original designs, and engraved by leading wood en

gravers, illustrating the various topics discussed.

The Illustrated Articles—continuing some of those that

have been marked by public favour—will consist of several

useful "novelties." During the year 1870 there will be a

series of examples from the great Old Masters in the Art-

industries ; a series of Original Designs, addressed chiefly to

the producers of minor objects in Art-manufacture ; Visits to

Private Galleries of Pictures ; details concerning Private

Art-Museums ; Selections from the Works of British Artists

—those that will first appear being from the productions of

Calderon, Orchardson, Marks.Vicat Cole, Leader, and others

—artists who have attained fame since the series was com

menced ; while the illustrated descriptions of " Stately

Homes in England" will include Warwick Castle, Penshurst,

Arundel Castle, Hardwick Hall, and other places renowned

in history* and occasionally open to the public.

CONTENTS OF THE JANTJAHY NUMBER.

LINE ENGRAVINGS.

I. THE MAID of ORLEANS, after Mrs. E. M.Ward.

II. PRIMROSE GATHERERS, after Birket Foster-

III. THE ANGEL of LIGHT, after J. Edwards.

Literary Contributions :—The Stately Homes of England

—Hardwick Hall, by S. C. Hall, F.S.A., illustrated; The

Future Art of America, by J. Jackson Jarvcs ; British

Artists, their Style and Character— Philip H. Calderon, R.A.,

by James Daflforne, illustrated; On the Adaptability of our

Native Plants to Purposes of Ornamental Art, by F. Edward

Hulme, F.L.S., illustrated; Visits to Private Galleries—

the Collection of Frederick Craven, Esq.; Suggestive Selec

tions from the Old Masters in Art-Industries, illustrated ;

Celebrated Churches of Europe, No. I. Westminster Abbey:

No. II. Burgos Cathedral, by James Daffbrne, illustrated;

International Exhibition at Rome. Also full account- of the

various Exhibitions in London, and a Sketch of the State of

Art in. Scotland and the Provinces; Art-Gossip and Nota-

bilia, &c, &c.

Subscribers Names received by all Booksellers.

LONDON: VIRTUE AND CO., IVY I. AXE,

Paternoster Row.

ANCIENT CLASSICS

FOR

ENGLISH READERS.

A SEEIKS OF MONTHLY VOLUMES.

Price is. Sd., bound in cloth.

Edited by REV. W. LUCAS COLLINS,

author of "etoniana," the "public schools," etc.

The aim of the present scries will be to explain, sufficiently

for general readers, who these great writers were, and what

they wrote ; to give, wherever possible, some connected

outline of the story which they tell, or the facts which they

record, checked by the results of modern investigations ; to

present some of their most striking passages in approved

English translations, and to illustrate them generally from

modern writers ; to serve, in short, as a popular retrospect

of the chief literature of Greece and Rome.

Volume I., containing

HOMER: THE ILIAD,

&c, &c. Every SATURDAY, Price \d.; stamped 5J.

Containing amusing Articles on some of the following

subjects :—

ENGLISH, IRISH, AND SCOTTISH HISTORY, illus

trated by original communications and incditcd Docu

ments.

BIOGRAPHY, including unpublished Correspondence of

eminent Men, and unrecorded Facts connected with

them.

BIBLIOGRAPHY, more especially of English Authors,

with Notices of rare and unknown Editions of their

Works, and Notes on Authorship of Anonymous Books.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES AND FOLK LORE, pre

serving the fast-fading relics of the old Mythologies.

BALLADS AND OLD POETRY, with Historical and

Philological Illustration.

POPULAR AND PROVERBIAL

origin, meaning, and application.

PHILOLOGY, including local Dialects

Notes on our old Poets.

GENEALOGY AND HERALDRY, including Histories

of Old Families, completion of Pedigrees, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES, QUERIES, AND RE

PLIES, on points of Ecclesiastical History,

Topography, Fine Arts, Natural History. Mis

cellaneous Antiquities, Numismatics, Photo

graphy, &c.

W. G. SMITH, 43, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C

And by Order of all Booksellers and Newsmen.

SAYINGS, their

Archaism, and

is this day published.

A Prospectus may be had on application to the Publishers.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD AND SONS,

Epinbvrgh and London.
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Albemarle Street, January, i%-?.

MR. MURRAY'S

LIST OF NEW WORKS.

(Ecumenicity in Relation to the Church

OF ENGLAND. In Four Letters. With an Ap

pendix on the Ultramontane and Gallican Theories, in

relation to CEcumcnists and the Church of England.

By ALEXANDER LORD LINDSAY (Earl of

Crawford and Balcarrcs). 8vo.

Our Iron-clad Ships; their Qualities,

Performances, and Cost ; including Chapters on Turret

Ships, Iron-clad Rams, &c. By E. J. REED, CIS.,

Chief Constructor of the Navy. \Vith Illustration*.

8vo. 13S.

A New Series of Contributions to the

LITERATURE OF THE FINE ARTS. By Sir

C. LOCK F.ASTLAKE, R.A. With a Memoir. By

Lady EASTLAKE. 8vo. 12s.

Trees and Shrubs for English Plantations.

A Selection and Description of the most Ornamental

Trees and Shrubs, Native and Foreign, which will

flourish in the open air in our climate. By AU

GUSTUS MONGREDIEN. With Illustrations. 8vo.

[,\'rar/y Ready.

Physical Geography. By Mary Somerville.

Fourth Edition. Revised by H. W. BATES, Assistant

Secretary to the R.G.S. Portrait. Post 8vo.

[/« January.

A Copious and Critical English-Latin

DICTIONARY, compiled from Original Sources. By

WM. SMITH, LL.D., and THEOPHILUS D.

HALL, M.A. 8vo. and izmo. [In January'.

The Military Forces of the Crown. Their

Administration and Government. By CHARLES M.

CLODE. Vol. II., completing the work. 8vo. 2t*.

The Representation of the Laity in Con-

VOCATION. By T. F. SIMMONS, M.A., Canon

of York. 8vo. u.

Lord Elgin's Second Embassy in China.

A Personal Narrative of Events. By HENRY

BROUGHAM LOCH, Private Secretary. With

Map and Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 9*.

Grote s History of Greece, from the Earliest

PERIOD TO THE CLOSE OF THE GENERA

TION CONTEMPORARY WITH ALEXANDER

THE GREAT. A New and cheaper Edition. Vols.

I. to III. (To be Completed in Twelve Monthly

Volumes.) Post 8vo. 6s. each.

The Fate of Sir John Franklin. The

Voyage of " The Fox " in the Arctic Seas. Bv Sir

LEOPOLD M'CLINTOCK, R.N. Third and revised

Edition. With Maps and 30 Illustrations. Post 8vo.

js. td.

The Huguenots : their Settlements,

Churches, and Industries in England and Ireland. By

SAMUEL SMILES. Third and Revised Edition.

Post 8vo. 6r.

The Gothic Architecture of Spain: De

scribed from Personal Observations made in that

Country. By G. E. STREET, F.S.A. Second Edition.

With 25 Plans and 100 Illustrations. 8vo. aor.

A Manual of Ethnology; or, a Popular

HISTORY OF THE RACES OF THE OLD

WORLD. By CHAS. L. BRACE, Author of " Home

Life in Germany," " Norse Folk," &c. Second Edition.

Post 8vo. 6>.

WORKS OF TRAVEL.

Travels in Asia Minor. With an Account

of Antiquarian Researches and Discoveries, and Illus

trations of Biblical Literature and Archaeology. By

HENRY J. VAN' LENNEP, D.D., 30 years Mis

sionary in Turkey. With Map and Illustrations. 2

vols. Post 8vo. 34J. \.7*st ready.

Brittany and its Bye-ways. With some

Account of its Inhabitants and its Antiquities. By

Mrs. BURY PALLISER. With 60 Illustrations.

Post 8vo. 12*.

3-

The " Rob Roy " on the Jordan, the Nile,

RED SEA, GENNESARETH, &c. A Canoe Cruise

on the Ancient Rivers, Lakes, and Seas in Iliblc

Lands. By JOHN MACGREGOR, M.A. With

Maps and 70 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 12J.

Abyssinia. With an Account of the

Countries Traversed from Massowah, through the

Soodan, and back to Anneslcy I!ay, from Magdala.

ByHORMUZD RASSAM. With Map and Illustra

tions. 2 vols. 8vo. 28J.

The Eastern Archipelago, 1865-66. A

Popular Description of the Natural History, Geo

graphy, Manners, and Customs of the People, and

Adventures among many Tribes, Sec. By ALBERT

S. BICKMORE, F.R.G.S. With Maps and Illustra

tions. (560 pp.) 8vo, 71S.

"Mr. Bickmorc's is the most charming and scientifically

valuable book of travels published since Humboldt."—

John Bull.

6.

Reminiscences of Athens and the Morea.

Being Extracts from a Journal of Travels in Greece in

1839. By LORD CARNARVON. With Map.

Crown 8vo. 7s. 6V/.

7-

A Residence in Bulgaria. With Notes

on the Resources and Administration of Turkey— the

Condition, Character, Manners, and Customs, and

Language of the Christian and Mussulman Populations.

By S. G. B. ST. CLAIR and C. A. BROPHY. 8vo.

ISf.

Researches in the Highlands of Turkey.

Including Visits to Mounts Ida, Athos, Olympus, and

Pelion, and to the Mirdite Albanians, and other remote

Tribes. With Notes on the Ballads, Tales, and Classi

cal Superstitions of the Modern Greek. By Rev. H.

F. TOZER. With Map and Illustrations. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo.

Five Years in Damascus. With Travels

and Researches in Palmyra and Bashan, and Remarks

on the Views of Mr. Freshficld and others on the

Giant Cities. By Rev. I. L. PORTER, D.D., LL.D.

ised Edition. With Illustrations. PostNew and Rev

8vo. [l/t the f>irss.

British Columbia and Vancouver Island :

their Forests, Rivers, Coasts, and Gold Fields, and

Resources for Colonization. By Commander MAVNE,

R. N. Illustrations- 8vo. i6Jr.

Travels in Peru and India, while super

intending the Collection of Cinchona Plants, and Seeds

in South America, and their Introduction into India.

By CLEMENTS R. MARKHAM, F.R.G.S. With

Map and Illustrations. 8vo. i6\r.

Last Winter in the United States. Being

Table Talk collected during a Tour through the late

Southern Confederation, the Far West, the Rocky

Mountains, &c, &c. By F. BARHAM ZIXCKE.

Post 8vo. 10*. 6rf.

13-

The Great Sahara. Wanderings South of

the Atlas Mountains. By Rev. H. B. TRISTRAM,

M.A., F.L.S. With 30 Illustrations. Post 8vo 15*.

14-

Travels and Adventures in the Territory

OF ALASKA. Formerly Russian America, now ceded

to the I'n'tcd States, and in various other parts of the

North Pacific. By FREDERICK WHYMPER.

With Map and 30 Illustrations. 8vo. i6j.

Visits to the Monasteries of the Levant.

By the Hon. ROBERT CURZON. With 18 Illus

trations. Post 8vo. is. 6d.

16.

A Journal of Travels in Egypt and Nubia,

showing the Attractions of the Nile and its Banks

to the Archa;ologist, Naturalist, and General Tourist.

By Rev. A. C. SMITH. With Woodcuts, a vols.

Post Svo. i8r.

Rambles on the Shores and Waters of the

CHINA SEA. Being Observations in Natural History

during a vovage to China, Formosa. Borneo, Singa

pore, &c, during 1866-67. By Dr. CUTHBERT

COLLINGWOOD. With Illustrations. 8vo. i6r.

18.

A Naturalist's Voyage Round the World;

a Journal of Researches into the Natural History and

Geology of the Countries visited. By CHARLES

DARWIN, F.R.S. 10th Edition. Post 8vo. 91.

19-

Letters from High Latitudes. An Account

of a Yacht Voyage to Iceland. Jan Mayen, and Spiu-

bergen, &c. By LORD DUFFER1N. With 24 Illus

trations. Post Svo. 7*. cV.

Travels of a French Naturalist in the

CENTRAL PARTS OF INDO-CHINA (SIAM',

CAMBODIA, AND LAOS. During the years

1858-60. By HENRI MOUHOT, F.R.G.S. With

90 Illustrations. 2 vols. 8vo.

Nineveh and Babylon. A Narrative of a

First and Second Expedition to Assyria in 1845-51. By

the Right Hon. AUSTEN H. LAYARD, M.P..D.C.L.

With 150 Illustrations. 2 vols. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. each.

Three Years' Residence in Abyssinia.

With Travels and Adventures in that Country'. By

MANSFIELD PARKYNS. With Map and 30 Illus

trations. Post 8vo. 7*. 6d.

23-

The River Amazons. A Record of

Adventures and Travels, with Sketches of Brazilian

and Indian Life. By H. W. BATES, F.R.G.S. Will-

Map and 40 Illustrations. Post 8vo. itt.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street. I JOHN' MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET.
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NEW SERIES OF SCHOOL MAPS,

Edited by the Rev. S. CLARK, M.A., F.R.G.S.

Drawn and Engraved for the SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE, and the NATIONAL SOCIETY

FOR PROMOTING THE EDUCATION OF THE POOR.

Several ofthe Maps in Mis Series have also been selected by the COMMISSIONERS of NA TIOiVAL EDVCA TIO.V, IRELAND, for use in their Schools.

This New Series of Large School Maps has been prepared at a great expense, and constructed upon the principle of combining the bold

outline and lettering requisite for teaching, with the geographical accuracy, systematic arrangement, and finish, of superior Maps. The descriptions in the

following list enter into the details explaining the application of this principle, the object of which is to qualify the young for the study of superior maps,

and to instruct them by works similar in excellence to the best maps, although of a bolder character. Coarse and inaccurate maps may suffice for some

purposes ; but those prepared for the young, should at least preserve as close a relation as possible to works of the highest authority.

The following Maps are already Published:—

THE

WORLD IN HEMISPHERES.

1. EASTERN HEMISPHERE.

2. WESTERN HEMISPHERE.

Two distinct Maps. Size, each 50 inches by 58.

These Hemispheres arc constructed on a scale of unusual

magnitude, and they unite the boldness of style requisite

for Schools with the accuracy of the best Maps.

The Political Divisions of the World are most promi

nently displayed, and the latest changes have been followed.

The principal features of Natural Geography are also intro

duced, including a careful delineation of the Mountains,

with a special notice of Volcanoes ;—the distribution of Pre

vailing Winds ;—the Ocean Currents ;—limits of Icebergs

towards the Polar Seas, and the limits of Coral in Warm

Waters ;—besides other remarkable phenomena.

As the Vertical Action 0/ the Sun exercises paramount

influence on the Temperature, the Seasons, and other con

ditions of the Earth, his declination is connected with the

graduation of the Maps for every day of the year. Distinct

Climatic Zones within the Tropics, resulting chiefly from

the variation of Solar Action, are alr-o defined.

For the purpose of familiarizing the eye with Different

Aspects of the Earth's Surface, supplementary Mans have

been added to the principal Hemispheres, which exhibit the

sphere projected on the plane of a meridian. These supple

ments display:—the Earth projected on the plane of the

equator, or the Northern and Southern Hemispheres ;—also

the Earth projected on an oblique plane, showing the Land

almost wholly in One Hemisphere, and a prevalence of

Water in the other.

The Effect of different Projections on the delineation of

the Earth is seldom expressly illustrated. In these Maps

the large Eastern and Western Hemispheres, also the sup-

?lcmentary Northern and Southern, and Land and Water

lemisphercs, are examples of the Stereographical projec

tion, which has the merit of preserving the form of the

outline from the distortion that it undergoes towards the

circumference in the Globular and Orthographic systems.

Each of those systems is illustrated by two examples,

showing the manner in which they respectively distort the

outline. In further elucidation of this subject, Mercator's

projection, or the compensating development of the sphere

on the surface of a cylinder is compared with gores, con

structed to cover an artificial Globe on the same scale at the

Equator.

Price, of each Hemisphere, separately Mounted on Roller,

Varnished, 135. ; or, the Two Hemispheres Mounted as

one Map, on Roller, Varnished, -zds.

EUROPE.

Scale, 65 miles to an inch ; size, 58 inches by 50. All

the chief Natural Features of the Continent are boldly

shown, but in such a way as not to interfere with the dis

tinctness of the Map. The Political Divisions are laid down

and carefully coloured according to the most recent changes.

The relative importance of the Names is indicated by the

style in which they are written, and no names are inserted

but those which are required in a map for elementary in

struction. The sites of battles and other great historical

events arc distinguished from places of mere geographical

importance.

Price, Mounted on Roller, Varnished, 13J.

BRITISH ISLES.

Scale, 8 miles to an inch ; size, 75 inches by 90. This

New Map of Great Britain and Ireland is constructed with

the greatest care and accuracy, and has undergone rigid

scrutiny. Although the style is bold and made as distinct

and clear as possible, the work is of the best class. It con

tains every place in Great Britain with 2000 inhabitants and

upwards, and every place in Ireland with 1500 and up

wards ; also the principal villages, railway-junctions, battle

fields, &c. The names ofj>laccs are distinguished accord

ing to their population. The county towns, assize towns,

municipal boroughs, towns which are countiesof themselves,

parliamentary representation, and episcopal sees, arc also

expressly denoted to indicate the importance of places. All

the railways are carefully delineated. The outline and hills

are reduced from the Ordnance Survey, as far as it has been

carried.

Price, Mounted on Roller, Varnished, 42s.

ENGLAND AND WALES.

Scale, 8 miles to an inch ; size, 50 inches by 58. This

entirely New Map is an accurate rcductionof the Ordnance

Survey, drawn in the first place with the utmost precision,

and afterwards strengthened boldly for the use of Schools.

The Hills in particular arc more correctly delineated than

they have ever been in School Maps. The Names are

systematically engraved according to population ; for the

number of inhabitants forms the best criterion, on the whole,

of local importance. Instead of a uniform circle to indicate

positions, a Plan of each place is drawn according to scale,

so as to give to the eye some indication of its size. Compare

London, Birmingham, or Manchester, with smaller towns.

The other incidents that express local importance are also

denoted. Thus, the Episcopal Sees, County and Assize

Towns, Municipal Boroughs, Parliamentary Representation,

and Towns which are Counties of themselves, are severally

distinguished. The Railways are also correctly delineated.

Price, Mounted on Roller, Varnished, 13*.

SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.

Separate Maps ; scale, 8 miles to an inch. Size, each 34

inches by 42.

In every previous scries of School Maps, Scotland and

Ireland have been made of the same size as England and

Wales, without regard to uniformity of scale. But to

convey a correct impression of the relative extent of the

Three Kingdoms, to compare the coast line, the rivers, the

mountains, the towns, or the counties of either part of the

United Kingdom, with those of the other parts, it is essential

to have the whole on the same scale, and treated on an

uniform method. Scotland and Ireland.in this series form

therefore smaller and consequently cheaper Maps than

England and Wales ; but they range well together with the

targe Map in the centre ; and their construction only varies

consistently with the statistical differences which distinguish

the three countries. The comparisons thus facilitated

must serve to create an interest of itself in the study of our

National Geography, besides promoting other objects of

utility. The description which has already been given of

the Map of England and Wales, is equally applicabfe to the

details of the Maps of Scotland and Ireland, and is not

therefore repeated.

Price each, Mounted on Roller, Varnished, 9J.

ASIA.

Scale, 140 miles to an inch, size, 58 inches by 50. In this

New Map of Asia, the connection of that Continent with

Europe, Africa, and the extremity of Australia, is fully dis

played without reducing the scale of Asia itself. In every

general view of Asiatic Geography this appears to be a

great advantage. Thus, in regard to the great Natural

Features—the Mountain-systems, Plains, Deserts.and Seas,

can be followed through Asia into the adjacent Continents.

In Political Geography, the Relative Positions, Areas, &c,

of the European and Asiatic Territories of England, Russia,

and Turkey, are brought into one view ; and all the Inde

pendent States, with their principal divisions, arc defined

accurately. Recent changes have been duly represented.

The New Divisions of Asiatic Russia ani of India arc

shown ; also the great Dependencies of the Chinese Empire,

according to the latest authorities.

Price, Mounted on Roller, Varnished, 13s,

AUSTRALASIA.

Scale, 86 miles to an inch ; size, 58 inches by 50. This

Map includes Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand, Borneo,

and the Malay Archipelago. The divisions of the British

Possessions into Provinces and Counties arc shown. The

Names of all the Chief Towns are made prominent, while

those of the smaller County and Post Towns, with the most

considerable Villages, are inserted in smaller type. It has

been thought desirable to give the Names of more Places

than are required merely for elementary teaching, owing to

their importance as points for Emigration, and their con

nexion with the growth of the Colonies.

Price, Mounted on Roller, Varnished, 13^.

HOLY LAND.

This

The

and

Scale, 4} miles to an inch ; size, 50 inches by 58.

Map is especially intended for the use of Schools.

Natural Features are boldly and distinctly drawn ;

those names of places which are of importance in elementary

instruction are prominently distinguished ; but while nothing

has been sacrificed which may tend to this primary object,

no information which can be conveniently given in a Map

has been omitted, and it is adapted for the purposes of the

Study as well as those of the School-room. The results of

the most recent observations and critical researches are

carefully indicated ; what is conjectural is distinguished

from that which is certain ; Classical and Modern Names

arc given in a lighter type than the others. Maps of the

Environs of Jerusalem and the Sinaitic Peninsula occupy

the corners.

Price, Mounted on Roller, Varnished, 13J.

OLD TESTAMENT.

MAP OF THE HOLY LAND TO ILLUS

TRATE THE OLD TESTAMENT.

Scale, 8 miles to an inch ; size, 34 inches by 49.

Price, Mounted on Roller, Varnished, gs.

NEW TESTAMENT.

MAP OF THE HOLY LAND TO ILLUS

TRATE THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Scale, 7 miles to an inch ; size, 34 inches by 43.

Price, Mounted on Roller, Varnished, of.

THE ACTS AND THE EPISTLES.

MAP OF THE PLACES MENTIONED IN

THE ACTS AND THE EPISTLES.

Scale. 57 miles to an inch : size, 34 inches by 42.

Price, Mounted on Roller, Varnished, 9*.

AFRICA.
Scale, 118 miles to an inch ; size, 50 inches by 58. In many

respects Africa is presented with a new face in this Map.

Its connection with Europe and Asia is preserved, with the

advantages already noticed in describing the Map of Asia,

and all the latest discoveries of Livingstone, Burton, Speke,

Grant, Baker, &c, are inserted.

Price, Mounted on Roller, Varnished, 13J.

NORTH AMERICA.

Scale, 97 miles to an inch ; size, 50 inches by 58. The

Natural Geography is boldly delineated. The river systems

can be traced at a glance. The mountains are so drawn as

to bring out their prominent features, and the character of

the country between them. Thus the broad highland, but

tressed by the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific Coast

Range, is well contrasted with the Valley of the Mississippi,

and the range of the Allcghanies.

The Political Geography exhibits the latest divisions of

the Continent ; the great blocks of territory forming the

British Possessions, the United States and Mexico, present

ing a remarkable comparison with the little independent

republics of the Centra! American Isthmus.

The division of the British Territories is accurately dis

played, including the New Dominion of Canada. In the

United States, the Territories as well as the States are

shown, and the distinction between them is marked by

different lettering- The possessions of the European powers

in the West Indian Islands are also indicated.

Price, Mounted on Roller, Varnished, 13J.

SOUTH AMERICA.

This Map is the same size and on the same scale as the

Map of North America.

The boundaries of the States are delineated from authen

tic documents ; and the conflicting claims put forward by

almost every division of this continent are traced. The last

arrangements of Colombia and Venezuela are inserted from

materials communicated by their respective Governments.

Price, Mounted on Roller, Vanished, 13J.

Also Maps of AUSTRALIA and 3STEW ZEALAND (size 34 inches by 42), price Wine Shillings each.

LONDON: EDWARD STANFORD, 6 & 7, CHARING CROSS, S.W.
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WORKS
RELATING TO

THE PHILOLOGY, RELIGION, PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, ANTIQUITIES, ETC., OF INDIA,

Published by TRUBNER & CO.,

8 and 60, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.

 

INDIAN GRAMMAR.

l'ANIXI: His Place in Sanskrit Literature. An Investi

gation of some Literary and Chronological Questions

which may be settled by a study of his Work. By

THEODOR GOLDSTUCKER. Imperial 8vo., pp.

268, cloth. 18s.

LAGHU KAUMUDL A Sanskrit Grammar. By Vara-

daraia. With an English Version, Commentary, and

References. By the late JAMES R. BALLANTYNE,

LL.D. 8vo., pp. xxxvi. and 424, cloth. 1/. tij. 6fi.

A PRACTICAL GRAMMAR OF THE SANSKRIT

LANGUAGE, for the use of Early Students. By

THEODOR BENFEY. Second Edition. Royal 8vo.,

pp. viii. and 296, cloth, 10s. btt.

FIRST LESSONS IN SANSKRIT GRAMMAR ; toge

ther with an Introduction to the Hitopadesa. Second

Edition. By the late JAMES R. BALLANTYNE,

LL.D. Svo.. pp. viii. and 1 10, cloth. 5*.

FIRST BOOK OF SANSCRIT, for the use of Beginners.

By RAMCRTSHNA GOPAL BHANDARKAR.

M.A., Poona College. i2mo., pp. loo, boards. is.6it.

SECOND BOOK OF SANSCRIT. By the same author.

1 21110., pp. 216, boards. 6s.

THIRD SANSCRIT READING BOOK, for the use of

High Schools. With a Glossary prepared by VISHNU

P. S. PANDIT, under the superintendence of J. Buhler,

Ph. D., Elphinstone College. Small 8vo., pp. 232, cloth

board*. 5J. 6tt.

SANSKRIT PROSODY and NUMERICAL SYMBOLS

EXPLAINED. By CHARLES PHILIP BROWN.

Demy Svo., pp. 64, cloth. 35. hd.

PRAKRITA-PRAKASA; or, the Prakrit Grammar of

Vararuchi, with the Commentary (Manorama) of Bha-

maha. The first complete edition of the Original Text

with various Readings from a Collation of Manuscripts,

with Notes, Translation, and Index of Prakrit words ;

with an easy Introduction to Prakrit Grammar. By

EDWARD BYLES COWELL, Professor of Sanskrit

at Cambridge, Second issue, with new Preface and

corrections. 8vo., pp. xxxii. and 204. 14J.

ELEMENTS OF HINDI AND BRAJ P.HAKA

GRAMMAR. By the late JAMES R. BALLAN

TYNE, LL.D. Second Edition, revised and corrected.

Crown 3vo., pp. 44, cloth. ej.

A ROMANIZED HINDUSTANI AND ENGLISH

DICTIONARY. Designed forthc use of Schools and

for Vernacular Students of the Language. By

NATHANIEL BRICE. New Edition, post 8vo.,

cloth, pp. vi. and 357. 8j.

A COMPARATIVE DICTIONARY OF THE LAN

GUAGES OF INDIA AND HIGH ASIA, with a

Dissertation, based on The Hodgson Lists, Official

Records, and Manuscripts. By W. W. HUNTER,

B.A., M.R.A.S. Folio, pp. vi. and 224, cloth. il.is.

OUTLINES OF INDIAN PHILOLOGY. WithaMap,

showing the Distribution of the Indian Languages. By

TOHN P.EAMES. Second enlarged and revised

Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth, pp. viii. and 96. 5J.

INDIAN TEXTS.

THF. HYMNS OF THE RIO VEDA IN' THE SAN-

H1TA TEXT, the same as that edited by Professor

MAX MULLER. Carefully corrected and revised.

Demy 3vo., pp. 800. [In the press.

IIIi: A1TAREYA ERAHMANAM OF THE RIG

VI. DA. Edited, Translated, and Explained by MAR

TIN' UAUG, Ph.D. In avols., crown Svo. Vol. I.

Contents. Sanskrit Text, with Preface, Introductory

Essay, and a Map of the Sacrificial Compound at the

Soma Sacrifice, pp. 312, Vol. II. Translation with

Notes, pp. 544- *l 2S-

THE MANAVA-KALPA-SUTRA; being a portion of

this ancient work on Vaidik Rites, together with the

Commentary of Ktmarila-Swamin. A Facsimile of

the M.S. X0.17, in the Library of Her Majesty's Home

Government for India. With a Preface by Throdor

Goldstucker. Oblong folio, pp. 268 of letter-press

and t2i leaves of facsimiles. Cloth, 4/. 4*.

THF. TAIMIXiVA-XVAVA-MALA-VISTARA. Edited

by'THEODOR GOLDSTUCKER. Parts I. to V..

pp. 1 to 400, large 4to., sewed, ioj. each part.

THE SAMA-YIDHAnA-BRAHMANA. WiththeCom-

mentary of S.tyana. Edited, with Notes, Translation,

and lnde:». by A. C. BURNELL, M.RA.S, Madras

Civil Service. In 1 vol., 410. [In preparation.

INDIAN TEXTS-<W'"»"'.

ORIGINAL SANSKRIT TEXTS, on the Origin and

History of the People of India, their Religion and

Institutions. Collected. Translated, and Illustrated by

JOHN ML'IR, Esq., LL.D., Ph.D. Vol. I. : Mythical

and Legendary Accounts of the Origin of Caste, with

an Enquiry into its existence in the Yedic Age. Second

Edition, re-written and greatly enlarged. 8vo., pp. xx.

and 532, cloth- t».

Do., Vol. III. : The Vedas : Opinions of their

Authors, and of later Indian Writers, on their Origin,

Inspiration, and Authority. Second Edition, enlarged.

Svo., pp. xxxii. and 312, cloth. i6j.

Do., Vol. IV. : Comparison of the Vedic with the later

representation of the principal Indian Deities. 8vo.,

pp. xii. and 440, cloth. 15X. A Srw Edition of Vol.

II. is in preparation.

Do., Vol. V. : Contributions to a Knowledge of Vedic

Mythology. [In the press.

THE ATHARVA VEDA PRATIC,AKHYA ; or, Ouna-

kiyil Caturadhyayika. Text, Translation, and Notes.

By WILLIAM D. WHITNEY, Professor of Sanskrit

in Yale College. 8vo., pp. 286, boards. 12s.

THE TAlTTIRIYA-PRATICAKHYA, with its Com

mentary, theTribhashyaratna. Text, Translation, and

Notes. Hy WILLIAM D. WHITNEY, Yale College.

Part I. 8vo., pp. 242, sewed, ior. fcW.

THE PARIBHAsHEXDUSEKHARA OF X\GOjT-

BHATTA. Edited and explained by F. KIELHORN,

PhD., Deccan College. Parti. The Sanskrit Text

and various readings- 8vo., pp. 136, sewed. 8x. 6d.

PAXCHATANTRA, I. Edited, with Notes, by F. KIEL-

HORX, Ph.D., Deccan College. 8vo., pp. 180, sewed.

6s. 6d.

PAXCHATANTRA, II. and III. Edited, with Notes,

by G. BCHLER, Ph.D., Elphinstone College. 8vo.,

pp. 104, sewed. $s. 6d.

PAXCHATANTRA, IV. and V. Edited by the saine.

8vo., pp. 104, sewed. 4^. b\i.

THE MEGHA-DUTA. By Kitlidasa. Text and Trans

lation. By the late H. H. WILSON, M.A., F.R.S.

The Vocabulary by FRANCIS JOHNSON. New

Edition. 4to., cloth, pp. xi. and :8o. 10*. (si.

KHIRAD-AFROZ (The Illuminator of the Understanding1.

By Maulnvi HafWd-din. A New Edition of the Hin

dustani Text, carefully revised, with Xotes, Critical

and Explanatory. By EDWARD B. EASTWICK,

F.R.S, F.S.A , M.R.A.S. 8vo., cloth, pp. xiv. and

321. 18*.

INDIAN RELIGION.

THE RIG-VEDA-SAXHITA. The Sacred Hymns of

the Brahmins, as preserved to us in the oldest collection

of Religious Poetry. TheRig-Veda-Sanhita, translated

and explained. By F. MAX MULLER. M.A., Fellow

of All Soul's College, etc. In 8 vols. Vol. I. 8vo., pp.

clii. and 264. 11s. 6d.

RIG-VEDA SANHITA: a Collection of Ancient Hindu

Hymns. Constituting the First Ashtaka, or Book of

the Rig-vcda. Translated from the Original Sanskrit.

By the late H. H. WILSON, M.A., F.R.S., etc., etc.

Second Edition, with a Postscript by Dr. Fitzedward

Hali~ Vol. I. 8vo., cloth, pp. lii. and 348. 2u.

RIG-VEDA SANHITA: a Collection of Ancient Hindu

Hymns. Constituting the Fifth to Eighth Ashtakas,

or Books of the Rig-Veda. Translated from the Ori

ginal Sanskrit by the late HORACE HAYMAN

WILSON. M.A., F.R.S., etc. Edited by E. B.

Cowell, M.A., Professor of Sanskrit in the University

of Cambridge. Vol. IV., 8vo., pp. 214, cloth. 14J.

A few Copies of Vols. II. and III. still left. I 'ok. V. and

VI. in the press.

THE VISHNU-PURANA: a System of Hindu Mytho

logy and Tradition. Translated from the original Sans

krit, and Illustrated by Notes derived chiefly from other

Puranas. By the late H. H. WILSON," M.A, F.R.S.,

Boden Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford,

etc., etc. Edited by Fitzedward Hall. In 6 vols.,

8vo. Vol. L, pp. catl. and 200 ; Vol. II., pp. 343 ; Vol.

III., pp. 348 ; Vol. IV., pp. 746, cloth. 10J. 6*/. each.

[Vols. V. ami VI. in the press.

ESSAYS AND LECTURES CHIEFLY ON THE

RELIGION OF THE HINDUS. By the late H. H.

WILSON, M. A., F.R.S., etc. Collected and Edited by

Dr. Rkinhold Rust. 2 vols., cloth, pp. xiii. and 399,

vi. and 416. 21J.

HISTORY OF THE SECT OF MAHARAJAHS ; or,

Vallabhacharyas in Western India. With a Steel Plate.

Svo., pp. 384, cloth. 12J.

INDIAN ASTRONONY.

THE BRIHAT-SANHITA ; or, Complete System of

Natural Astrology of Varaha-Mihira. Translated front

Sanskrit into English, by Dr. H. KERN. Part I.,

8vo., pp. 50, sewed. 2s. 6d.

THE SURYA-SIDDHANTA, Translated. A Text-book

of Hindu Astronomy, with Notes and an Appendix,

containing additional Notes and Tables, Calculations of

Eclipses, a Stellar Map, and Indexes. By Rev.

EBENEZER BURGESS. 8vo., pp. iv. and 354, boards.

INDIAN LAW.
A DIGEST OF HINDU LAW. From the Replies of

the Shastris in the several Courts of the Bombay Presi

dency. With an Introduction, Notes, and an Appendix.

Edited by RAYMOND WEST, B.A., of H.M. Booi-

bay Civil Service, Acting Judge of Canara, and

JOHANN GEORG BUHLER, Ph.D. Professor of

Oriental Languages in the Elphinstone College, Bombay.

Book I. Inheritance. 8vo., pp. Ixx. and 362, half calf.

I'll ON I S.sLN'.- Etudes stir l'liUtoirc du droit crimincl, des

pcuplcs andens .liiuV ISr.ilun.imquc, Egypte, Judec).

Par J. J. THONISSEN, Professeur a I'UnivurMit-

Catholujue de Louvain, Membre de I'Academic Royal

de Belgique. 2 vols. 8vo., pp. xv. 248, and 316, sewed.

INDIAN MEDICINE.

COMMENTARY ON THF. HINDI) SVSTKM i >V

MEDICINE. By T. A WISE. M.D., liengal Medici

Service. 8vo., pp. xx. and 432, cloth, ys. 6tf.

INDIAN ARCHITECTURE.

ESSAV ON THE ARCHITECTURE OK THF.

HINDIS. By RAM RAZ, Native Judge and Magi

strate of Bangalore. Corresponding Member of the

R.A.S. of Great Britain and Ireland. With 48 plates.

4tn., pp. xiv. and 64, sewed, us.

INDIAN ANTIQUITIES AND

NUMISMATICS.

EARLY SASSANIAN INSCRIPTIONS, SEALS AND

COINS, illustrating the Early History of the Sassauiau

Dynasty, containing Proclamations of Ardeshir Babek,

Sapor L, and his Successors. With a Critical Exami

nation and Explanation of the celebrated Inscription in

the Hajiabad Cave, demonstrating that Sapor, the Con

queror of Yalerian. was a Professing Christian. By

EDWARD THOMAS, Esq. 8vo., cloth, pp. 148,

Illustrated, -js. 6d.

ESSAYS ON INDIAN ANTIQUITIES: following up

the Discoveries of James Prinsep, with specimens of his

Engravings, and selections from his useful Tables, and

embodying the most recent investigations into the

History, Palaeography, and Numismatics of Ancient

India. By EDWARD THOMAS, late of the East

India Company's Bengal Civil Service. In 2 vols., 8vo.,

profusely illustrated. [In preparation.

A NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF THE

COINS OF THE PATHAN SULTANS OF

DEHLI, a.d. 1 103-1554. Chiefly re-written, amplified,

and enriched with new Specimens from the collections

of Mr. E. C. Bayley, the late Col. Stacey, Mr. C.

Frecling, and the latest acquisitions of Col. S. C.

Guthrie ; aided by contributions from the independent

researches of Gen. A. Cunningham, and supplemented

by selections from the Dynastic Inscriptions ext. nit on

various local Monuments. One vol. 3vo., with Eight

Copper-plate Engravings and numerous Woodcut*. By

EDWARD THOMAS, late of the East India Com

pany's Bengal Civil Service. [Nearly ready.

NUMISMATA OR1ENTALIA ILLUSTRATA. The

Plates of the Oriental Coins, Ancient and Modern, of

the Collection of the late WILLIAM MARSDEN,

F.R.S., etc., etc., engraved from drawings made under

his direction. 410., pp. iv. [explanatory advertisement),

cloth, gilt top. il. its. bd.

INDIAN ETHNOLOGY.

MEMOIRS ON THE HISTORY, FOLK-LORE,

AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE RACES OF

THE NORTH WESTERN PROVINCES OF

INDIA; being an amplified Edition of the original

Supplementary Glossary of Indian Terms. By the

late Sir HENRY M. ELLIOT, K.C.B., of the Hon.

East India Company's Bengal Civil Service. Edited,

revised, and re-arranged, by JOHN BEAM I S,

M.R.A.S., Bengal Civil Service ; Member of the

German Oriental Society, of the Asiatic Societies of

Paris and Bengal, and of the Philological Society of

London. In 2 vols., demy 8vo., pp. xx., 370, and 396,

cloth. With Three large Coloured folding, and One

full-page Coloured Map, and One page Woodcut. 36J.
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T?oyal Institution of Great

BRITAIN, Albemarle Street, W.— PROFESSOR

MAX MULLER, M.A., LL.D., will, on SATURDAY.

February 19, 1870, at THREE o'clock, commence a

Courseof FOUR LECTURES : "AN INTRODUCTION

TO THE SCIENCE OF RELIGION ;" to be continued

on SATURDAYS till March 12. Subscription to this

Course Half-a-Guinea ; to all the Courses of Lectures, Two

Ouincas. H. BENCE JONES, Hon. Sec.

"Royal SchoolofMines,Jermyn

STREET.— PROFESSOR RAMSEY, LL.D.,

F.R.S., will commence a course of Thirty-Six Lectures on

GEOLOGY, on TUESDAY next, the 15th February, at

Two o'clock ; to be continued on each succeeding Wednes

day, Thursday, Monday, and Tuesday, at the same hour.

Fee for the Course, £,\.

PROFESSOR GOODEVE, M.A., will commence

a Course of Thirty-Six Lectures on APPLIED ME

CHANICS, on TUESDAY next, the 15th February,

at Twelve o'clock ; to be continued on each succeeding

Wednesday, Thursday, and Tuesday, at the same hour.

Fee for the Course, £3.—TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

TTniversity College, London.

TUESDAY EVENING LECTURES.

The THIRD LECTURE of the SERIES will be

delivered on MARCH 8, at 8-30, by Sir EDWARD S.

CREASY. Subject—" Poetry."

The subsequent Lectures will be as follows :—

Fourth Lecture, April 12. by Professor G. C. Foster,

F.R.S. Subject—" The Mutual Convertibility of Me

chanical and Electrical Energy."

Fifth Lecture, May 10, by E. T. Poynter, Esq., A.R.A.

Subject—" Realism and Beauty.

Sixth Lecture, June 14, by Professor C. Cassal. Subject

—" French Literature and Liberty." (This Lecture will be

delivered in French.)

Tickets, which are transferable, and will admit either

ladies or gentlemen, may be obtained at the ofhee of the

College. Price, for the Course, iox. bd. ; for a single

Lecture, is. 6d. The proceeds will be paid over to the

fund now being raised for erecting the south wing of the

College.

JOHN ROBSON, B.A.,

Secretary to the Council.

ftcience and Art Department

^^ of the COMMITTEE of COUNCIL on EDUCA

TION, South Kensington.—Local Examinations in Draw

ing* of the Second Grade.

EXAMINATIONS in DRAWING of the SECOND

GRADE will be held at South Kensington, and at the

various Schools of Art, and Night Classes, established under

Local Committees throughout the United Kingdom, on the

10th and nth MARCH, 1870, commencing at 7 p.m.

Local Committees desiring to hold an Examination, should

apply to the Secretary of the Science and Art Department,

South Kensington, London, W.t for Form No. 523, which

must be returned Ailed up by the 10th February, 1870.

Candidates not being Students in such Schools or Classes

should apply before the above date to the Secretary of the

School or Class at which they desire to be examined, in

order that they may be included in the local return of Can

didates for Examination.

By order of the

Committee of Council on Education.

gamuel P. Eagleton, LL.D.,

Sedgley, Staffordshire, receives Five Pupils, not under

14 years of age, and prepares them for the Military and

Civd Service Examinations, and for University Scholarships.

Terms high, but dependent upon success.

Lichfield Grammar School.

The Head Master (Rev. J,

MONTAGUE SEATON, M.A., OXFORD, late

Assistant Master in Repton School) receives the Sons of

Gentlemen as Boarders. Inclusive Terms, 58 Guineas.

Prizes awarded at Midsummer by the Bishop of Lichfield

(3), the Dean of Lichfield, Archdeacon Moore, Canons

Lonsdale and Latham, Colonel Dyott, M.P., and others.

f^iterary.—Acompetent Critic,

well acquainted with general English Literature,

wishes for an Engagement to Review Works for a respectable

Newspaper or other Periodical, or to write Essays, Leaders,

Tales, &c—Address, " W. N.," Messrs. Cavell and Drys-

dale, 5, Gray's Inn Place, W.C.

ABC Patent Despatch Box.

TENNER and KNEWSTUB'S newly-invented

Patent ABC, and 1, 2, 3, Despatch Boxes. 'General con

venience, ready access to papers, and methodical arrange

ment.'—Post. 'Will meet especially the requirements of

literary, legal, and official persons. '--Star. 'A boon to all

lovers of order.'—Illustrated London News. 'A great

improvement in the construction ofdespatch boxes.'—Record,

' Every part has its own merit.'—Alhemrum. ' Entitles the

inventors to the gratitude of all who keep their papers in

order.'— Times. Price from ioj. 6d.

The ELGIN WRITING CASE, invented by Jenner

and Kncwstub, price from One Guinea in morocco. ' The

invention is a most useful one. Some honour belongs to the

inventors.'—Times. Illustrated Lists post free.

Jenner and Knewstub, to the Queen, Dressing Case

Makers, Heraldic Stationers, Engravers, and Die Sinkers.

Designs for Dies made without charge. 33, St. James's

Street, and 66, Jermyn Street.

TJodrigues.—Monograms,

Th.e Academy for Germany
r and EASTERN EUROPE.—Mr. Alphons DPrr,

of Leipzig, begs to announce that he has been appointed by

Mr. Murray, Agent for the supply of THE ACADEMY

in Germany and Eastern Europe.

*»• Books for Review may be sent to the care of Messrs.

Williams and Norgate's Agents on the Continent :

and Advertisements and Orders for THE ACADEMY

to be sent direct to Alphons DUrr, Leipzig.

"Foreign Books of all descrip

tions are Imported by ASHER & CO., 13, Bedford

Street, Covent Garden, London; (also at n, Unter den

Linden, Berlin).

ftcholastic.— Principals of

^ Schools should see the EUROPEAN MAIL, the

great Anglo-Colonial Newspaper. Eight special and sepa

rate editions for the various parts of the world, including

Australia, Brazil, Buenos Ayres, Canadian Dominion, Cape

of Good Hope, Ceylon, China, Demerara, India, Natal,

New Zealand, United States, West Indies, &c.—Specimen

Paper forwarded free by post on application to the Office of

the EUROPEAN MAIL, Colonial Buildings, 44A Cannon

Street, London.

FOREIGN BOOKS AT FOREIGN PRICES.

"Williams and Norgate have

published the following CATALOGUES of their

Stock :—

1. CLASSICAL CATALOGUE.

2. THEOLOGICAL CATALOGUE.

3. FRENCH CATALOGUE.

4. GERMAN CATALOGUE.

5. EUROPEAN LINGUISTIC CATALOGUE.

6. ORIENTAL CATALOGUE.

ARMS, CRESTS, and ADDRESSES Designed

and Steel Dies Engraved as Gems.

RUSTIC, GROTESQUE, COMIC, and ECCENTRIC

MONOGRAMS artistically designed for any combination

of letters.

NOTE PAPER and ENVELOPES stamped in colour,

relief, and brilliantly illuminated in Gold, Silver, and

Colors, in the highest style of art.

STATIONERY, ACCOUNT BOOKS, and every re

quisite for the Writing Table of the best quality.

A VISITING CARD PLATE, elegantly engraved,

and 100 SUPERFINE CARDS printed for 45. 6d.

BALL PROGRAMMES and DINNER CARTES of

new designs arranged, printed, and stamped with Arms,

Crest, or Address, in the latest fashion.

At HENRY RODRIGUES'

(Stationer, Heraldic Designer, and Engraver

To the Royal Family),

42, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

7 MEDICAL CATALOGUE. Medicine, Surgery, &c.

8. NATURAL HISTORY CATALOGUE. Natural

History, Chemistry, Mathematics, &c.

9. ART CATALOGUE. Art, Architecture, Painting,

Illustrated Books.

10. MAPS and ATLASES.

n. SCHOOL CATALOGUE. Elementary Books,

Maps, &c.

11. ITALIAN CATALOGUE.

13. SPANISH CATALOGUE.

14. FOREIGN BOOK CIRCULARS. New Books and

New Purchases. (Published periodically.)

15. SCIENTIFIC BOOK CIRCULARS. New Books

and Recent Purchases. (Published periodically.)

Any Catalogue tent Post Freefor One Stamp.

Williams & Norgate, Importers of Foreign Books,

14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London ; and

ao, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.
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Now Publishing, and sold by all Booksellers,

Thorn's Irish Almanac and

-*- OFFICIAL DIRECTORY OF THE UNITED

KINGDOM for 1870, large 8vo., 27th annual issue, price

Fifteen Shillings, or bound with the Post Office Dublin

Directory, Twenty Shillings. The materials for this publi

cation are collected from the most authentic sources expressly

for the work, which contains a PEERAGE. BARONEI-

AGE, and KNIGHTAGE, including JUDGES PRIVY

COUNCILLORS, and MEMBERS of the HOUSE of

COMMONS, &c. ; BRITISH and IRISH CIVIL SER

VICE and PARLIAMENTARY DIRECTORY; Direct

ories for the COLONIAL, NAVAL, MILUARY, and

MILITIA SERVICES; MEDICAL, LAW, BANKING,

&c; COUNTY and BOROUGH DIRECTORY of

IRELAND, with Index to the Deputy Lieutenancy and

Magistracy; and the only complete ECCLESIAS1 ICAL

DIRECTORYjof the Clergy and Ministers of every

Denomination in Ireland, with copious Indfxes ;

STATISTICS of GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND,

&c, &c. This work has been cited by the Quarterly

Revieiv as "containing more information about Ireland

than has been collected in one volume in any country."

Alex.Thom, Dublin ; Longmans and Co., and Simpkin,

Marshall, and Co., London; A. and C. Black, and John

Menzies, Edinburgh.

Second Edition, by the Author of " Mick Tracy."

Tim Doolan, the Irish Emi-

GRANT. Being a full and particular account of his

Reasons for Emigrating—His Passage across the Atlantic—

His Arrival in New York—His brief Sojourn in the United

States, and his further Emigration to Canada. With

Frontispiece, 8vo., 3*. 6d.

London : S. W. Partridge & Co., 9, Paternoster Row.

Now ready, fcap. 8vo., cloth, price y. 6J.

"Raymond Lullys Great Elixir:
■*-" A DRAMATIC POEM.

Basil Montagu Pickering, 196, Piccadilly.

Bank of South Australia.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, 1847.

Letters of Credit and Bills

issued upon Adelaide and the Principal Towns in

South Australia. Drafts negotiated and collected. Money

received on deposit for fixed periods, the terms for which

may be ascertained at the Offices of the Bank, 54, Old

Broad Street, E.C.

WILLIAM PURDV. Grntral Manager.

EVER SWEET.

"Piesse and Lubin's Rare and

PRECIOUS PERFUMES. — 3,000 varieties of

Scents, refined Soaps, Sachets, Odorous Waters, Ladies'

Toilet Requisites, Pomades, Oils, Hair Washes, Dentifrices,

Cologne, Complimentary and Wedding Presents, Fountains,

Music, Odour, &c. Shippers supplied in bond. Price List

free.—Office, a, New Bond Street, London.

Indigestion.—The Medical

Profession adopts MORSON'S PREPARATION

OF TEPSINE as the true Remedy. Sold in Bottles and

Boxes from 2S., by all Pharmaceutical Chemists and the

Manufacturers.TliOHAS Mokson & Son, 114, Southampton

Row, Russell Square, London.

"Rreakfast.—Epps's Cocoa.

"^ GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

The Civil Service Gazette remarks:—" By a thorough

knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations

of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of

the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has

provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills.

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only in

ilb., Tlb-, and lib. tin-lined packets, labelled:—

JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

" Many cases are from time to time occurring,

which prove the value of Dr. Locock's Wafers

above all other Medicines for Pulmonary Disease,

Coughs, Colds, Ac."

The above isfrom Mr. Ince Gamis, Medicine Ware

house, Yeovil.

DR. LOCOCK'S

PULMONIC WAFERS
give Instant Relief to ASTHMA, CONSUMPTION,

COUGHS, and all disorders of the breath, throat, and lungs.

To Singers and Public Speakers they are invaluable for

clearing and strengthening the voice, and have a pleasant

taste.

Price u. 1 id. and 2s. orf. per Box. Sold by ali Medicine

Vendors.

Now Ready, Price 41/. each Number,

rialway Academical Papers.

No. 1.—THE SPIRIT OF A LANGUAGE.

Question : Are national characteristics of a Literature

found also in a Language? Views of Gibbon, Dupanloup,

Lord Derby, Guizot ; Lord Lytton's Characteristics of

Grecian and Roman [Literature, found in Greek and Latin :

Dc Quinccy"s condemnation of Greek and praise of

Latin Style considered.

No. a.—THE ORATORY OF DEMOSTHENES.

Objection to the Views of Brougham and Donaldson ;

Theory of Dr. Schinitz, Rector of Edinburgh High School,

developed ; Peculiar Characteristic of the Oratory of

jEschincs ; The Aristocratic style or Speaking : Contrast

with Demosthenes ; The Due dc Fiu-James, Mirabcau.

"Creditable to the speakers and writers."—Atkrnaum.

W. B. Kelly, 8, Grafton Street, Dublin.

The New Christmas Story.

(^hristmas Eve with the

^~^ SPIRITS ; or, The Canon's Wanderings through

Ways Unknown. With Further Tidings of Scrooge and

Tiny Tim. Original Illustrations, cloth extra, gilt edges,

&c, is. bd. At all Libraries and Booksellers in Town or

Country ; or free, by post, direct from the Publishers, at

as, td.

Bull, Simmons, & Co., Publishers,&c, 9, Wigmorc Street,

Cavendish Square, W.

Now ready, 2s. each.

By SARA S. HENNELL, Author of "Present Religion."

Qomparativism : explained as

^^^ a Principle which involves Necessary Antagonism of

Religion to Positivism.

COMPARATIVE METAPHYSICS, I.

Method the Reverse of that of Science, argued to be the

means, in reality, to the deepest kind of Harmony with

Science. , _

London: Tkudner and Co.

In crown 8vo., price 12J.

Gymbolism; or, Mind—Matter

*-}'/ -LANGUAGE, AS THE ELEMENTS OF

THINKING AND REASONING, AND AS THE NE

CESSARY FACTORS OF HUMAN KNOWLEDGE.

By JAMES HAIG, M.A.

William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London.

p> H. Home's Death of

MARLOWE. New Edition, price One Shilling.

" In my humble opinion it contains the very salt of the

Old Drama. I was delighted and surprised."—Lord Lytton.

"Mr. R. H. Home is a man of the most unquestionable

genius."—Westminster Rcviav.

"It seems to me very much what Kit Marlowe himself

might have written of the violent death of some other great

and wayward genius, under similar circumstances, had the

idea struck, him."—Mary Russell Mit/ord.

"There are finer things to be found in his writings than

in any dramatist since the age of Elizabeth."—Robert Bell.

Lacy, Strand, London.

Vanity Fair ; a AVeckly Show

of Political, Social, and Literary Wares, published

every Saturday, price 6d.

The Second Volume, containing 26 Chromo-Lithogmph

Caricatures of Living Statcsin;n and Celebrities, is now

ready, price 1/. is.

Office—37, Tavistock Street, Covcnt Garden, London, W .C.

Price Sixpence.

n the Water and Baths of

NEUENAHR. With special reference to the cases

for which they arc suitable. By RICHARD SCHMITZ,

M.D., Resident Physician at Neuenahr.

London: Charles Griffin & Co., Suitioncrs Hall Court.

0

"Rail's Library.—Large num.-

~^"^ bers of the Newest Rooks, by the Best Authors, arc

now in circulation at this Library. The List of Terms will

bear comparison with that of any other Library, and for

despatch of books it is unsurpassed. Revised scale of terms,

and newest lists of books forwarded post free.

9, Wigmorc Street, Cavendish Square, W.

p.hoice, Useful, and Curious

^ BOOKS, on Sale by ALFRED RUSSELL SMITH,

36, Soho Square, London. Catalogue for February, now

ready, sent on receipt of a postage stamp.

(Colleges and Schools supplied

^ with STATIONERY, BOOKS, MAPS, GLOBES,

and all SCHOOL REQUISITES, on the most advan

tageous terms, by EDWARD STANFORD, 6 and 7,

Charing Cross, London, S.W., whose Priced List of Books,

Atlases, Maps, Sec, &c, with samples of Copy and Cipher

ing Books, &c, can be had on application.

rjit

In 8vo., pp. 588, price i6>., cloth,

'Time and Space : a Meta-

PHYSICAL ESSAY. By SHADWORTH H.

HODGSON.

This work propounds a theory which covers the whole

ground of Speculative Philosophy. It solves the contra

dictions supposed by Sir W. HAMILTON inherent in the

idea of the Infinite.

Part I. contains an Analysis of Perception, and Association

of Ideas.

Part II. contains the Laws of Logic, with a Criticism on

HEGEL.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Just published, in 8vo., pp. 536, price 155., cloth,

"Messiah the Prince. By J.

W. BOSANQUET, F.R.A.S. Second Edition,

with corrections and additions. Illustrated with a Map of

the Solar Eclipse of 15th June, n.c. 763, registered at

Nineveh, and foretold by Amos viii. 9 ; with Facsimiles of

Three Ancient Tombstones from the Crimea, showing how

the Jews' descendants of the ten tribes have preserved the

date of their Captivity under Shalmanezer as the year

n.c. 696. Also a complete Chronological Table adjusting

Secular with Hebrew Chronology from the year B.C. icoo-

to a.d. 33, and a Treatise on the Sabbatical Years and

Jubilees.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

In8vo., price ONE SH ILLING,

A Short Dissertation on the

TRUE PRONUNCIATION OF THE DIVINE

NAME JAHVEH, JEHOVAH. By RUSSELL MAR-

TINEAU, Professor of Hebrew in Manchester New

College, London.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

just published in 8vo-, price i3f., cloth,

ie Isicomachean Ethics of

ARISTOTLE NEWLY TRANSLATED INTO

ENGLISH. By ROBERT WILLIAMS, B.A., Fellow

and late Lecturer of Merton College, and sometime Student

of Christ Church, Oxford.

" Mr. Williams's version is a fair paraphrase of the original,

which not only may be read with profit by persons un

acquainted with Greek, but will be of real>ervicc to students

of the text. ... On the whole this must be pronounced by

far the best English translation of the Ethics, though it is

but slight and inadequate praise to say so; for it obviously

belongs to a class quite distinct from the schoolboy transla

tions which have preceded it. The beginner will find but

little aid from it; but the general reader, while charmed

with a style that seldom flags, may read with a confidence

that Aristotle's thoughts, though paraphrased, are preserved ;

and the scholar, though he may not unfrequcntly differ from

the Translator's views, cannot fail to respect the thorough

ness of his workmanship, and to admire the skill and

ingenuity with which he has overcome the difficulties of his

task, even in the most unpromising passages."— Tkr

Academy.

London : Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Continuation 0/ Mr. Spkdding's Life of Lord Bacon.

Now ready, Vol. V., in 8vo., price 12s., cloth,

The Letters and the Life of

FRANCIS BACON, INCLUDING ALL HIS

OCCASIONAL WORKS; namely, Letters, Speeches,

Tracts, Stale Papers, Memorials, Devices, and all Authentic

Writings not already printed among his Pkilosofkical,

Literary, or Professional Works. Newly collected and set

forth in Chronological Order, with a Commentary. Bio

graphical and Historical, by JAMES SPEDD1NG, of

Trinity College, Cambridge.

London : Longmans, Gkeen, and _Cq., Paternoster Row.

In 1 vol., 8vo. [1861b price ioj. 6d., cloth.

The Popular Education of

FRANCE; WITH NOTICES OF THAT OF

HOLLAND AND SWITZERLAND. By MATTHEW

ARNOLD, M.A., LL.D., one of Her Majesty's Inspectors

of Schools ; a Foreign Assistant Commissioner to the Royal

Commission on Popular Education in England.

"A work of an exactitude truly extraordinary for a book

written on a foreign country ; for the most attentive scrutiny

has not enabled me to note more than three or four unim

portant mistakes—two of which, indeed, are not mistakes at

all, arising as they do from legislative changes that have

supervened since the author's visit to France. '—M. Raff.t

(French Inspector- General of Primary Instruction) in The

Museum.
London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Just published, 8vo., cloth, ioj. 6d.

WHAT SAITH THE SCRIPTURE?

~Rible Difficulties: their Teach-

ing Value. 304 pp., 8vo., cloth.

Williams & Noegate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Gardes,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

2 vols., 8vo., cloth, 24J.

rjr.Strauss'sNewLife of Jesus.

The Authorized English Translation.

Williams & Nokgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covcnt Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

/
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LIST OF

SOME OIF THE PEINCIPAL NEW BOOKS

IN CIRCULATION AT

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

Fresh Copies of all the Books on this List are added as the demand increases, and an ample supply is provided of all forthcoming Works of general

interest as they appear.

A Diary in the East, by W. H. Russell.

The "Rob Roy" on the Jordan, by John Macgregor,

The Holy Grail, by Alfred Tennyson.

L'Estrange's Life of Mary Russell Mitford.

Historical Sketches, by Mrs. OHphant.

Juventus Mundi, bv William Ewart Gladstone.

Varieties of Vice-Regal Life, by Sir W. Denison.

The Church and the Age : a Series of Essays.

Maurice and Eugenie de Guerin, by Harriet Parr.

Lord Lindsay's CEcumenicity of the English Church.

Travels in Central Caucasus, by D. W. Freshfield.

Diary of Henry Crabb Robinson.

A Book about the Clergy, by J. C Jeaffreson.

Station Life in New Zealand, by Lady Barker.

The Martyr Church of Madagascar, by Rev. W. Ellis.

Holidays on High Lands, by ReT. Hugh Macmillan.

Arnot*s Memoir of Dr. James Hamilton.

Maurice's Lectures on Social Morality.

Home Life of Sir David Brewster, by Mrs. Gordon.

At Home with the Bretons, by Mrs. Palliser.

Notes in Italy, by Mrs. Nathaniel Hawthorne.

He Knew He Was Right.—The Minister's Wife.

Normandy Picturesque, by Henry Blackburne.

Pictures of Hungarian Life.—Hirell.

Early Years of Christianity, by E. de Pressense*.

A Book about Roses, by S. Reynolds Hole.

Odes of Horace, by Lord Lytton.—Estelle Russell.

The Normans, by Anna Drury.—Oldtown Folks.

Historical Gleanings, by J. E. Thorold Rogers.

Mary Queen of Scots, by John Hosack.

Notes on Burgundy, by C R. Weld.—Hagar.

Life and Remains of Dr. Robert Lee, by R. H. Story.

The Pursuit of Holiness, by Dr. Goulburn.

Brighstone Sermons, by Bishop Mobcrly.

Bishop Hamilton ; a Sketch, by Rev. H. P. Liddon.

For Richer for Poorer.—The Unkind Word.

Carstangs of Garstang Grange, byT. A. Trollops.

Letters from the East, by William C Bryant.

Pioneering in the Pampas, by R. A. Seymour.

The Sacristan's Household.—Cut Adrift.

Petherick's Travels in Central Africa.

New Tracks in North America, by Dr. Bell.

Sermons, by the Rev. Stopford A. Brooke.

A Cruise in the "Gorgon," by W. Cope Devereux.

Mrs. Jerningham's Journal.—Too Bright to Last.

The Hotel du Petit St. -Jean.—Oldbury.

One Maiden Only.—Debbnham's Vow.

Lecky's History of European Morals.

Ltfe of Sir William Hamilton, by Professor Veitch.

The Education of the Heart, by Mrs. Ellis.

Lost in the Jungle, by Paul du Chaillu.—Grif.

SELECTIONS FROM THE SPEECHES OF EARL R.USSELL.

Memoir of Sir George Sinclair, by James Grant.

Lea's Studies in Church History.

Life of Henry Hoare^-Cbcy's Recollections.

The Landscape Painter in Corsica, by Edward Lear.

Autobiography of Flora Macdonald.

Loch's Narrative of Occurrences in China, i860.

Hugh Latimer: a Biography, by Rev. R. Dcmaus.

Miscellanies, by Francis W. Newman.

Maclear's Apostles of Medieval Europe.

George Canterbury's Will.—The Rose of Jericho.

Noblesse Oblige.—Christabel Kingscote.

Recess Studies, by Sir Alexander Grant.

Madame How and Lady Why, by Rev.C Kingsley.

Lady Betty, by Christabel Coleridge.—Wenderholme.

Life of John Gibson, R.A., by Lady Eastlake.

Alfred the Great, byT. Hughes.—Casimir Maremma.

Stories for my Children, by E. Knatchbull-Hugessen.

Life and Letters of Faraday,T>y Dr. Bence Jones.

A Visit to Egypt, by Hon. Mrs. William Grey.

Greater Britain, by Sir Charles Wentworth Dilke.

The Ring and the Book, by Robert Browning.

Memoir of Jane Austen, by J. E. Austen-Leigh.

Van Lennep's Travels in Asia Minor.

The Story of Pauline.—Almost Faultless.

Seekers after God, by F. W. Farrar.

Her Majesty's Tower, by W. H. Dixon.

History of England, by Sir E. S. Creasy.

The Mornington Lecture, by T. T. Lynch.

Wallace's Travels in the Malay Archipelago.

Vikram and the Vampire, edited by R. F. Burton.

The Pope and the Council, by "Janus."

The Spanish Barber.—Susan Fielding.

Life of Edward the Third, by William Longman.

The Crust and the Cake.—What Her Face Said.

Curiosities of Olden Times, by S. Baring-Gould.

The Earthly Paradise.—The Spanish Gypsy.

Forster's Biography of Walter Savage Landor.

Life of Rev. John Keble, by Sir J. T. Coleridge.

Milman's Annals of St. Paul's Cathedral.

Forest Life in Acadie, by Captain Hardy.

Townshend's Ten Thousand Miles of Travel.

The Queen of the Air, by John Ruskin.

The Last of the Tasmanians, by Tames Bonwick.

From Liverpool to St. Louis, by Rev. Newman Hall.

Christian Singers of Germany, by C. Winkworth.

The Intelligence of Animals, by Ernest Menault.

Dottings in Panama, by Captain Bedford Pirn.

Lorna Doone.—Kathleen.—The Duke's Honour.

Habit and Intelligence, by Joseph John Murphy.

Mademoiselle D'Estanville.—Martha Planebarke.

The Promenades of Paris, by W. Robinson.

Constitutional Progress, by Montagu Burrows.

Life of David Garrick.—Rossetti's Life of Shelley.

Occasional Sermons, by Rev. John Keble.

Byeways in Europe, by Bayard Taylor.

Rassam's History of the Abyssinian Expedition.

Polko's Reminiscences of Mendelssohn.

The Indian Tribes of Guiana, by W. H. Brett.

Buchanan's Life of Audubon.—Iza's Stqry.

Biographical Sketches, by Harriet Martineau.

Lancashire ; its Puritanism, &c, by Dr. Halley.

Life of Cesar Malax, by One of his Sons.

Daisy in the Field, by the Author of "Qucechy."

The Highlands of Turkey, by Rev. H. F. Tozer.

Lives of the Archbishops, by Dr. Hook.

Kingsley's Lives of the Hermits.—Credo.

David Lloyd's Last Will.—Diana's Crescent.

The Nile and its Banks, by Rev. A. C Smith.

Binney's Sermons in the Weigh-House Chapel.

Life of Edmund Kean, by F. W. Hawkins.

St. Clair and Brophy's Residence in Bulgaria.

Life and Letters of Dr. F. W. Fabek.

The Fall of Babylon, by Dr. Cumming.

Devrient's Recollections of Mendelssohn.

Yacht Voyage on the Nile, by Emily Lott.

The Witness of St. Paul to Christ, by Rev. S.Leathes.

Songs and Verses, by Captain Whyte-Melville.

That Boy of Norcott's.—Country Courtships.

Sermons, by Rev. J. Ker.—Religious Republics.

Bickmore's Indian Archipelago.—Burton's Brazil.

Feudal Castles of France.—The Beggynhof.

Autobiography of Dr. Krummacher.

La Plata and Paraguay, by Commander Kennedy.

Seton's Gossip about Letters and Letter-writers.

Jarves's Art Thouhts.—Eckardt's Russia.

Father Hyacinthe's Discourses.

Froude's Reign of Elizabeth. New Vols,

The Irish Land Question, by J. S, Mill.

Essays on Land 1 enure, by the Cobden Club.

Good St. Louis and his Times, by Mrs. Bray.

Hereditary Genius, by Francis Galton.

Annals of an Eventful Life.—The Harrises.

Families of Speech, by Rev. F. W. Farrar.

Lady Flora, by Selina Bunbury.—To Esther.

Cox's Search for Winter Sunbeams in Corsica.

Thoughts on Life Science, by Benjamin Place.

Memoir of Gustave Bergenroth, by W. C. Cartwright.

Chester's Transatlantic Sketches.

Handy Book of the British Museum, byT. Nichols.

Essays on Woman's Work and Woman's Culture.

Mopsa the Fairy.—Vestina's Martyrdom.

The Subjection of Women, by John Stuart Mill.

The Expedition to Abyssinia, by Captain Hozier.

Country Walks, by the Rev. W. Houghton.

The German Working Man, by James Samuelson.

Lectures on the Lord's Prayer, by Adolph Saphir.

Prichard's Ten Years of Indian Administration.

Church Restoration, by the Author of " Ecclesia Dei."

Greg's Political Problems.—Dickson's Japan.

Across America and Asia, by R. Pumpelly.

Life and Sport in Africa, by Charles Hamilton.

American Society, by George Makepeace Towlc.

Marvels of Architecture, by M. Le Fevre.

Life of Count Bismarck, by G. L. Hczekiel.

Wesley's Place in Church History, by R. D. Urlin.

Oxford Lent Sermons, 1869.—Dr. Pusey's Eirenicon.

Virginia Randall.—Beneath the Wheels.

The Andes and the Amazon, by James Orton.

Old English History for Children, by E. Freeman.

Erling the Bold.—Phosbe's Mother.—Overdale.

Life of Oliver Cromwell, by J. R. Andrews.

The Discovery of the Great West, by F. Parkman.

Allen's Visit to Queensland.—Rule of the Monk.

A Tale of^Eternity, by Gerald Massey.

Chatterton: a Biography, by Dr. Wilson.

Cochrane's Francis the First, and other Studies.

Kennedy's Four Years in Queensland.

Life of Bishop Atterbury, by Folkestone Williams.

Robin Gray.—The Moonstone.—Valentine Forde.

Prince Ubbely Bubble's New Story Book.

The Lily and the Rose.—Clare Savile.—Viola.

Old Stories Retold, by W. Thornbury.—Vivia.

The Pupils of St. John the Divine.—Claudia.

Works of Dr. James Hamilton. Vols. I. to III.

The Vicar's Courtship.—Down in Devon.

Life of Charlotte de la Trimoille.

The Amazon.—Red as a Rose is She.

Under Egyptian Palms.—Strong and Free.

Blunt's Reformation of the English Church.

Over the Alleghanies, by J. L. Peyton.

Poems, by M. B. Smedley.—Miss Langley's Will.

Essays on Art in England, by Dutton Cook.

Origin of Religious Belief, by S. Baring-Gould.

Plowden's Abyssinia.—Whymper's Alaska.

The Norman Kings of England, by Thomas Cobbe.

Lacordaire's Conferences on Jesus Christ.

The Buckhurst Volunteers.—Petite's Romance.

Life in Newfoundland, by Lieut -Col. McCrca.

Essays, by Rev. James Martineau. New Series.

The Baths and Wells of Europe, by J. Macpherson.

Phinbas Phinn.—Wee Wifie.—Malbone.

Memoir of John Grey of Dilston, by J. E. Butler.

Memoir and Remains of Arthur Hugh Clough.

Markham's Abyssinia.—Jephson's Life in Japan.

Dodd's Ancient and Modern Epigrammatists.

AND SEVERAL NEW EDITIONS OF WORKS BY POPULAR AUTHORS.

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM.

The Names of New Subscribers are Entered Daily.

BOOK SOCIETIES SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS. PROSPECTUSES POSTAGE FREE ON APPLICATION.

A REVISED CATALOGUE of SURPLUS COPIES of RECENT BOOKS withdrawn from the Library, for Sale at greatly reduced prices, with LIST of WORKS OF

THE BEST AUTHORS, in ELEGANT BINDINGS, suitable for Gentlemen's Libraries and Drawing-room Tables, and well adapted for Wedding and Birthday Present! and

School Prizes, is now ready, and will be forwarded, Postage-free, on application.

*«* All the Books in Circulation and on Sale may also be obtained, with the least possible delay, by all Subscribers to MUDIES AfANCHESTER

LIBRARY, CROSS STREET, MANCHESTER ; and {by order) from all Booksellers in connexion with the Library.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

CITY OFFICE :- KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE.
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AssuranceT?ock Life

COMPANY.

Established a.d. 1S06.

No. 15, New Bkidcs Street, Blackfkiars, London, E.C.

Directors.

P. Bidder, Esq.

G. Dodson, Esq., M.p.

A. Freeman, Esq.

A. Fuller, Esq.

Goddard, Esq.

Hudson, Esq., f.r.s.

Kelk, Esq.

Laurence, Esq.

H. Longden, Esq.

Lieut-General Sir G. St. P.

Lawrence, k.c.s.i., c.b.

C. T. Lucas, Esq.

J. D. Magens, Esq.

C. Rival, Esq.

W. B. Towse, Esq.

H. Tritton, Ksq.

S. H. Twining, Esq.

The Rock Life Assurance Company, which has been

established upwards of HALF A CENTURY, has an

ACCUMULATED FUND of more than THREE MIL

LIONS STERLING, invested in Mortgages on Land, and

other first-class securities :—

£ s. d.

Viz., on the aoth of August, 1868.......... 3,172,604 15 8

Sum Assured, inclusive of Bonus Additions,

at that date 5.38o>75° a "

Estimated Liability thereon (Northampton

Table of Mortality, 3 per cent, interest).. 1,481,569 o 4

That is less than one-half'the Fund invested.

Total Amount of Bonus Additions made to

Policies 2,895,059 19 9

Amount of Profits divided for the Seven

Years ending aoth August, 1868 532, 869 7 8

Annual Income 314,867 14 3

Total Claims paid, inclusive of Bonus

Additions 6,627,044 7 7

Copies of the Annual Reports and Balance Sheets, as well

as of the Periodical Valuation Accounts, Tables of Rates,

and every information to be obtained on application.

JOHN RAYDEN, Actuary,H. W. PORTER, Sub-Actuary.

Scottish Provident Institution.

EDINBURGH—6, St. Andrew Square.

LONDON—18, King William Street, E.C.

In this Society alone, members can assure with right to

share in whole profits at moderate premiums.

In other offices they may assure at rates as low, but with

out any prospect of additions : or they may obtain the right

to profits, but only by payment of excessive rates.

TRANSFER OF ASSURANCES.

From its very moderate rates this Society is peculiarly

suited to the case of those who may have reasons tor discon

tinuing their policies and assuring afresh in an Office of

undoubted stability. Even after several years this may be

effected without much (if any) pecuniary loss.

REALISED FUNDS, from accumulation of Premiums

alone, above ,£1,500,000—the increase in 1868 being no less

than j£ 1 33,000.

SUBSISTING ASSURANCES, ^6,500,000.

For full information as to INVESTMENTS see the

Annual Reports, of which Copies may be had on appli

cation.

The " Insurance Register" (Kent and Co., London) gives

inquirers the means of judging as to the financial position of

the various offices. The facts there brought together show

that no Office gives evidences of greater progress or stability

than the

SCOTTISH PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.

Just published, 8vo., cloth, price ia*., post free,

physical Ethics, or the Science

of ACTION: an Essay. By ALFRED BARRATT,

Fellow of Brasenose College, Oxford.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covcnt Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

PROFESSOB SAUCY THOMPSON.

^calae Novae, or a Ladder to

LATIN. A new Latin Exercise Book for Grammar

Schools. By D'ARCY W. THOMPSON, Professor

Queen's College, Galway ; Queen's University in Ireland.

450 pp., 1 /mo., cloth, 4*. 6d.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covcnt Garden,

London; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Royal 8vo., cloth extra, price iotf.

T>olyglotte New Testament.—

THE NEW TESTAMENT. Greek Text, with

various readings, the Latin Vulgate, Luther's German, and

the English Authorised Versions, in Parallel Columns.

Edited by Rev.Drs-C. G.THEILEand R. STIER. Royal

8vo., cloth, 10s.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Second Edition, much enlarged, 6s. dd.

protoplasm ; or, Life, Matter,

MIND. With 8 Coloured Plates, and an entirely

new Section on "'Mind." By Dr. LIONEL S.

BEALE, F.R.S.

John Churchill and Sons.

THE MAEVELS OF THE UNIVERSE.

Just Published, in One handsome Volume, lara"e 8vo.,

elegantly bound in cloth, gilt top, price 3W. 6d.

THE UNIVERSE;
OK,

THE INFINITELY GREAT AND THE INFINITELY

LITTLE.

BY F. A. POUCHET, M.D.

Illustrated by 343 Engravings on Wood, of which 73 are

full-paged and 4 Coloured Plates.

Opinions of the Press.

"We can honestly commend this work, which is as admi

rably^ it is copiously illustrated."— Times.

"This is just the kind of book fitted to make natural

science popular."—Morning Post.

" It might be called ' The Fairy Tales of Science.' A

more fascinating volume we have never taken up."—Globe.

" Not less entertaining than instructive."—Illustrated

London Nrws.

*' A panoramic view of nature rendered singularly effective

by the combined skill both of pen and pencil."—Guardian.

" We can heartily commend it."—Stature.

"This handsome volume will prove a capital present to

young persons."—Athen&um.

"This is in every way a most delightful book."—Art

yournal.

" We should be glad to see more volumes of this kind,

and to think that they were well received by the public"—

Spectator.

"The volume, and it is a splendid one, will serve as a

good pioneer to more exact studies. We have no doubt

that it will find what it deserves, a popularity among

English readers."—Saturday Revinv.

BLACKIE & SON, 44, PATERNOSTER ROW.

OGILVIE'S ENGLISH DICTIONARIES.

The Imperial Dictionary, Technological

AND SCIENTIFIC. With Supplement. Adapted

to the present state of Literature, Science, and Art.

Upwards of 2500 Engravings on Wood. Two large

volumes, imperial 8vo., cloth, 4/.

"The best English Dictionary that exists." — British

Quarterly Revinv.

11.

The Comprehensive Dictionary. Explana-

TORY, PRONOUNCING, and ETYMOLOGICAL.

About S'jo Engravings on Wood. Large Svo., cloth,

" Next to the more costly ' Imperial,' the very best that

has yet been compiled."—London Review.

in.

The Student's Dictionary, Etymological,

PRONOUNCING, AND EXPLANATORY. About

300 Engravings on Wood. Imperial i6mo., cloth, red

edges, 10s. 6d. ; half morocco, zy.

"The best etymological dictionary we have yet seen at

all within moderate compass."—Spectator.

IV.

A Smaller Dictionary, Etymological, Pro-

NOUNCING, AND EXPLANATORY. Abridged

by the Author from the " Student's." Imperial i6mo.,

cloth, red edges, 5s. 6d.

"The etymological part of the work is well done, the

pronunciation is clearly and correctly indicated, and the

explanations, though necessarily brief, arc clear and pre

cise."—A themrum .

BLACKIE & SON, 44, PATERNOSTER ROW.

REV. DS. BADHAH,

Professor of Greek, Sydney University, N.S.W.; late

Examiner in Classics, London University.

piatonis Symposium, and

Letter to the Master of Trinity "dc Platonis Legibus,"

—Platonis Convivium, cum Epistola ad Thompsonum, cdidit

CAROLUS BADHAM. 8vo., cloth, 4*.

PLATONIS EUTHYDEMUS ET LACHES.

EDUCATIONAL WORKS

Of DR. CORNWELL, F.R.G.S.

School Geography. 45th Edition, y. 6d. ; or with

Thirty Maps on Steel, 5s. 6d.

•*?* Enlarged and Revised, bringing down the information

to the present time.

School Atlas, a*. 6d. plain; +r. coloured.

Geography for Beginners. 28th Edition, is. ; or

with 48 pp. of Questions, is.+d. Questions alone, 6d.

Map Hook for Beginners. Maps (above 70) large:

and small, is. 6d. ; ax. 6d. coloured.

Book of Blank Maps. is.

Book of Map Projections, ijl

Allen and Comwell's School Grammar. 42nd

Edition, ix. o//. cloth.

Grammar for Beginners. 54th Edition, xx. cloth.;

gd. sewed.

The Young Composer. 32nd Edition, xx. 6d.

K.EY, 3X.

The Science of Arithmetic. A Systematic Course

of Numerical Reasoning and Computation. By

JAMES CORNWELL, Ph.D., and J G. FITCH,

MA. tath Edition. 4s. td.

School Arithmetic 10th Edition, is. 6d. KEY, 4X. 6d.

*„* In both Arithmetics the " Decimal System" is ex-

Elained, and numerous questions are proposed to be solved

y the Decimal Method. In the Science of Arithmetic

.p. 328, et sea.) is an explanation of the "Metric System."

car*' Shortly will be added to the Series, Elementary

Works on

I. English Spelling.

II. English Poetry.

III. English History.

London :

Simpkin & Co. ; Hamilton & Co. ; Whtttakkr fit Co.

Edinburgh : Oliver & Boyd.

rJ^he Month.—February, 1870.

Contents.

"MAN THE MEASURE OF ALL THINGS."

PROTAGORAS AND THE POSITIVISTS. By

Joseph Rickaby, M.A.

THE CHILL) AND THE FLOWER.

MADAME DE MIRAMION. By E. Bowi.es. Part

the Third.

THE DIALOGUES OF LYDNEY. No. a.—Modem

Marvels.

VASCO DA GAMA.

GERMELSHAUSEN; OR, A STRANGE VILLAGE.

(From the German of Gerstaecker.) Part the Second.

THE BASILICA OF ST. PETER. By the Rev. J. G.

Macleod. Part the Third.

THE DEEP SEA AND GEOLOGISTS. By the Very

Rev. A. Weld.

A LETTER ON THE FOURTH ECLOGUE OF

VIRGIL. By Lord Arundell of Wardour.

TEXTILE FABRICS AT SOUTH KENSINGTON.

By I. H. Pollen, M.A.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

THE FINANCIAL POSITION OF THE HOLY SEE.

London : Office—50, South Street, Grosvenor

Square, W. ; Simpkin, Marshall, and Co. ; Burns,

Gates, and Co.

Now ready, Price 2s. bd., post free for 30 stamps,

No. I. of

THE STUDENT AND

INTELLECTUAL OBSERVER.

With Critical Notes, and an KPISTOLA CRITICA to

the Senate of the Leyden University. By Rev. C.

BADHAM, D.D. 8vo., cloth, is.

PLATONIS PHILEBUS, with Introduction and

Notes, by Rev. C. BADHAM, D.D. 8vo., cloth, y. 6d.

EURIPIDIS ION. Rccensuit CAROLUS

BADHAM. With Critical and Excgetical Notes. 8vo.,

cloth, 4J. 6d.

EURIPIDIS ION. With Notes for Beginners.

The Student's First Greek Play. By Rev. C. BAD

HAM. 8vo., cloth, 31. orf.

EURIPIDIS IPHIGENIA in TAURIS et

HELENA. Tcxtuin cmendavit et notulas subjecit

CAROLUS BADHAM. 8vo., cloth, 1s.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 30, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

A QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF SCIENCE,

LITERATURE, AND ART.

Illustrated with Coloured Plates and Woodcuts.

Contents of Number I.

THE CONDITION OF JUPITER. By John Browx-

ing, F.R.A.S.

ON POISONS. By F. S. Barff, M.A., Ch. Coll. Camb.

THE DIVINING ROD. By Dr. White.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE BLOW FLY.

REMINISCENCES OF DREDGING. By the Rev.

T. HlNCKS.

THE SCALES OF LEPIDOPTERA. Researches of

Dr. Pigoott. By H. J. Slack, R.M.S.

On the MULTIPLE TAIL of the GREAT COMET

of 1744. By J. R. Hind, F.R.S.

THE PROGRESS of the MONT CENIS TUNNEL.

COAL TAR AND ITS PRODUCTS. By Dr. Mills,

F.C.S.

TELESCOPE WORK FOR MOONLIGHT EVEN

INGS.

SAGO PALMS. By Shirley Hibberd, F.R.H.S.

THE MIOCENE FLORA OF SP1TZBERGEN.

GEOLOGICAL COLOURS. By G. A. Lebour, F.R.G.S.

PROGRESS OF INVENTION. Foreign Science.

LITERARY NOTICES, MISCELLANEOUS NOTES,

ETC., ETC

GROOMBRIDGE 8k SONS, 5, Paternoster Row,

London.
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Church Problems Considered by Nonconformists.

This day, in 8vo., price 14-r., cluth,

EGGLESIA :

OR, CHURCH PROBLEMS CONSIDERED

IN A SERIES OK ESSAYS.

Edited by HENRYROBT. REYNOLDS, D.D.

CONTENTS.

1. PRIMITIVE ECCLESIA: its Authoritative Principles

and its Modern Representatives. By JOHN

SI'OUGHTON, D.D.

2. THE IDEA OK THE CHURCH CONSIDERED

IN ITS HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT. By

J. R. THOMSON, M.A.

3. THE RELIGIOUS LIKE AND CHRISTIAN

SOCIETY. By J. BALDWIN BROWN, B.A.

4. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE CHURCH

AND THE STATE. By E. R. CONDER, M A.

5. THE FORGIVENESS AND ABSOLUTION OF

SINS. By the Editor.

6. THE DOCTRINE OF THE REAL PRESENCE

AND THE LORD'S SUPPER. By R. W. DALE,

M.A.

7. THE WORSHIP OK THE CHURCH. By HENRY

ALLON.

S. THE CONGREGATIONALISM of the FUTURE.

By Rev. J. G. ROGERS, B.A.

9. THE RESULTS OF MISSIONARY ENTER

PRISE. By JOSEPH MULLENS, D.D.

Dr. HAGE.XBACirS CHURCH HISTORY.

Just Published, in 2 vols., 8vo., 24s., cloth,

THE HISTORY OF THE CHURCH IN

THE EIGHTEENTH AND NINETEENTH

CENTURIES. By K. R. HAGENBACH, D.D.,

Professor of Theology in the University of Basle,

Author of "German Rationalism." Translated by

JOHN F. HURST, D.D.

New Vols, of Dr. Stoughton's Ecclesiastical History.

Just Ready, 2 vols., 8vo., 25J.

THE ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY OF

ENGLAND. Vols. III. & IV., "THE CHURCH

OK THE RESTORATION. " By JOHN STOUGIl-

TON, D.D., Author of " Ages of Christendom before

the Reformation," &c, &c.

Also, in 8vo., 28J., cloth,

Vol. I.—THE CHURCH of the CIVIL WARS.

Vol. II.—THE CHURCH of the COMMONWEALTH.

" A markedly fair, charitable, large-minded, and honestly

written history."—Guardian.

" Speaking of the book as a literary work and a history

which was wanted upon the most important period of the

ecclesiastical career of the country, it is one which will win

fur its author a permanent place in the increasing rank of

Church hi>torians, and will repay a cireful perusal."—

Gentleman s Magazine.

Dr. PRESSEASE'S NEW WORK.

Just Published, in 8vo., 12J., cloth,

THE EARLY YEARS of CHRISTIANITY.

By E. DE PRESSENS£\ D.D.

" Thi> is a sequel to Dr. Prcssense's celebrated book on

the ' Life, Work, and Times of Jesus Christ.' We may say

at once that to the bulk of liberal Christians Dr. Pressensc's

achievement will be very valuable."—Atkemcuw.

" To a writer of Pretense's powers, it was comparatively

easy to give a graphic narrative of those portions of the

history which bear upon the lives of the Apostles. To

throw a popular charm around such themes as the various

types of doctrine in the Apostolic Church, the origin of the

New Testament Scriptures, and all the questions which

modern critirism has raised regarding their age and character,

was evidently a more difficult undertaking. It is here,

however, that his success has been most complete. The

lofty and animated eloquence which he has always at com

mand, and a certain happy faculty of finding, even in

doctrinal discussions, some picturesque trait, some feature

with life and colour, have enabled him to overcome the

difficulties which stand in the way of a popular history of

the Christian life and literature of the first century."—

Contemporary Review.

"Those who are simply in search of truth, and are

resolved to receive it, wliatevcr that truth may be, will

gather from these glowing, earnest pages light in many a

dark place, and confirmation of all that is truly great, noble,

and divine in the Christian scheme as it has been held from

the earliest dawn of truth."—Standard.

MR. BENTLEY'S LIST.

This day, in 3 vols., at every Library,

RED AS A ROSE IS SHE.

By the Author of

"COMETH UP AS A FLOWER."

This day, in crown 8vo.( price 6s, (Author's Edition),

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE.

By JANE AUSTEN.

Forming the Second Monthly Volume of the New

Edition of Miss Austen's Works.

" ' Miss Austen's novels,' says Southey 'are more true to

nature, and have for my sympathies passages of finer feeling

than any others of this age.' Sir Walter Scott and Arch

bishop Whately, in the earlier numbers of the Quarterly

Revieiv, called the attention of the public to their surpassing

excellence."—Quarterly Review, Jan. 1870.

" Shakespeare has neither equal nor second. But among

the writers who have approached nearest to the manner of

the great master, wc have no hesitation in placing Jaue

Austen, a woman of whom England is justly proud."—Lord

Macaulay.

, Immediately, in crown Svo.,with Photographic Portrait,

M E MOIRS

OF THE

MARQUISE DE MONTAGU.

By the BARONESS DE NOAILLES.

POPULAR NEW WORKS,

AT ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSELLERS.

LONDON: HODDER & STOUGHTON,

27, PATERNOSTER ROW.

The Rev. J. E. A US TEN-

LEIGH'S LIFE of JANE AUSTEN, the cele

brated Novelist. 8vo., Portrait and Illustrations, 12s.

"Miss Austen's 'Life/ as well as her talent, seems to us

unique among the lives of authoresses of fiction."—Quarterly

Review, Jan. 1870.

The LITE and LETTERS of

MARY RUSSELL MITFQRD. Edited by the

Rev. A. G. LT.STRANGE. 3 vols., post 8vo. Second

Edition. 31J. 6ti.

"There is no dealing with a collection of letters in topics

so varied, so bright in style, so keen in their individual

humour, within any permissible limits. Their vivacity and

elegance,the unforeseen turns of language, variety of allusions

and anecdotes they contain, will give Miss Mitford a per

manent place among the best letter-writers of our age."—

Quarterly Review, Jan. 1870.

The DIARY of a PURITAN

in tJte REIGN of KING CHARLES tlte FIRST;

being Extracts from the Journal of Nehemiah Wal

lington. Edited by Miss WEBB, a vols., ai*.

"A man whose name deserves to be a familiar one with

the modern English public. These volumes show how a

true-hearted man could be a thorough Puritan in thought

and deed without exciting in modern critics any of the disgust

and contempt poured forth so freely by the author of

'Hudibras' and the comedians of the Restoration."—

Spectator.

The FALL of BABYLON, as

FORESHADOWED in HISTORY ami in PRO

PHECY. By the Rev. JOHN CUMMING, D.D.

Crown 8vo.» 6s,

"If there were any truth in the old phrase ' Quern Deus

vult pcrdere pri'is demeutat/ we should have to conclude

that the days of the Papacy are numbered."—Tlie 7'imes,

Feb. 7, 1870.

THREE POPULAR NOVELS.

MRS. GERALD'S NIECE. By L^dy

GEORGIANA 1ULLERTON. 3 vols.

SUSAN FIELDING. By the Author of

" Archie I.ovell." 3 vols.

"The plot of this story is original and well worked out.

There is a wealth of power in the bouk which will raise

the authoress to a front rank among novelists."—Spectator.

VIRGINIA RANDALL ; or, To-Day in New

York. 2 vols. *

Niebuhr's Borne.—Very Cheap Edition.

Complete in One Vol., small 8vo., with Portrait, ys. 6d., cloth,

Nicbuhrs Lectures on the History

OF ROME, from the Earliest Times to the Fall of the

Western Empire. By Dr. LEONHARD SCHMITZ,

Principal of the International College. Carefully

reprinted from the Second English Edition. [Now ready

*»* The Second English Edition of Niebuhr's Lectures

on Roman History contained every word and statement to

be found in the German Edition of Dr. Isler, with which it

was compared throughout. But, as Dr. Schmitz, in pre

paring his Edition, was in possession of some valuable sets

of MS. Notes, which were inaccessible to Dr. Isler, his

work contains a variety of remarks and observations, as

made by Niebuhr, which do not occur in the German

Edition, or any mere translation of the German. Almost

every page contains some interesting remark of the Roman

historian which is not to be found in the German Edition.

Dr. William Smith's Classical Dictionaries.

Subscription Edition.

ONE GUINEA EACH VOLUME.

£ s.d.

Thk Six Volumes, Handsomely Bound in

Cloth, published at £n i-js. 6d. ...660

Or the Dictionaries separately, as under :—

Dictionary Oc Geef.k and Roman An

tiquities. Published at £,1 is 1 1 o

Dictionary ok Biogkai'my and Mytho

logy. 3 Vols. Published at ,£5 15J. 6d. . 3*3 o

Dictionary of Gkkek and Roman Geo

graphy. 2 vols. Published at £4 ... 3 2 o

%* Any Volume may be had separately.

111.

New Chemical Text Book.

Chemistryfor Schools. An Intro-

DUCTION TO THE PRACTICAL STUDY OF

CHEMISTRY. By C. H. GILL, Assistant-Examiner

in Chemistry at the University of London ; late

Teacher of Chemistry in University College School.

100 Illustrations. Small 8vo., 41. 6d. [Just Published.

"Mr. Gill's experience as teacher of chemistry and ex

perimental physics at University College School, appears to

have been embodied in his book, if we may judge from its

decided and perspicuous tone, and an evident intention that

the pupil should strive, not only to know but to reason."

"Mr. Gill has fairly earned the thanks of scientific

chemists; nor will the schools be slow to appreciate a

manual which has been thus well devised and executed by

an author who has himself been a successful school teacher."

—Nature, Jan. 37.

IV.

Natural Philosophy for Schools.

Natural Philosophy for Schools.

By Dr. LARDNER. Eleventh Thousand. Revised

and Completed to the Present Time by T. OLVER

HARDING, B.A. Lond., of University College.

Small 8vo., 3*. 6d. [Just Published.

"This will be a very convenient class-book for junior

students in private schools. It is intended to convey, in

clear and precise terms, general notions of all the principal

divisions of Physical Science, illustrated largely by diagrams.

These diagrams exhibit the forms and arrangement of

apparatus, and the manner of performing the most impor

tant experiments."—British Quarterly Review.

NcwtJis First Book of Natural

PHILOSOPHY: an Introduction to the Study of

Statics, Dynamics, Hydrostatics, Optics, and Acoustics,

with numerous Examples. By SAMUEL NEWTH,

M.A., Fellow of University College, London. Eleventh

Thousand. Small 8vo., 31. 6d.

*»* This work embraces all the subjects in Natural Philo

sophy required at the Matriculation Examination of the

University of London. The work has been to a large

extent re-written, the points found to present most difficulty

hive been simplified, fresh matter has been introduced and

new examples have been added.

Newtlis Elements of Mechanics,

including Hydrostatics, with numerous Examples.

Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged. Small 8vo.,

Zs. 6d„ cloth.

*.* The First Part contains all the subjects in Mechanics

and Hydrostatics required for the B.A. and B.Sc. Exami

nations of the University of London.

Lardners Handbook of Elec-

RICHARD BENTXEV,NE\vEi'Rt. )S St.

Publisher in Ordinary to Her J/ /UG

TRICITY, MAGNETISM, AND ACOUSTICS.

Eighth Thousand. By Professor FOSTER, of Uni

versity College, London. Small 8vo., 5J.

*.* James Walton 's List of Educational and ?cier*ttfic

Works will be sent by post ( ree) to arm/ one •writu sfor it.

London: JAMES WALTON, Bookseller and Publisher

to University College, 137, Gower Street,
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GROTE'S GREECE FOR STUDENTS.

Now Publishing, with Portrait and Plans, in Monthly Volumes,

Post 8vo., 6j. each, a New, Uniform, and Cheaper Edition of

A HISTORY OF GREECE ; FROM

THE EARLIEST PERIOD TO THE CLOSE OF THE

GENERATION CONTEMPORARY WITH ALEX

ANDER THE GREAT. By GEORGE GROTE, F.R.S.,

D.C.L. Oxon. and LL.D. Camb., Vice-Chancellor of the

University of London.

This Edition will be completed in Twelve Volumes, arranged

as follows :—

Volume.

I. Mythology and Mythic History.

II. Chronology—Migrations—Homeric Poems—Geo

graphy— Races— Dorians— Lycurgus— 1st and

2nd Mcssenian Wars.

III. Grecian Despots—Athens—Solon—Greeks of Asia

—Phoenicians—Assyrians — Egyptians — Mace

donia—Thrace—Pan-Hellenic Festivals.

IV. Lyric Poetry—Peisistratidae at Athens—Persia—

Xerxes—Invasion of Greece—Marathon—Ther

mopylae—Salamis. ,

*„* The above Volumes are now ready, and the others will be

March .

April .

May .

June

July .

August

Sept. .

Oct. .

published asfolloivs :—

V. Platxa—Sicily and the Gelonidac—Themistoclcs—

Aristides—Pericles—Athenian Empire—Potidaia

•—Commencement of the Peloponncsian War.

VI. Peloponnesian War—Amphipolis—Peace of Nikias

—Mantinaea—Sicily—Siege of Syracuse—Alki-

biades.

VII. Athenians in Sicily—Oligarchy of the 400.

VIII. Arginusae— ^Lgospotami— Lysandcr at Athens—

Expulsion of the Thirty Tyrants — Drama —

Sophists—Sokrates—Cyrus the younger—Retreat

of the Ten Thousand.

IX. Lacedaemonian Empire—Corinthian War—Agcsi-

laus — Thrasybulus — Lcuktra — Headship of

Thebes—Epaminondas—Pelopidas.

, X. Battle of Mantinasa—Sicily—The Carthaginians—

Dionysius, elder and younger—Siege of Syracuse

—Timoleon.

. XI. Philip of Macedon—Sacred War—Olynthian War

—/Eschines — Demosthenes —Choeroneia—Cap

ture of Thebes—Alexander the Great in Asia—

Battle of Issus—Siege of Tyre.

XII. Conquests and Death of Alexander—Free Hellas

—Greeks of Italy—Hellenic Colonies—Gaul—

Spain—On the Euxine—Index.

Opinions of the Tress.

"Endeavour to become acquainted with Mr. Grote, who is engaged on a

Greek History. I expect a great deal from this production."—Nicbuhr, the

Historian, to Professor Licbcr, in 1827.

" Mr. Grote has now incontestably won for himself the title, not merely of

a historian, but of the historian of Greece."—Quarterly Revtciv.

"Mr. Grote has revived the picture of a distant past, and brought home

every part ami feature of its history to our intellects and our hearts."— Times,

"The bcl'er acquainted any one is with Grecian history, and with the

manner in which that history has heretofore been written, the higher will be

his estimation of this work."—Spectator.

DR. SMITH'S ENGLISH-LATIN DICTIONARY.

Now ready (960 pp.), medium 8-v., 2ls.

' . A COPIOUS AND CRITICAL

ENGLISH-LATIN DICTIONARY,

COMPILED FROM ORIGINAL SOURCES.

BY

WILLIAM SMITH, LL.D.,

Editcr of the " Classical and Bi'j'.e Dictionaries ; "

AND

THEOPHILUS D. HALL, M.A.

It has been the object of the Authors of this work to produce a more

complete and more perfect English-Latin Dictionary than yet exists ;

and the long delay in its publication has been owing to the time and labour

necessary to execute this intention. // has been composed from beginning to

endprecisely as if there had been no work of the kind in our language. Every

article has been the result of original and independent research ; the Authors

have had the assistance of several scholars in the preparation of various parts

of the work ; and it is no exaggeration to say that it represents the unremitted

and conscientious labour of nearly twelve years.

In the preparation of the work, the Authors have had a constant eye to its

practical use. Great attention has been paid to the arrangement of the

different meanings of a word, and to giving the corresponding Latin equiva

lent to every separate meaning. Each meaning is illustrated by phrases from

the classical writers, and these phrases are translated into English, in order

to put their appositeness to a decisive test. Moreover, the exact references

are given to the classical writers from whom these citations are taken, and

the most scrupulous care has been bestowed upon the verification of the

references. In the case of words for which there neither is nor can be any

classical equivalent, recourse has been freely had to more modern sources.

But while special terms have been taken from writers of various ages, in all

that relates to the complexion of sentences which involve a question of taste

or style, the aim of the authors has been to follow in the steps marked

out by Cicero and his contemporaries, or the writers of what is called the

Augustan age.

By the order and arrangement of the different meanings under every word,

the teacher will perceive that his pupil can use it without fear of being

bewildered by its fulness, and with the certainty of finding the word he

wants.

Uniform with the above, medium 8vo., 2I.f.

COMPLETE LATIN-ENGLISH DIC-

TIONARY FOR THE HIGHER FORMS IN SCHOOLS. With

Tables of the Roman Calendar, Measures, Weights, and Money.

Seventh Edition, with the references verified (1,260 pp.).

" Dr. Wm. Smith's Latin Dictionary fills, for Latin literature, the place

now occupied by Liddell's and Scott's Lexicon for Greek."—Sir G. C. Lcxvis.

" Of Latin and English Lexicons the best is undoubtedly that of Dr.

Wm. Smith."—Dr. Donaldson.

Also,

DR. SMITHS SMALLER ENGLISH-
LATIN DICTIONARY FOR SCHOOLS. Square l2mo., 7s. 6,/.

And,

DR. SMITHS SMALLER LATIjV-

ENGLISH DICTIONARY FOR SCHOOLS. Abridged from the

above works.

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET.
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Justpublished, in crown 8vo., price 6s., cloth,

SONGS OF A WAYFARER.

By WILLIAM DAVIES.

"Had Mr. Davies* Poems been published two hundred

years ago, the world would now be quoting them as

marvellous examples of poetic grace and sentiment."—

Examiner and London Kevirtv.

"We feel a pleasure in inviting special attention to a

poem called 'The Garden,' which, from its calm and

classical sweetness, would appear to be modelled after |

Ben Jonson, or some of his followers, and which, in its

particular style, appears to us to be almost perfect. We

should willingly give an extract from this little gem, if we

could legitimately do so."—Athtnamm,

"The 'Wayfarer' must, doubtless, take his place among

the poets of our day."— London Quarterly Review.

"It is not often that an unknown writer, coming before

us with an unheralded volume of verse, claims a kindlier

recognition than is due to Mr. Davies for the present book."

—Pall Mall Gazette.

" In noticing a volume of this kind, specimens, not

descriptions, arc wanted, and yet there is a difficulty in

knowing what to quote : the songs are so uniformly excellent

.... They are full of melody and beauty. Wc trust they

will come into the hands of many."—Scotsman.

"'Songs of a Wayfarer* are the product of a highly

cultured mind and a genuinely poetic temperament."—

Daily Telegraph,

LONDON : LONGMANS, GREEN, & CO., PATERNOSTER ROW.

Now ready, in One Volume, Demy 8vo., price 12s.

RECESS STUDIES.

Edited By SIR ALEXANDER GRANT, Bart., LL.D.

CONTENTS.

I. The Irish Land Question. By the Hon.

George Charles Brodrick.

II. From Pesth to Brindisi in the Autumn of

1869. By Sir Charles Edward Trevelyan,

K.C.B.

III. The Endmoed " Hospitals" ofScotland. By

Sir Alexander Grant, Bart., LL.D.

IV. The Graphic Representation of the Laws of

Supply and Demand. By Professor

Fleeming Jenkin, F.R.S.

V. Church Tendencies in Scotland. By the

Rev. Robert Wallace, D.D.

VI. On the Declining Production of Human

Food in Ireland. By Dr. Lyon Playfair,

C.B., M.P.

VII. Scotch Education Difficulties. By Alexander

Craig Sellar, Esq.

VIII. Mr. Mill on Trades' Unions—a Criticism.

By James Stirling, Esq., Author of

" Letters from the Slave States."

IX. Election Trials and Inquiries under the

Corrupt Practices Acts. By Thomas

Chisholm Anstey, Esq.

X. Hindrances to Agriculture. (From a Scotch

Tenant Farmer's point of view.) By

George Hope, Esq.

EDINBURGH : EDMONSTON AND DOUGLAS.

LONDON: HAMILTON, ADAMS, AND CO., 32, PATERNOSTER ROW.

Ready this Week, in Two Vols., z\s.

GARIBALDI'S NEW WORK,

THE RULE OF THE MONK;

Or, ROME IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

A Story of thrilling interest, from the pen or Garibaldi, unveiling the Intrigues of the

Papacy, and depicting the Moral and Spiritual Condition of Borne.

CASSELL, PETTER, & GALPIN, LONDON AND NEW YORK.

UNIFORM WITH AIDS TO FAITH.

This day,8vo., 14s.

THE CHURCH AND THE AGE.

ESSAYS ON THE PRINCIPLES AND PRESENT POSITION OF THE

ANGLICAN CHURCH.

Edited by ARCHIBALD WEIR, D.C.L., and W. D. MACLAGAN, M.A.

CONT

Introduction. Anglican Principles. — Dean of

Chichester.

I. Course and Direction of Modern Religious

Thought.—Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol.

II. The State, the Church, and the Synods of

the Future.—Rev. W. J. Irons, D.D.

III. Religious Use of Taste.—Rev. R. St. John

Tyrwhitt.

IV. Place of the Laity in Church Government.

—Professor Montagu Burrows.

V. Private Life and Ministrations of the

Parish Priest.—Rev. W.'/Yalsham How.

E3STTS.

VI. English Divines of the Sixteenth and Seven

teenth Centuries.—Rev. A. W. Haddan.

VII. Liturgies and Ritual.—Rev. M. F.Sadler.

VIII. Indian Missions.— Sir Bartle Frere.

. IX. The Church and Education. — Rev. Alfred

Barry, D.D.

X. The Church and the People.—Rcv. W. D.

Maclagan.

XI. Conciliation and Comprehension: Charity

Within the Church and BryA* r» — Rev.
Archibald Weir, D.CL. U**D*

CHAPMAN & HALL'S LIST.

THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW, for

FEBRUARY. Edited by JOHN MORLEY.

CONTENTS:

Condorcet. (Conclusion.) By the Editor.

The Colonial Question in 1870. By Herman

Mbrivale.

The Complaint of Monna Lisa. By A. C. Swin

burne.

On the Forfeiture of Property by Married

Women. By Arthur Hobhouse, Q.C.

Jane Austen. ByT. E. Kebbel.

The Worship of Animals and Plants. -(Conclusion.)

By J. F. M'Lennan.

The Land Question. III. By F. Seebohm.

The Woman of Business. By Marmion Savage.

Some Books of the Month.

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET,

The Arts of the Middle Ages and of the

RENAISSANCE PERIOD. By PAUL LACROIX

(Bibliophile Jacob). Beautifully Illustrated with Nine

teen Chromo-Lithographic Plates and Four Hundred

Woodcuts. [.Yearly ready.

Sketches of Life and Sport in South-

EASTERN AFRICA. By CHARLES HAMILTON,

F.A.S.L. Edited by F. G. H. Price, F.R.G.S.,

F.A.S.L. Illustrated by Pierre Mejanel.

[Now ready.

American Society. By George Make

peace TOWLE, U.S. Consul at Bradford. In a

vols., crown 8vo. [Now ready.

Eecollections of Eton. By an Etonian.

Illustrated.by Sydney P. Hall. In 1 vol. [Nearly ready

Tables of English Literature. By Henry

MORLEY, Professor of English Literature, University

College, London. In one volume, 410., iaf. New

Edition preparing.

Birds and Reptiles. A Popular Account

of their various Orders, with a description of the

Habits and Economy of the most interesting. By

LOUIS FIGUIER. Illustrated with over 300 beau

tiful Engravings. Demy 8vo., iZs. [Now ready

Now-a-Days; or, Courts, Courtiers, Church-

MEN, GARIBALDIANS, LAWYERS, AND

BRIGANDS AT HOME AND ABROAD. By

J. R. DIGBY BESTE. a vols., demy 8vo., 24*

[No7v Ready

Cromwell's Letters and Speeches. Vol. I.

With five Portraits and Views. Forming the next

volume of the Library Edition of Mr. Thomas Carlyle's

Works. [On February 15M.

Walter Savage Landor : a Biography,

1775-1864. By JOHN FORSTER. With Portraits

and Vignettes. 2 vols., post 8vo., 28J.

Maurice and Eugenie de Guerin. A Mono

graph. By HARRIET PARR. Crown 8vo„ cloth

extra, 6j. [ This day

Tales of Life and Death. By Hon.

GRANTLEY F. BERKELEY. 2 vols., crown 8vo.,aix.

New Tracks in North America. A Jour

nal of Travel and Adventure whilst engage 1 in the

Survey of a Southern Railroad to the Pacific Ocean

during 1867-8. By WILLIAM A. BELL, M.A.

M.B. Cantab., F.R.G.S. In Two Volumes, demy 8vo.,

price 30J., with Twenty Chromos and numerous Wood

cuts. New Edition preparing.

"Both these volumes abound with matters of exceeding

interest. . . . We have read Mr. Bell's book with great

pleasure. He tells his story clearly, intelligibly, and

modestly; and he introduces us to a region of North

America with which Europeans arc very slightly acquainted."

—Times, Dec. 25.

Horse-Shoes and Horse-Shoeing : their

ORIGIN, HISTORY, USES, AND ABUSES. By

GEORGE FLEMING, R.E., F.R.G.S., &c. In

demy 8vo., 210 Engravings, £,1 is.

"Mr. Fleming, in a handsome volume, collects all the

evidence on the subject of shoeing, from the observations of

Xenophon, 'that excellent cavalry officer,' to the most

modern investigations and discoveries. He has contrived to

arrange heterogeneous mass so as to be a clear statement of

the case for and against the antiquity of nail-shoeing, he has

commented upon it ably and pleasantly. . . Mr. Iteming

has searched out the history of the art, wherever it is to be

found, from the peat mosses of Sleswig to the Tartar tombs of

the Obi. In following his subject he introduces much curious

collateral matter which will be new to most of his -eaders.

But his work is not merely the history of horse-sho nng, for

the last five chapters treat most thoroughly of its theory and

practice. . . Most careful and explicit are the rules and

directions Mr. Fleming gives us on all the processes of

shoeing, from removing the worn-out iron to laying down

carefully the clinches of the new one ; but all wno have

horses of their own, or are interested in the subject, should

buy the book.and study them for themselves."—The Times,

Nov, 18, 1869.

193, PICCADILLY,
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NEW BOOKS.

SECOND EDITION.

THIS DAY, CROWN 8w., PRICE lot. id

THE RIGHT HON.

W. E. GLADSTONE'S

JUVENTUS MUNDI:

Gods and Men of the Heroic Age.

With a Coloured Map of the Outer Geography of

the Odyssey and of the Form of the Earth

according to Homer.

"The Homeric poems paint for us in vivid colours the

young world of Greece. They show us how men lived,
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The Life of John Gibson, R.A., Sculptor.—Edited by Lady

Eastlake. London : Longmans, 1870.

This pleasing and interesting volume consists in the main

of Gibson's own recollections of his life, and of his opi

nions on a number of topics connected with his art, either

written down by himself or taken down after conversation

with him by some of his friends. These materials have been

combined with much skill by Lady Eastlake, who has thus

in a moderate compass given us an adequate view of her

friend, both as a man and as a sculptor. Within that gene

rally ill-cultivated field of literature, biography, this is one

of the few good specimens relating to any artist which we

have had since Leslie's Life of Constable, between whom and

Gibson there are not a few points of resemblance. Both

were men of simple minds, and wholly free from the passion

for gain or for great people, common amongst those who

make their own way; both brought to their work a rare

single-heartedness of devotion ; both were in a considerable

degree self-taught, and (as we often see in that class) com

bined a somewhat dogmatic and one-sided view of their art

with an intensity of purpose, which, while it rendered them

blind to other and perhaps larger aims, yet enabled them to

succeed to their own satisfaction in the task which they had

set themselves to accomplish.

Gibson's leading idea was, that there was " but one road "

to sculpture, " and this was travelled by the Greeks : " to

which he added, that this road could in the present day be

only travelled by sculptors residing in Rome. These doc

trines he preached from youth to old age ; and we may dis

cover in them the source both of his strength and of what,

though not in a disparaging sense, we should call his weak

ness. It is, indeed, sufficient to put them together, as he

did, for the justification of this inference. For, admitting

the truth of the first, that the Greeks are the sole masters' in

sculpture, it is perfectly certain that all the genuine Greek

sculpture of high quality—almost all indeed that is demon

strably Greek of the productive period of Hellas—which

exists within all the galleries of the Continent, is not more

than one-fifth of that which exists within the British Museum,

whether in regard to merit or to quantity. No other collec

tion indeed, whatever, possesses more than a few fragments

of the work of that artist to whom the Greeks, whose criti

cism on their own art, whenever we can test it, appears as

perfect as the art itself, assigned the highest place in sculp

ture. It is hence clear that (on Gibson's rules), London

should be the proper home of sculptors.

Other reasons for his strenuous advocacy of a Roman

residence are, however, given by Gibson. " All the studios,"

he says, "are open to each other; every man sees an

other's works, and holds free communion with him. On my

return to England how surprised was I to find that none of

the sculptors visit each other in this way, nor does one

sculptor consult another in the process of a work." Here,

perhaps, a real merit in the Roman life is displayed ; although

when Gibson proceeds to trace "the errors in" English

" public works " to this source, he touches much more

questionable ground. And when he adds that in Rome

" any quack who puffs himself up is known to be a quack,"

the names of at least half a dozen recent artists, English,

American, and Italian, rise up before us in proof of what,

—at least at present—seems to be the case, that Rome is

rather a hotbed for the forcing of showy manufactures than

that Palace of Truth and severe criticism which it appeared

to our simple-souled and genial-natured sculptor.

In truth, we hardly know any atmosphere which is really

less favourable to art than that of modern Rome, at any rate to

foreigners. That city notoriously has produced no native

art, at any period ; it has been the blank spot of soil in

Italy. A petty round of ceremonies and feasts and parties

for the serious affairs of life ; such subjects as are suggested

by the streets and galleries, either remote from living in

terests, or more or less alien from any but Italian sympa

thies ; coteries of wealthy dilettanti, each with its little

idol, giving and receiving incense on all hands ;—anything

further away from the surroundings under which Greek

sculpture flourished, can hardly be imagined.

Canova's large and liberal nature, the intense and pure

simplicity of Gibson and of Wyatt, saved them in some

degree from the malaria of the place. With these excep

tions, I am aware of no one among the large number of

their contemporaries and survivors, who have made Rome

their residence, of real merit in sculpture.

Let us now touch briefly upon Gibson's deference to the

Greeks. So far as this followed the counsel which he re

ceived in youth from Mr. Roscoe, it must command our

absolute adherence. " It is their principles established

from nature, which you should endeavour to imbibe." Tried

by the proof of success, this rule required no justification.

The Greeks produced statues of which even the shattered

relics are almost indescribably beyond rivalry. Their sculp

ture, however, survives but as " the fragment of fragments."

We may study their art more completely in their painted

earthenware within the British Museum. There a hundred

nameless potters have covered vessels, gathered from every

country influenced by Greek civilization, with scenes from

all regions of poetry and actual life, so true to nature, so

admirable in style, so exquisite in handling, that to find their

equals you must take the works left us by the greatest

artists of the modern world.

What is the leading quality which underlies this excel

lence? It seems to me to be expressible in one word, as

Propriety. Speaking of course of the two or three centuries

before the "decadence," there is no straining, either after

effect or novelty ; no affectation ; whether we look at the

material side of the art, as vase-decoration, or at the choice

of subject, or the management of the design, everything is

found to be quietly and unostentatiously right, as if by ope

ration of natural law. A certain high pleasure, as the end

of all art, is uniformly kept in view ; hence the last impression

left is always beauty ; never the grotesque, or the piquant, or

the baldly natural, or the repulsively powerful, as in modern

art. It is unfantastic ; it is moderate ; it is sane ; it rejects

what goes no further than mere suggestion ; it hates the

vague and the introspective ;—in a word, Greek art is op

posed to many popular modern tendencies, and proves the

validity of its opposition to them, by the permanent superiority

of its own productions.

These are some of the points on which the Greeks are an

eternal lesson to the world. And so far as the principles

thence derived were followed by Gibson in his sculpture, he
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was wholly right. " Grand as these works are," he says of

Michael Angelo's groups within the Medicean chapel, " and

much as I admire the genius of the man, I have often

thought that if Phidias and his chief followers could have

been introduced to the sight of these works, they would have

exclaimed, Here is indeed a most clever and wonderful sculptor,

but a barbarian .' " Gibson does not seem to have been

gifted by nature with much force ; yet when he worked " in

the spirit of this creed," he produced his Hunter and his

Chariot of the Sun ; pieces of work which join great energy

to his general grace and suavity. But when he interpreted

submission to the Greeks to mean that a nineteenth-century

artist would do wisely to reproduce the Gods of an extinct

mythology, there, he seems to me wholly wrong. The

excess of rational faith passes into superstition ; the fatal

corruptio optimi makes itself felt. If an artist cannot speak

to the average mind of his own age, or find his main in

spiration within his own time and country, his art may be emi

nently meritorious, but it assuredly will have very little of the

Greek spirit in it. Their work is founded from first to last on

diametrically opposite principles : they worked always for

the comprehension of contemporary Hellas : nor is there,

I believe, the slightest trace among them of "art for art's

sake," or art intended for a small circle of initiated and

specially cultivated spectators.

To a too frequent lapse into this error, which in Gibson's

case was aggravated by his want of scholarship and of

discrimination between the varying phases of Hellenic my

thology in art, we must ascribe the comparatively small

hold which he has had upon the English public, and the

non-acceptance which (as a sculptor) he appears to have

fov.nd on the continent. Though, in our judgment, as a born

ai tist, decidedly superior to Thorwaldsen, yet, by the very

simplicity with which he pursued his limited reproduction of

the antique, Gibson missed those larger subjects with which his

contemporary, equally unversed in scholarship, was liberally

provided by the best German criticism of the day. The

moral, to sculptors, of his life's labour, when gathered to

gether in the models which he bequeathed to the Royal

Academy, will (I fear), on the whole, be to fly Rome, and

love the Greeks wisely, not too well. Yet his memory will

also surely survive, not only in the singularly pure and

simple-hearted devotion to his art, which this biography

reveals, but in a few works not uninformed by the spirit of

those masters to whom he paid a reverence so sincere and

so child-like. F. T. Palgrave.

A Memoir of Jane Austen.—By her Nephew, J. E. Austen-Leigh,

Vicar of Bray, Berks. London: Bentley, 1870.

Sense and Sensibility.—-A Novel, by Jane Austen. New Edition.

London : Bentley, 1870.

In the same sense that Keats is the poet's poet, Miss Austen

has always been par excellence the favourite author of lite

rary men. The peculiar merits of her style are recognised

by all, but, with the general mass of readers, they have

never secured what can fairly be called popularity. The

technical dexterity of her workmanship is best appreciated

by fellow craftsmen, and some education of the literary

palate is needed to do full justice to the delicate execution

and subtle analytic power which give the author of Emma

an unassailable place amongst English classics. It has

always been known that Miss Austen's private life was un

ruffled by any of the incidents or passions which favour the

trade of the biographer ; had it been otherwise, the circle of

her admirers, fit if comparatively few, would never have

consented to wait half a century for the meagre, but still

interesting details, which her nephew, Mr. Austen-Leigh, has

now made public. It fits in with our idea of the authoress,

to find that she was a proficient in the microscopic needle

work of sixty years since, that she was never in love, that

she " took to the garb of middle age earlier than her years

or her looks required," and that she excelled in telling stories

for children. The few extracts given from her letters have

the additional recommendation of illustrating the rise of the

modern novel and the school of realistic fiction which Fanny

Burney had announced, though not founded. At present

the difficulties against which Miss Austen's novels have to

contend are the sententiously moral titles of Pride and

Prejudice, Sense and Sensibility, the lengthy moral dis

sertations which the characters allow themselves, and the

consequent delay in developing the story. The authoress,

on the other hand, writes impartially of Pride and Preju

dice ; " it wants shade ; it wants to be stretched out here and

there with a long chapter of sense, if it could be had ; if not

of solemn specious nonsense, about something unconnected

with the story ; an essay on writing, a critique on Walter

Scott, or the history of Buonaparte, or something that would

form a contrast, and bring the reader with increased delight

to the playfulness and epigrammatism of the general style."

It would be difficult to ignore more completely the origin

and the tendencies of her success, but the passage shows the

difficulties she had to overcome in the form of a precon

ceived theory. The critics of the day were equally in the

dark, and one reviewer allows no merit to Sense arid Sensi

bility but what arises from the exemplary behaviour of the

elder sister. It was not till after Miss Austen's time that the

domestic novel was emancipated from the theories of the

amusing, and the doctrines of the edifying, which chill and

stiffen Miss Edgeworth's talent. She was not conscious her

self of founding a new school of fiction, which would inspire

new canons of criticism, and in the mean time, since she left

tales of thrilling adventure to Radcliffs and Porters, she

could only claim a literary locus standi as a wit, a satirist, or

a moralist, to all of which characters she had, of course, a

right, though neither of them includes all the qualities with

which we should credit her works. These, there can be little

doubt, would have been more popular now if the morality

had been taken for granted, and as much reliance placed

upon dramatic and narrative truthfulness as upon the polished

satire and the slight, though pure, thread of humour which

runs through every work. As a matter of art, Miss Austen's

novels are more perfect than Thackeray's, but they are far

from containing as many separate excellencies ; and her per

fect command of the materials she possessed seems to war

rant the belief that a wider experience of men and things

would have enriched without corrupting her style. As it is,

she stands nearly alone amongst novelists in drawing men

and women with equal success, by the help of follies and

weaknesses slight enough not to reduce their victims below

the level of mediocrity.

Mr. Austen-Leigh explains, as a pure misrecollection, the

unaccountable (second-hand) description of his aunt found

in Miss Mitford's correspondence, since her mother, on

whose authority it was given, is proved to have known Jane

Austen only as a little girl. The biographer's task has been

performed with care and judgment, though certainly with

less spirit than Macaulay would have thrown into the memoir

he once thought of writing; the scantiness of the corre

spondence is, however, to be regretted, and few specimens of

unpublished writings would have added to the interest of the

work. Thus where a well-known passage, like the end of

Persuasion exists in an earlier and less perfect form, it is

for the credit of the author that we should have an oppor

tunity of comparing the two. The new edition of the novels

which is coming out, does not appear before it is needed,
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but the paper and type are hardly worthy of a series which

is only introduced into libraries where an honourable place

has been reserved for it. H. Lawrenny.

The History of the Life of Albrecht Durer —By Mrs. Charles

Heaton. Macmillan, 1870.

Albert Diirer, his Life and Works.—By William B. Scott. Long

mans, 1869.

Considering the great popularity of Albert Durer's etch

ings and woodcuts in this country, it is more singular that

we should have been so long without a life of him, than that

two should have simultaneously appeared in the same year.

But even a superficial examination of these two lives makes

it pretty evident why none has hitherto been written : the

facts of this painter's biography are very meagre, and are

involved in doubt. What can be known about him has

been laboriously collected by German compilers, who, not

content with mattera of real fact or probability, have in

dulged in sentimental speculation and hypothesis to such an

extent as to throw the appearance of fiction over tolerably

well ascertained history. Albert Diirer has suffered to so great

an extent in this way from his German biographers, that it

is now difficult to feel certain about many really important

facts recorded of him.

Some of the points at issue are the following : Did Diirer

learn his art from Schongauer ? Was Wohlgemuth his master

in painting ? Did Diirer cut his own blocks or employ a

Formschneider ? Was he the familiar friend in youth of

Willibad Pirkheimer ? How did that burgher of Niirnberg

spell his Christian name ? Was Agnes Frey, the painter's

wife, a domestic tyrant or a slandered angel ? What was the

object of Durer's journey to the Netherlands? Did he

receive arms from the Emperor ? In what sense was he a

Protestant ? We might multiply these questions almost in

finitely, and produce from the various German biographies

and commentaries different emphatic answers. But hitherto,

it would appear, there has been no serious critical effort made

to sift the whole evidence upon all the debateable questions,

and to present the world with the meagre result of truth,

which at this distance of time is ascertainable.

We have said thus much about the doubtful condition in

which the history of Diirer still remains, as a preface to the

statement that neither Mrs. Heaton's Life, nor that by Mr.

Scott, pretends to offer to the public that desired residuum

of tested truth. Both are based apparently upon already

printed German biographies, though in the use made of

their materials there is considerable difference. Mrs. Heaton

seems to have aimed at producing a talkative and picturesque

book, in which the letter-press should rival the illustrations

in brilliancy. She therefore rejects nothing that can add a

sentimental or sensational interest to her narrative. Her

faults are these—that she is invariably about one-third too

long, that she is always too gushing : " nihil tetigit quod non

amplificavit." Yet she has the art of interesting her readers,

and her sentiment, except when it becomes intolerably wordy

(e.g. pp. 45 and 53), is redeemed from weakness by a kind

of warmth and real intensity of feeling. Mr. Scott, on the

other hand, has no literary fluency ; he wastes no words, and

altogether leaves upon our minds the impression of greater

gravity and more reliability. The different qualities of the

two biographers are clearly visible in their respective trans

lations from Diirer's letters, and in their comments upon

Durer's works. In the translations, whilst Mrs. Heaton

amplifies and modernizes, Mr. Scott retains the quaint and

clumsy brevity of the original. In like manner Mr. Scott's

remarks on Durer's works suffer from conciseness : we

should be even thankful for more detailed criticism from so

competent a judge. Mrs. Heaton floods her readers with

loose descriptions and vague comments.

To turn to the illustrations. Those of Mrs. Heaton's

volume are for the most part autotype reproductions of the

original etchings and woodcuts ; in the case of pictures, they

are taken either from line engravings or from outlines.

They are numerous, admirably chosen, and brilliantly exe

cuted, and give its chief attraction to the book. The most

important of Mr. Scott's illustrations, are six etchings by

the author of the Life : which, as original work of an accom

plished artist, have a value of their own. Particularly inte

resting, for example, is the enlarged landscape of the Village

of Eytas, copied from Durer's " Greater Fortune." Yet we

must confess, that photography appears to us to be the

proper vehicle for reproducing the details of such works as

Durer's woodcuts and etchings.

The obscurity in which so many facts of Durer's life are

involved rests also upon the interpretation of his allegorical

designs. It is a singular proof of the inadequacy of painting

to express thought, even of the clearest and intensest kind,

with precision, that interpreters differ diametrically about the

meaning of Durer's acknowledged masterpieces—the " Melan

choly," and the " Knight and the Devil." To speak first of

the second of these well-known engravings. Half the com

mentators, including Kugler, Waagen, Passavant, Galichon,

Fouque", believe this knight to be Durer's ideal of the Chris

tian warrior'. Mrs. Heaton ranges herself upon this side,

and discourses eloquently on this interpretation of the alle

gory. The other half, among whom we may mention Heller,

Von Eye, and Mr. Holt, the ingenious author of a pamphlet

on the allegorical engravings of Diirer, find the portrait of a

lawless and hardened free knight in this grim soldier. Mr.

Scott adopts the latter view, which will probably, in spite of

Sintram and sentiment, prevail. Instead of riding fearlessly

and unscathed in the company of Death and the Devil, defy

ing the latter, and patiently awaiting the former, this knight

is really about to fall into the clutches of the fiend as soon

as death's hour-glass shall have run out. And even now

his doom is fixed ; his charger's hoof, as Mr. Holt has

pointed out beyond all doubt, is ready to descend upon a

sharp and subtle snare ; the rider will fall ; the fiend will

seize him ; his evil days will have reached their miserable

end.

With regard to the no less celebrated " Melencolia," there

is less divergence of opinion. Mrs. Heaton and Mr. Scott

agree in rendering the old established interpretation. The

brooding, pondering, winged woman, crowned with fresh

leaves, seated among her spheres, and saws, and planes,

beneath the bell, the hour-glass, and the mystic counting-

table, is Melancholy, the mother, according to medireval and

renaissance notions, of great thoughts and pregnant dreams,

the calculator of eclipses, the parent not merely of lunacies

and suicides, but also of sublimest poems and profoundest

speculations. She is the patron saint of men like melan

choly Jaques, suggestress of his soul-searching fancies and

subtle questionings. Yet, though most commentators agree

upon the interpretation of the allegory, Mr. Holt, in the

pamphlet already alluded to, makes out a very plausible case in

favour of this figure representing " Truth." In order to show

how the admirers of Diirer have imported their fancies about

his domestic life into the sphere of purely cesthetical cri

ticism, we may observe that whereas some commentators

find in the " Melencolia," a record of the painter's depression

under the tyranny of his wife Agnes, Mr. Holt, who inclines

to a milder view of the wife's character, "strongly main

tains " that " under the semblance of Truth, Durer depicted

the faithful partner of his life, his wife Agnes."

Durer's letters an(* cl'ary are l^e wr'tmSs of an honest,
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heavy German. Their wit is cumbrous; the descriptions

they contain are brief and unsuggestive ; their observations

upon men are few and trivial. One page of Cellini's auto

biography has more to entertain and instruct us than the

whole mass of these papers. This is not strange. The man

is to be found in the almost unparalleled series of profoundly

thought and nobly executed works which he has left behind

him. Of his earnestness and gravity in actual life, if any

proof were needed, we have strong evidence in the only

vivid passage of the diary—the outburst about Luther's

danger. His true life, perhaps, remains yet to be written.

When it has been written, we expect that it will resemble

Mr. Scott's more than Mrs. Heaton's. J. A. Symonds.

Rembrandt et l'Individualisme dans 1 Art.—Par Ath. Coquerel, fils.

Paris : J. Cherbuliez.

Michel-Ange, Penseur et Poete.—Libres Etudes, par Ath. Coquerel,

fils. Paris : Germer Bailliere.

These Essays appear at first rather slight and oratorical,

but they are worthy of attention from their great freshness

and originality, and by tale and weight of just and vivid

observations. Most French writers can frame good epi

grammatic sentences : but few epigrams contain such accu

rate statements of truth as M. Coquerel's. " Individualiste

avant tout," as he styles himself, M. Coquerel aims always at

leading features, and strives with Carlylesque earnestness to

give key-notes of character. By studying a great man's

works, he says, "one may enter into his ways of life, thought,

and being : such men are not only masters of pencil and

brush, but teachers of every human soul." His method,

then, is the converse of M. Taine's, who seems in every way

to extenuate the individuality of a poet or painter, and who

seeks to account entirely for great men and pictures by what

M. Coquerel aptly calls leur cadre tiaturct of life and circum

stance, which may modify the development of genius, but

cannot create it.

The resemblance between Michael Angelo and Rembrandt

in M. Coquerel's mind, consists in the power of their Indi

viduality. They were greater than their contemporaries ;

they broke vigorously through contemporary conventional

isms into new fields of art and thought. Their works are

first hard to appreciate ; then almost overpowering to the

student who has advanced within their range. The untame-

able and immeasurable genius of Michael Angelo is a kind

of unknown factor in all accounts of him. As it made him

defy all rule and conventionality, like Rembrandt in his

time, M. Coquerel speaks of the " Protestantism " of both his

heroes. That of Buonarotti was, no doubt, founded on deep

religious feeling. It is traceable in great degree to the im

pression produced on him in early life by Savonarola's

sermons, and later by his written works. This use of the

word " Protestantism " is accurate. It is really a negative term

in strict language ; implying what a man declines to believe,

not what he does believe. But M. Coquerel really means

by the word, that personal faith in Christ in all matters, and

that sense of their own responsibility and service, which

men who live in the world may and do retain, in spite of

their incessant contact with secular life.

The 2nd part of the Essay on Michael Angelo is mainly

devoted to illustrating this in his case. It is first pointed

out that he was both a child of the Renaissance and a pre

cursor of the Reformation ; full of the lessons and inspira

tions of revived learning, but at the same time of a deeply

religious spirit, averse from the Platonic paganism of Politian

and Marsilio Ficino. Yet the thought of Beauty as an

ayd/wr/a-is of the soul was dear to him, and in search of it

he was the first who introduced nude figures into sacred.

subjects, holding human beauty the chief work of God. It

has occurred to me that the doctrine of the Incarnation and

the honour done thereby to the flesh of man, was frequently

present to Michael Angelo's mind ; and that this may have

much to do with his " athletic " treatment of the form of the

Saviour. The Essay concludes with speculations on the re

ligious influence of Vittoria Colonna, "adepte de la Re"-

forme," and a succession of anecdotes and quotations illus

trative of the lonely but deep-grounded Christianity of the

great master. He lived, learning and labouring, dwelling

on the thought of Dante, perhaps comparing with Beatrice

the Vittoria he loved so austerely, pierced with grief for

Florence, and the friends he survived, saddened with painful

repentance and sense of judgment to come ; yet enduring all

things in hope, and as M. Coquerel sums up :—" L'unique

recours de Michel-Ange, c'est Je"sus-Christ." Compare the

last sonnet to Vasari, owning that the art Avhich has been his

life's glory is also vanity :—

" Ne pinger ne scolpa fia piii die queti :

L' anima volta a quell' amor divino

Ch' aperse a prender noi in croce le braccia."

It would be interesting to compare the personal and anti-

Papal Christianity of Michael Angelo with that of Holbein

or Diirer. Dr. Woltmann's well-known work on the former

gives a capital view of the connexion between Art and Pro

testantism effected by Holbein's sermons in wood-cut. Hol

bein inculcates Personal Repentance most powerfully.

Diirer, in some of his greatest efforts, has dispensed with

doctrinal or even Christian symbolisms, and entered the

Michael-Angelesque, or entirely artistic, zone of spiritual

teaching ; as in the Knight and Death, which idealizes the

end of the noblest humanity, departing into the dark valley

in strength and submission ; and in the Melancholy of man's

labour and invention, with eagle wings and that face of

shadow, and attitude of brooding thought, which remind so

strongly of Buonarotti's great work, the Duke Lorenzo-^

known in all languages as " The Thought of Michael An

gelo." M. Coquerel quotes Rogers's description of this tre

mendous statue — appreciating, with the banker-poet, its

ineffable spiritual power.*

Rembrandt of the Rhine was born in 1 609, in his father's

mill, at Leyden, and died in his 60th year, at Amsterdam,

having passed his whole life in Holland. The effects of the

misty atmosphere of the Netherlands, of Dutch scenery and

vegetation, are allowed their full influence in forming his

style. But M. Coquerel dwells far more strongly on the

character of his race : on their sturdy independence and

habitual exposure to danger, their love of domestic life and

home scenes ; on their attachment to the very marshes and

windmills of a country which was doubly their own, since so

much of it was the creation of their own industry. Rem

brandt has no biography except in his works, which are

divided by M. Coquerel according to three different styles.

The first or more cautious method is called his " manure

fondue :" the second, and maturer style, where much thicker

painting is used, is his " maniere beurrce .-" the third style,

like Turner's, is characterized by daring, speed, power, and

the "furie du travail." Rembrandt was early well instructed

in anatomy, and all communicable technicalities, by Pinas

and Lastmann, two pupils of Elsheimcr, a Dutch artist, who

was at the head of a school in Rome, and had begun to

introduce realist landscape and "genre" into bis pictures.

* There is a good copy of it and its supporting statues (as of those of

the opposite tomb, and the unfinished but most beautiful Madonu.i

of the Lorenzo Chapel) in the Crystal Palace. Grimm says, thai by a

curious freak of tradition the statues of the brothers of Urbino hare

changed names, so that the melancholy Oluiiinp is called by the name

(ft'rtie brilliant soldier Lorenzo. " ' • '■
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Their great pupil was an eager collector of pictures and en

gravings, especially from Leonardo, Rafael, and Michael

Angelo, and set great store by a fine picture by Giorgione,

which was one of his favourite possessions. An elaborate

and wonderful copy by him of Leonardo's great Cenacolo in

Sta. Maria delle Grazie at Milan is still preserved at Berlin.

He varies the light in it, and throws all the end of the room

behind the figures open, in one great bay window. His

treatment of light is essentially Northern. He centralizes

his light, as he said himself, to express the meaning of his

picture at once, i.e., to direct attention to its chief passage ;

and then adds fainter flashes of light and colour, which lead

the eye to other points. Hence his taste for furs, jewels,

velvet, &c, which fell in so entirely with that of his beautiful

wife, Saskia van Uilenburg, " qu'il se plaisait a parer avec

exces ;" and who once fell under grave censure from the

authorities of Amsterdam in consequence. His system is

the converse of Angelico's, who substitutes colour for shadow

wherever he can; Rembrandt, who really did not know

what Italian light and colour are, was obliged to economize

his light, and work by shadow.

Among the pictures referred to by M. Coquerel are the

Night Watch, the Sacrifice of Isaac, the Preaching of St.

John the Baptist, Joseph and Potiphar's Wife, Tobias and

the Angel, Ganymede, the Great Descent from the Cross at

Munich ; and especially the Menage du Menuisier, the Car

penter's Shop or Holy Family of the Louvre, with its plain

domestic treatment. He has evidently studied both pictures

and etchings with the mind if not the eye of a true painter,

and lay criticism can hardly be carried further. But the

gist of these essays is theological in as far as they assert the

connexion between the spirit of Protestantism and the spon

taneity of Genius. They illustrate the effect of the powerful

individuality of two Christian men, not only on Northern

Protestant art and thought, but on the Italian Protestantism

which virtually existed before the Reformation. For, as

M. Coquerel says most pertinently, the Papal system

enslaved neither Leonardo nor Rafael. The vast range

of the mind of the former is well known ; the latter in

troduced Savonarola among his doctors of theology in the

Vatican.

M. Coquerel is perhaps right in sliding so very lightly

over the coarseness of Dutch-Protestant art. Certain pic

tures in the long gallery of the Ufiizii give quite as strong a

notion of Italian grossness. And there is great truth in his

triple conclusion : that the freedom and right self-reliance of

Protestantism make it favourable and not hostile to great

art; that what he calls traditional, sacerdotal, and official

art, is exhausted ; and that the effort to galvanize mediaeval

feeling in the nineteenth century must prove a failure.

R. St. John Tyrwhitt.

The Earthly Paradise : a Poem.—By William Morris, author of the

Life and Death of Jason. Part III. London : F. S. Ellis. 1870.

Mr. Morris has always been the poet of moods rather than

of passions, of adventures rather than of actions ; and this

characteristic is still to be traced in the third instalment

of his great work ; though there is a nearer approach to the

familiar sources of human interest. Yet even now there

is a curious abstractness and remoteness ; for all the figures

that move through the day-dream seem not so much to feel

as to sympathise ; they see themselves with other eyes, and

feel for themselves as for strangers. It is without the least

sense of effort or surprise that we follow Gregory's dream of

the Land East of the Sun and West of the Moon through its

three stages. First the dreamer listens to the marvellous

story, then he tells it, at last he acts it ; and the change, we

feel, is always natural, or rather we do not feel it to be

a change at all. This subjective tendency has been asserted

throughout the poem, not only in the framework, but in the

tales. In more than one example the succession of moods

is as important as the succession of incidents ; in Cupid and

Psyche, and the Watching of the Falcon, the incidents may

be said to be governed by the moods. In the autumn tales

a still greater development is given to the contemplative

emotions which succeed each other, while the incidents to

which they correspond are minimised in each of the tales

except the last. Perhaps it may be thought that there is a

conscious change of aim corresponding to this change of

interest. In the introduction to the unearthliest of all the

stories we are told that the personages hold such things

dear,—

" And loathe such things as we do ; else, indeed,

Were all its marvels nought to help our need."

And in The Lovers ofGudrun the narrator disclaims marvels

altogether. But it would be a mistake to exaggerate the

contrast between such utterances and the prologue ; the help

that the narrator of the Land East of the Sun and West

of the Moon promises, is help for the guidance of thoughts

that may serve to fill and cheer a few inactive years, the

help that the prologue refuses is help to overcome the diffi

culties and perplexities of active life in the work-a-day world.

After all, though there is less of naive adventure and blithe

description in these stories, and more of psychological ana

lysis, we never cross the invisible line which divides the

poetry of dream from the poetry of action. The passion of

CEnone is as intense as the passion of Dido ; but it is far

more unearthly. It is not that the forsaken love of /Eneas is

a mortal, and the forsaken love of Paris is a river goddess ;

but Dido is in conflict with vEneas; she appeals to him ; she

is under his influence ; she seeks to influence him in return.

CEnone pities Paris ; she complains of him ; she judges him ;

the tone in which she speaks to him in his presence is the

tone in which Ariadne appeals to Theseus in his absence.

Indeed, Mr. Morris is still further from the dramatic tone

than the vigorous and splendid idyll of Catullus ; Ariadne's

soliloquy represents a progressive movement of passion ; she

passes through regret and complaint to despair, and through

despair to the fierce thirst of vengeance ; CEnone unfolds

with tender pitiless calm the fixed conditions of a motionless

resolve. It is the triumph of our author's art to admit and

use to the utmost the intensity of the situation, and yet to

elude all agitation and excitement, to maintain one weird

trance unbroken from the first line to the last. For examples

of a similar achievement, we have to refer to such master

pieces as St. Agnes Eve, the Bride of Corinth, and Fran-

cesca da Rimini ; and it is only in the last that the situation

is equally tragic. In The Lovers of Gudrun, the reader is

still kept within " the eventual element of calm " by a series

of delicate, almost imperceptible artifices. The narrator is

made to pity his ancestors in Laxdale with the respectful

pity of the poet. When we read of

"The man at Burg who sat

After a great life, with eyes waxing dim,

Egil the mighty son of Skallagrim,"

it is easy to see where the modern sympathy blends with

the simplicity of the ancient recital. Besides, the habitual

reticence and measured speech of the North has its effect in

maintaining this ideal repose ; so has the unadorned and

scientific accuracy with which combats are described. If

Kiartan had had the unrestrained eloquence of Achilles to

bewail and denounce a wrong of the same kind ; if we

had been told of the efforts of the fighters as well as the
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result of the fight, then The Lovers of Gudrun would have

been a poem of the same order as Homer's, a poem of

purely human interest. As it is, we have a poem which is

mystical without a single miracle ; for the atmosphere of the

story impresses us more than the figures which move through

it. It was a harder task to undramatize the story of Acon-

tius and Cydippe, yet the task has been accomplished without

loss of interest. In Ovid the stress of the story begins when

Cydippe [has been surprised into her promise, and is dis

tracted between her deliberate pledge to a former lover and

her engagement to the new comer, whose claims are enforced

by the recurring chastisement of Diana. Mr. Morris throws

his whole strength into the aimless, hopeless, pitying waiting

and watching, as Acontius pines day after day for the maiden

who, in this version of the story, is dedicated to the dreary

honour of perpetual maidenhood. It is just the same in

Rhodope : the poem is an analysis too tender to be tedious

of the blameless selfishness of a maiden whose nature is

destined to splendour and needs it, while she is doomed to

be the child of parents who have bartered their comfort to

escape the curse of childlessness. The story might be told

in a page, without omitting one essential circumstance. It

is spread over fifty by a crowd of delicious details, which

derive all their importance from their harmony with the

moods of Rhodope. This deliberate parsimony of incident,

which contrasts so strongly with the rich inventiveness of

the Man bom to be King or the Proud King, serves to prevent

any impression of sameness between the Land East of the

Sun and He tv/to never laughed again, though the two legends

are substantially identical with each other, and with the still

finer story of Ogier the Dane. This last received, as it

deserved, a fuller and more life-like development. The two

tales in the present series are adequately differenced by the

change of scene and of catastrophe, and by one or two

variations of incident, which are quite sufficient to disguise

the fundamental identity of subject where incidents are few.

Before leaving the subject of Mr. Morris's relation to the

sources which serve as food to his rare and peculiar inspira

tion, we may be permitted to express a doubtful regret that

while he has dwelt with equal emphasis on each of the four

stages of Gudrun's Dream, he has dismissed the fourth stage

of her life, which serves to interpret the dream, with only a

hurried and perfunctory mention. If this violation of obvious

symmetry is really a fault, it may easily be forgiven to the poet

who has transformed one of the least artistic of the Norse

Sagas into one of the completest of English poems. It

would require a very detailed analysis to show exactly how

far Mr. Morris's manner has diverged as he has gone on

writing from the manner of Chaucer, which he recalled so

forcibly in fasou. We subjoin a few stanzas of the carol

from the Land East of the Sun to show how far the author

has retained the power of reproducing the phantastic medi

evalism of his earlier style :—

" News, news of the Trinity,

The snoio in the street, and the wind on the door.

And Mary and Joseph from over the sea !

Minstrels and maids, standforth on thefloor.

For as we wandered, far and wide,

The snenu in the street, and the wind on the door.

What hap do ye deem there should us betide ?

Minstrels and maids, standforth on thefloor.

Under a bent when the night was deep,

77/i- snow in the street, and the wind on the door.

We saw three shepherds tending their sheep,

Minstrels and maids, standforth on thefloor.

' O ye shepherds, what have ye seen

The snoio in the street, and the wind on the door.

To stay your sorrow, and heal your teen ? '

Minstrels and maids, standforth oh the floor.

' In an ox-stall this night we saw,

The snow in the street, and the wind on the door.

A babe and a maid without a flaw.'

Minstrels and maids, standforth on the floor."

G. A. Sim cox.

Brittany and its Byways.—By Mrs. Palliser. London : Murray.

Mrs. Palliser's little volume on Brittany has the merit of

conveying, in a small compass, a very distinct impression

of the country she writes about. It does not present itself

as a book of original research, or of what is called word-

painting. It is free from the effort and the pretentiousness

which so often disfigure books of travel, and make readers

lose their temper, between the little which the writer has to

tell and the grand way in which he tells it. The result is

that between her quiet, intelligent, sober descriptions and

the well-chosen and generally well-executed illustrations

with which the text is helped out, any one who wishes to

know what sort of a country he is to look for in Brittany,

will find the subject laid out for him and its special features

of interest and character well marked, in an unaffected and

pleasant narrative. We are surprised at times by slips in

the writing. "Clergy, nobles, and laity" (p. 73), is an odd

phrase to describe the " three estates " of Brittany : and it is

not exact to confound] an "ossuary," or receptacle for the

bones of a churchyard, with a " reliquary," or receptacle for

what are considered the relics of saints, of any kind soever,

as is done on p. 114.

It is, for its size, a very complete survey of the great

western peninsula of France. Brittany is more visited than

it used to be : but still a good many people think that when

they have seen the country about Dinan, they have seen

something of Brittany. The true interest of the country

and the people begins further in, not till we are west of

St. Brieuc ; indeed, for travellers along the main road to

Brest, hardly till they are west of Morlaix. But north and

south of the great road, true France has ceased long before.

There is a great block of land stretching northwards from

the Anse de St. Brieuc, finishing off into wild sea-banks of

sand and fringed by innumerable reefs and shelving islets,

the old ; bishopric of Treguier, with Lannion on the west

and Paimpol on the east, where the traveller plunges at once

into unmistakeable Brittany. Mrs. Palliser is alive to the merit

of this district. Its two rivers, the Guier and the Trieux,

have some charming spots : it has some fine sea prospects ;

Paimpol Bay and the ruins of the Abbey of Beaufort, of

which a pretty engraving is given, are scenes not easily

forgotten. The granite, cut into mouldings and tracery of

later Gothic, in the cloisters of Treguier, is one of the fine

memorials which we meet with, as we go westward, of the

material which the architects of the later middle ages had

to contend with, and of the vigour and skill with which

they coped with its refractoriness. Mrs. Palliser, who speaks

of the Cathedral of Tre'guier, ought to have called attention

to its striking cloisters. About Tre'guier we begin to find

that Brittany is a land of local saints. One of them, the

saintly lawyer, St Yves, " the poor man's advocate," who

used law and his knowledge of its subtleties for the defence

of the poor and oppressed, in the thirteenth century—an

age when legal injustice and cruelty had begun to vie in

power and mischiefwith the brute force of the feudal soldiers

—fills a large place in the veneration and household memories

of the Breton peasant, and exhibits a type of goodness

which it is rather remarkable that there are not more

canonized saints to have represented. " His name," says

Mrs. Palliser, " is borne by the majority of the inhabitants

of the district of Tre'guier and St. Brieuc. So great to this

day," she adds, " is the confidence placed in his justice, that
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in the department of the Cotes-du-Nord, when a debtor

falsely denies his debt, a peasant will pay twenty sous for a

mass to (?) St. Yves, convinced that St. Yves will cause the

faithless creditor (?) to die within the year. His truthful

ness was such that he was called St. Yves de Ve'rite ; he is

represesented in the ' mortier,' a lawyer's cap, with an ermine-

trimmed scarlet robe."

This is a fair specimen of Mrs. Palliser's pleasantly given

information. Her book is quite sufficient for those who

wish to see Brittany ; those who wish to know it, will still

have to go to Villemarque" and Emile Souvestre.

R. W. Church.

L'Art Arabe, d'apris les monuments du Kaire.— Tar Frisse d'Avennes.

Paris : A. Morel. London : W. Luks, 16, Beaufort Buildings.

. Fol. 1S69.

The first two parts of M. Prisse's work on the Arab Art

of Cairo promise to put on record some of the fast-perishing

monuments of modern Egyptian taste, which some day will

be as much valued .as the ancient works which are destined

to outlive them. An able artist, well acquainted with the

metropolis of Arab culture, has chosen from his portfolios

a series of illustrations of its art in its successive well-defined

phases, until the extinction of native taste at the beginning

of this century. The eight plates already published, seven

printed in chromo-lithography as the French only can, deal

with manuscript-illumination, ornamental metal-work, and

wall-decoration in painted arabesques and in tiles ; there is

also an architectural plate.

Of the three specimens of illumination, that from the

mosque of Keysoon (14th century) is quite admirable in its

severely beautiful style ; that from the mosque of Sultan

Barkook (14th century) is extremely rich and clever in de

sign, yet less reserved than the last, and hinting at the decay

in colour which speedily followed ; and the third, of Moorish

work (18th century), is very characteristic, but thin, florid,

and gaudy. The door of the fountain of 'Abd er-Rahmdn

Kikhya affords a most interesting example of openwork of

brass on wood, although, as late as the 1 8th century. An

other specimen of the work of the same age, the ornamenta

tion of the part of a pulpit surmounting the door, is of poor

florid arabesque, like the paintings of Turkish houses at

Cairo of fifty or sixty years ago, far inferior to those of Copts

and Muslims of the same period. Of much better style,

though still faulty, are the arabesques from the mosque of

El-Burdeynee. There is also an especially interesting plate

of " Rhodian " tiles—certainly not Persian—from the mosque

of Sheykhoo, whence Mr. Slade's fine Arab Lamp, a building

of the 14th century, though the tiles are dated in the 18th,

by M. Prisse. The plate shows their use in wall-decoration,

with the proper borders, the latter very rarely seen in Euro

pean collections. It is to be hoped that the growing appre

ciation of Arab art will be an encouragement to this beautiful

work, from the study of which truer canons may be learnt

than the vague notions which generally prevail as to the

most fertile source from which we may draw for the architec

ture and decorative art of the future.

Reginald Stuart Poole.

Intelligence.

The Castellani Frescoes. — Something may be added to the notice

published (Academy, No. 4, p. 96) respecting the frescoes recovered from

whitewash in the Cappella Castellani at Santa Croce of Florence. Vasari

says (Life ofStamina, ii. 200) they were commissioned of Stamina before

the troubles of the "Ciompi1' (1378) ; but it will appear that the Cappella

Castellani was built and decorated after 1383, with funds bequeathed

for that purpose by Michele de' Varri (Uldcrigo Medici, C/iksa di S.

Croce, Flor., 1869, p. 27). Vasari errs in the date, he may also err as

to the painter's name ; and it will probably be conceded that if Agnolo

Gaddi can justly claim the authorship of the frescoes in the choir of

Santa Croce, he may also claim that of the frescoes in the Cappella

Castellani. Both are by one hand—the latter more careful and less

decorative than the former. There is no end to the confusion created

by admitting the truth of Vasari's statement ; because, in the absence

of all other productions by Stamina—the total bulk of whose works

have perished—we should have to consider his style as an exact counter

part of that which distinguishes Agnolo Gaddi.

It is not unimportant to put on record that a divergence of opinion

exists as to the authorship of wall-paintings so talented and so vast as

those of the Cappella Castellani, yet this is not the sole purpose with

which these lines are penned.

In various parts of Santa Croce the friars have been busy in removing

coats of whitewash from the walls, and their labours have been crowned

with unexpected success. It seems a question whether, instead of

abusing whitewash as we have long been doing, we should not be

grateful for its preserving qualities. Whitewash covers and does not

improve pictures, yet it saves them from absolute destruction. The

right side of the pointed arch leading into the Baroncelli Chapel at

Santa Croce is partly covered by a tomb sacred to some member of the

Baroncelli family. On the face of that tomb is a Virgin and Child by

Taddeo Gaddi. The wall upon which this monument rests now dis

plays fragments of sleeping figures in a landscape, above which again

two fine Prophets holding scrolls are placed—one of them mutilated in

the lower parts—both slightly damaged by abrasion. Two Prophets

of similar design on the left side of the arch, are cut into by the form

of a clock, leaving the lower extremities exposed. Beneath the clock

is a portion of a composition—originally Christ with the Doctors in the

Temple—of which the youthful Saviour and two spectators looking

through a doorway remain. In the slants of the arch ten half-lengths

(allegorical impersonations) have been recovered. All these frescoes

are by Taddeo Gaddi, who painted the inside of the Baroncelli Chapel.

The front of the Bard's Chapel (Giotto's illustrations to the legend of

St. Francis inside) is also cleared. Here we have a recess above the

arch-entrance containing St. Francis receiving the Stigmata, a powerful

and bold design by Giotto. Two medallion neads in the spandrels of

the arch are scratched and repainted. The outer face of the choir arch

is likewise free : on the pillars, six full-length Saints ; in the soffit,

eight half-length ; in the spandrels, two Prophets with scrolls ; and in

the apex, the scutcheon of the Alberti and busts of Saints. Much

abrasion and repaint, but, still unmistakeable,—the hand of Agnolo

Gaddi. In a recess above the entrance to the Tosinghi Chapel to the

left of the choir, are the Virgin praying in clouds, in a mandorla carried

by four angels, and two medallions in the spandrels. Here also the

painting is faded or refreshed, but the remains are those of Giotto.

Crowe-Cavalcaselle.

Two Lost Years in the Life of Leonardo da Vinci.—The

Gonzaga archives at Mantua contain a series of despatches from the

Mantuan envoys at Venice, under the title of "Carteggio degli Inviati

di Venezia." One of the letters in this series has been kindly copied

and sent to us by the Canonico Willelmo Braghiralli of Mantua. It

throws some light on obscure passages in the life of Leonardo da Vinci,

and deserves to be published :—

" A dl 13 di jlfarzo, 1500.

" ILLUSTRISSIMA Madona.—Le a venecia lionardo Vinci, el quale

ma mostralo una retrato de la Signoria nostra che e molto naturale a

quella—sta tanto bene Jato non e possibile melio—non altro per questa—

de contenmo me raccomando.

" Voslro servo Lorenzo da Pavia, in Venezia.

" Ala 111™' Madamma Elisabetta Marchesana de Mantova Madona

Colendiss™*."

Lorenzo da Pavia was one of the Venetian agents most frequently

entrusted with artistic commissions by the Gonzagas. He mixed in

high society at Venice ; knew Bembo and Giovanni Bellini. There are

allusions to him in Bembo's correspondence at a time when Bembo was

on friendly terms with the Gonzagas ; and there are references to his

intercourse with Giovanni Bellini in Darco's collection of letters and

records illustrating the Arts at Mantua.

For the history of that period in Leonardo's life which immediately

follows the conquest of Milan by Charles VIII., we are chiefly con

fined to the authority of Luca Pacioli, who, in the Trattalo d'Architeltura,

says, that having been in Lodovico's service between 1496 and 1499,

he and Leonardo left Milan, and took up their residence at Florence.

Historians agreed in assuming that Leonardo settled at Florence in

1500, when he promised to paint an altar-piece for the Church of the

Santissima Annunziata, and produced the portraits of the Mona Lisa

and Ginevra Benci ; but this view appears to be unsound for several

reasons—firstly, because Pacioli does not say when he fixed his abode

in Florence, and secondly, because Vasari's narrative suggests a later

date for that event than 1500.

Vasari says : " He (Leonardo) relumed to Florence, where he

found that the brethren of the Servi had contracted with Filippino for
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the altar-piece of the Nunziata. But, having expressed a wish to design

a work of the kind, and Filippino having with great courtesy ceded the

order to him, he (Leonardo) was taken with his whole family into the

convent, and kept there at the brethren's expense."

The original contract signed by Filippino with the brethren of the

Servi, has been found in the Florentine archives, and bears thedateof 1503.

Other reasons for thinking that Leonardo did not return to Florence

immediately after the fall of Lodovico Sforza, may be found in the fore

going letter, as well as in the contents of the note-books published by

Amoretti. Strong evidence of the same kind is afforded by the com

mission, dated at Pavia in 1502, by which liorgia Duke of Valentino

raises Leonardo to the rank of his chief engineer.

But this is not all. We find Leonardo in March 1500 at Venice,

and he brings to the agents of the Gonzagas there a likeness of Isabel

d'Este. How came he to paint such a likeness, not having, as far as

we can ascertain, seen the Marchioness of Gonzaga ? Why did he not

take the likeness to Mantua? And, most important of all, what has

become of the picture ? These are points requiring explanation, to

which the following observations may apply.

Francesco Gonzaga was one of Lodovico Sforza's allies before and

during the French invasion of 1499. Hacked by Lodovico's interest,

he may have induced Leonardo to paint a likeness of his wife from a

sketch or a miniature. Twenty years before, Mantegna refused an

offer of this kind made to him by the Duchess of Milan.

Francesco Gonzaga, in 1 500, was smarting under the insult offered to

his pride by Lodovico Sforza, who deprived him of an important com

mand. Leonardo might therefore think it politic at that time to avoid

a journey to Mantua.

The Louvre collection contains a portrait by Leonardo, which Fere

Dan describes in his Tre'sor des Merveillts de Fontainebleau, as that of

the Duchess of Mantua. Modern critics inclined to think that the

person represented was Lucrezia Crinelli, mistress of Lodovico Sforza.

We inquire whether it is not possible to concede that Fere Dan's

authority is good, and whether it is not likely that the so-called " Belle

Ferroniere " should be Isabel of Este. C rowe-Cavalcaselle.

J Illuminated MSS. in Lambeth Library.—Among the treasures of

Lambeth Library are some choice illuminated MSS., which may now

be examined ; one of the earliest and rarest is the " Gospels of Mac-

Durnan," said to have been a present from Athelstan to the city of

Canterbury. This Irish MS. has very elegant border illuminations, and

the little red dots which diversify the interlaced and scroll patterns, are

characteristic of Irish ninth-century work. We may compare the famous

Book of Kells at Trinity College, Dublin. Irish art fills up the gap

between the best Byzantine era and that in which the richness and

delicacy of the Early English and French school arose. The illumi

nated figures of the four Evangelists in this MS. hold in their hands the

pastoral staves of the primitive Irish bishops, probably the earliest

representation of these insignia. The Evangelists are robed from the

neck to the feet, the flesh tints being curiously coloured with white

paint. On the opposite pages are illuminations of much later date.

There is an example of eighth-century work in Aldhelmus' (Bp. of

Sherborne) De 1 'irginitate. The initial letters are grotesque, the head

and tail of the letter being an animal or bird, intertwined with the scroll

pattern or with leaves. The only large illumination (engraved in Strutt's

Dress and Habits of the People of England, and fac-similed in West-

wood's Miniatures and Ornaments, eVr. ) represents an Abbess, fol

lowed by her nuns, presenting this treatise to the Bishop seated in his

pontifical chair. This outline drawing has now faded to a pale brown

colour. The frontispiece of the book is enclosed in a border with quaint

groups of birds and animals, relieved by patterns interlaced and formed

into squares.

A Sarum Breviary (Chichelc's arms appears on the frontispiece) is

remarkable for its numerous and effective small illuminations, and the

elegant border designs in blue, heightened by white tints, on a gold

background. Some of the illuminations represent the Annunciation, St.

Barbara in Captivity, St. Andrew, &c.

The "Limoges Missal," besides numerous border designs of flowers

and fruit, has two large page illuminations. One is the Crucifixion,

depicted at the moment when a soldier in armour has ridden up and

pierced the Saviour's side ; the garments of the women have lines of gold

laid on in the folds of the drapery, while thread-like lines of silver adorn

the blue rol>e of the Virgin. The other faces this, and represents God

the Father, the four Evangelists occupying the corners of the picture ;

the right hand of the Father points to the figure of Our Lord on the

Cross : and this arrangement of the two pages is mentioned by Black -

burne in his work on Decorative Painting applied to Architecture, who

remarks on such illustrations as occurring at this part of a missal, viz.,

at the Canon of the Mass.

Of thefiye or six Psalters at Lambeth, dating from the end of the 13th

century, No. 233 may be selected as a type, showing the peculiarly

" Gothic feeling " of the age. The signs of the Zodiac and occupations

of the seasons are given in small medallion paintings in the Calendar.

Of the two chief illuminations, one represents Our Lord in Majesty,

with the Evangelistic symbols around ; the other is the initial B of the

" Beatus vir," &c, elegantly formed into the genealogical or Jesse tree,

and enclosed in a mosaic pattern border edged with gold.

The "Books of Hours" at Lambeth are mostly of English work.

No. 455 has illuminations representing the Murder of Becket, St. George

and the Dragon, &c. The borders of each page show a delicate lace

like pattern, formed by the intermixture of fruit and flowers, as the

wild strawberry, with roses, daisies, and forget-me-nots.

Lastly, we may notice a fine copy of the Apocalypse, a 4to vol. of the

end of the 13th century, with 39 illustrations the size of half the page.

One represents the Vision of the open Heaven, with the golden candle

sticks, and the horses white, red, black, and pale. Others show us the

Great Multitude with palms in their hands, the Pouring out of the Vials,

the Fall of Babylon, and the Seven Angels. In this last, the drapery is

excellent, and the faces most expressive. In the frame of many of the

pictures a pale green tint is used against a reddish brown, with ultra

marine bordered by gold.

Such a collection as this, illustrates not only early art but early national

art ; the elegance and studied finish of the French miniatures contrasts

with the less harmonious but vigorous English style.

The small Art Collection is of course only one of the treasures at

Lambeth, but we must limit our present notice to the chief illuminated

MSS. S. W. Kershaw (Librarian).

Dr. Caro of Jena has propounded a new hypothesis as to the plots of

Lcssing's Nathan <tcr Wcise, and Miss Sara Sampson. Lessing himself

refers for that of the former drama to Boccaccio, but the story in the

Decamerone does not account for all the episodes. Dr. Caro thinks that

Swift's personal history and his Tale of the Tub supply the missing

sources. Lessing is known to have been a student of Bayle's Dictionary,

the continuation of which, by Chaufepie, contains an article on Swift.

The weak points of this hypothesis are shown by a writer in the Dutch

Theological Journal for January.

W. Jordan, formerly a member of the Frankfort parliament, has

re-written the Nibelungen-Lied in alliterative blank verse, and is reciting

it to popular audiences at Berlin during the winter lecture season. He

has adopted from The Edda the early relation between Siegfried and

Brunhilde.

Instead of the gingerbread Gothic summer-house originally contem

plated, it is now intended to erect a tower of comparatively monumental

character on the isle of Kiigen, Arndt's birthplace, in commemoration

of the centenary of his birth.

A Slavonian account of Creation.—The current issue of the Lite

rary Society of Prague includes a volume of popular tales collected in

all the Slavonian countries, and translated by M. Erben into Czech.

We extract the shortest : "In the beginning there was only God, and

he lay asleep and dreamed. At last it was time for him to wake and

look at the world. Wherever he looked through the sky a star came

out. He wondered what it was, and got up and began to walk. At

last he came to our earth ; he was very tired ; the sweat ran down his

forehead, and a drop fell on the ground. We are all made of this

drop, and that is why we are the sons of God. Man was not made for

pleasure ; he was born of the sweat of God's face, and now he must live

by the sweat of his own : that is why men have no rest."

Mr. Smith, the Slavonian Professor at Copenhagen, has just translated

Nestor's Chronicle into Danish, with a commentary which is especially

complete for the Scandinavian side of the narrative.

Vodnik'B Poems.—The National Literary Society of the Slovenians

in South Styria, Carinthia, and Carniola, has published at Laibach the

poems of Vodnik. After an unsuccessful appeal to the loyalty of the

Slovenians towards Austria, he hailed the annexation of Dalmatia by

Napoleon in a bilingual poem (excluded from the edition of his works

in 1640) entitled in Latin Illyria rediviva; we give the most significant

stanza, Illyria speaks :

" Innixam unara manum

Gallia: habco :

Alteram vero Grrccis

Amice porrigo."

The last number (104) of the Scelta di Curiositii Lctterarie (Bologna :

Romagnoli, 1869) contains the first book of the Tesoro of Brunetto

Latini, in the Italian translation made in the second half of the 13th

cent, by Bono Glamboni. This edition represents (though not exactly)

the MS. discovered about ten years ago by the present editor, Roberto

de Visiani—a MS. which he places almost at the beginning of the 14th

cent. He has also compared other Italian MSS. and editions, as well

as the original French text published for the first time at Paris in 1863.

It was written in Brunetto's own words, en romans scion le patois de

France ; one reason being that the French is " the most delightful and

the most common of all languages." The whole treatise is a sort of

encyclopaedia of knowledge under the heads of Philosophy and Rhetoric ;

the book here printed deals chiefly with ancient history. It is interest

ing as giving us a record of the knowledge of the 13th cent, and as

being the book referred to by Dante (Inferno, xv. 1 19), where his master

says to him on parting :—

" Sicti raccomandato il mio Tesoro

Nel quale io vivo ancora ; e piu non cheggio."
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Selected Articles.

The Translation of Faith. [Very stately—inspired by Clough, recalls

Christmas Eve, a paraphrase from a Polish poem by Mr. R. Lytton,

which appeared in the Cornhill at the beginning of last year.] In Mac-

millan.

The Complaint of Monna Lisa : A. C. Swinburne. [In double Sestine.

The same subject was treated in a spirit of ethical optimism by George

Eliot, in Blackwood's Magazine.] In Fortnightly.

Autobiographies. [Shewing that they are most artistic before self-

consciousness has destroyed independence of character.] North British.

Ein Novellist in Versen. [A laudatory notice of Heyse, by R. Gott-

schalk.] Blatter fiir literarische Unterhaltung, No. 4.

L'Art contemporain : M. Barye. [A sympathetic account of an inter

esting but unsatisfactory artist, by D'Henriet.] Revue des Deux

Mondes, Feb. 1.

Une Nouvelle forme de Poeme dramatique en Angleterre : Robert

Browning, by L. Etienne. [Shews the imperfection of the author's

dramatic talent, which is adequate to character not to action.] Same.

Life and Writings of N. Ugo Foscolo : P. Pavesio. [A somewhat

prolix apology for Foscolo's private character ; indicates, but insuffi

ciently, the part played by Foscolo in rekindling the literary spirit in

Italy through the medium of patriotism.] Rivista Contemporanea,

Dec. and Jan.

Albert Bierstadt, by W. Helbig, in the Zeitschrift fiir bildende Kunst.

Les Peintres flamands aux xvie et xvii" siecles, by Alfred Michiels, in

the Gazette des Beaux-Arts.

New Books.

Dodd, H. P. Epigrammatists, Ancient, Mediaeval, and Modem.

Bell and Daldy.

Early English Text Society. Extra Series.—V. Chaucer's Trans

lation of Boethius' De Consolatione (ed. by Morris).—VII. On

Early English Pronunciation, with special reference to Shakespeare

and Chaucer. [Containing an investigation of the correspondence of

writing with speech in England, from the Anglo-Saxon period to the

present day, preceded by a systematic notation of all spoken sounds

by means of the ordinary printing types, by Alexander J. Ellis,

F.R.S., &c. Part II. On the Pronunciation of the 13th and previous

Centuries, of Anglo-Saxon, Icelandic, Old Norse, and Gothic, with

chronological tables of the value of letters and expressions of sound

in English writing.]—VIII. Queen Elizabeth's Achademy (Sir H.

Gilbert) ; A Booke of Precedence, &c. ; Varying Versions of The

Good Wife, The Wise Man, &c. ; Maxims ; Lydgate's Order of

Fools ; A Poem on Heraldry ; Occleve on Lords Men, &c. (ed. by

Furnival) ; with Essays on Early Italian and German Books of

Courtesy (by W. M. Rossetti, and E. Oswald).—IX. The Fraternitie

of Vacabondes (Awdeley) : A Caueat or Warening for Common Cur-

setors, &c. (Harman) ; A Sermon in Praise of Thieves and Thievery

(Myberdyne) ; Parts of the Groundworke of Conny Catching (ed. by

Viles and Furnival) : Triibner.

EIKfiN BA2IAIKH. New Edition. Oxford and London : Parker.

Heyse, P. Dead Lake, and other Tales. Sampson Low and Co.

Kensington Museum. A Descriptive Catalogue of Textile Fabrics,

by Very Rev. D. Rock ; published for Committee of Council on

Education. Chapman and Hall.

LCbke, W. Ecclesiastical art in Germany. Jack.

Marlow, Works of. Ed. by Cunningham. London : Crocker.

Tarr, H. Eugenie and Maurice de Guerin, a Monograph. Chapman

and Hall.

Shelley, P. B. Life and Poems, ed. by W.M. Rossetti. 2 vols. Moxon.

Walther von der Vogelweide, Wilmanns. Halle : Waisenhaus.

Zinzow, Ad. Thomas Arnold, pp. 127. Stettin : Nahmer.

Theology.

The Doctrine of Development in the Bible and in the Church.

By E. L. Blenkinsopp, M.A., Rector of Springthorpe. W. H. Allen

and Co.

• Mr. Blenkinsopp's volume is not less valuable for what it

indicates than for what it contains. He is right in saying

that a great change has passed over the theological mind of

England since the appearance of Dr. Newman's famous

Essay on Devclop?ncnt. The theory has indeed been ad

vocated in various forms before and since ; not only by

Catholic, but by German Protestant divines of various

schools ; but it is a new thing for High Church Angli

cans to recognise its claims, though the Nicene Creed, to

say nothing of the Athanasian, cannot really be vindicated

without its aid, and the testimony of St. Vincent of Lerins,

which is so often quoted against it, is really most explicit in

its favour. This is what the author must mean by denying

" that any one has anticipated him in his work," and we

could wish that he had made fuller acknowledgment of his

obligations to previous writers ; there is scarcely a single

reference from beginning to end of the volume. The subject,

however, is still so unfamiliar to English theologians, that

we are not surprised to find Mr. Blenkinsopp betraying a

certain confusion of language, if not of thought, both in

his general conception of the theory of development, and

in some of the details he has dwelt upon. Thus at the very

commencement he speaks of "further " and " brighter revela

tions " being vouchsafed ; he says the notion that the faith

was once for all given to the Saints and may not be added

to, is " wholly untenable ; " and again that revelation admits

of " change or increase." Similar statements occur elsewhere.

Now this is, to say the least, very inaccurate language. No

theory of development admitted by Catholic writers—and

the author evidently desires to be judged by a Catholic

standard—or indeed by any other that we are aware of,

recognises fresh revelations, or even additions to the faith

once revealed, still less changes in it. St. Vincent main

tains a development " sed ita ut vere profectus sit ille fidei,

non ferwi/tatio" and Staudenmaier is accordingly corrected

by Kuhn for speaking of "fortgehende Inspirationen." The

present writer may perhaps be allowed to refer on this cru

cial point to his own earlier statement in an essay on theolo

gical developments :—

" The development of doctrine does not mean that there is a constant

succession of fresh revelations in the Church to supplement or super

sede the revelations of Christmas and Pentecost. . . . What is

meant is simply this, that the Christian revelation once, and once for

all, 'delivered to the Saints,' through the Incarnation of the Eternal

Word, and from the lips of His inspired servants, though fully appre

hended from the first for all necessary ends, has grown, and was intended

to grow, by degrees on the consciousness of the Church, illumined by

the abiding presence of the Divine Comforter."—Catholic Doctrine of

Atonement, p. 3.

Mr. Blenkinsopp's phraseology is not always consistent,

and he very probably means no more than this, but it is

important to clear the fundamental principle of the book

from all risk of misapprehension. There is something, per

haps, of the same vagueness in his account of inspiration,

which he very justly confines to matters undiscoverable by

natural reason ; but when he calls it " a gift bestowed upon

a few persons " for special ends, and goes on to distinguish it

as " not a permanent quality or power," we are inclined to

desiderate some further explanation, as to what precisely

the gift consists in.

It is in tracing out the moral and doctrinal developments

of the Old Testament that the author seems thoroughly in

his element, and this is the most original as well as the best

executed part of the volume. The leading idea that " the

transition from Moses to Christ was not sudden but pro

gressive " is ably and carefully worked out, and Mr. Blen

kinsopp's experimental acquaintance with Oriental habits

and modes of thought stands him in good stead. The

chapters on " Moral Development," and on "the Apo

crypha"—the latter especially—strike us as decidedly the

best in the book. Whether or not the argument has any

effect on the scheme of the Ritual Commission—as little

intelligible on grounds of tradition or criticism as of edifica

tion—for abolishing two-thirds of the "apocryphal" lessons,

it anyhow clearly proves, what ought to have been well
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known before, that far the most " spiritual " teaching in the

Old Testament, and what brings it into closest relation

ship with the New, is chiefly contained in some of the

deutero-canonical books, notably in Wisdom and Eccle-

siasticus. It is the earliest approach to anything like a

theology among the Hebrews, and certain doctrines, as of

a future state, of angelology and demonology, are first

expresslyjenunciated there; not to add that there is an antici

pation even of St. John's doctrine of the Logos. And

"a very considerable portion of the theology of the New

Testament is taken directly from these books," as well as

many statements of fact.

The second portion of the volume, on Christian develop

ments, though full of interesting matter, is less original and

less accurate than the first. The heading of the chapter

" On Development in the New Testament," is a misnomer,

for the professed subject, which would well repay investiga

tion, is barely touched on. It is mainly an argument, from

internal evidence, against the Bible being the sole rule of faith.

In a former chapter the fact is clearly brought out, that the

Apostles did not explicitly teach the whole Catholic faith as

afterwards understood, and that on some points they were

themselves uninformed or mistaken. Thus " for at least seven

years they were ignorant of one great purpose of the Incar

nation—the salvation of the Gentiles ; " and they seem to

the last to have expected our Lord's second coming at no

distant period, and therefore never to have contemplated

any lengthened future for the earthly Church. There is a

good chapter on developments in the Church, but it is hardly

correct to reckon prayers for the dead among them. The

practice passed straight, as indeed the author intimates, from

the synagogue into the Church. Purgatory, of course, is a

development, but here Mr. Blenkinsopp falls into a double

blunder, when he says " the Orthodox (Eastern) Church has

never recognised this Roman doctrine ; " which is explained

to be " that the purifying agent is physical fire." There is

no such " Roman doctrine ; " it is merely matter of private

opinion. The Council of Trent has simply ruled that there

is a purgatory, and that the souls detained there are bene

fited by prayers and masses, which does not imply, as is

here suggested, that " prayers and masses c/iange the state of

the departed from one of condemnation to one of salvation."

The Eastern Church, at the synod of Bethlehem (1672), made

just the same profession of belief. Elsewhere transubstan-

tiation is said to have " become the doctrine of the Western

Church." The Eastern Church adopted the equivalent term

(/aeToutnWts) at the synod of Bethlehem. Neither is it true

to say that "the Eastern Church has uniformly denied

the Immaculate Conception." In enumerating a series of

" Roman " developments, Mr. Blenkinsopp manifests again

an odd inaccuracy of thought when he begins with transub-

stantiation and ends with Papal supremacy, as " the centra

lisation of all spiritual authority in the person of one man."

Transubstantiation was a regular theological development

from the revealed truth of the Real Presence, just as the

o/toovo-ios, or the very term " Trinity," from the revealed

doctrine of Three Persons in One God. The Ultramontane

view of the Papacy, which is evidently intended, whether

right or wrong, grew up as the historical result of the accept

ance of the spurious Decretals. To class the two in the

same category of mediaeval developments, is to throw the

whole subject into confusion. It is a serious omission in

the interesting chapter on theological science, that no criteria

are suggested for distinguishing genuine from spurious deve

lopments, though some inferences are suggested by the con

trast of " Protestant development " as tending to infidelity,

which is afterwards drawn out

The book is too good for one not to wish it to be better.

And we hope that the criticisms whichwe have offered freely,

but in no unfriendly spirit, may suggest to the accomplished

author the revision of some passages, and a further elabo

ration of points touched upon without being adequately

sifted, in a future edition. H. N. Oxenham.

Oracula Sibyllina, editio altera ex priore ampliore contracta, integra

tamen et passim aucta, multisque locis retractata, curante C. Alex

andre. Parisiis, 1869.

Few fragments of the prophecies of the heathen Sibyls

remain ; but pre-Christian Judaism had already adopted the

form of Sibylline prophecy, and primitive Christianity so

highly prized these oracles, even before Christian hands had

added new ones, as even to place them by the side of the

Old Testament prophecies. Thus in 1 Clem. c. 51, and the

Sermon of Peter (and of Paul) edited in Novum Testamentum

extra Canonem receptum, vol. iv. p. 60, the Sibyls are desig

nated as prophets of the one God, and of future events.

Verses from the Sibyls are also frequently quoted by Lactan-

tius. The Sibylline oracles of the older Fathers have not

come down to us in their original state, but a later Christian

writer, probably in the sixth century, digested and combined

the Judaso-Christian oracles, so that we possess a large col

lection of them, in no less than fourteen books, though by

no means of equal antiquity and value.

The best edition of this collection was published in two

volumes, bearing date respectively 1841 and 1866, by M.

Alexandre, besides which a useful smaller edition was brought

out by Dr. Friedlieb in 1852. Now that the first volume of

his large edition, which contained the text, is out of print,

M. Alexandre has republished the text in a second smaller

but improved edition. After a preface, which is directed

especially against Ewald, follows an introduction, principally

concerned with the origin of the several portions. The

text is accompanied by amended readings in brackets, short

explanations, and a critical commentary. The conclusion is

formed by notes on the matter of the several books, and an

Index rerunt vocumque prozcipuarum.

The edition itself doubtless deserves our thanks, although

the corruptions of the text are by no means all removed.

But the " higher criticism," which M. Alexandre offers, i.e.

his decisions respecting the origin of the several portions, is

far from being satisfactory. He exaggerates the extent of

the Christian element, which he even discovers in the third

book, the oldest part of the entire collection. I have myself

made a minute investigation of this prophecy in Die Jiidische

Apokalyptik (Jena, 1857), pp. 51-90, the results of which

may be thus briefly summed up. The Procemium preserved

in great part by Theophilus of Antioch {Ad Autol. ii. 36),

occupied its present position from the first, and this was

followed by Orac. Sib. iii. 97-463, 471-774, 776-817, so

that we possess pretty nearly the whole of the prophecy, which

Lactantius (Inst. Div. i. 6,) estimates at about 1000 verses.

It was composed, not, as Bleek still maintained, under

Antiochus Epiphanes, but nearly a generation later, when

Ptolemy VII. Physcon (b.c. 146-117) had become monarch

of Egypt, and the bitter enemy of the Jews in Alexandria ;

and when the empire of the Seleucidas was broken up by

intruders like Trypho (b.c. 142-137), and the Jewish nation

in Palestine had been rejoicing in the recovery of their

independence since B.C. 142.

A year after the publication of the Jiidische Apokalyptik, a

dissertation of Ewald appeared on the origin and value of

the Sibylline books, which, without recognising my priority,

placed the Jewish Sibyllist only a little later, i.e. b.c. 124,

under the insignificant Alexander Zebina, as I hold incor

rectly. It was reserved for M. Alexandre to push his

belief in Ewald's originality so far, that he not only con
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fines himself in the preface to meeting the arguments of

that scholar, but observes, p. 354, " virorum doctorum Reuss

et Hilgenfeld (opiniones) omittcnda; magnam partem ex

Ewaldo desumptse."

M. Alexandre himself defends the view that the oldest

Jewish Sibylline prophecy was composed about 168 B.C.

This I have sufficiently discussed, and, I hope, refuted, in

Die Prophrten Esra u. Daniel, p. 93, &c. I now concern

myself only with the further errors of M. Alexandre, viz.,

that the Procemium, which Lactantius ( Inst. Div. iv. 6) attests

as the beginning of the Erythraan Sibyl, was written by a

Christian, a.d. 79 or 80, and the whole section, Orac. Sib.

iii. 295-4SS, interpolated by a Christian under the Anto-

nines. It is fatal to this view that v. 2 1 recommends " holy

hecatombs" to be offered to the true God. No Christian

could write thus. M. Alexandre's further assertion is obvi

ously no better founded, that this Proctmium already contains

the Christian doctrine on God the Father and the Holy

Spirit, though the latter is not clearly distinguished from the

Son of God. Surely it is not the Christian doctrine of the

Holy Spirit, which we find in vv. 5, 6, to the effect that

the Creator yXvKv irvtvp. iv unracri KairOtTO )(rjyr]TTJpa /3poru>v

-TravTwv i-n-oirja-ey, or when God is named in v. 18 7ru<n fipo-

Tourev ivuiv to Kpirrjpwv iv <pai koiviS.

As for the section, iii. 295-488, it is an essential part

of the oldest Jewish Sibylline, and its coherence with the

two other sections lies on the surface. Like those (see vv.

192, 193, 608, &c.) it goes down to the seventh (Hellenic)

king of Egypt (v. 318). It describes Antiochus Epiphanes

(v. 388, &c.) as the precursor of the end, just as in v. 611,

&c. That it is dependent on the Revelation of John is by

no means observable, whether we compare Rev. xvi. 8 with

M. Alexandre on v. 317, or Rev. xvi. 6, with the note on

v. 311 (p. 382). On the contrary, this notion contains the

most distinct indications of an origin about 140 B.C. Thus

in v. 316, &c, we meet with the bloodshed caused by

Ptolemy VII. at the conquest of Alexandria. The comet,

portending sword, famine, and death, and the destruction

of great generals, was the same (which Seneca (iVatur.

Quastt. vii. 15) mentions shortly before the Achaean war

(b.c. 147). The generals spoken of will be Perseus of Mace

donia, Hasdrubal, and Critolaus, the general of the Achaean

league. The tribute levied by the Romans in Alexandria

and Asia (vv. 349, 350), is explained by the appearance of

Scipio Africanus Minor in Asia, about B.C. 142. The

spurious Kronidae, v. 383, are by no means Romans, as

M. Alexandre supposes, but Alexander the Great and his

successors ; v. 388 and the following verses, which the

editor calls "very obscure" (p. 354), are rendered perfectly

intelligible by the history of the Syrian kingdom after

Antiochus Epiphanes. The mention of the destruction of

Carthage, v. 484, and of other events of the time, are, as it

were, supererogatory proofs that the date of this section is

about 140 B.C. ; vv. 464-470 are the only lines which may

perhaps be a later interpolation, belonging to the time of

Nero and the disorders which followed it.

M. Alexandre also ascribes a Christian origin to the

fourth book, which was composed soon after the eruption

of Vesuvius, a.d. 79, but with equal injustice. In v. 165 it

is not Christian baptism, but the lustrations of the Essenes,

which are recommended. The blessing before eating and

drinking, v. 25, &c, is still purely Jewish; the rejection of

bloody sacrifices Essenian. As a record of Jewish Essenism,

this prophecy is important. It contains also the first antici

pation of the return of Nero (vv. r 19, &c, 137, &c), but in a

Jewish form, without Nero's death and resuscitation, as I

have lately shown in the Zeitschrift fiir wissensch. Theologie,

1869, p. 435, &c.

The examination of the fifth book, which M. Alexandre

regards as a Jewish-Christian composition of the time of the

Antonines, would lead us too far, since we have to deal

here with manifest interpolations, such as v. 256, &c. At

any rate, M. Alexandre has limited the Jewish foundation

of these Sibyllines far too much, and exaggerated the extent

of the Christian continuations and additions.

A. Hilgenfeld.

HEBRE IV PHILOLOGY.

Professor Weir's letter to the Editor on Ps. 1. 23, which appeared in

our last number, has called forth a number of protests, most of them

founded on arguments of too obvious a nature to be repeated in our

columns. In order to do justice to Professor Weir, the objectors should

have considered two previous questions, (1) How far is poetical taste a

guide in textual criticism ? (2) How far is the canon " Pra:stat lectio

ardua" capable of being applied to so ill-attested a text as that of the

Hebrew Scriptures ? The urgent need of a better understanding on these

points is shewn by a recent work of Professor Roorda of Leyden, a distin

guished Orientalist, but very narrow in his views on Hebrew grammar,

which, by the extravagant use of conjectures, he endeavours to force

upon the Hebrew text. See his Comnuntarius in Vaticinium Hkh<e

(Leyden and Leipzig, 1869). A very different school of philology is

ably represented by Dr. Land in a paper on "The new direction in

Hebrew Grammar," in the January number of the Theologisch Tijd-

schrift. The writer sets out, like his predecessors, from the pointed

Masoretic text, but rejects the Jewish explanation of the vowel-points.

He admits an original distinction of quantity in the primitive vowels,

S, a, f, I, H, Fi, ai, an, but denies that the points were intended to mark

anything but the "complexion" of the respective sounds. Professor

Bickell of Miinster has published the first part of an elementary Hebrew

grammar on the plan of Olshausen. See his Grundriss der hebr. Gram-

matik, Leipzig, 1869. The eighth edition of Ewald's grammar is out ;

the type is closer, and many corrections are made in the details. Dr.

Chajes has drawn attention, in an academical essay (Uebcr d. hebr.

Gramm. Spinozds, Breslau, 1869), to the curious attempt of Spinoza to

extend his doctrine of substance to the sphere of philology. "Omnes

Hebra?pe linguce voces" (says the philosopher), "vim et proprietates

nominis habent." Thus the verb ceases to be an independent part of

speech, and falls into three classes of nouns, those of action, and of

manner, and the nomina adjectiva.—We have now to mention two new

journals, one of which has just started, and the other has just completed

its first volume. The Revue Israelite is a weekly journal of about sixteen

pages, which admits articles on Hebrew philology. MM. J. Derenbourg

and Harkaway have already written in it. The Archivfur wissensch.

Erforschung d. Alien TestamenUs, edited by Professor Merx, appears at

uncertain intervals, and, we fear, is not likely to command a large cir

culation. It is the more important that English Hebraists should com

bine to encourage a work of pure scholarship, which no future researches

in the Old Testament can afford to ignore. Several valuable MSS. have

been printed in this volume for the first time, e.g. the Bodleian-Arabic

version of the Minor Prophets (with a German translation), specimens

of which had been published by Paulus. Among the contributors are

Delitzsch, Eleischer, Hitzig, Noldeke. Four parts are issued to the

volume, each costing only three shillings.

Selected Articles.

Fairbairn on the Revelation of God in Scripture, rev. by Diestel, in

Jahrbiicher fiir deutsche Theologie, vol. xv., No. I. [One of the most

" scientific " productions of Scottish theology ; but, on the questions of

miracles and Jewish history, superficial.]

Kuenen's Hist, of the Religion of Israel, rev. by Diestel, in the same.

Biedermann on Christian Dogma, rev. by Romang, in the same.

[An unfavourable verdict by a Swiss pastor. Comp. rev. in Hilgenfeld's

Zeitschrift, noticed in Academy, No. 2. J

The Tribe of Benjamin, in Geiger's Jiidische Zeitschrift, vol. vii.,

No. 4. [An acute reconstruction of the history of Benjamin. From

Hos. v. 3-9, and Ps. lxxx. 2, 3, &c, it is argued that Benjamin was

originally attached to the northern kingdom, and only went over to

Judah when the fortunes of Ephraim began to decline.]

The Question of the Second Isaiah, by P. Mounier, in Revue de

Theologie, Nov.-Dec. [An abstract, clearer and more impartial than

we have seen elsewhere, of the arguments on either side. The Review

in which it appears has just come to an end.]

Ehrt on Maccabean Psalms, rev. by Kuenen, in Theologisch Tijd-

schrift, Jan. [Succeeds in proving the possibility, but not the proba

bility, of a pre-Maccabean date of certain Psalms. Dr. K. thinks that
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until the post-exilian period of Jewish history has been more carefully

studied, indecisive criticism of this sort will continue to be offered.

Lord Ashburnham's Fragment of Versio Itala, in Lit. Centralblatt,

Jan. 29.

The Discourses in St. Matthew, by Loman, in Theologisch Tijd-

schrift, Jan.

The Fourth Book of Ezra, by Wieseler, in Studien und Kritiken,

1870, No. 2. [The work of an orthodox Jew of Palestine in the reign

of Domitian.]

Recent Works on the Essenes, rev. by Langen, in Theolog. Litera-

turblatt, Jan. 17. [Dr. L. is inclined to admit only a moderate degree

of non-Jewish influence on Essenism.]

Haneberg's edition of the Canons of S. Ilippolylus, rev. by Schegg,

in the same. [Only extant in Arabic ; the circumstances agree with

the time of Hippolytus. Said to contain important testimonies to

Catholic doctrine (e.g. the "filioque").]

On Apollonius of Tyana, by M. Lcclerc, in Journal Asiatiquc,

No. 53. [Confirms the view of De Sacy as to the identity of a certain

Balinas, from whom Arabic writers quote frequently, and Ap. of

Tyana. Both Balinas and Apollonius were celebrated in tradition for

their skill in magic. Kazwini (see Academy, No. 4) refers to a talisman

on the gate of the palace at Constantinople, which agrees with a similar

statement of Nicetas with regard to a talisman of Apollonius.

New Publications.

Clementis Rom. ad Corr. Epist. Recens. J. C. M. Laurent. Insunt

et altera quam ferunt Clem. Epist. et Fragmenta. Leipzig : Hinrichs.

Dorner. Hist, de la Theologie protestante. (From the German : in

the press.) Paris : Meyrueis.

Guettee, Vlad. Hist, de PEglise. Tom. I. Paris: Cherbuliez.

Hefele. Hist, des Conciles. Trad, par Delarc. Tom. IV. (In

March.) Paris : Leclere.

Hunt, J. Religious Thought in England. Vol.1. Strahan.

Monotessaron Catholicon. Vita Jesu Christi Salvatoris. Wiesbaden :

Niedner. [Follows the chronological guidance of St. Luke ; adopts

the principle that many facts have been repeated in a modified form.]

Pl.UMl'TRE, E. II. Biblical Studies. Strahan.

Rossi. Roma sotterranea. Vol. I. ed. 2. (In the press.) Verona :

Munstcr.]

Rothe, R. Dogmatik. Das Bewusstseyn der Gnade. Part I. Die

Erlosungslchre. Heidelberg : Mohr.

Rouge, E. DE. Conference sur la Religion des anciens Egyptiens.

Paris : De Soye. pp. 29.

Wetzer & Wei.te. Dictionnaire encyclop. de la Theologie catholique.

Tom. VIII. (From the German.) Paris : Gaume.

Science and Philosophy.

'J HE AXIOMS OF GEOMETRY.

1. On the Hypotheses upon which Geometry is based. [Abfiandl.

der Kbnigl. Gesellsch. d. Wissenseh. sit Gdttingen. Bd. xiii.] By

B. Riemann.

2. On the Facts upon which Geometry is Based. [Nac/irkhten

rv/i d. Kbnigl. G. der Wiss. zn G'bltingcn. June 3, 186S]. By H.

Helmholtz.

3. Saggio di Interpretazione della Geometria non-Euolidea. By

E. Beltrami. Naples. 1868.

1. Theoria fondamentale degli Spazil di Curvatura costante. By

the same. Annali di Mateniatico. Ser. II. Tom II. Fasc. III.

PP- 232-55-

3. On the Transformation of Differential Expressions of the

Second Degree. By E. B. Christoffel. Journal ftir reine u. angew.

Mathematik. Bd. lxx. p. 46.

6. Researches respecting the Integral Homogeneous Functions

of n Differentials. By R. Lipschitz. In the same. p. 71.

The question respecting the origin and the foundation of

the axioms of geometry is one of the old riddles, the solu

tion of which has given rise to the most protracted discus

sions, and the most conflicting opinions among metaphysi

cians. It is a question, which, as I think, may be made

generally interesting to all who have studied even the ele

ments of mathematics, and which, at the same time, is imme

diately connected with the highest problems regarding the

nature of the human understanding. Lately, the mathe

matical side of the question has attracted the attention of

several mathematicians. The first paper, quoted above, con

tains a comprehensive exposition of the essential points.

Separate parts of the problem have been worked out in the

other papers, partly before, partly after the publication of

Riemann's researches. I shall try to give here the general

drift and the results of these investigations, as far as it is

possible to do so, without entering into mathematical calcu

lations or using formulae.

To begin with the more simple case, the geometry of two

dimensions. We live in and know a space of three dimen

sions. But there is no logical impossibility, in conceiving

the existence of intelligent beings, living on and moving

along the surface of any solid body, who are able to perceive

nothing but what exists on this surface, and insensible to all

beyond it. Neither would it be a contradiction to suppose

that such beings could find out the shortest lines existing in

their space, and form geometrical notions of it, as far as it

is accessible to and perceptible by them. Their space, of

course, would have only two dimensions. If the surface, on

which they lived, were an infinite plane, they would acknow

ledge the truth of the axioms of Euclid. They would find,

that there exists only one shortest (or geodetical) line between

two points, and that two geodetical (or in this case straight)

lines, both being parallel to a third, are parallel to each

other.

If, on the contrary, such beings lived on the surface of a

sphere, their space would be without a limit, as under the

former supposition, but it would not be infinitely extended ;

and the axioms of geometry would turn out very different

from ours, and from those of the inhabitants of a plane.

The shortest lines which the inhabitants of a spherical sur

face could draw would be arcs of great circles. The axiom,

that there is only one shortest line between two points, would

not be true without exception ; for between two points dia

metrically opposed, they would find an infinite number of

shortest lines, all of equal length. Such beings would not

be able to form the notion of parallel geodetical lines, be

cause every pair of their geodetical lines, when sufficiently

prolonged, would intersect in two points. The sum of the

angles of a triangle would be greater than two right angles,

and the difference would grow with the area of the triangle.

It is evident that the beings on the spherical surface would

not be able to form the notion of geometrical similarity, be

cause they would not know geometrical figures of the same

form but different magnitude, except such as were of infi

nitely small dimensions.

Now let us suppose beings living on any other surface, for

example, that of an ellipsoid. They could construct the

shortest lines between three points, and form in this way a

geodetical triangle. But if they constructed such triangles

in different parts of their space, so that the three sides of

the one were equal to the three sides of the other, the angles

of these triangles would be different, except in particular cases.

Circles of equal geodetical radius would have different areas

and different lengths of periphery, when situated in parts of

the surface where the curvature is different In such a case,

therefore, it would not be possible, as it is in the plane and on

the sphere, to construct in every place a figure, congruent

to a given figure, or to move a figure without changing one

or more of its dimensions.

As Gauss has demonstrated in his celebrated treatise on

the curvature of surfaces, the condition to be fulfilled, in

order that congruent figures, i.e. such as may be applied to

each other and being so applied will coincide, may be drawn
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everywhere on a surface, is, that the "measure of the cur

vature"—i.e. the. reciprocal of the product of the greatest

and least radii of curvature—of the surface should be every

where the same.

Gauss has also shown in the same paper, that if a surface

is bent without dilatation or contraction of any of its linear

elements, the measure of curvature at every point in it re

mains the same. Thus, for example, a plane may be rolled

up into a cylinder or a cone, and the measure of its curva

ture will still be equal to zero. Or a piece of a spherical

surface may be rolled into a spindle-shaped surface, which

experiment can be performed easily by cutting out of a

bladder its fundus, the curvature of which is nearly spherical.

One can model such a membrane into various shapes, repre

senting different modifications of spherical surfaces altered

by bending.

Now since we have supposed that by such bending no

linear element of the surface is lengthened or shortened, the

length of all lines, the magnitude of all angles, the area of all

triangles, constructed on the surface, remain the same before

and after the bending. It is, therefore, evident that the

system of Geometry, which belongs to the figures drawn on

such a surface, would be independent of the manner in which

it was bent.

Among the examples, which we have used as illustrations,

there were two surfaces, fulfilling the condition that the

measure of curvature is the same on all their points, namely,

the plane where it is equal to zero, and the sphere where it

may have every possible positive value.

Besides these two, surfaces can be constructed, in which

the measure of curvature is constant, but of a negative value.

Signor Beltrami has called them "pseudospherical surfaces."

They are saddle-shaped in every point, being convex in one

direction and concave at the same side in a direction at right

angles to the first So, for example, a pseudospherical sur

face may appear in the shape of a ring, the inner surface of

which is convex to the axis. Or it may appear like the outer

surface of a champagne-glass, the stem widening out upwards

into an outward curved margin, and prolonged downwards

into an infinitely long and thin thread. We may consider

the surface in these cases as infinitely extended in the direc

tion at right angles to the axis, as if it were rolled up around

the axis. But we cannot in our space construct any pseudo

spherical surface, infinitely extended in the direction of the

axis of revolution. We always arrive either at one limit, as

in the form of a champagne-glass, or at two limits, as in the

case of a ring. At those limits the smaller radius of cur

vature becomes evanescent, the greater infinite.

In spite of this, if we suppose a pseudospherical surface

flexible we may treat it as if it were infinitely extended in all

directions. For every piece of the surface which approaches

the limit of the surface can be moved along the rest of the sur

face and adapted to another part of it, where a continuation

of it, and of the figures drawn upon it, is possible. Although

therefore we are not able to construct a pseudospherical sur

face infinitely extended at the same time in all directions, we

can nevertheless construct all the parts of it one after the

other, so that each part forms the continuation of the others

without interruption.

Signor Beltrami has given in his papers on the Gcometria

Non-Euclidea a very elegant exposition of the geometry of

figures on pseudospherical surfaces, and has demonstrated

that figures perfectly congruent to any given figure on the

surface can be drawn on every other part of it ; and that, as

in the plane, between every two points only one shortest

(geodetical) line exists. On the contrary, the axiom about

parallel lines does not hold good. When a geodetical line

on the surface is given and also a point not situated in the

line, a pencil of geodetical lines can be drawn through this

point, which do not intersect the given line although pro

duced to infinity. Such a pencil of lines is limited by two

geodetical lines, one of which intersects one of the ends of

the given line at an infinite distance, the other the other end.

These two do not coincide as is the case on the plane.

The exposition of this abstract geometry is remarkably sim

plified by Beltrami, by a certain method of representing the

points of the pseudospherical surface on a plane and in the

interior of a circle, in such a way that every geodetical line

of the pseudospherical surface is represented by a straight

line in the plane.

A system of geometry, excluding the principle of parallel

lines, had been developed synthetically long ago by Lobat-

schewsky in his Theorie gcometrique (traduite par Houel). It

agrees perfectly with the geometry of pseudospherical sur

faces developed by Beltrami. By these investigations it is

demonstrated that the three axioms we have repeatedly spoken

of contain the definition of the plane, necessary and sufficient

to serve as a basis for the geometry of this surface, and of

all the surfaces which are developable into a plane.

The axiom that all parts of the surface can be applied to

all other parts (when we do not regard the limits) distin

guishes the three surfaces of constant curvature from all

other surfaces. The axiom that there is only one shortest

line between every pair of points distinguishes the plane

from the sphere, and the axiom about parallel lines distin

guishes the plane from the pseudospherical surfaces.

The distinction between spherical and plane geometry was

evident long ago, but the meaning of the axiom about

parallel lines, as it comes out in these researches, could not

be discovered before the notion and the mathematical treat

ment of surfaces flexible without change of dimensions had

been developed.

These results regarding surfaces or spaces extended in

two dimensions only can be illustrated, as we have tried to

do, because we live in a space of three dimensions and can

represent in our ideas, or model in reality, other surfaces

than the plane (on which alone the geometry of Euclid

holds good). When, however, we try to extend these re

searches to space of three dimensions, the difficulty increases,

because we know in reality only space as it exists, and cannot

represent even in our ideas any other kind of space. This

part of the investigation, therefore, can be carried on only

in the abstract way of mathematical analysis.

In analytical geometry the position of a point is supposed

to be given by measuring any three quantities which depend

upon its situation, and which we may call its co-ordinates.

What quantities we choose as co-ordinates is quite arbitrary ;

we suppose only, that when the point moves, its co-ordinates

(or at least one of them) increase or diminish by infinitesimal

degrees. We have also other objects besides the situation

of a point which may be defined by three measurable quan

tities and which we are able to change by infinitesimal

degrees, changing at the same time their co-ordinates in the

same way. Riemann comprehends them under the name of

varieties (Mannichfaltigkeitcri) of three dimensions. Thus

every colour may be represented, according to Thomas

Young and Maxwell, as a mixture of three measurable quan

tities of three primary colours. Space, therefore, and the

system of colours may be railed " varieties " of three dimen

sions. Time would be a " variety " of one dimension only ;

tone, if we regard intensity and pitch, a variety of two dimen

sions, &c. Between space and most other " varieties " of

more dimensions than one there exists the fundamental dif

ference that we can compare the length of any line, how

ever directed, with the length of every other line. On the

contrary, it would be impossible to compare quantitatively a
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difference of intensity of sound with a difference of pitch.

Therefore, the fundamental problem of geometry, or stere

ometry, according to Riemann, is to find out the method by

which the length of linear elements of different direction

may be compared. In our actual geometry, whatever co

ordinates may be chosen, the distance between two infinitely

near points appears always as the diagonal of a parallele-

pipedon, the sides of which are the corresponding incre

ments of the co-ordinates ; and its length can be calculated,

therefore, by the well-known theorem of stereometry, which

expresses the square of the diagonal by the squares and the

products of the sides of a parallelepiped. Riemann has

accepted this most general theorem as a hypothesis, and

basing Jiis researches upon it, has investigated what quanti

ties correspond in spaces of more than two dimensions

to the measure of curvature in a space of two dimensions,

and has shown that these quantities must be constant

in all parts of the space in question and for all directions

in it, in order that it may be possible to draw in every

part of it a figure congruent in all its dimensions to

any given figure in another part of the same space. It

follows, then, that solid bodies of invariable form can move

about in a space of three or more dimensions with the same

degree of freedom as that with which they do move in real

space, only under the condition that at every point, and in

every direction of the space wherein they move, a certain

analytical quantity which is analogous to Gauss's measure of

curvature is of constant value. If this quantity is equal to

zero we have what Riemann calls a plane space, that is a

space which is related to spaces of more dimensions as a

plane is to our space of three dimensions. In a plane space

there exists only one shortest line between two given points,

and through a given point only one geodetical line parallel

to a given geodetical line can be drawn. The plane space

of three dimensions, therefore, is identical with the really

existing space. The geometry of the space of three dimen

sions of constant negative curvature has been developed,

like that of the surfaces, by Lobatschewsky, and by Beltrami.

There exist geodetical surfaces, as we may call them, which

are characterized by the property that every geodetical line

which joins two points in them coincides with the surface

throughout its whole length. Through a given point of such

a space a fasciculus of geodetical surfaces, parallel to a given

Surface and not coinciding with each other, may be con

structed. All these very abstract consequences have been

simplified most happily by Beltrami, like those relating to

pseudospherical surfaces ; for he has shown that every part

of an infinite space of constant negative curvature and of

three dimensions can be represented by a point in the

interior of a sphere in our real space, so that every geode

tical line of the former is represented by a straight line in

the latter, the points at an infinite distance in the former by

the spherical surface of the latter, and so on.

I had been occupied myself with similar speculations in

consequence of my researches on localization in the field of

vision. A part of my results coincided with Riemann's when

these were published ; in another part I had tried to trace

farther back the fundamental principles of our notions of

space. As I have explained above, Riemann accepted that

most general form of the value of the diagonal as an hypo

thesis; and after having developed the most general ana

lytical consequences of the hypothesis, he investigated the

question how these consequences ought to be limited, if

the principle of congruence be introduced.

My own speculations began with the principle of con

gruence, and were as follows : Every demonstration of geo

metrical equality is based originally on the fact, that certain

lines, surfaces, spaces, or systems of points are congruent, or

can be applied to each other. The fact that congruence can

be observed is the original fact, upon which all our notions

of space are based. In order that the notion of congruence

may be applied to any two geometrical figures it is necessary

to suppose that at least one of the two figures can be moved

without altering its form, and can be brought into the place

which originally was occupied by the other. The notion of

congruence therefore * implies the possibility of motion of

bodies of invariable form. We have seen above that motion

without change of form is possible only in certain particular

kinds of space. Starting from this remark, I have tried to

demonstrate analytically that, if bodies of invariable forms

move with the same degree of freedom as that with which we

see them move in reality, it follows that what Riemann has

accepted as an hypothesis must be really the case.

I have supposed, like Riemann, that the situation of every

point can be determined by measuring three quantities (co

ordinates) which change by infinitesimal degrees when the

point moves. Since, in the beginning of such an investiga

tion, we do not yet know any particular method of measur

ing any quantities in space, we can give no other definition

of a perfectly solid body than this, that the co-ordinates of

everypair of points which belong to a moving solid body satisfy

one equation. It must be remarked that if the number of

points for every pair of which exists one equation exceeds

five, the number of equations corresponding to this state

ment is greater than the number of quantities to be de

termined, and that by this circumstance the nature of the

equations spoken of is very narrowly limited. Perfect free

dom of motion is defined by supposing that every point of

a moveable body taken alone is capable of moving to any

other point in space ; and that the different points of the

body are not subject to any constraint in their motions,

except that which is defined by the above mentioned equa

tions subsisting between every two of them.

Finally, the possibility of congruence implies the following

two conditions :

1 st. Two systems of points which are congruent ia any

first position of the one system can also be applied to each

other in any other position of the system.

2nd. If a moveable body moves in such a way that

two of its points remain fixed, it will return into the same

position, if the motion continues, without being reversed.

The two conditions, last laid down, express nothing more

than that the equality of form and magnitude of two bodies

which is proved by congruence is a quality of the bodies

themselves, which belongs to them independently of their

position in space, and of the revolutions to which they may

be subjected. If these conditions are fulfilled, the well known

theorems about the partial differential coefficients of func

tions of several variables are sufficient, as I have shewn in

the paper quoted above, to prove the theorem which

Riemann has given only in the form of an hypothesis ; and

in this way all the other consequences which Riemann and

Beltrami have deduced from this foundation can be deduced

also from the fact that congruence of two figures can be

observed in real space.

We may resume the results of these investigations by say

ing, that the axioms on which our geometrical system is

based, are no necessary truths, depending solely on irrefra

gable laws of our thinking. On the contrary, other systems

of geometry may be developed analytically with perfect

logical consistency. Our axioms are, indeed, the scientific

expression of a most general fact of experience, the fact,

namely, that in our space bodies can move freely without

altering their form. From this fact of experience it follows,

that our space is a space of constant curvature, but the value

of this curvature can be found only by actual measurements.
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Riemann, indeed, finishes his paper with the somewhat

startling conclusion, that the axioms of Euclid may be, per

haps, only approximately true. They have been verified by

experience to that degree of precision, which practical geo

metry and astronomy have reached hitherto, and, therefore,

there is no doubt that the radius of curvature of our space,

if it should be spherical or pseudospherical, is infinitely great,

when compared with the dimensions of our planetary system.

But we are not absolutely certain that it would prove to be

infinite, when compared with the distances of fixed stars, or

with the dimensions of space itself. H. Helmholtz.

Intelligence.

Physiology.

Physiological Effects of Prussic Acid.—Dr. Preyer, of Bonn, has

published a monograph on this subject, which will be of interest alike

to physiologists and toxicologists. It contains an historical view, in a

tabular form, of 296 experiments made upon upwards of 30 different

kinds of animals, horses, dogs, cats, rabbits, birds, fishes, insects, &c,

showing that while the poison does not act instantaneously, the rapidity

and certainty with which it destroys life, even in the largest animals, is

very remarkable. The author is unfavourable to the use of prussic acid

as a therapeutic agent ; in any case it is very dangerous ; the beneficial

effects ascribed to it do not rest on satisfactory experiments, and the

numerous antidotes which have been proposed have proved valueless.

The only applications which are of any use are artificial respiration,

if the heart still beats, and, where respiration still continues, sub

cutaneous injection of small quantities of atropin. He also treats of the

detection of hydrocyanic acid in the blood, both by the absorption spec

trum, and by Schonbein's test, a mixture of copper sulphate and tincture

of guaicum.

Antidote to Poisoning by Strychnine.—Herr O. Liebreich has

proceeded with his important observations on the action of chloral on

the organism, and has found that it may be employed with good

results as a counteractive to poisoning by strychnine. On the other

hand, the evil consequences resulting from an overdose of chloral can

be averted by the use of strychnine.

Functions of the Nerve-centres of the Prog.—Professor F. Goltz

of Konigsberg has been continuing his observations on the different

nerve-centres of the frog. After removing the cerebrum with as little

effusion of blood as possible, the frog remained on the table in exactly

the position of a sound animal, and without any indication of the injury

it had sustained ; but, of its own accord, would never change the posi

tion once assumed. If pinched or pressed, it would turn itself round,

or remove itself by a leap from the external pressure, but would then

remain equally unchangeable in its new attitude. It can indeed be

induced by external means to go through actions which it would not

ordinarily perform voluntarily, so that to a bystander it would almost

appear to have undergone a course of training. Professor Goltz made

some curious investigations on the source of the croaking power of the

frog. Of its own accord it never croaks when deprived of its brain ;

But can easily be induced to do so by stroking it [softly down the back

from the front to the hinder part with the damp finger, every stroke

being accompanied by a croak of satisfaction. From a number of such

animals a complete concert of frogs can be obtained in this manner.

The mutilated frog possesses also the power of preserving the equi

librium of its body. If placed on a book to which a gradual inclination

is given, it climbs to the upper edge, on which it supports itself by its

fore-legs, and repeats the process every time that the inclination is

changed. Under similar circumstances an uumaimed frog would quickly

hop to the ground. The movements of the frog from which the brain

has been removed differ from those of the unmutilated animal in this

respect, that they are performed mechanically, and with the regularity

of a machine. It would also appear, from these experiments, that the

nerve-centres for the voice and for the power of maintaining equili

brium reside, not in the brain, but in the spinal cord.

Origin of Animal Electricity.—For several years there has been

a controversy among German physiologists respecting the cause of

animal electricity. L. Hermann, at present Professor at Zurich, was

the first to oppose the hitherto accepted theory of Du Bois-Reymond,

by a counter theory, that all electrical currents flowing from muscles

and nerves are the consequence of a chemical decomposition, produced

by the gradual decay of these structures. He especially rested his

theory on the fact that dead muscle behaves in a yiegatrvcly electric man

ner towards living muscle. He asserted further, that in the living frog

no muscular current exhibits itself, and that the positive statements

made on this point by Du Bois-Reymond rested on a mistake. On the

other hand, Herr Munk, of Berlin, has attempted to ascertain the cause

of the difficulty of demonstrating the muscular current in the living

frog. He suggests that the lymph collected beneath the skin is the

hindrance to the observation of the current under these circumstances,

because it supplies a good conductor for it ; and he shews that notice

able currents arise, if the lymph is allowed to flow out through small

incisions in the skin. Furthermore, Herr Worm Midler brings forward

evidence that the coagulation which takes place on the death of muscle,

is not the cause of the current. He has pursued the method proposed

by W. Kiihne, of experimenting on the still undecomposed fluid con

tents of frozen muscle. This is placed in a tube, at one end of which

the coagulation is induced. No considerable electrical tension is exhibited

between the coagulated and the non-coagulated portion, which can be

compared to the muscular current. Notwithstanding all these objec

tions, Herr Hermann, in his most recent publication (Archiv fiir

Physiologic, vol. iii. p. 15), adheres to his theory. He lays especial

weight on the fact, that in the living frog no muscular current is to be

observed, and maintains that the feeble current obtained by Munk

depends on accidental differences. A great obstacle is offered to these

researches by the currents which the skin of the frog itself originates ;

and in order entirely to eliminate these, Herrmann dips the frog for

some seconds into a bath of a concentrated solution of corrosive sub

limate, by which means the skin-currents are entirely destroyed. A

frog treated in this manner, exhibits no muscular current in its leg.

Hermann further explains the generation of the current during the

flowing of the lymph, which Munk observed, to be the result of the caut

erizing secretion of the skin which flows from the wound, or to the

surface of the muscles, and produces in them a chemical change. It

would appear that the controversy on the question is not yet settled,

and that it will probably occupy physiologists still for a considerable

time.

The Sense of Smell.—At the meeting of the Royal Medical and

Chirurgical Society on the 25th ult., Dr. William Ogle, one of the

secretaries, contributed a very interesting paper on some points in

relation to the physiology and pathology of the sense of smell. Among

other matters to which he alluded was the function of the pigment

which is found in the sense organs. Pigment-cells are present in close

contiguity to the nerve matter, not only in the eye but also in the olfac

tory region, and in certain parts of the external ear. In the eye it has

been taught by physiologists that the function of the pigment is to

absorb the excess of light, whilst others are of opinion that it not only

effects the absorption of light, but that it converts the light into heat,

by means of variations, in which we are enabled to perceive external

objects. Respecting its use in the car and nose, nothing, so far as we

know, has been said. Dr. Ogle, taking into consideration the presence

of pigment in the sense organs, and the fact that the essential property

of dark colours is to absorb light, suggested that sight, hearing, and

smell were each dependent upon peculiar undulations of matter, which

it was the function of the pigment to absorb, and then communicate to

the sentient extremities of the nerves. In support of the view that the

presence of pigment was connected with the sense of smell, he said that

as far as his observations had extended, pigment was more abundant in

animals having a highly developed sense of smell, than in those whose

smell was less acute ; and pointed out that as regarded races of man

kind, smell was most acute among the dark-skinned, in whom the

abundance of pigment on the integument was an a priori argument of

its supply in other parts. He referred also to a case reported some

years ago, in which a negro had gradually lost his colour, while at the

same time his sense of smell became impaired. The question, it is

observed by a writer in the British Medical Journal, is one which

requires further research before it can be settled ; bet, as a physiological

and physical problem, it is of great interest.

Botany.

Electricity of Plants.—Mr. Edwin Smith {Chemical Ntr.os, Dec.

17th, 1869) has detected constant currents of electricity passing in

certain directions in plants as follows :—in a cut piece of leaf-stalk

(rhubarb) from the end nearest the root to the end nearest the blade of

the leaf ; from the outer side of the leaf-stalk (same) nearest the cuticle

to the inner axis ; from the lower end of the flower-stalk (paeony) to the

bract or petal ; from the upper to the under surface of the leaf; in the

stem (hawthorn) from the cambium to the outer cuticle ; in the root

(several plants) from the outside to the axis, and from the root-stock

towards the lower or tapering end ; in the hollow stems of monocotyle-

donous plants (grass) from the inner to the outer surface ; in the potatoe

from the centre to the outside ; but in the lemon, pear, gooseberry, and

turnip, from the outside to the centre ; in a living plant (garden nas

turtium) from the plant itself to the soil.

Movements of Chlorophyll.—MM. Prillieux, Brongniart, and Roze

(Comples Rendus, Jan. 3rd and 17th), have made some important obser

vations on the apparently spontaneous movements of the grains of

chlorophyll within the leaves of plants. These had been observed by
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Bohm to congregate under the direct action of the sun ; Famitzin, con

firmed by Borodine, had also recorded very marked movements in the

leaves of a moss under the influence of light. This class of plants offer

great facilities for these observations, inasmuch as the movements can be

observed in them under the microscope without dissection. M. Prillieux

kept a moss in the dark for several days, when the cells presented the

appearance of a green net-work, between the meshes of which was a clear

transparent ground. All the grains of chlorophyll were applied to the

walls which separate the cells from one another ; there were none on the

upper or under walls which form the surfaces of the leaf. Under the in

fluence of light the grains change their position from the lateral to the

superficial walls ; under favourable circumstances this change takes place

in about a quarter of an hour. On attaining their new position the grains

do not remain absolutely immoveable, but continually approach and

separate from one another. If again darkened, they leave their new

position and return to the lateral walls. Artificial light produces the

same effect as daylight. M. Brongniart further observed that this move

ment of the chlorophyll under the influence of light does not consist in

the change of position of isolated grains, but of masses of net-work,

each containing a certain number of grains. In addition, M. E. Roze

states that, besides the grains of chlorophyll which coat the walls of the

cell, each cell is lined with a transparent mucous plasma formed of very

fine threads, the extremities of which unite together the grains of chlo

rophyll ; this protoplasm exhibits, under a high magnifying power, a

very slow motion, and carries the grains of chlorophyll along with

it. M. Roze believes, therefore, that the motion is a plasmic one, the

protoplasm being the vital and animating part of the cell.

Chemistry.

New Theory of Fermentation.—Justus v. Liebig combats Pasteur's

view, that the decomposition of sugar in fermentation, and fermentation

itself, depend on the development and multiplication of the yeast-cells,

in other words, are only a phenomenon accompanying the vital process

of the yeast. In Dr. Liebig's words :—"The development of a plant,

the formation and increase of the yeast-fungus, is dependent on the pre

sence and assimilation of food-materials within the living organism ;

but in the process of fermentation occurs, so to speak, an action out

wards, on materials which decompose into products that are not trans-

mutable into living organism. There are thus many processes of fer

mentation in which there is no increase and dissemination of the yeast ;

thus the vital circumstance on which Pasteur makes the whole of fer

mentation depend, is absent. With the exception of sugar, no ferment

ing substance occasions the propagation of yeast which compels sugar

to split up into alcohol and carbonic acid. Liebig insists that yeast can

ferment even without sugar, simply in contact with water, the same

products—alcohol, carbonic acid, succinic acid, and glycerin, being the

result ; and further, that in the fermentation, nitrogenous constituents

of the yeast pass over into the fluid, which, as the process continues,

again disappear, and serve for the formation of new yeast-cells. He

inclines to the view that the yeast can sustain a limited propagation and

development of itself; and that it does not derive the necessary ele

ments from the products of decomposition generated at the same time

by this process, which may be considered as an inciting condition, and

compared to warmth. Thus an increase of the yeast takes place, under

certain circumstances, by fermentation with pure sugar-water ; and its

multiplication is enormous when the fluid contains materials which can

serve for the formation of yeast-cells. The office of the sugar in these

new formations depends on the circumstance that it forms itself—not its

products of decomposition—in combination with nitrogenous and sul-

phogenous substances, the chief part of the contents of the cells.

Pasteur has, in Liebig's opinion, not explained, by his researches, the

phenomenon of fermentation ; he only places in its stead another phe

nomenon, the development of yeast, which equally requires expla

nation.

Solid Sulphide of Carbon.—I lerr v. Wartha has obtained sulphide

nf carbon (carbonic di-sulphide) in the solid state by rapid evaporation

under the influence of a quick current of air, in the same manner as

solid carbonic acid is formed as a substance resembling snow by the

extreme cold, caused by the rapid evaporation of the liquid. If the

evaporation of the sulphide of carbon takes place under water, the

water is changed into ice, and the whole assumes a temperature of

— 13° C (+ 9° F), the same temperature at which the solid sulphide of

carbon, which assumes the form of cauliflower-like masses, melts.

Change of Bread into Flesh.—Justus von Liebig has made the bold

assertion that bread changes into flesh if taken into the system along

with the extract of flesh ; in other words, that the constituents of bread

and of the extract of flesh so supplement one another that together they

ic-form flesh. This theory will not fail to renew the discussion of the

question of the usefulness of the cxtractum carnis. [WJ

Analysis of Sea-water.—Mr. J. Hunter has analysed (Journal' Client.

Soe., Jan. 1870) sea-water from various depths. The water was col

lected by fastening to the sounding-line a large brass cylinder, provided

at top and bottom with valves opening upwards. During the sinking

of the cylinder the water passed through ; when the cylinder was

raised the valve closed, and a sample of the water was thus captured

from the lowest depth to which the cylinder had sunk. The observa

tions were made at intervals of 250 ft., down to a depth of 2090 ft.

The temperature was found to vary from 50'5° at 250 ft., to 36-4° at

2090 ft., the decrease being very rapid at first, but at a lower depth

scarcely appreciable. The specific gravity was I "0275 at the surface,

and the same at 1000, 1250, 1500, and 1750ft. respectively: while at

750 and 2090 ft. it was 10273, ar,d at 25° an(l 5°° f'-> ''0274. The

number of grammes of oxygen per 250 c. c. varied very irregularly,

being greatest at 1500 ft., viz., "0017, and smallest at 750 ft., '0006.

The total quantity of gas per 100 c. c. also varied irregularly, the largest

quantity, 290, being at 1250, and the smallest, 2"20, at 750 ft. With

respect to the composition of the dissolved gas, the proportion of car

bonic acid was very large, and increased (with little exception) propor

tionately to the depth, from 25-12 at 250 ft., to 35'92 per cent, at

2090 ft. ; the proportion of nitrogen and oxygen decreased pari passu,

that of the former nearly regularly from 52-42 at 250 ft., to 43'54 per

cent, at 2090 ft ; while the decrease in the oxygen was less regular,

being 22-46 at 250 ft., from which it fell to 20-20 at 1500 ft., but had

increased to 2070 per cent, at 1750 ft., and 20-54 per cent at 2090 ft.

The locality of the observations was lat. 47° 39' N., long. 1 1° 33' W. ;

the date July, 23rd, 1869. [F. G.]

Physics.

The Electric Light in Vacuum.—Poggendorff, in his Annaleii,

mentions a remarkable phenomenon which was exhibited in an ex

periment on the electric light in rarefied air. Two very thin platinum

wires, whose points were placed opposite to one another, at a distance

of I millimetre, were brought on to the plate of an air pump, and

formed the poles of an inductorium. At the same time, the wire which

corresponded to the negative pole was twisted round the bulb of a

thermometer. It was then found that under full pressure of air the

point of the negative wire glowed with a clear light, and ljehind was

a train of a beautiful blue colour ; the height of the thermometer

remaining unchanged. As the air was pumped out, the point ceased

to glow, while the blue light moved to a greater distance from the

point, and towards the thermometer, which rose about 200 C. (36° F.).

With more complete exhaustion of the air, the blue light moved further

in the same direction, and left the thermometer, which again sank, and

all the parts to which the wire was attached, shone forth in the beauti

ful blue light, while the point of the wire itself was almost devoid of

light.

Miscellaneous Intelligence.

A "Brighton Aquarium Company" has been started for forming at

that watering-place an aquarium on a gigantic scale, and the shares

have already been largely taken up. The aquarium will be 700 ft. long

and 100 ft. wide ; and the most complete arrangements will be made to

bring under observation living sea and fresh-water animals and plants of

various kinds, and to facilitate the study of their habits and structure.

It will be under the management of Mr. W. Alford Lloyd, of the Ham

burg Zoological Gardens.

A Zoological Society has been founded at Liverpool, and it is intended

to establish a Zoological Garden near the town.

In reference to the statement in our last number (p. 100), that a

second volume of Hooker and Thomson's Flora Indka may shortly be

expected, we have pleasure in stating that a new Flora 0/ India by

Drs. Hooker and Thomson, is in the press, uniform with the series

of colonial floras issued by Messrs. Reeve and Co. This will supersede

the old Flora Indka. The 5th vol. of Bentham's Flora Australktisis

will also be issued in the course of the present season.

In Ausland for Jan. 1st. is a very interesting representation of a

rough sketch of a mammoth (Elephas primigenius), found on a bone of

the mammoth itself, exhumed from the Madeleine cavern, in the depart

ment of Dordogne.

Dr. Julius Baumann, the accomplished author of Ueber du Begrifft

von Zcit und Kaum in der neueren Philosophit, has just begun his course

of lectures at Gbttingen, where he was last summer appointed to the

chair of Ritter.

Selected Articles.

Geological Theory in Britain. Edinburgh Review for Jan. • [Sup

ports Huxley and Tyndall's theory of "Evolutionism" to account for

the changes in the crust of the earth, in opposition to the " Cata-

strophism" of Murchisou and Sedgwick, and the " Uniformitarianisin "

of Lyell*
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Strange discoveries respecting the Aurora : R. A. Proctor. Fraser

for Feb. [The increase and diminution of the disturbances of the

magnetic needle correspond, in periods of about 11 years, with the

increase and diminution of the number of solar spots. The auroral

displays coincide as seen from all parts of the earth, and probably cor

respond to similar manifestations upon every planet. The spectrum of

the aurora exhibits only a single bright line ; hence it is due to luminous

vapours ; the luminosity being probably caused by the passage through

it of electric discharges. Precisely the same bright line is exhibited by

the spectrum of the Zodiacal light, of the sun's corona as seen during a

total eclipse, and, very faintly, of the peculiar phosphorescent light

sometimes visible over the whole sky. The key to these phenomena

probably lies in the existence of myriads of meteoric bodies travelling

separately or in systems round the sun.]

On Ocean Currents in relation to the Distribution of Heat over the

Globe : Jas. Croll. Phil. Mag. for Feb.

Memoir on the Expansion of Gases : M. Regnault. In the same.

Les Populations Vegetales, leur Origine, leur Composition, et leurs

Migrations : par Chi Martins. Revue des Deux Mondes for Feb.

[A valuable paper. The writer considers the plants now existing to

be descendants of those found fossil in the tertiary deposits, many of

which differ from those now living rather as varieties than as species.

There have been two great migrations of plants—during the glacial

period from the arctic to the temperate regions, and subsequently from

east towards the west.]

Les Rapports de l'lnstinct et de lTntelligence chez les Insectcs : par

Geo. Pouchet. In the same. [An interesting paper. The writer

adopts Darwin's view that instinct is the result of the experience of the

race, in opposition to the older theory that it is unchangeable. Instinct

is an ensemble of habits acquired during a long period, and fixed by

heredity. Several species of ant, one of those insects in which instinct

is most highly developed, very like those now existing, are found in

great numbers as far back as in the Jurassic rocks of Switzerland.]

Etudes recentes sur les Meteorites : M. Daubree, in Journal des

Savants. Jan.

Die Palmen : von Franz Engel. Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie, 1870.

Heft I. [A complete account of the cultivation of palm-trees, their

distribution, mode of growth, organs of vegetation and of fructification,

and uses.]

Ueber Pfahlbauten, namentlich der Schweiz. Part I. R. Hart-

mann. In the same.

Contents of the Journals.

Dana and Silliman's American Journal of Science and Art.

Vol. XLVIII. No. 144, for Jan. 1870, contains a notice by Sidney

Smith of Crustacea collected in 1867 on the coast of Brazil, by Prof.

Hartt ; Notes on some new Mosasauroid Reptiles from the Greensand

of New Jersey, by G. O. C. Marsh ; and a description of a new and

gigantic fossil serpent [Dinophis grandis) from the tertiary of New

Jersey, by the same.

The Annales des Sciences Naturelles : Botanique. Vol. X.

Nos. 4, 5, 6, contain interesting articles—On the Structure and Develop

ment of the Fruit, by Ch. Cave ; Memoirs on the Ascobolese, by E.

Boudier ; On the Anatomy of the Flower of Gymnosperms, by Ph.

Van Tieghem ; On the Gases disengaged from Submerged Plants, by

M. Prillieux ; On the Functions of the Leaves, by M. Boussingault ;

and, On the position of the Trachece in Ferns, by A. Trecul.

The Zeitschrift fur Parasitenkunde. Vol. I., 3rd Heft, contains

Researches on the Nature of Fermentation, by O. Klotzsch ; On the

Poison of the Foot-and-Mouth Disease, by Dr. Bender ; On the Para

sites of Infectious Diseases (continued), by E. Hallier ; On two fresh

cases of Ear-fungus, by Dr. Ilagen.

New Ptiblications.

Dictionnaire Annuel des Progres des Sciences et Institutions medi-

cales. 6° annee. 1869. Paris.

Guntiier, A. Record of Zoological Literature. Vol. 5, for 1868.

London : Van Voorst, 1869.

Heiin, Victor. Kulturpflanzen u. Hausthiere in ihrem Uebergang

aus Asien nach Griechenland u. Italien. Berlin : Borntrager.

Husemann, Dr. A. and Dr. Th. Die Pflanzenstoffe in chemischer,

physiologischer und toxicologischer Hinsicht. Part I. Berlin :

Springer, 1870.

KbLLiKER, A. Anatomisch-systematische Beschreibung der Alcyo-

narien. Erstc Abtheilung, Die Pennatuliden. Erste Hiilfte, mit

10 Tafeln. Frankfurt a. M. C. Winter.

Linmarson, F. G. O. On some Fossils found in the Eophyton Sand

stone at Lugnas, in Sweden. Stockholm, 1869.

Lyell, K. M. A Geographical Handbook of all the known Ferns.

London : Murray, 1870.

History and Archaeology.

Historical Maps of England during the first Thirteen Centuries, by

C. H. Pearson, M.A. Bell and Daldy, 1869.

It is odd that Mr. Pearson should have prefixed a misleading

title to a very suggestive and serviceable book. The first

thirteen centuries of English History would bring us to a

time almost [within the memory of living men ; Mr. Pearson

hardly carries us beyond the Great Charter. The error is

so very obvious that we only notice it here, partly because

the confusion which it indicates has greatly effected the view

taken of our national affairs in the remarks which accompany

these maps, and partly because it is eminently characteristic

of our history that an atlas which illustrates it finds no change

to note after the fourteenth century. To follow the fortunes

of Germany, or Italy, or France, the geographer has to carry

on his researches to the date of Sadowa, or Villa Franca, or

the cession of Nice. But England was politically complete

four centuries ago, and great as have been the social and

economic changes which have passed over it since then, they

have hardly affected its geography. The bulk of the great

cities which commerce has created have developed out

of older sites, and with the exception of a few new centres

of mining and manufacturing industry, and the remarkable

upgrowth, in our own day, of the pleasure towns of the coast,

there is really no change which a map can register. Up to

the fourteenth century, however, extends a series of social

and political revolutions, out of which this England of later

times was born, and in the realisation of these the student

of English history will find Mr. Pearson's book of great

service. A map of Roman Britain, founded principally on

the well-known map in the Monumenta Britannica is followed

by one of "Cambrian Britain," designed principally to illustrate

the very difficult problems of the English Conquest, and

in which the author has incorporated the researches of

Mr. Skene in the North and Dr. Guest in the South of

England. " Saxon England " records the changes which took

place between the English and the Norman Conquests, while

the military and ecclesiastical results of the last are illustrated

in the two plates which give us " Norman" and " Monastic

England." The maps are accompanied by prefatory remarks

of a somewhat discursive kind, and by very elaborate and

valuable lists of Roman and Celtic sites, so far as they have

as yet been identified, of English castles, forests, monasteries,

and the like.

It is impossible to praise too highly the patience and

research displayed in such tables as these, or the wide ami

varied range of information which Mr. Pearson has shewn in

the remarks which accompany them. Still it is in these re

marks that one most easily detects the real fault of the book.

There is, throughout, a want of that sense of national

continuity which could alone fuse a series of maps such as

these into a really historical work. There is a little too

much antiquarianism, a tendency to run off on a number

of side topics and tempting problems, rather than to stick

to the matter in hand. The real work to be done is after all

simple enough. The English Conquest requires two maps.

one of Roman Britain, a second of Britain and England face

to face at the period of the earlier advance of the English

frontier after the victory of Chester. A third would give

our history in the seventh century, under the Northumbrian

overlordship, while pointing out the diocesan division and

ecclesiastical foundations of the new religion introduced

under its protection. The changes produced by the in

dependence and growth of Mercia during the eighth century,

the extension of its conquests to the Thames, the retreat of

Wessex in the North and its advance in the West, would
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occupy a fourth. Two others would shew the division of

England between Wessex and the Danes, and the new

English realm from Eadmund to the Confessor. Mr. Pearson

has already given us the England of the Conquest : but the

two great epochs of social change marked by the establish

ment of the Cistercian houses in the North, and the Friaries

among the commercial democracies, equally deserve illus

tration. It is obvious that such a series would have more

than a mere political significance, that it would be to some

extent a history of industrial and social progress, of the

advance of the religious and intellectual forces which were

embodied 'in the mediaeval Church, of that first stage of

our popular history which produced municipal freedom. At

any rate such a series would have noted every great epoch of

change, and so far would be complete in itself. It is just

this completeness and definiteness which the present series

wants. We can hardly take a better illustration than that of

the single map of " Saxon England." " Saxon England " is

a " long cry," as a Highlander would say, and for historic

purposes it is absolutely necessary to know what period of

our history between 449 and 1066 is intended to be illustrated.

But to such a question the map gives no answer whatever.

The presence of the name of Bristol, the authentic evidence

for whose existence commences with Cnut, would seem to

indicate the days of the Confessor. But there are none of

the later Earldoms ; and the political divisions, the Suth-

Engle and Middel-Engle, are those of the sixth century. The

last date is confirmed by our finding Lothian in the hands

of " Peohtas ; " but then again Oxford flings us into the

eighth century at earliest, and "Deoraby" into the ninth.

The result is that we get a map of an England which is no

England at all : neither that of (Ethelbert, nor of, Oswi, nor

of Offa nor of /Elfred, nor of Cnut ; a map which gives

us very little help indeed in realising the political revolutions

which the names of these kings indicate. From the esta

blishment of the West-Saxon kingdom our political boundaries

have remained unchanged, save in so far as the history of the

Earldoms perpetuates that of the older realms, and the con

quests of the marcher Barons extended our border to the

West. The last feature is hardly indicated in Mr. Pearson's

map of Norman England, and to Mr. Freeman's very learned

—though not, we think, always conclusive—researches into

the bounds of the Earldoms, no reference whatever is made.

But the changes which followed this political settlement were

of a character far more difficult to reach. We should have

been glad if the list of castles given in the text could have

been seen fairly in the face of Mr. Pearson's map of the

Conquest : his map of Monastic England gives us little aid

• in reaching the religious development which followed in the

new organisation of the realm which they indicate. We

follow the whole earlier history of England, so Air as it is

not purely external, in following its Monastic history : the

outburst of religious energy which followed the conversion in

Mercia and Northumbria, the ruin under the Danes, the re

creation under the Normans, the new orders of Henry the

First's day, the rapid establishment of the Friars. But

Mr. Pearson in no way helps to realise such a history as

this ; his map of " Monastic England " is simply a local

guide to the Monastic England of the thirteenth century, at

the moment when the purely monastic houses became utterly

without importance in the religious history of the realm.

In spite, however, of regrets over what he has not done, we

may still be grateful to Mr. Pearson for what he has done. No

one before, at any rate, has so clearly understood the influence

which physical change has exerted on our national history.

The opening dissertation which is devoted to this subject is

by far the ablest portion of Mr. Pearson's book, and carries

us from the consideration of geologic changes which have

affected the coast, to that of the physical and national effects

which have attended the gradual destruction of forest and

fen. In many of his researches, too, Mr. Pearson has shewn

a healthy spirit of historical criticism ; his abandonment of

any attempt to give a map of the British tribes is just as

sound as the exhaustive note upon Brunanburh. In judging

moreover, of details, it is only fair to remember, that very

little previous work has been done in some parts of Mr.

Pearson's field. The " Middle-English" have been placed

in so many odd localities, and muddled up with so many

different people, that we can hardly wonder that Mr. Pearson

has confounded the aldermanry of Peada with his later

kingdom, and placed the Middle-Engles where he should have

placed the North Mercians. The bishop-stool at Leicester

fixes their real position. So, too, the South-Angli, probably

the Northampton-folk, if it is not a more general term, have

got thrown down on the (really West-Saxon) colonists of the

Thames valley. One misses, too, the Suth-Hymbri ; and is

a little puzzled to find Doegsastan in Yorkshire, though it

is fair to say that Mr. Pearson gives one in his index the

option of Cumberland. The Yorkshire site is historically

impossible. How, too, was Lindisfarne the first offshoot

from York ? York, as a see with a succession, was one of

the first offshoots from Lindisfarne. Space, however, will

hardly allow further comment on a book which has at any

rate the merit of being the first attempt to illustrate in a

consecutive way our historical geography. J. R. Green.

History of the Norman Kings of England.—From a new Collation

of the Contemporary Chronicles, by Thomas Cobbe, Barrister of

the Inner Temple. London : Longmans, 1869.

This is a history drawn exclusively from those annalists who

lived among the people and scenes they describe, whose

reflections are in accord with the spirit of their time, whose

point of view is real and picturesque. Mr. Cobbe objects to

" philosophies of history," he rightly thinks that some modern

authors have given too much of a consecutive character to

those early and passionate ages, representing as the result

of policy what was often due to mere hasty impulses of

nature or of religious zeal. But has he not unduly limited

our view of those times, by depending so entirely on his

monkish chroniclers ? Did nothing but the popular view of

events exist even then? He gives us little from what we

may call the side of the administration and government of

the country. His account of Domesday is very brief, yet

the statesman-like policy of the Conqueror gave a permanent

form to the organisation of England. He says little of

Henry I.'s administration of law and justice, and less about

the growth of literature in this reign. He barely mentions

Walter d'Espec at the Battle of the Standard ; but does it

not throw some light on the state of knowledge in England

to hear that the veteran chief got a copy of Geoffry of

Monmouth's romantic history from Earl Robert of Gloucester

(the chief of his sister Maud's party in the civil war against

Stephen), and lent it to Constance Fitz-Gilbert, that Gaimar

might translate it from the Latin into Norman-French ? The

growth of national feeling and literature, both in England

and France at this time, is very instructive. The Norman-

English adopt the legend of Arthur, the French that of

Charlemagne, as their o\/n. Surely, too, the administration

of a county and a town, and the arrangements of the royal

court of justice, were interesting then as they are now—people

were not wholly engrossed in fighting. A group of states

men grew up under Henry I., we have a roll of the Exche

quer of this reign, and the law reforms anticipate those of

Henry II. Ths change in the English language too, caused

by the loss of in flections, is at least worth a notice ; with the
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reign of Stephen the Anglo-Saxon chronicle in its latest form

ends ; in this part, written at Peterborough, the " ge " of the

participle is systematically omitted, and the definite article

" the " is of all genders, numbers, and cases. We think,

then, that Mr. Cobbe's view of the four Norman reigns is

imperfect; but within the somewhat narrow limits he has

traced for himself, he has certainly succeeded in giving fresh

ness to the narrative by telling the tale as it was told by the

men of that early age. C. W. Boase.

Mary Queen of Soots and her Accusers.—By John Hosack,

Barrister-at-Law. London : Blackwood.

The defence of Mary Stuart, undertaken by Mr. Hosack,

is conducted with an amount of industry and acuteness

highly creditable to the author. His method is, perhaps, too

forensic for the purpose of a purely historical enquiry, especi

ally in this case, one of the most controverted that was ever

submitted to human award. Two kinds of evidence are to

be sifted, the one depending on documents, the other on

the queen's personal character and conduct. The former

Mr. Hosack subjects to a subtle and searching criticism,

particularly on the vexed question of the casket letters.

Those numbered '3, 4, 5, he pronounces genuine, but

addressed by Mary not to Bothwell, but Damley. The

others are condemned as forgeries on grounds which, though

not absolutely conclusive, render a re-examination of that

point indispensable ; the loss of the originals, however,

appears to us to bar a final judgment in this matter.

Unfortunately for the ingenious advocates of the Queen

of Scots, the essence of the case lies so completely in her

own conduct, that the minor evidence drawn from docu

ments and oral testimony is comparatively insignificant.

With regard to her actions nothing whatever has been

brought forward which will shake the verdict passed upon

them both by her contemporaries and posterity. Mr. Hosack

is silent on the discovery, claimed by Mr. Froude, of the

originals of two notes referring to the queen's abduction,

and a more important omission occurs in his account of the

Craigmillar Conference. The Protestation of Huntly and

Argyll is given intact in the appendix, affording incontro

vertible proof that Mary fully understood that she was to be

" quyte of" Damley, not by divorce, but by the same sure

means which had rid her husband of Riccio. In the narra

tive, Maitland's rejoinder to the queen's injunction that " ye

do nothing through which any spot may be laid on my

honour or conscience" is left out. For it is a capital

point with the author to represent Mary in all the trans

actions from the Craigmillar Conference to her third mar

riage, as by turns the blind dupe and helpless victim of a

ruthless oligarchy, whose first aim was to compass Darnley's

death, lest he should procure the resumption by the crown

of the estates granted from Mary's accession up to 1566.

Bothwell's ambitious designs also fell in with their further

plans. For Darnley's murder speedily followed by her

marriage with the chief conspirator, could not fail to ex

asperate the people against their sovereign, and thus afford

to the Protestant chiefs an excellent pretext for seizing the

government. In the narrative of events immediately suc

ceeding the murder, the fearless, acute-minded, and volup

tuous daughter-in-law of Catherine de Medici is invested

with the timidity and ignorant innocence of a Pamela ; the

facts of the case being squared to fit in with this novel view

of her character. Mr. Hosack takes for granted " Mary's

rooted aversion to the marriage " with Bothwell, who, backed

by the lords, forced it upon her, and urges, in proof, her

gloom on the wedding-day. But, in a woman of Mary's

emotional temperament, what could be more natural than

such a reaction of feeling? Her desire was fulfilled, and

in the hour of its accomplishment remorse and fear awoke—

a foretaste of that long bitter expiation which closed with

the scaffold. G. Waring.

Anticipations under the Commonwealth of Changes in the Law.

By R. Robinson. Papers read before the Juridical Society. Vol. iii.

Part xv. Dec. 1869.

This essay touches on some of the alterations made or sug

gested by the statesmen and jurists of the Republic, in our

judicature, and in our civil and criminal law. Much of the

credit of Charles II. 's improvements in the law is really due

to the Republicans. The intolerable grievance of the feudal

system was swept away, and Charles' first Parliament was

only too glad to carry out such a measure, which brought

with it a complete alteration in the system of taxation. The

legislators of 1641 abolished all courts of law which seemed

to them arbitrary or peculiar, or too local, but they were not

so successful in reconstruction ; the difficulty of travelling

made some of the local courts indispensable, and diversity

of usage, caused by difference of circumstances, made it im

possible to pass a bill for the uniformity of law. Cromwell's

committee suggested a method for simplifying the transfer of

land, and the establishment of a " Registry of deeds in each

county," unregistered sales to be void, and registered land

not to be subject to any " incumbrance." But the com

mittee failed to make any clear definition of "incumbrance."

The Little Parliament even wished to abolish the Court of

Chancery, where " twenty-three thousand causes of from

five to thirty years' continuance " lay undetermined. Changes

more or less sweeping in the superior Courts of Common

Law, and in the law Terms, were proposed—the Terms wasting

both time and money. An effort was made to end conflicts

of jurisdiction by confining all tribunals within certain

bounds. All actions between subject and subject were to

be brought in the Court of Common Pleas ; barristers, as

well as Serjeants, were to be allowed to plead before that

bench, and every attorney to practise in any court ; while the

judges were to be paid by salary, and not by fees. But even

Cromwell's famous ordinance of August 22, 1654, aimed

with more earnestness than skill at rapidity, simplicity, and

cheapness. Ecclesiastical law was replaced by common

law as to wills, marriages, &c. The Republican statutes as

to the mercantile courts were set aside at the Restoration,

but a bill embodying them was brought into Parliament, and

supported by Sir Leoline Jenkins. District courts to try

small causes were at last found to be indispensable, and

courts of conscience were established, and county judicatures

planned for England, courts baron erected in Scotland, and

manorial courts in Ireland. Further, Parliament recom

mended Cromwell and his Council " to take some effectual

advice with the judges for reviving the readings in the

several Inns of Court, and the keeping up of exercises by

the students there." The Puritan notion was that a law

court is for the advantage of the community, not merely for

that of the lawyers ; they laid the foundation of the suitors'

fee fund ; they had all fees paid into a public account ; they

did their best to check judicial simony ; they enacted that

English should be the language of law. It is no wonder

either that the Republican jurists should have desired a code,

or that they should have failed to make one. The outline

of a code had been partly and roughly drawn, the need for

one was urgent, the necessary science wanting. We have

now the sciences ancillary to jurisprudence, but the work

attempted by the Republicans yet remains to be done.

Space has only allowed us to give the briefest abstract of

Mr. Robinson's valuable paper on a subject which he is

peculiarly qualified to illustrate. C. W. Boase.
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Intelligence.

The Tenth General Meeting of the German Historical Com

mission.—The secretary's report of the meeting at Munich last autumn

has just been published in Von Sybets Journal. The publications of the

Commission during the last year included, besides German local records,

the fourth volume of the Historical Popular Songs of Germany, ed. by

l.iliencron (to be followed shortly by a supplement on the Music of the

Songs, and a second containing a Glossary), the History of Oriental

Philology, by Benfey, and the Chronicles of the Time ofKarl Martell,

ed. by Breysig. (These three we shall review very shortly.) It was

decided to send to press at once Von Raumer's History of the Philology

and ArchiToIogy of the German Language, and to secure new colla

borators for the Histories of Classical Philology, Historiography, and

Medicine. In the series of " Chronicles of the German Empire," the

History of King Pipin, ed. by Oelsner, was laid upon the table in

manuscript, that of Louis the Pious was promised by Simson for the

next meeting; that of the Emperor Henry III., by .Steindorf, is pro

gressing, and will include the history of Konrad II. That of the

Emperor Henry V. has been undertaken by Amdt.

Two new works projected at the last general meeting have been put

in hand :—1st. A Collection of the Historical Poems of the German Lyric

Jyoets of the 13th century, undertaken by Wackernagel (dead since)

and Rieger ; and 2nd. A Universal Biography of the Germans, pro

jected by Ranke and Dijllinger, and undertaken by Liliencron, assisted

by a Special Committee, consisting of Dollinger, Loher, and Giese-

brecht. The first volume of the Wittelsbach documents bearing on the

Thirty Years' War is to come out shortly after Easter.

Miss Stokes, aided by Dr. Reeves and others, is engaged in publish

ing the large collection of drawings and rubbings of ancient Irish

inscriptions made by the late Dr. Petrie. This Corpus Lnscriptionum

Hibernicarum, the want of which has long been felt by Irish scholars,

is brought out in connection with the Journal of the " Royal Historical

and Archaeological Association of Ireland," the new name for the old

"Kilkenny and South-East of Ireland Archa-ological Society."

Professor Coumanoudis, of the University of Athens, has finished his

complete edition of the Sepulchral Inscriptions ofAttica. It adds 3400

Attic inscriptions to the 600 published in Boeckh's Corpus Inscr. Gricc.

Although they are not given in facsimile, the orthography has been

scrupulously preserved ; and the volume (500 pp.), enriched with Intro

duction, account of the sources, tables and notes.

Mommsen contributes to the Grenzboten of Jan. 2S, 1870, some

further suggestions as to the Arval brothers (for the newly-discovered

inscriptions, see No. 3 of the Academy, p. 81-2.)

Selected Articles.

Ancient Irish Land Tenures, in North British. [Shews that absolute

ownership was unknown to the Irish law, and contrary to the intention

of the English Legislature, and connects the Ulster custom with

English copyhold.]

A Bishop of the 12th Century : by J. A. Froude, in Fraser for Feb.

[Sympathetic account of St. Hugh of Lincoln.]

L'Opposition sous les Cesars : by Gaston Boissier, in Revue des

Deux Mondes, Jan. 15. [Shows that Cxsarism may conciliate opinion

without sacrificing power.]

Sievers, G. R. Studien zur Geschichte der Romischen Kaiser. Nach-

lass herausg. v. Gottfr. Sievers. Berlin : Weidmann.

Nciv Books.

Braun, T. GemaldederMohammedanischen Welt. Leipzig : Brockhaus.

Chevalier, l'Abbe C. U. J. Cartulaire de l'Abbaye de Saint-Andre-

le-Bas de Vienne. Vienne : Savigny.

Chevalier, l'Ahhk C. U. J. Inventaire des Archives des Dauphins

a Saint-Andre de Grenoble. Paris : A. Franck.

D'Aumale, M. leDuc. Histoire des Princes de Conde. Paris : Levy.

Erdmannsdorffer, B. Graf G. F. von Waldeck. Ein preussischer

Staatsmann im 17. Jahrhundert. Berlin : Reimer.

Lokeren, A. van. Chartcs et Documents de l'Abbaye de Saint-

Pierre a Gand. Gand : Hoste.

Morikofer, T. C. Ulrich Zwingli nach den urkundlichen Quellen.

Leipzig : Hirzel.

Nasse, E. Ueber die mittelalterliche Feldgemeinschaft und die Ein-

hegungen des sechszehnten Jahrhunderts in England. Bonn : Marcus.

Pertz, G. H. Monumenta Germanice historica. Scriptorum tomus

XXI. Hannov : Kahn.

Prutz, H. Uebersetzung Herbod's Lebcn des Bischofs Otto v. Bain-

berg (Geschichtsschreiber der deutschen Vorzeit). Berlin : Duncker.

Ranke, L. v. Briefwechsel Friedrich des Grossen mit dem Prinzen

Wilhelm IV. von Oranien und mit dessen Gemahlin Anna, geb.

Princess Royal von England. Berlin : Dummler.

Sickel, Th. Zur Geschichte d. Concils v. Trient. Actenstiicke aus

osterreich. Archiven. Wien : Gerold's Sohn.

Contents of the yournals.

Von Sybel's historische Zeitsohrift, 1870. First No.—I. Louis

XIV. as the patron of learning, by Gustav Cohn. [The publication of

the 5th vol. of the original documents relating to the great minister

Colbert enables us to see how far Louis XlVth's Government can be

said to have really encouraged literature. We have here even a list of

the pensions paid to native and foreign authors, besides 90 letters from

Jean Chapelain to Colbert himself, Chapelain acting as Colbert's adviser

in these matters, and employing Heinsius for Germany and Holland.

In 1667 the sum of 1 18,100 livres was paid to about 70 authors, but the

sum sank in 1683 to 32,54oJivres—and even of this, part was diverted to

a very different purpose. Much of these sums was paid for mere pane

gyrics on the Great King, but in the first list, for 1664, Moliere has

1000, Corneille 2000, Corneille the younger 1000, and Racine 600

livres ; and many foreign scholars are patronised, the object being to

attach Louis' name to the chief productions of European thought. But

no freedom was allowed. Mezeray the historian was bidden to alter

his remarks about the gabelle and taille, or lose his pension ; and to his

honour be it said, he refused to alter what was the truth. Mabillon,

again, refused any pension. The article contains references to many

names that are interesting in literary history.]—II. Laudon and his

latest historian. [A generally favourable review of Zanko's biography.]

—III. The Selz Conferences, by K. Mendelsohn-Bartholdy. [A com

parison of the French account put forth in 1799, with other contem

porary documents, mainly in the Vienna archives.]—IV. Pontificalis

Historia, by B. Kugler. [A discussion of the anonymous fragment of

Church History extending from 1 148 to 1 152, in Pertz's Monumenta,

xx. pp. 515-545.]—V. The Fall of Poland and the Revolutionary War :

by H. von Sybel. [A further instalment of the evidence drawn from

the state papers at Vienna, to which von Sybel had not access when

writing his History of the French Revolution, and which confirm his

theory that the gradual dissolution of the Austro-Prussian alliance

(1792-5) kept pace in its various stages with the development of the

Russo- Prussian project for the total dismemberment of Poland.]—VI.

The abolition of serfdom in Russia, by Th. Bernhardt.—Reviews of

books.—Report of Historical Commission (see above).

Oriental and Comparative Philology.

On the Origin of Language.—By W. H. J. Bleek. Edited with a

Preface by Dr. E. Haeckel. Translated by T. Davidson. New

York : Schmidt. London : Williams and Norgate.

This small treatise was composed as early as 1853, and as

the preface, dated May 30, 1867, informs us, is here printed

"almost entirely" as it was then written. We cannot alto

gether approve of this. It may indeed shew that the author,

who, by the comprehensiveness and thoroughness of his lin

guistic researches already begins to justify the hopes called

forth by his first important work, has found, during the last

27 years, no occasion to alter the views he originally ex

pressed. We think, however, that the exposition of his

views was susceptible of much improvement in form, if not in

matter, and would have gained greatly in perspicuity, by a

somewhat fuller development of detail. With these reserva

tions, we cordially recognise, in the work before us, a valuable

contribution to the settlement of an important problem.

With regard to the sources of language, the author coin

cides with almost all his predecessors. These are, (1) invo

luntary outbursts of feeling expressed by sounds, and (2) the

imitation of sounds, whether those peculiar to the man him

self or others, but especially those proceeding from objects

in the outer world. The author's chief merit lies in pointing

out and describing the stages which led from these rudi

mentary utterances to the word properly so called, i.e. the

bare phonetic sign for ideas, and the development again of

this sign in its numerous varieties. Small as the treatise

and the preface are, they abound in deep and thoughtful

remarks ; we would note especially those on primary sounds

and the mode of their production (p. 48, Sac), and the

ingenious, though somewhat too speculative, views on the
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importance of the sex-denoting languages, and the origin of

grammatical gender (in the preface).

In spite of the decided merit of the work, we cannot

blink the fact, that the problem discussed is far from having

received a satisfactory solution at the hands of Dr. Bleek.

In the first place, the treatise, as far as we can see, only

attempts to explain the origin of the word, by no means also

that of language. It is no doubt true that the spoken word

forms the real kernel of language, and that modulation of

voice, play of feature, the expression of the eye, and gestures

of all kinds, are merely accessories to it, and have a ten

dency to become less and less prominent in cultivated

society. But it must not be forgotten that even in the most

highly developed languages, these accessories still retain

considerable importance, as a means of communication, side

by side with speech proper. Not unfrequently they become

an actual substitute for words. And we are therefore jus

tified in concluding that, in the primitive stage of language,

they may have played a still more important part.

We may add that the opinion entertained by the author,

in common with other inquirers, which almost or altogether

identifies thinking and speaking, and makes the development

of thinking and of consciousness entirely dependent on lan

guage, appears to us more than doubtful. However we

may explain the origin of man (whether by tracing it to a

species of ape, or in any other way,—we need not enter into

this question, as it is still a moot point among naturalists)—

man first properly became man, when he possessed the cha

racteristic attributes of humanity. And first amongst these

is the capacity of thought, i.e. curiosity respecting the world

which he finds without and within himself.

Many uncertainties as to the relation of thinking and

speaking in the early stages of language, might probably be

cleared up by the careful observation of children in the first

dawn of their consciousness. That of talented children

would be particularly instructive on this point ; as Plato

says, it is not every one who is capable of inventing words,

but the task demands a talent as special as that which

is required for mechanical contrivance. Now, we need

but consider the intensity of a child's observation of the

objects which surround him, and his incessant query, What

is this ? to be convinced of the strength of human curiosity.

And there is no doubt that in the infancy of the human

race, when man was compelled to seek an answer to these

"obstinate questionings" unaided, and to appropriate by

means of a name the thing which pressed itself upon his

observation—the strength of this propensity was at least

as great as at present, even if it was not much more

so. We could have wished, too, that the author had ex

plained whether he means to give an account of the

origin of language as it took place historically, or only a

possible form of representing to ourselves this darkest of all

beginnings. If the task of history be, as Ranke says, to

represent things as they really happened, it seems to us

almost presumptuous to try to represent things historically,

which, as the author (p. x.) observes, have taken place a

hundred thousand, or hundreds of thousands, of years before

our time. We are aware, of course, that languages differ

greatly in the degree in which they preserve their primitive

condition ; and as the upper strata of language repose upon

a primeval structure, the possibility cannot altogether be

denied that, by close investigation of the former, we may

ultimately arrive at the latter. It is therefore with good

reason that the author has allowed himself to be guided

in his researches by those languages in particular, which

probably contain a smaller number of upper strata than such

highly developed ones as the Indogermanic or even the

Semitic. But we know, too, that the tendency of languages

to alteration in the sounds and the ideas expressed, is so great,

that one needs a strong faith to attempt the task of discover

ing amongst the existing elements of languages a means of

tracing historically the way in which language itself originated.

Still it would be, no doubt, a great point gained, to be

able to show clearly how language might possibly have ori

ginated. Let us consider for a moment the inexhaustible

abundance of elements which concurred in the process. First,

there are the mental and physical qualities residing in man

himself: and, as we remember, the means of designation in

cluded in language are not limited to articulate sound, or

even to sound at all. Secondly, there are the abundance,

relation, and variety of the objects to be named and their

properties. Thirdly, there is the circumstance conditioned

by both the preceding sets of factors, under the influence

of which the first speaking would have taken place. The

number of possible ways in which language may have ori

ginated is thus so large, that for the one selected a greater

or less degree of probability is all that can be claimed.

In conclusion, we cannot help proposing the further ques

tion for consideration, whether we can properly use the term

" origin " at all in reference to speech, or, more strictly, to

speaking (1. c. the employment of the means for making oneself

understood) ; or, to put the case more distinctly, whether

speaking has any origin essentiallydifferent from that of seeing,

or hearing, or, in general, of the employment of the human

organs for the purposes to which they are adapted. We are

inclined to think that neither the origin of human thinking

(reason), nor that of speaking (language), is to be sought for

subsequent to the existence of the human race as a distinct

type. Both appear to us, as we have already indicated, to

have been given directly together with the nature of man as

such. The questions as to either of these points can only

form a subject of investigation for those who are convinced

of the descent of man from some kind of animal, and they

form for those a portion of the researches on the transforma

tions, which brought about the transition of this animal into

man. Whilst we thank the author for much information, which

his book supplies, we will add the wish, that the demand for

a second edition may afford him opportunity to lay his inves

tigations before the students of language in a more complete

and expanded form. Th. Ben fey.

Buddhaghosha's Parables, translated from Burmese by Captain T.

Rogers, R.E., with an Introduction containing Buddha's Dham-

mapada or ' Path of Virtue,' translated from Pali by Prof. M. Max

Midler, M.A. Triibner and Co., 1S70.

One of the most interesting subjects of inquiry, at the pre

sent time, is the history and literature of Buddhism. There

are two main streams of this literature : the Northern, con

tained in the Sanskrit books preserved in Nepal, which

have spread their influence far and wide in Tibet, Tartary,

and China : and, the Southern, in the Pali books of Ceylon,

which have in their turn been carried to Burmah and Siam.

Scholars have a wide and exciting field opened to them in

both these directions ; and before our century is closed, we

may hope that editions and translations of all the important

text-books will have been made, so that Buddhist literature

may hereafter be studied with all those aids which such

a division of labour can alone secure. Of these two recen

sions of the Buddhist Canon, that in Pali, the old language

of Magadha and the sacred language of Ceylon, seems to be

the most authentic. The Pitakatraya or " Three Baskets "—

viz., the SOtras or " Discourses of Buddha," the Vinaya or

" Ethics," and the Abhidharma or " Metaphysics "—and the

Arthakatha or " Commentaries," are said to have been

brought from Magadha or South Behar, to Ceylon, by

Mahinda, after they had been collected and fixed at the third
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Council held in 246 B.C., by his father, King Asoka. Both

were promulgated orally, the Pitakatraya in the original

Pali, and the Arthakatha in Singhalese ; but the Ceylonese

Chronicle, which appears to be historical, expressly states

that they were not reduced to writing till the reign of Vatta-

gamini, 88-76 B.C. During the reign of Mahanama (410-432

A.D.), Buddhaghosha, a native of Magadha, came to Ceylon

and translated the Singhalese Arthakatha into Pali ; this

translation is now the only existing version, as the Singhalese

original appears to be Jost, and we have no means, there

fore, of checking his fidelity as a translator ; but the fact of

such a translation having been made rests on the testimony

of the Ceylonese chronicler, who himself lived during the

reign of Dhatusena (459-477 a.d.), and may therefore be

considered a credible witness for events which thus happened

in his father's lifetime.

The Dhammapada seems to form a part of the Sutra

Pitaka, and was published in Pali with a Latin translation,

by Dr. Fausboll, in 1855; ^ was translated into German

by Prof. Weber in the fourteenth volume of the Zeitschrift

der deutsclien morgenldndischen Gesellschaft, and Prof.

Miiller has now given the first complete translation in

English. It contains 423 distichs, divided into 26 chapters.

Each distich is a moral stanza, expressing, in a sententious

form, some ethical maxim ; and some of them seem to have

become proverbial beyond the pale of the Buddhist com

munion, as we find very similar lines in the Mahabharata

and the laws of Manu. The Dhammapada is remarkable,

even amongst Buddhist books, for the lofty tone of its moral

teaching. Thus we read, " Hatred does not cease by hatred

at any time ; hatred ceases by love ; this is the eternal rule."

" If one man conquer in battle a thousand times a thousand

men, and if another conquer himself, he is the greatest

of conquerors." " Those who are slaves to passions, run up

■ and down the stream (of desires) as a spider runs up and

down the web which he himself has made ; when they have

cut this, people enter upon their pilgrimage, free from cares,

leaving desires and pleasures behind." We find a curious

parallel to Lucretius' Suave Mari, &c, in v. 28 : " When the

learned man drives away vanity by reflection, he, the wise,

having reached the repose of wisdom, looks down upon the

fools, far from toil, upon the toiling crowd, as a man who

stands on a hill looks down on those who stand on the

ground." In v. 394 we are reminded of a verse in the New

Testament, " What is the use of platted hair, O fool ? What

of the raiment of goatskins ? Within thee is a bottomless

gulf, but the outside thou makest clean."

- In v. 324 we read, "The elephant called Dhammapalaka,

his temples running with sap and difficult to hold, does not

eat a morsel when bound ; the elephant longs for the elephant-

grove." This last clause has all the flavour of a proverb,

and may, perhaps, be the original of a proverbial phrase

in Persian poetry about the danger of the elephant's remem

bering Hindustan.*

Captain Rogers has given a translation, from a Burmese

version, of the apologues contained in Buddhaghosha's Pali

translation of the Arthakatha or old Singhalese Commentary

on the Dhammapada. Many of them were published in the

Pali, by Dr. Fausboll, in the notes to his edition. Apologues

are a peculiar feature of Buddhist literature, and many a

story, originally invented to point some Buddhist moral, has

forgotten its early application, and travelled far and wide

along those hidden routes by which the commerce of ideas

has been carried on from land to land. Professor Benfey

has shewn that the Sanskrit Panchatantra, the original source

Thus there is a couplet of Hafiz, " Either keep in memory the

ways of the elephant-drivers, or let not the elephant remember Hin

dustan.

of all those collections which we know under the name

of " Pilpay's Fables," and which was translated into Pehlevi

in the reign'of Khusrau Ntirshirwdn (531-579 a.d.), is mainly

composed from Buddhist sources ; and similarly a large por

tion of the immense Sanskrit collection of tales, the Katha-

saritsagara, or " Ocean of the Streams of Story," is due to

Buddhist rather than Brahmanical invention.

Buddhaghosha's apologues are all supposed to have been

narrated by Buddha to illustrate some discourse or to explain

the problem of life to some disciple. All the past births of

every being lay open to his eye ; and hence every story

is an example of the Buddhist doctrine of the inevitable con

sequences of former actions on men's subsequent births ; or,

to quote the words of the Dhammapada, " Even an evil doer

sees happiness as long as his evil deed has not ripened ; but

when his evil deed has ripened, then does the evil doer see

evil: even a good man sees evil days as long as his good

deed has not ripened ; but when his good deed has ripened,

then does the good man see happy days."

Many of the stories are very childish, for art is a thing

almost unknown in Buddhist literature ; and if the thought

to be expressed is not in itself noble, the language too often

sinks into the baldest inanity. But where the subject is

elevated, the very absence of style adds power ; and few

apologues in any literature have more simple pathos than

that (in chapter x.) of the young mother who carried her

dead child in her arms, and was told by Buddha that he could

restore him, if she only procured some mustard seed from

a house where no son, husband, parent, or slave had died.

Some of the stories are interesting as bearing on the history

of fiction. Thus in pp. 68-70, we have an account of a

young man, who was told by his teacher to repeat a certain

verse wherever he might be ; and the unwittingly opportune

repetition frightens away some thieves as they were breaking

into a house, and afterwards saves a king's life from a conspi

rator. This tale seems to be only a distorted version of one,

the history of which Prof. Benfey has traced in the first

volume of his Orient und Occident, where he shews how

it makes its appearance, among other places, in the San

skrit Kathasaritsdgara, the Mongolian Ssidiki/r, and the

Facetiae of Heinricus Bebelius (a.d. 1506).

E. B. Cowei.l.

TROGRFSS OF THE STUDY OF rALI LITERATURE.

Measures, similar to those which have been taken by the Government

of India, "for the discovery and preservation of the records of ancient

Sanskrit literature," have recently been sanctioned by the Government

of Ceylon with reference to the Pali, Sanskrit, and Sinhalese MSS. in

the ancient monasteries of that inland. The results of these inquiries

will come singularly opportune at a time when various circumstances

combine to draw attention to the importance of Tali literature, and to

remove some of the chief difficulties in the study of its records. Not

that there has been a lack of MSS. in the great libraries of England,

France, and Denmark, embodying the greater part of the sacred litera

ture of the Southern branch of Buddhism ; nor that the small band of

Pali scholars— with Burnouf, Fausboll, Spiegel at their head — has

recoiled from turning those resources to some account. But while the

printed Pali books have hitherto been very few, the study of the palm-

leaf MSS.—written, according to the country they came from, in Bur

mese, Sinhalese, or Cambodian characters—would have proved so unin

viting a task that, even if within reach, they have failed to rouse the

student to the additional exertion of learning to decipher them. At

the same time, there was no grammar to guide the learner, except for

those lucky few who had succeeded in securing a copy of dough's

BAlavatiira ; and each student had, besides, to compile his own dic

tionary from the materials at his command. It was well for him

if he could bring a knowledge of Sanskrit to bear upon the deter

mination of the form and meaning of the Pali words ; while others

(Clough, Gogerly, Spence Hardy), whose lexical collectanea were

probably fuller and richer, had to rely exclusively upon the vernacular

interpretations of words and phrases. However, the publication of a

Pali dictionary on a Sanskrit basis, and furnished at the same time

with all the helps dcriveablc from native commentaries, has up to
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the present time remained a desideratum ; and we must therefore

hold the forthcoming dictionary by Mr. R. C. Childers, in which

both those requisites will be found combined, as calculated in the

highest degTee to gain new labourers to the study of Buddhist lite

rature. Professor F. Miiller's three articles on Pali grammar and

etymology (in the Proceedings of the Imperial Academy of Vienna)

present, indeed, a trustworthy exposition of the grammatical forms of

the language, so far as a careful examination of the printed texts has

enabled the author to establish them. But our notions of Pali grammar

will not be settled till the Siltras of Kachchayana, which are of the same

authority in Pali as Panini's Ashtddhydyl is in Sanskrit, together with

the best commentaries upon them shall have been published. With a

view to shew this necessity, Dr. E. Kuhn, following in the wake of Mr.

James d'Alwis, has lately brought out the original text of the Kdraka

chapter of Kachchayana's grammar, accompanied by a translation and

highly suggestive remarks on the relation of this grammar to the Kdtantra

of Sanskrit literature,—a subject well deserving ofmore searching inquiry

than he was able to institute. The most popular grammar in Ceylon

appears still to be the Bdldvatara, which became first known in Europe

through Mr. Tolfrey's translation, published by the Rev. B. Clough in

1S24. An excellent edition of it, by Pandit Devarakkhita, has just

appeared at Colombo, and it is hoped that other grammatical works of

a more ancient date and greater authority—Saddaniti, Padariipasiddhi,

Payogasiddhi—may soon find as able editors. Not till we have such a

" Corpus grammaticorum Palicorum," can a grammar on the principles

of modern European philology be worked out that shall be worthy of

the name. As for the Pali grammar by Dr. F. Mason, which has lately

come out in the Bibliotheca Indica, we may at once dismiss it ; though

purporting to be based upon Kachchayana's Stitras, it only reproduces,

with scrupulous fidelity, all the blunders common to bad MSS. in the

Burmese character, and rather misleads than aids the student. In the

mean time much has recently been done, and is doing, in the way of

editing and translating classical Pali texts. In the first place Professor

Max Miiller's translation of Dhammapada is sure to attract attention in

wider circles than any previous publication in the domain of Buddhist

literature has done. Mr. Childers has edited, in the Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society, the A'huddaka Pdtha, with translation and extracts from

other unpublished Pali books, such as the Vuttodaya, Chullasaddaniti,

and Sandhikappa : and he proposes to follow it up by the Brahmaid-

lasutta with its commentary, and similar texts, as well as by the Dipi>-

vansa, the most ancient work on the history of Buddhism in Ceylon.

Two Danish savants, Mr. Fausbbll and Mr. Trenckner, are severally

engaged in editing and translating the Jdtaka and Milindapahha, both

of them extensive works, which will be published in instalments ; speci

men chapters are about to appear in the forthcoming number of the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. Lastly, Dr. Minayeff has printed

at St. Petersburg the Pdtimokkha, or chief text-book on priestly dis

cipline, and is preparing for publication the Vuttodaya, a work on Pali

prosody, of which Mr. Childers has given an analysis. In Ceylon, Mr.

Davids, of the Civil Service, is engaged in collecting the old inscrip

tions, and we may look forward to many fresh historical data which his

decipherments are likely to furnish. There is at present a sort of reli

gious and literary revival stirring among the Buddhist priests and other

learned natives of Ceylon, which is calculated to infuse new life and

vigour into the study of their ancient literature. Perhaps we may see,

at no distant date, some of the results of their literary investigations.

Also on the subject of the Northern branch of Buddhism we are

receiving important publications. Foremost among these must be placed

A. von Schiefner's edition (in Tibetan) and translation of Taranatha's

History of Buddhism in India, which, though written as late as the

beginning of the 17th century, supplies many valuable details from older

works now lost. The Rev. J. Beal, favourably known by his new

translation of the Traz-els of Fah-hian, is bringing out, from Chinese

sources, a series of papers on the various stages of the history of Bud

dhism in China. And last, not least, the Rev. E. T. Eitel, of Canton,

has announced a Handbook for the student of Chinese Buddhism, the

most valuable portion of which will consist in a Sanskrit-Chinese glos

sary of Buddhistic terms occurring in Chinese literature, with constant

reference to their equivalents in Pali, Tibetan, Siamese, and other

languages. This work will supply a want long felt, as the only other

book of the kind—the Rev. J. Wade's Dictionary of Boodhism, Maul-

main, 1852—is written entirely in Burmese, and can consequently be of

service to but few students. R. ROST.

January 5///.

Intelligence.

M. Mariette has discovered at Kom-es-sultan, in the neighbourhood

of Abydos, the tomb of a king of the 13th dynasty, named Sebek-em-

sa-w, the only one of this period which has up to this time been dis

covered. The same eminent Egyptologist has just published, in two

magnificent folio volumes—one containing the text, the other the plates

—the results of his excavations at Abydos.

We have been infoiried by the courtesy of Prof. Noldeke, that Dr.

Socin, who has been studying the Arabic and Syriac dialects in and

near Damascus, with another young Orientalist, Dr. Prym, is nojjv con

tinuing these studies at Bagdad, where he arrived, apparently alone, on

Jan. 12.

Dr. Wright, of the British Museum, has just sent to the press his

edition of the Ada Apostolorum Apocrypha, in Syriac and English. It

will contain the Syriac version of some pieces that are not, as well as of

some that are, in Tischendorf's work.

Dr. Biihler, Professor of Sanskrit at Bombay, _ is now staying at

Cannes. The printing of his translation of the Apastamba-Stitras will

not be interrupted by his temporary absence from India.

Taranatha Tarkavachaspati, Professor of Grammar in the Govern

ment Sanskrit College of Calcutta, has published the third part of his

Sanskrit Dictionary. It goes as far as bhavya, and will soon overtake

the Sanskrit Dictionary published by the Petersburg Academy.

Messrs. Triibner and Co. will publish a new edition, not only of the

Sanhitd, but likewise of the Pada text of the Rig-Veda. The text will

be reprinted from Professor Max Miiller's larger edition.

M. Leon de Rosny, Professor at the Imperial College of Oriental

languages, has published a French translation of a Japanese treatise on

the rearing of silk-worms. The work is published " par ordre de son

Excellence le Ministre de l'Agriculture. This is the first French

translation of a Japanese work.

Selected Articles.

Schleicher's Darwinism tested by the Science of Language, reviewed "

by Max Miiller, in Nature, Jan. 6. [Mr. Darwin's terms, "natural se

lection" and "struggle for life," may be usefully applied to the history

of languages, but with some important qualifications.]

Babylonian and Assyrian Libraries, in North British Review. Jan.

[After the Semitic conquest of Babylonia, and before 1000 B.C., a library

was formed at Huru, probably under Sargina. Specimens of hymns

are given. The great Assyrian library was that of Calah, chiefly col

lected B.C. 716-684, and transferred to Nineveh by Sennacherib. It

contained new editions of the ancient works, an Assyrian canon, the

letters and treatises of foreign kings, reports from the observatories of

Assur, Nineveh, and Arbela, geographical and historical treatises, pri

vate prayers, and catalogues. Another library was formed at Babylon

(? Borsippa) by Nebuchadnezzar.]

Essai sur les Mots Assyriens de la Sainte Ecriture, Part I., by M.

Ilarkawy, in Revue Israelite, No. 2. [Preliminary remarks. Three

Assyrian words—viz., kat (hand), nadan (to give), and gabbi (all), are

connected with corresponding words in Talmudic]

La Medaille de Fourviere, by M. J. Derenbourg, in the same, No. I.

M. Julien on the Industrial Arts of China, in Revue Orientale, Dec.

[A work of importance on the technical processes of the Chinese, based

on extracts from Chinese books, which have been worked up and

explained on scientific principles by M. Champion, the chemist.]

New Publications.

Brasseur de Bourbourg. Mission Scientifiquc au Me'xique, etc.

Vol. I. [Vol. II. is about to appear.] 3/. \os.

DCmichen, J. Eine vor 3000 Jahren abgefasste Getreiderechnung

copirt an der siidlichen Aussenmauer d. Tempels v. Medinet-IIabu in

Ober-Aegypten. Berlin : Stargardt. 2s.

Ewald, II. Ausfuhrliches Lehrbuch d. hebr. Sprache. Ed. 8. Got-

tingen : Dieterich. lis.

Feer, L. Textes tires du Kandjour. Livr. 10. Les quatre verites,

textes tibctains, palis et sanserifs. Paris : Maisonneuve.

Ferazdak, Le Divan de. Public sur le msc. de Stc.-Sophie de Con

stantinople ; trad, par R. Boucher. Livr. I. Paris : Labitte.

Foucaux, P. E. Etude sur le Lalista Vistara. [Buddhist literature.]

Paris : Maisonneuve.

Fra.nkel, Z. Einlcitung in den Jerus. Talmud. Breslau : Schletter. 6j-.

Jakut's Gcographisches Wbrterbuch. Herausgeg. von F. Wiisten-

feld. Vol. IV. Part 2. Leipzig : Brockhaus.

Classical and Modern Philology.

Lectures introductory to a History of the Latin Languaga and

Literature.— By John Wordsworth, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of

Brasenose College. Oxford, 1870. pp. 88. (Printed for private

circulation.)

These pages are, we believe merely a fragment of a larger

work, which the author intends some ^ t0 publish," and we
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shall have to judge them as a mere specimen. But even

from the fragment now printed, we can see that the whole

conception of the work is planned upon a sound and clear

idea of what, in the present state of knowledge, is really

wanted in a history of the Latin language and literature.

The language and literature of Rome are to be exhibited

" not as a dead product for analysis, but as a continuous

force, and as the highest effort of culture ;" and though the

author preserves throughout the character of an English,

i. e. a " pragmatical," historian, he gives abundant proof of

his intimate acquaintance with the detailed labours of Ger

man and French philologers. We shall, therefore, be glad

to see in due time the continuation of a work so well

planned and executed.

We venture to suggest to the author a few improvements in

the specimen now before us, and hints as to its future conti

nuation. In the first place, we would advise him to add to his

notes such quotations as may enable the student to control

the text, e.g. in speaking of the song of the Arval brothers,

Mr. Wordsworth informs us (p. 66) that " our knowledge of

this litany has been increased by discoveries in some of the

latest excavations at Rome"—an observation which excites

without satisfying the desire for more detailed information,

(See Academy, No. 3, p. 81, and an article by Professor

Mommsen, in the Grenzboten of the 28th of last month.) On

the same page we are told " we cannot criticise the Roman

nurses for singing 'Lalla, lalla, lalla, aut dormi aut lacte;'"

but if the author had given us a reference to the Schol. on

Persius iii. 16 sqq., to which we owe this so-called nursery-

song, or if he himself had consulted the passage, he would

have seen that we are not justified in considering these words

as a song, much less as a Saturnhn verse, as Corssen does.

(See L. Miiller, Rhein. Mus. xxiv. p. 620.) We desiderate

also a remark on the disputed meaning of carmen, some

time ago discussed by Ritschl and Ribbeck on one side and

Diintzer on the other ; for on this the fate of many quotations

of early Roman poetry depends, among others, the decision

about the carmen de moribus of Cato the elder. The state

ments about the Saturnian metre, p. 65, are clear, and, we

believe, true ; but this question has been so much discussed

of late, that it would have been well to add a few citations,

or at least to refer to A. Spengel's excellent treatise in the

Philologus, xxiii. p. 81-113, especially as his views seem to

have been adopted in the present work.

Secondly, we think that the information given by

Mr. Wordsworth is in some places too scanty. In treating

the history of the Latin alphabet we should have been glad

of a few words about the peculiar alphabet of the Eubcean

lamina, the intimate connection of which with the Latin

alphabet has been shown by Kirchhoff in his Studien zur

Gesc/iic/ite des gricchischen Alphabets (Abli. der Bcrl. Akad.

1863). Facsimiles of the inscriptions were published by

Lenormant in the Rhein. Mus. vol. xxii. On p. 52 we find

a bare statement that the Latins, in taking their alphabet

from the Dorians of Cumae and of Sicily, omitted the three

letters © $ X. But why not add that the Latins utilised

these letters as numeral signs, 0 denoting 100 (Gruter 896,

10), © 1000, and ^f (later on vl/, and so finally L) 50. It

might then have been shown how © passed into C, © into (D,

and finally M—a piece of information not only pertinent but

very interesting. (See Ritschl, Zur Geschichte des latcinischen

Alphabets, Rhein. Mus. xxiv.) With regard to Z and G, we

are glad to see that Mr. Wordsworth follows Ritschl's views ;

but after speaking of C, K, and G, he should not have omitted

to, say a word about Q. In like manner we find fault with

the remarks on the epitaphs of the Scipios, as being too

sketchy, though perhaps not for the audience for which these

lectures were originally intended.

We have, in the preceding remarks, confined our criticism

to the last of the three lectures here printed, because it

is more detailed in its character and thus offers more

opportunities for criticism. The first two lectures (1. "The

Place of Rome in Aryan Civilisation ;" 2. " The Latin Race

in Italy ") are more general and traverse ground where little

can be called certain, much is still open to discussion, and

many questions, we are afraid, do not admit of a final settle

ment. In the second lecture, we are especially pleased with

the remarks on the Etruscans, though we think that the

evidence brought forward to prove the Celtic origin of the

Umbrians is not sufficient to overthrow the old view that the

Umbrian of the Iguvine tables was substantially the same as

the dialect spoken by the inhabitants. Maury's hypothesis,

that the Iapygian and Messapian dialects are akin to the

Albanian language, is not borne out by facts sufficiently

weighty or numerous to warrant its admission into the text

of a work of this kind, though it might have been mentioned

in a foot-note. On the other hand it is well shewn by

Mr. Wordsworth, that these two forms of speech must

belong to the Indo-Germanic stock.

In the Introduction we differ from the author's estimate of

Bernhardy's Grundriss, especially where he says that " the

text is concise and somewhat hard." Hard it is, but pre

cisely on account of its want of concise precision. Bern

hardy's work is a rich storehouse of materials, though not

sufficiently digested, and the text suffers from a want of

clearness, and a peculiar affectation. We recommend

Mr. Wordsworth to read an article on Bernhardy which

appeared in the Literarisches Centralblatt some six or

seven years ago. We should also have been glad to see a

few words about Teuffel's book, which, when completed, will

no doubt be the best German work on Roman literature.

In lectures introductory to the history of the Latin Ian- «

guage and literature, too, a lecture is wanted specially

devoted to an account of the sources, ancient and modern,

available to the scholar. This would be the place to

acquaint the reader with the development of Latin philo

logy as a science, and its connexion with the investigation

of Roman history since the days of Niebuhr. A scholar

so well abreast of present knowledge as Mr. Wordsworth

would be able to do this thoroughly. W. Wagner.

Commentationes Epigraphies.—Scripsit Ricardus Neubauer.

Berlin : Calvary and Co., 1869.

Dr. Neubauer's book, though covering but a limited field,

is a genuine contribution to the study of Greek inscriptions.

A large proportion of the Attic inscriptions of the Roman

period relate to the Gymnasia and the Ephebi : for during

that period noble youths from all parts of the empire resorted

to Athens to attend the lectures of philosophers and rheto

ricians ; and Athens, true still to her old traditions, made

education of the mind and body go together. A large

number of such gymnastic documents—lists of Ephebi, &c,

have of late been discovered and published, especially in

the $>t\t(rnx>p (Athens, 1861-1863), by M. Cumanudes, one

of the ablest of Athenian archxologists. To illustrate these,

and to show the results to be gained by their closer study,

is the aim of Dr. Neubauer's careful treatise. These gym

nastic inscriptions are valuable in several points of view.

So numerous are they, and so full, that we may hope to

recover from them a fairly complete calendar of the archons

and other Athenian magistrates under the empire,—a result

of great moment to the chronologer. Again, the accession

from this source to our knowledge of Greek proper names is

considerable. While the materials for the history of Greece
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under the Empire are sufficiently scanty to make us value

the more any authentic records of the time.

But perhaps the chief interest attaching to these inscrip

tions is of another kind. Readers of Cicero, Horace, Pro-

pertius, and succeeding authors, are familiar with the idea of

Athens as an university; and we know something of the

distinguished professors who lectured there. But of the life

of the students we get but faint glimpses, e.g. in Aulus

Gellius (vii. 13, xviii. 2.). Here, however, the abovemen-

tioned inscriptions help us : and for this reason, that the

students were generally enrolled at the Diogeneion or prin

cipal gymnasium. In free Athens it was the universal

custom, enforced as some think by law, for all the youth to

be trained in the various gymnasia under the different

teachers of physical and martial exercises. Plato introduces

us to the gymnasia, and shows how they were made use of

for purposes of intellectual culture. But their prevailing

aim was military. The youlhs who left the gymnasium were

enrolled as ntparoKoi, and for two years served on the

Attic frontier in preparation for becoming members of

the citizen-army. But when Greece passed under Roman

tutelage, the necessity of martial training was removed. It

ceased to be incumbent upon all youths to enrol themselves

at a gymnasium (eyypatfricrdai) ; and the whole system

became a mode of education for the sons of the wealthier

citizens. This tendency was strengthened by the influx of

noble visitors from abroad for the purpose of education.

A large proportion of these strangers must have attached

themselves to the Diogeneion. Such attached members

(i-niyypatpoi, as they were termed) occupy a large place in

the catalogues -of the Ephebi. The inscriptions enable us

to form a sufficiently exact picture of the gymnastic arrange

ments. At the head of the gymnasium was the Cosmetes,

elected by the State, whose office—an expensive Xarovpyia—

fell to the lot only of a wealthy man. Under him were nu

merous other disciplinary officers, Anticosmeta?, Hypocos-

metae, Sophronistne, Hyposophronistse, Hegemon, Prostates,

Secretary, Under-Secretary, and so on. This large staff was

necessitated by the presence of foreign youths, for whose

proper supervision their parents and friends would feel

natural anxiety. In addition to the disciplinary officers

there was a numerous staff of teachers of gymnastic, such as

Hoplomachus, Didascalus, Cestrophylax, and others. Dr.

Neubauer notices the significant fact that the teachers of

purely military exercises tend to disappear from inscriptions

of the Roman age. Then there were various club-officers,

as for example Athlothetae, or judges in the contests, chosen

by the Ephebi from among their own number. In many

ways the Athenian Diogeneion must have had features in

common with an English college. A minute account of the

exercises and arrangements of a gymnasium can only be

gained from the works of Krause or Dittenberger, yet one or

two remarks suggest themselves as in place here. (1) Greek

gymnastic was ever kept distinct from athletic training : the

latter was even regarded as developing some bodily parts at

the expense of others ; thus at once endangering the physical

health as well as destroying the €vpv6p.!.a of body and

mind. (2) Gymnastic was part of an educational system :

it was not allowed to follow the caprice of fashion or

of individual taste. Physical exercise took its place—no more

and no less—in the general training of the man. It would

be indeed a mistake to regard the Diogeneion as a place

merely of bodily exercise. In Ephebic inscriptions we find

the Cosmetes sometimes praised for his enlargement of

a library, and often for care in securing the due attendance

of the students upon the Rhetors and Philosophers. (3)

The same monuments disclose to us how gymnastic, like

every other part of Greek life, was spiritualized by associa

tion with religion. The torch-race was itself a religious rite.

Continual mention is made of religious processions and

sacrifices by the Ephebi : and their contests took place

always upon the national or other festivals. Nor were the

grand memories of Athens,—artistic, political, religious,—and

the surpassing beauty even of her decline, lost upon the

youths who resorted thither. The Ephebi are mentioned as

actively joining in the Epitaphia, or yearly commemoration

of Athenian warriors fallen in battle, and in the festival

at Plata;a in commemoration of the defeat of the Persians.

Valde Athams amo ! exclaims Cicero ; and the enthusiasm

of Hadrian was shared by thousands who had not equal

power of displaying it.

Many points connected with Athenian gymnastic must

still await solution until fresh documents are forthcoming.

It is the charm of Epigraphy that new materials arc con

tinually coming to light. Thus it is interesting to find

Dr. Neubauer completing a fragment that has long been at

Oxford (Corpus Inscr. No. 275), by re-uniting it to its

counterpart discovered at Athens in Feb., 1861.

E. L. Hicks.

Four Greek Letters of the Emperor Frederick II. \Sopra quallro

letlcrc Grcchc dell Imperatore Fedcrico II., da Tommaso Scmmola.

Napoli : Stamperia della Regia Universita, 1869. pp. 85. 40.]

In examining a MS. of Sophocles in the Lauren tian Library

at Florence, Professor Gustav Wolff lighted on four Greek

letters written in the same hand as the preceding text of

Sophocles, which the scribe's own testimony proves to have

been written a.d. 1298. On examination they proved to be

four unedited letters of the Emperor Frederick II., and as

they appeared to be valuable both as historical and philo

logical documents, Professor Wolff published them at Berlin,

1855 (pp. 59, 8vo). Professor Semmola, a Neapolitan

Academician and vehement enemy of the Papacy, has lately

printed the Greek text, appended notes and an Italian trans

lation, and added Prolegomena on the Life of Frederick II.

These letters are interesting as historical documents.

They belong to the last year of Frederick's life, and besides

several facts unknown before, furnish us with a genuine and

lifelike portrait of the Emperor's mind, showing that his old

courage and energy had not left him, and that to the very

end (the last letter being written only a month before his

death) he persisted in his defiance of the Pope. The first

letter is addressed to Michael II. Komnenos Dukas, Despot

of Epirus, requesting him to allow the mercenaries—sent by

John Vatatzes, Emperor of Nicaea, to Frederick's help—to

pass through Epirus as far as Durazzo, from whence they

were to cross to Italy. The remaining three are addressed

to John himself, Frederick's son-in-law; No. 2, containing

a lengthy and spirited account of the success of the Im

perial troops against the inhabitants of Parma; No. 3, re

specting the arrival of monks despatched by the Pope in

the dominions of the Greek Emperor, a most remarkable

document summing up, as it were, Frederick's charges

against the Papacy as an institution ; and No. 4, a kind of

Postscript to No. 2, relating the further successes of the

Imperial arms in the Marches and Romagna. The capture

of the fortress of Cingulum on August 20, 1250, is only

known from these letters. Though they are not dated, it

is not difficult to fix their dates : No. 1 in February, No. 2

at the beginning of September, No._ 3 end of September or

beginning of October, and No. 4 in the course of October,

1250.

But these letters have a peculiar interest philologically.

Their style proves them to be translations from the Latin,

and Wolff seems to be right in supposing them to have been
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translated by a Greek secretary in Frederick's service. They

are unequal in literary merit, the [first being by far the best

and the third the worst. The Greek of these letters is not

so good as that of the contemporary Byzantine writers, nor is

it so bad as the popular language, the earliest compositions

in which appear nearly 120 or 140 years before this date.

There are unmistakeable vulgarisms in these letters, the

worst of which are perhaps the comparative /ic-yaAo/repos, the

peculiar disregard of the augment in alxjxoX«iiTio-(h)<jav and

otKtioi/x.€Vais, and its superfluity in the utterly ungrammatical

form €KaTeAd/?€To (in a passive sense)—as well as the em

ployment of the words <jxxj<to.tov, " army," nacrrpov, " fortress,"

Kd/JaAAafuos, " knight," TtVSa = tenda (though the classical

o-icqvrj appears in close proximity), Ka/wros = campus, d/xot/3aia

Kopp.emdpui , "mutual correspondence," rpaxraiCfn = tractare,

kovtoi = conte, fJxipKfo-dvoi = marchese, 01 <ppipiot = les freres,

Kf<f>aAr), "commander," opioyzo's, "command," oWoKpio-tapioi,

" ambassadors," Karepya and £vAa, " ships " (Prof. Semmola

compares lcgno = nave), ircuSoVouAov, " page, servant," xP£'a>

" business," TrX-qpo^opia, " news," and Imao-av, "took." Those

acquainted with modern Greek will easily detect those

words which still are used in the present language ; whilst

the reader of the Byzantine historians and the metrical

romances of early " Romaic," or the remarkable BifiXiov ttjs

KovyKcWas (conqueste), will grant that, in spite of these

vulgarisms, the Greek of these letters does not represent the

language then spoken in Greece and in the South of Italy,

though in many passages it approaches it closely.

There is no reason for suspecting the authenticity of the

letters, as their style and the sentiments expressed in them,

harmonize throughout with the undoubted correspondence

of the Emperor. It is impossible that a forger should have

possessed so accurate a knowledge of the history of the

period as these letters display. The Due de Luynes has,

therefore, in his Historia diplomat'ica Fridcrici II, assigned

them a place among the other letters of Frederick (vol. vi.,

2, pp. 759, 771, 790, 791), though he gives only translations

into medieval Latin, omitting the Greek text.

The Neapolitan editor has done little or nothing, either

for the criticism or the elucidation of these letters. The

single exception is the correct translation of 6 aprt Xtyo-

ficvo<; IIa7ras, " nuper electus Papa," where Wolff has erro

neously, "supra dictus Papa." He has not even attempted

a new collation of the Florentine MS., though he presumes

to accuse Wolff of misreading it in more than one place.

His notes, when philological, are found in Wolff, with few

exceptions, as, e.g., When we get a long note about Tpaucv;

and ypala, or the marvellously learned information, " nel

greco letterale, il cavaliere dicesi iWcvs (I). E piacemi

notare, che il greco scrittore Senofonte ad indicare un eser-

cito di cavalieri e fanti, usa le voci orpaTos (sic) imriKwv xat

Trttfiiv." This passage gives also an idea of the astonishing

carelessness with which the accents are laid on throughout

the work. The Prolegomena are merely a political pamphlet

against the Papacy, and utterly out of place in a work of

this kind. Historical and philological students will still

do better to use G. Wolff's scholarly edition, the text of

which has also been reprinted in the Athenian periodical

IW&apa. W. Wagner.

Intelligence.

The Augsburgcr Zcitung of Jan. 6 and 7, contains a highly appreci

ative article on the Icelandic-English Dictionary, by the late Richard

Cleasby, completed by Gudbrand Vigfusson. The article is written by

Konrad Maurer, Professor at Munich, one of the best Icelandic scholars

in Germany. In a note, reference is made to an article on the same

dictionary, published in the Alhenorum, and signed "M." The editor

of the Augiburger Zcitung suggests that " M may mean Max Miiller.

We have authority to state that it does not.

The Philological Society are about to publish, under the editorship

of Dr. Wagner, a volume of Medieval Greek Texts, containing some of

the earliest known monuments of the "Lingua Graecobarbara. Among

these appear, I. AWj-yTjo-u 'AToAAwfov toD Tvpiov, a metrical novel of

the end of the 13th century, on the same subject as PerUUs, Prince

of Tyre ; II. A contemporary Threnos on Tamerlane (circ. 1430) ;

and III. A contemporary metrical account of the Plague of Rhodes in

1498, by Georgillas, all copied for the first time from MSS. in the

Imperial Library at Paris. The collection embraces three other poems

previously edited.

Contents of the journals.

Zeitachrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung. Vol. xix. Part II.

—F. Misteli : On the Accentuation of Greek. [Continuation from

vol. xvii.]—H. Gradl : Towards the knowledge of German Dialects.—

Reviews : Studies in Greek and Latin Grammar, edited by Curtius ;

rev. by R. Rcidiger. [Gives a discriminating summary of the first

volume of this useful collection : the essays of Dclbriick on 7 and v, and

Roscher on aspiration in Greek, are noticed as especially interesting.]—

The Gricchischc Formenlchrc of II. L. Ahrens, second edition ; rev.

by W. Clemin. [Few alterations have been made : the reviewer notes

some others as desirable, and hints that a return to the established ter

minology, especially in the conjugation of the verb, would increase the

usefulness of this excellent summary.]—Bread in the mirror of German-

Swiss popular language and custom ; rev. by A. Birlinger. [A contri

bution to the researches now actively carried on by Swiss philologers

into the dialects of Switzerland.]—The Germania of Tacitus, com

mentary by Dr. L. Curtze ; rev. by H. Schweizer-Sidler.—Comparison

of Prakrit with the Romance languages by Fried. Haag ; rev. by

E. Kuhn. [Praised as a first attempt to treat this promising subject.]

In our notice of the last No. of the above journal, it was suggested as

an objection to Prof. Max Midler's identification of Lat. crimen with

Sanscr. jroma (root sru, to hear) and German leumund (O. II. G.

hliumunt) that " the appearance in Lat. of i for original u is at least

unusual." We meant, not that i is unusual as an equivalent for Sanscr.

ii, but that ! in a derivative, where the radical vowel is ii, is an unusual,

or in more technical language, a sporadic occurrence. Prof. Max Miiller

has been good enough to point out this obscurity of expression, and to

add some further remarks on the subject. He shows that §ru is one of

the roots which in Lat. fluctuate between ii and 1 ; for we have cluo,

inclytus, cliens (so that crimen might be related to cluo and clio, as liber

to lubet and libet) : and on the other hand that crimen, from the root

kar, although supported by de-tri-mentum, follows a process which is

less usual than those which are seen in termen, terminus, and in stramen.

The result seems to be that sroma and leumund are identical, represent

ing an original kraumant, " what is heard," " reputation," and that this

may have become crimen in Latin. The interest of the question, it is

obvious, consists in the light which such a word throws on the social

relations of a period.

Eevue Critique—(Philological articles).—Jan. 1. C. de la Berge :

On Siebert De doctrina Taciti.—K. Bartsch : Die Glossen in der Lex

Salica, von H. Kern.—Jan. 8. Ch. Thurot : On the second edition

of Madvig's De Finibns. [A careful statement, shewing Madvig's great

qualities as a critic. Important, because containing a collation of a

Paris MS. of the 12th cent.]—Jan. 22. M. Breal : On Comparetti's

Edipo e la mitologia comparata, and H. D. Midler's Ilermcs-S&ramcyas.

[Successfully replies to the attacks of these two writers on the method

of comparative mythology, and shews how surely the new science is

advancing.]—Ed. Sayous : On Studies in the Ugrian Languages, by

Dr. Jos. Budenz.—Jan. 29. Beavois : Den gotiske sprogklasses indfly-

delse pa den finske, af V. Thomsen.

New Publications.

Curtius, G. Studien zur Griechischen und Lateinischen Grammatik.

2'" Band. 2'" Heft. Leipsic : Hirzel.

Terenti Comcediae, rec. Fr. Umpfenbach. Berlin : Weidmann.

Horatius (Bentleii). Tom. posterior, with Indices. Ed. 3. Berlin :

Weidmann.

ERRATA IN No. 4.

Tagc 99 {a) line 18 from bottom, for "Huffeld" read " Hupfei.d."

i, 105 (£) , , 5 from top, for " Libclludcn " read " Libcllulidcn."

>> "3 (t>) ,, 26 after " Nasonis" insert "Epistolarum."

,, 114 (£) ,. 10 for " last " read " lost."

,, ,, ,, , , 11 for "grammarian's" read "grammarians'."

,, , 36 for "C.J. W. Mttllcr" read "C F. W. Miiller."
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MESSRS. CHURCHILL'S SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS.

LIFE, FORCE, and MATTER, or PROTO-

PLASM. By Dr. Beale, F.R.S. With Eight Coloured Plates.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s. 6d.

AN INTRODUCTION to the CLASSIFI

CATION of ANIMALS. By T. H. Huxley, F.R.S., Professor of

Natural History in the Royal School of Mines. With 47 Engravings

on Wood. 8vo., cloth, 6s.

THE MICROSCOPE audits REVELA-

TIONS. By W. B. Carpenter, M.D., F.R.S. Fourth Edition,

with more than 500 Engravings. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, izs. 6d.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

PRINCIPLES ofHUMAN PHYSIOLOGY.

Edited by Henry Power, M.B., F.R.C.S., Examiner in Physiology

and Comparative Anatomy in the University of London. Seventh

Edition, enlarged, with 3 Steel Plates and 27S Engravings on Wood.

8vo., cloth, 28j.

MEDICINE, DISEASE, and DEATH:

being an Inquiry into the Progress of Medicine as a Practical Art. By

Charles Elam, M.D., Author of "A Physician's Problems." 8vo.,

cloth, 3j-. 6d.

THE ELEMENTS of NATURAL PHL

LOSOPHY. By Charles Brooke, M.B., M.A., F.R.S. Based on

the Work of the late Dr. Golding Bird. Sixth Edition, much enlarged,

with 700 Engravings on Wood. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, I2J-. 6d.

A MANUAL of PHOTOGRAPHIC

MANIPULATION, treating of the Practice of the Art, and its various

Applications to Nature. By Lake Price. Second Edition, revised,

and very considerably augmented, with numerous Engravings. Crown

8vo., cloth, 6s. 6d.

HARDWICH'S PHOTOGRAPHIC

CHEMISTRY. Revised by George Dawson, M.A., Lecturer on

Photography, and E. A. Hadow, Demonstrator of Chemistry, in King's

College, London. Seventh Edition. Fcap. Svo., with Engravings,

cloth, js. 6d.

VESTIGES of the NATURAL HISTORY

of CREATION. Illustrated Edition, being the Eleventh. Tost 8vo.,

cloth, Js. 6d.

A MANUAL of PRACTICAL HYGIENE.

By E. A. Parkes, M.D., F.R.S., Professor of Military Hygiene in the

Army Medical School, Member of the General Medical Council. Third

Edition, enlarged. 8vo., with numerous Plates and Woodcuts, cloth,

16s.

THE PRINCIPLES and PRACTICE of

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE. By Alfred S.Taylor, M.D.,

F.R.S. With 176 Wood Engravings. 8vo., cloth, 2&r.

AN EXPOSITORY LEXICON of 50,000

SCIENTIFIC TERMS, Ancient and Modern; including a complete

Medical and Mcdico-Lcg.il Vocabulary. By R. G. Mayne, M.D.,

LL.D., 8vo., cloth, 2/. ior.

CYCLOPAlDIAo/PRACTICAL RECEIPTS,

Processes, and Collateral Information in the Arts, Manufactures, Pro

fessions, and Trades : being a General Book of Reference for the

Manufacturer, Tradesman, Amateur, and Heads of Families. Fourth

Edition. By Arnold J. Cooley and J. C. Brough. One thick

8vo. vol., with Engravings, 1,400 pp., 28^.

THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL of

MICROSCOPICAL SCIENCE. Edited by Dr. Lankester, F.R.S.,

and E. Ray Lankester, B.A., F.R.M.S. Vol. IX., New Series

(for the year 1869), with 20 Plates (8 coloured), 8vo., cloth, 17^.

FOWNES' MANUAL of CHEMISTRY.

Edited by H. Bencf. Jones, M.D., F.R.S., and Henry Watts, B.A.,

F.R.S. Tenth Edition, revised so as to meet the requirements of the

present state of Chemical Science, with 193 Engravings on Wood.

Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 14J.

FIRST PRINCIPLES of MODERN

CHEMISTRY. A Manual of Inorganic Chemistry for Students, and

for Use in Schools and Science Classes. By U.J. Kay-Shuttleworth,

M.P. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. , cloth, 4?. 6J.

THE FIRST STEP in CHEMISTRY. By

Robert Galloway, Professor of Applied Chemistry, Royal College

of Science for Ireland. Fourth Edition, much enlarged, with En

gravings. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 6s. 6d.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

THE SECOND STEP in CHEMISTRY;

or, The Student's Guide to the Higher Branches of the Science. With

Engravings. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, ioj.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

A MANUAL of QUALITATIVE ANA-

LYSIS. Fifth Edition. With Engravings. Post 8vo., cloth, Sj. 6d.

CHEMISTRYJNORGANICandORGANIC;

with Experiments and a Comparison of Equivalent and Molecular

Formula;. By Charles Loudon Bloxam, Professor of Practical

Chemistry in King's College, London ; Professor of Chemistry in the

Department of Artillery Studies, Woolwich. With 278 Engravings on

Wood. 8vo., cloth, ioj.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

LABORATORY TEACHING; or, Progres-

sive Exercises in Practical Chemistry. With Analytical Tables. With

89 Engravings. Crown 8vo., cloth, t,s. 6d.

NOTES for STUDENTS in CHEMISTRY:

being a Syllabus of Chemistry and Practical Chemistry. By Albert

J. Bernays, Professor of Chemistry at St. Thomas's Hospital. Fifth

Edition. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 3,?. 6</.

BOWMAN'S PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY,

including ANALYSIS. Edited by C. L. BLOXAM, Professor o«

Practical Chemistry in King's College. Fifth Edition, with 107 En

gravings on Wood. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 6.r. 6d.

HANDBOOK of VOLUMETRIC ANALY-

SIS ; or, The Quantitative Estimation of Chemical Substances by

Measure. By Francis Sutton, F.C.S., Norwich. With Engravings.

Post 8vo., cloth, Ts. 6d.

FRESENIUS' QUALITATIVE ANALY

SIS. Edited by Arthur Vacher. Seventh Edition. 8vo., cloth, oj.

FRESENIUS' QUANTITATIVE Ana

lysis. Edited by Arthur Vacher. Fifth Edition, with numerous

Engravings. Svo. , cloth, 1 2s. 61/.

JOHN CHURCHILL AND SONS, NEW BURLINGTON STREET.

y
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TRUBNER AND GO.'S RECENT PUBLICATIONS,

AND WORKS IN THE PRESS.

WORKS ON INDIAN GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY,

AND LITERATURE.

RESULTS OF A SCIENTIFIC MISSION TO INDIA

AND HIGH ASIA. By HERMANN, ADOLPHE,

and ROBERT DE SCHLAGINTWEIT. Under

taken betwcen_ the years 1854 and 1858, by Order of

*)le East India

Company.

the Court of Directors of the Honourable

The Work will consist of Nine Volumes of Scientific

Text, and of an Atlas, in Three Volumes folio, contain

ing Views and Maps, with explanatory Letterpress.

Vols. I. to IV. now ready (Text in 4to., Atlas in fulio).

1861-1866. 4/. 4-r. each.

GLOSSARY OF GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS FROM

INDIA AND TIBET, with Native Transcription

and Transliteration By HERMANN DE SCHLA

GINTWEIT. With an Atlas, in imperial folio, of

Maps, Panoramas, and Views. Royal 4(0., pp. xxiv.

and 293. 4/.

THE TRAVELS OF A HINDOO TO VARIOUS

PARTS OF BENGAL AND UPPER INDIA.

By BHOLANAUl'H CH UNDER, Member of the

Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal. In Two Volumes,

crown 8vo., cloth, pp. xxv. and 440, viii. and 410. ais.

THE SACRED CITY OF THE HINDUS. An

Account of Benares in Ancient and Modern Times.

By the Rev. M. A. SHERRING, M.A., LL.D.: and

Prefaced with an Introduction by FITZ-EDWAD

HALL, Esq., D.C.L. 8vo., cloth, pp. xxxvi. and 388,

with numerous full-page Illustrations. 21J.

MEMOIRS ON THE HISTORY, FOLK-LORE,

AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE RACES OF

THE NORTH WESTERN PROVINCES OF

INDIA; being an amplified Edition of the original

Supplementary Glossary of Indian Terms. By the

late Sir HENRY M. ELLIOT, K.C.B. Edited,

revised, and rc-arranged by JOHN BEAMES,

M.R.A.S., Bengal Civil Service. In Two Volumes,

demv 8vo., pp. xx. and 370, 39^, cloth. Maps and

Plates. 36*.

THE HISTORY OF INDIA FROM THE EARLIEST

AGES. By J. TALBOYS WHEELER, Assistant

Secretary to the Government of India. Vol. I. The

Vedic Period and the Maha Bharata. 8vo., cloth,

pp. Ixxv. and 576. i&f.

Vol. II. The Ramayana and the Brahmanic Period.

8vo., cloth, pp. lxxxviii. and 680. With Two Maps. 21s,

THE HISTORY OF INDIA, as told by its own His

torians. The Muhammadan Period. Edited from the

Posthumous Papers of the late Sir H. M. ELLIOT,

K.C.B.,by Prof. JOHN DOWSON, M.R.A S., Staff

College, Sandhurst. Vols. I. and II. With a Portrait

of Sir H. M. Elliot. 8vo., pp. xxxii. and 542, x. and

5S0, cloth. i8f. each.

THE MAFIA BHARATA. A Complete Analysis of the

Great Epos. With a Copious Index. By J. TAL

BOYS WHEELER. With a Map of Ancient India.

Svo., pp. 650, cloth. i8r.

THE RAMAYANA: being a Complete Analysis of the

celebrated Epic known under this name. With Copious

Index by J. TALBOYS WHEELER. 8vo., pp. 768,

cloth. With Two Maps. 21*.

SCENES FROM THE RAMAYANA, MEGHA-

DUTA, &c. Translated by RALPH T. H. GRIF

FITH, M.A. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, pp. 200. 5s,

SELECT SPECIMENS OF THE THEATRE OF

THE HINDUS. Translated from the Original San

skrit. By HORACE HAYMAN WILSON, M.A.,

F.R.S. Third Edition. Two Volumes, 8vo.

[In the press.

ESSAYS, ANALYTICAL. CRITICAL, AND PHILO

LOGICAL, ON SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH

SANSKRIT LITERATURE. By the late H. H.

WILSON. Collected and Edited by Dr. REIN-

HOLD ROST. Three Volumes, 8vo., pp. 408, 406,

and 3-jo, cloth. 36J.

IHKWANU-S SAFA ; OR, BROTHERS OF PURITY.

Describing the Contention between Men and Beasts as

to the Superiority of the Human Race. Translated

from the Hindustan* by Prof. J. DOWSON, Staff

College, Sandhurst. Crown Svo., pp. viii. and 156,

7J'W0RKS ON BUDDHISM.

EUDDHAGHOSHA'S PARABLES. Translated from

Burmese by Captain H. T. ROGERS, R.E. With an

Introduction, containing; Buddha's " Dhammapada,

or Path of Virtue." Translated from the Pali by

F. MAX MULLER. 8vo.f cloth, pp. clxxii. and 206.

12s. 61I.

MAX MULLER'S LECTURE ON BUDDHIST

NIHILISM. Delivered before the General Meeting

of the Association of German Philologists, at Kiel,

28th September, 18 '*). is.

THE LIFE OR LEGEND OF GUADAMA, the

Buddha of the Burmese, with Annotations. The Ways

to Neibban, and Notice on the Phongyies, or Burmese

Monks. By the Right Reverend P. BIGANDET,

Bishop of Ramatha, Vicar Apostolic of Ava and Pegu.

8vo., sewed, pp. xi., 53S, and v. i8f.

TRAVELS OF FAH-HIAN AND SUNG-YUN,

Buddhist Pilgrims, from CHINA to INDIA (400 a.d.

and 518 a.d.). Translated from the Chinese. By

SAMUEL BEAL, B.A., Trin. Coll. Cam., a Chaplain

in H.M.'s Fleet, a Member of the Royal Asiatic

Society, and Author of a Translation of the "Prati-

rnuk.sha," and the " Arnithflba Sutra," from the

Chinese. Crown 8vo., pp. lxxiii. and 210, cloth, orna

mental. IOT. 6d.

BUDDHISM IN TIBET : Illustrated by Literary

Documents and Objects of Religious Worship. With

an Account of the Buddhist Systems preceding it in

India. By EMIL DE SCHLAGINTWEIT, LL.D.

With a folio Atlas of 20 Plates, and 30 Tables of Native

Prints in the Text. Royal Svo., pp. xxiv. and 404.

£* a*.

BUDDHA AND HIS DOCTRINES. A Bibliographical

Essay. By OTTO KISTNER. Imperial 8vo., pp. iv.

and 32, sewed. 2s. 6d.

THE MODERN BUDDHIST; Being the Views of a

Siamese Minister of State on his own and other Reli

gions. Translated with remarks by HENRY ALA

BASTER, Interpreter of H. B.M. Consulate-General in

Siam. In one vol., crown 8vo., pp. ioo, cloth. 3J. bd.

KHUDDAKA PATHA, a Pali Text, with a Translation

and Notes. By R. C. CHILDERS, late of the Ceylon

Civil Service. 8vo., pp. 32, stitched, if. bd.

A PALI-ENGLISH DICTIONARY, with Sanskrit

Equivalents and with numerous Quotations, Extracts,

and References. Compiled by R. C. CHILDERS, late

of the Ceylon Civil Service. [In preparation.

OUTLINE OF BUDDHISM, from Chinese Sources.

By S. BEAL, B.A., Trinity College, Cambridge, a

Chaplain in Her Majesty's Fleet, etc. In one volume,

crown 8vo, [In preparation.

HANDBOOK FOR THE STUDENT OF CHINESE

BUDDHISM. By the Rev. E. J. EITEL, of the

London Missionary Society. 8vo. [In the press.

WORKS ON COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY.

OUTLINE DICTIONARY FOR THE USE OF MIS

SIONARIES, EXPLORERS, and STUDENTS OF

LANGUAGE. By MAX MULLER, M.A.,TayIorian

Professor in the University of Oxford. With an Intro

duction on the proper use of the ordinary English

Alphabet in transcribing Foreign Languages. The

Vocabulary compiled by JOHN BELLOWS. Crown

8vo., limp morocco, pp. xxxi. and 368. 1867. 7*. 6d.

ENGLISH OUTLINE VOCABULARY FOR THE

USE OF STUDENTS OF THE CHINESE,

JAPANESE, AND OTHER LANGUAGES. Ar

ranged by JOHN BELLOWS. With Notes on the

Writing of Chinese with Roman Letters. By Professor

SUMMERS, King's College, London. Crown 8vo.f

cloth, pp. 6 and 368. 6s.

LANGUAGE AND THE STUDY OF LANGUAGE:

Twelve Lectures on the Principles of Linguistic Science.

By WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY, Professor of

Sanskrit, etc., in Yale College. Second Edition, aug

mented by an Analysis. Crown 8vo., cloth, pp. xii.

and 504. ioj. 6d.

ON THE STUDY OF MODERN LANGUAGES IN

GENERAL, AND OF THE ENGLISH LAN

GUAGE IN PARTICULAR. An Essay. By

DAVID ASHER, Ph. D. izmo., cloth, pp. viii. and

80. as.

OUTLINES OF INDIAN PHILOLOGY. With a

Map. showing the Distribution of the Indi.m Languages.

By JOHN BEAMES. Second enlarged and revised

edition. Crown 8vo., cloth, pp. viii. and 96. 5*.

COMPARATIVE DICTIONARY OF THE LAN

GUAGES OF INDIA AND HIGH ASIA, with a

Dissertation, based on the Hodgson Lists. Official

Records, and Manuscripts. By W. W. HUNTER,

B.A., M.R.A.S., Bengal Civil Service. Folio, cloth,

pp. vi. and 224. £2 as.

THE STANDARD ALPHABET PROBLEM; or the

Preliminary Subject of a General Phonic System, con

sidered on the basis of some important facts in the

Sechwana Language of South Africa, and in reference

to the views of Professors Lepsius, Max Mullcr, and

others. By ROBERT MOFFAT. Svo., cloth, pp.

xxviii. and 174. -js. 6d.

A COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR OF SOUTH

AFRICAN LANGUAGES. By W. H. I. BLF.EK,

Ph.D. Volume I. 1. Phonology. 2. The Concord.

Section 1. The Noun. 8vo., cloth, pp. xxxvi. and 322.

16s.

GRAMMATOGRAPHY. A Manual of Reference to the

Alphabets of Ancient and Modern Languages. Based

on the German Compilation of F. BALLHORN.

Royal 8vo., cloth, pp. 80. js. 6d.

A COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR OF THE FRENCH

ITALIAN, SPANISH, AND PORTUGUESE

LANGUAGES. By EDWIN A. NOTLEY. Crown,

oblong 8vo., cloth, pp. xv. and 396. 7J. 6d.

LONDON : TRUBNER AND CO., 8 & 60, PATERNOSTER ROW.

This day, 8vo., pp. 368, with Plates, cloth, iw.

AMYE ROBSART AND THE EARL

OF LEICESTER ; a Critical Inquiry into the Authen

ticity of the various Statements in relation to the Death

of Amye Robsart, and of the Libels on the Earl of

Leicester, with a vindication of the Earl by his Nephew

Sir Philip Sydney, with a History of Kenilworth Castle,

including an account of the Splendid Entertainment

given to Queen Elizabeth by the Earl of Leicester, in

'575. from the Works of Robert Laneham and George

Gascoigne ; together with Memoirs and Correspondence

of Sir Robert Dudley, Son of the Earl of Leicester.

By GEORGE ADLARD, author of "The Sution-

Dudlcys of England," &c.

London: J. Rissell Smith, 36, Soho Square.

THE SONNETS OF SHAKESPEARE

SOLVED, and the Mystery of his Friendship, Love.

and Rivalry Revealed, illustrated by numerous extracts

from the Poet's Works, Contemporary Writers, and

other Authors. By HENRY BROWN. 8vo., pp. 248,

cloth, js. 6d.

SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS, and a

LOVER'S COMPLAINT. Reprinted in the Ortho

graphy and Punctuation of the original edition of 1609.

8vo., cloth, 3J. 6d.

London: J. Russell Smith, 36. Soho Square.

PATRONYMICA BRITANNICA : a

Dictionary of Family Names. By M. A. LOWER,

F.S.A. Royal 8vo., pp. 500, with Illustrations, cloth,

\l. 5s.

"This work is the result of a study of British Family

Names, extending over more than twenty years.'"—Prr/ace.

London : J. Russell Smith, 36, Soho Square.

THE NEW BILINGULAB TABLET.

In 8vo., with Plates, cloth, 7s. 6d.

THE DECREE OF CAXOPUS, in

Hieroglyphics and Greek. With Translations, and an

Explanation of the Hieroglyphical Characters. By

SAMUEL SHARPE.

London: J. Ru.ssell Smith, 36, Suho Square.

MB. SAMUEL SHABPE'S NEW WOBK.

This day, post 8vo., cloth, 5*.

HISTORY OF THE HEBREW

NATION and its LITERATURE. By SAMUEL

SHARPE, author of "The History of Egypt," &c.

Other Works by the same author:—

i. EGYPTIAN MYTHOLOGY AND

EGYPTIAN CHRISTIANITY, with their Influence

on the Opinion of Modern Christendom. Post 8vo.,

100 Engravings, cloth, y.

2. THE EGYPTIAN ANTIQUITIES

in the BRITISH MUSEUM DESCRIBED. Toil

Svo., many Engravings, cloth, 5*.

3. THE NEW TESTAMENT. Trans-

latcd from Gricsbach'sTcxt. 'With many Improvements,

and the nearest the Greek than any other, iamo., 5th

edition, cloth, is. bd.

4. CRITICAL NOTES ON THE

AUTHORIZED ENGLISH VERSION of the NEW

TESTAMENT, umo., cloth, us. (xi.

5. THE CHRONOLOGY of the BIBLE.

1 Jin. 1., cloth, ix. 6d.

6. TEXTS FROM THE HOLY BIBLE

EXPLAINED by the HELP of ANCIENT MONU

MENTS. Post 8vo., second edition, enlarged, v, hh

166 Engravings, cloth, 31. 6d.

London: J. Russell Smith, 36, Soho Square.

Published this day, in 3 vols., Svo., printed at the Chiswick

Press, cloth, 2/. ioj. ; or Large Paper Copies, imp. 8vo.,

cloth, 4/. 14*. 6d.

POPULAR ANTIQUITIES of GREAT

BRITAIN; comprising Notices of the Moveable and

Immoveable Feasts, Customs, Superstitions. andAmuse-

ments. Past and Present. Edited, from the Mateiials

collected by John Bkand, F.S.A.. with very large

Corrections and Additions, by W. CAREW HAZLITT.

Also, Just Published, uniformly, in a thick 8vo., if. 5.1-. ;

Large Paper, imp. 8vo., 2/. aj.. cloth,

ENGLISH PROVERBS and PROVER-

BIAL PHRASES, Collected from the most Authentic

Sources, Alphabetically Arranged and Annotated. By

V. CAREW HAZLITT. This collection containsW

3,000 Articles more than any other.

London: J. RUSSELL SMITH, =6, Soho Square.
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THE DOCTBINE OF EVOLUTION.

]\|r. Herbert Spencer'sWorks.

In 1 vol.,8vo., cloth, price 16s., Second Edition, re-organized

and further developed,

FIRST PRINCIPLES.

In a vols., 8vo., cloth, price 34J.

THE PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY.

In 1 vol., 8vo., cloth, price 6s.

EDUCATION:

INTELLECTUAL, MORAL, and PHYSICAL.

In stiff cover, price as. td.

The CLASSIFICATION of the SCIENCES:

To which are added, Reasons for Dissenting from

the Philosophy of M. Comtc.

CHEAPER EDITIONS.

In 1 vol., 8vo., cloth, price 10s.

SOCIAL STATICS;

Or, the Conditions essential to Human Happiness specified,

and the First of them developed.

In a vols., 8vo., cloth, price i&r.

ESSAYS :

SCIENTIFIC, POLITICAL, and SPECULATIVE.

(Being the First and Second Series re-arranged, and con

taining an additional Essay.)

Williams & Norgath, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Strongly bound in cloth, air.

JTuerst's Hebrew Lexicon, by

, DAVIDSON, Complete. A Hebrew and Chaldee

Lexicon to the Old Testament : with an Introduction giving

a short History of Hebrew Lexicography. By Dr. JULIUS

FUERST. 'lhird Edition, improved and enlarged. Trans

lated by Rev. Dr. SAMUEL DAVIDSON. 1600 pp.,

royal 8vo., cloth boards, ats.

Kept also half-bound morocco, cloth sides, a&s.

Williams & Norgath, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

HEW WOBK OK SEMITIC PHILOLOGY^-

Just published, crown 8vo., cloth, price 4J. 6d.

JJorae Hebraicee. By the Kev.

, F. CRAWFORD, Member of the Philological

Society of London.

Contents :—Chapter 1. Prefixes consisting of a Single

Consonant.—2. Biconsonantal Prefixes.—3. Negative Pre

fixes of Composition—4. Aflbrmatives of Verbs.—5. Af-

formatives of Nouns.—6. Roots not used in their simple

State.—Appendix.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, 8vo., cloth, price 5,.

New Translation of the

, _ PSALMS : a Plea for Revisal of our Versions. By

2le.Rey- R' CUNNINGHAM DIDHAM, M.A. Part I.,

Psalm I. to XXV. 8vo., cloth, price 5*.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

HOYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.

T^ Memoirs of the Royal

A

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.

Part r. 10 Plates. 4to., 10*.

MONTHLY

Vol. XXXVII.

NOTICES. Vol. XXIX. 8vo.,

+r-

Williams & Norgate, 14. Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 30, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

HEW ZEALAHD BOTAHY.

f^indsay (Dr. W. Lauder).—

„r,.r.xr,C0NJRIBUTI0NS "> NEW ZEALAND

BUI ANY Containing also Chapters on the Physical

l.cography, Geology, and Meteorology of Otago. 4 Coloured

1 lates by W. Filch. 410 , price ais.; without Plates, tor.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, tamo., cloth, y. 6d.

J^ossetti (Maria F.).-Exercises

, ,,.T,„for curing IDIOMATIC ITALIAN by means of

LITERAL TRANSLATION from the ENGLISH.

Also, iamo-, cloth, aj. 6d.

ANEDDOTI ITALIANI.—One Hundred

Italian Anecdotes, selected from "II Compagno del Pas-

seggio Campestre." By MARIA F. ROSSETTI.

Being also a KEY to the above exercises.

Williams & Norgate, 14. Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 2o,.South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

fust receivedfrom Calcutta.

J^ibliotheca Indica. A Col-

lection of Works published by the Asiatic Society of

Bengal.

SANSKRIT WORKS.

SANKARA-VITAYA; or, the Life and Polemics

of Sankara Acharyya. By ANANDA GIRI. Edited

by JAYANARAYANA TARKAPANCHANANA.

Fa:;c. \ to 3. 8vo., each as.

MIMAMSA DARSANA, with the Commentary

of Savara Swamim. Edited by Pandita MAHESA-

CHANDRA NYAYARATNA. Fasc. 1 to 7. 8vo.,

each as.

GRIHYA SUTRA of Asvalayana, with the Com

mentary of Gargya-Narayana. Edited by ANANDA-

CHANDRA VEDANTAVAGISA. Complete in 4 fasc

8vo., is.

TAITTIRIYA ARANYAKA of the Black

Yaiur-Veda, with the Commentary of Sayanacharva.

Edited by RAJENDRALA MITRA. Fasc. 1 to' 8.

8vo., each as.

SANHITA of the Black Yajur-Veda, with the

Commentary of Madhava Acharya. Fasc. 23. 8vo , is.

TAITTIRIYA BRAHMANA of the Black

Yajur-Veda, with the Commentary of Sayanacharya.

Fasc. 22. 2j.

TANDYA MAHABRAHMANA, with

Commentary of Sayana Acharyya. Fasc. 1. 8v

PEBSIAH WORKS.

MUNTAKHAB AL-LUBAB, of Khafi Khan.

Edited by MAULAVI KABIR AL-DIN AHMD.

Fasc. 1 to 10. 8vo., each as.

BADSHAH NAMAH, by Abd Al-Hamid

Lahawri. Edited under the superintendence of Major

LEES, LL-D. Complete in 2 vols., 36J.

AIN I AKBARI, by Abul Fazl i Mubarik i

Allami. Edited by H. BLOCHMANN, M.A. Fasc.

1 to 9. Royal 410., each 4J.

AIN I AKBARI, of Abul F.12I i Allami. Trans

lated from the Persian by H. BLOCHMANN. Fasc.

1 to 3. Royal 8vo., each as.

MUNTAKHAB AL-TAWARIK, of Abd Al-

qadir Bin-i-Maluk Shah Al-Badaoni Edited under the

superintendence of Major LEES, LL.D. Fasc. 2 to 5,

and Vol. III., Fasc. 1 to 5. 8vo., each as.

CATALOGUE of the Contents of the BIBLIO-

THECA INDICA, and other Publications of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, may be had on application.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St , Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

In 8vo., cloth, price lor. 6d.

JT]ssays on the Religion and
PHILOSOPHY of the HINDUS. By H. T.

the

COLEBROOKE, Esq.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 6s.

JJandbook of Sanskrit Litera-

TURE, with Appendices descriptive of the

MYTHOLOGY, CASTES, and RELIGIOUS SECTS

of the HINDUS. Intended especially for Candidates for

the Indian Civil Service, and Missionaries in India. By

Rev. G. SMALL, formerly Missionary at Calcutta and

Benares.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Royal 8vo., cloth, price 15*.

'J'he Gulistan (Rose-Garden)

of Shaikh Sadi, of Shiraz. A New Edition of the

Persian Text, with a Vocabulary by F. JOHNSON, Esq.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and ao, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, price ■;s.6d.; mounted on canvas to fold, tor.;

or on canvas with rollers, xor. 6d.

J^ Table of the Aryan (Indo-

EUROPEAN) LANGUAGES, showing their

Classification and Affinities, with Copious Notes ; to which

is added Grimm's Law of the Interchange of Mute Con

sonants, with numerous Illustrations ; a Wall-Map for the

use of Schools, Colleges, and Lecture Rooms. By Prof.

ATTWELL, K.O.C., F.R.G.S.

Williams & Norgate,' 14. Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, 8vo., cloth, js. 6d.

\i\ ssays ofaBirminghamManu-

FACTURER. By W. LUCAS SARGANT, Author

of "Social Innovators," " Apology for Sinking Funds," &c.

1. Characteristics of Manufactures.—2. Ireland and the

TenurcofLand.—3. Limited Democracy.—4. "Dyslogistic."

—5. Sir Samuel Bentham.

Williams & Norgate, ^Henrietta St., Covent Garden

' k Street, Edinburgh. 'Londo and 20, So:th Frcdc

Just published, crown 8vo., cloth, as. 6d.

'The Kelation of Language to

THOUGHT. By WM. ROSCOE BURGESS,

M.A., Vicar of Christchurch, Latchford.

" I have attempted to indicate the natural adaption by
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German critical science, is in itself a ' Sign of the Times ' of

English studies. Since the days of R. Lowthand Newcome

a work like this is unheard of in England The

work is thus the first of its kind in England, and contains

much that it would be hardly possible to wish better."—

Ewatd in the " Gottinger Auseigen."

Crown 8vo , cloth, ys. 6d.

BROADCHALKE SERMON -ESSAYS, on

Nature, Mediation, Atonement, Absolution, &c. By
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Natural History, Royal School of Mines. With about

170 Engravings on Wood.
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London ;_and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, a New Impression, price 31*. 6d. ~

J)enmark in the Early Iron

AGE. Illustrated by Recent Discoveries in the Peat-

Mosscs of Slesvig. By CONRAD ENGELHARDT, late

Director of the Museum of Northern Antiquities at Flens-

borg. Many hundred Illustrations, engraved on 33 Copper

plates, Maps, and numerous Illustrations on Wood. Roya

410., cloth, 3 1«. {■-./,

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St, Covent Garden*

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, 8von cloth, price 5J.

rpheAgamemnon ofiEschylus.

Revised and Translated by JOHN F. DAVIES, B.A.,

T.C.D., First Classical Master in Kingstown School, Ireland*

In this Edition the discoveries made by Karsten, Heimsoeth,

Weil, Enger, and many other Continental Scholars, are for

the first tune placed before the English Student, and further

corrections arc proposed in short Latin notes. The con

jectures of Hermann and his predecessors are either simply

recorded and adopted as fully proved, or are altogether

omitted. An attempt is made to reproduce the metres of the

text in a literal line-for-line English translation. Passages

of doubtful or hitherto unexplained meaning are discussed in

an entirely new and original Commentary.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, 8vo., cloth, price 12J.

esus of History.

" A clear statement and an unimpassioned judgment

Points of interest handled carefully and wisely."— Theolo

gical Review.

"A formidable contribution to that side of the great con

troversy on the origin of Christianity which it espouses."—

Scotsman.

"Well worthy to take its place by the side of Strauss,

Renard, and the Ecce Homo."—Westminster Review.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published, crown 8vo., cloth, red edges, 4*. 6d.

JTruit from Devon (Lyrical

Vignettes of the North Coast) and OTHER POEMS.

ByALEXANDER TEETGEN,Author of"Palingenesia."

&c.

Town cradled, tree-fringed, land-locked square.

Gleam magie'lly thro* lace and bough,

Whi.a outside, in repose sublime.

The sea lies, like Jehovah's brow.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.
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THE NEW SCHOOL-HISTOEY OF

ENGLAND ;

FROM EARLY WRITERS & THE NATIONAL RECORDS.

BV THE AUTHOR OF

"THE ANNALS OF ENGLAND."

The present will be found to differ in many respects from

most English Histories for Schools, and it is hoped advan

tageously—

1. In the conviction that Geography and History can only

be properly taught in conjunction, this work commences

with a Geographical outline of the British Isles, and Maps

are supplied on which both the ancient and the modern

divisions of the country appear, and the locality of many

memorable events may be traced.

2. The nineteen centuries of British History are treated

with at least an approach to uniformity. The first ten arc

not passed over in a few pages, as if they contained nothing

worthy of notice ; on the contrary, they arc narrated in some

detail, as absolutely necessary to the understanding of what

is to follow. So with succeeding centuries, down to the pre

sent one. Each truly important event is noticed, whether it

occurred under the Plantagencts or the Urunswicks, and

matters of no real moment arc passed over, whatever may

be their date.

3. In drawing up the book, original authorities, as nearly

as possible contemporary, have been employed. Among

these may be mentioned " Cscsar's Commentaries," " Bedc's

Ecclesiastical History," the *' Anglo-Saxon Chronicle," and

the various works that have been issued of late years under

the direction of the Record Commission and the Right Hon.

the Master of the Rolls. The Statute-Book and the Public

Records have also been consulted, and, more especially from

this last source, much has been drawn that will be new to

the general reader, particularly with regard to the Tudor

and the Stuart times.

Such materials have, as yet, been very sparingly used for

school-books. It is to be hoped that this will no longer be

the case. Even what the present confined limits allow

to be given will .show that many most important parts of our

history have been hitherto treated in a most unsatisfactory

manner ; and the liberality with which access is now granted

to the treasures of the Record Office leaves the writer with

out excuse who neglects to avail himself of them.

The necessary condensation has been the great difficulty,

but the outline here presented will be recognized as accurate

by those who are acquainted with the real sources of our

history.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

" School histories are generally mere abridgments of some

larger work, or, at best, compilations from several, rather

than the result of original investigation. This may fairly be

styled a new one, from its being constructed on the new

plan of consulting original authorities, and thus throwing

new light on events and persons hitherto misrepresented and

misunderstood. Not satisfied with traditional views, the

writer has examined the earliest writers, the Statute-Book,

the Public Records, and the various works lately issued by

authority, and carefully weighed all the evidence within

reach. The result is a far more accurate account of our

history than can be found in ordinary text-books. It has

also more pretension to completeness, since it treats the

period before the Conquest at greater length. Though of

necessity condensed, it is not obscure. There is a brief

geographical introduction, with four maps of Britain at

various periods, containing all places 01 historical note.

This we consider a great advantage. Generally speaking the

author is moderate in the expression of his opinions, but he

takes no pains to conceal his decided bias in favour of autho

rity both in Church and State."—Atlutueum, Jan. 1, 1870.

"We arc glad to draw attention to 'The New School-

History of England/ by the author of ' The Annals of Eng

land.' English history has been enriched of late from so

many new sources and illustrated by so many able commen

tators that—while the older style of school-books, such as

Goldsmith and his followers, have become completely obso

lete^—even the more recent compilations of Dr. Smith,

founded as they are upon Hume, have ceased to represent

the actual state of knowledge This appears to be done as

sufficiently as the space will allow in the book before us.

Saxon times are not, as they used to be, unduly abridged :

the social and political characteristics of the different periods

are clearly marked, and the example so admirably set by

Mr. Freeman has been followed in giving four excellent

maps adapted to different periods. The writer's bias in a

Conservative direction is too obvious to allow him the praise

of an impartial historian ; but this will probably not be re

garded as an inexpiable fault in a school-history."—Guardian,

Jan. 36, 1870.

" The vast advance which recent years have seen in our

higher histories is now beginning to tell to some purpose

upon our elementary works. . . . Now we have a complete

manual, of which all that we can say is that we hope it may

utterly and promptly supersede the compilations which

have so long filled our young people's minds with obstacles

to the right comprehension of our English history. The

whole book is a marvel of clear and accurate condensation ;

and when one sees how close-packed it is with facts, and

how little space is spent on words, it is equally wonderful to

see how readable it is. But it is the condensation of a

writer who is long familiar with his subject as a whole, so

that the story flows on naturally, and does not read like a mere

table of contents."—Literary Churchman, Dec. ix, 1869.

Oxford, and 377, Strand, London :

JAMES PARKER & CO.

NEW WORKS.

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW.

No. 255. CONTENTS:

1. MR. TENNYSON'S HOLY GRAIL.

2. LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANIES.

3. MR. LECKY'S HISTORY OF EUROPEAN

MORALS.

4. THE LAND QUESTION IN FRANCE.

5. ERA OF GEORGE THE SECOND.

6. NEW ZEALAND AND OUR COLONIAL

EMPIRE.

7. PAPAL INFALLIBILITY.

8. MISS AUSTEN AND MISS MITFORD.

9. THE BYRON MYSTERY—MRS. STOWE'S

VINDICATION.

10. THE IRISH CAULDRON.

The Church and the Age. By Various

Writers. Edited by ARCHIBALD WEIR, D.C.L.,

and W. D. MACiAGAN, M.A. 8vo.. i«*.

(Ecumenicity, in Relation to the Church

OF ENGLAND. With an Appendix on the Ultra

montane and Gallican Theories in relation to (Ecu

menists and the Church of England. By Lord

LINDSAY (now Earl of Crawford and Balcarrcs).

8vo., dr.

Representation of the Laity in Convoca-

TION. By Canon T.F.SIMMONS, M.A. 8vo., i».

A Memoir of Sir Charles L. Eastlake, F.R.A.

With Additional Contributions to the Literature of the

Fine Arts. By Lady EASTLAKE. 8vo., m.

Travels in Asia Minor. With an Account

of Missionary Labours, Antiquarian Researches and

Illustrations of Biblical Literature. By HENRY

J. VAN LENNEP, D.D., thirty years Missionary in

Turkey. Maps and Illustrations, a vols., post 8vo., 34J.

A Canoe Cruise on the Jordan, the Nile,

RED SEA, LAKE OF GENESARETH, &c, in

the "ROB ROY." By IOHN MACGREGOR, M.A.

6th Thousand. With Maps and Illustrations. Crown

8vo., iu.

The Discovery of the Great West. An

Historical Narrative. By FRANCIS PARKMAN.

Map. 8v©., ioj. td.

Brittany and its Bye-ways ; with some

ACCOUNT OF ITS INHABITANTS AND ITS

ANTIQUITIES. By Mrs. BURY PALLISER.

With 60 Illustrations. Post 8vo., i2f.

The Voyage of " The Fox " in the Arctic

SEAS TO DISCOVER THE FATE OF SIR

JOHN FRANKLIN. By SIR LEOPOLD M'CtlN-

TOCK, R.N. Third Edition. With Maps and 30

Illustrations. Post 8vo., js. 6J.

A Geographical Handbook of all the Known

FERNS ; with Tables to show their Distribution. By

K. M. LYELL. Frontispiece. 8vo., 71. cV.

A Personal Narrative of Events in China

DURING LORD ELGIN'S SECOND EMBASSY.

By H. BROUGHAM LOCH, Private Secretary. With

Map and Woodcuts. Post 8vo., <js.

Our Iron-Clad Ships : their Qualities, Per-

FORMANCES, AND COST; including Chapters on

TURRET SHIPS, IRON-CLAD RAMS, 4c. By

E. J. REED, C.B., Chief Constructor of the Navy.

With Illustrations. 8vo., 12J.

An Etymological Dictionary of the French

LANGUAGE. By EDW. PICK, Ph.D. 8vo.,7*. 64.

History and Constitution of the British

ARMY; or, THE MILITARY FORCES OF THE

CROWN, THEIR ADMINISTRATION AND

GOVERNMENT. By CHARLES M. CLODE.

3 vol*. 8vo., 42J.

The Huguenots : their Settlements,

CHURCHES, and INDUSTRIES IN ENGLAND

and IRELAND. By SAMUEL SMILES. Third

Edition. Post 8vo., 6j.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.
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EDUCATIONAL BOOKS, ATLASES, AND MAPS

Crown 8vo., cloth, ic*r.

GEOGRAPHY:—PHYSICAL, His

torical AND MILITARY. From the Seventh

French Edition of Th. LavallUe, late Professor of

Militay History and Statistics at the Military School of

Saint-Cyr. Edited, with Additions and Corrections, by

Capt. LENDY, F.G.S., F.L.S., &c, Director of the

Practical Military College at Sunbury.

"A genuine Geography."—Spectator.

"The work contains that admirable system and lucid

arrangement which is so marked in all the educational

treatises of the Continent, and its advantages appear to be

enhanced by the skilful treatment of Captain Lendy."—

London Review.

Fifth Edition, xamo.f price is., cloth limp,

MANUAL of GEOGRAPHICAL Pro

nunciation and ETYMOLOGY. By A. F.

FOSTER, A.M., Author of "A General Treatise on

Geography," and other Educational Works ; late Editor

of 'Chambers's Educational Course ;" Assistant-Com

missioner to the Royal Educational Inquiry, &c.

This Manual furnishes Rules for the Pronunciation of the

leading Languages ; a Vocabulary of upwards of 10,000

Names, indicating the true Pronunciation ; and an Ety

mological Table of Generic Terms, with their Literal

Meanings, serving to explain a large number of Names.

Second Edition, demy 8vo.t price +r. td.

THE PRINCIPLES of BOOK-KEEPING

by DOUBLE ENTRY, in a Scries of Easy and

Progressive Exercises. By HENRY MANLY, Prin

cipal Writing Master and Teacher of Book-keeping in

the City of London School.

The Author's object is, first to place before the Pupil the

implest operations in Accounts, and then to prepare him

radually for the more difficult and complex part of ihe art.

The book contains elementary practice in the five principal

Accounts ; materials for making out Bills of Parcels and

Invoices; carefully constructed Exercises on the Day-Book,

Journal, and Ledger; the Civil-Service Examination Papers

on Hook-keeping ; a set of General Questions ; and a short

explanation of Commercial Terms.

ARITHMETICAL EXERCISES, &c.

EXERCISES in ARITHMETIC : a

copious Variety of Bills of Parcels, intended as an

Auxiliary Companion to every Arithmetic. By G.

REYNOLDS, izrno., cloth, ss. td.

TAPLIN'S (J. W.) IMPROVED WALK-

INGHAME'S TUTOR'S ASSISTANT, for the Use

of Schools, containing Rules for Working the various

Methods of Caculation, with Questions under every

respective title, nino., cloth, is.

TAPLIN'S KEY to the ABOVE, with the

Sums worked at full length, iamo., bound, $s.

THE FIRST FOUR RULES of ARITH-

METIC, on a Plan entirely original, calculated to

abridge the labour of the Tutor very considerably, and

to greatly facilitate the Progress of the Pupil. By

J. WALKER, is. td.

Demy i2mo., cloth, 450 pages, price 5s.

MLLITARY and CIVIL SERVICE

ARITHMETIC; being all the Military and Civil-

Service Examination Questions, with Solutions. By

W. A. BROWNE, LL.D.

Demy i2mo., cloth, price is. 6d.

CIVIL SERVICE TESTS in ARITH-

METIC; being Specimens of the more difficult Ques

tions in the Civil-Service Reports, with full Solutions.

By W. A. BROWNE, LL.D.

SOUTER'S NEW SCHOOL REGISTER

of the STUDY and CONDUCT of YOU NG LADIES,

ruled for the half year. i6mo. , price gd. each.

SOUTER'S SCHOOL REGULATOR of

STUDY and CONDUCT. Neatly printed in 8vo.,

and ruled for a half year.

For YOUNG LADIES. Price if. each.

For YOUNG GENTLEMEN. Price is. each.

Or with the Column for Subjects blank, instead of

printed, price is. each.

N.B.—These Regulators are adapted to any School, as

they are not confined to any particular class of books.

Fourth Edition, ramo., 3*. 6d., cloth,

A GRAMMAR and KEY to the GERMAN

LANGUAGE ; being an Easy and Complete System

for acquiring this Useful Tongue : with Exercises, &c.

By the Baron VON ANDLAU, Director of the

German, French, and Classical College, Clapham.

ANDLAU'S LESEBUCH; or, German

Reader. lamo., 3*. td. ; Part II., 4^- td.

Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 3X.

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE: Its

GRAMMAR and HISTORY; together with a

TREATISE on ENGLISH COMPOSITION, and

SETS of EXERCISES for the ASSISTANCE of

TEACHERS and STUDENTS. By the Rev.

HENRY LEWIS, Lecturer at the National Society's

Training College, Battcrsea.

_" A useful and suggestive pocket handbook for all who

wish to write English correctly and elegantly."—Examiner.

New Edition. Demy 121110,, cloth, 31. 6d.

DICTIONARY of ENGLISH SYNO-

NYMES: Comprehending the Derivations and Mean

ings of the Words, and the Distinctions between the

Synonymcs; with Examples. By the Rev. J. PLATTS.

Demy 8vo., cloth, 6>. 6d.

MANUEL DE LA LITTERATURE

FRANCAISE des XVII«, XVIII', et XIX* Siicles.

Par C. PLCETZ, Docteur en Philosophic, ancien

Premier Professeur au College Francais de Berlin.

Seconde Edition, Revise et Augmcntde.

POPULAR FRENCH WORKS FOR

SCHOOL USE.

BEAUVOISIN'S FRENCH VERBS at a

GLANCE: being an entirely New System of Conju

gation, by which the Principle of all the French Verbs

can be understood in a few hours. New Edition.

Sixteenth Thousand. Demy 8vo., is.

BEAUVOISIN'S ANECDOTES and

S TORIES in FRENCH. With- English Explanatory

Notes. Post 8vo., cloth, is. td.

CHERPILLOUD'S BOOK of VERSIONS;

or. Guide to French Translation and Construction.

New Edition. By C. J. DELILLE, City of London

School, &c. iamo., bound, y. td.

CHERPILLOUD'S PARTIE FRAN-

CA1SE, or Key to the above. By DEL1LLE. tamo.,

bound, 3;. 6d.

EASY LESSONS in FRENCH CONVER-

SATION : adapted to the Topics generally interesting

to Schoolboys. i2mo., cloth, is. td.

ETIENNE'S (Prof.) LITTLE BOY'S

FIRST FRENCH BOOK, on the plan of Arnold's

(Henry) First Latin Book. Third Edition. i2mo.,

cloth, is. 6d.

FABLES DE FLOBIAN, with Explana-

tions, and a Short Introduction to French Poetry. By

L. JACKSON. i2mo., bound, 3*. td.

GOMBERT'S FRENCH SPELLING

ASSISTANT, izmo., cloth, is.

Demy 1 21110. , cloth, is. 6ti.

CIVIL SERVICE GUIDE to HISTORY :

being the Historical Questions in the Civil Service

Reports, arranged under the several Periods and Reigns

to which they belong. By W. A. BROWNE, LL.D.

THE USEFUL KNOWLEDGE

SOCIETY'S SERIES of MAPS, ANCIENT and

MODERN. Size 17 inches by 14. Price, Plain, td. ■

Coloured, gd. each.

The low price of this extensive Series of 330 Ancient and

Modern Maps induces the Publisher to state that they are

in every respect of the highest character. The latest dis

coveries and alterations are inserted on the plates as soon as

authenticated, and several of the Maps have been repeatedly

re-engraved—the whole Series being thus rendered a faithful

delineation of the current state of Geographical Knowledge.

Detailed List on Application.

Second Edition. Nine Maps, printed in colour with

Letterpress, $s.

ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL ATLAS.

Intended chiefly for Map-Drawing, and the study of

the Great Physical Features and Relief Contours of the

Continent, with an Introduction to serve as a Guide for

both purposes. By the Rev. J. P. FAUNTHORPE,

B.A., F.R.G.S., Vice-Principal and late Geographical

Lecturer of the Training College, Battersea.

HARROW SCHOOL ATLASES.

HARROW ATLAS of MODERN GEO-

GRAPHY: containing 30 Coloured Maps, with Index

to the Principal Places, in. td., cloth lettered. Also,

JUNIOR HARROW ATLAS of MODERN

GEOGRAPHY: containing 14 Coloured Maps, with

Index to the Principal Places, ys., cloth.

The selection of these Maps for the Use of the great

Public School at Harrow offers the strongest proof of their

superiority. Being the largest Maps of their class, their

size (17 inches by 14) affords opportunities for the insertion

of various details for which there is no room in the maps of

smaller atlases. In the present edition, the new Railways

have been added, and all the latest alterations and disco

veries inserted to keep pace with recent geographical events.

CLASSICAL ATLASES, uniform in size

and price with the above, are also published.

CLASSICAL and MODERN ATLASES,

uniform in size, &c. Price us. td. and 31*. td. each.

OUTLINE MAPS, printed on Drawing

Paper, and adapted for the above Atlases, are published.

Pnce td. each.

OXFORD SERIES of OUTLINE MAPS.

Size, 16 inches by 14. Price 3***. each.

Thefollowing Maps are alreadypublished :—

Europe' I Italy Africa

British Isles ] Russia in Europe North America

England i Spain Canada

Scotland 1 Switzerland United States

Ireland Asia South America

Austnan Empire : Ceylon Australia

France India New Zealand

Germany ! Palestine

NEW SERIES of SCHOOL MAPS, Drawn

and Engraved under the direction of the Committee of

General Literature and Education appointed by the

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, and the

National Society for Promoting the Education of the

Poor. The Commissioners of National Education, Ire

land, have also sanctioned several of these Maps for

Use in their Schools. Edited by the Rev. S. CLARK,

M.A., F.R.G.S.

This NEW SERIES of LARGE SCHOOL MAPS has

been prepared at a great expense, and constructed upon the

principle of combining the bold outline and lettering re

quisite for teaching, with the Geographical accuracy,

systematic arrangement, and finish of superior Maps. The

object is to qualify the young for the study of Superior

Map, and to instruct them by works similar in excellence

to the best Maps, although of a bolder character. Coarse

and inaccurate Maps may suffice for some purposes; but

those prepared for the young should at least preserve as

close a relation as possible to works of the highest authority

The following Maps are already published :—

Size, 58 inches by 50. Price, Coloured and Mounted

on Roller, varnished, 13J. each. scale.

EASTERN HEMISPHERE .

"WESTEBN HEMISPHERE .

EUROPE

ENGLAND and WALES ■ •

ASIA

HOLY LANS, to illustrate both

the Old and New Testaments 41 miles to an inch.

AFRICA 118 miles to an inch.

NORTH AMEBICA .... 97 miles to an inch.

SOUTH AMERICA .... 97 miles to an inch.

AUSTRALASIA 85 miles to an inch.

Also, size, 42 inches by 34. Price, Coloured and Mounted

on Roller, varnished, 9J. each, scale.

SCOTLAND 8 miles to an inch.

IRELAND 8 miles to an inch.

HOLT LAND, to Illustrate the

Old Testament 8 miles to an inch.

HOLY LAND, to Illustrate the

New Testament .... 7 miles to an inch.

The PLACES mentioned in

the ACTS and EPISTLES 57 miles to an inch.

AUSTRALIA 86 miles to an inch.

NEW ZEALAND ...... =5 miles to an inch.

Also, size, 75 inches by 90. Price, Coloured and Mounted

on Roller, varnished, 47s. scale.

BRITISH ISLES 8 miles to an inch.

Detailed Prospectus oh application.

[Xow ready).

[.Vow ready).

65 miles to an inch.

S miles to an inch.

140 miles to an inch.

LONDON : EDWARD STANFORD, 6 & 7, CHARING CROSS, S.W.

LONDON: PUBLISHED BY JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET; AND PRINTED BY WILLIAM CLOWES AND SONS,

DUKE STREET, STAMFORD STREET.
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"[Jniversity College, London.

TUESDAY EVENING LECTURES.

The FOURTH LECTURE of the SERIES will be

delivered on APRIL 12, at 8.30, by Sir EDWARD S.

CREASY. Subject—" Poetry."

The subsequent Lectures will be as follows :—

Fifth Lecture, May 10, by E. J. Poynter, Esq., A.R.A

Subject—" Realism and Beauty."

Sixth Lecture, June 14, by Professor C. Cassal. Subject

—" French Literature and Liberty." (This Lecture will be

delivered in French.}

Tickets, which will admit either ladies or gentlemen, may

be obtained at the office of the College, price is. 6d. for

each Lecture. The proceeds will be paid over to the

fund now being raised for erecting the south wing of the

College.

JOHN RORSON, B.A.,Secretary to the Council.

gamuel P. Eagleton, LL.D.,

Sedgley, Staffordshire, receives Five Pupils, not under

14 years of age, and prepares them for the Military and

Civil Service Examinations, and for University Scholarships.

Terms high, but dependent upon success.

A B C Patent Despatch Box.

TENNER and KNEWSTUB'S newly-invented

Patent ABC, and i, 2, 3, Despatch Boxes. 'General con

venience, ready access to papers, and methodical arrange

ment.'—Post. 'Will meet especially 'the requirements of

literary, legal, and official persons.'—Star. 'A boon to all

lovers of order.'—Illustrated London News. 'A great

improvement in the construction ofdespatch boxes.'—Record.

4 Every part has its own merit.'—Athcmeum, ' Entitles the

inventors to the gratitude of all who keep their papers in

order.*— Times. Price from ior. 6d.

The ELGIN WRITING CASE, invented by Jenner

and Knewstub, price from One Guinea in morocco. ' The

invention is a most useful one. Some honour belongs to the

inventors,'—Times. Illustrated Lists post free.

Jenner and Knewstub, to the Queen, Dressing Case

Makers, Heraldic Stationers, Engravers, and Die Sinkers.

Designs for Dies made without charge. 33, St. James's

Street, and 66, Jennyn Street.

"Rodrigues.—Monograms,

Literary.—Acompetent Critic,

well acquainted with general English Literature,

wishes for an Engagement to Review Works for a respectable

Newspaper or other Periodical, or to write Essays, Leaders,

Tales, &c.—Address, " W. N.," Messrs. Cavhll and Drys-

dale, s, Gray's Inn Place, W.C.

"Poreign Books of all descrip

tions are Imported by ASHER & CO., 13, Bedford
Street, Covent Garden, London; (also at 11, Unter den

Linden, Berlin).

Scholastic.— Principals of

^ Schools should see the EUROPEAN MAIL, the

great Anglo-Colonial Newspaper. Eight special and sepa

rate editions for the various parts of the world, including

Australia, Brazil, Buenos Ayres, Canadian Dominion. Cape

of Good Hope, Ceylon, China, Demcrara, India, Natal,

New Zealand, United States, West Indies, &c.—Specimen

Paper forwarded free by post on application to the Office of

the EUROPEAN MAIL, Colonial Buildings, 44A Cannon

Street, London.

Libraries of the late Bev. J. Williams (of

Ithel), of the late Col. King (of Stretton

Hall, Leicester), &c—Five Days' Sale.

]J^[essrs. Puttick and Simpson,

Auctioneers of Literary Property and Works of Art,

will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, 47, Leicester

Square, W.C, on TUESDAY, March 15, and following

Days, the LIBRARY of the late Rev. JOHN WILLIAMS,

(ab IthcP, the eminent Welsh Scholar, a Portion of the

LIBRARY of the late Col. KING (of Stretton Hall, Lei

cester), and Selections from various Private Libraries ;

amongst which will be found Roberts's Holy Land, Syria,

Egypt, and Nubia—Lamberg's Collection of Greek Vases,

2 vols.—Chabert, Galerie des Peintres, 2 vols.—Scheuhzcri

(J. J.) Physica Sacra, plates, 4 vols.—Saurin, Discours sur

la Bible, 6 vols., large paper—Art Journal, 12 vols.—Tyn-

dale's New Testament, Latin and English, 1550—English

Cyclopaedia, 22 vols.—Penny Cyclopaedia, 29 vols.—Scott's

Border Antiquities, 2 vols.—Bndgewater Treatises, 12 vols.

—Manning's Sermons, 4 vols.—Hooker's Species Filicium,

5 vols.—various Botanical Books—Scientific Books on Rail

way and Civil Engineering— Shakspeareana—some fine

Specimens of Typography from the Bodoni and other

celebrated Presses, in handsome morocco bindings—Curious

Manuscripts—Horac—Autographs of Alexander Pope and

Dr. Isaac Watts, &c.

Catalogues sent on receipt of two stamps.

Bank of South Australia.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, 1847.

fetters of Credit and Bills

ARMS, CRESTS, and ADDRESSES Designed

and Steel Dies Engraved as Gems.

RUSTIC, GROTESQUE, COMIC, and ECCENTRIC

MONOGRAMS artistically designed for any combination

of letters.

NOTE PAPER and ENVELOPES stamped in colour,

relief, and brilliantly illuminated in Gold, Silver, and

Colors, in the highest style of art.

STATIONERY, ACCOUNT BOOKS, and every re

quisite for the Writing Table of the best quality.

A VISITING CARD PLATE, elegantly engraved,

and 100 SUPERFINE CARDS printed for +r. 6rf.

BALL PROGRAMMES and DINNER CARTES of

new designs arranged, printed, and stamped with Arms,

Crest, or Address, in the latest fashion.

At HENRY RODRIGUES'

(Stationer, Heraldic Designer, and Engraver

'.. To the Royal Family),

4*. PICCADILLY, LONDON, \V.

issued upon Adelaide and the Principal Towns in

South Australia. Drafts negotiated and collected. Money

received on deposit for fixed periods, the terms for which

may be ascertained at the Offices of the Bank, 54, Old

Broad Street, E.C.

WILLIAM PURDY, General Manager.

'Jhe Academy for the Con-

tinent may be obtained on publication of the

following booksellers :—

Paris—A. and W. Galignani

&Co.

,, XAVIER & BOYVEAU.

Leipsic—A. Durr.

Berlin—Asher & Co.

Rotterdam—W. A. Kramers. \

Brussels—MuQUABDT.

Frankfort—C. Jugel.

Florence—E. Goodban.

Milan—Artar ia.

Rome—J. Sl'ITHOVRR.

Naples—Mrs. Dorant.

United States.

New York—

Wilmer & Rogers.

Books for Review and Advertisements may be sent

to the care of Messrs. Williams and Norgate's,

Mr. D. Nutt's, or Messrs, Tkubnbk's Agents on the

Continent.

rJ'he Art Journal for March

(Price is. (id.) contains the following Line Engravings.

I. MY LADY'S PAGE IN DISGRACE, after H. S.

MARKS.

II. NORHAM CASTLE, after J. M. W. TURNER,

R.A.

III. DINAH CONSOLING HETTY IN PRISON,

from the Group of Sculpture by F. J. WIL-

LIAMSON.

Also numerous Literary Contributions relating to the Fine

Arts, &c.

London: Virtue & Co., Ivy Lane, Paternoster Ro»r.

'JJhe Month.—March, 1870.

Contents.

THE DIALOGUES OF LYDNEY. No. a—Modern

Marvels.

FATHER GAZET'S "PIA HILARIA." By the Rev.

H. I. D. Rvdeh.

AUGUSTE COMTE AND HIS PHILOSOPHY. By

Josfph Rickabv, M.A. Part the First.

ASCETICISM AND MODERN LIFE. By the Rev.

Thomas Mevrick.

FRENCH LATIN1STS UNDER LOUIS THE

FOURTEENTH. By John Gerard, B.A.

THE LAST DEFENCE OF PROTESTANT ORDI

NATIONS. By the Rev. William Waterworth.

DR. NEWMAN'S ESSAY ON THE GRAMMAR OF

ASSENT.

LINES FROM CHRISTINA ROSSETTI. By H. W.

Challis, B.A.

LINES ON "THE UNKNOWN GOD."

London : Office—50, South Street, Grosvenor

Square, W. ; SlMrKls, Marshall, and Co. ; Burns,

Oaths, and Co.

KEV. DR. ROWLAND WILLIAMS.

480 pp., 8vo.,'cloth, tor. td.

'The Prophets of Israel and

JUDAH DURING THE ASSYRIAN EMPIRE.

Translated afresh, and Illustrated for English Readers by

ROWLAND WILLIAMS, D.D., Vicar of Broadchalke,

formerly Fellow and Tutor of King's College, Cambridge.

Being the First Volume of Dr. Williams's Hedrew

Proihets.

Williams & Norgate, r4, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.
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of London.I Tniversity
Notice is hereby given, That on WEDNESDAY,

27th of April next, the Senate will proceed to elect Exami

ners in the following departments :—

Examines ships. Salaries. Present Examiners.

ARTS & SCIENCE. (Each)

„ . _, . 1 , i Rev. Dr. Holdcn, M.A.
Two in Classics J »<»'•{ p. A. Paley. Esq., MJi.

■lish \ , .

era- >iao/. < r.

K... )

. G. Fitch, Esq., M.A.

acant.

Two in Tie English

Language, Litera

ture, and History

TwoiaTAeFrench Lan- \ , [ Prof. Cassal, LL.D

CTtace f I Vacant.

Two in The German t , ' F. Althaus, Esq., Ph.D.

Language )3 ' I Vacant.

Two in The Hebmv\

Texto/the Old Testa

ment, the Greek Text

of the .Vrw Testa

ment, the Evidences

of the Christian Re

ligion, and Scripture

History

Two in Logic and

Moral Philosophy...

Sol.

(Rev. S. Davidson, D.D.,

) LL.D.

j Rev. J. J. Stewart Perowne,

, ,Rev. Mark Pattison, B.D.

> 80/ J Prof. G. Croom Robertson,

' \ M.A.

fProf. W. Stanley Jevons,

M.A.

Prof. T. E. Clifle Leslie,

LL.B.

Two in Mathematics \ (Prof. H. J. S. Smith, M.A.,

and Natural Fkilo- \ 200/.J F.R.S.

Sophy ) ' Vacant.

Two in Experimental) . ( Prof. Adams, M.A.

Philosophy 5 ( Prof. G. Carey Foster, B. A.

-.„.., , ( Prof. Odling, M.B., F.R.S.
Two in Chemistry .... 175/. j Vacant *'

Two Assistant Exami-') . ) Vacant.

ners in Chemistry .

Two in Botany and\

Vegetable Physiology 5

Hooker, Esq., M.D.,

Two in Geology

PaUeontology

LAWS.

Two in Law and the

Principles oj Legisla

tion

MEDICINE

/ J. D. Hooker, Es

75/J LL.D., F.R.S.

\ Vacant.

and\ ■ (Vacant.

....;75/i\t Vacant.

00/.
t Vacant.

X Vacant.

Russell Reynolds,

F.R.S.

.Prof. J.

Two in Medicine *5°M M. D.,

I Vacant.

*™ in S«rS"> '** { £"£.'<£. CUr^Esq.

Two fa Anatomy too/. {™^d^F^CS.

T^^5^J;}ISC.{»^t^. Esq.. M.B.

andZoology J (.Vacant

T*o in Midwifery 7Si{£2£

Td%aiaZn"hl-JmVt 7Sl.{Ztr?timd-UX>- *M

ceutical Chemistry . . > <■ Va«nt.

t wr i'r Arw.* 1 ( E. Headlara Grecnhow,
Two in ^«r««r J2W1- ) ^ » £sq M D

"** ' l T. Stevenson, Esq., M. D.

The Examiners above named are re-eligible, and intend

to offer themselves for re-election.

Candidates must send in their names to the Registrar,

with any attestation of their qualifications they may think

desirable, on or before Tuesday, March 39th. It is particu

larly desired by the Senate that no personal application of

any kind be made to its individual Members.

By order of the Senate,

WILLIAM B. CARPENTER, M.D.,

17, Savile Row, W. Registrar.

March 1st, 1870.

"old book catalogues,

Gratis andpost-free oh receipt oj One Stamp tofrank each.

The following, containing portions of the Library of

Rev. J. H. TODD, D.D., F.T.C.D.,

And Selections from numerous Private Sources :—

CATALOGUE 1 contains 2000 Numbers in English and

Foreign Literature.

CATALOGUE 2 contains nearly 800 Books in Mathe

matical Engineering and Scientific Literature,

CATALOGUE 3 contains 760 Books in English and

Foreign Theology. Fathers, Schoolmen, etc.

Chiefly Catholic.

CATALOGUE 4 contains Greek and Latin Classics and

Works relating to Antiquity.

{At reducedprices.

CATALOGUE 5 contains Modern German Books. New.

CATALOGUE 6 contains Modern French Books. New.

CATALOGUE 7 will contain nearly 600 Numbers on

Irish History, Language, and Literature.

{Preparing.

Address for above,

W. B. Killv, t, Grafton Street, Dublin.

Now Published, price iox. 6d., 8vo., cloth,

PROFESSOR CHENERTS HARIRI.

^he Assemblies of Al Hariri,

translated from the Arabic, with an Introduction,

and Notes Historical and Grammatical. By THOMAS

CHENERY, M.A., Ch.Ch., Lord Almoner's Professor of

Arabic in the University of Oxford. Vol. I., containing the

Introduction and the First Twenty-six Assemblies.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covcnt Garden,

London ; and ao, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Now ready, 8vo., cloth, xr. 6d.

Irregularities and Diseases of

THE TEETH.—A Series of Papers from "The

Lancet" and "British Journal of Dental Science.'* By

HENRY SEWILL, M.R.C.S., L.D.S., Dentist to the

West London Hospital, &c.

" Irregularities of the teeth in children, facial neuralgia,

abscess of the jaw, necrosis, and indigestion from defective

teeth, are the chief matters treated ; and on each of them,

more especially upon the first, the principles that should

guide practice are very clearly enunciated. The book can

not fail to be useful and welcome."—Lancet.

LONDON: JOHN CHURCHILL & SONS,

11, New Burlington Street.

Now ready, fcap. 8vo., cloth, price 3J. 6d.

T?aymond Lully's Great Elixir:

A DRAMATIC POEM.

Basil Montagu Pickering, 196, Piccadilly.

TO BOOK-BUYERS.

_^"attali & Bond's Catalogue,

comprising 1000 Valuable English and Foreign

Books, in alt Classes of Literature; with an APPENDIX

of 300 Works on Botany, Agriculture, and Gardening, is

now ready, post free for two stamps.—23, Bedford Street,

Covcnt Garden, W.C.

Libraries Purchased or Valued.

EVER SWEET.

T>iesse and Lubin's Rare and

PRECIOUS PERFUMES.— 3,000 varieties of

Scents, refined Soaps, Sachets, Odorous Waters, Ladies'

Toilet Requisites, Pomades, Oils, Hair Washes, Dentifrices,

Cologne, Complimentary and Wedding Presents, Fountains,

Music, Odour, &c- Shippers supplied in bond. Price List

free.—Office, 2, New Bond Street, London.

CHUBB'S NEW PATENT SAFES,

Steel-plated with Diagonal Bolts, to resist Wedges, Drills,

and Fire. Lists of Prices, with 130 Illustrations, of all

sires and qualities, of CHUBB'S SAFES, STRONG

ROOM DOORS, and LOCKS, sent free by

CHUBB & SON,

67, St. Paul's Churohyard, London.

Indigestion.—The Medical

Profession adopts MORSON'S PREPARATION

OF PEPSINE as the true Remedy. Sold in Bottles and

Boxes from ax., by all Pharmaceutical Chemists and the

Manufacturers.TnoMAS Morson ft Son, 124, Southampton

Row, Russell Square. London.

T^reakfast.—Epps's Cocoa.

"^ GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

The Civil Service Gazette remarks :—" By a thorough

knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations

of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of

the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has

Erovided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

everage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills."

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only in

tlb., (lb., and ill), tin-lined packets, labelled:—

JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

"A Lady had been suffering from a severe

Consumptive Cough for 12 or 13 yean, and, after

consulting several Physicians, the first dose of

SB. LOCOCK S WAFERS gave Instantaneous Be

lief, and she has not had an attack since."

The above is from J. Pratt, Chemist, Stafford Street,

IVolverhampton .

DR. LOCOCK'S

PULMONIC WAFERS

T>elican Life Insurance

COMPANY,

Established in 1797.

70, Lombard Street, City, and 57, Charing Cross,

Westminster.

Directors.

Henry R. Brand, Esq., M.p.

Octavius E. Coope, Esq.

John Coope Davis, Esq.

Henry Farquhar, Esq.

Charles E. Goodhart, Esq.

Jas. A. Gordon, Esq., M D.,

F-R-S.

Kirkman t>. Hodgson, Esq.

Henry L. Holland, Esq.

Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., m.f.,

F.R.S.

John Stewart Oxley, Esq.

Benjamin Shaw, Esq.

M. WyviU, Tun., Esq.

FINANCIAL POSITION.

Total Amount Insured, with Bonus Additions.. £3,007,431

Liability on the same, at 3 per cent. Interest . . . 846,712

Accumulated Funds i, 2*7,253

Annual Revenue from Premiums £92,767

„ from Interest £57, 163

I49.9SO

The whole invested in Government, Real, and other first-

class Securities, in addition to which the Assured have the

guarantee of a large and wealthy proprietary.

For Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal apply at the

Offices as above, or to the Agents of t^e Company.

ROBERT TUCKER, Secretaryand Actuary.

gcottish Provident Institution.

EDINBURGH-6, St. Andrew Square.

LONDON—18, King William Street, E.C.

In this Society alone, members can assure with right to

share in whole profits at moderate premiums.

In other offices they may assure at rates as low, but with

out any prospect of additions : or they may obtain the right

to profits, but only by payment of excessive rates.

TRANSFER OF ASSURANCES.

From its very moderate rates this Society is peculiarly

suited to the case of those who may have reasons for discon

tinuing their policies and assuring afresh in an Office of

undoubted stability. Even after several years this may be

effected without much (if any) pecuniary loss.

REALISED FUNDS, from accumulation of Premiums

alone, above £1,500,000—the increase in 1868 being no less

than £133,000.

SUBSISTING ASSURANCES, £6,500.000.

For full information as to INVESTMENTS see the

Annual Reports, of which Copies may be had on appli

cation.

The " Insurance Register" (Kent and Co., London! gives

inquirers the means of judging as to the financial position of

the various offices. The facts there brought together show

that no Office gives evidences of greater progress or stability

than the

SCOTTISH PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.

"Rock Life Assurance

give Instant Relief to ASTHMA, CONSUMPTION,

COUGHS, and ali disorders of the breath and lungs.

TO SINGERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS

They are invaluable for clearing and strengthening the

Voice, and have a pleasant taste.

Price i«t. if£, ar. cy/., and at, 6d. per Box. Sold by all

Chemists.

COMPANY.

Established a.d. 1S06.

No. 15, New Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London, E.C.

P. Bidder, Esq.

G. Dodson, Esq., m.f.

A. Freeman, Esq.

A. Fuller, Esq.

Goddard, Esq.

Hudson, Esq., F.R.S.

Kelk, Esq.

Laurence, Esq.

H. Longden, Esq.

Directors.

Lieut-Genera! Sir G. St P*

Lawrence, k.c.s.i., 08.

C. T. Lucas, Esq.

J. D. Magens, Esq.

C. Rirar, Esq.

W. B. Towse, Esq.

H. Tritton, Esq.

S. H. Twining, Esq.

The Rock Life Assurance Company, which has been

established upwards of HALF A CENTURY, has an

ACCUMULATED FUND of more than THREE MIL

LIONS STERLING, invested in Mortgages on Land, and

other first-class securities :—

£ *- d.

Viz., on the 20th of August, 1868 3,172,60415 3

Sum Assured, inclusive of Bonus Additions,

at that date 5, 380,750 9 11

Estimated Liability thereon (Northampton

Table of Mortality, 3 per cent interest).. 1,481,569 a 4

That is /ess than one-halfthe Fundinvested.

Total Amount of Bonus Additions made to

Policies 3,895,059 19 9

Amount of Profits divided for the Seven

Years ending aoth August, 1868 533,869 7 8

Annual Income 314,867 14 3

Total Claims paid, inclusive of Bonus

Additions 6,627,044 7 7

Copies of the Annual Reports and Balance Sheets, as well

as of the Periodical Valuation Accounts, Tables of Rates

and every information to be obtained on application.

JOHN RAYDEN, Actuary.

H. W. PORTER, Sub-Actuary.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM.

COMMENCING AT ANY DATE.

The Library Messengers call on appointed days to deliver and exchange all Books in circulation at the Residences of Subscribers, in every part of London

and the immediate neighbourhood, on the following Terms :—

Three Volumes at One Time

Six Volumes at One Time . .

Three Months.

£0 15 0

110

Six Months.

£15 0

1 18 0

Twelve Months.

£2 2 0

3 3 0

DISTRICTS AND DAYS OF EXCHANGE.

Acton Saturday.

Anerley ■ . . . Monday.

Balham , Monday.

Ball's Pond Wednesday.

Barnes . . . . Friday.

Barasbiiry Wednesday.

Battexsea Thursday.

Battcrsea Rise Monday.

Bayswater Friday.

Belgravia Saturday.

Berkeley-square . . . . . . . . Saturday.

Bennondsey Tuesday.

Bethnal-grecn Thursday.

Blackfriars-road Tuesday.

Blackheath (to Kidbrook- terrace) . . Wednesday*

Blackwall Thursday.

Bond-street Saturday.

Bow Thursday.

Brentford (to the Turnpike Gate) . . Saturday.

Brixton Monday.

Brompton • • . . . . . . . . Saturday.

Brunswick-square Tuesday.

Bryanston-square Friday.

Buckingham Palace Saturday.

Camberwell Thursday.

Camberwell New-road Monday.

Camden Town . * . . . . . . Tuesday.

Camden-road {to York-road) . . . . Tuesday.

Camden-road (beyond York-road) . . Wednesday.

Canonbury Wednesday.

Cavendish-square Friday.

Charing Cross Saturday.

Charterhouse-square Thursday.

Chelsea Saturday.

Chiswick Saturday.

City Thursday.

Clapham ' Monday.

Clapton (Upper and Lower) . . . . Wednesday.

Crouch End Wednesday.

Dalston , Wednesday.

De Beauvoir Town. Wednesday.

Denmark Hill Thursday.

Deptford Wednesday.

Dulwich ' Monday.

Dulwich Wood Common Tuesday.

Dulwich (East) Thursday.

Ealing Saturday.

Eaton-square Saturday.

Edgware-road Friday.

Edmonton Monday.

Euston-square Tuesday.

Finsbury Thursday.

Forest Hill Tuesday.

Forest Gate Thursday.

Fulham Friday.

Gipsy Hill Monday.

Gordon-square Tuesday.

Gray's Inn Thursday.

Greenwich Wednesday.

Grosvenor-square Friday.

Hackney Wednesday.

Hammersmith Saturday.

Hampstead Tuesday.

Hanover-square Saturday.

Harley-street . . Tuesday.

Haverstock-hill

Herne-hill

Highbury .. ..

Highgate (to High-street)

Holborn

HoIIoway

Homerton (Upper) . .

Hornsey . . . .

Hoxton

Hyde Park (Paddington side)

Hyde Park Knightsbridgc side1

Inverness-terrace . . . . . . . .

Islington

Kennington

Kennington Park-road

Kensington

Kentish Town-road (beyond Gaisford-st.)

Kew

Kilburn (to Waterloo Houses)

Kings' Cross

Kingsland '

Knightsbridgc . .

Lambeth

Lee

Lewisham

Leyton (the Main Road)

Leytonstone

Limehouse

Lincoln's Inn

London Bridge Railway Stations

Lower Tulse Hill

MaidaVale

Maida Hill

Manchester-square

Marylebone .. .. .. .,

Mayfair

Mile End

Montagu-square

Mortlake

Muswell Hill

Myddleton-square . . . . . . " . .

New Cross . .

Ncwington

Notting Hill

Norwood (Upper)

Old Kent-road (to Surrey-square) . .

Old Kent-road (beyond Surrey-square)

Paddington

Palace Yard

Pall Mall

Peckham (to HarderVroad)

Peckham (beyond Harder's-road) . .

Peckham Rye

Pcnge

Pentonville

Piccadilly

Pimlico

Plaistow

Poplar

Porchester-terrace

Portland-place . . . *

Portland-road '. • < • • • •

Portman-square . . . . . ■

Princes' Gate

Putney . .

"lay.

Putney (South Fields) . . ,. . . Thursday.

Putney (West Hill) Thursday.

Bueen Anne-street Friday.

ueen's Gate Saturday.

Regent-street (North of Oxford-street) . . Friday.

Regent-street (South of Oxford-street) .. Saturday. ]

Regent's Park Tuesday.

Richmond Friday.

Roehampton Friday.

Russell-square Tuesday.

St. James s-squarc Saturday.

St. John's Wood Tuesday.

St. Pancras Tuesday.

Shadwell Thursday.

Shepherd's Bush Saturday.

Shoreditch Thursday.

Smithficld Thursday.

Snaresbrook Thursday.

Soho . . . . Saturday.

Somers Town Tuesday.

Southwark Thursday.

Southwark (High-street) Tuesday.

Southwark (Blackfriars-road) .. .. Tuesday.

Spitalfields Thursday.

Stamford Hill (to the Pond) . . . . Wednesday.

Stamford Hill (beyond the Pond) . . Monday.

Stepney Thursday.

Stockwell Monday.

Stoke Newington Wednesday.

Strand (West of Wellington-street) . . Saturday.

Strand (East of Wellington-street) .. Thursday.

Stratford ., Thursday.

Strc.-uham Monday.

Streatham Common Monday.

Sussex-square and Gardens . . .-. Friday.

Sydenham (Upper and Lower) .; .. Tuesday.

Sydenham Hill Tuesday.

The Tempie Thursday.

Tooting {Upper and Lower) . . . . Thursday.

Tottenham . . . . . . . . . . Alonday.

Tulse Hill {Upper and Lower) .. .. Monday.

Turnham Greca Saturday.

Vauxhall Monday.

Walthamstow (to Clay-street) . . . . Thursday.

Walworth Thursday.

Wandsworth (Town) Thursday.

Wandsworth {South Fields) .. .. Thursday.

Wandsworth (West Hill) Thursday.

Wandsworth-road Monday.

Wandsworth (East Hill) Monday.

Wandsworth (St. Ann's Hill) . . . . Monday.

Wandswoith (Lavender Hill) .. .. Motiday.

Wandsworth Common Monday.

Wan.stcad Thursday.

Westbourne Park Friday.

West Ham . . . . . . . . . . Thursday.

Westminster Saturday.

Whitechapel Thursday.

Whitehall Saturday.

Wigmore-street . . Friday.

Wimbledon Thursday.

Winchmore Hill . . . . . . . . Monday.

Woburn-square Tuesday.

Woodford (to the Church) . . . . Thursday.

Wood Green Monday.

Fresh Copies of all Books of Acknowledged Merit and General Interest are added as the demand increases, and an ample supply is provided of all the

Principal Forthcoming Works as they appear.

Tuesday

Thursday.

Wednesday.

Wednesday.

Thursday.

Wednesday.

Wednesday.

Wednesday.

Wednesday.

Friday.

Saturday.

Friday.

Wednesday.

Monday.

Thursday.

Saturday.

Wednesday.

Friday.

Tuesday.

Wednesday.

Wednesday.

Sahtrday.

Monday.

Wednesday.

Tuesday.

Thursday.

Thursday.

Thursday.

Monday.

Tuesday.

Monday.

Tuesday.

Friday.

Friday.

Tuesday.

Saturday.

Thursday.

Friday.

Friday.

Monday.

Wednesday.

Wednesday.

Thursday.

Friday.

Monday.

Thursday.

Wednesday.

Friday.

Saturday.

Saturday.

Thursday.

Tuesday.

Tuesday.

Monday.

Wednesday.

Saturday.

Saturday.

Thursday.

Thursday.

Friday.

Tuesday.

Tuesday.

Friday.

Saturday.

Friday.

THE NAMES OF NEW SUBSCRIBERS ARE ENTERED DAILY.

Prospectuses, postfree, on application.

TOWN AND VILLAGE BOOK CLUBS.

Boxes and Parcels of the Best and Newest Books are despatched from the Library Daily to all Parts of the Kingdom. Two or Three Families may unite

in One Subscription and thus obtain a constant succession of the Principal Books of the Season and of the Past Twenty Years on moderate Terms.

Prospectuses, postagefree, on application.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

CITY OFFICE :-4, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE.
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This day is Published, price is.

A New and Revised Edition, being the Fourth, of

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK

OF

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

By DAVID PAGE, LL.D., F.G.S., &c.

Lately Published, by tJu same Author,

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK OF GEOLOGY.

Eighth Edition, ar.

ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK OF GEOLOGY. Fourth

Edition, ?s. 6d.

ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK OF PHYSICAL GEO

GRAPHY, ss.

GEOLOGY FOR GENERAL READERS. Second

Edition, 6s.

HANDBOOK OF GEOLOGICAL TERMS, GEO

LOGY, AND PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. Second

Edition, 7*. 6d.

CHIPS AND CHAPTERS FOR AMATEUR AND

YOUNG GEOLOGISTS. s>.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

LUBKE'S NEW WORK ON ART.

Just Published, with 184 Illustrations,

PRICE ONE GUINEA,

Ecclesiastical %tt in (Hermann

DURING THE MIDDLE AGES.

BY

DR. WILHELM LUBKE,

Author of" The History 0/Art."

Translated from the Fifth German Edition-.

Edinburgh : THOMAS C. JACK.

London: SIMPKIN & CO.

Just Published, crown 8vo., cloth, 2s. 6d.

'J'he Eelation of Language to

THOUGHT. ByWM.ROSCOE BURGESS, M.A.,

Vicar of Christchurch, Latchford.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

COLEBBOOKE'S ESSAYS.

In 8vo., cloth, a New Edition, price 10s. 6d.

T[!ssays on the Religion and
PHILOSOPHY of the HINDUS. By H.T.COLE-

BROOKE, Esq.

Williams & Norgate, t4, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Strongly bound in cloth, 21J.

Jpuerst's Hebrew Lexicon of

the OLD TESTAMENT: with an Introduction

giving a short History of Hebrew Lexicography. By Dr.

JULIUS FUERST. Third Edition, improved and enlarged.

Translated by Rev. Dr. SAMUEL DAVIDSON. i,6oopp.,

royal 8vo., cloth boards, 21s. Kept also half-bound morocco,

cloth sides, 26J.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just Published, 8vo., cloth, price 12J., post free,

physical Ethics, or the Science

of ACTION : an Essay. By ALFRED BARRATT,

Fellow of Braseno.sc College, Oxford.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just Published, 8vo., cloth, ior. 6d.

~W"hat saith the Scripture?

BIBLE DIFFICULTIES: their Teaching Value.

304 pp., 8vo., cloth.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Now ready, 2j. each.

By SARA S. HENNELL, Author of "Present Religion."

(Jomparativism : explained as

a Principle which involves Necessary Antagonism of

Religion to Positivism.

COMPARATIVE METAPHYSICS, I.

Method the Reverse of that of Science, argued to be the

mean', in reality, to the deepest kind of Harmony with

Ready, i2mo., bound, 663 pages, price 6>. 6d.

TTuhner's Elementary Gram-

MAR OF THE GREEK LANGUAGE; con

taining a Series of Greek and English Exercises for trans

lation, with the requisite Vocabularies, and an Appendix on

the Homeric Verse, and Dialect. By Dr. RAPHAEL

KUHNF.R, Co-Rector of the Lyceum Hanover. Trans

lated by S. H. TAYLOR, LL.D. A New Edition, revised

and edited, with numerous 'emendations and additions,

including upwards of 1,000 Examination Questions, and a

Greek-English and English-Greek Lexicon. By CHARLES

W. BATEMAN, LL.B., some time Scholar of Trinity

CoMege, Dublin.

" Of the merits of Kuhner's Greek Grammar, now so

generally acknowledged, we need hardly speak. The

present edition, which is based on that of Dr. Taylor's, of

America, has several Explanatory Notes, and upwards of

a '.thousand Questions appended to it by Mr. Bateman.

No student can have attentively worked through these

exercises without attaining a very considerable knowledge

of Greek; and as the work combines Grammar, Delectus,

and Lexicon, it may be confidently recommended as one

of the best books which can be put into the hands of the

beginner."—Educational 'Ihuts, June, 1864.

London: Simpkin, Marshall, Sc Co.

Science.

London : TrUbnbr and Co.

'Jhe Fathers, Historians, and

WRITERS OF THE CHURCH. Literally Trans

lated, nmo-, cloth, 4J. 6d.

Contents :—Sulpicius Severus—Eusebius—Acts of the

Apostles—Socrates—Sozomcn—Theoderet—Minutius Felix

—St. Cyprian—Lactantius—St. Ambrose—St. Augustine—

St. Jerome—Tertullian—St. Eucherius—Salvian—St. Ber

nard—St. Chrysostom—St. Basil—St. Gregory Nazianzen

—St. Gregory of Nyssa.

"A useful Manual for those who would attain to a

general acquaintance with the early Christian writers."—

Atkenetum.

London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.

(.ectures on some Subjects of

MODERN HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY;

History of Spain in the Eighteenth Century. Religious

and Political Institutions of Spain. Reply to Mr. Buckle's

Civilisation in Spain. Life, Writings, and Times of Chateau

briand. Secret Societies of Modern Times, viz.— Free

masons, the Illuminati, the Carbonari, the Jacobins, St.

Simonians, Socialists, &c. Papal Legislation on Secret

Societies; delivered at the Catholic University of Ireland,

i860 to 1864. By J. B. ROBERTSON, Esq., Professor of

Modern History, Translator of Schlegel's "Philosophy of

History," Moehler's " Symbolism," &c. Crown 8vo., cloth

extra, over 500 pages. 6s.

London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.

The Fuel of the Sun. By

W. MATTIEU WILLIAMS, F.C.S., Author of

"Through Norway with a Knapsack," &c. Post 8vo., cloth,

price ys. dd.

"An attempt to explain some of the greatest mysteries of

the Universe.

London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.

Works by REV. DR. BAYLEE.

introduction to the Study of

THE BIBLE. By Rev. JOSEPH BAYLEE, D.D.,

late Principal of St. Aidan's College, Birkenhead. Second

Edition, 3 vols., demy 8vo., cloth, 11s. [This day.

Verbal Inspiration the True

CHARACTERISTIC OF GOD'S HOLY WORD.

Crown 8vo., cloth, is. fsd. [This day.

The Time of the End : Its

ANTECEDENTS AND ITS CHARACTER.

London: S. W. Partridge & Co., 9, Paternoster Row.

Qecond Edition of the Arts of

READING, SPEAKING, and WRITING. By

EDWARD W. COX, Serjeant-at-Law. Price 6r. &J.

Law Times Office, 10, Wellington Street.

]VTessrs. Bagster's Biblical

WORKS.—Just Published, a Descriptive CATA

LOGUE, illustrated with numerous Specimen Pages.

By Post free.

Samuel Bagster & Sons, 15, Paternoster Row, London.

This day, price (xi.

'J'he Basque Problem Solved.

Nelson & Co., Oxford Arms Passage, Warwick Lane, E.C.

Xh

Just Published, 4J. 6a*.

e Second Edition of the

COMPREHENSIVE FRENCH BOOK, by

J. DELPECH, B.A. Four books in one : a Grammar, a

Book of Exercises, a Reading Book, and a Dictionary.

Relfe Brothers, Charterhouse Buildings, Aldersgatc.

In 8vo., price ONE SHILLING,

A Short Dissertation on the

TRUE PRONUNCIATION OF THE DIVINE

NAME JAHVEH, JEHOVAH. By RUSSELL MAR

TINEAU, Professor of Hebrew in Manchester New

College, London.

London : Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Just Published, in 8vo., price 12s., cloth,

'The Nicomachean Ethics of

ARISTOTLE NEWLY TRANSLATED INTO

ENGLISH. By ROBERT WILLIAMS, B.A., Fellow

and late Lecturer of Merlon College, and sometime Student

of Christ Church, Oxford.

" Mr. Williams's version is a fair paraphrase of the original,

which not only may be read wiih profit by persons un

acquainted with Greek, but will be of real service to students

of the text. . . . On the whole this must be pronounced by

far the best English translation of the Ethics, though it is

but slight and inadequate praise to say so; for it obviously

belongs to a class quite distinct from the schoolboy transla

tions which have preceded it. The beginner will find but

little aid from it ; but the general reader, while charmed

Vith a style that seldom flags, may read with a confidence

that Aristotle's thoughts, though paraphrased, are preserved ;

and the scholar, though he may not unfrequently differ from

the Translator's views, cannot fail to respect the thorough

ness of his workmanship, and to admire the skill and

ingenuity with which he has overcome the difficulties of his

task, even in the most unpromising passages."— '///'■

Academy.

London : Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

In 8vo., pp. 588, price i6j., cloth,

HTime and Space : a Meta-

PHYSICAL ESSAY. By SHADWORTH H.

HODGSON.

This work propounds a theory which covers the whole

ground of Speculative Philosophy. It solves the contra

dictions supposed by Sir W. HAMILTON inherent in the

idea of the Infinite.

Part I. contains an Analysis of Perception, and Association

of Ideas.

Part II. contains the Laws of Logic, with a Criticism on

HEGEL.

London : Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

In 1 vol., 8vu. [1861], price iof. 6d., cloth,

The Popular Education of

FRANCE; WITH NOTICES OF THAT OF

HOLLAND AND SWITZERLAND. By MATTHEW

ARNOLD, M.A., LL.D., one of Her Majesty's Inspectors

oi" Schools ; a Foreign Assistant Commissioner to the Royal

Corr-mission on Popular Education in England.

"A work of an exactitude truly extraordinary for a book

written on a foreign country ; for the most attentive scrutiny

has not enabled me to note more than three or four unim

portant mistakes—two of which, indeed, are not mistakes at

all, arising as they do from legislative changes that have

supervened since the author's visit to France. —M. Rape r

(French Inspector-General of Primary Instruction} in The

Museum.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Now complete in 3 vols., medium 8vo., price 63s., cloth,

A Dictionary of Science,

LITERATURE, AND ART ; comprising the

Definitions and Derivations of the Scientific Terms in gene

ral use, together with the History and Description of the

Scientific Principles of nearly every branch of Human

Knowledge. Fourth Edition, reconstructed by the late

Professor BRANDE, D.C.L., F.R.S. (the Author), and

the Rev. G. W. COX. M.A.—assisted by Contributors of

eminent Scientific and Literary Acquirements.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Vol. L, New Edition, revised and enlarged by Dr. S. BIRCH,

price 31J. 6d. Vol. II., price 30s. Vols. III. and IV.,

price 25s. each. Vol. V., price 63*.; and the Set complete

in 5 vols., 8vo., price 8/. 14J. 6d., cloth,

Egypt's Place in Universal

HISTORY: an Historical Investigation, in Five

Books. By Baron BUNSEN, D.C.L. Translated by

C. H. COTTRELL, M.A., with Additions in Vols. I. and

V. by S. BIRCH, LL.D.

London : Longmans, Grben, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Will shortly be published,

n Introduction to the Lan-

GUAGE and LITERATURE of MADAGASCAR,

with HINTS to TRAVELLERS. By the Rev. JULIUS

KESSLER, Curate of St. John's, Deptford, late Missionary

in Madagascar.

London : William Hunt & Company, 23, Holies St., W.

A

C

The New Christmas Story.

hristmas Eve with the

SPIRITS ; or. The Canon's Wanderings through

Ways Unknown. With Further Tidings of Scrooge and

Tiny Tim. Original Illustrations, cloth extra, gilt edges,

&c, or. 6d. At all Libraries and Booksellers in Town or

Country ; or f; ; s, by post, direct from the Publishers, at

a*. 6d.

Bull, Simmons, & Co., Publishers, Sec, 9» Wigmore Street,

Cavendish Square, W.
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JAMES NISBET & COMPANY'S

PUBLICATIONS.

Second Edition, post 8vo., ys. 6d., cloth.

The Life of the late James Hamilton, D.D.,

F.L.S. By the Rev. WILLIAM ARNOT, Edinburgh.

II.

Third Edition, crown 8vo.,6r., cloth,

A Memoir of the late Rev. Wm. C. Bums,

M.A., Missionary to China. By Professor ISLAY

BURNS, D.D., Glasgow.

III.

Post 8vo., 6s., cloth,

A Second Series of Sermons preached at

KING'S LYNN. By the late Rev. E. L. HULL, B.A.

IV.

Second Edition, small crown 8vo., 5s. , cloth,

The Lord's Prayer. Lectures by the Rev.

ADOLPH SAPHIR, B.A., Greenwich.

v.

Small crown 8vo., 3-r. 6d., cloth, with Portrait,

A Memoir of General Latter. By Mrs.

BAILLIE, Author of "The Protoplast,"' "Hours of

Rest," &C. *

VI.

Small crown 8vo., 4s. 6d., cloth,

China and the Gospel. By the Rev.

WILLIAM MUIRHEAD, of the London Missionary

Society.

VIT.

New Edition, small crown 8vo., 3J. 6d., cloth,

Byeways in Palestine. By James Finn,

Esq., M.R.A.S., late H.M. Consul of Jerusalem and

Palestine.

vin.

New Editions, small crown 8vo., each 3*. 6*/., cloth,

The Romance of Natural History. By

P. H. GOSSE, F.R.S. First and Second Series.

Immediately, post 8vo., -js. 6d-, cloth.

The Fourth Volume of the Uniform

EDITION OF THE WORKS OF THE LATF.

JAMES HAMILTON, D.D.. '"■L.S.

v-

Third Edition, si-1" crown 8vo., is., cloth,

The First Chrirtian Apology. A Sermon

by the Rev. I- OSWALD DYKES, M.A.

XI.

Post 8vo., 6s., cloth, with Portrait,

A Mamoir of George Steward, the Author

ol "Mediatorial Sovereignty."

xir.

Fourth Edition, post 8vo., gs. 6d., cloth.

The Protoplast. A Series of Papers,

including—First Matter, First Vegetable, First Animal,

First Man, &c. By Mrs. BAILLIE.

XIII. p'

Second Edition, demy 8/0., lor. 6d., cloth,

The Darwinian Theory of the Transmu-

TATION OF SPECIES EXAMINED. By a

Graduate of the University of Cambridge.

XIV.

Fifth Edition, post 8vo., 51., cloth,

Preadamite Man j or, the Story of our

old Planet and its Inhabitants, told by Scripture and

Science. By Mrs. GEO. J. C. DUNCAN.

xv.

In the Press, small crown 8vo., cloth.

Cloud and Light. By Rose La Touche.

In Four Volumes, crown 8vo., i6f., cloth,

Our Christian Classics. Readings from

the Best Divines, with Notices Biographical and

Critical. Edited by the late JAMES HAMILTON,

D.D., F.L.S.

LONDON : JAMES NISTiET & CO.,

21, BERNERS STREET, «y.

Just Published (post free, 3 stamps),

Qotheran's Price-Current of

LITERATURE : a Catalogue of Second-hand Books,

in good Library condition, On Sale by H. SOTHERAN

and CO., 136, Strand.

The present Number will be found to contain Complete

Sets of the Publications of the following Learned, Anti

quarian, and Fine-Art Societies, marked at extremely

Moderate Prices :—

ARUNDEL SOCIETY.

ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY (Arch-eologia).

ARC H/EOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION JOURNAL.

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL.

ASIATIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

CAMBRIAN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

CAMDEN SOCIETY.

CHETHAM SOCIETY.

ENGLISH HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY (Transactions to 1846).

Do. Do. (Journal to 1867).

HAKLUYT SOCIETY.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

KENT ARCH/EOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

LINNEAN SOCIETY.

PALAEONTOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

ROYAL SOCIETY (Philosophical Transactions).

RAY SOCIETY.

SPALDING CLUB.

SYDENHAM SOCIETY.

SHAKESPEARE SOCIETY.

In addition to the abov^-naincd will also be found nearly

1,000 articles of General Literature and Theology, from the

Libraries of the Right Rev. the late Bishop of Exeter, the

Rev. Canon Evans, and others.

ftotheran's Price-Current of

^ LITERATURE is published Monthly, and is for

warded for 12 months to all parts of Great Britain and the

Colonies for -$s. (post free).

Just Published (for 1870), price 6d.t post free, or to the

Colonies, is.

"pTinely Bound Books.—Our

CATALOGUE of BOOKS for the LIBRARY,

comprising a selection of the best Library Editions of

Standard Works by the best English Authors, mostly in

Calf, Russia, or Morocco Bindings, on sale at very moderate

prices, by H. SOTHERAN and CO. Mate Wi

Jotheran), New and Second-hand Booksellers, 136, Strand

Villis and

(next Waterloo Bridge), London.

"Rooks for the Colonies and
"^ FOREIGN PARTS.—300,000 Volumes (New and

Second-hand) always on Sale by H. SOTH£RAN & CO.,

136, Strand. (Established 1816}.

The well-known character and experience of the Adver

tisers is a sufficient guarantee to Book-buyers that all

Orders entrusted to them will be executed with intelligence,

care, and promptitude, and at the Lowest Prices. In

all cases it is essential to forward a sufficient remittance to

cover all expenses.

Cheap Edition, for Gratuitous Circulation. 25 copies for

is. j or 5s. per 100,

JTree Libraries & News-rooms,

Their Formation and Management. By J. D.

MULLINS, Chief Librarian, Birmingham Free Libraries.

The Larger Edition, containing the " Libraries Act " and

"Amendment,*' with Rules and Regulations for Free

Libraries, etc., may still be had. Price is.

jpugin's (A. W.) Sketches and

DRAWINGS ; a charming series of 500 beautiful

Photographs by S. AYLING, from the Originals, compris

ing curious and remarkable Buildings in various countries

in Europe, Details from Cathedral and other Edifices,

Reliquaries, Altars, Frescoes, Figures, Metal Work, Stained

Glass Windows, and many other subjects, executed in his

usual clear style by this great Architect and Draughtsman,

forming 2 large vols., imperial Svo., half-bound morocco,

5/. s-f- (pub. 10/. 10J.)

The Architectural Drawings of the late Mr. Pugin are

unrivalled of their kind. The above two volumes contain a

selection of his best productions, and preserve representations

of many objects not to be found in other works.

TO EXECUTORS AND SELLERS OF LIBRARIES.

2 J" Sotheran and Co., who

have for many years been widely known as the

most extensive Purchasers and Sellers of Books of every

class in London, beg to inform Executors or Gentlemen

having for Sale LIBRARIES of BOOKS, either large or

small, that they are ready at all times to cive the

HIGHEST PRICE for them, or to EXCHANGE the

same for others. They also Value Libraries for Probate,

either in Town or Country.

MR. DICKENS'S NEW WORK.

ON MARCH. 31st WILL BE PUBLISHED,

PRICE ONE SHILLING,

PART ONE

OF

THE MYSTERY

OF

EDWIN DROOD.

BY CHARLES DICKENS.

With Illustrations by S. L. FILDES.

TO BE COMPLETED IN TWELVE MONTHLY

NUMBERS,

Uniform with the Original Editions of "Pickwick''

and " Copperfield."

The Arts of the Middle Ages and of the

RENAISSANCE PERIOD. By PAUL LACROIX

(Bibliophile Jacob). Beautifully Illustrated with Nine

teen Chromo-Lithographic Plates and Four Hundred

Woodcuts. Royal 8vo., halfbound. 31J. 6d.

[Ready.

Eecollections <rf Eton. By an Etonian.

Illustrated hr SYDNEY P. HALL. In One vol.

\Ncxt -ucek.

The Fellah. By Edmund About. Trans

lated by Sir RANDAL ROBERTS. In One vol.

[A'tnu Ready.

The Austro-Hungarian Empire, and the

POLICY OF COUNT BEUST. A Political Sketch

of Men and Events, from 1866-1870. By an English

man. In One vol., demy 8vo. [In a/ew days.

Sketches of Life and Sport in South-

EASTERN AFRICA. By CHARLES HAMILTON,

F.A.S.L. Edited by F. G. H. PRICE, F.R.G.S.,

F.A.S.L. Illustrated. <>r. [Ready.

Oliver Cromwell's Letters and Speeches.

Vol. II. Forming the new volume of the Library

Edition of Mr. CARLYLE'S Works. Demy 810.

[March 15///.

Selections from the Writings of Thomas

CARLYLE. In One vol., crown 8vo. 6s. [Ready.

New Tracks in North America. A Jour

nal of Travel and Adventure whilst engaged in the

Survey of a Southern Railroad to the Pacific Ocean

during 1867-8. By WILLIAM A. BELL, M.A.,

M.B. Cantab., F.R.G.S. With Twenty Chromos and

numerous Woodcuts. A New Edition, in One Volume.

[Nearly ready.

Tables of English Literature. By Henry

MORLEY, Professor of English Literature, University

College, London. In One volume, 4to. 12J. Second

Edition.

American Society. By George Make

peace TOWLE, U.S. Consul at Bradford. In 2

vols., crown 8vo. zu.

CHAPMAN AND HALL,

193, PICCADILLY.
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Price is., Monthly,

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE.

No. us, for MARCH.

CONTBNTS :

i. The Solicitor-General on "The Freedom of

Omnion Necessary in an Established Church

in a Free Country."

2. "A Brave Lady." By the Author of " John HaKfax,

Gentleman." Chapters XVIII. and XIX.

3. " The French Stage." By J. P.

4. The Rev. G. G. Bradley on " The ' Hostel System '

in Public Schools."

5. Mr. Robinson Ellis's "The Nuptials of Peleus

and Thetis."

6. Me. E. A. Freeman on "The Origin of the English

Nation."

7. The Rev. Hugh Macmillan's "A Grave Beside a

Stream."

S. Professor SESLEYon "The Teaching of Politics."

9. The Rev. F. W. Farrae on " Learning to Read."

10. "Rapa-Nui, or Eastbr Island." By an Officer of

H.M.S. Topaze.

it. General Badeau on "Our Relations with Eng

land."

NEW BOOKS.

A LIFE of the GREAT LORD FAIR-

FAX, Commander-in-Chief of the Army of the Parlia

ment of England By CLEMENTS R.MARKHAM,

F.S.A. 8vo.f with Portrait, Maps, Plans, and Illustra

tions, i6j. [ This day.

AMONG MY BOOKS : Six Essays. By

JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL. Contents: Dry-

den—Witchcraft—Shakespeare once more—New Eng

land Two Centuries A^_Lessing—Rousseau and the

Sentimentalists. Crown o-i0., 7S. 6d. [This day.

SECOND EDITION, revved throughout.

ON LABOUR : its Wrongful Claims and

Rightful Dues—its Actual Present and Possible Future.

By W. T. THORNTON, Author of '< t\ Plea foe

Peasant Proprietors." 8vo., 14s.

ON COMPARATIVE LONGEVITY in

MAN and the LOWER ANIMALS. By E. RAY

LANKESTER, B.A. Crown 8vo., price +r. W.

[This day.

THE WEEK of CREATION ; or, the

Cosmogony of Genesis considered in its Relation to

Modern Science. By G. WARINGTON, Author ot

" The Historic Character of the Pentateuch Vindicated."

Crown 8vo., 41*. 6d. [This day.

LATIN TRANSLATIONS of SELEC

TIONS from TENNYSON. By Professor CONING-

TON, Professor SEELEY, Dr. HESSEY, T. E.

KEBBEL, etc. Edited by A. J. CHURCH, M.A.

Extra fcp. 8vo., fa. [This day.

ON SOME CHARACTERISTICS of

BELIEF, Scientific and Religious. Hulscan Lectures

for 1869. By JOHN VENN, M.A. 8vo., 6s. 6d.

[ This day.

MACMILLAN & Co., London.

CLARENDON PRESS BOOKS.

SMITH'S WEALTH of NATIONS : an

Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of

Nations. By ADAM SMITH, LL.D. Edited, with

Notes, by Professor ROGERS, a vols., 8v»., with

Portrait, air. [This day.

A MANUAL of POLITICAL ECO

NOMY. For Schools and Colleges. By Professor

ROGERS. Second Edition, revised, with Index, extra

fcp. 8vo., ar. 6d. [ This day.

A MANUAL of ANCIENT HISTORY,

Fleet Street, March 8, 1870.

Sampson Low and Cols

New Books.

MR. EMERSON'S NEW WORK.

SOCIETY AND SOLITUDE.

Essays by RALPH WALDO EMERSON.

Forming the Eighth Volume of LOW'S Copyright Series of

American Books. Price is. 6d. ; or cloth, as.

Contents .'

SOCIETY and SOLITUDE.

CIVILIZATION.

ART

ELOQUENCE.

DOMESTIC LIFE.

FARMING.

WORKS and DAYS.

BOOKS

CLUBS.

COURAGE. '

SUCCESS.

OLD AGE.

The PHOTOGRAPHIC ART JOURNAL.

Illustrated with Photographs printed in permanent Pig

ments. In royal 4to., and continued Monthly, price

Half-a-Crown.

Illustrations 0/Part I. (Ready this Day)?

t. Painting by Jacquk, "Return of the Flock," 81 by si

inches,

a. Scene from Nature, "View near La Grande Chartreuse."

6i by 5 inches.

3. Engraving by Albert Dvrer, "The Nativity," 7 by 4$

inches.

LIFE and LETTERS of LEOPOLD L,

KING OF THE BELGIANS. By THEODORE

JUSTE. Translated under the provisions of the Inter

national Copyright Treaty by ROBERT BLACK,

A.M. One Volume Edition, bound. Two vols, in One.

Uniform with the "Early Days of the Prince Consort,"

with a Portraits, price idr.

STUDIES in CHURCH HISTORY. The

Rise of the Temporal Power—Benefit of Clergy—Ex

communication. By HENRY C. LEA, Author of

"An Historical Sketch of Sacerdotal Celibacy." 8vo.,

pp. 561, cloth, ics. 6d.

WHO IS RE ? An Appeal to all who

regard with any doubt the Name of Jesus. Royal

321110., cloth, is.

The BOTTOM of the SEA. By L. Sonrel.

Translated and Edited by ELIHU1RICH. With 67

illustrations. Post 8vo., cloth, jr. \

The ROMANCE of SPANISH HISTORY ;

comprising the most Wonderful, Picturesque, and

Romantic Episodes and Incidents, from 800 B.C. to

1868 A.n. By JOHN S. C. ABBOTT. 8vo., with

numerous Illustrations, gs.

MEMOIRS of the WAR of 76 in the

SOUTHERN DEPARTMENT of the UNITED

STATES. By HENRY LEE, Lieut-Colonel of the

Partisan Legion during the American War. A New

Edition with Revisions, and a Biography of the Author,

by ROBERT E. LEE, late Commander-in-Chief of

the Confederate Army. 8vo., lor.

" Any work from the pen of General Lee would command

attention, and there are features about the present volume

of peculiar interest."—Saturday Review.

NEW AND POPULAR NOVELS.

[ This day.

LONGLEAT.

By ELLERAY LAKE.

3 vols.

K I L M E N Y.

By WILLIAM BLACK, Author of " In Silk Attire."

3 vols. [This day.

TRUE TO HERSELF.

By the Author of " Anne Judge, Spinster," &c.

3 vols. [Ready on March 16th.

HITHERTO.

from the Earliest Times to the Fall of the Western

Empire. By G. RAWLINSON, M.A. «v0., J4s.

" He has ranged his authorities, given the result of modern

investigation, and generally brought the Manual up to this

present date in a minute, concise, and accurate manner,

which renders the volume a handy and excellent work of

reference."—Examiner.

OXFORD: PRINTED AT THE CLARENDON PRESS,

AND PUBLISHED BY MACMILLAN AND CO.,

LONDON, PUBLISHERS TO THE UNIVERSITY.

By the Author of " The Gayworthys."

3 vols. [Now ready.

CHEAP EDITIONS.

Oldtown Folks. Fourth Edition. 6j.

A Mere Story. Third Edition. 6*.

Other People's Windows. Second Edition, dr.

Gabriel: A Story of the Jews in Prague. From the

German of Paul Hkvmc. By Arthur Milman, M.A.

TauchniU Edition, a*.

The Dead Lake, Tauchnitz Edition. a*.

London: SAMPSON LOW, SON, & MARSTON,

Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet Street.

JAMES WALTON,

IJookstlltt # |)»bu.6(j« to $itibfrsit2 Collrgc,

137, GOWER STREET.

CHEMISTRY for SCHOOLS. An Intro-

duction to the Practical Study of Chemistry. By

C. H. GILL, Assistant-Examiner in Chemistry at the

University of London. 100 Illustrations. Small 8vo.,

4*. 6d.

"Mr. GUI's experience as Teacher of Chemistry and

Experimental Physics at University College School appears

to have been embodied in his book, if we may judge from

its decided and perspicuous tone.

" Mr. Gill has fairly earned the thanks of scientific

chemists ; nor will ihe Schools be slow to appreciate a

manual which has been thus well devised and executed by

an author who has himself been a successful school teacher.

—Nature.

" Those especially who are preparing for the Matricula

tion Examination of the University of London will find

here just what they want."—British Medical Journal.

CREASY'S HISTORY of ENGLAND,

from the Earliest to the Present Time. By Sir E. S.

CREASY", M.A., Emeritus Professor of History in

University College, London. 5 vols., 8vo.

Vol. I. From the Earliest Time to the Death of Edward I.

8vo.. 12J. 6d.

Vol. II. Edward II. to the Death of Henry VII. 8vo.

[In the Press, to be ready early in 1870.

" His exposition of facts is clear and animated, without

affectation or irrelevant comments, and his social and legal

summaries arc readable condensations of the results of

modern research. We do not know of any single volume

in which the student may so pleasantly attain to an inteUi-

fent knowledge o( the leading points of the History of

Ingland down to the close of the reign of the First

Edward."—Spectator,

NIEBUHR'S LECTURES on the HIS-

TORY of ROME, from the Earliest Times to the Fall

of the Western Empire. By Dr. LEONHARD

SCHMITZ, Principal of the International College.

Third Edition. Small 8vo. (800 pp.), js. dd.

The ENGLISHMAN'S HEBREW and

CHALDEE CONCORDANCE of the OLD TESTA

MENT. Being an attempt at a Verbal Connexion

between the Original and the English Translation.

Second Edition, a vols., royal 8vo., 3/. 13*. 6d.

The ENGLISHMAN'S GREEK Con

cordance of the NEW TESTAMENT. Being

an attempt at & Verbal Connexion between the Greek

Original and tb* English Translation. Third Edition.

Royal 8vo., a/, as.

"No other work exists in our language affording the

same facilities to one who de*Jres to search the original

Scripture*, nor any work rendering ^ simple and so secure

the business of Bible interpretation."—Rrv. Dr. James

Hamilton, in the Weekly Review.

HANDBOOK of ELECTRICITY, MAG-

NETISM, and ACOUSTICS. By Dr. LARDNER

Eighth Thousand. By GEORGE CAREY FOSTER*.

F.C.S., Professor of Experimental Physics in tJaivcr-

sity College. 400 Illustrations. Small 8vo., 5.V.

"The book could not have been intrusted to any ont

better calculated to preserve the terse and lucid style of

Dr. Lardner, while correcting his errors, and bringing up

his work to the present state of scientific knowledge."—
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Researches on Dante. [Dante-Forscliungcn : alles und neues.1 Von

Karl Witte. Halle : Barthel, 1869.

The author of this volume tells us in his preface that before he

began to read the Divine Comedy he was playfully warned off

the subject by an Italian lady, with the hint that, while her

own countrymen often deceived themselves in fancying they

understood that poem, for a foreigner to think of doing so

was little less than ridiculous. Fortunately he escaped from

the promise which she wished to exact from him, not to set

foot on the sacred ground. Fifty years have elapsed since

that time, and now, we believe, it may be said, without

injustice to others, that Karl Witte knows more about

Dante, and has done more for the study of his works, than

any one in Europe—unless, perhaps, the King of Saxony

may be allowed a rival claim. To say this is not to cast a

slur on the Italians ; indeed, something not very unlike this

might be said with regard to our own Shakespeare. It

needed the erudition and practised criticism of Germany

fully to understand so learned and profound an author as

Dante, and so mysterious and complex a poem as the

Commedia. The fruits of Herr Witte's labours have ap

peared in a variety of ways : in the editions which he has

brought out of almost all the poet's works ; in his transla

tion and critical Prolegomena to the text of the Divine

Comedy ; and in the reviews and other writings that he has

contributed to various periodicals, some of which called

forth much discussion at the time of their appearance, and

may be said to have formed a new starting-point for the

treatment of various branches of the subject. The more

important of these latter—extending over a period of years,

from 1824 to the present time—have been collected by the

author in the present volume, together with some important

additions. They are the " chips from the workshop," and

have the advantages and disadvantages which necessarily

attach to such a collection. A certain amount of repetition

is unavoidable, and completeness in method cannot be

expected ; but the facility which is thus given for introduc

ing excursuses and independent discussions is highly ser

viceable to the student, as giving him an insight into the

numerous channels into which the study of Dante runs off,

and a vast amount of information about the literature of the

subject. Among the most interesting points discussed are

the dates of the different works, and the relation they bear

to one another ; the value of the ancient and modern com

mentaries ; the limits of allegorical interpretation ; the

manuscripts, together with the use that has hitherto been

made of them, and the proper mode of correcting the text ;

the history of the principal critical editions ; the translations

that have been made into various languages ; and the poet's

unpublished writings.

As a critic our author is severe and unsparing, but never

ungenerous or unjust. To the other great Italian poets his

■devotion to Dante makes him somewhat unfair ; nor do we

think the fame of the great Florentine is increased by

Petrarch being called " superficial," or Ariosto " frivolous,"

or Tasso " sickly." In dealing with contemporary writers

on his own subject, his praise, though sometimes hearty, is

sparingly bestowed, while he never fails to point out mis

takes, either of principle or detail, into which they have

fallen. This may seem harsh measure, but in such cases he

always gives his reasons and proofs with great fulness ; and

his extensive researches and clear insight into the true

method have not only rendered him a formidable opponent,

but have also been of the utmost service in exposing the

numerous errors which have from time to time prevailed.

Thus, for instance, when Professor Marsand, of Padua,

edited for the French Government the Italian MSS. in the Im

perial Library at Paris, including about thirty of the Divine

Comedy, and his book received high commendation both in

Italy and Germany, Herr Witte pointed out that the work

was so superficially done that the editor had described one

MS. twice over, without knowing it, in different parts of his

book, and had formed a very different estimate of it on the

two occasions ; that the commentaries attached to the MSS.,

which are often of great value, had been left unnoticed ;

that the small number of MSS. thus collated did not justify

the editor in drawing conclusions with regard to the text of

the poem ; and that the specimen correction which he has

given from some of them in the story of Count Ugolino

{Inf. xxxiii.)—where the received reading is Che furo

aW osso come d1 un canforti, and he corrects Cheforar I' osso

—is inconsistent with the poet's narrative, as Ugolino is

represented as gnawing, but not "cracking" (gleich einer

walschen Nuss), the head of his adversary.

The point to which our author attaches the greatest im

portance among his views is the relation which Dnnte's

principal works—the Vita Nuova, the Convito, and the

Commedia—bear to one another. According to him, they

are intended to portray the three stages of the poet's spi

ritual life. At first his faith is simple and childlike, his soul

being drawn heavenwards by his love for Beatrice, and seeing

in her beauty and purity the clearest proof of the goodness

of God. The history of this period of joy and piety is given

in the Vita Nuova. But with the death of Beatrice a change

comes ; the foundations of that simple faith are destroyed ;

he begins to be tormented with doubt, and in his despair

allows himself to be attracted by another mistress—Philoso

phy. Under the influence of her powerful attractions, which

he describes as frequently causing him sorrow and unrest, he

speculates in the strength of human reason on the nature

and causes of things, and on the principles of morality and

political organization ; and these latter in particular he

endeavours to realize in practice, and employ as a remedy

for the disorders of his time. This phase is described in

the Convito or Convivio Amoroso. In the meanwhile he

finds that the fair one, in whose glances at first he thought

to trace the likeness of his Beatrice, has led him into by

paths. He is estranged from Christianity ; he is astray in

the wilderness of the world, and the three passions most

antagonistic to virtue threaten, like wild beasts, to devour

him. It is at this point that the Divine Comedy opens, and

the influences on his soul which it describes may be regarded

as a combination of those already spoken of. By the grace

of God the beam of religion once more sheds its light upon

his soul, and his former love to Beatrice awakes anew—not

now in its old simplicity, but more profound, as symbolizing

a belief which is grounded on the deep study of theological

truth. Only, before the glories of the spiritual world can

be revealed to him, it is necessary that he should see the

reality of sin—should see it in its effects, as it is repre

sented in the Inferno, where sin when left to itself works out
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its own punishment, and should himself pass through the

purifying influences of Purgatory. This view, which was

briefly stated in the author's earliest essay (No. II. in this

volume), is worked out with great completeness in another,

now published for the first time (No. VII.), in which he

proves his point by laying down a series of propositions,

which he supports by passages from the three poems, some

times placed, for purposes of comparison, in parallel

columns. Especially he shows that the gentil donna of

whom Dante speaks in the Vita Nuova as reminding him of

Beatrice, is the same as the one mentioned in the Convito,

concerning whom he expressly states that she was no mortal

love, but Philosophy ; that this is again intended when in

the Purgatorio he expresses to Beatrice his remorse for

having deserted her for another, and that the Divine

Comedy is the memorial of the final triumph of her love.

A careful study of this essay hardly leaves room for doubt

that this view is the true one.

This subject is closely connected with the question of the

dates of Dante's works, which is discussed in No. VI., and

partly also in Nos. IV. and VII. If, as has frequently been

maintained, ihelnferno was commenced in a.d. r3oo, and pub

lished either shortly after that time or at all events not later

than 1308, while the Convito was finished early in 1309, we

have to suppose that Dante was engaged in describing the de

lights of Philosophy, and extolling it in the most laudatory

terms, either after or at the same time as he was tracing in

characters of fire the mortal clangers into which it had led him.

Herr Witte, however, shews that the year 1300, which the

poet assigns to his vision, is in reality a fictitious date, corre

sponding to one of many movements in his spiritual condi

tion, which gradually led up to his conversion, and fixed

upon, perhaps, in order that it might synchronize with the

great year of Jubilee. Again, from internal evidence it

appears that the Inferno could not have been completed

before 13 14, unless we attribute to the poet a prophetic

spirit, because in Canto xix., the time of Clement V.'s death

is accurately fixed, and that did not take place till the April

of that year. To this argument must be added another,

which is mentioned later on in the volume, drawn from a re

cently discovered letter of Dante, written between 1308 and

131 1, in which Count Alessandro da Romena is spoken of

in the highest terms, while in Canto xxx. he is found deep

in the Inferno; this change of feeling, however, admits of

explanation, if we take the later date for the poem, as

before that time the family of Alessandro had behaved

treacherously towards the Emperor Henry VII., the object

of Dante's highest enthusiasm. Now, supposing the Inferno

was produced in 13 14, this would leave an interval of several

years, and these, too, among the most trying years of the

poet's life, between the Convito and the Inferno—an interval

amply sufficient for the change of views described above.

We may also notice in this place that Herr Witte brings

satisfactory arguments to show that the De Monarchia,

which was once regarded as the latest of Dante's works, is

in reality the earliest ; and that he has discussed with much

acuteness, mainly from internal evidence, the dates of the

several books of the De Vulgari Eloquentia.

Another point which depends in some measure on the

foregoing is the allegorical interpretation of the Commcdia.

It has been the tendency of modern writers to exclude this

as far as possible ; in fact, it has sometimes been confined

to the introduction of the poem, where the selva and the

three beasts, can have no meaning without it. This, no

doubt, is in part owing to the extravagance in which some

allegorists have indulged. One of the essays before us is

devoted to the examination of the views of Gabriele Ros-

setti, who made the poem one long political allegory, so that

even the story of Francesca da Rimini is converted into an

intrigue between two Ghibelline knights. Nor did he stop

there, but from the study of the writings of the Trouba

dours he evolved a figurative language—a sort of political

slang—which the secret societies of the Ghibellines are sup

posed to have used, and Dante to have constantly employed,

together with intricate expositions of letters and numbers,

such as can hardly be paralleled except in interpretations

of the Apocalypse. To refute such views might seem like

fighting men of straw ; but this is not the case. For

Rossetti's views have found followers—amongst whom M.

Aroux has endeavoured to prove the orthodox Dante a

heretic and a revolutionist—and what is more serious, they

have had an indirect influence on others who have not

adopted them, in causing the political aspect of the poem to

overshadow the religious, and in setting the fashion of find

ing anagrams in initial letters, and historical characters in

the dress of mythological personages. Naturally, these

views are suggested by modern politics, and are connected

with that strange transformation, in which the great mediae

val poem, whose fundamental principles were Faith and

Obedience, has become the political gospel of modem

Italy. Against these and various other allegorical explana

tions, the authors of which are anxious, apparently, to find

their own views in the poem, Herr Witte sets his face. But

when we come to enquire what his own views are, the

answer is not quite so satisfactory. Evidently he accepts

what is contained in the old tradition, dating almost from

Dante's time, that the poem is an allegory of the soul attain

ing to truth ; that the poet conceives of himself as repre

senting the human race ; and that Virgil, by whom, at the

request of Beatrice, he is led through Hell and Purgatory,

is human reason made subservient to divine wisdom, while,

in order to see the heavenly truths, he must be guided by

the divine wisdom itself, that is, by theology. That a

deeper meaning of this kind underlies the poem our author

rightly infers from what is our safest guide in such a ques

tion, the tone of thought, and especially the tendency of

theology, in the age in which it was written. But how much

further the allegorical system of interpretation may be

carried, he leaves us to conjecture, since he points to cer

tain passages in which Dante speaks of his subject as hard

to understand (e.g. Inf. ix. 61 ; Purg. viii. 19, ix. 70), and

urges us to be content to know that there are depths we

cannot fathom. With regard to those passages, however, it

may be doubted whether the poet's object is not rather to

attract the reader's attention, his aim being all through,

whether by similes or definite delineations, or other devices,

of his art, to impress on others the intense reality of what

he saw.

If any proof were required of the need of practised cri

ticism in the study of Dante, it would be found in the

treatment of the text of the Divine Comedy. The history

of the principal editions, of which a full account is given in

No. XIII., is by no means encouraging. The Aldine edition

of 1502, which in its subsequent influence has been the

most important of all, and forms the basis of our editions

even at the present day, is shown by comparison to have

been printed from a MS. in Bembo's handwriting, which is

preserved in the Vatican ; and this so closely corresponds

to a MS. now in the Bodleian at Oxford, that it is certain

he must have copied either from that, or from one imme

diately derived from it. Consequently, the Aldine text

depends on one MS., and that one is not of the highest

authority. When in 1595 the Academy della Crusca under

took to publish a critical edition, this was based on the

Aldine, only one alteration being introduced in about every

thirty verses ; and in comparing the MSS. from which these
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various readings were derived, no account was taken of their

relative importance or trustworthiness. Again, in 1837,

when the second Crusca edition was produced, the new text

was not constituted by independent comparison of the MSS.,

but was merely a revision of the former one ; and though

the work was carefully and tastefully executed, yet it suffered

from the dangerous preference given to more intelligible

readings over difficult ones, and still more from the small

number of MSS. freshly compared—only 20 out of some

400—and these, too, in no respect representative ones.

Now it is evident, that the only method by which satis

factory results can be obtained, is to classify the MSS. in

families according to their relationship to one another, to

select the most trustworthy and primitive of these, and to

compare these selected ones again with one another. To

wards this, however, nothing has yet been accomplished;

and Herr Witte, who has devoted to the work many years

of his life, now in his old age finds himself unequal to the

task, and must content himself with pointing out the right

path to his successors, and leaving his unfinished labours in

their hands. What he has succeeded in doing is this.

Having selected the 3rd Canto of the Inferno as a specimen

passage for collation he has obtained copies of this from

all, or almost all, the MSS. which contain it, and has noted

in each of them those various readings which furnish the

safest clue for tracing their affinities. Where this passage is

wanting—as it is in some forty-nine MSS.—he suggests that

another passage, with characteristics corresponding as far as

may be with this one, should be u§ed, and that, if necessary,

one or even two more passages should be compared, so as

to leave no doubt remaining. In his xvith Essay he has

illustrated his method by describing a group of fifteen MSS.,

of which he shews by comparing the various readings that

nine are very closely related, and that two of these again give

stronger evidence than the others of a primitive character.

And he remarks, further, that if any one were to follow the

method pursued by former editors, and support any parti

cular reading by the concurrent testimony of these MSS.,

without noticing their affinities, he would believe himself to

be appealing to a " cloud of witnesses," when in reality he

had the evidence of only one or two, and these not of a

very early date.

The rest of the volume contains notices of the commen

taries on Dante, both ancient and modern—in speaking of

which Witte points out the superiority of the earliest in

explaining the poet's historical allusions : reviews of numerous

translations of the Divine Comedy, which contain many

valuable hints on the subject of translation : and essays on

unpublished poems and letters of Dante, in endeavouring

to discover which he has been indefatigable. Much curious

information also will be found scattered up and down the

volume (especially in No. XII.) as to the places where the

editions of the poet's works have been published, both in

Italy and abroad, and of the period at which they have been

admired or neglected. In this respect hardly any author

has experienced such vicissitudes of fortune. In the age

when Pointed architecture received the opprobrious name of

Gothic, we cannot be surprised that the great mediaeval

poem—which in its mystery of gloom and brightness, its

suggestiveness and its complexity, most closely resembles a

vast cathedral—should have been stigmatized as barbarous

and unclassical. But it appears almost incredible, that during

eighty-seven years—from 1629 to 17 16—not a single edition

should have been printed. It is satisfactory, however, to

find, that since the beginning of this century, the interest in

Dante has been rapidly increasing, and that it never was so

great, or so intelligent, as at the present day.

H. F. Tozer.

A Dream Book. By E. V. B. London": Sampson Low, Son, and

Marston. 1870.

Christmas and the New Year always bring with them many

beautiful illustrated volumes ; but it is not often that such

a book as this of E. V. B. appears. It is called a book of

dreams; and its author, like the wizard in Mr. Morris's

Prelude to the Earthly Paradise, has summoned for us visions

of all ages, climates, and communities of men. These visions

are in reality a series of drawings, some etched, some washed

in light and shadow with the brush, not tinted like E. V. B.'s

illustrations of the Story without an End, but photographed

by the autotype process. A poem, or a tale of a few lines,

accompanies each picture, rather by way of comment or

suggestion than as having formed the author's source of

inspiration. The most remarkable point about this series

of drawings is that, with a few exceptions, each design

reproduces the manner and sentiment of some historically

celebrated school or age of art : in one, for example, we are

reminded of early Italian painting ; in another of the gravity

of German engraving; one represents the breadth of a

modern French composition, another the exuberant beauty

of Raphael ; nor do we miss examples which suggest the

detail and laborious thought of Diirer, or the exquisite

subtleties of the eighteenth century. Yet the artist does

not sacrifice her individuality. It is impossible to say that

her drawings are not original, are not the spontaneou

product of her own thought and feeling. She assimilates

all that she appropriates, and it is this which makes her

book essentially a product of the present age. It ranks

among the triumphs of sympathetic rather than of purely

creative genius, and owes its success to the intelligent and

masterly command of widely different styles which it

displays. The work which we have thus attempted to

characterise in general terms is an ambitious one ; for

E. V. B. comes directly into competition with the greatest

artists and challenges (unconsciously perhaps) comparison

with well-known masterpieces. But she has the command

of her art in drawing and design, the solidity of thought and

fulness of detail, which justify ambition and sustain com

parison. The originality of her own genius is shewn most

eminently in her feeling for nature. The sunset upon the

sea in the drawing called " A lost Joy," for example, is full

of imagination ; the mere introduction of a solitary boat

with a single sail just passing from a cloud shadow on the

waves into the glow and glory of the sun's disc, touches a

deep chord of poetry, and is somehow a symbol of the

spirit's passage into immortality. Thus at any rate we read

the landscape when we look upon the face of the dead

child in the foreground of the picture. White lilies and

azaleas are at her head, and by her side hang wreaths of the

pale periwinkle which in Italy is called " fiore di morte."

In passing, we may say that E. V. B.'s flowers are drawn

with especial mastery. They are not unworthy to be placed

beside the iris, columbine and jasmine of Titian's Bacchus

and Ariadne. Artists have their favourite flowers; and

these of E. V. B. seem to be the great blue iris and the

large white lily—the two flowers of Florence. These are

especially noticeable in the first, second, fourth, and twelfth

designs. She does not, however, neglect the smaller beauties

of the field, such as the crocus, pansy, and snowdrop. Is

it an accident that the Narcissus (which was sacred to the

Eumenides in Greece) appears so prominently in the weird

transcript from the world of Diirer called " Damigella " ?

But to return to the landscapes which give the charm of

poetry to all these pictures : the faunlike genius of the sixth

design has a piece of Italian coast scenery behind him—

mountains of sculptured marble rising above cypress spires
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and curving sea-shore—the whole seen through a tangle

of vine tendrils and melons. The lovers in the eighth

picture are bathed in the twilight of an unseen moon. Few

artists have better succeeded in expressing the blackness

of cypress branches and stone pines, edged with silver,

and revealing distances of midnight splendour between the

columns of their stems. In the eleventh study we have an

English lake or river set with elms and poplars : a stately

lady paces there alone, with three white swans beside her,

and the strange after-light of sunset is shed over the whole

scene, composing it into a piece of mellow harmony. It is

in this design that E. V. B. reproduces the manner of the

modern French school—its breadth, simplicity, and tranquil

lity of tone.

It is eminendy unsatisfactory to talk of these beautiful

works of art without the originals to point to. Yet we

cannot leave them without a word about the most original

and exquisite of all—a perfect piece of Fairyland, which has

for its motto two French stanzas, ending :

" Rien n'est si joli que la fable,

Si triste que la virile,"

and for its subject a story told to a child of a dream, in

which a little girl went into the garden and met a peacock

among the yew trees, and danced to him, and the peacock

spread his tail, " and he, too, danced a minuet amidst the

sparkling dewdrops." In the picture there is the peacock

with his myriad eyes, and the little girl, not much taller than

his tail, with her quaint child's cap of a century ago, and

hair in curls beneath it, is dancing to him. The yew trees,

and the balustraded terrace, and the trim borders of the gar

den, the fountain, and the summer-house, and the chateau on

its rising ground, are traced with lines as frail as gossamer.

Much, which we omit, remains to be said about the

huntsman " Eros " and his crew in the oak-wood, about the

boy beneath the Iris flowers, who is opening the book called

Spes as the old man near the skull is quitting that marked

Nihil, about the dogs so quaintly introduced in almost every

picture, and about the children, whom E. V. B. can draw

with skill J. A. Symonds.

Les Supercheries Idtteraires Devoile'es.—Par Querard. Seconde

edition. Paris : Paul Daffis.

French bibliography has produced no greater work than

Barbier's Diclionnaire des ouvrages anonymes et pseudonymes,

first published in 1806-8, and afterwards with many additions,

in 1822-7. Querard, with less learning but equal industry,

took up anew the subject of pseudonymous authors, extended

it so as to include all kinds of spurious works, and published,

in five volumes, from 1845 t0 I8S3, his Supercheries litttraires

devoil'ees, an imperfect and inaccurate book, but full ofcurious

and entertaining matter. Both works have now been united

into one, reprinted, corrected, and enlarged, the pseudony

mous authors of Barbier being blended with Que'rard's Super

cheries, and his anonymous authors standing by themselves.

The whole will be comprised in six volumes, or twelve parts ;

four parts have already come out with commendable punc

tuality, and bring the Supercheries down to the end of the

letter O.

Poor Querard was only half fitted for his task. A book

worm rather than a learned or a literary man, with an immense

love of printed lore and of anecdotes concerning books,

plenty of zeal, a praiseworthy desire of accuracy, but with a

sad want of scholarship, and utter ignorance of modern lan

guages, not to speak of Greek and Latin. He lacked, be

sides, temper and discretion. He misses no opportunity of

broaching his religious and political partisanship. La Men-

nais, in his eyes, is nothing but a vulgar apostate, whose

Paroles dun croyant "roused the indignation of all right-

minded people." He reproaches King Louis-Philippe with

" sa couardise, sa cupidite", et la corruption mise a l'ordre

du jour sous son regne." Another serious defect of Que'rard's

is his wa.ic of taste. He fills up his book with extracts,

pieces of poetry, and even whole pamphlets of no merit

or interest whatever.

His plan is loose. The book is a dictionary, but a dic

tionary where the reader hardly knows what to look for and

where to look for it. No limits are set up, either of time or

space. Que'rard's real field is modern French literature, but

his habits of mind were not correct enough to fence up

his ground and to keep to it We meet, in his Supercheries,

with articles such as Orpheus, Ovidius, Lucian, Hroswitha,

Novalis, &c. If these, why not all the pseudonymes of all

times and countries ? Worse still, we are perpetually left in

doubt whether a book is to be found under die real or the

assumed name of the author. Macpherson is disposed of

under Ossian, but Beyle is wanting, and will probably find

a place under Stendhal—and so in all cases, according to-

the author's caprice.

Many articles, I need hardly say, are incomplete, but

they frequendy are so to a degree which raises serious

doubts as to the author's qualifications for his work. How

is it that under Hortense Allart's name no mention should'

be made of the extraordinary communications published by

Sainte-Beuve at the end of his Chateaubriand et son groupe

litteraire 1 How is it that under la Contemporaine no men

tion should be made of her prosecution of the Times, and of

the curious letter published on the subject in the Revue

introspective of 1848 ? How could the editors (for the

error is chargeable upon them, and not upon Querard, who

died in 1865) be ignorant of the number of volumes of the

Correspondance de Napoleon I. (given as 24, instead of 28) ;

of the numerous letters not included in that official work, and

lately published by M. d'Haussonville ; of von Sybel's and

d'Arneth's share in the controversy respecting Marie-Antoi

nette's forged correspondence ?

The article Currer Bell is a tissue of mistakes. Aston

for Acton may be a misprint, but all the names are put

wrong, and Wuthering Heights, as well as Agnes Grey, are

falsely ascribed to Charlotte Bronte.

Who has not read the Memoirs of Mme. de la Rochejac-

quelein on the Vendean War, one of the most charming of

French books ? Querard notices them in these few words :

"the first edition, he says, was published in 1815; it was-

edited (ridige) by M. de Barante." What ? The first edi

tion only ? And the following ones ? Did they differ from

the first ? Did M. de Barante cease to have any share

in the publication ? The fact is, the authorship of thoso

Memoirs presents a strange and intricate problem, of which

Querard and his editors seem to have been completely igno

rant. M. de Barante, throughout his life, was considered as-

the author of the Memoirs, and more wonderful still, he had

persuaded himself that he was. In a notice of his life,

found in his papers, he mentions the book as his own work,

and goes on describing how he wrote it, visiting the country,

collecting information, listening to Mme. de la Rochejac-

quelein's stories, and using the narratives she had herself

committed to paper. Never did a writer more explicidy

claim the authorship of a book, and yet it was all a mistake,

—a mistake, I say, for M. de Barante's character for honesty

and truthfulness was above suspicion. But the question

has lately been settled by the comparison of Mme. de la

Rochejacquelein's original manuscript with the printed edi

tion, and it is now evident that Mine, de la R. was the real

author of the book, while M. de Barante only corrected the

style, enlivened the narrative, threw it into a better and more
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artistical shape, — the only remaining difficulty being to

understand ho* M. de Barante could have come to a con

viction that he had written what he had simply improved !

With all these defects, and many more, the Supercheries

litttraires are an immense repository of interesting facts.

Querard was especially fond of recording literary contro

versies and such lawsuits as were connected with books.

The article La Motte gives a great deal of information on the

"Affaire du collier;" the article Louis-Charles throws some

light on two of the spurious Louis XVII. Under About

(Edmond) we learn where the witty writer got the materials

of his Tolla, and under Cagliostro we see to what extent our

French " feuilletoniste " may carry his industry or effrontery.

Alexander Dumas is a very full and amusing account of the

celebrated author's literary career, a hundred and fifty

columns of close print, almost a book of itself—and that

book as strange almost as any of Dumas's own novels !

Only think of a writer who has published five feuillctons at a

time, who has got up a volume in three days, and eighty

volumes in one year, who has had seventy-five fellow-labourers

in his employ and in his pay, who has gained and spent

larger sums than ever were the reward of literary industry,

who has given to the world some of the most successful plays

and some of the most amusing novels of the age, and who

is now old, poor, half-forgotten ! Edmond Scherer.

Textile Fabrics : South Kensington Museum.—A Descriptive Cata

logue of Church Vestments, Dresses, Silk Stuffs, &c, forming that

section of the Museum. By the Very Rev. Daniel Rock, D.D.

London, 187a

This volume forms one of a series of descriptive catalogues,

in the course of publication by the Department of Science

and Art, of the several collections in the South Kensington

Museum. Italian Sculpture has been already catalogued by

Mr. J. C. Robinson ; Italian Faience is assigned to Mr.

Drury Fortnum; and the Textile Fabrics have found an

admirable exponent in the learned and accomplished Canon

Rock. A fitter person could not have been found for the

task than the author of The Church of our Fathers. The

work forms a handsome octavo volume, and is illustrated

with twenty chromo-lithographic plates. Had there been

double the number it would have been preferable, as sug

gestive studies for the decorator, embroiderer, and artist.

The catalogue is prefaced by an introduction of 140 pages,

tracing the history of the raw materials employed in the

textile arts, the produce of the three kingdoms—animal,

vegetable, and mineral. Among them, both in importance

and in antiquity of use, wool takes the lead ; and so care

fully was it formerly prepared, that in some places the wool

•was plucked by hand from the living sheep, while in others

the lambs were clothed in skins to improve the quality and

preserve the whiteness of the wool. A line passing along

the Mediterranean, and extending through Asia, divides the

people of the North, who wore woollen and goat's-hair gar

ments, from the camel's-hair-wearing tribes of North Africa,

Arabia, and Persia. The woollen stuffs of the older Britons

were plaited ; but when the loom was introduced, and the

art of dyeing followed, the texture was woven with patterns

of squares or stripes of varied colours. The brave Boadicea

must have worn a checquered woollen garment, resembling

in tint and design the Scottish plaid.

The other textiles are all treated of in succession. Dr.

Rock's observations upon silk are of the highest interest.

This textile, he says, was unknown either to the Egyptians

or Israelites. It only reached Rome under the Empire.

"Vespasian and Titus were both attired in silken robes when

•celebrating their triumphs over Judsa ; and so partial was

Heliogabalus to this material that he caused a silken cord

of purple and scarlet to be got ready in the event of his

wishing to hang himself. But when the wife of Aurelian

implored her lord to grant her only one mantle of silk, the

Emperor denied her request, declaring he would never

purchase a material which cost its weight in gold. We must

turn to the weaving of the precious metals. Gold was used

to a great extent either alone or intermixed with silk or flax.

It is generally found beaten into small strips—never in a

round or wire shape. Passing over the history of the

gradual spread of the silk manufacture over the countries

skirting the shores of the Mediterranean, we arrive at the

description of the various rich stuffs so generally used

in the middle ages for ecclesiastical and feudal display.

The costly Baudekin or silk from Bagdad ; the glittering

Ciclatoun or cloth of gold ; Samit, or six threads to the

warp, a stuff of great thickness; the thinner Cendal and

Sarcenet, a Saracenic fabric, as its name implies ;—these,

and many others, are all discussed with learning and accu

racy. Embroidery is next treated of, and the proficiency of

the English ladies extolled in feather-stitch, "opus pluma-

rium," cross-stitch, "opus pulvinarium," so called from its

being used, like the modern Berlin wool work, for cushions,

" opus pectineum," or comb-drawn, and " opus consutum,"

the French "applique-." Of the "opus Anglicum," so

coveted abroad and so prized at home, the Museum pos

sesses the Syon Cope, the most valuable example known.

The peculiarity of this species of work is that the face is

wrought in a kind of chain-stitch, worked in circular lines

round and round, the first stitch being in the centre of the

cheek, and a play of light and shadow is given to these parts

from their being pressed into hollows by means of a hot bulb-

shaped iron. The ground and drapery are done in feather

stitch. Dr. Rock repudiates the idea of the Bayeux tapestry

being the work of Queen Matilda. He considers it was

made in London early in the 12th century, and probably

sent over as a present by Henry II. to the new church of

Bayeux. It is embroidered with black worsted in feather

stitch.

The collection of textile fabrics at South Kensington con

sists of the richest specimens of the loom and the needle,

and has been formed principally by the purchase of that of

Dr. Bock, the zealous canon of Aix-la-Chapelle, who scoured

all Europe for mediaeval stuffs, at the instigation of Dr. Rock

and the late Mr. Pugin, who were desirous of procuring

patterns for the improvement in artistic design of church

vestments in England. Examples are here of every style of

manufacture—Persian, Syrian, and Moresco-Spanish ; from

Great Britain, France, and the northern cities of Italy ; and

the collection is also rich in splendid examples of fine

damasks and other textures of silk and gold from the royal

looms of Palermo, wrought by Saracenic hands when Sicily

was under the rule of the French Angevine princes.

In conclusion, we heartily recommend this admirable

catalogue to the study of the historian, the weaver, and the

artist, and only wish that each department of the collection

may meet with " such an honest chronicler as" Dr. Rock.

F. Palliser.

The Cicerone. [Dcr Cicerone, von Jacob Burckhardt. Zweite Auflage,

bearbeitet von Dr. A. von Zahn. I. Architektur. II. Skulpbtr.

Leipzig : Seemann, 1 S69.J

The learned historian of the Italian Renaissance, in the

three volumes of his Cicerone, raised the character of guide

book writing higher than it had yet risen. In its nature the

book is a guide-book, according to its name, and no more.

But it is the most scholarly, instructed, and historical of
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guide-books, though not perhaps precisely the most enter

taining. Indeed, there is little entertainment aimed at in

its accurate and patient account of the monuments which

enrich the soil of Italy. To record and describe all of

these monuments—monuments of building, of carving, of

painting, so far as the latest results of research have made

possible the adequate record and description of them—

that is the aim of Cicerone ; and in pursuit of this aim,

the author permits himself to digress after no Atalanta's

apples of rhetoric, poetry, or speculation. Thus the book

becomes a little humdrum, a little technical and tedious, and

decidedly difficult to read in one's chair for literary amuse

ment. What it really amounts to is a trustworthy and com

plete book of reference for the traveller who travels in Italy

for the love of art. Hardly anything he will see but he will,

in these cheap and compendious volumes, find its history,

date, authorship, and character related for him by a guide as

competent, probably, as any one in Europe to relate them

aright. Where the industry of the author had left any

lacunas, or the progress of discovery created any, in the first

edition, these are in the present edition (of which the first

two volumes only have reached us) filled up by the care of

Dr. von Zahn, Director of the Grand-ducal Museum at

Weimar, and the staff of associates who have assisted him in

his task.

The arrangement of his materials necessarily presents a

dilemma to the author of a book of this class. Of those

materials there is necessarily an immense mass, covering an

immense chronological space,—the space between the date

of the earliest Etruscan remains and the date of the Baroque,

between the prehistoric dawn of Italian art and its decadence

in the seuento. The question is whether to arrange these on

the local principle, so that whatever monuments of what

ever dates are found at one centre should be discussed in

connection with that centre ; or on the chronological prin

ciple, so that a general history of the arts should be set

before the reader, and the monuments of each epoch be

discussed together, with a reference merely to the different

centres where they are dispersed. It is the latter principle

that has been adopted in the Cicerone, a little, perhaps, to its

detriment as a guide-book (in which character it is likely to

be most used), although to its advantage as an organic

history (in which character, I think, it lacks the vivacity and

grace of style that should make its use general).

Sidney Colvin.

Souvenirs de Madame Vigee Le Brun.—Paris : Charpentier, 1869.

2 vols. 1 21110.

Those who have traversed the historic galleries of Versailles

will have lingered over the well-known picture of Queen

Marie Antoinette, in all the pride of youth and beauty, sur

rounded by her children. This charming group is by

Madame Vige"e Le Brun, whose " Souvenirs " have been just

reprinted, a work full of interest and amusement, both as

regards the author herself and the society in which she moved.

Her talents as a painter placed her in relation with every

Court in Europe, and she passes in review all the great sove

reigns and celebrities of her time.

Born in 1755, Mademoiselle Vigee, at the age of six, was

placed in a convent, where she soon displayed her ruling

passion by bordering her copy-books with heads and figures,

and employing the walls of her dormitory, and even the sand

of the garden, as canvas for her sketches. Her proficiency

as a painter became early known, and at the age of twenty,

when she was married to M. Le Brun, she was already in the

receipt of a considerable income from her labours. In 1779

she was summoned to make a portrait of Queen Marie

Antoinette. She describes her as tall and admirably formed,

with fine arms, small hands, and beautiful feet. She walked

better than any woman in France, carrying her head very

high, with a majesty which at once proclaimed the queen.

Madame Le Brun once observed to her how much the eleva

tion of her head added to the nobleness of her aspect " If

I were not a queen," she replied, " they would say I had'an

insolent air." At the same time her manner was gentle and

benevolent. "It is difficult," says Madame Le Brun, "to

give an idea of so much grace and dignity united." Her

features were not regular ; she had the Austrian long,

narrow, oval face, but what was most remarkable was the "

extraordinary brilliancy of her complexion. Her skin was

so transparent, so unsusceptible of shadows, that it was im

possible to render it in painting. At first, Madame Le Brun

was awed by her stately manner, but she spoke with such

kindness as soon to dispel the impression. Hearing she

had a fine voice, the Queen asked her to sing, and sang

several duets of Gretry with her. Our artist painted all the

members of the Royal Family, among others, Monsieur

(Louis XVIII. ), the Princess Elizabeth, whose lovely com

plexion, and benevolent, simple expression gave her, she

says, the air of a young shepherdess—her subsequent self-

devotion showed her the Christian martyr. At this period

Madame Le Brun met Dr. Franklin, who was then the

great fashion in Paris ; the crowd followed him in his walks,

and canes, snuffboxes, hats, &c, were all called "a la

Franklin." In 1782 Madame Le Brun went to Brussels,

where she describes the Prince de Ligne, unparalleled in

the grace of his mind and manners, whom she visited at his

superb habitation of Beloeil—the house a perfect museum of

art treasures, the grounds one of the masterpieces of Le

Notre. Returned to Paris, she gives an account of her

soirees, consisting of the Abbe" Delille, Talma, Greuze, and

a few chosen friends. They met early, politics were never

discussed, at ten they went to supper—a fowl, some fish, a

dish of vegetables, and a salad, formed their simple meal—

and at twelve they separated. At this period she painted

the hapless Dubarry, who passed from the lowest ranks ot

society through the palace to the scaffold—the only woman,

among all who perished in those dreadful days, who shrank

from the sight of the guillotine. So frantic were her cries

for mercy that the crowd were moved, and the executioner

hastened to complete his task, lest she might be released.

" Had others," says Madame Le Brun, " not had the noble

pride to die with courage, and shown more womanly fear,

their lives, perhaps, might have been spared. The populace

might have been moved to pity, but admiration for the for

titude displayed could not be expected from them." In

1789 Madame Le Brun went to Italy, which she describes

with all the fervour of an artist. At Rome she met Angelica

Kauffmann, a delicate, gentle woman, full of information,

but entirely devoid of enthusiasm. Pope Pius VI. wished

to be painted by Madame Le Brun, but etiquette required-

she should be veiled, so she declined the honour, fearful she

could not succeed under such conditions. At Naples her

first portrait was that of Lady Hamilton, whom she painted

as a Bacchante, reclining, cup in hand, on the sea-shore, her

animated face shaded with a profusion of chestnut hair. She

afterwards took her as a sibyl ; this last was a favourite work

of Madame Le Brun, which she constantly produced at sub

sequent exhibitions, as one of her most successful compo

sitions. After passing through the several cities of Italy, to

Vienna and Dresden, a kind of triumphal progress, in which

she was admitted to every academy of painting, and wel

comed by every potentate whose territory she passed through,

Madame Le Brun established herself for some years in

Russia. She painted the Empress Catherine, whom she
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describes as short and very stout, a fine face, with white

hair, a broad high forehead, an eagle eye, and Grecian nose,

genius depicted in her countenance, her air full of majesty

and grace. The Empress was most simple in her habits.

She rose at five, lighted her fire herself, and made her own

coffee. Her death took place during Madame Le Brun's

residence at St. Petersburg, and Paul and Alexander suc

ceeded in their turn. She then went to Berlin, and painted

the beautiful Queen of Prussia. 'l Words are powerless,"

she says, " to describe my impression at the first sight of her

celestial face, beaming with goodness and benevolence, with

such refined features and freshness of complexion." The

Peace of Amiens causes our wandering artist to return to

Paris, and to frequent the rival salons of Mesdames Reca-

mier and Tallien. The last added a good heart to her

brilliant beauty, and many owed their lives to her influence

with Tallien. The unfortunate called her " Notre dame de

bon secours."

Madame Le Brun next travels to England, describes

West, Grassini, Mrs. Billington, the Duchess of Devonshire,

and the Margravine of Anspach. She paints the Prince of

Wales, then in the height of his beauty and popularity,

speaks of Mrs. Siddons and her "enchantress voice," and

after three years' residence, goes to Switzerland, passes some

time at Coppet, with Madame de Stael, and describes and

sketches the scenery of the country. At the Restoration

she finally settles in France, passing her summer at Louve-

ciennes, her winters at Paris, until the period of her death,

which took place in 1842, at an advanced age, after a labo

rious but prosperous life.

Of her portraits, nearly 700 are enumerated in the " Sou

venirs," they are masterpieces of expression and grace, full

of life, feeling, and freshness. Her profession was the sole

thought of her life, or, to use her own words, " peindre et

vivre n'a jamais dte qu'un seul et meme mot pour moi."

F. Palliser.

British Museum: a Guide to the Second Vase Hoom in the

Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities. Printed by order of

the Trustees. London, 1869. pp. 43. l8mo.

The short catalogues of the British Museum have this

advantage above others of the same sort, that while di

recting the attention of the ordinary visitor to the most

interesting objects in the collection, they are not destitute of

instruction of a scientific character. The present little book

is a welcome contribution to our knowledge of the invaluable

archaeological materials which the English Government has

been for years collecting. It treats of the Greek vases of

the period of decline, the terra-cotta treasures, frescoes, and

smaller objects in amber, ivory, wood, lead, porcelain, &c,

most of which came from celebrated excavations or private

collections, and are sufficiently familiar to the student of

ancient art. Each division is preceded by a kind of practical

introduction, giving in a few pregnant lines a description of

the more obvious characteristics of each class of monuments.

This was all the more difficult to do, because the chronology

of the Greek vases of the decadence is an exceedingly com

plicated question, and one the preliminaries of which have

not yet been sufficiently studied. The interpretations given

by the author reveal a firm artistic judgment, combined with

a sobriety which cannot be too highly commended : some

times, though rarely, he retains older interpretations, which

have only an historical interest. Thus in connection with

the vases which portray the Nether World (p. 12), there

was no need to speak of the Mysteries which certainly have

nothing to do with them, and in any case fail to throw any

light upon the subject. A series of female figures, again,

which bear no indications of their meaning, are in accordance

with the conjecture of Gerhard, supplied with the very con

venient and elastic name " Proserpina." In the same way,

it is quite impossible to regard the celebrated terra-cotta

relief of Bacchus (p. 23) as representing his visit to Icarius.

De Witte's explanation, given on p. 27, which names a

sitting goddess Damia, should also have been omitted, for

Damia, as we know, on the testimony of Herodotus, was a

kneeling figure.

Of smaller oversights, we will mention only two which

strike us. On p. 4, the author ascribes " mural pictures " to

Apollodorus, a statement which is quite unsupported by

existing sources of information. On the gilded vase (p. 9,

n. 44) the word KaX-q is not an adjective, but a proper name,

which occurs elsewhere. Once more, the old name of

Benghazi, which is written on pp. 16, 21, 29, 35, and 42,

" Euesperi(/ae," has nothing whatever to do with the Hespe-

rides. Its Greek form is " Euesperi/a;."

As a whole, in spite of these slips, the little book gives us

a very pleasant lecture, and deserves to be cordially wel

comed and recommended. W. Frohner.

Notes and Intelligence.

History of the Idyll.—A suggestive essay on the history of the

Idyll in Antiquity and the Middle Ages occurs in the last number of

Gosche's Archiv fiir Literaiurgeschichte. The origin of this species of

poetry is to be referred, not to the simple, but to an over-refined state

of society. When a transition period in the development of a people

occurs, the feeling of despondency and doubt which it causes makes

thoughtful men take refuge in the contemplation of nature. But nature

unassociated with man is soon felt to be a wilderness, and accordingly

for purposes of art it is peopled with the figures most akin to it, the

shepherd and the fisherman. Hence arises the Idyll, which therefore

generally implies the idea of contrast, and that contrast unfavourable to

the writers' own time. Thus in Hebrew literature, though it would be

a mistake to exclude the story of Hagar and Ishmael, or that of Ruth,

from the class of idylls because of their simple truthful character, yet

the term is more rightly applied to the descriptions in the Song of Solo

mon, which were written from this more advanced and more critical

point of view, and are a protest of fresh nature against artificial splen

dour, and of simple feeling against refined sensuality. Similarly in India,

notwithstanding the idyllic episodes and descriptions of nature that are

found in the earlier poems, it is in the writings of Kalidasa, who flour

ished probably about the Christian era, and consequently at a time when

Indian culture had reached a high point, that the true idyllic treatment

first appears. From his time almost to the present day the same feature

is found in that literature at different periods ; but always artistic, and

usually as the work of a self-conscious age. With the exception of Solo

mon's Song, and one Indian poem—the Gitagovinda of Jayadeva— the

form of poem which we term Idyll is not found in Eastern literature. The

Alexandrian age, in which idyllic poetry, as a distinct branch of litera

ture, really took its rise, corresponds in its features to those just men

tioned. The greatness of Theocritus consisted in his combining three

elements which had existed separately in Greek poetry before feeling

for nature in Homer, realistic descriptions of character in the Come

dians, and emotion in the Tragedians. Virgil again is the representa

tive of a period of mental unrest. By the time the Idyll has passed

into his hands, it has become more rhetorical and more sentimental :

he introduced allegory into it—an element, the influence of which be

came permanent at the revival of letters. Idyllic episodes may be

found in the writings of other Latin poets, especially Ausonius, but

almost the only real idylls that are found in classical literature after

Virgil are the Morclum—wrongly attributed to him, and far more

Theocritean in tone than any of his compositions ; and the " romance "

of Daphnis and Chloe by Longos, which may almost be said to bridge

the gulf between the ancient and modem world. The rest of the essay

is devoted to an account of the rise of the village-tale in Germany, the

peculiar character of which is determined by the village-life, which

forms so essential an element in the history of German civilization.

Especial attention is drawn to the early story of Ruodlieb, thoroughly

German in tone, though in a Latin garb ; and to that of Ildmbraht in

the 13th century, in which the same features are found : with these is

classed the early English story of Phyllis and Flora. From this litera

ture we turn to its counterpart, though with numerous points of con

trast, the " Pastourelle " of North France, and the "Pastoreta" of

Provence, in which the injurious influence of the Virgilian allegory

shows itself at an early period. Finally, the decline in tone of this
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literature, both in Germany and France, towards the close of the

Middle Ages, is pointed out, owing to the contempt with which the

peasants had come to be regarded.

Sainte-Beuve's Library.—In the Dcbats of February 15th M. Scherer

has given a long and interesting account of the library of Sainte-Beuve.

Not only was it a large one, but the selected books were such as to shew

the elegant taste of a literary critic. It was a library, says M. Scherer,

comprising several libraries, each representing a particular phase of

Sainte-Beuve's life, and a particular epoch in the succession of his works.

First, there was a collection of the French poets of the 16th century,

purchased when it was less difficult than now to procure them, fine

copies, well preserved, and well bound. These mark the period of his

" Tableau de la Poesie francaise au moyen age." Another library is

composed of the books which served to construct his work on the Port

Royal ; and this, the completest collection outside of the religious houses

of the Jansenists, comprised several manuscripts. Then we come to the

modern department, and notice his original editions of works of romance,

of the drama, e.g. of Victor Hugo, nearly all containing the autographs

of their authors. But the corner of the library which Sainte-Beuve loved

most was that which contained some of the great masterpieces of litera

ture. There was the Iliad, which he set above all the rest ; Virgil, of

whom he collected in the latter part of his life all the rarest editions ;

Racine, for whom he had a particular affection j and, among the poets

of our own day, Lamartine. There were not wanting books valuable

from their rarity. In particular, there was a reprint unpublished of the

poetry of Fontanes, containing a translation of the vth book of Lucretia,

and an interesting controversial preface on the defences of Christianity.

Still more curious and valuable is a copy of the original edition of

Chateaubriand's Essay on Revelations, containing several marginal notes

in the handwriting of the author. But that which makes the library of

Sainte-Beuve especially interesting is the number of his own remarks

written on the margin of his books or on little slips of paper enclosed in

them. These remarks, sometimes admirable, always characteristic, are

of great interest for students of literature.

Mr. Morris is writing a work on the Nibehmg story, which will be

out early in May. It will contain ( 1 ) a translation of the I'oUunga Saga,

a prose rendering of the story gathered from such of the songs of the

elder Hilda as existed at the end of the 12th century, and from traditions

of the songs lost before that time ; and (2) translations of most of the

songs which the Saga-man had before him, the greater part of which

still exist, though in a more or less incomplete shape. The vivid prose

and verse of the originals belong to the highest order of early literature,

and is quite free from the wordiness of later mediaeval work. Mr. Morris's

Bcllerophon will form part of the last vol. of the Earthly Paradise.

Arrangements are understood to be in progress for an international

exhibition to be held at Turin in 1872.

The sale of the famous " San Donato" collections of Prince Demidoff

has been in progress in Paris at intervals during the past weeks, and

has been chiefly remarkable for the enormous prices which have been

paid for samples of the boudoir and pastoral art of the Louis XV. period,

as compared with the sums realised by important Italian pictures of the

best time.

In the Report just issued by the Director of the National Gallery, the

purchase of the following pictures during the year 1869 is recorded:—

' ' The Courtyard of a Dutch Mansion, by De Hooghe ; " A Man's

Portrait," by Cuyp ; " A Flower-piece," by J. van Huysum. These

three have already been hung in the Gallery. Further, there have been

bought, but not yet placed, "An Altar-piece," by Marco Marziale, and

a " Madonna and Child," by Bartollomeo Montagna. John Martin's

" Destruction of Pompeii" has been bought and placed at South Ken

sington.

Contents of the Journals.

" In February" [a very fine imitation of a 16th century Valentine],

in Blackwood.

Impressions du Voyage, by M. Montegut. [A very interesting paper

on the intellectual supematuralism of Michael Angelo's ' Christ in the

Santa Maria sopra Minerva, the ' Pieta' in St. Peter's, and the ' Moses.']

Revue des Deux Mondes, Feb. 15.

Etrange Histoire. [A novellette by Tourguenef.] Do. for Mar. 1.

La Madone de Perouse au Louvre. [A Virgin in glory, by Rafael,

in his best early manner, formerly in the possession of the King of

Naples, now for sale and on view at the Louvre.] By M. Vitet, in the

same.

A Slave of the Lamp and his Labours. [Biography of Combe, the

author of Dr. Syntax.] In Dublin Univ. Mag. for March.

Indian Migrations. [A less satisfactory continuation of Mr. Morgan's

valuable article of October last.] In North American Review for Jan.

On the Popular Poetry of Hungary, by L. Ainger. [The extent of

this literature is described, and its chief characteristics are illustrated by J

means of selections. Its wealth seems to lie for the most part in love-

songs, which, if we may judge from the extracts given, exhibit a passion

and exquisiteness unlike anything in German or English. The article

is well worth reading.] In Gosche's Archiv fur Literaturgeschichte.

On Lessing's " Autographa" in the library at Wolfenbiittel, by O. v.

Heinemann. [Notwithstanding Lessing's residence at Wolfenbiittel,

the library there possessed but few manuscript memorials of him until

quite recent years, when the number was largely increased by purchase.

The writer gives an account of the present collection, and shews its

biographical interest.] In the same.

In the last number of Gosche's Archhfiir Literaturgeschichte, Dr. E.

Bohmer has published a Latin letter of Voltaire which may possibly

interest our readers. Three years after his triumphal return to Halle,

Wolff was made Chancellor of his University. On this occasion

Voltaire, then on his fourth visit to the Prussian court, addressed to

" Monsieur Volf, Chancelier de l'Universite a Halle," the following cha

racteristic letter of congratulation :—" Nonne tibi dixeram, vir illus-

trissime, te cancellarium fore ? Non tibi gratulor, sed regi ; seteraas

ingeniosissimi et fortissimi principis laudes canamus, qui novum ducit

de superstitione triumphum, qui te et philosophiam iterum ulciscitur.

Si vis mihi scribere, Lutetiam pergo ubi tuani celebrem discipulam

[i.e. la Marquise du Chastelet] visam. Utinam magistrum possem videre,

tibi devotissimus et devotissimus [sic], Voltaire. Octobris calendis 1743."

New Books.

Allgf.meines Kunstler Lexikon. Herausg. von Jul. Meyer. [New

edition of Nagler's Lexicon.] 1 Bd. 1 and 2 Lief. Leipzig : En-

gelmann.

Austin, A. Poetry of the Period. Bentley. [Caustic, with shallow

but real insight]

Dasent, G. W. Annals of an Eventful Life. Hurst and Blackett.

Droz, Gustav. Un Paquet de Lettres. Hetzel : Paris.

Freytag, G. Mathy's Leben. Hirtzel : Leipzig.

Helps, A. Casimir Maremma. Bell and Daldy.

Marlitt, E. Die Reichsgrafin. 2 Bde. Keil : Leipzig.

A Brave Lady. Hurst and Blackett.

Theology.

The Book of Deer.—Edited for the Spalding Club, by John Stuart,

M.D., Secretary. Edinburgh, 1869 : pp. clxix., 95.

Among the many treasures which Mr. Bradshaw has dis

covered in the University Library at Cambridge, no one is

of greater interest than the quaint little manuscript known

as the Book of Deer, from St Columba's monastery of Deer

in Buchan, a district of Aberdeenshire, to which it belonged

from a date not very long after its foundation. The incom

plete Latin text of the Gospels- —Matt L-viL 2^,iniguitateoi,

Mark L-v. 35, sinago<;o, Luke i.-iv. 2, a diabulo, John (entire)

—which, with the Apostles' Creed, in its full Western form,

and a Gaelic colophon, constitutes the original book, is pro

bably a unique specimen of the literary art of the Pictish

Church in the ninth century ; and the later grants and char

ters of the eleventh and twelfth centuries which have been

inscribed on its blank spaces " supply new and solid stand

ing-ground," where " the historical student has hitherto had

to grope his way amid faint light and doubtful analogies."

Even the short portion of an office for the " Visitation of the

Sick," which is the only other piece contained in the book,

has an interest of its own. This " agrees in character with

similar offices found in the Books of Dimma and Moling,"

two early Irish copies of the Gospels; and by a collation

of the three the Bishop of Brechin lias shewn " that they all

belong to the Ephesine family of offices, thus establishing

the very important and interesting fact of the Gallican

origin of the liturgy of the early Celtic Churches of St

Patrick in Ireland and St Columba in Scotland" (Pre/.

p. Iviii.)

From this brief abstract of its contents it will be seen that

the Book of Deer has two distinct claims for notice, criti
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cally as giving a specimen of what has been called the " Irish "

text of the Latin Gospels {Dictionary of the Bible, iii., 1694 b),

and historically as illustrating the transition in Scotland from

a patriarchal to a feudal polity, from a monastic to a paro

chial religious system. On the various questions which

arise under the second head, it would be presumptuous for

any one unskilled in Celtic antiquities to speak. All these

Dr. Stuart appears to have discussed with exhaustive learn

ing; and his chapters on Celtic Polity (iv.), The Early Scot

tish Church (v.), and The Early Buildings of Scotland (vii.),

will no doubt receive from competent scholars the attention

which they demand. On the character of the text of the

Gospels something may be said, if only to call attention to

other similar manuscripts which would repay an editor's care.

For this purpose the present edition offers important help.

Dr. Stuart has given below his accurate reproduction of the

Deer Gospels, a careful (yet not faultless, e.g. Luke ii. 17,

52) collation of the Amiatine MS. of the Vulgate ; and with

a true perception of some of the affinities of the text, he has

added a full collation of John iv. with five Irish MSS. in

Trinity College, Dublin (Dictionary of the Bible, iii. 1695),

St Cuthbert's Gospels, and one of the Durham MSS. Still

the critical character of the Deer Gospels may be fixed

within more exact limits than he has marked out.

Textually indeed the Book of Deer is much less interesting

than several other copies of the Gospels which belong to the

same great class, as, for example, the Gospels of St. Chad, the

Cambridge St Luke and St. John, and the Oxford Mac Regol

Gospels; and the carelessness or ignorance of the scribe

often makes it uncertain whether a peculiar reading is acci

dentally introduced, or a true transcript from an earlier

copy. Roughly speaking, the text may be said to represent

the third stage in the revision of the old Irish text by the

help of the Vulgate. The three manuscripts already men

tioned exhibit the greatest amount of divergence from the

Hieronymian text The Hereford Gospels, and the C.C.C.

Oxford Gospels, which have fewer interpolations and varia

tions from the Greek than these, represent a second type.

The Book of Deer, with the two Durham MSS. and the inte

resting group of Irish MSS. (the Books of Dimma, Moling,

Kells), of which Dr. Stuart has given some readings, offer a

still closer approximation to the true Vulgate type. But

even thus in smaller and still characteristic readings the

Book of Deer retains clear traces of the family from which it

sprang. Its closest affinity is to the Corpus MS. ; but at

the same time it preserves a large proportion of the early

readings which are common to the MS. of St. Chad, Mac

Regol, and the Corpus MS., and it is worth while to show

the extent to which this resemblance exists.* In St. Mat

thew the following readings belong to this small group (St.

Chad, Mac Regol, Corpus, Deer) either exclusively, or with

some copies of the old Latin, or with a very small minority

of other MSS. : 1, 22, add. Isaiam; iv. 14, add. dicentem;

18, retia; 19, add. Jesus; 22, add. suisy.v. 5, add. nunc;

11, add. homines ; 44, et benefacite : Luke ii. j,\, praparasti;

37, add. Deo ; iii. 7, futura; though in other places the

Book of Deer gives the Vulgate reading against the other

members of the group : Matt v. 2, 15, 29; Mark ii. 8, &c.

Other readings are found common to the Book of Deer, St.

Chad, and Mac Regol : Matt, vi 21, erit ; Mark L 35, et

egressus; 38, add. Jesus; ii. 21, add. enim. Sometimes the

Book of Deer agrees with the Corpus MS. alone (as far as

I know) of our British MSS. : Matt. i. 23, add. a domino;

iii. 17, add. bene; iv. 16, et in umbra: Mark ii. 12, honori-

* The readings are given from Bentley's MS. collations (Diet, ofBible,

iii. 1 709), and have not been verified. Under any circumstances, they

are accurate enough for the present purpose.

ficent : John iii. 12, credistis ; and again with St. Chad:

Luke i. 28, inter tnulieres ; 29, locutio ; or with Mac Regol :

John i. 33, baptizavit (i.e. -bit); iii. 21, manifestantur ; 29,

cum gaudio; iv. 23, quserit eos: Luke i. 35, om. et; ii. 17,

est; 19, conservat. Other readings of considerable interest

in a single chapter are : John i. 4, est; 18, add. nisi; 24, et

qui missi fuerant ex Phar. interrogaverunt ; 31, pleni (i.e.

plebi) Isr. ; 48, vir Isr. Some of the peculiar or most

rare readings of the MS. are worth quoting : Luke i. 33, in

domum (Greek) ; ii. 9, domini (Verc.) ; 26, dominum (Verc.

Colb.); 51, conservat ; iii. 1, procurante autem; 16, om. et

igni ; 22, om. dilectus.

It is needless to pursue these details further. Enough

will have been said to shew the interest even of a late form

of our national Latin text of the Gospels ; for though the

readings given may have very little weight in fixing the

Greek text, they have a value of their own in indicating the

progress of the gradual transition of the common text from

the (original) African type to the (later) Hieronymian type.

But any one who wishes to set out this change clearly, as

far as the " Irish " text is concerned, must begin from the

St. Chad and Cambridge MSS., which will together furnish a

satisfactory standard of comparison for all the Gospels, by

which the deflections of the Hereford and Corpus MSS.

might be better measured. Nor is it perhaps too much to

hope that some of our learned societies may undertake such

a work, which is not without a national significance. If this

be done, Dr. Stuart's edition of the Book of Deer will furnish

an excellent model ; and while he claims our warmest thanks

for the service which he has rendered to ecclesiastical history

and Biblical criticism, it is impossible not to notice the

exquisite skill with which Mr. Gibb has reproduced in Iris

fac-similes all the artistic features of the manuscript.

Brooke F. Westcott.

Intelligence.

The Month for March gives a somewhat confused analysis of Dr.

Newman's Grammar ofAssent, from which it appears that Dr. New

man illustrates with much detail his old thesis that certitude depends

upon an accumulation of probabilities, and holds that Assent is a free,

moral, and responsible act, spontaneous, semiconscious, and extralogic.il,

though afterwards it may be analyzed and accounted for.

Oxford Edition of Wiolif.—The plan of publishing select works of

Wiclif, adopted by the delegates of the Clarendon Press at the sug

gestion of the late Prof. Shirley, comprehends three volumes of English

sermons and tracts and a single volume of Latin. The latter, containing

the Trialogus and Supplemcntum Trialogi, has recently appeared care

fully edited by Dr. Lechler, of Leipzig, whose labours on the religious

and historical questions of mediaeval reformation are well known. The

English volumes, containing chiefly, if not entirely, matter hitherto un

published, will probably follow during the course of the present year,

under the editorship of Mr. Thomas Arnold.

The Trialogus has been already twice edited : first in 1525, probably

at Basel; and again in 1753, at Frankfort and Leipzig. The second

edition is a mere reprint of the first : both are very scarce books. The

execution of the editio princeps is very faulty ; and the errors both of

text and of punctuation were carefully reproduced in the second. For

the present edition Dr. Lechler collated all the known MSS. The

Supplementum Trialogi is now first published. The Trialogus is the best

known of Wiclifs works ; it derives its name from the fact of its being

arranged as a conversation between three speakers, Alithia, Pseustes,

and Phronesis : Phronesis is the teacher, Alithia the disciple, Pseustes

the objector. It is arranged in four books, De Deo, dc Mundo, de Vir-

tutibns peccatisaue et de Salvatore, and de Signis. The Supplementum,

also entitled De Dotatione Ecclesia:, is an expansion and illustration of

a line of thought into which the author is led in the 4th Book by his

discussion on the Sacraments, on the priestly character, and the doc

trines, religious, philosophic, and practical, of the Friars. The order

of subject matter in the whole work agrees pretty nearly with that

observed by the schoolmen both in their Summit Theologitc and in their

Commentaries on the Sentences ; but the division of the books does not

exactly correspond with either. The date of the work is fixed by the

frequent mention of the Council of the Earthquake of 1382. It wa>

written between that year and 1384, when Wiclif died.
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As one of his latest works, and as containing in a concise form the

sum of his maturest views, it will be accepted by friends and enemies as

an authoritative statement of Wiclifs opinions, and must furnish, until

his larger works are printed, the basis of all attempts to estimate his real

power as a scholastic divine, as well as his historical position in relation

to the schoolmen in general. The 14th century was the great age of

English scholasticism, of which Ockham, Duns Scotus, Bradwardin, and

Wiclif were the chief representatives. Wiclif, living to nearly the close

of it, and standing in constant opposition to the mendicant orders, was

emancipated from most of the trammels, both as to form and matter,

under which his predecessors wrote. The Trialogus is remarkably free

from the minute and cumbersome method of the earlier schoolmen : it

shows everywhere tokens that Wiclif had athoroughacquaintance with the

writers on whom the scholastic system is founded, Augustine and Anselm

especially ; and whilst utilizing and largely indebted to the labours of

the schoolmen, the writer everywhere shows a disposition to free or

rather rough handling of his subject matter. The popularity and in

fluence of such a teacher indicate that philosophic scholasticism was on

the wane, and matters verging towards the stage at which the prac

tical questions of church discipline, authority, and endowments engross

attention. But Wiclif's own views were ripened late. It was not until

1381 that he completely threw over the doctrine of transubstantiation ;

and it is not improbable that his opinions with respect to it were

affected by his views as to the proper status of the clergy, and those in

turn by political rather than philosophical considerations. The great

questions in dispute between the mendicant orders naturally fall into

insignificance with a writer to whom the orders themselves appear the

great hindrance to all spiritual life, and their very constitution a fatal

travestie of his ideal of the Church. This runs through the whole of the

Trialogus, so much so that the writer dashes off at a tangent wherever

he catches scent of the mendicant system. In other respects he holds

the philosophic views of the earlier Franciscans, as modified by Grosse-

teste, but quite clear of the extravagances of their mysticism. The

metaphysical speculations are those of a critical rather than of a deep

or constructive thinker. This is probably more apparent from the

weight which logic receives, in cases where to us the use of it seems little

more than a verbal quibble.

As to the main theological argument of the 1st Book, Wiclif follows

Anselm, but the treatment is not remarkable, and can hardly be charac

terized exactly without a close comparison with Aquinas. On ideas

he follows Augustine and Grosseteste in preference to Aristotle and

Plato. For the metaphysical and psychological questions of the

2nd Book, Augustine and Grosseteste are the great authorities ; on the

angels, Gregory, and of course Dionysius the Areopagite. The treat

ment is characterized by freshness rather than by learning or originality

of research. In the 3rd Book the discussion on sin is Augustinian, as

well as that on predestination. On the virtues, he uses largely Grosse

teste and Fitz Ralph ; but a good deal is apparently well thought out

and probably original. It may be noted that the arrangement does not

agree with Chaucer's in the J'ersone's Tale; in this part his hatred of

the " Cesarean" prelates begins to show itself especially, and goes on

increasing in intensity to the end of the work. On Gala, however, he

takes the same line as Chaucer, whose "five fingers of the devil's

hond " correspond with the distinctions quoted by Wiclif and Thomas

Aquinas from the Metricus, " Pnepropere, laute, nimis, ardenter, stu-

diose." On original sin, he reverts to Anselm as authority ; on the soul,

to both the genuine and supposititious works of Augustine. From the

Incarnation, he proceeds to the Saints, demolishing Canonization and

the hagiographies with a quotation from Cyprian. On the authority of

Scripture he follows Augustine ; and indeed on all these matters he

seldom leaves the beaten track, or, except in speaking of the friars and

Csesarean prelates, shows much original treatment. He seldom pro

duces quotations that are not hackneyed, but shows himself fairly ac

quainted with the sources.

The 4th Book and the Supplementiim give his particular views on

the Sacraments, on the relations of Church and State, and so discuss

the spiritual and secular status of the clergy. On the first of these

Wiclif's opinions are radically opposed to the prevailing system : in

the Eucharist the body of the Lord is received only habitudinalitcr, or

figuratively : he is vehement against impanation and the doctrine of the

"accidens sine subjecto," but his conclusion leaves the impression that

sacraments are rather a condescension to human infirmity than vehicles

of divine grace. The necessity of baptism is admitted, but on grounds

that would not satisfy the orthodox : confirmation, orders, and extreme

unction are matters of which the abuses are more dangerous than the

use is beneficial. The relations of Church and State are laid down

exactly in accordance with his general theory of Dominion. The secular

lords have the right, and in many cases it is a duty, of appropriating

the property that has been given to the clergy. The proper estate of

the latter is poverty and simplicity. Against this the mendicant orders

are the great transgressors ; but the lawfulness of any endowment of

religion is denied, and it is a question whether the recipients of the

donation of Constantine could be saved unless they repented of their sin

against this rule. As for the mendicants, their numbers, 4,000 in Eng

land alone, their cost a hundred shillings a year in sustenance, and the

like sum in building expenses, altogether 60,000 marks ; their crowded

establishments producing pollution of the atmosphere and even pesti

lence ; their magnificent houses exhausting and burdening the land,

are not less offensive to the welfare of the State than their heresies and

hypocrisies are to the Church. The temporal lords have the remedy in

their own hands. On these points there are some passages worth study

in their bearing on the attitude of Parliament towards the Church in

the reigns of Henry IV. and Henry V. : and occasional hints at the

unhappy state of the poor, to whose sen-ice, Wiclif clearly thinks, the

endowments of the Church should be devoted.

It will be seen that there is much in the book which throws light on

the events of the Reformation, which followed a century and a half

after its publication. Most of the leading tenets of Puritanism are an

ticipated in outline, and in close connexion with them the plan of con

fiscation which, both in England and Germany, was considered as

supplementary to the purification of doctrine. The key-note of the

change is hatred of the hierarchy as hostile to the true life of the

Church, and as strengthened by the rich to the loss of the poor. The

attempt to systematize and rationally to connect purity and poverty,

reformation and confiscation, has seldom been made with more careful

elaboration than in the last chapters of the Trialogus, and the Supple-

mentum.

Contents of the Journals.

Theologische Quartalschrift (Tubingen : Rom, Cath.) 1870. No. 1.

—The pretended alteration in the Masoretic text, Isa. xix. 18, by Reinke.

—A new Itala-Codex, by keusch. [On the Ashbumham fragment,

which is certainly not older than the 7th century, and presents the

greatest affinity with the quotations in Cyprian and Ambrose].—The

reports of the Gospels on the Resurrection of Jesus, by Aberle.—Ex

tracts from two Syriac Fathers on the Passion of Jesus, with remarks

by Zingerle. [From Isaac, 5th cent., and James of Sarug, 6th cent.]

Heidenheim's Journal for German and English Theological

Criticism. Vol. IV. No. 2.—The Apocalypse of Paul, from the

Syriac, by Zingerle.—The Samaritan Legends of Moses, from an

Arabic MS., by Leitner.—On the Legends of Moses, by Heidenheim.

[Remarks on the meagreness of Gesenius' Samaritan collections. The

Samaritans are not without a belief in immortality and the resurrection.

Their Apocryphal writings are derived from Rabbinic sources.] The

death of Moses, translated by Heidenheim. [Fragments of a Rabbinic

"Assumptio Mosis."]—The Hebrew Gospels in the Vatican, with fac

simile, by Heidenheim. [From a MS. of the 14th century. The four

Gospels adapted to the use of the Jews, but not for missionary purposes ;

possibly founded upon an older Palestinian version.]—The Prayer of

Markah, the Samaritan text and translation, by Heidenheim.—Explana

tion of passages in the Samaritan Targum, by the same.

New Publications.

Alabaster, H. The Modem Buddhist ; being the views of a Siamese

Minister of State on his own and other religions. London : Triibner.

Meyer, H. A. W. Krit. exeget. Handbuch lib. die Apostelgeschichte.

(4th ed. enlarged.) Gottingen : Ruprecht. 6s.

Meyer, H.A. W. Krit. exeget. Handbuch iib. den ersten Brief an

die Korinther. (5th ed. enlarged.) Gottingen : Ruprecht. Jf

Tischendorf, C. de. Rcsponsa ad Calumnias Romanas : item Supple-

mentum Novi Testam. ex Sinait. Cod. anno 1865 edit., pp. 54.

London : Nutt. [An answer to the Chilli Cattolka ; with correc

tions of the edition of the Cod. Sin., especially of the references to

Cod. Vat.]

Winer, G. B. Grammar of New Testament Greek. Translated with

large additions by W. F. Moulton. Edinburgh : Clark. [Con

scientiously corrected and improved, with references to standard

critical works on the Classics and the Greek Test., especially English.]

Science and Philosophy.

The Philippine Islands and their Inhabitants. [Die Philippiiun

mid i/ire Bnvohticr. — Sechs Skizzen. Von Dr. C. Semper.]

Wiirzburg : A. Stuber, 1869.

In accordance with the practice of many German travellers

in distant countries, Dr. Semper, who devoted several years,

chiefly as a zoologist, to the exploration of the Philippines,

gives us, in a series of elaborate essays, modestly called

" sketches," the results of his observations in several branches
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of knowledge of general interest. Usually this separate

publication of essays or memoirs is an accompaniment to

the ordinary popular narrative of travel ; but in Dr. Semper's

case we are compelled, at least at present, to accept this

•small work as the whole of his contribution, to general

readers, from the stores of valuable information he has accu

mulated.

In the first of the six papers of which the work consists,

the author treats of the volcanoes of the Philippines.

Authentic information on this subject is much more difficult

to obtain than would generally be imagined. According to

Dr. Semper, the best maps and treatises on physical geo

graphy, including such authorities as Von Buch and Berg-

fius, are very wide of the mark in the number and situa

tion they give of the active volcanoes of the Archipelago.

There appear to be eleven only, one of which, on the small

island Negros, is mentioned for the first time by Dr. Semper ;

many of those previously enumerated are either existing

ones repeated twice over in different positions, or possibly

extinct volcanoes given as active on erroneous information.

The general direction of the chain of peaks remains, as it has

always been stated, north and south, forming part of the

great meridional belt of volcanic fires, which extends with

little interruption from Java to Behring Strait. A detailed

account is given of Mount Tall, an active volcano only 600

feet in height, situated in the centre of a deep lagune, or

bay, which has been converted into a lake by the upheaval

of a barrier of land, south of Manilla. A notice of the

recent elevation from the sea-bottom of a volcano amid the

Babuyanes islets, north of Luzon, is of especial interest. It

■was first noticed by the agitation of the water and emission

of clouds of steam, in 1856; and by i860, it had attained an

altitude of 700 feet The consideration of volcanoes leads

naturally to an exposition of the geological formation of the

islands ; this appears to have been a subject of careful study

by Dr. Semper, and his conclusion is important that the

whole group is of recent volcanic origin ; a foundation of

trachyte underlies all the lavas and raised beds of coral, and

the oldest fossils found are of species still living in the neigh

bouring seas.

The second Sketch treats of coral reefs and marine

animals. Being an area of elevation, and situated in a part

of the ocean where reef-building polypes most abound, the

Philippines present a most favourable field for their study.

Dr. Semper found and examined coral reefs in all their

various positions and forms, from the old structures which

have been raised by the slow upheaval of the land high and

dry to the altitude of many thousand feet, down to the dead

coral on the shores, gradually blending with the living masses

in the shallow sea ; and from these again to coast-reefs, barrier-

reefs, and atolls, or ring-shaped reefs. He gives a descrip

tion of a remarkable atoll now existing on dry land at a great

elevation, in Luzon. The reef forms a circular wall, enclo

sing the cauldron-shaped valley of Benguet, which is two miles

in diameter, with a perfectly flat bottom 4000 feet above the

present sea-level. Clefts similar to those of the atolls, formed

by living animals in the Indian and Pacific oceans, still exist

in the wall, through which the drainage of the valley finds its

exit to the lower country. But the most interesting point in

reference to coral formations is the author's attempt to in

validate the theory of Mr. Darwin, which, as is well known,

accounts for the formation of atolls and barrier reefs, or

reefs encircling, at a greater or less distance, an island, by

the supposition that the submarine foundation from which

the reefs have grown has been gradually sinking, the atolls

representing cases where the last peak of encircled land has

disappeared beneath the waters. Dr. Semper does not admit

the necessity of the sinking hypothesis to account for the

formation of atolls, as he observed cases of true atolls in

the Philippine and Pelew groups, where the whole region is

gradually rising. A paper on this subject was published

by him soon after his return, in the Zeitschrift fiir wissen-

schaftliche Zoologic, 1863, Bd. 13, p. 563-569; but his objec

tions not having met with much attention, he has republished

the memoir in the present work. He certainly appears to

have profited by his opportunities of observation, and has

brought together a large body of facts on the growth cf

coral which do him great credit ; but in applying the

results to the general question, he seems to have failed to

perceive all the sides of the problem requiring to be solved.

He seems to consider the Pelew islands as a conclusive

instance : here, within a distance of 60 miles from north to

south, are seen all forms of coral reefs, but no proof of sink

ing of the land ; and he concludes that they have all been

built up in common on a submarine platform of small depth,

the cause of the reef assuming different forms being the

diverse play of marine currents and tides, which force the

animals to build rings, lines, and irregular masses, according

to a process which he observed and explains. But he does

not take into account the important fact that all his cases

occur in areas of active volcanic disturbance, where alter

nations of elevation and subsidence are likely to be met

with in near proximity. Mr. Darwin himself, when he first

propounded his theory, met the difficulty of such cases in

his allusion to the Moluccas. In fact, some of the points

observed by Dr. Semper in the Pelews might have suggested

the right explanation, for he found fossils on a raised reef

in one part, and an inner reef, " pointing to a period of

quiescence," in another ; thus showing that the whole foun

dation of the islands is not rising equally. Independently,

however, of this, the formation of a ring or two of coral by a

Porites in quiet waters in the Philippines, cannot be admitted

as an important objection to a theory which explains the

wonderful phenomenon of countless atolls, without a single

peak of elevated land, spread over a tract of ocean in the

Pacific 4000 miles in length. A slow secular depression,

extending over a wide extent of the earth's crust, which alone

provides the necessary submarine foundations on which the

corals, which live no deeper than some 30 fathoms, have

worked, is an explanation remaining quite untouched by

Dr. Semper's observations.

Of the remaining Sketches, one treats ably of the climate

and meteorological phenomena ; two others, on the native

tribes ; and the sixth and last, on the modern history of the

islands. The author's observations on the Negritos or

aboriginal race of the Philippines, of whom he saw a good

deal during his zoological rambles, form a valuable contri

bution to ethnological science ; they are a diminutive negroid

people, the men 4 feet 7 inches, and the women 4 feet 4

inches in height, a small remnant of whom still remain in the

northern part of Luzon. No traces have been found of any

earlier race, the stone implements dug up in various parts of

the island being all referable to this primitive people. Dr.

Semper believes them to belong to the same original stock as

the Papuans and Fiji Islanders, but forming an inferior or pro

bably degraded section of the race. They live at the present

time in groups of a few families, without houses or settle

ments, wandering, according to the season and the abund

ance of the fish, game, and honey, which constitute their

food, from the sea-shore to the rugged, wooded valleys on

the slopes of the mountains. The early Spanish writers

give very brief and unsatisfactory notices of this people.

According to Dr. Semper, they are no longer to be found in

Mindanao ; the Mamanuas on that island, mistaken by some

writers for Negritos, being a mongrel Malay and Negrito

race. A few exist near the summit of the Volcano on the
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small island called Negros. The date of the immigration of

Malays is unknown ; many tribes of this people still exist

in their primitive heathen condition in remote parts of the

island, and some of them show traces of intermixture with

Chinese immigrants. The influence of the more civilised

Mahommedan Malays appears never to have extended far

beyond the eastern and southern shores of Luzon.

H. W. Bates.

Lectures on Jurisprudence ; or, the Philosophy of Positive Law.

By the late John Austin, of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Lavr.

Third Edition, revised and edited by Robert Campbell, Advocate.

In 2 vols. London : Murray, 1869.

It was fortunate that the first posthumous edition of

Mr. Austin's works should have been undertaken by a wife

solicitous for the fame of her husband, and that the next

should have fallen into the hands of a skilful jurist like

Mr. Robert Campbell. The marginal indices, the full and

clear lists of contents, the notes illustrating the subject

by facts of Scotch law, render the edition of Mr. Campbell

highly acceptable to the student. The material additions

also, though anticipated in other parts of the works already

published, are of great importance. A large part of the

39th and the whole of the 40th Lecture we owe to the careful

notes of Mr. Mill, taken at the time of their delivery. These

portions treat of Codification and Status, and are clothed

afresh in a flowing and popular style. In the fragments

appended to the third volume of the last edition, Mr. Austin

has fully indicated his main lines of argument on these two

topics. He had commented briefly on the defects of the

Prussian and French codes, and the possible remedies for

them, by way of showing, in answer to Savigny, that their

accidental shortcomings served to indicate the possibility

and the value of a code which should be perfectly free from

them. This argument is worked out in great detail at the

end of the 39th Lecture.

The new Lecture on Status will be of great use to the

commencing student, by putting the subject before him in

a clearer and fuller shape than the compressed and con

troversial fragments achieved. One passage is especially

important, as indicating a distinction which was scarcely

brought into due prominence before. This is the distinction

between classes which might comprise "persons of any

description, or nearly so ; no persons being necessarily ex

cluded, except some classes labouring under a special

incapacity which would itself constitute a status ; and classes

which can only comprise persons of one given description."

Mr. Austin goes on to range under the former head con

tractors of all kinds, and under the latter, husbands and

wives, masters and servants, parents and children. The

result of this is, to make it one of the distinguishing marks

of status, that the class itself indicated by it must not be

such that it may comprise any, or nearly any, person what

ever. The distinction is true and valuable, though not

perhaps here expressed with sufficient fulness and precision.

The appearance of Mr. Austin's Lectures contributed more

thin any other cause to the study and arrangement of all

that is permanent and universal, as opposed to what is tran

sitory and local, in the constitution of human society. It

was Mr. Bentham, no doubt, who made Mr. Austin's work

possible by exciting a strong distrust in the modes of classifi

cation promulged as eternal truths by English judges and

lawyers ; while Mr. John Stuart Mill cleared the way by

familiarising the student with methods of reasoning hitherto

held applicable almost exclusively to physical science. Mr.

Mill, furthermore, quickened the political and social instinct,

laid bare the kinds of problems imperatively demanding

solution, and incited the student-mind to vindicate for itself

the claim to think and to act without any regard for the

existing convenances of society or the traditional dictates

of English party politics. But the prospect of a real and

lasting outcome of these aspirations is due to the influence

of Mr. Austin, though personally he failed to combine

successfully catechetical instruction with scientific exposition,

and consequently to present die results of his work in the

best systematic form.

As to Mr. Austin's actual contributions to the science of

jurisprudence, we need not here stop to praise the merely

logical and technical part of his work. More important is

it to notice the value of all that is concerned with psycholo

gical and historical analysis. His exhaustive account of the

use of the term " property," and the nature of " dominium,"

as opposed to all other " jura in rem," less indefinite and

extensive ; of the history of the development of " equity ;"

of the distinction between "written" and "unwritten law;"

of the meaning of such terms as "ratio decidendi" and

"ratio legis;" of the conceptions implied in the terms

"status," "titulus," "contractus;" his definitions of "Per

son," "Thing," "Act," "Will," "Negligence," "Rashness,"

and the like ;—all this will probably never be superseded.

He is the first English writer who lias dealt categorically

with these matters, and has treated them as entirely relieved

from the complication of any other matter whatever.

Before concluding, we must briefly notice tiie almost im

patient criticisms of Mr. Austin, in the new part of his 39th

Lecture, on Hugo's and Savigny's objections to codification.

First of all, the important arguments that the larger portion

of every body of law is not the work of the sovereign legis

lature, but is unconsciously constructed out of customary

rules of positive morality, and that a code constructed in

an age incapable of codifying well has a tendency merely

to perpetuate the accidental ideas of that age, are treated

in a summary manner by Mr. Austin as little more than

absurd assumptions. But to the objection that any code

whatever must be both inadequate and full of " competing

analogies," he draws a practical answer from the remarks of

Savigny himself as to the state of the law in Germany.

The coherence and uniformity of a legal system constructed

by a long succession of jurisconsults supply Mr. Austin

with an d fortiori argument for one drawn up by a set of

persons working in concert. Lastly, to the objection that

a code renders the defects of the law more visible, he

replies that the very fact of their visibility must tend to the

desire for their correction. These are the chief points of

Mr. Austin's criticism ; but the whole discussion is interest

ing and valuable, as illustrating the connection of his philo

sophical training with his legal views, and the differences

which have hitherto separated the legal mind of the English,

and that of the Germans. Sheldon Amos.

How Crops Grow. — A Treatise on the Chemical Composition,

Structure, and Life of the Plant, for Agricultural Students. With

Illustrations and Tables of Analyses, by Samuel W. Johnson, M.A.

(Yale). Revised, with numerous Additions, and adapted for Eng

lish, use, by A. H. Church, M.A., and W. T. Thiselton Dyer, B.A.

(Cirencester). 8vo. pp. xvi. and 400. London : Macmillan, 1869.

The question of the growth of a plant is a very complicated

one, and cannot be understood without some knowledge of

chemistry and natural philosophy, together with an acquaint

ance with the intimate structure of the plant itself, and it is

obviously very difficult to give exactly such a degree of in

formation on these points as meets the requirements of an

elementary book for the use of agricultural students, as

there is danger of perplexity to the mind of a pupil if un-
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necessary or doubtful matter is introduced to any great

extent. We do not think that our authors have entirely

avoided this stumbling block, while the information which is

given frequently in the form of aphorisms is sometimes too

positive, and might lead to misapprehension. They have,

however, in general given their authorities. We may add

that the phraseology is sometimes so awkward as to make it

occasionally difficult to ascertain the exact meaning, or at

least to render its apprehension unpleasant ; whereas, in an

«lementary book every difficulty should as much as possible

be removed, which is not involved in the subject matter

itself. With these drawbacks, we regard the work as ex

tremely useful, and calculated to supply an obvious want.

Its plan is, first to describe those portions of a plant

•which are capable of being dissipated by heat ; then those

-which remain in the ashes, some of which are, however, un

doubtedly altered in the process of combustion ; thirdly, the

quantitative relation among the ingredients of plants, and

their composition in successive stages of growth. After this,

in a second division, the structure of the plant is described

-with the functions of its organs, and in a third, the pheno

mena which take place in the life of a plant. Some very

useful tables are added.

The functions of some of the intimate organs, as for

example those of the spiral and laticiferous vessels, are at

present imperfectly known. Though there is still some

doubt as to the action of the spongelets—except in the very

first phases of vegetation, where the primary spongelet, so

soon as it is free from the coats of the seed, is clearly the

absorbent of moisture—it is pretty certain that the sap not

only ascends, but descends by means of the elongated tissues ;

while lateral interchanges are constantly taking place be

tween the cellular tissue of the leaves and bark and the

medullary rays. The part of the book which treats of this

interchange by means of osmose, and the obstacles which

are occasionally presented to a perfect interchange by the

refusal of membranes to admit certain bodies through their

minute pores, is extremely well done, and perhaps is of

all points the most important for the student to bear fully in

mind. It is of far less consequence that he should have

only a slight knowledge of forces which may affect the cir

culation in the cells themselves, e.g. the effects of different

coloured rays of light.

The changes again which take place in the contents of the

same cell at different periods of development are of great

importance, and are ably discussed. A portion of the part

which bears upon this point will give a good specimen of the

way in which such matters are treated :—

" The same cell may exhibit a great variety of aspect and contents

at different periods of growth. The constituents of the substances con

tained in the cell at one period may be separated subsequently, and

redistributed with additional material so as to form others. This is

especially to be observed in the seed while developing on the mother-

plant. Hartig has traced these changes in numerous plants under the

microscope. According to this observer, the cell contents of the seed

(cotyledons) of the common nasturtium run through the following meta

morphoses. Up to a certain stage in its development, the interiors of

the cells are nearly devoid of recognisable solid matters other than the

nucleus and the surrounding protoplasm. Shortly, as the growth of the

seed advances, green grains of chlorophyl make their appearance about

the nucleus, and lie near to and in contact with the cell wall. After

a short time the green colour due to the chlorophyl disappears, and

granules exhibiting the characteristic structure and reactions of starch

make their appearance. Subsequently, as the seed hardens and becomes

firmer in its tissues, the microscope shews that the starch grains which

were situated near the cell-wall have vanished, while the cell-wall itself

has thickened internally, the starch having been replaced by cellulose.

Again, later, the nucleus, about which in the mean time more starch

grains have been formed, undergoes a change and disappears : then the

starch grains, some of which have enlarged, while others have vanished,

are found to be imbedded in a pasty matter, which has the reactions of

an albuminoid. From this time on, the starch grains are gradually

replaced by smaller grain of aleurone, which finally, when the seed is

mature, completely occupy the cells.

" In the sprouting of the seed similar changes occur, but in reversed

order. Oxygen is absorbed, and the insoluble starch and oil are broken

up and pass into solution to serve as food for the young plant."

Very good, too, are the remarks relating to the production

of those little hairs, which clearly add so much to the absor

bent power of the roots. We doubt, however, whether the

production which occurs on the trunk of Laurus Cana-

riaisis, of which Schacht speaks, and which our authors

consider as air-roots, are really adventitious roots. They

were described from their cellular structure as a Clavaria by

Willdenow, and as far as we have been able to observe in

specimens forwarded to us by the Rev. R. T. Lowe, they

seem to be a development from the cellular, tissue of the

bark, without any woody tissue. The illustrations which

accompany these remarks are very satisfactory, and we do

not recollect that the whole matter has before been so well

submitted to English students. M. T. Berkeley.

Scic7ttific Notes.

Animal Physiology.

Structure of the Liver.—An important paper on this subject by

Professor Hering of Vienna, appears in the just-published third part of

Strieker's Handbuch von den Orjicbcn. This gland is the most intricate

in the body of the higher animals, and its functions present a corre

sponding complexity ; on these grounds it has been subjected to very

careful microscopical examination, as well as experimental investiga

tion, by many of the best observers, both here and abroad, amongst

whom Professor Hering holds a distinguished place. Speaking broadly,

the liver consists of an immense number of pear-shaped bodies or lobuli,

separated from one another by a delicate investment of connective tissue.

Between these spread branches of the portal vein, conveying blood to

the liver from the intestines, and of the hepatic artery, the ultimate

branches of the latter discharging themselves into those of the former.

The capillary vessels thus formed penetrate the substance of each

lobule and reunite into a central vessel, which, issuing from the extremity

of the lobule like the stalk of a pear, coalesces with others to form the

hepatic veins which convey the blood that has circulated through the

organ to the heart. The substance of the lobuli themselves is composed

of cells, the office of which is in part to secrete bile, and in part to

produce the substance termed glycogen. The writer observes that the

capillary system of the portal vein, as a general rule, exhibits large capil

laries and a narrow-meshed plexus, whilst that of the hepatic vein

exhibits small capillaries and a plexus with wide meshes. The foregoing

facts arc now fairly established, but the points to which Professor Hering's

attention has been particularly directed are connected with the distri

bution of the biliary ducts. These, he states, consist of a close network

of delicate canals running between the hepatic cells, with meshes

equalling the cells in diameter, or, in other words, the canals run

between the flat surfaces of two adjoining cells. The capillaries, on

the other hand, occupy the angles formed by the junction of three or

more cells. This description particularly applies to the rabbit. In

man and the dog, biliary canals are also found at the angles of the

cells. For the sake of clearness, we have made use of the term biliary

canals, but Professor Hering observes, that they have no proper wall so

long as they are contained within the lobuli. These walls are, in fact,

the cells themselves, and they may fairly be represented by the tubes

that would be produced by grooving two solid bodies, and applying

the corresponding channels to one another. He has not been able, in

any instance, in the rabbit at least, to discover a blind extremity of a

biliary tube. He describes the hepatic cells as presenting various forms,

according to the direction in which they happen to be divided in the

section, being sometimes quadrangular, sometimes polygonaj, and pre

senting the grooves above mentioned for the passage of the capillaries,

and for the formation of the ducts. They contain one, or occasionally

two, nuclei of spherical or elliptic shape, together with some granules

of biliary pigment and fat molecules. He finds the liver to be richly

supplied with lymphatics which, as in other organs, chiefly accompany

the connective tissue. The system presents this peculiarity, however,

that both the capillaries and the larger vessels freely anastomose with

each other. Though he has carefully examined the point, he has been

unable to follow the nerves of the liver into the cells, a relation which

has been maintained to exist by Pfluger. (Academy, No; II., p. 47.)

Professor Hering states distinctly that all demonstrable nerve trunks lie

outside the lobuli.
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Scales of Lepidoptera.—A good paper on this subject appears in the

February number of the Student, by Mr. Slack, the Secretary of the

Microscopical Society. His observations have been made with a fine

one-fifth object-glass of Beck's with Ross's C and D eye-pieces, and the

general results he has obtained agree with those of Mr. Pigott, which

were recently published in the pages of Dr. Lawson's monthly Micro

scopical jfournal. He believes that throughout the scales of the Lepi

doptera there is a tendency to formations which may be described as

rows of beads arising from the internal surface of the upper or lower

membranes, or from both. The so-called "ribs," &c, of butterfly

scales seem to him to be only corrugations, or wrinkles, and the beads

more or less distinct, or coalescent, as the case may be, he takes to be

formed by exudations in drops from the membranes, consolidating, so

far as they do consolidate, in a definite form. On looking through a

series of Lepisma scales, the extent of resolution into beads will be

found to vary very considerably. Some of the so-called ribs seem all

dots or beads, while others are very obstinate in resisting even approxi

mate resolution. The corrugations of the upper membrane vary very

much, sometimes making tolerably wide plaits, and at others coming

much closer together. He has not detected any beads in this mem

brane in the cases in which it is uncovered by the removal of the other

membrane, but it is not thence certain that the upper membrane makes

no beads.

Anthropophagi. — We learn from the Institut of the 24th of

January that M. Quatrefages has presented a note to M. Garrigou on

certain bones of man that he has found in a cave, and which have been

split longitudinally, apparently to permit them to be used for various

domestic purposes. He cites them as constituting an additional proof

that the prehistoric races, who were dwellers in caves, were anthropo

phagous.

The Gregarinadee.—In the same journal is an interesting paper on

the Gregarinad.-e, which are well known to represent one of the simplest

forms of animal life, consisting of a nucleated cell, which under certain

conditions invests itself with a transparent membrane, becoming, as it

is termed, incysted. The nucleus disappears and the substance of the

body then breaks up into innumerable sporosperms, navicellae or

elongated minute corpuscles, which, being set free by the bursting of

the enclosing capsule, become distributed in the various organs of many

animals. A well-marked form is found in the alimentary canal of the

common beetle. M. Edouard v. Beneden has lately discovered a

remarkable form, to which he has applied the name Gregarina gigantea,

in the intestine of the lobster. It has been subjected to MM. Gluge

and Schwann of the Academie Royale de Belgique for examination,

and they report that its length is no less than 16 mm., and its breadth

15 mm., or two-thirds of an inch. It presents, in the membrane which

forms its wall, a contractile layer, to which M. Beneden had previously

called attention in other species. The interior of the animal is occupied

by a viscous liquid containing granular particles, with a nucleus and

nucleolus. This last exhibits a remarkable phenomenon. At first it is

single, but in the course of a few seconds the nucleus appears to be

filled with a large number of small refractile corpuscles, which are so

many nucleoli. Some of them then augment considerably in size,

whilst the primary nucleolus gradually disappears. With the exception

of the yolk of the egg of birds, and some other animals, the Gregarina

gigantea constitutes the largest known cell.

Structure of Muscle.—We have already (Academy, No. 3, p. 76)

described at length the views of Professor Hensen on the structure of

muscle, in which he endeavoured to prove that the well-known dark

strise of the fibres are crossed, or divided into two halves, by a median

granular disc. In the part of the Zeitschrift fur Biologic, which has

just come to hand, we notice a critique upon Hensen's statements by

Professor Krause, who has paid great attention to the structure of

muscle, especially in reference to the mode in which nerves terminate

in it. Prof. Krause maintains«that Hensen's views are erroneous, and

are founded on an imperfect interpretation of the phenomena presented

by muscle after short removal from the body, and especially after the

action of water or weak acetic acid. The median disc of Hensen is in

fact, according to him, the central portion of the dark stria become

paler by the action of water, and rendered lighter by comparison in

consequence of the planes of contact between the dark or anisotropal

and the light or isotropal substance becoming more marked. The clear

or isotropal substance he states to be crossed by a thin and delicate

membrane corresponding to the transverse line of Carpenter and others.

Krause supports his views by reference to the effects of alteration in the

direction of light and direct observation of the successive changes.

Fauna of Round Island.—The remarkable discovery has been made

by Sir H. Barkly, governor of Mauritius, of four species of snakes and

several species of lizards, in Round Island, a small island 25 miles from

Port St. Louis, and separated by a sea only 400 feet deep, no animals of

that description being natives of the Mauritius. The flora was also

fPVffld. to be to a great extent specifically distinct

Botany.

Cinchona Cultivation.—We leam from a report just issued by Mr.

C. B. Clarke, officiating superintendent of the Botanic Garden at Cal

cutta, and in charge of the Cinchona cultivation in Bengal, that the cul

tivation of cinchona is greatly extending in our Indian possessions, the-

Government plantation at Darjeeling being especially prosperous, where

three distinct species of the Peruvian bark are cultivated with success,

and nearly 1000 acres are under cultivation. A plantation has also been

established at Nunklow in the Khasia Hills. The cultivation of the

cinchona has now been successfully introduced into St. Helena and the

Azores.

Alternation of Generation In Fungi.—M. Gabriel Rivet reports.

(Bulletin de la SocMU Botanique de France for Jan.) some interesting and

important observations on the disease known as " rust " in cereals. This

disease is produced by several kinds of fungus, one of the commonest of

which is the Puccinia graminis, and the prevalence and propagation

of the disease is found to be greatly favoured by the presence in the

neighbourhood, of plants of the common berberry. The leaves of the

berberry are commonly infested by a well-known fungus, the CEcidium

Berberidis, in the form of orange spots ; and it is now ascertained that

these two fungi are ultimately identical. Spores of the Puccinia will not

reproduce itself, but, if sown on the leaves of the berberry will develope

into the CEcidium, which again will not reproduce itself, but the Puccinia:

In a district in the south of France, where a railway company had

planted its embankments with berberry trees, the crops of grain became

speedily infested with rust ; and the appointment of a commission of

investigation elucidated the fact that the planting of a single tree of this

species was sufficient to infect with the disease the crops of a whole

neighbourhood where it had never appeared before.

Variegation of Leaves.—M. E. Morren (VInstitut, Jan. 19th) pro

pounds the theory that the phenomenon known as the variegation ofleaves-

is a disease which is not merely contagious, capable of being communi

cated from one individual to another by contact, but that it can be

transmitted from one species of plant to another by a kind of inoculation.

The grains of chlorophyll he believes to be analogous to the red globules

of blood, there being a strong analogy between chlorophyll and hzematin.

An alteration in this green colouring matter gives rise to variegated leaves,

which consist of a mixture of green parts with others more or less yellow ;

if the discolouration is general it produces death ; among the higher

orders of plants only those which are parasitic can exist when entirely

deprived of chlorophyll. Some of our common cultivated variegated

plants, Jas Hydrangea and Pelargonium zonale sometimes put out en

tirely colourless branches, but these have only a parasitic life on the

other parts of the plant, and die when separated. Variegation is a

sign of organic disease produced by poverty in the seed, wetness of the

ground, want of light, and other causes ; and often appears spontane

ously as well as under cultivation. By grafting a variegated on a healthy

plant, the infection can be communicated downwards, no doubt carried

by the circulation of the sap. Variegation can be induced also by the

close proximity of a variegated graft. Instead of a true graft from a

bud, the foot-stalk of a leaf from a variegated plant inserted beneath the

bark will produce variegation. In the same manner the disease may be

communicated from the stock to the graft. The discoloured or variegated

portions of the leaf have lost their power of reducing the carbonic acid

of the atmosphere ; the plants are generally weaker, smaller, their

flowers and fruit much poorer, and their power of resisting cold dimi

nished. Variegation can be propagated by means of layers, buds, or

grafts, showing that the buds themselves are infected ; the seeds, how

ever, from variegated individuals, usually produce normal and healthy

plants.

Chemistry.

Condensation of Combinations of Carbon with Separation of

Water, and their importance in Plant-life.—Herr A. Kekule, of

Bonn, has discovered that common acetic aldehyde may pass over very

easily, and even spontaneously, into crotonic aldehyde, which then yields

the well-known crotonic acid. The transformation is easily understood

by supposing that two molecules of the first aldehyde, by elimination of

water, are condensed into a single molecule, and this appears to be of

very great importance in explaining the formation in nature of substances

richer in carbon, and more complciated, out of simpler ones. Herr

Kekule proposes to study and explain these processes more exactly ;

but in the mean time many speculations will arise out of them. Thus

Herr Bayer, of Berlin, has developed his views on plant-life and on

fermentation. According to his explanation, sugar is not formed in

plants, as has hitherto been supposed, by the splitting up of substances

of complicated composition, but synthetically from carbonic acid and

the products of their reduction, among which Herr Bayer believes may

be included methyl-aldehyde, discovered by Professor Hofmann. This

aldehyde has the same composition as sugar, but a smaller molecular

weight ; and, by the union of several molecules of methyl aldehyde,
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sugar might be produced. Herr Kekule also believes this to be probable.

In fermentation, Herr Bayer thinks that, as a consequence of the internal

movement which is a part of this process, an accumulation of oxygen

takes place within the molecules of sugar, which results in its separation

into alcohol and carbonic acid. The elimination and absorption of

water in different ways, which the theory points out, appear to be pro

cesses of the greatest importance in the changes of carbon-combinations

in plants.

The Luminosity of Phosphorus.—Herr W. Miiller, of Perleberg,

gives an explanation of the well-known luminosity exhibited by phos

phorus in the dark. It depends on slow combustion or combination

with oxygen ; but does not take place in pure oxygen, except when it is

diluted by other gases, as is the case in the atmosphere. In other

atmospheres, as hydrogen or nitrogen, the phenomenon does not occur.

Diamonds.—Professor Tyndall has just succeeded in igniting a dia

mond in oxygen by the concentrated rays of the electric light. He

has no doubt of his ability to ignite it by the purely invisible rays from

the same source. It is interesting to know that a new locality for dia

monds is reported by Herr Gustav Rose, of Berlin, which may be

considered the first in Europe, if the western slope of the Ural is placed

out of the question. The stone referred to was found in the granite-

quarries of Count Schonbom in Bohemia, and has been unquestionably

identified as a diamond, both by the combustion of a splinter into pure

carbonic acid, and by its physical and mineralogical properties. Its

weight is 57 milligrammes ; it is cubical in shape, and is of light

yellow colour, and is probably not the only one to be discovered.

Prof. Wohler, of Gottingen, has also discovered minute diamonds in a

piece of platinum from Oregon.

Jargonlum.—A year ago Mr. Sorby was engaged in examining the

absorption-spectra given by zirconia and other earths, obtained from

the zircon or jacinth. Certain specimens of the Ceylon variety of the

gem called jargon, or Matura diamond, yielded an absorption-spectrum

in the red of so marked a character that its discoverer assigned it to a

new element. Upon analyzing the jargon a quantity of substance was

got which, while resembling zirconia, was sufficiently distinct from it to

warrant the assumption of a new element, which was accordingly called

jargonium. At the same time, the element uranium, which generally

shows absorption-bands in the blue, was pronounced absent both by

spectroscopic and ordinary analysis. Mr. Sorby has just described to the

Royal Society a series of experiments which prove that, while it is still pos

sible that some jargons may contain a new earth, the absorption-spectrum

originally assigned to it is produced by mixing the oxides of zirconium

and uranium ; that it gives evidence of the presence of an amount of

uranium otherwise inappreciable, and, therefore, is one of the most

delicate tests of that substance. He has thus found that while one 50th

of a grain of uranous oxide alone is required in a borax bead to show

absorption bands, one 50,000th ofa grain gives as good a spectrum if it be

previously mixed with zirconium ; in practice one 2000th of a grain of

uranous oxide exhibits the absorption-bands most distinctly. While

the existence of an element jargonium is thus rendered very doubtful, an

altogether unexpected result has been gained relative to the mixing of

different oxides for spectroscopic purposes, and a valuable addition has

been made to blowpipe analysis.

The "Water Type.—Mr. Wanklyn has recently published an im

portant paper, that will probably give rise to much controversy. It

does not admit of brief abstraction. The author denies the analogy

between the acids and "metallic salts ; that the acids are built on the

water type he is indeed not prepared to deny, but he maintains that the

acids and the metallic salts are built on totally different types. The

alkalies, instead of being waters, and like the acids in structure, are like

metallic salts. Thus caustic soda is

Na" i °"JNa v H

It may be briefly stated that the accuracy of the mode of represen

tation proposed by this distinguished chemist entirely depends on the

question, Is there, as a matter of fact, a fundamental analogy, or

fundamental want of analogy, between hydrogen and the metals ? In

Mr. Wanklyn's opinion, in favour of which he gives strong reasons,

there is a fundamental dissimilarity between hydrogen and the metals.

Detection of Arsenic in Fuschlne.—Dr. Riecker finds that the

pigment Fuschine contains arsenious acid, the amount in some samples

being 2^07 per cent.; he therefore recommends that there should be

legal prohibition to the employment of this pigment as a colouring for

sweetmeats.

Conversion of Crystalline Sulphur into the amorphous modi

fication.—M. Lallemand finds that the direct action of sunlight converts

crystalline sulphur into sulphur insoluble in sulphide of carbon. By

placing a solution of sulphur in sunlight concentrated by a lens, the

author states that the sulphur is rendered insoluble and deposited in

the amorphous form.

Physics.

Radiation, Absorption, and Reflection of Heat at Low Tem

peratures.—From the principle of the mechanical theory of heat,

Professor Kirchhoff has derived the law that the power of absorption of

a body for every wave-length, or colour of light, or of radiated heat, is

equal to its power of radiation for the same colour, provided the

radiation is only a consequence of the heating of the body. This law

has paved the way, not only for an explanation of Fraunhofer's lines in

the spectrum of the fixed stars, but also for an investigation of the

chemical constitution of the heavenly bodies. Kirchhoff has con

firmed the truth of this important statement by a series of brilliant

experiments on flames coloured by the vapour of different metals.

This confirmation, however, had reference only to bodies in the

gaseous state and at a very high temperature, while the law should,

according to Kirchhoff, be true for all substances. It is obvious that

the experimental demonstration of the universal truth of the law is

difficult. Experiments on the light radiated from solid or liquid bodies

at a red heat are indeed easily performed ; but these experiments have

in general produced little result. The light, when analysed by the

prism, shows usually an uninterrupted spectrum. In a single instance

only, that of the light of red-hot Erbium, Professor Bunsen found that

single colours were especially represented. The absorption of light by

a solid or liquid substance at a red heat has, for obvious reasons, not

yet been investigated. Professor Magnus has now, however (Abhandl.

der Berliner Akademie, 1869), published a series of experiments, in

which he makes out a demonstration of the proof of KirchhofTs law for

solid bodies, and especially for rock-salt ; and, which is of very great

interest, at the comparatively low temperature of 150° C. (about 300 F.).

The result of these investigations may be stated as follows :—Rock-salt,

a substance of great value for experiments on radiated heat, has ex

hibited, as the result of previous observations, an equal permeability

(diathermancy) for rays of heat from the most different sources. When,

however, Magnus caused the heat radiated from a plate of rock-salt to

pass through another plate of rock-salt, a perceptible absorption was

observed. Magnus inferred from this that rock-salt radiates only one

heat-colour when heated to a temperature of 1500 C. : and that there

fore, in accordance with KirchhofTs law, it absorbs only this one

colour. It may be observed that this law will explain both facts,

the remarkably perfect diathermancy of rock-salt for heat from other

sources, and the absorption of heat radiated from itself. No experi

ments have yet been made on the wave-length of this heat-colour.

It is worthy, however, of observation, that the substance from whiclr

rock-salt is formed, sodium, also emits only one colour when in the

condition of a glowing vapour. It cannot be denied that the con

clusion which Magnus draws from his experiments is still open to consi

derable doubt. It should be mentioned also that the physicist who has

had the greatest experience in Germany in the laws of radiated heat,

Professor Knoblauch of Halle, has not, by his experiments, at present

confirmed the statement of Magnus (PoggendorfPi Anualtn, 1870, No. 1).

The subject deserves very great attention, and will, doubtless, shortly

receive a full discussion. K .

Expansion of Water in Freezing.—Herr Rudorff, of Berlin,

makes the expansion of water in freezing very evident by the fol

lowing experiment, which was performed at a meeting of the Chemical

Society. Strong cast-iron tubes were filled with water, closed with a

close-fitting screw, and placed in a freezing mixture. In a few minutes

the water freezes and shivers the tubes to pieces with a loud report.

It appears, however, from the No. of the Rivista Contemporanea for

Jan. 1870, that M. Barthelemy, professor in the Lyceum of Pau, attacks

the theory, universally adopted by physicists, that water expands in

the act of freezing, and attributes the bursting of a bottle containing

water which is allowed to freeze, to a development of gas from the

water at the moment of its congelation. In the Jan. No. of the London,

Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine, however, Rev. Canon

Moseley reviews, in an article " On the mechanical properties of ice,"

the evidence in favour of the theory, showing that, in the winters of

1845 an"l •846, three independent observers, Schumacher of Copen

hagen, Moritz of Dorpat, and Pohrt of Pultowa, investigated the sub

ject, and arrived at an almost identical result for the coefficient of linear

expansion, viz. about '000065 for 1° R.

Molecular Movement.—Professor W. Stanley Jevons read a paper

before the Philosophical Society of Manchester, on the "so-called

molecular movement of microscopic particles." After alluding to the

discovery of the movement of minute particles of inorganised matter

suspended in water, by Robert Brown in the year 1827, Mr. Jevons

states that the purest distilled water alone gave the movement of the

minute particles in the greatest perfection, while the presence of acids

and alkalies that checked the motion of the particles under the micro

scope, were found also to have a power that has not been sufficiently

noticed, of precipitating the suspended matter. The author was con

vinced that the motion was really due to electricity. The molecular

motion is arrested by acids and alkalies, ammonia excepted, because

their presence renders water a good conductor. The action ofammonia
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on the conductivity of water being exceptional, Mr. Jevons employed

this reagent as an experimentitm cruris, when he found that it had an

almost inappreciable effect in stopping microscopical movement, neither

did it cause a precipitation of the suspended matter.

A New Electro-typographic Machine.—The French have been

more speedy than ourselves in putting into operation the modern invei?

tions in telegraphy. Hughes' American machine, which deliver « the

message in long printed strips, like a tailor's measure, is empire ed on

all the great railway lines in France ; and the delicate apparatus of

M. Meyer which faithfully transmits autographs, drawings, Oriental

characters, or whatever the sender may fancy to trace on the metallic

paper, is now used on the Lyons railway. A new electro-typographic

machine, the invention of M. Henri Fontaine, a French barrister,

is now at work in one of the public offices in Paris. The object of

this machine is to print off with economy and rapidity the quantity

of short papers required in law courts, public and private offices, or

commercial houses, now executed by the longer and more expensive

processes of printing or autography. The machine of M. Fontaine,

like the electric telegraph, is on the principle of substituting fixed for

moveable types, one type only being employed for the same letter ;

thus dispensing with the ponderous and bulky moveable types of the

printer. Steel types, representing the different characters used in

printing (capitals, small letters, italics, &c), and ranged round two

horizontal disks, placed one over the other. Above these is another

metallic circle divided into notches corresponding with the type below.

By a very simple machinery, as the handle or bar in the centre presses

against the notch representing the letter required, an electric shock

lowers the type upon a sheet of paper rolled round a cylinder placed

beneath, prints the letter, and again returns to its place. The operation

is so rapidly performed that a hundred letters may be easily printed in

a minute. When completed, the paper is transferred to the litho

graphic stone to be worked off. The great recommendation of M.

Fontaine's machine is its great simplicity, the ease and rapidity with

which it is worked, its convenient size (about 3 feet by 2), and its

moderate cost. The typography is remarkably clear and distinct, from

the employment of finely engraved steel types.

Miscellaneous Intelligence.
o

Newton-Pascal Papers.—Professor Grant, of Glasgow, has just

published a detailed account of the proof adduced by him that these

documents could not but be spurious. It is briefly as follows :—In the

4hree editions of the Principia, published in 1687, 1713, and 1726 re

spectively, Newton avails himself of the best astronomical observations at

his disposal, in each successive edition changing his numerical results to

suit the most recent discoveries. Between 1662, the year of Pascal's

death, and 1687, advances, amounting almost to a revolution, were

made in practical astronomy, and these were continued between 1687

and 1726. If Pascal had really been in possession of the idea of gravi

tation, his results relative to the masses of the planets, &c, would

necessarily be based on observations prior to 1662, and would be rude

and defective when compared with those even in the 1687 edition of the

Principia, In the forged documents, however, the numbers are not

approximations, as might have been expected, to Newton's first results ;

but correspond exactly to those published by him in 1726, which were

based upon the observations of Pound and Bradley, men who were not

born when Pascal had died. While it is just that the late Sir David

Brewster, Martin, and Le Verrier, should have their share of credit for

exhibiting the falsity of the papers, the detection of so important a piece

of evidence—as conclusive of their spuriousness as the occurrence of the

word "its" was of the Rowley poems—should not be forgotten in the

records of what will hereafter appear as one of the most singular chapters

in the history of astronomy.

Those of our readers who are unable to read German will be glad to

learn that the first part of Louis Buchner's interesting Essay on Man,

his Past, his Present, and his Future, has just been translated into

French. It covers to some extent the same ground as the work of

Sir Charles Lyell on this subject, but with various additional facts ;

the whole very agreeably arranged, and capitally translated by Dr. Ch.

Letourneau. The present part is entitled D'oii venons-nous 1

The current Number of M. Littre's Journal de la Philosophic Positive

is postponed till the 15th or 20th of this month, and will contain in a

supplement a report of the lawsuit which M""' Comte has lately brought

against the executors of her husband.
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History.

History of Wallenstein. [Gcschichle Wallensteins. Von Leopold von

Ranke. Zweite Auflage.] Leipzig : Duncker und Humblot.

The question as to Wallenstein's true character and plans

was variously decided by his contemporaries, and has been

a topic, since then, for ardent critical discussion. Richelieu

speaks of him in his Memoirs as a faithful soldier unworthily

sacrificed to the suspicions of the Austrian cabinet. Oxen-

stiern more cautiously expressed an opinion that the truth

about Wallenstein's guilt or innocence would never be

thoroughly known. In Vienna, when the assassination was

first reported, Piccolomini, whom public opinion regarded as

mainly responsible for it, was very coldly received, and

Cardinal Barberino wrote from Rome' to say that the

Emperor was bound to vindicate his conduct. Such a

vindication was attempted in two ways, and with very

different results. Wallenstein's supposed accomplices were

brought to trial. But no disclosures were elicited, even

under torture ; and Wallenstein's papers threw no light upon

any conspiracy. Accordingly the Court of Vienna published

an " exact and authentic account," which was afterwards

incorporated by Khevenhiller, who had been an official of

high rank, in his Annates Ferdinandei, with some cor

roborative documents and in particular the confessions of

Sesyma Raschin, a Bohemian, and sometime Colonel in the

Swedish service, who professed to have been Wallenstein's

agent. Khevenhiller's position and character gave im

portance to his assertions, and his charges against Wallen

stein gradually passed into history. They are the ground

work for all that Schiller has written. Then came the

inevitable reaction. In 1829 Forster published Wallen-

stt'in's Letters, and accused Khevenhiller of " intentional

falsification." l'orster's Lift of Wallenstein, which ap

peared a few years later, added some documents of interest,
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and pleads the cause of the defence still more strongly.

The new view was very generally adopted, and has been

popularized in England by Mitchell's book. But critics or

opponents were not wanting. Geijer pointed out a fact of

capital importance, that it was a feature of Wallenstein's

character never to commit himself on paper ; and that his

letters accordingly were very imperfect testimony to his

innocence. " If we read Forster and Hurter," says Pro

fessor Ranke, " we see that, though better informed, we still

stand just where we did at first. Whatever the one main

tains, the other denies." The object of the present volume

is to throw light on the question by contributions from un

published documents and especially from the archives of

Dresden and Brussels. The Saxon diplomatists who were

corresponding with Wallenstein, the Spanish who procured

his death, naturally know more than the Bavarian, who

merely suspected the worst of a private enemy, or than the

Swedish Regency, which probably never learned the secret

of plans that were more or less directed against it.

Practically, the charges of treachery refer to two or three

critical periods. After the battle of Breitenfeld, Sesyma

Raschin says he was sent, without credentials and only in

Terczka's name, to sound Gustavus Adolphus whether

Wallenstein would be well received if he deserted to him.

The King of Sweden seems not unnaturally to have doubted

the sincerity of overtures which came to him so circuitously ;

but answered that Wallenstein might rely on his protection

and favour. Later on, he wrote a letter to the same effect,

but without committing himself to a distinct engagement.

Forster treats the whole story as the fiction of an adventurer

who could not even preserve probabilities in his narrative.

How was a man like Raschin to obtain audience of a king,

or why should Wallenstein profess extreme gratitude for

a complimentary letter which promised nothing ? Professor

Ranke thinks that the narrative bears the stamp of truth,

and is confirmed by all that we know of the relations of

Gustavus and Wallenstein. The Duke may only have

intended to save his province of Mecklenburg from the

worst ravages of war. That he seriously intended desertion

at this time is very improbable. It was not Ills interest

to serve under a king who was as good a soldier as himself;

and it is noteworthy throughout his history that he seems

genuinely to have disliked the interference of foreigners in

the empire. But while his position was still only that of

a disgraced favourite, he may easily have thought it well to

be prepared for possible contingencies. Professor Ranke

does not allude to the correspondence that bears on this

subject. Tilly writes (Feb. 163 1) and cautions the Duke,

" out of true-hearted affection " that he is reported to be

meditating revolt. Wallenstein answers that he has no

quarrel with the Emperor, and laughs at newspaper gossip.

At the same time he complains to his friend Questenberg of

Tilly's propagating such rumours, and observes that "the

rogue thinks every man of his own stamp." To Forster this

letter is a natural outburst of indignation from a blunt and

honourable soldier. In itself, it may always be judged

variously ; but it must be admitted that, if Wallenstein was

guilty, he could not have done better than by sending off

such a disclaimer to a friend at court

The next charge of treachery refers to Wallenstein's

conduct after the battle of Liitzen. He was then (1633) at

the head of a strong army, and opposed to inferior generals,

as he showed by his brilliant strategy at Steinau ; yet he

either effected nothing or threw away his success. There

was no question, for instance, that he could have made

prisoners of Count Thurn and his officers, who were yet

allowed to depart, and the lenity was doubly suspicious as it

was shown to Bohemians by one who was thought to aspire

to the crown of Bohemia. Neither is it doubtful that he was

negotiating in secret with the enemy. But his advocates

represent him as disposed by personal infirmity and humane

feeling to wish honestly for the termination of war, and point

out that the charge of proposing conditions incompatible

with his duty to the Emperor rests on the authority of

Raschin who did not conduct the negotiations, and of Arnim

whom Richelieu stigmatized as the most perfect Jesuit that

ever lived. On the other hand, Professor Ranke shows, from

the despatches of the English envoy Curtius, that Wallen

stein had expressed to Oxenstiern himself a wish to see the

Bohemian exiles restored and the country replaced in its old

rights as an elective monarchy ; and it is, at least, suspicious

that the French envoy was instructed to promise Wallenstein

the Bohemian crown. Nevertheless Oxenstiern attached no

importance to the negotiations, and Feuquieres wrote home

to his court that Wallenstein's offers were only made in order

that he might get reinforcement to strengthen his army.

Professor Ranke's solution seems the best warranted. By

this, Wallenstein's desire was to arrange a peace that should

gratify his revenge, satisfy his ambition, and yet be just short

of treachery to the Emperor. Personally the Duke of

Friedland had always been in favour of toleration, and as the

victim of the strong Catholic party he might easily consent to

the expulsion of the Jesuits. On those points, therefore, he

was prepared to make concessions which could only have

been extorted by force from the Emperor, and which inspired

distrust in the enemy by their very magnitude. But with

Protestantism tolerated, and the Bohemian crown made

elective, the chances that Wallenstein, a Bohemian born,

would be the first king chosen were immense. Only it was

indispensable that the Swedes should be driven out of the

Empire, both because it would be difficult to give them com

pensation out of German territory, and because, as long as

they remained, Wallenstein would not be master of the situa

tion. On this point the negotiation broke off. The Saxons

could not, at first, bring themselves to consent to an act

of such gross treachery, and which would place them for ever

at Wallenstein's mercy. Probably they reported the proposal

to Oxenstiern ; and we can thus account for the Chancellor's

doubt whether Wallenstein's real aim was to advance himself

or to break up the alliance of the Protestant states.

But in January, 1634, Quiroga brought an order to

Wallenstein, that he should send an escort for a detachment

of Spanish troops going into the Netherlands. Wallenstein

objected, for many reasons. It was a dangerous military

operation ; it was in furtherance of a policy which he dis

liked ; and it scattered the forces which for every reason he

desired to keep in hand. He refused obedience, and pre

pared actively for the worst. Professor Ranke accepts the

view of the Spanish envoy Oiiate, that Wallenstein struck

out with his own hand a clause reserving obedience to the

Emperor, from the declaration of fidelity which his officers

signed at Pilsen. Some important papers from the Saxon

archives complete the history of this period. It is now cer

tain that Wallenstein renewed his negotiations with Arnim,

who had once served under him, and as the Duke's demands

were less extreme, and the Court of Dresden was now weary

of the Swedes, who wished, it was thought, to make the war

eternal, the Court of Dresden despatched Arnim to Berlin,

with instructions to arrange a secret league between Bran-

denburgh, Saxony, and the Duke of Friedland. By this,

peace was to be forced on Germany, Saxony was to gain some

new territory, and Wallenstein was to get compensation as

should be arranged, Professor Ranke thinks in the lower

Palatinate. Practically the intrigue came to nothing, as the

Court of Berlin refused to betray the Swedes, and Wallen

stein died before fresh combinations could be arranged. He
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had over-estimated his hold on his followers. His liberality

was more than balanced by his fits of brutal violence, and

his reputation for success was not potent enough to break

the spell of a subject's allegiance. Above all, his sub

ordinates, Gallas, Altringer, and Piccolomini, were anxious

to succeed to the spoils of his office. Had he left Eger

alive he would scarcely have carried a few hundred troops

over to the enemy, or have been able to betray more than

half-a-dozen outposts. But the Spanish envoy's denun

ciations had roused the Court of Vienna to energetic action.

A first order deprived the Duke of his command ; a second

directed that he should be brought in alive or dead. Pro

fessor Ranke evidently regards Wallenstein's murderers as

men of character, who, finding themselves obliged to choose

between rebellion and bloodshed, and that it was impossible

to escape alone, or to seize the General, elected to put him

to death.

Z It will be seen that Professor Ranke's biography contributes

very valuable material to an estimate of the character of

Wallenstein. The new evidence is not, indeed, overwhelming,

and it will still be possible for writers of Forster's stamp to

explain away the acts of a man who had no real confidants,

and who perished chiefly because his employers knew him

better than his enemies, and believed him capable of the

wildest projects and the worst treachery. Most men how

ever will be inclined to accept Professor Ranke's judicial

statement and summing up, and will only regret that he has

,not treated his subject more as a psychological study.

Within his own range—of treaties, public documents, and

confidential correspondence—he is very admirable ; and the

•care with which he shows Wallenstein's personal relations

in every great period to the motives operating on cabinets

deserves all recognition. But he writes history with a

•certain official impassiveness, as if the thoughts that shake

the world were rather a distant fact than an ever-present

reality; and he sketches character like a diplomatist, by

\hints and minute touches, and uncertain confidences, rather

than with the free pencil of one who reads the secret of a

life in the unity of its acts small or great Perhaps, too, like

many who have opened up new sources of information, he

is a little disposed to undervalue the old. Still, when all

abatements are made, he has probably done more than any

man living for the European history of the seventeenth

century ; and it is trying the History of Wallenstein by a

very severe standard to compare it with the author's other

writings. C. H. Pearson.

Are's ' Islendinga-bok.'—Edited by Professor Th. Mobius. [Are's

Islandcrbuch, im Isliindischen Text, &>c. zur Begrussung dcr Ger-

manisten bei der xxvii. Dtutschen Philologenversammlung in Kiel

27/30 September, 1869. Herausgegebcn von Theodor Afdbius, Pro-

Jessor an der UniversUdt in Kiel.] Teubner : Leipzig.

The present volume is published as a welcome to the Ger

man Philologists assembled at Kiel, last autumn; and the

elegance and accuracy of its type, as well as the fulness of

4he information it contains, are deserving of high commenda

tion. First comes a Preface (p. i-xxii) ; then the .Text

(3-14); Translation (rs-28) ; Notes on the Text (29-34);

Chronological Table (35-38) ; Emendations, &c. (39-40);

History of Proper Names (41-53); Glossary (54-81 and

82-84) ; and lastly (p. 85 sq.) a Map of Iceland, showing the

political division of the country, with Historical Remarks.

The old Isltndinga-bbk (a chronicle of only 14 pp. 8vo.)

contains an account of the political history of Iceland, in the

first centuries after the settlement, and was written by the

venerable father of Icelandic historiography, the priest Are

Frode (Are the Historian), who was born in 1067 (a year

after the Norman Conquest), and died in 1148. Are is

interesting as the first critical historian of Iceland and

Norway. He collected traditional stories current in his

time, sifted them, and endeavoured to make out their

chronology. For every statement he makes he names as his

authority some living person, and his history is thus a mere

skeleton of dry facts, and stands in strong contrast to the

sagas of his own and subsequent times.

All the other works of Are Frode are lost, but their con

tents are embodied in Snorre's Book of Kings, as also in the

Book of Settlement. Of the Islendinga-bok Are wrote two

recensions, and dedicated his work to the Bishops Thorlak

and Ketil. The former redaction is lost in its primitive

shape, but the revised edition (viz. the present work) which

he seems to have brought out about the year 1 130, is pre

served. In the middle of the 17th century the learned

Icelandic Bishop Bryniolf possessed the only vellum copy

known to exist—a very old copy which was thought to be

Are's own autograph. This original was lost soon afterwards,

probably shortly after the Bishop's death in 1674 ; but two

transcripts had in 165 1 been executed by a skilful transcriber

of vellums, the Icelandic priest Jon Erlendsson. The copies

taken by him are called A and B ; A is the better one. The

learned Arne Magnusson suggested that B was the first copy,

and that the Bishop, not being satisfied with it, caused the

transcriber to take another ; but it is very unlikely that the

Bishop should have interfered on this point with so skilful

a copyist A comparison of the two, however, makes it

evident that A was the original copy taken from the vellum

itself, but that the duplicate B was taken from that copy in

a hurried way, so as to be of little or no value. From the

errors the MS. contained it is certain that the old vellum was

not an original, but probably a copy written shortly after,

in the 12th century, from Are's own original. Some of the

errors are curious ; e.g. at p. 6 line 4, " at allir menn myndi

thegn vard," the meaning is that " all would become silent."

The meaningless "thegn vard" is commonly altered into

" thagna " or " thegja " ; but it is difficult to understand how

a mistake could have arisen in writing so plain a word

as that Now in Danish we have a word " taus," " silent,"

which points to an old Norse thagsi, an obsolete word, which

to our knowledge never occurs in old Icelandic, but would

here suit well. Indeed the old Danish word is just what we

should expect in a writer like Are.

As to the origin of the book, the words of Are himself are

our chief authority :—" I made the Islendinga-bok," he says,

" for our Bishops Thorlak and Ketil, and showed it to both

of them, and to the Priest Saemund ; but as they liked to have

it thus or to add to it, I revised the book, leaving out the

genealogies and lives of kings." The dedication is made in

Are's own singular way. At the end of the 10th chapter are

the words, " Here endeth this book," and then follows a

pedigree of the bishops from the time of the settlement.

This is evidently meant to serve as the dedication. Next

after the dedication follows the pedigree of the author

himself, thirty-eight generations from Yngvi, the son of

Odin, and ending merely with the words—" Father of

Thorkel, Brand, and Thorgils my father, but my name is

Are." This pedigree answers to a title-page in a modern

book, and the whole is a kind olproteron hysteron.

The pedigree of the historian may serve to indicate the

stages of old Northern history. Fourteen of his ancestors

may have been historical personages ; the first of them being

King Olave, named "the woodcutter" from his clearing the

forests in the west of Sweden. Olave's son, Halfdan, emi

grated to Norway, and there founded a kingdom. King

Halfdan's descendant in the fifth degree, Olave the White,

founded a Norse kingdom in Dublin in the middle of the
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9th century, and thus marks the great Scandinavian migra

tions to the British Isles. A grandson of King Olave was

among the first Icelandic settlers, and marks the period of

the settlement of Iceland at the end of the 9th century.

From the settlement down to Are are six generations.

Eyjulf the Grey (known to English readers from Gisti the

Outlaw), a grandson of the settler, was baptized in his old

age about 1000 a.d. ; but Gellir, his grandson, was the first

who was born a Christian (1008), and marks the time of the

change from the old heathen faith. Lastly comes Gelli's

grandson, Are Frode himself, whose name marks the dawn

of written prose literature and history. Thus within nine

generations we have : in the first, the emigration to the

British Isles ; in the third, the settlement of Iceland ; in the

fifth and seventh, a baptized and a born Christian ; and in

the ninth, the first prose writer and historian. These nine or

ten generations compass the old "historical age ;" for in all

that happened beyond that time, tradition and memory fail,

and with the exception of names all is mythical or fabulous.

But theSaga timein a more special sense—the classical period

of ancient Icelandic life—lasts from the settlement to the

year 1030. The great Sagas mostly end about that year, and

treat of the events and persons ofthe 160 years previous.

The historical facts established by Are's book are chiefly

these : 1. The date of the Norse settlement of Iceland. 2.

Some dates and facts relating to the chief political institu

tions of the country. We hear of the Althing, an aristocratic

assembly erected in 930, which became more popular in

later times, and united the legislative and judicial functions.

The succession of the Speakers or Presidents of the Althing,

whose office was to declare the law in the assemblies, serves

as the basis of Are's chronology. 3. The political division

of the country into 13 Thing (Communes) and 39 Godord

(Priesthoods). 4. The discovery and settlement of Green

land in 985, fourteen or fifteen years before the introduction

of Christianity. 5. Introduction of Christianity (1000). 6.

Erection of bishoprics (1056), and lives of the first two

bishops (1056-1118).

The notes in the volume before us contain some valuable

contributions from the pen of Konrad Maurer, which throw

fresh light upon the legal history of Iceland. For instance,

they fix the date of the census of franklins (yeomen) men

tioned by Are. The philological part, the glossary and

indices, are accurate and exhaustive ; and the preface gives

expression to a feeling almost of veneration for the Icelandic

language and literature, and duly estimates their high im

portance for the German nation as well as for the Teutonic

peoples at large. Gudbrand Vigfusson.

History of the University of Innsbruck, from its Foundation to

the year i860. \Geschichte dcr Universitdt in Innsbruck sett ihrer

Entstchung bis zum Jahre i860.]—Von Dr. Jacob Probst. 8vo.

pp.411. Innsbruck: Wagner. 1869.

A complete, solid compilation, full of facts, and very in

structive for the history of Catholic education. It is not, nor

is it intended to be, amusing reading. It makes no preten

sions to composition or to style ; indeed, it is, in part, hardly

intelligible to the general reader ; for much of it consists of

abstracts of documents, which, if not in the language of the

original, are thickly strewn with phrases of the Austrian

■chancery, and of Tyrolese German, which form a language

unknown to cis-montane readers.

The author's sources are almost wholly documentary.

For though the University registers seem to be lost, yet full

journals of the proceedings of the separate Faculties, either

for the whole or for portions of the period, are preserved.

The reports sent in to Government, and Government

minutes issued to the University, have been procured from

the offices of the Provincial Government. These authentic

sources have been conscientiously drawn upon, and no trace

is to be found of any attempt to colour or to varnish, or to

foist in the author's subjectivity in any form whatever.

The University of Innsbruck is only 200 years old, yet its

history offers a reflection of all the changes which have

affected education in Germany. Founded in 1687, its first

period, 1 687-1 730, coincides with the time when the main

or only object of education was the maintenance of the

Catholic doctrine. A Jesuit College was planted in the

University from the first, and two Faculties — those of

Theology and Philosophy—were entirely under the control

of the Order. In the first years of the 18th century public

opinion gradually outgrew the principles of the Society of

Jesus, not only in the theory of education, but in politics,

philosophy, science, and the aspects of knowledge generally.

This gave rise to the distinguishing characteristic of the

second period of the history of the University, which was a

struggle for supremacy between the Jesuits and the Govern

ment. This second period may be said to extend from

1730 to 1773, when the Jesuits were finally expelled from

Innsbruck, and their property confiscated. The history of

these 43 years is especially instructive. We have a Govern

ment composed exclusively of Catholic statesmen, a Govern

ment which abhors Protestantism, and has no thought of

innovations in religion, yet representing the liberal and

enlightened ideas of the age in the matter of education, and

forcing them, bit by bit, in an arduous struggle, upon a

University hidebound by the ideas and practices of the 17 th

century. In this protracted battle of reform, the Jesuits

were the centre of attack and the centre of resistance ; yet

the bishops, though disliking the Jesuits much, aided and

abetted them when the question was of resisting the reform

of education. The bishops had it always in their power to

hang over the Government the constant threat of erecting

theological seminaries for their own clergy, and to ruin

liberal Professors by constant denunciations of heresy. The

victory, in the end, remained with the reformers, though how

slowly it was won may be understood from the fact that,

notwithstanding the expulsion of the Jesuits in 1773, it was

not till 1 78 1 that the oath to the doctrine of the Immaculate

Conception was abolished. In all this time the institution

remained exclusively Catholic, and had not—indeed has

never had—a single non-Catholic Professor, probably not a

single non-Catholic student

The victory, however, of the Government over the petrified

orthodoxy of the clergy was dearly purchased. It could

only have been achieved by the growing might of bureau

cratic centralisation, which, when it had expelled the Jesuits,

became itself as deadly a foe of scientific freedom as the Jesuits

had been before it. A complete reform had been introduced

into the subjects and methods of teaching. But it was

wholly ineffectual for its purpose ; for it was a reform super

induced from without by ordinances and enactments. There

was no life within. It was in vain that the central authority

endeavoured, by multiplying and sharpening examinations,

by lengthening the terms at the expense of the vacations- -

the holidays in the old time had amounted to six months

out of the twelve—by incessant visitation, by appointing

Directors of Faculties to watch the Professors, and by an

elaborate'system of checks and counter-checks, to maintain

the teaching at the point of efficiency. After a short period

of reputation the University gradually sank into a local

school, where degrees in theology, law, and medicine could

be got at a cheap rate for professional purposes. It was

very rarely that a student from any other province of the

empire matriculated.
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This period, from 1773 to 1848, forms the third period

in the history of Innsbruck, and may be called the period

of its decline and fall. Indeed, from 1810 to 1826, the

University ceased altogether to exist

The fourth and Jast period of its history is from 1848 to

the present time. On this its latest phase the author is very

brief", and perhaps has his reasons for being reticent also.

'48 opened for Innsbruck, as for the other universities of the

empire, prospects which were soon clouded. Bit by bit the

old regime was restored. In 1852 the Jesuits were allowed

to return to their own quarters. In 1857 they resumed the

Faculty of Theology, in which they now confer their own

degrees and appoint their own Professors, who are not

subject to examination by the Education Office, like the

other Professors. The Jesuit Professors of Theology are

also now capable of being elected in their turn to the rector

ship of the University, which they formerly were not Since

its foundation, the University was never so completely in the

hands of the Society of Jesus as it now is. They do not

seem to succeed, if numbers are any test. The students of

theology do not exceed 60, who are all from other parts of

the empire. The Tyrolese students are all in other univer

sities, or in episcopal seminaries. Mark Pattison.

History of Sicily in Antiquity. {Geschkhte Sicilians im AUcrthum,

von Ad. Holm, erster Band, mit sieben Karten.] Leipzig : Engel-

niann, 1870.

In dedicating his work to " Ernst Curtius and George

Grote," the author has already implied that he adopts their

views of the way in which a history of Sicily should be

written. Beginning with a full geographical account of the

island, he bases on this a political history of the several

states in close connection with their literary and artistic

culture. The geography accounts for so much of the his

tory ; owing to its central position in the Mediterranean, the

island was the meeting-point of different races from the first

Thucydides tells us that Sicanians from Spain held the West,

Sicelians from Italy the East ; and while Greek colonies were

settled on the Sicelian ground amongst a kindred population

which easily amalgamated with the new comers, the Cartha

ginians from the opposite coast of Africa already held strong

posts at the western promontory that lay nearest to them,

and which they therefore called Lilybseum, the land

" opposite to Libya." It is curious that the modern name

of the harbour, Marsala, " the port of God," is due to the

same Semitic race, to the Mahometan Arabs, who from the

African coast conquered and held Sicily during the middle

ages. But the Greek culture maintained undisputed supre

macy even here. The coins of Lilybaeum are exclusively

Greek, and the teaching of the place was Greek. Even

in Carthage itself we find that " the mother of Hamilcar,

the King, was of Syracuse" (Herodotus 7. 166), and Greek

must have been the commercial language of the Western

Sea, as Italian was throughout the Levant when the Italian

republics held sway in the Mediterranean. It is this point,

that of the supremacy of the Greek civilization and culture,

which our author lays most stress oa After describing the

physical character of the island, he first speaks of the founda

tion of the Greek colonies and of the native population

which they found there. Sicily slopes from north to south,

but the hilly country of the interior has little wood, hence

the streams are small, and mostly dry up in the hot season ;

hence, too, the value attached to these rivers, as shewn by the

number of Greek towns named after them. Virgil selected

a characteristic trait of the country when he spoke of " Gela

fluvio cognomine dicta." The dews, however, are very

heavy in summer, and supply the want of rivers. The Ana-

pus at Syracuse never fails, it forms the swampy ground (so

important in the sieges of the city) in which alone the

papyrus now grows, since the branches of the Nile have

become dry. The Greeks naturally settled first along the

east coast as nearest to the mother country. The Ionian

colony of Naxos, and the Dorian colony of Syracuse, were

founded in two successive years, and here we already have that

antagonism of the two leading Greek races, which is such a

determining element in the history of the nation, in Sicily as

in Greece proper. Then the stream of colonization was

turned for forty years to Italy, to Sybaris, and Crotona.

Then again it took the direction of Sicily, and the south

coast was occupied. Syracuse assumed the lead, but was

never really supreme until the island was becoming the

battle-ground for Carthage and Rome.

Though the greater part of the book is given to politics,

yet the most interesting chapters are those which describe

how the Greek poets were attracted to the Court of Hiero,

how Greek poetry assumed a peculiar character in Sicily,

how rhetoric sprang up there, and a special philosophic

culture, which through Ennius and his fellows influenced

the thought of Rome. But the subject is too interesting to

be treated of so briefly, and we would refer our readers

especially to these chapters of the work, and to that on the

architecture of the magnificent temples along the south

coast Is our author justified in calling Sicily the largest

island of the Mediterranean ? Herodotus long ago assigned

the first rank to Sardinia, and Admiral Smyth says that he

is right (The Mediterranean, p. 28). The father of history

in this, as in so many other points, has handed down to us

the truer estimate. And the way in which he introduces his

notice of Sicily gives us the true view of it, for it has never

really had a history of its own ; its annals are but episodes

in the histories of the nations of the West.

C. W. Boase.

Byzantine Life in the Middle Ages. {Die Byzantiner des Mitttf-

altcrs in ihrctn Slaats-, ilof- 11. Prrvatlcben, insbcsonderc vom Endc

dcs zehnien bis gegen Ende des vierzehnten yahrhttnderls ; nach deti

Byzaiitim'schcii Quellen. Von Johann H. Krause, Professor u. Kustos

der Universitiits-Bibliothek zu Halle.] Halle : G. SchweUchke,

1869.

Dr. Krause states briefly and clearly the object of this

book in the following words : " The author has not here

undertaken to produce a history of the Byzantine Empire,

but only to sketch the principal features of its public and

private life." The existence of the Lower Empire for up

wards of a thousand years, although unceasingly assailed by

foreign enemies, and corroded by political and social defects

dating from its foundation, is a phenomenon at once worthy

of investigation, and difficult to interpret. The copious

array of facts and details brought together in the work

before us cannot fail to give the historical student essential

aid towards the solution of this problem. The delay of the

final catastrophe is attributed by Dr. Krause mainly to

certain external circumstances, enumerated in pp. 6-9, for

the monarchy appears to have contributed towards its own

preservation little save the personal energy and abilities dis

played by certain of its sovereigns. But the fortunate acci

dent of an able prince was of no more frequent occurrence

on the Bosphorus than in the surrounding monarchies of

Europe and Asia. The financial condition of the empire,

as sketched at pp. 275-284, was of itself sufficient to bring

about the ruin of the society in which it prevailed. It com

bined every form of economical mismanagement The em

peror exercised an unlimited and irresponsible power of

taxation. An unscrupulous staff of officials, <t>op6Xoyoi, wholly

dependent upon the sovereign's favour, strained their in
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genuity in devising expedients for filling the imperial trea

sury; they and their master being alike indifferent as to

the nature of the means used for this purpose, and utterly

careless of the people's welfare. Excessive taxation was by

no means the only channel through which the exchequer was

replenished ; every species of monopoly, the sale of public

offices, and wholesale confiscations of the property of wealthy

persons, upon the most trivial suspicion of treason, were

abundantly employed. Naturally, such maladministration

occasionally defeated its own purpose; the Byzantine monarch

saw from time to time his overburdened subjects on the

Asiatic frontier transfer their industry and their allegiance to

the neighbouring Turkish sultans upon promise of immunity

from fiscal oppression. Our author's statements upon this

subject are fully borne out by citations from contemporary

writers ; indeed, the conscientious production of proper

authorities when they can be produced, and when otherwise,

the candid admission, not often necessary, of the absence of

such authorities, give a special value to the work.

G. Waring.

Historical Notes and Contents of the Journals.

Herr Bergenroth on Don Carlos.—A writer, J. F. R., in the

Rhnsta di Espaha for Feb. 25, believes that the inedited record of the

Life of Don Carlos, son of Philip II., purporting to be written by Juan

de Avila, and found by Herr Bergenroth, is not authentic. The story

of the letter to Counts Egmont and Home, which the messenger threw

into the sea, and a fisherman picked up, sounds very romantic and

improbable. No authentic document names Avila as the confessor oi

Carlos ; Diego de Chaves is so named, and Avila's biographer says he

would not go to the court. Nor was Vargas president of the tribunal

which tried Carlos, as he was at this time in Flanders. The date

and account of the execution do not at all agree with what we know

from other sources ; and for all these reasons it seems that the so-called

4 ' Avila document " cannot be the work of a contemporary, and must

be rejected as spurious.

The Duchies of Athens and Neopatras.—One of the most curious

episodes in the mediaeval history of Greece is that of the Catalan con

quest of Athens and Thebes. The " Grand Company," like similar

bodies of Condottieri in the time of Edward III. s wars in France,

turned against its employers, and assumed an independent position.

The delightful chronicle of Ramon Muntaner gives us a vivid picture of

the doings of his comrades and their great success. In an article in the

Rivista di Espana for Jan. 25, Don Placido de Jove y Hevia wishes

to prove that the ' ' Grand Company " was not formed of adventurers,

but of troops sent out by the high-minded politician, Pedro III. of

Arragon and Sicily, to check the growing power of the French, who,

since the Latin Crusade, held a large part of Greece. Pedro had also,

through John of Procida, so celebrated in connection with the Sicilian

Vespers, formed an alliance with the Greek Emperors, who had now re

covered Constantinople from the Latins. On the death of Pedro, his

heirs, Alfonso and James of Arragon, with Frederick of Sicily, carried

on his project of forming an army to be sent to help the Emperor,

and which was to be organized in Sicily, though composed of men

from both Sicily and Spain. The first portion set sail in 1303 under

Roger di Flor, and fortunately for us Ramon Muntaner was one of the

officers. One-fifth of the booty was to be reserved for the Crown. The

fleet conveyed also the families and goods of the men, which shews that

they went with the intention of conquering the land and establishing

themselves there. Roger was highly favoured by the Greeks and

received in marriage the beautiful Princess Mary of Bulgaria. These

brave troops beat back the Turks, but the Greeks were " ungrateful,"

assassinated Roger at Adrianople, and cut off his detachments. Their

revenge, their march into Southern Greece, and the great victory on the

Cephissus, are fully described in Finlay's Mediaval Greece and Trcbizond,

to which we must refer our readers. The writer of the article twice

visited Greece to acquire material for his work.

The January and February numbers of the Revue archSolorique con

tain an account of the excavations at Besancon (the old Vesontio),

with an attempt to shew how far the Campus Martins at that place

resembled in its arrangements the Campus Martius at Rome.

In a new edition of his Historical Memorials of Westminster Abbey,

Dr. Stanley has added an Appendix, which may be obtained separately,

containing a full account of the discovery of James I.'s burial-place,

under Henry VI I.'s Chapel. It seems as if the founder of the new

dynasty wished to associate himself with the Tudor race. The other

additions consist of explanatory insertions, a note on the coronation

stone, and a chronological table.

An article in the Grenzboten, Feb. 18, 1870, on Philippe de Com-

mynes, points out the curious moral discrepancy between Commynes

the statesman and Commynes the writer. lie does not falsify the facts,

he is full of moral sentences (often taken from Thucydides or Tacitus),

yet calls Louis XI. the most virtuous man he had known, and he

divides princes into two classes, " sages et fols : la sagesse consiste . . .

dans l'art d'accroitre sa puissance."

The Transactions of the Berlin Academy for November include a

paper of Prof. Mommsen on an unprinted fragment of Livy, Bk. xx.

The Atlantic Monthly for January contains a lecture on the " Study

of History," delivered before the Cornell University, in which the

writer renews his polemic against the views of Comte, Buckle, &c.

The English edition of Dr. Eckhardt's Baltische und Russische Cultur-

studiai (reviewed Academy, No. 2, p. 5 1 ) contains a new essay, occupying

about half the volume, on the development of public opinion and parties

in Russia after the collapse of personal government. Within seven

years after the death of Nicholas serfdom was abolished, and a revised

code of judicature introduced. Political parties have since ranged them

selves in two main groups : the nobles and cultivated classes on the one

hand, who aim at some modification of constitutional monarchy, and on

the other, the newly emancipated peasantry, who would guarantee

absolute power to the Czar, on condition that the soil be made over to

them. The Polish rising in 1863 gave a powerful impulse to these

agrarian aspirations. The party of uncompromising hostility to the

insurgents, represented by the Moscow Journal, incited the peasant

democracy to demand and obtain the distribution of the estates of the

Polish and Lithuanian nobles amongst the rural populations of those

provinces, whose consent to the absorption of their nationality was thus

purchased. After the execution of this measure, the Government under

took to carry out a similar process in Finland and the Baltic provinces,

whose loyalty, attacked by Yuri Samarin, is, as Dr. Eckhardt shows in

a recent work (Yuri Samarin's Anklage, &c, 1869), unimpeachable.

Eleven dissertations on local history and manners, which appeared in

the German edition of the Cultnrstudien, are omitted, and the remaining

papers have been retouched, both by way of abridgment and addition.

Von Raumer's Historisches Taschenbuch for 1869.—I. Mutual

Relations of Heathen and Chinese Culture, by Kaufmann. [The famous

Rhetorical Schools in Gaul would have perished even without the Ger

man invasions. Not till after the time of Cassiodorus and the Bene

dictine monks, when all danger to Christianity from Paganism was over,

was the study of heathen literature allowed in the cloister and cathedral

schools.]—II. The reforms of Maria Theresa.—III. Philip and his

minister Antonio Perez.—IV. The Crown of Italy in 1474.—V. The

Commerce of the Middle Ages, by H. Stephan. [European commerce

begins with the Italian republics, previously mainly Mahometan. Ma-

hometanism, at first friendly, has become hostile, while Christianity, at

first hostile, has become friendly to commercial progress. The gradual

shifting of the routes from the Mediterranean to the outer seas, has

brought other nations to the front rank in commerce.]

New Publications,

Bianchi, P. Jos. Documenta historic Forojuliensis (1300-1333).

Wien : Gerold's Sohn.

Bonaparte, Talleyrand et Stapfer, 1800-1803. Zurich : Orell and Co.

Burnier, E. La Chartreuse de S. Hugon en Savoie. Chambery':

Puthod.

Czerwenka, Bernhard. Geschichte der evangelischen Kirche in

BShmen. Bd. I. Bielefeld u. Leipzig : Velhagen u. Klasing.

Droysen, G. Gustav Adolf. Bd. I. Leipzig : VeiL

Eckhardt, Jul. Russlands landliche Zustande seit Aufhebung der

Leibeigenschaft. Leipzig : Duncker.

Ficker, Julius. Forschungen zur Reichs- und Rechtsgeschichte

Italiens. Bd. II. Innsbruck : Wagner.

Hahn, H. Die Sohne Albrechts des Biiren. I Theil. Berlin.

HUMBOLDT, Alex. von. Briefe an Bunsen. Leipzig : Brockhaus.

Kern, H. Die Glossen in der Lex Salica. Haag : Nijhoff.

Kiepert, H. Neuer Atlas von Hellas und den hellenischen Co-

lonien (in 15 col. maps). Liefg. II. (5 maps). Imp. foL

Liber consuetudinum Mediolani anno MCCXVI. collectarum.

Turin (ex Typis Regiis).

Marion, Jules. Cartulaire de l'eglise cathedrale de Grenoble, dit

C. de Saint-Hugues. Paris (documents inedits).

Montelius. Remains from the Iron Age of Scandinavia. Part L

Stockholm : Haeggstraem.

Oberdick, J. Die romerfeindlichen Bewegungen im Orient (254-274).

Berlin : Guttentag.
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Promis, Carlo. Storia dell' antico Torino. Torino (Stamp. Reale).

Riezler, S. O. Der Kreuzzug Kaiser Friedrichs des I5*™. (For-

schungen zur deutschen Geschichte. Bayerisch. Akad. Bd. X.

Heft. I. 1870.

Spedding, J. Life of Bacon. Vol. V. Longmans.

Comparative and Oriental Philology.

History of the Science of Language and of Oriental Philology in

Germany. [Geschichte der Sprachwisscnschaft mid orientalisehen

Pliitologie in Deutschlaiid, vonTheodor Benfey.] Miinchen, Lit. Art.

Anst. 1869.

This book is a careful survey of the history of comparative

philology, especially in Germany, and since the beginning

of the present century. It contains a tolerably complete

account of the bibliography, and is thus extremely valuable

as a book of reference, while the first six hundred pages

may be read with advantage even by those who have no

special interest in the subject.

The book consists of two main divisions, prefaced by a

short introduction. After defining the science of language

as the science which deals from a theoretical point of view

with all the problems arising from the study either of lan

guage in general, and of families of speech, or of any one

language, the author proceeds to distinguish it carefully from

the practical mastery of languages. Some of the greatest

linguists, like Cardinal Mezzofanti, have not contributed a

single fact to our theoretical knowledge, and some very

eminent comparative philologists have been by no means

remarkable for linguistic attainments. But Dr. Benfey also

distinguishes between philology in its narrower sense, which

is occupied with the empirical observation of facts and

usages, and the Science of Language which co-ordinates and

explains them. To this day the majority of our classical

grammars in England are little more than collections of

arbitrary rules overgrown with exceptions and uninterpreted

by any general principle. A Comparative Syntax, the

materials for which have long been accumulating, has yet to

be written by a competent scholar. But it is already pos

sible to see that in language nothing is arbitrary, and that

the final triumph of Syntax will be the complete elimination

of grammatical anomaly.

Of the two main divisions of the book only the shorter is

devoted to the 3000 years of enquiry which preceded the

present century, during which the various problems rose into

notice, and materials were gradually amassed. Since 1808

the questions on which Comparative Philology has entered

have been far more important, the students who devote

themselves to it much more numerous, the results at which

it has arrived far richer and broader, than was the case at

any previous epoch.

The first division of the book discusses the oldest traces

of reflexion upon the nature of language ; the discover)' of

writing ; the story of Babel, of which independent traces

have been found in the fragments of Abydenos and the

clay-cylinders of Birs-Nimroud ; the derivations of proper

names in the Book of Genesis, and the theories of language

which have been deduced from scattered Biblical allusions ;

and lastly, the well-known story of Psammetichus, which

is paralleled by the belief of the Buddhists that Magadhi is

the original language, and that a child left to itself in a

forest would speak that language.

The history then passes on to the philological system of

the Hindoos, Greeks, and Romans. Here, as elsewhere, the

subject is treated with conscientious thoroughness ; but there

is a want of clear and suggestive statement in dealing with

a multitude of facts. A reader might traverse these sections

without any vivid impressions of the fundamental distinction

between the linguistic aims of the Indian and the Classical

grammarians, or of the complete renovation of grammar

which resulted from the fact that the Hindoos had chiefly

devoted themselves to the analysis of words, or, as it has

been called, the chemistry of language, while the Greeks

and Romans were more occupied with its architecture, i.e.

with die usages of words, and their syntactic dependence.

A history of Greek and Latin philology, if skilfully treated,

is full of fascination. It introduces us to the old world-

renowned quarrels of the Analogists and Anomalists, with

their endless arguments as to the natural or conventional

origin of words ; to the nascent grammatical conceptions of

Aristotle, Plato, and the Stoics, with their crude and meta

phorical nomenclature which still encumbers our grammars ;

to the germs of a comparative method in the study of the

Homeric dialects ; to the ardent studies of men like Ari-

starchus, Zenodotus, and Apollonius Dyskolos ; to the lectures

of Crates to the young Roman nobles ; to the thoughtful

labours of Varro and Quinctilian ; to the wild etymological

vagaries of the Imperial Jurists; to the earliest attempts at

establishing the relation between Greek and Latin ; to the

lost work of Julius Ca?sar and its legacy in the term " abla

tive case." But alike in this and other sections, Dr. Benfey's

method is too dry and formal to arouse more than a languid

interest.

The section on the Christian and Mediaeval Influences

upon the Science of Language does not bring out sufficiently

the stagnation or distortion of enquiry which resulted from

the theory that Hebrew was necessarily the one primeval

language. Dr. Benfey does not, however, fail to point out

the interesting fact that it is to Christian versions of the

Bible that we owe the earliest, and often the sole, remains

that we possess of such languages as Coptic, Syriac, Armenian,

Georgian, yEthiopic, Cornish, Old Irish, and, above all, of

Gothic.

From this point Dr. Benfey's book rises in value. In the

sixth section he briefly notices the revival of letters and the

works of such scholars as Voss, Scaliger, Gronovius, and

Ludolf, to whom sufficient justice has not hitherto been done.

This is one of the most complete parts of the work ; and it

is enriched with well-selected extracts from Lord Bacon,

Bishop Wilkins, and Leibnitz, the last of whom did more for

the study of language than any writer of his time, and of

whom an excellent sketch is given. We are thus brought

down to the period of the Vaterunscr-Sammlungcn, the

polyglot collections of the Lord's Prayer, and to such store

houses of unsystematised facts as the Catalogue of Hervas,

and the Mithridates ofAdelung and Vater ; and so through the

acute but premature generalisations of De Brosses, Court de

Gebelin, and Lord Monboddo, to the Hermes of Harris, and

the "Eirea TrrepdcvTa of Home Tooke. We are glad to see

some justice done at length to the logical acumen and

grammatical insight of this great philologian, who for some

time has been most unduly depreciated. It is true that

Home Tooke committed numerous errors of detail, and that

his main system was constructed on an erroneous basis ; but

it should be remembered with gratitude that with the com

paratively scanty materials at his disposal, he distinctly

anticipated the true theory of the origin of inflections, which

it is the glory of Bopp to have demonstrated. He was also

perhaps the very earliest scholar whose notions as to the

nature of verbal analysis were, as far as they went, perfectly-

correct.

Dr. Benfey of course sketches the gradual dissemination of

a knowledge of Sanskrit, and the works of Halhed, Cole-

brooke, Wilkins, and Sir William Jones. It will be new to

many readers that the existence of Sanskrit, and the startling
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nature of its affinities, had been discovered long before. The

first among Europeans to call attention to them was Filippo

Sassetti, a learned and intelligent Italian, who lived at Goa,

between 1583 and 1588, but whose letters were not published

till 1855, at Florence. Other remarkable precursors of our

Sanskritists were the Missionaries Rob. de Nobilibus (1620),

Heinrich Noth (1664), Hanxleden (1699), Schulze (17 14),

and, above all, Father Coeurdoux, who wrote a letter to the

Abbe Barthelemy, in which he called special attention to the

resemblance between Sanskrit and Latin. He mentioned

Latin, and not Greek, to obviate the objection that a few

Greek words may have become current in India in conse

quence of the conquests of Alexander the Great ; but his

remarks, as well as those of his predecessors in the same

remarkable discovery, fell dead, because their historical bear

ing was not yet perceived.

The eloquent essay of Fr. von Schlegel (in 1808) on the

Wisdom of the Indians, first exhibited Oriental studies in their

true light; and shewed their importance in the history of

language and culture. He was the pioneer of those real

founders of the Science of Language,—Bopp, to whom be

longs the immortal honour of having founded the compa

rative method ; Wilhelm von Humboldt, who to extensive

philological learning added a profound insight into the

philosophy of language ; and Jacob Grimm, who produced

the earnest attempt at an Historical Grammar with a scien

tific treatment of the lautlehre, or laws of sound as affected

by the position of letters in a particular language.

After dwelling at some length on these coryphaei of his

science, Dr. Benfey more briefly enumerates the younger

generation of labourers in the same field. The remainder of

his book is occupied with rapid notices of the most important

works on the languages of every known family. This part

of his book is very valuable for purposes of reference. Dr.

Benfey seems to us not particularly fortunate in his original

conclusions. Few, for instance, will be convinced by the

arguments which he adduces for fixing the earliest home of

the Aryans in Europe. But his learning and accuracy

deserve warm recognition, and render his book a valuable

contribution to the history of philological science.

Frederic W. Farrar.

Mazhafa Tomftr. [Das Acthiopische Briefbuch, nach drei Hand-

schriften, herausgegeben und iibersetzt von F. Praetorius.] Leip

zig : F. A. Brockhaus, 1869.

Fabula de regina Sabsea apud -ffithiopes.—Dissertatio inauguralis

quam .... publice defendet auctor F. Praetorius. Halis, typis

Orphanotrophei, 1870.

Thf.se two litde works are the first fruits of the studies of

Dr. Praetorius, a young Orientalist who treads in the foot

steps of Dillmann.

The Mazhafa Tomar was already known to us principally

through the labours of Ewald (Z. d. D. M. G., I., p. 16) and

Beke (British Magazine for March 1848). It exists in some

shape or other, not only in ^Ethiopic, but also in Arabic,

Syriac, and Greek. Of the last two versions there are

manuscripts in the British Museum, a circumstance with

which Dr. Praetorius was unacquainted at the time when he

wrote his preface. His edition comprises the text, with

various readings, from three manuscripts (Berlin, Tubingen,

British Museum), and a carefully executed translation in

German.

The second of the above works gives a long extract relating

to the Queen of Sheba and her visit to Solomon, taken from

the Kebra Nagast, or " Glory of the Kings," a fabulous

history, compiled "for the glory of the land of Ethiopia,

because of the migration of the celestial Zion (or Ark of God,

viz. from Jerusalem to Ethiopia), and for the glory of the

King of Ethiopia." The date of its composition is uncer

tain, but a considerable admixture of Arabic words shows

that it belongs to a comparatively late period of the Abys

sinian literature. This and other points connected with the

book and the legend in question are discussed by Dr.

Praetorius in his preface. The text of the Kebra Nagast,

capp. xix.-xxxii., is given according to one manuscript at

Berlin, one in the Bodleian Library, and two in the British

Museum (Oriental, 818 and 819, Magdala Collection). It is

followed by an excellent translation and notes, which, as well

as the preface, are written in Latin. Wm. Wright.

Le Diwan de Nabiga Dhoby&ni, texte arabe, publie pour la pre

miere fois, suivi d'une traduction francaise, et precede d'une intro

duction historique, par M. Hartwig Derenbourg. Paris : Imprimerie

imperiale, 1869.

The study of the Arabic language and literature has made

immense progress on the Continent since the time of Silvestre

de Sacy, and many important works have been edited and

translated, more especially in the departments of history,

geography, grammar, and poetry. But still, what we have

received is only a foretaste, we may hope, of the feast yet to

be set before us. And this is most of all the case in respect

to the poetry of the Arabs—I do not mean the poetry of

al-Mutanabbi and his successors, but the more pithy and

fiery verses of " the days of ignorance," of the time of

Muhammad, and of the era of the Umaiyade Caliphs. It is

almost surprising that so little has yet been published of these

ancient poems, though they have been carefully collated and

annotated by the greatest grammarians and scholars of later

days, not only in the East, but also in North Africa and

Spain.

It is with pleasure, therefore, that I call attention to the

latest contribution to this department of literature. M.

Hartwig Derenbourg, the son of the well known Orientalist,

M. J. Derenbourg, and a pupil of Professor Fleischer of

Leipzig, has taken up the plan of editing the Ash'aru

's-Sittah or " Poems of the Six," commenced by M. de Slane

in his edition of Imru'u 'l-Kais, and has executed the first

instalment of it so well that we could wish him to continue

his labours.

The " avant-propos " enumerates the manuscripts he has

used, viz. two of the Bibliotheque Impe'riale, one of the

Imperial Library of Vienna, and another of the Ducal Library

of Gotha. Then follows an " introduction historique," in

which he gives us a detailed life of the poet and an account

of his relations with the Kings of al-Hlrah, carefully citing in

the notes his authorities for the statements in the text.

The text of the poems is fully vocalized, according to the

best manuscripts, and I can testify to its accuracy in those

passages which I have had occasion to examine more closely.

The translation is in French—a great improvement upon de

Slane's Latin—and gives as good an idea of the original

as can be conveyed by a prose translation in an European

language. The notes are copious and evidently the result of

extensive and careful reading. I could have wished, how

ever—and the same remark applies to M. de Slane's edition

of Imru'u''l-Kais—that M. Derenbourg had given us more

copious extracts from the commentaries and glosses of the

native grammarians. No text of this kind should be published

without these indispensable aids to a full and correct under

standing of the meaning ; for, apart from all other difficulties,

the rare words and forms employed by the poets may easily

prove a stumbling block to even the most experienced scholars

and critics. Wm. Wright.
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Intelligence.

Syriac Literature.—'Die Lilcrarischer Handweiser, a Roman

Catholic journal published at Minister, has recently given insertion to

a series of articles from the pen of Dr. G. Bickell (the editor of the

Carmina Nisibctiaoi Ephraim Syrus) on the subject of Syriac literature.

The first of these appeared in No. 77, March, 1869, and the sixth in

No. 86, December, 1869. They treat of the helps to the study of the

Syriac language ; the remains of the profane literature ; the native

Fathers, orthodox, Nestorian, and Monophysite ; the translations of

the Greek Fathers ; and the liturgies of the Western Syrians. At the

moment I do not know of any more complete view of the recent pro

gress of Syriac studies than these articles afford. The opinions which

the author expresses on some subjects that pass under review exhibit

at times rather too much of the spirit of a recent convert to Roman

Catholicism. More to be regretted are some serious mistakes into

which Dr. Bickell has fallen, apparently from not having had access to

the books of which he speaks. For example, in his first article, he

talks of the palimpsest fragments of the Iliad, edited by Cureton, as if

they were specimens of the Syriac version of Theophilus of Antioch.

And elsewhere, he confounds the Arabic poems of Abu 'l-Faraj al-

Babbagha (or the Parrot), edited by Wolff, with the Syriac poems of

Abu 'l-Faraj Gregory Bar-Hebrseus, of which Lengerke published some

specimens. Wm. W'right.

The King of Burmah has offered a complete collection of the Buddhist

Canon to the Government of Ceylon, and has undertaken to build a fire

proof library to receive it at his own expense.

The first two sheets of the sample catalogue of Pali, Singhalese, and

Sanskrit MSS. preserved in the temples and private libraries of Ceylon,

have been received in England ; also the first part of Dr. Kielhom's

•classified catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the southern division of the

Bombay Presidency.

The notice of Prof. Max Midler's translation of the Rig-Veda Sanhita,

which appeared in the Pandit of Benares last December, has been re

printed with a translation in Triibner's Oriental Record, Feb. 24. It is a

rotest by an orthodox Hindoo against the traditionalism of the Brahmins.

Dr. Haug has published an interesting paper on the origin of the

Sikh religion in the Allgemeine Zeitung, Feb. I. It was founded, like

several other sects, in the 16th century, and possesses two sacred books,

the Adi Granth, or the Book of the First Nine Gurus, and the so-called

Book of the Tenth King. The more interesting is the former, which

contains various religious poems by 25 authors, including Nanak, the

founder of the sect, written in various dialects of old Hindi, though

some pieces are in Sanskrit. The other sacred book is tinged with

Hindu mythology, and is in purer Hindi. Dr. Trumpp has been

entrusted by the Secretary of State for India with the task of translating

these hitherto unknown records.

Pahlavi studies are likely to receive much assistance from the labours

■of Destur Hoshangii. The Arddi- VtrSf-n&met, containing the 87 visions

of the Parsi High Priest, Ardai Vlraf (3rd cent. A.D.), will appear, with

an English translation, under the revision of Dr. Haug. The learned

Destur is now engaged in preparing for the press his edition of the

Pahlevi translation of the Vendidad, with a complete glossary, which

•will be followed by that of the Yasna.— Triibner's Record.

M. Jacolliot.—We should not have called attention to M. Jacolliot's

book, La Bible dans rinde, had not an English translation lately ap

peared. M. Jacolliot tries to prove that the Bible is merely a rechauffe1

of the Vedas. The documents which he quotes in support of this view

shew that he has been the victim of a trick, like that which was played

on Col. Wilford by the introduction of new leaves between the pages

of an old MS. M. Jacolliot's capability of defending himself against this

kind of imposture is shewn by his repeated reference to the Bagaveda

Gila, el traditions brahmanit/iies ! The comparison of certain passages

in the laws of Manu with Leviticus is interesting and not inaccurate,

though this was done more efficiently by Munk a generation ago.

Speaking of the book in one of his recent lectures on the Science of

Religion, Prof. Max Muller says :—" Though the passages from the

sacred books of the Brahmans are not given in the original, but only in

.a very poetical French translation, no Sanskrit scholar would hesitate

for one moment to say that they are forgeries, and that M. Jacolliot, the

President of the Court of Justice at Chandranagore, has been deceived

by his native teacher. We find many childish and foolish things in the

Veda, but when we read the following line as an extract from the Veda,

' La femme e'est l'ame de 1'humaniteV it is not difficult to see that this

is the folly of the 19th century, and not of the childhood of the human

race. M. Jacolliot's conclusions and theories are such as might be ex

pected from his materials."

Contents of the Journals.

Journal of German Oriental Society, Vol. xxiii. Part 4.—The

Dravidian elements in Sanskrit, by Gundert.—Babek, by Fliigel.

[Details about the leader of an obscure fanatical sect, an offshoot of

Magianism.]—Specimen of a Tibetan collection of legends, by J'aschke.

—Arabia in the 6th century, an ethnographical sketch, by Blau.—

Origin and importance of the books called Tabakat, especially of that

of Ibn Sa'd, by Loth. [About the time of Ibn Sa'd, criticism of Moslem

traditions began to be exercised.]—Additions to the " Notes on the

Samaritans," by Griinbaum.—Notes on the Agau language, by Prae-

torius. [One of the Ethiopic group of East African languages. The

absence of the imperfect tense both in this and in the Galla tongue

forms an interesting parallel to the absence (?) of the perfect in Assyrian.]

—On Rbdiger's notice of an Arabic MS. at Berlin, by Ahlwardt.—

On the Nabathoean inscription at Puteoli, by Levy.—On the pronuncia

tion of Arabic in the Maghrib, by v. Maltzan.—Remarks on the Chaldee

Lexicon of Dr. J. Levy, by Kbhler.—[An important critique. Dr. Levy

appears to fail greatly in his etymologies, but to have amassed a large

collection of notes illustrative of popular Judaism.] Notices of Books :

Phillips' edition of Mar Jacob, &c, by Nbldeke.—Neubauer's Geo

graphy of the Talmud, by Levy.—Julien's Chinese Syntax, by Gabelentz.

Journal Asiatique, Vol. xiv. No. 54.—Tradition karkaphienne, ou

la Massore chez les Syriens, by M. Martin. [A treatise of 134 pages.

The term " Karkaphian recension" is shewn to be only applicable in a

secondary sense, the work being chiefly performed with a view, not to

textual criticism or exegesis, but to the perpetuation of a sound gram

matical tradition. " Karkaphian" is from Karkafta, a monastery in the

Hauran.]—Nouvelles et melanges.

Selected Articles.

On the sixty recently-discovered Phoenician inscriptions, by Trof.

Ewald, in Transactions of the Gottingen Scientific Society, Feb. 9.

Sur un cartouche imperial du temple d'Esneh, par Fr. Lenormant,

in Rev. archeol., Feb. [At Esneh, just south of Thebes, the name of

Achilleus, the rival of Diocletian, occurs in hieroglyphics ; probably the

last time that these characters were used on the Egyptian monuments.]

Traduction du chap, xer du Livre des Morts, par P. Pierret, in Lep-

sius's Zeitschrift fur agyptische Sprache, Dec.

Meyn&rd's edition of Macudi, and De Goeje and De Jong's Fragments

historicorum Arabicorum, rev. by Prof. Weil, in the Heidelberger Jahr-

biichcr, Jan. £Severe on the inexactness of the former work.]

New Publications.

Brugsch, H. Die Sage von der gefliigelten Sonnenscheibe nach alt-

agyptischen Quellen. Gottingen : Dieterich.

Chabas, F. Le calendrier des jours fastes et nefastes de l'annee egyp-

tienne. Paris : Maisonneuve.

Clermont-Ganneau, Ch. La Stele de Mesa Roi de Moab. Lettre

a M. le C*' de Vogue. Paris : Baudry. pp. 10, with facsimile.

Ewald, PI. Introductory Hebrew Grammar, translated by J. F. Smith.

London : Asher. [Indispensable to those who do not read German.

The style is clear and intelligible.]

Hal^vy. Lettre a M. d'Abbadie sur l'origine asiatique des langues du

nord de l'Afrique. Paris : Maisonneuve.

Plath, J. H. Ueber zwei Sammlungen chinesischer Gedichte aus der

Dynastie Thang. Munich : Franz.

Recueil des Travaux relatifs a la Philologie et a l'Archeologie egyp-

tiennes et assyriennes. Part I. Paris : Franck. [Contents : P. 1 .

Le Poeme de Pentaour, trad, par M. de Rouge. P. to. L'expression

Maa-Xeru, par A. Deveria. P. 18. Etudes demotiques, par G.

Maspero. P. 40. Preceptes de Morale, extraits d'un papyrus de-

motique du Louvre, par P. Pierret.]

Rosny, L. DE. Archives paleographiques de l'Orient et de l'Ameriqne.

Recueil trimestriel. No. I. Paris : Maisonneuve.

Sadananda, Vedanda-Sara. Aus dem Sanskrit ubersetzt v. L. Poley.

Vienna : Gerold.

Thomas, E. Indo-Parthian Coins. London : Triibner. pp. 19.

Classical and Modern Philology.

Aristoxenus on the Theory of Music. [Die harmonisckt Frag-

mente des Aristoxenus. Griechisch and Deutsch. Mil krit.tmdexeget.

Commentary—By Dr. Paul Marquard. Berlin : Weidmann, 1868.

The small class of students to whom an elaborate edition of

Aristoxenus is addressed, have reason to be grateful to Dr.

Marquard for this contribution to tlve knowledge of Greek

musical theory. The last edition, and the only one of con

sequence, is that of Meibomius in the collection of Antiqua
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Musicce Auctores, printed in 1652 from a MS. of the 16th

century now at Leyden. Dr. Marquard's text is chiefly

based upon a Venetian MS. of the 12 th century; but he has

collated several others for the first time, besides' three

Oxford MSS. which were used by Meibomius for his com

mentary. The critical problems are not confined to parti

cular cases of corruption (many of which have been success

fully restored by Dr. Marquard), but affect the genuineness,

or at least the integrity, of the whole work. Dr. Marquard,

in an academical thesis (De Aristoxeni Tarentini Elementis

Harmonicis, Bonn, 1863), and Westphal in his Harmonik,

had simultaneously recognised that the first book in the

edition of Meibomius is a distinct work from the second and

third : and Dr. Marquard has now found clear traces of this

in the Venetian MS. He also went beyond Westphal in

holding that both documents consist of excerpts only from

corresponding treatises of Aristoxenus. The questions in

volved are interesting as enigmas, and from their resem

blance to those which occur in Aristotelian literature. It

may be observed that Dr. Marquard's criticism affects the

story told at the beginning of Book II. (I.) about the famous

"lecture" (dxpoao-is) of Plato, on the Good. Dr. Marquard

considers the passage to be undoubtedly Aristoxenean ; but

it cannot escape the uncertainty in which his arguments

tend to involve the whole series of documents.

In the exegetical notes Dr. Marquard is on the whole to

be ranked as of the school of Westphal ; but he is well fitted,

from his sober and independent character, for the useful

task of sifting and reducing to their just value the ingenious

combinations in which Westphal excels. He is especially

cautious in bringing together notices from different writers.

The whole history of Greek music is pervaded by the con

troversy, now grown so meaningless, between the Musici or

followers of Aristoxenus, who based the theory of Music

upon sense, and the Mathematici, who constructed it from

the principles of reason. Dr. Marquard rightly insists upon

the necessity of "separating in the very sharpest manner

the systems which belong to different times and persons"

(Pref. p. xxxv.). He is himself an Aristoxenean from per

sonal sympathy as well as conviction, and is never happier

than in pointing out the true musical feeling which in Aris

toxenus is united with the scientific method of Aristotle.

Ptolemy on the other hand, whose great work has been the

chief source of modern views of the subject, is regarded by

Dr. Marquard with instinctive distrust as an ungenial rea-

soner. It may be, however, that the fault lies with the age

to which Ptolemy belonged, and that the transition to the

ecclesiastical " tones" showed itself first in the failure to

appreciate the purely Greek scales.

The development of Greek music may be traced partly in

the gradual extension of the system, e.g. by the employment

ofinstruments ofgreater compass, the combination ofdifferent

Modes or Keys, and the like : partly in the progress (as we

are disposed to regard it) from the strangeness and multi

plicity of the intervals to the modern Diatonic scale. The

oudines of the former of these processes are not difficult to

trace. Aristoxenus reproaches his predecessors with recog

nising only one Octave. Dr. Marquard has got the true key

to a difficult passage (p. 54, 1. 26 Meib.) by supposing two

systems referred to, one requiring the compass of an Eleventh,

(Octave -f Fourth), the other that of a Minor Tenth (three

successive Fourths) ; so that Aristoxenus had added at least

one Tetrachord, tie ancient unit of measure, to the more

primitive Octave. The (probably later) completion of the

standard scale of two octaves, one in each direction from

the pi<rq, or key-note, indicates the increasing prominence

which that interval acquired in the musical consciousness.

The ancient system of intervals—in technical language,

the division of the Tetrachord according to the different

kinds (yivrj), and colours (xpoal)—is so remote from modern

experience, that scholars have sometimes doubted whether

the varieties of which they read existed out of the works of

theorists. Yet there is no point on which the ancient writers

are so clear, or—making allowance for difference of detail—

so unanimous. The historical importance of the " kinds "

has been well brought out by Helmholtz {Tonempf. p. 406-8,

431). The Enharmonic, it will be remembered, is obtained

from a series of notes such as e f a by inserting a note

between e and/so as to divide the semitone : the Chromatic

from c d f by similarly dividing the tone c—d. Now it is

known that the simpler scale of the type e f a remained

in Greece down to historical times; it is called by Aris

toxenus to. Trpwrra tSsv ivap/xorian; and ascribed by him to

Olympus (Plut. Mus. c. n, compared with Aristox. Harm.

p. 23, 10 Meib.). Along with this "old Enharmonic" there

may have been an old Chromatic of the type c df (which

in fact would give the incomplete scale found in Gaelic airs,

and other primitive music) based on the series of Fifths

f—c—g—d. Compared with this scale the old Enharmonic

was an advance ; for the semitone is reached by the series

of Fifths/—^-—g—d—a—e. At the same time the Major

Third/—a virtually introduced a new principle, that of em

ploying other intervals than the Fifth in constructing the

scale ; for musicians could not help arriving at the natural

Third instead of the Pythagorean ditone. The colours or

subordinate varieties of the kinds show the extent to which

this feeling—the desire to get at a direct relation between

successive notes—was carried in Greek music. When in

stead of c df we find d flattened a quarter or a third of a

tone, as in Colours of the Chromatic, the reason is that

the system founded on the Fifth is deserted in order to

" sweeten," as the stricter theorists complained, the succes

sion of notes—in short, to do what is done by modern

natural systems of tuning. The final step, the insertion of

a note which had no function except that of dividing an

already small interval, proceeds on a new principle, to

which perhaps modern Chromatic ornaments offer the

nearest parallel. The Enharmonic was antiquated even in

the time of Aristoxenus : in that of Ptolemy all such

division of small intervals had gone out of use, although he

still admits four varieties of the Diatonic scale.

We have only space to notice one or two points in which

Dr. Marquard seems open to correction :—

40, 25. havTLuis (tCQ&tOiu irpos tois icrots to. avura ort t« to

6£v Ktu to y3apii) means not " in entgegengesetzter Richtung,"'

but as at 98, 3, that starting from a ttvkvov we may have

either of two intervals going downwards, but only one up

wards, whereas from the large interval there are two possible

intervals upwards and only one downwards.

74, 27. al 8e Tpeis (iraptnroTai) Koival tov t€ Sultovov Kat tov

Xpui/Acn-os means that all three Chromatic 7rapwrareu might be

used also in the Diatonic, as is clear from 38, 6.

80, 81. fyuv tottov surely cannot mean "statt zu finden."

The meaning of the whole passage seems to be that consonant

intervals " have " no " space " within which they may vary

without becoming sensibly different.

The passage of Bryennius (p. 476-8 Wallis) quoted by Dr.

Marquard (p. 309-313) does not say that Aristoxenus only-

added five Modes, but that Aristoxenus made five Modes

more than Ptolemy afterwards allowed ; so that there is no

direct evidence of a system of seven Modes before Aris

toxenus.

Since Dr. Marquard concludes his commentary with a

promise to discuss other parts of the subject in their proper

place, we may hope that this book is only the first of a series

of the Auctores Musici. For this and the like services we
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have to look to the labours of scholars who like him regard

nothing as ungrateful or insignificant which helps to com

plete the scientific knowledge of antiquity. D. B. Monro.

Thirteen Satires of Juvenal ; with a Commentary by John E. B.

Mayor, M.A., Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. Second

Edition, enlarged. Parti., pp. I -1 76. London and Cambridge:

Macmillan and Co., 1869.

In bringing out the first part of a second edition of his

excellent school Juvenal, Mr. Mayor has done much to

transform it into an encyclopedia of literary and antiquarian

information on every subject that is even suggested by the

text It may be sufficient to refer to his articles (for they

are nothing less) on Horti in illustration of Sat. i. 75 ;

and on Recitatio in illustration of Sat. iii. 9, to show the

exhaustive method in which he treats his subject. He has

thus returned to his original idea of producing an edition of

his author for advanced scholars ; though in order to render

the work adequate for this purpose, it will be necessary to

append a regular apparatus criticus, especially as the present

text exhibits some new readings, and an entirely revised

orthography.

A new feature in the present edition is the expansion of

the running analysis of the Satires into a vigorous translation

in the more important parts ; though we could wish that

Mr. Mayor had forborne to disfigure this by the use of

brackets where he has introduced explanatory clauses.

A school edition, giving the concentrated results of Mr.

Mayor's fuller investigations, has now become a desideratum.

J. R. King.

De Scaevo Memore Poeta Tragico Commentariolum. Scripsit

Martinus Hertz. Typis Universitatis. Breslau, 1869.

In this program M. Hertz, quoting the passages where

Memor is mentioned, shows (a) that certain erroneous ideas

have been held about him, (b) that he is the author of a

fragment of two lines recently published in the 4th volume

of Keil's Grammatici Latini. Memor is mentioned by Mar

tial, xi. 9 :—

xi. 10 :—

" Claras fronde lovis, Romani fama cothurni,

Spirat Apellea redditus arte Memor."

" Contulit ad satiras ingentia pectora Turnus.

Cur non ad Memoris carmina ? frater erat."

By Sidonius Apollinaris, ix. 266 :—

" Non Lucilius hie Lucretiusque est

Non Turnus Memor Ennius Catullus,

Stella et Septimius Petroniusque

Aut mordax sine fine Martialis."

By Fulgentius, Expos. Sermonum Antiqu. s.v. Suppetias

(Gerlach and Roth 563. 23) : "Suppetias dicimus auxilium,

Unde et Memos in tragoedia Herculis ait : ferte suppetias

optimi comites," where, however, the MSS. give Memos,

menos, memos, nemos, memmos, memmus, &c. ; lastly by a

scholiast on juv. i. 20 "vel, ut Probus exponit, Turnum

dicit Scaevi Memoris (cod. Remoris) tragici poetae fratrem."

A comparison of these passages shows that Memor wrote

tragedies, that his full name was Scaevus Memor, that he

was the brother of the satirist Turnus, and that his poetical

merits were considerable enough to procure him a statue,

crowned with oak, or perhaps with oak and olive together,

if, as M. Hertz thinks, Martial's words " Clarus fronde lovis "

refer to a victory gained by Memor in the quinquennial

games in honour of Jupiter Capitolinus. He is certainly

right in rejecting a view based on a misconstruction of the

line " Apellea redditus arte Memor " that Memor was, like

Pacuvius, a painter as well as a poet. It is less clear that

the passage quoted by Fulgentius is not Memor's, although

Fulgentius is not a very trustworthy authority, and the words

have an antique turn, hardly of the imperial period. Nor is

M. Hertz justified in so summarily rejecting an hypothesis

of Scaliger's that the Octavia of Seneca is really the work of

Memor. It is not quite in the style of the undoubted works

of Seneca ; and if it may be the work of Curiatius Maternus,

as F. Ritter thought, it may be with nearly an equal pro

bability the work of Memor.

The positive part of M. Hertz's short dissertation will be

generally accepted. In a recently discovered portion of the

Explanationes Serfii (Sergii) in artem Donati, published in

the 4th volume of Keil's Grammatici Latini, p. 357. 14, as

an illustration of feminine patronymics in is, is given :

" Cisseis, id est Hecuba, Cisseijitia, Priami regis uxor. Vergi-

lius. Cisseis regina Parim creat. Scaevus in tragoedia Scin-

dimus atras veteri planctu Cissei (Cod. Chisseis) genas."

Cissei, the vocative of Cisseis, is the certain correction of

Lucian Miiller, who remarks that the fragment evidently be

longed to an anapaestic chorus in a lost Troades. That this

Scaevus is the Scaevus Memor of Juvenal's scholiast is the

equally certain inference of M. Hertz ; the cognomen Scaevus,

of which Scaeva is the more ordinary form, is actually found

in a Spanish inscription, Corp. Inscr. Lat. vol. ii. 396.

R Ellis.

The Elements and Forms of the Latin Language. \EUmentar-

mid Formenkhre der Lateinischen Sfrachcfiir Schulen. Bearbeitet

von Dr. Heinrich Schweizer-Sidler, Professor am Gymnasium und

an der Universitat zu Zurich.] Halle, 1869.

Dr. Schweizer-Sidler, with very modest professions, has

compressed a great deal of work into this book, which well

deserves translation. The attempt to utilize for schools

the changes which the study of comparative grammar has

wrought in our method of studying the grammar of Latin

and Greek has, as is well known, been made in England

with considerable success. The labours of Donaldson

(Latin Grammar, i860), and Key (Latin Grammar, 1862),

have served as bases not only for the school books of Mr.

Mason and Mr. Roby, but for the Public School Primer,

the naive technicalities of which, breathing the ardour of

the convert, are now probably familiar to many a boy. But

Donaldson and Key, with all their freshness, vigour, and

power of exposition, spoil their work partly by caprice and

partly by narrowness of range. They defended the stem or

crude-form system with energy, and exhibited it with clear

ness and emphasis (though even here Donaldson marred

his book by the unaccountable whim of arranging the third

and fifth declensions under one head) ; but in those parts of

grammar which chiefly require research and deliberation,

their work fails in width, solidity, and trustworthiness. In

Greek, the Grammars of Professor Greenwood (1864) and

G. Curtius (translation, 1864) do the work for schools with

simplicity and sobriety. Mr. Ferrar's thorough digest (Com

parative Grammar of Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, vol. L,

1869) promises to be more adapted for students than for

schoolboys.

There are difficulties in the way of fitting the modem

method of studying and teaching on to the old. We retain

the old terminology—the terminology of an exploded theory.

The words " case" and " declension" imply the falling away

of the " oblique" forms from the nominative (casus rectus).

The word "conjugation" is by usage confined to verbs;

but there is every ground in reason for extending to nouns

a term which expresses as well as any the relation between
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the stem and its suffix. Varro made no distinction between

nouns and verbs in this matter, but applied the word

" declinatio" to the inflection of both. " Case" is a less

exceptionable term than "declension," since it may fairly

be taken (as Aristotle took irroxris) to express any kind of

modification of a given verbal base. But, to put language

aside, there are other hindrances in the way of bringing the

historical and philosophical analysis of Latin into relation

with the practical teaching of it. Though, for instance, the

Latin declension is demonstrably one, it is impossible to

avoid the fivefold division. The discolouring of the vowels,

which has gone further in Latin than in Greek, and in both

than in Sanskrit, makes it sometimes hard to distinguish the

true stem-ending; dominus looks as if it belonged to the

ft declension, and magister conceals its affinities still more

closely. Donaldson dissolved the difficulty in verse :

" Declension-characters are those which come

In genitives before the urn or rum"

For such reasons as this the arrangement of declensions

must always, in the main, remain what it has been. Still,

though the paradigms must be learned as formerly, there

seems no reason why the principle of case and tense-forma

tion should not be explained at the outset ; and therefore it

is to be regretted that Dr. Schweizer-Sidler should not have

given a full definition of the words Wurzel and Sta'mm at

p. 16, instead of referring the reader for it to the section on

the formation of words at the end of his Grammar.

Dr. Schweizer-Sidler's work is so evidently the result of

long meditation and study—so comprehensive in its embo

diment of the results of recent investigation—so lucid, on

the whole, in its arrangement, and so clear in its definitions,

that it seems ungracious to notice small omissions like the

following:—On p. 22 (consonantal stems) it might have been

stated generally that stems in «, /, and r throw off the J of the

nom. sing., except in the cases of sanguis and pollis. Short

enings like hominis for homonis might have been familiarly

illustrated by the change from 'AttoAXgwos to Apolllnis. In

§ 57 (genders of third declension) there is no mention of

the genders of stems in ed (/teres, merces). In the sections

on the conjugation no account is given of the form of the

second person perfect in isti—a matter of some importance,

since Schleicher (Compendium, § 291) assumes (with what

reason it does not clearly appear) a separate perfect stem

in is (fecis-ti, not feci-s-ti). It would also have been conve

nient to arrange those perfect-stems which are modified, in

the imperfect formation, by consonantal or vowel additions,

in a list by themselves, irrespective of their conjugations.

Thus (taking single instances) :

Stems nasalized, e.g. vic-tus, vinc-o.

Stems adding to, e.g. pec-sits, pec-to.

Stems adding i \ll=li), e.g. fal-sus, fal-lo.

Stems adding no, e.g. stra-tus, ster-no.

Stems adding a, e.g. sec-tits, sec-tire.

Stems adding e, e.g. man-sum, man-ire.

Stems adding /, e.g. sanc-tum, sanc-lre.

Conjugation

changed.

The author promises a syntax, should this work be favour

ably received. H. Nettleship.

RELICS OF THE OLD IRISH LANGUAGE.

Glossee Hibernicae Veteres Codicis Taurinensis.—Edidit Con-

stantinus Nigra. Lutetite Parisiorum : apud A. Frank, bibliopolam,

Via Richelieu 67. 1869.

This valuable reproduction of an important codex will be

very acceptable to students of Irish. The glosses, contain

ing some of the oldest extant grammatical forms, are. pre

served in a MS. consisting of only two leaves—the only

known fragments of what must have been a large volume of

Latin Commentaries on the Gospels.

The history of even these fragments has not been satis

factorily traced, the only particulars known regarding them

being, that they were found among the Bobbio MSS. some

forty years ago by Peyron, who deposited them in the

University Library of Turin, where they are preserved at

present.

It may be worth observing, as an illustration of the pro

gress of linguistic science during the last forty years, that

these fragments of an Irish MS. now published by an emi

nent Italian diplomatist, were described in 1824 by his dis

tinguished townsman as " a manu Saxonica exaratis ; multis

glossis interlinearibus Saxonicis."

The " Turin Glosses," as well as the text through which

they are interspersed, have been already published by Mr.

Whitley Stokes (Goidilica, or Notes on the Gaelic Manu

scripts preserved at Turin, Milan, Berne, Leyden, &c. &c. :

Calcutta, 1866). But the almost illegible condition of some

portions of the MS., and the difficult character of all, re

quired more time to decipher the contents than he could

devote to it. His edition is, consequently, not free from

errors ; which is the more to be regretted because Ebel, in

his new edition of the Grammatica Celtica of Zeuss, " quern

sequimur magistrum," as Chevalier Nigra gracefully ob

serves (Preface, p. v.), has implicitly followed Stokes, and

consequendy fallen into some mistakes which a more perfect

edition of the glosses would have enabled him to avoid. Of

this new work Chevalier Nigra says : " The first fasciculus

of the new edition of Zeuss' Grammar has reached me

somewhat late. I am sorry for this, because the aid fur

nished by this excellent work would perhaps have enabled

me to make several emendations in my preface and notes "

(Praef. p. iii. note).

We think, however, that if Ebel had seen M. Nigra's

work, probably his own publication would have been more

accurate. Thus, the phrase air intan ad cita aces rebeca

inni isdc, which Ebel incorrectly renders " nam cum videret

ad se, venientem, Rebecca Isaacum," is better understood

by M. Nigra, who translates (p. 38) " nam quum pritnum

vidit Rebecca Isaacum," and perceives in the expression ad

cita aca a curious instance of the interposition of the adverb

cita between the particle and verb (ad-acce). The conjunc

tions which are printed dam and dim by Zeuss and Ebel

throughout their works are more correctly given dan and din

in the Glossa. The verb forelgatar, " illiverunt " (Ebel,

244, 337, 450) becomes intelligible only in its correct form

joselgaiar, "linerunt" (Nigra, 17, 63). The gloss is ind luc

sin, "in hoc loco" (Ebel, 348) is written is in lo sin, "in

hac die" in the MS., as M. Nigra prints it. Examples of

this kind might be multiplied ; but the foregoing will suffice

to show that the student who takes up the new edition of

the Grammatica Celtica by Ebel, in which such frequent use

has been made of the Turin Glosses, will find much assistance

from a comparison of those glosses as printed by Ebel with

M. Nigra's more accurate text.

The value of the glosses is, moreover, enhanced by the

elaborate commentary appended to them, in which the editor

endeavours, often with much learning and success, to trace

each Irish word to its primitive form, or congener in the

Indo-European family of languages. If he is not always

successful, the fault is not owing, apparently, to any want of

zeal or scientific capacity on his part, but is rather to be

ascribed to the absence of sufficient materials. These mate

rials are daily accumulating through the publication of Irish

texts at home and abroad ; although considering the enor

mous mass of old Irish MSS. still unpublished—nay, unread

J —it may be said " that this ancient vein of history has been
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but struck" (Stokes's Life of Pelrie ; London, 1868, Preface,

p.Jviii.). The general philologist will probably prefer the

preface, in which M. Nigra discusses the subject of Irish

phonetics, principally following Zeuss, Ebel, Schleicher,

Lottner, Cuno, and Stokes, and not unfrequently supple

menting the deductions of his predecessors in this field,

particularly with regard to what the editor calls " vis asso-

nantiK " in its double form of retrogressive vowel assimilation

(which Grimm designates " umlaut," and Zeuss " infectio ")

and progressive assonance, or " vowel harmony," which

modern Irish grammarians express by the rule of " Cool re

caol, agus hathan re leat/ian" or " slender with slender, and

broad with broad."

The preface concludes with a brief but suggestive essay on

the origin of rhyme as a principle of poetical composition,

in which it is affirmed that rhyme is the natural offspring of

the system of assonance exhibited in the Celtic languages,

and was introduced into Europe by the Celts, the traces of

its existence in classical Greek and Latin being very rare,

and its first appearance being in the hymns of the Milan

church of the 4th or 5th century, attributed to St. Ambrose

and St. Augustine. The work of M. Nigra is imbued with

much of the enthusiasm attaching to the Celtic character,

.and is altogether very creditable to its author.

W. M. Hennessy.

Intelligence.

The Revue Celtit/ut, the appearance of which has been postponed in

•consequence of the indisposition of the editor, will come out in the

course of March.

Mr. Robinson Ellis, the newly-elected Professor ofLatin at University

College, London, is about to bring out a translation of Catullus, in the

metres of the original, keeping as far as possible to the rules of classical

quantity, an experiment hitherto unknown in English translations of

ancient authors.

The first number of the Revue des Langttes romancs, which is just

coming out, is to contain, among other texts, the beginning of an old

translation of Abulcasis' Treatise on Surgery into Langue d Oc, and a

hitherto unpublished Provencal poem by Mistral.

M. Brachet is about to publish an Etymological Dictionary of Old

French, on a new plan especially adapted for researches.

MM. Bucheler and Adolf Michaelis have been appointed to succeed

the late Prof. Otto Jahn at Bonn.

Much as we may regret the loss of a Hellenist like Dr. Badham, it is

satisfactory to find that his pen has not remained idle since his departure

to the Antipodes. His ' Cohortatio ad discipulos Academise Sydneien-

sis ' (London : Williams and Norgate), has just reached us. Although

primarily a defence of classical studies against such onslaughts as Mr.

Lowe's, it consists in the main of a number of those emendations, always

ingenious and sometimes little short of certain, in which Dr. Badham

confessedly excels. More than 50 of these relate to Thucydides ; the

remainder deal with passages in Sophocles, Aristophanes, Herodotus,

and Plato (Symp. 188, C). We need not add that they all deserve the

most serious attention from scholars.

Contents of the journals.

Revue Critique. (Philological articles.)—Feb. 5. On Laubert's

griechische Fremdworter.—Feb. 12. G. Paris : Meyer's Abhandlung

iiber Roland, and Pio's Sagnet oni Holger Danske.—Feb. 19. Cart :

linger de Ammiani Marcellini locis controversis, and Garthausen's

Coniectanea Ammianea. [The first work is described as a model of

what criticism ought not to be ; the second is more favourably judged.]

—Feb. 26. Boissier : Hubner's Inscriptions Hispaniae latinae. [Treats

principally of the inscriptions relating to the cult of the Emperors.]

Zeitschrift fur die osterreichischeii Gymnasien, 1870, Part I.—

Kvicala : On the criticism and interpretation of the Iphigenia in Aulis.

—Stanger : On A. v. Velsen's Aristophanis F.quites. [Most of

Von Velsen's emendations are condemned.]—Koziol : On Draeger's

■edition of the Agricola of Tacitus. [Pronounced to be a very valuable

and careful piece of work.]—Scherer : On Hopfner and Zacher's

Zeitschriftfiir deiitsche Philologie.

Neue Jahrbucher f'dr Philologie und Paedagogik, 1870, Part L—

Kayser : Aristotelis ars rhetorica cum adnot. L. Spengel. [Discusses a

number of minute points in the text.]—Lent* : On Cicero's Laelius.

[A most satisfactory refutation of an error of Ritschl's as to the mean

ing of stantes plaudebant in Cic. de Amic. § 24.]—Riihl : Critical mis

cellanies.—Clcmm : Weihrich de gradibus comparationis linguarum

Sanscritse Graecoc Latino; Gothicoe. [The reviewer controverts

Weihrich wherever his theories are not those of other philologists.]—

Miiller : On Polybius. [Identifies an anonymous fragment in Suidas.]

—Pervanoglu : On the topography of Athens.—Brambach : On the

theory of the Dochmius.—Koch and L. Miiller : On the Miles

Gloriosus of Plautus. [Muller's conjectures are important.]—Fleck-

heisen : On the same. [Deals with the shortened pronunciation in

Plautus of dintius, fenestra, oblwisci, quathtor, deus, quiescere, dies.]—

Jeep : On Horace s Odes. [Suggests rapuisse instead of acuissc in

Od. I. ii. 21 (!).]—Van Hout : On Floras ii. 4.—Kammel ; On Herodes

Atticus. [A short but valuable etude.}—Eichler : On Melanchthon's

Greek Grammar. [An interesting contribution to the history of classical

learning, comparing Melanchthon's work with our modern Grammars :

the writer does not seem aware that some of Melanchthon's "strange"

etymologies, e. g. Stis from Bittv, (ivs from pjv, oipav6s from Apav were

traditional, and as old as Plato.]—On the reform of the Maturitatsexa-

nicii.—The philological congress at Kiel. [Reports the addresses of

Forchhammer, Oncken, Kiessling, Overbech, Max Miiller, and Graser.]

Philologus. XXIX. 2.—E. Brieger : On the raft of Odysseus.

[Explaining the construction of it as described in the sixth book of the

Odyssey.]—W. Christ : On a recently discovered fragment of Alcman.

[Shows that all criticism is unsafe unless the papyrus is reproduced

photographically.]—H. Stedefeldt : On Lysias' speeches against Eratos

thenes and Agoratos. [An accurate investigation of the history of the

time ; directed against Rauchenstein.]—G. F. Unger : On the chron

ology of Pheidon. [The last of a series ofarticles.]—D. Peipers : Obser-

vationum de Platonis sermone spec L [Very accurate and painstaking,

on the Platonic use of **pi and ax*^"]—E. Schulze, De Pxanio

Eutropii interprete. [Contains collations of MSS.]—E. v. Leutsch :

On passages in Sophocles' Electra [against Heimsoth], and on a frag

ment of Terpander.—Reports on recent works on Greek music, by

O. v. Jan.—Miscellaneous observations, by Bergk, W. Pierson, and

P. Langen.—Extracts from philological journals.

New Books.

Abicht, C. De codicum Herodoti fide atquc auctoritate. Berlin :

Calvary.

An English-Latin Dictionary. Ed. by W. Smith and T. Hall.

Murray.

Aristotelis Ars poetica, ad fidem cod. antiquissimi. Ed. F.

Ueberweg. Berlin : L. Heimann.

Aristoteles iiber die Dichtkunst ; ubersetzt und mit erlautemden

Anmerk. und einem die Textkritik betreffenden Anhang versehen,

von Dr. F. Ueberweg. Berlin : L. Heimann.

ARISTOTE. Rhetorique, traduite en Francais et accompagnee de notes

perpetuelles avec la Rhetorique a Alexandre, par F. Barthelemy

Saint-Hilaire. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris : Ladrange.

Bergk. Beitrage zur lateinisdhen Grammatik. istes Heft. Halle:

Muhlmann.

BOcheler, F. Academicoram philosophoram Index Herculanensis.

Berlin: Calvary.

Dindorf, L. Historici Graeci minores. Vol.1. Leipzig: Teubner.

Dionysii Halicamassensis Antiq. Rom. Ed. A. Kiessling. (Ibid.)

4th and last volume.

Loth, J. Etymologische angelsachsisch-englische Grammatik. Elber-

feld : Friderichs.

Matzner, Ed. Altenglische Sprachproben, nebst einem Worterbuche

unter Mitwirkg. von Karl Goldack. 1. Band. Sprachproben. 2te

Abth. Prosa. Berlin : Weidmann.

Merguet,- H. Die Entwicklung der lateinischen Formenbildung.

Berlin : Borntrager.

Plato's Phaedras u. Gastmahl. Uebersetzt mit einleit. Vorwort v.

K. Lehrs. Leipzig: Hirzel.

Plinii Secundi Epistulaj et Panegyricus ex rec. H. Keilii. The

Index by Th. Mommsen. Leipzig : Teubner.

Polybius. Ed. Ilultsch. Vol. III. Berlin : Weidmann.

Schneller, Ch. Die romanischen Volksmundarten in Siidtirol.

I. Bd. Gera: Amthor.

Statius. Ed. O. Miiller. Vol. I. Thebaidos libri I.-VI. Leipzig:

Teubner.
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THE BEST, CHEAPEST, AND MOST COMPLETE OF ALL

ENGLISH ENCYCLOPEDIAS.

THE

ENGLISH CYCLOPEDIA.

COMPLETE IN FOUR DIVISIONS.

Notice.—Subscribers to the original^ Edition of The

English Cyclopaedia, conducted by Charles

KNIGHT, and to the subsequent Re-issue just com

pleted, are respectfully informed that the SUPPLE

MENTS to the GEOGRAPHY and NATURAL

HISTORY Divisions are^now published, and may

be had, in the various bindings, at all the principal

Booksellers throughout the Kingdom, as follows :—•

GEOGRAPHY . . 686 pp., oloth, 16s. ; half calf, 20a. ; half russia, 21s.

ITATTrBAL HISTOBY, 432 pp., „ 11«.; „ 16s.; „ 17s.

Price of the Complete Cyclopaedia, including the above

Supplements—

In Half calf, 12 vols £\$ 17 o

Halfrussia, 12 vols 16 9 o

Cloth, 24 vols 13 15 o

The Nos. and Parts of each Division of The

English Cyclopaedia are always kept on sale at the

Publishers.

Opinion of " The Quarterly Review."

" The English Cyclopaedia is a work that, as a whole, has no superior,

and very few equals, of its kind ; that, taken by itself, supplies the place of

a small library, and, used in a large library, is found to present many points

of information that are sought in vain in many other Cyclopaedias in the

English language."

Opinion of " The Daily News."

" In its completed form, the English Cyclopaedia is destined, we are sure,

to prove of immense value. It is well written, and its vast stores of know

ledge are so arranged as to be readily accessible. It is so copious that the

student need not doubt that he will find the information he may reasonably

expect in a work which is offered to him as a New Dictionary of Universal

Knowledge."

Opinion of "The Saturday Review."

" Its great recommendation is not its comparative cheapness (though the

cost only averages about half-a-guinea a volume), but its originality, com

pleteness, and general trustworthiness."

Opinion of " The Times."

" As regards the contents of this Cyclopaedia, it is impossible to give any

sufficient impression of an aggregate which includes somewhere or other all

the information generally required upon every conceivable topic. The most

complete Biographical Dictionary in the English language."

PUBLISHED THIS DAY.

MR. GLADSTONE'S SPEECH ON THE

IRISH LAND BILL, Delivered in the House of Commons on

February 14th. 8vo., 2s.

THE CHURCH AND THE AGE. A Series

of Essays, by the following Writers, on the Principles and Present

Position of the Anglican Church. 8vo., 14J.

Dean of CHICHESTER.

BishopofGLOUCESTERS BRISTOL.

Rev. W. J. IRONS, D.D.

Rev. R. St. JOHN TYRWHITT.

Professor MONTAGU BURROWS.

Rev. WALSHAM HOW.

Rev. A. W. HADDAN.

Rev. M. F. SADLER.

Rev. ALFRED BARRY, D.D.

Sir BARTLE FRERE.

Rev. W. D. MACLAGAN.

Rev. ARCHIBALD WEIR, D.C.L.

BRADBURY, EVANS, & CO.,

11, BOUVERIE STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE REIGN OF QUEENANNE UNTIL

THE PEACE OF UTRECHT. Designed as a connecting link

between the Conclusion of Lord Macaulay's History and the Com

mencement of Lord Mahon's. By EARL STANHOPE (late

Lord Mahon). 8vo., \ds.

COMPULSORY EDUCATION, with some

REMARKS ON MR. FORSTER'S EDUCATION BILL. By

the Hon. DUDLEY CAMPBELL, M.A. 8vo., is.

ALPINE FLOWERS. An Explanation of the

Principles on which the Exquisite Flora of Alpine Countries may

be grown to Perfection in all Parts of the British Islands, with

numerous Illustrations of Rock-gardens, Natural and Artificial. By

W. ROBINSON, F.L.S. Crown 8vo. [Next week.

A SELECTION FROM THE FAMILIAR

CORRESPONDENCE OF SIR CHARLES BELL, F.R.S.

Portrait, post 8vo., 12s.

THE MISSIONARY IN ASIA MINOR.

With a Description of Antiquarian Researches and Discoveries,

together with Illustrations of Biblical Literature and Archaeology.

By HENRY VAN LENNEP, D.D. Map and Illustrations, 2 vols.,

post Svo., 24c

A MEMOIR of SIR CHARLES EAST-

LAKE, P.R.A. By LADY EASTLAKE. Together with ad

ditional Contributions to the Literature of the Fine Arts. 8vo., lis.

TREES AND SHRUBS FOR ENGLISH

PLANTATIONS. A Selection and Description of the most

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Native and Foreign, which will

flourish in the Open Air in our Climate. By AUGUSTUS MON-

GREDIEN. With Illustrations, 8vo,

[Nearly ready.

LIFE IN THE LIGHT OF GOD'S WORD.

By WILLIAM THOMSON, D.D., Lord Archbishop of York.

New Edition, revised and enlarged. Post 8vo., 5/.

A COPIOUS AND CRITICAL ENGLISH-

LATIN DICTIONARY. Compiled from Original Sources. By

WM. SMITH, LL.D., and THEOPHILUS D. HALL, M.A.

Medium 8vo., 21s. Also a Smaller Edition for the Use of Schools,

square i2mo., Js. 6d.

DAMASCUS, PALMYRA, andLEBANON,

WITH TRAVELS AMONG THE CITIES OF BASHAN

AND THE HAURAN. By Rev. J. L. PORTER. Revised

Edition, with Illustrations, post 8vo., Js. 6d. Forming the New

Volume of Murray's Choice Travels.

VON SYBELS HISTORY OF EUROPE

DURING THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. Chiefly from the

secret archives of Austria, Prussia, and other German States. Trans

lated by WALTER C. PERRY, LL.D. Vols. III. and IV. With

Index (completing the work), 8vo., 241-.

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET.
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HANDBOOKS FOE TRAVELLERS.

ENGLISH.

HANDBOOK—LONDON AS IT IS. Map and Plans.

i6mo. 3-r. 6d.

HANDBOOK—KENT AND SUSSEX: Canterbury,

Dover, Ramsgate, Rochester, Chatham, Hrighton, Chichester, Worthing,

Hastings, Lewes, Arundel. Map. Post 8vo. 10s.

HANDBOOK—SURREY AND HANTS : Kingston,

Croydon, Rcigatc, Guildford, Dorking, Boxhill, Winchester, Southampton,

Portsmouth, and the Isle ok Wight. Map. Post 8vo. xox.

HANDBOOK—BERKS, BUCKS, AND OXON :

Windsor, Eton, Reading, Aylesbury, Henley, Oxford, and the Thames.

Post 8vo. 7*. id.

Map.

HANDBOOK—WILTS, DORSET, AND SOMER-

ilisbury, Chippenham, Weymouth, Shcrbourne, Wells, Bath, Bristol,

&c. Map. Pc '

SET: Salisbur

Taunton, &c. Post 8vo. ioj.

HANDBOOK—DEVON AND CORNWALL : Exeter,

Ilfracombe, Linton, Sidmouth, Dawlish, Teignmouth, Plymouth, Devonport,

Torquay, Launccston, Penzance, Falmouth, The Lizard, Land's End, &c. Map.

Post 8vo. ioj.

HANDBOOK—GLOUCESTER, HEREFORD, AND

WORCESTER : Cirencester, Cheltenham, Stroud, Tewkesbury, Leominster,

Ross, Malvern, Kidderminster, Dudley, Bromsgrove, Evesham. Map. Post 8vo.

6s. 6d.

HANDBOOK—NORTH AND SOUTH WALES:

Bangor, Carnarvon, Beaumaris, Snowdon, Conway, Carmarthen, Tenby, Swansea,

and the Wye. Map. 2 vols. Post 8vo. 12s.

HANDBOOK—DERBY, NOTTS, LEICESTER,

AND STAFFORD : Matlock, Bakewell, Chatsworth, The Peak, Buxton,

Hardwick, Dove Dale, Ashborne, Southwell, Mansfield, Retford, Burton, Bclvoir,

Melton Mowbray, Wolverhampton, Lichfield, Walsall, Tamworth. Map. Post

8vo.

HANDBOOK—YORKSHIRE : York, Doncaster, Hull,

Selby, Beverley, Scarborough, Whitby, Harrogate, Ripon, Leeds, Wakefield,

Bradford, Halifax, Huddersneld, Sheffield. Map and Plans. Post 8vo. 12s.

HANDBOOK—DURHAM AND NORTHUMBER-

LAND : Newcastle, Darlington, Bishop Auckland, Stockton, Hartlepool, Sunder

land, Shields, Berwick, Tynemouth, Alnwick. Map. Post 8vo. 9J.

HANDBOOK—WESTMORLAND AND CUMBER-

LAND: Lancaster, Furncss Abbey, Ambleside, Kendal, Windermere, Coniston,

Keswick, Grasmerc, Carlisle, Cockermouth, Penrith, Appleby. Map. Post 8vo.

6s.

*»* Murray's Map of the Lakes, mounted on canvas, js. 6d.

HANDBOOK—SCOTLAND : Edinburgh, Melrose,

Kelso, Glasgow, Dumfries, Ayr, Stirling, Arran, The Clyde, Oban, Inverary,

Loch Lomond, Loch Katrine and Trosachs, Caledonian Canal, Inverness, Perth,

Dundee, Aberdeen, Braemar, Skye, Caithness, Ross, and Sutherland. Xew ami

thoroughly revised Edition. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. [Xeariy ready.

HANDBOOK—IRELAND : Dublin, Belfast, Donegal,

Galway, Wexford, Cork, Limerick, Waterford, Killarncy, Munster. Maps.

Post 8vo. I2X.

HANDBOOK—SOUTHERN CATHEDRALS:

Winchester, Salisbury, Exeter, Wells, Rochester, Canterbury, and Chichester.

Illustrations, a vols. Crown 8vo. 24X.

HANDBOOK—EASTERN CATHEDRALS: Oxford,

Peterborough, Ely, Norwich, and Lincoln. Illustrations. Crown 8to. i8j.

HANDBOOK—WESTERN CATHEDRALS: Bristol,

Gloucester, Hereford, Worcester, and Lichfield, Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

i6j.

HANDBOOK—NORTHERN CATHEDRALS:

York, Ripon, Durham, Carlisle,' Chester, and Manchester. Illustrations. Crown

8vo. 31*.

FOREIGN.

HANDBOOK—TRAVEL-TALK, in English, French,

German, and Italian. i6mo. 3*. 6d.

HANDBOOK—NORTH GERMANY : Holland, Bel-

gium, Prussia, and the Rhine to Switzerland. Map. Post 8vo. xof.

HANDBOOK—SOUTH GERMANY: the Tyrol,

Bavaria, Austria, Salzburg, Styria, Hungary, and the Danube, from L"Im to the

Black Sea. Map. Post 8vo. 10s.

HANDBOOK—SWITZERLAND : the Alps of Savoy

and Piedmont. Maps. Post 8vo. ioj.

HANDBOOK—FRANCE : Normandy, Brittany, the

French Alps, Dauphine", Provence, and the Pyrenees. Maps. Post 8vo. la*.

HANDBOOK—PARIS AND ITS ENVIRONS.

Map and Plans. i6mo. 3*. 6d.

*„* Murray's Plan of Paris, mounted on canvas. 3*. 6d.

HANDBOOK—CORSICA AND SARDINIA. Maps.

Post 8vo.

HANDBOOK—SPAIN : Andalusia, Grenada, Madrid,

etc A Xew Edition, thoroughly revised on the s/ot. Maps. Post 8vo.

[In the Press.

HANDBOOK—PORTUGAL : Lisbon, Cintra, Mafra,

Porto, etc. Map. Post 8vo. oj.

HANDBOOK—NORTH ITALY: Piedmont, Nice,

Lombardy, Venice, Parma, Modcna, and Romagna. Maps. Post 8vo. 12J.

HANDBOOK—CENTRAL ITALY: Tuscany,

Florence, Lucca, Umbria, the Marches, and the Patrimony of St. Fetcr. Map.

Post 8vo. io.f.

HANDBOOK—ROME AND ITS ENVIRONS.

Plans. Post 8vo. §>j.

HANDBOOK—SOUTH ITALY: Two Sicilies, Naples,

Pompeii, Hcrculancum, Vesuvius, Abruzzi, etc. Maps. Post 8vo. ioj.

HANDBOOK—SICILY : Palermo, Messina, Catania,

Syracuse, Etna, and the Ruins of the Greek Temples. Plans. Post 8vo. 12s.

HANDBOOK—EGYPT : the Nile, Alexandria, Cairo.

Thebes, and the Overland Route to India. Map. Post 8vo. 15J.

HANDBOOK—GREECE : the Ionian Islands, Athens,

Albania, Thessaly, and Macedonia. Maps. Post Svo. 15J.

HANDBOOK—CONSTANTINOPLE AND TUR

KEY. Map. Post 8vo.

HANDBOOK—DENMARK, NORWAY, SWEDEN,

and ICELAND. Maps. Post 8vo. 15*.

HANDBOOK—RUSSIA: St. Petersburg, Moscow,

Finland, etc. A Xew Edition^ thoroughly rcz'ised. Maps. Post 8vo.

[.Yearly rea*iy.

HANDBOOK—INDIA : Bombay and Madras. Map.

2 vols. Post 8vo. 24X.

HANDBOOK—HOLY LAND : Syria, Palestine, Sinai,

Edom, and the Syrian Deserts. A Xew and Revised Edition. Maps. 2 vols.

Post 8vo. 24s.

KNAPSACK GUIDE TO SWITZERLAND. Map

and Plans. i6mo. 5s.

KNAPSACK GUIDE TO NORWAY. Map. Post

8vo. 5*.

KNAPSACK GUIDE TO ITALY. Map and Plans.

i6mo. 6s.

KNAPSACK GUIDE TO THE TYROL. Plans.

i6mo. 6s.

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET.
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TRUBNER & GO.'S

Mm IfaMinrtinra k tSforks in tjjt^tm

Benedict de Spinoza: his Life, Correspondence,

and Ethics. By R. WILLIS, M.D. 8vo., pp. xliv.—

648, cloth, 21s.

Buddhaghosha's Parables. Translated from Bur

mese, by Capt. H. T. ROGERS, R.E. With an Intro

duction, containing Buddha's Dhammapada, or " Path

of Virtue." Translated from the rail, by F. MAX

MULLER. Demy 8vo., pp. clxxii.—2o6,cIuth, iis.fd.

The Modern Buddhist; being the Views of a

Siamese Minister of State «m his Own and other Reli

gions. Translated, with Remarks, by HENRY ALA

BASTER, Interpreter of H.B.M. Consulate-General in

Siam, etc. Crown 8vo., pp. 93, cloth, is. 6d. «

Molochology not Theology: Penang Sermons.

By JAMES ABERIGH-MACKAY, B.D., Senior

Chaplain of Merut, Author of " London to Lucknow,"

"Hymns to Christ as God," "An Answer to the Arch

bishop of York," etc. Printed at the request of the

Protestants of Penang. 8vo.. pp. xii.—336, cloth, 5J.

The Scottish Minister ; or, the Eviction. A Story

of Religion and Love. Crown 8vo., pp. 94, cloth, as. bd.

Political Problems for Onr Age and Country. By

W. R. GREG. Demy 8vo., pp. 342, cloth, 10s. 6d.

National Self-Government in Europe and America.

By J. W. PROBYN, Author of " Essays on Italy, Ire

land, and the United States of America." Crown 8vo.,

pp. ri.—248, cloth, 5-r.

History of American Socialisms. By John

HUMPHREY NOYES. 1 vol., 8vo., pp. 678, cloth, 18*.

The Irish land. By George Campbell, Chief

Commissioner of the Central Provinces of India, Author

of " Modem India," etc. Part I. A Visit in the

Spring. Part II. A Visit in the Autumn. Crown 8vo.,

pp. viii.—190, cloth, 3-r. 6d.

The Land Question in Ireland, viewed from an

Indian Standpoint. By a Bombay Civilian. 8vo.,

pp. 74, sewed, is.

Two Addresses. I. Systematic Policy. II. Edu

cation. Delivered on the Festival of Humanity, in the

Years '81 and '82 since the Opening of the French Re

volution, January r, i860, January 1. 1870. By

RICHARD CONGREVt,A.M., M.R.C.P.L. 8vo ,

pp. 60, sewed, is.

Henry J. Raymond and the New York Press for

THIRTY YEARS: Progress of American Journalism

from 1840 to 1870. With Portrait, Illustrations, and

Appendix. Byi AUGUSTUS MAVERICK. 8vo.,

pp. 502, cloth, 15.S-.

Shakespeare and the Emblem-Writers: an Expo

sition of their Similarities of Thought and Expression.

Preceded by a View of the Emblem- Book Literature

down to a.d. 1616. By HENRY GREEN, M.A.

Frofusely Illustrated with Woodcuts and Photolith

Plates, elegantly bound in cloth gilt, large medium 8vo.,

iV. iij. 6d. ; large imperial 8vo., 2/. iar. 6d.

Fourth Serifs of Breitmann Ballads.

Hans Breitmann in Church. With other Ballads.

By CHARLES G. LELAND. is.

Contents:—Breitmann's Going to Church—The First

Edition of Breitmann—I Gili Romancsko— Stcinli von Slang

—To a Friend studying German—Love Song—Glossary.

A Hard life. By MARTIN MONCK. 2 vols.,

crown 8vo., cloth, tor. 6d.

Death the Enemy; and other Poems. By W11.

H WRIGHT, B.A., late Scholar of Corpus Christi

College, Cambridge ; Professor of English Literature

at the Government College, Benares. Crown 8vo.,

pp. 84, cloth, is. id.

Ice : a Lecture delivered before the Keswick

Literary Society, and published by request To which

is appended, a Geological Dream on Skiddaw. By

J. CLIFTON WARD, F.G.S., Associate of the Royal

j°°! of Mines, of the Geological Survey of England

and Wales. 8vo , pp. 28, sewed, is.

The Lifted and Subsided Rocks of America, with

their Influence on the Oceanic, Atmospheric, and Land

Currents, and the Distribution of Races. By GEORGE

CATLIN. With a Map. [Shortly.

On the History and Development of Gilds, and

the Origin of Trade Unions. By LUJO BRENTANO,

™' Aschaffenburg, Bavaria, Doctor Juris Utriusquc et

Philosophise. 8vo, pp. xvi.—136, cloth.

lives of the Founders, Augmentors, and other

Benefactors'of the British Museum, 1370—1870. Based

on New Researches at the Rolls House, etc. By

EDWARD EDWARDS. In 1 vol., 8vo., with many

Illustrations. [Shortly.

A History of the Egyptian Revolution from the

Period of the Mamelukes to the Death of Mohammed

Ah : from Arab and European Memoirs, Oral Tradition,

and Local Research. By A. A. PATON, F.R.G.S.,

Author of "Researches on the Danube and Adriatic."

Second enlarged Edition. 2 vols., 8vo., cloth. [Shortly.

London : TRUBNER & CO., 8 and 60, Paternoster Row.

REGENT PUBLICATIONS.

Just Published, demy 8vo., cloth, 5s.

PROTECTION to NATIVE INDUSTRY.

By Sir EDWARD SULLIVAN, Bart., Author of

"Ten Chapters on Social Reform," &c.

Contents:—Chap. I. Growth of Trade.—Chap. II.

Free Trade and Free Ports—Chap. III. Corn.—Chap.

IV. Special Interests.—Chap. V. Producer and Con

sumer.—Chap. VI. Unfair Competition.—Chap. VII

Labour. — Chap. VIII. Cotton. — Chap. IX. French

Treaty.—Chap. X. Board of Trade Statistics.—Chap.

XI. Reciprocity.—Chap. XII. Causes and Remedies.—

Appendix. The Worsted Trade and the French Treaty.

Intoxicating Liquor the National Curse.

Just Published, crown 8vo., cloth, is. 6d.

DENOMINATIONAL STATISTICS of

ENGLAND and WALES. By E. G. RAVEN-

STEIN, F.R.G.S., &c, Topographical and Statistical

Department, War Office.

Crown 8vo., cloth, with Map, 5J.

OUR OCEAN HIGHWAYS.

A CONDENSED ALPHABETICAL GAZETTEER

and TRAVELLERS' HANDBOOK by RAIL and

SEA. for all Chief Cities and Noted Places throughout

the World : giving also the latest Statistical and Com

mercial Information about the various Ports of Depar

ture and of Call connected with the Great Ocean Steam

Lines of Europe and America, with Tabular Lists of

Chief Offices, Rates of Passage, Dates of Sailing

together with Telegraphic, Monetary, and other Tables.

By J. MAURICE DIJMPSEY.

" This is what it truly describes itself to be—a uni

versal route-book by Sea, by Land, and by Rail."—

Atkemeum.

QUEENSLAND.

Just Published, super-royal i6mo., cloth, sj. 6d.

FOUR YEARS in QUEENSLAND.

By E. B. KENNEDY. With Photograph of "A Squat

ter's House," and a Coloured Map (scale, 64 miles to

an inch ; size, 23 inches by 18) ; showing all the latest

Discoveries from Private and other Sources, with the

Agricultural Districts and Gold Fields clearly denned.

" Contains in a small compass a mass of useful sug

gestions to intending emigrants Thoroughly

interesting and readable from beginning to end."—

Examiner.

"The map would do credit to many portly octavos."

—Pall Mall Gazette.

PROPOSED NEW LONDON RAILWAYS, 6-e.

SESSION 1870.

Just Published, in sheet, 2s. id. ; mounted in case, 5J.

STANFORD'S NEW MAP of PROPOSED

METROPOLITAN RAILWAYS, TRAMWAYS,

and MISCELLANEOUS IMPROVEMENTS, for

SESSION 1870; showing also the Sanctioned Lines

and Railways in operation, with a List of the Plans

numbered to correspond with the Map and the Private

Bill Office List ; the Names of the Engineers ; and the

Lengths of the Proposed Lines. (Scale, 3 inches to

a mile ; size, 35 inches by 27.)

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF LONDON.

Nearly ready, folded in cover, 51. ; mounted on cloth in

case, js. id.; on rollers varnished, 91.

STANFORD'S NEW GEOLOGICAL MAP

of LONDON and its ENVIRONS, showing Super

ficial Deposits. Compiled by J. B. JORDAN, Esq.,

of the Mining Record Office, from the published Maps

and Memoirs of the Geological Survey of England and

Wales/and from the Maps and Memoir accompanying

" Reports of the Medical Officer of Privy Council, 1866

and 1867," by R. W. MYLNE, Esq., and W. WHIT-

TAKER, Esq. The Map also shows all the Railways

and Stations, the Principal Roads, &c. (Scale, 1 inch

to a mile ; size, 24 inches by 36.)

New Edition, corrected to the present time, giving all the

latest alterations and additions, 150 Coloured Maps, with

Index, half-bound, 5/. ej.

THE USEFUL KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY'S

ATLAS of MODERN GEOGRAPHY.

Containing Geological and Physical Maps of England

and Wales ; 6 Maps of the Stars, and all the Modern

Maps of the Series, India, North America, &c, being

very fully represented.

LONDON: EDWARD STANFORD,

6 & 7, CHARING CROSS, S.W.

WORKS BY ALEXANDER VANCE.

* ■ ■ ■

Komantic Episodes of Chivalric and

MEDLEVAL FRANCE. Post8va, cloth,

price 6s.

"Mr. Vance has translated specimens of every class of

old romantic literature. In all he has succeeded wonder

fully well in reproduction of the meaning of his original in

graceful, antique style, aptly fitted to the various subjects.

As a book of pleasant pastime, and as a book of solid

teaching, his volume has equal claims to be read ; and this

work must not be the only one in which he seeks to

familiarize his own generation with the plcasantest and

wisest thoughts of the days far distant."—Examiner.

"Mr. Vance has produced a volume which has the

double merit of being pleasant to read, and of introducing

us to a literature of which it is highly worth while to have

at least a general impression. . . . Nordoes it seem out of

?lace to add portions of Montaigne's celebrated Essay on

>eath, and of his Apology for De la Sebonde. They arc

fine specimens of a kind of rhetoric that is now quite out of

date, but is still pleasant to read. The best thing we can

do if we want rhetoric is to read a few pages of a great

rhetorical writer, and here again Mr. Vance has come to

the assistance of his countrymen with about as much

writing on such subjects as the certainty of death and the

littleness of humanity, as most people care to have."—

Saturday Reviezv.

" Mr. Vance translates with uncommon vigour and

wer selections from French romances and memoirs. He

as formed his style on Elizabethan models, and has

achieved a success which may without exaggeration be

compared to that which Mr. Thackeray achieved when he

wrote 'Esmond.'"—Spectator.

" Mr. Vance's style of translation is appropriate: it con

tains English archaisms, and has a general tone of dignified

simplicity which carries back the reader to the sixteenth

century."—Glebe.

" He has had the good taste to alter or suppress all such

phrases and allusions as might be unpleasant to modern

polite ears. As a whole, this work is to be commended for

the way in which it has been executed."—Illustrated

London News.

" Mr. Vance has done his part most creditably."—Dublin,

Univ. Magazine.

"The selected passages are translated fairly well."—

A t/temrum.

"The other extract from Montaigne's 'Apology for De

la Sebonde ' is also of great value—almost beyond praise."—

London Review.

" Mr. Vance has apparently executed his task very well,

and shows a power of imitating the style of our earlier

writers which is really remarkable."—Press.

"This is a volume of uncommon interest. ..the present

season has not produced a book better calculated for

pleasant and instructive reading than ' Romantic Episodes.'

... A large section of the reading public are under deep

obligations for the care with which Mr. Vance has made this

collection."—Observer.

The History and Pleasant Chronicle

OF LITTLE JEHAN DE SAINTRh\

AND OF THE LADY OF THE FAIR

COUSINS. Post 8vo., cloth, price $s. 6d.

"This work gives an excellent idea of the manners and

practices of persons of quality in mediaeval times."—Civil

Service Gazette.

"This curious old chronicle forms a singularly vivid

picture of the mingled simplicity and bombast that pre

vailed in those chivalric times. The translator has suc

ceeded admirably in impartinga medixval tone to his work."

—Westminster Review.

"It is a most readable romance, though we cannot say

that its tendency is of the most purifying and elevating

kind ."—HornHist.

"It has some rare literary merits. The style is naif and

easy as that of Montaigne ; the plot is one of singular

originality, and the author seems to yield as unconsciously

as completely to the opposite influences of his time, so that

we glide rapidly but not abruptly from a region of elevated

sentiment into the lowest abysses of a corrupt society.

Such a book certainly deserved translation. . . We cordially

recommend it to all who will be content to remember that

it is not the purest spirit of chivalry."—Spectator.

The Book of the Knight of Tower,

LANDRY, which he made for the Instruction

ofhis Daughters. Post 8vo., cloth, price ls.6d.

"The work is well worth reading, as indicative of the

curious changes on the surface of morality from the time in

which it was written and the present."—London Review.

Hellenica Sacra: Scripture as Di-

VESTED OFJEWISH INCRUSTATION

8vo., cloth, price 15^. The Introduction to

HELLENICA SACRA to be had separately,

td.

Vox Olamantis ; or, the Fore, the After

RUNNER. Small 410., cloth, price 7*. 6V/.

MOFFAT & CO., LONDON AND DUBLIN.
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JUST PUBLISHED.

Lenormant (K).—A Manual of

THE ANCIENT HISTORY OF THE EAST TO

THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE MEDIAN

WARS. English Edition by E. CHEVALLIER,

Member of the Royal Asiatic Society, London. 2 vols,

Crown 8vo., cloth. Vol. I. The History of the Israel

ites, Egyptians, Assyrians, and Babylonians. $s. 6d.

* Vol. II. The History of the Phoenicians and Cartha

ginians, Medians and Persians, Arabians and Indians,

fitf. 6d. Un the Press.

This Work lias been awarded a Prise by the French

Academy.

" The best proof of the immense results accomplished in

the various departments of philology is to be found in M.

Lenormant's admirable Handbook of Ancient History.

Fifty years ago such a work could not have been published,

and it is not too much to say, that the mass of knowledge

conveyed through the means of inscriptions, both cuneiform

and hieroglyphic, has revolutionised the views one was apt

to form of the gre»t nations which flourished before the

appearance of Christianiry."—Athentrum.

EwalcTs {Prof. H) Introductory

HEBREW GRAMMAR. Translated from the 3rd

German Edition, by the Rev. J. FRED. SMITH,

with the Author's concurrence and corrections. 8vo.,

cloth- 6*.

This smaller Grammar may serve for the necessities of

actual beginners as well as for purely scientific readers, by

giving them a rapid view of the essential subjects of Hebrew

Grammar, and by presenting, briefly but scientifically, :»U

the most essential matters needful to be considered in this

language.

A Table of Contents, Indexes of Texts, and Hebrew

Words have been added to the English Edition.

Geseniuis StudentsHebrewGram-

MAR. From the 20th German Edition of Gesenius's

Hebrew Grammar, as specially prepared and improved

by E. RCEDIGER, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of Oriental

Languages in the University of Berlin, and with his

co-operation translated by B. DAVIES, LL.D., Ph.D.,

of the University of Leipsic, with Reading Book and

Exercises by the Translator. 8vo., cloth, js. 6d.

This edition is superior to all its predecessors, not only

in its getting up, i.e., as to handincss of form and goodness

of paper and type, but also in its Tables and Indexes,

which are fuller and better arranged for ready use.

" The Student *s Hebrew Lexicon?

will appear with all practicable despatch, in most ser

viceable and reliable style, and at a very moderate

price.

ASHER ft CO., 13, BEDFORD STREET, COVENT

GARDEN, W.C.

WOEKS by MATTHEWS DUNCAN,

Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Women in the

Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, &c.

I.

In 1 Vol., fcp. 8vo., cloth, price 6\r.

Qn Perimetritis and Parame-

TRITIS.

From the Athenmum.

" To most readers, even professional readers, the subject

of this book, as indicated by the title, would be dark and

mysterious. But Dr. Duncan is too well known as a

labourer in the field of obstetrics to lead any one to doubt

that he has chosen judicious terms to indicate the diseases

he wishes to describe and treat. These diseases arc outside

ordinary experience, and can only be described by the

practitioner of large experience and acute observation. We

cannot here enter into any detail of them, but those who

are interested in saving the most precious life in the com

munity—-the life of the mother who has just given birth to

offspring—will best understand the value of a treatise

devoted to diseases which are the result of that condition.

We notice this work to say that we think it deserves the

attentive study of all engaged in the treatment of those

diseases to which it,refers."

ir.

In i Vol., demy 8vo., cloth, price i8i\

J^esearehes in Obstetrics.

" There is no department of medical practice that has

served so 'much to diminish human agony and preserve

human life as that to which this volume is devoted."—

Athbn^um.

■ Edinburgh: A. ft C. Black. London: Longmans & Co.

CATALOGUES

ISSUED BY

EDWARD STANFORD,

6 & 7, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, S.W.

1. GENERAL CATALOGUE OF

ATLASES, MAPS, and GLOBES, published or

sold by EDWARD STANFORD. New Edition.

1 .*B00KS.— Selected List of Books,

Pamphlets, &c, published by EDWARD STAN

FORD.

2. ATLASES.—Selected List of General,

Educational, and Special Atlases. [Preparing.

3. ORDNANCE MAPS.—Catalogue of

the Ordnance Maps, published under the superin

tendence of Col. Sir HENRY JAMES, R.E.,

Superintendent of the Ordnance Surveys. Price

6d. ; per Post, yd.

4. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY of GREAT

BRITAIN" and IRELAND.—Catalogue of the

Geological Maps, Sections, and Memoirs of the

Geological Survey of Great Britain and Ireland,

under the superintendence of Sir RODERICK

I. MURCHISON, Bart., Director-General of the

Geological Surveys of the United Kingdom.

5. GEOLOGICAL MAPS in GENERAL.

—Catalogue of the best Geological Maps of various

parts of the World.

6. MAPS of LONDON and its En

virons.

7. USEFUL KNOWLEDGE MAPS.—

Catalogue of Atlases, Maps, and Plans, engraved

under the superintendence of THE SOCIETY

for the DIFFUSION of USEFUL KNOW

LEDGE.

8. ADMIRALTY CHARTS.—Catalogue

of Charts, Plans, Views, and Sailing Directions,

&c, published by order of the Lords Commis

sioners of THE ADMIRALTY. 200 pp., royal

8vo. Price 3J.

9. EDUCATIONAL.—Classified Cata-

logue of Educational Works, Atlases, Maps, Globes,

and School Stationery. 60 pp., demy 8vo. Price

6d. ; per Post, yd. • or sent to any Lady or Gen

tleman engaged in Tuition for One Stamp.

10. EDUCATIONAL.—STANFORD'S

Catalogue and Specimens of School Stationery,

with Lists of Educational Books, Atlases, Maps,

and Globes.

11. SCHOOL PRIZE BOOKS.—List of

Works specially adapted for School Prizes, Awards,

and Presentations.

12. COLONIES and EMIGRATION.—A

List of Publications on the British Colonies and

thcTUnited States, selected from the Stock of

EDWARD STANFORD.

13. BOOKS and MAPS for TOURISTS.—

STANFORD'S Tourist's Catalogue, containing a

List, irrespective of Publisher, of all the best Books

and Maps suitable for the British and Continental

Traveller.

14. LIST of NEWSPAPERS, MAGA

ZINES, PERIODICALS, and ANNUAL PUB

LICATIONS.

15. MILITARY, NAVAL, and OFFICIAL

BOOKS for the ARMY and NAVY.

10. SAMPLES of GENERAL STA

TIONERY, with prices attached.

%* With the exception of Nos. 3, 8, and 9, any of the

above Catalogues can be had gratis, on application ; or per

Post, for One Stamp.

LONDON:

EDWARD STANFORD, 6 & 7, Charing Cross, S.W.,

Agent by Appointment for the Sale of the Ordnance

and Geological Survey Publications, and Admiralty

Charts.

MURRAY'S

STUDENT'S MANUALS.

The Student's Hume ; a History of Eng

land, from the Eatliest Times to the Revolution of 1688.

By DAVID HUME, incorporating the Corrections and

Researches of recent Historians, and continued down to

the year 1868. With 80 Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 71. 6d.

•»* Questions on the " Student's Hume." 121110. 2s.

II.

The'Student's History of France. From

the Earliest Times to the Establishment of the Second

Empire, 185a. With 60 Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7s. 6rf

The Student's History of Greece. From

the Earliest Times to the Roman Conquest. By WM -

SMITH, LL.D. With 100 Woodcuts. Post 8vo

71. id.

*,* Questions on the "Student's Greece." 12010. w.

The Student's History of Rome. From

the Earliest Times to the Establishment of the Empire.

By DEAN LIDDELL. With 100 Woodcuts. Post

8vo. 7*. 6d,

V.

The Student's Gibbon; An Epitome of

the History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman

Empire. By EDWARD GIBBON. With too Wood

cuts. Post 8vo. 71. 6d.

The Student's Old Testament History.

From the Creation to the Return of the Jews from

Captivity. With 50 Maps and Woodcuts. Post 8vo.

7s. (at.

VII.

The Student's New Testament History.

With an Introduction, containing the connection of the

Old and New Testament. With 40 Maps and Wood

cuts. Post 8vo. 7X. 6;/.

VIII.

The Student's Manual of Ancient Geo-

GRAPHY. By the Rev. W. L. BEVAN, M.A. With

200 Maps and Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7*. 6d.

IX.

The Student's Manual of Modern Geo-

GRAPHY, Mathematical, Physical, and Descriptive.

By Rev. W. L. BEVAN. With 150 Maps and Wood

cuts. Post 8vo. 7/. 6a*.

X.

The Student's Manual of the English

LANGUAGE. By G. P. MARSH. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

The Student's Manual of English Litera-

TURE. By T. B. SHAW, M.A. Post 8vo. 7/. 6d.

XII.

The Student's Specimens of English

LITERATURE; Selected from the chief Writers.

By T. B. SHAW, M.A Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

XIII.

The Student's Manual of Moral Philo-

SOPHY. By WILLIAM FLEMING, D.D. Post

8vo. 7*. 6d.

XIV.

The Student's Edition of Blackstone's

COMMENTARIES, adapted to the Present State of

the Law. By Dr. MALCOLM KERR. Post 8vo.

7*. 6d.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

OF

T. & T. CLARK, EDINBURGH.

London : HAMILTON, ADAMS, & CO.

In One vol., Bvo., 900 pp., price 15s.

A TREATISE on the GRAMMAR of

NEW TESTAMENT GREEK, regarded as the basis

of New Testament Exegesis. By Dr. G. B. WINER.

Translated from the German, with large Additions and

full Indices, by Rev. W. F. MOULTON, M.A.,

Classical Tutor, Wesleyan Theological College. Rich

mond, and Prizeman in Hebrew and New Testament

Greek in the University of London.

The additions by the Editor are very large, and will tend

to make this great Work far more useful and available for

English Students than it has hitherto been. The Indices

have been greatly enlarged, and, as all students will admit,

this is of vast importance. Altogether, the publishers do

not doubt that this will be the Standard Grammar of New

Testament Greek.

COMMENTAEY, EXEGETICAL and

CRITICAL, on the ACTS of the APOSTLES. By

the Rev.PATON GLOAG, D.D., Minister of Blantyre.

Two vols., 8vo., air,

ULLMANN(Dr.C)—The SINLESSNESS

of JESUS; an Evidence for Christianity. 8vo.

"We warmly recommend this beautiful work as eminently

fitted to diffuse among those who peruse it a higher appre

ciation of the sinlessness and moral eminence of Christ.

The worlc has been blessed already, and may have its use

also to an English public"—British and Foreign Evan

gelical Review.

FAIRBAIRN ^Principal)—The TYPO-

LOGY of SCRIPTURE, viewed in connection with

the whole series of the Divine Dispensations. Fifth

Edition now ready. Two vols., 8vo., ais.

" One of the most sober, profound, and thorough treatises

which we possess on a subject of great importance in its

bearing on Christian doctrine."—Archdeacon Venison's

Church and State Revinv.

" I now say, no Biblical student should be without Pro

fessor Fairbairn's 'Typology.*"—Dr.S. Lee, lnhis"£vents

and Times 0/ the Visions 0/ Daniel."

Now ready, in imperial 8vo., price 21s. each volume,

LANGE'S COMMENTARIES on the

OLD and NEW TESTAMENTS. Under the Editor

ship of Dr. PHILIP SCHAFF.

COMMENTARY on the BOOK of

GENESIS. One vol. To which is prefixed a Theo

logical and Homiletical Introduction to the old Testa

ment and a Special Introduction to Genesis, &c.

PROVERBS, ECCLESIASTES, and

SONG of SOLOMON. One voL

ROMANS. One Vol.

FIRST and SECOND CORINTHIANS.

One vol.

THESSALONIANS, TIMOTHY, TITUS.

PHILEMON, and HEBREWS. One vol.

PETER, JOHN, JAMES, and JUDE.

One vol.

"Upon the whole the best single exposition that can be

found, comprising all that is essential to a thorough, popular,

and useful work. It treats the Bible as an inspired book ;

yet it is also critical, meeting, and not giving the slip to,

■difficult questions. _ For textual criticism it affords ample

means. Its exegesis is concise and pertinent. The doctrinal

and homiletical parts are handled effectively. It is not

sectarian, but adapted for use in all denominations."—

American Theological Review (Presbyterian).

The _ Commentaries on Matthew, in one vol. ; Mark and

Luke, in one vol. ; and on Acts, in one vol., may be had

uniform with the above, if desired. They are already in

cluded in the Foreign Theological Library.

Just Published, 8vo., cloth, price 3*. 6d.

'J'he Prometheus Vinctus of
jESCHYLUS. Edited from the text of Dindorf, with

English Notes by the Rev. J. S. WATSON, M.A., Head

Master of Stockwell Grammar School.

"Williams & Norgatk, 14, Henrietta St, Covent Garden,

London ; and ao, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Price 3*. 6d., Second Edition, 8vo., cloth,

JTJuripidis Ion Edited with

Notes for Beginners, Questions for Examination, and

An Introduction to the Greek Tragic Metres, by CHARLES

BADHAM, D. D.

Williams & Norgate. 14, Henrietta St, Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

^^ Thjs day is Published, xii.—254 pp., price 6s.

(jhoice and Chance. By the

Rev. WILLIAM ALLEN WHITWORTH, M.A.,

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. Second Edition,

enlarged.

Cambridge : Dkichton, Bfll, and Co.

London : Bell and Daldv, York Street, Covent Garden.

This day is Published, crown 8vo., extra cloth, price 51.

A ids to Contentment. Selected

by JOHN MORRIS, Editor of

Consolation "

'The Book of

Cambridge: Deichton, Bell, and Co.

London : B»ll and Daldv, York Street, Covent Garden.

This day is Published, price 12s.

^\ utobiographic Recollections

of GEORGE PRYME, Esq., MA., sometime

Fellow of Trinity College, Professor of Political Economy

in the University of Cambridge, and M.P. for the Borough.

Edited by his Daughter.

Cambridge : Deichton, Bell, and Co.

London : Bell and Daldv, York Street, Covent Garden.

Crown 8vo., price -js. 6d.

^he Odes of Pindar. Trans-

lated into Englu.h Prose, with Notes and a Preliminary

Dissertation, by F. A. PALEY, M.A., Translator and

Editor of "^Eschylus" &c.

Crown 8vo., price 5$., cloth,

jpiato's Sophistes : a Dialogue

on True and False Teaching. Translated, with Ex

planatory Notes and an Introduction on Ancient and

Modern Sophistry, by R. W. MACK.AY, M.A.

Price 7J. 6d.t crown 8vo.

J>lato's Meno : a Dialogue on

the Nature and Meaning of Education. Translated

from the Greek, with Explanatory Notes and Introduction,

and a Preliminary Essay on the Moral Education of the

Greeks, by R. \V. MACKAY, M.A., Author of "The

TUbingen School and its Antecedents," &c.

WrLLiAMS & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and ao, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

In 1 vol., 8vo., cloth, pp. 840, price 14J.

Qur Great Writers ; a Course

of Lectures upon English Literature, by CHARLES

EDWARD TURNER, Professor of English Literature in

the Imperial Alexander Lyceum, St. Petersburg.

D. Nutt, 270. Strand,

Just Published, price 45s.

A Photographic Fac-simile of

the Celebrated Atlas of ANDREA BIANCO of the

Year 1436, in ten sheets of the size of the original ; with

German Letterpress by OSCAR PESCHEL, in a portfolio.

Also, price 27J.

A Photographic Fac-simile of

FRA MAURO'S MAP of the WORLD of the

YEAR 1457, in four sheets large folio, in a portfolio.

The Originals of the above are preserved in the St.

Marcus Library, at Venice.D. Nutt, 370, Strand.

Now Ready, with an Index, Post 8vo., 7/. 6d.

A Geographical Handbook of

ALL THE KNOWN FERNS, divided into Six

Territorial Divisions ; Compiled from the most recent

Works. By K. M. LYELL.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

In the Press, and shortly to be Published,

BEWICKS' WOODCUTS.
An impression of One thousand eight hundred Woodblocks

engraved, for the most part, by THOMAS and JOHN

BEWICK, with an Introduction, including a Descriptive

Catalogue, by the Rev. T. HUGO, M.A., FTr.S.L, F.S.A.

Among these Cuts will be found the engravings of a large

number of the most celebrated works illustrated by these

Artists, and an unique assemblage of Cuts for Private

Gentlemen, Public Societies and Companies, Amusements,

Newspapers, Shop Cards, Invoices, Bar Bills, and other

miscellaneous purposes. The volumes referred to are in ■

general rare and costly, while of most of the miscellaneous

engravings very few impressions are known to exist. Not

only to Bewick collectors, but to all persons interested in

the progress of Art, and especially of Wood Engraving, this

volume, exhibiting chronologically the works of the Fathers

of that Art in England, cannot fail to be of the highest

interest.

The work, of which only 250 copies will be printed, will

form a large and handsome volume of 500 pages imperial

Juarto. Pnce, to Subscribers forwarding their names to the

'ublishcrs before the end of April, 5 guineas ; to Non-

Subscribers, should any copies remain unsubscribed for on

the day of publication, the price will be 6 guineas.

L. Reeve & Co., 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden.

NEW WORKS

IX

CHURCH HISTORYAND THEOLOGY.

The REVISION of the ENGLISH BIBLE

is the subject of an ARTICLE In the last Ni.mh„ «r

the BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIEW." °

ECCLESIA. Church Problems considered, in

REVNOl n^rTn *$** hy "ENRV ROBERT

KtV NOLDS, D.D. Now ready, in 8™, i*r., cloth

Pn9„rW^TS:r?; P™'!^e Ecclesi,': its Authoritative

principles and its Modern Representations. By fohn

StouKhton, D.O--*. The Idea of the Church regarded in

M A-,0nThe KT,?PmT, ByJ LR^'orf Thomson"

I rLm3'- n Rel'£Z,°f Life and Christian Society. By

to the <&, BroR"",i.B-A--4- The Relation of the thurcr,

to the State. By Eustace Rogers Conder, M.A.—S. The

Forgiveness and Absolution of Sins. By H. R. Reynolds,

I A^t The Doctrine of the Real Presence and of the

Lord s Supper. By R. W. Dale, M.A.-7. The Worship

of the Church By Henry Allon-8. The CongregaS

»' M f th=Fut""=- ByJ Guinness Rogers* I A™

a. Modern Missions and their Results. By J. Mullens, D.D.

The CHURCH of the RESTORATION

By JOHN STOUGHTON, D.D. BeinR Vols ill'

and IV of "The Ecclesiastical History of England "

In a vols., 8vo., 25*., cloth.

Vols. I. and II. may also be had in 8to., »8r., cloth ■ beine

The ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY of

ENGLAND, from the Opening of the Lonz Parlia

ment to the Death of Olivei-Cromwell *

Vol. I—The Church of the Civil Wars.

Vol. II.—The Church of the Commonwealth.

"A markedly fair, charitable, large-minded, and honestlv-

wntten history."—Guardian. '

The HISTORY of the CHURCH in the

EIGHTEENTH and NINETEENTH CENTU

RIES. By K. R. HAGENBACH, D% Pressor

of Iheology in the University of Basle. Translated

by JOHN F. HURST, D.D. In a vol.., 8vo„ 3+f

cloth. » -t—1

The EARLY YEARS OP CHRISTT-

ANITY. By E. DE PRESSENSE, D.D. A Sequel

to Jesus Christ : His Tunes, Life, and Work." 8vo

rar., cloth.

A THIRD EDITION of Dr. PRES-

SENSfi'S JESUS CHRIST: His Times, Life, and

Work, is now ready, crown 8vo., or., cloth.

ECCE DEUS. Essays on the Life and Doctrine

of Jesus Christ. By JOSEPH PARKER, D.D.

fourth and cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo., 5*., cloth.

By the same Author,

A HOMILETIC ANALYSIS of the

GOSPEL ACCORDING to MATTHEW. With an

Introductory Essay on the Life of Jesus Christ, con

sidered as an appeal to the imagination. 8vo., is. M .

cloth. '

"The volume before us, containing St. Matthew, is

thoughtful and suggestive."—Record. ,

The STATE of the BLESSED DEAD.

Advent Sermons. By the Very Rev. HENRY

ALFORD, D.D., Dean of Canterbury. Square i6mo.,

is. 6d., cloth.

SERMONS PREACHED in CHRIST

CHURCH, BRIGHTON. By REV. JAMES

VAUGHAN, M.A., Incumbent. First and Second

Series. Crown 8vo., cloth, 5J. each.

* A volume of excellent sermons. In earnestness of tone

and attractiveness of style, they are far above the average.''

—Church Review.

FILIAL HONOUR of GOD, by Confidence,

Obedience, and Resignation : with Appendices on the

Reward of Grace, and on the Nature of the Cup of

Gethsemanc. By W. ANDERSON, LL.D., Glasgow.

Crown 8vo>, 3*. 6d., cloth.

The PROPHECIES of OUR LORD and

HIS APOSTLES. A Series of Discourses delivered

in the Cathedral Church of Berlin. By W. HOFF

MANN, D.D., Chaplain-in-Ordinary to the King of

Prussia. Crown 8vo., ^s. 6rf., cloth.

" These discourses arc worthy of the highest commend

ation."—Contemporary Review.

LECTURES on the FIRST and SECOND

EPISTLES of PETER. By JOHN LILLIE, D.D.,

Author of " Lectures on the Epistles of St. Paul to the

Thessalonians," &c. With a Preface by PHILIP

SCHAFF, D.D. In 8vo., 12s., cloth.

A METRICAL STUDY of the BOOK of

JOB. By HENRY JOHN MARTEN. Crown 8vo.,

it. 6d., cloth, gilt edges.

LONDON: HODDER & STOUGHTON,

57, Patkknostk* Row.
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MESSRS. RIVINGTON'S LIST.

NEW THEOLOGICAL BOOKS.

A DICTIONARY OF DOCTRINAL AND HISTORICAL THEOLOGY,

by various Writers. Edited by the Rev. JOHN HENRY BLUNT, M.A., F.S. A., Editor of

"The Annotated Book of Common Prayer." Imperial 8vo. Part I. (containing A—K), 2ls.

This is the first portion of the " Summary of Theology and Ecclesiastical History," which Messrs. Rivington propose

to publish as a " Thesaurus Theologicus" for the Clergy and Reading Laity of the Church of England. It consists of

Original Articles on all the important Doctrines of Theology, and on other questions necessary for their further Illustration,

the Articles being carefully written with a view to Modern Thought, as well as a respect for Ancient Authority. The

Dictionary will be completed in Two Parts.

WILLIAMS' (ISAAC) GOSPEL NARRATIVE. A new and uniform Edition

of a Devotional Commentary on the Gospel Narrative. By the Rev. ISAAC WILLIAMS, B.D.,

formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford. Now publishing, in 8 Volumes, crown 8vo., 5-r. each.

OtR Lord's Nativitv.

Olr Lord's Ministry, Second Year.

,, ,, Third Year.

The Holy Week.

Our Lord's Passion.

„ Resurrection. [Ready April i.

Thoughts on the Study of the Holy Gospels. [Ready April 15.

A Harmony of the Four Evangelists. [Ready May 2.

THE FIRST BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER OF EDWARD VI. AND

THE ORDINAL OF 1549; together with the ORDER of the COMMUNION, 1548.

Reprinted entire, and Edited by the Rev. HENRY BASKERVILLE WALTON, M.A., late

Fellow and Tutor of Merton College. With an Introduction by the Rev. PETER GOLD

SMITH MEDD, M.A., Senior Fellow and Tutor of University College. Small 8vo., 6s.

"A volume like this is worth two of Church History. In I thereof. The volume should be in the hands of every mem-

many respects, indeed, it is the subject of history itself ; and ! ber of the Church of England : we may say, it should be in

with Mr. Medd's introduction and Mr. Walton's editorial ■ those of every student of Church History."—Atkemeum.

work we may be said to have both subject and history I

APOSTOLICAL SUCCESSION IN

the Rev. ARTHUR W. HADDAN, B.D.:

of Trinity College, Oxford. 8vo., I2r.

THE POPE AND THE COUNCIL.

the German. 3rd Edition, revised. Crown

'* A profound and learned treatise, evidently the work of '

one of the first theologians of the day, discussing with

the scientific fulness and precision proper to German inves- [

tigation the great doctrinal questions expected to come

before the Council, and especially the proposed dogma of

Papal Infallibility. There is probably no work in existence

that contains at all, still less within so narrow a compass, so

complete a record of the origin and growth of the infallibilist

THE CHURCH of ENGLAND. By

, Rector of Barton-on-the-Heath, and late Fellow

Authorised Translation fromBy Janus.

8vo., 7-r. cV.

theory, and of all the facts of Church history bearing upon

it, and that too in a form so clear and concise as to put the

argument within the reach of any reader of ordinary intelli

gence, while the scrupulous accuracy of the writer, and his

constant reference to the original authorities for every state

ment liable to be disputed, makes the monograph as a whole

a perfect storehouse of valuable information for the historical

or theological student."—Saturday Review.

THE REFORMATION OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND; its

History, Principles, and Results, A.D. 1514.-1547. By JOHN HENRY BLUNT, M.A.,

Vicar of Kennington, Oxford. Second Edition, 8vo., i6j.

"The reader will gladly acknowledge the impartiality of l original sources. We have said that he does not command

treatment and liberality of tone which arc conspicuous in a brilliant style ; but he is by no means a dull writer—on

every page. It is distinctly a learned book. The author is the contrary, he is always readable.somctimesvery interest-

the grouping and

The author is

not a_ second-hand retailer of facts ; he is a painstaking,

conscientious student, who derives his knowledge from

the contrary.

ing, and snows considerable skill

arrangement of his facts."—Times.

-ays

,idcr

THE WITNESS OF ST. PAUL TO CHRIST: being the Boyle Lectures for

1869. With an Appendix, on the Credibility of the Acts, in Reply to the Recent Strictures of

Dr. Davidson. By the Rev. STANLEY LEATHES, M.A., Professor of Hebrew, King's

College, London, and Minister of St. Philip's, Regent Street. 8vo., icxr. 6d.

41 It is impossible to follow the writer step'by step in his I be very valuable to the theological student. Altogether we

elaborate argument, but wc have little doubt that this book | think this volume will take a high place among the Boyle

will be of great service. There is a learned Appendix on Lectures."—John Bull.

* The Credibility of the Acts of " the Apostles," \ which will \

JOHN WESLEY'S PLACE IN CHURCH HISTORY DETERMINED,

with the aid of Facts and Documents unknown to, or unnoticed by, his Biographers. By R.

DENNY URLIN, M.R.I. A., of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law. With new and

authentic Portrait. Small 8vo., 5-r. 6d.

"Wc commend to our readers the lucid and interesting I English Church of the eighteenth century, in a direction

chain of argument by which Mr. Uriin demonstrates his ' different from that taken by the Protestant Reformers, and

proposition, which is at first startling by its novelty, and with a constant regard to the rules and traditions of Catholic

makes it plain that the real place of John Wesley in Church ] antiquity. The author has allowed himself but small space

History 15 that of 'a Church revivalist,' forming, and for his work, but he has done it most effectively, and in a

partly carrying out, a grand design for a renovation of the ' literary style at once forcible and refined."—Examiner.

EGYPT'S RECORD of TIME to the EXODUS of ISRAEL, CRITICALLY

INVESTIGATED : with a comparative Survey of the Patriarchal History and the Chronology

of Scripture ; resulting in the Reconciliation of the Septuagint and Hebrew Computations, and

Manetho with both. By W. B. GALLOWAY, M.A., Vicar of St. Mark's, Regent's Park, and

Chaplain to the Right Hon. Lord Viscount Hawarden. 8vo., 1 5*.

"Demands a very careful perusal and is creditable to I discussed in it with a fulness of knowledge which astonishes

Mr. Galloway's industry. Many subjects and points are | the ordinary reader."—Athena-urn.

NEWMAN'S (J. H.) SERMONS BEARING UPON SUBJECTS OF

THE DAY. Edited by the Rev. W. J. COPELAND, Rector of Famham, Essex. From the

Text of the last Edition published by Messrs. Rivington. Printed uniformly with the "Parochial

and Plain Sermons." With Index of Dates of all the Sermons. Crown 8vo., 5*.

NEW EDUCATIONAL BOOKS.

ARITHMETIC, Theoretical and Practical.

By W. H. GIRDLESTONE, M.A., of

Christ's College, Cambridge, Principal of the

Theological College, Gloucester.

Neiv and Revised Edition. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

Also an Edition for Schools. Small 8vo., y. 6d.

"Wc may congratulate Mr. Girdlestone on having pro

duced a thoroughly philosophical book on this most useful

subject. It appears to be especially suited for older students,

who having been taught imperfectly and irrationally in the

earlier part of their school career, desire to go over the whole

ground again from the beginning; but in the hands of an

intelligent and discriminating teacher it may also bepcrfcctly

adapted to the comprehension of young boys."— Times.

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA.

By J. HAMBLIN SMITH, M.A., Gonvillc

and Caius College. Crown 8vo., 6s.6d.

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.

By the Same Author. Second Edition,

Revised and Enlarged. Crown 8vo., 4s. 6d.

MATERIALS AND MODELS for GREEK

AND LATIN PROSE COMPOSITION.

Selected and arranged by J. Y. SARGENT,

Tutor, late Fellow of Magdalen College,

Oxford ; and T. F. DALLIN, M.A., Fellow

and Tutor of Queen's College, Oxford.

Crown 8vo. [/« the Press.

CLASSICAL EXAMINATION PAPERS.

Edited, with Notes and References, by

P. J. F. GANTILLON, M.A., sometime

Scholar of St. John's College, Cambridge,

Classical Master in Cheltenham College.

Crown 8vo. [/« the Press.

THE ILIAD OF HOMER. Books I.-XII.

From the Text of Dindorf, with Preface and

Notes, byS.H. REYNOLDS, M.A., Fellow

and Tutor of Brazenose College, Oxford.

Crown 8vo., 6f.

H. A. TAINE.

Edited, with English Notes and Introductory

Notice, by HENRI VAN LAUN, Master

of the French Language and Literature at the

Edinburgh Academy. Being the Second

Volume of Selections from Modern French,

Authors. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.

HONORE DE BALZAC.

With English Notes and Introductory Notice,

by the same Editor. Being the first Volume

of Selections from Modern French Authors.

Crown 8vo., Jr. 6if.

DEAN ALFORD's GREEK TESTAMENT.

With English Notes, intended for the Upper

Forms of Schools, and for Pass-men at the

Universities. Abridged by BRADLEY H.

ALFORD, M.A., late Scholar of Trinity

College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo., 10s. 6d.

A PLAIN AND SHORT HISTORY OF

ENGLAND FOR CHILDREN : in Letters

from a Father to his Son. With a Set of

Questions at the end of each Letter. By

GEORGE DAVYS, D.D., late Bishop of

Peterborough. New Edition, with Twelve

coloured Illustrations. Square crown Svo.,

y.6d. A cheap Edition for Schools. i8mo.,

is. 6d.
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"Royal Institution of Great

BRITAIN.

ALBEMARLE STREET, PICCADILLY, W.

LECTURE ARRANGEMENTS AFTER EASTER, 1870.

(Lecture Hour, Three O'clock.)

Subscribers of Two Guineas are admitted to all the Courses.

PROFESSOR BLACK1E, F.R.S.E. Four Lectures.

On the Principles of Moral and Political Philo

sophy. On Tuesdays, April 26th to May 17th. Subscrip

tion, Half-a-Gninea.

PROFESSOR TYNDALL, LL.D., F.R.S. Seven

Lectures. On Electric Phenomena and Theories.

On Thursdays, April 28th to June 9th. Subscription,

One Guinea.

PROFESSOR ROBERT GRANT, LL.D., F.R.S.

Seven Lectures. On the Astronomy of Comets. On

Saturdays, April 30th to June nth. Subscription, One

Guinea.

PROFESSOR SEELEY. Three Lectures. On His

tory. On Tuesdays, May 24th, 31st, and June 7th. Sub

scription, Half-a-Guinea.

The Friday Evening Meetings will re-commence on April

29th (Professor Blackie : " Interpretation of PopularMyths"!.

The succeeding Discourses will probably be given by R.

A. Proctor, Esq., Canon Moseley, Professor Williamson,

Principal Dawson, Professor Max Muller, and Professor

Odling.

To the Friday Evening Meetings, Members and their

Friends only are admitted.

Gentlemen desirous of becoming Members are requested

to apply to the Secretary.

New Members can be proposed at any Monthly Meet

ing. When proposed, they are admitted to all the Lectures,

to the Friday Evening Meetings, and to the Library and

Reading Rooms ; and their Families are admitted to the

Lectures at a reduced charge. Payment :—First year, Ten

Guineas : afterwards, Five Guineas a year ; or a composi

tion of Sixty Guineas.

Prospectuses (when prepared) may be had in the hall.

April, 1870. H. BENCE JONES, Hon. Sec.

"University College, London.

TUESDAY EVENING LECTURES.

The FOURTH LECTURE of the SERIES will be

delivered on APRIL 12, by Sir EDWARD S. CREASY.

Subject—" Poetry."

The subsequent Lectures will be as follows :—

Fifth Lecture, May 10, by E. J. Poyntkr, Esq., A.R.A.

Subject—*' Realism and Beauty."

Sixth Lecture. June 14, by Professor C Cassal. Subject

—'* French Literature and Liberty." (This Lecture will be

delivered In French.)

Tickets, which are transferable, and will admit cither

ladies or gentlemen, may be obtained at the office of the

College, 23-. 6d. each. The proceeds will be paid over to the

fund now being raised for erecting the south wing of the

College-

JOHN ROBSON, B.A.,

Secretary to the Council.

FTniversity College, London.

MATRICULATION EXAMINATION, UNI-

VERSITY OF LONDON, JUNE. 1870.

PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

Professor G. C. FOSTER, F.R.S., will begin his

SUMMER COURSE of about Thirty Lectures on the

Elements of Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Pneumatics, and

Optics, on Monday, April 4th, at 1 p.m. Fee, 3/. 13*. 6d.

Professor WILLIAMSON'S SUMMER Matriculation

COURSE of CHEMISTRY will commence on Wednes

day, April 6th, at 11 a.m., and will consist of about Forty

Practical and Oral Lessons. Fee, including cost of materials

and apparatus, 4/. 4J.

Prospectuses containing fuller information respecting these

and other classes suitable for Students preparing for the

Matriculation Examination may be had on application at

the Office of the College.

JOHN ROBSON, B.A.,

Secretary to the Council.

A I'tists' General Benevolent

""" INSTITUTION.

Incorporated by Royal Charter,

For the Relief of Distressed Artists, their Widows and

Orphans.

President—SIR FRANCIS GRANT, P.R.A.

The FIFTY-FIFTH ANNUAL FESTIVAL, in aid of

the Funds of this Charity, will take place on SATURDAY,

the 7th of May, in WILLIS'S ROOMS, St. James's, at

Six o'clock. J

His Grace the DUKE of ARGYLL in the Chair.

Stezvards :

T. H. A. Poynder, Esq.

Val. C. Prinsep, Esq.

G. Richmond, Esq., R.A-

J. L. Rutlcy, Esq.

James Sant, Esq., R.A.

Adam Scott, Esq.

Marcus Stone, Esq.

G. A. Storey, Esq.

George Shalders, Esq.

F. W. Topham. Esq.

E. M. Ward, Esq.,R.A.

Henry Weigall, Esq.

William Agnew, Esq.

F. B. Harwell. Esq.

Robert W. Edis, Esq.

Henry Evill, Esq.

W. P. Frith, Esq., R.A.

Henry Graves, Esq.

J. P. Hcseltine. Esq.

A. F. Jackson, Esq.

Thomas Johnson, Esq.

Edwin Long, Esq.

Charles Lutyens, Esq.

Thomas M'Lean, Esq.

%* Tickets, including Wines, One Guinea : to be had of

the Stewards, and the Assistant-Secretary, from whom all

particulars relating to the Institution may be obtained.

JOHN EVERETT MILLAIS, R.A., Hon. Sec.

FREDERIC W. MAYNARD, Assistant-Secretary.

24, Old Bond Street, W.

T?oyal Literary Fund.—The

EIGHTY-FIRST ANNIVERSARY DINNER

of the CORPORATION will take place in WILLIS'S

ROOMS, on Wednesday, May nth, the Right Hon. Lord

DUFFERIN and CLANDEBOYE, K.P., in the Chair.

The Stewards will be announced in future advertisements.

4, Adelphi Terrace, W.C.OCTAVIAN BLEWITT, Sec.

ftid House, Sidmouth.—The

Course of Study at this School is that prescribed for

Matriculation at the London University. Easter Term will

commence May and. Mr. TERRELL, Principal.

^he Academy may be obtained

at the following booksellers

Berlin—Asher & Co.

Brussels—MuQl'ARDT.

Florence—E. Goodban

Frankfort— C JiiGEL.

Geneva—H. G'eokg.

Leiptic—A. DUrr.

Milan—Arta r 1 a .

Moscow—\. Df.ubner.

Naples—Mrs. Dohant.

Paris—Galignani & Co.

,, Xavihr & Boyveau.

Rome—]. Simthovrr.

Rotterdam—H. A. Kramers.

St.Petersburgh—\. Issakoff.

Stockholm—Samson & Co.

Vienna—Gerold & Co-

New York—

Wilms* Sc Rogers.

'm* Books for Review may be sent to Messrs. Williams

and Norgate, Mr. D. Nutt, or Messrs. Truhnhr.

JjuFHlTl"ScnooirMlddresex:

Head Mastcr-R. F. WEYMOUTH, D.Lit., Fellow of

University College, London.

The NEXT TERM will COMMENCE on MONDAY,

MAY g.

(Jeltic Languages.—A Com-

mittee has been formed for the Endowment of a PRO

FESSORSHIP of the CELTIC LANGUAGES in con

nexion with the Royal Irish Academy, :md as a MEMORIAL

of the Rev. Dr. TODD, S.F. Trin. Coll., Dublin, F.S.A.

sometime President of the R. I. Academy.

This Foundation is intended to preserve the scientific

knowledge of the Irish Language, and will further the eluci

dation of Irish, Welsh, Scottish, and other Celtic MSS.

The Subscriptions already amount to about 800/. Con

tributions received by Sir William Tite, MP., F.R.S.,

V.P.S A., 42, Lowndes Square, S.W., and William Chappell,

Esq., F.S.A., Local Hon. Treasurers for London : by the

Hon. Treasurers, W. H. Hardinge, Esq., Tr. R.I. A, and

J. T. Gilbert, Esq., F.S.A. (addressed as below) : or may

be lodged to the credit of "The Todd National Memorial

Fund," at the Bank of Ireland, or the London and West

minster Bank, or at any of their branches.

By order of the Committee,

WILLIAM REEVES, D.D., LL.D., M.R.I.A. \ ,T
HENRY BROOKE DOBBIN, LL.B. \il l'

JOHN RIBTON GARSTIN,M.A.,M.R.LA.,F.S.A. \ ^ecs'

Royal Irish Academy House, Dublin.

j^amuel P. Eagleton, LL.D.,
Sedgley, Staffordshire, receives Five Pupils, not under

14- years of age, and prepares them for the Military and

Civil Service Examinations, and for University Scholar.ihips.

Inclusive Terms, 105/. per annum.

j^iteraiy.—Acompetent Critic,
well acquainted with general English Literature,

wishes for an Engagement to Review Works for a respectable

Newspaper or other Periodical, or to write Essays, Leaders,

Talcs, &c.—Address, "W. N.," Messrs. Cavell and Drys-

dai.e, 5, Gray's Inn Place, W.C.

~ TO BOOK-BUYERS. "

^attali & Bond's Catalogue,

comprising 1000 Valuable English and Foreign

Books, in all Classes of Literature; with an APPENDIX

of 300 Works on Botany, Agriculture, and Gardening, is

now ready, post free for two stamps.—23, Bedford Street,

Covcnt Garden, W.C. Libraries Purchased or Valued.
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SIR GEORGE RAMSAY'S NEW WORK.

Now ready, small 8vu., 3*. 6d., cloth,

Ontology; or, Things Existing.

^^^ By Sir GEORGE RAMSAY, Bart., Author of

" Instinct and Reason," etc.

London: James Walton, 137, Gowct Street.

A B C Patent Despatch Box.

"^^ TENNER and KNEWSTUIl'S newly-invented

Patent A B C, and 1, 2, 3, Despatch Boxes. 'General con

venience, ready access to papers, and methodical arrange

ment.*—Post. 'Will meet especially the requirements of

literary, legal, and official persons.'—Star, 'A boon to all

lovers of order.'—Illustrated London AVtuj. 'A great

improvement in the constructionof despatch boxes.'—Record.

' I'-very part ha-t its own merit.*—Athenaum. * Entitles the

inventors to the gratitude of all who keep their papers in

order."—Times. Price from ioj. 6d.

The ELGIN WRITING CASE, invented by Jenner

and Kncwstub, price from One Guinea in morocco. *The

invention is a most useful one. Some honour belongs to the

inventors.'— Times. Illustrated Lists post free.

Jenner and Knewstub, to the Queen, Dressing Case

Makers, Heraldic Stationers, Engravers, and Die Sinkers.

Designs for Dies made without charge. 33, St. James's

Street, and 66, Jermyn Street.

T^odrigues.—Monograms,

ARMS, CRESTS, and ADDRESSES Designed

and Steel Dies Engraved as Gems.

RUSTIC, GROTESQUE, COMIC, and ECCENTRIC

MONOGRAMS artistically designed for any combination

of letters.

NOTE PAPER and ENVELOPES stamped in colour,

relief, and brilliantly illuminated in Gold, Silver, and

Colors, in the highest stvle of art.

STATIONERY, ACCOUNT BOOKS, and every re

quisite for the Writing Table of the best quality.

A VISITING CARD PLATE, elegantly engraved,

and 100 SUPERFINE CARDS printed for 4*. 6//.

BALL PROGRAMMES and DINNEft CARTES of

new designs arranged, printed, and stamped with Arms,

Crest, or Address, in the latest fashion.

At HENRY RODRIGUES*

(Stationer, Heraldic Designer, and Engraver

To the Royal Family!,

4a, PICCADILLY. LONDON, W.

Bank of Australasia.

iNCORTORATRn 1 835.

4, THREADNEEDLE STREET. LONDON.

PAID-UP CAPITAL, ;£i,2oo,ooo.

Guarantee Flnd, ,6210,247.

fetters of Credit and Bills

are GRANTED on the Branches of the Bank in

Australia and New Zealand.

Bills are Negotiated and sent for Collection.William Mill, ken, Secretary.

ever~1weetT

"Piesse and Lubin's Rare and
PRECIOUS PERFUMIS. — 3,000 varieties of

Scents, refined Soaps, Sachets, Odorous Waters, Ladies'

Toilet Requisites, Pomades, Oils, Hair Washes, Dentifrices,

Cologne, Complimentary and Wedding Presents, Fountains,

Music, Odour, &c. Shippers supplied in bond. Price List

free.—Office. 2, New Bond Street, London.

Indigestion.—The Medical

Profession adopts MORSON'S PREPARATION

OF PEPSINE as the true Remedy. Sold in Bottles and

Boxes from 2J., by all Pharmaceutical Chemists and the

Manufacturers, Thomas Mokson & Son, 124, Southampton

Row, Russell Square, London.

"Rreakfast—--Epps's Cocoa.

GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

The Civil Servict Gazette remarks :—" By a thorough

knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations

of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of

the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has

provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills."

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only in

41b., +Ib., and ilb. tin-lined packets, labelled:—

JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

"lam happy to say that Dr. LOCOCK'S "WAFERS

are all they are represented to be. I have a Child

who was affected in the Lungs (for 10 years), and

they are the only thing that have done him any

good."

The alfez'e isfrom Mr. D. Verrent, Coastguard, near

Jlfountcharlcs, Donegal.

DR. LOCOCK'S

PULMONIC WAFERS

Miscellaneous Books-English and Foreign.

Pour Days' Sale.

]yfessrs. Puttick and Simpson

will sell by AUCTION at their House, 47, Leices

ter Square, W.C., on Monday, April nth. and three

fallowing days, MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS, including

the Library of a Gentleman, deceased, amongst which will

be found Musee Francais ct Musce Royalc, 6 vols.—Royal

Gallery of British Art — Cuvier et St. Hilaire Hintoire

Naturelle des Mamiferes, 4 vols, half morocco-Anderson's

Royal Genealogies, fine copy—Shakespeare's Comedies,

Histories and Tragedies, Second Edition (imfft.) 1633—

Penny Cyclopaedia, 27 vols.—Irish Archaeological Society's

Publications, 8 vols.— Dodslcy's Annual Register, too vols.

half russia—Quarterly Review, 114 vols., half ritrsia—

Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopaedia, i^j vols—Knight's Gallery

or Portraits, 7 vols.—Dryden's Works, by Sir W. Scott,

t8 vols, calf jr/(7—Swift's Works, by Sir W. Scott, 19

vols. MISCELLANEOUS LAW BOOKS, the Library

of a Barrister, deceased. — Beavan's Chancery Reports

15 vols. — Vescy's Chancery Reports, 20 vols. — Hare's

Chancery Reports, 9 vok. Oriental Literature—Engrav

ings—Drawings, &c.

Catalogues on receipt of two stamps.

Duplicate, and Surplus Copies from a very celebrated

Library.

]\/Jessrs. Puttick and Simpson

will sell by Auction, at their House, 47, Leicester

Square, W.C., very shortly, an important COLLECTION"

of BOOKS, consisting of upwards of 7,000 volumes of

Duplicates and Surplus Copies from a very celebrated

library. Many of the books were originally in the libraries

of those eminent scholars, Stephen Baluzius, J. B. Carp-

sovius, and Lud. Capcllus and comprise works of great

rarity and in beautiful condition.

Catalogues are preparing. __^

CHUBB'S NEWTaTENT SAFES,

Steel-plated with Diagonal Bolts, to resist Wedges, Drills,

and Fire. Lists of Prices, with 130 Illustrations, of all

sizes and qualities, of CHUBB'S SAFES, STRONG

ROOM DOORS, and LOCKS, sent free by

CHUBB & SON,

57, St. Paul's Churchyard, London.

Just Published, price is. 6tl.. by post, ir. yd.

"Proposals for the Illumination

OF BEACONS AND BUOYS. By THOMAS

STEVENSON, M.I.C.E., author of "Construction of

Harbours," &c.

Edinburgh : Adam & Charles Black.

Nearly ready, crown 8vo.

HThe Man with the Iron Mask.

By MARIUS TO PIN. Translated and Edited by

HENRY VIZETELLY, Author of "The Story of the

Diamond Necklace."

Smith, Elder, & Co., 15, Waterloo Place.

Nearly ready, small crown 8vo.

Qt. Paul and Protestantism ;

with an Introduction on PURITANISM and the

CHURCH of ENGLAND. By MATTHEW ARNOLD.

Smith, Elder, & Co., 15, Waterloo Place.

Just Published, with Illustrations, 1 vol., 8vo., i6>.

"Round about Piccadilly and

PALL MALL ; or, a Ramble from the Haymarket

to Hyde Park. A Retrospect of the various Changes that

have occurred in the Court End of London. By HENRY

B. WHEATLEY.

Smith, Elder, & Co., 15, Waterloo Place.

Just Published, with 10 Coloured Views from Sketches

made in the Country, and a Map, demy 8vo., iZs.

J^econnoitring in Abyssinia.

A Narrative of the Proceedings of the Reconnoitring

Party prior to the Arrival of the Main Body of the Expe

ditionary Field Force. By Colonel H. St. CLAIR

WILKINS. R.E., Aide-de-Camp to the Queen, Command

ing Engineer Abyssinian Expeditionary Force, etc.

Smith, Elder, & Co., 15, Waterloo Place.

New Edition, small crown 8vo.

T^ssays Written in the Inter-

"^ VALS of BUSINESS; to which is added, AN

ESSAY on ORGANIZATION in DAILY LIFE. By

the Author of " Friends in Council."

Smith, Elder, & Co., 15, Waterloo Place.

J>elican Life Insurance

COMPANY,

Established in 1797.

70, Lombard Street, City, and 57, Charing Cross

Westminster.

Directors.

Henry R. Brand, Esq., m.p.

Octavius E. Coope, Esq.

John Coope Davis, Esq.

Henry Farquhar, Esq.

Charles E. Goodhart, Esq.

Jas. A. Gordon, Esq-, m.d.

F.R.S.

Kirkman D. Hodgson, Esq.

Henry L. Holland, Esq.

Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., m.p.,

F.R.S.

John Stewart Oxley, Esq.

Benjamin Shaw, Esq.

M. Wyvill, Jun., Esq.

FINANCIAL POSITION.

Total Amount Insured, with Bonus Additions.. ,63,007,431

Liability on the same, at 3 per cent. Interest... 846,712

Accumulated Funds 1,237,253

Annual Revenue from Premiums jC92> 787

„ from I ntcrcst £, 57, 163

149.950

The whole invested in Government, Real, and other first-

class Securities, in addition to which the Assured have the

guarantee of a large and wealthy proprietary.

For Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal apply at the

Offices as above, or to the Agents of the Company.

ROBERT TUCKER, Secretary and Actuary.

^cottish Provident Institution.

EDINBURGH—6, St. Andrew Square.

LONDON—18, King William Street, E.C.

In this Society alone, members can assure with right to

share in whulc profits at moderate premiums.

In other offices they may assure at rates as low, but with

out any prospect of additions : or they may obtain the right

to profits, but only by payment of excessive rates.

TRANSFER OF ASSURANCES.

From its very moderate rates this Society is peculiarly

suited to the case of those who may have reasons for discon

tinuing their policies and assuring afresh in an Office of

undoubted stability. Even after several years this may be

effected without much (if any) pecuniary loss.

REALISED FUNDS, from accumulation of Premiums

alone, above ,£1,500,000—the increase in 1868 being no less

than ;£i 33,000.

SUBSISTING ASSURANCES, ^6,500,000.

For full information as to INVESTMENTS see the

Annual Reports, of which Copies may be had on appli

cation.

The" Insurance Register" (Kent and Co., London) gives

inquirers the means of judging as to the financial position of

the various offices. The facts there brought together show

that no Office gives evidcuces of greater progress or stability

than the

SCOTTISH PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.

"Rock Life Assurance

rive Instant Relief of CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA,

COUGH, and all disorders oj the breath and lungs.

TO SINGERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS

They are invaluable for clearing and strengthening the

Voice, and have a pleasant taste.

Price is. lid., at. gd.t and 4s. 6d. per Box. Sold by all

Chemists.

COMPANY.

Established A. D. i3o6.

No. 15, New Bridge Street, Blackfriars, London, E.C.

Directors.

P. Bidder, Esq.

G. Dodson, Esq., M.p.

A. Freeman, Esq.

A. Fuller, Esq.

Goddard, Esq.

Hudson, Esq., F.R.S.

Kelk, Esq.

Laurence, fcsq.

H. Longden, Esq.

Lieut-General Sir G. St. P.

Lawrence, K.cs.i.. OB.

C. T. Lucas, Esq.

J. D. Magens, Esq.

C. Riva*. Esq.

W. B. Towse, Esq.

H. Tritton, Esq.

S. H. Twining, Esq.

The Rock Life Assurance Company, which has been

established upwards of HALF A CENTURY, has an

ACCUMULATED FUND of more than THREE MIL

LIONS STERLING, invested in Mortgages on Land, and

other first-class securities :—

£ s. d.

Viz., on the 20th of August, 1868 3,172,604 15 S

Sum Assured, inclusive of Bonus Additions,

at that date 5.380,750 2 xi

Estimated Liability thereon (Northampton

Table of Mortality, 3 per cent, interest).. 1,481,5^9 ° 4

That is less thanone-lialfthe Fund invested.

Total Amount of Bonus Additions made to

Policies 2,895,059 19 9

Amount of Profits divided for the Seven

Years ending 20th August, 1868 532.8!>9 7 8

Annual Income 314,367 14 3

Total Claims paid, inclusive of Bonus

Additions 6,627,044 7 7

Copies of the Annual Reports and Balance Sheets, as well

as of the Periodical Valuation Accounts, Tables of Rates,

and every information to be obtained on application.

JOHN RAYDEN, Actuary.

H. W. PORTER, Sub-Actuary.
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MUDIE'S

SELFXT LIBRARY.

FIRST-CLASS SUBSCRIPTION,

FOR A CONSTANT SUCCESSION OF THE BEST

NEW BOOKS,

ONE GUINEA FEB ANNUM.

The Names or New Subscribers are Entered Daily.

BOOK SOCIETIES SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL

TERMS.

Prospectuses postage-free on application.

THE LONDON BOOK SOCIETY,

IN CONNECTION WITH

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBKABY.

Mudie's Library Messengers deliver the New Books

at the Residences of Subscribers in every part of London

and the immediate neighbourhood, on a plan which has

given general satisfaction for many years.

The Names of New Subscribers are Entered Daily.

Prospectuses postage-free on application.

CHEAP BOOKS-NOTICE.

Purchasers of Books for Public or Private Libraries,

Secretaries of Book Clubs and Institutions, Merchants,

Shipping Agents, and others, are respectfully invited to

apply for the New Edition of

MUDIE'S CLEAEANCE CATALOGUE for APRIL.

This Catalogue contains more than One Thousand Popular

Books at the lowest current prices.

*»* All the Books in Circulation, or on Sale, at Mudie's

Srlect Library may also be obtained with the least possi

ble delay by all Subscribers to Mudie's Manchester

Library, Cross Street, Manchester ; and (by order) from all

Booksellers in connection with the Library.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY,

NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

City Office, 4, King Street, Cheai'SIDe.

Now Ready, demy Zvo., 1S1 //., sewed y. 6d.t cloth 5s.

WITNESS TO GOD : a Prize Essay.

Being the Essay to which an additional Bur-

NEY PRiZEivas awarded 1868. ByCHARLES

J. PARKER, B.A., Trinity College, Cam

bridge, Curate of Saint Peter and Sa'lnt Paul,

Wisbech.

Now Ready, }rd Series, completes tlie Work,

THE

FEN & MABSHLAND CHURCHES,

With Historical and Architectural descriptive

Notes and Photographic Illustrations. 3 vols.,

4to. Cloth, 3/. i6j. ; half-calf or morocco,

5/. 5-r. ; whole calf or morocco, 6/. 6s.

"The work is one of great archaeological and artistic

merit."—Eastern Morning News.

" A very pretty volume."—Pall Mall Gazette.

" Every architect and artist will view the work with inte

rest."—Building News.

" A very useful and interesting book of reference."—

Builder.

STARLIGHT, and other Poems. By

Walton Lewes (Rev. J. Bowen), inscribed

to John Couch Adams, Esq., M.A., the dis

coverer of the Planet Neptune. Crown 8vo.,

122 pp., 3-r. 6d.

" It is a volume of very fresh and admirable verse by Mr.

Walton Lewes, entitled Starlight. The author, who has

considerable learning, 'sweetness' as well as Might,' in his

verses reconciles science with scripture, and in some reso

nant and very fine lines defends the orthodox faith. The

after- part of the volume, with some Greek and Latin poems,

translations, and epigrams, will be the most read in these

days."—Publisher? Circular, Dec. 8, 1869.

LENT. The Words spoken by Christ

OUR LORD UPON THE CROSS, being

Seven Sermons, by Rev. Canon Hopkins,

Vicar of Littleport. Cloth, 2s. (><i.

WISBECH: LF.ACH& SON. LONDON: SIMPKIN,

.MARSHAL! , and CO. ,'

Important Works in Philosophy, &c,

PUDLISHED BY

TRUBNER & CO.

BENEDICT DE SPINOZA.

BENEDICT DE SPINOZA; his Life, Correspondence,

and Ethics. By R WILLIS. M.D. 21s.

TRACTATUSTHEOLOGICO-POLITICUS. Translated

from the Latin, ior. (xi.

A LETTER EXPOSTULATORY to a CONVERT.

From the Latin. 6d.

GOTTHOLD EPHRAIM LESSHIG.

LETTERS on BIBLIOLATRY. From the German, 5*

NATHAN THE WISE. A Dramatic Poem. From the

German. 5s. .

W. R. OREO.

POLITICAL PROBLEMS for OUR AGE and COUN-

I RY Dcrny 8vo., pp. 343, cloth. 101. id.

LITERARY and SOCIAL JUDGMENTS, and Edition.

IIS.

THE CREED of CHRISTENDOM. 2nd Edition. 6s

TRUTH versus EDIFICATION. 11

WHY ARE WOMEN REDUNDANT? if.

FRANCIS W. NEWMAN.

MISCELLANIES, ACADEMICAL and HISTORICAL.

•js. 6d.

PHASES of FAITH; or, Passages from the History of

my Creed. 3*. 6d.

THE SOUL, ITS SORROWS, and ITS ASPIRATIONS

v- 6d.

A HISTORY of the HEBREW MONARCHY from

the Administration of Samuel to the Babylonish Cap

tivity. Ss. 6d.

LOUIS BUCHNER.

FORCE and MATTER. Edited from the 8th German

Edition of " Kraft and Stoff." js. 6d.

JAMES CRANBROOK.

CREDTBILTA ; or, Discourses on Questions of Christian

Faith. 35. bd.

THE FOUNDERS of CHRISTIANITY; or, Discourses

upon the Origin of the Christian Religion. Ss.

LEIGH HUNT.

THE RELIGION of the HEART. A Manual of Faith

and Duty. 6*.

J. G. FICHTE.

THE POPULAR WORKS of JOHANN GOTTLIEB

I'ICHTE. From the German. 2 vols. aox.

THE SCIENCE of KNOWLEDGE. From the German.

Ss. 6d.

THE SCIENCE of RIGHTS. From the German. Ss. 6d.

THE VOCATION of MAN. 4s.

THE VOCATION of a SCHOLAR. 21.

ON THE NATURE of the SCHOLAR, and ITS

MANIFESTATIONS. 3s.

THE CHARACTERISTICS of the PRESENT AGE. 6s.

THE WAY TOWARDS a BLESSED LIFE ; or, the

Doctrine of Religion. 5s.

MEMOIR of FICHTE. By W.SMITH. 4*.

J. P. F. RICHTER.

HESPERUS : or, Forty-five Dog-post Days. A Biography,

from the German. 2 vols. 21J.

LEVANA: or, the Doctrine of Education. From the

German. tor.

TITAN: a Romance. From the German. 2 vols. 184.

FLOWER. FRUIT, and THORN PIECES ; or, the

Married Life, Death, and Wedding of the Advocate of

the Poor, Firmian Stanislaus Sicbenkas. 2 vols. 21J.

VICTOR COUSIN.

THE PHILOSOPHY of KANT. or.

ELEMENTS of PSYCHOLOGY. From the French. 7s.

AUGUSTE COMTE.

POSITIVE PHILOSOPHY. 2 vols. i6>.

THE CATECHISM of POSITIVE RELIGION. 6s. 6d.

A GENERAL VIEW of POSITIVISM. &s.6d.

LUDWIG FEUERBACH.

THE ESSENCE of CHRISTIANITY. From the Ger

man, lor. 6d.

GEORGE GROTE.

REVIEW of the WORK of Mr. JOHN STUART MILL,

entitled " Examination of Sir William Hamilton's Phi

losophy." 3J. 6d.

JOHN STUART MILL.

AUGUSTE COMTE and POSITIVISM. 6s.

BISHOP COLENSO.

NATAL SERMONS. Series of Discourses. First Scries,

js. 6d. Second Series, y.

J. P. LESLEY.

MAN'S ORIGIN and DESTINY, tor. 6d.

THOMAS INMAN.

ANCIENT FAITHS EMBODIED IN ANCIENT

NAMES. 2 vols. 3<\

H. STONE LEIGH.

THE RELIGION of the WORLD. 2*.6<»'.

JAMES NISBET & COMPANY'S

PUBLICATIONS.

No. LXXV., price 31. 6J.

The British and Foreign Evangelical

REVIEW for APRIL.

In the press, post 8vo., cloth,

The Atonement ; in its Relations to the

S2y££ANT- lhe PRIESTHOOD, and the INTER-

fA^i0^ of 0UR LORD. By the Rev. HUGH

MARTIN, Edinburgh.

Post 8vo., 6s., cloth.

The Scriptural Account of the Creation

VINDICATED by the TEACHING of SCIENCE.

By the Rev. WILLIAM PAUL, D.D., Banchory.

Third Edition, post 8vo., js. 6d., cloth,

The Life of the late James Hamilton, D.D.,

F.L.S. By the Rev. WILLIAM ARNOT, Edinburgh.

With Portrait.

v.

Fourth Edition, crown 8vo.,6j., cloth,

Memoir of the late Eev. William C. Burns,

M.A., Missionary to China. By Professor ISLAV

BURNS, D.D., Glasgow. With Portrait.

VI.

Crown 8vo., 4?. 6d., cloth,

China and the Gospel. By the Rev.

WILLIAM MUIRHEAD, of the London Missionary

Society.

vir.

Crown 8vo., 2s., cloth.

Clouds and Light. By Rose La Touche.

VIII.

Crown 8vo., 35. 6d., cloth,

Bloomfield. A Tale by the Author of

" John Knox and his Times," etc.

Post 8vo., 6s., cloth,

A Second Series of Sermons preached at

KING'S LYNN. By the late Rev. E. L. HULL, B.A.

x.

Second Edition, crown 8vo., 5s., cloth,

The Lord's Prayer. Lectures by the Rev.

ADOLPH SAPHIR, B.A., Greenwich.

XI.

Post 8vo., tor., cloth. Cheap Edition, crown 8vo.,

31. 6d., cloth,

The Life of the late Eev. Dr. Marsh,

Rector of Beddington. By hi« Daughter, the Author

of " Memorials of Captain Hcdley Vicars," etc. With

Portrait.

XII.

Demy 8vo., ior., cloth,

The Darwinian Theory of the Transmu-

TATION OF SPECIES EXAMINED. By a

Graduate of the University of Cambridge.

XIII.

Crown 8vo., 3*. 6d., cloth,

Days and Nights in the East ; or, Illus-

TRATIONS of BIBLE SCENES. By the Rev.

HORATIUS BONAR, D.D.

Crown 8vo., 3*. 6d., cloth,

Land and Sea. By P. H. Gosse, F.R.S.,

Author of "The Romance of Natural HUtory."

XV.

Crown 8vo., 3*. 6d., cloth,

Byeways in Palestine. By James Finn,

Esq., M.R.A.S., late H.M. Consul of Jerusalem and

Palestine.

London: TRUBNER & CO., 60, Paternoster Row.

LONDON : JAMES NISBET & CO.,

at, BERNERS STREET, W.
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New Clarendon Press Books.

188, Fleet Street, April g, 1870.

SMITH'S WEALTH of NATIONS : An

Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of

Nations. By ADAM SMITH, LL.D. Edited, with

Notes, by Professor ROGERS. 2 vols., 8v... with

Portrait, au. [This day.

FORMS of ANIMAL LIFE. Being Out-

lines of Zoological Classification based upon Anatomical

Investigation and Illustrated by Descriptions of Speci

mens and of Figures. By GEORGE ROLLESTON,

M.D., F.R.S. 8vo. 16*. {This day.

ACOUSTICS, THEORETICAL. Part I.

By W. F. DONK.1N, M.A., F.R.S. SavUian Pro

fessor of Astronomy, Oxford. Crown 8vo. ys. 6d.

[ This day.

A GOLDEN TREASURY of GREEK

PROSE. A Collection of the Finest Passages in the

principal Greek Prose writers, with Introductory Notices

and Notes. Bv R. S. WRIGHT, M.A.. Fellow of

Oriel College, Oxford, and J. E. L. SHADWELL, B.A.,

Senior Student of Christ Church. Extra fcap. 8vo.

4*". 6d. [ This day.

EVANGELIA SACRA GREECE. From

the Text of Mill. Fcap. 8vo. is. M. [This day.

OXFORD: PRINTED AT THE CLARENDON PRESS,

AND PUBLISHED BY MACMILLAN AND CO.,

LONDON, PUBLISHERS TO THE UNIVERSITY.

A NEW POEM by GEORGE ELIOT,

entitled "THE LEGEND OF JURAL." of 800 lines,

will appear in MACMILLANS MAGAZINE for May.

Mr. ANTHONY TROLLOPE'S NEW

STORY, entitled "SIR HARRY HOTSPUR of

HUMBLETHWAITE," will commence in MACMIL-

LAN'S MAGAZINE for May, and be continued

Monthly.

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE.

No. 126 [for APRIL). Price is.

Contents :

1. Mr. J. H.Fvfk on " Sir George Cobnewall Lewis."

a. "ABraveLadv," By the Author of " John Halifax,

Gentleman." (Concluded.)

1. "Consultative Committees in Matters Ecclesias

tical." With Preface by A. P. S.

4. "Il Plel-t," and "Le Beau Temps."

5. Mr. E. A. Frkeman on "The Origin of the English

Nation." Lecture II.

6. Mr. W. J. Prowse on "Smollett at Nice."

7. "Blanche Treguier."

8. The Dean of Westminster's " Hymn on the Trans

figuration."

9. "Philosophers at Play."

10, Sir M. Digby Wyatt on "Orientalism in French

Art."

THE GREAT LOED FAIRFAX, Com

mander-in-Chief of the Army of the Parliament of

England. Life by CLEMENTS R. MARKHAM,

F.S.A. With Portrait, Maps, Plans, and Illustrations.

"Nothing can well be more interesting—and it is done

with taste and judgment—than the description into which

the author enters of the conflicting feelings which prevailed

among earnest men of the time, and which hardly terminated

when 'with heavy hearts and in much uncertainty the

chivalry of England chose sides.' "—Athenttum.

AMONG MY BOOKS. By TAMES

RUSSELL LOWELL. Six Essays:—Dryden, Witch

craft, Shakespeare once more. New England Two

Centuries Ago, Lessing, Rousseau and the Sentiment

alists. Crown 8vo. js. 6d. {This day.

" We may safely say that the volume is one of which our

chief complaint must be that there is not more of it There

is good sense and lively feeling forcibly and tersely expressed

in every page of his writing,"—Pall Mall Gazette.

"A collection of scholarly performances, which exhibit

here and there the conscientious thoughtfulness of a sincere

student, and occasionally throw new light on topics of con

siderable interest,"—Athettaitm,

The MORNING LAND. By E. DICEY,

late Special Correspondent of the Daily Telegraph in

the East. 2 vols., crown 8vo. 16*. [ This day,

GLOBE EDITION of DRYDEN'S POET-

ICAL WORKS. Edited, with a Memoir, revised

Text and Notes, by W. D. CHRISTIE, M. A., Trinity

College, Cambridge. Globe 8vo. 3s. id. [This day.

MACMILLAN & Co., London.

Sampson Low and Co.'s

New Books.

The PHOTOGRAPHIC ART JOURNAL.

Illustrated with Photographs printed in permanent Pig

ments. In royal 4to., and continued Monthly, price

Half-a-Crown.

Illustrations of Fart II. (Ready this Day).

Paintint; by Vkrschuk, " The Stirrup Cup."

Scene from Nature, " Village Street in Switzerland."

Print in Half-Tone, " Netley Abbey."

Phototype, "The Muleteer's Love."

The Second Edition of the First Number is readyfor issue.

In order to prevent disappointment an immediate appli

cation/or copies will be necessary.

SOCIETY and SOLITUDE. By Ralph

WALDO EMERSON. i3mo.,cloth,M. ; orenamelled

boards, \s. bd. Forming the Eighth Volume of " Low's

Author.zed Cheap Editions of American Books."

The ENGLISH CATALOGUE of BOOKS

published during 1869; with an Index referring at once

to every Book that has been published during the year

on any given subject. 8vo., price 5s.

WESTWARD HOE for AVALON in the

NEW-FOUND-LAND, as described by Capt. Richd.

\Vhitbourne, of Exmouth, Devon, 1622. Edited and

Illustrated by T. WHITBURN, 1870. Fcap., cloth

antique, 5*.

NEW EDITIONS.

The BOOK of LACE : comprising a His

tory of the Fabric from the Earliest Period, with

upwards of 100 Illustrations and Coloured Designs, in

cluding some interesting examples from the Leeds

Exhibition. By Mrs. BURY PALLISER. One Volume,

8vo., cloth extra. One Guinea.

" One of the most readable I knowledge, which she has ac-

books of the season ; perma- | cumulated and arranged with

nently valuable, always in- j infinite grace and judgment.

teresting, often amusing, and : Not only has she written an

not inferior in all the es- excellent history of the fabric

sentials of a gift-book."— itself, but she throws a curious

Times.

" We take our leave of

Mrs. Palliser with hearty

thanks fur her valuable book ;

incidental light upon the

social life and manners of

each period. The illustra

tions are beautiful and appro-

it contains a mass of curious priate."—Athenarum.

The ROYAL COOKERY-BOOK. By Jules

GOUFFE, Chef de Cuisine of the Paris Jockey Club.

Translated and adapted for English Us* byALPHO NSE

GOUFFE, Head Pastrycook to Her Majesty the

Queen.

The Edition de Luxe, super-royal 8vo., illustrated wi'h

Large Plates, beautifully printed in Colours, and 161 Wood

cuts, cloth extra. 2/. as.

Household Edition, without the Coloured Plates, 10s. 6d.

By far the ablest and most

complete work on cookery

that has ever been submitted

to the gastronomical world."

—Fall Mall Gazette.

reader will err if he fancies

that there is any real amount

of waste and extravagance in

the preparation of his sump

tuous dishes. Probably no

English manual ever re

spected economy so much."

—Saturday Revieiv.

LIFE and LETTERS of LEOPOLD I.,

KING OF THE BELGIANS. By THEODORE

JUSTE. Translated by ROBERT BLACK, A.M.

One Volume Edition, bound, Two vols, in One, cloth

extra. Uniform with "The Early Days of the Prince

Consort." 8vo., with 3 Portraits, i6>. {Thisday.

"Equal taste pervades all

his work ; and the casual

"Of great value to th

future historian, and will in

terest politicians even now."

—Spectator.

*' The subject is of interest,

and the story is narrated with

out excess of enthusiasm or

depreciation. The translation

by Mr. Black is executed with

correctness, yet not without

a graceful ease. This end is

not often attained in transla

tions so nearly verbal as this;

the book itself deserves to

become popular in England."

—A themeum.

13, Great Marlborough Street.

POPULAR NEW NOVELS.

TRUE TO HERSELF. By the Author of

" Anne Judge, Spinster," &c. Three vols. [ This day.

LONGLEAT. By Elleray Lake. 3 vols.

"As the story is told we we never read a story that

feel the strangeness of its in- more abounds in life-like pic-

cidents gradually wear off, tures—and from the sustained

until they assume an air of gravity of the style, nut-

reality which convinccsusthe withstanding the occasional

characters arc creatures of humour which relieves it. In

flesh and blood, and that their no single instance has Elleray

most trivial actions are lead- Lake sketched a scene or

ing up to consequences which recorded a conversation for

cannot fail in the end to jus- the sake of effect, apart from

tify the author's design. This her final purpose."— The

impression results both from Graphic.

the power of word-painting— ;

London: SAMPSON LOW, SON, & MARSTON,

Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet Street.

HURST & BLACKETT'S

NEW WORKS.

FREE RUSSIA. By W. Hepworth

DIXON, Author of " New America," " Her Majesty's

Tower," &c. a vols., 8vo.f with Coloured Illustra

tions, 30X.

WILD LIFE AMONG THE KOORDS.

By Major F. MILLINGEN, F.R.G.S. 8vo., with

Illustrations. 15J. [Just rtady.

A RAMBLE INTO BRITTANY. By the

Rev. GEORGE MUSGRAVE, M.A., Oxon. 1 vols.,

large post 8vu., with Illustrations, a+r. [in tfu Press.

A BOOK ABOUT THE CLERGY. By

J. C. JEAFFRESON, B.A., OXON. SECOND

EDITION, a vols., 8vo.f 301.

"This is a book of sterling excellence, in which all, laity

as well as clergy, will find entertainment and instruction—

a book to be bought and placed permanently in our libraries.

It is written in a terse and lively style throughout ; it is

eminently fair and candid ; and is full of interesting infor

mation on almost every topic that serves to illustrate the

history of the English clergy."—Times.

HER MAJESTY'S TOWER. Vol. II.

By W. HEPWORTH DIXON. Dedicated, nv

Express Permission, to the Queen. FIFTH

EDITION. 8vo., 15*.

"Mr. Dixon dashes off the scenes of Tower history with

great spirit. His descriptions are given with terseness and

vigour. Both volumes are decidedly attractive."— Times.

LODGE'S PEERAGE and BARONETAGE

FOR 1870. Under the especial Patronage of HER

MAJESTY, and Corrected by the NOBILITY. Con

taining ALL THE NEW CREATIONS. 39th

Edition. 1 vol. With the Arms, beautifully engraved,

handsomely bound, gilt edges, 31J. 6d.

' A work of gre.it value. It is the most faithful record

we possess of the aristocracy of the day."—Post.

POPULAR NEW NOVELS.

A BRAVE LADY. By the Author of

"John Halifax, Gentleman." 3 vols.

"A very good novel—a thoughtful, well-written book,

showing a tender sympathy with human nature, and per

meated by a pure and nob.e spirit."—Examiner.

" A * Brave Lady ' is sure to be popular."—D. News.

"The 'Brave Lady* throughout rivets the unminglcd

sympathy of the reader."—D. Telegraph.

STERN NECESSITY. By the Author of

" No Church," " Owen : a Waif," &c. 3 vols.

"A capital story. It is intensely interesting, and deserves

to attract a wide circle of readers. The heroine is original

and fascinating.—D. Telegraph.

THE HEIR EXPECTANT. By the

Author of " Raymond's Heroine," &c. 3 vols.

ST. BEDE'S. By Mrs. Eiloart. 3 Vols.

" This story is well told, the plot is ingenious, and the

most scrupulous could take no exception to the moral of the

tale . ' '—A thenccum .

ANNALS OF AN EVENTFUL LIFE.

By GEORGE WEBBE DASENT, D.C.L. Fourth

Edition. 3 vols.

" A very interesting novel. Wit, humour, and keen ob

servation abound in every page, while the characters are

life-like. For a long while we have not met a work of

fiction containing such a fund of varied entertainment."—

Times.

HAGAR. By the Author of " St Olave's."

" A book to be cherished in the reader's memory. The

story is full of strong human interest."—Examiner.

NORA. By Lady Emily Ponsonby,

Author of "The Discipline of Life," &c. 3 vols.

{In April

ONE MAIDEN ONLY. By E.Campbell

TAINSH. 3 vols.

"A novel of exceptional merit."— Telegraph,
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The Folklore of Sicily, gathered among the people by Laura

Gonzenbach, with remarks by Reinhold Kbhler, edited with

Introduction by Otto Hartwig. [Sieilianiselie Marchcn ans dem

Volksmund gcsammelt u. s. wi\ 2 vols. Leipzig : Engelmann. 1870.

Fraulein Laura Gonzenbach (now Madame la Racine),

a German lady born in Sicily, undertook in 1868 to write

■down the stories current among the country people round

the foot of yEtna, and has presented us with ninety-two of

them, as a first instalment of the series. This collection is

edited by Dr. Hartwig, who suggested the undertaking, and

accompanies it with a dissertation on the rise of the Italian

nationality and language in Sicily. From the latter it

appears that the remnant of the Latin race which survived

the successive settlements of Arabians, Berbers, Greeks, and

Normans, was reinforced by an influx of the cultivated classes

from Naples, Capua, Amain, &c, who came with the Nor

mans and occupied prominent places in Church and State,

as well as by the considerable immigrations of inhabitants of

Lower Italy, who followed in the wake of the Normans and

took possession of the waste place of the island. There is

every reason to suppose that the dialect spoken by the rem

nant of the Latin race in Sicily was closely related to that

■of those immigrants, and there is no doubt that the natives

and the immigrants rapidly coalesced into a population,

which, in spite of the Lombard and Albanian colonies of the

nth and 15th centuries, has remained homogeneous from

that time to the present day.

These Sicilian stories, as Dr. Hartwig remarks, bear wit

ness to the great change which came over the face of the

classical world in consequence of the migrations of the bar

barians and the introduction of Christianity. It is true that the

local saint-worship of the Catholic or Greek peasant is still

in all essential particulars identical with the cultus of the local

gods and demons of heathen times. Yet a complete trans

formation of popular ideas from the classical to the romantic

type was the specific result of the Norman invasions. The

influence which the Oriental culture of Arabia and Persia

exercised upon Europe at the time of the Crusades is not

to be compared with the effect produced by the German

peoples and by Christianity. This fact seems to show itself

in the folk-lore even of the South European peoples. Even

in those countries of Europe in which Arabian influence has

been most prevalent and has lasted for centuries, the cha

racter of the folk-lore, though it may differ somewhat from

that of the North, yet is much more nearly related to the

latter than to stories of Arabian origin. Thus also we find

that the Greek folk-lore has not, as was supposed before the

publication of Dr. Hahn's collection, more points of simi

larity with Oriental than with German tales, but just the

contrary ; and the case is not materially different with the

Catalan, Spanish, Sicilian, and other Southern folk-lores.

The Sicilian tales have, moreover, no specific national cha

racter, but belong to the same category in their main out

lines as the collective folk-lore of South Europe, although (as

we learn from the valuable remarks of Dr. Kohler) they at

the same time exhibit a peculiar relationship to the Neapo

litan and modern Greek. In the parallels which Dr. Kohler

has made out between the different forms of European

tales he has, however, passed over some interesting points

which seem to indicate a connection with the East. The

most striking of these is " Die Geschichte von den zwolf

Raubern" (No. 79), which not only corresponds, as Kohler

remarks, with the first part of the well-known story of " Ali

Baba and the Forty Thieves " in the Arabian Nights, but also

reappears in Japan. In his attractive book, The Capital of

the Tycoon (vol. ii. p. 288-9), Sir Rutherford Alcock tells a

Japanese story of a good old couple who had a favourite

dog, in which dwelt a beneficent spirit :—

"One day the dog led its master into a forest and showed him a

hidden treasure. Now the old man must always be talking, and he

told this afterwards to a wicked neighbour, who made the dog take

him to the same forest, but only found stones in the place where the

treasure had been. Thereupon he killed the dog and buried him in

the same place, at the foot of a tree. When the old man learnt this he

cut down the tree, and made the branches into a little chapel in memory'

of the good dog, and out of the trunk he made a mortar to pound his

rice in. So soon, however, as he began to use the mortar, he found

that gold came out of it. The old man could not keep quiet, and his

neighbour soon came to hear of that, and he sent at once to borrow the

mortar. But he could get no gold out of it ; so in his wrath he burnt

it to ashes. The old man begged to have the ashes, and took them

home ; and the next night the dog appeared to him in a dream and

told him to take the ashes of the mortar on the following day and

stand on the highway with them ; and when he should sec a daimio

pass by with his retinue, not to fall on his knees, but to answer the

summons of the guards and say that he was a magician, and could

cover dead trees in a moment with the most beautiful blossoms. The

next day the old man did as the dog told him, and when the guards

brought him before the daimio, he threw a handful of ashes into the air,

upon which a tree growing near immediately began to blossom. Then

the daimio was astonished and took the old man with him to his

palace, and sent him away soon after with rich presents. When the

envious neighbour heard of this, he again came to the old man, and

begged to have at least the ashes of the mortar. So he gave them,

and he tried to do the same with them that the old man had done. But

this time there were no flowers, and the dust flew in the daimio's eyes ;

so the daimio cut down the poor man, and his guards cut off his head."

In this story, in spite of divergencies in detail, I find

unmistakeable evidences of a common origin with the cycle

of tales before mentioned.

Another trait which is repeated in Sicilian as well as in

English and other European tales is also found in Japan.

A lover and his bride throw behind them in their flight

a variety of objects which have the magical effect of hinder

ing the pursuers : so the fugitive Y-za Nagi-no Mikoto throws

behind him his wig, comb, stick, &c, which change into

delicious grapes and bamboo buds, or else again into a river

or a god, &c. (Pfizmaier, Theogonie der Japaner ; Wien,

1864). This trait reappears in Siam and India, in Somadeva

and the Old Deccan Days. In the latter collection we also

meet with several tales which are closely related to the

Sicilian. Thus "Youth's Triumphs" (No. 4) corresponds in

all essentials to " Von Maruzedda " (No. 3) ; the " Valiant

Chattee-maker " (No. 16) to "Vom tapfern Schuster"

(No. 41) ; " Muchie Lai " (No. 19) to the two stories " Von

Sabedda und ihrem Briiderchen" (No. 48) and "Von Maria

und ihrem Briiderchen" (No. 49). The incident of the

faithless bride, which forms the basis of this last tale, is

also found amongst the Zulus (Callaway, p. 105 foil., " Un-

kombekcantsini," and p. 296 foil., " Untombi Yapansi");
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just as on the other hand " Von der schonen Nzentola" (No.

14 Gonzenbach) agrees in the main particulars with "How

a Nama Woman outwitted the elephants" (No. 27 Bleek).

Dr. Kohler might also have mentioned the following corre

spondences : "Die gedemuthigte Konigstochter" (No. 18

Gonzenbach) belongs to the same cycle as " The Story of

the King's Son and the Daughter of another King " in the

Arabian JVights (see Tausend utid eine Nacht, Breslau, xv.

149), and (which has not hitherto been noticed) the old

Spanish romance " Tiempo es el caballero " (Wolf y Hoff

mann, Primavera yflor, &c, No. 158). So too, " Die beiden

Fiirstenkinder von Monteleone" (No. 7 Gonzenbach) be

longs to the same cycle as Shakspeare's " Cymbeline ;" " Der

Konig Stieglitz" (No. 15) and "Die Geschichte von dem

Kaufmannssohn Peppino" (No. 16) belong to the mythical

cycle of Amor and Psyche, of which the Greek story of

Zeus and Semele and the Indian " Pururavas and UrvacJ"

form parts, as I have elsewhere remarked (Kuhn's Zeitschrift,

xviii. 56 foil.) ; " Von dem Kinde der Mutter Gottes " (No. 25)

belongs to the same cycle as " La Bone Florence of Rome,"

in Ritson's English Metrical Romances (vol. iii.), Oriental

versions of which exist in the Arabian Nights, in the Persian

Tales ("Story of Repsima"), and in Nachschebi's " Tooti

Nameh " (" Story of Merhuma "). " Vom singenden Dudel-

sack" (No. 51 Gonzenbach) reappears in the stories and

ballads of a variety of nations ; in Scotland under the form

of " Binnorie " or " The Cruel Sister " (Jamieson and Walter

Scott) ; but there is also in China a drama called " The

Talking Dish," on a similar subject. The story is as fol

lows :—A traveller is murdered in an inn by the host and

his wife, for the sake of the money which he carries with

him. The host, whose name is Pan, then burns the body

of his victim, collects the ashes, beats them small, makes of

them a kind of mortar, and then a dish. It is this dish

which afterwards, when Pan is brought before the judge

Pao-tching, cries out with a loud voice and denounces the

murderers {Journal Asiatique, ivme sene, xviii. 523 foil.).

In conclusion I may mention one more Sicilian tale, " Die

Geschichte von der Fata Morgana" (No. 64), the fairy who,

according to the story, dwells in a far-off enchanted castle ;

but that she is also otherwise known in Sicily, appears from

the mirage which is named after her, and her brother also,

the famous King Arthur, is said in some mediaeval legends

to live on or near Mount Etna (see Gervasius of Tilbury,

p. 12, ed. Liebrecht, and Caesarius von Heisterbach, Dia-

logi, xii. 12).

In taking leave of this interesting book, we hope that the

author, who has a peculiar talent for this kind of narration,

will shortly give to the world the remaining stories in her

possession. Felix Liebrecht.

Society and Solitude.—By Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Sampson Low and Co., 1870.

Makebelieve, in one form or another, seems inseparable

from American literature : either a writer sinks his nationality

like Irving and G. P. R. James, and tries to pass for an

European man of letters, which is comparatively an innocent

delusion which sometimes approaches a reality, or he tries to

pass off the actual circumstances of America as a substitute

for all the ideal stimulants of the historic past. Emerson

can scarcely be accused of neglecting history, but he is cer

tainly the hierophant of the second and more mischievous

school of American makebelieve. In every one of his

writings he has inculcated with unwavering energy the dogma,

which is the one thing needed to make our generation utterly

joyless, that our present life of every day is divine and ideal

if we could but think so. At first tliis unreasoning optimism

was associated with other and more interesting elements.

There was something certainly fresh and stimulating in Mr.

Emerson's combination of a dreamy transcendentalism and a

hardy personality, cynicism and neoplatonism, and though

neither element was new, each had the effect of novelty on

both sides of the Atlantic. But a man who is sure of his own

life gets tired of asserting it, and Mr. Emerson seems to have

little else to assert. He can still invest an obvious aphorism

with a quaint stateliness which recalls Sir Thomas Browne ;

but he is in danger of leaving off where Mr. Tupper

begins, in a sort of commonplace ecstacy at things as

they are or rather as they might be, if everybody were

as cheerful and energetic as Mr. Tupper and perhaps a

trifle more practical than Mr. Emerson. The whole of the

work ostensibly bears upon life, and we gather from it the

following suggestions :—that it would be well if men, instead

of collecting pretty things in their own houses, would go to

look at them in local museums ; if people would read the

classics of all languages (in translations by choice) ; and if,

perhaps, young men would associate themselves to read the

secondary classics, such as the Romance of the Rose, by

deputy, and get one to report of such works to the rest.

The staple of the work is made up of writing like this,

which may commend itself to the appropriate reader :

"The imagination infuses a certain volatility and intoxication. It is

a flute which sets the atoms of our frame in a dance like planets, and

one so liberated, the whole man reeling drunk to the music, they never

quite subside to their old stony state. But what is the imagination ?

Only an arm or weapon of the interior energy— only a precursor of the

reason."

It ought to be added that the first essay which gives its

title to the book is really a distinguished piece of writing. It

opens with a very delicate anonymous portrait of the shyness

of Hawthorne, and remains brilliant almost to the last, though

the epigrams become emptier as they succeed each other.

There are some grandiose views of the subtler aspects of

Nature (the most dignified subject open to writers who share

Mr. Emerson's prejudices) in the essay on Farming, and a very

naive and dignified description by a lady of a beautiful act of

self-devotion is appended to the essay on Courage.

G. A. Simcox.

The Poetical Works of Percy By3she Shelley.—The Text care

fully revised, with Notes and a Memoir, by W. M. Rossetti. 2 vols.

London : Moxon, 1870.

This book contains a complete and revised reprint of all

Shelley's poems, together with the addition of many juvenile

verses, translations, and other fragments not hitherto col

lected, Shelley's own notes, and those of Mrs. Shelley, pub

lished in her edition of the poems, a new Life by Mr. Rossetti,

and critical notes in explanation of the readings adopted in

doubtful passages. This enumeration of its contents is suffi

cient to shew that the new edition is more complete and

full of interest than any of those which have preceded it ;

since it has taken nothing from them and has added much.

Mr. Rossetti has executed the whole of his work in a spirit

of enthusiasm and reverence ; whatever faults may be de

tected in it will not be found to spring from any care

lessness or presumption in the editor. Mr. Rossetti's admi

ration for Shelley is unbounded. The first words of his

memoir run thus :—" To write the life of Shelley is (if I may

trust my own belief) to write the life of the greatest English

poet since Milton, or possibly since Shakspeare." In another

place he says : " the archangelic feet, and brain, and heart,

which quitted England in the spring of 18 16, were never

again to be repelled by that grudging and unwitting step

mother." Assuredly we have in these sentences a due
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amount of respect and passion for the poet who is named

pre-eminently "the divine." Yet this devotion does not

prevent Mr. Rossetti from fairly stating the events of

Shelley's life : though highly sympathetic, he is not other

wise than temperate in his advocacy of Shelley's cause : even

the coldness with which he speaks of Harriet Westbrook

seems to spring less from the fact that she had grown worse

than useless to the poet, than from some well considered

estimate of her own unworthiness. The Memoir is remark

able for its moderation of tone ; though it adds but little,

if anything, to our knowledge of the facts of Shelley's life, it

is graphic, and minute, without being lengthy. Its chief

fault is affectation or impurity of style ; abundant passages

might be quoted in support of this assertion : it is enough to

refer to pp. 39, 55, 123, and the last sentence of the Memoir.

Apart from these defects, the Memoir contains many pas

sages of brilliant narrative and pithy observation. We are

especially grateful to Mr. Rossetti for his well selected ex

tracts from previous biographies ; without unduly burdening

his own Memoir, they add vividness and variety to our pic

ture of Shelley.

By far the most important part of Mr. Rossetti's work is

that which relates to the editing of the poems. In his

preface he very candidly and clearly states the plan which

he has followed. To begin with, he omits nothing, however

fragmentary, which, on due evidence, he believes to have

been written by Shelley. For the insertion of some foolish

■early poems he offers an apology in his preface (vol. L pp.

13, 14); but we are sure that every real student of Shelley

will be glad to have these wild and rambling verses, " abso

lute and heinous rubbish" though they be. Of the text

Mr. Rossetti writes as follows (Preface, vol. i. p. 1 5) :—

" I have considered it my clear duty and prerogative to set absolutely

wrong grammar right ; as thus—

' Thou too, O Comet, beautiful and fierce,

Who drew'st Idreiv] the heart of this frail universe ;'

and to set absolutely wrong rhyming right ; as thus—

' Bcneatn whose spires which swayed in the te&jlatne [light]

Reclining as they ate, of liberty,

And hope, and justice, and Laonc's name,

Earth's children did a woof of happy converse frame ;'

•and to set absolutely wrong metre right ; as thus—

' This plan might be tried tog. Where's General

Laoctonos ? It is my royal pleasure,'

instead of—

' This plan might be tried too. Where's General Laoctonos ?

It is my royal pleasure.' "

Occasionally too, he has allowed himself to resort to con

jectural emendations. But he pleads (on p. 16) that he has

made sparing use of them. It is a disadvantage that all

his changes, whether grammatical or metrical, whether based

on MS. authority or conjecture, are printed without notice

in the text, and without references to the account and

explanation of them given in the notes at the end of each

volume. This appears to us a mistake. It would surely be

better to select some edition, say that of Mrs. Shelley, and

by means of annotations, brackets, italics, or any other ex

pedient, however clumsy, to suggest emendations and display

varieties of reading. In fairness to Mr. Rossetti we must

add that he has most scrupulously followed his own method

as explained in the preface, so that the careful student is

safe in his hands.

As regards restitution of rhyme and metre, it does not

appear that the editor has always MS. authority for what he

has done. Relying on the carelessness of Shelley and his

printers, he corrects where he believes correction needed.

To take this liberty with a poet's versification is surely

hazardous ; and what are we to say about corrections of bad

grammar ? The instance which Mr. Rossetti gives in the

passage already quoted from his preface, is the restoration of

its proper termination to a verb in the 2nd person singular.

Now Shelley was constantly in the habit of treating the 2nd

person singular of his verbs as if the termination in est did

not exist. Wherever Shelley does so, with, as far as we have

observed, one exception, Mr. Rossetti corrects him. There

are, for example, seven instances of such corrections noticed

on page 475 of vol. i. A passage in " Prometheus " (vol i.

p. 328) is rendered cacophonous by the substitution of

turn'st for turned, where, had the correction been exact,

Mr. Rossetti ought to have printed titrned'st. Another in

" Queen Mab," page 36, is emended on the same principle.

But Mr. Rossetti is not uniform : the celebrated line from the

"Skylark":

" Thou lovest, but ne'er knew love's sad satiety,"

he leaves, because " the sound of the lovely line would be so

spoiled by changing the word into knew'st that no rectifica

tion of grammar is permissible." Would it not have befitted

Mr. Rossetti either ruthlessly to carry out his work of gram

matical rectification, or else to consider whether in all the

instances of errors which he has corrected, as in the case

of this line from the " Skylark," Shelley did not sacrifice

accuracy of grammar to euphony ? If he did so at all con

sciously or deliberately, then it was the duty of the editor to

respect his intention. If he did so by a blunder, for which

he would himself have blushed, then why not correct the

"Skylark" as well as "Prometheus," or "Queen Mab"?

There is a line in one of Clough's finest poems, " The

Shadow " :

" When thou ascended to thy God and ours,"

where the same grammatical error occurs. Would Mr.

Rossetti have here insisted, in the face of MSS., upon print

ing " ascendedst " ? We suppose so. Yet it is not without

question whether great poets are not justified by the modern

tendency to lose inflections in dropping, for the sake of

euphony, the harsh sound of the termination in est.

We have said enough to characterise Mr. Rossetti's val

uable edition of Shelley. The following stanza from " Lines

written for Miss Sophia Stacey " may be quoted as a speci

men of the hitherto unpublished poems :—

" As dew beneath the wind of morning,

As the sea which whirlwinds waken,

As the birds at thunder's warning,

As aught mute but deeply shaken,

As'one who feels an unseen spirit,

Is my heart when thine is near it."

The question of such difficult readings as occur in the

" Stanzas written in Dejection at Naples," in some passages

of " Prometheus " and "Alastor," in the verses called " Re

membrance," and elsewhere, may better be treated in a critical

essay than in a review. But with respect to all such matters

we may safely say that Mr. Rossetti has shewn himself a care

ful critic and accurate scholar, if at times he is needlessly inno

vating and subtle. The book is well got up and printed. The

type, though small, and though the ink might well be blacker

on the page, is distinct and beautiful. J. A. Symonds.

Shakespeare and the Emblem Writers ; an Exposition of their

Similarities of Thought and Expression. By Henry Green, M.A.

London : Triibner and Co., 1870.

Books upon emblems form a distinct and extensive branch

of literature, which has now nearly fallen into oblivion,

yet in the 16th and 17th centuries it was in great popu

larity, and learned authors devoted themselves to this class

of composition. The works of Pliny, yElian, Dioscorides,

and all the ancient naturalists, were ransacked for emblems
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derived from the instincts, attributes, and properties of

nature, animate and inanimate. Mythology was also called

into requisition, and the classic authors searched for appro

priate mottoes to point the moral and adorn the emblem.

The badge, taken generally from some portion of the heraldic

coat, had long been assumed and become hereditary in

families ; but the emblem, or " impresa," was a special, per

sonal attribute, which the knight wore in the field and in

the tournament, embroidered on his surcoat and the trap

pings of his horse, and had inscribed on his plate, his jewels,

and his household furniture.

Mr. Green begins his volume with a sketch of emblem

literature, accompanied by a list of emblem books, heroic,

moral, and religious, published previous to and during the

time of Shakespeare, arranged according to their dates and

language. As he justly observes, though the names of these

writers are seldom heard of,

"As a class, they were men of deep erudition, of considerable

natural power, and of large attainments. No one who is ignorant of

them can possess a full idea of the intellectual treasures of the more

cultivated nations of Europe about the period of which the works of

Alciatus and of Giovio are the types. We may be learned in its con

troversies, well read in ecclesiastical and political history, intimate even

with the characters and pursuits of its great statesmen and sovereigns,

and strong as well as enlightened in our admiration of its painters,

poets, and other artistic celebrities, but we are not baptised into its

perfect spirit unless we know what entertainment and refreshing there

were for men's minds when serious studies were intermitted and the

weighty cares and business of life for a while laid aside. Take up these

emblem writers as great statesmen and victorious commanders did ;

read them as did the recluse in his study and the man of the world in

his recreation ; search them as some did for good morals suitable to the

guidance of their lives, and as others did for snatches of wit and learn

ing fitted to call forth their merriment ; and see, amid divers conceits

and many quaintnesses, and not a few inanities and vanities, how richly

their fancy was indulged, and how freely the play of genius was

allowed, and then will you be better prepared to estimate the whole

literature of the nations of that busy, stirring time, when authorities

were questioned that had reigned unchallenged for centuries, and men's

minds were awakened to all the advantages of learning, and their tastes

formed for admiring the continually varying charms of the poet's song

and the artist's skill."

The works of the emblem writers were early translated

into English, and the object of Mr. Green's work is to show

that Shakespeare was among the host of emblem students,

and that he borrowed their help and imagery either directly or

indirectly. As an instance of his direct copying, Mr. Green

adduces the scene in Pericles, Prince of Tyre, where six

knights appear on the occasion of a triumph held in honour

•of Thaisa, the king's daughter. The device of the fourth

knight is

" A burning torch that's turned upside down ;

The word, ' Quod me alit, me extingoit.'

Which shows that beauty hath this power and will,

Which can as well inflame, as it can kill."

This device was that of M. de St. Valier, father of Diane de

Poitiers, and was borne by him at the battle of Marignano.

It is given by Symeoni in his Imprese Heroithe.

The device of the fifth knight is—

" A hand environed with clouds,

Holding out gold, that's by the touchstone tried :

The motlo thus, ' Sic spectanda fides.' "

This emblem is figured by Paradin, and was one of those

used by Francis II., King of France. Other instances of

direct evidence are given of Shakespeare's knowledge of

emblem literature, but when Mr. Green brings passages to

show Shakespeare's use of the imagery, classical allusions,

proverbs, fables, &c, referred to in the emblem books, he

goes too far in ascribing them to such an origin, as it does

not require reference to emblem writers to touch on subjects

familiar and accessible to all. The author is a devoted

admirer of Shakespeare, and in his enthusiasm declares him

to. have possessed a profound judgment and knowledge of

painting, sculpture, and literature ; he never tires writing of

his excellencies. Had Mr. Green confined himself to his

subject, the volume would have been less portly in size, but

his digressions are pleasant and instructive, and the illustra

tions skilfully executed. One trifling error we would correct.

He suggests the Christopher brooch worn by Chaucer's

yeoman,

" A Cristofre on his brest of silver shene,"

to have been a cross with the image of our Saviour upon it.

We have in our possession a fine mediaeval example ; a,

brooch of silver, beautifully chased, being, as its name implies,

a figure of the giant Christopher bearing the infant Jesus on-

his shoulders. F. Palliser.

Pope's Essay on Man. Edited by Mark Pattison, B.D. Oxford .--

Clarendon Press, 1869.

Mr. Pattison's edition of the Essay on Man is unusually

successful in giving the information—and no more than the-

information—of which ordinary readers feel, or ought to-

feel, the want. The introduction does ample justice to>

Pope's metrical skill ; and the only objection to the interest

ing list of parallel passages and possible plagiarisms con

tained in the notes is that it assumes his reading to have

been as various as his editor's. But Mr. Pattison thinks

neither the poet nor the system which he defended were

gainers by his attempt to treat an abstract subject for which

he had no natural aptitude. In amplifying e.g. a phrase

like Leibnitz's, " La place que Dieu a assignee a l'homme

dans I'espace et dans le temps borne les perfections qu'il a

pu recevoir," the poet naturally exaggerates the fallacy of

supposing perfections to be material entities, of which only

a given number can occupy the same space at a time ; but

Pope is scarcely to be blamed for the clearness of thought

and expression which betrays the essential inconsistencies of

his doctrine. Mr. Pattison is severe upon the incongruity

of mixing up ancient poetic commonplaces, like the music of

the spheres, or an innocent state of nature, with the dry argu

ments of eighteenth-century rationalism ; and he treats the

passages which savour of Pantheism or irreligion perhaps

more seriously than they deserve, since it is admitted that

Pope was no philosopher, and not likely to sacrifice a good

couplet to a preconceived system. But, on the whole, the

edition is appreciative as well as useful. H. Lawrenny.

Contributions to the Literature of the Fine Arts.—By Sir Charles.

Locke Eastlake. With a Memoir compiled by Lady Eastlake.

London : Murray. 1870.

Students, whether of art or literature, cannot fail to give

due welcome to this final memorial of a man who was

himself an exemplary student of both. Lady Eastlake pre

fixes to the essays of her husband which occupy the second

half of this volume a record of his life, compiled almost

entirely from correspondence so far as concerns his youth

and manhood up to the time of his marriage, and from

personal reminiscence so far as concerns the latter part of

his career—to which, however, much less space is given

than to the former. We are led, by a guide whose affec

tionate devotion to the subject of her work never urges her

into literary indiscretion, through the narrative of the early

aspirations, struggles, successes, of a spirit in whom ardour

and refinement were from boyhood singularly blended. It

was in the earliest years of the present century that Ply

mouth—the birthplace of Eastlake as of his greater prede

cessor Reynolds—sent up to London another distinguished

son, that he might finish his schooling at the Charterhouse-
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The letters of the schoolboy and of the art-student—since a

student under Haydon he at his own entreaty almost imme

diately became—are chiefly addressed to members of his

own family, some of whom, especially the brother who fell a

victim in Africa to his missionary enthusiasm, seem to have

been persons of a stamp hardly less remarkable than his

own. These letters are carefully written in a style of ses- •

quipedalian precision obsolete in our day, and excessive

even for theirs. In reading them one cannot help wishing

for something that should have shaken the writer out of his

propriety. But his ardour is an ardour of the intellectual and

not of the emotional temperament ; nothing comes to break

the tenor of his indefatigable studies; he is a model of good

conduct and perseverance, discreetly and systematically

making the most of his time, reading everything that bears

rupon his pursuit, missing no occasion of self-improvement,

inspiring the esteem of all among whom he is thrown. So

it is throughout his life. He goes to Rome ; the accom

plishments already added to the inborn distinction of his

nature bring him naturally into the midst of the best society

there ; he paints, reads, studies the monuments incessantly

and to the best purpose ; travels, observes, compares, rea

sons, ripening gradually into the character of a perfect con

noisseur. An estimable painter and a perfect connoisseur

—these, I think, are the titles which posterity will add

to the name of Sir Charles Eastlake. It is hard to point

to any one else who has so fully realised that ideal of

•the attainments demanded of a connoisseur which he has

himself set forth in one of the essays given in the present

volume. The studies of a connoisseur, he holds, besides

giving him the indispensable " familiarity with the character

istics of epochs, schools, and individual masters, together with

that nicer discrimination which detects imitations from origi

nal works," should take a higher range, and be " directed not

only to recognise excellence in works of art, but to investi

gate the nature and principles of that excellence ;" so that

the connoisseur may be said, "upon the whole, to combine

the views of the philosophical artist with an erudition to

-which the artist seldom aspires." That is, he must be artist,

^expert, and thinker, in one.

Following upon the narrative of Eastlake's fifteen years'

residence in Italy comes the account, shorter and upon the

whole less interesting, of his subsequent life in England.

This was a life of unbroken success as well as of incessant

industry, during which all social and professional rewards

■due to his eminence as an artist of high aims, and as the one

umpire and critical authority in England on matters of art-

lore and art-history, flowed naturally from all quarters upon

him. It was the inevitable result of time that he should

'become successively Royal Academician, President of the

Royal Academy, and Director of the National Gallery.

Of the " Contributions" that fill the latter half of the

present volume, much the longest and most important is

that rather inappropriately named " How to observe." This

.is divided into one short and one long chapter, both of

them discursive in their nature, and both of them combin

ing without system much instructive matter alike in history

and speculation. The main object of the essay seems to be

to illustrate by examples that kind of knowledge which is

needed, over and above technical knowledge, to constitute a

connoisseur such as our author would have him to be. In

the speculative parts of his work the writer shows himself

thoroughly indoctrinated with the principles of the " Lao-

koon," and exerts himself by sober processes of logic to

apply these to the individual matters in hand—justly hold

ing it of the utmost importance towards the right appre-

■ ciation of pictures that the art of painting should in the

mind of the spectator be clearly differenced from the sister

arts. Upon the history of his subject he furnishes us with

some results of immense and discriminating study ; tracing,

in a pregnant summary such as is hardly to be found else

where, the facts of the Renaissance movement, the passage

of classical feeling from literature into art, the growth of

the allegorizing tendency in art, and many other interesting

and difficult points of art-history. Lady Eastlake uses a

phrase about her husband which, though of doubtful verbal

propriety, yet accurately hits off the cast of his mind as

shewn in an essay like the present. She speaks of his " ever-

reasoning eyes." To see faithfully and patiently, and to

reason closely and discreetly on what he saw, were the two

great gifts of Sir Charles Eastlake. It is interesting to

watch how, in the essay under notice, as well as in such

critical excerpts as are given from letters and journals

written in Italy, mere justness of eye and mind lead him

quietly to reverse many of the received canons of criticism.

Without starting d priori from the premises of a sect or a

school, and without falling into exaggeration through religi

ous or ascetic sympathies, he recognises, at a time when it

was not the fashion to recognise them, the excellences of

early Italian art; he places this art in its right relation with

the art of the decadence by the simple dictum that the im

perfections of growth are more delightful than the imperfec

tions of decline ; he appreciates and states clearly the supre

macy of Venetian painting in all that belongs most essen

tially and exclusively to painting, at a time when it was the

fashion to think the work of the Venetian masters mean.

If the first part of the volume, in a word, shews us Sir

Charles Eastlake to have been in his life a <model of con

duct and perseverance, its second part shews him to have

been in his mind a marvel of culture, candour, and discri

mination. Of the shorter essays following that which is

headed " How to observe," it is needless to speak at length.

They are concerned still more immediately than the longer

one with the interpretation and adaptation of the aesthetic

principles of Lessing. Sidney Colvin.

The Magyars ; their Country and Institutions. By Arthur J.

Patterson, Foreign Member of the Kisfaludy Society. 2 vols.

London : Smith, Elder, and Co., 1869.

A book on Hungary, giving a detailed account of the

Magyars and their institutions, does not belong to that sort

of literature in which much existing material renders book-

making an easy task. Hungary, although comparatively

near us, is less known either in England or on great part of

the continent than many distant countries in Asia. The

reasons of this fact are in the main twofold. First, its very

nearness has rendered travellers less curious about it; and

secondly, the study of the Hungarian language, an idiom of

Ural-Altaic origin, is surrounded with much difficulty. Mr.

Patterson seems to have happily overcome both obstacles.

Long residence in Hungary has given him a thorough know

ledge of the Magyar language, and a deep insight into the

moral, political, and social condition of the country.

The first volume of Mr. Patterson's book contains fifteen

chapters, which may be treated as so many detached papers

on Hungary. The first glances at topics quite familiar to

Hungarians, but scarcely intelligible to the English reader

without details which the author does not give. His first

impressions of Buda-Pest make up a charming tableau, and

prove that he can observe as well as describe.

"If we leave," says Mr. Patterson, "the western and proceed to

the eastern terrace (of the castle of Buda), we have spread before us the

beautiful panorama of the Danube, with its picturesque wooded island,

spanned by the magnificent suspension bridge, and lined by the long,

glittering quays of Pest, which is seen stretching away from the other

end of the bridge, somewhat in the shape of a fan. Beyond and
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around the city lies a vast sandy plain, the slight elevations which

really exist in it being imperceptible by comparison with the immense

space over which the eye can range."

Mr. Patterson has fallen into a slight mistake in speak

ing of the Kaiserbad at Buda. He says, that year by year,

two dervishes come on a pilgrimage to the tomb of the

Mohammedan saint called Gul Baba, which forms an octa

gonal covering to the mineral spring. This small mosque,

the last outpost of the Crescent in Europe, is visited yearly

by forty or fifty dervishes, but, strange to say, only one out

of ten come from the adjacent provinces of the Ottoman

Empire, the rest being all from the interior of Asia, and the

majority from India, Kashmir, and Afghanistan. The outline

of the history of Hungary which follows is full of valuable

information. Mr. Patterson has done well in showing,

against writers of Austrian sympathies, that the reason of the

backwardness of Hungary in culture is not to be found in

the Scythian descent of her people, but rather in her unhappy

geographical position. The open country of the lower

Danube was laid waste by the Turks; and, according to

Idrisi, the Ottoman historian of the Kesht Bihisht (i.e. the

"eight paradises" or reigns of the first eight sultans), the

fame of the wealth of Hungary penetrated even to the

remote Turkomans on the banks of the Oxus. The jealousy

of the old Austrian despotism followed upon Turkish devas

tation ; the latter strove to kill the body, the former the soul

of the Hungarian nation, and it is not long since her fetters

have been shaken off.

After these preliminaries, Mr. Patterson enters into a

detailed description of the country. He begins with the

most striking feature of Hungarian scenery, the gigantic

plain which extends from the southern spurs of the Carpa

thian mountains to the Turkish frontiers, the most famous

pasture-ground of antiquity, and the only spot in Europe

which could compensate the Magyars for their ancient home

on the Volga. Our English visitor seems to have been im

pressed by the landscape. He says :—

"As I saw all around me, stretching far away to the horizon, im

mense hcdgeless fields of wheat, maize, hemp, here and there adorned

by long rows of gigantic sun-flowers, I was more than ever affected

with a sense of the great toil of the husbandman. Yet the aspect of

the plain is almost more impressive in autumn, when the crops are all

gathered in, and the sight, unobstructed, ranges over a still further

distance, the vast space being even less diversified than in early summer.

As the long day spent in meditation comes to an end, it is crowned by

a splendid sun-set, such as the narrow skies of mountain valleys can

find no room for."

The descriptions extracted from the romance of Baron Eotvos,

and the poems of Petofi are followed by chapters on the cities

of the Alfold and the Magyar peasant, topics which it is impos

sible to separate, and which involve the essential peculiarities

of Hungarian life. The author is generally right in his remarks

on the characteristics of the peasant ; but, like Dr. Ditz, he is

too indulgent when he undertakes to refute the charge of in

dolence brought against the Magyar as an agriculturist. He

may not be worse than the Servian or Illyrian, and he is

certainly superior in mental endowments to the Yorkshire

ploughman or the Pfalzer Bauer, but when we compare him

with the Suabian or the Slavonian of the Northern counties,

it is impossible to deny his idleness and peculiar fatalism.

On his poetical sentiment, however, and, in particular, his

love for music and fairy tales, Mr Patterson's remarks are

just and admirable. In his second volume our author treats

with fulness and accuracy of the social and political condi

tion, and the religion and literature, of Hungary. One or

two points, however, invite criticism. He is probably right

in saying that the German population in Hungary will be

easily absorbed by the Magyars, as they are surrounded by

an overwhelming mass of alien nationalities. But he under

rates the strength of the anti-Magyar feelings aroused by the

Viennese politicians in the breast of the Slovaks, the Illy-

rians, and Wallachians. These feelings are not likely to

subside when Austria ceases to stimulate them. Each of

the discontented nationalities has neighbours who will keep

up the irritation. The Slovak clings to Bohemia and

Russia ; the Wallachian to the Danubian Principalities, and

the Illyrian dreams of a unity with the six millions of South-

Slavonians of the Ottoman Empire.

Another weak point is Mr. Patterson's view of reli

gious toleration in Hungary. He is right when he asserts

that this is the result of religious indifferentism ; but his

comparison of England and Hungary on this point would

have been more complete if he had pointed out that

while in the former the government is still ahead of society,

in the latter society has long been ahead of government. It

only remains to add that Mr. Patterson's book is considered

by Hungarians the best that has been written by a foreigner

on their country. Every page shows that he has happily

combined the study of books and documents with practical

experience of the Magyars and their institutions.

Arminius Vambery.

The Country House on the Ehine. [Das Land/nuts am Rhein,

Roman von Berthold Auerbach.] Two editions : one in 6, the other

in 3 vols. Stuttgart: Cotta. 1869.

It is always refreshing to meet one novel among many that

is really a beautiful work with a plan, and a subject, and

an idea. The poetical charm of Auerbach's latest work is

guaranteed by its exquisite scenery ; the radiant and ever-

moving life of the middle Rhine forms the background of

the picture, and there is no need to seek refinement by

remoteness either in place, or time, or interest, by excep

tional events or characters. At the same time Auerbach is

too ambitious to content himself with a series of mere pic

tures of Idyllic felicity. Not even these peaceful jegions are

undisturbed by the opposition of capital and labour, aristo

cracy and democracy, religion and science, freedom and

authority. In theory, Auerbach sits down with Lessing and

Goethe at the feet of Spinoza ; in practice he is an ardent

liberal, eager for free science, free labour, and free state—-

free from the relics of feudalism and the embarrassing claims

of the Catholic Church. The story is arranged to give the

triumph to the liberal cause ; the interesting characters, for

the most part, end by coming over to the liberal side. The

millionnaire has made his money by slave labour, and even

by the slave trade, but with all his wealth he fails to get into

society ; he fails to manage his daughter by sending her to a

convent, or even to marry her to a poor nobleman of clerical

propensities, and his son soon outgrows his heartless narrow

view of life, and ultimately rebels against the whole system

and goes over to the. new ideas. The book ends with the

late American war, which is represented as the great event

of the century and the definitive triumph of the principles of

freedom. Throughout Auerbach shews himself a master of

lively and characteristic protraiture ; some readers may per

haps be inclined to think that the multitude of episodes

detains the narrative ; others may complain that the fertility

of reflection which pervades the book is fatiguing or super

fluous. But though it may be sometimes hard to adopt the

author's point of view, and though the epigrams with which

the book abounds are all equally dictatorial and not all

equally telling, impartial critics will recognise the beauty

and significance of the work as a whole.

C. SCHAARSCHMIDT.
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RECENT RESEARCHES O.V POPULAR TALES.

During the last few years no important results have come to light in

the comparative study of popular tales, and the question respecting the

origin of the tales in circulation among various peoples is still an open

one. On the other hand the materials for the solution of this problem

have been considerably increased by the diligent collection of stories.

Confining ourselves to those published outside of Germany, we may men

tion a few of these collections. The Kalmoock and Mongolian collections,

called Siddhi-Kiir and Ardschi-Bordschi, have been published by Pro

fessor Jiilg, of Innspruck, for the first time, with text and a careful

German translation (Leipzig, 1866 ; Innspruck, 1868). At the same

time appeared the first two instalments of Dr. Radloffs Probm der

Volkslitteratur der tiirkischeu Sliimme Siidsibiriens (vol. i. 1866, vol. ii.

1S68), containing stories proper and ballads, with text and German

translation. One of the most important contributions to the folk-lore

of India was published in 1868 (London) by Sir Bartle Frere, under the

title of Old Decean Days. In Africa, again, some of these Indian

stories are found reproduced, as is shown by Bleek's Reynard the Fox ;

or, Hottentot Fables and Tales (London, 1864), by Callaway's Nursery

Tales, &-e., of the Zulus (vol. i. 1868), and by Steere's Swahili Tales,

as told by the natives of Zanzibar (1869).

Very important, and attractive in more than one respect, is Rink's

collection, Eskimoiske Eventyr og Sagn (Copenhagen, 1866), the

author of which was for many years the Danish governor of South

Greenland. This collection exhibits most surprising parallels to Euro

pean stories, even among those tribes of Esquimaux which have had

little, if any, intercourse with Europeans. Soon, too, we may expect a

series of Fifty Tales and Legends of Lapland, collected by Professor

Friis of Christiania, who has made a long stay in Norwegian, Swedish,

and Russian Lapland. Specimens of these, translated by me into

German, will shortly appear in the Viennese periodical Germania.

In the mean time the folk-lore of Russia has lately been illustrated by

Professor Orestes Miiller of St. Petersburg, and will shortly be so by

Professor Comparetti of Pisa. The former has published a work of

830 pages on Ilja of Murom (the Russian national hero), and the heroic

times of Kiew (Ilja Muromez 1 bogatyritivo Kijcnskoje), in which he

attacks Stasow, who considers the tales of the Kabnook Siddhi-Kiir as

the source of the oldest Russian poetry ; whereas Miiller regards the

latter as the peculiar heirloom of the Slavic race. Stasow is preparing

a reply.

Turning to the South of Europe, it is to be regretted that no Portu-

guese stories have as yet been collected, or at least published ; whilst

Spain is but slenderly represented by Fernand Cabal lero's Cuentos y

Poesias Populares Andaluces (Seville, 1859 ; Leipzig, 1861), and Mild y

Fontanals Obscrvacioncs sobre la poesia popular (Barcelona, 1853), which

also contains some Catalonian stories. An excellent collection of Greek

and Albanian stories is that edited (Leipzig, 1864) by the learned F.

G. von Hahn, who died last year. Coming to Italy, we find that since

Straparola's Notti Piacez'oli, which contains but eighteen stories pro

perly so called, only a meagre collection has seen the light. Giambat-

tista Basile's Pentamerone, which was published more than 200 years

ago, contains fifty stories in the Neapolitan dialect, remarkable for the

charming artfulness with which they are told, but presenting great

difficulties of dialect and style. These were translated into English by

J. E. Taylor (London, 1848), who, however, omitted nineteen of them

on account of the nature of their contents. Since the time of Basile,

a few articles scattered through various journals represent the sum of

research in Italian folk-lore, with the exception of the Novelline di

Santo Stefano, thirty-five stories written down by Angelo de Guber-

natis, from the mouth of the people in the Tuscan village of San

Stefano di Calcenaja and its neighbourhood (Rivista Contemporaiica,

1869). There is nothing new in the ATm>elline, the greater part of

which are found in Basile, and in the Sicilian collection of Madame

la Racine (reviewed above, p. 171). "The Devil and the Peasant,"

which forms the thirty-fourth of the series, is mainly interesting, be

cause, so far as I know, only two parallels to this form of the story

are to be found ; a French one, with somewhat gross details, in Rabelais

{Book IV., part 2, chap. 45-47), and an Indian one, in Somadeva.

Besides the Sicilian collection just mentioned, the first volume of Canti

popolari Siciliani, prcceduti da uno studio critico, by Dr. Giuseppe Pitre

of Palermo, has just appeared. This volume contains more than 700

songs, with historical, philological, and illustrative notes. The next

will contain the popular legends, sacred and profane, with lullabies,

nursery songs, conundrums, and children's games. The music of the

songs, a vocabulary, &c, are announced to follow.

Felix Liebrecht.

Notes and Intelligence.

The Period of Romances in Greece.—Considerable light is thrown

on this obscure subject in an article in the last No. of the Praissische

Jahrbiicher. The tales of Miletus, which may be regarded as the nearest

representatives in antiquity of the modern novel, are attributed to one

Aristides, who lived about 100 B.C.; in all probability, however, he only

collected them, and the origin of the stories themselves is to be referred

to the flourishing period of that state, the century preceding the Persian

wars. The stories of Sybaris also, two of which are preserved in

Aristophanes, were widely known. In addition to these, which treated

of human beings, there existed at the same period a large class of beast-

stories, which are thought to have come from India by way of Assyria,

and to have passed into Greece from Asia Minor, of which country

-iEsop was a native. [In this part the writer hardly distinguishes with

sufficient clearness between the primitive beast-fables, which have no

didactic object, and the moralizing /Esopic fables.] It can hardly be

accidental, that the age of these sententious compositions corresponds

with that of the gnomic poets. Further, it was the tendency of the

7th and 6th centuries before Christ to throw historical incidents into

the form of romances, and for this treatment the Asiatic stories, from the

strange views of life which they presented to a Greek, furnished a rich

material. Thus Midas, from being a king and a devotee of Dionysus,

comes to be represented as a satyr with pointed ears, and afterwards as

having ass's ears ; whence the story was still further developed by the

humour of the Greeks. This tale is said to be the only one which has

travelled from west to east, and to have been naturalized in India. The

fame of the Lydian kingdom caused many stories to be imported from

thence into Greece. Such was the tale of Candaules and Gyges, of which

several versions are found in Greek authors, and the numerous ones that

gather round the person of Croesus, who seems, like Saladin in the

Middle Ages, to have formed a central figure for such romances. This

explains the very different conceptions of his character—as a warrior,

and an effeminate prince ; as blinded in judgment, and a prudent

counseller. The same love of romance-writing accounts for the hardi

hood with which chronology is violated in making Solon visit his court,

a circumstance which is also introduced into the history of jEsop.

Events in the annals of the Medes and Persians are similarly utilized,

and receive a Greek colouring, and, as in the story of the physician

Democedes, are mixed with Greek incidents. A further cause, besides

curiosity, which tends to produce stories at this period of a people's

development, is the introduction of a more balanced and more realistic

estimate of men's characters than was furnished by the ideal standard—

in Greece the heroic, in Mediaeval Europe the saintly—which had pre

vailed- before. Now the desire of a more intimate knowledge of human

nature is of the essence of the romance ; and thus we find that many of

the popular Greek stories of this time turn on peculiar traits of character.

In the tale of Rhampsinitus' Treasury, of which several versions are

found, it is the triumph of cleverness and cunning : in that of Hip-

pocleides it is the sprightliness of a ready reply—a point on which

numerous stories in the Decamerone turn : in that of Intaphemes' wife,

who chooses that her brother should be spared in preference to her

husband and children, it is the paradoxical view of the claims of

relationship : in the Margites it is the humorous element in the character

of a fool. The Greek tyrants, from their strong individuality and their

patronage of art, naturally become the subjects of romances. The ring

of Polycrates, and the dark annals of the house of Periander, are amongst

the most popular materials for tales ; and in particular, the story of

Lycophron, the son of the last named prince, is so truly dramatic, that

it could hardly have failed to form the groundwork of a great tragedy,

had not the Greek drama been absolutely devoted to the circle of

mythical and heroic subjects. An additional interest is given to this

paper by the illustrations drawn from the corresponding 1 3th century of

our era.

The Latest Excavations in Pompeii, Sea.—The Giornale di Napoli,

of March 26, states that on the occasion of a royal visit to Pompeii on

the preceding day, some excavations were made in some houses situated

on the right of the Via Stabiana a variety of treasures were found, viz. :

a large number of objects in terra cotta, iron, and bronze, a beautifully-

chiselled silver cup, a very rare glass oil lamp, a still rarer and per

haps unique object consisting of a small terra cotta cup with a metallic

cup inside containing a night-lamp like those in modern use, a large

gladiator's sword, with the metallic portions of the scabbard ; many

copper and silver coins of the time of Vespasian, and an amphora full

of small onions near the skeleton of a woman. The skeleton of a man

was also discovered, holding a pickaxe in one hand, an iron bar in the

other, and with many bronze objects scattered at his feet, near a wall

which had been partially broken through.

The Lombardia of March 26, reports :—On making some excavations

for the improvement of the port of Torno, on the lake of Como, a very

great number of mediaeval arms and coins were found, such as swords,

lances, &c. They were collected and are now exhibited at Torno at the

house of the Rev. Bernasconi, an archaeologist of merit.

At Lillebourne (Seine Inferieure), an ancient Roman mosaic repre

senting a chase, has been discovered. A Latin inscription attributes it

to an Italian artist from Pozzuoli.

Daheim of April 2 contains the first part of a new novel by Pau

Heyse, called Das schbne Katluhcn.
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In Denmark Professor Grundtvig (who published two years ago an

edition of the EdJa), has resumed the researches in which he was

formerly engaged on the old ballad-poetry of his native country. A

new number of his Denmark* Gamlc Folkn'iser appeared in March,

and another (the last of the fourth volume) will be published in

September next.

Contents of the Journals.

Mr. Pattison's edition of Pope's Essay on Man, by the Rev. J. B.

Mayor, Contemp. Rev.

The Laws of Decorative Art, by F. T. Palgrave, Fortnightly Rev.

[Convincing, but chiefly negative.]

The Attis of Catullus, a translation, by Robinson Ellis, Fortnightly

Rev. [Musical ; almost passionate ; in an arbitrary and unfamiliar

dialect.]

Un Pocte norvegien de nos Jours, by M. Edouard Schure, Revue

des Deux Mondes. [A conscientious analysis of Bjornsen, an artist

rather curious than interesting.]

Un Dramma claustrale, in Nuova Antologia for March, by F. de

Sanctis. [A play in the Palatine Collection of Florence published in

two vols, by Sig. Palermo. The hero is a monk who pursues his

vocation in spite of the assurance that he is lost ; and is thus saved.

De Sanctis agrees with Ebert against Klein in interpreting the aim of

the play as the triumph of faith over reason.]

Orientalism in Modern French Art, by Sir Digby Wyatt, in Mac-

millan's Magazine for April.

Die orientalische Ausstellung der " Union Centrale " in Paris, in

Zeitschrift fur bildende Kunst.

Grammairc des Arts dticoratifs, by Ch. Blanc, in Gazette des Beaux

Arts for April.

Das historische Volkslied der Neuzeit [review of Dilfurth's Hist.

Volkslieder des preussiscken //feres von 1675 bis 1866], by G. F. (Gustav

F'reitag) in Grenzboten for April I.

Daniel Defoe, sa Vie et ses Ouvrages, d'apres des documens nouveaux,

par II. Bleizy, in Rev. des Deux Mondes, April I.

Croquis d'ltalie, par Sully rrudhomme, in the same.

New Publications.

Blanc, Cii. Ingres, sa Vie et ses Ouvrages. Taris : Rcnouard.

CvLDERON. The two Lovers of Heaven. Translated by P. F.

McCarthy. London : J. C Ilotten.

Clunks, P. G. Story of Pauline. London : Macmillan.

Daniel, P. A. Notes and Emendations on Shakespeare. London:

Hardwicke.

Durf.r, A. Little Passion. London : Bell and Daldy. [The four

plates, which have no authority from the canonical Gospels, appear

together as an appendix.]

Furnival, FRED. J. The Cambridge MS. of Chaucer's Canterbury

Tales. Part II. (p. 89-128, 1-26).—The Ellesmere MS. of the

same. Part II.—The Lansdown MS. of the same. Part II.—The

Corpus MS. of the same. Part II.—The Hengurt MS. of the same,

Part II.—The Petworth MS. of the same. Part II. Chaucer Society.

London : Triibner, 1869.

Furnival, Fred. J. A Six Text Print of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales

in parallel columns. Tart. II. (The Miller's, Reeve's, and Cook's

Tales, with an Appendix of the spurious tale of Gamelyn.) Chaucer

Society. London : Triibner, 1870.

Gruyer, F. A. Les Vierges de Raphael et l'iconographie de la

Vierge. 3 vols. 8vo. Paris.

Konewka, P. Der schwarze Peter. Ein Bilderbuch fiir Kinder.

Thienemann ; Stuttgart.

Lindenschmidt, L. Die Alterthiimer unserer heidnischenVorzeit, nach

den Originalien ; herausg. von dern Komisch-Germanischen Central-

Museum in Mainz. Bd. II. 74 Taf. (chiefly personal ornaments).

Mainz : Zabern.

To Esther, and other Sketches. London: Smith, Elder & Co.

Williams, Rowland. Owen Glendower, a Dramatic Biography, and

other Poems. (Posthumous.) Williams and Norgate.

Woodward, B. Specimens of the Drawings of ten Masters, from the

Royal Collection at Windsor. London : Macmillan.

Theology.

Theological Ethics. \Theologische Elhik. Von Dr. Richard Rothe,

I. u. 2. Band.] Wittenberg : 1869.

Perhaps it would not be easy to find, in the whole range.

of philosophical literature, a more interesting piece of writing;

of the kind than the first of the two prefaces to the Theo

logical Ethics. Even then when he wrote this preface, Rothe

was keenly sensitive to his intellectual loneliness, and, in.

order, if possible, to dispel the pain of this discovery, he

resolved to give his own system to the world, although aware

that the step would in all probability expose him to the

charge of presumption. It may, perhaps, be doubted

whether he ever entirely succeeded in getting rid of that

original feeling of intellectual isolation. As he had never

been the disciple of a master, neither did he aspire to be

come the founder of a school. He tells us himself, " The

fine saying of my unforgotten teacher Daub was not lost

upon me : Blessed are those who do not force their know

ledge upon others."

The subject with which Rothe's name is associated, Theo

logical Ethics or Moral Theology, has been recognized as

a separate discipline by the Evangelical Church of Germany,

since the time of George Calixtus in the 17th century, who

first among Protestant theologians separated it from Dog

matics. It has been from that time to the present a favourite

field with theologians, who have at all sympathized with the

general life and thought of their age. They have found in

it a middle ground between theology and secular thought,

where it was possible, more conveniently than in the kindred

branch of dogmatics, to bring the doctrines of the Church into

juxtaposition with the world. Rothe, who sympathized alike

with those who reverenced " the old positive Christian

piety," and with those who pressed the claims of the "scien

tific conscience," was naturally attracted to the mediating

sphere afforded by theological ethics. He did not believe,

as some do on both sides, that all such attempts at media

tion are vain. On the contrary it was his firm conviction,

that it was possible to present a Christian theory of the

world which the exact thinker and the devout Christian

could alike accept. He went for the fundamental positions

of this system however, not in the first instance to the Holy

Scriptures as most earlier thinkers had done, but to the

pious consciousness of man, or, more particularly, to the con

sciousness of the evangelical Christian, i.e., evangelical as

contrasted with Roman Catholic. The Archimedes point,

he says, on which theological speculation rests, is the fact

that the religious man whenever he thinks himself, thinks

God likewise. God is thus given in his consciousness. A

logical examination of this thought of God given in the

Christian consciousness yields to the ethical speculator a.

true knowledge of God. The long chapter in the first

volume entitled " The Foundation of Theological Ethics,"

is occupied with such an examination of this thought of God,

and is in fact a discussion of the attributes of God as seen in

the light of Christian consciousness. An important chapter

follows on " the connection of theological ethics," in which

the great divisions of the subject are given.

\ The task of determining oneself, or directing one's own

life, is imposed upon every rational being. This Rothe calls

the moral process, which moral process (der moralische Pro

cess), takes two forms, moral (sittlich) and religious. It is not

possible in English to mark the distinction between "sittlich "

and " moralisch," which the author has thus introduced into

the second edition. Both, we apprehend, must be translated

by the one term " moral." Considered as a moral process, it

may be described as that by means ofwhich the outward world,
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which includes the body ofman, is so assimilated and subjected

to the human spirit that it becomes penetrated and ruled by

the human personality. This process is also described as the

process of bringing the ideal and the material nature of man

into unity—a unity necessary to the perfection of both. He

quotes with regard to this the saying of Novalis, " profound,

if not quite clear," as he calls it. " As earthly beings, we

strive after spiritual cultivation, after spirit generally; as

unearthly spiritual beings, after earthly cultivation, after body

generally. Only through morality do we attain to both

these ends." The moral process from its religious side

begins, Rothe says, with God, and is indeed a continuance of

the work of creation ; but inasmuch as the fellowship between

man and God is a moral relationship, it is mediated by the

attitude of man towards God. Piety is essentially a moral

relationship, that is, the proper relationship of a person, and

as such must be mediated by the self-determination of the

subject. The opposite of this moral or personal piety is

magical religion, an imagined fellowship of man with God,

resting causaliter upon outward relationships. Man can

not reach the destiny for which he was created without

the cultivation of this moral relationship with God. In

corroboration of this, Rothe quotes the striking words of

Goethe : " It is only the pious who in the end have real

culture of the higher nature (Vernunftcultur) ; in the case

of all others the understanding finally obtains the master)',

so that the highest is employed for earthly ends." Omitting

the discussions on Individuality in the first volume, and the

opening chapters of the second volume, we come to that

important portion of the work which deals with moral action.

This also is divided into moral and religious ; and under the

first head Rothe points out that, when that penetration of

the outward by the moral spirit of man is fully accomplished,

the outward will altogether cease for man : for he will then

have " appropriated to himself all the real thoughts consti

tuting the divine nature, so far as they could be expressed in

the earthly creation."

The definition which the author gives of Theosophy, under

the second or religious form of moral action, will be read

with interest, as Rothe always desired his book to be re

garded not as a system of philosophy, nor even of theology,

but of theosophy. Philosophy is world-wisdom; theology

presupposes a Church ; but theosophy, or an intelligent

knowledge of things in God, i.e. Christian Gnosis, only

presupposes faith. In the German Christian world specula

tion began as theosophy ; and although this theosophy

passed into mysticism, the two are not to be identified. For

theosophy embraces the external as well as the subjective

' ego ' whilst mysticism regards the latter alone. The chapters

upon social life in the second volume are exceedingly valuable

and interesting, but space forbids us to do more than call

attention to the views of the author regarding Church and

State. To him the State appeared as the ideal form of

human society in which the perfected moral life of man

would finally find expression. The Church would pass away,

but the State, as God's kingdom, would remain. Nor even

now ought the State to forget its function as the educational

institute for Christian piety.

The history of the Thcologische Ethik, is an evidence of

the value the author attached to careful and exact thought.

For many years the book was out of print, although often

asked for. The first two volumes of the second edition

appeared in 1867, and a comparison of them with the first

edition sufficiently explained the delay. It was still the

same system in its essential thoughts, but the transformation

was so great that it might be regarded as a new book. Much

was added to supplement what had been wanting, and to

explain what had been misunderstood, in the first edition.

In many parts the author introduced an entirely new ter

minology, and in some cases gave expression to important

changes of opinion. In the second edition also he made

much fuller reference to the opinions of other ethical writers

than he had formerly done—a feature which will be wel

come to a generation which, as has been truly said, takes

far less interest in speculation than in the history of specula

tion. The present edition, which is to extend to five

volumes, is a re-issue in the first two volumes of the edition

of 1867, and in the last three, which are yet to come, of the

edition of 1845. The ethics of Rothe, in the form which the

author designed that we should possess them, must therefore

remain a fragment like many of the great books of our time.

His literary executors propose, however, in the forthcoming

volumes to supply from his papers certain notes indicating,

so far as can be gathered, the changes he purposed to make

in the latter portion of the work. John Gibis.

The Vatican Septuagint. [Bibliorum sacrorum codex Vaticanus . . .

collatis studiis C. Vercellone et Jos. Cozza eclitus : C. Vercellone

excepit Caiet. Sergio.] Roma:, typis et impensis S. Congregationis de

Propag. Fide. Vol. I. containing the Pentateuch and Joshua.

Vetus Testamentum Grace juxta LXX. Interpretes : textum

Vatic. Romanum emendatius edidit. . . Const. Tischendorf: edit.

quarta, identidem emendata, prolegom. passimque ctiam commentt.

ex cod. Sinait. aliisque auct. Lipsiac : Urockhaus.

The difficulties in the way of a restoration of the text

of the Septuagint are much complicated by the successive

revisions which that text has undergone. Many years must

pass before an adequate edition can be produced, even if

the task were already seriously undertaken by competent

scholars. But it is much to be desired that some one with

the requisite leisure should set on foot a provisional work

which might now or soon be executed without great labour.

An exact impression of a primary MS., if possible the

Vatican, would furnish a normal text to which might be

subjoined the complete various readings of other uncials,

with perhaps a select cursive or two where Vatican leaves

are missing. In a few books or chapters it might be found

best to print two full texts in parallel columns or pages ; but

this would seldom be necessary. Two, or perhaps three,

octavo volumes would thus supply every one with at least a

genuine ancient Septuagint ; and the Hexaplar and other

falsifications, whether of the Roman editors or of Grabe

and his successors, would be finally abolished. The mate

rials for such an edition are now becoming accessible to

those who can frequent public libraries. To Baber's Codex

Alcxandrinus (which ought to be verified anew, especially

in the corrected, passages), Tischendorf has added the

remains of the Codd. Epliremi, Si/iaiticus, Cottonianus, Sar-

rarianus, and others ; Cozza the Cryptoferratensis ; Ceriani

part of the Ambrosianus. But the greatest need, that of a

faithful impression of the unadulterated Vatican text, is now

for the first time being met by the edition which heads this

notice.

To be judged properly, a work of this kind requires such

an examination as only an intending editor could give. As

far as can be seen from the mere comparison of a few

columns with the other printed evidence, the Roman

scholars have achieved their task carefully and well. The

superiority to Mai's hasty performance is manifest again

and again. His frequent neglect of peculiarities of spelling

might be excused ; but it is startling to find how many

substantial corruptions he retained from the traditional text.

In most of such cases of variation the new editors are in

agreement with the collation procured for Parsons and

Holmes. Twice only I had reason to suspect an error, and
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that of a single letter, once apparently by a confusion

between the readings of the scribe and a corrector. If

serious mistakes should hereafter be detected, they will

probably have arisen from one or other of two peculiarities

of the Vatican MS. First, it is not a palimpsest, but it

is in one respect worse : the writing has been retraced

in darker ink by a later hand, which has introduced many

unobtrusive changes of one or two letters, hard to detect

by the faint projecting apices, and hard to penetrate when

detected, yet by no means always trivial in meaning. Se

condly, the self-corrections of the original scribe are closely

imitated in the alterations of another writer, who possibly

was the contemporary diorthotes, but certainly made use of a

second exemplar. How far the present editors are compe

tent to deal with matter requiring so much skill, and even

knowledge, as well as unflagging patience, it will be easier

to discover when the final volume of apparatus is published.

The fourth 'edition' of Teschendorf's Scpfuagint is chiefly

remarkable for what it might have been and is not. Every

one has long been thankful to have within reach in a com

pact form, and illustrated by instructive Prolegomena, a

somewhat improved reprint of the Roman text with the

chief variants of the Alexandrine MS. at the bottom of the

page, supplemented from the relics of the Codex Ephremi

and the few first discovered leaves of the Sinaiticus. It

was natural to expect that a new issue would incorporate

in the apparatus the readings of the much larger portion of

the Sinaitic text published in facsimile by the same editor

in 1863: and notwithstanding the ambiguous word passim,

the title-page might be thought to promise fulfilment of

the hope. Scholars are apt to forget the commercial

interests which forbid the waste of so many stereotype

plates. The leaves of the Alexandrine MS. containing Ps.

xlix. 19—Ixxix. n are wanting; and here an apparatus is

now made out of the Sinaitic readings, 18 plates being

renewed. A similar gap at 1 Sam. xii. r8—xiv. 9, is filled

up by Vatican readings, probably on Mai's authority. These

are the sole improvements in the apparatus; to which must be

added a few small corrections of the text itself. In the Prole

gomena the old description ofthe Codex Friderico-Augustanus

(under this now obsolete name) stands unchanged, but is

followed by the additional remarks and specimens under

the true name Sinaiticus, which were placed at the end in

the last issue : the only considerable augmentations are a

page of Tobit, Job xii. 3-22, and a few readings of correctors

in the same book. The list of uncial MSS. of the Septua-

gint is slightly increased, and here and there a paragraph is

touched up. Altogether the book is what it was before,

with so much improvement as could be furnished by the

work of three or four days.

It would be unreasonable to complain that no more is

given. Tischendorf himself indicates in his new preface

that he may be unable from want of time to do justice to

the materials which he has himself collected. But he would

like to found a " Societas Christiana Diplomatica " for com

pleting his beginnings, or (" sive ut definitius dicam") in

vestigating and perfecting the text of the whole Creek

Bible ; and he hopes that England in particular will provide

funds and workers. Co-operation in research might prove

fruitful in this as in other fields : but it would have to be

taken up in a less grotesque shape. The idea is probably

borrowed from the preface (pp. 21, 24) to the useful little

apparatus to Cenesis (Leipzig, 1868; edited by Lagarde, on

whom, as a poacher who promises great things, Tischendorf

has no mercy. At least Lagarde, though not named, is

evidently the subject of a bitter sentence, in which by way

of contrast a civil word is thrown to Cozza and Ceriani, who

only reproduce MSS. No notice is taken of O. F. Fritzsche's

Judges (Zurich, 1867), the most hopeful attempt yet made

towards dealing with the text on a truly critical method.

F. J. A. Hort.

THE COMPARA TIFE STUD Y OF RELIGIONS.

Professor Max Muller has been delivering a course of lectures on

the Science of Religion, the first of which has just been published in

Eraser's Magazine. We fear it will disappoint that large class of

students who are already interested in the subject, both from a psycho

logical and metaphysical as well as from a historical point of view. In

deed we are disposed to question whether the discussion of what the

lecturer terms theoretic 'theology should be undertaken even before a

popular audience by one who has devoted himself to purely Compara

tive Theology. (We should explain that by Comparative Theology is

meant that "which has to deal with the historical forms of religion,"

and by Theoretic Theology, that " which has to explain the conditions

under which religion itself, in its highest or its lowest forms, is pos

sible.") This remark seems to be confirmed by the characteristic merits

and defects of a recent German work on the nature and history of

religion—Die Religion, i/ir IVcscn ituJ Hire Geschichte, by Otto Plleiderer

(2 vols., Leipzig, 1869). The first volume, which is entirely theoretical,

is, as we have remarked before, "a clear and masterly discussion."

(See Academy, No. 3, p. 72.) But so far as the historical volume is

concerned, we have noticed with some surprise the scanty number of

authorities on which the author is dependent, and decline to recom

mend the book as more than an useful summary of the history of various

religions according to certain favourite authors, not always the most

recent, such as Ewald, Duncker, Movers, Bunsen, Koppen, &c. Still

the work, as a whole, is well-fitted for a handbook, especially as it is

distinguished by unusual clearness of expression. An interesting little

book, The Religion of the World, by H. S. Leigli (Triibner, 1869), de

serves credit for sincerity rather than for accuracy. It aims at popular

izing the ideas of the first volume of Max Miiller's Chips, but errs

through a too hasty adoption of plausible theological analogies, de

rived from a various but desultory reading, and a more than occasional

preference of rhetoric to sound reasoning. An able Dutch writer, C. P.

Tiele, has conceived the plan of a comparative history of ancient na

tional (as opposed to universal) religions— Vergclijkende Gesehiedenis der

OuJe Godsdiensteti. The first section of the first part has lately ap

peared ; it contains an historical sketch of the religion of Egypt. The

author regards this system as standing in much the same relation to

the later Semitic religions as the religion of the Vedas to Brahmanism

and Buddhism. The history and tenets of the last-named religion are

every year receiving some fresh illustrations. (See conclusion of Dr.

Rost's paper, Academy, No. 5, p. 1 39.) Prof. Max Muller, in his lec

ture on Buddhistic Nihilism (Triibner, 1869) has shewn the recent

origin of the "annihilation" theory of Nirvana, while The Modern

Buddhist (Trubnei, 1870) represents an attempt to return from Buddh

ism to the religion of its founder. As for the Vedic religion, we may

refer non-Sanskritists to the forthcoming volume of Dr. Muir's Sanskrit

Texts, which will contain metrical versions of several of the Vedic

hymns.

Selected Articles.

Introductory Lecture on the Science of Religion, by Prof. Max

Muller, in Fraser, April. [See above.]

A Chapter of Accidents in Comparative Theology, by the same, in

Contemporary, April. [A popular expansion of the criticisms expressed

in the first part of the notice on M. Jacolliot in our last number, p. 166.]

Payne Smith on Prophecy, reviewed in the Athenaeum, April 2.

[Severe on the uncritical method of the author, but not severe enough

on his inaccuracies in stating the views of German critical theologians.]

Lightfoot's Clement of Rome, Hilgenfeld's Messias, and Volkmar's

Gospels, rev. by II. E., in Gott. gel. Anz., March 23. [The first-named

work receives high commendation ; the second is " damned with faint

praise ;" the third rejected as pseudo-scientific]

The Vienna edition of the Latin Fathers, by Langen, in Theolog.

Lit.-BIatt, March 28. [Contains some valuable remarks on various

readings in Cyprian.]

Armenian Historians, by II. E., in Gott. gel. Anz., March 9. [Points

out the theological interest of these documents, especially of Esnig's

Refutation of Heresies, a section of which, on the Parsee religion, is

printed by Dulauiier.]

Schrader's edition of De Wette's Introduction, by Th. N., in Lit.

Centralblatt, March 26. [Important.]

Rothe's Dogmatics, in Theolog. Tijdschrift, Feb. [Concise and

clear.]
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New Publications.

Fairbairn, P. Typology of Scripture. 5th cd. Clark.

Gloag, P. J. A Critical and Exeget. Commentary on the Acts of the

Apostles. Vol. I. Clark.

Keil u. Delitzsch. Biblischer Commcntar, Leviticus, Numeri u.

Deuteronomium. Leipzig : Dorffling.

Malan, S. C. Liturgy of the Armenian Church of S. Gregory.

Transl. from the Armenian. Nutt.

Newman, J. H. Essay in aid of a Grammar of Assent. Burns and

Oates.

Pressense, E. de. Le Siecle apostolique. Vol. II. Hist, des trois

prem. Siecles de l'Eglise chr. Ed. 2. Paris : Meyrueis.

Ullmann, C. The Sinlessness of Jesus. Clark.

Science and Philosophy.

Eecherohes Historiques sur le Principe d'Archimede. Par Ch.

Thurot. (Extrait de la Revue Archeologiquc.) Paris: Didier.

At the beginning of his memoir M. Thurot says :—

" If it be true that the history of the physical sciences contributes

nothing towards their progress, that history is nevertheless important

for the science of the human mind, which is, after all, in itself an object

of study of unquestionable interest. It is certainly important to know

what have been the mistakes of men ; how it has come to pass that

truth has been altogether missed, or only half seen, then forgotten, and

re-discovered, and at last completely and definitively established. The

answers to these questions are facts no less than natural phenomena,

and have no less a claim on our attention."

It is from this point of view that M. Thurot (with rare

learning, and with a philosophic spirit still more rare) has

written the history of the important hydrostatical theorem,

known as the principle of Archimedes, which asserts that a

body floating at rest in a fluid displaces a volume of the

fluid of which the weight is equal to its own weight. And

perhaps no example could have been chosen better calcu

lated to illustrate the vicissitudes of incredulity and neglect

to which scientific doctrines have been exposed, though

supported by the strictest demonstrations, and though sus

ceptible of the widest and most useful applications.

The history of the " principle of Archimedes " divides

itself naturally into five periods. (1) From Aristotle to

Archimedes ; (2) From Archimedes to the downfall of Greek

philosophy under Justinian in a.d. 529 ; (3) From a.d. 529

to the printing of Tartaglia's Latin translation of the treatise

of Archimedes on floating bodies in 1565 ; (4) From 1565

to the time of Pascal; (5) From Pascal to Clairaut, by

whom the science of hydrostatics in its most general form

may be said to have been ultimately constituted. The first

period is exclusively occupied with the great name of Ari

stotle, whose philosophy never ceased to act as a disturbing

element upon hydrostatical science till at least as late as the

time of Pascal. M. Thurot considers that ancient science

has been unjustly accused of an undue use of metaphysics,

and that there is nothing metaphysical in the greater

number of the explanations (usually erroneous) which

Aristotle gives of natural phenomena. We are disposed

to think that M. Thurot expresses himself in too absolute

a manner on this point, and that if certain purely meta

physical doctrines—for example, that of the formal cause, or

of potentiality and actuality—be withdrawn, the physics as

well as the metaphysics of Aristotle would crumble into

ruin. But however this may be, we cordially concur in the

opinion that the real cause of the failure of the science of

the Greeks was a naive ignorance on the one hand of the

importance, and on the other hand of the difficulties, both

of observation and of experiment. It is a singular contra

diction that alongside of formal declarations of the import

ance of the study of facts, and at a time when (as we know

from Plato) experiments on the acoustical properties of

vibrating strings had been made with assiduity and success,

Aristotle should (more or less directly) have given his autho

rity to such statements as that a vessel filled with ashes will

hold as much water as the same vessel when emptied ; that

a bladder weighs more (in air) when inflated than when

empty ; that of two pieces of lead, the bigger falls the foster,

&c. In the face of such instances of carelessness, it is diffi

cult to defend the ancient philosophers from the charge of

being more anxious to invent hypotheses to explain facts,

than to ascertain the facts themselves.

In the Aristotelian physics the doctrine of gravity was a

corollary from that of the four elements ; and the explana

tion of the observed fact that a piece of wood, which in air

weighs more than a piece of lead, weighs less in water, was

sought to be deduced from the law that the air contained in

the wood has weight when in the element of air, but has no

weight (or rather is relatively light) when in the element of

water. This theory cannot explain why certain bodies that

will sink in fresh will float in salt water ; and Aristotle can

only say vaguely that the density of the water is increased

by the salt. But in the apocryphal Problems we find the

absurd statement that the reason why a ship at sea stands

higher out of the water than the same ship in a fresh

water estuary (so we must understand the passage) is that

there is more water in the sea to offer resistance to the

ship than there is in the estuary (Probl. xxiii. 3, 931, b, 9).

Such were the notions that could find acceptance in the

Aristotelian schools ; and nothing is more curious than to

note the entire failure of the truths enunciated and esta

blished by Archimedes to make any impression on philo

sophic opinion. As M. Thurot expresses it, the philosophic

and the mathematical tradition ran side by side without

exercising any influence upon one another. Thus the

eminent commentators on Aristotle, Alexander Aphrodisi-

ensis and Simplicius, merely reproduce the explanations of

their master without exhibiting any acquaintance with the

doctrine of Archimedes. Yet it is very remarkable that

Simplicius did actually try the experiment of the inflated

and empty bladder, and finding no difference in the weight

in the two cases, infers with much hesitation, on account of

the adverse authority of Aristotle, that air has no weight in

air—a conclusion entirely subversive of Aristotle's explana

tion of the phenomena presented by wood and lead when

weighed successively in air and in water. Perhaps some

explanation of the neglect of the theorem of Archimedes by

the Aristotelian school may be found in the circumstance

that the circulation of the works of Archimedes, and in

particular of the treatise of floating bodies (ircpl o^or/iAw),

appears to have been very limited. Thus Pappus (the

learned geometer of the end of the 4th century) can only

have known the title of the work, and can never have seen

it, for he classes it with some of the works of Hiero as a

book of what we might now call " mechanical recreations."

The celebrated, though probably legendary, story of the

crown of Hiero must have diffused very widely some

general notion of the principles discovered by Archimedes.

But it is remarkable how unintelligently this story is related

even by an author with so much mathematical knowledge

as Vitruvius. Seneca (perhaps, as M. Thurot conjectures,

deriving his materials from Posidonius) shows himself much

better informed ; for in an interesting passage in the Quas-

tiones Naturales (III. 25, 5-7), he discusses the theory of

floating bodies, not, indeed, with mathematical precision, but

without important error. It is remarkable, again, that the

medical schools had learned so much from the mathematicians

as" to employ an instrument precisely resembling the modern

hydrometer for the purpose of taking the specific gravity (as
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we should now say) of fluids. This instrument, under the

name of baryllion, is mentioned by Bishop Synesius in one

of his letters to Hypatia (Ep. 15) ; and is still more fully

described in a Latin poem Deponderibus, formerly attributed

to Priscian, and belonging probably to the 4th or 5 th

century. It would be interesting to know to what fluids

the ancient physicians applied their hydrometer.

With regard to the demonstration of the theorem, M.

Thurot calls attention to the fact that Archimedes was not

acquainted with what is now justly regarded as the funda

mental principle of hydrostatics, that " fluids press equally

in every direction." The two physical postulates assumed

by him at the commencement of the first book " on floating

bodies " are less simple, and much less easy to verify by

direct experiment. They have the further disadvantage of

leading to very indirect and difficult demonstrations of the

propositions relating to floating bodies ; and, in addition,

Archimedes is obliged to assume as a third postulate (we

use the modern phraseology), that the force acting on a

body which is rising in a fluid acts perpendicularly upward

at the centre of gravity of the body. All the three postu

lates are deducible from the experimental law of the equality

of pressure in every direction. Archimedes' ignorance of

this experimental law renders his treatment of the subject

very different from that adopted in any modern work on

hydrostatics ; nevertheless, the treatise on floating bodies

is one of the greatest monuments of one of the greatest

intelligences that ever existed in the world. The exclama

tion of Pascal, " Oh comme il a delate" aux esprits ! " is justi

fied by the calmer remark of Lagrange (a little less true

now than when it was first made), that " the second book

of the treatise contains a theory of the equilibrium of float

ing bodies, to which the moderns have added but little."

We pass over the efforts of M. Thurot to trace the history

of the principle of Archimedes, during the long period of

nearly a thousand years which followed the closing of the

school of Athens. He succeeds in showing that the mathe

matical tradition was not wholly extinguished, and that it

continued to subsist as distinct as before from the philo

sophical tradition of the schools. The only memorable

point with regard to the latter appears to be that the school

men (ever ready with a subtlety) solved the difficulties pre

sented by the question, whether an element has weight in

its own place (i.e. air in air, water in water), not, like Sim-

plicius, by a reference to experiment, but by what Lord

Bacon calls the frigida distinctio actus et potential. The first

influence of the revival of letters was favourable to the

authority of Aristotle, whose works acquired a new and

irresistible impressiveness, when read in their original text,

and when freed from the scholastic incrustations which had

overlaid them. But, as time went on, the love of Greek

caused even the Greek mathematicians to be sought for and

studied ; and thus science was quickened by what at first

was a purely literary interest. The first who added any

thing to the hydrostatics of Archimedes was Simon Stevin,

of Bruges, an illustrious Fleming, whose name M. van de

Weyer has recently made familiar to the literary world.

Stevin showed for the first time how to estimate the pressure

of a fluid, and laid down the principle of the equal pressure

of a fluid in every direction. He also showed how to in

vestigate the pressure of a fluid upon the surface of a vessel

containing it, and it is interesting to find the Netherlander

illustrating the doctrine of the lateral pressure by the sluice

gates of his native country. The word hydrostatic occurs in

his writings for the first time; and thus he had the well-

deserved good fortune to give to the science the name which

it has borne ever since. But Stevin did not comprehend the

full importance of the principle he had discovered ; nor did

he make it the basis of hydrostatical science by deducing

the theorem of Archimedes from it. Indeed, of this theorem

he gives a demonstration which Boyle justly criticized as

neither clear nor physical. Unfortunately, too, Stevin wrote

in Dutch, having demonstrated to his own satisfaction that

Low German is the most perfect of all languages, and having

observed that Low German is spoken with the greatest purity

in North Holland. Thus, for many years, his discovery was

practically unknown, and even his great contemporary

Galileo remained in ignorance of it. Pascal, whose atten

tion had been turned to hydrostatics in connexion with the

experiment which he had made on the Puy de Dome to

verify the discovery of Torricelli, had the immense merit of

giving to the principle of Stevin all the generality of which

it is susceptible, of showing how to verify it by direct experi

ment, and of founding upon it the theorem of Archimedes.

But the conversion of Pascal delayed the publication of his

work on hydrostatics for twelve years (from 1651 to 1663) ;

and even then his ideas met with opposition, and were not

accepted by any writer of authority until the appearance of

the Principia. To the researches on the theory of the

figure of the earth commenced by Newton, and prosecuted

with ardour by the generation following him, we owe the

present degree of completeness of hydrostatical science.

M. Thurot concludes his interesting and important Me

moir with a criticism of the celebrated aphorism in which

Pascal compares the human race to a single man, " qui sub-

siste toujours et qui apprend continuellement." He points

out with truth how discontinuous the progress of human

knowledge has been ; how few have been the ages, the

nations, the individuals, that have contributed anything to

it ; how easily, when once gained, it is lost or forgotten.

" Science is not preserved in books, but in the intelligence

of men ; for what is the use of books to an age which does

not and cannot understand them?" We may trust that at

the present time, from the long continuance and wide diffu

sion of civilization, the great inheritance of human know

ledge is safe for as long as the world lasts. But it is pro

bable nevertheless that, even under existing circumstances,

it may happen here and there that a scientific discovery

is neglected, or remains fruitless for a time, from some

obscurity In the mode of its presentation by the first dis

coverer, or from his own imperfect comprehension of his

discovery ; from the smallness of the number of persons

interested in the same inquiry, or from prejudice in favour

of an established scientific creed ; in short, from causes

inferior in degree, but not unlike in kind, to those which

in former ages operated on so gigantic a scale.

H. J. S. Smith.

Hegel as the National Philosopher of Germany. [Hegel als

Deutscher National-Philosophy—By Dr. R. Rosenkranz. Leipzig :

Duncker and Humblot, 1870.

Whatever may be the faults of the Germans, they certainly

cannot be accused of a lack of hero worship. Their admira

tion for the greatness of their great men is simple, unenvious,

and openly expressed ; and as it is now considerably more

than a century since their age of heroes began, since the

birth of the first of those poets and philosophers who sud

denly raised a nation of imitators to the front rank of litera

ture and science, we hear every other year of a new cen

tenary festival. This year comes the " Sacularfeier" of Hegel,

who was bom on the 27th Aug., 1770, and his followers

and admirers are preparing to do him honour by setting

up his statue in Berlin, and in the book before us Dr.

Rosenkranz, the veteran biographer of Hegel, who has

ably defended his name and fame against all adversaries for

many years, puts forward a general estimate of him, of his
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work, and his place in German literature as a sort of sum

mons to his countrymen to pay clue reverence to his manes.

A book written in this spirit scarcely calls for minute cri

ticism ; and this book in particular has so much of the nature

of an indefinite talk " about Hegel and about him," that no

purpose would be served by giving a detailed account of it

We may remark, however, that the least interesting part of

the book is that which treats of Hegel's philosophy in itself,

and that the most interesting chapters are those that speak

of him as a critic and a literary artist, and those that defend

his character and honesty as a thinker against some rude

assaults that have been made upon them. In his philo

sophical writing, though sometimes ingenious, Rosenkranz

shows a certain want of intellectual stamina and inde

pendence—a want that makes a man a good disciple, but a

bad critic. It is not so much that he holds to the principles

of his master, for there are other Hegelians like Erdmann,

who follow Hegel even more closely, and yet to whom no

one would deny independence and original force of thought ;

but the words of Rosenkranz always seem to us like those of

youthful students, who have learned their lesson well, and

repeat it with a certain intelligence, yet in whose minds it

has really gone no deeper than the memory. With all his

great learning and philosophy, it may be doubted whether

Dr. Rosenkranz has a genuine turn for speculation ; at least

in this and one or two other of his works which we have

consulted, we do not recollect any passage in which fresh

light was thrown upon a philosophical principle by his state

ment of it. On the other hand, he has illustrated with

considerable acuteness the more literary and historical aspects

of Hegel's work, and his relations to the political life of his

time, as well as of subsequent times.

Hegel was one of those philosophers, whose first in

terests are not in pure speculation for itself, but in religion

and politics, and who are driven to speculation because, for

them, there is no secure basis of truth except in metaphysic.

His greatest work was a Logic, which was at the same time

a Metaphysic, but this ultimate analysis and reconstruction

of thought from its simplest elements, was to him valuable

mainly because he saw the dialectical movement of the

notion in everything ; and he had no sooner completed his

logical system, than he used it in his Philosophy of Right

as an instrument to solve the greatest difficulties of social

and political morality. .It is this work which, as we might

expect, has drawn upon him the bitterest criticism from all

points of the political compass, as indeed his idea of the

State is one in which no party can altogether find their

account. He accepts as fundamental that principle of indi

vidual liberty, which Rousseau had uttered in its boldest and

wildest form, which had been the living spirit of the French

Revolution, and which had found its highest philosophical

expression in Kant's Critique of Practical Reason. But on

the other hand, he attempts, by the development of the

principles of Kant, to rise above that atomic individualism,

as we may call it, which Kant expressed. He maintains

that the State is not founded on a social contract, nor has

for its end a mere external security and peace. It is not to

him, as to Mr. Herbert Spencer, and to most of those whose

thought is still governed by the motives that led to the great

Revolution, an organization made necessary by imperfection

and evil, and therefore destined first to be limited, and then

destroyed, by the progress of civilization. It is an organiza

tion like the family, essentially related to man's moral

nature, and which, therefore, could never be abolished with

out producing moral degradation or weakness.

No one is beyond the influence of his time, and Hegel

lived into that period of reaction when the weak side of the

Revolution became manifest, and when men were strongly

disposed to set the rights of society or of the State above

the rights of the individual. And, perhaps, he may some

times have been inclined to accentuate too strongly his

objections to the claim of individual rights when they are

separated from, or set in opposition to, the rights of society.

But to accuse him as a prophet of reaction, or the interested

advocate of a Prussian system of centralisation is no less

absurd than to call him a teacher of anarchy and atheism.

The State in Hegel's idea, as Dr. Rosenkranz shows, is

not the Prussian State as it is now, still less the Prussian

State as it was in Hegel's time. And though many objec

tions may be made to that view of the political union

that Hegel gives, this at least may be said in his favour,

that he alone of those writers who raised a protest against

the individualism of the last century, has not been led

to exaggerate the right of society into something like

socialism. The French socialistic writers, under whom,

in this point of view, may be included even Comte, fall

into this error, when they treat the revolutionary movement

by which the old organisation was destroyed, merely as a

transition stage after which a new, and it would seem, almost

as complete and despotic an organisation of man's life as

that which has perished is to arise. But Hegel, while he

tells us that the Revolution was one-sided, shows at the same

time that it had an imperishable element of truth in it, and

that, therefore, man's social life is no more to be developed

at the expense of his individual life, than his individual at

the expense of his social life. His reconciliation of the two

may be imperfect, and it certainly is too general and abstract,

but it is at least no easy solution of the difficulty by leaving

out one of the elements of it. The progress of science is

oftener delayed by inability to put the right question than to

find the answer for it, and in Hegel's work we find a

fuller apprehension of the social problem than in any other

modern author. Hence, though the pure Hegelian schoor

cannot be said to be numerous, we have not seen any

important German work on Social Science (and in Germany

at the present time, there is probably more and better

thought devoted to social science than to any other subject),

which does not show deep traces of the influence of the

" Philosophy of Right." Edward Cairix

Scientific Notes.

Physiology.

Temperature of the Nerves.—The last number (Mars-Avril, 1870)1

of the Archives dc Physiologic contains the continuation of the important

researches of Moritz Schiff on the augmentation of the temperature of

the nerves and nervous centres consequent on sensorial and sensitive

impressions. The means employed to ascertain the increase of heat

consisted of properly constructed thermo-electric needles, which were

passed through different parts of the nervous system of various animals,

and were connected with a sensitive galvanometer ; then, when they

were at rest, or after they had been narcotized, one or other of their

senses, as of hearing, sight, or even of smell, was suddenly aroused,

and the effect on the galvanometer, or rather on a small beam of light

reflected from a mirror attached to the galvanometer-needle, was care

fully watched. M. Schiff has arrived at the conclusion, from his experi

ments, that the excitation of one of the higher senses under favour

able conditions, that is if it reaches the cerebrum, produces an

elevation of temperature in the latter, and it only remains doubtful

whether the disengagement of heat is the expression of the conduction

of the excitation towards the centre itself, or of a physical act produced

by this excitation after its arrival at the", central point. M. Schiff also

believes he has demonstrated,—and the fact has some interest in rela

tion to the recent discussion in France respecting the duration of con

sciousness after decapitation,— that the life of the brain does not cease

immediately after the cessation of the circulation ; for when, in animals

poisoned with woorara, the sensory nerves were irritated after the

movements of the heart had stopped, the temperature of one of the

hemispheres of the brain still continued to rise as before, though unques
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tionably to a less extent. The elevation was observed to occur for as

long as twelve minutes after the entire cessation of the heart's beats.

Sense of Touch In the Skin.—A paper appears in the Denkschriften

der kaiserlichen Akademie der IVisscnschaften (Band xxix. 1870, p. 299),

by the late Professor Tiirck, on the sensory regions of the skin sup

plied by the several pairs of spinal nerves. In the experiments under

taken by the professor on some dogs, with the view of determining

the particular regions of the skin supplied by the several spinal nerves,

the latter were separately and successively divided, and the skin was

then pinched at definite points, at short intervals apart, a mark being

made at the middle of the fold pinched when the animal gave evidence

of pain. It was found that the same part was always rendered insensi

ble, when the same nerve was divided. At the same time the adjoining

parts, especially in young animals, were rendered unusually sensitive.

Certain regions or "territories" were, however, found to be charac

terized by a certain dull sensibility ; these regions were supplied by

more than one nerve, and may be called common territories in opposi

tion to the exclusive territories, or those supplied by a single nerve.

In the neck and body the exclusive territories for each nerve were

small, in the extremities all parts were territories common to more

than one nerve. In the palm of the hand and sole of the foot

three nerves were found to supply one territory. In regard to those

purs which supply a district in common, thc_ division of one such

pair usually causes only one circumscribed spot to become insensible,

and that only for a short time. The territories of the extremities sup

plied by the several pairs of nerves are band-like arched stria?, wider

at the end than near the centre. The arches are smaller in the trunk

than in the extremities, apparently from the growing out of the ex

tremity during the development of the animal. The first cervical nerve

has no cutaneous branches ; the second, third, fourth and fifth, have

only exclusive territories. The sixth cervical has only a common terri

tory ; the seventh and eighth pairs have both common and exclusive

territories.

Respiratory Organs of Eohinoderms.—Mr. Billings, the Palaeon

tologist of the Geological Survey of Canada, communicates to Professors

Silliman and Dana's American Journal of Science ami Art (Jan. 1870)

an article on the homologies of the respiratory organs of the Pal&eozoic

and recent Echinoderms, and on the "convoluted plate" of the Cri-

noidea. He refers the convoluted plate with its thickened border to the

madreporic system of the existing Echinodermata in general, and pro

ceeds to show the gradual passage or conversion of the respiratory

organs of the Cystidea, Blastoidea, and Pah-eocrinoidea into the ambu-

lacral canal system of recent Echinoderms, and that, as the convoluted

plates of the former have the same structure and connection as the

madreporic sacks and tubes, or sand canals, of the latter, they are most

probably all the homologies of each other. He believes that the reason

why the convoluted plate attained a greater proportional size in the

Palaeozoic Crinoids than do the sand canals of recent Echinoderms, is

that the function of the system of canals (of which they are all appen

dages) was at first mostly respiratory, whereas in the greater number of

existing groups it is more or less prehensive or locomotive, or both.

A Paper on the same subject, describing the Pedicellaria and Ambu

lacra of various Echinoderms, by M, E. Perrier, is contained in the 5th

and 6th Nos. of Milne-Edwards' Annates des Sciences naturelles for 1869.

Respiration of Fishes.—Following up the investigation long ago

commenced by MM. Humboldt and Provencal on this subject, M.

Grehant has recently (Annates des Sciences naturelles, t. xii. 1869, Nos. 5

and 6) arrived at the following conclusions: — (1) The ebullition of

water in a glass flask provided with a tube for carrying off the steam,

drives off the whole of the oxygen and nitrogen dissolved, but a portion

of the carbonic acid remains behind. (2) The employment of an air-

pump aided by a mercurial pump enables the whole of the gases to be

extricated. (3) A fish placed for some hours in a limited volume of

water always exhales more carbonic acid than it absorbs oxygen : the

quantity of carbonic acid in excess being often double that of the oxygen.

(4) Under these conditions there is sometimes a slight absorption of

nitrogen, and at others a small exhalation of this gas. (5) A fish de

prived of its swimming bladder exhales carbonic acid and absorbs

oxygen, as it did before the removal of this organ ; and when placed

in a limited quantity of water, it also exhales more carbonic acid than

it absorbs oxygen. (6) A fish deprived of its swimming bladder, and

placed either in the ' water of the Seine or in aerated distilled water,

neither absorbs nor exhales nitrogen.

The colouring matter of Blood.—Herr Hoppe-Seylerof Tiibingen,

who has for a considerable time been investigating the colouring matter

of the blood, and has discovered that the so-called Hiematin is an

essential product of its decomposition, shews that this substance is

a product of oxidation formed immediately on contact with the air j and

that, moreover, by decomposition of the colouring matter of the blood,

another substance, besides albumen, results, which he calls Ha;mo-

chromogen. Both have peculiar effects upon light, which can be

recognized by the absorption-bands in the spectrum, and enables them

to be distinguished. Both contain iron.

The Germ-theory applied to putrefaction.—Prof. Tyndall an

nounces, in a letter to the Times of April 7th, a new application of the

germ-theory. He states that air which has been drawn through the

lungs is found, on exposure to a strong beam of light, to be "visibly

pure," that is, free from floating particles of matter. This he proved

by breathing across such a beam, when the air expired towards the end

of an expiration caused the familiar clouds of darkness, indicative of the

total absence of organic matter. It has long been a well known fact to

surgeons, that when the lungs are pierced by a splinter of the ribs,

putrefaction does not ensue ; and this was conjectured as long ago as

1868, by Prof. Jos. Lister of Edinburgh, to be due to the absence of

organic matter in the air which in that case reaches the wound. Prof.

Tyndall considers this conjecture of Lister's to be proved by his recent

experiment ; and the explanation is in perfect accordance with the fact

that surgeons are above all things anxious to exclude airfrom flesh wounds.

Botany.

Supposed alternation of function in Palms.—Herr H. Wendland

("Journal of Botany, vol. viii. No. 87 and 88) combats the assertion of

Dr. Spruce that certain species of palms bear in alternate years male

blossoms only and female blossoms only. He believes the statement to

result from an error in observation on the part of Dr. Spruce, and that

the species referred to really produce each year both male and female

flowers, but that the males flower several days, or even weeks, before

the females.

Reproduction of Algae.—Professor Pringsheim shews (Annals and

Magazine of Natural History for April) that those reproductive cells in

some genera of Zoospores which had been termed "resting spores," are

in reality the female reproductive organs. In some genera the male

organs have the form of small bodies differing more or less from the

zoospores ; in other genera they are so like the zoospores, that they

appear to be only smaller forms of them. While in certain of the lower

forms ofAlgie sexual reproduction takes place between two forms of

zoospores, in others true asexual reproduction occurs by the spontaneous

formation of a perfect young plant within the cell of the mother plant.

Disengagement ofAmmonia by Fungi.—M. El. Borscow publishes

a paper on this subject in the Bulletin de I' Academic Impe'riale des

Sciences de St. Petersbourg, vol. xiv. No. I. He finds that fungi belong

ing to very different groups exhale, under ordinary circumstances, an

appreciable amount of ammonia in all stages of their development, and

from all parts of the plant. This disengagement of ammonia appears

to be a necessary function of their existence, both in bright daylight and

during the night, and to have no relation or connection with the evolu

tion of carbonic acid which also takes place. It is also entirely un

affected by changes in temperature.

Chemistry.

The Value of Different Articles of Food.—The theory of nourish

ment, advocated for more than a generation, by Baron Liebig, which

divides food-substances into nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous, has of

late years given occasion to many physiological investigations. The

most recent and most thorough of these *ve owe to Professor Voit of

Munich, who has followed, by the most careful analysis, the trans

formations under various circumstances within the organism, of the

substances which are absorbed into it, and those which are excreted

from it. According to Liebig's classification, albumen is the represent

ative of the nitrogenous, fat, starch, and sugar, of the non-nitrogenous,

articles of food ; and he assigns to these two kinds different offices in

the economy of the body. Starting with the view that the motor

muscles consist mainly of albuminous substances, he enunciated the

theory that the function of albumen is to produce mechanical labour,

that is, motion. This view is confirmed by the experimental fact that

a generous meat diet makes men strong, while the want of flesh-meat

renders them weak and incapable of endurance. Horses which have

to perform great muscular efforts, must be fed on oats, which are much

richer in albumen than the ordinary articles of vegetable diet. It is

further confirmed by the result of all experiments, which show that life

cannot be supported on fat, starch, and sugar, without albumen. All

animals fed in this manner die of debility. To the non-nitrogenous

articles of food, Liebig therefore attributed another purpose, and held

that they are employed in the chemical process of respiration. In con

nection with this enquiry, the next question was, whether more albumen

is consumed by the body when in a state of muscular activity than in a

state of rest. This problem has been approached in two different ways ;

by Bischoff and Voit on the one hand, and by Fick and Wislicenus

on the other. The former have investigated the amount of nitrogen

excreted from a body, both in activity and in rest, the quantity of food

consumed being the same in either case. The two last-named experi

menters have measured the quantity of nitrogen excreted during the

violent muscular exertion occasioned by the ascent of the Faulhorn.

Now, since the quantity of nitrogen given off from the body can result

only from the decomposition of the albumen taken up in the food, these
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experiments lead to two certain conclusions. They prove first that

during the activity of the body no more nitrogen is evolved than during

rest ; and secondly, that if from the amount of nitrogen given off during

muscular effort, the quantity of albumen is calculated which must have

been decomposed in order to produce it, this amount is not sufficient,

even if consumed in a furnace, to account for the amount of labour

performed. The greater number of German physiologists are therefore,

at present, of the opinion that in muscular activity it is not albuminous

substances, but non-nitrogenous substances, such as the hydro-carbons,

which are consumed ; and owing to the relation of albumen to the

latter, the muscular system has been compared to a machine, the

moving portion of which is formed of albuminous substances subjected

to a continual process of waste and repair. The motor force, on the

other hand, which is furnished, in the case of the steam-engine, by

the fuel and the steam, is, in that of the body, solely the result of the

oxidation of the hydro-carbons. Hence during muscular activity no

more albumen is consumed than during rest, but more hydro-carbons.

Voit has gone a step further, and investigated the reciprocal functions

of albumen and the hydro-carbons in the joint nourishment of the body.

He fed dogs on pure flesh freed as far as possible from fat, and care

fully set down the change of weight in their bodies, and the quantity of

nitrogen which was given off during this time. The result of these

experiments was the remarkable discovery, that even with a diet very

rich in flesh, the animals scarcely increased in weight, but were only

just able to equalize waste and repair. The more llesh free from fat

was given them, the more completely was it assimulated in the body

without its organs becoming richer in albumen. If the amount of

flesh given was inconsiderable, a loss of weight took place, the animal

giving off more albumen in the form of excreta than it took up with

its food. Comparatively small quantities of fat had a remarkable

influence on the process of nourishment. Under this latter treatment

the quantity of nitrogen excreted immediately declined, and when

there was a somewhat larger amount of flesh in the food, the absorp

tive and excretive process were found to balance each other. If the pro

portion of flesh in this mixed diet was increased, a greater increase of

flesh took place in the body than could be obtained by an exclusively

flesh-diet, however generous. These facts have led to the conclusion

that the hydro-carbons diminish the decomposition of flesh in the body.

The addition of fat to the diet can never entirely replace albumen, but

renders necessary a smaller portion of it in the food. In close connection

with these investigations of food comes the question of the value as

nourishment of the exlractum carnis (see Academy, No. 5, p. 132). It

is well known that the extractum carnis first prepared by Liebig contains

nitrogenous substances soluble in water, which, together with albumen,

occur in flesh. As they form an essential ingredient of broth, it follows

that they play a definite part among the constituents of food. It must

not, however, be forgotten that a very important element of broth is

wanting in the exlractum carnis ; viz., gluten and fat, which compose

the greater part of the solid portion of broth. Although, therefore, the

exlractum carnis is of very great service in nourishment, it is going too

far to believe that it can ever become a substitute for broth. Liebig

has conjectured that a vegetable article of food containing albumen and

hydro-carbons, forms, together with the exlractum carnis, a complete

diet, and that this combination has the same effect as a meat-meal. In

order to verify this conjecture, Bischoff has fed dogs upon bread, and

has observed the result of the addition of extractum carnis. The con

clusion arrived was, however, that the latter had very little influence.

Whether it be added or not, animals fed on bread decrease in weight,

and on this diet cannot be made to live very long.

On Fermentation and the Source of Muscular Strength.—Baron

von Liebig treats, in the Annalen der Chemit tend Pharmacic for Feb.,

of the so-called acetic fermentation, i.e., the conversion of alcohol into

acetic acid. He shows that this change is a true process of oxidation,

which is not brought about, as Pasteur and other physiologists main

tain, by the development of a fungus, Mycodcrma accti, but entirely by

the oxygen of the atmosphere. From the alcohol, aldchyd is first formed,

and then acetic acid. Proceeding then to the question of the source of

muscular strength, he attacks the theory recently propounded by Fick

and Wislicenus, and most definitely enounced by Frankland, that the

muscles of the body are comparable to the differen) parts of a machine ;

and that the muscular strength is produced by the oxidation of the

substances contained in the food and carried into the blood. The dis

tinguished author of the letters on Chemislry holds much more to the

view that the decomposition of the substance of the muscle itself is the

source of the strength ; and that the reception into the system of such

substances as are capable of forming muscle is essential to the develop

ment of strength ; while those bodies which are immediately oxidizable

into gaseous products, as fat, sugar, &c, serve especially for the main

tenance of the process of respiration. The product of the decomposition

of the substance of muscle is urea ; and hence the quantity of this

product serves as a measure of the development of strength. The

materials which serve for the replacing of the decomposed muscle are

the albuminates, whose presence is therefore above all things necessary

in the food. Liebig maintains, that if the muscles were to be regarded

merely as parts of a machine, the human machine would be one of the

most imperfect in existence ; for the uninterrupted waste of this portion,

shown by the quantity of urea given off, is greater than that of the grate

of the furnace of a steam-engine. Further, the conditions are so

intricate, that a thoroughly satisfactory solution of the question of the

source and the measure of muscular strength cannot be expected within

the next few years.

Identity of a vegetable base with a constituent of the sub

stance of the Brain.—Herr C. Scheibler of Berlin, has shewn that

Betain, a base discovered by him in the sap of the beet, is identical

with Oxyneurin, which Herr O. Liebreich obtained, in his investigation

of the substance of the brain, by the oxidation of the Neurin contained

in it. Liebreich confirms this statement, and both these investigators

are of the opinion that in plants of the turnip tribe, and especially in

their cell-structure, a substance occurs of the same complicated compo

sition as the Protagin of the brain ; and that these elements split up

naturally in the same manner as they do when decomposed artificially.

In both cases phosphoric acid, sugar, and nitrogenous substances, like

neurin and oxyneurin, result from this process.

Physics.

Spectrum of a Candle-flame. — At Mr. Lockycr's lecture at the

Royal Institution on Saturday, April 2, he showed that phenomena

observed by his new method of spectroscopic observation in the sun

may be produced in the common candle-flame, care being taken to

examine the flame, as Mr. Lockyer examines the sun itself, namely, by

means of its image thrown on the slit of the spectroscope. In this way

the existence of an outer layer of sodium vapour, often invisible to the

unassisted eye, is shown, which gives a bright line outside the spectrum

of the candle, in the same way that the red flames give a spectrum of

bright lines outside that of the sun's photosphere. Inside this sodium

layer is another layer of carbon vapour ; and by imitating a storm

in the sun by means of a blowpipe, mixing up the white light-giving

substance of the candle with the outer layers, the phenomena of a

solar storm were almost absolutely reproduced, sodium being sub

stituted for hydrogen of the red flame, and the carbon vapour for the

lower-lying sodium and magnesium vapour in the sun's atmosphere.

Mr. Lockyer has also shown that the phenomena of the candle have a

distinct bearing on those of the sun's atmosphere.

Present state of our knowledge of Meteorites.—Herr Rammels-

berg of Berlin has just given a summary of what is known, from a

mineralogical and chemical point of view, of the meteorites, those

messengers from other heavenly bodies which from time to time reach

our earth. The essential constituents which are always present in

very distinct classes of these foreign bodies, are nickel, iron, phos

phorus, sulphides of the metals, oxides, silicates, free silicic acid, and,

in rare instances, carbon, or combinations of carbon. The same subject

is treated at great length by M. Daubree in the Journal des Savants for

Jan., Feb., and March.

Selected Articles.

Nature, No. X. Prof. S. Haughton, On the Labouring Force of the

Human Heart. [The energy of the human heart equals one-third of

the total daily force of all the muscles of a strong man ; it exceeds

by one-third the labour of the muscles in a boat-race, estimated by

equal weights of muscle ; and it is twenty times the force of the muscles

used in climbing, and eight times the force of the most powerful engine.

Figures very questionable.] Prof. Sylvester, A Plea for the Mathe

matician, No. 2.—No. XII. Bastian, .On Sensation and Perception,

No. 2.—No. XIII. Prof. Tyndall, On Dust and Disease. [The

floating dust-like rhatter revealed in the air by a sunbeam is organic,

probably floating germs of animal and vegetable life, and can be en

tirely destroyed, or the atmosphere rendered "optically empty" by

passing through a red-hot platinum tube. The appearance of black

clouds of smoke which arise from the flame ofa spirit-lamp or a

red-hot metal plate is in reality a mass of "optically empty" air.]—

No. XVI. Wallace, On the Measurement of Geological Time; con

tinued in No. XVIII. [Most important articles ; the object being to

show, from a course of astronomical reasoning, that, during the last

60,000 years, the climate of the globe has been exceptionally uniform,

without any great fluctuations ; consequently that the conditions have

been favourable to a long continuance of the same forms of animal and

vegetable life, and that the slow rate of variation during historical

periods may be no gauge of the rate during geological periods. He

places the probable period of the termination of the Glacial epoch at

from 70,000 to 80,000 years back, the Cretaceous at 10 million, the

Carboniferous at 18 million, and the Cambrian period at 24 million

years ; commented on by Mr. Boyd Dawkins in No. XX.]—No. XVII.

Report of Prof. Huxley's Anniversary Address delivered before the

Geological Society, on the Progress of Palaeontology.—No. XIX. Dr.

Carpenter, On the Temperature and Animal Life of the Deep Sea.

[Lectures delivered in the Royal Institution ; continued in Nos. XXI.
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and XXII.]—No. XX. Prof. Tyndall, On Floating Matter and Beams

of Light. I Further report of researches on the same subject as article in

No. XIII.] Wallace, On Hereditary Genius. [Review of Gallon's

book ; favourable.] Prof. Huxley, On the Forefathers of the English

people. [The fair and dark races in Britain are not, as generally

supposed, Saxon and Celtic ; two distinct Celtic-speaking people, one

dark and one fair, inhabited Britain 1900 years ago.]—No. XXII. Sir

William Thomson, On the Size of Atoms. [The author shows, by four

separate trains of reasoning, that if a raindrop the size of a pea is

magnified to the size of the earth, each constituent molecule being

magnified in the same proportion, the molecules would be larger than

small shot, but probably smaller than cricket-balls. He does not

appear to distinguish clearly between atoms and molecules.]

Fichte's Journal of Philosophy for 1870, No. 2. Ulrici : Contri

bution to logical controversy (with reference to the writings of Tren

delenburg, George, Kuno-Fischer, and Ueberweg).—Prof. Freiherr von

Reichlin-Meldegg, on Immaterialism.— Reviews of von Brais's Truih in

its main features, by Dr. Wirth ; of Caspari's Errors of the old clas;ical

philosophies, by Dr. Arthur Richter ; of De studiis metaphysicis retali

nostra accommodandis, by Von Reichlin-Meldegg ; of The Divine

Wisdom, by the same.—Philosophy in Italy, by lid. Biihmer.—Biblio

graphy.

Des Actions nervcuses sympathiques, by M. Paul Bert, in Revue des

Cours scientifiques for March 26th.

Note on the Kjokkenmoddings of ihe Andaman Islands, by Dr. F.

Stoliezka, in Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for January.

[The remains found consisted chiefly of fragments of rude pottery, large

numbers of shells, mostly of species still abundant in the islands,

numerous stone implements, varying in shape and size, with great

numbers of the l>ones of the Andaman pig (Sits Amlanianensis). The

writer considers that the remains found in these mounds furnish no

direct evidence of cannibalism among the Andamanese.]

On the Primeval Monuments of Peru, compared with those in other

parts of the World, by E. G. Squier, in the American Naturalist for

March.

Animals as Fellow-Boarders, in the Student for April. [A trans

lation of Yon Beneden's paper on Commensalisme, read before the

Belgian Academy, describing the habits of creatures who may be said

to board together, but whose association is distinct from that of victim

and parasite.]

New Books.

Avr.RROiis (Vater und Sohn). Drei Abhandlungcn iiber die Conjunc

tion des separaten Intellects in dem Menschcn. Aus dem Arab, iiber-

setzt. Berlin : lienzian.

Bain, Ai.ex. Logic. 2 vols. Part I.. Deduction ; Part II., Induc

tion. London : Longmans. •

BlunTSCHLI. Lc Droit international codific. Traduil par M. C. Lardi.

Paris : Guillaume.

OnCKEN, Wn.IIKI.vt. Die Staatslehre des Aristoteles, in historisch-

politischen Umrissen. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der hellenischen

Staatsidee, und zur Einfuhrungin die Aristotelische Politik. 1. Halfte.

Leipzig : Engelmann.

Roumegukre, C. Cryptogamie illustrce ; ou, Histoire des Families

naturelles des Plantes acotyledonees d'Europe. Families des Cham

pignons. Paris : Bailliere, 1870.

Selmi A. II Miasma palustre. I.ezioni di Chimica igienica con alcune

asservazioni dei Prof. Mauiizio, ed Ugo SchifT e di Gius. Quintavalle.

Padua.

Taine, H. De lTntelligence. 2 vols. Paris : Hachette.

TAINE, II. English Positivism: a Study of J. S: Mill. Translated

from the French by T. D. Haye. London : Simpkin, Marshall,

and Co.

History and Archaeology.

Historical Notices of Events occurring chiefly in the Reign of

Charles I. By Nehemiah Wallington, of St. Leonard's, East-

cheap, London. Edited [by R. Webb] from the original ni.ss.

with notes and illustrations. 2 vols. pp. lxiv. and 664. Svo.

London : Ilentley, 1869.

These volumes contain part of the literary remains of a

London Puritan turner (vol. i. p. xliii.), who, it seems, was a

fruiterer also (ib. p. xxviii.), with a biographical introduction,

foot-notes bibliographical and explanatory, and an appendix,

72 pp. long, of illustrative quotations—all by the editor.

There is neither an index nor a proper table of contents.

The arrangement of the whole is bad.

The work divides itself into three portions : (1) as much

of the text as is the writer's own, (2) transcripts made by

him and by the editor, and (3) what the editor has to tell

us by way of commentary and of biography.

This third portion does not challenge criticism. The

memoir is as dull and obscure as its subject was. The

notes are some of them inadequate and some of them

superfluous—superfluous when, on "fives-playing" in 1634,

we are referred to Hone (vol. i. p. 57); inadequate when

the question as to the place of the Altar is answered by

sending us, not to Strype, nor to Bramhall, nor to Laud,

nor to D'Ewes, nor to Walker, not even to Abp. Williams's

The Holy Table, but to Bohn's edition of Whcatly (vol i.

p. 27, vol. ii. p. 289). This instance is remarkable, because

Wallington is always telling us (as about Audumne [Al-

denham] in vol. i. p. 125) of the Puritan soldiery pulling up

the rails and setting "the Table in his right place.''

I come to the compiled portion. A selection of passages

from the ephemeral literature of the reign of Charles I.,

illustrating thoroughly its history, and scientifically mader

would be at once diverting, and a good basis for a boot

which has still to be written. This is no such selection.

Wallington, though an unflagging copyist, copied on no.

principle, and copied little which is not known to have

come otherwise down to us, little which is inaccessible, even

(when printed) in its earliest printed form, to the laziest

student. Yet here are all but one of his transcripts.

Here is, I think, a fifteenth part of the 600 pp. (more or less)

which are Wallington's, not the editor's, given up to that

stalest of episodes, though, from its title, one would suppose it

a novelty, the trial of Prynne, Bastwick, and Burton. Here is

extract after extract from Ruslnvorth. Here (vol. i. pp. 151

foil.) are the report on the charge against Bishop Wren and

the articles against him, taken from The Diurnall Occur

rences [(3 Nov. 1640—3 Nov. 1641) pp. 187 foil., and 298

foil.], while the charge itself (a well-known pamphlet,

''printed in the yeare, of the praelates feare, 1641") is left

out altogether, and Widdrington's speech "on the transmis

sion of the impeachment" (the speech in which is the story

of the clergyman reading prayers from The Thanksgiving

of Women after Childbirth over a butcher grateful for having

survived the thrust of an ox's horn, and in which is the com

parison of Wren to Noah and of the Diocese of Norwich to

the Ark) has to be supplied, and is supplied in part only, by

the editor. The transcript, which is not printed, is scarce,

if we compare it with that about Prynne : it is " A short

view of the prelaticall Church of England " (vol. i. p. xxvi),

I presume that by Bernard, a west country rector, who

seems to have taken from St. Bernard and given to

Bunyan the idea of The Holy War. Nor is the editor

a better compiler : want of method, redundance, and incom

pleteness, are faults common to both : Robrough is written

of in the Introduction (pp. xxi, Hi, &c.) without a reference

to " A sacred synodical decretall," by " Sir Symon Synod "

(quarto, "Europe," 1645); not on'>' tne publications of

the Camden Society, but Brand, Hone, and other popular

composers, are laid under contribution. Now, an editor

with any " intellectual conscience," or even with a dislike of

" bookmaking," would have printed none of Wallington's

copies which were not either those of m.ss. or those of lost

or of unique printed books : much less would such an editor

have gone on copying in the same way, and that when the

reasons which Wallington had for doing so were at an end.

As it is, we have two volumes instead of one. It is fair to

say that the editor's transcripts, capriciously as they are

chosen, and well as they are known to students, will often

be quite new to the public. Thus, on a letter copied by

Wallington (vol. i. p. 23), and describing " Ritualism " at
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Peter House, Queen's, and King's, Cambridge, in 1635, we

have (vol. ii. p. 289), not indeed quotations such as those

given by Mr. Mayor (Baker, pp. 584, 629-31, 639), but

inter alia this :—the Cambridge vice-chancellor in a public

commencement speaking to the young scholars and wishing

them to take heed of being Puritans, said, " What can you

get in that way ? you shall live poorly ; perhaps you may

have some three half-penny benefice in following them : but

come to be children of the Church, and then you may be

sure of good benefices, you may come to be prebends (sic),

to be deans, to be bishops." Thus he persuaded the young

scholars to take heed of Puritanism. There is mighty

strength in this argument upon the hearts of most.

The portion which is Wellington's record of the gossip of

the hour is to a certain extent important. A decent, vir

tuous, and inquisitive London tradesman (there, I fear, his

resemblance to Izaak Walton ceases), born the year before

Cromwell, and, it is likely, dying, as he died, in 1658,

though he cannot be called " an actor in the scenes " which

lie describes, had at least great opportunities of hearing

news, and of these Wallington availed himself pretty well.

He did not indeed hear much as to which we have not

better evidence than his, yet the details he gives may one

day add point to a picture. We get accounts of his falling

a prey to some pettifogger (vol. i. p. x.xix), of his figuring

before the Star Chamber for possessing works such as

Prynne's (ib. pp. xxxvii foil.), of the burning of London

Bridge (ib. pp. 16 foil.), of what I may call "the trade of

petitioning" (vol. ii. pp. 1 foil.), and many paragraphs about

the war ; of many of these last, as, for instance, that describ

ing the Irish in the neighbourhood of Bristol (ib. p. 215),

I doubt the truth. The statistics as to deaths from the

plague, again, may be useful (vol. i. pp. 6, 7), and, no

doubt, the constant references to the feelings of the middle

class, still in its infancy, about ecclesiastical matters, will

be very useful indeed. I am not sure that similar remarks

made by any one in Wallington's position have yet been

printed. Then, as his passion for copying political pam

phlets is interesting, so also is his gross superstition.

Vulgar and unintelligent declamations against " popery "

are broken up by old wives' tales of deliverances, judge

ments, mercies, and warnings. It is superstitious to use

organs, painted windows, images, the sign of the Cross ;

it is pious to believe that any evil which befals those who

use them is a visitation. This, of course, is nothing new;

but it is right that we should see the stuff of which the mass

was made which gave the Parliamentary party so much of

its momentum, that we should see that the Puritans had

their Lauds, and that the great body of them hated free

thought as much as they hated Catholicism. But all this

we might have seen in a shorter compass. The editor

should have abridged this good man's rhapsodies, in vol. ii.

p. 2 1 8 they have been abridged, (not for the duenna's reason

given in vol. i. p. xxvi, that " the altered manners of the

age require " their abridgement, but) because to read so much

of them is waste of time. There must be reams of literature

of this kind. Must it all be printed ? Must, for example,

the documents at Ushaw College about missionary priests

mentioned by the Commission on Historical m.ss. (Rep. I.

pp. 91-2) appear in full as a pendant to Wallington 1 and,

if so, by whom is it all to be printed ? by private people ?

or, if not by a royal commission, at least by learned bodies,

like the Camden Society? Bramston is worth Wallington

many times over ; and Wallington would have been worth

more if his m.ss. in the Museum and at Guildhall had been

entrusted to better hands : printed in this way he does

little morff than glut the market and stand in the way of his

betters. R. Robinson.

A History of Wales, derived from authentic Sources, by Jane Williams

(Ysgafell), author of A Memoir ofthe Rev. Thomas Price, and editor

of his literary remains. 8vo. London : Longmans, Green, and

Co., 1869.

If a writer should begin a History of France with a chapter

on " The Frenchmen of Ancient Gaul," the confusion would

be nearly the same as in Miss Williams' book, where the

first chapters bear titles like these, " The Cymry of Ancient

Britain," " The Cymry and the Romans," and so on. Now,

any person who pretends to write on Welsh history should

be aware that the name of " Cymry," applied to the rem

nant of the ancient British population which inhabit Wales,

originated in the struggle of the Britons against the Saxons.

Cymro, pi. Cymry, is a compound of cyn, "with," "in

common," and bro, "land"; it means "having a common

country," " countrymen," as opposed to foreign invaders.

Thus had the "Confederates" been successful, in the late

American war, their name would probably have become a

national one, and would have stuck to them as " Cymry "

did to the descendants of the ancient Britons. The word

" Cymry" is as little known in ancient British history as that

of " Lloegrwys " ; and the distinction between " Cymru "

(Wales) and"Lloegyr" (England) in pre-Saxon times, nay,

in pre-Roman times, has no historical foundation whatever.

Miss Williams, nevertheless, asserts it (p. 2) on the autho

rity of the " Historical Triads " ! The fact is, these " Triads "

are anything but historical. We commend to Miss Wil

liams' attention a remarkable essay by Mr. Th. Stephens

(published in the Beirtiiad for 1864 and 1865), in which

the learned author of the Literature of the Cymry clearly

shows that these Triads are not contemporary documents at

all, but merely the historical views of mediaeval' writers.

As soon as we come to more historical times, Miss Wil

liams' work becomes more trustworthy, and the author

exhibits a sound and accurate knowledge of the Cambrian

records and of the printed sources of Welsh history, &c.

We should have been glad, however, of fuller information on

the religious, social, and intellectual state of the Principality

at different periods. The author has departed only once

from her chronological narrative to give a resume of the

Laws of Howell Dda (Howell the Good) ; but when she

says : " The duties, privileges, and perquisites assigned by

these laws to the great officers of the royal household afford

a curious insight into the manners of the early (!) and me

diaeval Cymry" (p. 41), she overlooks the fact that these

laws exhibit rather King Howell's intentions than the actual

state of things. There is no advantage, moreover, in en

cumbering a book intended for English readers with Welsh

words, such as Effeiryat Tenlu, Mcddyg, Drysawr, instead of

their English equivalents, domestic chaplain, physician,

porter, &c.

The glossary at the end of the volume should contain all

the Welsh words which are scattered up and down the book.

The arrangement of the index, too, is far from perfect ; and

there are some misprints in the Latin words and names.

H. Gaidoz.

Vestiges of the Historic Anglo-Hebrews in East Anglia.—By

the Rev. M. Margoliouth, LL.D., Ph.D., &c. &c. Longmans, 1870.

This little book is a summary of part of the author's History

ofthe Jews in Great Britain, published in 185 1 in 3 volumes,

and is an endeavour to find traces of a Jewish population in

England, in the interval between the Roman domination and

the time of Edward the Confessor. This view is mainly

based upon five documents which mention the existence of

Jews in this country. Two are Jewish—the Yosippon or

Pseudo-Josephus of Joseph ben Gorion (9-iodi cent.), the
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Zemah-David of R. David Gans (16th cent), the testi

mony of either of whom for the time of Augustus is about as

trustworthy as that of the Talmud that Rome was founded in

the time of Solomon by the Angel Gabriel, or the details of

the life of Aristotle by Avicenna or Alfarabi. The three

remaining documents are English : (1) The charter given to"

Croyland Abbey by Whitglaff, (sic) Ring of the Mercians

(a.d. 833). This charter, as given by Ingulphus, has been

shown to be spurious (Remble's Codex Diplomaticus sEvi

Saxonici, i. p. 301). (2) The edicts of Ecgbright (sic), Abp. of

York (740), and the statement of Bede that the British

monks kept Easter on the 14th day after the full moon of

March, " cum Judoeis," i.e. on the same day with Jews, are,

to say the least, doubtful. Ecgbright (sic) published a series

of " Canonioe Excerptiones," including selections from

the Canon Laodicensis and Canon Sanctorum, in which

Jews (but Oriental not English Jews) are mentioned. The

question is, was the coincidence of the times of keeping

Easter in imitation of the Jews, or of the Eastern Church,

which kept the Jewish Easter? and whether a quotation

from laws framed under certain circumstances in the East,

necessarily proves that like circumstances had arisen in

England.

The first real documents which speak of the Jews in

England are the laws (so-called) of Edward the Confessor,

which place the Jews under royal protection. Any real

history of the Jews does not begin before that time. In

treating of the history of the Jews after this epoch, Dr.

Margoliouth has omitted to mention their Chronicles and

liturgies alluding to times of persecution, e.g., those of

Ephraim of Bonn. Several pages (pp. 47-54) of the book are

devoted to a description of the brass vessel, with a Hebrew

inscription, found about two hundred years ago by a fisher

man in the County of Suffolk, and now in the Bodleian

Library. Dr. Margoliouth has apparently only seen a fac

simile of the sketch of this curious utensil preserved among

the MSS. of the British Museum. We have examined the

vessel itself with care, and agree with the author's translation

of the inscription, except in one passage where he reads

"pK'nip' m 3033 "with the writing Dath Yekuthiel," and

understands the last two words as the title of a book. The

original has ^rnip' mil 7133 " as it is written in the law of

Yequthiel" (a name of Solomon, who is called, Prov. xxx.,

Yaqeh and Ithiel). The next passage which Dr. Margoliouth

translates, "and may righteousness deliver from death,"

should then be rendered as a quotation of Solomon's words

(Prov. x. 2) " and righteousness delivers (indicative) from

death." 37133 cannot mean a manuscript or a book. For

this the word nsD is used. The vessel itself was probably

not employed as a receptacle for alms in the synagogues, as

the author supposes ; the shape of these boxes is quite

different, and in that case it would bear the inscription of

iriD3 jnD (Prov. xxi. 14), common both in ancient and

modern synagogues. We think that this vessel was given

by Joseph ben Yehiel for the purpose of pouring water on

the corpse before burial, and that allusion is made to this in

the quotation, " righteousness delivers from death."

Whether this Yehiel is the learned Rabbi of Paris, who had

the controversies with Donin, or a descendant of his; whether

this vessel belonged to the synagogue of St. Edmund or not,

we cannot decide. As to the Hebrew characters of the

inscription, we think they are of the 15th century. On

each side of the handle of the vessel is a lily, and on the

three feet there is an animal, possibly a hare, a bird, and

a flower, emblems ofwhich we can offer no explanation ; they

may be those of some noble family from whom Joseph ben

Yehiel bought the pot In conclusion, the appendices of the

pamphlet are very interesting. But "an apropos essay"

(p. 85-106) is very mal-apropos, and contains a perfectly

needless attack upon the Dean of Westminster.

Ad. Neubauer.

FIRST REPORT OF THE COMMISSION OJV

HISTORICAL M.SS.

Eleven commissioners, among them Lord Stanhope, the President of

Maynooth, Dr. Dasent, and Sir T. D. Hardy, were appointed in 1869

to discover m.ss. relating to "History, Constitutional Law, Science,

and General Literature," whether in "institutions" or belonging to

" private families." They employed excellent inspectors, Mr. Horwood

and Mr. Riley for England, Dr. -Stuart for Scotland, and Mr. Gilbert

for Ireland : and, thanks to the diligence, delicacy, and address natural

to them, and indeed required from them by the terms of their commis

sion, they have succeeded in ten months in getting an amount of infor

mation which, considering the suspicious nature of our countrymen,

we cannot help regarding as marvellous.

The Report consists of 13 pp., and an Appendix, consisting of 133

pp., is made up of the relations of the inspectors, of an account given by

Lord E. Fitzniaurice, a member of the commission, of m.ss. at Heidel

berg, and of oilier accounts given by Mr. Stevenson of papers in the

hands of English and of Scottish Roman Catholics.

The work is of great value, though it sadly wants an index. It is

sold at the nominal price of eighteenpence.

Heidelberg has few m.ss. of importance about England (p. 132).

Enquiries at other places of education might bear more fruit ; as for

instance (to pass over Rome and Paris) Padua, a place suggested by

the description of the English students there in the first half of the 17th

century, preserved at King's, Cambr. (p. 67), must surely contain evi

dence of Cromwell's having been or not been there (as Papadopouli

says he was) in 1618.

The Irish m.ss. mentioned (pp. 126-32) are Lord Charlemont's (as

to which Mr. Prendergast must have something to say), Lord Rossc's,

those belonging to Lord Talbot de Malahide, one of the commissioners,

Mr. Bayly, Air. Hewitt, Dr. Caulfield, Mr. Lenihan, and to the Corpora

tions of Cork, Dublin, Kilkenny, Limerick, and Waterford. Lord

Charlemont's papers and those of Dublin and of Kilkenny seem the

most valuable ; his lordship's as materials for the history of Ireland in

the last century, the others for the light they throw upon the Middle

Ages : Kilkenny has a deed by which a Bishop of Ossory grants to

the Kilkenny Dominicans a supply of water from a well of his—the

pipe not to be larger at his end than his ring (which still hangs from

the deed) nor at theirs than the tip of a man's biggest finger ; it has

also curious records of its sovereigns (i.q. mayors), etc. The price lists

(165296) and the political documents (1626-94, 1767-1806) belonging

to Lord Rosse, a Jacobite poem in Latin on Ireland under James II.

belonging to Lord Talbot de Malahide, Dr. Caulfield's Visitation-books

of Cork and of Cloyne, the commercial documents at Waterford, are all

remarkable. Mr. Gilbert will have next to report on Abp. King's cor

respondence (1682-1727)', dealing not only with Irish questions, but

with such as that of Sachevcrell (p. xiii). Mr. Lcfroy's interesting col

lection of seventeenth century letters seems to be in England (p. 56).

We may hope to find in Ireland information as to the endeavours of

Archbishops John Lech and Alexander Bicknor, of the Desmonds, of

Perrot, and again under the Commonwealth, to improve Irish educa

tion, information which now, alas ! Dr. Todd can no longer give us.

Of Scottish m.ss., as compared with Irish, many have been printed.

Dr. Stuart's account of the rest is full and judicious (pp. 118-26). He

reports on the collections of the Dukes of Hamilton and of Richmond,

of Lords Lothian and Dalhousie, of the Advocates' Library and the

University Library at Edinburgh, of the Corporations of Edinburgh, of

Glasgow, and of Aberdeen. Mr. Stevenson reports on those of the late

Bishop Kyle and on those in the hands of Bishop Strain. There remain

those of Lords Glasgow, Strathmore, Airlie (one of the commissioners),

and Cawdor : more of Bishop Kyle's : those of the old Scottish House of

St. James's, Ratisbon, now at Blair's College, Aberdeen : those relating

to the Jacobites and Nonjurors at Trinity College, Glenalmoiul ; and those

of Aberdeen University—the last exhausted, I should have thought, by

Mr. Cosmo Innes : Dr. Stuart suggests also many possible sources. The

Hamilton and the Gordon (i.e. the Duke of Richmond's) Papers include

bonds of " man-rent," "maintenance," "friendship," and "alliance,"

rentals, and other monuments of Scottish feudalism : the former include

also twelve precious volumes illustrating the relations of England and

Scotland under James V. and Mary, many papers concerning the later

Stuarts, the Massacre of Glencoe, etc., the original copy of Bishop

Burnet's "Memoirs" of Dukes James and William, with m.s. variations

from the printed readings : a published portion of the Gordon Papers

discloses the double-dealing of the Protector Somerset with the Ro

manists and their opponents ; perhaps the best of the unpublished parts

of them are those about the '45. Lord Dalhousie's treasures include a

scheme for a Protestant convent, like Ferrars's and Whelcrj. and Miss

Astell's, framed about 1700, a fine copy of Fordun's Chronicle, Jacobite-

letters, and notes of continental travel : Lord Lothian's letters (1637-52)
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are important. Bishop Kyle's collection contains 26 unpublished letters

of Mary Queen of Scots, materials for a history of Romanism in Scot

land, papers as to the colleges for British Romanists at Valladolid,

Ratisbon, Rome, Douay, Rheims, and Pont-a-Musson ; that in the

hands of Bishop Strain is graced by an early and authentic drawing in

Indian ink of Queen Mary. Of the Edinburgh m.ss. those in the

Advocates' Library are the most striking ; whilst the Aberdeen m.ss.

are more striking than those of Glasgow, or, indeed, of any Scottish

burgh, and throw great light on municipal history and on that of the

Flemings in Scotland.

The English papers "reported on are in the keeping of the Duke of

Rutland, the Duke of Manchester, Lord Lothian, Lord Winchilsea (the

Hatton Collection), Lord Macclesfield, Lord Zetland, Lord Hemes,

Mr. Hope Scott and Mr. Serjeant Bellasis (the Shrewsbury Papers),

Lord St. Germans, Lord de Tabley, Sir J. S. Trelawny, Sir T. Win-

nington, Mr. Almack (Melford), Mr. Luttrell (Dunster Castle), Col.

Napier, Mr. Phelipps (Montacute House), Mr. Tollemache (Helming-

ham), Mr. Whitgreave (Burton Manor), Mr. Harvey (Ickwell Bury

and Finningley), and Mr. Meadley : the Corporations of Abingdon,

Bridgewater, Cambridge, Coventry, Glastonbury, Norwich, Notting

ham, Wells, and York : the University and some of the Colleges of

Cambridge : Oscott and Ushaw Colleges : the Churches of York,

Bristol, Wells, and Norwich : Westminster Abbey : the House of

Lords.

First in interest are those in the Lords' keeping ; and chief of them

are fifteen (? eighteen) letters out of at least fifty-seven (the rest will

doubtless be discovered too), which were left by Charles on Naseby

Field, and not published by the Houses in "The King's Cabinet

Opened :" the declaration and the letter sent by the second Charles from

Breda to the Lords, and the Prayer-Book of 1636, with m.s. addi

tions and the m.s. Prayer-Book once attached to the Statute 13 and 14

Cha. II. c. 4 (pp. I -10). Sion College is in a fair way to regain those

of its papers which the fire of 1834 is said to have destroyed. The

fifteen (? eighteen) Naseby letters, printed by the commission, comprise

a petition (17th March, 1641), from the people of a parish, praying the

Peers to have a certain man presented to the living, and a petition

(24th March, 164 1 ) from Laud, promising to present the man, but

praying the Peers to send him to be examined first ; a letter (nth

May, 1641) from Charles to the Lords, [asking them to approve the

commutation of the sentence of death passed on Strafford for one of

imprisonment for life ; and fifteen (1641, 1643, '644, 1645, the latest

8th June, 1645), from Charles to Henrietta, and from her to him, from

Nicholas and from Jermyn to Charles, etc. Had these letters been

published in 1645, they would have made an impression favourable to

Charles, though they do not seem to contradict those which were

published.

Passing over the m.ss. of Westminster Abbey (pp. 94-7), of York,

and of Bristol (p. 97), the episcopal and capitular registries at Wells

(pp. 92-4), the registers, ledger-books, account-books, and chapter-

books of Norwich— the last, dating from 1566, throw light upon the

ecclesiastical usages of that dark age (pp. 87-9), the books and docu

ments at Oscott and at Ushaw—the latter including letters of Alexander

Pope's and accounts of the persecutions of Roman Catholics, the

former wealthy in medieval m.ss. (pp. 89-93), we come to Cambridge

University.

A book for Cambridge, such as Mr. Anstey's Miinimenla Acade-

mica is for Oxford, one may hope to have soon. Though the Uni

versity has no written monuments of history older than the fifteenth

century (except a charter of 1266), its proctors' books, the lists of its

privileges, the records of its judicial decisions, its legislation, its "public

economy," its matriculations, its tests, and the state papers, royal man

dates, and inventories which are in its hands, abound of course in inte

resting detail : and, besides Peter House, Pembroke, Corpus, King's,

Queens', Christ's, St. John's, and Trinity, reported on here, Clare, Caius,

Trinity Hall, Magdalene, Emmanuel, and Sidney, perhaps the rest

also, own much that is in various ways important. Peter House

(founded 1284), of which it seems Cardinal Beaufort was a member, is

famous for its bursars' rolls, part of which Mr. Riley gives. It has also

journals relating to its history (1645-57, 1663-5) (pp. 77-82). " Family

history " is a strong point in the Pembroke m.ss. also, and, happily, its

late master has a worthy successor (pp. 69-72). The Hatton Collec

tion includes a paper of interest to this society (p. 32). Corpus has

much material which Lamb did not use for his edition of Masters, and

which bears on the history of English society (pp. 64-7), and

King's has much of the same kind (pp. 67-9). The Queens' papers

are to a certain extent known through Mr. Searle (pp. 72-3) : they

comprise much concerning amateur theatricals. At Christ's there

should be more than there seems to be of value (p. 63). At St. John's,

besides what Mr. Mayor has published, is a mortuary roll of the end of

the thirteenth century, signed by members of 363 religious houses in

England, each of which was to pray for the dead prioress in question,

and much else that is precious (pp. 74-7). Trinity has, inter alia, its

copious accounts, and the accounts of King's Hall (founded 1337), its

original statutes, modelled on those given by Richard II. to King's

Hall, and promulgated by order of Edward VI., but, like the statutes

of Philip and Mary, which it also has, never printed. King's Hall,

called, from its many sun-chambers, " Soleres (Sollars) Hall," was

perhaps the place of Chaucer's education : the watermarks in its

" Books of Commons" seem to be as curious as those at Merton, from

which Prof. Rogers made copies, copies which he gave to the Bodleian ;

the same books show that knives and wine were'gifts often used by col

legians to bribe great men (pp. 82-6).

Coventry (pp. 100-2), and Norwich (102-4), seem most noteworthy

of the Corporations : of Abingdon Mr. Stevenson has told us something

before (pp. 9S-9) : the accounts of the Churchwardens of St. Mary's,

Bridgewater, supply facts for a history of the language of the West

Country from, at latest, 1368 (p. 99). The others are Cambridge (pp.

99-100), Glastonbury (102), Nottingham (pp. 105-6), Wells (106-8),

York (108-10).

The Duke of Rutland's papers consist chiefly of 'deeds relating to

Belvoir Priory, Croxton Abbey, and other estates, of household books,

bills, inventories (pp. 10-12). The Duke of Manchester's are full of

interest, especially the fourteen volumes relating to Lord Manchester's

embassies to Venice (1697) and to Paris (pp. 12-13). Lord Lothian's

include letters from Lord Buckinghamshire (1762-5), Ambassador at

St. Petersburg, describing Katharine II., the murder of Ivan, etc.

(p. 14). The Hatton Collection fills thirteen chests, and embraces

many charters older than the Conquest, deeds of the Empress Matilda,

of David Earl of Huntingdon, of St. Hugh of Lincoln, bulls, letters—

a kalendar of which is printed here—and many other papers, chiefly

parliamentary and legal (pp. viii, 14-34). Lord Keeper Coventry's

papers are also chiefly legal (p. 34). Mr. Kemble's book, " State

Papers and Correspondence" (1686-1716), comes mainly from Han

over and the British Museum : a noble addition to it would be the

Stepney Correspondence at Lord Macclesfield's, and Cresset's letters :

in the Record Office (pp. 34-41). Lord Zetland's m.ss. are of little

public interest : Lord Midleton's, of which some have been printed,

are ofgreater (p. 44) : Lord St. Germans's, which Mr. Forster's industry

has not exhausted, are of very great interest indeed ; among them are

letters from Gibbon about his parliamentary career (pp. 41-44). Lord

Mostyn's are singular, as including news-letters (1673-92), compiled by

a newsman, independently of other such publications, from surreptitious

notes supplied by the Clerks of the Parliaments, from coffee-house con

versation, from country correspondence (pp. 44-5). The Shrewsbury

Papers are distinguished by Sir Gilbert Talbot's letters about Perkin

Warbeck (p. 50). Lord Herries has remarkable religious books (pp.

45-6). Lord de Tabley gives us, besides valuable materials for political

history, Sir P. Leycester's materials for a history of Cheshire, which

are very full (pp. 43-50). Passing by Sir J. S. Trelawny's collection, in

which are documents relating to that Trelawny who was one of the

seven bishops—and to Atterbury (pp. 50-3), and Sir T. Winnington's

(pp. 53-5), excellent as it is, we come to the Phelipps papers. Among

these are m.ss. (one of which, a deposition, worthless as evidence, is

printed here) relating to the Gunpowder Plot, the Spanish Marriage (an

interesting diary relating to which is also printed), the parliamentary and

legal history of England in the 17th century (pp. 57-6o)- Then we

have Mr. Lultrell's, some of which were Prynne's (pp. 56-7), Mr. Al-

mack's (p. 55), Mr. Tollemache's (pp. 60-1), Mr. Whitgreaye's, includ

ing a narrative of a journey made in 1622 by a dozen English students

from St. Omer's to Seville (pp. 61-2), Mr. Harvey's (pp. 62-3), Colonel

Napier's (p. 57), and Mr. Meadly's (p. no), of which all but the last

two contain what is of importance. From these particulars a notion

may be formed of the variety of matter disclosed by the Commission.

Much more .has been offered to them (p. viii), and much remains for

places like Oxford and Bristol—to say nothing of persons—to offer still.

Intelligence.

Mr. B. Orridge reports to the committee of the Corporation of London

that the Index No. 2, and Calendar No. 2, referring to the part taken

by the City in the Great Civil War, and to its treatment by James II.,

should be published. He notices also a series of facts concerning the

Shrievalty.

The last part of Tcuffel's Geschichte der romischen Litteralur will

appear at Easter.

The Trajan's Column of W. Frohner will give an explanation of the

plates contained in five folio volumes. The plates are printed by a new

process from photographic copper stereoscopes by Gustave Arosa, at

St. Cloud. The old representations of the column are very imperfect.

Dr. Bachofen, well known as the joint author of a Romiscltc

Geschichte, and by his Grabersymbolik, and Mutlerrecht, has just published

a work on the influence exercised by the East upon ancient Italy, in

which, however, he has confined himself chiefly to a full discussion

of the story of Tanaquil and its Eastern parallels (Die Sage von

Tanaquil; Heidelberg, 1870). How much Italy received from Asia,

and to what extent it has transformed what it has received, is a problem
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the solution of which is of the greatest importance to the study of ancient

history in all its branches.

The Rev. C. T. Meehan, M.R.T.A., is about to publish a new edition

of the Flight of the Earls (of Tyrone and Tirconnell). The interest

imparted to the previous edition by the publication, for the first time, of

documents from the State Paper Office, throwing unexpected light on

the causes which led to the flight of the Earls, will not be wanting from

the second edition, which will also contain newly discovered materials.

M. Ossokine has just presented for his doctor's degree at the Univer

sity of Kazan a history of the Albigenses in Russia down to the death of

Innocent III. He is preparing a second volume, which will treat of the

relations between the French Albigeois and the Cathari, &c, of Bul

garia. At Agram, Canon Raczki is also preparing a history of the

Boeomiles.

. The Literary Society of Belgrade has just published vols. 25 and 26

of their Memoirs ; containing {inter alia) a large number of unedited

documents relating to the history of the Servian Monasteries of the

middle ages, and a study on the literature of the Mahometan Serbs of

Bosnia. The latter vol. also contains a bibliography of Servian and

Croatian books published in 1868, as well as foreign books about the

South Slavonic peoples. The same society has also issued, under

the editorship of M. Stojan Novakovitch, a bibliography of Servian

publications between 1741 and 1867.

Two old Russian poems, The Song of Igor and Zadonshtina, have just

been brought out at Prag (Gregr), with notes and Czech translation.

Selected Articles.

Revue Archeologique, March, 1S70.—Inscriptions cariennes inidites,

by F. Lenormant.—M. Lenormant discovered, during his travels in

Egypt, four Carian inscriptions in the great temple of Abydos. Only

nine inscriptions in this language were previously known, only one of

which is in Caria itself. Five are signatures of the mercenaries in

Psammetichus' army, on a colossus at Ipsambul, in Ethiopia. All but

three of the thirteen read from right to left, like the earliest Greek

writing, following of course the pattern set by this inventors of the

Phoenician alphabet. Most of the letters, too, are like the archaic Greek

forms. The new inscriptions come from Bubastis and Memphis. Carian

mercenaries were largely employed by Psammetichus (Herodotus, 2, 154),

and hence the occurrence of these inscriptions in Egypt. No bilingual

text has yet been found, and the language is still in want of an inter

preter. We already know something of Lycian ; and this group of

languages in Asia Minor forms an important and independent branch

of the Aryan tongue, possibly tinged by contact with Semitic tribes.

—Inscription grecque trainee a Memphis, by E. Miller. A fragment

of a stele, mentioning the erection of a shrine to Apollo and Zeus

(and perhaps Hephaestus) on behalf of one of the Ptolemies, contains

the names of many of the subscribers, with their fathers' names added.

About 80 are legible, out of perhaps 270. M. Miller examines into the

character of these names, which are mostly either Greek or Phoenician ;

in the latter the name of the god "El" is a frequent element. The

other Semitic names M. Renan has promised to report on. M. Miller's

method of filling up the lacunar is ingenious.

Hermes 4, part 3, p. 295. Cornelius Tacitus und Cluvius Rufus.

(Th. Mommsen).—On comparing the lives of Galba and Otho by

Plutarch with the early part of the Histories of Tacitus, we find a

remarkable similarity, not merely in the idea, but also in the wording,

of many of the sentences. Now, as the Lives and the Histories were

published almost contemporaneously, and it is very improbable that

either author copied from the other, it follows that they must have been

following some common source of information. This was probably

Cluvius Rufus, whom Tacitus mentions several times, especially noticing

that only he and Silius Italicus witnessed the secret compact between

Vitellius and Vespasian's unfortunate brother (Hist. 3. 65). He was

a man, says Tacitus (1. 8) " eloquentia clarus," and we probably have a

good specimen of his eloquence in the highly-coloured account of the

death of Otho, as Tacitus represents it. The Histories were Tacitus'

earlier work, and by the time he wrote the Annals he had worked him

self clear of the tone of romance, and no longer made Cluvius Rufus his

model.—Mommsen also has a notice on the fiagment of the 20th book

of Livy quoted in a Paris M.S. of Justinian's Codex. The fragment is

clearly not in Livy's language, but may express his meaning. It refers

to a patrician marrying within the seventh degree of relationship. The

sixth degree is in our language a second cousin, and the nomenclature

proper to the different degrees stops here (Justinian, Institutes, III. 6. 6)

for this very reason, this being the limit of cognation. This is confirmed

by Tac. Annal. 12. 6, " conjugia sobrinorum diu ignorata," and by the

curious remark of Plutarch, Q. A'. 6, about the right of salutation by a

kiss among near relations, which extended to second cousins, but was

only lawful for those who could not marry.—C. Curtius publishes an

Attic inscription found in the wall built at the east end of the Parthenon

in Christian times. It refers to the period after the Peloponnesian war,

when Athens had recovered her hold on the Thracian Chersonese, so

important to her always, as giving her the command of the corn trade

from the Black Sea, for which reason also the whole stress of the struggle

at the end of the Peloponnesian war lay in this region.

Bulletino dell' Inst, de Corresp. Archeologica, March 15, 1870,

contains notices of some new inscriptions discovered at Antium and

Portus. One of the latter adds another to the list of guilds already

known, that of the " Stuppatores," the oakum being employed, of

course, for caulking the seams of ships, &c. ; another mentions the

" cohors V. Ulpia Petreorum," raised at the time when Trajan made

much of Arabia subject, and Petra was held by a Roman garrison.

Another notice relates to the circular temple of Feronia (" Vesune " in

the Italian dialects), the remains of which have been discovered (if the

identification may be accepted) on the hill of S. Antinio, near Nazzano.

The site certainly corresponds to the indications in the text of Livy.

Journal de3 Savans, Fevrier 1870.—A. Maury, Histoire des

Guerres du Calvinisme et de la Ligue. [The great religious war of

France has also a provincial history, which differs in each province.

The provinces were not yet fused into that complete unity which exists

in the later periods of the French annals. Hence a complication of

causes in eacli district comes in to modify the general religious aspect of

the war. Nowhere was there more bitterness than in the country round

Sens and Auxerre, the old borderland between Burgundy and Cham

pagne. Theodore Beza was born there, Conde and Coligny had lands

there as well as the Guises ; and nowhere were the abuses more

flagrant. In such a country Protestantism took root and flourished ; and

the action and reaction of opinion, always so violent in France, was

especially manifest here. The "massacre of Vassy," perpetrated by

Guise, was only the occasion, not the real cause, of the civil war. It

did but set fire to a large mass of inflammable material that had been

long accumulating. We see more clearly in a detailed description of

individual fortunes and local feeling the true character of such a crisis

than in the most eloquent general narrative, which by summarising the

causes deprives them of the vivid impressions of reality.]

Revue des Questions Historiques, Quatrieme Annee, 15' Li-

vrais., Paris 1S70.—I. L'Art chretien pendant les trois premiers Siecles,

par le Comte Desbassigny Richemont. [From the early date of many of

the Christian monuments in the Catacombs, the writer concludes that

this pictorial symbolism emanates from the teaching of the Apostles

themselves.]—II. Gerbert et le Changcment de Dynastic, par Marius

Sepet. [A sketch of the civil and military events occurring in France

from a.d. 987 to 99 r, especially of the part borne in the diplomacy of

that period by Gerbert, then titular Abbot of Bobbio, afterwards Pope

Silvester II.]—III. La Communion de Marie-Antoinette a la Con-

ciergeric. [An examination of the evidence that the Queen confessed,

heard mass, and received the communion shortly before her death ; the

proofs of this are pronounced satisfactory.]—Melanges : I. Le Sainte-

Suaire de Cadouin apropos d'un Livre de M. le V" de Gourgues. [The

proofs of the genuineness of this relique collected by the V" de Gourgues

are discussed, and pronounced sufficient. Vet the most ancient testi

mony respecting the Suaire reaches no farther back than a.d. 670, and

the relique is not noticed again till A.I). 1 1 18.]—IV. Les Manuscrits

nationaux d'Angleterre.—V. Trois Lettres inedites de Marguerite de

Valois.—VI. Les derniers Travaux sur le Masque de Fer. [Of the two

latest works upon this subject published in France, that by M. Topin

sets forth that this personage was no other than Mattioli, minister of

Charles IV., Duke of Mantua. M. Loiseleur, the author of the other,

calls in question this solution of the mystery, and with good reason, as

it seems to the writer, M. Bagenault de Puchesse.J
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Estlands, Livlands und Kurlands. Petersburg.

Oriental and Comparative Philology.

Introductio in Talmud Hieroaolymitanum. [Mt-bho hay- Yerus/ialmi]

auctore Z. Frankel. Vratislavioe : 1870. 8vo. pp. viii. 158.

Dr. Frankel, the director of the Rabbinical school at

Breslau, and the author of a series of publications on the

Septuagint and the Talmudic law, of numerous articles in

the periodical edited by him since 1846, and, finally, of

an introduction to the Mishnah, at length has given us

his valuable and long expected researches on the Talmud of

Jerusalem. The book before us is written entirely in Hebrew,

and hence appeals, like his " hodegetica in Mishnam," to

none but'experienced Talmudical scholars. The task which

Dr. Frankel has undertaken is, in many respects, more diffi

cult than his former work on the Mishnah. The latter,

which is a collection of decisions of the doctors on points

of ceremonial, is a work of considerably greater logical

precision than the Talmud, which though intended as a

commentary upon it, includes besides a great quantity of

heterogeneous matter. The idiom in which the Talmud

of Jerusalem is written may be regarded as the verna

cular of the Jews in Palestine, especially in Galilee, about

100 B.C., and is a good deal interspersed with Greek words,

vulgar as well as classical, which are scarcely recognisable,

owing to the inaccurate transcription of the copyist. When

R. Shimon-ben-Lakish (end of the 3rd cent, a.d.), alluding

to the passage, Job vi. 14, says that DD1?, lamas, signifies

in Greek " a dog," we look in vain for this word, and are

obliged to conjecture the word Ai/ids, "hunger;" or Xai/iop-

yo?, "greedy, voracious," one of the qualities of the dog.

A further difficulty arises from the fact that the study of

the Talmud of Jerusalem was quite thrown into the shade

by the study of that of Babylon. This Talmud is first men

tioned by R. Saadya (10th century), and owing to this

neglect but few copies were made, whilst no old commen

tary of this singular book is in existence. Besides this

several treatises are no longer extant. In the time of Mai-

monides (r2th century) the Talmud of Jerusalem existed on

five parts of the Mishnah, whilst our editions contain com

mentaries only on four parts and on Niddah, all very in

complete.

The copyist, moreover, introduced a great number of

mistakes, which we have no means of correcting by MSS.,

as only one, that of Leyden, remains; and there is little

doubt that in some passages whole lines are omitted, as

may be seen by comparing parallel passages of the Talmud

of Babylon or the Midrash Jalkut. Considering all these

difficulties, we must be thankful to Dr. Frankel for his

Introdttctio. This book is divided into five chapters,

of which the first treats of the state of the Jews at the

time when "the Talmud of Jerusalem was commenced

(beginning of 3rd century) until it was finished (middle of

5 th century), and the cities in which the principal Rabbini

cal schools were established, a subject which has been

already treated by a variety of scholars. In the second

chapter the author discusses the pronunciation of the Jews

in Palestine as compared with that of the Jews in Babylon,

and the difference of style between the Jerusalem Talmud

and the Babylonian. Thes.e points are of the highest interest,

and we should have been glad if Dr. Frankel had given us

more detailed information on this subject. Besides the

well-known Talmudical passages, from which we learn that

the Galileans were unable to distinguish the gutturals, Dr.

Frankel adds some more examples, which prove that the

Jews in Palestine had a softer pronunciation for some letters

than the Babylonians. Thus b becomes in the mouth of the

Jew in Palestine v, and where the Talmud of Babylon has

the b with dagesh the Talmud of Jerusalem has two vavs :

(A)bba becomes (a)Va. Contractions are more frequent in

the text of the Talmud of Jerusalem than in that of the

other Talmud ; thus whilst we find Rabbi Abba in the

latter, we have Rabbi Va in the former, and so two

words often become one; Rabbi Abmari is thus equi

valent to Rabbi Abba Mari. Dr. Frankel then gives an

alphabetic list of peculiar particles and phrases employed in

the Talmud of Jerusalem, which will be of great use to

Semitic philologists. One of the most interesting points

connected with the Talmud of Jerusalem is the history

of its composition, and its method as compared with

that of its brother of Babylon. Both are based upon

the Mishnah, i.e. upon the dogmatic and ethical sentences

of the doctors from the time of the " Great Synagogue "

(temp. Ezra) to the beginning of the 3rd century a.d. ;.

both quote sentences and discussions of Halachic and

Aggadic matters of the Sifra, Sifn, Mekhiltha, Tosiftha,

and the Apocryphical collections, called E'raithoth; and

finally the object of both is the further explanation of the-

ceremonies commanded in the Old Testament. In short,

the aim of both Talmuds is identical, and the school of both

countries approaches the study of the Law in the same spirit ;

though at the same time there are considerable differences

between the two, which are minutely pointed out in the third

chapter. Without entering into these, we may observe that

the doctors of the Talmud of Jerusalem content themselves

with giving the opinions of their predecessors and their own

without the discussions by which they are arrived at ; whilst

the Talmud of Babylon has folios of puerile questions and

answers, showing how Biblical passages were tortured in

order to attain a particular result. The Aggadah (that is,

the miscellaneous as opposed to the ceremonial commentary)

occupies far less room in the Talmud of Jerusalem than in

that of Babylon, and the latter is four times as voluminous

as the former.

As to the date of the composition of the Talmud of Jeru

salem, the Rabbis, as Maimonides, &c, combine in naming

R. Yohanan (end of the 3rd cent, a.d.) as the author, or at
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least collector of it, but we find doctors mentioned in this

Talmud who lived as late as the beginning of the 5th

century; and Dr. Frankel is right in regarding R. Yohanan

as merely the first collector of the sayings of his prede

cessors and contemporaries, the collection being continued

by his followers, thus forming the Talmud of which we now

possess several editions. The same process of accretion is

observable in the Talmud of Babylon, the collector of which

was R. Ashi (end of the 5th century), but in which we find

sayings of doctors who lived at least a century later. The

difference again between the doctors who are quoted as

authorities in the two Talmuds is worthy of notice ; even the

same passages of the Mishnah are quoted in1 different and

sometimes even contradictory words, which seems to prove

that the words of the Mishnah were handed down by oral

tradition to the 4th century. This point is extremely well

treated in Abraham Krochmal's book, called Ycrushalaim

hab-B'nuyah, of the existence of which Dr. Frankel seems not

to be aware. The Talmud of Jerusalem was undoubtedly

finished not later than 430-40, and it is remarkable that the

Talmud of Babylon, the collection of which was finished 200

years later, never quotes it, although it often mentions the

sayings of Palestinian doctors, just as the Talmud of Jeru

salem mentions those of the doctors of Babylon. It is incon

ceivable, with the great communication which existed be

tween the schools of Palestine and Babylonia, that the Talmud

of Jerusalem should not have come over to Babylon as

early as the end of the 5th century. The reason why it is

not quoted can only be that the idiom of this Talmud was

not perfectly intelligible to the Babylonian doctors, or, what

is most probable, because the latter had no great value for

mere results, apart from the paradoxical and puerile discus

sion which Abbaye and Rabba had introduced into the

Babylonian schools. We regret not to find in Dr. Frankel's

excellent book a more explicit account of his opinion of the

method on which this confused collection which we call the

Talmud was carried out.

In a fourth chapter Dr. Frankel gives an account, in

alphabetical order, of all doctors belonging to the schools of

Palestine who are quoted in the Talmud of Jerusalem.

The minute accuracy of this chapter is admirable, and we

should be only too glad to possess an equally exhaustive

account of the Talmud of Babylon. An enumeration of the

commentaries on the different parts of the Talmud of Jeru

salem, of the different editions of this Talmud, and a

description of the Leyden MS., occupies the fifth and last

chapter. The work concludes with valuable additamenta.

Dr. Frankel states that he is about to publish his commentary

on the first part of the Talmud of Jerusalem, a work for

which he no doubt possesses special qualifications.

We wish we were not compelled to add the complaint that

considerations of Jewish orthodoxy should have prevented

Dr. Frankel from making use of the valuable researches of

some of the first Talmudical scholars of the day, such as

Zunz, Geiger, Derenbourg, Krochmal, and others.

Ad. Neubauer.

A Comparative Grammar of Sanskrit, Greek and Latin.— By

William Hugh Ferrar, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College,

Dublin. Vol. I. London : Longmans.

This is a special grammar of three languages on the com

parative method, with a general introduction. The general

comparative grammar of the Indo-European peoples has not

been re-written by any one since Bopp : his views have

indeed frequently been corrected (as is shewn by Mr.

Ferrar's frequently-recurring phrase " according to Bopp,"

on points where he disagrees) : but in the main the work

wns done once for all. Mr. Ferrar here gives us the results

achieved by the comparative method in particular languages ;

and he has taken the Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin. His

choice needs little justification. Sanskrit, in most cases, is

sufficient to explain the processes of Greek and Latin ;

where further light is needed, Mr. Ferrar does not hesitate

to borrow it from Teutonic, Keltic, or Lithuanian ; while to

the philologists who have travelled beyond Greek and Latin,

Sanskrit is more generally known than any other language ;

indeed none other could have been equally useful. The

most systematic labourers in the special study of these lan

guages have been Benfey, Curtius and Leo Meyer, Corssen

and Biicheler ; to all of whom Mr. Ferrar acknowledges his

obligations. To say that the form and arrangement of his

work are due to Schleicher is no disparagement to Mr.

Ferrar, the work could not have been done better than it is,

and Mr. Ferrar is no mere copyist, he exerts everywhere an

independent judgment. He begins with a physiological

account of a general alphabet, which perhaps is hardly

needed. The Indo-European alphabet was certainly not so

extensive. The development of many of these sounds is

historically traceable in particular languages, e.g. of the

Sanskrit cerebrals ; they did not enter into the common

alphabet from which particular ones are derived. Indeed

the Indo-European alphabet and language are described in

the next chapter, and then comes an account of the regular

changes which pass over the special languages. This dis

tinction (which is due to Curtius) of regular changes which

affect a whole language, e.g. the corruption of the spirants in

Greek, from those which only affect particular dialects, e.g.

the change of k to it, &c, is very important for philology.

Only one of these regular changes is dwelt upon—the Laut-

verschiebwig of Grimm. The operation of this law, and the

real and apparent exceptions to it, are so well stated, that

one feels less inclined to complain that Mr. Ferrar should

have chosen for especial attention a change which is im

portant in contrasting the classic and Teutonic languages,

rather than one which separates the languages of which he

is specially treating ; e.g. the splitting of a into a, e, 0, which

marks off at once the full vocalism of the Greek and old

Latin from the undeveloped vowel-system of the Hindus.

Next Mr. Ferrar gives the phonetic laws of the three lan

guages, where he agrees in the main with Schl.eicher. Some

times where he differs we lean to the authorities whom he

attacks. Thus he thinks (p. 59) that Curtius' theory of the

origin of the Greek aspirates is " perfectly untenable." Yet

no other hypothesis—Mr. Ferrar gives none—seems to

explain the difficult change of soft into hard aspirates : and

it is surely a very slight transition to the spirant h from the

breath which was so difficult to sound, that it seems to have

been kept unchanged only by the Hindus. At page 65 he

denies that avta can be as Schleicher said, a strengthened

form of us, because Sanskrit ush (I.'-E. us to burn, Lat uro)

is from an older form vas ; but though us may be weakened

from vas, yet it must have been weakened before the separa

tion of the peoples, in order to account for the numerous

derivatives in the separate languages (See Curtius, Gr. Etym.

pp. 356-8) : so that avv>, &c, may be from us after all. Mr.

Ferrar agrees with Schleicher in calling d the guna of o.

But the only example they give is the fern, of adjectives, e.g.

via from v€o-<s. It seems more probable, judging by analogy,

that the feminine here should be formed by a new suffix, and

the o dropped. The terms guua and vriddhi, thus employed,

are Mr. Ferrar's, not Schleicher's ; and we think it a pity

that he has used them at all, as they are apt to confuse distinct

stages in the history of languages : thus e and o may indeed

be employed to intensify the idea expressed by a root con

taining a ; yet in their origin at least they are quite distinct

from « and 01, which are equally called the "guna and
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vriddhi of 1 ;" e and o were originally weakenings of a: a and

01 were always strengthenings oft, while in Sanskrit Mr.

Ferrar is led by the analogy of Greek and Latin to call a

the guna of a, which would horrify Indian grammarians,

though natural enough on a wider view of the nature of these

changes. We should differ also from Mr. Ferrar on one or

two minor points ; e.g. that dfmay stand for y in Undo, on the

analogy of t«V(d (rar-yto). So considerable a transgression

of the rule that phonetic change is from the stronger to the

weaker sound, should surely be supported by good reasons.

It is highly probable (as Curtius holds) that 3 was developed

in Greek before y, and then supplanted by it ; e.g. that 817 =

yd; but is there a trace of a similar process in the Latin ?

And indeed there seems no reason why the suffix in tendo

and rev-yia need be the same : the do in this and similar

verbs might fairly be explained as equivalent to I.-E. dha, on

Pott's theory of the combination of roots, a theory which

we by no means wish to apply as widely as its author.

This, however, is fairly open to doubt : but surely some

Nemesis on Mr. Ferrar's usually sound judgment must have

driven him to say (p. 144) that " the old derivation of eXtu-

Ofpos, irapb. to tXevOcu) mrov ipS. is probably correct." Are

then all Greek adjectives in -epo- connected with Ipav ?

In an excellent preliminary chapter on roots and stems

Mr. Ferrar wisely abstains from analysing roots which con

tain several consonants into simpler forms. It is no doubt

highly probable that all roots originally consisted of one

vowel, or a consonant and vowel : but to resolve the actual

roots into their possible elements is as deceptive as it is easy.

He then comes to his main subject—the formative system in

Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin. The case-terminations of the

nouns and pronouns (the verbs will follow in another volume)

are traced up to their Indo-European forms. The results

do not often differ from Schleicher's : Mr. Ferrar may be

right (p. 288) in calling uoci, fcrenti, &c, datives rather than

locatives, as Schleicher does : the long vowel points more

naturally to the I.-E. at of the dative rather than the loca

tive i ; yet the long i of ruri, &c, has to be explained by the

addition to the stem of/", as rus -f- i"-f" I and uoci may be the

same. The locative suffix indeed was most Protean if it was

as Mr. Ferrar says (p. 282) first am then an then in; and

then presumably /'. We must confess to an uncomfortable

feeling in meeting with such transformations. It is not that

they contradict any law of sound ; but there seems no suffi

cient evidence for them ; and the different forms require so

many inserted letters to bring them into harmony with the

supposed original. Is it not at least as likely that this

variety of forms in a case-suffix results from original difference

rather than original unity ? The perfectly general meaning

of these suffixes (when it can be ascertained) suits this theory;

they are so general that there can have been little selection

of those best fitted for the purpose ; any of them might have

been used almost indifferently. In truth the history of the

inflectional suffixes must be the weakest part of etymology.

Phonetic laws which hold everywhere else are useless here.

Thus ftaripocv is said to be (and very likely is) for parcp-o-cpiv :

but in other parts of a Greek word there is no tendency what

ever to drop a <p. It may be said that the disproportionate

weakening of terminations arises of necessity from the wear

of constant use, and the imperious need of easy forms.

Quite true : but it is well to see that, if so, this must be an

exceptional province of the etymological field, where we

must work by guess rather than by rule., because there is no

sufficiency of examples to prove certain laws. We can but

compare case with case in a few languages : all the examples

of any one case in the same language amount but to one in

stance. This difficulty in determining the original forms is

still less than that of determining their meaning. Thus it is

commonly held that the ablative suffix -at is connected (Mr.

Ferrar only says " probably connected ") with the pronominal

stem ta. This identification, however, rests only on the

theory that these suffixes were pronominal : as to form, -at

might represent a hundred other ideas just as well. We get

at best only one requisite for a satisfactory derivation : there

may be (though we think there is not) a necessary connec

tion of meaning, but there is none of form. Such etymologies

therefore should always be given with reserve, as Mr. Ferrar

always gives them : we could only have wished that he had

pointed out clearly that the evidence for them is essentially

inferior to that which is to be had when we are comparing

the radical portions of words. John Peile.

THE A/OAB/TE STONE.

M. Clermont-Ganneau, in the March number of the Revue Are/u'o-

logique, has published a fresh transcription of the Moabite Inscription,

in which some lacuna- are supplied, and several readings are corrected.

His translation does not differ materially from that published already

through the medium of M. de Vogue. He entertains no doubt on the

occurrence of YHVH (Jehovah). The transcription is accompanied

with the first part of a dissertation on the historical, palreographical, and

linguistic bearing of the inscription. Passing over M. Ganneau's Biblical

criticism, which is of the amateur order, we select from the linguistic

section a few of the more characteristic grammatical forms. Such are

the pronoun "pK for the Hebrew OJX, the article il, the relative pro

noun "E'K, the apocope of aorists of weak verbs, when preceded by r<n;

" conversive," the dual and plural in ) , the use of the " status con-

structus," and the particle 11K, as in Hebrew, and, above all, a conju

gation analogous to the Arabic eighth (Dnn?K). The first connected

.translation is due to M. Ad. Neubauer, of Paris, now resident in

Oxford. His version was published, without notes, in the Times of

March 29 ; but we refrain from expressing any opinion on its accuracy

until the appearance of his promised dissertation. Two important

corrections of M. Ganneau's readings have also been made by Mr.

Deutsch of the British Museum, viz., Karhah and Nabah (Nebo).

Since writing the above we have received a communication from

M. Neubauer respecting a Pamphlet by Prof. Schlottmann of Halle

called Die Siegessdule Mesas, Konig iter Moabitcr. The author has

only seen M. Ganneau's first transcript.

" Prof. Schlottmann has really in several places divined the original

words, and has ingeniously supplied lacume not supplied in M. Ganneau's

second transcript. I must, however, confine myself to a few remarks on

the passages which are not yet restored by M. Ganneau. At the end

of line 3, Prof. Schlottmann reads LD 110J2, contrary to the rules of

Semitic construction ; better would be VtJ"n ??J3, ' on account of the

assistance.' In line 17, he takes Ashthor-Chemosh to be a name of

Ashtaroth ; we prefer to render, ' for Chemosh devoted to Ashthor.'

Dr. S. adds several more towns to those mentioned in the inscription,

some of which do not occur in the Bible : e.g. Bikran (1. 29), where

we prefer, pp2 riNCVon "?3 flN TIN^O "pSO, ' and I constructed

fortresses in the towns which I added to my land' ; tOD is generally

used in this sense in the Bible. M. Ganneau's new transcript makes it

impossible to take "lp (1. 1 1) as a proper name ; it = ' the town,' a word

which is used for Moabitic towns, and equivalent to 1JJ. If Horonaim

is situated in the south, which is not proved at all, then we must read

(1. 31) CDJinS] W]3 m nt5» pr«m; I have myself taken it for a

northern town and supplied ' the children of Reuben.' But the chief

and most difficult point is to ascertain whether we have to read '"IDJ?

' Omri,' at the end of the fourth line. The construction would require

a verb before Omri, for which there is scarcely room. If "pD were

a verb, the inscription would have run "pD 78OC" ?J?. The sixth line

says, ' his son succeeded him, and he also said, I will oppress Moab.'

If, as Prof. Schlottmann thinks, Mesha is the Biblical king, and

set up this monument after the death of Ahab, he ought to say :

' and his son also oppressed Moab ;' the expression, ' a long time '

(1. 5), is certainly more applicable to the reign of 22 years of Ahab-

than to the 12 years of Omri. The 7th and 8th line : ' Omri

took [the plain ? of] Madhebha, and dwelt in it, . . . built 40 . . .'

according to my translation, is rendered by Prof. Schlottmann : ' Und

es bemachtigtc sich Omri [dcr Stadt] Medeba und sass darinnen [und
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sie bed rlick ten Moab, er und] sein Sohn, vierzig Jahre." Several

objections may be made to the identification of Omri with the King of

Israel, as Omri and Ahab reigned together 34 years, and we should

have to take the number 40 as a vague approximation, instead of

an exact date as we should expect in an inscription. The form flC

for 'year' is neither Hebrew, Phoenician, Arabic, nor Chaldee. There

seems no reason why the inscription should mention Medba more than

Yahaz or any other town nearer to Moab. It is almost certain that we

have to read (end of 1. 9 and bg. of 10) ' [and dwelt] Chemosh there

in my day*,' Medbha having been probably conquered by Mesha or by

his ally or general : it is then difficult to see why he should not speak of

it as he does of other cities in the inscription. Finally, with the word

'O'S (1. 6) begins the relation of Mesha's victory, which should not be

interrupted by the oppression of Omri. Prof. Schlottmann thinks, too,

that the Israelites never recovered the boundary of the Arnon, because

Isaiah (xv. and xvi.) speaks of Moab as possessing this land. Here,

again, it seems more natural to regard the xvi. chapter as a prophecy of

earlier date, and to apply the last verse to the two years of Ahaziah's

reign, and the one year of Jehoram, when the King of Moab was be

sieged by the allies in his capital. A great number of very valuable

geographical and philological remarks are to be found in Prof. Schlott-

mann's pamphlet, to which we shall have to recur."

Professor Rawlinson is also about to bring out a monograph on the

Stone, in its bearing on palaeography.

Intelligence.

Dr. Thorbecke's edition of the Dttrrat-td-l/atti-'as of al-Hariri, and

Professor Fliigel's edition of the Fihrist-ul-'oMm, are passing through

the press. Part of the expenses of the latter will be defrayed by the

German Oriental Society.

Many forthcoming Oriental works will be delayed by the fire which

destroyed Mr. Watts's printing-office on the evening of March 19. The

sheets of the fourth volume of Lane's Arabic Dictionary have perished

entirely ; also the first half of Dr. Wright's catalogue of the Syriac MSS.

in the British Museum : and about 35 sheets of Dr. Rieu's catalogue of

the Arabic MSS. Of Dr. Wright's new work, the Acta Apostt. apocryph.

in Syriac, the first five sheets perished, and all that was in type of Mr.

Clarke's edition of the history of the Latrocinium Ephesinum from a

Syriac MS. in the British Museum. A Burmese Grammar perished,

with the manuscript and type ; as did Mr. Piatt's edition of Sadi's

Gulist&n, and his new translation of the Hagh-o-Bah&r. Also half the

stock of Dr. Wright's Aphraates, and the same quantity of Dr. Phillips's

work on Syriac accents, &c.

The Viceroy of Egypt has presented the University of Oxford with a

•complete collection of Oriental books printed at Boulak, amounting to

74 distinct works in 140 vols.

Selected Articles.

Lenormant's Manual of Oriental History, by Prof. Rawlinson, in the
■Contemporary, April. [Favourable, but with many qualifications.]

History of the building of the temple at Edfu, witli the hieroglyphic

.text, by Diimichen, in Zeitschr. fur iigyptische Sprache, Jan.

Notice of- Dr. Haug's Essay on the Pahlavi language, in Triibner's

Kecord, March.

Essais sur les mots assyriens de la Sainte-Kcriture, par M. Harkavy,

in Rev. Israelite, Nos. 6, 8, 9.

J. Rodiger " de nominibus verborum arabicis," rev. by II. Deren-

bourg, in Rev. Critique, March 12.

On Syriac Literature, by Dr. Bickell, in Literarischer Handweiser,

No. 88. [This is the seventh article of the series. It treats of the

liturgies of the eastern Syrians, the norm of which is the Liturgy of the

Apostles (Addaeus and Mares) which was closely imitated by Theodore

-of Mopsuestia, Nestorius, Narses, Barsauma, &c. Dr. Bickell takes

occasion to notice, and describes at some length, what is probably the

oldest liturgical document in existence, a Syriac fragment of two leaves,

belonging to the sixth century, Add. MS. 14,669, foil. 20 and 21.

On the so-called Moabite inscription, by A. Neubauer in FrankeVs

Monatsclirift for April. [Contains restoration of some lacuna: in the

itext, with translation and notes.]

Contents of the Journals.

Beitriige zur vergleichenden Sprachforschungen. Ed. A.

Kuhn. Vol. vi. pt. 3.—Pott : on the particles, Sanscrit gha gha ha hi,

^end zi, Greek ya yt, Lith. -gi, Slav. 2e, &c. [There is a remarkable

agreement in the use of these words as enclitics, especially with pro

nouns, conjunctions, and negative particles. Much remains uncertain ;

e.g., whether one or more original forms are to be assumed, and whether

Old Norse -gi, Slav, -zi, Goth. k. in mik, thik, are to be connected

with the same group. The interest consists in finding that words so

slight and volatile in their character can be traced back to the remotest

antiquity.]—L. Malinowski : On the phonology of the borrowed words

in Polish. [Treats of the consonants, and is tollowed by some interest

ing examples of "popular etymology."]—Reviews: Bosnisch-tiirkische

Sprachdenkmaler, gesammelt, &c, von Dr. Otto Blau ; rev. by Pott.

[The work consists of glossaries, collections of proverbs, &c, made at

various times to facilitate intercourse between the Slavonic and Turkish

parts of the population of Bosnia. After some remarks on the complicated

problems presented by the colltmies of nations and languages in the

lower valley of the Danube, Prof. Pott devotes his space chiefly to the

etymology of names of plants. In many cases, as he shews, they prove

or illustrate the historical relations of different nations.]—August

Schleicher und die slavischen Consonantengruppen, von M. Hattala;

rev. by Wenzel Burda. [A warm reply to an attack upon Schleicher.]—

Indogermanische Chrestomathie, &c, herausg. von Aug. Schleicher ;

rev. [briefly] by A. Kuhn.—MISCELLANIES: Vritra-verethra, vritragh-

na-verethraghna, by Fr. Spiegel. [Shews that along with the demon

Vritra we find vritra in the Vedas meaning "enemy," and that vere-

thra means " victory," hence argues against the originally mythological

sense of verethra and the identification of Vritra with "Opflpoi.]—Fra,

fran, iriftTpji/u, by the same.—An example of the formation of the pre

sent-stem by means of ta in Slavonic, by Wenzel Burda.

New Publications.

Courteille, P. de. Dictionnaire turc-oriental. Paris : Imp. imp.

Hariri. The Assemblies of Hariri, transl. from the Arabic with

introd. and notes, by T. Chenery. Vol. I. : new ed. Williams and

Norgate.

Lao-tse. Tao-lT-king. Der Weg zur Tugend. Aus dem Chines.

iibersetzt u. erklart von R. v. Plancker. Leipzig : Brockhaus.

Classical and Modern Philology.

The Antigone, Philoctetes, and Ajax, of Sophocles. Edited by

Maurice Seyffert. Berlin : Weidmann, 1865-7. [Sop/toclis Anti-

gotta, Philoctetes, Aiax. Ad ttofissimam optimi codicis conlationtm

reeensuit et brevi annolalione instruxit Mauriciiu Seyffertiis.]

It is now three years since M. Seyffert's edition of the

Ajax, following his editions of the Antigone and the

Philoctetes, was published at Berlin; but his work has

hitherto received in England less attention than it deserves.

Among recent editors of Sophocles M. Seyffert holds a

peculiar place ; in his editions he has had a special

purpose. In order to understand what this purpose is, it is

necessary to bear in mind some facts in the history of the

I.aurentian MS. of Sophocles, as traced by M. Dindorf in

the preface to his edition of 186 1.

The manuscript is believed to have been written in the

nth century by two persons, one of whom copied the seven

extant plays of Sophocles and the Persae to v. 705 ; the

other, the rest of /Eschylus. When the transcriber of

Sophocles had finished his task, he compared his copy with

its archetype throughout, supplying in the margin verses

which he had omitted and correcting faults by erasure or

by writing the true letter or word above the line. In the

same century another and more careful reviser again com

pared the MS. with its original ; copied scholia into the

margin from some other book ; and added several correc

tions and variants—some certain, and perhaps due to his

closer examination of the archetype, some doubtful, and

many worthless. This reviser is called by M. Dindorf the

'diorthotes'; and, since he was also the transcriber of

the scholia, is designated by him in his notes as S. In the

1 2th and 13th centuries at least three other correctors

tried their hands upon the MS. They appear to have

compared it neither with its original nor with any othe;r
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MS. older than itself, but to have relied on conjecture only.

Lastly, some more recent readers—the latest of whom

belonged probably to the 16th century—have recorded their

guesses in the margin.

Now M. Dindorf's Sophoclean criticism rests upon the

principle that the Laurentian MS. is of unique authority.

All other existing MSS. have, he believes, come from it, and

may therefore be called 'apographa.' Of these the most

important is 'Paris A,' no. 2712 in the Imperial Library.

This MS., which is of the 13th century, was imperfectly

collated by Brunck, and has been thoroughly examined for

M. Dindorf by M. Fr. Diibner. The result satisfies M.

Dindorf that, since it corrects many small errors of the

Laurentian, but nowhere solves a great difficulty, it is not

due to a distinct source, but is merely an emended copy

of the Laurentian itself. Until a complete collation of this

MS. has been made as generally accessible as M. Dindorf

has made the readings of the Laurentian, the question of

their relation to each other will not be generally regarded as

settled beyond dispute. A satisfactory explanation has still

to be found for facts such as that which Professor L.

Campbell lately noticed in these columns—the occurrence

in Par. A, and in other so-called ' apographa,' of a verse,

Oed. Tyr. 800, which there is no reason to suspect, but

which the Laurentian has only in the margin and from a

recent hand. In the meanwhile, however, there is a general

tendency, of which the recent edition of Sophocles by M.

Touraier is another proof, to accept M. Dindorf's con

clusion—to believe that the Laurentian MS. is the prime

source of all our knowledge of the text, and that a closer

study of its peculiarities affords the best hope for emen

dation.

M. Seyffert shares this belief, and has made a contribu

tion to this closer study. At the end of the Antigone, of

the Philoctetes and of the Ajax he gives a classified list

of the errors, certain or probable, which the Laurentian MS.

exhibits in each play. By referring to these lists the reader

can see at a glance whether, in these trfree plays, there is

an instance of certain letters or syllables having been lost or

confused, and is thus assisted in judging of the probability

of any proposed emendation. Some, indeed, of the errors

which M. Seyffert imputes to the MS. are errors only on

the assumption that his own conjectures are correct. But,

on the whole, his indices are safe and useful guides. They

have been drawn up in view of his special objects as editor.

These are—first, to defend the original text of the Lauren

tian from needless alteration, whether by later hands in the

MS. itself or by the writers of the 'apographa;' secondly,

to amend, with special regard to the peculiarities of the

manuscript, what appears indefensible.

The limits of a notice such as this forbid a detailed criti

cism of the manner in which M. Seyffert has done his

work. We will only refer to the following passages of the

Antigone as examples of what appears to us his success in

vindicating the first hand of the Laor. MS. : Ant. 30, 71,

267, 292, 340, 551, 605. Not seldom, however, he defends

it at the cost of a strained interpretation (e.g. Ant. 4, 368) ;

or of a verse which it is difficult to believe that the poet

could have written (ib. 29). The number of conjectural

emendations which he has made is very large. All of them

have this special characteristic, that they have been made in

view of certain known peculiarities of the MS. Few, on the

other hand, have a degree of probability which can justify

their admission into the text ; and it is surprising to find an

editor whose special object is to protest against rash de

parture from the best MS. himself deserting it so frequently

for conjecture. As examples of M. Seyffert's boldness in

this respect we may instance Ant. 392, arcm-os for cVtos ;

586, HpoTrovTi6o<s for cootc irovTuw; ; v. 648, %yff (x^™; ' &~

mere'), for v<f> ; 1301, 6£vTr\rjKTo<s . . <powiav a.Trp!£ for 6£v-

&rjKTo<; . . f$a>fiia irtpi£. But, in the same play, two of his

emendations are probable, iv. 241, 941 ; and two brilliant,

viz. 578, (v SeTas Si for Ik Si TacrSe, and v. 1097, ?c oWou

vipa for kv oWu -rrapa. In selecting or combining the

best suggestions of other critics, M. Seyffert usually shows

good judgment ; as in taking Lobeck's ftraiAa and Bergk's

evvupMi in At. 600 (where, however, he ought to have

completed the remedy with Hermann's p.-qvwv for ju^Awv) ;

and in substituting alviiv, suggested by Hermann, for <W in

Phil. 1 100, where <f>povr)a-eu ought perhaps to be Kvpfjvai.

A large part of the preface to the Ant/gone is devoted

to a severe criticism on M. Dindorf; and in the preface to

each of the other two plays he is censured. The charges

brought against him are chiefly two :—that he has used the

Laur. MS. without due care or discrimination ; and that he

has allowed himself extreme licence in conjecture and in

the omission of suspected verses. As regards the first charge,

some of the instances adduced by M. Seyffert support it ;

e.g. Ant. i5r, 34T, 367, 519; Ai. 301 ; Phil. 32, 271, 371,

631. On the other hand, few will question that M. Dindorf

was right in taking from the ' apographa,' or from a later

hand in the Laur. MS. itself, some of the corrections of

which M. Seyffert complains; e.g. Ant. r232, £l<pm% for

[o]A.<Ds; Phil. 457, SeiAos for Siu/6%; Ai. 656, tfaAvfw/iai for

e£aWo-<i)|iia<, When, again, M. Dindorf is blamed for ad

hering to the first hand of the Laurentian instead of cor

recting it, we concur in the criticism as regards (e.g.) Ant.

320, 608, Ai. 70; but dissent from it as regards (e.g.) Ant.

23T, 527. M. Seyffert's second complaint is that M. Din

dorf has taken too much licence in conjecturing or omitting.

Here the accuser has a strong case. Let any student of

Sophocles examine the grounds on which M. Dindorf has

written (e.g.) cktos op.i\S>v in Ant. 796, and O-qpb-s oXoevra in

Trach. 838, and he will acknowledge that the charge of auda

city in conjecturing is not unfounded. As to the omitting of

words or passages rashly suspected, the tendency to discover

an interpolation whenever there is a dull verse or a free con

struction has been growing on German scholarship of late,

and is not peculiar to M. Dindorf; though, in the case of

Sophocles, he carries it very far. If M. Seyffert's defence

of the passages thus rejected is not always convincing, the

reaction which he represents is likely to be useful. Illustra

tive, as distinguished from critical, comment has been called

by M. Dindorf (Praef. ad Soph. p. xviii.) an dvayKaiov kclkov :

and so, in one sense, it doubtless is. Yet the study of the

subject-matter which such comment aims at helping is of

direct sen-ice to the study of the text. A critic who has

tried to enter thoroughly into his author's mind is less likely

to reject hastily any part of his genuine work. The note

in which M. Seyffert, following Doderlein, vindicates Phil.

67 1-3, verses which M. Dindorf has expunged, well illus

trates the direct critical value of such sympathy.

R. C. Jebb.

The Poems of Catullus. [Catiil/s Gcdkhtc in ihrem gcscliichtlichen

Zusammenhatigc, iihersetzt und erlautert von Rudolph Westphal.}

Zweite Ausgabe. Breslau, 1870.

This book first appeared in 1867, and it says much for the

interest which Catullus never fails to awake, that a second

edition has already been called for. Not the slightest

change, however, has been made, although much has been

published in the interim. Such of the theories as seemed

less extravagant than the rest, e.g. the account of the

derangement which seems to have taken place in the arche

type between c. 75 and c. 87, the partition of c. 29, c. 42,

c. 45. the subdivisions of the little epic, The Nuptials of
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Peleus and Thetis, the view that the Epistle to Mallius (c. 68)

is reallv an Encomion composed on the type of a Nome,

and as such contains the metrical divisions assigned to

nomes by Pollux (O/wmast. iv. 66, ed. Bekker), I have already

discussed at length in my larger edition of Catullus (Oxford,

1867). If M. Westphal had examined that work, he would

hardly have contented himself with quoting as authoritative

the inaccurate collation often of inferior MSS. which poorly

furnished forth the apparatus-table of Catullian scholars up

to the publication of Rossbach's second small edition. Even

Schwabe's edition of the text published in 1866, and con

taining a complete collation of the Germanensis, Colbertinus,

and Hamburgensis, in addition to the D and L of Lachmann,

would, though inadequate to represent the whole state of

the text as exhibited by the MSS., have been sufficient to

shake M. Westphal's belief in the authority of the Silligian

collation.

In spite, or perhaps as part and parcel, of this indifference

to the minute investigation of the MSS. tradition, the book

is written in a genial and unpedantic, though at times

extravagant, style; the freedom of the translation, occa

sionally even of the discussions, is much beyond anything

of the same kind in English, and will not fail to recommend

the book to those who care for everything that concerns

the life of the poet. It is fair to add that some of the

theories as to the personal history of Catullus are romantic

and improbable ; and that in the judgment of those better

qualified than ourselves to pronounce on a question of

German, the translations are not altogether felicitous.

R. Ellis.

An English-Latin Dictionary. By William Smith and Theophilus

Hall. London : John Murray. 1870.

Considering the toil as well as skill evinced in every page

of this work, we are not surprised to find that its compila

tion has been the labour of fifteen years. Among its chief

characteristics, the first place is due to that careful classifica

tion of the different senses of the English words, which

enables the student to find without difficulty what he wants.

This is a point of vast importance, and its attainment is

promoted by the clearness and variety of the type. Another

distinctive feature of the work, which in this respect may

be favourably contrasted with the French-Latin Dictionary

of Quicherat, is this : with the exception of the first part,

which was commenced on a different plan, exact references,

capable of immediate verification, have been given to the

Latin authors cited. The advantages of this plan are so

evident that we trust the anomaly which now marks the

system of citation in the earlier and later portions of the

book, will be removed in a future edition. A comparison

between this Dictionary and its Latin-English predecessor

shows that, while there are frequent points of contact

between them, the present work is far from being a mere

inversion of its counterpart. We think, too, that the style

of its execution justifies the editor in describing it as a

phraseological dictionary : that is, as one professing to deal

not only with English words considered by themselves, but

with those words' occurring in their most frequent combina

tions with other words, and especially in characteristic and

idiomatic phrases (Pref. p. vi.). It is, of course, impossible

that so vast a design should be completely carried out in a

first edition ; and if we mention a few cases in which our

search for idioms or phrases has been disappointed, it is

rather with the view of suggesting hints than of noting

blemishes. Under the word "weasel" a proverbial phrase

from Plautus has been quoted, but the Latin equivalent of

the vernacular expression " to catch the weasels napping,"

"cornicum oculos configere" (Cic. Mur. n, 25), is conspi

cuous by its absence. Under the word "to-morrow," the

Latin correlative of our polite invitation to a dun to "call

to-morrow," " vel nunc pete vel eras," would have figured

well ; and, instead of rendering the, alas ! too common Eng

lish phrase "to catch cold" by " perfrigesco," on the autho

rity of Varro and Celsus, the Ciceronian "cohorresco" (de

Oral. iii. 2, 6), and the Horatian " frigus colligere " (Epist.

i. 2, 13), should have been cited. Under the word " storm"

we look in vain for the Ciceronian representative, " fluctus

in simpulo" (de Legg. iii. 16, 36), of the British Minister's

description of a disturbance in the Isle of Man, as " a storm

in a teapot :" under " shine," we are not told how to render

the elegant idiom "to take the shine out of a fellow," by the

Terentian " fastum hominis terere ;" and again, while the

various phases of the word "principle" are well represented,

we miss the classic counterpart of the English expression,

" these principles of political life," supplied by Cic. pro Sext.

c. 48, in the term, " haec ratio reipubheae capessendse." We

have also to refer to c. 47 of the same speech to find the

correlative of our phrase "at the eleventh hour," in the

Latin " ad extremam ;" and to c. 49 to recognise in the

term " delecti" a better counterpart of our word " represen

tative," used in a parliamentary sense, than the Dictionary

supplies in the word " vicarius."

H. MUSGRAVE WlLKINS.

P. Terenti Comoediae.—Edidit et appaiatu critico instruxit Fran-

ciscus Umpfenbach. Berlin, 1870. pp. lxxix and 510.

A critical edition of Terence, with a satisfactory and well-

digested "apparatus criticus," has been a desideratum for

so many years that we cannot but welcome an edition

which promises to satisfy an urgent want of the students of

Latin literature and philology in general, and of archaic

Latin in particular. A critical edition of this kind was, in

some respects, a laborious task, and yet in others compara

tively easy—easiwr at all events than an edition of Plautus,

where mastering and digesting the literature which has

grown around this author during the last thirty years, and

which is growing daily, is alone an almost Herculean labour.

In Terence the work to be done was to give an accurate

collation of the principal MSS., to collect the citations of

Terentian passages in the ancient grammarians, and to

utilise the results of these in the text

Dr. Umpfenbach, if we understand him rightly (p. lxxviii.),

claims to have attained the first two of these objects, but

seems to decline all responsibility for his text. Nor have I

been able to discover any leading principle in the readings

chosen or rejected by him. But of this below.

Professor Ritschl, when collating the Plautine MSS. in

Italy, had also bestowed considerable attention on those of

Terence. The Bembine MS., being both one of the oldest

Latin MSS. in existence, and the oldest MS. of Terence, was

collated by him with much care, and this collation was sub

sequently revised by O. Ribbeck. Ritschl also collated the

Basilicanus, but was unable to discover the Victorianus and

Decurtattis. On his return to Germany, he published in

183S the now very scarce treatise De cmeudationefabularum

Terentianarum, in which it was established that a future

editor would have to follow the Bembine MS. as his chief

guide, and that nearly all other MSS. exhibited the text ac

cording to the constitution of an otherwise unknown gram

marian, Calliopius. Not knowing the Vict, and Dec. in a

satisfactory manner, Ritschl was obliged to draw his infe

rences from the readings mentioned by Faernus, and hence

he came to the conclusion that these two MSS., the Vict,

certainly and the Dec, in all probability, belonged to the
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same class as the Bemb. But since Dr. Umpfenbach has

found the Victorianus again in the Laurentian Library at

Florence, and the Decurtatus in the Vatican, it is now certain

that even these two MSS. belong to the Calliopian class

(p. xix. and xxii.). The new edition exhibits the readings

of these MSS., and also of the MS. 7899 at Paris (errone

ously 7859 in the pref. p. xxiv.), the so-called Basilicatius,

Vaticanus, an Ambrosian MS.at Milan, and the Riccardianus,

all of them of the Calliopian class.

The editor is confident that his collation of the Bemb.

MS. is in all respects exhaustive, and I am quite willing to

think that it is accurate ; yet there are passages where there

may be doubts as to the readings reported by him. In

Ad. 191, J. Krauss states (Rhein. Mus. viii. 558) from

Ritschl's collation, that the Bemb. reads loquaeres instead

of quae res, and on this he founds his emendation loqueris

(adopted by Fleckeisen and myself) ; but Umpfenbach re

ports idquaeres, and though I am far from denying the

possibility that this may be the reading of the Bemb., I

think it was the duty of an editor, with Krauss's express

statement before him, to allay all doubts by shewing that he

knew that another collator had read the MS. differently.

As it is, one cannot help suspecting that Umpfenbach had

never seen Krauss's statement. This suspicion is strength

ened by observing that three lines before, v. 188, Umpfen

bach adopts a transposition in his text which he ascribes to

Fleckeisen, but which in reality is by Krauss, as may be

read in the same page of the Rhein. Mus. as quoted above.

Again, I am far from assuming that Politian's collation of

the Bemb. must of necessity be more trustworthy than Ump-

fenbach's, but Politian has the reputation of an accurate col

lator (see Bernhardy, Grundriss, p. in, fourth ed.), and it

is very curious that in the very place to which I have alluded

there are no fewer than two readings expressly reported by

Politian (a transcript of whose collation, kindly copied for

me by Mr. Cruttwell, is among the Dorville books of the

Bodleian Library, x. 2, 6, 29) ; viz., v. 190, occepisti instead

of coepisii, and 192, tibi is said to be wanting; but of this

there is no trace in Umpfenbach's critical notes. The

original collation of Politian is in the Magliabecchian Library

at Florence (see Umpf. pref. vi.), and it would be interesting

to know how far the Oxford transcript agrees with it. At

all events, Mr. Umpfenbach ought to have compared his col

lation with that of Politian, as I may in general observe that

the two collations disagree in more than one place. It is to

be hoped that either Ritschl himself or one of his pupils will

take the trouble of comparing Umpfenbach's readings with

those of Ritschl and Ribbeck.

With regard to his collations of the other MSS., the editor

himself speaks with less confidence, and in fact of the Basi-

licanus and Victorianus with extreme diffidence. I feel,

however, bound to declare, that wherever I made notes from

Ritschl's collation of the Basilicanus in 1863, I find that

Umpfenbach's collation agrees with Ritschl's. In one

passage, however, I have observed an omission : "Andr." 129,

the Basil, is reported to read in igne iposita est, by A. Klette,

Rhein. Mus. xxiv. p. 138, a reading of some importance in

as far as it leads to the emendation in igni (or ignei) positast:

but Umpfenbach says nothing of this. The Paris MS.

was collated for Umpfenbach by A. Fritsche, who, as he

says himself, " parum exercitatus Parisinum excutiendum

suscepit." Having compared the collation of Fritsche

with that which I made myself, in 1866, of the " Eunu-

chus" and "Andria" in the same MS., I soon became

convinced that my own was far more accurate than the

one given by Umpfenbach. I shall confine myself to a

few instances, though I might easily quote many more.

In "Andr." 65, Umpf. does not state that the MS. reads aut

instead of ita; before aut there is an abbreviation which it

is needless to transcribe here : in the same place the Paris

MS. reads facillime. lb. 79, the MS. has dchinc in the place

of dein, dehinc being also given by the Cod. Reg. 15. A. xii.

in the British Museum. lb. 122, it agrees with G (Decurt.)

in putting the line in the margin, though as it seemed to me,

by the first hand. lb. 175 and 176 are written in one line,

while 184 is divided in two. 230, The MS. has commitas

(sic). 251 and 252 are written as one verse. It might have

been hoped that in the continuation of his task, Fritsche

would have become more practised in reading the MS. ;

I will, therefore, subjoin a few examples from the " Eu-

nuchus :" prol. 18, the MS. has either tidere or ledere, the

first probably corrected into the latter. lb. 19, there is an

erasure after nunc, which leads me to the conclusion that

the original reading was facturi instead of acturi. lb. 22,

it has adessent (as Umpfenbach states), but the n is erased.

lb. 36, dis is added above the line and in pale ink before

currcntes, thereby changing it to discurrentes (a reading

found in many MSS.). lb. 44, the MS. has adtendite u

animaduertite.

These instances may suffice to prove that it is by no

means unjust to say that Dr. Umpfenbach's collation of the

Paris MS. should be used with caution, and cannot be relied

on implicitly. The present edition, in fact, contains a

valuable collation of the Bembine MS., and collations of

a number of other inferior MSS. which the editor himself is

far from asserting to be perfect, and one of which can be

proved to be inaccurate.

As to the text and the spellings of the new edition, though

Mr. Umpfenbach professes to follow the Bembine MS. as

his chief guide, he deserts it in numerous instances without

any cogent reason. In support of this charge, the reader is

requested to compare in the Adelphoe Per., v. 6; then v.

4, 136, 144, 206, 375>.395> 421, 604,820; while in other

passages he adheres to its reading contrary to the ascertained

usage of Terence and the other comic poets; see v. 37, 82,

217 (cf. also 375, and on the other hand 465), 287 (cf. the

variations of the MSS. in v. 756), 322, 353, 603, 607. On

most of these passages Umpfenbach's notes report nothing

as to the readings proposed by other scholars. In some

passages this omission amounts to real carelessness : e. g. on

v. 666, where Fleckeisen's reading is in the text, Lachmann

on Lucr. iv. 297 ought to have been quoted, and 577,

Fleckeisen's reading ought to have been mentioned. But I

am afraid that this is fighting with shadows, as Mr. Umpfen

bach roundly declares in his preface, p. lxxviii, " amotam

enim a me hanc opinionem velim, quasi omnia, quae vel in-

tacta reliqui vel aliorum iudicium secutus admisi, mihi pro-

barentur," adding that he has many emendations and theories

of his own in reserve : " sed haec alio loco expromam ; fas-

tidiosis auribus in editione minore quam paro aliquanto plus

concedetur." It would have been better if Mr. Umpfenbach

had published his collations alone, adapted to one of the

current texts, say Fleckeisen's, with the addition of a " libellus

coniecturarum or emendationum Terentianarum."

The spellings of this edition are just as arbitrary as the

text. To the uninitiated it may look very learned to see a

book with it instead of id (Ad. prol. 5 ; on the other hand

comp. Eun. prol. 29), and quod instead of quot (Ad. 92,

555); but then why not also ad for at (ib. 687), and siid

(104) with the authority of the MSS. ? Ganneum (359)

may be right or wrong, but mercenarium (541) is certainly

wrong, and must be mcrcennarium, even against the authority

of the MSS. in that passage. Again, 571, we find diminuetur

tibi quidem iam cerebrum in the text, but as the word is here

equal to disminuerc, we are surprised to see the corrected

spelling of the MS. B neglected : dimminuetur. To give
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another instance of inconsistency (for this is Mr. Umpfen-

bach's worst fault), the excellent spelling dirrumpor instead

of disrumpor in the Bemb. is not admitted. But it would

be tedious to dwell much on these " minutiae," and I will

end by observing that the spelling suspicio (the noun) is

justly adopted by M. Umpfenbach throughout his edition ;

and the observations of M. Haupt in the Hermes (iv. p.

147) have led me also to prefer it.

In laying down this new edition of Terence, I cannot help

regretting that the editor should have voluntarily condemned

himself to the part of a mere reporter of MS. readings, with

out attempting to further the criticism of his author by

original thought, and himself to make use of the treasures

which he offers to others. The materials he has collected,

however, will certainly be turned to good account by the

scholars now working in the field of Latin literature.

W. Wagner.

Intelligence.

Among Messrs. Teubner's announcements of forthcoming books are

Callimachea, ed. Otto Schneider, in 2 vols. ; Max Bvidinger's Unter-

snehungen zur riiniischeii Kaisergeschichte, III. Band, and the second

part of Riese's Anthologia Latina.

The third section of Otto Jahn's library, containing works on Archae

ology, Inscriptions, etc., is to be sold very shortly. The catalogue lias

just arrived. His collection of classical authors, dispersed in February

last, fully justified the reputation which Jahn's library enjoyed in Ger

many ; the copies of rare or curious books were, to judge by our own

experience, in superb condition, and such as might satisfy the most

fastidious of even English amateurs.

M. F. Malinowski has lately published at Toscn the two first numbers

of his critical and comparative grammar of the Polish language. The

first treats of Polish orthography, the second of Polish pronunciation.

Both are very thorough, and they have an exceptional interest, as the

author, after elaborate preparation, has lost his eyesight, and has been

obliged to employ his niece as an amanuensis.

Contents of the "Journals.

Hermes, Vol. iv. Part 3.—Haupt. : Varia. [With an appendix con

taining some conjectures of Schrader'son Silius Italicus.]— E. L. Ilicks :

Inscriptio attica donariorum enumerationem continens. [A reconstruc

tion, with facsimile, of an interesting but unpublished inscription in

the British Museum],—Th. Mommsen : Carmen codicis parisini 8084.

[The text is given at length as reconstituted by M. Haupt, with the aid

in places of a new collation of the MS. by P. Kriiger : Mommsen's con

tribution relates principally to the occasion on which the poem was

written.]—Mommsen : The Praefecti frumenti dandi.—Mommsen : In

scription on a bracelet from South Russia. [Deals chiefly with the metro-

logical questions suggested by the inscription.]—H. Heydemann: On a

rock-inscription on the Acropolis of Athens.—B. Muller : On a transpo

sition of pages in Plutarch. [In the treatise Jrfpi ttjs iv Ti/xalai tyvxoyovlas.]

—Miscellanea by Hubner. [On the way in which double consonants

were indicated in Latin writings of the classical period] ; R. Neubauer ;

II. van Herwerden. [Emendations on Thucydides, with some correc

tions, &c., of the writer's Studia T/iueydided].—Kirchhoff, Waddington,

Herchcr, II. Schiller, M. Haupt.

Zeitschrift fur Volkerpsychologie und Sprachwissenschaft.

Ilerausg. von M. Lazarus und II. Steinthal, VII. 1.—Homer, with

especial reference to the Odyssey, by II. Steinthal. [Reviews at con

siderable length Kirchhoffs recent volume of collected dissertations, and

Gerland's essay on the mythology of the Odyssey. The first part of

the paper is devoted to an estimate of the results of Lachmann's criti

cism, and a defence of it against Friedlander. Dr. Steinthal dwells on

the method of KirchhofTs enquiry, which he regards as marking a great

advance in scientific accuracy. On the other hand he holds that Lach

mann's view of the nature of the popular Epic {gesiingcne Sage as he

sums it up) is substantially the true one. In the space devoted to

Gerland's interesting book, he shews the necessity of comparative

mythology as a preparation for understanding the growth of Epic lite

rature, and applies some of Gerland's observations to control KirchhofTs

theory of the Odyssey. The style is lively and popular, though occa

sionally burdened with metaphysical terminology.]—Reviews : R.

Forster, Quaistiones de Attractione enuntiationum relativarum ; rev. by

Holzmann. — S. Nagel, Franzosisch-englisches etymologisches Wbr-

terbuch.—M. Weishaupt, Sammlung von franzosischen Wortern und

Redensarten.—Jurgen Bona-Meyer, Kant's Psychologie ; rev. by Stein

thal.—G. v. d. Gabelenz, On a peculiarity of the Japanese numeral.

Revue Critique, March 5.—C. Thurot : Heitz's Fragmenta Aris-

totelis. [Duly recognizes the merits of M. Heitz's valuable book ; a

number of critical suggestions arc appended. ] — March 12. M. Breal,

On Curtius' Grundzitge der griechischen Etymologie, ed. 3.—March 19.

Etudes sur l'origine des Basques, par Blade. [A most elaborate cri

tique, occupying 14 pp. in this and 9 pp. in the next number ; the

anonymous reviewer is very severe on M. Blade, whose book is pro

nounced to be too large, too partisan, and too much indebted to an inju

dicious use of second-hand materials.]—March 26. L. Leger, On H. F.

Tozer's Researches in the Highlands of Turkey. [A very favourable

notice.]

Ebert's Jahrbuch filr Romanische und Englische Literatur,

herausgegeben von Dr. Ludw. Lcmcke. 1870. Bd. II. lift. I.

Contents :—Karl Bartsch : Contributions to Provencal and Catalonian

literature. [On the Provencal MSS. in Italian libraries, correcting very

often Grutzmacher's accounts in Herrig's Arehiv, Jahrg. 32-35 : the

MSS. of the Chigi library, &c, including a hitherto unknown little

Catalan poem by Raymond Lully.]—A. Rochat : Essay on the ten-

syllabic verse in the French poetry of the Middle Ages. [The author is

apparently unaware of Dr. ten Brink's Coujectanta rci metrticzfranco-

gallicir (Bonn, 1864).]—Julius Brakelmann : Lost Manuscripts. [Inter

alia. Contents of a MS. of the Bibl. imper., with unknown Old French

songs.]—Dr. Carl Schroder, Christmas songs in the popular dialect

of Beam.—SUPPLEMENT : Two controversial letters of Narducci and

Mussafia.

Revue des Langues Romanes, publiee par la Societe pour l'Ktudc

des Langues romanes. Tome premier. I™ livraison. Montpellier et

Paris, 1870. This review, to which we give a hearty welcome, is a

protest against the scientific centralisation with which France is often

reproached. It is published at Montpellier, and written mainly by

members of the Montpellier Society of Romanist scholars. This first

number is excellent, and has the special feature of containing, besides

editions in mediaeval dialects, poems of living Languedoc poets, and

dissertations on the orthography, dialects, and writers of modern

Provence. It is to be regretted that M. Rene Taillandier has not been

able to write his promised introduction. Ancient dialects.—Ch. de

Tourtoulon : The Surgery of Albucasis, translated into the Toulousian

dialect of the 14th cent. [This translation is not from an Arabic, but

from a Latin text, and the dialect in which it is written is different

from the language of the Troubadours. First part of the text is given.]—

A. Boucherie : The Passion of Christ, a ]x>em, written in the Franco-

Venetian dialect of the 14th cent. [Published here for the first time

from a MS. of the Library of St. Mark in Venice. Some words in the

many Latin phrases in this poem are intended to be spoken according

to the vulgar or the classical pronunciation, as the metre requires.]—

Modern dialects.—Achille Montel : On the Orthography which the

Society intends to adopt. [A compromise between etymological and

ph-metic spelling].—Notes on the Provencal Dialects and Sub-Dialects

[Italian influence on inflections, &c.].—Fred. Mistral : La Princesso

Clemenco ; a modern Provencal poem with a translation in prose.—

Theod. Aubanel : A l'Am go que n'ai jamai visto. [Poem (with prose

translation) by the first of living Provencal poets.]—Ant. Glaize : Con

temporary Writers in the Langue d'oc : Albert Arnavielle. [Favourable].

—Necrology, Reviews, Provencal Bibliography for 1869, &c

New Books.

DlONVbl Halicarnasensis antiquitatum Romanarum quae supcrsunt.

rec. A. Kiessling. Vol. iv. Leipzig : Teubner.

Malinowski, Fr. Krytyczno-porcnvnacza Gramatyka Tezyka polski-

ego, &c. [Critical and Comparative Grammar of the Polish Lan^juage.

Part I.] Posen.

NIKOAAOT 20*IANOT TPAMMATIKH, Grammaire de la Langue

grecque vulgaire, publ. par E. Legrand. (Collection de Monuments

pour servir a l'etude de la Langue neo-hellenique.) 100 copies.

Athens and Paris.

Plini Secundi, C, Naturalis Hist. libb. xxxvii. rec. L. Janus. Vol.

I. Ed. altera. Teubner.

Risi Petrus : Animadversionum in recensionem virgilianam O. Rib-

beckii Specimen primum. (Senis ; ap. Bargellinium.)

Stanger, J. Leber Umarbeitung einziger Aristophanischen Konvidien.

Teubner.

Stati, T. Papinii, Thebais et Achilleis cum Scholl. rec. Otto Muller.
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Lately Published,

The Antipodes and Round the World ;

or, TRAVELS IN AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND,

CEYLON, CHINA, JAPAN, &c. By ALICE M.

FRERE [Mrs. Godfrey Clerk). In square 8vo.,

640 pages, with numerous Illustrations, price au.

"The author is as zealous in her vocation as she has been

fortunate in her opportunities. Her accounts of what she

saw are simple and clear, and they are not spoilt by attempts

to philosophise. ... In almost all cases her meaning is as

all meaning ought to be, thoroughly transparent."—Satur

day Review.

" This is not only a book of travels, it is a book of varied

and valuable information."—Morning Post.

"This is a handsome volume to look at, and a pleasant

one to read. Sprightlincss, intelligence, and ease, are its

chief characteristics."—Illustrated London News.

" This is one of the most lively, unaffected, and interest

ing books of travel which we have read for a long time."—

Standard.

Nearly ready, in square 8vo., with numerous Lithographic

Illustrations,

The Testimony of the Catacombs, and of

OTHER MONUMENTS OF CHRISTIAN ART,

from the Second to the Eighteenth Century, upon ques

tions of Doctrine now disputed in the Church. By

the Rev. WHARTON B. MARRIOTT.M.A.. F.S.A.,

Select Preacher, Author of " Vestiarium Chrislianum,"

" Eirenica," &c.

[The subjects treated of are, the Rise and gradual de

velopment of the Worship of the Virgin Mary; the Supre

macy claimed for the See of Rome ; and. Primitive Doctrine

concerning the Sacraments of Baptism, and of the Holy

Eucharist.]

Nearly ready, in crown 8vo., with Three Photographic

Portraits,

Autobiography of the Rev. Thomas A.

METHUEN, M.A., late Rector of All Cannings.

With a Memoir, by his Son, the Rev. THOMAS P.

METHUEN.

Tn a few days, in demy 24mo., cloth antique, price 2s. 6d.

The Soul's Inquiries answered in the

VERY WORDS OF SCRIPTURE. By G WASH

INGTON MOON, Author of "The Dean's English,"

" Elijah the Prophet," &c.

This day, new edition, with additions, fcap., cloth, large

type, price 2s. 6d.

The Christian Life. By the Right Rev.

ASHTON OXENDEN, D.D., Bishop of Montreal

and Metropolitan of Canada.

Lately published, in fcap. 8vo , cloth, 4s. 6d.

A Plea for the Authorized Version of the

NEW TESTAMENT, and for the Received Greek

Testament, in answer to the Dean of Canterbury. By

the Rev. S. C- MALAN, M.A.

"We strongly recommend to the consideration of the

Committee for revising the Authorized Version, this small

but comprehensive work from the pen of one of the first

linguists and best scholars of the day."—Record, in leading

Article, Feb. 16M, 1870.

TEN SEATONIAN PEIZE POEMS, fto.

Poems. By the Rev. Thomas Edwards

HANKINSON, M.A., late of Corpus Christi College,

Cambridge. Edited by his Brothers. Fifth Edition.

Fcap., 5s.

HATCHARDS, Publishers &c, 187, Piccadilly, London.

LUBKE'S NEW WORK ON ART.

Just Publislted, -with 184 Illustrations,

PRICE ONE GUINEA,

(galeswstrtal %\i in dmnang

DURING THE MIDDLE ACES.

BY

DR. WILHEI.M LUBKE,

Autlwr of'" The History ofArt."

Translated from thk Fifth German Edition.

Edinburgh: THOMAS C. JACK.London: SIMPK1N & CO.

Now ready, is. each.

By SARA S. HENNELL, Author of " Present Religion."

{Jomparativism : explained as

a Principle which involves Necessary Antagonism of

Religion to Positivism.

COMPARATIVE METAPHYSICS, I.

Method the Reverse of that of Science, argued to be the

means, in reality, to the deepest kind of Harmony with

Science. London: Tribner and Co,

WILLIAMS & NORGATE'S

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

F)r. Charles Badham. Ad-

HORTATIO AD DISCIPULOS ACADEMIC

SYDNEIF.NSIS SCRIPSIT CAROLUS BADHAM.

D.D. (A Defence of Classical Studies, and numerous

Emendations on various Greek Authors}. 8vo., sewed, 2S.

Tcelandic Grammar. A

GRAMMAR of ICELANDIC or OLD NORSE

LANGUAGE. IiythcRev. G. 1SAVLD0N. Crown 8vo.,

cloth, 7J. dd.

THE GUERNSEY DIALECT.

Nearly ready, 500 pp.. 8vo., cloth, price 12J.

J)ictionnaire Franco-Normand

ou RKCUF.IL des MOTS particulicrs au DIA-

LECTF. dc GUERNESEY, faisant voir leur relations

Romanes, Celtiqucs ct Tudcsques, par GEO. METIVIER.

BY DR. ROWLAND WILLIAMS.

(])wen Glendower, a Dramatic

BIOGRAPHY : being a Contribution to the Genuine

History of Wales. And other Poems. By GORONVA

CAMLAN (ROWLAND WILLIAMS, D.D.) Fcap.

8vo.f sj.

By the same Author,

rFhe Prophets of Israel and

JUDAH DURING THE ASSYRIAN EMPIRE.

Translated afresh, and Illustrated for English Readers by

ROWLAND WILLIAMS, D.D., Vicar of Broadchalke,

formerly Fellow and Tutor of King's College, Cambridge.

Svo., cloth, 10*. 6d.

"Rroadchalke Sermon-Essays,

"^ on NATURE, MEDIATION, ATONEMENT,

ABSOLUTION, etc. By ROWLAND WILLIAMS,

D.D., formerly Fellow and Tutor of Kind's College, Cam

bridge, Author of "Christianity and Hinduism," "The

Hebrew Prophets under the Assyrian Empire," etc.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

THE DOCTRINE OF EVOLUTION.

]yfr. Herbert Spencer's Works.

In 1 vol., 8vo., cloth, price 16s., Second Edition, re-organized

and further developed,

FIRST PRINCIPLES.

In 2 vols., 8vo., cloth, price 34J.

THE PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY.

In 1 vol., 8vo., cloth, price 6s.

EDUCATION :

INTELLECTUAL, MORAL, and PHYSICAL.

In stiff cover, price 2*. 6d.

The CLASSIFICATION of the SCIENCES :

To which arc added. Reasons for Dissenting from the

Philosophy of M. Comtc. Second Edition.

CHEAPER EDITIONS.

In 1 vol., 8vo., cloth, price ioj.

SOCIAL STATICS;

Or, the Conditions essential to Human Happiness specified,

and the First of them developed.

In 2 vols., 8vo., cloth, price its.

ESSAYS :

SCIENTIFIC, POLITICAL, and SPECULATIVE.

(Being the First and Second Series re-arranged, and con

taining an additional Essay.)

Williams & Norgate, 14. Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Trice 2j. 6d.

rjPhe Theological Review.
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i. The Apostles' Creed. By J. E. Carpenter, M.A.

2. Buddhism and Christianitv. By R. A. Armstrong,

B.A.

3. Practical Aspects of the Doctrine of Immor

tality. By Presbyter Anglicanus.

4. Hereditary Piety. By Frances Power Cobbe.

5. Rowland Williams, D.D. In Memoriam, By C

Kegan Paul, M.A.

6. Roma Sottekranea. By Charles Beard, B.A.

7. Notices of Books.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Antient Topography of the Eastern

Counties.

Just Published, 410., bound in cloth, price 12s.

T>apers in Relation to the

ANTIENT TOPOGRAPHY OF THE EASTERN

COUNTIES OF BRITAIN, and on the Right Means of

Interpreting the ROMAN ITINERARY. By ARTHUR

TAYLOR, F.S.A.

Williams & Novate, London and Edinburgh.

Sir J. Lubbock's "Prehistoric Times."

Price i&s.t Second Edition, considerably enlarged, with more

than 220 Woodcut Illustrations,

prehistoric Times. As Illus-

tratcd by Ancient Remains, and the Manners and

Customs of Modern Savages. By Sir JOHN LUBBOCK,

Bart., M.P., F.R.S., &c.

" On the subject of prehistoric Archaeology it is not only

a Rood book of reference, but the best."—Nature.

" The book is throughout most carefully written ....

As a history of the discoveries which have been made, and

as a risumi of our present knowledge of prehistoric man, it
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"The book ranks among the noblest works of the interest
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Second Edition, revised and enlarged, price 6s.t crown 8vo.,

cloth,

^he Genesis of the Earth and

OF MAN ; or, the History of Creation, and the

Antiquity and Races of Mankind, considered on Biblical

and other Grounds. Edited by REGINALD STUART

POOLE, M.R.S.L , &c, of the British Museum.
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Biblical students, though we are far from indorsing all its

opinions."—Quarterly Rcz'iew.

^Williams & Norgate, London and Edinburgh.

Just Published, 8vo., cloth, price 3*. 6d.

'Jhe Prometheus Vinctus of

/F.SCHYLUS. Edited from the text of Dindorf, with

English Notes by the Rev. J. S. WATSON, M.A., Head
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Wunder's Sophocles, with English

Notes.

Price 21*., complete in 2 vols., 8vo., cloth,
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Edition, with Notes, &c. By E. WUNDER.
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I. CEDIPUS REX. Third Edition, y.
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5. AJAX. Second Edition, y.
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Second Edition, 8vo., cloth, price y. 6d.

J^uripidis Ion, the Greek Text,

with Copious Explanatory Notes, Introduction (on

the Greek Metres, &c), and Questions for Examination.

By the Rev. CHARLES BADHAM, D.D.

Third Edition, carefully revised, i2mo., cloth, 35. 6d.

Jhne's Latin Syntax. A short

Latin Syntax, with Copious Exercises and Vocabulary-

By Dr. W. IHNK, late Principal of Carlton Terrace School,

Liverpool.

Crown 8vo., price js. 6d.

le Odes of Pindar. Trans-
lated into English Prose, with Notes and a Preliminary

Dissertation, by F. A. PALEY, M.A., Translator and

Editor of "^Eschylus," &c.
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Crown 8vo., price 5*., cloth,

piato's Sophistes : a Dialogue

on True and False Tcachir Translated, with Ex

planatory Notes and an Introduction on Ancient and

Modern Sophistry, by R. W. MACKAY, M.A.
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Price js. 6d., crown 8vo.

ato's Meno : a Dialogue on

the Nature and Meaning of Education. Translated

from the Greek, with Explanatory Notes and Introduction,

and a Preliminary Es^ay on the Moral Education of the

Greeks, by R. W. MACKAY, M.A., Author of "The

TUbingen School and its Antecedents,"' &c.

" Mr. Mackay has prefaced his translation with a thought

ful introduction, and preluded both with a scholarly and

well-written essay on the Moral Education of the Greeks."

—A tlututum.

Price js. Sti., crown 8vo., cloth,

n Introduction to the Philo-
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RICHARD LOWNDES.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St, Covent Garden,

London ; and an. South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.
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Now ready, price 70s.

Journal of the Royal Geo-
W GRAPHICAL SOCIETY. Vol. XXXIX. Edited

by Mr. H. W. BATES, Assistant-Secretary-

Contents.

I. Notes on Manchuria. Rev. A. Williamson. (Map.)

1 From Meteraraa to Damot, along the Western Shores of

the Tana Sea. Dr. H. Blanc. (Map.)

3. Journey in the Caucasus, and Ascent of Kasbek and

Elburz. Douglas W. Frcshneld.

4 Effects of Forest Destruction in Coorg. G. Bidie, M.B.

(Map.)

; Antarctic Discovery and its Connexion with the Transit

of Venus in 1882. Commander J. E. Davis, R.N.

(3 Maps.)

6 Basin of the Colorado and the Great Basin of North

America. W. A. Bell, M.B. (Map.)

7. Formation of Fjords, Canons, Benches, Prairies, and

Intermittent Rivers. R. Brown. (Map.)

8 Swedish Norlh-Polar Expedition of i858. A. E. Von

NordenskiiSld and Fr. Von Otter. (Map.)

9. Trans-Himalayan Explorations during 1867. Capt. T.

G. Montgomerie, R.E.

10. Tourney through the Afar Country. W. Munzinger

(Map.) _ .

II. Journey of Exploration to the Mouth of the River Lim

popo. St. Vincent Erskine. (Map.)

12. Physical Geography of Epirus. Major R. Stuart. (Map.)

13. Journey up the River Jurud. W. Chandless. (Map.)

14. Exploring Expedition from Fort Vcrnoye to the Western

Shore of Lake Issik-Kul. P. Semenoff.

15. Astronomical Points fixed in Turkistan, from 1865 to

1868. C. V. Strove.

t6. Gold-fields of Uruguay. H. Bankarl.

17 Notes to the Map of the Peninsula of Sinai. Rev. F.

W. Holland. (Map.)

•.* Fellows arc requested to apply for their Copies at the

Offices of the Society, 15, Whitehall Place.

No. LXXIII., Ar-RtL, price 3*. 6ti.

'The Journal of Mental Science

(published by authority of the Medico-Psyeholosical

Association), edited by HENRY MAUDSLEY, M.D.,

Lond,

Contents :—

\V. H. Broadbent, M.D.—The Structure of the Cerebral

Hemisphere.

J. S. Ci-Ol'stos, M.D.—The Medical Treatment of In

sanity.

F. E. Anstie, M.D.—On certain Nervous Affections of

Old Persons.

W. B. Kesteven, F.R.C.S.—Cases of Mental Imbecility

associated with " Duchenne's Paralysis."

Langdon Down, M.D.—Cases of Mental Feebleness as

sociated with Pseudo-Muscular Hypertrophy.

J. D. Sabhen, M.D.—Two Cases of the Atheroma of the

Blood Vessels at the base of the Brain.

Occasional Notes op the Quarter.—The New Chan

cery Visitor in Lunacy —The "Pall Mall Gazette "on

the Non-restraint System.—Are Insane Persons Sick

Persons?—Legislation for Inebriates.—Public Asylum

Statistics.

Reviews of Recent Book-s on Mental Science.—Dr.

Sibbald's Quarterly Reports on the Pkogrhss

of Psychological Medicine.—Italian Psycho

logical Literature, by J. R. Gasq'/et, M.B.—

Medico-Legal Cases: The Mordaunt Divorce Case :

Case of Manslaughter at the Lancaster Asylum.—Psy

chological News, Correspondence, &c.

{To be continued Quarterly.}
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Second Edition,
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LEADING EVENTS IN SACRED AND PRO
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Memory being aided throughout by a Simple and Natural
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Rev. ALEX. MACK.AY, LL.D., F.R.G.S. Author of
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sical, and Political," &o, &c. With a copious Index, pp. 333,

crown Svo., price 4s.
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a string of figures."—Guardian.

William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London.

The Spanish Drama.
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T'he Two Lovers of Heaven.
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FLORENCE MAC-CARTHY. With a Prefatory Note
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a Lecture by Sir F. H. DOYLE, Bart., Professor of Poetry

at Oxford, founded on the Author's Translation of some of
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London: John Camden Hotten, 74 and 75, Piccadilly.

No. XL. (April), is. 6d.

'J'he Reliquary: a Quarterly

Archicological Journal and Review. Edited by

LLEWELLYNN JEWITT, FS.A.&c.

Contents :

St. Alkmund's, Derby, and its Oldest Parish

Register (1538 to 1645). By Rev. W. Bcrcsford. Illus

trated. —Derbyshire Families. Illustrated.—Church

Notes from Walton-on-the-Hill, Co Surrey. By G.

W Marshall, LL.D.—The Font in Winchester Cathe

dral. By Rev. C. Collier, F.S. A. Illustrated.—Richard

Howitt. Illustrated.—The Seven Deadly Sins, on a

Mural Painting discovered in lngatestone Church, Essex.

By John Piggott, F.S. A. Illustrated — Fekrars, Eakls of

Ferraks, Earls of Derdy, &c. By John Sleigh. Illus

trated with Plate Pedigree, Arms, Seal, &c—Torbock of

Torbock, Co. Lancaster. By Thos. Hclsby. (Continued./—

A Yorkshire Ramble. Sonnet. By J. H. C—The

Family of Eyre of Hassop, in the County of Derby-.

By Peter Furness. Illustrated.—Captain John F.yre. By

William Bemrosc, Jun. Illustrated with Plate Portrait and

Arms, 4c—Tm Parish Registers of Hathersace.

By Rev. F. Jourdain, M.A. (Continued.)—Notes on the

Discovery of a Kistvaen on Tredinney Hill, near

the Land's End. By E. H. W. Dunkin. Illustrated.—

Original Document: Deed relating to the Family

of Linacre. Communicated by the Rev. W. Rotherham,

M.A.—Notes on Books.—Notes, Queries, and Glean

ings, &c.

London : Bemrose & Sons, 2t, Paternoster Row.

Now ready, with Eleven Lithographic Plates, price 3*.

The Journal of the Ethno-

LOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, for April,

1870.

London : TrI'bner & Co., Paternoster Row.

The Quarterly Journal of

SCIENCE, conducted by Sir W Faifbairn, Bart.,

F.R.S., W. Crookes, F.R.S., R. Hint, F.R.S.. H.

Woodward, F.G.S.. and James Samuelson, of the

Middle Temple, Barristcr-at-Law, Editor. No. XXVI.,

APRIL, 1870, with several Illustrations, price sr. :—

I. MEGALITHIC STRUCTURES of the CHAN

NEL ISLANDS: THEIR HISTORY AND

ANALOGUES. With Two Pa^c Plates. By Lieut.

S. P. Oliver, Roy. Art., F.R.G.S.

II. ON INSANITY. By Dr. P. Martin Duncan,

F R S

III. THE' METALLURGICAL INDUSTRY OF

CLEVELAND. Wiih Two Pace Plates.

IV. ON "TROPHIC NERVES." By George Rol-

LESTON, M.D., F.R.S., Linacre Professor of

Anatomy and Physiology, Oxford.

V. RECENT OBSERVATIONS ON UNDER

GROUND TEM PERATURES. or the CAUSES

OF VARIATION IN DIFFERENT LOCAL

ITIES. By Edward Hull, M.A., F.R.S., Di

rector of the Geological Survey of Ireland. With

Woodcuts,

VI. Mr. BRUCF.'S MINES REGULATION BILL.

VII. ON PRACTICAL SCIENTIFIC INSTRUC

TION. By George Gore. F.R.S.

VIII. ATMOSPHKRIC ELECTRICITY and RECENT

PHENOMENA OF REFRACTION. By

Samuel Barber.

Notices nj Scientific Works i

"THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF FARADAY." By

Dr. Bence Tones.

"GEOLOGY AND REVELATION." By the Rev. G.

Molloy, D.D.

Chronicles of Science and Proceedings ofLearned Societies.

London : Longmans, Green, 8l Co., Paternoster Row.

Now ready, price 3J. 6d.

"XTo. 14, of the "Journal of

TRANSACTIONS " of THE VICTORIA INSTI

TUTE, or Philosophical Society of Great Britain, contain

ing Papers on the Deluge, on the Origin of Life, and on

Man's Place in Creation. With the Discussion.

Also, recently published, price 2u., Vol. III. of the

Journal. Copies may be obtained at the Office, No. 8,

Adclphi Terrace : and of

R. Hardwickk, 193, Piccadilly.

Just Published, price 2J. (xi.t the Fourth Number of a

New Scries of

Teaser's Magazine. . Edited by

J. A. Froude, M.A.

Contents :

LECTURES ON THE SCIENCE OF RELIGION.

By Professor Max Mlm.ler l-'irst Lecture.

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.

LIFE IN INDIA.—Chapter VIII. The Overland Route.

THE COST OF A NAPOLEON.

IRISH POLITICS AND IRISH PRIESTS.

CAPITAL—LABOUR—PROFIT. By Professor J. E. T.

Rogers.

A FORTNIGHT IN KERRY. By the Editor.

THE FUTURE OF TURKEY. By John Vickers.

RETRORSUM. By G. J. Whyte-Mei.ville.

NATIONAL ARMIES AND MODERN WARFARE.

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

foreign Books of all descrip-

tions are Imported by ASHER & CO., 13, Bedford

Street, Covent Garden, London; (also at 11, L'nter den

Linden, Berlin}.

New Work by the Rev. G. W. COX, M.A.

Now ready, in 2 vols., 8vo., price 28*.

The Mythology of the Aryan

NATIONS. By the * Rev. GEORGE W. COX,

M.A., late Scholar of Trinity College, Oxford; Joint-Editor,

with the late Professor BRANDE, of the Fourth Edition of

"The Dictionary of Science, Literature and Art;" Author

of "Tales of Ancient Greece," &c.

London : Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

New Poems and Stories by Mr. E. YARDLEY.

Now ready, in fcap. 8vo., price 3X. 6V/., cloth,

{•Supplementary Stories and

POEMS. By EDWARD YARDLEY, Author of

and " Meh Translator ofFantastic Stories,"

Horace's Odes.

London : Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

Second Edition, in crown 8vo., price 10s. 6d., cloth,

"ftJotes on Thucydides, Books

L, II., and III. By J. G SHEPPARD, M.A.,

and L. EVANS, M.A., sometime Fellows of Wadham Col

lege, Oxford.

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

On April 13, in 1 vol., Svo., price ioj. 6d.

ftpeeches from Thucydides,

translated into English for the use of Students : with

an Introduction and Notes. By HENRY MUSGRAVE

WILK.1NS, M.A., Fellow of Merton College, Oxford.

London : Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

New Work by Professor IJAlN.

Now ready, in Two Parts, crown 8vo., price lor. 6d.

fjOgic, Deductive and Indue-

"^ TIVE. By ALEXANDER BAIN, LL.D., Pro

fessor of Logic in the University of Aberdeen. The Pans

may be had separately :—

Part I. DEDUCTION, pricey.

Part II. INDUCTION, price 6*. 6d.

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

Second Edition, revised, with Index, 2 vols., 8vo., 24J.

"JV/fax Mtiller's Essays on the

SCIENCE of RELTGIOM, and on MYTHO

LOGY, TRADITIONS, and CUSTOMS, forming Vols.

I. and II. of the Author's Chipsfrom a German Workshop.

Vol. III. of CHIPS FROM A GERMAN WORK

SHOP, containing Essays on Literature and Biography, is-

in preparation.

London : Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

In 8vo., pp. 588, price i6j., cloth,

'Time and Space : a Meta-

PHYSICAL ESSAY. .By SHADWORTH H.

HODGSON.

This work propounds a theory which covers the whole

ground of Speculative Philosophy. It solves the contra

dictions supposed by Sir W. Hamilton inherent in the idc.i

of the Infinite.

Part I. contains an Analysis of Perception, and Association

of Ideas.

Part II. contains the Laws of Logic, with a Criticism o:>

Hegel.

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

Second Edition, just Published, Svo., cloth, 5s.

"Rev. J. J. Tayler on the

FOURTH GOSPEL. An Attempt to ascertain the

Character of the Fourth Gospel, especially in its relation tc

the three First. By the late JOHN JAMES TAYLER,

B.A., Principal of the Manchester New College, London.

Williams & Norcate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

MR. KENDALL'S NEW POEMS.

Now ready, 173 pages, fcap. Svo., price $s.

I eaves from Australian

"^ FORESTS. Bv HENRY KENDALL. Uniform

with the fcap. 8vo. edition of "Tennyson's Poems.'

"He is alliterative, passionate, and overflowing with

metaphor .... Like the climate of his native Australia,

there is no twilight in his poetry. H is cither broad day or

blackest night His seas are mountains high, his winds

tempests, and his stock-riders always at full gallop; but hi^.

ear for versification is perfect."—Mt//vxruc Argus.

Melbourne : George Robertson.

Sold by TKtnxER and Co., London.
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WORKS ON BOTANY

By J. H.BALFOUR, A.M., M.D..F.R.S., Regius Keeper

of the Royal Botanic Garden and Professor of Medicine

and Botany in the University of Edinburgh.

1. CLASS BOOK OF BOTANY; being

an Introduction to the Study of the Vegetable King

dom. Third and Cheaper Edition, with Additions and

Corrections in the department of Organography. Illus

trated with 1800 Woodcuts. Royal 8vo., price 21s.

[Ntmrly ready.

11. MANUAL OF BOTANY ; being an

Introduction to the Study of the Structure, Physiology,

and Classification of Plants. Crown 8vo., with 8^o

Illustrations, price 12*. 6d.

in. OUTLINES OF BOTANY; with

nearly 600 Illustrations. Fcap. 8vo., price $s.

iv. ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, for the

Use of Schools ; with 427 Illustrations. Fcap. 8vo.,

price 3*. 6d.

Edinburgh: Adam & Charles Black.

Cheaper Edition of Kersciiel's Meteorology.

Nearly readv, in fcap. Svo., cloth, price 3s. 6d.

METEOROLOGY. By Sir J. F. W.

HERSCHEL, Bart., etc.

Contents :— Atmosphere — Aurora Borealis — Balloon

Ascent*—Climate—Clouds—Cold — Current* — Cyclones—

Dew— Dust — Electricity— Fogs — Frosts—Gulf Stream—

Hail — Heat — Hoar Frost — Ice—Icebergs—Lightning—

Mcteorohtes — Mirage — Mist — Moisture — Monsoons —

Mountains — Rain — Rainbow — Seasons — Snow — Sun —

Temperature—Thunder—Volcanoes—Water—Wind, etc.

By the same, in crown 8vo., price $s.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE

GLOBE.

Contents :—The Sea—The Land—Rivers—Springs—

Plains—Climate—Rain—Thunderstorms—Terrestrial Mag

netism—Mineral Product;*—Metallic Products—Gems—Salt

—Coal — Sulphur — Plants — Animals — Fossil Remains —

Ethnology.

Edinburgh: Adam & Charles Black.

Just Published, crown 8vo., cloth, price 3*. 6d.

^"otes and Conjectural Emen-

DATIOXS OF CERTAIN DOUBTFUL PAS

SAGES IN SHAKESPEARE'S PLAYS. By P. A.

DANIEL.

London: Robert Hardwicke, 192, Piccadilly, W.

This day is Published, 8vo.. 6s. 6d.

TTarmonies of Political Eco-

NOMY. By FREDERIC BASTIAT. Part II.,

comprising Additions published posthumously, from Manu

scripts left by the Author. Translated from the Third

Edition of the French, with an Index to both Parts by

PATRICK JAMES STIRLING, LL.D., F.R.S.E.,

Author of "The Philosophy of Trade," "The Gold Dis

coveries, and their probable Consequences," &c.

Also on sale, Translated by Mr. STIRLING.

astiat's Harmonies of Politi-

CAL ECONOMY, Part I. ; with a Notice of the

Life and Writings of the Author. 8vo. , price 7*. 6d,

" Bastiat speaks with the greatest force to the highest

order of intellects: at the same time he is almost the only

political economist whose style is brilliant and fascinating,

whilst his irresistible logic is relieved by sallies of wit and

humour which make his Sophistries as amusing as a novel."

—Richard Cobden.

Edinburgh : Oliver and Boyd.

London: Simpkin, Marshall, and Co.

B

Now Published, price ios. Gd., 8vo., cloth,

PROFESSOR CHENERY'S HARIRI.

'TMie Assemblies of Al Hariri,

translated from the Arabic, with an Introduction,

and Notes Historical and Grammatical. By THOMAS

CHENERY, M.A., Ch.Ch., Lord Almoner's Professor of

Arabic in the University of Oxford. Vol. I., containing the

Introduction and the First Twenty-six Assemblies.

Williams & Norgatk, 14. Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and so, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

OLD BOOKS.

Jn<i Published, and to be had post free for Seven stamps,

C. J. STEWART'S CATALOGUE,

Including a most extensive Collection of Books relating to

the Jesuits, Scotist Writers, and other Schoolmen, the

Reunion of Christian Churches, Early Italian Reform

ers, Councils, the Infallibility and Temporal Power of

the Pope, Indices Librorum Prohibitorum et Expurgan-

dorum, etc. On Sale at No. 11, King William Street,

West Strand, London, W.C.

NEW BOOKS.

Mr. D. G. ROSSETTI'S POEMS

Will be Ready on the 2lsf of April.

Mr.W\i. MORRIS'S "STORY

of the VOLSUNGS and the NIBLUNGS"

Will be Ready on the 21 si of April.

Mr. A. C.SWINBURNE'S NEW

VOLUME of POEMS, " SONGS BEFORE

SUNRISE,"

Will be Published in May.

Miss CHRISTINA G. ROS-

SETTI'S COMMONPLACE and OTHER

SHORT STORIES

Will be Published in May.

F. S. ELLIS, 33, King Street, Covent

. Garden.

Second Edition, 8vo., lar.

principles at Stake. Essays

on Church Questions of the Present Day. By Various

Writers. Edited by Rev. G. H. SUMNER, M.A.

Contents.

Ritualism and Uniformity.—Benjamin Shaw, M.A.

Increase of the Episcopate.—Bishop of Bath and Wells.

Powers and Duties of the Priesthood.—Canon Payne Smith.

National Education.—Rev. Alex. R. Grant.

Doctrine of the Eucharist.—Rev. G. H. Simner.

Scripture and Ritual.—Canon T. D. Bernard.

The Church in South Africa.—Arthur Mills, M.A.

Schismatical Tendency of Ritualism.—Rev. Dr. Salmon.

Revisions of the Liturgy.—Rev. W. G. Humphry.

Parties and Party Spirit.—Dean of Chester.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

One Volume, 8vo., 14J.

rj'he Church and the Age.

Essays on the Principles and Present Position of the

Anglican Church. By Various Writers. Edited by Rev.

A. WEIR, D.C.L., and Rev. W. D. MACLAGAN, M.A.

Contents.

Anglican Principles.—Dean of Chichester.

Modern Religious Thought.—Bishop of Gloucester and

Bristol.

The State, Church, and Synods.—Rev. Dr. Irons.

Religious Use of Taste.—Rev. R. St. John Tyrwhitt.

Place of the Laity.—Professor Burrows.

The Parish Priest.—Rev. Walsham How.

Divines of 16th and 17th Centuries.—Rev. A. W. Haddan.

Liturgies and Ritual.—Rev. M. F. Sadler.

The Church and Education.—Rev. Dr. Barry.

Indian Missions.—Sir Bartle Frere.

The Church and the People.— Rev. W. D. Maclagan.

Conciliation and Comprehension.—Rev. A. Weir.

John Murray, Albemarle Street. :

JUST PUBLISHED.

Lenormant (F.).—A Manual oj

THE ANCIENT HISTORY OF THE EAST TO

THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE MEDIAN

WARS. English Edition by E. CHEVALLIER,

Member of the Royal Asiatic Society, London. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo., cloth. Vol. I. The History of the Israel

ites, Egyptians, Assyrians, and Babylonians. 5*. id.

Vol. II. The History of the Phoenicians and Cartha

ginians, Medians and Persians, Arabians and Indians.

6s. 6d. • [In the Press.

This Work has been awarded a Prize by ike French

Acadetny.

"The best proof of the immense results accomplished in

the various departments of philology is to be found in M.

Lenormant's admirable Handbook of Ancient History.

Fifty years ago such a work could not have been published,

and it is not too much to say, that the mass of knowledge

conveyed through the means of inscriptions, both cuneiform

and hieroglyphic, has revolutionised the views one was apt

to form of the great nations which flourished before the

appearance of Christianity."—Athenaum.

Ewal(Ts {Prof. //.) Introductory

HEBREW GRAMMAR. Translated from the 3rd

German Ediiion, by the Rev. J. FRED. SMITH,

with the Author's concurrence and corrections. 8vo.,

cloth. 6j.

This smaller Grammar may serve for the necessities of

actual beginner* as well as for purely scientific readers, by

giving them a rapid view of the essential subjects of Hebrew

Grammar, and by presenting, briefly but scientifically, ;>I1

the most essential matters needful to be considered in this

language.

A Table of Contents, Indexes of Texts, and Hebrew

Words have been added to the English Edition.

Geseniuss StudentsHebrew Gram-

MAR. From the 20th German Edition of Gescniu=>'s

Hebrew Grammar, as specially prepared and improved

by E. RCEDIGER, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of Oriental

Languages in the University of Berlin, and with his

co-operation translated by B. DAVIES, LL.D., Ph.D.,

of the University of Leipsic, with Reading Book and

Exercises by the Translator. 8vo., cloth. 7*. 6d.

This edition is superior to all its predecessors, not only

in it-, getting up, i.e., as to handiness of form and goodness

of paper and type, but also in its Todies and Jndexes,

which are fuller and better arranged for ready use.

" The Student's Hebreto Lexicon"

will appear with all practicable despatch, in most ser

viceable and reliable style, and at a very moderate

price.

ASHER & CO., 13. BEDFORD STREET, COVENTGARDEN, W.C

This Day is Published, Price it.

A Reply to the Pamphlet of

the Rev. W. G. CLARK, M.A., Vice-Master of

Trinity College, entitled THE DANGERS OF THE

CHURCH OK ENGLAND. By the Rev. CHARLES

HEBERT, M. A., of Trinity College, and late Rector of

Lowestoft.

London and Cambridge : Macmii.lan & Co.

Now ready, 8vo., cloth, aj. (nf.

"rreeularities and Diseases ofJ_rregi
THE TEETH.—A Series of Papers from "The

Lancet" and "British Journal of Dental Science." By

HENRY SEWILL, M.R.C.S., L.D.S., Dentist to the

West London Hospital, &c.

" Irregularities cf the teeth in children, facial neuralgia,

abscess of the jaw, necrosis, and indigestion from defective

teeth, arc the chief matters treated ; and on each of them,

more especially upon the first, the principles that should

guide practice are very clearly enunciated. The book can

not fail to be useful and welcome."—Lancet.

LONDON: JOHN CHURCHILL & SONS,

11, New Burlington Street.

TVfessrs. Bagster's Biblical

WORKS. Just published, a Descriptive CATA

LOGUE, illustrated with numerous Specimen Pages. By

post free.

Samuel Bacster & Sons, 15, Paternoster Row, London.

'The Reason Why all Chris-

TIANS SHOULD READ GOD'S WRITTEN

WORD IN GREEK. Second Edition. Small 8vo.,

price 6V/.

Samuel Bagster & Son's, 15. Paternoster Row, London.

An Analysis of the First

-^" ELEVEN CHAPTERS OF THE BOOK OF

GENESIS: with reference to the Hebrew Grammar of

Gcsenius, and with Notes Critical and Explanatory. By

the Rev. J. LLOYD, M.A. (Oxon.), Rector of Llanvapley,

Monmouthshire. Small quarto, half cloth, price 3*. 6d.

Samuel Bagster & Sons, 15, Paternoster Row, London.
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DEIGHTON, BELL, & CO.'S

Publications.

Autobiographic Recollections of George

PRYME, Esq.. M.A., sometime Fellow of Trinity College, Professor of Political

Economy in the University of Cambridge, and M.P. for the Borough. Edited by

his Daughter. Svo.f ia*.

"We are glad to bear witness to the still and good taste with which Mrs. Boyne has

discharged her duty, and to the real value of much of the materials thus rescued from

oblivion."—Fall Malt Gazette.

" His book has the rare merit of giving us all sorts of interesting details of persons and

of customs without being trivial, and is, indeed, a model of what such a book should be."—

Dally News.

The Ladies in Parliament, and other Pieces,

Republished with Additions and Annotations. By G. O. TREVELYAN, late

Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge, and Author of the " Competition Wallah."

6j. 6d.

"All Cambridge men will welcome this little book, containing, ns it does, such well-

known pieces as ' Horace at Athens,' and the ' Cambridge Dionysia,' which have long

borne the palm as the very best of such College jeux d esprit ever written."—Cambridge

University Gazette.

Oxford and Cambridge Boat Races.
A Chronicle of the Contests on the Thames in which University Crews have borne

a part, from a.d. 1829 to a.d 1869. Compiled from the University Club Books

and other Contemporary and Authentic Records; with Maps of the Racing

Courses, Index of Names, and an Introduction on Rowing, its Origin, and its

Value as an Art and Recreation. By W. F. MACMICHAEL. B.A., of Downing

College, Cambridge ; late Secretary ot the Cambridge University Boat Club. 6s.

\Ready.

The Cambridge University Calendar for

1870. With Additions and Corrections to the Present Time. 6s. 6d. [Ready.

Aids to Contentment. Selected by John

MORRIS, Editor of " The Book of Consolation." Crown 8vo., cloth, 51.

Ornithosauria, an Elementary Study of the

Bones of Pterodactyles, made from Fossil Remains found in the Cambridge Upper

Orecnsnnd, and Arranged in the Woodwardian Museum of the University of

CambridKe. By HARRY GUVIER SEELEY. of St John's, College, Cambridge.

8vo., 3<r. bd.

Index to the Fossil Remains of Aves, Orni-

THOSAURIA, AND RF.PT1LIA, from the Secondary System of Strata,

arranged in the Woodwardian Museum of the University of Cambridge. By

HARRY GOVIER SEELEY. of St. John's College, Cambridge. With a Prefa

tory Notice by the Rev. ADAM SEDGWICK, LL.D., F.R.S., Woodwardian

Professor and Senior Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. 8vo., 2J. bd.

Notes on Roulettes and Glisettes. By IV. H.

BESANT, M.A., Lecturer and late Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.

8vo., 3J. 6d.\

Choice and CJiance. By the Rev. William
ALLEN WHITWORTH, M.A., Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.

Second Edition, enlarged. 6s.

The Alpine Regions of Switzerland and the

NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES: a Pedestrian's Notes on their Physical

Features, Scenery, and Natural History. By T. G. BONNEY, M.A., F.G.S.,

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge ; Member of the Alpine Club. With

Illustrations by E. Whymper. 8vo., \?s. 6d.

"This is a delightful book, full of interest, not only for the intending tourist, but for the

man who knows Switzerland, but also for tho^e who must be content to hear about snow-

mountains and moraines, and to see photographs of glaciers and waterfalls, and to handle

little models of chalets and chamois."—Imperial Review.

The Argumentfor the Intellectual Charac-

TER OF THE FIRST CAUSE AS AFFECTED BY RECENT INVESTI

GATIONS OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE. By GEORGE G. SCOTT, junior,

Jesus College. 2j. dd. [Ready.

Critical Ex-

By C. TAYLOR,

The Gospel in the Law. A

amination of the Citations from the Old Testament in the New.

M.A., Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. 8vo., i2J\

Christianity and Hinduism : their Preten-
sions Compared, and various Questions of Indian Religion and Literature Discussed

in a Dialogue. By the laic Rev. ROWLAND WILLIAMS, D.D. 8vo„ ioJ.tW.

"Much ingenious research, some metaphysical acuteness, and many glimpses of beautiful

moral truths."—Record.

"This work leaves far behind all previous attempts at an historical treatment of the

documents on Indian philosophy."—Hansen, " Gott in der Geschichte."

BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

Rational Godliness : after the Mind of
Christ and the Written Voices of the Church. Crown 8vo., ioj. 6d.

"A volume entitled ' Rational Godliness,' by the Rev. Rowland Williams, is a produc

tion very striking and significant, and it contains, apart from its learning and theology,

some of the noblest sentiments expressed in the raciest English, which it has for a long

while been our fortune to meet with."— Westminster Review.

CAMBRIDGE: DEIGHTON, BELL, & CO.

LONDON : BELL & DALDY.

JVST PUBLISHED {Post free, 3 stamps),

SOTHERAN'S PRICE-CURRENT OF LITERATURE

A CATALOGUE OF SECOND-HAND BOOKS, IN GOOD LIBRARY

CONDITION, ON SALE BY H. SOTHERAN & CO., 136, STRAND.

The present Number will be found to contain, in addition to 1,100 Articles in General

Literature and the Fine Art-;, the Publications of the following Learned, Antiquarian,

and Natural-History Societies, the whole marked at extremely Moderate Prices: —

PUBLICATIONS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES :—

MAITLAND CLUU-liOOKS, complete Set, clean and uncut, in boards, only

100 Copies printed for the Members.

MANX SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS, complete to 1869.

CHETHAM SOCIETY PUI1LICATIONS, complete Set, 74 vols., 410.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIL'IY OF ENGLAND, complete Set to 1868, 29

vols., 8vo.

PERCY SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS, complete Set, 30 vols., newly half-bound

in calf.

ARCH/EOLOGIA of the ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY of LONDON, complete

to 1863, newly half-bound in morocco.

LINNEAN SOCIETY'S TRANSACTIONS, complete to 1865, 25 vols., 4W ,

half russia.

TRANSACTIONS of the GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, both Scries complete,

12 vols., 4to. Fine Copy.

RAY SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS, complete to 1868. 43 vols, in 8vo. and folio.

PAL^ONTOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS, 33 vols., 410.

HAK.LUYT SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS, complete to 18^9,41 vols., 8vo.

AND MANY OTHERS.

GRAND ILL USTRA TED WORKS ;—

LES ARTS SOMPTUAIRES, beautifully coloured Plates, 4 vols., 4to.

GALERIE de FLORENCE ct du PALAIS PITTI. India proof copy, original

boards, 4 vols.

MUSEE FRANCAIS. Fine Copy of the Original Edition, wholly uncut, 4 vols.,

folio.

HOUGHTON GALLERY, a vols., folio. Fine early copy.

GALERIE des PEINTRES les PLUS CELEBRES, 13 vols, in 6, half morocco.

Early copy.

LES CHEFS-D'OZUVRE de la PEINTURE ITALIENNE, par Paul Mantz.

Large paper.

FINDENS ILLUSTRATIONS

artist's proof;

LORD BYRON'S WORKS.

AND MANY OTHERS.

Choice

WORKS IN GENERAL LITERATURE:—

HARLEIAN MISCELLANY. Very fine copy, in crimson morocco, gilt leaves.

10 vols., 4to.

SOMERS' SCARCE and VALUABLE TRACTS. Very fine copy, crimson,

morocco, gilt leaves, 13 vol-.., 4to.

SWIFT'S WORKS. Best edition, 19 vols., 8vo., uncut.

SMOLLETT'S WORKS, 8 vols., 8vo., half bound calf.

FIELDING'S WORKS, 10 vols., 8vo., bright calf, gilt leaves.

STERNE'S WORKS. 4 vols., 8vo.

DRYDENS WORKS, by Sir W. Scott, 18 vols., 8vo., uncut.

JOHNSON'S WORKS, 12 iols., 8vo , bright calf, gilt.

EVELYN and PEPYS' MEMOIRS, DIARIES, and CORRESPONDENCE,

with NORTH'S LIVES, 13 vols., 8»o., beautiful copy.

SURTEES' HISTORY of DURHAM, large paper, 4 vols., folio.

AMt> MANY OTHERS.

BOOKS AT G^eItlFrEDUCED PRICES,

Ofwhich II. S. &* Co. have the ENTIRE STOCKS.

ANNALS OF THE KINGDOM OF IRELAND. By the

FOUR MASTERS. From the earliest period to the year 1616. Edited, with a

Translation, and copious Notes, by J. O'DONOVAN, LL.D. Second Edition.

7 vols., 4to., new cloth, 2/. 15$. [pub. 6/.) [Dublin, 1856.

H. S. & Co. would recommend such of their customers who may desire to procure it, to-

do so at once, as there arc but very few copies left.

There is no better account to be found of the early History of Ireland than is given in

these Annals by the Four Franciscan Friars.

SCHOOLCRAFT'S INDIAN TRIBES OF THE UNITED

STATES: their History, Condition, and Prospects. Illustrated by about 300

Engravings, Coloured Plates, and Woodcuts, representing the Antiquities, Manners,

Customs, etc., of the Indians. 5 large vols., imp. 8vo., new cloth, 3/. 31. ; or hand

somely bound in half morocco, gilt leaves, emblematically tooled, 4/. icu. (pub. 8/.)

[Philadelphia, 1853-56.

The work comprises the General History and Mental Type of the Indian Race; Anti

quities of the United States; Physical Geography of the Indian Country; Tribal Organ

ization ; History and Government ; Intellectual Character and Capacity of the Red Man;

Population and Statistics, etc. The information given is of the most reliable and interesting

nature, having been prepared under the direction of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and

published by authority of Congress.

PUGIN'S (A. W. N.) SKETCHES : a Series of 500 Photographs

by S. Ayling, from the Original Drawings of this celebrated Draughtsman, com

prising Cathedral Antiquities, Public Buildings, and other objects of interest in

England, France, Belgium, Germany, Holland, and Switzerland. Bound in 2 large

vols., imp. 8vo., half morocco, gilt tops, 5/. 5J. (pub. 10/. ioj.) [1865."

Mr. Pugin's Architectural Drawings are acknowledged to be unequalled, and the fidelity

with which they arc reproduced in this scries of Photographs leaves nothing to be desired.

They will be found interesting not only to the Art-Student and Architect, but also to the

general reader, as they preserve representations of many historical buildings and localities

which are not to be found in any other work.

SOTHERAN'S PRICE-CURRENT OF LITERATUE is

published Monthly, and is forwarded for 12 months to all parts of Great Britain

and the Colonies for 3*. (post free).

Just Published (for 1870!, price 6d., post free, or to the Colonics, it.

FINELY-BOUND BOOKS.—Our CATALOGUE of BOOKS

for the LIBRARY, comprising a selection of the best Library Editions of

Standard Works by the best English Authors, mostly in Calf, Russia,^ or

Morocco Bindings, on sale at very moderate prices, by H. SOTHERAN and CO.

(late Willis and Sothcran), New and Second-hand Booksellers, 136, Strand (next

Waterloo Bridge), London.

LONDON: PUBLISHED BY JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET; AND PRINTED BY WILLIAM CLOWES AND SONS,

DUKE STREET, STAMFORD STREET.
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TJ[niversity College, London.

TUESDAY EVENING LECTURES.

The LAST LECTURE of the SERIES will be delivered

on JUNE 14, by Professor C. CASSAL.

Subject—" French Literature and Liberty." (This Lecture

will be delivered in French.)

Tickets, which are transferable, and will admit cither

ladies or gentlemen, may be obtained at the office of the

College, 2j. 6d. each.

JOHN ROBSON, B.A.,

Secretary to the Council.

JJ"niversity College, London.

FACUL TY OF MEDICINE.

The DISTRIBUTION of PRIZF.S to the Students of

this Faculty will take place at the College, on WEDNES

DAY, MAY 18, at 3 p.m.

Professor T. H. HUXLEY, F.R.S., will preside.

JOHN ROBSON, B.A.,

Secretary to the Council.

"Rritish Association for the

"^ ADVANCEMENT of SCIENCE. —The next

ANNUAL MEETING of this Association will be held at

LIVERPOOL, commencing on Wednesday, September 14,

1870.

President Elect.—Professor HUXLEY, LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.G.S., President of the Ethnological Society of London.

Notices of Papers proposed to be read at the Meeting

should be sent to the Assistant-General Secretary, G.

Griffith, Esq., M.A., Harrow.

Information about Local Arrangements may be obtained

from the Local Secretaries, Liverpool.

Owens College, ManChester.

—GILCHRIST SCHOLARSHIPS.—One Scholar

ship of ^50 per annum, or two of £25 per annum, tenable

for three years, will be offered for competition at the Matri

culation Examination of the University of London in Tune

next. The Scholarships .ire tenable in Owens College,

Manchester. Candidates, who must have completed their

sixteenth year, and whose age must not exceed twenty

years on the day of election, are required to send in their

names to the Principal of Owens College on or before the

1st June next. Further particulars will be given on appli

cation.

J. F. GREENWOOD, Principal.

J. HOLME NICHOLSON, Registrar.

^arauel P. Eagleton, LL.D.,

Sedgley, Staffordshire, receives Five Pupih, not under

14 years of age, and prepares them for the Military and

Civil Service Examinations, and for University Scholarships.

Inclusive Terms, 105/. per annum.

J^ Publisher wishes to com-

Tpor Sale, the Anthropological

REVIEW (Publishers, Messrs. Ashes & Co.}.—In

consequence of the death of the late Proprietor, his Executors

beg to offer for SALE the COPYRIGHT of the above

QUARTERLY JOURNAL of ANTHROPOLOGICAL

SCIENCE and LITERATURE. The Stock in hand and

some valuable MSS. will be included. Principals only arc

requested to apply to " Executors," Ore House, near

Hastings.

Just Published, fcap. 8vo., cloth, 5*.

("Wen Glendower: a Dramatic

^"^ BIOGRAPHY: AND OTHER POEMS. By

ROWLAND WILLIAMS, D.D.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St, Covcnt Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Now ready, Second Edition, enlarged and corrected,

crown 8vo., cloth extra, price 7s. 6d.

'The Origin and History of

IRISH NAMES of PLACES. By P.W. JOYCE,

A.M., M.R.I. A.

Dublin : McGlashan & Gill, 50, Upper Sackville Street.

London: Whittaker & Co. ; Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.

Edinburgh: John Menzifs.

zTBC Patent Despatch Box.

TENNER and KNEWSTUB'S newly-invented

Patent A B C, and 1, 2, 3, Despatch Boxes. 'General con

venience, ready access to papers, and methodical arrange

ment.'—Post. 'Will meet especially the requirements of

literary, legal, and official persons.'—Star. 'A boon to all

lovers of order.'—Illustrated London News. *A great

improvement in the construction of despatch boxes.'—Record,

* Every part has its own merit.'—Athemrnm. ' Entitles the

inventors to the gratitude of all who keep their papers in

order.'— Times. Price from 10s. 6d.

The ELGIN WRITING CASE, invented by Jenner

and Kncwslub, price from One Guinea in morocco. 'The

invention is a most useful one. Some honour belongs to the

inventors.'—Times. Illustrated Lists post free.

Jenner and Knewstub, to the Queen, Dressing Case

Makers, Heraldic Stationers, Engravers, and Die Sinkers.

Designs for Dies made without charge. 33, St. James's

Street, and 66, Jermyn Street.

T^odrigues.—Monograms,

'J'he Academy for the Con-

tincnt may be obtained on publication of the

following booksellers :-

Berlin—Ashkr & Co.

Brussels—Muquardt.

Florence—K. Gooddan.

Frankfort—C Jugel.

Geneva—H. Gf.org.

Leipsic—A. Difut.

Milan—Arta r i a.

Moscow—I. Dki-bner.

Naples—Mrs. Dorant.

Paris—Galignani & Co.

,, Xavier& Boyveau.

Rome—J. Spithover.

Rotterdam— H. A. Kramers.

St. Petersburgh—\ . Issakoff.

Stockholm—S AMSON AND

Wallin.

Vienna—Gekold & Co.

United States.

New York—W ilmrr and

Rogers.

Xi

*«• Books for Review may be sent to the care of Messrs.

Williams and Norgate, Mr. D. Nutt, or Messrs.

Tkubner, or to their Agents on the Continent.

IVTessrs. Bagster's Biblical

WORKS. Just published, a Descriptive CATA

LOGUE, illustrated with numerous Specimen Pages. By

post free.

Samuel Bagstek & Sons, 15, Paternoster Row, London.

Just Published, 8vo., cloth, price 3s. 6d.

ae Prometheus Vinctus of

/ESCHYLUS. Edited from the text of Dindorf, with

English Notes by the Rev. J. S. WATSON, M.A., Head

Master of Stockweil Gramma/ School.

Second Edition, 8vo., cloth, price 3J. (<d.

J^uripidis Ion, the Greek Text,

with Copious Explanatory Notes, Introduction (on

the Greek Metres, &c), and Questions for Examination.

By the Rev. CHARLES BADHAM, D.D.

Williams & Norgate, London and Edinburgh.

Pelican Life Insurance

municate with an experienced COMPILER of

useful and popular BOOKS. He will also be happy to re

ceive MSS. on any subject of an instructive character with

a view to a negotiation for their publication. Address K. S.,

care of J. & W. Rider, Printers, Bartholomew Close,

London, E.C.

ARMS, CRESTS, and ADDRESSES Designed

and Steel Dies Engraved as Gems.

RUSTIC, GROTESQUE, COMIC, and ECCENTRIC

MONOGRAMS artistically designed for any combination

of letters.

NOTE PAPER and ENVELOPES stamped in colour,

relief, and brilliantly illuminated in Gold, Silver, and

Colors, in the highest style of art.

STATIONERY, ACCOUNT BOOKS, and every re

quisite for the Writing Table of the best quality.

A VISITING CARD PLATE, elegantly engraved,

and 100 SUPERFINE CARDS printed for 4* 6J.

HALL PROGRAMMES and DINNER CARTES of

new designs arranged, printed, and stamped with Arms,

Crest, or Address, in the latest fashion.

At HENRY RODRIGUES'

(Stationer, Heraldic Designer, and Engraver

To the Royal Family),

4», PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

COMPANY,

Established in 1797.

70, Lombard Street, Citv, and 57, Charing Cross,

Westminster.

Directors.

Henry R. Brand, Esq., m.p. I Kirkman D. Hodgson, Esq.

Octavius E. Coopc, Esq. Henry L. Holland, Esq.

John Coopc Davis, Esq. I SirJ. Lubbock, Bart., M.r.,

Henry Faniuhar, Esq. f.r.s.

Charles E. Goodhart, Esq. ( John Stewart Oxlcy, Esq.

Jas. A. Gordon, Esq-, m.d., Benjamin Shaw, Esq.

f.r.s. ( M. Wyvill, Jun., Esq.

FINANCIAL POSITION.

Total Amount Insured, with Bonus Additions.. ^3,007,431

Liability on the same, at 3 per cent. Interest . . . 846,712

Accumulated Funds 1,227,253

Annual Revenue from Premiums .£93,787

„ from Interest ^57,i&3

i49.95<3

The whole invested in Government, Real, and other first-

class Securities, in addition to which the Assured have the

guarantee of a large and wealthy proprietary.

For Prospectuses and Forms of IVoposal apply at the

Offices as above, or to the Agents of the Company.

ROBERT TUCKER, Secretary and Actuary,
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^nte-NiceneChristianLibrary.

The following arc published of this now well-known

Series of Translations of the Works of the Antc-Niccnc

Fathers :—

Apostolic Fathers, 1 vol.—Justin Martyr and Athcnacoras,

I vol.— Vatian, Theophilus. and the Clementine Recogni

tions, i vol.—Clement of Alexandria, 2 vols. —Irenaeus and

Hippolytus, 3 vols.—Tertullian against Marcion, 1 vol. —

Tcrtulhan (other writings). Vol'. 1. and II.—Origen, Vol.I.

—Methodius. Alexander, &c, 1 vol.—Cyprian and Minucius

Felix, 2 vols.—Apocryphal Gospels, Acts and Revelation,

x vol.

The Series will be completed in Five or Six vols. more.

It is carefully edited by Rev. Dr. ROBERTS and JAMES

DONALDSON, LL.D.

The Subscription for the nbove Sixteen vols, is 4/. 4*.,

payable in advance, and each volume can be had separately,

price ioj. fi</. ■

JToreign Theolog-ical Library.
The first issue for 1870 is now ready, viz.:—

BLEEK'S INTRODUCTION to NEW TESTAMENT.

Vol. II.

KEIL'S INTRODUCTION to OLD TESTAMENT.

Vol. II.

Completing both Works, iar 6*/. each volume to Non-

Subscribers.

The Subscription is 21*. yearly (payable in advano-V

The Volumes for 1869 were the first volumes of the above

Works, and Heni;sEenberg on the Prophecies of Ezekiel,

1 vol., and Dr. R. Stier on the Words of the Apostles,

x vol.

Complete Lists sent free on application.

Edinburgh: T.andT. Clark ; and all Booksellers. London

(Jur Non-Subscribers only) : Hamilton, Adams, and Co.

Ready May nth, post free 6 stamps,

A Complete Refutation of

~^^ Professor TVNDALLS GERM THEORY OF

DISEASE. See "The Medical Pre^s and Circular"

LXIII. No. 1631.

London Offices: 20, King William Street, Strand.

Just Published, in 8vo., pp. 244, price js. &/., cloth,

rPhe Fuel of the Sun ; an

Attempt to Explain some of the Great Mysteries of

the Universe. By W. Mattieu Williams, F.C.S., Author

of "Through Norway with a Knapsack," &c.

London : Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.

Bank of Australasia.

iNCORroKATF.n 1835.

4, THREADNEEDLE STREET. LONDON.

PAID-UP CAPITAL, £1,200,000.

Guarantee Fund, £210,247.

Letters of Credit and Bills

arc GRANTED on the Branches of the Bank in

Australia and New Zealand.

Bills are Negotiated and sent for Collection.

William Milliken, Secretary.

indigestion.—The Medical

Profession adopts MORSON'S PREPARATION

OF PEPSINE as the true Remedy. Sold in Bottles and

Boxes from 2s., by all Pharmaceutical Chemists and the

Manufacturers, Thomas Morson & Son, 124, Southampton

Row, Russell Square, London.

T\ r e ak fa s t.—Epps's Cocoa,

"^ GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

The Civil Service Gazette remarks:—** By a thorough

knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations

of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of

the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has

provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills."

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only in

ilb.,ilb., and ilb. tin-lined packets, labelled:—

JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

(Jaracas Cocoa,

" No more delicious, refreshing, nourishing, and whole

some beverage has ever been manufactured."—Morning

Post.

"As an agreeable invigorator, refresher, and nourisher it

could not be too highly recommended to the community."—

Civil Service Gazette.

J. S. FRY AND SONS,

Bristol and London.

CHUBB'S NEW PATENT SAFES,

Steel-plated with Diagonal Bolts, to resist Wedges, Drills,

and Eire. Lists of Prices, with 130 Illustrations, of all

sizes and qualities, of CHUBB'S SAFES, STRONG

ROOM DOORS, and LOCKS, sent free by

CHUBB & SON,

57, St. Paul's Churchyard, London.

Now ready, price 20*.

Tournal of the Royal Geo-

GRAPHICAL SOCIETY. Vol- XXXIX. Edited

by Mr. H. W. BATES, Assistant-Secretary.

Contents.

1. Notes on Manchuria. Rev. A. Williamson. (Map.)

2. From Mctcmma to Damot, along the Western Shores of

the Tana Sea. Dr. H. Blanc. (Map.)

3. Journey in the Caucasus, and Ascent of Kasbck and

Elhurz. Douglas W. Freshfield.

4. Effects of Forest Destruction in Coorg. G, Bidie, M.B.

(Map.)

5. Antarctic Discovery and its Connexion with the Transit

of Venus in 1882. Commander J. E. Davis, R.N.

(3 Maps.)

6. Basin of the Colorado and the Great Basin of North

America. W. A. Bell, M.B. (Map.)

7. Formation of Fjords, Cafions, Benches, Prairies, and

Intermittent Rivers. R. Brown. (Map.)

8. Swedish North-Polar Expedition of i8'i8. A. E. Von

NordcnskiUld and Fr. Von Otter. (Map.)

9. Trans-Himalayan Explorations during 1867. Capt. T.

G. Montgomcrie, R. E.

10. Journey through the Afar Country. W. Munzinger

(Map.)

ix. Journey of Exploration to the Mouth of the River Lim

popo. Sl Vincent Erskine. (Map.)

12. Physical Geography of Epirus. Major R. Stuart. (Map.)

13. Journey up the River Jurua. W. Chandlcss. (Map.)

14. Exploring Expedition from Fort Vcrnoyc to the Western

Shore of Lake Issik-Kul. P. Semenoff.

15. Astronomical Points fixed in Turkistan, from 1805 to

1 863. C. V. Strove.

16. Gold-fields of Uruguay. H. Bankarl.

17. Notes to the Map of the Peninsula of Sinai. Rev. F.

W. Holland. (Map.)

*•* Fellows are requested to apply for their Copies at the•• fellows are requested to appiv for the

Offices of the Society, 15, Whitehall Place.

'J'he North British Review,

No. CIII., for APRIL, is now ready.

Contents :

I. THE CHURCH POLICY OF CONSTANTINE.

II. EARL GODWIN AND EARL HAROLD.

III. THE EARLY AUTHORSHIP OF SHAKE

SPEARE.

IV. THE WILL AND FREEWILL.

V. JANE AUSTEN.

VI. PARTIES AND POLITICS OF MODERN

RUSSIA.

VII. THE HOME POLICY OF THE SESSION.

VIII. CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

London : Published for F.DMONSTON & DOUGLAS

by Williams & Nuhgatk, Henrietta St., Covent Garden.

The Month. May, 1870
CoN'TKNTS I

REDUCTIONS. By the Rev. A.

By H. Bedford, M.A.

THE PARAGUAY

Gl'IDEZ.

DOUGLAS JERROLD.

FLOWER-VOICES.

CARDINAL VON REISACH.

THE MARRIAGE LAWS OF THE THREE KING

DOMS. By J. Walton, B.A. Part the First.

WAFTED SEEDS. By F. L.

Chapter II. The Heir-Presumptive of Shotterton.

„ III. The Burkes of C.istlecarrow.

DR. NEWMANS ESSAY IN AID OF A GRAMMAR

OF ASSENT. By the Rev. Thomas Harper.

THE NUN'S RING.

THOUGHTS ON INFALLIBILITY. I. Present Aspect

of the Question of Definition. By the Rev. H. J.

Coleridge.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

NOTE TO THE ARTICLE ON THE PARAGUAY

REDUCTIONS, etc.

London: Office—50, South Street, Grosvenor

Square, W. ; Simpkin, Marshall, and Co. ; Blhns,

Oates, and Co.

Just Published, Second Edition, price u., by post 13 stamps,

"pearly Difficulties in Writing

"^ LATIN. By the Rev. GEORGE PERKINS, M.A.,

Second Master of the Manchester Grammar School.

London : Simpkin, Marshall, & Co. ;

Manchester: J. E. Cornish.

This day, in 8vo., price &/.

ARNOLD HISTORICAL EBSAT, 1870.

*Tlie Scythic Nations, down to

the FALL of the WESTERN EMPIRE. By

JOHN GENT, U.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford.

Rivingtons: London, Oxford, and Cambridge.

Dr. Davidson on the Old Testament.

Complete, 3 vols., 8vo., with Index, 42T.

n Introduction to the OldA
TESTAMENT, Critical, Historical, and Theological;

containing a Discussion of the most important Questions

belonging to the several Books. By SAMUEL DAVID

SON, D.D., LL.D.

Second Edition, revised and enlarged, price 6s., crown 8vo.,

cloth,

'TJhc Genesis of the Earth and

OF MAN; or, the History of Creation, and the

Antiquity and Races of Mankind, considered on Biblical

and other Grounds. Edited by REGINALD STUART

POOLE, M.R.S.L., &c, of the British Museum.

"A work which deserves the attentive consideration of

Biblical btudents though we are far from indorsing; all its

opinions.**—Quarterly Review.

Price 7J. St/., crown 8vo., cloth,

n Introduction to the Philo-

SOPHY OF PRIMARY BELIEFS. By

RICHARD LOWNDES.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St, Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street. Edinburgh.

A

Ti

Just Published. 8vo., price 2*. 6tY.

le Authenticity of John's

GOSPEL, deduced from Internal Evidence, with

Answers to Objections derived from the Mode of Teaching

the Style, the Doctrine of the Logos, &c. By the Rev.

JAMES ORR.

Williams & Norcatk, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and ao. South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

In One Volume, post 8vo., price 6*., cloth,

Spiritual Religion ; Sermons

on Christian Faith and Life. By JAMES DRUM-

MOND, B.A.

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

Just Published, in crown 8vo., price y. bd., doth,

rrhc Alcestis of Euripides.

Translated into English Verse by W. FIELDING

NEVINS, B.A., of St. John's College, Oxford.

London : Longmans, Green, & Co , Paternoster Row.

New Work by Professor BAIN.

Now ready, in Two Parts, crown 8vo., price ior. 6d.

fjOgic, Deductive and Induc-

"^ TIVE. By ALEXANDER BAIN, LL.D., Pro

fessor of Logic in the University of Aberdeen. The Parts

may be had separately :—

Part I DEDUCTION, pricey.

Pakt II. INDUCTION, price tV. 6d.

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

Second Edition, in crown 8vo., price ios. 6d.t cloth,

"NJotes on Tkucydides, Books
L, II., and III. By J. G- SHEPPARD, M.A.,

and L. EVANS, M.A., sometime Fellows of Wadham Col

lege, Oxford.

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

Just Published, in fcp. 8vo , price 5s. &/., cjoth,

progressive Hebrew Course

AND MUSIC OF THE BIBLE : comprising a

Scries of Easy Reading- Lessons and Hebrew and English

Exercises; with Introductory Reader, Illustrations of the

Masoretic Tonic Accents employed in the Old Testament

Scriptures, and Specimens of Temple Music. By P. I. J.

WARSCHAWSK.I, F.R.A.S., Professor of Hebrew and

German Literature.

London: Longmans, Green, 8: Co., Paternoster Row.

WOHDS THAT HAVE A TALE TO TELL.

Now ready, 1000 pp., price ior. 6d.

T^rewer's Dictionary of Phrase

and FABLE, with 20,000 Examples, giving the

Derivation, Source, or Origin of Common Phrases, Allusions,

and Words that have a Talc to Tell.

By the Rev. E. C. BREWER, LL.D-, Author of

"Guide to Every-day Knowledge," &c. &c.

Cassell, Pktter, & Galpin, London and New York.

Qasseir

INDIAN CIVIL SERVICE.

Now ready, price is. 6ti.

s Guide to the Indian

CIVIL SERVICE.

By ALEXANDER C. EWALD, F.S.A., containing—

1. Directions for Candidates. 2. Standards of Qualification.

3. Scales of Salaries. 4. Specimen Examination

Papers. ^r

Cassell, Pettek, & G \i.riN, London and New Yor1 =
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

NEW BOOKS-NOTICE.

The Second Edition of Mudie's Library Circular for May, with wised Lists of the

best and neiuest Books in every department of Literature in circulation and on sale, is now

ready, and will beforwarded, postagefree, on application.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, NEW OXFORD STREET.

City Office, 4, King Street, Cheapside.

ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF ETHICS:

AN ANALYTICAL ESSAY.

By SIMON" S. LAURIE, A.M., F.R.S.E., Author of

"Doctrine of Latin Syntax," and "Primary Instruction

in Relation to Education." In One Vol, Demy 8vo.,

Price 6s.

From the Saturday Review.

" Mr. Laurie's volume now before us is in substance,

though not in form, a reply to Mr. Mill's Utilitarianism.

Mr. Laurie has the metaphysical head and the metaphy

sical training of his countrymen, and has brought both to

bear with great force on the problem proposed."

From the- Daily Revieiv.

"The discussion is able throughout ; the handling of the

topics is manly and vigorous, and the style—particularly in

chap, viii-, on the ' Sanctions of the Right,' and in chap, x.,

on the * Immutability of Morality/ rises into true philoso

phical eloquence."

From the Revue Populaire.

" A notre avis Hauteur s'est acquitte en vrai philosophc dc

la tache difficile ct delicate qu'il s'est imposee, ct nous

croyons que ion Hvrc fcraepoquc dans l'histoirc des scierkes

morales."

From the London Revim*.

"The writer of the excellent little treatise before us holds

an independent position between the conflicting schools.

. . . . It is simply the primary ground of obligation

which he sets himself to trace ; and this singleness of aim

he has pursued with a laudable pertinacity throughout his

whole treatise, which, considering how otten it touches on

points that might well tempt a writer to stray, is a remark

able example of the intellectual self-control which confines

its author to the path he has marked out."

From t/ie Reader.

" Mr. Laurie's essay will do a great deal to pave the way

for a final and satisfactory settlement of the question (of a

moral sense). . . ."

From the Scotsman.

"Mr. Laurie's essay is acute, outspoken, and honest. He

has not thought hastily or rashly. . . . His style is plain,

direct, and nervous."

From the Freeman.

"These brief and desultory remarks do no justice to the

deep and comprehensive argument of Mr. Laurie's essay."

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

NOTES ON BRITISH THEORIES

OF MORALS.

In One Vol., Demy 8vo., Price 6s.

British Quarterly, April, 1868.

• " His criticisms are candid and highly instructive—e.g.,

those of the views of Bentham, Mill, and Main. He mani

fests great aptitude in detecting radical defects, in expo .ing

logical inconsistencies, and in detecting the legitimate ten

dencies of philosophical systems."

From the Banffshire Journal, March 17, 1868.

" In all his writings he has di>played ripe scholarship ;

and in his more elaborate works, deep thought and analytical

power The arguments arc succinctly and tersely

put, and though scarcely exhaustive, are sufficient for the

purposes of the student."

From the Scotsman, May 6, 1868.

"The book is a model of conscientious and exact thinking

on ethical subjects. His controversial analysis of Professor

Bain seems to us particularly successful."

From the Examiner, April 18, 1868.

"Mr. Laurie, however, has shown considerable acutcness

in dealing with some of the highest questions in ethics, and

we think that the volume will throw a new light on many of

the moral theories discussed therein."

From London Review.

" His expositions of the philosophy of Lord Shaftesbury,

Hutcheson, Butler, and Hume, arc characterised by much

steady insight, clear writing, and fairness of judgment."

From the Freeman.

"They are a series of thoughtful and discriminating

criticisms on the chief British writers on ethics. . . . The

examination of the more recent forms of Utilitarianism, as

taught by Mr. Mill and Professor Bain, is especially able

and searching."

EDMONSTON & DOUGLAS, Edinburgh;

HAMILTON, ADAMS, & Co., London.

Now ready, fcap. 4to., price -js. 6d.

"Purpose and Passion. By

KENINGALE COOK, B.A.

"Mr. Cook is a scholar, and writes with considerable

power and freshness. . . . The volume is well worth read

ing, and full of promise for the future."—Standard.

" He changes his note and his theme often, but the change

is made in obedience to an internal impulse, and not with

any special view to our benefit. He is seldom composed

and reasonable ; he is often imaginative and picturesque.

He is learned and not commonplace. His portrait of Victor

Hugo may serve as a specimen of his manner,— or rather of

one of his manners : • * * There is power here—the power,

as Mr. Cook himself suggests, of a prentice hand. If Mr.

Cook will restrict himself a little in his subjects, be careful

in his choice of heroes, abstain from needless eccentricities

of language, and try to say simply, whether in prose or

verse, whatever is his abiding idea—and abiding ideas he

ought to have - he may yet be a master singer."—Guardian.

" His touch is firm and artistic. . . . There is no little

grace and glow in many of the poems and songs."—Illus

trated London Kezvs.

" One who can thus re-incarnate the enthusiasm of the

labouring hero as he waits and watches for the inspiration

that is to be life to his work will one day do better things."

—Manchester Guardian.

" The verses contain so much good and original stuff that

it is impossible not to respect them."—Birmingham Daily

Post.

"Dies schon ausgestattete Buch verdient cmpfohlcn zu

werden. Es ist jugendliche Frische in den verschicden

fegebenen Bildern und Schilderuneen, und W'arme in den

Impfindungen ; cine allgemein gefiillige Form, . . . zarte

gefilhlc wechseln mit dem Schaudcr und Schrcckcn der

Natur in gchorigcr Harmonic ab."—Hermann.

Virtue & Co., Publishers, London and New York.

Lately Published, in Two Volumes, demy 8vo., price 21s.,

cloth boards,

The Theory of the Arts ; or,

ART IN RELATION TO NATURE, CIVILI

ZATION, AND MAN. Comprising an Investigation,

Analytical and Critical, into the Origin, Rise, Province,

Principles, and Application of each of the Arts. By

GEORGE HARRIS, F.S.A., of the Middle Temple,

P.arristcr-at-Law, Author of "Civilization considered as a

Science."

" Mr. Harris has contributed to Art-Literature a valuable

treatise that ought to find a place in every library where

books of the kind arc not absolutely ignored."—Art

Journal.

" A solid, sensible, judicious, and comprehensive book,

inspired throughout with a high ideal of Art in all its forms."

—Scotsman.

" A learned and elaborate work, which may with truth be

said to be as full of interest as it is of erudition and re

search."—Sun.

"The author is an intelligent, thoughtful, and eloquent

scholar, one who throws so much life and spirit into what is

usually considered a dry and abstruse subject, that the lover

of the lightest reading will experience as much pleasure in

perusing these pages as the most learned."—Court Journal.

London : TrCbnbr & Co., 60 and 8, Paternoster Row.

Just Published, post 8vo., 5*., cloth,

'The Scriptural Account of

CREATION VINDICATED by the TEACHING

of SCIENCE: or, a New Method of Reconciling the

Mosaic and Geological Records of Creation. By the Rev.

WILLIAM PAUL, D.D., Banchory.

London : James Nisbet & Co., 21, Berncrs Street, W.

Just Published, post 8vo., 6s., cloth,

'JJhe Atonement; in its Rela-

tions to the Covenant, the Priesthood, and the Inter

cession of our Lord. By the Rev. HUGH MARTIN, M.A.,

Edinburgh.

London: James Nisbet & Co., ai, r.erners Street, W.

Now in Preparation,

Jnndon, by Gustave Dore

"^ and BLANCHARD JERROLD.

Publishing Arrangements.—Important to

Authors.

]^/Joffat and Company, State

Publishers, and Agents for the Dublin Steam Printing

Company, beg to announce that they have resolved to

CHARGE NO COMMISSION for PUBLISHING

WORKS PRINTED BY THEM until the Author has

been refunded his original outlay.

They would also state that THEY PRINT, IN THE

FIRST STYLE, GREATLY UNDER THE USUAL

CHARGES.

Their Publishing Arrangements will enable them to pro

mote the interest of all Works committed to their charge, as

they have very considerable experience of the channels

most likely to insure success.

Estimates and all particulars furnished in course of poct.

"Those about to Publish" may rely on finding Economy

and Despatch in all Departments.

Moffat and Co.'s Book List sent free on application to

Publishing Offices:

6, D'Olier Street, Dublin;

34, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Price One Penny Monthly, Registered for Transmission

Abroad,

The Church Record. Edited

by the Rev. THOMAS SCOTT, MA.

Moffat and Company, London and Dublin.

'YY'orks by Alexander Vance.

THE HISTORY AND PLEASANT CHRONI- s. d

CLE OF LITTLE JEHAN 3 6

VOX CLAMANTIS 76

THE BOOK OF THE KNIGHT OF TOWER . 1 6

ROMANTIC EPISODES 60

HELLENICA SACRA 15 o

(The Introductory Chapter may be had separately, 6./.)

Moffat and Company, London and Dublin.

Price Twopence Monthly, Registered for Transmission

Abroad,

"Plain Words. A Christian

Miscellany. Edited by the Rev. HAMILTON

MAGEE, assisted by Ministers and Members of different

Evangelical Churches.

Moffat & Company, London and Dublin.

^"ew Books. Now ready.

HEIRS OF THE SOIL. By Mrs. Lorenzo N.

NlNN 10 6

CONCERNING EARTHLY LOVE, Etc. By a

Country Parson 26

HARMONY IN RELIGION. By a Roman

Catholic Priest 1 6

IONA AND OTHER SONNETS. By Wade

Robinson 26

LIFE OF ST. PATRICK. By Joseph S. Smith-

son 06

MARSH'S vSir Henry) CLINICAL LECTURES 2 6

MEDICAL EXAMINATION PAPERS OF UNI

VERSITY OF DUBLIN, Etc 10

QUEER PAPERS. By Barney Brady ...06

THE CHURCH UNDER THE TUDORS. By

D. Di.ni.op, M.R.I. A 36

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE BATH. By D.

Dl'Nlop, M.R.I.A 36

THE LIKE OF ST. PATRICK. Edited by Rev.

J. Lynch, P.P 06

TIME WILL TELL. By N. J. N 36

Moffat and Company, State Publishers by Appointment,

(Agents fur the Dublin Steam Priiuins Company!.

34, Southampton St., Strand, London; 6, D'Olier St., IKil.'i!i.

The Red-haired ManVWifb ;

or, the Awful Proceedings of Stagan Varagy, the

Market Stroller. The last and best story written. By tlie

late WILLIAM CARLETON. Will commence in thu

May Number of

"THE CARLOW COLLEGE MAGAZINE." Price U.

Moffat and Com tan v, State Publishers,

34, Southampton St., Strand, London ; 6, D'Oiier St., Dublin.

To be had by orderofall Booksellers in Town and Country.

T-£aedcker's Guides. 1870.

SWITZERLAND. 5s. 6J.

NORTHERN GERMANY AND THE RHINE. 6s.

SOUTHERN GERMANY AND AUSTRIA. 5*.

PARIS AND NORTHERN FRANCE. 51.

BELGIUM AND HOLLAND. 41.

NORTHERN ITALY. 5s.

CENTRAL ITALY AND ROME. jr.

SOUTHERN ITALY AND SICILY. 5*.

THE TRAVELLER'S MANUAL OF CONVERSA

TION. Seventeenth Edition. 3*.

BAEDEKER'S HANDBOOKS IN GERMAN AND

FRENCH kept on hand.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covcnt GarJcn,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.
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SECOND EDITION OF

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE for MAY.

Price One Shilling,

GEORGE ELIOT'S NEW POEM, "The

LEGEND OF JUBAL."

See MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE for May, is.

Mr. ANTHONY TROLLOPE'S NEW

STORY, "SIR HARRY HOTSPUR of HUM-

BLETHWAITE." Chapters 1—3.

See MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE for MAY, 11.

Mr. FREEMAN on " THE ORIGIN OF

THE ENGLISH NATION." Concluding Lecture.

See MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE for May, u.

Miss KNATCHBULL-HUGESSEN'S

STORY, "THE AFFIRMATIVE."

Sec MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE for MAY, is.

PROFESSOR HUXLEY on "THE Me

thod OF USING ONE'S REASON RIGHTLY,
and of SEEKING SCIENTIFIC TRUTH."

Sec MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE for MAY, is.

NEW BOOKS.

(Uniform with Mr. Bright's Speeches.)

RICHARD COBDEN'S SPEECHES on

QUESTIONS of PUBLIC POLICY. Edited by the

Right Hon. JOHN BRIGHT, M.P., and ProfessorKlgl

ROGERS. 2 vols., 8vo., with Portrait.

[Immediately.

NATURAL SELECTION: Contributions

to the Theory. A Series of Essays by ALFRED

RUSSEL WALLACE, Author of "The Malay

Archipelago." Crown 8vo.( 384 pp., Zs. 6d.

[ This day.

OBSERVATIONS on the GEOLOGY and

ZOOLOGY OF ABYSSINIA. Made during the

progress of the British Expedition to that Country in

1867-68. By W. T. BLANFORD, late Geologist to

the Expedition. 8vo., with Coloured Illustrations and

Geological Maps. 21s. [This day.

The CHARACTERS of THEOPHRASTUS.

An English Translation from a Revised Text, with Intro

duction and Notes. By R. C. JEBB, M.A., Public

Orator of Cambridge University. Fcap. 8vo., price

6\r. 6d. [ This day.

The MORNING LAND. By EDWARD

DICEY, 2 vols., crown 8vo., i6x. {Just published.

"Mr. Dicey tells us what he saw in an exceptionally sen

sible, instructive, and entertaining manner. There is pro

bably no book about the East which reproduces so faithfully

and naturally the impressions which an intelligent and

reflective traveller is most likely to receive on his first visit."

—Fortnightly Review.

Third and Cheaper Edition.

BISHOP TEMPLE'S SERMONS preached

in the Chapel of Rugby School, in 1858-59-60. Extra

fcap. 8vo., price +r. 6d. [This day.

New and Cheaper Issue of

PEOFESSOR MAURICE'S "MEDLEVAL

PHILOSOPHY;" or, a Treatise of Moral and Meta

physical Philosophy from the Fifth to the Fourteenth

Century. Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d. [This day.

POEMS. By F. W. H. Myers. Contain-

tag "St. Paul," "St. John," and other Poems. Extra

fcap. 8vo., +f. 6d. [This day.

GREEK FOR BEGINNERS. By the Rev.

JOSEPH B. MAYOR, M.A. New Edition. Parti.,

with Vocabulary. Fcap. 8vo., is. 6d. [ This day.

^rundel Society, or Society for

Promoting the Knowledge of Art by Copying and

Publishing important Works of Ancient Masters.

MEMBER'S ENTRANCE DONATION, £1 is.

Of the Chromo-Lithographs, produced during the last

twenty years. Copies of the following may still be obtained

at the Office, 24, Old Bond Street, London, W.

MACMILLAN & CO., London.

CHEOMO-LITHOGHAPHS.

NEW AMERICAN BOOKS.

SAMPSON LOW & CO.

Have recently imported the following. Every New Ameri

can Book of interest is received by them in advance of,

or immediately after, publication. Books not in Stock

procured within Six Weeks of Order.

The Life of Daniel Webster. By George

TICKNOR CURTIS, one of his Literary Executors.

2 vols., 8vo., 36>.

The Iliad of Homer. Translated into

English Blank Verse by WM. CULLEN BRYANT.

Vol. I. Impcrial.8vo., 25*.

Sketches of Creation. A Popular View

of some of the Grand Conclusions of the Sciences in

reference to the History of Matter and of Life. By

ALEXANDER WINCHELL, LL.D., Professor of

Geology, ^Zoology, and Botany in the University of

Michigan. With Illustrations. i2mo., or.

The Andes and the Amazon ; or, Across

the Continent of South America. By JAMES ORTON,

M.A., Professor of Natural History in Vassar College.

With a New Map of Equatorial America, and numerous

Illustrations. Post 8vo-( 10s. 6d.

Memoirs of the War of 76 in the Southern

DEPARTMENT of the UNITED STATES. By

HENRY LEE. Lieut-Col. of the Partisan Legion during

the American War. A New Edition, with Revisions

and a Biography of the Author, by ROBERT E. LEE,

late Commander-in-Chief of the Confederate Army.

8vo., i6j.

Studies in Church History. The Rise of

the Temporal Power—Benefit of Clergy—Excommuni

cation. By HENRY C. LEA, Author of "Historical

Sketch of Sacerdotal Celibacy." Post 8vo., ioj. 6d.

Art Thoughts. The Experiences and

Observations of an American Amateur in Europe. By

JAMES JACKSON JARVES. Post 8vo., 7s. 64.

Fair Harvard : a Story of American Col

lege Life. Post 8vo., 6s.

The Romance of Spanish History. By

JOHN S. C. ABBOTT. Author of " The French

Revolution," &c. Post 8vo., gr.

Sloane's Architectural Review & American

BUILDER'S JOURNAL. Imperial 8va, 25s.

Our Admiral's Flag Abroad. The Cruise

of Admiral D. G. Farragut, Commanding the European

Squadron in 1867-8, in the Flagship " Franklin." By

JAMES EGLINTON MONTGOMERY, of the

Admiral's Staff. 8vo. Cheap Edition, ioj. (3d.

Pre-Historic Nations ; or, Inquiries con

cerning some of the Great Peoples and Civilizations of

Antiquity, and their probable Relation to a still Older

Civilization of the Eihiopiansor Cushites of Arabia. By

JOHN D. BALDWIN, A.M. Crown 8vo., 4*. &£

The United States Dispensatory. By

G. B. WOOD, M.D., and F. BACHE, M.D. Care

fully revised and corrected. 8vo., 50*.

A Winter in Florida ; or, Observations on

the Soil, Climate, and Products of our semi-Tropical

State ; with Sketches of the principal Towns and Cities

in Eastern Florida. To which is added, a brief His

torical Summary, together with Hints to the Tourist,

Invalid and Sportsman. By LEDYARD BELL.

Illustrated. 121110., 6s.

New York Illustrated. 8vo., 4s. 6d.

A profusely Illustrated Guide-Book to the City of New-

York.

Colorado : its Resources, Parks, and Pros

pects as a New Field for Emigration ; with an Account

of the Trcnchera and Costilla Estates in the San Luis

Park. By WILLIAM BLACKMORE. With Maps

and Photographs. 4to., cloth, 15*.

The Illustrated Handbook of California :

Her Climate, Trade, Exports, &c. ; Agricultural and.

Mineral Wealth. Illustrated with numerous Chromo-

Lithographic Views, and contains valuable information,

not only for Emigrants, but also for Travellers. Crown

8vo., cloth, 2S. 6d.

Harper's Handbook for Travellers in

PRICK.

GIOTTO—"Portrait of Dante," from the Bargcllo £ s. d.

at Florence, before the Fresco wxs repainted 076

MASOLINO, MASACCIO and FILIPPINO

LIPPI—Subjects from Frescoes in the Bran-

cacci Chapel, Florence:—

Four large subjects from the Life of S. Petcr(cach) o 15 o

Four medium-size subjects from ditto, mounted

in pairs {each pair) 0120

Two small subjects from ditto . . (the pair) 076

Two ditto, "Fall and Expulsion" {the pair) 076

Two full-size Heads, from one of the above sub

jects .. ..076

Four ditto, selected from different subjects (each) 050

FILIPPINO LIPPI—"The Vision ofS. Bernard,"

from the Badia at Florence 1 1 o

FRA ANGELICO—"The Annunciation," from

S- Mark's Convent, Florence o 10 o

" Christ and Mary Slagdalene in the Garden,"

from the same place . . o 10 o

" The Coronation of the Virgin," ditto . . ..0150

B. GOZZOLI—"S. Augustine Lecturing," from

S- Gimignano . . • • • ■ • • ••140

A. MANTEGNA—"The Conversion of Hcrmo-

genes," from the Eremitani Church, Padua .. o 15 o

"§- James before Herod," from the same place o 15 o

D.GHIRLANDAIO— "Zacharias naming his Son

lohn," from S. Maria Novcllo at Florence 1 1 o

" Preaching of John the Baptist^" ditto . . 1 1 o

" The Last Supper," from the Church of the

Ognissanti, Florence .. 110

Two full -size Heads from the Fresco of "The

Death of S- Francis," in the SS. Trinita

Church at Florence . . .. . . ..076

P. PERUGINO—" The Adoration of the Kings,"

from Citta della Pieve . . r 1 o

"The Martyrdom of S. Sebastian," from Panicale o 10 o

F. FRANCIA—"The Marriage of S. Cecilia,"

from S. Cecilia's Chapel, Bologna . . . . o 16 o

" The Burial of S, Cecilia," from the same place 0x60

FRA BARTOLOMMEO-" The Annunciation,"

from the Villa of the Frati di S. Marco, near

Florence . . -. •> ■• •• . . o 12 o

"The Virgin and Child," from S. Mark's Con

vent, Florence .. .. ■■ •■ ..0x20

"Jesus and his Two Disciples at Emmaus," from

the same place .. . . .. . ■ . . o 12 o

L. DA VINCI—"The Virgin and Child," from

S. Onofrio's Monastery, Rome.. .. .. o 10 o

LUINI—"The Marriage of the Virgin," from

Saronno .. .. • • •• •• . . 1 1 o

" The Adoration of the Magi," from the same place 1 1 o

"The Presentation in the Temple," ditto .. o 16 o

Full-size Head from ditto .. .. .. ..050

" Christ among the Doctors," ditto .. 1 1 o

A. DEL SARTO-" The Nativity of the Virgin,"

from the Annunziata Cloister, Florence 1 1 o

"The Procession of the Magi," ditto.. .. o 16 o

"S. Filippo Bcnizzi Healing Children," ditto., o 16 o

" Madonna del Sacco," ditto .. .. . . o ia o

BAZZI—"The Ecstacy of S. Catherine," from

S- Domenico, Siena .. . ■ .. 1 1 o

RAFFAELLE- "The Four Sibyls," from S.

Maria della Pace at Rome . . . . ..150

" S. Peter delivered from Prison," from the

Stanze o( the Vatican .. _ 110

"Theologv" and "Poetry," ditto .. (each) o 15 o

HANS MEMLING—Five subjects from the Trip-

tveh in the Hospital of S. John at Bruges ..220

VAN EVCK—"The Adoration of the Lamb,"

from the lower centre piece of the altar-piece

at Ghent ..150

"The Triune God," "The Virgin Mary," "S.

John the Baptist," from the upper centre

pictures of the altar-piece at Ghent .. ..150

Procession of Judges, Warriors, Knights, and

Pilgrims ; four panels from the interior of the

lower wings of the altar-piece at Ghent . . 1 1 o

Portraits of Judocus Vyts and his Wife, with

their patron Saints; four panels from the

exterior of the lower wings of the altar-piece

at Ghent o 16 o

ILLUMINATED CAPITAL LETTERS, from

Choral Books at Florence and Siena (each) o 10 o

*,* A Descriptive Notice of the Drawings and the Publi

cations of the ARUNDEL SOCIETY, from 1849101870

inclusive, by F. W. Maynard, Secretary, price 7*. 6d.

Further particulars relating to the Society, and full Lists

of Publications, can be obtained personally, or will be sent by

post, on application at the Rooms of the Society, where the

Drawings and Publications may be seen.

F. W. MAYNARD, Secretary.

24, Old Bond Street, W.

EUROPE and the EAST; with Railroad Map cor

rected up to 1869. ByN. PEMBROKE FETERIDGE.

Revised Edition. Eighth Year. Morocco tuck, a8x.

*J* LOWS MONTHLY BULLETIN of AMERI

CAN and FOREIGN PUBLICA TIONS,forwarded

regularly on the 15th of every Month. Subscription,

including postaget is. 6a. per annum.

SAMPSON LOW, SON, & MARSTON,

English and Foreign, American and Colonial Booksellers,

Crown Buildings, 188, Fleet Street.
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" Inter silvas Academi qu.erere verum."

Headers are reminded that the mention ofNew Books, Articles,

dr'c, in our lists is intended as a guarantee oftheir importance.

The Editor of The Academy cannot undertake to return com

munications which are not ashedfor.

The next number will be published on Saturday, fune 1 1 th, and

advertisements should be sent in by the 6th.

General Literature and Art.

Poems by Dante Gabriel Rossetti. London : Ellis, 1870.

Ten years ago with the publication of his beautiful and

scholarly volume of translations from the early Italian poets,

Mr. Rossetti announced the preparation of a volume of

original poems. This book, so eagerly looked for by those

who knew the author by his great works in painting, has

now been given to the public ; nor is it easy to exaggerate

the value and importance of that gift, for the book is com

plete and satisfactory from end to end ; and in spite of the

intimate connection between one art and another, it is cer

tainly to be wondered at, that a master in the supremely

■difficult art of painting should have qualities which enable him

to deal with the other supremely difficult one of poetry : and to

do this not only with the utmost depth of feeling and thought,

but also with the most complete and unfaltering master}' over

its material ; that he should find in its limitations and special

conditions, not stumbling-blocks or fetters, but just so many

pleasures, so much whetting of invention and imagination.

In no poems is the spontaneous and habitual interpenetra-

tion of matter and manner, which is the essence of poetry,

more complete than in these. An original and subtile beauty

of execution expresses the deep mysticism of thought, which

in some form and degree is not wanting certainly to any

poets of the modern school, but which in Mr. Rossetti's

work is both great in degree and passionate in kind ; nor in

him has it any tendency to lose itself amid allegory or

abstractions; indeed, instead of turning human life into

symbols of things vague and not understood, it rather gives

to the very symbols the personal life and variety of man

kind. No poem in this book is without the circle of this

realizing mysticism, which deals wonderingly with all real

things that can have poetic life given them by passion, and

refuses to have to do with any invisible things that in the

wide scope of its imagination cannot be made perfectly

•distinct and poetically real. Of all turns of mind this must

be the fittest to give the concentration and intensity neces

sary for lyrical works, and the corresponding patience and

untiring energy to carry them out : nothing but this could

have given us the magnificent collection of sonnets at the

end of this volume, which, though there are some among

upwards of eighty that are not free from obscurity, the

besetting vice of sonnets, are nevertheless unexampled in

the English language since Shakespeare's for depth of thought,

and skill and felicity of execution. A mediocre sonnet is

more hateful to gods and men than any other versified medi

ocrity, a crabbed one is harder to read than any other form

of crabbed verse; and complete success is not common even

when the thought is not over deep ; but to express some

deep piece of thought or feeling completely and with beauty

in the narrow limits of fourteen lines, and in such a way

that no line should be useless or barren of some reflex of the

main idea ; to leave the due impression of the whole thought

on the mind by the weight and beauty of the ending ; and

to do all this without losing simplicity, without affectation of

any kind, and with exquisite . choiceness of diction and

rhyme, is as surely a very great achievement, and among the

things most worth doing, as it is exceedingly rare to find

done. But few of these sonnets fall short of this highest

standard ; and they seem withal the most natural and purest

expression of the peculiar mysticism spoken of above. Two

poems are to be named here, as having in them much of the

feeling of the strongest of the sonnets, with a sweetness and

simplicity of their own, " A Little While," and " The Sea

Limits ; " the completeness with which the thought is

grasped, amid its delicate flux and reflux from stanza to

stanza is very characteristic of Mr. Rossetti's best work.

" Love's Nocturn " classes itself with these and the sonnets

also. It is a very beautiful and finished piece of work, and

full of subtle melody, but sometimes obscure with more than

the obscurity of the dreamy subject, and sometimes with a

certain sense of over labour in it. Both these faults may be

predicated also of a poem of the same class, " The Stream's

Secret," which nevertheless is wonderfully finished, and has

very high musical qualities, and a certain stateliness of

movement about it which coming among its real and deep

feeling makes it very telling and impressive.

Among pieces where the mystical feeling is by necessity

of subject most simple and most on the surface, "The

Blessed Damozel " should be noticed, a poem in which wild

longing, and the shame of life, and despair of separation,

and the worship of love, are wrought into a palpable dream,

in which the heaven that exists as if for the sake of the

beloved is as real as the earthly things about the lover,

while these are scarcely less strange or less pervaded with a

sense of his passion, than the things his imagination has

made. The poem is as profoundly sweet and touching and

natural as any in the book, that is to say, as any in the

whole range of modern poetry. At first sight the leap from

this poem to the " Jenny" may seem very great, but there is

in fact no break in the unity of the mind that imagined both

these poems ; rather one is the necessary complement to the

other. The subject is difficult for a modern poet to deal

with, but necessary for a man to think of; it is thought of

here with the utmost depths of feeling, pity, and insight, with

no mawkishness on the one hand, no coarseness on the

other : and carried out with perfect simplicity and beauty.

It is so strong, unforced, and full of nature, that I think it

the poem of the whole book that would be most missed if

it were away. With all this, its very simplicity and directness

make it hard to say much about it : but it may be noticed,

as leading to the consideration of one side of Mr. Rossetti's

powers, how perfectly the dramatic character of the solilo-

quiser is kept : his pity, his protest against the hardness of

nature and chance never make him didactic, or more or less

than a man of the world, any more than his. " Shame of his

own shame" makes him brutal, though in the inevitable

flux and reflux of feeling and habit and pleasure he is always

seeming on the verge of touching one or other of these ex

tremes. How admirably, too, the conclusion is managed

with that dramatic breaking of day, and the effect that it

gives to the chilling of enthusiasm and remorse, which it

half produces and is half typical of ; coming after the grand

passage about lust that brings to a climax the musings over

so much beauty and so many good things apparently thrown

away causelessly.

The dramatic quality of Mr. Rossetti's work has just been

mentioned, which brings one to saying that, though it

seemed necessary to dwell so strongly on the mystical and

intensely lyrical side of his poems, they bear with them

signs of the highest dramatic power, whatever its future

application may be. This is shewn not merely in the vivid
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picturing of external scenes— as that of the return of the

humbled exiles to Florence in the noble poem of " Dante at

Verona"—but more conclusively still in the steady purpose

running through all those poems in which character or

action, however lyrical, is dealt with ; in ripeness of plan,

and in the congruity of detail withVhich they are wrought

out ; all this, of course, in addition to their imaginative

qualities. This is well seen in " Sister Helen," which is, in

fact, a ballad (the form of poem of all others in which,

when it is complete, the lyrical and dramatic sides of art are

most closely connected), and in which the wild and pictur

esque surroundings, and the growing force of the tremendous

burden, work up surely and most impressively to the ex

pected but still startling end, the effect of which, as almost

always in Mr. Rossetti's poems, is not injured by a word

too much. As widely different as it may be in character of

execution to this, there is the same dramatic force amidst

the magnificent verses of "Eden Bower," where the strangest

and remotest of subjects is wonderfully realized by the

strength and truth of its passion, though the actors in it add

supernatural characteristics to the human qualities that make

it a fit subject for poetry. The " Last Confession," whose

subject connects itself somewhat with these two last, is the

poem in the book whose form is the least characteristic of

Mr. Rossetti's work, the most like what is expected of a poet

with strong dramatic tendencies ; it is, however, most com

plete and satisfactory, and the character of the man is

admirably imagined and developed, so as both to make the

catastrophe likely, and to prevent it from becoming unpoetical,

and just merely shocking : a character, elevated and tender

and sensitive, but brooding, and made narrow both natur

ally and by the force of the continual tragedy of oppression

surrounding his life; wrought upon by the necessary but

unreasonable sense of wrong that his unreturned love brings

him, till despair and madness, but never hate, comes from

it. Well befitting such a character, but also indicating the

inevitable mystical tendency of the author, as small as the

indication may be, is the omen of the broken toy of Love

that sheds the first blood, and that other typical incident of

the altars of the two Madonnas. In speaking of a book

where the poems are so singularly equal in merit as this, it

has been scarcely possible to do more than name the most

important, and several even must remain unnamed ; but it is

something of a satisfaction to finish with mentioning the

" Song of the Bower," so full of passion and melody, and

more like a song to be sung than any modern piece I know.

To conclude, I think these lyrics, with all their other merits,

the most complete of their time ; no difficulty is avoided in

them—no subject is treated vaguely, languidly, or heart

lessly : as there is no commonplace or second-hand thought

left in them to be atoned for by beauty of execution, so no

thought is allowed to overshadow that beauty of art which

compels a real poet to speak in verse and not in prose.

Nor do I know what lyrics of any lime are to be called great

if we are to deny that title to these. William Morris.

Lothair. By the Right Honourable B. Disraeli.

Longmans, Green, and Co., 1870.

London :

The eagerness with which Mr. Disraeli's last work has been

expected would have been greater still but for a natural

doubt whether the author of Vivian Grey and Coningsby, of

Tancred and of Contarini Fleming, was likely in his later

years to strike out an entirely new theory of the knowledge

indispensable to youth. The hopes raised by the motto to

Lothair are not entirely satisfied by the work itself. As is

customary with the author, we move behind the hidden

springs of political action, amongst dukes and princes,

gifted foreigners, and women of superhuman loveliness,

marvellous villas, and miraculous banquets ; and the hero

of the tale is an ingenuous youth whose sublime candour

fully takes the place of originality. But, unlike most novels,

in Mr. Disraeli's the moral is by no means the least interest

ing part of the work, and this in Lothair is entirely negative.

That young gentlemen of high rank and large means ought

not to join the Church of Rome, and that to marry a duke's

daughter is better even than to philander after a divinely

handsome Garibaldian, are conclusions which a less able pen

than that of the late Premier might enforce, if, indeed, they

need enforcing at all ; and all the cleverness with which

cardinals, patriots, and the domestic virtues are represented

in contest for the soul and body of Lothair, all the candour

with which the strongest arguments of each side are admitted,

even the insight with which the defeated party is idealized

rather than caricatured, only serve, together with the easy

triumph at last of unargumentative common sense, to cast

a doubt upon the earnestness with which the author sets

himself to contemplate or to solve the religious difficulties

of the day.

A glance at his political career, or better still, at his

other novels, shows that, like Mr. Taper, his life has been

sacrificed to the want of " a good cry," but he has never

before taken one at second-hand. Tancred, Sybil, and

Coningsby, are sincere expressions of a very versatile mind,

least popular, naturally, where most spontaneous, as in,

the Oriental dreamland of the last published. Coningsby,

the best known, is throughout an attempt to find a stand

point of political independence and originality, and the

author satirizes its failure by commemorating the success of

" Down with the Venetian Constitution" as an election cry.

Sybil, the best of the three as a novel, discusses the con

dition of the people with as much zeal as Alton Locke, and

as much knowledge as Mary Barton, and though social

questions are as far as religious ones from absorbing the

whole of the writer's sympathies, his subdued aspirations

after a free monarchy, that is a monarch free to carry

out the counsels of a talented Premier, are absolutely sin

cere. In contrast with these three works, composed in the

prime of life and with matured experience, Vivian Grey,

The Young Duke, and Contarini Fleming, shew an enthu

siastic superiority to ordinary illusions, and abound in touches

of cynicism the imprudence of which only experience could

demonstrate. The author of the Young Duke writes in 1831

of the two current styles of parliamentary eloquence : '" I

intend, in the course of my career, if I have time, to give a

specimen of both. In the Lower House, Don Juan may

perhaps be our model ; in the Upper House, Paradise Lost.''

Had Mr. Disraeli published Lothair on his elevation to the

peerage, there would have been some malice in this quota

tion ; as it is we may be allowed to regret the wanton clever

ness, the disinterested pessimism which in Contarini Fleming

and Vivian Grey atone for their not less real faults of taste

and judgment. Of all the author's works, Lothair is the

one which contains the least of himself, and this is a con

siderable loss. The theme most really congenial to him is

mind—a young, unfettered mind seeking a field and instru

ments of action, and driven by the united force of nature

and circumstance to choose between the barren successes

of a Beckendorff, the blank failure of Vivian and Contarini,

or, if the fates have so decreed, placid succession to an.

hereditary peerage. There is something conventional in the

position of Lothair as a matrimonial prize to be scrambled

for by the friends of Rome or of revolution, and ultimately

rescued by the claims of good society and the Church of

England. The most loving labour has been spent upon the

character of Cardinal Grandison, and, if we allow for the
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exaggeration without which the plot could not be carried

on, the scene between him and Lothair when the latter dis-

•claims all knowledge of the supposed miracle is simply-

admirable. Those who care to read Lothair only as a

novel will find a good deal of clever drawing, and if less

satire than usual, still occasionally a happy touch like

Mr. Phcebus' praise of our aristocracy, "who most resemble

the old Hellenic race ; excelling in athletic sports, speaking

no other language than their own, and never reading." A

better parallel than Mr. Arnold's, as the parties who would

have most right to complain of the comparison are not

the survivors. H. Lawrenny.

Notes and hitelligence.

Discovery of Art Treasures in Italy.—The Gazzetta di Mantua of

March gives details of some very important fresco paintings just disco

vered in and near Asola. Those in S. Erasmo are partly late Byzantine ;

those in S. Rocco are, from their style and beauty, attributed to Por-

denone. But the most important is a fresco of the Last Supper, in the

manner of Leonardo da Vinci, discovered in the church of S. Croce,

about three quarters of a mile from Asola. In the draperies, distribution

of viands on the table, and in the background, there are divergences of

detail from the great fresco of Leonardo. ' Researches are now being

made for documents throwing light upon the history of these frescoes.—

The Perseverania of Milan (April 25th) reports that, in the execution

of some sewage works in the Piazza del Duomo, the remains of a beau

tiful construction, with tessera' of coloured marbles, have been found,

corresponding to the descriptions given of a magnificent palace, with

circus and baths, which Nerva is said to have constructed on this spot.

A large number of human bones have also been found at different

depths, and among these some fine and very ancient spurs.—The

Monitors di Bologna of the 23rd April, 1870, says that the excava

tions at the Certosa of Bologna have lately brought to light a large

cista, and a fourth tumulus containing bones and ashes, with which

-were mixed fragments of figured vases and cups, one of them an elegant

piece of workmanship in bronze. The most interesting object is a large

cippus, just dug up in almost perfect preservation. Its form is a trun

cated oval. It is covered with three rows of bas-reliefs : in the upper

most of which is a serpent and a sea-horse ; in the middle one a biga

with figures ; and in the lowest a figure and a winged genius. It is

considered unique of its kind.—We learn further from the Adige of

Verona (5th April) the discovery of some beautiful frescoes under the

whitewash on the walls of the cathedral of that city. Nearly the whole

of one wall has been now uncovered, which contains a very valuable

painting by Falconetto. The other walls contain pictures by the same

Falconetto, and by Cavazzola, Mantegna, Morone, Liberale, and Bena-

gho. The discoverer, Sig. Nanin, is writing a description of them.

Professor Simrock, of' Bonn, has entirely rewritten his Qiiellen des

Shakespeare, publ. at Berlin in 1831. The first vol. is nearly ready, and

contains some entirely new views of the poet's sources. The professor

has also just finished a new translation of Sebastian Brand's Narrcnschiff,

-which will be published shortly.

The Count de Puymaigre's new book, La Cour littJraire de Don

Juan II, is in the press. On his last work, Tlic Victoria!, &c, see an

article in Eclinb. Rev., Oct. 1869.

Prof. Chr. Asbjornsen, of Christiania, is preparing the third edition,

in one vol., of his Haldre-eventyr og Folkesagn (Popular Tales and Tra

ditions) ; to which he will add, in a second vol., the well-known col

lection, Norskc Folke-ei<entyr, formerly published by him conjointly with

Gorgen Moe.

A work of some interest to readers of Fairy Legends and Mythology,

under the title of Old Folk-Lore, or Traditions and Superstitions of

Ireland, is just about to issue from the press of Messrs. Cameron and

Ferguson, Glasgow. The book, which is from the pen of a well-known

popular Irish writer, " Laginiensis," includes various details of Irish

historic, traditional, and legendary matter, of a nature hitherto neglected

and unexplored. The localisation of the legends and myths will impart

a scientific character to the work.

The opening scene of Dickens' new novel, The Mystery ofEdwin

Brood, looks very like a reminiscence of Bracebridge Hemyng's Visit

to Bluegate Fields, in Mayhew's London Labour and the London Poor,

extra vol. pp. 231-2 (1862). Both scenes are laid in wretched tenements

in the neighbourhood of the London Docks ; in both are a Lascar

and an emaciated woman lying stupefied on a bed ; and, as if to com

plete the coincidence, in both the woman is blowing at a half-emptied

pipe of opium.

Paul Heyse's "Novelle," in Daheim, has come to a conclusion, after

running through four numbers.

In the Gartenlaubc (No. 15), Berthold Auerbach begins a " Novelle "

entitled Der Fels der Ekrenlegion ; finished in No. 19.

_ A long series of unpublished letters of Charlotte Bronte is to appear

in Hours at Home, a New York magazine.

Contents of the Journals.

Les Eglises du Mont Janicule, par M. Emile Montegut (on Sebas-

tiano del Piombo and Pinturicchio). Revue des Deux Mondes, April 15.

Juvenal et son Temps, par M. Gaston Boissicr. [Interesting, but in

complete : the theory is that Juvenal, having failed to get into society

by his talents, lived with other disappointed hangers-on of grandees,

and turned his talents to satire on the death of Domitian.l In the same.

May I.

The Medieval Theatre in Paris. Cornhill.

The Legend of Jubal, by George Eliot, in Macmillan. [Remarkable,

as showing the influence of Mr. Morris in the versification.]

Earty Authorship of Shakespeare. North British Review. [Fixing

the date of several plays, by their allusions to contemporary politics.]

Jane Austen. North British Review. In the same.

Selected Articles.

Responsio Shelleiana, by J. J. M. [Chaste, vigorous, and striking.]

In Fraser for May.

Rossetti's Poems, by Shirley. Same.

Songs with Refrains, by Jean Ingelow. [Very characteristic imita

tions.] Good Words.

Unpublished letters written by S. T. Coleridge. [First instalment of

a series addressed to Dr. Brabant : of much literary and some political

interest.] Westminster Review.

Imperial Library of Paris. [Accurate statement of its improvement

since 1848, and its present defects. Inconvenient division of the de

partments of MSS., maps, engravings, and printed books ; absence of

MS. catalogue of the last, &c] In the same.

New Publications.

Arnold, M. S. Paul and Protestantism. Smith, Elder, and Co.

Chaffers, W. Marks and Monograms on Pottery and Porcelain,

augmented to 786 pages. J. Davy and Sons.

Mandeville, Sir John. Edited by J. O. Ilalliwell. F. S. Ellis.

Morris, W., and Magnusson, E. The Story of the Niblungs and

Volsungs, with Songs from the elder Edda. F. S. Ellis.

Rosetti, C. G. Commonplace and other short Stories.

Theology.

The History of Israel, by Heinrich Ewald.—Edited by Russell Mar-

tineau. New Edition, in two volumes. [To the commencement of

the Monarchy.] London : Longman and Co., 1869.

For nearly half a century the name of Ewald has been one

of authority in matters connected with Oriental, and, in par

ticular, with Hebrew antiquity. The fields of grammar and

exegesis have been shared by other scholars of no incon

siderable repute, but few competent critics will dispute the

classical importance of the History of the People of Israel.

When the first volume of this work appeared twenty-seven

years ago, it at once effected a scientific revolution. The

rationalistic method, which, whilst in other respects closely

following the Biblical narrative, explained the miracles on

naturalistic principles, and subjected the character of the

personages to a sort of chemical analysis,—the sceptical,

which rejected all notices respecting the early ages as myths,

and was peculiarly prone to reverse a Biblical estimate of

character, or discover an evidence of sacerdotal fraud and

tyranny,—and the harmonistic, which, despising all criticism

of the authorities, declared the so-called discrepancies to be

fictitious or merely apparent, and confined itself to the sim

plest reproduction of the Bible with geographical and anti

quarian illustrations,—all these methods of investigating
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Jewish history were at once rendered obsolete. Without,

or almost without, controversial digressions, Dr. Ewald took

up for the first time a purely historical position. He re

garded the records of the Old Testament, not as modern

documentary material, not as the fruits of deep and thorough

research, not as being verbally inspired, but as the natural

products of historical recollections, to be studied in their

relation to the culture of the times and the peculiar cha

racter of the Jewish race.

By a comparison, for which his previous studies pecu

liarly qualified him, he shewed that the Biblical records are

so far above the similar writings of the Arabs, Egyptians,

and Babylonians, that the supposition of a supernatural

element is not necessary in order to understand them. The

method pursued throughout is the exhibition of results ; we

are seldom permitted to witness the process of investigation.

The simple statement of truth is assumed to be of such con

vincing force that arguments are all but unnecessary ; a bold

assumption, yet in great measure justified by the result.

The introduction at once reveals the hand of a master.

Starting from the conviction that no report can possibly

reproduce an event with absolute accuracy, he aims at a

precise estimate of the extent of this necessary deviation

from the facts embodied in the manifold forms of traditions.

He sketches with great delicacy the primitive form of the

Hebrew tradition, and traces it through all its phases to

its present literary shape. He gives us, so to speak, a

natural history of the oral tradition, shewing how the popular

recollections of antiquity gradually grew indistinct ; how

they then attached themselves to monuments, songs, pro

verbs, names of persons and localities ; how, at last, various

interests combined to revive this gradually-fading tradition,

partly from the theocratic and legal point of view, and

partly from the purely prophetic. The supposition that the

Hebrew narrative was a sort of continuous diary, and not

merely a collection of occasional and local records, is

ignored by Dr. Ewald as incredible ; for the tendency to

combine such records into a comprehensive history arises

at a much later period, and expresses itself in a variety of

ways. Within the narrow dimensions of the Jewish nation

ality, this tendency alone could have kept the local records

from gradually perishing. The early narratives are continu

ally recast in altered forms, thus forming a sort of historical

stratification, of which Dr. Ewald gives us a transverse

section. But we need scarcely retrace the whole of this

masterly description, which is now for the first time opened

to the English reader. We regard it as one of the most

distinguished productions of the author, though perhaps a

greater conciseness would have made the exhibition of his

results still more impressive.

In the second part, which contains the literary history of

the historical books of the Old Testament, we cannot help

regretting the almost complete silence of Dr. Ewald as to

the evidence in support of his theories. In the long period

which elapsed between his first and his third edition, he

might conceivably have found leisure to justify in detail the

critical results at which he has arrived, especially since up

to this time no scholar of reputation has entirely adopted

the position he maintains. To adduce one instance of this.

In the question as to the composition of the Pentateuch, he

is distinguished from all other critics by his almost total dis

regard of the peculiar alternation between Elohim and

Jahveh. His principal guides in the analysis of the records

are (1) the archaic character of a passage, (2) the connec

tion, (3) the linguistic usage. The first of these criteria is

to a very large extent matter of individual appreciation,

although this is not incompatible with the attainment of

accurate results. It is surprising that he applauds the theory

of Tuch (viz., that the basis of the Pentateuch is formed by

a single record, which was supplemented by a single editor),

whilst he decidedly rejects those of Hupfeld and Knobel,

though his own position has a ten times greater similarity

to the results of the latter than to those of the former. In

the important question of chronology Dr. Ewald is very

conservative. He is of opinion, that as in Egypt calcula

tions were made by the years of the reigning king, so in

Israel they were made by those of the High Priest, his only

argument being derived from the law of vengeance in Num.

xxxv. 25, 28, which can scarcely be of any great antiquity.

He even thinks that the priests already possessed comprehen

sive chronological tables, basing this theory on the assumption

that the years of jubilee were faithfully observed, in spite of

the total silence of our authorities on this point. He not

only holds to the 430 years of the Israelitish sojourn in.

Egypt in spite of the objections of Lipsius, Bunsen, and

others, but also to the 480 said to have elapsed between

Moses and Solomon, although this number is evidently

equivalent to twelve generations. It is true that he com

pares the Egyptian and Assyrian chronology, but the results

•of his Biblical calculations undergo no modification in con

sequence.

These are the foundations upon which Ewald's history

reposes. It begins with a survey of the land of Canaan,

not in the vain hope of developing the entire national his

tory from the nature of the land, but merely to render many

peculiarities of the national character and of the events

which happened in Canaan, more intelligible. A fruitful

oasis, surrounded by deserts, and yet exposed to frequent

and serious catastrophes, the land of Canaan offered many

inducements to religious contemplation, while at the same

time it never allowed the practical energy of its inhabitants

to languish. In the description of the Canaanitish abori

gines, and of the relations with adjacent countries, the

author reveals throughout subtle powers of combination,

profound and yet never wearisome erudition, and frequently

a remarkable penetration, though many points of detail will

for a long time remain more or less doubtful. The assump

tion of a double immigration of the Philistines explains to

Ewald the sudden development of their power in the age ol

the judges, though on the entrance of the Israelites scarcely

any mention of them is made in the records. Dr. Ebers, in

his well-known recent work, has placed the land of Caphtor

in northern Egypt ; we doubt whether Ewald will be pre

pared to follow him, though he has reviewed the work of

this scholar in favourable terms. It is singular that the

excellent investigations of Buthrau on the aboriginal races

of Palestine, and those of Knobel on the Table of Races

(Gen. x.) are entirely passed over, whilst far less important

works by Erench scholars are not only noticed but criticised.

The last portion of the first Volume introduces us to the

" preliminary history of Israel." The author is of opinion

that the Hebrew historians, like the Indian and the Greek,

employed " the four ages of the world " as a framework for

the earliest traditions, the first of these nges reaching down

to Noah, the second to Terah, the third to Moses. But

this way of looking at the past did not acquire the con

sistency of a theory until long afterwards among the Parsees

in India ; no importance is attached to it in Genesis, whether

in the original record, which contains the chronological

divisions on which this view is mainly based, or in the

modifications of the early history introduced at a later

period.

Dr. Ewald thinks too that he can throw some light on the

early course of the religion and the migration of the Hebrews

by an ingenious interpretation of the names in the genea

logies. He regards Enoch, Lamech, Methuselah, Mahalalel,,
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Jared, as ancient names of deities, but rightly explains several

■ of the descendants of Shem as personations of geographical

regions. Even Shem, Ham, and Japheth are, according to

him, names of gods, though on this point we should have

been glad of more definite evidence. In the patriarchs of the

third age of the world he traces a group of twelve types, a

kind of heroic age under the form of a Pantheon. Here

Ewald has evidently been influenced by the heroic poetry of

Greece and India—a somewhat dangerous inference if we

consider the essential difference in character between the

Semitic and the Aryan races. This theory has not yet been

■generally accepted; it is difficult to believe that the legend

ary tradition ever regarded Sarah, Hagar, Rebecca, Deborah,

Leah as heroines, unless we attribute to the term " heroine "

a sense which it has not hitherto borne. At the same time

Dr. Ewald is far from denying that Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob are really historical personages, and leaders of the

Hebrew migration. A proof that not merely families, but

tribes, are represented by them, is furnished by Gen. xiv.,

which Ewald holds to be not only genuine history, but even

a quotation from some Canaanitish or Phoenician chronicle.

The appellation " Hyksos " he considers to be a collective

name including a number of larger or smaller Semitic tribes

which at various times came to Egypt. Among these

tribes were the Israelites, whose immigration took place

■during the sway of the Hyksos in Lower Egypt. Hence,

he thinks, arises the confusion observable in the Egyptian

accounts.

In the second volume Dr. Ewald relates the history of

Moses and the Judges. This was the period of the pure

Theocracy, which he divides into three parts : its formation

in Egypt, its age of splendour under Moses and Joshua, and

its decline and fall in the time of the Judges. Whether the

-condition of the Israelites in Egypt was such as to warrant

us in supposing the Theocracy to have arisen there, may

perhaps be doubtful. Dr. Ewald's object is to disengage the

historical kernel, and then to shew how this was variously

described and illustrated by later writers. He willingly re

cognises an element of truth even where the narrative by no

means gives a faithful picture of what actually took place,

the facts being overshadowed by a dominant idea. In order

to explain the Exodus, he supposes the whole people to

have been seized by an overpowering enthusiasm ; though

he appeals ultimately to the intellectual and moral greatness

of Moses, in whom the power of " the true religion " and of

ancient prophecy was exhibited in the most signal manner.

He is far from denying a divine origin to this prophetic

elevation, though he lays most stress on the personal

energies of the chief actors in the crisis. He explains the

plagues of Egypt as natural phenomena ; indeed throughout,

'he avoids the recognition of physical miracles. Not unfre-

-quently the reader will feel uncertain in what light he is to

regard an event. For the author takes great delight in

giving a full account of motives and effects, and is apt

to be too concise in historical description. Thus we have

to refer to the notes for the information that the passage of

the Red Sea was accomplished at an ebb-tibe, and that the

seditious Korahites and princes of Reuben were probably

put to death by the faithful Levites. The mention of the

twelve stones on the crossing of the Jordan is taken as an

indication that a bridge was built. That the sudden flower

ing of Aaron's rod is in the author's opinion merely a poetical

symbol, can only be conjectured from his actual statements.

A greater clearness in these matters would have been de

sirable. The want of it accounts for Ewald's conservative

attitude with regard to the numbers of the people. He

adheres to the common opinion that the Israelites were

more than 2,000,000 in number, if not when they left Egypt,

at any rate during their abode in the wilderness—a' numerical

estimate which even Milman, who scarcely indulges in any

documentary criticism, cannot prevail upon himself to defend.

At any rate, the population supported in this region at the

present day does not exceed 6000 at most. In defence of

his own view, Ewald appeals to the fact that, the peninsula

of Sinai was oneP much more fertile than it is now. This of

course cannot be dei^. but the many insuperable diffi

culties which arise out of this nv6i, number and the multitude

of allusions in the narrative itself, whiu» ^an on]v refer ^0

a far smaller population, entirely escape the authora ^u^rva_

tion. Even supposing the peninsula of Sinai to have been

then four hundred times as fertile as it is at present, the

sojourn for many years of so large a nation requires to be sup

ported by two further hypotheses : (1) that the Israelites were

scattered over the whole region, and (2) that no other race

contested with them the occupation of the country. Against

the first of these it must be urged that the Israelites jour

neyed in a body ; against the second, that the peninsula was

not only peopled by Midianites and Kenites, and in the

mining districts by a population subject to Egypt, but also

by the Amalekites, who were nearly equal in strength to the

Israelites. The Egyptian and Greek notices of the Exodus,

however, are sifted with accuracy and indeed with remark

able acuteness.

The Mosaic legislation is described with great complete

ness. Dr. Ewald not only considers the Ten Command

ments in the longer as well as in the original shorter form

to be Mosaic, but also a number of other laws. He has

much to say of the influence exercised by the true religion

on the great mass of the people, and regards the episodes of

the golden calf and Baal Peor as exceptional in their cha

racter, without informing us in what particulars this religious

influence was displayed, and without a sufficient explanation

of the passages in Amos, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, which draw

a very different picture of the years spent in the wilderness.

Another difficulty is that connected with the conquest of

Canaan. The Biblical narratives admit a double construc

tion : (1) that Joshua gained possession of the whole country

in a few campaigns, and (2) that the conquest was a very

gradual one, and was in fact the work of centuries. Dr.

Ewald attempts to unite both these representations, the

successes of Joshua being in his view historical, but for a

great part of the territory of only transient duration.

All these difficult questions, belonging as they do to the

most obscure period of Jewish history, will continue to be

answered in very different ways. But this should not blind

us to the brilliancy of the solution of these problems offered

by Ewald. At its first appearance, his work created an

epoch in criticism, and on this account is still indispensable

to every historian and theologian. L. Diestel.

Intelligence.

On May 7th the Convocation of Canterbury definitely pledged itself

to a revision of the Authorised Version. One point of view, however,

seems to have found no exponent in its debates ; we mean that of pure

Hebrew philology. The most influential of our scholars take no part in

the reconstruction of Hebrew grammar and lexicography which is now

in progress on the Continent, and, so far as can be judged from their

publications, are more or less distrustful of the principles on which this

is being pursued. We cannot but regret this isolation, which appears

to render any alteration of the received English text at this moment

eminently undesirable. If competent scholars of all philological schools

were to publish editions of the most important books of the Old Testa

ment, with versions based, but in no servile manner, on the dignified

English of the old translation, the minds of the laity would be in no

danger of being misled by the appearance of an authoritative revision,

of which some of our best philologists would not approve.
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Selected Articles.

Professor Max Mutter's second lecture on the Science of Religion, in

Fraser, May. [A survey of the materials for this study, followed by a

criticism of previous classifications of religions.]

Dr. Newman's Grammar of Assent. By the Rev. F. D. Maurice.

Contemp. Rev. [A protest of mysticism against rational religionj

On the same. By J. A. Froude. In Fraser. [A«t a n-I vigorous :

appreciative of the art, but inappreciative of th» -rguments, of Dr. New

man's book.]

Prophecy in the Critical c-»>«°ls °f the Continent, in Brit. Quarterly,

April r Able • ch'""-' a defence of Ewald's orthodoxy, and an attack

on Kufr"""-r

Un the Record of the Stations of the Israelites, Num. xxxiii. 1-49,

by J. G. Vaihinger, in Studien u. Kritiken, No. 3.

Sargon and Shalmaneser according to the Assyrian Monuments, by

D. Schrader, in the same. [A defence of Rawlinson's view distinguish

ing these two kings.]

Roorda's Commentary on Micah, rev. by M. J. De Goeje, in De Gids,

No. 4. [Highly favourable.]

Moller's Life of Osiander, rev. by A. Ritschl, in Jahrbiicher fur

deutsche Theologie, No. 2. [Developes the importance of Osiander for

the history of doctrine.]

Gnosticism and the New Testament, by A. Ililgenfeld, in Zcitsch.

fur wissensch. Theologie, No. 3. [Discusses the apparent references to

Gnosticism in the various N. T. writings.]

On Rom. viii. 3, by E. Zeller, in the same. [The word ifioiufia. de

signedly chosen to imply that Christ's flesh resembled "the flesh of sin"

only so far as this was flesh, not so far as it was sinful.]

Criticisms on the Text of Exodus, by C. Egli, in the same.

The Pand Namah, or Book of Counsels, translated in Triibner's Re

cord, April 25. [Maxims of Parsi morality.]

Netu Publications.

Baruch prophcta liber. [Coptice.] Roma;.

Bleek, F. Introduction to New Testament. Vol. II. Clark.

Desbassayes de Richemont, Nouvelles etudes sur les Catacombes

Romaines ; precedecs d'une lettre par M. de Rossi. Paris : Poussielgue.

DlLTHEY, W. Leben Schlciermachers. Band I. Berlin : Reimer.

Hamburger, J. Real-Encyclopadie fiir Bibel u. Talmud. Heft IV.

Opfer—Weisheit. Strelitz.

Hershon, P. I. The Pentateuch according to the Talmud. Part I.

London : Bagster. [A useful summary of Aggadic passages from the

Babylonian Talmud, arranged under the respective verses of the first

two chapters of Genesis.]

Hitzig, F. Zur Kritik Paulinischer Briefe. Leipzig : Hirzel. pp. 36.

Keil, C. F. Introduction to Old Testament. Vol. II. Clark.

Steinthal, H. Mythos und Religion. Berlin : Liideritz.

Science and Philosophy.

Life and Letters of Faraday.—By Dr. Bence Jones. 2 vols. 8vo.

Longmans, 1S69.

Undertaken and executed in a reverent and loving spirit,

this work makes Faraday the virtual writer of his own life ;

his letters, lectures, and the extracts from his journals, being

arranged and united so as to form a repertory of exceeding

interest and importance, by Dr. Bence Jones.

Everybody now knows the story of Faraday's birth :

that his father was a smith; that he was born at New-

ington Butts in 1791 ; that he slid along the London pave

ments, a bright-eyed errand boy, with a load of brown

curls upon his head and a packet of newspapers under his

arm; that the lad's master was a bookseller and book

binder,—a kindly man, who became attached to the little

fellow and in due time made him his apprentice without fee ;

that during his apprenticeship he found his appetite for know

ledge provoked and strengthened by the books he stitched

and covered. Thus he grew in wisdom and stature to his

year of legal manhood, when he appears in the volumes

before us as a writer of letters, which reveal his occupation,

acquirements, and tone of mind. His correspondent was a

Mr. Abbott, a member of the Society of Friends, who, with a

forecast of his friend's greatness, preserved his letters and

produced them at the proper time.

In later years Faraday always carried in his pocket a

blank card on which he jotted down in pencil his thoughts

and memoranda. He made his notes in the laboratory, in

the theatre, and in the streets. This distrust of his memory

reveals itself in his first letter to Abbott. To a proposition

that no new inquiry should be started between them before

the old one had been exhaustively discussed, Faraday

objects. " Your notion," he says, " I can hardly allow, for

the following reason : ideas and thoughts spring up in my

mind which are irrevocably lost for want of noting at the

time." Gentle as he seemed, he wished to have his owr*

way, and he had it throughout his life. Differences of

opinion sometimes arise between the two friends, and then

they resolutely face each other. " I accept your offer to

fight it out with joy, and shall in the battle of experience

cause not pain, but, I hope, pleasure." Faraday notes

his own impetuosity, and incessantly checks it. There is at

times something mechanical in his self-restraint. In another

nature it would have hardened into mere " correctness " of

conduct ; but his overflowing affections prevented this in his

case. The habit became a second nature to him at last,

and lent serenity to his later years.

In October 1812 he was engaged by a Mr. De la Roche

as a journeyman bookbinder ; but the situation did not suit

him. His master appears to have been an austere and

passionate man, and Faraday was to the last degree sensitive.

All his life he continued so. He suffered at times from,

dejection ; and a certain grimness, too, pervaded his moods.

" At present," he writes to Abbott, " I am as serious as

you can be, and would not scruple to speak a truth to

any human being, whatever repugnance it might give rise

to. Being in this state of mind I should have refrained

from writing to you, did I not conceive from the general

tenor of your letters that your mind is, at proper times^

occupied upon serious subjects to the exclusion of those

that are frivolous." Plainly he had fallen into that stern

puritan mood, which not only crucifies the flesh, affections,

and lusts of him who harbours it, but is often a cause of

disturbed digestion to his friends.

About three months after his engagement with De la Roche,

Faraday quitted him and bookbinding together. He had.

heard Davy, copied his lectures, and written to him entreat

ing to be released from Trade which he hated and enabled to

pursue Science. Davy recognised the merit of his corre

spondent, kept his eye upon him, and, when occasion

offered, drove to his door and sent in a letter offering him

the post of assistant in the laboratory of the Royal In

stitution. He was engaged upon the 1st of March, 181 2,

and on the 8th we find him extracting the sugar from beet

root He joined the City Philosophical Society, which had

been founded by Mr. Tatum in 1808. "The discipline

was very sturdy, the remarks very plain, and the results

most valuable." Faraday derived great profit from this

little association. In the laboratory he had a discipline

sturdier still. Both Davy and himself were at this time

cut and bruised by explosions of chloride of nitrogen. One

explosion was so rapid " as to blow my hand open, tear away

a part of one nail, and make my fingers so sore that I cannot

use them easily." In another experiment "the tube and

receiver were blown to pieces, I got a cut on the head, and

Sir Humphrey a bruise on his hand." And again speaking

of the same substance, he says, " when put in the pump and

exhausted, it stood for a moment, and then exploded with a

fearful noise. Both Sir H. and I had masks on, but I

escaped this time the best. Sir H. had his face cut in two
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■places about the chin, and a violent blow on the forehead

struck through a considerable thickness of silk and leather."

It was this same substance that blew out the eye of Dulong.

Over and over again, even at this early date, we can

discern the quality which, compounded with his rare intel

lectual power, made him a great experimental philosopher.

This was his desire to see facts, and not to rest contented

with the descriptions of them. He frequently pits the eye

against the ear, and affirms the enormous superiority of the

organ of vision. Late in life I have heard him say that he

could never fully understand an experiment unless he had

seen it. But he did not confine himself to experiment. He is

seriously considering the most effective methods of scientific

exposition. " A lecturer," he observes, " should appear easy

and collected, undaunted and unconcerned ;" still " his whole

behaviour should evince respect for his audience." These

recommendations were afterwards in great part embodied

by himself. I doubt his unconcern, but his fearlessness was

often manifested. It used to rise within him as a wave,

which carried both him and his audience along with it.

On rare occasions also, when he felt himself and his subject

hopelessly unintelligible, he suddenly evoked a certain reck

lessness of thought, and without halting to extricate his

bewildered followers, he would dash alone through the

jungle into which he had unwittingly led them ; thus saving

them from ennui by the exhibition of a vigour, which, for

the time being, they could neither share nor comprehend.

In October, 18 13, he quitted England with Sir Humphrey

and Lady Davy. During his absence he kept a journal,

from which copious and interesting extracts have been made

by Dr. Bence Jones. Davy was considerate, preferring

at times to be his own servant rather than impose on Fara

day duties which he disliked. But Lady Davy was the

reverse. She treated him as an underling ; he chafed under

the treatment, and was often on the point of returning home.

They halted at Geneva. De la Rive the elder had known

Davy in 1799, and by his writings in the Bibliotheque Bri-

tannique had been the first to make the English chemist's

labours known abroad. He welcomed Davy to his coun

try residence in 18 14. Both were sportsmen, and they

often went out shooting together. On these occasions Fara

day charged Davy's gun ; while De la Rive charged his

own. Once the Genevese philosopher found himself by

the side of Faraday, and in his frank and genial way

entered into conversation with the young man. It was evi

dent that a person possessing such a charm of manner and

such high intelligence could be no mere servant. On inquiry

De la Rive was somewhat shocked to find that the soi-disant

domestiguc was really preparateur in the laboratory of the

Royal Institution ; and he immediately proposed that Fara

day thenceforth should join the masters instead of the ser

vants at their meals. To this Davy, probably out of weak

deference to his wife, objected ; but an arrangement was

come to that Faraday thenceforward should have his food

in his own room. Rumour states that a dinner in honour

of Faraday was given by De la Rive. This is a delusion ;

there was no such banquet ; but Faraday never forgot the

kindness of the friend who saw his merit when he was a

mere garcon de laboratoire*

Faraday returned in 1815 to theJRoyal Institution. Here

he helped Davy for years ; he worked also for himself, and

* While confined last autumn at Geneva by the effects of a fall in

the Alps, my friends, with a kindness I can never forget, did all that

friendship could suggest to render my captivity pleasant to me. M. de

la Rive then wrote out for me the full account, of which the foregoing

is a condensed abstract. It was at the desire of Dr. Bence Jones that I

asked him to do so. The rumour of a banquet at Geneva illustrates the

tendency to substitute for the youth of 1 814 the Faraday of later years.

lectured frequently at the City Philosophical Society. He

took lessons in elocution, happily without damage to his

natural force, earnestness, and grace of delivery. He was

never pledged to theory, and he changed in opinion as know

ledge advanced. With him life was growth. In those early

lectures we hear him say, " In knowledge, that man only is

to be contemned and despised who is not in a state of trans

ition." And again—" Nothing is more difficult and requires

more caution than philosophical deduction, nor is there any

thing more adverse to its accuracy than fixity of opinion."

Not that he was wafted about by every wind of doctrine;

but that he united flexibility with his strength. In strong

contrast with this intellectual expansiveness is his fixity in

religion, but this is a subject which cannot be discussed here.

Of all the letters published in these volumes none possess

a greater charm than those of Faraday to his wife. Here,

as Dr. Bence Jones truly remarks, "he laid open all his

mind and the whole of his character, and what can be made

known can scarcely fail to charm every one by its loveliness,

its truthfulness, and its earnestness." Abbott and he some

times swerved into word-play about love; but up to 1820,

or thereabouts, the passion was potential merely. Faraday's

journal indeed contains entries which shew that he took

pleasure in the assertion of his contempt for love; but these

very entries became links in his destiny. It was through

them that he became acquainted with one who inspired him

with a feeling which only ended with his life. His bio

grapher has given us the means of tracing the varying moods

which preceded his acceptance. They reveal more than

the common alternations of light and gloom ; at one moment

he wishes that his flesh might melt and he become nothing ;

at another he is intoxicated with hope. The impetuosity

of his character was then unchastened by the discipline to

which it was subjected in after years. The very strength

of his passion proved for a time a bar to its advance, sug

gesting as it did to the conscientious mind of Miss Barnard

doubts of her capability to return it with adequate force.

But they met again and again, and at each successive meet

ing he found his heaven clearer, until at length he was able

to say, " Not a moment's alloy of this evening's happiness

occurred. Everything was delightful to the last moment of

my stay with my companion, because she was so." The

turbulence of doubt subsided, and a calm and elevating

confidence took its place. "What can I call myself," he

writes to her in a subsequent letter, " to convey most per

fectly my affection and love for you ? Can I or can truth

say more than that for this world I am yours?" Assuredly

he made his profession good, and no fairer light falls upon

his character than that which reveals his relations to his wife.

Never, I believe, existed a manlier, purer, steadier love. Like

a burning diamond, it continued to shed, for six-and-forty

years, its white and smokeless glow.

Faraday was married on the 12th of June, 182 1 ; and up

to this date Davy appears throughout as his friend. Soon

afterwards, however, disunion occurred between them which,

while it lasted, must have given Faraday intense pain. It is

impossible to doubt the honesty of conviction with which

this subject has been treated by Dr. Bence Jones, and there

may be facts known to him, but not appearing in these

volumes, which justify his opinion that Davy in those

days had become jealous of Faraday. This, which is the

prevalent belief, is also reproduced in an excellent article

in the March number of Fraser's Magazine. But the best

analysis I can make of the data fails to present Davy in

this light to me. The facts, as I regard them, are briefly

these.

In 1820, Oersted of Copenhagen made the celebrated

discovery which connects electricity with magnetism, and
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immediately afterwards the acute mind of Wollaston per

ceived that a wire carrying a current ought to rotate round

its own axis under the influence of a magnetic pole. In

182 1 he tried, but failed, to realise this result in the labora

tory of the Royal Institution. Faraday was not present at

the moment, but he came in immediately afterwards, and

heard the conversation of Wollaston and Davy about the

experiment. He had also heard a rumour of a wager that

Dr. Wollaston would eventually succeed.

This was in April. In the autumn of the same year

Faraday wrote a history of electro-magnetism, and repeated

for himself the experiments which he described. It was

while thus instructing himself that he succeeded in causing

a wire carrying an electric current to rotate round a mag

netic pole. This was not the result sought by Wollaston,

but it was closely related to it.

The strong tendency of Faraday's mind to look upon

the reciprocal actions of natural forces gave birth to his

greatest discoveries ; and we, who know this, should be

justified in concluding that, even had Wollaston not pre

ceded him, the result would have been the same. But in

judging Davy we ought to transport ourselves to his time,

and carefully exclude from our thoughts and feelings that

noble subsequent life which would render simply impossible

the ascription to Faraday of anything unfair. It would be

unjust to Davy to put our knowledge in the place of his, or

to credit him with data which he could not have possessed.

Rumour and fact had connected the name of Wollaston with

these supposed interactions between magnets and currents.

When, therefore, Faraday, in October, published his suc

cessful experiment without any allusion to Wollaston, general,

though really ungrounded, criticism followed. I Say un

grounded because Faraday had actually called upon Wol

laston, and not finding him at home did not feel himself

authorised to mention him. It should be remembered that

Wollaston had written nothing which could be referred to

publicly, and that Faraday's experiment was really different

from his. In December he published a second paper on

the same subject, from which, through a misapprehension,

the name of Wollaston was also omitted. Warburton and

others thereupon affirmed that Wollaston's ideas had been

appropriated without acknowledgment, and it is plain that

Wollaston himself, though cautious in his utterance, was also

hurt. Censure grew till it became intolerable. " I hear,"

writes Faraday to his friend Stodart, " every day more and

more of these sounds, which, though only whispers to me,

are, I suspect, spoken aloud among scientific men." He

might have written explanations and defences, but he went

straighter to the point. He wished to see the principals

face to face—to plead his cause before them personally.

There is a certain vehemence in his desire to do this. He

saw Wollaston, he saw Davy, he saw Warburton ; and I am

inclined to think that it was the irresistible candour and

truth of character which these vivA voce defences revealed,

as much as the defences themselves, that disarmed resent

ment at the time.

As regards Davy, another cause of dissension arose in

1 823. In the spring of that year Faraday analysed the hydrate

of chlorine, a substance once believed to be the element chlo

rine, but proved by Davy to be a compound of that element

and water. The analysis was looked over by Davy, who

then and there suggested to Faraday to heat the hydrate in

a closed glass tube. This was done, the substance was

decomposed, and one of the products of decomposition was

proved by Faraday to be chlorine liquefied by its own pres

sure. On the day of its discovery he communicated this

result to Dr. Paris. Davy, on being informed of it, instantly

liquefied another gas in the same way. Had he a right

to strike thus into Faraday's enquiry ? I think not. Having"

done so, ought he not to have left the matter in Faraday's

hands ? I think he ought But Davy, I submit, may be

excused for thinking differently. A father is not always wise

enough to see that his son has ceased to be a boy, and

estrangement on this account is not rare ; nor was Davy

wise enough to discern that Faraday had passed the mere

assistant stage and become a discoverer. It is now hard

to avoid magnifying this error. But had Faraday died or

ceased to work at this time, or had his subsequent life been

devoted to money-getting instead of to research, would any

body now dream of ascribing jealousy to Davy ? I think

not. Why should he be jealous ? His reputation at this

time was almost without a parallel ; his glory was without

a cloud. He had added to his other discoveries that of

Faraday, and after having been his teacher for seven years,,

his language to him was this : " It gives me great pleasure

to hear that you are comfortable at the Royal Institution,

and I trust that you will not only do something good and

honourable for yourself, but also for science." This is not

the language of jealousy, potential or actual. But the chlo

rine business introduced irritation and anger, to which, and

not to any ignobler motive, Davy's opposition to the election

of Faraday to the Royal Society is, I am persuaded, to be

ascribed. Even from this point of view I agree with Dr.

Bence Jones in thinking the affair a sad one.

These matters are touched upon with perfect candour and

becoming consideration in the volumes of Dr. Bence Jones;

but in " society " they are not always so handled. Here

a name of noble intellectual associations is surrounded by

injurious rumours which I would willingly scatter for ever.

The pupil's magnitude and the splendour of his position

are too great and absolute to need as a foil the humili

ation of his master. Brothers in intellect, Davy and Faraday,

however, could never have become brothers in feeling ; their

characters were too unlike. Davy loved the pomp and

circumstance of fame ; Faraday the inner consciousness that

he had fairly won renown. They were both proud men. But

with Davy pride projected itself into the outer world ; while

with Faraday it became a steadying and dignifying inward

force. In one great particular they agreed. Each of them

could have turned his science to immense commercial profit,

but neither of them did so. The noble excitement of re

search, and the delight of discovery, constituted their reward.

I commend them to the reverence which great gifts greatly

exercised ought to inspire. They were both ours ; and

through the coming centuries England will be able to point

with just pride to the possession of such men.

The 29th of December 1827 marks an epoch in the

history of the Royal Institution ; for on that day Faraday

delivered " the first of a course of six lectures adapted to a

juvenile audience." Nowhere was the philosopher more at

home than in the presence of the children. I have already

written of him thus :—" To his range of character he owed

his fascination. He was a sage among the sages and a

youth among die young. In his juvenile lectures he did

not descend to his audience by an act of voluntary con

descension. Inspiration, rather than volition, was his motive

power. He saw himself surrounded by joyous, hopeful,

eager listeners, who acted upon him as one of his own

magnets on a body susceptible of 'influence.' That portion

of his large nature which belonged to boyhood was roused

to sympathy, and out of the abundance of his heart his

mouth spoke." The first lecture I ever heard Faraday give

was one of those "juveniles." It was full of beauty both of

intellect and soul. Sir Roderick Murchison once gave me

a vivid account of his first lecture in the laboratory of the

Institution. It was delivered without preparation, but with
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enthusiastic applause. In Apjril 1827 Faraday began his

afternoon courses in the theatre of the Institution, where, to

use the words of Dr. Bence Jones, he continued to lecture,

as nobody else could lecture, for nearly thirty years. This

brings us to the end of the first volume of a truly invaluable

work. John Tyndall.

( To he continued. )

La Logique de Port Boyal.—Nouvellc edition, publiec avec des

arguments, des notes et une table analytique, par Emile Charles,

Professeur de Thilosophie au Lycee Louis le Grand. Paris : Dela-

grave, 1869.

The Port Royal Logic, composed by the two famous

Jansenist theologians, Arnauld and Nicole, appeared in

1662. In France it remains a classic, and it deserves the

esteem in which it is held. It is the clearest, exactest, and

most judicious exposition in the French language of the

ancient logic. M. E. Charles, who is already very favour

ably known by a work on Roger Bacon, full of original

research (Roger Bacon, sa vie, ses ouvrages, ses doctrines ;

Paris, 1861), has given us a new school edition of the Port

Royal Logic. He has reproduced the text of the fifth

edition, published in 1683, and has added explanatory notes

and comments. Though doubtless he did not consider it

necessary that the words of authors whom he himself quotes,

or who are quoted in his text, should be given with precision,

yet such precision would not be superfluous even in a book

intended for young scholars, for it serves to lead them on

insensibly to the acquisition of some useful facts and ideas.

Thus they might be informed where to find that note of

Racine which attributes to Nicole the two preliminary

discourses (p. 5, n. 1), the place where Galileo says that

Aristotle reasons in a vicious circle that the centre of the

earth is the centre of the universe, and the passage of

Aristotle himself which contains this argument (p. 325). So

also we should know the dates of the birth and death of the

mathematician Stevin (p. 412), &c. In a school logic, too,

it would be well to explain, as Trendelenburg (Elementa Log.

Arist.,~Bero\. 1862) and Ueberweg (System der Logik; Bonn,

1868) have done, the meaning of all the technical terms.

M. Charles is usually accurate in the historical part of his

commentary. He is wrong, however, when he says (p. 171,

note 2) that " the theory of modality, developed in the

middle ages, is found in germ in Aristotle." Aristotle passes

in review, in his Prior Analytics (i. c. 8-22), all the arguments

that can be drawn out from different combinations of possible

contingent and necessary propositions. Again, p. 268, n. 4,

" Blemmidas, patriarch of Constantinople," is represented as

having copied in Greek the mnemonic lines " Barbara,

celarent," &c. Blemmidas was neither patriarch of Con

stantinople nor the author of the Greek imitation of " Bar

bara, celarent," which is only found on the margin of late

manuscripts of his Epitome Logica, belonging to the 15 th

century (published by Wegelin, Aug. Vindel.). See Revue

Arch'eologiquc, 1864, p. 271.

Arnauld and Nicole were the first to develop and apply

the principle that one of the premisses should contain the

conclusion, and that the other should show that it does (part

iii. ch. 9-1 1). It might have been noticed, by way of

historical remark, that the German philosopher Beneke has

built upon this principle a complete theory of the syllogism

(Lehrbuch der Logik, 1832, pp. no, follg. ; System der Logik,

1842, i. pp. 201-245). See Ueberweg, Logik, p. 34L

The remarks of M. Charles on fundamental points of

philosophy are distinguished by characteristic independence

of thought. Very often he has good cause to depart from

Arnauld and Nicole, who, as Cartesians, are usually unjust

to Aristotle, whom they treat as the representative of

the school philosophy. M. Charles defends Aristotle with

justice against the zeal of his critics. He might even have

shown that the logical works of Aristode were then known

chiefly at second hand, and that scholars missed some deep

truths, which in modern times they have been obliged to

seek iii the Analytics. We may instance the excellent

remark (Anal. post. ii. 2, 90 a 6, Bekker) that in the

" scientific syllogism " the middle term expresses the cause

of the fact declared by the conclusion. M. Ueberweg

(Syst. der Logik, 261, 262) has availed himself of this remark

to controvert Mr. Mill's ingenious objections to the syllogism.

The ill-founded disdain with which the rules of syllogism are

treated by Arnauld and Nicole has prompted the apposite

remark of M. Charles, that even were they absolutely useless,

it would not be less interesting to know the conditions of a

correct argument, and that the utility of a science is no

measure of its importance. Charles Thurot.

HElNRICIf GUSTAP MAGNUS.

Professor Magnus died on the 4th of April in Berlin, the city which

had been the scene of his whole life and labours. Born in 1802, he

began his chemical and physical studies at an early age, and in 1825

published an investigation into the spontaneous inflammability of iron,

nickel, and cobalt, when obtained in a finely divided state by reducing

the oxides at a low temperature in a current of hydrogen gas. In 1827

he published a dissertation on Tellurium, when graduating as Doctor of

Philosophy, and a number of other papers, upon different chemical sub

jects. In 1831 he became Privat-Docent, in 1834 Extraordinary, and in

1845 Ordinary, Professor of Physics and Technology in the University.

He was also a member of the Berlin Academy of Sciences, and at his

death was one of the vice-presidents of the flourishing " German Che

mical Society," lately founded in Berlin.

His investigations are numerous, and embrace a large variety of topics.

The earlier ones are chiefly devoted to chemistry ; in addition to those

referred to, may be mentioned analyses of minerals, researches on the

solvent action of sulphuric acid, and at a considerably later date an exami

nation of the allotropic varieties of sulphur. With Ammermuller, he

discovered and described periodic acid. He made hardly any researches

in organic chemistry, except into amnionic and issthionic acids, prepared

by acting on sulphuric anhydride with olefiant gas, but physiologists are

indebted to him for one of the earliest determinations of the amount of

the gases contained in the blood, and the quantity of oxygen absorbed by

it ; since that, however, improved methods and apparatus, and increased

knowledge of the errors to be avoided, have caused his results to be

superseded by those of other experimenters.

His principal work was devoted to physics, and in different depart

ments was continuous and elaborate. It refers to electrolysis, mag

netism, underground temperature, the effects of fusion upon the specific

gravity of minerals, the expansion of gases by heat, the boiling points

of saline solutions, and the temperature and tension of vapours from

them, and from mixed fluids. For the last ten or twelve years of his

life he worked almost entirely upon heat, more particularly its polariza

tion and absorption by different media, gaseous and liquid.

All these investigations were executed with such precision, such in

sight, and such dexterity in the contrivance of mechanical appliances, that

Magnus cannot be ranked as inferior to any physicist in the same field.

He is, besides, known as the contriver of several instruments, a gyro

scope, earth-thermometer, an apparatus for compressing gases, &c.

His numerous papers were communicated either to Poggendorff's

Anunten, or to the Berlin Academy.

Scientific Notes.

Physiology.

The Music of Insects.—In the Proceedings of the Natural History

Society of Rhenish Prussia and Westphalia (261" Jahrgang, 2,e Hiilfte)

is an interesting article on this subject by Dr. Landois. He divides the

various sounds emitted by insects into three classes, which he calls

noise, musical note, and voice. A voice is the sound produced by

the organs of respiration, as in man. If the sound is produced me

chanically by the friction of external parts of the body, it is called a

note when musical, a noise when unmusical. The Ortlioptera (crickets,

&c), possess the power of expressing sound only in the form of musical

note, as in the case of the male grasshopper. Among Coleoptera (the

beetle class), we find both a note and a voice. Among Diptcra (flies

and gnats) the voice is quite common, especially with the smaller flies
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and midges ; but is often inappreciable to the human ear in consequence

of its high pitch. Among Upidoptera (butterflies and moths) the musical

note is rarely found.

Corpuscles of Pacini.—M. Ciaccio gives, in Molescholt's Unltr-

suchungen zur Naturlchre (Giessen, 1870), the following as the results of

his protracted observations on the structure of the "Pacinian bodies"—

a term applied to numerous small -stalked whitish bodies, originally

found in union with the filaments of the cutaneous nerves of the hand,

but subsequently discovered on other nerves of the cerebral and spinal

systems, and on the great sympathetic or internal ganglionic nerve :

I. All the Pacinian bodies of mammals and of birds consist essentially

of the three following parts : an external sheath, which is non-com

posite, an internal bulb, and a nerve fibre. The sheath of these bodies

in mammals differs in some respects from those of birds. In the former

it is composed of a number of membranes or capsules, one enclosing

the other, of which the external are always looser than the internal. In

birds the capsules are much less numerous, and lie nearer to each other ;

and there is here a peculiar connective material between the capsules

and the internal bulb. 3. Generally speaking, septa extend from one

capsule to another, dividing each intercapsular space into a number of

smaller loculi, which arc normally filled with a clear albuminous fluid.

4. The bodies, usually termed nuclei of the capsule, are nothing but

connective tissue corpuscles. 5. The so-called intercapsular band of

mammals presents two forms : one consisting of a narrow canal con

taining one or two very fine blood-vessels, the other of a number of

layers of septal membranes between the several capsules, mingled with

ramified connective tissue corpuscles. 6. The internal bulb is composed

of a delicate sheath and a homogeneous connective tissue. From the

inner surface of the sheath numerous fibres are given off, which traverse

the internal bulb, and form a kind of supporting framework in its interior.

7. The nuclei with which the internal bulb is provided lie between the

outer sheath and the homogeneous substance. 8. The Pacinian bodies

in birds are probably of simpler structure than those of mammals, and

are especially poor in nuclei. 9. The internal bulb originates in a

remarkable folding of the sheath which invests the nerve fibre running

to the whole corpuscle. 10. Usually only a single fibre goes to each

Pacinian body in mammals ; the occurrence of two is rare ; birds have

never more than one. 1 1. The nerve fibre commonly loses its double

contour suddenly at the point where it enters the internal bulb, but

sometimes retains it for a short distance further. 12. In mammals a

division of the nerve fibre within the bulb frequently, in birds rarely,

occurs. 13. The fibre ends always in a cell, or in cells equal in num

ber to its divisions. 14. With the exception of the medullary sheath,

all the constituents of the double-bordered nerve fibres are found in the

single nerves, which form an immediate continuation of them. 15. The

fibre sometimes appears longitudinally striated, and some of the striae

can be traced into the nucleus of the terminal cell, an additional argu

ment to others that have been advanced, tending to prove that the axis

cylinder is composed of several fibrils proceeding from different nerve

cells. 16. In man the Pacinian bodies of the hand, and especially of

the foot, are abundantly supplied with blood-vessels which enter not

only at the two poles but at any point of the circumference. 17. In

the bodies of both regions in man a loop of a bloodvessel often runs

towards the upper end of the internal bulb and sometimes reaches it.

18. The Pacinian bodies of the mesentery of the cat and those of the

foot of the horse and ox are poorly supplied with vessels, which usually

enter at the pole by which they are attached to the nervous system.

19. In the case of the Pacinian bodies of a variety of birds, especially

of the pigeon, the bloodvessels derived from neighbouring parts, after

reaching the body, wind around but do not penetrate the capsule.

20. The peduncle of the bodies consists of a mcdullated nerve fibre,

which is invested by its own proper sheath of some longitudinal fibres

of the connective tissue, and of one or several small arteries.

Temperature of Nerve.—In the third (Mai-Juin) part of M. Brown-

Se'quard's Archives de Physiologie, M. SchifT continues the interesting

report of his experiments on the increase of temperature in the nerves

and nervous centres resulting from sensorial and sensitive impressions,

to which we drew attention in our last number. The present series of

observations was chiefly made upon fowls. Thermo-electric piles of

copper and bismuth, small and very carefully constructed, were inserted

into the brains of these animals, and the wounds allowed to heal, which

they were found to do completely by the third day. It was requisite that

the fowls should be kept perfectly quiet during the experiment. Their

legs were accordingly stretched out behind them, and the body was

covered with a porcelain vessel, so that the head alone remained free.

The wires issuing from each side of the head of the patient, and con

nected with the battery within the brain, were then attached to a most

delicate galvanometer, special precautions being taken even against the

slightest development of electrical current from the increased tension of

one wire over the other, occasioned by a movement of the bird's head.

When thus confined and at absolute rest, the exposed surfaces of the

animal were slightly irritated by pinching or touching the crest or feet,

cr by pulling the tail feathers, the auditory centres were aroused by

bidden noises, the visual perceptions were excited by moving a coloured

object in front of the eyes, and, in all instances, distinct evidence was

obtained that the psychical activity was accompanied by an exaltation of

temperature. The last-mentioned experiment was peculiarly valuable,

since the psychical impression was twofold, and one portion could be

eliminated. For on waving the coloured object the augmentation of

temperature indicated was partly attributable to fear, and partly to the

psychical operation involved in the perception of the visual impression ;

but after frequent repetitions of the experiment, the animal became ac

customed to the movement, and no longer afraid of it ; and this factor

of fear being thus eliminated, the movement of the indicator of the

galvanometer fell from twelve degrees to a constant of eight.

Blood and Life.—The numbers of the Revue des Cours ScUntifiques

for April 23rd and 30th, contain a resume of the excellent lectures

of Professor Bernard on the functions of the blood. If there be one

proposition which appears to be more general and absolute in physi

ology and medicine than another, it is that the stoppage of the func

tions of the blood immediately occasions death. Yet it is not difficult

to adduce exceptions, though, doubtless, only apparent exceptions to

this statement. It is true that if one of the higher animals be suddenly

deprived of its blood it will at once expire, for the blood nourishes

the tissues and confers their special properties upon them ; but their

denutrition, i.e. the disappearance of their vital manifestations, may be

more or less rapid, and, under certain circumstances, these manifesta

tions may persist for a long time after the subtraction of the blood. This

may be observed at any time in a cold-blooded animal, but especially

during the cold season. A frog, for example, will preserve its vitality

for as long as twenty-four hours after the withdrawal of its blood in

winter, showing clearly that the vital attributes of an animal are resident

in the tissues and not in the blood which bathes them. So again, if in a

frog one of the abdominal veins be opened, and feebly-saline or sugared

water be injected till all the blood is replaced by the solution, or even

by mercury, the animal will still move, leap, and manifest all the

ordinary signs of life for several days. If the web of the foot be now

examined by the microscope, a fluid will be seen to circulate in it

entirely destitute of globules, which, therefore, have been entirely

removed without suspending the vital phenomena. The explanation of

this is not far to seek. The red globules of the blood are necessary in

proportion as the temperature is elevated, and the vital manifestations of

the tissues are intensified. In winter their functions are almost abolished

in consequence of the cold, and direct examination shows that the blood

in the veins is almost as bright as in the arteries. Phenomena essenti

ally similar in character and capable of an analogous explanation are

afforded by the hybernation of animals, and in the cold or "algide"

stage of cholera in man, during which, as Magendie showed long ago,

the circulation may really completely cease, so that no blood shall flow

if the radial or even if the axillary artery be opened, and yet all the

ordinary manifestations of life continue. In both instances a consider

able reduction of temperature is observed, and the functions of the red

corpuscles are correspondingly reduced in activity.

Geology.

Fossil Flora of the Devonian Period.—In a paper read before the

Royal Society, May 5th, Principal Dawson, of M'Gill College, Mont

real, gave an interesting account of recent investigations of the Fossil

Flora of the so-called "Erian," or pre-carboniferous rocks of Canada

and New York, corresponding in age to the Devonian or Old Red Sand

stone system of English geologists. The general features of the vege

tation of this period agree closely with those of the carboniferous epoch,

showing a very great preponderance of forms belonging to the classes

Conifera: and Acrogcns, the Lepidodcndra and other Lycopodiacav being

especially numerous in the lower deposits. Tree-ferns are found as low

down as the Hamilton group of the Erian series. The most remarkable

discovery is that of the remains of the stem of a tree clearly belonging

to the class of Exogens or Dicotyiedones in a rock about the middle of the

Erian formation, no indications of any vegetation of so highly organised

a type having hitherto been found in strata of nearly so great antiquity.

New Discovery respecting Coccoliths.—Dr. Gumbel, of Munich,

has recently, in a letter to Nature, No. 26, for April 28th, established

the existence of coccoliths and coccospheres, almost identical in structure

with those detected by Professor Huxley in recent deep-sea dredgings

from the bed of the Atlantic, in the Trenton limestone and in a yellow

limestone of the Potsdam series, much lower down than they have

hitherto been discovered. He finds that the organic remains of these

minute animals are left as a residuum after the matrix in which they

occur has been heated with highly-diluted acetic or hydrochloric acid.

Prehistoric Congress at Bologna.—The Gazzctta dell Emilia of

April 26th publishes the programme for a Prchistorical Congress to be

held at Bologna from the 1st to the 8th of October next, of which the

following are the principal features :—The Anthropological Exhibition,

&c, in the City will be open to the public during the Congress. Excur

sions will be made to Marabotto to visit the Necropolis, to Modena to

study the Terrarmare of its environs, and to Ravenna to inspect its im

portant monuments. The organizing Committee proposes the considera
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tion of the following questions :- -I. The stone age in Italy ; 2. The

caverns on the Mediterranean shores, and those of Tuscany in par

ticular, compared with those of the South of France ; 3. The lake dwell

ings and tourbiires of North Italy. Subscriptions of twelve liras are

payable to the treasurer, Count A. Guidell, the President of the

Chamber of Commerce at Bologna, by those desiring to take part.

Many men of science have already accepted the invitation.

Botany.

Fertilization of Ferns. — In Pringsheim's Jahrhich fiir wissen-

schafiliche Botanii, vol. vii. section 3, is an important paper on this

subject by Dr. E. Strasburger, correcting certain errors of previous

observers as to the manner in which fertilization is effected in crypto

gams. He commences the account of his experiments by tracing, from

their earliest condition, the development of the antheridia, or cells pro

ducing the spermatozoids, and states that the growth of their lateral cells

presents the first example of annular cell-formation by division in the

vegetable kingdom. After detailing, step by step, the growth of the

cells, Dr. Strasburger observes that the new twin cells are distinguished

from ordinary cells by the difference of their contents, the inner one

being stuffed with annular protoplasm, the outer one containing at first

an almost colourless sap with a single scarcely observable nucleus, and

a few scattered grains of chlorophyll. The spermatozoids, after escap

ing from the antheridium, enter, by a very peculiar twisting motion, due

to the action of the mucus of the germ-cell, into the central cell of the

archegonium, where they meet with the germ. A large number of the

spermatozoids will enter a single cell, forming a kind of chain, but

fertilization appears to be effected by one only.

Vegetable Oils as preservatives from malaria.—The Cazzetla

Uffieiale del Regno d Italia of the 12th April reports that Professor

Mantegazza has made a very interesting communication to the Lombard

Institute of Science and Letters respecting his experimental inquiries

on the action of essential oils and emanations fromflowers in the produc

tion of the atmospheric medium and their hygienic utility. He seems

to have ascertained that flowers exhale large quantities of ozone supe

rior to that obtained from phosphorus, electricity, or the decompo

sition of permanganate of potash. For the most part the emanation

takes place only under the direct action of the sunlight, and scarcely

at all in the dark. In consequence of these experiments the cultiva

tion of aromatic plants and the use of aromas is recommended particu

larly in marshy and malarious countries. The Professor recommends

the rural population of marshy districts, especially those engaged in the

cultivation of rice, to carry with them small quantities of spirits of tur

pentine and other cheap aromatic substances.

Chemistry.

Preparation of Pure Nitrogen.—M. Berthelot has communicated

to the Chemical Society of Paris a simple process for preparing pure

nitrogen without the aid of special apparatus. In a flask, having the

capacity of from ten to fifteen litres, about 200 grammes of clean copper

turnings are placed together, with a quantity of solution of ammonia

leaving part of the metal uncovered. The flask is stopped by a cork

provided with a safety-tube, and also with an ordinary delivery-tube

which is temporarily closed by means of an indiarubber cap. The con

tents of the flask are allowed to react for a few days, being agitated

from time to time. The oxygen of the air originally in the flask is thus

completely absorbed, and also that of the air which enters by the safety-

tube according to the variations of pressure and temperature. The

nitrogen that remains may then be displaced by water which has been

deprived of its dissolved oxygen by the aid of a little ammonia and

copper turnings. Having been washed with concentrated sulphuric acid,

the gas is then collected over water or mercury unless it is to be used

directly in some reaction.

Detection of Organic Matter in Air.—Mr. K. T. Chapman, follow

ing a line of research indicated by Mr. Wanklyn, extends the "ammonia

method " of water analysis to the estimation of the organic matter con

tained in air (Journal Chan. See.. April). By the aid of an aspirator

he draws the air to be examined through a damp layer of powdered

pumice which has previously been heated to redness. When sufficient

air has thus been deprived of organic matter, he transfers the pumice to

a retort containing water which has been freed from ammonia and organic

matter. Having now communicated the organic impurities of the air

to the water, he proceeds witli the "ammonia method' of water analysis.

Air collected from the neighbourhood of an untrapped sink, when ex

amined in this way, will be found to contain notable quantities of

volatile and non-volatile organic matter.

Archaeological Chemistry. — Some years ago M. Delesse called

attention to the fact that the bones found in post-pliocene deposits

often contain notable quantities of ossein or bone-cartilage, and sug

gested that the relative ages of such fossils might sometimes be deter

mined by chemical analysis. M. Scheurer-Kestner now sees an import

ant sign of age in the condition of the retained nitrogenous matter.

The experiments recounted in his recent communication to the Faris

Chemical Society prove that a great number of bones which have been

buried for ages contain, besides ossein, a nitrogenous substance soluble

in water. He supposes that ossein is transformed into this new sub

stance during the slow decomposition of the bone. Running water

gradually removes the modified ossein, and consequently the ancient

bones found in loose pervious soils contain very little organic matter.

On the other hand, bones buried in compact clay or loam may retain a

large quantity of the soluble modified ossein. The rate of decomposition

varies with the nature of the soil, its chemical composition, and its

physical condition, so that a comparison of relics obtained from different

soils is profitless. But the chemical constitution of bones found at the

same depth in the same deposit throws much light on their relative age.

M. Scheurer-Kestner has been led by his analyses to the conclusion

that a human parietal bone, a portion of the skull of a deer, and the

tibia of a mammoth, were all buried in a loam-bed at Eguisheim at

the same geological epoch.

The Province of Mineral Chemistry.—Under this title an admir

able paper by Dr. Kolbe, of Leipzig, is printed in the May number of

the Philosophical Magazine. Comparing the mode of proceeding in the

analysis of inorganic with that in the analysis of organic compounds, he

refers to the splendid results which have followed from the method of

separating the latter first of all into their proximate elements ; and

argues that if the same method were pursued in the case of such com

plicated inorganic bodies as felspar and other silicates, the present em

pirical formula; for which are a mere jumble of symbols, important

consequences would result for the cultivation of inorganic chemistry.

Absorption Spectra of Nitrous and Hyponitric Anhydrides.—

Dr. Luck has re-investigated the absorption spectra of these substances,

the effect of which on sunlight was described by Brewster nearly forty

years ago. Having prepared the two anhydrides with special care, he

found that the dark absorption lines given by the two correspond ex

actly. Two explanations of this phenomenon are possible. One is

based upon the view that hyponitric anhydride is a mixture of nitrous

and nitric anhydrides, that therefore the absorption spectrum of hypo

nitric anhydride is due to the nitrous anhydride into which it decom

poses. The other, which is considered by the author as more correct,

is founded on the fact that pure nitrous anhydride, when heated, de

composes into nitric oxide and hyponitric anhydride, and that the latter

is the body which really causes the dark lines. Nitrous anhydride, con

sequently, is known only at low temperatures.

Physics.

A Cause of Error in Electroscopic Ezporiments.—Sir Charles

Wheatstone has called the attention of the Royal Society to an elec

trical effect that may vitiate the indications of an electroscope or electro

meter. In the course of some experiments on conduction and induction

he was frequently delayed by unforeseen results. Occasionally he found

that he could not discharge the electrometer with his finger, and that it

was necessary before commencing another experiment, to place himself

in communication with a gas-pipe which entered the room. At first he

could not explain how he had become charged with electricity, but a

series of observations and experiments soon led him to the true solution.

His body had become charged in walking across the room. .When he

first observed this fact, the weather was frosty, but he finds it repeated

in all states of the weather provided the room be perfectly dry. The

most essential condition of the production of these phenomena appears

to be that the boot or shoe must have a thin sole and be perfectly dry.

If the sole be polished by wear, the effects are intensified. By rubbing

the sole against the carpet or rug, the electricities are separated ; the

carpet assumes the positive, the sole the negative state. The former,

being a tolerably good insulator, prevents the positive electricity from

running away to the earth ; while the sole of the foot, being a much

better conductor, readily allows the charge of negative electricity to pass

into the body. So effective is the excitation that, if three persons hold

each other by the hands, and the first rubs the carpet with his foot while

the third touches the plate of the electrometer with his finger, a strong

charge is communicated to the instrument.

Modifications of Smee's Battsry.—In the Journal de Pharmacie el

dc Ckimie for April, M. Figuier gives the results of his attempts to con

struct an inexpensive constant battery on Smee's principle. Instead of

the costly plates of platinised platinum or platinised silver, he employs

plates of gas-retort carbon coated with spongy platinum or silver, or

even with a peculiar form of carbon. To obtain the coating of platinum,

the plates are wetted with a moderately concentrated solution of platinic

chloride applied by means of a brush, then dried over the flame of a

Bunsen burner, and finally heated in the flame until the metal is re

duced. The deposit of metallic silver is not so readily produced. The

plates, having been wetted with a solution of silver nitrate, are exposed,

while still moist, to the action of hydrochloric acid gas, in order that

the nitrate may be converted into the insoluble chloride ; they arc

then dried and heated until the chloride fuses and becomes firmly

attached to the carbon. The plates need no further preparation, as the
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silver will be reduced by the action of the hydrogen liberated in the

cells of the battery. According to M. Figuier, carbon plates coated

with platinum or silver by the processes indicated are more effective than

the plates used by Smee. The innumerable fine points of the mossy

metallic coverings facilitate the escape of hydrogen from the surfaces of

the conducting plates, and thus promote the regular action of the

battery. A vesicular surface of carbon from which the gas will pass off

freely can be produced by the following method : An egg is beaten up

with five or six times its volume of water and half its volume of honey

or simple syrup, and the mixture thus obtained is applied to the carbon

plates two or three times. After each application the plates are gently

dried and then exposed to the flame of a Bunsen burner or spirit-lamp

until the deposit ceases to give off smoke. The plates thus prepared

must be well washed with a large quantity of water before they are

used. Whether platinum, silver, or carbon be the surface material, the

coated plates are connected with plates of zinc in vessels charged with

diluted sulphuric acid. For a large battery the primitive form of

trough, without divisions, may be adopted with advantage.

Professor Frazer, of Edinburgh, whose edition of the Life and Works

of Bishop Berkeley will shortly be published, is at present in Ireland,

collecting materials for a biography of the philosopher, respecting whom

much information hitherto unpublished has come to light. The forth

coming edition will contain an additional tract, preserved in Berkeley's

autograph in the library of Trinity College, Dublin, and hitherto

unpublished.
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On the Present State and Condition of Prehistoric Remains in the

Channel Islands. By Lieut. Oliver. In the Journal of the Ethnological

Society for April.

On Descartes' Discourse on the Method of Using the Reason Rightly-

By Professor Huxley. Macmillan's Mag. May. [An able plea for the

writer's philosophical faith. There is one philosophy, Idealism, and

Materialism is its expression.]

Origin of Animal Worship, &c. By Herbert Spenser. Fortnightly.

[Derived from the worship of ancestors whose nicknames— derived from

animals, &c.—have ceased, by lapse of time, to be metaphorical.]

L'Instinct et l'lntelligence. By Andre Sanson. In La Philosophic

Positive for May-June.

On Anthracene and Alizarine. By Graebe and Liebermann. In

Liebig's Annalen for 1870. Supplementband vii. pp. 257-322. [An

important article, describing the first instance of the artificial produc

tion of a natural vegetable colouring production.]

The Nature of the Chemical,Elements as a Function of their Com

bining Weights. By L.Meyer. In Liebig's Annalen 1011870. Supplement-

band vii. pp. 354-364. [An extension to all the elements of the long-

observed relations existing between the combining weights and properties

in certain well-marked groups of the elements. A plate is appended.]
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Blanford, W. J. Observations on the Geology and Zoology of
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History.

History of the College of St. John the Evangelist, Cambridge,

by Thomas Baker, B.D., Ejected Fellow. Edited for the Syndics

of the University Press, by John E. B. Mayor, M.A., Fellow of

St. John's College. 2 Parts, pp. lx. and 1235. Cambridge: at

the University Press, 1869.

This book contains a history of St. John's House or Hos

pital, Cambridge, and of St. John's College, its successor.

The history of the former is by Baker, a Fellow of St. John's

College, ejected for not taking the oaths to George I. ; and

the history of the college is begun by him, continued by

Cole—a Tory also, and ended by Mr. Mayor. There are

added lives of the Johnian bishops, by Baker and by Mr.

Mayor, lists of the masters or priors of the house, and of the

masters of the college, of the senior and other fellows of the

latter, of its deans, treasurers, sacrists, subsacrists, lecturers,

preachers, of some of its undergraduates, of benefactors to

its library ; and, lastly, specimens of oaths of qualification,

and a kalendar of documents relating to the college, and

now in its treasury. (A list of the other documents of the

kind at St. John's, made by Mr. H. T. Riley, is printed by

the Historical MSS. Commission, Rep. I. pp. 74-7.) The

book is annotated partly by Baker and by Cole, but chiefly

by Mr. Mayor. Serviceable though imperfect indices are

subjoined. A life of Baker, which Masters cannot be said

to have written, might have been prefixed.

The work displays very wide reading, and it will be of

great use to members of the college and of the university,

and, perhaps, of still greater use to students of English his

tory, ecclesiastical, political, social, literary and academical,

who have hitherto had to be content with " Dyer."

The history of St. John's House, indeed, is that of a little

religious society, most likely of Austin Canons, first remark

able when it was blended, in the reign of Edward I., by

Bp. Hugh of Balsham, into one body and one college with

some secular students, to live " according to the rule of the

scholars known as those of Merton," at Oxford. Merton

College had ground at Cambridge near the castle, on which

stood Pythagoras's School, now (I believe) a ruinous barn,

and this St. John's House held. Little is known of the

house as a place of education—it was no doubt rather an

inn than a school—and, after being acknowledged by the

king in 1500 to be a college, it was dissolved by a bull—-

" a very powerful one, for [Julius II.] was a son of thunder"

—early in the reign of Henry VIII.

Its dissolution led Lady Margaret to think of founding

St. John's College ; but, as she had to leave to Wolsey the

changing of St. Fridiswyde's at Oxford into a house of learn

ing, so she had to leave to Fisher the accomplishment of

her Cambridge plan. Its statutes were modelled on those

of Christ's, Cambridge, and enlarged from those of Corpus

Christi, Oxford, and from those of the Cardinal's College,

afterwards King's, and now Christ Church.

Its chronicle takes the shape of a series of lives of its

masters, from Shorton, appointed in 1511, to Tatham, who

died in 1857; and it gives us a gallery of pictures, not of its

own changes and chances only, but of the chief events in

English history since its foundation—pictures, happily or

unhappily, due to partisans.

We see at first the monasteries dissolved, and, rising on

their ruins, the reformed Church and houses of the new

learning. Then the new learning dwindles in the struggle

between the reactionists and the advancing party, between

Catholicity and Puritanism—" the controversies of religion"

being "disputed openly in the chapel." Next Puritanism is in

a great measure rooted out of the college, and " Papist " and

" Puritan " cease to be terms of distinction. The Civil War

follows : the endowments of the History Lecturer, of the

Logic Lecturer, of the Metaphysical Lecture founded by

Sandys, of the " Saxon " Lecture founded by Spelman, are

" lost in the iniquity of the times ; " Cromwell seizes on the

master in chapel, carries him off to London, and lodges

him in the Tower. But, because this does him too much

honour, or costs too much, he is put on board a ship and

clapped under deck, to be sent or sold to the plantations :

meanwhile St. John's is robbed of its money, its coins, its

altar-plate, and even turned into a jail. But, in the height

of the Puritan ascendency, under masters not perhaps so

learned as their forerunners, but such good governors and
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strict disciplinarians that learning flourished at St. John's

no less than at Merton, there rise the Legitimists, and Puri

tanism crumbles. Then comes 1688: the late master is one

of the Seven Bishops, and yet ends as a nonjuror, and the

college, after opposing Popery, turns Jacobite. Under Wil

liam and Mary, under Anne, under George I., the heads are

Tories, and many of the fellows—our author, Baker, included

—suffer for their Toryism. Then we have a Whig master

at war with his fellows ; but at last, after the '45, the feeling

against the young Pretender, which made Oxford Hanoverian,

prevailed also at St. John's. Then arise, curiously and even

incomprehensibly connected, movements in favour of chang

ing the round caps worn by undergraduates for square

ones, of abolishing tests, of Methodism, of improving uni

versity education. Of these the first succeeds, the others

are arrested by the hatred of Liberalism and of France

■which the Great Revolution caused. Lord Palmerston is

an officer in the Johnian volunteers; Frend, whose trial is

known to all acquainted with the life of Coleridge, is expelled

for heresy ; Dr. Craven, the Master of St. John's, who signs

the decree for that expulsion, though " a Christian indeed

in whom there was no guile," establishes lectures on Sunday

evenings to keep his undergraduates from Simeon's church.

The close of the history is, as courtesy demands that it

should be, quiet and reticent even to monotony, but full of

research and not devoid of interest.

The lives of the bishops are, no doubt, a large contribu

tion, though a most unostentatious one, to that neglected

subject, the history of the English Church. And yet, by

.giving, out of 1295 pp., 163 pp. to Dr. Marsh, and 66 pp.

to Dr. Butler, Mr. Mayor has robbed himself of room in

which he might have told us more about the position of the

Altar in the last three centuries, about bowing towards it,

about candles, about fasting, about daily services, about the

Sacraments. Nor does he shew that Marsh introduced

critical theology into England, as he aims at shewing, still

less that Butler (a candidate in 1806 for the Head Master

ship of Rugby) anticipated Arnold as a reformer of schools.

As to Marsh, Mr. Mayor omits to quote the letter of

George III. to Pitt, printed by Lord Stanhope (vol. iii.

app. xix). It is a much more unhappy omission, when,

adhering to his plan of not formally noticing any Johnians

but fellows, he passes over Kirke White and Mason, and

•even the great name of Bentley.

It is a sign of the width of Mr. Mayor's subject, and by

no means a reproach to him, that he now and then leaves

out things of importance. Thus as to the celibacy of fellows

(pp. 186, 563, 577, 604, 605, 1073), the case of Pilkington,

who, in 1559, after his wife's death, was restored to his fellow

ship (p. 287) , should have been compared with Abp. Cranmer's,

and contrasted with that (p. 135) of Leaver ; the attempt

made about 1765 to enable fellows to marry should have

been illustrated by the attempt made in 1798, and by such

pamphlets as A Letter on the Celibacy of Fellou's (1794), Re

flections on that topic, Farish's Toleration of Marriage (c.

1800), and the Ode to Trinity College, Cambridge (1812).

Again, quoting the case of a fellow's retaining his fellowship

after a clandestine marriage, Mr. Mayor does not allude to

the similar incident in The Humours of Oxford, nor to the

history of Trinity College, Dublin, nor to the case in which

such a marriage went far to create a presumption of a child's

illegitimacy (Hylton's case, Vesey junior, vi. 295) ; and he

refers to Oxford history without instancing in Peter Martyr's

wife, in Mrs. Cox and Mrs. Fell at Christ Church, in Mrs.

Spencer of Corpus Christi, in Mrs. English, in the Warden

of" Wadham, and without quoting Warton or Graves and

The Spiritual Quixote.

Then as to plays and the observance of Sunday : if

Plautus's Aulularia was acted before Elizabeth in King's

Chapel till late on Sunday night, and if the prcevaricator

harangued in Great St. Mary's (pp. 159, 573, 574, 583, 584,

616, 617), so at Oxford, even under the Puritans, and till

200 years ago, did the Terra: Fi/ii recite in the University

Church, and plays were acted at St. John's (as at the Inner

Temple) on all festivals from All Souls' till Lent ; lastly, the

Tripus or Tripos (a corruption, perhaps, of Terra Filius)

and the " music-speaker " answered roughly to the Oxford

" music-lecturer."

So reading of the use of tobacco, we miss not only illus

trations from Oxford history but also a notice of the regret

with which about 1750 the Cambridge authorities saw their

pupils leave the pipe and the tankard for musical societies,

and the story told by Gunning of the tutor's reflections on

the smoking habits of the head of his house.

Then a note on the ages at which students matri

culated, on the punishments inflicted on them, and on the

amusements in which they indulged — matters of more

than antiquarian interest — would have been acceptable.

In 1565 we find them Protestants, and discarding their

surplices: in 1601 they are patriotic, and engage with

their "overthwart neighbours" at Trinity, as the Scotists

and the Smiglecians did battle in Logic Lane, Oxford, or as

the Templars fought with the students of Lincoln's Inn in

Fleet Street : " amateur theatricals," which received mflre

countenance from Universities and Colleges then than they

enjoy now, afforded the occasion, and the Trinity men were

armed with clubs, stones, and water. The Johnians are

forbidden in 1740 to get out of college at night by break

ing open doors, scaling walls, leaping ditches, or any other

way ; forbidden to lounge in the courts or in the cloisters,

and ordered to go to their rooms after "roll-call." In 1764

it is agreed firstly that if any undergraduate make any dis

turbance in the hall at the time when any other undergra

duate is reading an acknowledgment of his offences, he shall

be rusticated: and secondly, "to send Dr. Heberden" (a

man opposed to tests) "a collar of brawn every Christmas.",

The bursar's books at St. John's must be invaluable to a

historian of prices. For the half century before 1582, when

wheat and malt averages began to be taken every six months,

there are no accounts kept by monasteries, and those kept

by private persons are trivial. We must therefore go to col

leges, and of these St. John's, which is said to have been

singular in baking its own bread (it was not till about 1600

that Trinity began to do so), is, perhaps, the most important.

The proclamations issued under Philip and Mary by the

Oxford Vice-Chancellor, and printed by Mr. Lloyd, may be

considered exceptional : I do not know whether the Eton

books go back farther than 1595, or whether those of

Winchester go back so far. Mr. Mayor gives us scattered

hints as to corn rent (index s. v. rent), baking (pp. 430,

432, 439, 549, 551, 1075), beer (pp. 383, 549, 551, 1040),

greens (p. 1038), capons (index /. c. and p. 1039), meat

(pp. 1040, 1070-3, 1075, 1088), and "commons" (pp. 81,

99> I075)- Let us hope that when that evidence of the

value of money, with which Professor Rogers could supply

us from sources such as these, is made ready to our hand,

Bp. Fleetwood's Chronicon Pretiosum, which might well be

quoted by Lord Hardwicke in 1749, will not again be quoted,

even in argument, as it was lately in the Queen's Bench.

The literary history of the college begins in the radiance

of the new learning with the names of Croke, the first real

public orator, of Cheke, the last real " Master of Glomery,"

and of Ascham : Cecil, afterwards Lord Burghley, as Mr.

Mayor might have told us, having entered at 14, and read

the Sophistic Lecture at 16, reads the Greek Lecture at 19,

" as a gentleman, for his exercise, upon pleasure, without
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pension," as Colet, returned from Italy, had lectured at

Oxford on St. Paul's Epistles. But soon, to foster scholastic

disputations, falling into disuse on account of the study of the

classics, the students are directed to take one of their pro

blems from Antonius Andreas, or Porphyry, or Aristotle, one

from Buridan, or Petrus Tartaret, or Joannes de Magistris,

the junior fellows to take theirs from Duns Scotus, the

seniors from Plato or Aristotle (p. 343). So "Duns, with all

the rable of barbarous questionistes, dispossessed of their

place and rowmes Aristotle, Plato, Tullie and Demosthenes,

whom" Cheke and others " had brought to fiorishe as notable

at Cambrige as ever they did in Grece and in Italie" (p.

576). Hence about 1580, only two men at St. John's,

Downs and his pupil Bois, knew the 'Greek tongue. The

former restored it when almost lost and forgotten in that

society : he was the correspondent of Casaubon and the

admiration of Joseph Scaliger. The latter is famed for his

notes on Chrysostom. A list of the college lectures in the

latter half of the 16th century shews the germs of that desire

for self-sufficiency, which led Whittaker to call St. John's an

university (pp. 184, 507, 508). There were lectures in

Hebrew (and Dialectic), Greek, Latin, Rhetoric, Logic, etc.,

Philosophy, Physics, Mathematics ; each lecture implied a

lecturer, or sub-lecturer, or both, and an examiner. Lord

Maynard's Lecturer in Logic was to have £,(>o a year, and to

lecture twice a week. It does not appear when Duncan's

" Elements " began to dispense collegially (as Sir W.

Hamilton says) " a muddy scantling of metaphysics, psy

chology, and dialectic, in the university where Downam

taught : " but the study of Logic seems to have declined in

the earlier part of the present century, if, at least, St. John's

was the one Cambridge college at which Mr. de Morgan

found a logic lecturer to whom to send a logical work of his.

The "Master of Glomery " had presided in the Middle

Ages over the study of grammar, but by this time his func

tions had, as it were, been distributed.

In 1775 and in 1782, when the educational reforms of

Jebb and others had given to mathematical studies that

impetus which " Oxymel Classic" deplored, the Johnian

undergraduates had still their themes, or, as we should say,

their essays to write for the Rhetoric Lecturer. As to college

and university examinations see pp. 1058, 1059, 1066, 1067,

1071.

Lastly, the student of academical history will find the

Jacobite Baker agreeing with the Whig view that the Crown

should appoint the heads of houses (p. 1 99) ; he will see how

Laud befriended foreign scholars (p. 635), how St. John's, in

1756 and in 1763, when English sympathies were at their

narrowest, sent money to the college's of Debreczin in Hun

gary, of Philadelphia, and of New York (pp. 1038, 1040) ;

he will miss a full account, even an account as full as that

in Wetherell's speech in 1834, and in Hamilton's Discus

sions, of the right of archbishops to visit the universities in

their provinces (pp. 216, 505, 628), and he will miss other

things, the want of which it is ungracious to notice, for, on

the whole, the work is not only most interesting but such as

no one but Mr. Mayor could have given us.

R. Robinson.

Old English History for Children.—By E. A. Freeman, M.A., late

Fellow of Trinity College. London: Macmillan & Co., 1869.

Five hundred years ago a fine example was set to men of

letters by Chaucer when he left the Squire's Tale half told

to write for the benefit of his son Lewis, Bred and mylke for

children. We count it no small gain for the rising genera

tion of our own time that Mr. Freeman, following this pre

cedent, should have paused in his great work on the Norman

Conquest to put together, as he tells us, " bit by bit for the use-

of my own children," this Old English History. The opening

chapters of Mr. Freeman's book, are respectively entitled,—

" Who first lived in Britain." " How Britain was a Roman

Province." "How Britain became England;" and, "The

Foundations of the English Kingdom." These are the work

of a master whose own mind holds the subject with so firm

a grasp that he can set it clearly, soundly, and thoroughly

before the children, as it has never till now been presented

to them. A high and special value is given to the book

from its being written with certain aims, which Mr. Freeman

explains in the preface. He has wished, " to teach children

from the very first to distinguish true history alike from

legend and from wilful invention;" and also, "to understand

the nature of historical authorities, and to weigh one state

ment against another." Also, " to shew that clear, accurate,

and scientific views of history, or indeed of any subject, may

be easily given to children from the very first ;" and, " to

connect the history of England with the general history of

civilised Europe, and to make the book serve as a more

accurate study of historical geography." The legends add a

great charm to the book. These are marked off from the

narrative by a change of style, and their respective claims

to belief are carefully discussed either in the text or the

notes. Each teaches a lesson, illustrates a passing event, or

brings out into relief some especially strong feeling of the

time. And under Mr. Freeman's treatment their value rises-

beyond that of merely beautiful and striking stories—they

become the parables of history. Moreover, they have been

so happily chosen as to suggest that the writer may have

experimented by telling his little scholars most of the stories

of our early history ; wisely selecting those which took the

firmest hold on their minds ; an impression strengthened by

the fact that several of the tales are told of children. As,

for example, the pathetic story of the little King, which

might, by the way, furnish the teacher with an apt illustra

tion of the growth of fable. Anglo-Saxon hagiology supplies

two other legends of the same kind ; that of the boy princes,

^Fthelred and ^Fthelbriht murdered by their relative, the

king of Kent, and of Wistan, son of Wimund, king of

Mercia, also slain by a kinsman. They probably belong to

a group of tales which would naturally form round the true

murder of the two grandsons of Clovis by their uncles, Hlo-

thar, and Hilderic, a tragedy with which their constant

intercourse with the Franks must have made our forefathers

familiar. In all three stories a pillar of light reveals the

burial-place, and in that of Kenelm, Florence of Worcester,

no doubt improving the appropriate metaphor of some

earlier writer into a fact, tells how from his decapitated

head, " columba alba pennis aureis in caelum evolat ;" a

marvel which William of Malmesbury in his turn developes

into the miracle which Mr. Freeman gives from his version.

We are rather surprised to find St. Cuthbert mentioned as

" hardly known except in the North," and that the dedication

of a Somersetshire church to him is to be reckoned extra

ordinary. Cuthbert is a national saint just as his biographer.

Beda, is a national writer. Many churches south of" the

Humber, especially in East Anglia, bear his name. In the

A. S. Litany of the Paris Psalter he is invoked immediately

after Gregory and Augustine, and with them and Benedict he

shares the honour of a separate discourse in the Homilies.

The gist of the author's excellent remarks on the treat

ment of legend is that the story should be told precisely

as we find it, and that any transformation of legend into

history by partial attempts to rationalise it is illicit. In the

" Story of King Edwin " he cannot be said to abide by his

own rules. For where Bcda gives the superiority of num

bers to the East Anglian king, remarking that Rredwald's
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sudden onslaught did not give /Ethelfrith time to collect

all his forces, Mr. Freeman tells us just the reverse. Again,

Beda asserts with perfect faith that the stranger of Edwin's

vision was a spirit, but speaks more guardedly of the super

natural revelation of the sign to Paullinus, perhaps thinking

it just possible that the queen might have confided it to her

confessor. Nothing whatever is gained by the turn the story

takes under Mr. Freeman's hands, " then Edwin knew that

it was he who spake to him by night as he sat at the gate

of the house of Raedwald," for the presence of Paullinus at

that time and place must be reckoned sheer fiction.

The contemporary charge brought against Godwine in

respect of Alfred the .Etheling is dismissed as "a most

unlikely story." But surely if Godwine be regarded as no

better, and no worse, than most of his contemporaries, he

would not scruple to take the shortest method to rid

himself of any one who stood in the way of his designs.

Mr. Freeman's account of the matter is that Alfred came

into England with a large Norman following, in hopes to

obtain at least the crown of Wessex for himself, that God

wine met him at Guildford—with what object it is not easy

to say ; that shortly after this meeting, but quite independ

ently of it, Harold's people seized the ^Etheling, inflicted

atrocities on his Normans, and "he himself was taken to Ely,

where his eyes were put out, and he soon afterwards died."

He gives as an argument for Godwine's innocence that

the Earl had opposed Harold's election, and had no motive

to betray the ^Etheling to him. Finally, a note adds that

Godwine is charged with the crime in one version only of

the Chronicles, and that "the story can hardly be recon

ciled with the history as given in the other versions." The

Abingdon chronicler, writing in the heart of Godwine's

earldom, and at the time—for the handwriting stops at

1046—brings the guilt home to him by name. He tells

that Alfred was on his way to join his mother, but, " that

neither Earl Godwine, nor the other men who had mickle

power would suffer, because the cry was then greatly in

favour of Harold, though that was unjust." In the attack

on Alfred and his retinue Godwine is the chief actor. He

takes the prince prisoner, and keeps him in his own custody

until it was aredd—oHp man gericddc—to convey him to Ely.

The Worcester Chronicle—well known, by the way, as the

one version which gives any account of the battle of Hast

ings—exactly reflects the history of the crime, only suppres

sing the name of the chief criminal. So when the Abingdon

form has, " But Godwine let him, and set him in prison,

and his companions he put to flight, and some in divers

ways he slew," &c. ; and the Worcester offers this variation,

" Then he let him be set in prison, and his companions he

eke,"&c, we can no more doubt that he means Godwine

than we can doubt that ER in last week's Kladderadatsch

represents Napoleon III. All the other redactions pass over

the affair in complete silence. The ^itheling does not

appear in the Chronicle as a claimant for the crown, but it

was evidently thought that his presence in the kingdom

would strengthen Harold's election, against which the Wes

sex nobles, led by Godwine, were in strong opposition.

We expect the military side of the history, largely deve

loped as it is, and lighted up with the fiery battle songs of

I.runanburh and Maldon, will find great favour with boys.

But war and politics fill up too much of the foreground for

the book to present a complete picture of Old English life.

This is the more to be regretted, as to a writer of Mr.

Freeman's research and learning abundant original sources

offer material for a sketch of the moral and social life

of our forefathers, of their literature, and religious belief.

Something too might have been said upon the history, cus

toms, and mythology of the Northmen, all of which afford

a glimpse into the motives which made war and piracy a

necessary part of their existence. The defect is a real loss

to children, for whom all this would have been the better

part of the history ; for where will they find a writer to tell

it to them as Mr. Freeman could have told it?

G. Waring.

PinLIP JAFFE.

The death of Philip Jaffe is one of the greatest losses that historical

science has sustained of late years. Of Jewish parentage (born at

Schwersen, near Fosen, Feb. 17, 1819), he was one of those whom

Ranke's teaching and example won over to the cause of historical

research. Kanke has himself told us that none of his scholars showed

such burning zeal for these studies as Jafle. His first works were The

History of the Empire under Lothaire the Saxon, in 1843, soon followed

by The History under Conrad III. His vocation, however, was not to

write history, but to collect the materials for it, and we owe some of

our best critical and philological editions of the mediaeval historians and

collections of documents to the clear insight which so soon recognised

its true sphere of action. In 185 1 he published the Regesta Pontificum

Romanorum ab eoudita eeclesia ad a. p. Chr. u. 1 198. Eleven thousand

papal bulls, letters, decrees, documents of all kinds, are here arranged

in chronological order, and edited with the necessary critical and his

torical annotations. The work will doubtless be continued some day

when the Vatican throws open those 2016 volumes of the Regesta since

Innocent III. to the scholars of Kurope. Nearly all the earlier docu

ments are lost, but Jaffe's great collection almost repairs the loss. The

history of the Church so interpenetrates that of the State in the middle

ages, so many privileges were granted to monasteries and universi

ties, so many dispensations to individuals, that much of the private as

well as the public history of our own country lies hid in the treasury of

the Vatican. Jaffe, too, was one of Pertz's chief coadjutors in editing

the Monumenla GermanUc from 1854 to 1863. His pala'ographical

experience made his work always reliable, and from the fulness of his

knowledge he wrote rapidly but surely. His last great work, the

Bibliotheca Rerum Gcrmauiearum, of which five volumes have appeared

(the sixth, which contains Alcuin's Letters, is said to have been left

nearly completed) groups the scattered material of the Monumenla,

combined with fresh matter, into something like a series of organic

wholes. Thus all the writings connected with Charlemagne, with

Gregory VII., with S. Boniface, are collected and arranged so as to

reflect light on one another. There is unfortunately sometimes an ap

pearance of rivalry with the Monumenla, which was perhaps unavoid

able. This will be clear if we compare Jaffe's edition of Einhard with

that of Pertz, but the superiority of Jaffe's edition is also clear. Some

of the volumes derive their unity from their relation to places rather

than to persons, e.g. the collections of documents relating to Mainz or

to Bamberg. Every student recognised these volumes as models of

what editions of mediaeval writings ought to be, and looked forward to

their appearance with eagerness. English students were especially glad

to hear that Alcuin was the next author to be critically edited. But it

was not to be. The lonely man devoted himself more and more to his

favourite pursuits till the physical strength was overtasked, the brain

overwrought. Jaffe died by his own hand. He will be mourned not

only by old friends, such as Ranke and Mommsen, or by the young

students to whom he was so ready to give the fullest information on

subjects where he was the acknowledged master, but by many in all

parts of Europe who sympathised with his mind and profited by his

labours. (We owe the leading facts of this notice to the account given

of him in the Berlin National-Zeitung by his friends Alfred Dove and

Prof. Dummler.)

Contents of the Journals.

Forschungen zur Deutschen Geaohichte, zehnten Bandes erstes

Heft, Gottingen, 1870.—I. Der Kreuzzug von Friederich I., von Dr.

S. O. Riczler. [The history of Frederic Barbarossa's expedition is car

ried down to the death of Frederic Duke of Suabia, in Jan. 1 1 90.

Appended to the narrative are critical notices of the contemporary

chroniclers, a chronological list of the letters and state papers relating

to the expedition, and an index of proper names.]—II. Ucber den Be-

richt der Gelmhauser Urkunde von der Verurtheilung Heinrich des

Lowen, von Prof. G. Waitz. [An attempt to reconcile the other ac

counts of the proceedings against that prince, with the statement of it

contained in the Gelmhauser document.]—III. Briefe Johan Sleidans

an den Cardinal Johan du Bellay, 1542-7. Mitgetheilt von Dr. L.

Geiger. [The twenty letters of this collection are valuable chiefly as

literary curiosities, Dr. Geiger himself admitting that they throw only

a feeble light upon the relations between France and the Smalcaldic

League.]

Archivio Storico Italiano, X. 2. Firenze, 1869.—M. Tabarrini

publishes some letters of Jacopo da Volterra to Pope Innocent VIII.,

which show how anxiously Lorenzo dei Medici strove to maintain peace
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in Italy. The letters contain his advice as to how to deal with Lodo-

vico il Moro, who then ruled Milan on behalf of the miserable Duke

Gian Galcazzo. They are of course in Latin, and good specimens of

the correspondence of the I'apal agents, l'rof. Bocchi has an article on

"The Ancient Adria," and (iabriele Rosa on the " Statutes of Brescia

in the Middle Ages." P. Rotomli points out the importance of the

Italian portion of the Annals of Vincent of Prague, who came into Italy

in the suite of Ladislaus, the king of Bohemia, during the wars of Fre

deric Barbarossa. The destruction of Milan and the victory of Legnano

are subjects of unfailing interest. G. Valentinelli reviews two English

works, that of E. Cheney, on the illuminated official manuscripts of the

Venetian Republic, and \V. R. Drake's Notes on Venetian Ceramics.

Grenzboten, April 8, 1870, contains a notice of the forged manu

scripts of Arborea, in Sardinia, which were submitted to the decision of

the Academy of Berlin. Fechner discusses the question raised as to the

genuineness of the Holbein's Madonna, which is one of the gems of the

Dresden Gallery, and which some think a copy by a later band of

Holbein's Madonna at Darmstadt. Both represent the family of Meier,

the Burgomaster of Basle, kneeling before the Madonna. Fechner

allows that there is ground^ for doubt, but, on the whole, concludes in

favour of the genuineness of both the pictures.

North British Review, April 1S70.—Earl Godwin and Earl Harold,

by C. II. Pearson. [Thierry began the reaction in favour of Godwin,

and Mr. Freeman accepts and carries out Thierry's view. As early as

Stephen's time there were Englishmen who treated the charges against

Godwin as depending mainly on the interpretation put on his acts by

the writers who wrote under the first Norman kings ; and Mr. Luard,

in 1858, published a life of Edward the Confessor written by some

Englishman strongly in favour of Harold's family ; so much so that

where the ordinary narrative makes Edward forgive Godwin, he makes

the great Earl forgive Edward ! Mr. Pearson examines into the whole

question of Godwin's parentage and family, but the Anglo-Saxon family

names recur so often that it is very difficult to identify the individuals

meant, just as the many Williams, Roberts, and Richards who accom

panied the Conqueror are the torment of genealogists. On the other

question, that of Godwin's personal character, Mr. Pearson adopts Pal-

grave's view in preference to Mr. Freeman's, that he was an able states

man, trying by all means to raise his own family to power, and not

shrinking from church spoliation when necessary, rather than a hero

and a patriot.]

Macmillan. May, 1870. — The Origin of the English Nation,

Lecture III.—[Mr. Freeman here concludes his account of the settle

ment of the English race in the island, and discusses the objections that

may be raised to his view. He allows, of course, that in the counties

of the Wealhcyn (i.e. the south-western shires, Cornwall, Devon, and

Somerset) there is a large Welsh element ; and he points out that this

district was not conquered until the English had become Christians,

and until the war had ceased to be one of extermination. Somerset

shire between Axe and Parret was conquered by the Christian Cenwealh ;

Somersetshire beyond Parret by the famous lawgiver Ine. Hence, while

the Christian churches were swept away elsewhere, Glastonbury was

spared, and the British wooden church is still represented by the famous

Lady Chapel, while the stone church of the West Saxon is represented

by the vast Abbey Church itself. Hence, too, legend gathered so

closely round Glastonbury, and the island valley where Arthur's tomb

was found at a later time. This district, then, is like East Germany,

where the Slavonian population has been largely Germanized, and the

Slavonian language has disappeared. But for the rest of England,

Mr. Freeman adheres to his thesis that, with the slightest possible

exceptions, the population is English, and has been so ever since the

English clans came into the island. He disregards the theory of the

long and short skulls, the light and dark hair, and the blue eyes. We

suspect some of the physiologists may have a word to say to him on

these subjects (cf. Professor Huxley's Lecture before the Ethnological

Society, May 12th; but he recurs in effect to Max Midler's axiom,

that in questions of national identity the only really available test is

language.]

Preussisohe Jahrbucher, Miirz, 1870.—[An article by Dr. Mauren-

brecher on Bergenroth's account of Joanna of Castile, the mother of

Charles V., points out that Iiergenroth, though admirably qualified for

a discoverer of fresh material, had not the requisite training to make

due use of what he found. The biography of him by his friend Cart-

wright shows what a life of adventure he had led before he began to

explore the Spanish archives, and he was not hence always aware of

what had been previously written on the subjects he took in hand.

Thus he seems not to have used Zurita's great work at all. Hence his

views as to the character of Catherine of Arragon, and of her sister

Joanna of Castile, startling at they were from the apparent mass of new

evidence by which they were supported, will not bear examination.

The very full discussion as to "Joanna la Loca," in the present number

of the Edinburgh Review, is decisive on this point. In fact the evidence

as to Joanna's madness is of the most varied and unsuspicious kind.

The letters of Peter Martyr of Anghiera show this before her husband's

death—the event which is supposed in some accounts to have occa

sioned it. Her husband's treaty with Ferdinand the Catholic, Ferdi

nand's letters to the ambassador in England, the conferences held

with her by Juan de Padilla and the other chiefs of the formidable

revolt of the Comunidades (the object of which was to upset Charles

V.'s Flemish government), all seem to admit of but one interpretation,

that she was insane. The remainder of the article treats of the attempt

to put a similar construction on the sayings and doings of Don Carles.]

Journal des Savants, Avril, 1870.—[A. Maury continues the ac

count of the wars of the League in France, taken from M. Challe's

full narrative of the occurrences in the districts of Sens and Auxerre.

Queen Catherine having tried edicts of tolerance, which the Catholic

population resisted, now tried to restore unity of religion and of govern

ment by crushing the Protestants. Though superstitious, she was not

religious, and her change of conduct shows merely a change in State

policy. But the preachers on either side were fanatically in earnest,

and the corrupt and corrupting Court had no moral influence in the

nation. The massacre of Vassy was soon followed by the deplorable

scenes at Sens, and the Protestants armed for a struggle which was to

them one of life or death. They were beaten in the great battles at

Dreux, S. Denis, Jamac, Montcontour, but the scattered elements of

their body, unable to unite in large masses, were able to keep up an

effective partisan warfare, and the war in this district resolved itself

into a series of sieges, of La Charite, Vezelay, Sancerre. The nobles

were acting mainly from views of personal interest, and a feeling hos

tile to them began to gain ground among the peasantry. In South

west France religious liberty had revived the memory of political

liberty, and Calvinism as usual was found in alliance with aspirations

for freedom, while the Catholics (and later the Arminians) as naturally in

clined to the cause of Power. The people of Bourdeaux remembered

their old rights of self-taxation, which Charles VII. had promised to

maintain when they abandoned the English cause—a promise which he

had not kept. In fact, these towns gave themselves an almost repub

lican constitution, which they maintained till Richelieu, in restoring the

unity of France, unhappily destroyed at the same time the means of

maintaining the local and municipal liberties.]

Sitzungsberichte der philosophisch-historiachen Classe, LXIII.

2. Wien : 1S69. J. F". von Schultc writes on the history of the early

literature relating to the " Decretum " of Gratian, and carries still further

the researches of Maassen on this subject. Few have been tempted to

inquire for themselves into the character and value of the several com

pilations of Canon Law or their relations to one another. Alexander III.

had once taught in Bologna, and we have a Summa under his earlier

name of "Rolandus" still preserved, which Maassen has the merit of

having proved to be his. Written within less than ten years after the

appearance of Gratian's "Decretum," it yet shows that the Summa of

Pancapalea had already appeared ; with such zeal was the study of the

Canon Law at once taken up. We see the influence of this revival on

the mind of S. Thomas of Canterbury, when in his contest with Henry II.

he began to study the rights and statutes of the Church. The rapid

development of Church jurisdiction, when it had this code of law to

rest on, soon shows itself in Simon de Bisiniano (the place is in Calabria,

and gives name to a bishopric), who heard Gratian's own lectures at

Bologna. We may take as a third instance Sicardus, Bishop of Cre

mona, known from his chronicle as having represented Cremona at the

court of Frederic Barbarossa. Schulte's analyses and extracts give a

clear account of these works, and he quotes some specimens of the

"schemes" by which their theories were drawn out visibly before the

eyes of the student.

M. Duruy is about to publish an account of his six years in office as.

Minister of Public Instruction.

The sons of the Due d'Orleans are going to publish a work of their

father's under the title Campagnes de VArm^e d'Afrique, 1835-39.

New Publications.

Acta et Decreta Sacr. Concil. recent. Collectio Lacensis. Vol. I.

Herder : l'ribourg.

Blanc, Louis. Histoire de la Revolution de 1848. Vols. I. II.

Paris : Lacroix.

Bordier, H. L. Thilippe de Remi, Sire de Beaumanoir. Paris :

Didier.

Caravita, A. I Codici e Ie Artl a Monte Casino. Monte Casino.

Emler, Jos. Reliquiae tabularum terra: regni Bohemia; anno MDXLI

igne consumptarum. Tom. I. Prag : Gregr & Dattel.

Fkeytag, L. Tiberius und Tacitus. Berlin : llenschel.

GoiiLERT, J. V. Gabriel Salamanca*, Grafen zu Ortenburg, Gesandt-

schafts-Berichte iiber seine Sendung nach England im Jahre 1527.

Wien : K. K. Hof- und Staatsdruckerei.

Hartmann, Julius. Erhart Schnepff, der Reformator in Schwaben,

Nassau, Hessen u. Thiiringen. Tubingen : Osiander.

Lanfrey, P. Histoire de Napoleon I". Tome IV., 1870. London 1

Macmillan.

Mabille, Kmile. Le Royaume d'Aquitaine et ses marches sous les.

Carlovingiens. Toulouse : Privat.
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Mkmoire confident! ix adresse a Mazarin par Gabriel Naude apres

la mort de Richelieu, public d'apres le MS. inedit, par A. Franklin.

Paris : Willem.

Orridge, B. B. Some Account of the Citizens of London and their

Rulers, 1060-1867. London : Wilson.

Remembrancia. Analytical Indexes to Vols. II. and VII., 1580-

1664, prepared by authority of the Corporation of London. Printed

by Pardon, Paternoster Row.

Rolleston, G. Researches and Excavations carried on in an ancient

cemetery at Frilford, near Abingdon, 1867-68. London : J. R. Nichols.

Sickel, Th. Zur Geschichte des Concil von Trient. Actenstiicke

aus osterreichischen Archiven. Wien : Gerold's Sohn.

Springer, Anton. Fr. Chr. Dahlmann. Erstcr Theil frnit Dahl-

mann's Bildniss). Leipzig : Hirzel.

Tassy, Garcin de. Histoire de la Litterature hindoue et hindous-

tanie. Ed. 2, Vol. I. Paris : Labitte.

Thomas Saga, after gamle Haandskrifter, udgiven af C. R. Unger.

Programme published by University of Christiania.

Von Syrei.. History of French Revolution. Transl. Perry. Vols. III.

and IV. Murray.

Wilhklh, Franz. Historische Volksliedcr des preussischen Heeres

von 1675 bis 1866. Berlin : Mittler u. Sohn.

Oriental and Comparative Philology.

Memoirs on the History, Folk-lore, and Distribution of the

Race3 of the North-Western Provinces of India ; being an

amplified edition of the original Supplemental Glossary of Indian

Terms, by the late Sir Henry M. Elliot, K.C.B. Edited, revised,

and re-arranged by J. Beames, M.R.A.S., B.C.S. 2 vols. London :

Triibner and Co., 1869.

In August, 1842, the late Court of Directors resolved to

take measures for having a glossary prepared of words in

current use in various parts of India, relating to the admi

nistration of public business in ever)' department ; and

copies of a rough glossary, drawn up in the India House,

were sent out to the different presidencies for distribution

to the several officers to receive their corrections and ad

ditions. The scheme on the whole proved a failure ; little

interest was taken in it in India, and few of the returned

papers added much to our previous knowledge. But to

these blank returns there was one most honourable excep

tion. Sir Henry Elliot was an able public officer and as

busy as any man in India, but he was also an enthusiastic

student of Native history and customs ; and he began a

collection which was to contain all the information that he

had brought together relating to the tribes, customs, and

fiscal and agricultural terms current in Upper India. The

first volume was published at Agra in 1845 under the title

of Supplement to the Glossary of Indian Terms, but unfor

tunately it only extends to the end of the letter J , and closes

with the article " Jytee." The second volume was never

written; and the compiler's death at the Cape in 1853

interrupted this work as well as the Introduction to the

Muha/nmadan History of India, the second volume of which

has lately been edited from the author's papers by Prof.

Dowson. (See Academy, No. 3, p. 78.)

Much of the information contained in the first volume of

the Supplement was incorporated by Professor H. H. Wilson

in his Glossary of Indian Terms (London, 1855), but he

could only give the results ; while one peculiar feature of

Sir H. Elliot's work is its fulness of details. As copies of the

original edition are now difficult to procure even in India,

and as the author had left copious MS. additions in an

interleaved copy, Lady Elliot intrusted to Mr. J. Beames of

the Bengal Civil Service, while home on furlough, the task

of preparing a second and revised edition. The editor has

altered the original arrangement, which was simply alpha

betical, and has divided the work into four sections,—i.

Casts and their subdivisions (vol. i. pp. 1-164) ; ii. Customs,

rites, and superstitions (pp. 193-282) ; iii. Revenue and

official terms (vol. ii. pp. 1-206) ; and iv. Terms illustrative

of rural life (pp. 207-378). The editor has also added some

interesting appendices to section i. (pp. 165-192, 283-369)

on the numerical strength and distribution of the Hindu

casts, and of the Muhammadans in the N.W., as shewn

by the census of 1 865. A few new articles are also added

in K and some of the subsequent letters ; but the second

volume, as originally designed, still remains to be completed

by some future scholar. Mr. Beames has performed his

task very well, and has frequently added good notes from

his own Indian experience ; but, in altering the author's

spelling of native words, he has left not a few misprints of

long for short vowels, and vice versa. A full index to the

two volumes is also a great boon to the reader—this was

wanting in the original edition.

The first Section, on Casts, comprises those which are

found in the North-W'est Provinces, and a few of those

found in Behar. Sir H. Elliot had devoted much attention

to this obscure topic, and we only regret that these articles

close abruptly with the letter K. The subject of Cast is

almost endless, from the innumerable subdivisions. In fact

the old standard division into the four casts only misleads,

when we examine the present condition of the Hindus. The

Brahmans, no doubt, remain as they always were ; but the

other three are hardly recognisable. The Rajputs seem to

represent the old Kshatriyas, but the Vaisyas are extinct

with the exception of a small body of Bais baniahs in Oude,

whose claim however is not universally admitted ; and pure

'Sudras are no longer found in Northern India, where they

are only represented by the mixed classes. In fact each

Presidency has its own subdivisions, and to know the actual

condition of India, we must have special enquiries for each

great section of the empire. Thus in Bengal there are

different subdivisions from those in the North-West. In

Bengal the classes next below the Brahmans, but of course

with a wide interval, are the Baidya or medical, and the

Kdyastha or writer cast; then come the nine divisions

called the Naba 'Sdk, as the gopa or cowherd, the mdli or

gardener, the taili or oilman, &c. ; while below these are the

numerous low casts, from whom a Brahman cannot accept

water, such as the kaivartaka or fisherman, sauvarna-banij

or goldsmith, &c. Yet such an important phrase as " naba

'Sdk " does not appear even in Wilson's Indian glossary.

The present work only treats of the North-West ; and our

knowledge of India will only be really accurate, when Sir

H. Elliot's second volume is supplied, and similar works are

compiled for the other provinces. Every civilian can learn

a number of facts in his own neighbourhood which would be

invaluable for the Indian student ; we want, in short, more

such books as Stirling's Orissa or Mr. Elliott's Oonao (The

Chronicles of Oonao, a district in Oudh, by C. A. Elliott,.

B.C.S. ; Allahabad, 1862). These things cannot be got from

the written literature. Sanskrit literature has systematically

ignored the present ; and the Muhammadan historians have

generally had no eyes for anything beyond the wars and in

surrections of each reign, or the ceremonial of the court and

the promotions of the different court officers. But the social

history of each district is still preserved in local tradition ;

and manners and customs still exist in every village with a

tale of their own if we could only read it. Thus General

Cunningham found a tank near the present village of San-

kassa, where a Naga is still propitiated by offerings of milk

whenever rain is wanted, just as it was in a.d. 400, when the

Chinese pilgrim Fa-hian visited the spot.

Sir H. Elliot is very full on the Rajput tribes, and he con

tinually supplements and corrects Colonel Tod's Annals of

Rajasthan which, however delightful as a chronicle, is too

often loose and confused. We quote the following as an

instance of the continual under-current of change which
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goes on India in spite of the apparent immobility of Hindu

society. He is speaking of the Bdchhals, a tribe of Rajputs

of the Sombansf stock.

" They are recorded in the Ain-i Akbarl as being the zamindars of

Farida and of Kant Gola, the old name of Shahjahanpiir ; and the fact

is interesting as showing the changes of possession which have occurred

in this tract within a short space of time. The Bachhal Rajputs are

said to have succeeded the Goelas, or Giijars. They were in turn suc

ceeded by Katherya Rajputs, who themselves have been of late years

succeeded by the Gaur Rajputs, whom they called in as allies to aid

them against the encroachments of the Rohillas."

One of the most interesting articles is that on the Jdts,

pp. 130-137, though the question of their origin is still left

very obscure. We have one very important correction of

Elphinstone, who had drawn a distinction between the Jats

of the Indus and the Jats of Bhartptir ; as it is here shown

that in the Perganahs where Jats are now, they are

recorded as Jats in the Ain-i Akbarl, " so that the difference

of the long a is a mere fashion of spelling, and shows no

difference of origin, family, or habit."

With regard to the inferior casts, the book contains a

mass of information not to be found elsewhere. Most of

them pretend to a sevenfold division ; but close inquiry

generally detects a greater number, and it is very difficult to

get a correct list of the several names.

We have also an interesting article on .the Bdrah sdddt,

the powerful tribe of Sayyids, which furnished the two

ministers who placed Farrukhsiyar on the throne. There

is, however, a little error in p. 13, where it is said that

" Abdullah Khan was defeated and slain on the hard fought

field of Hasanpur." He was defeated a.h. 1133, and taken

prisoner, but' his life was spared at the time, though he

was afterwards poisoned in 1137.

There is also an error in p. 52, which the editor might

have corrected. In the article there on the Banjdras (those

wandering merchants who came in as a deus ex machine), to

Telieve Lord Cornwallis's army as he retreated from Seringa-

patam), Sir H. Elliot rightly derives the word from the

Sanskrit banij and rejects Shakespeare's derivation from

the pretended Persian word birinjdr, " rice-carrier ;" in fact

the Persian word birinjdr never means "rice-carrier," but is

a corruption of birinj-zdr, "a rice-field." But he was misled

when he supposed that the word was necessarily " of higher

antiquity than the Indian connection with Persia," because

it occurs in the Dasa Kumdra Charitra written by Dandin

in the nth or 1 2th century. It is true that Professor Wilson

in his analysis of the story of Pramati, speaks of a Banjara

camp ; but in his printed text of the original, p. 135, no

such word occurs, but we have only mahati nigame naigamd-

ndm, translated in Bohtlingk and Roth's Dictionary by " in

*iner grossen Versammlung von Kaufleuten." Dandin no

doubt had Banjdras in his mind, but he cannot be quoted

as an authority for the word.

The third part of the Glossary, on revenue and official

.terms, is peculiarly useful, and, though much of it was incor

porated in Professor Wilson's glossary, a greal deal of curious

information still remains unappropriated. Under the article

Dastdr, we have^a valuable analysis of the map of the

N.W. from the Ain-i Akbarl, with notices of the territorial

changes since Akbar"s time. Thus Ave have accounts of

the different Mahdls or Parganahs of the Sirkars Agra,

Kanauj, Kalpi, Kol, Tijarah, 'Irij, Sahar— Ilahdbdd, Karra,

Kord, Kdlinjar, Jaunptir, Ghdzfpur, Benares, Chandr,—

Gorakhpur, Khairdbdd,—Dehli, Rewari, Sahdrdnptir, Hissdr

Feroza, Sambhal, Baddon. These lists with their accom

panying maps are of great use for the student of Muham-

maclan history ; but the article is imperfect as regards the

present state of the country from the author's having rigidly

>kept himself within the limits of the N.W. Provinces as

then constituted, so that he was forced to exclude all the

Parganahs which are ruled by native feudatories. In pp.

178-185, Mr. Beames has added a very valuable note from

Mr. H. Blochmann on the Isti'mdl-i Hind, or peculiarities

in the Persian spoken in India as distinguished from the

language of Persia itself. It is curious to notice that the

Persian of the Muhammadan conquerors of India has

deviated from the language of Ispahan, just as the Americans

have changed the English of the mother country. In each

case the new nationality has amply vindicated its right to

innovate ; and Muhammadan India, like America, has pro

duced authors of her own who are quite equal to their con

temporaries in the older language. It is interesting also to

see that the changes are not always due to the younger

country.

" The Isti'mal-i Hind includes peculiarities which once belonged to

the Persian as spoken in Persia, but which the modern Irani in the

course of its development has entirely discarded. In early times Persian

had become the court language of Turin, and from Turan it was carried

to India by the waves of the Turanian immigrants and invaders. Hence,

on the whole, the Persian of India is Turanian. As Latin in the

Middle Ages, so was the Persian in Turan, and subsequently in India,

the language of the learned. The works of the pre-classical and classical

periods were studied and imitated, and peculiarities have thus been pre

served which have long since disappeared in the Irani Persian."

The second and fourth parts abound with varied infor

mation on the village customs and superstitions. Nearly

every page offers something suggestive and interesting.

Thus, in vol. i. p. 269, we have an account of " hardaur," the

name given to the oblong mounds raised in villages and

studded with flags for the purpose of averting epidemic

diseases, especially cholera.

" They are called after Ilardaul LaUi, the son of Bir Singh Deo, from

whom are descended the Rajas of Dattea. The natives have a firm

persuasion that the cholera broke out in Lord Hastings' camp, in con

sequence of beef having been killed for the European soldiers within

the grove where repose the ashes of this liundelkhand chief. So rapid

has been the extension of this worship that it now prevails through the

upper and central Doab, a great part of Roliilkhand, and to the banks

of the Sutlej. To the eastward, the worship of Hulka Devi, the god

dess of vomiting, has been prevalent since the same period."

In vol. ii. p. 332 (art. gauchand), we have an interesting

defence of the native practice of sowing culmiferous and

leguminous plants together, which Mill (History of British

India, vol. ii. p. 26) called " the most irrational practice that

ever found existence in the agriculture of any nation."

"The real fact is, that it is highly advantageous to the land as well as

to the crop. Dew readily forms on the leaves of the chana, or gram,

which would not form on the wheat ; and in seasons of drought the

practice is very often the means of preserving both crops ; ... as to its

being irrational, it is a practice encouraged by the first agriculturists of

Europe. Nothing is more common than to sow clover with barley,

flax, oats, and Lent-corn ; and with the same object which has esta

blished Gauchana in native agriculture as a highly rational and beneficial

system (Von Thaer, Principcs raisonnh if'Agric, vol. iv. § 1304).

In vol. ii. p. 228, Mr. Beames remarks, "it has not, as

far as I am aware, been noticed that the bamboo (bdns)

seldom flowers in Bengal until just before its death; at

least, so say the natives, and my own experience confirms

the supposition." This explains a passage in the Mahd-

bharata (iii. si. 15647), where Draupadi tells her ravisher

Jayadratha that his success will prove his ruin, " as the

bamboo flowers to its own destruction." Similarly there is

a Bengali proverb to the same effect, " bans marc phullc,

tndmtsh mare bhu/e." E. B. Cow ell.

Divan de Ferazdak, publiee sur le manuscrit de Ste. Sophie de Con

stantinople, avec une traduction francaise par R. Boucher. I"

livraison. Paris : Labitte, 1870.

We have just been nearly having two editions of the poet

Farazdak published at the same time, that which Mr. Prym

is preparing with so wise a deliberation at Beyrout, and that
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of which M. Boucher has just given us the first part. The

great poets of the first century of the Hejira—Farazdak,

Djarir, and Akhtal—lately the joint subject of an interesting

monograph of M. Caussin Perceval, deserve all three to be

published, and we hope that M. Boucher will go on to com

plete the excellent work he has begun. For Djarir, we need

not point out to him that there is an excellent manuscript at

Leyden ; for Akhtal, we commend to his notice a fine copy

in the Oriental Institute of St. Petersburg, in a dependance

of the Foreign Office ; for Farazdak, we are astonished that

the editor has not made use of the recension of Sokkara

preserved at Oxford (Catalogue ii. p. 306).

The introduction which will accompany the last part is

to give us the reasons which have determined the editor to

use exclusively the manuscript of St. Sophia at Constanti

nople. Its frontispiece is reproduced with minute exactness

in a photograph at the beginning of the present volume.

The short preface (pp. i-vii) which precedes the translation

is meant to explain the Arabian allusions contained in it.

On two readings only (cf. p. vi) I am sorry to disagree with

M. Boucher : 1st, I would read soultan da \tham and not

soult&nna ; 2ndly, Tawassama bisimmati eladab (" who has

been stamped with the stamp of a good education "), instead

of a phrase which ought to have appeared very strange to

so good an Arabic scholar as M. Boucher.

In the passages I have had occasion to examine, the text

appears correct, and it would be very ungracious to glean

some slight grammatical mistakes that may be found—mis

takes too few and too slight to affect the general merit of

the whole work. M. Boucher appears to have sometimes

neglected to apply the rules relating to the orthography of

ibn, "son," and to the cases in which the a/if should be

retained. But too seldom have we the good fortune to find

sixty pages of Arabic so correctly given throughout, and

we cannot speak too strongly of this unusual merit of the

volume before us.

It is about the translation that I should chiefly differ with

M. Boucher : but the recollection of the difficulty of these an

cient pieces invites indulgence rather than severity. Besides,

the work is not finished, and in the next parts M. Boucher

will no doubt rectify some of the interpretations he has given

in the present. Hartwig Derenbourg.

THE MOABITE STONE.

The last month has produced no less than four interpretations of the

Moabite Inscription : —(1) By Prof. Haug, of Munich (Supplement (0

the Augsburg Gazette, 16th April). (2) M. J. Derenbourg, of Paris

(Journal Asiatiqiu, 1870, p. 155, ff., and Revue fsrac'lile, 8th April)

(3) Prof. Noldeke, of Kiel (Die Inschrift des Kbnigs Mesa von Moab.

Kiel, 1870, 8, 38 ff.). And, (4) Prof. Schlottmann, of Halle (The

Times, 5th May). Another is to be expected from Dr. Land, the well-

known Dutch scholar ; and three in the next number of the Journal of

the German Oriental Society. All agree in reading at the end of the

4th line " Omri." M. Derenbourg supplies K3 before the name of the

king ; Prof. Noldeke Dp ; and Prof. Schlottmann !"I7JJ ; while M. Gan-

neau reads . . . iV. The Omri of 1. 7 is, according to all these inter

pretations, the king of Israel. It is possible that the photographs of the

Inscription, when they arrive, may clear up this point. M. Derenbourg

alone seems to feel the difficulty we pointed out in our last number,

that the end of 1. 6 and beginning of I. 7 would be an interruption of

the sense if the Omri of 1. 7 be the king of Israel. He translates,

" Tant que je vivrai, je le tourmenterai, et je ferai du mal a Moab et a

ses villes." But he is obliged to derive "1DK from T1D, and to substitute

jnSO for JON! ; a conjecture which is rendered improbable by the general

correctness of the Inscription. All agree, again, that the meaning of

1. 8 is that Omri and his son (Prof. Noldeke adds his grandson) dwelt

at Madhebha 40 years,* and that we have here a round number.

* In the last Number, p. 194, 1. 6, read Old Phoenician for Phoenician, for pffl

occurs in different Phoenician inscriptions, but not in the first Ashmonezer, nor in I

nor in 30 of those of Citium.

Here also we must wait to see how far the great lacuna can be supplied

by the photographs. M. Derenbourg well translates 1. 13 and beginning

of 14 : " J'y restai avec les homines de Shiran, et avec les hommes de . . .

Shahrath ;" and points out that Shiran is Sibhmah, according to the

Targum of Jerusalem (Num. xxxii. 38), and that the other town may be

Tsereth hash-Shahar, mentioned together with Sibmah (Josh. xiii. 19).

M. Derenbourg is of opinion that D7J1, 1. 7, is the town Almon, and

that 1. 29 "D3 is the name of a town. Prof. Noldeke* regards this word

as the plural of "Ip3, and translates, " Und ich habe ... die Rinder,.

die ich gesammelt hatte auf der Erde," in allusion to Mesha, whom the

Bible calls a rich shepherd (2 Kings iii.). In accordance with this

interpretation, Prof. Noldeke reads TISDK instead of TIBD'. This root,

however, is never used with the preposition ?V, but with 3.

The word nmp t is, according to Prof. Schlottmann, the Moabite

name for Dibon, but this latter name itself occurs in the inscription.

Prof. Haug translates "market-place;" M. Derenbourg " citadelle ;"'

and Prof. Noldeke " die Fliiche," a place belonging to Dibon. The

difficulty here is that the name Dibon, instead of occurring in imme

diate connection with this place, does not occur till seven lines after

(1. 28). Prof. Noldeke ingeniously suggests the reading '^[lil] at the

end of 1. 1 and beginning of 1. 2. In this case, perhaps, the father is

referred to, not Mesha.

As to history, all the interpretations agree that Mesha is the biblical

king, and that the war took place in the time of Ahaziah and Jehoram.

M. Senior Sachs, of Paris (Revue Israelite, 21st April), in an article

treating only of the historical aspect of the inscription, has come to the

conclusion that it refers to a war in the time of Jehu. He conjectures

in 1. 27 KrV Din '3, " which Jehu has destroyed." It is doubtful

whether there is room for a » . The philology of the question is fully

treated in Prof. Noldeke's pamphlet. Besides the peculiarities to which

we called attention in our last number, he points out that il is used at

the end of the words instead ot the Hebrew 1 ; that the plural and dual

ends with J ; and that T\ is used for the feminine il. He also reads

13JH (1. 8) = lrUJPl ; whilst M. Derenbourg, on the contrary, translates

" et il humilia," i.e. Ujn, from the root UJJ. Comp. fa>.

We have also received Prof. Ewald's notice in the Cutting sche gelehrte

Anzeigen, April 20, in which Karhah is rendered " by forced labour."

It appears that he had only seen M Ganneau's first copy. Dr. Wright,

in the AlAentrum, May 7, further suggests, in 1. 32, Yl. If so, Horonaim

must be in the south ; but Capt. Warren's photographs are not impli

citly to be trusted.

Intelligence.

The Bodleian Library has just acquired two important MSS. from

Sanaa in Yemen, the region of the Himyaritic inscriptions. One is a

prayer-book written in the 15th century. The liturgical directions are

in Arabic, the prayers in Hebrew, with the so-called Assyrian punctua

tion, which has been found only in a MS. of the prophets at St. Peters

burg, and a single leaf of Deuteronomy in the Bodleian. The other is

a MS. of the Pentateuch, preceded by a grammar in 52 leaves, hitherto

quite unknown, in which the chapter on the accents is much more com

plete than in any other grammatical work. The great Masora in the

margin differs considerably from that printed in the common editions.

A classified catalogue of Sanskrit works in the Sararsati Bhandaram

Library of the Maharaja of Mysore, printed at the Government press of

Bangalore, has just arrived. It comprises 608 MSS., many of them

containing different works, for the most part written in the Telugu,

Grantha, and Canarese characters. It may suffice to pick out the titles

of a few works of special interest : Yajurveda Kathakam ; Bhatta Bhis-

kara Misra's Comment on the Black Yajurveda ; Apastamba Kalpa

Sutra, with Dhurtasvamin's Commentary ; Bhavasvamin's and Vishnu

Bhatta's Commentaries on the Baudhayana Srauta Sutra ; Bharadvaja-

Siksim, with com. ; Yajurveda Vyasa-Siksha, with com. ; Taittiriya

Pratisakhya, with two commentaries ; the Tribhashyaratna and Gargya

Gopalabhatta's Vaidikabharana ; Gargyasanhita.

The third volume of W. Radloff's great work on the popular lite

rature of the Turkish tribes of S. Siberia, comprising the grammatical

part, has just appeared.

Dr. E. Trumpp's comparative grammar of the Sindhi language is now

in the press : the expenses are defrayed by the India Office. A Pushtu

grammar by the same author is also ready for the press.

* In the C'itt. gel. Am., May 4, Prof. Noldeke accepts the conjectural reading

proposed by M. Neubauer (see Academy, No. 7, p. 193).

t Of the termination n in this word, while it is in others ]"|> wc ma>" perhaps con

clude that nmp is a rr°P<:r name.
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The Transactions of the Dutch Academy of Sciences contain a paper

■by Dr. De Goeje on the names Phoenicia and Canaan. The author

regards Phoenicia and Pcenus as derivatives of the native word for

Phoenicians, I'hun or Phin. He supports his view by the name of the

Berber characters, Tifinagh, by the "rex Japon" of Solinus, and by

two Hebrew proper names. He considers Canaan to belong properly

to the valley ofJordan, the scene of the first conquests of the Israelites.

Contents of the Journals.

Zeitschrift filr Aegyptiache Sprache u.Alterthumskunde. March.

The last Emperor in the hieroglyphic inscriptions, by K. Lepsius. [An

-answer to Lenormant, who reads the name of Achilleus, Diocletian's

rival, where Lepsius reads Dccius.]—On formulas relating to the heart,

continued, by S. Birch.—Assyrian History : Sennacherib, by G. Smith.

{Places the expedition to Judea in 701.]—April. On some old Egyp

tian calculations of the time of Rhampsinitus, by J. Diimichen.—On

formulas relating to the heart, continued, by S. Birch.—On the cam

paign of Tiglath Pileser II. in Ariana, by F. Lenormant.—The Assyrian

Canon, by G. Rawlinson. [An answer to Dr. Haigh, who thinks,

contrary to internal evidence, that there is a break of some years in the

chronology.]

Journal Asiatique. Dec.—Chronique Samaritaine, suivi d'un ap-

pendice, par M. Ad. Xeubauer. [A transcript in Hebrew characters of

a work employed by Abu'l Fath in his own chronicle. The MS. was

-written in 544 Heg. The author's object is to shew that the Samaritan

•calculation was received by direct tradition from Adam. The most

interesting part is the nomenclature of the High Priests and of the

Samaritan families.]—Jan. Etudes sur les nonis arabes de diverses

families de vegetaux, par J. J. Clement-Mallet.—Nouvelles et melanges:

La stele de Mescha, par J. Derenbourg.

Vuller's Persian Grammar, rev. by Justi, in Gbtt. gel. Anz., April 27.

Buddhaghosha's Parables, rev. by A. W., in Lit. Centralblatt,

April 30.

Max Muller's Essays, Vol. II., rev. by A. K., in the same.

Max Muller's Kigveda Pratisakhya, rev. by A. W., in the same.

New Ptiblications.

GUYARD, Stan. Nouvel essai sur la formation du pluriel brise en

arabe. Paris : Franck. [Regards the vowels in the so-called

" broken plurals " as produced by a lost plural suffix.]

MARtETTE-BEY. Abydos : Description des fouilles, etc. Tom. i.

Ville antique. Paris : Franck.

Naville, E. Textes relatifs au mythe d'Horus recueillis dans le

temple d'Edfou et precedes d'une introduction. Basel : Georg.

Noldeke, Tit. Die Inschrift des Konigs Mesa von Moab ; mit einer

lith. Tafel. Kiel : Schwer.

Hayjug, R. JEKUDA. Two treatises on verbs containing feeble and

double letters, translated into Hebrew from the Arabic by Gikalitia,

&c. Edited by J. W. Nutt. London and Berlin : Asher.

Responsionum liber. Partic. I. Responss. discipuloium R. Menahem

b. Saruk contra responss. Dunasch b. Labrat. Partic. II. Responss.

discipuli Dunasch b. Labrat, &c. Edidit J. G. Stern : Vindobonas.

Schlottmann, R. Die Siegessaule Mesa's Konigs der Moabiter.

Halle: Waisenhaus.

Vullers, J. A. Institutiones linguse persica;. Editio altera. Giessen :

Ricker.

-Zsciiokke, H. Institutiones fundamentals linguae Aramaica:. Vindo-

bonae : Braumiiller.

Classical and Modern Philology.

L'Hellenisme en France : lecons sur l'influence des etudes grecques

dans le developpement de la langue et de la litterature francaises,

par E. Egger. Paris.

The comparison of Greek and French literature has seldom

failed, especially since M. Villemain, to attract the atten

tion of French critics. The interest of such comparison

centers chiefly in the classical drama typified by Corneille,

Racine, and Voltaire, and continued in monotonous purity of

type till its natural extinction some time between 1830 and

1850. But besides the drama, the various forms of French

literature, ever since the revival of classical learning, have

been penetrated and in most cases all but entirely remodelled

through the influence of Greek taste. Nor did such influence

remain confined to pure literary forms : it re-acted, through

the medium of literature, on national feeling and political

thought. M. Egger, when he claims, with pardonable pride,

for his countrymen a kind of " descendance morale " from

the Greeks, expresses somewhat rhetorically a truth of

which the French mind has always been conscious ever

since the classical times of the literature of France. A

people in which all classes are pre-eminently distinguished

for subtlety of intellect, keen literary appreciativenegs and

perfect sense of measure, would naturally court comparison

with a race unique in the world for the perfection of these

self-same qualities ; and the most successful French writers

have always coquetted with this sense of national pride. To

say the least, a strong vein of Hellenism is distinctly trace

able in French thought and feeling for the last three cen

turies, and as a particular instance, the infusion of Greek

republican ideas is most conspicuous in French pam-

phleteerism from the vigorous anti-tyrannical diatribe of La

Boe'tie, Montaigne's friend, down to Camille Desmoulins and

the hellenist Paul Louis Courrier. A thousand traits of re

semblance occur which, artificially grouped, might tempt one

to bring even French politics within the cadre of a history

of Greek ideas in France, and to present for instance, with

M. Egger, the famous Declaration of the Rights of Man as a

Greek idea " expanded " (clargie). But the truth and sub

stance of this would be more accurately expressed by saying

that the literary class prepared and directed the Revolution,

and that the literary class was saturated with Greek ideas—

which fact no doubt assisted in bringing forth a generation

of Aristides, Sosthenes, Demosthenes, &c, besides giving a

Greek turn to the national coiffure.

M. Egger thinks himself justified in regarding Hellenism

as "a primitive and lasting element in French character;"

in proof of which he first reviews what he describes as the

" analogies originelles " of Greek and Gaulish character : the

Gauls had the argute loqui, which is matched by the ore

rotundo, as their military valour was by the heroism of the

Greeks. Passing from this somewhat naif parallel to the

second point of the proof, we find the Greek colony of Mar

seilles described as a centre of hellenic culture ''from

whence it gradually ramified throughout Gaul." But from

the facts, adduced by M. Egger himself, it is clear that the

influence of Marseilles can neither have been extensive or

permanent, though Marseilles may have served as a starting-

point for the diffusion of Roman civilization. Rome and

Christianity diffused in the centre and north of Gaul the

Greek ideas they embodied, but in a Roman and Christian

form. Greek, as a language, was limited to a strip of the

southern coast, and was crushed out by the Barbarian inva

sions. Disappearing, it left a few scanty traces, as for in

stance at Aries, where the Benedictine writers note its

existence in a lingering form under the first Merovingian

kings, and was almost entirely supplanted by Latin in popu

lar use at the period when the neo-Latin dialects were in

process of formation. The earliest documents in the French

language from the 9th century to the end of the 15th yield

on examination but a very small number of words of Greek

origin, derived through the medium of the Latin. Ray-

nouard and Fauriel have attempted to establish a closer

affinity between Greek and the Romance languages. M.

Egger exposes the unsoundness of their etymologies with

superabundance of detail, but he hardly does justice to an

other side of the question, viz. the persistence of Greek

legends in popular traditions of the South and the connec

tion of such forms of Provencal poetry as the aubade and

serenade with the Greek epithalamium. The meagre notices

of Greek studies in France during the Middle Ages, chiefly

collected from Ampere's three volumes of French literary

history, and from the Benedictine folios, might have been
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abridged, and summed up in the following statement—that

for the space of a thousand years, in the absence of Greek

MSS. and intercourse with the East, Greece was little more

than a name to France. More interesting to follow would

have been the traces of popular life which still clung to

Greek names and legends in medieval poetry. A cycle of

poets absorbed in the name of Benoist de Ste. More, with a

great following of imitators, translators, romancers in almost

all the languages of Europe, sang or spoke of Troie la Grant.

Homer, indeed, they did not know, or at least rejected, for

Dictys and Dares "translated, we are told, in the Latin

chronicle of Cornelius Nepos." Yet the homeric under

current swept through Europe, and prepared the chivalrous

spirit for the revival of Homer himself. This side of the

Middle Ages is somewhat ignored in M. Egger's book;

Benoist de Ste. More would have served to illustrate it, and

might well have been noticed.

We are now at last introduced to the Renaissance itself,

with its first growth of Hellenists, Hellenes dispersed in

Western Europe by the catastrophe of 1453, and Greek

printers. M. Egger insists on what he calls the original

character of the Renaissance in France, but seems inclined

to overstate it in asserting that the Greek exiles " left but

superficial traces of their passage in that country." Nor is

the contribution of Italy to the revival of Greek scholarship

in France sufficiently recognised. Hermonymus of Sparta,

who taught Greek in the University of Paris, must have

been a pauvre sire, by the account of his pupils, Erasmus

and Budseus. But Lascaris and Aleander, the former espe

cially, were men of a different stamp ; and though Budeeus

does not appear by his own account to have had much

assistance in teaching from Lascaris,* yet he acknowledges

his liberality in placing books and MSS. at his disposal.

Some of these probably went to enrich the royal library of

Fontainebleau, founded by Francis I. at Budams' and Las

caris' suggestion. Budseus may well describe himself as

a.vToy.a.(h\<i kol oxpifx.aOr}';, but he speaks of the light which

Italy and foreign books had shed upon French scholarship ;

and had we been told more about the MSS. brought into

into France by the Greek exiles, and the acquisition of the

Fontainebleau library, we should have been better able to

appreciate the true originality of the French Renaissance.

Without following M. Egger into bibliographical minutice, it

may be as well to notice the rapid succession of Greek editions

after the first impulse once given by the humble and modest

initiators of the Parisian Greek Press, the Gilles de Gourmont,

the Simon de Colines, and other precursors of the Estiennes.

But since M. Egger has chosen to be minute, we may ven

ture to suggest the addition to his list of the Lucian, printed

by Gourmont in 1528, a date important from its close

coincidence with the publication of Rabelais' Gargantua.

Lucian and' the Greek satirists have strongly impregnated

Rabelais and his great following, whose name in France

is Legion-—pamphleteers of the Ligue, Satire Menippee, Vol

taire, Camille Desmoulins, Courrier—besides suggesting the

form of the dialogue to the litterateurs of the 17th and 18th

centuries, Fenelon, Fontenelle, &c. The great progress of

the Greek studies during the earlier part of the reign of

Francis, promoted by the twin creations of the Royal College,

1530, and the Royal Press, and especially by the Com

mentaries of Budreus, is placed in proper relief. This last

work marked an era not only in French but in European

scholarship.

But Budreus' literary influence was inconsiderable. His

* An error of date has here slipped into M. Egger's account : Budanis

received instruction from Lascaris not in 1518, but many years before,

after Charles VIII.'s return from the Neapolitan expedition.

Latin style, unlike Erasmus', is dull and heavy; and the

real life of Hellenism is more conspicuous in Rabelais and

J. du Bellay. M. Egger, while doing justice to the former,

might have dwelt longer on the difficulties and persecutions

in which his ardour for Greek studies, his free and scornfully

scholarlike attitude involved him with the monks, exciting,

as appears from Budrcus' correspondence, the lively sympathy

of that great man. He might have illustrated from the

Gargantua and Pantagrucl Rabelais' enthusiastic preach

ing of Greek culture, his clearing and stripping off of the

old scholastic life, his bold encroachments on the Sor-

bonne. " Read the New Testament in the Greek," is Gar-

gantua's heretical advice to his son. The Abbaye of Theleme,

fresh with the grace and laisser-aller of Platonic culture, is

the new abode and liberty-hall, with " Fais ce que Voudras"

for its motto, into which the human spirit is enticed from

the cobwebbed, white-washed hypocrisy and gloom of con-

ventualism—such a Utopy as enthusiastic scholars might

dream of, in which the spirit of antiquity might freely circu

late through modern forms of life. This almost romantic

side of Rabelais' book, so illustrative of the history of Greek

ideas, is rather overlooked by M. Egger. His chief endea

vour is to collect evidence of the solidity of Rabelais'

classical learning, with a view to defend his work from the

imputation cast upon it even by such judges as Montaigne,

who ranks it as "un livre simplement plaisant" with Boc

caccio's Decameron and the Basia of Johannes Secundus ;

and he dismisses with slight allusion a subject of great in

terest in reference to Rabelais and his time—I mean the

systematic opposition of the Sorbonne to the " newly-in

vented language," and to the new criticism of the Sacred

Text it involved. In 1830, Danes, Professor of Greek in

the College Royal, was summoned, with Vatable and two

others, to appear in Parliament, and forbidden to explain

Scripture by the Greek and Hebrew without the permis

sion of the University. These and other similar facts are

important : properly grouped, they would explain much in

the history of Greek studies in France, which have greatly

suffered from the direct opposition or the jealous tolerance

of the Church.

The real creator of philological method in France was

Henri Estienne II. ; and the Parisian Greek press was raised

to its eminence by the Estienne family. By his Thesaurus,

1572, Henri Estienne left his mark on French and Euro

pean scholarship, as he had done by his Anacreon, 1554, on

French poetry. Both he and his father Robert appear as-

men wrapped up in all the passions and interests of their

day; ardent Calvinists, patriotic Frenchmen, proud of their

vernacular, and claiming for it European precedency. Their

successors Scaliger, Casaubon, Saumaise, are carefully esti

mated, but somewhat confusedly grouped. In order to un

derstand the respective relations of the first and second

generation of French scholars, a better point of view might

have been taken. M. Egger might have shewn how th&

first generation opened the sources, supplied the first rough

draught of materials; how the second not only continued

this work, but matured the criticism of the first. Nor has

he sufficiently determined the results of such labour in refe

rence to French literature, or worked out the answer to the

important question : how far was French literature guided)

by a learned criticism in its study of Greek models ? M.

Ejjger has treated this in a fragmentary manner and in a

different sense. In speaking, for example, of French criti

cism as applied to the chefs-d'eeuvre of Greece during the

17th century, he only considers the second-hand work of

the D'Aubignacs and Le Bossus, and does not touch on the

question whether there existed anywhere at that time in

France a special first-hand criticism, thorough and scientific.
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To the absence of such a criticism in the 17 th century we

may attribute in great part the undue admiration of Aristotle,

which was the bane of French literature for 200 years. In

spired towards the close of the 16th century by the example

of Italian commentators, the French critics of the mpi irovrf

-3-1107! ignorantly applied to France all the minutia, valuable

as history rather than as criticism, of the Aristotelic treatise.

Systematically distorted, it supplied the elements of a new

scholasticism to the age which had witnessed the downfall

of the old ; the sense of the Greek models was lost, the

origins of the national literature ignored, not only by the

poets and the whole literary class, but also by the nation

at large, which seemed to have forgotten the productions

of its own vigorous epic youth. The brilliant Chansons

de Geste of the nth and 12th centuries, the song of Char

lemagne and Roland and the twelve peers, were no longer

known except through the insipid romances of the 15th

century ; beyond the vapid Roman de la Rose, all was

forgotten. Such ignorance of their literary antiquities

placed the imitators of the 16th century in a false posi

tion, and took, as it were, the ground from under their

feet. Thus a pseudo-classicalism, elaborated by successive

critics, and finally embodied in that Code of Ignorance,

Boileau's Art po'etique, extinguished the national drama

of the Confreres de la Passion, and gave rise to a spu

rious epos, besides many other spurious forms of lighter

literature : pastoral poetry on a pseudo-Theocritean pattern

—Graco-chivalrous novels in the style of the Histoirc

Amonrense des Ganles—Ronsardesque Pindarism which re

mained as a standard of lyric poetry till Lamartine—flood

ing the French language with the nomenclature of Pagan

mythology, and forcing into unnatural channels the current

of national poetry. Exaggerated by subsequent writers, this

pedantic enthusiasm resulted in the creation of an artificial

literature which held France enthralled for the space of two

centuries. For this Ronsard and his school are no doubt

responsible, but their responsibility has been greatly exagge

rated by the criticism of the 17th century,—the century,

indeed, which reduced to rule and formula what had been a

flight of fancy with its predecessor. Thus Boileau, himself

the coldest type of this pseudo-classicalism, condemned the

occasional abuse of genuine Hellenic imitation in Ronsard,

" dont la muse en francois parloit grec et latin/'

M. Egger has vindicated the 16th century from this dernier

mot of an unjust criticism. Ronsard and du Bellay in

veighed against the latiniseurs and grecaniscurs of their times.

Even in translations, French preserved its originality. The

idiomatic richness of Amyot's Plutarch entitled it to an

honourable place in the list of standard writers used by the

French Academy of 1637 in the compilation of its dictionary.

The metrical translations from Sophocles and the Tragics

by Antoine and Lazare de Baif, are remarkable for their

close reproduction of the familiar as well as of the elevated

tones of the Greek original.

If we turn now to consider in what Ronsard and the poets

of the latter half of the 16th century were most successfully

inspired by the Greek models, we shall find that it was in the

Anacreontic style of poetry, so rapidly naturalised in France

by H. Estienne's Greek-Latin Anacreon, soon followed by

Re'my Belleau's translation in French verse. The Ana

creontic vein was in the national genius; in following it,

French poetry was returning to its own native qualities.

Even Ronsard was glad to leave offpindarising and betake

himself to the more genial source opened by Belleau and

Estienne. His ill-fated Franciade and pindaric odes have

long been, and will always remain, a dead letter in French

poetry ; but his lighter poems, and especially his sonnets, pre

serve a delicate manicrec grace of feeling and expression which

place them in the first rank of French Anacreontic poetry.

French tragedy, and its relation to the Greek models, has

been so abundantly illustrated by the criticism of MM. St.

Marc Girardin, Patin, and others, that M. Egger has

abstained from entering into minute comparisons, but has

sought to determine the theory of French tragedy as com

pared with the Aristotelian theory of the drama ; and it

would be difficult to find a clearer or fuller treatment of this

question.

It is further important to notice the progress introduced

by classical innovation in French oratory, and the perversion

of history it occasioned, in obliging historians to conform to

the Thucydidean practice of writing set speeches for their

personages—a practice perpetuated by the works of Mezeray,

Vertot, Velly, &c, till Augustin Thierry rescued history from

the abuse of classical imitation.

Thus M. Egger has traced, in the form of a continuous

exposition, the influence of "Hellenism" from the period

when French literature was revived by classical learning,

down to the present time when it is seeking the elements of

a second renaissance in its own national past, imaginatively

reconstructed by the Hugos and Chateaubriands, and ex

humed by erudition in its original texts. He has shewn,

with great minuteness of detail, how each literary form

(with one conspicuous exception, comedy) has been more

or less directly modified, and' sometimes recast or severed,

as in the case of the drama, from its national origins. The

interposition of a Latin copy is everywhere manifest, as a

chief cause of failure in these attempts at classical adapta

tion. Viewed as a plastic agent in French literature, Hel

lenism is more conspicuous for its failure than for its success,

which consisted less in its direct influence on literary forms

corrupted by it, than in its contribution of rich thoughts

woven into the loose tissue of French prose. The 16th

century skimmed, as Montaigne has it, the cream of Greek

philosophy, though it skimmed it sometimes thin in such

writers as Plutarch. And, the more assimilable ideas of

Greek ethics, clarified through the medium of French

moralists and Montaigne " their Prince"—himself no Hel

lenist except so far as he was an assiduous reader of Plutarch

iii Amyot's translation—were absorbed by general literature.

The careful study of this literary evolution, and the blending

of its various points of view, for the first time attempted by

M. Egger, forms the main interest of his work, and would

gain by being disincumbered from some episodical matter,

less out of place in a lecture than in a book.

YV. Markheim.

Hyperidia Oratlones Quattuor cum ceterarum fragmentis edidit

Fredericus Blass (Bibliotheca Scriptorum Grrccorum et Romanorum

Teubneriana). Leipzig: Tcubncr, 1869. pp. xxxvi. 112.

Fortune has dealt strangely with Hyperides. Although

enrolled in the number of the famous Ten Orators, fre

quently referred to by ancient lexicographers and rhetori

cians, and highly commended by ancient critics, he was long

regarded as hopelessly lost to literature. Besides some

meagre items of vocabulary and phraseology recorded by

Harpocration and others, there still survived in Stobaeus

one noble fragment, containing part of the closing words of

the funeral oration delivered over the Athenians who fell

in the Lamian war.

Many of the minor fragments were collected and elabo

rately examined by Friedrich Gustav Kiessling. His dis

sertations contained, among other points of interest, a series

of reasons—good, bad, and indifferent—to account for the

almost total loss of Hyperides ; and a tantalizing record of

a complete copy, which had been seen by Brassicanus, in the
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library of Matthias Corvinus, King of Hungary, but which

was, to all appearance, either mislaid or destroyed, on the

capture of Buda, by the Turks, in 1526.* They also con

tained the memorable words of expectation : Non prorsus

viddur spes abiicienda esse, fore ut in bibliothecce alicuius

obsctiritate Hyperidis orationes latentes aliquando ex si/11 ct

tenebris in lucem protrahantur. When these words were

republished in the latter part of 1847, their writer little

knew that, in their general import, they had already been

fulfilled. By a singular coincidence, the spring of the same

year that saw the republication of Kiessling's pamphlets

witnessed the first discovery of the remains of Hyperides

by two English travellers in the ruins of Egyptian Thebes.

Near the beginning of 1847, a papyrus roll had been dis

covered by some Arab excavators at Gournou, in one of

the small wooden sepulchral boxes frequently found in the

tombs of Egypt : part of this roll (containing fragments

of the speech against Demosthenes) was purchased from a

local dealer in antiquities by Mr. A. C. Harris ; the other

part (including a complete speech, pro Euxenippo, and a

portion of another, pro Lycophronc) fell into the hands of

Mr. Joseph Arden. Further, in 1856, another scroll, con

taining the greater part of the funeral oration above men

tioned, but stopping short of the peroration preserved by

Stobaeus, was purchased at Thebes and brought to England

by the Rev. H. Stobart. It was soon after placed in the

British Museum, unrolled with scrupulous care, and elabo

rately framed and mounted.

Mr. Harris published a lithographed facsimile of his frag

ments, and, in a very short time, they were critically edited

on the continent by Bockh and by Sauppe, and in England

by Churchill Babington, who also published a splendid fac

simile edition of Mr. Arden's MS., with a critical and

explanatory commentary ; and, thirdly, the British Museum

papyrus was similarly edited in a costly form in 1858, and

in a cheaper form in the following year.

Professor Babington's labours were soon criticised, repro

duced, and supplemented, by English and continental

scholars.

The present editor, Dr. Blass, is already favourably known

to the student of Greek oratory by two elaborate volumes on

that subject published in 1865 and 1868. The edition com

mences with an excellent preface, giving a graphic resume of

the criticism of Hyperides, and a minute analysis of the palxo-

. graphical peculiarities of the manuscript. Amongst these

are the shape of the letters, the orthography of the words,

and the method of indicating a new paragraph by drawing

a short horizontal mark beneath the first letters of the line in

which that paragraph begins. An opinion that ihepapyri may

be ascribed to the second century B.C., is quoted with apparent

approval : then follows an examination of the clerical errors

found in the MSS., a statement of the plain rules that must

guide the critic in filling up the numerous lacuna, and an

account of the object of the present edition. Here, for

the first time, says Dr. Blass, all the remains are printed in

a single volume. Then follows the Vita Hyperidis ascribed

to Plutarch, with a commentary and a series of well-selected

indicia vetcriim ; next, a brief " argument" of each oration

(in which, by the way, a printer's error assigns the first

speech to 224 or 223 B.C., instead of 324 or 323) : after

that, the text of all four orations printed in a neat type,

with the lines corresponding to those of the papyri ; and

an apparatus criticus at the foot of the page. The book

closes with some three hundred fragments gleaned from

the pages of Greek lexicographers and rhetoricians. There

* Sec No. 4, p. 116, of the AcaJeniy, and especially H. Ilagcr's

Quaeslknrs Hyfcr'.Jctz, cap. i. p. 1.

is also a postscript containing the results of Prof. Babing

ton's recent microscopical examination of the Harrisian

fragments ; and, lastly, a full index nominum ct rerum

memorabilium.

In arranging the text, Dr. Blass appears to have mainly

aimed at a sober eclecticism : though not devoid of origi

nality, he is, on the whole, judicial rather than suggestive,

and we have seldom had occasion to find fault with his

judgment. Thus in the speech Fro Lycop/irone, column vi.

line 22, he rightly adopts [A'as] Ikuvos o px»[o]/ia'os in pre

ference to ['HpaKA.?}?] k.t.X., on the ground that the lacuna

is too narrow for the latter proper name, and just large

enough for the former. But in viii. 13, ftwqOeiv to o-iouo-t,

(where the dots indicate approximately the number of lost

letters) he is, we think, hardly justified in adopting Caesar's

restoration fio-qQiiv tois </>cvyov(n instead of Shilleto's [io-qQtiv

rots a.o-Lov<Ti. Again, in v. 38 of the funeral oration, there

are certain lines of the papyrus, in which Dr. Blass has seen

the weak point in a conjecture made by Classen, but has

failed to sec any further. We have only to insert 8«i before

[KaT]t7rT7;[^i']rai', and the gap he has indicated is adequately

filled up. Lastly, in the crux of this whole speech, in

column ix., a personal inspection of the papyrus, from which

the Editor was necessarily precluded, would have discovered

a minute fact unrepresented in the facsimile, a short stroke

of the pen passing downwards from the centre of the second

loop to the circumference of the second w in ai<i>\yi\wv, thus

correcting altaviwv into alumov. He has adopted as his text

a bold and, in several points, indefensible restoration of

Cobet's instead of a safer but only (we fear) provisional one

printed by Professor Babington in his second edition.

Altogether, the edition of Hyperides which Dr. Blass has

given us, will be much valued by students for its compre

hensiveness and its critical accuracy. J. Edwin Sandvs.

An Icelandic-English Dictionary, chiefly founded on the Collections

made from Prose Works of the 12th to the 14th Centuries, by the

late Richard Cleasby ; enlarged and completed by Gudbrand Vig-

fusson. Oxford : at the Clarendon Press, 1S69. Part I. A—HAS.

xxxvi., 1-240.

The publication of Egilsson's Lexicon Poeticum of the Ice

landic language in the year 1854, first made it generally

known to philologists that Mr. Richard Cleasby had been

engaged for years on a similar Dictionary of the Old-Ice

landic Prose Literature, and that his labours had been un

fortunately cut short by his premature death in 1847. We

learnt at the same time, that his collections had been handed

over to Icelandic scholars, who had undertaken to complete

them and prepare them for the press. But year after year

slipped by, and all we heard was that several unsuccessful

attempts had been made to finish the undertaking ; until, at

last, all hope of the publication of a work so full of promise

died gradually away. It was, therefore, with unusual plea

sure that students of the Old-Icelandic language and litera

ture learnt that Mr. Cleasby's collections had been placed

in the hands of one of the first of living Icelandic scholars,

Mr. Gudbrand Vigfusson, whose name was a sufficient

guarantee, not only that the work would at last see the

light, but that it would be done in the best way.

The expectation raised on both these points has now

been fully justified by the appearance of the first fasciculus

of the Cleasby-Vigfusson Dictionary, which embraces quite

a third of the whole work. We do not hesitate to say that

it bids fair to be the beginning of a new epoch in the history

of Old-Icelandic philology.

We have little or no means of knowing now how much

of his task Mr. Cleasby had actually accomplished in the

many years during which he gave his whole care and
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industry to the collection of his materials, nor what he might

have done as a lexicographer had life been spared him ;

nay, even on the character and extent of his collections we

can form no opinion, seeing that (as we learn both from

Copenhagen and from the Preface to the Dictionary, p.

viii.) the original papers have been retained in Denmark,

and only transcripts forwarded to Mr. Vigfusson. These

copies can be supplemented in part from Erik Jonsson's

Old-Norse Dictionary (Old-Nordisk Ordbog, Kjobenhavn,

1863), a book which was taken for the most part from Mr.

Cleasby's collections.

The merit of Mr. Cleasby, however, remains undiminished ;

nor does it appear the less distinct because the circum

stances of the case leave it to rest chiefly on the fact that

he was the originator of the work, and that his collection

of materials has formed if the real incomplete foundation of

this Dictionary. But we are also bound in truth and justice

to attribute the excellencies as well as the shortcomings of

the work to Mr. Vigfusson alone; for he is the actual

editor, who has in great part collected the materials, and

has alone worked them out into their present complete form.

The subject matter of this Dictionary is, the written and

literary Icelandic language at large, poetry as well as prose,

from the earliest time down to our own days ; but it dwells

more especially on the language of the classical period, from

the 12th to the 14th centuries, or, to speak yet more exactly,

on the language of the Old-Icelandic as also the Old-Nor

wegian prose literature during that period. The linguistic

treasures contained in the literary monuments of this

time form the actual foundation, the beginning and end of

the whole undertaking.

On pp. ix.-xiii., we find a carefully classified and digested

list of the sources ; they extend from the oldest song of

the Edda, the Voluspd, down to the latest yearly issue of

the Icelandic journal, Thjbitblfr, 1869. The mode of treat

ment is mainly philological, in the sense that the discussion

and explanation of the single words are perpetually referred

back to the written monuments from which they are taken.

At the same time, partly in reference to this main pur

pose, partly independently, close attention has been paid

not only to the meaning but also to the form of the words,

their spelling, and inflexions, as also to the etymology, whe

ther Scandinavian or other, which is treated everywhere with

especial and appropriate reference (as in this case was clearly

right) to English.

There is not a single column of this closely-printed book

which does not offer us something new, something hitherto

unknown or misunderstood. We may note especially some

excellent emendations of Icelandic texts ; a considerable

number of short essays on various points of ancient Ice

landic political and legal archaeology ; a variety of observa

tions and delicate criticisms on the usage of the language,

on the forms and modifications of single words, from their

earliest MS. spelling down to their present established shape.

On all these points much was to be expected from one who,

like Mr. Vigfusson, is not only a philologist, but a born Ice

lander, and who, from his long connection with the Arna-

Magnasan Collection of Icelandic MSS., had for many years

the best means of making himself thoroughly acquainted

with that succession of MSS. in which his native literature

is preserved.

We must notice as a special set-off to this first fasciculus,

the Icelandic Grammar, which forms a part (pp. xv.-xxxiv.)

of the prefatory matter. It is limited to the doctrines of

vocal and consonantal sounds, inflexions, and formation of

words, the syntax being altogether omitted ; and even with

in these bounds the first of these subjects, the theory of

the sounds is in great measure reserved for the instructive

articles at the beginning of each letter as they follow in the

course of the alphabet ; whereas, the notices of inflexion and

the formation of words are summed up in a seriesofparadigms,

followed by more or less explicit observations. These last-

mentioned notices contain in the narrowest compass a collec

tion of materials so rich, as well as so much that is instructive

and suggestive, that, had the editor clone nothing but this,

he would have earned a place of high distinction among

Old-Norse grammarians. Among many valuable things in

this portion of the work we will mention only two : first

(p. xxviii. b), the tracing back of the obscure Norse negative-

suffix a (at) to the Gothic suffix uh and uppan; and secondly

(p. xxxi. b), the proof that the three feminine nouns which

are formed from the weak verbs, with the letter 11 (e.g. skipa-n,

damming, glact-ning), stand in close relationship to the three

corresponding classes of weak verbs (skipa, doema, gledja).

There is also at the beginning of the Grammar an excel

lent account of the Icelandic alphabet and modes of writing,

and at pp. xxxv., xxxvi, remarks on the spelling followed in

vellum MSS., as well as a short description of the indecli-

nables (the adverb, preposition, conjunction, &c), placed

after the discussion of declension and conjugation.

Our estimate of this remarkable work would not be

altered if on certain points we could not altogether agree

with Mr. Vigfusson, or if we have detected some slight

errors, which he has no doubt himself noticed before this,

and which he will be sure to mention in those Addenda et

Corrigenda, which are indispensable in a dictionary.

Th. Mobius.

Contents of the Journals.

Rheinisches Museum, Vol. XXV. Pt. 2.—F. Iilass : On Alcman.

[Supplements an article in Vol. XXIII. on a fragment originally pub

lished by Egger from a papyrus now in Paris. Mr. Blass's second thoughts

are the result of a personal inspection of the papyrus.]—W. Helbig :

Contributions to the explanation of the Campanian wall-pictures.—

F. Nietzsche : Analecta Laertiana. [A series of suggestions on the text

of the first two Books of Laertius : the writer seems to us more success

ful in discovering difficulties than in solving them.]—W. Brambach :

Critical Raids. II. Metre and Music. [Directed against a theory pro

posed by Moritz Schmidt in the preface to his translation of Pindar.

The most interesting parts of the paper are, the examples from modern

music of the Piconic rhythm, or 5-4H1 lime ; and the theory, also illus

trated by modern parallels, that the division into lines in Greek choruses

corresponds in general to the phrases of the melody to which they were

originally sung. The victory over M. Schmidt is an easy one.]—E.

Ililler : Eusebius and Cyril. [Maintains that the chronological notices

in Cyril against Julian are derived immediately from Eusebius, and that

they are wholly without independent value.]—J. Frey : The Scholiast

to Cermanicus. [On the Greek Sources of the Scholia.]—J. Steup :

The conclusion of the Fifty Years' Peace in Thucydides.—Miscellanea

by Schmitz ; L. Miiller ; .Schmidt ; Klein ; Dziatzko [on the meaning

of a place in Hor. Sat. I. 6] ; Ritschl [a very important paper, shewing

on metrical grounds that ciibi, cusquam, etc., should probably be re

stored for ubi, usi/nam, etc., in sundry passages in Plautus].

New Books.

CLAl'DII PTOI.EMAEI Tt(f\ Kpmiptov koI ijyfuoviKou libcllus : rec. F.

Hanow. Custrin (Schulprogr.).

Commentationum Lysiacarum Capita duo. Scripsit C. Renner.

Gottingen. 1869. pp. 45.

Hennig Herm. de Iphigenine Aulidensis forma ac condicione. Diss.

inaug. Berlin : Weidmann.

Henrychowskt. Zur Literatur der Physiognomones Veteres. Gnesen.

Homer's Ilias, fur den Schulgebrauch erkliirt v. La Roche. I Thl.

Gesang 1-4. Berlin : Ebeling u. Plahn.

Kolster, W. IT. Dc Medeoc versibus 16 primis. Berlin : Calvary.

Quaestionum Hyit.ridearum Capita duo. II. Hager, Leipzig.

Schmidt, Moriz. Die Sophokleiischen Chorgesiinge rhythmirt.

Mauke : Jena.

Westphal, R. Methodische Grammatik der Griechischen Sprache.

1 Th. 1 Abth. Mauke : Jena.

ERRATUM IN No. 7.

Page 193 in) line 22 for "i\tv9*ia," read " iKriduv."
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NEW BOOKS.

MR. ROSSETTI'S POEMS.

Now ready, crown Svo., in an ornamental binding

designed by the Author, price i«.

POEMS.

BY DANTE GABRIEL ROSSETTI.

"There are no poems of the class in English—I doubt if

there be any even tn Dante's Italian—so rich at once and

pure. Their golden affluence of images and jewel-coloured

words never once disguises the firm outline, the justice and

chastity of form. No nakedness could be more harmonious,

more consummate in its fleshly sculpture, than the imperial

array and ornament of this august poetry There

has been no work of the same pitch attempted since Dante

scaled up his youth in the sacred leaves of the ' Vita Nuova ;'

and this poem of his name-child and translator is a more

various and mature work of kindred genius and spirit."—

Fortnightly Review.

"To the public in general this volume will announce a

new poet. To a small but influential circle of thinkers its

publication will be only the formal evidence of powers and

accomplishments long since recognised We shall

have written to little purpose if there be any poem in the

volume to which our readers will not eagerly resort."—

Atheturum.

" Here is a volume of poetry upon which to congratulate

the public and the author ; one of those volumes, coming so

seldom and so welcome to the cultivated reader, that are

found at a first glance to promise the delight of a new

poetical experience. There is no mistaking the savour of a

book of strong and new poetry of a really high kind : no

■confounding it with the milder effluence that greets us from

a hundred current books of poetry, in various degrees praise

worthy, or hopeful, or accomplished ; and wc may say at

once that it is the former and rarer savour that is assuredly

in the present case to be discerned."—Pall Mall Gazette.

"In all [the Poems] the same qualities are apparent.

They have in high measure each highest gift of which lyric

poetry is capable. Passion, imagination, creative power,

tenderness, and pathos are all apparent, and are accompanied

by exquisite sense of melody, unexampled beauty of form,

splendid colour, and, if wc may use such a term, by absolute

fragrance."—Globe.

ME. WILLIAM MOEKIS'S NEW BOOK.

Now ready, crown 8vo., in an ornamental binding designed

for the Author, price 12J.

THE STORY OF THE VOLSUNGS

AND NIBLUNGS.

With Songs Translatedfrom the Elder Edda.

By WILLIAM MORRIS and E. MAGNUSSON.

The Volsunga Saga is a prose rendering, made in the

12th century, of the Story of the Nibelungs, the great Epic

of the North : it is taken from the songs of the Elder Edda

and from other floating traditions, or songs now lost : it has

about it none of the somewhat inartistic loitering of the

Nibelungen Lied, and unlike that poem, its great motif

is the passion of Love : its best parts are concentrated and

dramatic beyond anything in ancient art, and strangely an

ticipate that sentiment which is so much the moving power

of modern art.

MISS ROSSETTI'S NEW BOOK.

Now ready, crown 8vo., cloth, price 7s. 6d.

COMMONPLACE :

A Tale of to-day, and other Stories.

By CHRISTINA G. ROSSETTI, Author of

" Goblin Market."

F. S. ELLIS, 33, King Street, Covent Garden.

Messrs. Bell & Daldys

LIST.

Oasimir Maremma.

By the Author of "Rcalmah," "Friends in Council,"

&c. a vols. Post 8vo. Price xl. is.

The Courtly Poets, from Raleigh to

MONTROSE.

Containing the Complete Poetical Works of Sir Walter

Raleigh, now first collected and authenticated ; and

the Poems of Sir Henry Wotton, with Selections

from other Poets, from 1540 to 1650. Edited by

J. HANNAH, D.C.L., Warden of Trinity College,

Glenalmond. With Portrait of Raleigh. Fcap. 8vo.

Price 5J.

Poems and Lancashire Songs.

By EDWIN WAUGH, author of "Come Whoam to

mi Childcr and me." Third Edition, enlarged. 7*. 6d.

The Book of Psalms :

A New Translation ; with Critical and Explanatory

Notes. By the Rev. J. J. S. PEROWNE, M.A.,

Canon Residentiary of Llandafl", Vice-Principal and

Professor of Hebrew in Lampeter College. Vol. I. A

New Edition, thoroughly revised and considerably

enlarged. Price i8j.

Historical Maps of England,

DURING THE EARLY AND MIDDLE AGES.

With Explanatory Essays and Indices. By CHARLES

H. PEARSON, M.A., Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford.

Second Edition. Imperial folio. Half roan. Price

1/. nr. id.

By the same Author,

A History of England,

DURING THE EARLY AND MIDDLE AGES.

2 vols. 8vo. 3or.

Philological Essays.

By T. H. KEY, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Compara

tive Grammar in University College, London. 8vo.

1 or. 6d.

Mrs. Loudon's First Book of Botany.

Revised and enlarged by DAVID WOOSTER. Fcap.

8vo. With nearly 250 Illustrations. 2*. id.

BOHN'S ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY.

The Natural History of Precious

STONES AND OF THE PRECIOUS METALS.

By C. W. KING, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge. Post 8vo. is.

BOHN'S CLASSICAL LIBRARY.

Summary and Analysis of the Dia-

LOGUES OF PLATO:

With an Analytical and Topical Index (of 280 pp.),

fiving References to the Greek Text of Modern

editions, and to the Translation in Bohn's Classical

Library. By ALFRED DAY, LL.D. .530 pp. Post

8vo. jr.

Reissue of WILLIAM IIAZLITTS WORK'S,

Edittd hyVi. CAREW HAZLITT,

In BOHN'S STANDARD LIBRARY.

The English Poets, and OomicWriters.

Post 8vo. 3s. id.

The Literature of the Age of Eliza-

BETH, AND CHARACTERS OF SHAKE

SPEARE'S PLAYS. Post 8vo. 3*. 6d.

Table Talk.

Post 8vo. 3*. id.

The Plain Speaker.

Post 8vo. Part I. Sewed, is. id.

Just Published, crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

The Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged,

OK

ARITHMETIC,

fbtorrtitul anb factual.

BV

W. H. GIRDLESTONE, M.A.,

OF Christ's college, Cambridge, and'i'Rincipal of

THE GLOUCESTER THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE.

WITH APPENDIX,

CONTAINING EXAMINATION PAPERS.

Also, Just Published, small 8vo., $s. 6<f.

A SCHOOL EDITION, without the Appendix.

London : BELL & DALDY.

{Copies may be had without the Answers to the Exercises. )

"We may congratulate Mr. Girdlestone on having pro

duced a thoroughly philosophical book on this most useful

subject. It appears to be especially suited for older

students, who, having been taught imperfectly and irration

ally in the earlier part of their school career, desire to go

over the whole ground again from the beginning ; but in

the hands of an intelligent and discriminating teacher, it

may also be perfectly adapted to the comprehension of young

boys. "— Times.

" Mr. Girdlestone's Arithmetic is admirably suited to the

requirements of higher forms in schools, and for men at the

Universities Mr. Girdlestone shows himself a

thorough teacher ; processes are lucidly explained, and

practical solution of problems well given."—Guardian.

" Wc must content ourselves with this brief general notice

of the work, which we consider one of the highest order of

its kind—far, very far superior to those of former days."—

Nautical Magazine.

" The first, and by far the most important treatise, is that

by Mr. W. H. Girdlestone, M.A., who has succeeded in

producing a work far superior to the ordinary books on the

subject. . . . It is an excellent treatise, and its merits

must render it popular for the purposes of education."—

Mechanics' Magazine.

" Mr. Girdlestone has succeeded in the difficult task—in

which, as the times go, he will have ever more and more

competitors—of commending Arithmetic to the intellect as

well as the memory ; and Messrs. Rivington have done

wisely to popularise the treatise by issuing for school use a

smaller edition."—Daily Telegraph,

"The object of the book, unlike the majority of manuals

of arithmetic, is to explain the reasons of, rather than to

give simply the various rules. The rules in Mr. Girdlestone's

book are built up from the several steps taken in working

out the problems, each of which is carefully explained. A

school edition is published as well as the complete work."—

Public Opinion.

"Mr. Girdlestone's definitions are concise but explicit,

and quite plain to modest understandings. So successful

a work has rapidly won favour, and the first edition having

been exhausted, a second has now been issued, bearing

further marks of the author's comprehensive ability. An

appendix contains examination papers of Oxford, Cambridge,

Winchester, Eton, &c, and will be found most useful to

students preparing for public examinations. This book

should rank as a standard one of its class."—Examiner.

" Mr. Girdlestone's Arithmetic has deservedly acquired a

high place among works of the kind ; and the enlargement

of the second edition will give it a yet higher value."—

Standard.

RIVIXGTONS, London, Oxford, and Cambridge.
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NEW AND RECENT WORKS.

The Man with the Iron Mask. By Marius

TOPIN. Translated and Edited by HENRY VIZE-

TELLY, Author of "The Story of the Diamond

Necklace." Crown 8vo. [In aJew days.

Journeys in North China, Manchuria, and

EASTERN MONGOLIA, with some account of

Corea. By the Rev. ALEXANDER WILLIAM

SON, B.A. With Illustrations. 2 vols. Crown Svo.

[Next month.

St. Paul and Protestantism : with an In

troduction on Pur'tanism and the Church of England.

Reprinted from the " Comhill Magazine." With Ad

ditions and a Preface. By MATTHEW ARNOLD,

M.A., LL.D., formerly Professor of Poetry in the

University of Oxford, and Ecllow of Oriel College.

Small Crown 8vo. 4*. (xi.

Essays written in the Intervals of Busi-

NESS. To which is added an Essay on Organization

in Daily Life. New Edition. Small Crown 8vo.

4*. 6rf.

By the same Author.

1.

Friends in Council. A Series of Read

ings and Discourse thereon. rirst Series. 2 vols.

Small Crown 8vo. gs.

Friends in Council. Second Scries.

vols- Small Crown 8vo. 9.".

Companions of my Solitude. Small Crown

8vo. 41. 6d.

Modern Russia. Comprising Russia under

Alexander II.; Russian Communism; the Greek Or

thodox Church and its Sects ; the Baltic Provinces of

Ru^ia. By Dr. JULIUS ECKARDT. Demy 8vo.

iof. 6V/.

The Life of Goethe. By George Henry

LEWES. New Edition. Partly re-written, with Por

trait. Demy 8vo. i6j.

"One of the best biographies in English or in any other

language. It tells the story of the life it has to describe in

a simple, sensible, straightforward way. There is great

judgment shown in the distribution of the parts, and in the

space allotted to each. . . . The attitude preserved

towards his hero by Mr. Lewes is also meritorious beyond

the usual merits of biographers."—Saturday Review.

Aristotle : A Chapter from the History

of Science; including Analyses of Aristotle's Scientific

Writings. By GEORGE HENRY LEWES. Demy

8vo. 15*.

"The first attempt yet made to display and estimate

the researches of Aristotle in the entire field of science.

Mr. Lewes says in his Preface that this monograph re

presents part of a study of that first period in the history of

science, which he hopes to mature into a sketch of what

might be called the Embryology of Science. But if he do

not live to complete the whole design, here is at any rate a

part of it, complete in itself, from which the English reader

may learn what even few Greek scholars distinctly know,

the character, and worth and influence of Aristotle's scien

tific teaching."—Examiner.

History of Art. By Dr. Wilhelm Lubke,

Professor of " The History of Art." Translated by

F. E. BUNNETT. Second Edition. In 2 vols. Im

perial 8vo. With 415 Illustrations. Handsomely bound

in cloth. 42;.

*' Dr. Lfibkc's style of writing, if we may judge of it by

this translation, is eminently lucid and pleasing. His book

is evidently intended for popular reading and study —

popular, we mean, for those of cultivated minds ; his

critical remarks, moreover, are based on knowledge and

discrimination."—Art Journal.

SMITH, ELDER, AND CO.,

I5> Waterloo Place.

Every Saturday, 6</. ; Stamped, 7</.

THE PALL MALL BUDGET,

A Weekly Collection of Articles printed in the

Pall Mall Gazette from day to day,

WITH A FULL AND WELL-DIGESTED

SUMMARY OF NEWS.

The following is a List of Articles, &c, which

have been published during the past month :—

LEADING ARTICLES.

The Crisis in France—The Budget—Can the Irish Bill be

Passed ?—Bribery and Corruption- Lopez and South

America—Perils at Sea—The Government of London

—Volunteering—The American Project of Penal Settle

ment—The Financial Condition of Italy—The Greek

Government and the Brigands—The High Courts and

their Procedure—The Government of London—Inter

national Strikes—The Irish Land Bill—The Plebiscitary

Conspiracy—The Disabilities of Women—The Indian

Financial Statement—England and Greece—Nature

and Objects of the French Treaty of Commerce.

MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES.

Inspection of Convents—The Army Bounty System—

Egyptian Finance—The Decay of English Politics—

The Education Meeting — Prisons and the Prison

Ministers' Act—The Dispensary System—An Austrian

Difficulty— The New Press Law in France—Cambridge

Local Examinations— Vice and Photography—In the

Wake of Rory—Indian Finance and Public Works—

The Treatment of Pauper Lunatics— Indian Affairs—

The Legend of William Tell— Infant Mortality in

Russia — The Farmers' Catechism in Ireland — The

Discharge of Bad Characters from the Army—Irish

Schools—The Principle of the Irish Bill — Count Bis

marck again—The Public Prosecutor—Good Friday in

London—Marie-Caroline, Duchess of Berry—A List of

Deaths from Fractured Ribs among Pauper Lunatics—

Sunday Music—Consular Establi*hments in China—

The Churches and Charities of London—"Le Besom

de Parler de Soi "—Trout Fishing—India—French

Socialism—The Government Game Law Bill—Baboo

Kcshub Chunder Sen—Bribery and Disfranchisement

—Church and State in France—The Railway Duty—

Lady Doctors—Legal Education—Consular Expenses

in China—French Lunatics— The Prospects of a Revival

of Trade—Travelling in London—The Stature and

Bulk of Man in the British Isles—Births, Marriages,

and Novels—India—Exhibition of the Water- Colour

Society— Mr. Robertson*s New Play, "The Princess of

Trebizonde "—The late Mr. Edward Herbert—Recipro

city and Retaliation—The House of Lords and the

Deceased Wife's Sister Bill -England's Glory—The

French Treaty—Perils at Sea—The Alleged Conspiracy

in France—The Prospect for Clerks—Private Asylums

— India — French Beggars — Pictures at the Royal

Academy—" Les Vieux Garcons"—" Barwisc's Book'*

—Fever in Cabs—The Conventual Compromise—A

German's View of the Dutch at Home—M. Henri

Cernuschi—The Duke of Edinburgh in Ceylon.

REVIEWS.

The Peerage—Nature and Man—Japan—Poems by Dante

Gabriel Rossetti—" Life of Daniel Webster"—"George

Canterbury's Will "—Spenser—" The Poetry of the

Period"—"Liddell and Scott"—" School Life at Win

chester College"—"Gwendoline's Harvest."

CORRESPONDENCE.

Turf Reform—The Mo.ibite Stone—Difficulties in Legis

lating—The Irish Land Hill—Sham Fights— Perils at

Sea—Church Reform.

Occasional Notes. Foreign Affairs. Parliament

ary Review. Summary of News.

The PALL MALL BUDGET is published on

Saturday in time for despatch by the early

morning Mails.

A Special Edition, printed on thin paper for the

Foreign Post, is published on Friday.

Office :

2, northumberland st., charing cross.

TRUBNER & CO.'S

Ditto Durations & ®torts in Ibe |nss.

The Asiatic Affinities of the Old Italians.

By ROBERT ELLIS. B.D., Fellow of St. John's

College, Cambridge, and Author of "Ancient Routes

between Italy and Gaul." In 1 vol., crown 8vo.,pp. vi.—

152, cloth, $s.

An Old Pahlavi-Pazand Glossary. Edited,

with an Alphabetical Index, by DESTUR HOS-

HENGJI JAMASPJI ASA: Revised and enlarged,

with an introductory Essay on the Pahlavi Language.

By MARTIN HAUG, Ph.D. In 1 vol., large 8vo.,

pp. 284, sewed, 2&j.

Buddhaghosha's Parables. Translated from

Burmese, by Capt. H. T. ROGERS. R.E. With an

Introduction, containing Buddha's Dhammapada, or.

" Path of. Virtue." Translated from the Pali, by F.

MAX MULLER. 8vo., pp. clxxii—206, cloth, 12*. 6V7.

The Modern Buddhist; Toeing the Views of a

Siamese Minister of Slate on his Own and other Re

ligions. Translated, with Remarks, by HENkV

ALABASTER, Interpreter of H.B.M.'s Consulate-

General in Siam. In 1 vol., crown 8vo., pp. 100, cloth,

y. 6d.

A History of the Egyptian Revolution

from the Period of the Mamelukes to the Death of

Mohammed Ali ; from Arab and European Memoir*.

Oral Tradition and Local Research. By A. A.PATO.V.

F.R.G.S., Author of " Researches on the Danube and

Adriatic." Second enlarged Edition, a vols., 8vo.,

pp. xii— 296; viit +46, cloth, an.

An Introductory Essay to the Science cf

COMPARATIVE THEOLOGY; with a Tabular

Synopsis of Scientific Religion. By EDWARD

WEBSTER, of Ealing, Middlesex. 8vo., sewed, is.

A Critical Dictionary of English Litera-

TURE and British and American Authors, living and

deceased, from the Earliest Accounts to the latter half

of the Nineteenth Century. Containing over Forty-

three Thousand Articles (Authors), with Forty Indexes

of Subjects. By S. AUSTIN ALLIBONE. VoL II.,

pp. 1330, royal 8vo.f \l. 16*. (The Third Volume, com

pleting the work, is in the press and will appear shortly.)

The Moabite Stone. A Contribution to

Hebrew Archaeology by Professor KONSTANTIX

SCHLOTTMANN. Translated from the German.

[In aJew days.

The Coins of the Pathan Sultans of

DELHI, a. d. 1193-15*4. Chiefly re-written, amplified,

and enriched with new Specimens from the Collections

of Mr. E. C Bayley, the late Colonel Stacey, Mr. C.

Freeling. and of Colonel S. C. Guthrie. By EDWARD

THOMAS. In i vol., 8vo., with numerous Illustrations-

[Nearly ready.

Essays on Indian Antiquities : following ur>

the Discoveries of James Princeps, with Specimens of

his Engravings, and Selections from his useful Tab'cs

and embodying the most recent Investigations into the

History, Palaeography, and Numismatics of Ancient

India. By EDWARD THOMAS. In 2 vols., Svo.,

profusely Illustrated. [In preparation.

Original Sanskrit Texts, on the Origin arm

History of the People of India, their Religion and

Institutions. Collected, Translated, and Illustrated,

by J. MUIR, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., Ph.D. Bonn.

Vol. V. Contributions to a Knowledge of the Cosmo

gony, Mythology, Religious Ideas, Life and Manners

of the Indians in the Vcdic Age. 8vo.,pp. xvi—492,cloth-

The Footprint of Buddha; being an Account

of a Visit to the Siamese Phra Bat. Illustrated by a

Photo-engraved Plate of the Symbols supposed to have

existed on the Sole of Buddha's Foot. By HENRY

ALABASTER. With Illustrations. \In tnepress.

Outline of Buddhism, from Chinese

SOURCES. By S. BEAL, B.A., Trinity College,

Cambridge ; a Chaplain in Her Majesty's Fleet, Ate.

In 1 vol., crown 8vo.

Contents:—1. Legendary Period—2. Buddhism a> ^

Religious System—3. Early Scholastic Period—4. Mysiie.il

Period—5. Decline and Fall. [In preparation.

The Geography of Ancient India, illus

trating the Campaigns of Alexander and the Travels uf

Chinese Pilgrims. By ALEX. CUNNINGHAM.

Major-Gcneral Royal Engineers (Bengal Retired). Vi

1 vol., 8vo., with numerous Maps and Plans.

[In prepa.ra.ti0U.

Handbook for the Student of Chinese

BUDDHISM. By the Rev. E. J. EITEL, of the

London Missionary Society. Svo. \In the press.

A Chinese and English Dictionary,

arranged according to the Radicals. Bv the Rev. W.

LOBSCHEID.Knt.ot Francis Joseph, CM. I.R.G.S-A-,

N.Z.B.S.V., &c. In 1 \ol., imp. Svo., double columns

of about 8 jo pages. [Shortly.

London: TROBNER & Co., 8 & 60, Paternoster Ro* .
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S.W. PARTRIDGE & Co.

ARE NOW PUBLISHING

Introduction to the Study of the Bible.

By Rev. JOSEPH BAYLEE, D.D., late Principal of

St. Aidan's 'College, Birkenhead. Second Edition.

3 vols. Demy 8vo., cloth, aix.

The Peerage of Poverty ; or, Learners and

Workers in Fields, Farms, and Factories. By E.

PAXTON HOOD, Author of "Self Formation,"

"Blind Amos," &c. Demy 8vo., cloth, 7*. 6*/.

Bye-Path Meadow.

By the same Author. Coloured Frontispiece, crown

8vo., cloth, 3J. 6d.

The Royal Merchant ; or, Events in the

Days of Sir Thomas Gresham, Knight, as narrated in

the Diary of Ernst Verner, whilom his Page and

Secretary, during the reigns of Mary and Elizabeth.

By W. H. G. KINGSTON, Esq., Author of "The

Martyr of Brentwood," &c. Wiih Portrait, crown 8vo.,

cloth, 6s. 6d.

The Jews: their Past, Present, and Future.

Being a succinct History of God's Ancient People in all

Ages ; with the Origin of the Talmud, and the Numbers

of Jews in all Countries of the World. By J. ALEX

ANDER. Small 8vo., 2s. 6d.

The True Rights of Woman.

By FANNY AIKEN KORTRIGHT. Second

Edition. Demy 8vo., 1*. 6d.

3Day-Break in Italy.

A Tale of the Italian Reformation. By E. LESLIE.

Coloured Frontispiece. Crown 8vo., cloth, 3J. 6d,

(Full Cataloguesj>o$t-frtefor one stampJ

London : S. W. Partridge & Co., 9, Paternoster Row.

A

Just Published,

Catalogue of some very

RARE and CURIOUS BOOKS recently pur

chased, now on sale at the very low prices affixed by

JOSEPH LILLY, 17, 18, New Street, and 5a, Garricic

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

May be had gratis on application, or forwarded on the

receipt of two postage stamps.

Second Edition, just Published, 8vo., cloth, 5s.

J^ev. J. J. Tayler on the

FOURTH GOSPEL. An Attempt to ascertain the

Character of the Fourth Gospel, especially in its relation to

the three First. By the late JOHN JAMES TAYLER,

B.A., Principal of the Manchester New College, London.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 3$. 6d.

J^eville on the Deity of Christ.

A History of the Doctrine of the Divinity of Jesus

Christ. By the Rev. ALBERT REVILLE. Authorised

English translation.

Williams & Nokcate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 30, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

The Guernsey Dialect.

Now ready, 500 pp., 8vo., cloth, price m,

r)ictionnaireFranco-Normand

OU RECUEIL DES MOTS PARTICULIERS

AU DIALECTE DE GUF.RNESEY, faisant voir Icur

relat.ons Romanes, Ccltiques et Tudesques, par GEO.

METIVIER.

Williams & Nokcate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Tylor on Culture History,

Now ready. Second Edition, with Illustrations, 8vo., iu.

J-^esearches into the Early His-

„rvJSRY 0F MANKIND, and the DEVELOP

MENT OF CIVILIZATION. By E. B. TYLOR,

Author of " Mexico and the Mexicans."

_ " The development of civilization, or, as the Germans call

it, culture hLstory, is in the work before us regarded from a

point of view so novel to English literature that we shall

scarcely be incorrect in saying that it is the first book which

has appeared in this country on the subject on which it

treats."—London Review.

' ' It would be impossible, except in a long article, to give

any idea of the interesting series of facts brought together

in an eminently suggestive manner in this valuable book "

Westminster Review.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

MR. BENTLEY'S

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

THE FIRST LORD MALMES-

BURY: his Family and Friends. A Series of Letters

from 1745 to 1820. Including details from the Battle

Field of Cullodcn 10 that of Waterloo, the Social History

both of France and England during the eventful period

of the Great War, and ihe Occupation of Paris by the

Allies, and the Secret Political History and Social Life

of this Country from the Commencement of the Present

Century. Edited by the Right Hon. the Earl of

MALMESBURY, G.C.B. 2 vols. 8vo. 30J.

CONFIDENTIAL LETTERS OF
THE RIGHT HON. WILLIAM WICKHAM TO

THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT FROM 1794.

Including Original Letters of the Archduke Charles,

Louis the Eighteenth, Charles the Tenth, Due d'Eng-

hien, George Canning, Duke of Portland, Lord Whit-

worth, Lord Macartney, Field-Marshal Suwarrow ; an

interesting Correspondence with Lord Grenville, &c.

Edited by his Grandson. WILLIAM WICKHAM.

With Portraits of the Right Hon. William Wickham

and Field-Marshal Suwarrow, from Original Pictures.

2 vols. 8vo.

THE OLD LOVE AND THE
NEW: a Novel. By Sir EDWARD CREASY, M.A..

Authorof'The Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World."

3 vols. Crown 8vo. [Xow ready.

MEMOIRS OF MADAME DE
MIRAMION : a Picture of French Social Life at the

Close of the 17th Century. From the French by

the Baroness DE MO.V i'AIGNAC, and Edited by

the Right Hon. Lady HERBERT OF LEA. Crown

8vo.

ANNIE yENNINGS. A Novel.
In 3 vols. Crown 8vo.

LETTERS FROM LONDON

FROM 1856 TO i860. By GEORGE MIFFLIN

DALLAS, American Minister to the Court of St.

James's. Edited by his DAUGHTER. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo.

EVENINGS WITH THE
SACRED POETS. From the Earliest Period. By

FREDERICK SAUNDERS, Author of "Salad for

the Social," and "Salad for the Solitary." Crown 8vo.

THE MARVELS OF THE

HEAVENS. From the French of FLAMMARION.

By Mrs. LOCKYER, Translator of "The Heavens,"

by Am*d£e Guillemin. Crown 8vo. With numerous

Illustrations.

Author's Edition.

JANE AUSTEN'S NOVELS.

(Now Ready.)

An entirely New Edition in 5 vols., crown 8vo., beauti

fully printed in bold clear type. Price 6j. each volume

(any volume may be had separately).

I. Sense and Sensibility. | III. Emma.

II. Pride and Prejudice. I IV. Mansfield Park.

V. NORTHANGER ABBEY AND PERSUASION.

" Shakspcrc has neither equal nor second. But among

the writers who have approached nearest to the manner of

the great master, we have no hesitation in placing jane

Austen, a woman of whom England is justly proud."—

Lord Macaulay.

"'Miss Austen's novels,' says Southcy, 'are more true

to nature, and have for my sympathies passages of finer

feeling than any others of this age.' Sir Walter Scott and

Archbishop Whately, in the earlier numbers of The Quar

terly Review, called the attention of the public to their

surpassing excellence.*'—Quarterly Review, Jan. 1870.

'* Miss Austen has a talent for describing the involvements

and feelings, and characters of ordinary life, which is to me

the most wonderful 1 ever met with. Her exquisite touch,

which renders commonplace things and characters interest

ing from the truth of the description and the sentiment, is

denied to me."—Sir Walter Scott.

'"Pride and Prejudice,' by Jane Austen, is the perfect

typo of a novel of common life ; the story so concisely and

dramatically told, the language so simple, the shades and

half-shades of human character so clearly presented, and the

operation of various motives so delicately traced—attest this

gifted woman to have been the perfect mistress of her art."

—Extractfrom Arnold's Manual ofEnglish Literature.

RICHARD BENTLEY,

NEW BURLINGTON STREET,

Publisher in Ordinary to Her Majesty.

L REEVE & CO.'S NEW WORKS.

Nearly Ready,

BEWICK'S WOODCUTS,

Impressions of upwards of Two Thousand Wood-blocks,

« Engraved, fur the most part, by

THOMAS AND JOHN BEWICK.

With an Introduction, including a Descriptive Catalogue of

the Blocks. By the Rev. THOMAS HUGO, M.A.,

F.R.S.L., F.S.A., &c Imperial 4to., 6/. 6*.

Lichenes Britannici. Scripsit Rev. JAC. M.

CROMlilE, A.M. As. 6d.

The Illustrated British Flora. By G. BENTHAM,

F.R.S. 2 vols. 1,295 Wood Engravings. 70*.

Handbook of the British Flora. By G. BENT-

HAM, F.R.S. New Edition, crown 8vo. 12J.

British Wild Flowers, familiarly described in the

Four Seasons. By THOMAS MOORE, F.L.S. 24

Coloured Plates. l6>.

British Seaweeds. By S. O. GRAY. Crown 8vo.

16 Coloured Plates. 10s. 6d.

British Grasses. By M. PLUES. Crown 8vo.

16 Coloured Plates and 100 Wood Engravings. 10*. 6d.

British Ferns. With Chapters on the Structure,

Propagation, Cultivation, Diseases, Uses, Preservation,

and Distribution of Ferns. By M. PLUES. Crown

8vo. 16 Coloured Plates and 55 Wood Engravings.

10s. 6d.

The Tourist's Flora. A Descriptive Catalogue of

the Flowering Plants and Ferns of the British Islands,

France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, and the Italian

Islands. By JOSEPH WOODS, F.L.S. i8».

Ferny Combes: A Ramble after Ferns in the

Glens and Valleys of Devonshire. By CHARLOTTE

CHANTER. 8 Coloured Plates by Fitch, and a Map

of the County. 5*.

Berkeley's British Mosses. 24 Coloured Plates.

2u.

Berkeley's British Fungology. 24 Coloured Plates.

301.

Badham's Esculent Funguses. 12 Coloured Plates.

12s.

Manual of Qualitative Analysis. For the use of

Students. By Dr. HENRY M. NOAD, F.R.S. New

Edition. 6s.

The Birds of Sherwood Forest ; with Observations

on their Nesting, Habits, and Migrations. By W T

STERLAND. 4 Plates, is. 6d. coloured.

The Naturalist in Norway ; or, Notes on the Wild

Animals, Birds, Fishes, and Plants of that Country,

with some account of the principal Salmon Rivers Bv

the Rev. J. BOWDEN, LL.D. 8 Coloured Plates,

rox. 6d.

British Butterflies and Moths. By H. T. STAIN-

TON. Crown 8vo. 16 Coloured Steel Plates and

Wood Engravings, las. 6d.

British Beetles. By E. C. RYE. Crown 8vo.

16 Coloured Steel Plates and Wood Engravings.

ios. 6d.

British Bees. By W. E. SIIUCKARD. Crown

8vo. 16 Coloured Steel Plates and Woodcuts. 10s. fid.

British Spiders. By E. F. STAVELEY. Crown

8vo. 16 Coloured Plates and 44 Wood Engravings.

xos. 6d.

Sunshine and Showers : their Influences through

out Creation. By ANDREW STEINMETZ. Crown

8vo. Wood Engravings. ys. bd.

Meteors, Aerolites, and Falling Stars. By Dr. T.

L. PHIPSON, F.C.S. Crowii~8vo. 25 Woodcuts and

Lithographic Frontispiece. 6s.

The Reasoning Power in Animals. By the ReT.

J. S. WATSON, M.A. Crown 8vo. est.

Caliphs and Sultans: Arabian Tales. By S.

HANLEY, F.L.S. 6s.

Sacred Archaeology : a Popular Dictionary of

Ecclesiastical Art and Institutions, from Primitive to

Modern Times. By M. E. C. WALCOT, B.D. 181.

. L. REEVE & CO.,

5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden.
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STANFORD'S ATLASES.

IVEW EDITIONS, 1870.

The Maps in these Atlases are presented in a very attractive form, at the same time no exertion

has been spared to render them accurate and reliable, in order to maintain the high position they have

always held in the estimation of savans. The latest political changes have been carefully marked, and

the results of the various recent explorers' journeys have been inserted, amongst which may be mentioned

the Pundits' in Tibet ; the French up the Me-Khong ; Mr. lilias on the new course of the Hoang-Ho ;

and others in Arabia, Abyssinia, &c.

The Railways have also been very carefully corrected on the whole series.

New Edition, 1870, strongly half-bound Russia, in 1 vol., with the Maps Coloured, 9/. lew.;

or half-bound Morocco, in 2 vols, 10/.

COMPLETE ATLAS OF ANCIENT AND MODERN

GEOGRAPHY:

CONTAINING 230 MODERN, CLASSICAL, AND CELESTIAL MAPS, WITH PLANS OF CELEBRATED

CITIES, AND ALPHABETICAL INDEXES,

Designed and Arranged nnder the Superintendence of the Society for the Diffusion

of Useful Knowledge.

Constructed by eminent Geographers, and Engraved in the best manner on Steel Plates.

A very interesting and instructive feature in this Atlas is that the Classical and Modern Maps are drawn on the same

scale, and are so arranged as to be readily and easily compared, whilst containing, as it does, Celestial, Geological, and

Physical Maps, Plans of all the more important Cities, and the Environs of several Capitals, it may be considered almost

unique.

The large scale Maps of the United States and India have been thoroughly revised ; a new Map of Persia has been

added ; and the whole Atlas illustrates the present state of Geographical knowledge.

r A Detailed Catalogue of the entire Series of Library and othe;- Atlases and Maps, designed by the

. Useful Knowledge Society, gratis and post-free upon application.

Any Map in the Scries is supplied separately, price 6d. plain ; tyi. coloured.

New Edition, 1S70, with all the latest Additions and Corrections, 150 Coloured Maps, half-bound,

with Index, 5/. $s.

USEFUL KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY'S ATLAS OF MODERN

GEOGRAPHY.

This Atlas is similar to the above, but, as its name implies, does not contain any of the Classical Maps ; most of the

Town plans arc also omitted. It contains Geological and Physical Maps of England and Wales ; the Six Celestial Maps

by Sir John Lubbock, Bart.; and all the Modern Maps in the Series, including the large scale Maps of England and

Wales, Scotland, Ireland, India, and the United States.

*m* This is a magnificent Atlas at a very low price—less than <>/. for each Map.

New Edition, 1870 (with an Index on the front edge, thus enabling any Map to be instantly referred to,

without consulting the Table of Contents), half-bound Morocco, 3/. 3J.

FAMILY ATLAS.

A SELECTION OF

80 COLOURED MAPS, FROM THE USEFUL KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY'S SERIES,

(Including an entirely new Mail of India, combining the most recent Surveys, and a new Map of Persia,

extending to Trebizond and Alexandretta, and showing the Euphrates Valley Route), embracing the

most recent Discoveries in all parts of the World, the Geography of Arabia and Abyssinia having been

entirely remodelled from recent Surveys and Explorers' journeys. Plans of London and Paris, on

a large scale; the Geological Map of England and Wales, by Sir RODERICK I. MURCHISON, Bart.,

K.C.B., F.R.S., &c; and the Star Maps, by Sir John Lubbock, Bart., are also included.

New Edition, 1S70, with Additions and Corrections, strongly half-bound, 21s.

CYCLOP^IDIAN ATLAS OF GENERAL MAPS:

CONTAINING 39 COLOURED MAPS, SELECTED FROM THE SERIES DESIGNED

BY THE USEFUL KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY,

WITH INDEX.

This Atlas forms a very convenient and handy companion to the " National," " English," and other Cyclopxdias and

Gazetteers, and should certainly find a place in every library where a larger Atlas is not kept.

LONDON : EDWARD STANFORD, 6 & 7, CHARING CROSS, S.W.

A.YD ALL BOOKSELLERS.

REGENT PUBLICATIONS.

Super-royal i6mo., cloth, price $s. 6J.

VICTORIA,the BRITISH "EL DORADO;"

or, Melbourne in 1869. Showing the advantages of

that Colony as a field for Emigration. By a COLONIST

of Twenty Years' Standing, and late Member of a

Colonial Legislature. With Two Coloured Views and

a Map.

"The philanthropist who desires, at this crisis, to help

his suffering fellow-countrymen—the clergyman—all who-

would take a part in promoting the welfare of their weaker

brethren, may peruse this little volume withreal profit. . . .

Two pretty little views, and a small but careful and correct

Map add to the satisfactory get-up of this useful and oppor

tune work of a bcnAJide colonist."—Athen&n?}*.

"A series of striking but faithful pictures of life and

labour in Victoria, Ought to have a place in every library

resorted to by working people. A more useful work can

scarcely be imagined."— Weekly Dispatch.

"A highly interesting and instructive volume, and cannot

fail to serve as a very useful guide."—Livetpool Albion.

Super-royal i6mo-, cloth, price 51. int.

QUEENSLAND. Four Years in

QUEENSLAND. By E. B. KENNEDY. With Pho

tograph of "A Squatter's House," and a COLOURED*

MAP (scale, 64 miles to an inch ; size, 23 inches by iS)

showing all the latest Discoveries, from private and'

other sources, with the Agricultural Districts and Gold

Fields dearly defined.

"We close with regret Mr. Kennedy's useful and compact

little volume. It contains in a small compass a mass of

useful suggestions to intending emigrants, while it will

furnish to stay-at-home readers an admirable summary of

the position and prospects of one of the most promising of

England's colonies Thoroughly interesting and

readable from beginning to end."—Examiner.

Demy 8vo., rSo pp., cloth, lettered, price is.

PROTECTION to NATIVE INDUSTRY.

By SIR EDWARD SULLIVAN, Bart., author or

Ten Chapters on " Social Reform," &t

Contents :—Growth of Trade ; Free Trade and Free

Ports; Corn; Special Interests ; Producer and Consumer;

Unfair Competition ; Labour ; Cotton : French Treaty :

Board of Irade Statistics; Reciprocity; Causes and

Remedies. Appendix :—The Worsted Trade and the

French Treaty ; Intoxicating Liquor the National Curse.

" Wc have in this volume another of those solemn and

practical admonitions which ought to arrest attention, and

DC taken as a warning of tho dangers which beset us as a

nation."—Bell's Weekly Messenger.

Demy 8vo., cMh, price $s.

BRITISH RAINFALL, 1869. The

DISTRIBUTION OF RAIN OVER THE BRI

TISH ISLES DURING THE YEAR 18*9, as

observed at about 1500 Stations in Great Britain and

Ireland, with Remarks on various Experiments, and

an Appendix on Evaporation. Compiled by G. J.

SVMONS. F.M.S., Member of the Scottish Meteoro

logical Society. With Illustrations. Published Annually.

" A handy octavo volume of nearly coo pages, and without

any diffuse or useless padding, but with a vast array of facts*

which even in themselves are far less dry reading than one

not versed in meteorology would dream of, and which are of

the utmost value to those who would study the stat^tics of

weather phenomena."—Scientific Opinion.

Folded in cover, 5s.; mounted on cloth in case, 7*. cV. ; on

rollers varnished, 91.

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF LONDON.—

STANFORD'S NEW GEOLOGICAL MAP OF

LONDON AND ITS ENVIRONS, SHOWING

SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS. Compiled by J. 1!.

JORDAN, Esq., of the Mining Record Office, from

the published Maps and Memoirs of the Geological

Survey of England and Wales, and from the Maps and'

Memoir accompanying " Reports of the Medical Officer

of Privy Council, 1866 and 1867," by R. W. MYLNE,

Esq., and W. WH1TTAKF.R, Esq., B.A. The Map.

also shows all the Railways and Stations, the Principal

Roads, &c. Scale, 1 inch to a mile ; size, 24 inches

by 36.

London : EDWARD STANFORD,

6 & 7, Charing Cross, S.W.

LONDON: PUBLISHED BY JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET; AND PRINTED BY WILLIAM CLOWES AND SONS,

DUKE STREET, STAMFORD STREET.
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University of London.—
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, That the next

Half-yearly Examination for MATRICULATION in this

University will commence on MONDAY, the 27th of JUNE,

1870. In addition to the Metropolitan Examination, Pro

vincial Examinations will be held at Owens College,

Manchester ; Queen's College, Liverpool ; Stonyhurst

College ; St. Cuthbcrt's College, Ushaw ; Queen's College,

Birmingham : and St. Patrick's College, Carlow.

Every Candidate is required to transmit his Certificate of

Age to the Registrar (University of London, Burlington

Gardens, London, W.) at least fourteen days before the

commencement of the Examination.

Candidates who pass the Matriculation Examination are

entitled to proceed to the Degrees conferred by the Uni

versity in Arts, Laws, Science, and Medicine. This Ex

amination is accepted (1) by the Council of Military

Education in lieu of the Entrance Examination otherwise

imposed on Candidates for admission to the Royal Military

College at Sandhurst; and (a) by the College of Surgeons

in lieu of the Preliminary Examination otherwise imposed

on Candidates for its Fellowship. It is also among those

Examinations of which some one must be passed (1) by

every Medical Student on commencing his professional

studies ; and (2) by every person entering upon Articles of

Clerkship to an Attorney,—any such person Matriculating

in the First Division being entitled to exemption from one

year's service.

WILLIAM B. CARPENTER, M.D.,

May 36M, 1870. Registrar.

TJ"niversity College, London.

FACULTY OF ARTS AND LAWS.

The DISTRIBUTION of PRIZES to the Students of

thb Faculty will take place at the College, on FRIDAY,

JUNE 14th. at 4 p.m.

The Right Rev. Dr. Temple, Bishop of Exeter, will

preside.

JOHN ROBSON, B.A.,

Secretary to the Council.

'The Annual General Meeting

of the MEMBERS of the ARUNDEL SOCIETY

will be held in the Rooms, 24, Old Bond Street, W., on

THURSDAY, the 16th of June, at Half-past Two o'clock,

for the following purposes :—

1. To transact the usual business of an Annual General

Meeting, as defined by the Rules.

2. To authorise the number of Second Subscribers being

limited to 1 ,500, and to make such variations in and additions

to the Rules as may be necessary for carrying out such

limitation.

F. W. MAYNARD, Secretary.24. Old Bond Street, W. .

~\\TorcesterProprietaryCollege

FOR BLIND SONS OF GENTLEMEN.

Second Term, 1870.

President—The LORD BISHOP of WORCESTER.

President of Council--The Rt. Hon. Lord LYTTELTON.

Principal— Rev. R. H. BLAIR, M.A., F.R.A.S.

Vice-Principal—^. S. FORSTER, Esq.. M.A.

"There is no other Establishment in existence for the

Upper Classes than the Worcester College, which has been

set on foot for teaching the Blind Sons of Gentlemen."—

Bishop of Worcester.

Upon application to the Secretary at the College, or at

33, Essex Street, Strand, a Pamphlet containing full par

ticulars of the Regulations of the College will be forwarded

postage free.

(")wens College, Manchester.
V^ —PROFESSORSHIP of NATURAL PHILO

SOPHY.—The Trustees of Owens College invite applica

tions from gentlemen willing to become Candidates for the

above Professorship, which will become vacant in September

next by the resignation of Professor W. JACK, M.A.

Instruction in this department is at present given solely

by means of Lectures, but the Trustees expect to be able

ti'i make immediate provision for the establishment of a

Physical Laboratory.

Candidates are requested to send in applications, stating

age, academical degree, and general qualifications, ac

companied by Testimonials, to "The Trustees of Owens

College," under cover to the Registrar, on or before the

17th of June next.

Further information will be given on application to the

Principal ; but it is requested that the Trustees may not be

addressed individually.

J. G. GREENWOOD, Principal.

J. HOLME NICHOLSON, Registrar.

gamuel P. Eagleton, LL.D.,
Sedgley, Staffordshire, receives Five Pupils, not under

14 years of age, and prepares them for the Military and

Civil Service Examinations, and for University Scholarships.

Inclusive Terms, 105/. per annum.

pelican Life Insurance

COMPANY,

Established in 1797.

70, Lombard Street, City, and 57, Charing Cross,

Westminster.

Directors.

t,sq., m.p.

Octavius E. Coope, Esq.

John Coope Davis, Esq.

Henry Farquhar, Esq,

Charles E. Goodhart, Esq.

Jas. A. Gordon, Esq, m.d.,

F.R&

Kirkman D. Hodgson, Esq.

Henry L. Holland, Esq.

Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., m.p.,

f.k.s.

John Stewart Oxley, Esq.

"Benjamin Shaw, Esq.

M. Wyvill, Jun., Esq.

FINANCIAL POSITION.

Total Amount Insured, with Bonus Additions.. ,£3,007,431

Liability on the same, at 3 per cent. Interest ... 846,71a

Accumulated Funds J»237»a53

Annual Revenue from Premiums .£921787

„ from Intercut AS7*E^3

149,950

The whole invested in Government, Real, and other first-

class Securities, in addition to which the Assured have the

guarantee of a large and wealthy proprietary.

For Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal apply at the

Offices as above, or to the Agents of the Company.

ROBERT TUCKER, Secretary and Actuary.

ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY.

Just Published,

"Proceedings of the Royal Irish

ACADEMY. IRISH MSS. SERIES. Vol. I.

Part 1., 8vo., 5s.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL

IRISH ACADEMY. Vol. XXIV. SCIENCE.

Parts 8 to 15, 4to., 26J. POLITE LITERATURE,

Part 4, 3J. ANTIQUITIES, Part 8, is. 6d.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

ABC Patent Despatch Box.

TENNER and KNEWSTUB'S newly-invented

Patent ABC, and 1, 2, 3, Despatch Boxes. 'General con

venience, ready access to papers, and methodical arrange

ment.'—Post. 'Will meet especially the requirements of

literary, legal, and official persons.'—Star. 'A boon to all

lovers of order.'—Illustrated London News. 'A great

improvement in the construction ofdespatch boxes.'—Record.

' Every part has its own merit.'—Atltena-um. ' Entitles the

inventors to the gratitude of all who keep their papers in

order.'— Times. Price from iar. 6d.

The ELGIN WRITING CASE, invented by Jcnner

and Knewstub, price from One Guinea in morocco. ' The

invention is a most useful one. Some honour belongs to the

inventors.'—Times. Illustrated Lists post free.

Jenner and Knewstub, to the Queen, Dressing Case

Makers, Heraldic Stationers, Engravers, and Die Sinkers.

Designs for Dies made without charge. 33, St. James's

Street, and 66, Jermyn Street.

T?odrigues.—Monograms,

ARMS, CRESTS, and ADDRESSES Designed

and Steel Dies Engraved as Gems.

RUSTIC, GROTESQUE, COMIC, and ECCENTRIC:

MONOGRAMS artistically designed for any combination

of letters.

NOTE PAPER and ENVELOPES stamped in colour,

relief, and brilliantly illuminated in Gold, Silver, and

Colors, in the highest style of art.

STATIONERY, ACCOUNT BOOKS, and every re

quisite for the Writing Table oF the best quality.

A VISITING CARD PLATE, elegantly engraved,

and 100 SUPERFINE CARDS printed for 4*. 6d.

BALL PROGRAMMES and DINNER CARTES of

new designs arranged, printed, and stamped with Arms,

Crest, or Address, in the latest fashion.

At HENRY RODRIGUES*

(Stationer, Heraldic Designer, and Engraver

To the Royal Family),

42, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

Just ready, Part II.—AVES.

'The Student's Manual ofCom-

PARATIVE ANATOMY AND GUIDE TO

DISSECTION. By GEORGE HERBERT MORRELL.

B.A. and B.C.L.. Exeter Coll., Assistant Demonstrator of

Comparative Anatomy in the University Museum, Oxfoid.

Part /., Mammalia, will be publisJicd in October.

Oxford: T. & G Shrimpton, Broad Strett.

London: Whittakek & Co.; Macmillam & Co.

Just Published, price One Florin,

j^e Marchand de Venise.

Traduit dc Shakespeare par le Chevalier Dk

CHATELAIN, autcur de la Fotle du Logis,traductcur des

Contes dc Canterbury de Chaucer, de Macbeth, d'Hamlet,

de Julius Ce*s:ir, de la Tern pete, &c &c.

London : Thomas Hailes Lacy, 89, Strand, W.C.

Just Published,

fihylock in the 19th Century.

By R. H. HORNE, Author of " Orion," avec U

traduction francaisc en regard. See Appendix of "Lc

Marchand de Venise."

London: Thomas Hailes Lacy, 89, Strand, W.C.
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BOOKS ON BOTANY.

♦

REFUGIUM BOTANICUM : partially

Coloured Figures with Descriptions, from living Speci

mens of little known or rare Plants. Edited by

W. WILSON SAUNDF.RS. F.R.S. Royal 8vo.

Each Part, containing 24 Plates, 7s. 6d.

RABINGTON'S MANUAL OF BRITISH

BOTANY. Sixth Edition. rox. 6d.

HENFREY'S RUDIMENTS of BOTANY.

Second Edition. -$s. 6d.

HENFREY'S ELEMENTARY COURSE

of BOTANY. 500 Woodcuts, lis. 6d. New Edition,

edited by Dr. MAXWELL MASTERS, F.R.S.

[In a/ew days.

SEEMANN'S BRITISH FERNS AT ONE

VIEW. A Coloured Illustration of each Species.

Folded in cover. 6s.

SOWERBY'S BRITISH POISONOUS

PLANTS. Second Edition. 32 Coloured Plates, gs.td.

SOWERBY'S ILLUSTRATED KEY TO

THE NATURAL ORDERS OF BRITISH WILD

FLOWERS. Nine Coloured Plates, js. 6d.

SOWERBY'S BRITISH WILD FLOW

ERS. 1,780 Coloured Illustrations. 8vo. 3/. 3s.

THE BRITISH RUBI : at Attempt to

discriminate the Species. By Professor C. CARDALE

BABINGTON, F.R.S. iamo. y.

JOHN VAN VOORST, 1, Paternoster Row.

In a few days, a Second Kdition, post Svo., cloth, 12s. (sd., of

T4enfrey's Elementary Course

OF BOTANY, Structural, Physiological, and

Systematic. Edited by MAXWELL T. MASTERS,

M.D., F.R.S., Lecturer on Botany, St. George's Hospital.

Illustrated by upwards of 500 Woodcuts.

John Van Voorst, i, Paternoster Row.

Recently Published, with 10 Plates, 8vo., cloth, 12s. 6d.

r The Anatomy and Physiology

OF THE BLOW- FLY. By BENJAMIN

THOMPSON LOWNE, M.R.C.S. Eng.

" No student of general anatomy should neglect a care

ful perusal of it."—Medical Press.

John Van Voorst, i, Paternoster Row.

BANK OP AUSTRALASIA.

Incorporated 1835.

4, THREADNEEDLE STREET, LONDON.

PAID-UP CAPITAL, ^1, 200,000.

Guarantee Fund, ^210,247.

Fetters of Credit and Bills

~^~^ are GRANTED on the Branches of the Bank in

Australia and New Zealand.

Bills are Negotiated and sent for Collection.

William Milliken, Secretary.

Indigestion.—The Medical

Profession adopts MORSON'S PREPARATION

OF PEPSINE as the true Remedy. Sold in Bottles and

Boxes from is., by all Pharmaceutical Chemists and the

Manufacturers, Thomas Morson & Son, 124, Southampton

Row, Russell Square, London.

"R reakfa s t.—Epps's Cocoa.

"^ GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

The Civil Service Gazette remarks :—" By a thorough

knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations

of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of

the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has

Erovided our breakfast tables with a deticately-navourcd

everage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills."

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only in

ilb., ilb., and ilb. tin-lined packets, labelled:—

JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

c aracas Cocoa.

'No more delicious, refreshing, nourishing, and whole

some beverage has ever been manufactured."—Morning

Post.

" As an agreeable invigorator, refresher, and nourisher it

could not be tou highly recommended to the community."—

Civil Service Gazette.

J. S. FRY AND SONS,

Bristol and London.

^CHUBB'S NEW PATENT SAFES,

Steel-plated with Diagonal Bolts, to resist Wedges, Drills,

and Fire. Lists of Prices, with 130 Illustrations, of all

sizes and qualities, of CHUBB'S SAFES, STRONG

ROOM DOORS, and LOCKS, sent free by

CHUBB & SON,

57, St. Paul's Churchyard, London.

ANCIENT CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS.

Edited bv the Rev. W. LUCAS COLLINS, M.A.

The Fourth Volume, containing

CAESAR,

By ANTHONY TROLLOPE,

/* now Published.

The aim of the present scries will be to explain, suffi

ciently for general readers, who these gteat writers were,

and what they wrote : to give, wherever possible, some

connected outline of the story which they tell, or ihc facts

which they record, checked by the results of modern in

vestigations ; to present some of their most striking passages

in approved English translations, and to illustrate thciii

generally from modern writers ; to serve, in short, as a

popular retrospect of the chief literature of Greece and

Rome.

Favourable reviews of this Series have appeared in The

Times, January 10, Saturday Revinu, January 8, Spec

tator, Aprils, Westminster Review, April, &c.f &c.

The Volumes Published contain—

1. The Iliad. 2. The Odyssey. 3. Herodotus.

A Volume will be Published on ist of each alternate month,

price is. 6d.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Sold by all Booksellers. ___^ _

DEIGHTON, BELL, & CO.'S

PUBLICATIONS.

AN EXAMINATION OF THE

UTILITARIAN PHILOSOPHY. By the late JOHN

GROTE, B.D., Fellow of Trinity College, and Pro

fessor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Cam

bridge. Edited by JOSEPH B. MAYOR, M.A

late Fellow of St. John's College, i vol., 8vo. [Ready.)

ELEMENTS OF MORALITY,

INCLUDING POLITY. By W. WHEWELL,

D.D., formerly Master of Trinity College, Cambridge.

Fourth Edition, in i vol., 8vo. 15*.

LECTURES ON THE HISTOR Y

OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY IN ENGLAND. By

the Rev. W. WHEWELL, D.D. New and Improved

Edition, with additional Lectures. Crown 8vo. 8*.

BUTLER'S THREE SERMONS

ON HUMAN NATURE, AND DISSERTATION

ON VI KTUE. F.dited by the late \V. WHF.WELL,

D.D. Wilh a Preface and a Syllabus of the Work.

Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 2*. 6ti.

Edited bv WILHELM WAGNER, Ph.D.

PLA TO'S PHA EDO. With Notes

Critical and Exegetical. Small 8vo. 5*. id. (Ready.)

PLATO'S APOLOGY OF

SOCRATES AND CRITO. With Notes Critical and

Exegetical, Introductory Notices, and a Logical Ana

lysis of the Apology. Post 8vo. 4s. 6d.

" Dr. Wagner, who has already established his reputation

in England by an edition of the Aulularia of Plautus, and

by a more recent edition of Terence, has now produced

a commentary on the Apology and Crito which deserves

the attention of English scholars, and special gratitude of

English schoolmasters."—Cambridge University Gazette.

PLAUTUS. Aulularia. With

Notes Critical and Exegetical, and an Introduction on

the Plautian Metres and Prosody. 8vo. os.

" Is a specimen of a thorough edition of a classical work,

leaving nothing to be desired by the critical student. . . . .

We cannot conceive a work better adapted than this to

introduce the reader to a study of the Latin author and the

comic poets generally."—Guardian,

"The first attempt with which I am acquainted to make

known in England the process and results of etymological

research in Germany."—Introduction to Greek and Latin

Etymology, by J. Peile, M.A., Fellow of Christ's College.

TERENCE. With Notes Critical

and Exegetical an Introduction and Appendix. Post

8vo. 1 of. bd.

" Dr. Wagner's edition of Terence, though elegantly

got up, is quite unpretending in size and appearance, and

yet we are much mistaken if it does not hasten on and

greatly contribute to that more thorough study of the earlier

Latin poetry of which we can perceive many signs here as

well as in Germany and even France."—Cambridge Uni

versity Gazette.

Cambridge: DEIGHTON, BELL, AND CO.

London : BELL AND DALDY.

Lately Published, in One Volume, 8vo., price i6>.

'Time and Space; a Metaphy-

SICAL ESSAY. By SHADWORTH H.

HODGSON.

*»* This work covers the whole ground of Speculative

Philosophy.

Pakt I- contains an Analysis of Perception and Asso

ciation of Ideas.

Part II. contains the Laws of Logic, with a Criticism

on Hegel.

By the same Author, nmv ready,

The Theory of Practice; an

Ethical Inquiry- I" T\v° Volumes, 8vo., price a+r.

This work, in conjunction with the foregoing, completes a

system of Philosophy.

Book I. contains an Analysis of the Sensations, Emotions,

Passions; of the Will, Reasoning, Choice, and Character;

and their connexion with the Cerebral Organisation.

Book II. contains a Logic of Ethic and of Politic, in

cluding a Logical Sketch of Jurisprudence, Political

Economy, Philology ; with a general view of the Connexion

of the Sciences.

London : Lon-gmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

Second Edition, in crown 8vo., price ioj. 6rf., cloth,

Motes on Thucydides, Books
X~ I., II., and III. By J. G. SHEPPARD, M.A.,

and L. EVANS, M.A., sometime Fellows of Wadham Col

lege, Oxford.

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

Just Published, in fcp. 8vo., price s>- 6d., cloth,

"Progressive Hebrew Course

AND MUSIC OF THE BIBLE : comprising a

Series of Easy Reading-Lessons and Hebrew and English

Exercises ; with Introductory Reader, Illustrations of the

Masorctic Tonic Accents employed in the Old Testament

Scriptures, and Specimens of Temple Music. By P. I. J.

WARSCHAWSK.I, F.R.A.S., Professor of Hebrew and

German Literature.

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

In One Volume, post 8vo., price 6s. , cloth,

Spiritual Religion; Sermons

*-* on Christian Faith and Life. By JAMES DRUM-

MOND, B.A. . „ „

London : Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

Third Edition, in 8vo., price Sixpence,

Mill Hill School; Inaugural

ADDRESS read at the Public Rc-opening of this

School, October 27, .869, by R. F. WEYMOUTH, D Lit.

Fellow of Univ. Coll. Lond. Head Master. (Published by

request of the Governors and the Meeting )

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

Now ready, Second Edition, Enlarged and Corrected,

crown 8vo., cloth extra, price js. 6d.

The Origin and History of
A IRISH NAMES OF PLACES. By P. W. JOYCE,

A.M., M.R.I.A.

" We can heartily recommend Mr. Joyce's book as inte

resting and instructive."—Saturday Review.

" Notwithstanding the difficulties of Mr. Joyce s subject,

his arrangement is so admirable, and his explanations are so

lucid, that his book never becomes dull."—AtheHa-utm.

Dublin : McGlashan & Gli-L, 50, Upper Sackville Street.

London: Whittaker & Co.; Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.

Edinburgh^ John Menzirs.

~ Just Published^ Part II., 8vo., cloth, price 10s.

New Translation of the

PSALMS : made by means ofArabic Lexicons, Syriac

New Testament Words, the Ancient Versions, Bp. Lowth s

Parallelisms, and Parallel Places, whereby the Scriptural

Messianic Canon that Our Lord Christ is the Key to the

Psalms is Upheld, many Prophecies Regained, and Readings

of Hebrew Scholars' Old Style are confuted. By the Rev.

R. CUNNINGHAM DIDHAM, M.A. Part II.—Psalm

xxvi. to xxxvi. Vol. I., Psalm i. to xxxvi., 15*.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 30, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

FREE CHRISTIAN UNION.

Just Published, is., post free,

The Ethics of Conformity and

SUBSCRIPTION. By HENRY S1DGWICK,

M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and ao, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just Pub shed, crown 8vo., cloth, 3s. td.

Mew Theories and the Old
X^ FAITH Lectureson INSPIRATION, INFAL

LIBILITY, &c, delivered at St. Thomas's Square Chapel,

Hackney. By the Rev. J. ALLANSON PICTON, M.A.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and ao, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

A
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CHAPMAN & HALL'S LIST.

THE FORTnTgHlY REVIEW,
FOR JUNE,

Edited dy JOHN MORLEY,

CONTAINS—

i JOHN STUART MILL on "PROFESSOR LESLIE

on the LAND QUESTION."

3 FREDERIC HARRISON on "The ROMANCE of

the PEERAGE."

3. A. B. MITFORD'S "TALES of JAPAN." Part I.

4 WALTER BAGEHOT on "BAD LAWYERS or

GOOD."

5 J. W. BRODRIBB on "PLINY the YOUNGER."

6 JOHN MORLEYS TRANSLATION of "CON-

DORCET'S PLEA for the CITIZENSHIP of

WOMEN."

7 JOSEPH MAZZINI'S "LETTER to the MEMBERS

of the CECUMENICAL COUNCIL."

8. SOME BOOKS of the MONTH.

MB. DICKENS'S SEW WOBK.

Now Ready, price is., Part III. of

The Mystery of Edwin Drood,

Bv CHARLES DICKENS.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY S. L. FILDES.

To be completed in Twelvb Monthly Numbers, uniform

with the Original Editions of "Pickwick," "Copper-

field," &c.

PRIMITIVE MAN. Translated from the

French of LOUIS FIGUIER, and Illustrated with

Thirty Scene*; of Primitive Life and Two Hundred and

Thirty-three Figures of Objects belonging to Prehistoric

Ages. Demy 8vo. ia*. [Ready.

MAMMALIA : Their various Orders and

Habits, popularly illustrated by Typical Species. Taken

from the French of LOUIS FIGUIER. With 267

Engravings. Demy 8vo. i6>. [Ready.

New Novel, by the Author of "The Pilgrim and the Shrine."

HIGHER LAW. By the Author of "The

Pilgrim and the Shrine." 3 vols. [Ready.

ENSEMBLE. By Wat. Bradwood,

Author of "O. V. H." 3 vols. [Ready.

CHAPMAN & HALL, 193, Piccadilly.

Published this day, Large Crown 8vo., cloth gilt,

price 10s. 6d.

(^ravemounds and their Con-

TENTS. ByLLEWELLYNN JEWITT, F.S.A.

Illustrated with 490 Illustrations.

Groombridce & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row, London.

Now ready, 8vo., pp. xvi. 464, cloth, ar. 6d.

An Inquiry concerning the

ORIGIN of CHRISTIANITY. By CHARLES

C. HENNELL. To which is added CHRISTIAN

THEISM, by the same Author. Third (People's) Edition

of both works.

London : Tr^bner & Co., 8 and 60, Paternoster Row.

Price is., post free is. id.

AQ Examination Papers ; 600

QUESTIONS on ENGLISH HISTORY.

Adapted to all School Histories [as Ctflliet's, Smith's,

Afarhham's, Goldsmith's, White's, Knight's, frc.) ; with

Hints to Students and Candidates at Examinations.

London : Simpkin & Co.

Birmingham : Cornish Brothers.

Just Published, post 8vo., 6s. , cloth,

ftermons Preached in Hexham

ABBEY CHURCH. By the Rev. J.W. HOOPER.

London: James Nisret & Co., 21, Berners Street, W.

Just Published, post 8vo., 6s., cloth,

'The Atonement ; in its Rela-

TIONS TO THE COVENANT, THE PRIEST

HOOD,ANDTHE INTERCESSION OF OUR LORD.

By the Rev. HUGH MARTIN, M.A., Edinburgh.

London : James Nisdet & Co., 21, Berners Street, W.

Just Published, post 8vo., 5s., cloth,

T'he Scriptural Account of

CREATION VINDICATED BY THE TEACH

ING OF SCIENCE; or, A New Method of Reconciling

the Mosaic and Geological Records of Creation. By the

Rev. WILLIAM PAUL, D.D., Banchory.

London : James Nisbet & Co., 31, Berners Street, W.

This day, in Crown 8vo„ 3^. 6J.

LETTERS FROM ROME ON THE COUNCIL.

By QUIRINUS.

Reprinted from the " Allgemcine Zcitung? Authorized Translation.

VoL I., First Series.

PRELIMINARY HISTORY OF THE COUNCIL AND LETTERS, I.—XV.

Vol. I. will be completed in the Third Series, bringing the Letters on the Council up to the time

of its probable prorogation for the hot season at Rome, about June, 1870. The Second Series is now

in the press anil will be shortly issued. Should the Council reassemble in the autumn, the Letters

will be resumed.

RIVINGTONS, LONDON, OXFORD, and CAMBRIDGE.

Just Published, 3s. 6d.

_^n Introduction to the Lan-

GUAGE and L1TERATU RE of MADAGASCAR ;

with Hints to Travellers, and a New Map. By the Rev.

JULIUS KESSLER, Curate of St. John's, Deptford,

late Missionary in Madagascar.

London : Wm. Hunt 8: Company, 23, Holies Stn-ct, \V.

Just Published, post 8vo., 332 pp. , price 4 J. , cloth,

LECTURE NOTES

CHEMICAL STUDENTS.

(Second Edition.) Vol.1.—Inorganic Chemistry.

By Dr. FRANKLAND, F.R.S.,

Professor of Chemistry in the Royal School of Mines, and

Examiner in Chemistry to the Department of

Science and Art.

Opinions of the Tress on the First Edition.

Quarterly Journal of Science.—"A very suc

cessful attempt at a complete and consistent system of

nomenclature and notation ; and for that reason alone, every

chemist will wish for the book a wide circulation. Not a

little interest is given to the book by the introduction of

graphic formula: in illustration of the atomic constitution of

bodies."

The Chemical News.—"We welcome the appear

ance of this most interesting book with real pleasure. Dr.

Frankland has demonstrated, in the opening chapters of

this volume, tint he can write with equal success for the

young student and for the advanced chemist. The linger

ing fondness of the old school for the half truths and down

right errors of most of our text-books, must give way before

the clearness, the accuracy, and, we will say, also, the

simplicity, of the views unfolded in the pages now under

review."

Silliman's American Journal.—" Dr. Frankland

has been remarkably successful in developing these views,

and in applying them alike to mineral and organic chemistry.

The volume deserves careful study. All the more important

elements and compounds, with their modes of preparation,

the reaction in each case, and their modes of decomposition,

are most clearly described. And thus the object of the

work, to furnish names, formulae, and reactions, and so to

save the student the time spent in copying these in the

lecture-room, is most successfully accomplished. The re

presentation, in a formula, of the mode in which the atoms

are held together (and not, of course, their relative position

in space], so necessary to explain cases of isomerism, and

which cannot be given by ordinary typical formulae, is well

obtained by those of Dr. Frankland."

The Medical Press and Circular.—"It is an

outline of the science drawn on the broadest plan, but with

the most careful regard to definitions—it is, in fact, a book

of reaction formula; illustrating the principles of the science.

The book is written in a masterly style, yet in terse and even

elegant language."

The Pharmaceutical Journal.—"To the student

of modern chemistry, this work will prove of great value.

If he be old in chemical knowledge, he will here find levelled

heaps of anomalies over which he may formerly have

stumbled ; if commencing study, the book will enable him

to journey easier, more rapidly, further, and enjoy a wider

view than those who travelled before him. '1 he elder

student will best appreciate the volume ; to the younger

it will be of most value."

The Reader.—"The utmost efforts of chemists now-

a-days are directed to the elucidation of the nature and

changes of molecules, and, although it is to be feared that

the current hypotheses upon this subject are allowed to

stray too far, yet it is wonderful to observe what order and

harmony they bring into the tangled mazes of mineral and

organic chemistry. The book before us exhibits this with

remarkable force. It is the skeleton-outline of a wide

course of study in pure chemistry, and as such will be of but

little use to the mere seeker for facts. But, as a system of

classification, it is the most perfectwhich has yet appeared ;

and the very want of detail, which renders it useless as a

work of reference, contributes to its applicability for its

proposed object. It is a masterpiece of clear and accurate

arrangement."

JOHN VAN VOORST, i. Paternoster Row.

An Introductory Text-Book

of ZOOLOGY, for the Use of Schools. By H.

ALLEYNE NICHOLSON, M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.E.,

F.G.S., Lecturer on Natural History, and Vice-President

of the Geological Society of Edinburgh. In crown 8vo.»

with numerous Engravings.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London-..

1825. FORTY-FIFTH YEAR. 1870.

T?evue Britanniquer a

FRENCH INTERNATIONAL RF.VIEW OF

POLITICS, SCIENCE, LITERATURE, AND ART.

Published in Monthly Parts of about 300 pages. By

ARNEDEE PICHOT, M.D.

Though containing many extracts from English- and

American publications, this long-established and renowned

continental periodical publishes a vast amount of original

matter of general interest for the English reader. It forms

a complete encyclopaedia of scientific and literary matter.

Annual Subscription 2/. 15s., post free. Single Numbers,

5*.

London: Ashes and Co., 13, Bedford Street, Covcnt

Garden, W.C.

All Books, &c, intended to be reviewed in the "Revue

Britannique " should be deposited to the Editor's address at

M. Moreau's Office, 5, Chancery Lane, London. Lord

Macaulay, Thackeray, and many eminent English authors-

own a great part of their popularity on the Continent to the

"Revue Britannique," as they have often testified in their

letters to the Editor, the firi-t who translated into French,

Shakespeare, Byron, Walter Scott, &c, &c.

Advertisements for the Continent.—The " Revi:e Bri

tannique" has'one of the largest monthly circulations on the

Continent. AH communications intended for insertion in the

"Revue Britannique" should be sent to the Editor, 5c*

Boulevard Haussmann, Paris, before the 10th of each)

month.

NOW.READY, THE SECOND EDITION,

Imp. folio, half roan, price il. \\s. 6d.

TTistorical Maps of England

during the FIRST THIRTEEN CENTURIES ;

with Explanatory Essays and Indices. By CHARLES H.

PEARSON, M.A., Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford, and

Author of "A History of England during the Early and

Middle Ages," &c.

London : Bell & Daldy.

TVTessrs. Bagster's Biblical

WORKS. Just Published, a DESCRIPTIVE

CATALOGUE, illustrated with numerous Specimen Pages.

By post free.

Samuel Bagster & Sons, 15, Paternoster Row, London.

"REVISION OF THE ENGLISH BIBLE."

This day is Published,

J±_ Critical English New Tcs-

TAMENT: presenting at one view the Authorised

Version, and the Results of the latest criticism of the

Original Text. 8v*o., price 7*.

Samuel Bagster & Sons, 15, Paternoster Row, London.

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5s.

Qtevens (Dr. Abel) History

OF METHODISM, Vol. 3, fron>th« Death of Wesley

to the Centenary Jubilee of Methodism ; considered in its

Relations to British and American Protestantism. New

Edition, with Notes and copious Index. Uniform wills

Tegg's Edition of Vols. 1 and 2, bound in one.

London : William Tegg, Pancras Lane, Cheapsidcv

8vo.r cloth, 7,c

TTuman Mind (Elements; of

THE PHILOSOPHY OF), in Two Parts, by

DUGALD STEWART, with References, Sectional Heads,

Synoptical Table of Contents, and Translations of the

various Greek, Latin, and French quotations.

London: William Thgg, Panccas Lane, Cheapsidfc-
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Clarendon Press Series.

LECTURES on ART. Delivered before

the ITnii'crsiry of Oxford in the Hilary Term, 1870.

By JOHN RUSKIN, M.A., Honorary Student of

Christ Church ; Slade Professor of Fine Art.

[Immediately.

The CULTIVATION of the SPEAKING

VOICE. By JOHN HULLAH. Crown 8vo.. 3*. 6d.

[jfust ready.

FORMS of ANIMAL LIFE ; being Out-

lines of Zoological Classification based upon Anatomical

Investigation, and Illustrated by Descriptions of Speci

mens and of Ficures. By GEORGE ROLLESTON,

M.I) , F.R.S., Linacre Professor of Physiology, Oxford.

8vo., i6j.

ACOUSTICS : THEORETICAL. Part I.

By W. F. DONKIN, M.A., F.R.S., Savilian Professor

of Astronomy, Oxford. Crown 8vo., js. 6d.

A GOLDEN TREASURY of GREEK

PROSE : beins a Collection of the finest Passages in

the principal Greek Prose Writers, with Introductory

Notices and Notes. By R. S. WRIGHT, M.A., and

J. E. L. SHADWELL, B.A. Extra fcap. 8vo., +r. 6d.

A MANUAL of POLITICAL ECONOMY,

ITIR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. By Professor

ROGERS. Second Edition, revised, with Index. Extra

fcap. Svo., 4J. 6d.

OXK)RD: PRINTED AT THE CLARENDON PRESS;

ANjO PUBLISHED BY MACMI1.LAN AND CO.,

LONDON, PUBLISHERS TO THE UNIVERSITY.

SECOND EDITION OF

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE.

No. 128 (for JUNE). Price it.

Contents :

1. \Ir.ANTHONvTKOLl.opE's"SIRHARRV HOTSPUR

ofHUMBI.ETHWAlTE." Chapters IV.—VI.

a "A FORGOTTEN ENGLISH POETESS." Edited

by Mrs. Brothekton.

3. "THOUGHTS and EXPERIENCES of a

GUARDIAN of the POOR."

4. Rev. Canon Kingsley's Poem, " The LEGEND of

LA BREA."

5. Rev. W. G. Humphry on " REVISION of the

BIBLE."

6. Mrs. Macqi/oid's "FIFINE: a Story of Malincs."

I.—IV.

7. Mr. F. Napier Broome on "ENGLISH PHY

SIQUE."

8. '• PRINCIPLES and PREJUDICES."

9. "LINKS suggested by the GREEK MASSACRE."

By Miss M. B. Smedley.

10 "LOTHAIR."

The THIRD EDITION for May of

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE,

i< now Ready ; it contains George Eliot's New Poem,

Professor Hi xlhy on "The Method of Using One'sPi. .

Reason Rightly," &c.

Uniform with Mr. Bright's Speeches,

BICHARD COBDEN'S SPEECHES on

QUESTIONS of PUBLIC POLICY. Edited by the

Right Hon. JOHN BRIGHT, M.P.. and Professor

ROGERS. Two Vols., 8vo., with Portrait, a6r.

[ This day.

The STUDENT'S FLORA of the BRITISH

ISLANDS. By Dr. J. D. HOOKER, F.R S., Director

of the Royal Gardens, Kew. Globe 8vo., 10s. 6d.

[ This day.

Second Edition, containing all the most recent Discoveries

and additional Illustrations,

PROFESSOR ROSCOE'S "SPECTRUM

ANALYSIS." A Series of Lectures, with Appendices,

Engravings, Maps, and Chromo-lithographs. Medium

8vo.. six. [This day.

The BOOK of ISAIAH CHRONOLOGI

CALLY ARRANGED. An Amended Version, with

Historical and Critical Introductions and Explanatory

Notes. By T. K. CHEYNE, M.A., Fellow of Balliol

College, Oxford. Crown 8vo., 7s. td. [Thteday.

J^rundel Society, or Society for

MACMILLAN & Co., London.

Promoting the Knowledge of Art by Copying and

Publishing important Works of Ancient Masters.

MEMBER'S ENTRANCE DONATION, £t is.

Of the Chromo-Lithographs, produced during the last

twenty years, Copies of the following may still be obtained

at the Office, 24, Old Bond Street, London, \V.

CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHS.

I'RICE.

GIOTTO—"Portrait of Dante," from the Bargello £ s. d.

at Florence, before the Fresco was repainted 076

MASOLINO. MASACCIO and FILIPPINO

LI PPI—Subjects from Frescoes in the Bran-

cacci Chapel, Florence:—

Four large subjects from the Life of S. Pcter'each) o 15 o

Four medium-size subjects from ditto, mounted

in pairs (each pair) o 12 o

Two smalt subjects from ditto .. (the pair) 076

Two ditto. " Fall and Expulsion" (the pair) 076

Two full-sire Heads, from one of the above sub

jects., .. .. . . .... ..076

Four ditto, selected from different subjects (each) 050

FILI PPI NO LI PPI—"The Virion of S. Bernard,"

from the Badia at Florence -. •• .. x x o

FRA ANOFLICO—"The Annunciation," from

S Mark's Convent, Florence o 10 o

" Christ and Mary Magdalene in the Garden,"

from the same place . • ... . . . . o 10 o

" The Coronation of the Virgin," ditto . . . . o 15 o

B. GOZZOLT—"S. Augustine Lecturing," from

S. Gimicnano .. •• .. •■ ..140

A. MANTKGNA—"The Conversion of Hermo-

Cenes," from the Ercmitani Church, Padua . . 0x5 o

" S. Inmes before Herod," from the same place o 15 o

D. G HI RLAN DAIO- "Zacharias naming his Son

John," from S. Maria Novello at Florence . . 1 1 o

" Preaching of John the Baptist," ditto . . 1 1 o

"The Last Supper," from the Church of the

Ognissanti. Ftorcncc •• 110

Two full size Heads from the Fresco of "The

Death of S. Francis," in the SS. Trinita

Church at Florence . . 076

P. PKRUGINO—"The Adoration of the Kings,"

from Citta dclla Pieve 1 1 o

"The Martyrdom of S. Sebastian,"' from Panicale o 10 o

F. FRANCIA—"The Marriage of S. Cecilia,"

from S. Cecilia's Chapel, Bologna .. .. o 16 o

" The Burial of S. Cecilia," from the same place 0x60

FRA BARTOLOMMEO- "The Annunciation,"

from the Villa of the Frati di S. Marco, near

Florence .. 0:20

"The Virgin and Child," from S. Mark's Con

vent, Florence o 12 o

" Jesus and his Two Disciples at Emmaus" from

the same place .. .. . . . • .. 012 o

L. DA VINCI—"The VirEin and Child," from

S. Onofrio's Monastery, Rome.. .. .. o 10 o

LUINI—"The Marriage of the Virgin," from

S:»ronno .. .- .- •• ■ . ..110

"The Adoration ofthe Magi," from the same place 1 1 o

"The Presentation in the Temple," ditto .. o 16 o

Full-size Head from ditto .. -. .. ..050

" Christ amonc the Doctors," ditto .. .. 1 1 o

A. DHL SARTO—"The Nativity of the Virgin,"

from the Annunziata CloUter, Florence . . 1 1 o

"The Procession of the Magi." ditto.. .. o 16 o

" S. Filippo Benizzi Healing Children," ditto., o 16 o

" Madonna del Sacco," ditto o ia o

BAZZI—"The Ecstacy of S. Catherine," from

S- Domenico, Siena .. .. ■• .. 1 x o

RAFFAELLE "The Four Sibyls," from S.

Maria dclla Pace at Rome 150

" S. Peter delivered from Prison," from the

Stanze of the Vatican 1 1 o

" Theology" and "Poetry," ditto .. (each) o 15 o

HANS M EMLI NG—Five subiects from the Trip

tych in the Hospital of S- John at Bruges ..220

VAN EYCK—"The Adoration of the Lamb,"

from the lower centre piece of the altar-piece

at Ghent ..150

"The Triune God." "The Virgin Mary," "S.

John the Baptist," from the upper centre

pictures of the altar-piece at Ghent .. ..150

Procession of Judges, Warriors. Knights, and

Pilgrims ; four panels from the interior of the

lower wings of the altar-piece at Ghent .. 1 1 o

Portraits of Judocus Vyts and his Wife, with

their patron Saints: four panels from the

exterior of the lower wings ol the altar-piece

at Ghent .. o 16 o

ILLUMINATED CAPITAL LETTERS, from

Choral Books at Florence and Siena (each) oxoo

*,* A Descriptive Notice of the Drawings and the Publi

cations of the ARUNDEL SOCIETY, from 1849 to 1870

inclusive, by F. W. Mavnard, Secretary, price js. 6d.

Further particulars relating to the Society, and full Lists

of Publications, can be obtained personally, or will be sent by

post, on application at the Rooms of the Society, where the

Drawings and Publications may be seen.

F. W. MAYNARD, Secretary.

94, Old Bond Street, W.

BOOKS FOE-

INTENDING

TOURISTS AND TRAVELLERS.

NORMANDY PICTURESQUE: a New

Artistic Book of Travel. By HENRY BLACKBURN.

Author of " Artists and Arabs," " Travelling in Spain,"

&c. Demy 8vo., cloth extra, with numerous Illustra

tions, Travelling Edition, 16s.

ARTISTS and ARABS ; or, Sketching in

Sunshine. By HENRY BLACKBURN. Author of

" The Pyrenees," &c. Numerous Illustrations. Small

8vo., Cheaper Edition, cloth, gilt edges, js. 6d.

PICTURES of the PYRENEES. By

GUSTAVE DORE. Comprising upwards of 100 Illus

trations by that great Artist, with a Description of

Summer Life at trench Watering-places, by HENRY

BLACKBURN. Cheaper Edition, royal 8vo., cloth,

gilt edges, price lax.

TRAVELLING in SPAIN in the

PRESENT DAY BV A PARTY OF LADIES AND

GENTLEMEN. By HENRY BLACKBURN. Il

lustrated by RICHARD SEVERN and the Author,

with Map and Routes. Svo., cloth extra, price i6j.

Also a Cheaper Edition, fcap. Svo., 6s.

PEAKS and VALLEYS of the ALPS.

From Water-Colour Drawings by ELIJAH WALTON.

Chromo-lithographed by J. H. Lowes. With Descrip

tive Text by Rev. T. G. BONNEY, M.A., F.G.S.

Folio, half morocco, with 21 large Plates, 4/. 14J. (yd.

This most characteristic and beautifully-illustrated work

of the Alps comprises fac-similes of twenty-one of Mr.

Walton's celebrated Water-Colour Pictures, copied by the

kind permission of their respective Proprietors.
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General Literature and Art.

Theatre Complet de Beaumarchais, par G. D'Heylli et F. de

Marescot. Tomes I. ct II. Paris : Academie des Bibliophiles,

1869.

A new edition of the works of an author more talked about

-than read is always valuable, and in the case of Beau

marchais in particular the labours of the annotator are almost

indispensable. The position which he holds in literature,

as author of the best comedy of the last century, his import

ance in history as a literary thermometer of the revolutionary

furnace, even the eccentricities which did not prevent his

half succeeding Voltaire as plaything of the Parisian mob,

prevent our separating his public from his private career.

The present editors illustrate the influence exercised by the

latter upon his works, by printing all the various readings of

successive copies—a method which, if pursued in Le Mor

tage de Figaro and the opera of Tarare, would give a sum

mary of the course of opinion through the twenty years of

his greatest activity. The two volumes which have appeared

as yet contain Eugenie, a tedious drama of the school of

Diderot, which failed on its first representation in 1767, was

/then condensed and corrected, and is still acted occasionally ;

Les Deux Amis, on Le Negotiant de Lyon, acted in 1770,

an unsuccessful but characteristic attempt to make bank

ruptcy interesting on the stage ; L'Ami de la Maison, an

unpublished piece from a manuscript lately purchased in

London, which has given rise to a good deal of controversy

by its resemblance to Le Supplice d'une Femme, by MM. de

Girardin and Dumas fils ; and, alone of any literary value,

La Precaution inutile, ou Le Barbier de Seville.

Beaumarchais is a singularly unequal writer, and even his

indisputable successes were not attained with the first inten

tion. The same want of judgment and moderation that

distinguished his life is visible in the first draft of all his

writings, before they had been submitted either to the sure

test of dramatic performance, or the minute criticism of

friends, like the Due de Nivernois, who had patience to mark

every phrase or syllable that seemed hazardous. Le Barbier

de Seville bears on the original title page the candid legend,

■"Representee et tombee, le 23 de Fevrier 1775," and this

extraordinary result can only be explained by the clumsy

divisions into scenes and acts, unless by the more favourable

theory that the point of really new situations is not likely to

be seized by an audience at once. The notes which are

very full on all that concerns the text, might perhaps with

advantage contain more information about the author and

his allusions to forgotten adventures ; and the editors seem

to have been less fortunate than M. de Lomenie, the

laborious author of Beaumarchais et son Temps, in obtaining

access to manuscripts in the possession of Beaumarchais'

descendants. On the other hand, amongst the manuscripts

discovered in London by M. Tournier, and now first made

use of, are several entirely new pieces in prose and verse,

the originals of some letters already published, and a curious

copy, mostly in the author's handwriting, of the Barber of

Seville, dated 1773.

Beaumarchais, as is well known, was the son of a watch

maker of the name of Caron, and began life as his father's

apprentice. His first characteristic exploit was a lawsuit

with a brother tradesman who had stolen an invention for

which he claimed sole credit. He won his cause, and intro

duced himself at court by the help of toy watches and other

proofs of skill in his craft. Before long his musical talents

procured him admission to the society of the lonely daughters

of Louis XV., and the jealousy which pursued him through

life took its rise from his influence as unofficial master of the

menus plaisirs. His interest with Mesdames enabled him to

oblige a great capitalist, one of the brothers Paris, who gave

him the means of purchasing a small place. In 1756 he

married the widow of a colleague, and first took the name of

Beaumarchais from a small estate of hers. His patent of

nobility derived from the office of secretary purchased soon

after, and he was in the habit of silencing doubts as to his

title by the answer, "I have the receipt." But the turning

point in Beaumarchais' history was the lawsuit with the heirs

of his friend Paris Duverney, out of which arose the more

famous proces Goczmann and the Memoircs, which interested

all Europe in the quarrel. In the original cause Beaumar

chais was plainly in the right, but he was defeated on an

appeal heard before the famous Parlcment Maupeou; and the

second trial, divested of all extraneous circumstances, was

simply to determine whether fifteen louis d'or had or had

not passed from the pockets of the defeated suitor into the

fair hands of a judge's wife. To understand the sensation

created by this affair we must remember the unpopularity

of the parliament, and the success of the ancien regime in

diverting popular excitement into side channels returning

upon themselves. As so often happened in the revolution,

sentiments powerful enough to compass the most serious

ends were wasted upon irrelevant issues ; the French Wilkes,

as he was called, fixed public attention by the story, not of

parliamentary grievances, but of his sister's love affairs and

speculations as to Madame Goezmann's age ! The revolu

tion in Beaumarchais' favour was sudden and complete. Up

to this time his enemies had had the ear of the public, and

he had been reduced to argue, " Mais si j'e'tais un fat, s'en-

suit-il que j'e'tais un ogre ?" A puppy he certainly was, con

ceited, and afflicted with a reckless tongue, which obliged

him to spend one-half his life in explaining away the utter

ances of the other. Some idea of the stories current about

him may be gathered from his reply to a stranger who

expressed surprise at Voltaire's having doubted that Beau

marchais murdered his three wives : " Not only," said Beau

marchais, " has the wretch poisoned three wives, although he

has only been married twice, but moreover, as the Farlement

Maupeou very well knows, he has devoured his father en

salmis, after having smothered his mother between two thick

pieces of bread and butter."

Beaumarchais' third wife, who, as it happens, survived

him, sought his acquaintance as an admirer of his writings,

and it is not surprising that they should have been the

means of gaining him many partizans. But M. de Lo

menie scarcely takes enough account of one suspicious cir

cumstance concerning his hero. His self-justifications are

most plausible and convincing, but why was he, alone

amongst his contemporaries, so constantly in need of justifi

cation ? His own account of the matter is admissible up

to a certain point ; he enumerates eleven different occupa

tions—musician, mechanic, poet, dramatist, lawyer, financier,

editor, merchant, privateer, politician, and architect—whicli

he had tried with enough success to affront the regular prac

titioners in each, and not long enough to be admitted to the
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privileges of full membership ; but for every enemy that he

owed to his versatility two were provoked by his arrogance,

and a dozen by his litigious instincts and a passion for put

ting himself in the right. It should be added that some of

his bitterest enemies were men to whom he had declined to

lend money, or to whom, having lent, he applied for repay

ment. The Goezmann affair ended with the condemnation

of both parties ; Beaumarchais was sentenced " au blame"

a penalty involving the loss of civil rights and indirectly

leading to the most discreditable passages in his life.

He was employed by Louis XV. on a secret mission to

London for the suppression of a libel on Mme. du Barry ;

he was successful, but the death of the king postponed the

rehabilitation which was to be his reward. The history of

what followed has only recently been freed by German re

search from the uncertainty which Beaumarchais' imagina

tion had laboured to cast over it. The facts appear to be

that, in want of employment, he sold to Louis XVI. a libel

on Marie Antoinette which he had composed himself; then

to baffle suspicion, he dashed across Europe in pursuit of the

imaginary author, a Jew, Angelucci, and, to make assurance

doubly sure, invented a Homeric combat with brigands, in

which his life was barely saved by the box containing his

royal master's autograph commission. The fabrication of

this romance is the only flagrant charge which has been

brought home to him, but this harmonizes better with the

esteem in which he was held by his contemporaries than

with the impression that would otherwise be given of his

character by his works, or by Goethe's tragedy ; this, it is

scarcely necessary to say, is based entirely on the Memoires,

saving the catastrophe, for both Marie and Clavijo lived to

a good old age.

It is difficult to do justice to the multifarious activity of

Beaumarchais' middle age. His writings brought him into

correspondence with persons of every age and degree, and

he would find time to advise upon the love affairs of an un

known Mdlle. Ninon of seventeen, in the midst of all his

commercial and dramatic enterprises, his memoirs to the

king on the United States, his disputes with Mirabeau on

the water supply of Paris, his sermons on infant mortality

and the results of baby-farming, not to mention his private

quarrels, duels, and embarassments. The excitement with

which the Barbier de Snille was received arose in part from

a rumour that it was full of allusions to the trial which had

retarded its appearance. This proved not to be the case,

as the passage of arms between Figaro and Brid'oison now

to be found in La folkJournee, was not allowed to appear

in the place intended for it. Parts of Figaro's autobiography

and his lecture on the ground of the English language shared

the same fate; other passages prescribed in 1775 and tole

rated in 1783 prove the public taste to have degenerated

rather than improved in the interval. The first of the

Figaro comedies is in every way the best ; the plot is simple

and complete, it contains as much brilliant dialogue as its

successor, and, unlike it, is free from situations bordering on

low farce. Moliere has written nothing more genuinely comic

than the scene in which Don Bazile enquires : " Qui diable

est-ce done qu'on trompe ici ? Tout le monde est dans le

secret ! " and which has made it impossible for the name

Basile to be pronounced on the stage without a general cry

from the parterre " Allez vous couchez."

At this distance of time it is not easy to see what there is

in Le Manage de Figaro, ou La folk Journee to shake the

foundations of a throne, but the event showed that Louis

XVI.'s reluctance to allow its performance was well founded.

With the helpless acuteness of his grandfather, he consented,

saying, " For consistency's sake, we must pull down the

JBastille." Some of the phrases which gave umbrage seem

harmless enough, as this : " Sommes-nous des soldats qui

tuent et se font tuer pour des intdrets qu'ils ignorent ? Je

veux savoir moi pourquoi je me fache ; " but Figaro's re

marks on the freedom of the press have had the honour of

being thought dangerous under the Second Empire. The

opera of Tarare, which was first produced in 1787, kept

the stage, with needful alterations, throughout the Revolution,

and we can imagine the tumult with which one part)' would

echo the address to a monarch

" Tu pouvais tout contre un seul horame,

Tu ne pourras rien contre tous."

And another the lines

" Regne sur ce peuple qui t'aime

Par les lois et par l'equite."

But in 1790 Bailly urged the suppression of a passage con

taining the words " le meilleur des rois " as likely to excite

uproar, and when Beaumarchais had left France one of his

friends set everything straight by adding a republican epi

logue, which contained the lines, very consolatory to an

author whose house had just been ransacked by patriots.

" Quand ce bon peuple est en rumeur

C'est toujours quelqu'un qui l'egare."

Not the least remarkable feature of the author's remarkable

life is that he kept his head on his shoulders through the

terror, and lived to dine in 1797 with a large party of emi

nent republicans, whom he pronounced to be better com

pany than the best of the old regime : unfortunately, half

the guests were deported soon after. He died himself in

1799, bequeathing to his family some claims on the French

Government which were not admitted, and a debt from the

United States which was compromised in 1835 by a payment

of 800,000 frs. to his heirs. H. Lawrenny.

The Missionary in Asia Minor; with a description of antiquariam

Researches and Discoveries, together with Illustrations of Biblical

Literature and Archreology. By Henry Van Lennep, D.D. 2 vols.

London: Murray, 1870.

This work can hardly be called a first-rate book of travels,

from a literary or scientific point of view, for the author is

not, and does not pretend to be, either a scholar or an

antiquary, nor, apparently, a man of much learning or re

search; the style, too, is often slipshod, and the narrative

diffuse. " Squeeze out the whey " is a maxim to be recom

mended to all authors, but to none more than writers of

travels ; and in this instance the contents of two volumes

might without disadvantage have been compressed into one.

But after some deductions have been made on these grounds,

Dr. Van Lennep's book has very considerable value from two

independent sources of interest which it contains. In the

first place, the route described lies through remote districts,

and in one or two instances antiquities of great importance,

hitherto almost unexplored, have been visited ; but besides

this, the author possesses in a very high degree the faculty of

observation, the first of all gifts for a traveller, and during

his residence of thirty years in the country, seven of which

were spent in the interior, he has found ample opportunities

of exercising this on the characters and customs of the people,

and the natural history and geology of Asia Minor. Dr. Van

Lennep is a Protestant missionary, and his account of his

work, which occupies considerable portions of his book, is

instructive, both in respect of its success and its failure ; it is,

however, with the more directly literary part of these volumes

that we are now concerned.

The author's route commences at Samsoun, on the Black

Sea, some distance to the west of Trebizond, and strikes

inland from that point in a southerly direction. Here we at
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once remark the suddenness with which the ground rises

from the sea to the plateau of which the peninsula is formed ;

for the general elevation of the country towards the frontiers

of Armenia is 4000 feet, and though there is a gradual slope

towards the west, yet at no great distance from the ^Egean

the height is still 2000 feet, and the same feature is noticeable

both on the northern and southern coasts. Within twelve

miles of Samsoun an elevation of 2900 feet is reached.

After crossing the successive ranges of the Karadagh and

Akdagh (Black and White Mountains) we arrive at Amasia,

the ancient residence of the kings of Pontus. The famous

rock-hewn tombs at this place are but slightly noticed, but

there is a graphic description of the place itself, at the

narrowest part of the deep gorge of the Iris, which is filled

with the richest vegetation, and hemmed in by precipitous

cliffs. From Amasia it is no great distance to Tocat, where

the author had previously resided for many years, and ac

cordingly at this point he takes the opportunity of giving an

account of the life of the people in the interior of Asia Minor

—of their manners and customs, their dwellings, furniture,

and outdoor and indoor implements, their dress, ornaments

and weapons, their employments, music and medical practice.

This is one of the most interesting parts of the book, as the

descriptions are not those of a casual observer, but of one

who has long been at home among the people ; and the

reality of this account is greatly heightened by the illustrations

with which it is accompanied. To this is added a notice—

one of the most complete that has yet been written—of the

nomad tribes, which form an important element in the

population of the peninsula— Kurds, Yuruks, Turkmans,

and Kuzulbashes. Most of these, though they profess

Mahometanism, are in reality heathen, and observe strange

secret rites, and some believe in the transmigration of souls.

The animals also that inhabit the country come in for their

share of the portraiture, their habits being noted with the keen

eye of a sportsman, and anecdotes about them being related,

either from the writer's own experience, or from what is

currently believed among the natives.

From Tocat Dr. Van Lennep takes us on several excur

sions into the neighbouring regions, the most important of

which are to Niksar on the north-east, and to Sivas on the

south-east. In the course of these we have opportunities of

studying the rivers by which this part of Asia Minor is

watered; for whereas Tocat itself lies near the Iris, and

Niksar is on its principal tributary the Lycus, Sivas is in the

neighbourhood of the Halys, which may almost be said to

enclose the other two, as it rises pot far from their sources

in the East, and, after describing a vast arc, falls into the sea

a little to the west of their united stream. At this point it is

already a considerable river, being spanned by a bridge of

twelve arches. Not far from Sivas, in a district hitherto un

explored, our author succeeded in identifying the fortress, in

which, according to Strabo, Mithridates used to keep his

treasures. The ruins of this remain on the summit of the

Star Mountain, a conical mass of black granite, rising 4000

feet above the plain, which is itself 4500 feet above the sea.

The foundations of the walls, a cistern, and the road leading

up to it, are still distinctly traceable, but the blocks of which

it was composed are mostly scattered in ruinous heaps. In

the extensive view which it commands the most conspicuous

object is the distant cone of the Mons Argaeus, the giant of

Asia Minor.

The second journey, from Tocat to Smyrna, leads us

through the heart of the country, and amongst some of the

most interesting objects in the peninsula. On emerging

from the deep and difficult gorge of Devrend Boghaz, the

traveller arrives at the ruins of Pterium, the position of

which, commanding as it does the passes that lead into

the upper country of Cappadocia, explains the importance

attached to it from the earliest times. The very remarkable

series of carvings on the rocks near this place have been

carefully described before ; but the descriptions and drawings

which Dr. Van Lennep has given of the ruins at the neigh

bouring village of Euyuk are highly valuable, for Mr. Hamil

ton's account is too slight and inaccurate to enable us to

judge of their real character : of these, however, in conse

quence of the great interest attaching to them, we will speak

more at length further on. The next point of importance is

Angora, where, however, the author has told us less about

the antiquities than about the Angora goat The extensive

undulating plain, which reaches away to the west from this

place, at a height of more than 3000 feet above the sea, is

the habitat of that animal. After this, the ruins of Pessinus

are visited, the volcanic district of the Katakekaumene

or "burnt country" is crossed, and the river Hermus is

followed as it descends towards the sea, until at last, passing

through the range of Sipylus, our traveller reaches his desti

nation at Smyrna.

In connection with these mountains of Sipylus, some inte

resting information is given concerning the figure of Niobe,

first mentioned in Homer, and afterwards by Sophocles and

other writers, the existence of which has long been a puzzling

question to explorers. Pausanias speaks of two figures on

the rocks of Sipylus, one of Cybele, and the other of Niobe,

and of the latter he tells us that when seen near at hand it

was hardly distinguishable ; but that from a distance it ap

peared like a woman weeping. From this Chandler supposed

that the figure which now exists was the statue of Cybele,

and that an appearance which he noticed on some other

rocks, caused by peculiar effects of shadow, was what had

been regarded as Niobe. This seems rather fanciful ; but

what appears most curious is, that no one who has written

on the subject before Dr. Van Lennep, should have climbed

the rocks to the base of the statue, and that consequently

the existing descriptions are extremely inaccurate. From the

drawing of it which he made at close quarters we see that it

is a colossal bust of white marble, enclosed in a niche and

supported on a pedestal, still retaining its original form,

though the features are quite defaced. But the greatest

peculiarity are the blue veins, or lines of incrustation, which

run vertically down the surface, and give the appearance of

tears falling in streams from the face. This phenomenon is

an argument in favour of its identification with Niobe, and

our author confirms what Pausanias says about the need of

retiring to a distance in order to catch the true effect. Of

course, the difficulty still remains that a statue of Cybele

is also mentioned, and we cannot admit the suggestion that

the same figure represented Cybele and Niobe at different

periods, for Pausanias tells us that he had visited the spot,

and therefore cannot have confused the two. The bad

scholarship and false mythology with which this account is

accompanied, we are glad to pass rapidly over, for it is painful

to see an acute and intelligent observer floundering about in

subjects of which he knows next to nothing.

To return now to the ruins at Euyuk. Admirable photo

graphs of these have been taken for the French Government

by the Mission ArcMologiquc de la Galatie, and of the exist

ence of these Dr. Van Lennep should have been aware,

particularly as he mentions M. Perrot, the head of the expe

dition, as having been on the spot. But we need not com

plain of him on this ground, for his account is the first

published in England, and besides this his sketches have an

independent value. We have carefully compared them with

the photographs, and find that they are not only remarkably

accurate, but in some instances explain points in the photo

graphs, which from the character of the light and shade are
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almost unintelligible without them. The ruins are those of

a palace, and many of its features—its position on a hillock

rising out of a plain, the entrance flanked by two colossal

figures, the long corridor leading from this into the interior,

and the slabs covered with bas-reliefs with which the walls

are faced—at once recall the great structures of Assyria.

But one incongruous feature strikes the eye. The figures at

the entrance are sphinxes, and these undoubtedly betray

Egyptian influence, for wherever this emblem is found its

origin has to be referred to Egypt. In Greece we meet it

at Thebes, which is connected in story with that country ;

and in Phoenicia, where such figures are still found, M.

Renan tells us in his Mission de Phenicie, that there is clear

evidence of the influence of Egyptian art. From these

figures and some Egyptian features in the bas-reliefs, our

author concludes that the building is of Egyptian origin ;

but this is improbable, for, independently of the points

of resemblance to Assyrian constructions which we have

already pointed out, the sculptured figures on the walls

cannot be considered independently of similar works of art,

which are found elsewhere in Asia Minor. One of these

is the so-called monument of Sesostris at Nymphio, near

Smyrna, which, though evidently the same that Herodotus

saw and believed to be of Egyptian workmanship, is almost

certainly proved to be Asiatic by the dress—the high cap,

the turned-up shoes, and the striated garment. Features

corresponding to these appear more or less at Pterium, at

Euyuk, and on the carved rocks in Phrygia, near Giaour-

kalessi ; so that there is good reason for referring them all to

one of the races of Upper Asia, though which of them is hard

to decide. How the influence of Egyptian art made its way

to this remote spot it is impossible with our present materials

to say ; possibly it may have been introduced from Phoenicia,

though it is not a little remarkable that Egyptian forms and

subjects, and sphinxes in particular, are found in Assyria ;

but the idea of an early Egyptian conquest of this country,

such as that attributed to Sesostris, appears more shadowy

the more closely it is examined. H. F. Tozer.

History of the Bohemian (Czech) Literature. \_Dcfiny "feci a

literatiiry Ceskc] By Alois Sembera. Vienna, 1869.

The interest of the early part of this work is rather phi

lological than literary. The real development of Bohemian

literature does not begin before the 13th and 14th century.

At this epoch poetry has made pretty nearly the same

progress in Bohemia as in Germany. There are three sub

jects for poetry, says a French writer of the Middle Ages—

" De France, de Brctagne, et de Rome la grand."

The first (that signified by " de France ") is the national

epic literature ; and in Bohemian this comprises the songs of

the manuscript of Kralovedvor (Kralodvorsky Rukopis); the

second ("de Bretagne") is the romance literature of the

Middle Ages (Arthur, Tristram, Iseult, &c), and this appears

in Bohemia, as in other countries, in the poems of Tristram,

Tandarias, Floribella, &c. ; the third and last ("de Rome

la grand") we find here, as in other parts of Europe, in

romances relating to ancient history, illustrated by a " cycle

of Troy" and a "cycle of Alexander." Bohemia, like the

great European nations, has her famous religious legends,

her satiric and dramatic poems, her rhymed chronicles, her

theological controversies. She has even, what we rarely

find, a philosopher writing in the 14th century in the national

language—Thomas Stitny, who may be considered as a fore

runner of the Hussite Reformation.

The period extending from the 15th to the 17th century

is the most flourishing period of Bohemian letters. It com

prises the literature of the Hussite movement, and especially

the writings of John Huss himself, who is to Bohemia

what Luther is to Germany. He reformed the Bohemian

alphabet, and wrote many works in his native language.

His disciples, John of Pribran, John of Rokytsany, yield"

to their master neither in zeal nor in eloquence. The most

remarkable of all is Peter Chelczicky, some of whose ideas

were in advance of his age. He taught that it is a crime -

to use capital punishment, and that the end of Christianity

is liberty.

The influence of Huss was followed by that of the Renais

sance. Prague welcomed within her walls Kepler and

Tycho-Brahe. This was the golden age of Bohemian'

literature. We need not stop, however, to mention names-

unknown in Western Europe, and which would deserve a

particular, and furnish an interesting, study. One Bohemian1

man of letters, Komensky, under the name of Comeniur,

became known beyond his own country as an eminent

pedagogue and the survivor of the great wreck of Bohemian-

independence in 1620.

During the 17th century, Bohemian literature was almost-

extinguished by the Hapsburgs and the Jesuits. It revived^

with the reaction against the centralization of Joseph II.

The philological works of Dobrowsky, the Slavic antiquitie.-y

ofScnafarik, the admirable poems of Kollarand Celakowsky,

worthily inaugurated the movement which has continued-

with growing success till the present day.

M. Sembera has done good service in amassing material*

for the literary history of Bohemian literature, and bringing

into one view the philological, biographical, and literary-

elements contributed by his predecessors Dobrowsky, Yung

mann, and Sabina. He divides the work into three periods,

in each he relates first the political history of the country,

then the history of art, then that of the language, lastly that

of the literature. At the end of the volume we find an

alphabetical and biographical list of Czech writers, with a

selection of characteristic extracts. The arrangement is-

admirable for a collection of materials for history, but it

leaves no definite historical impression. Louis Leger.

THE ROMAX EXHIBITION.

Genekai. Councils of the Church have not hitherto been associated'

with any movements noticeable in the history of art. But not long after

Fius IX. had convoked the Council now assembled at St. Peter's, it

was announced that a "Roman Exhibition of Objects of Christian Art

and Devotion," would be opened in the cloisters of a Carthusian mon

astery among the ruins of the Thermre of Diocletian. The Exhibition

at S. Maria degli Angeli was opened on the 17th February. It was-

stated that a great many of the objects sent from abroad had been found

broken, in one instance involving loss to the amount of 5000 francs ;

and the Correspondantc de Home, a weekly periodical, ascribes this to-

the malice prepense of revolutionists. The cloistral premises were far

from being filled, and one side of the great quandrangle was empty,

barred off from the rest, when the public was first admitted. Not till

more than a month later were all the objects ranged in their places, or

the catalogue printed, without which—these objects not being labelled

or in any manner designated—visits to the Exhibition were like groping

in the dark, with respect at least to a considerable portion of its con

tents. The catalogue is not well prepared, indeed, in many parts most

perplexing ; and we find a very, curious picture by Botticelli, evidently

intended as a mystic allegory of some evil principle or passion, therein,

described as " a scene from sacred history " !

High indeed is the promise, understood to be conveyed in the an

nouncement of this Exhibition, as a cumulative testimony to the

influences which the Roman Catholic Church still extends with fructify

ing power over the walks of all art and all higher branches of creative

industry. But this object is not consistently and adequately aimed at ;

for not only is the collection of older works very meagre, but the pro

ductions of living artists also are often conspicuous by their absence.

Among modern works of sculpture which display new tendencies, and

are creditable to the existing talents manifested in Italian study, I may

mention the following : Christ giving sight to the Blind Youth, a group

of solemn and affecting character, by Stover, a German ; Endorns and
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Cynadoeea, a relief of a scene from Chateaubriand's " Martyrs," by

Ferrari, a young Roman artist of high promise ; Fabiola, a seated

statue by Masine ; an Angel (little more than a bust, but distinguished

by benign and thoughtful beauty), by Costoli ; the youthful David

before the combat, and Dante's Beatrice, in exstatic contemplation,

by Fabj. Altini ; S. Peter in Prison, by Amalia Dupre, daughter of the

celebrated Tuscan sculptor, and not remarkable for superior merits but

as a piece a"occasion ; the Saviour inspiring Pius IX. to convoke the

CEcumenical Council—so, at least, we may describe the group, by

Luccardi, of a meeting between that Divine Being and the Pope, to

whom He addresses the words "Confirma fratres tuos," a book being

laid on the basement inscribed " Acta Concilii Vaticani."

The modern Roman school of painting is characterized by cold conven

tionality and academic pedantry. Its creations perpetually remind us of

the hired model, or tableaux vivants. In the beaten track of sacred and

biblical subjects it betrays the feeblest spirit of imitation and enslave

ment to precedent. But we place on higher ground the veteran Mi

nardi, superior to all his competitors, at least till the recent appearance

of an artist, whose premature death is deeply to be deplored—Fracas-

sini, deceased at the age of 28, about a year ago. A taste for landscape,

and a romantic feeling which finds vent in the genre class of pictures,

are among novelties that indicate re-awakened life in this long in

significant and egotistically exclusive local school. To mention those

only that are most original. Certain merits distinguish a picture by

Mancinelli of S. Francis giving the Veil, before an altar by taper-light,

to S. Clare. Still better, and indeed affecting, is that designated " S.

Lucianus in prison celebrating Mass the day before his Martyrdom " by

Ceccarini—a scene from the annals of the primitive Church. The Abso

lution of Barbarossa by Alexander III. at St. Mark's, Venice, is a highly

finished and brilliant picture, by Hauschild, a German settled in Rome.

Other good qualities may be noticed in the Via Crucis at the Colosseum,

where effects of rain and sunset are truthfully treated, by Guerra ; the

Procession of the Viaticum in an Italian village, by Molinari ; the Holy

Family at a refection (scene, Joseph's workshop), by Reffo ; and a

legendary subject, strikingly presented by Fracassini — though not,

indeed, one of his best—the Saviour and St. John of the Cross appear

ing to a beatified nun. Fracassini's most justly-admired performances,

the frescoes at the extramural S. Lorenzo basilica, and the martyrdom

of seven priests, who were hanged at Gorkum in the 16th century, and

canonized by Pius IX. in '67, are here before us only in water-colour and

crayon sketches ; those in the basilica afore-named being scenes from the

lives of S. Stephen and S. Laurence : S. Stephen ordained as deacon ;

S. Laurence dispensing Alms to the Roman Poor ; and the same saint

showing those paupers, as the living treasures of the Church, to the civic

prefect ; also, the Saviour enthroned amidst Archangels and Saints, a

fresco over the chancel-arch of that basilica. With much dramatic effect,

and but little conventionalism, this young artist's pictures have a truthful

force and moral elevation which arrest the attention, and leave a per

manent impression. The sketches for the continuation of the series at

S. Lorenzo, by Mariani and Grandi, are also exhibited ; the finest

among these being Mariani's : the condemnation of Stephen before the

Sanhedrim, and the martyrdom of that saint. Those by Grandi, the

Martyrdom of S. Laurence, and the funerals of the two saints, are

vigorous and effective, but far from equal to his competitor's works on

the same walls.

One whole side of the cloistral portico, and seven of the sixteen halls,

constructed of wood-work, with skylight windows, which occupy the

inner area, are reserved for French exhibitors. The circumstance is

typical of present relations between France and the Holy See. Coloured

statuary of terra-cotta and galvano-plastica, painted glass, wood carvings,

engravings, photographs, ivory and bronze statuettes, a few life-size statues

in gesso, are the sole objects to notice, besides the vast assortment of

vessels and furniture for the altar and church, in this French display.

Paris, Lyons, Montpellier, Marseilles, have sent the most graceful spe

cimens of metallurgy, the most splendid vestments for sacerdotal use.

An arras copy of Titian's "Assumption," on the scale of the picture,

exemplifies the ne plus ultra of skill and finish in that branch of industry.

The few sculptures, life-size, by French artists, are inferior : a group of

the parting scene of S. Peter and S. Paul before martyrdom is absolutely

ludicrous. Resplendent glass-paintings from the establishment of Ma-

rcchal and Champigneulle at Metz fill a small chamber, where the dim

light admitted through that coloured medium enhances their rich effect;

but the combination of tinted glass with the delicate tracery of the

Gothic window, each thus attaining its perfection of appropriateness

and harmony, is necessarily absent from such a display. The other

nine halls within the area—concentric to an open space where the

monastic fountain and the venerable cypresses planted by the hand of

Michael Arigelo are still left under the open air in picturesque solitude

—these compartments contain a few art-works and more industrial spe

cimens from Belgium, Spain, Venice, Florence, and Munich ; the rest,

the majority in every walk, being Roman. One cannot but notice how

meagerly Italian art or manufacture is represented, beyond the narrow

limits of the Papal States. In the aggregate of things contributed by

Rome there is indeed much to admire. It would be superfluous to

criticise or praise the skill and taste manifested in the Mosaic and

Cameo works, for which this city is renowned. The names of Moglia,

Earberi, Ciuilotti, among mosaists, those of Saulini, Neri, Dies, among

cameo-workers, are familiar to all visitors, as well as to residents. These

two branches of art are interesting even from the historic point of view,

but can hardly be appreciated by means of any description. The Mosaic

has been exalted by Christianity, and especially at Rome, to a higher

place than it ever attained under Paganism. The book of "Esther"

contains the earliest historic notice of it. From Greece it reached Rome,

where it was probably first employed in the time of Sylla. Becoming

a grand accessory among the adornments of the Catholic Basilica, it

presents itself to us, in almost unbroken continuity, upon walls and

vaults in this city's churches, from the 4th to the 19th century ; first

appearing in its more modern form and fuller technical development in

the works of the two Zucchi, on the cupola of S. Peter's, executed, or at

least commenced, in the time of Sixtus IV.

We notice also a few good specimens of Roman glass-painting—an

art hitherto almost excluded from the churches of this city, but recently

introduced with success at the restored S. Paul's basilica, where the

classical figures of apostles and Benedictine saints in the nave windows

are by Moroni, who has an establishment near the Lateran. Some

stained glass in the choir of S. Maria del Popolo, by Claude and

Guillaume of Marseilles, who were invited to Rome by Julius II., is

the sole example of earlier date in this art-walk to be found in sacred

buildings here. One is struck by the characteristic exclusion of the

Gothic style in the Roman productions. In conformity to that style

are the French and German contributions—a propos of which latter I

may mention an altar with a triptych containing statuettes of reliefs, in

woodwork and intarsio, by Zeimer (Vienna), which seems to me the

perfection of Gothic art in such form and material.

Other kinds of Roman industry and skill are admirably represented

in this exhibition. The " Calcografia Camerale " contributes twenty-

six copper-plates, in the old vigorous style, mostly from classical

paintings in the Vatican. The Chromolithographic Press, founded

by the present Pope, contributes about the same number of coloured

plates, destined for De Rossi's illustrated Roma Sotteranca—subjects

from the Roman Catacombs ; and also from ancient basilicas. The

Polyglot Press of the Propaganda, now efficiently directed by the

Chevalier Marietti, has sent the magnificent edition of the Greek

Codex Vaticanus ; also a precious collection of missals, pontificals,

&c. The patriarchal basilicas (S. Peter's, the Lateran, S. Maria

Maggiore), have sent their most gorgeous treasures in the form of

altar-vessels, reliquaries, vestments, of two silver-gilt processional

crosses, covered with reliefs, from the Lateran, are most curious

specimens of such mystic sculptures, in one instance early mediaeval,

in the other fifteenth-century work. From S. Peter's we have, he

sides other magnificent and precious things, the celebrated Dalmatic,

blue silk adorned with numerous groups in needle-work—the Trans

figuration, Christ in Glory after the Ascension, &c.—traditionally

believed to have been worn by Charlemagne, certainly by other

emperors, and so early as the ninth century, at their coronations in that

church. One hall is appropriated to "Objects sent by his Holiness

Pope Pius IX.," among which towers, pre-eminent in jewelled splendour,

the tiara presented to him by the Queen of Spain, and ever since worn

by him at High Mass. A chalice and ostensorium are covered with

countless diamonds, all detached from the crimson velvet saddle which,

together with a white mule, came from Constantinople—an offering of

the Sultan to the Pontiff soon after his election.

Another thing noticeable among these papal treasures is a. pax of

sardonyx, with a relief of the Resurrection finely cut on its ample-

surface, set in silver, studded with emeralds and rubies—a marvel of it-,

kind, both as to size and execution. An assortment of church furniture

and vestments, embroidered with figures of quaint mediaeval desigu,

from the cathedral of Anagni, reminds us of the eventful pontificate and

trials of Boniface VIII., by whom most of them were presented to thai

chief church of his native town. From the archaeological point of view,

this Anagni display is about the most interesting of the whole series,

excepting, however, the Dalmatic, most valuable among the objects

from S. Peter's.

One omission, greatly to be regretted, is that of the illuminated

MSS., so many of which might easily have been supplied. The

few illuminated choice books from the Roman basilicas, in this exhibi

tion, are of little worth.

I must stigmatize the wretched taste betrayed in one detail on these

premises— the painting, so as to imitate coloured and veined marble,

of the pure white shafts of the one hundred columns supporting those

cloistral porticoes built by Michael Angelo ; nor less, the spurious

modesty—specimen of the ultra-Puritanism occasionally carried out, as

it could be nowhere else, at Rome—with which certain statues have

been draped, and pictures scraped for the occasion—affected delicacy

here permitted to obtrude itself with results in the highest degree

indelicate. Notwithstanding deficiencies and much that is objectionable

in arrangement, one may repeat one's visits to this exhibition with

pleasure, and find many hours pass away delightfully in its halls and
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porticoes. If it fails in attaining the highest excellence, according to

a truly Catholic aim and purpose, it nevertheless impresses us with a

sense of the beneficial, permeating, and ever-working power of a grand

ecclesiastical system which can create and elicit so much, and give the

stamp of beauty to almost all it requires or produces.

Charles J. Hemans.

Intelligence.

The Legends of the Wood of the Cross.—In Vol. LXIII. of the

Transactions of the Academy of Vienna, M. Mussafia distinguishes two

classes of these legends so current in the middle ages. According to

the first the tree on which Christ suffered death was carried from

Paradise, as a little shoot of the tree of sin, and being subsequently

planted in the earth it grew to a large tree, which after having under

gone various fortunes at last furnished the material for the cross. The

little branch was carried away either by Adam, when driven out of

Paradise, or by Eve (though not mentioned by Mussafia), who snatched

it from the tree of sin when she took the apple, and since that time

had not let it go out of her hands, and took it (according to a MS. in

the Bodleian) with her from Paradise "comme paroubliance," or lastly

by Seth, sent by his old sick father to fetch it from Paradise. (On this

journey Seth, in some stories, is accompanied by his mother.) In the

second class of legends the branch is replaced by three seeds. Further

differences of the stories arise in reference to the fortune of the tree after

Adam. According to one class of stories the tree was for a long time

an object of adoration, whilst others report that it was neglected and

used for a bridge over a river. Later writers tried to blend the different

versions. Some valuable extracts from hitherto unpublished sources

are given, though some versions of the interesting legend have escaped

the notice of M. Mussafia. M. P. Meyer, in an article on a book of

M. Vilmarque, published some years ago in the Revue Critique, has

anticipated many of M. Mussafia's conclusions.

Restoration of the Alhambra.—The Spanish Cortes have recently

made a grant of 65,000 dollars towards the restoration and preservation

of this building : and in the Rivista de Espana for April 25, Senor

Raphael Contreras discusses the project of turning it into a museum for

Oriental antiquities. There are a variety of other projects under consi

deration in Spain for the collection, classification, and preservation of

the Celtiberian, Greek, Roman, Gothic, Hebrew, Arabic, Hispano-

Arabic, and Christian historical antiquities now in process of dispersion

and destruction throughout the country. S. Contreras offers some sug

gestions for their temporary preservation.

A new monthly journal called Orlilch (Eaglet) is about to appear at

Cetynie in Montenegro—the first in that country. The first number of

a monthly review, called Mlada Serbadia (Young Servia), has also just

come out at Neusatz, the centre of the Servian population of Hungary.

The Preusskhe Jahrbucher for May contain an article by H. Ubbe-

lohde, " Ein frommer Wunsch fiir die prcussischen Universitaten," in

which he points out the evils arising from the system of appointments

by the Minister of Public Instruction, and suggests that each university

should be supported by the province in which it is situated, and directed

by a life-governor, appointed by the provincial council. He proposes

to begin with the Universities of Marburg and Gottingen, which have

their endowments independent of the state.

Obituary.—The Rivista Contemporanea of May 1 7, reports the death

of Paolo Emilio Botta, the discoverer of the ruins of Nineveh, and of

the inscriptions of Khorsabad, &c. He was the son of Carlo Botta, the

historian of Italy and America, and was the author of several memoirs

on cuneiform inscriptions.—The Countess Fiorenzi Waddington of

Perugia, the friend of Hegel, is also just dead (15th April).—Mr.

Cyrus Redding, the friend of Turner, and the author, inter alia,

of ' ' Fifty Years' Recollections," and, whilst we are going to press,

alas ! Mr. Charles Dickens.

Max Moltke's Shaksfcare Museum is to appear on anniversaries con

nected with the poet's life, or those of his most distinguished worship

pers. The first number appeared on Shakspeare's birth-day, the second

on the anniversary of Schiller's death, the third on Tieck's birth-day.

Otto Janke, in his National Library of Modem German poets has

just issued the complete works of Otto Ludwig in five volumes, with an

introduction by Gustav Freytag.

Selected Articles.

King Laurin's Rose Garden. [Excerpts from the Heldenbuch, with

intelligent though superficial criticism.] In the Cornhill.

A Clever Forgery. [History of the detection of SUssmayer's part in

completing Mozart's Requiem.] In the same.

Tales of Old Japan. A. B. Mitford. Fortnightly.

Meran, Journal d'une Jeune Malade, par M. Paul Heyse. [Tame,

though graceful.] Revue des Deux Mondes, May 15.

Croquis Italiennes: Poesies, par Sully-Prudhomme. [Stoic paganism.]

In the same.

Die Novellistin der Gartenlaube, by Rudoff Gottschalk. [Shews

that the three novels of E. Marlitt are modernizations of the Cinderella

legends, and that she began to work under the influence of 'Jane Eyre. 'J

Blatter fur literarische Unterhaltung, May 15.

Beethoven und " das Kind." [Shewing that Beethoven played for the

narrator when he would not for the Emperor of Austria ; and that the

" child " Bettina v. Brentano disagreed with the narrator about an over

ture to Faust ; and once went to a party in a dress pinned together for

the occasion.] Gartenlaube, No. 20.

Abel Francois Villemain, by Philarcte Chasles, in Revue des Cour»

Litteraires, May 21.

New Publications.

Beatrijs : Eine Legende aus dem I4ten Jahrdt. Hochdeutsche men.

Uebersetzg. von W. Berg. Nijhoff : Haag.

Blanc, Charles. Ingres, sa vie et ses ouvrages. Vve. Renouard.

Buchanan, R. The Book of the Visions of Orm the Celt. Strahan.

Courtly Poets. Raleigh to Montrose. J. Hannah. Bell and Daldy.

Ginx's Baby, his Birth and other Misfortunes.

Jonckbloet, W. J. A. Gesch. der Niederland. Literatur. German

authorized transl. by Berg, with Preface, &c, by Martin. Leipzig:

Vogcl.

Lord Byron. Von Karl Elze. Berlin : Oppenheim.

Reade, Charles. Put Yourself in his Place. Smith, Elder, and Co.

Renaud, Armand. Les nuits persanes.

Theology.

An Essay in aid of a Grammar of Assent. — By John Henry

Newman, D.D., of the Orator)-- Burns, 1^70.

Men are, or think they are (for it is the same thing), certain

of great portions of their knowledge. What are the criteria

of this certainty ? AVhen do we know that our assent has

been rightly given to any inference ?

This is the logical problem to which the Grammar of

Assent is addressed.

It is impossible, in our limits, to give even the most con

densed account of the consistent tissue of thought, which

makes up this interesting volume. Still less can we repre

sent the manifold illustration and enforcement by which it

is backed. But as in all the writings of the revered author,

the play of intellect, however free, is ever gravitating round

a central idea, so it is here. The central thoughts in this

essay are reducible to three.

1. Assent to notions is distinguished from assent to things.

The difference between notional and real assent is developed

at great length (pp. 31-94), and enforced in the author's

happiest style. In notional assent the mind contemplates

its own creations ; in real it is directed towards things, repre

sented indeed by the impressions they have left on the

imagination. Notional assent may pass into real, when we

become actually acquainted with the things which we have

first learnt from books or teachers. Any amount of notional

assents, though they may make an intellect, do not make a

character. It is real assent which gives intellectual moorings,

which forms mind, which gives character, and commands

the confidence of others, and is one secret of persuasiveness

and influence on the stage of the world.

2. The second fundamental point of the hypothesis is that

Assent is absolute. It is unconditional acceptance of a

truth, real or notional. Yet absolute unconditional assent

may be the result of conditional acceptance, or of inference.

Of some cardinal propositions we can be certain. And

certitude is indefectible. Indeed, certitude means a convic

tion of what is true. There cannot be certitude of false pro

positions. This maxim is necessary to meet the difficulty of

change of opinion. It is a fact that men have changed
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their belief, and become certain of the opposite of that which

they once maintained. Various states of mind which want

the essential condition on which conviction rests may be

mistaken for conviction. The doctrine of degrees of assent,

propounded by Locke (Qy. and by all logicians ?), according

to which the mental adhesion varies as the evidence, from

demonstration down to bare possibility, is erroneous.

3. Inference may be divided into Formal and Informal.

The former only is the province of logic. But a complex

body of concrete truth can rarely be established by a satis

factory chain offormal reasoning. In the collective momenta

of proof we grasp the full tale of premisses and conclusion,

by a sort of intuitive perception, not by a formal juxta

position of propositions. Conviction is a simple act, not

a process. The transition from antecedent to consequent is

of the nature of an instinct. This spontaneous ratiocination

is not equally applicable to all varieties of subject-matter,

but has, in each man, its own peculiar range. It is not

a general instrument of knowledge like the Aristotelian

logic. It is a personal gift and not a calculus. It is like

tact, which one man possesses in dealing with one class

of society, and another in treating a different class. Were

they to change places each would be helpless.

This extra-logical judgment which is the warrant for our

certitude about such truths, is not common sense, but a

special sense. Dr. Newman erects it into a mental faculty,

and gives it the name of the Illative Sense. To this Illative

Sense is committed the sole and final judgment upon the

validity of an Inference, as to the Moral Sense is committed

the judgment upon right and wrong. Beyond this Dr.

Newman does not see his way to go any further. The

existence of this Illative Sense he considers not a theory to

account for facts, but itself a fact, and the ultimate fact, in

reasoning. Hence inference and conviction are purely

personal. In all enquiry metaphysical, ethical, or religious,

each man can speak only for himself. He knows what has

satisfied him. If it satisfies him, it is likely there are others

who will be satisfied with it. The laws of mind are the ex

pression not of mere structure, but of the will of Him who

made it. He who speaks through our conscience to dis

tinguish right from wrong, speaks through our Illative Sense

to distinguish truth from falsehood. We are bound to seek

truth and look for certainty by modes of proof, which, when

reduced to the shape of formal propositions, fail to satisfy

the requisitions of science.

This is the sum of the logic of certitude.

If we apply the theory to the mode in which we acquire

our religious beliefs, we have first to distinguish theological

from religious belief. Theological belief is belief in the

notions of the objects of faith, e.g. God and the Trinity.

Religious faith is belief in the objects themselves. The

belief in one God is not belief in an essence, but in a person

possessing a great number of qualities. The mod« by which

the mind arrives at a notional belief of God is various infer

ence. The mode in which it passes on to real belief in a

personal God seems (if we understand the author) to be

rested wholly on the testimony of the " moral sense." The

vehicle by which real belief in the Trinity is created appears

.to be the ritual and ceremonial of the Church, which bring

this object home to our imagination. " One and the same

teaching is, in different respects, both object and proof."

(p. 484.)

The sources of interest opened by this volume are of two

kinds. (1) The personal interest which here rises to the

level of history. For the mental analysis presented is not

only an analysis of the mind of the author, it is an analysis

of a whole phase of religious thought—a phase which will

hereafter form the principal topic of the ecclesiastical

history of the 19th century. Dr. Newman says forcibly

that in such subjects egotism is true modesty. What he

does is to handle the notorious facts of the case in the

medium of his own primary mental experiences—to offer his

individual witness in the matter in question. Why it is

worth offering is, because what he feels himself is likely to

be felt by thousands beside himself, whatever be the mea

sure of their explicit recognition of it. (2) The second

source of interest is derived from the scientific value of the

logical view propounded.

1. Not only is the catholic reaction of the 19th century

faithfully reflected on its intellectual side in this volume, but

the special characteristics of that sub-phase of the movement

which took its name from the Tracts for the Times. We

find ourselves again in the atmosphere of the Oriel Common-

room of 1825-45. Dr. Newman would probably repudiate

most of Archbishop Whately's opinions, yet the Grammar of

Assent is very near akin to Whately's Logic and Rhetoric.

Dr. Newman's present theory has both the strength and the

weakness of that old time. Its strength lies in its being, what

its author justly claims it as being, a personal effort, a

reproduction of the writer's own mental condition. Those

who are acquainted with the writings of that time will

remember the value they set on " originality." By this they

meant not the sophistical effort to say something which had

not been said before, but " genuineness" of mind. You

should not read, but think, and say what you have thought,

was their maxim. This quality is reproduced in the Gram

mar of Assent. Catholic books, whether on philology,

philosophy, or any moral question, have, as a rule, the fatal

defect that they are not genuine inquiries into the facts, but

endeavours to draw up a rhetorical argument in support of

the " catholic" view of the matter. The Grammar of Assent

is a genuine book, and not a controversial pamphlet. It is

no attempt to justify the writer's creed by arguments which

look like metaphysical reasonings. It is an honest effort to

analyse a mental state. The writer does not disguise that

the interest of the analysis to him lies in its theological

application. His first interest doubtless is his religious con

viction. But he is manifestly not trying to make out a

good case for his conviction, but investigating the path

actually travelled towards that conviction, and recording

the results of the investigation. The psychological theory

elicited will be readily recognised by those who are

acquainted with the literature of the Tracts and the British

Critic. Though we do not remember to have met with the

term " Illative Sense," yet we may perhaps venture to say

that all the main positions of the theory are to be found

enunciated in that literature. E.g. take the distinction made

in the Grammar between notional assent and real assent,

with the superior importance assigned to the latter. The

whole of this theory is implied in a word which Dr. Newman

was the first to introduce into religious exhortation—the

word " realise." He was never weary of inculcating in his

parochial sermons that the intellectual apprehension of

religious truth was nothing -that it must be "realised."

The idea was probably brought by Dr. Newman from his

early " evangelical " connection. The "vital faith" of that

school was a more obscure and cloudy expression of the

psychological distinction which Dr. Newman now erects

into an axiom. Again, the position that conviction is per

sonal ; that it has no logical law ; that the validity of an

inference is a matter of intuitive judgment ;—this portion of

the theory may be found, only not so explicitly stated, in

the 4th Sermon of the volume of University Sermons, en

titled, " Personal Influence the means of propagating the

Truth." Or again, the position taken in the Grammar that

the effect of the evidences of religion on the mind depend
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not on the demonstrative cogency of the argument, but on

the disposition of the recipient. This is an idea which was

incessantly employed and inculcated in the sermons and

articles of that time. The idea itself was not new. It had

been obscurely and implicitly possessed by the evangelical

school. But it was not put emphatically forward by the

orthodox writers on evidences of the 18th century. Mr. G.

W. Ward first erected it into the likeness of a scientific

theory in his ai tides in the British Critic, and afterwards in

his Ideal of a Christian Church, 1844. Mr. Ward, however,

probably owed the suggestion to Dr. Newman, so that in

now reproducing it, Dr. Newman is but taking up again the

thread of an old speculation. One difference, however,

between Dr. Newman's present statement of the view and

the terms in which it was propounded by Mr. Ward, deserves

notice. According to Mr. Ward, the truth of a religion is

ascertained or tested through the " conscience." The

intellect must be kept in "servile subjection" to the will.

Inquiry gives only knowledge of phenomena ; knowledge of

'•realities" is given by obedience {Ideal, p. 509, &c). In

the more careful reproduction of the theory in the Grammar,

the judgment on truth and falsehood is left to an intellectual

faculty, the Illative Sense, the intuitive operation of which

is only said to be analogous to the intuitive operation of

conscience in discriminating right from wrong. Dr. New

man, i.e., refers only moral truth to the conscience, while he

admits that the intellect must judge of the truth of the

evidences of an historical religion.

Many more examples might be given of the identity of

thought between Dr. Newman now, and the J. H. Newman

of thirty years ago. We point attention to this continuity

for the purpose of shewing that the present theory of Assent

is not a theory forced upon the venerable writer by the

necessities of his new position, but has all along been of the

essence of his mode of thought.

2. Such is the theory. What are its pretensions to be a

scientific theory of religious belief? Personal considerations

would here stay the present writer's pen. But though the

authorship of the theory may justly belong to Dr. Newman,

yet it has become by adoption the property of a wider circle

of thinking men. Viewing it as such, as an abstract specula

tion, which, after the lapse of thirty years, has taken its

place in the history of religious philosophy, it may be per

mitted, without encroaching on a sacred personal sentiment,

to indicate where it seems to be weak.

This theory of Assent is, then, nothing more than an

account of a fact. It offers no criterion of truth. The fact

is, that millions of persons hold the Catholic faith. Why do

they do so? Because the Catholic faith, on the whole,

approves itself to their minds. Their illative sense is satis

fied by what Christianity offers it. We may admit for the

moment, that the theory does explain the fact. It has

then this superiority over some other theories of belief that

it brings under one principle the existing belief of the

European nations, and the propagation of Christianity in

the four first centuries. The crude notions of ecclesiastical

history, which assumed a supernatural cause in operation

for the spread of Christianity, which has ceased to operate

for its maintenance, are set aside, and replaced by a uniform

cause, a cause which is even more general than Christianity,

and is applicable to other religions so far as they correspond

to the natural sentiments of the human heart. Dr. Newman

has an easy triumph over Gibbon's " five causes." The theory

is an explanation of certain historical and present facts.

But here its merit ends. For anything this theory of

Assent can shew, Christianity might be on the same footing

as any other religious tradition. What a Philosophy of Re

ligious Belief must undertake to shew is not, how men come,

in fact, to entertain a notion, but how the human intellect

can warrant to itself its passage from phenomena of sense to

a belief in the existence of supersensual essences. When a

foundation has been laid in a method of arriving at the

knowledge of the Being and Attributes of God, then the

belief in Christianity must be brought under the same method.

Dr. Newman not only postulates Natural religion, but also-

the ritual and ceremonial of the Catholic Church. He sup

poses the Church teaching to exist, and to be true, and then

explains the steps by which men's minds come to recognise

its truth.

The position of the theory in science resembles, in short,

the position of the Catholic Church in Europe. The Church

is a political fact, and as such needs not the support of

science. It stands by the ignorant masses, who are a firmer,

basis of power than the educated few. So it is with this-

theory of Assent. It is a denial of logic. It takes its

stand upon the fact that the mass of the population of

Europe do believe the Catholic religion. It explains how.

they came to believe it A criterion of its truth is not

wanted. The existence of the belief is a stronger fact than

any demonstration could be.

But the problem of all logicians from the earliest time has

been to find a criterion which should distinguish opinion

from demonstration. What are the conditions of knowing and

proving, as mental states distinct from mere thinking ? Logic

exists only for the purpose of discovering and establishing

this distinction. The Grammar of Assent sweeps away this

distinction, and with it all scientific logic. " We must take

the constitution of the human mind as we find it, not as we

judge it ought to be" (p. 209). A reasonable statement ;

but one which here is made to carry the implication—the

mass of Europeans are satisfied to accept the evidence of

Christianity as it is ; we must not set up any imaginary

standard of what that evidence ought to be.

Mark. Pattison.

The Origin of the Gospels, &c.—[Die Evangelien, odor Marcus u. dit

Synopsis der lanon. u. ausscrkanon. Evangelien nach dem altesten

Text, mil historisch-txegetisehem Commentary Yon G. Yolkmar.

Leipzig : Fues.

Professor Volkmar, of Zurich, has long been occupied'

with researches as to the origin of the Gospels, and now

presents us with a summary of his results. These were

indeed to some extent already familiar to the readers of his

previous works, the Eiangclium Marcions (1853), the Reli

gion Jcsti (1857), and the Entstehung utiscrcr Evangelien

(1866), in which he regards himself as having developed

the principles of Strauss to their full and legitimate con

sequences. According to him, the real strength of the

Leben Jcsu lay in its " magnificent and for ever classical "

criticism of previous modes of conceiving the Gospels, as-

well the rationalistic as that which adhered to the verbal'

infallibility of the record. On the other hand, " his own

attempt to conceive the evangelical narratives as a deposit

of dim traditions or myths, was so untenable, that it was

necessary to take a step in advance, and lie in wait, as it

were, for a clue to the design of the Gospels, by a careful

scrutiny of the several records." This step was actually

taken by the so-called " Tubingen school," but in Volkmar's

opinion with but half correct results. Hence throughout the

sections concerned with the fourth Gospel he follows Baur's

masterly reproduction of the leading ideas of that book,

but takes up an altogether different attitude in the Synoptic

question, maintaining with great energy the originality of

the text of Mark, whereas Baur was entangled " in the old

Catholic position as to the priority of the Matthew-Gospel."
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Volkmar's theory has a strong affinity to that of Wilkes

(1838), himself a precursor of the so-called " criticism of

tendency," as is evident from the fact that his " protevan-

gelist" (Urevangelist) represents not so much a connected

history as a series of general propositions clothed in an

historical dress. Volkmar's work is nothing but the con

sistent application of this idea to all the parts of St. Mark's

Gospel as we have it. The single chapters of this book

appear like so many sections of a Pauline treatise on

dogmas ; or, to express it more accurately, Volkmar trans

fers .the methods which Baur had employed in the analysis

of John's Gospel to the criticism of that of Mark. Thus

the ideal composition, which most had found in the latest

Gospel alone, is exhibited by Volkmar in the second and

earliest. In the author's own words, " the Mark-Gospel,

with all the heartiness of its Christian faith, is the fruit of

artistic design, just like the Apocalypses." " It presents

throughout a careful arrangement of the contents, which

descends in part even to minute subdivisions " (p. 644).

An attempt of this kind can, in our opinion, only be

described as an acute but exaggerated development of some

correct observations, which had at least in part already

occurred to others, e.g. to Weizsiicker. It can hardly be

denied that the sayings about the Sabbath in Mark ii. 23-

iii. 6, the parables in Mark iv. 1-34, and the thoughts on

marriage, family, and property in Mark x. 1-3 1, are com

bined according to some system of arrangement. The case

is much the same with the controversial discourses of the

last days, Mark xi. 27-xii. 37; and at least one narrative,

the cursing of the fig-tree in Mark* xi. 12-14, 19-25, has

quite the air of a dramatized parable. Passages like these,

however, which may fairly be explained on Volkmar's prin

ciples, are isolated, and are far from justifying the extreme

application of lias method. As the result of his researches,

the author tells us that we " know but few particulars as to

the world-renewing life of the Man of Nazareth." It appears

to him " that the life of Jesus was essentially a very retired

one, and that it became a motive-power in the world through

his disciples" (p. 655); an inference indeed which cannot

be resisted, if we accept Volkmar's estimate of our oldest

biographical authority. " The contents of the Mark-nar

ratives," says he, " are throughout to be regarded as the

symbolical representation of Pauline doctrine, however much

traditional matter may have been interwoven with it" (p. 644).

And " his whole work is an apology for the apostle of the

Gentiles, a defence of the rights of the Gentile Church in the

name of Jesus Christ, and in that of the Old Testament

fulfilled and surpassed by him" (p. 645).

Much valuable assistance in the proper estimate of the

Mark-Gospel, both as a whole and in its several parts, may

be derived from this commentary. And yet we cannot

resist the conclusion that the view of the Synoptic Gospels

current among " scientific " critics is not seriously endan

gered by Volkmar's researches. Those writings may still be

regarded as to a certain extent credible historical authorities,

from which the accretions due to later dogmatic reflection

may easily be separated. And so ample and palpable are

the historical details attained by this process of separation,

that an attempt to dissolve them into a nebulous haze of

dogma can scarcely be expected to leave its mark on cri

ticism. II. Hoi.tzmann.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACADEMY.

Sir,— Dr. Ileidcnheim, in his Viertcljahrschrift (vol. iv. no. I),

attempts very ingeniously to account for the LXX. renderings (i) of

Isa. Ixi. I, quoted with a remarkable addition in Luke iv. 18, and

(2) of Ps. xl. 6, quoted in Hel>. x. 5. (1). The Masoretic text of Isa.

Ixi. 1, reads mpTlpS D^IIDX^I, which is translated by the LXX. koI

Tv<pKo7s iW(3A«iu'. In Luke iv. 18, the LXX. rendering is supple

mented by the words diroffTeiAoi Tc0j>au<r/«VoM iv iupiau. Dr. H. sup

poses that the Hebrew MS. employed by the LXX. translator had

DvSint'l for DH1DN71, which would imply a confusion between the

Samaritan letters D and D, 7 and 1, and D and D. But I confess I am

unable to see how such a confusion was possible, and how the translator

could have taken DvDlD for a Hebrew word at all. The fact is that

npS is never used in the Bible in the general sense of delivering, and

but once in that of opening the cars, though it is constantly employed

for opening the eyes. Hence the original Hebrew text must have con

tained some word signifying blind. I would therefore conjecture that

there were two classes of MSS., one which had the reading D'"11V71

nip'npO, and another mrrnns D'llDfcOl. The translator of the

LXX. seems to have had the former reading before him, and the latter

reading was probably added to MSS. of this class either in the text or

in the margin by some subsequent reviser of the version. Both forms

of the reading actually exist in the Arabic translation of Isaiah in

Walton's rolyght, which is based on the LXX. Now, we know that

the Masoretes generally adopted the readings found in the majority

of MSS. ; e.g. in Ex. xxiv. 11, they followed two MSS. which read

'^VK against a single one which read 'tiltiXT (Jer. Talmud, Megillah

iv. 2) : and supposing the MSS. to be equally divided between DHIjDl

mp-npo and mrrnns DniDX1?! the reading DmDK?1 would be

naturally adopted for the sake of the parallelism with the previous

D'ISBvl, and it would, I think, be quite in the Masoretic spirit to

adopt a portion of each reading, and so to produce the curious form

which the passage has assumed in the current text. Thus the

charge of caprice in the choice of manuscript authorities would be

excluded. (2). Dr. H. also devotes three pages to the difficult words

(riua St KOTTjpTiVto /101, quoted in Heb. x. 5 from the LXX. version of

Ps. xl. 6. He supposes the Greek translator of the Psalms to have hail

before him a MS. in Samaritan characters, with the reading D'£T

instead of D'it, the Samaritan Q and 3 being easily confounded. But

as this reading gave no sense, the translator, he thinks, altered it to

S|-13, aafia. Two objections, amongst others, may be made to this

hypothesis : (1) the Samaritan characters had in all probability given

place to the square when the translation of this part of the LXX. was

executed ; (2) f|-15 is not a Biblical word, and ilB-13, which occurs in

Chronicles, means only "a dead body." It is perhaps more plausible

to conjecture that the reading in the translator's MS. was DVTK instead

of D'itK. An analogy to this confusion of '3 and V is furnished by an

M S. in the Imperial Library at St. Petersburg, where, in 2 Kings xxiii. 9,

nVJD stands for the common reading, niXD. (See Journal Asiatiquc.

1865, torn. v. p. 542.) Failing to get any sense out of DV, the translator

may have prefixed V, and read Di'J? TS = o-$>na St.

Oxford, June 8. Ad. Neubauer.

Selected Articles.

Prof. Max Midler's third lecture on the Science of Religion. [Classifies

religions as Aryan, Semitic, and Turanic ; the first consisting in the

worship of God in nature ; the second in that of God in history, i.e. as

affecting the destinies of races and individuals ; the third in that of the

powers of nature, represented by innumerable spirits, supreme among

whom is the spirit of heaven. The summary of facts respecting the

Semitic names of the Deity is excellent, though the hypothesis of an

ancient moral religion of the Semitic races is perhaps loo confidently

proposed. Prof. Diestel's essay on ancient monotheism in the Jahr-

biicherfiir deutsche Theologie, i860, should at least have been mentioned.

From the articles of Levy and Gildemeister in the forthcoming No.

of the Journal ofthe German Oriental Society, referred to in the notes,

we learn that Ashtar, the masculine form of Ashtoreth, has not only

been found on the stone of Mesha, but also in the Ilimyaritic inscrip

tions, in one of which it is preceded by a masculine verb. Prof. Midler

might have added that the Ishtar of the Babylonian inscriptions is

understood by all decipherers of a goddess. The bare statement that

the Hebrew Elohim sometimes means false gods is questionable : that

idea is expressed by ellllm.] In Fraser for June.

Contents of the Journals.

Theologisclies Literaturblatt. Principal articles. May 9. Her-

genrother's Anti-Janus. [A refutation by Friedrich.]—Miicke's Ju-

lianus, rev. by Funk.—Le Blant on Christian Epigraphy, rev. by Kraus.
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—May 33. Recent works on St. Paul, rev. by Langen.—Works on the

Church-history of Bohemia, rev. by Schwab.

Theologisch Tijdschrift. May. De Goeje on Gen. x. [Bold and

original. Considers the passage to have been written between 538 and

526 with the view of describing the political relations of the time, and

<o have been afterwards interpolated in an ethnographical sense.—

Loman on Volkmar's Evangelien. [Approves Volkmar's allegorizing

method of exegesis, but rejects his hypothesis as to the priority of Mark.]

—Tideman on Lessing's Nathan.—Kuenen on Wiinsche's Leiden des

Messias. [Justly severe.]

Tischendorf's Appendix codd. Sin. Vat. Alex., in Lit. Centralblatt.

May 28. [Contains a severe criticism of Dr. Lightfoot's ed. of Clement

of Rome from a palaeographical point of view.]

Dindorf's edition of Clement of Alexandria, by Prof. De Lagarde,

in Gott. gel. Anz. May 25. [A full exposure of Dindorf's editorial

-deficiencies.]

The Ashburnham fragment of a Latin version of the O. T. in Rev.

Critique, May 28.

Hitzig's History of Israel, rev. by J. Derenbourg, in the same, May 7.

JAble and striking.]

New Publications.

I. Christian Theology.

ClIEYKE, T. K. The Book of Isaiah Chronologically Arranged. An

amended version, with introductions and notes. Macmillan.

Erskine, T. The Purpose of God In the Creation of Man. [Post

humous.] Edmonston and Douglas.

Erskine, T. The Frceness of the Gospel. Edmonston and Douglas.

[See Contemporary Review, May.]

Hither, J. L. Kritisch-exegetisches Handbuch iib. d. Brief Jacobus.

Dritte Aufl. Giittingen : Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht.

Marriott, W. B. The Testimony of the Catacombs. Hatchard.

Oiugenis Hexaplorum qua; supersunt. Concinnavit emendavit, etc.

V. Field. Tomi ii. fasc. iii. [Ezek. Dan. I'roph. xii.] Oxford :

Clarendon Press.

1'erowne, J. J. S. The Book of Psalms : a new translation, with

introd. and notes. Vol. I. New ed. Bell and Daldy.

Reville, A. Hist, of the Doctrine of the Deity of Jesus Christ.

Williams and Norgate.

Tiieodoreti Episc. Cyri Commentarius in omnes B. Pauli Epistolas.

Pars II. [Edited by C. Marriott and Pusey.] Oxford and London :

Parker.

II. Non-Christian Theology.

I'astian, A. Die Weltauffassung der Buddhisten. Berlin : Wicgand.

Callaway. The Religious System of the Amazulu. Tart III.

Triibner.

Muir, J. Original Sanskrit Texts. Vol. V. [Religious Ideas, &c,

of the Vedic age.] Triibner.

Syed Ahmed. A Series of Essays on the Life of Mohammed and

Subjects subsidiary thereto. Triibner.

Science and Philosophy.

Life and Letters of Faraday. By Dr. Bence Jones. 2 vols. 8vo.

Longmans, 1869.

[Second Notice.]

The first volume of the Life and Letters ofFaraday revealed

to us the youth who was to be father to the man. Skilful, as

piring, resolute, he grew steadily in knowledge and in power.

The fervour of a religion was in his work, and it was this, as

much as his intellect, which enabled him to make a mark

upon his age which can never be effaced. At the beginning

of the second volume of the Life and Letters he appears to

us as the discoverer of a new and vast electrical domain.

Consciously or unconsciously, the relation of Action to Re

action was ever present to his mind. It had been fostered

by his discovery of Magnetic Rotations, and it planted

in him more daring ideas of a similar kind. Magnet

ism he knew could be evoked by electricity, and he

thought that electricity, in its turn, ought to be capable of

evolution by magnetism. On the 29th of August, 1831,

his experiments on this subject began. He had been

fortified by previous trials ; which, though failures, had be

gotten instincts directing him towards the truth. Strictly

speaking, there are no failures to the strong worker. He

may miss the outward object, but he gains the inner light,

education, and expansion. Of this Faraday's life was a

constant illustration. By November he had discovered

and colligated a multitude of the most wonderful and un

expected phenomena. He had generated currents by cur

rents ; currents by magnets, permanent and transitory ;

and he afterwards generated currents by the earth itself.

Arago's Magnetism of Rotation, which had for years offered

itself as a challenge to the best scientific intellects of Europe,

now fell into his hands. It proved to be a beautiful but still

special illustration of the great principle of Magneto-electric

Induction. Nothing equal to this, in the way of pure ex

perimental inquiry, had previously been achieved.

He took breath at Brighton, but immediately returned to

his work. Electricities from various sources were examined,

and their differences and resemblances revealed. He thus

assured himself of their substantial identity. He then wrought

at Conduction, and gave many striking illustrations of the

influence of Fusion on Conducting Power. Renouncing

commercial work he now poured his whole momentum into

his researches. With surpassing energy he worked at

Electro-chemistry. The light of law was for a time ob

scured by the thick umbrage of novel facts ; but he finally

emerged from his researches with the great principle of

Definite Electro-chemical Decomposition in his hands. If

his discovery of Magneto-electricity may be ranked with

that of the Pile by Volta, this new discovery may almost

stand beside that of Definite Combining Proportions in

Chemistry. He passed on to Static Electricity—its Con

duction, Induction, and Mode of Propagation. He dis

covered and illustrated the principle of Inductive Capacity ;

and, turning to theory, he asked himself how electrical

attractions and repulsions are transmitted. Are they, like

gravity, actions at a distance, or do they require a medium ?

If the former, then, like gravity, they will act in straight

lines ; if the latter, then, like sound or light, they may turn a

corner. Faraday held, and his views are gaining ground,

that his experiments proved the fact of curvilinear propa

gation, and hence the operation of a medium. Others

denied this ; but none can deny the profound and philo

sophic character of his leading thought.*

He had heard it stated that henceforth physical discovery

would be made solely by the aid of mathematics ; that we

had our data, and needed only to work deductively. State

ments of a similar character crop out from time to time in

our day. They arise from an imperfect acquaintance with

the nature, present condition, and prospective vastness of

the field of physical enquiry. The upshot of natural science

will doubtless be to bring all physical phenomena under

the dominion of mechanical laws ; to give them, in other

words, mathematical expression. But our approach to this

result is asymptotic; and for ages to come—possibly for

all the ages of the human race—Nature will find room

for both the philosophical experimenter and the mathema

tician. Faraday entered his protest against the foregoing

statement by labelling his investigations Experimental Re

searches in Electricity. They were completed in 1854, and

three volumes of them have been published. For the sake

of reference, he numbered every paragraph, the last number

being 3362. In 1859 he collected and published a fourth

volume of papers under the title, Experimental Researches

* In a very remarkable paper published in FoggendoriT's Annalen

for 1857, Werner Siemens develops and accepts Faraday's theory of

Molecular Induction.
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in Chemistry and Physics. Thus, by abundant labours, this

apostle of experiment magnified his office.

The first volume of the Researches contains all the

papers above referred to. The second embraces memoirs

on the Electricity of the Gymnotus ; on the Source of

Power in the Voltaic Pile ; on the Electricity evolved by

the Friction of Water and Steam, in which the phenomena

and principles of Sir William Armstrong's Hydro-electric

machine are described and developed ; a paper on Magnetic

Rotations, and Faraday's letters in relation to the contro

versy it aroused. The contribution of most permanent value

here is that on the Source of Power in the Voltaic Pile. By

it the Contact Theory pure and simple was totally over

thrown, and the necessity of chemical action to the main

tenance of the current demonstrated.

The third volume of the Researches opens with a memoir

entitled " The Magnetization of Light, and the Illumina

tion of Magnetic Lines of Force." It is difficult even now

to affix a definite meaning to this title ; but the discovery

of the rotation of the plane of polarization which it an

nounced seems pregnant with great results. The writings

of William Thomson on the theoretic aspects of the dis

covery; the excellent electro-dynamic measurements of

Wilhelm Weber, which are models of experimental com

pleteness and skill ; Weber's labours in conjunction with his

lamented friend Kohlrausch—above all, the researches of

Clerk Maxwell on the Electro-magnetic Theory of Light—

point to that wonderful and mysterious medium which is the

vehicle of light and radiant heat as the probable basis also

of magnetic and electric phenomena. The hope of such a

combination was first raised by the discovery here referred

to.* Faraday himself seemed to cling with particular affec

tion to this discovery. He felt that there was more in it

than he was able to unfold. He predicted that it would

grow in meaning with the growth of science. This it has

done ; this it is doing now. Its right interpretation will

probably mark an epoch in scientific history.

Rapidly following it is the discovery of Diamagnetism,

or the Repulsion of Matter by a magnet. Brugmans had

shown that bismuth repelled a magnetic needle. Here he

stopped. Le Bailliff proved that antimony did the same.

Here he stopped. Seebeck, Becquerel, and others, also

touched the discovery. These fragmentary gleams excited

a momentary curiosity, and were almost forgotten, when

Faraday, independently, alighted on the same facts ; and,

instead of stopping, made them the inlets to a new and

vast region of research. The value of a discovery is to be

measured by the intellectual action it calls forth ; and it

was Faraday's good fortune to strike, not the nuggets, but

the lodes of scientific truth, in which some of the best in

tellects of the age have found occupation.

" The salient quality of Faraday's scientific character re

veals itself from beginning to end of these volumes : a union

of ardour and patience—the one prompting the attack, the

the other holding him on to it till defeat was final or victory

assured. Certainty in one sense or the other was necessary

to his peace of mind. The right method of investigation

is perhaps incommunicable ; it depends on the individual

rather than on the system, and our contemporaries, we think,

* A letter addressed to me by Prof. Weber on the 18th of last March

contains the following reference to the connexion here mentioned :—

" Die Hoffnung einer solchen Combination ist durch Faraday's Ent-

deckung der Drehung der Polarisationsebene durch magnetische Direc-

tionskraft zuerst, und sodann durch die Uebercinstimmung derjenigen

Geschwindigkeit, welche das Verhaltniss der electro-dynainischen Ein-

heit zur electro-statischen ausdriickt, init der Geschwindigkeit des

Lichts angeregt worden ; und mir scheint von alien Vcrsuchen, welche

zur Verwirklichung dieser Hoffnung gemacht worden sind, das von

Herrn Maxwell gemachte am erfolgreichsten."

miss the mark when they point to Faraday's researches as-

merely illustrative of the power of the inductive philosophy.

The brain may be filled with that philosophy, but without the

energy and insight which this man possesses, and which

with him are personal and distinctive, we shall never rise to

the level of his achievements. His power is that of indi

vidual genius, rather than of philosophic method. It is the

energy of a strong and independent soul expressing itself

after its own fashion, and acknowledging no mediator

between it and Nature."

The second volume of the Life and Letters, like the first,

is a historic treasury as regards Faraday's work and cha

racter, and his scientific and social relations. It contains-

letters from Humboldt, Herschel, Hachette, De la Rive,

Dumas, Liebig, Melloni. Becquerel, CErsted, Plucker, Du.

Bois-Reymond, Lord Melbourne, Prince Louis Napoleon,

and many other distinguished men. I notice with particular

pleasure a letter from Sir John Herschel in reply to a sealed

packet addressed to him by Faraday, but which he had per

mission to open if he pleased. The packet referred to one-

of the many unfulfilled hopes which spring up in the mind

of fertile investigators :—

" Go on and prosper, ' from strength to strength,' like a victor

marching with assured step to further conquests ; and be certain that

no voice will join more heartily in the peans that already begin to rise,

and will speedily swell into a shout of triumph, astounding even to-

yourself, than that of J. F. W. Herschel."

As an encourager and inspirer of the scientific worker, this

fine spirit is still beneficently active.

Faraday's behaviour to Melloni in 1835 merits special

notice. The young man was a political exile in Paris.

He had newly fashioned and applied the thermo-electric

pile, and had obtained with it results of the greatest

importance. But they were not appreciated. With the

sickness of disappointed hope Melloni waited for the report

of the Commissioners appointed by the Academy to examine

his labours. At length he published his researches in the

A/males de Chimie. They thus fell into the hands of

Faraday, who, discerning at once their extraordinary merit,

obtained for Melloni the Rumford Medal of the Royal

Society. A sum of money always accompanies this medal,

and the pecuniary help was at this time even more essential

than the mark of honour to the young refugee. Melloni's-

gratitude was boundless :—

" Et vous, monsieur," he writes to Faraday, " qui appartenez a une

societe a laquelle je n'avait rien offert, vous qui me connaissiez a peine

le nom ; vous n'avez pas demande si j'avais des ennemis faiblcs ou>

puissants, ni calcule quel en etait le nombre ; mais vous avez parle pour

l'opprime etranger, pour celui qui n'avait pas le moindre droit a tant de

bienveillance, et vos paroles ont etc accueillies favorablement par des

collegues consciencieux ! Jc rcconnais bien !a des homines dignes de

leur noble mission, les veritables representants de la science d'un pays-

libre et genereux."

Within the prescribed limits of this article it would be

impossible to give even the slenderest summary of Faraday's-

correspondence, or to carve from it more than the merest

fragments of his character. His letters, written to Lord Mel

bourne and others in 1836, regarding his pension, illustrate

his uncompromising independence. The Prime Minister

had offended him, but assuredly the apology demanded and

given was complete. I think it certain that, notwithstand

ing the very full account of this transaction given by Dr.

Bence Jones, motives and influences were at work which

even now are not entirely revealed. The minister was bit

terly attacked, but he bore the censure of the press with

great dignity. Faraday, while he disavowed having either

directly or indirectly furnished the matter of those attacks,

did not publicly exonerate his lordship. The Hon. Caroline

Fox had proved herself Faraday's ardent friend, and it was
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she who had healed the breach between the philosopher and

the minister. She manifestly thought that Faraday ought to

have come forward in Lord Melbourne's defence, and there

is a flavour of resentment in one of her letters to him on

the subject. No doubt Faraday had good grounds for his

reticence, but they are to me unknown.

In 1 84 1 his health broke down utterly, and he went to

Switzerland with his wife and brother-in-law. His bodily

vigour soon revived, and he accomplished feats of walking

respectable even for a trained mountaineer. The published

extracts from his Swiss journal contain many beautiful and

touching allusions. Amid references to the tints of the

Jungfrau, the blue rifts of the glaciers, and the noble Niesen

lowering over the Lake of Thun, we come upon the charm

ing little scrap which I have elsewhere quoted :—" Clout-

nail making goes on here rather considerably, and is a very

neat and pretty operation to observe. I love a smith's

shop and anything relating to smithery. My father was a

smith." This is from his journal ; but he is unconsciously

speaking to somebody—perhaps to the world.

His descriptions of the Staub-bach, Giessbach, and of the

scenic effects of sky and mountain, are all fine and sympa

thetic. But amid it all, and in reference to it all, he tells

his sister that " true enjoyment is from within, not from

without." In those days Agassiz was living under a boulder

on the glacier of the Aar. Faraday met Forbes at the

Grimsel, and arranged with him an excursion to the " Hotel

des Neuchatelois ;" but indisposition put the project out.

From the Fort of Ham, in 1843, Faraday received a letter

addressed to him by Prince Louis Napoleon Bonaparte.

He read this letter to me many years ago, and the desire

and capacity shown in various ways by the French Emperor

to turn modern science to account have often reminded me of

it since. At the age of thirty-five the prisoner of Ham speaks

of " rendering his captivity less sad by studying the great

discoveries" which science owes to Faraday ; and he asks a

question which reveals his cast of thought at the time :

" What is the most simple combination to give to a voltaic

battery, in order to produce a spark capable of setting fire

to powder under water or under ground?" Should the

necessity arise, the French Emperor will not lack at the

outset the best appliances of modern science ; while we,

I fear, shall have to learn the magnitude of the resources we

are now neglecting amid the pangs of actual war.*

One turns with renewed pleasure to Faraday's letters to

his wife, published in the second volume. Here surely the

loving essence of the man appears more distinctly than any

where else. From the house of Dr. Percy, in Birmingham,

he writes thus :—

"Here—even here— the moment I leave the table I wish I were

with you IN yuiET. Oh! what happiness is ours. My runs into the

world in this way only serve to make me esteem that happiness the

more."

And again—■

"We have been to a grand conversazione in the town-hall, and I

have now returned to my room to talk with you, as the pleasantest and

happiest thing that I can do. Nothing rests me so much as communion

with you. I feel it even now as I write, and catch myself saying the

words aloud as I write them."

Take this, moreover, as indicative of his love for Nature :—

" After writing, I walk out in the^cvening hand in hand with my

dear wife to enjoy the sunset ; for to me who love scenery, of all that I

have seen or can see there is none surpasses that of heaven. A glorious

su.iset brings with it a thousand thoughts that delight me."

* What we need in this country is a man in authority, competent to

select from the vast, but in many particulars irrelevant mass of science,

those portions which are of real and paramount importance, and deter

mined to have them properly taught.

Of the numberless lights thrown upon him by the Life

and Letters, some fall upon his religion. In a Letter to a

Lady, he describes himself as belonging to " a very small

and despised sect of Christians, known, if known at all, as

SanJcmanians, and our hope is founded on the faith that is

in Christ." He adds, " I do not think it at all necessary

to tie the study of the natural sciences and religion together,

and in my intercourse with my fellow-creatures, that which

is religious, and that which is philosophical, have ever been

two distinct things." He saw clearly the danger of quitting

his moorings, and his science became the safeguard of his

particular faith. For his investigations so filled his mind as

to leave no room for sceptical questionings, thus shielding

from the assaults of philosophy the creed of his youth.

Love, reverence, awe, worship, were the correlatives of his

organization ; they were implied in the eddies of his blood

and in the tremors of his brain ; and however their out

ward and visible forms might have changed, Faraday would

still have been a religious man.

Among my old papers I find the following remarks on

one of my earliest dinners with Faraday. " At 2 o'clock

he came down for me. He, his niece, and myself, formed

the party. ' I never give dinners,' he said. ' I don't know

how to give dinners, and I never dine out But I should

not like my friends to attribute this to a wrong cause. I act

thus for the sake of securing time for work, and not through

religious motives as some imagine.' He said grace. I am

almost ashamed to call his prayer a "saying" of grace. In the

language of Scripture it might be described as the petition

of a son, into whose heart God had sent the spirit of His

Son, and who with absolute trust asked a blessing from his

father. We dined on roast beef, Yorkshire pudding, and

potatoes ; drank sherry, talked of research and its require

ments, and of his habit of keeping himself free from the dis

tractions of society. He was bright and joyful—boylike, in

fact, though he is now sixty-two. His work excites admi

ration, but contact with him warms and elevates the heart.

Here, surely, is a strong man. I love strength, but let me

not forget the example of its union with modesty, tender

ness, and sweetness in the character of Faraday." I fear

the lesson was but imperfectly learned.

Faraday's progress in discovery, and the salient points

of his character, are well brought out by the wise selection

and arrangement of letters and extracts by Dr. Bence Jones.

The labours of Faraday's biographer are, in fact, of incal

culable worth. I will not call them final. So great a

character will challenge reconstruction. In the coming time

some sympathetic spirit, with the requisite strength, know

ledge, and solvent power, will, I doubt not, render these

materials plastic, give them more perfect organic form, and

send through them, with less of interruption, the currents

of Faraday's life. Dr. Bence Jones's labours have rendered

such a result possible ; but the public appreciation of those

labours, as they now stand, has been declared by the rapidity

with which the first considerable edition of the Life ami

Letters has been diffused. Let me, in winding up, express

my high estimate of the value of this labour of love.

Tohn Tyndall.

Forma of Animal Life, being Outlines of Zoological Classification,

&c.—By George Rolleston, F.R.S. Clarendon Press, Oxford.

We very much regret the form in which Prof. Rolleston

has at last published his long-expected work, for we believe

that by its peculiar construction he has limited in large

measure to Oxford students what he ought to have bestowed

on Englishmen at large. This is the more to be regretted,

because it is rarely that a work appears in English bearing
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upon it the tokens of such conscientious, untiring and suc

cessful labour as this one. Nearly half the volume consists

of elaborate, lucid, thorough descriptions of dissections of

typical animals, so mingled with judicious discussions and

generalizations that it may fairly be said that the student who

makes himself master of this portion of the work will be

lacking in scarcely any of the good things of Zoology. To

the Oxford student having access to the actual preparations

in the Oxford Museum thus admirably described, this task

will be a comparatively easy one ; to any other student it

will in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred be absolutely im

possible. The great want of the present day is a book which

will teach students how to dissect animals, how to study

zoology practically. If Professor Rolleston had given full

instructions how to prepare on the actual animal the ap

pearances he so well describes, and made his plates, which

with their accompanying descriptions now form an indepen

dent portion of the book, accompaniments to this practical

zootomical instruction, he would have produced a volume

the publication of which would have marked an epoch in

English education. We trust that he will do this in his

second edition.

In the first part of the work, which though called by the

author an Introduction forms nearly half the whole volume,

Professor Rolleston has contrived to concentrate an admir

able summary of the general characteristics of the various

sub-kingdoms, divisions, and classes of the animal kingdom, as

well as of those which are of more rare occurrence. To say

that the book is stiff reading is not so much to dispraise the

style as to praise the fulness of the matter.

In all three portions of the work Professor Rolleston

begins quite rightly with the Vertcbrata. In his general ar

rangement he follows Gegenbaur more closely than any other

author. Thus he makes the Radiolaria simply a division of

the Rhizopoda, raises the Ctenophora into a distinct class, and

the Echinodermata into a sub-kingdom. He also agrees with

Gegenbaur in establishing a general sub-kingdom of Vermes,

but in the internal arrangement of that sub-kingdom he

differs from the German anatomist very widely. He refuses

to admit as members of this kingdom either Bryozoa or

Tunicata, keeping them, as of old, with the Brachiopoda in

the division of Molluscoida. In so doing he will, we imagine,

meet with the approval of most English anatomists. The

two other classes of Gegenbaur's " unsegmented " Vermes,

Nematelminthes and Platyethminthcs, Professor Rolleston

joins with Rotifera, which forms part of Gegenbaur's " par

tially segmented " Vermes, to make up his division of

Annuloida, while of the other four of Gegenbaur's classes

of the same " partially segmented " Vermes, Gephyrea

alone remain as a distinct class associated with the Annu

lata proper (or Annelida), in the division of Annulata.

From Professor Huxley's classification, this arrangement

differs chiefly in the withdrawal of the Echinodermata from

the Annuloida to form a separate sub-kingdom, in the remis

sion of the Chaetognatha from the honour of a distinct class

to that of a division of the Nematelminthes in company

with Nematoidca and Acant/wccphali, in the omission of the

class term Scolecida, in the aggregation of its six divisions

into the three divisions of Annuloida, and lastly, in the junc

tion of the Annuloida and Annulata into the sub-kingdom

Vermes. In his arrangement of Vertebrata, Professor Rol

leston adopts the subdivisions of Tclithyopsida and Saur-

opsida, but prefers the terms Allantoidca and Anallanfoidea

to Amniota and Anamniota. Finally, he differs from Gegen

baur in restoring Gegariuidas to the kingdom of Protozoa;

and the judicious remarks (p. clxi.) on the regnum protis-

iicum, may be profitably read by every one.

The " general considerations," which form the first section

of the Introduction, deserve to be discussed by all anato

mists, especially as here and there (e.g. p. ci.) the deductions

from adult homologies are brought into direct opposition

to embryological conclusions ; and while every sound

anatomist will agree with Professor Rolleston's depreciation

of rash phylogenic speculation, many will rejoice that he

has not yet, like so many of his German brethren, bowed

the knee to Kowalewsky. Michael Foster.

Hereditary Genius : an Inquiry into its Laws and Consequences.—

By Francis Gallon, F.R.S. London : Macmillan and Co., 1869.

Mr. Galtox has made a valuable and highly interesting

contribution to the illustration in detail of the theory of

evolution so far as /it applies to the human race. The

hypothesis of the hereditary transmission of mental qualities

has often been upheld, and, notwithstanding its difficulties,

it is supported by a mass of facts which no candid reasoner

can ignore ; but Mr. Galton is apparently the first to

approach the subject systematically. The following words

describe his purpose :—

" What I profess to prove is this : that if two children are taken, of

whom one has a parent exceptionally gifted in a high degree—say as

one in four thousand or as one in a million—and the other has not, the

former child has an enormously greater chance of turning out to be gifted

in a high degree than the other. Also, I argue that, as a new race can

be obtained in animals and plants, and can be raised to so great a degree

of purity that it will maintain itself, with moderate care in preventing

the more faulty members of the flock from breeding, so a race of gifted

men might be obtained, under exactly similar conditions."—p. 64.

It will be seen that the task here proposed is no easy

one ; the method pursued is to take selected classes of men,

and to trace the relationships of the eminent individuals

composing those classes, care being taken throughout to

maintain a high standard of individual eminence. It is

surprising to find, on looking through Mr. Galton's lists, how

genius seems to run in families and to be transmitted from

one generation to another ; but the question of Bacon irre

sistibly presents itself, " At ubi sunt illi depicti quipost rota

nuncupala pericruntl" One cannot help surmising that

lists might be made of men, the eminence of whose families

has been at best only a reflection of their own lustre. It is

not enough to show that many men of eminence have had

eminent relations ; Mr. Galton's theory requires that no men

of eminence should have sprung from an obscure stock or

begotten only obscure children. That genius may be trans

mitted there is abundant reason for believing, and also that

it frequently is transmitted, and this is all the aid that the

evolution theory can derive from Mr. Galton's labours ; the

laws which govern its transmission will probably not be

discovered without a more complete survey of all the facts

known to us, and a more rigid examination of negative

instances than Mr. Galton has undertaken.

It is impossible, in a short notice, to discuss Mr. Galton's

application to his special subject of Quetelet's Law of

Deviation from an Average, or his very ingenious, if some

what fanciful, remarks in his concluding chapter on the

bearing of his researches both on the general theory of

evolution and on the special hypothesis of Pangenesis, pro

pounded by Mr. Darwin. Theories of general import like

these cannot but accord with researches like Mr. Galton's,

for it is the very condition of their existence that they should

explain undoubted facts : on the other hand Mr. Galton's

researches, though they may illustrate, go very little way to

prove hypotheses which must rest on a comprehensive survey

of the phenomena of Biology.

We may mention one or two oversights which may well

be pardoned in a work requiring such extensive research.

The " ' King of Oedipus ' by Sophocles " (p. 228) is obviously

a misprint; but Jane Austen the novelist, who was never
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married, is a very different person from Sarah Austin, wife

of John Austin, and mother of Lady Duff Gordon, although

the two are identified in pp. 173 and 190.

James R. Thursfield.

Scientific Notes.

Physiology.

Connection between Electricity and Muscular Labour.—The

well-known researches of Emil Dubois-Reymond, of Berlin, in animal

electricity, which were published in 1849, established the scientific

conclusion that the electric force which resides in the muscles and

nerves plays a very essential part in the activity of these organs during

life. Not only did he prove that a muscle and nerve must possess

those qualities which are summed up in life, in order to exhibit an

electric current, but he also discovered the very important fact that the

activity of the muscle and nerve is accompanied by a peculiar change

in their electric force, to which he has given the name of "negative

oscillation of the muscle and nerve current." An investigation has

just been made by S. Lamansky, of Heidelberg (PfliigePs Archiv,

4"* Heft, 1870), which shows that the negative oscillation of the muscle

changes in the same manner with the mechanical work which it accom

plishes. The negative oscillation shows itself in every muscle the cur

rent of which is observed by a galvanometer, as soon as this muscle

passes from the quiescent into the active state. If the muscular current

is passed through a galvanometer, and the muscle excited through its

nerve so as to cause contraction, the needle of the galvanometer is seen

simultaneously to swing back towards the zero-point of the scale. The

diminution of the current thus exhibited continues so long as the muscle

is in a state of contraction, and disappears as soon as the excitation is

discontinued. This diminution of the current during the activity of the

muscle does not however consist, as Dubois-Reymond showed, in a

continuous decrease, but in a constant very rapid alternation in intensity

of the current, so that the sum of the currents arising herefrom is less

than the current of the quiescent muscle. It has now become possible

to apply a more exact investigation to the duration and form of the

negative oscillation. By the help of an apparatus constructed for the

purpose, Prof. Bernstein of Heidelberg has found that the negative

oscillation begins at the moment' in which the excitation acts on the

muscle, and that it has the short duration of 2J3 of a second only. This

time is so short that the negative oscillation which has been caused by

a momentary excitation, has already passed away before the muscle has

begun to contract ; for, according to Helmholtz's experiments, a period

of TJj of a second elapses between the excitation and the commencement

of the contraction. With the help of the apparatus alluded to, Lamansky

has investigated how the negative oscillation of the muscular current

changes when the muscle is at the same time made to work. Larger

and smaller weights were suspended from the muscles, and the negative

oscillation observed during the contraction of these muscles. When

the muscles had larger weights attached to them, the negative oscil

lation was always greater than when the labour of the muscles was

less severe. Thus the negative oscillation increases pari passu with

the mechanical work which the muscle performs ; and this fact is

therefore an additional proof that the electric force of the muscle and

its mechanical exhibition of force stand in close connection with one

another.

The Biliary Secretion.—M. Schiff has published, in;Zi? Sferimcntalc,

the results of the investigations made during the year 1S69 in the

Physiological Laboratory at Florence, a resume" of which has just been

given by M. Hermann in the Centralblatt. The following are the

chief points:—M. Schiff corroborates the statements he made some time

ago in the Giornalc de/le Scienze Naturale of Palermo, that the biliary

secretion accumulates in much smaller quantity when it has been for some

time withdrawn from the body by a fistulous orifice through the ab

dominal walls, instead of being allowed to enter the intestine ; and that,

on the other hand, its quantity quickly undergoes augmentation when it

is injected into the intestine. He concludes from this that the excreted

bile undergoes under healthy conditions reabsorption in the intestine,

and becomes subservient to the formation of new bile. The course

pursued by the injected bile is similar ; that it is actually re-secreted, and

does not simply excite secretion reflexively, is shewn by the fact that

the bile of the guinea-pig, which does not naturally give Pcttenkofer's

reaction (i.e. red colour with sugar and sulphuric acid), acquires this

properly if the bile of the ox be directly introduced into its intestine. If

the absorption of bile from the intestine takes place quicker than it can

be secreted again, jaundice occurs : this is well seen in fasting cats and

dogs. Corvisart had stated that, on the addition of bile to the products of

gastric digestion or chyme, a precipitate of mucus only occurred. Briicke,

on the other hand, maintained that a precipitate fell even when no mucus

was present, and that the precipitate consisted of digested albumen or

peptone. M. Schiff finds that it is a question of the amount of acid

present; if this be normal, as in ordinary chyme, the addition of bile

only precipitates mucus; but if the chyme be acidified, and the mucus

entirely removed, a precipitate still occurs, and this consists of peptone.

M. Schiff finds that the gastric juice ceases to act on the materials of

our food after they have once entered the small intestine, as is shown by-

masses of food preserving their form (the albuminous materials beings

alone extracted by the pancreatic juice) if intrcxluced into the intestine,

though, if they are retained in the stomach, they undergo complete solu

tion. He does not attribute this effect exclusively to the admixture of the

food with the bile, but to that of the glands of Brunnerand Lieberkiihn.

In regard to the digestive powers of the pancreas, M. Schiff has ascer

tained the correctness of his former statement, that after extirpation of

the spleen the pancreatic fluid is no longer capable of digesting albumen

or fibrin.

Man and the Apes.—M. Pruner Bey has recently sent in a com

munication to the " Societe d'Anthropologie," of which an abstract is

furnished in Cosmos of May 28, on the question whether the ana

tomical differences between certain apes are greater than those which

exist between man and those apes which most closely resemble him, and

which (very erroneously) are termed anthropomorphous ; in other words,

Can we class man with the primates* The author admits that at first

sight the resemblance between man and the higher apes is very great :

all their bones for example, with two exceptions, precisely correspond ;

but on further investigation, he observes, the resemblance becomes less

apparent. He lays stress on the importance of considering not only

the points of resemblance but also those of difference ; and cites the

opinions of Huxley and Crisp. He then proceeds to compare the man

and ape whilst living, and points out that, independently of the dif

ference that exists between them in attitude, gestures, movements, and

aspect, which relegates the ape so decisively to the brute creation, there

are three characters that are common to all the apes, rendering them

fundamentally distinct from man. The first of these characters is the

clothing of hair with which they are covered, the absence of which in

man must possess so powerful an influence in leading him to exercise

his ingenuity in improving his condition by the discovery of fire and

the wearing of clothes. In addition, the peripheric sensibility arising

from the conformation of his hand and of its tactile papillae, is the cor

relative of a sixth sense, the geometric sense, the employment of which

is manifest. Secondly, the ape has a canine tooth, which serves

him as a weapon, and the absence of which in man-has led him to

invent arms of steadily advancing improvement. Thirdly, a difference

exists in the direction of the axis of the body when the natural posture

is assumed : and this, as is rendered evident by the form, arrange

ment, and structure of the bones, down to their most minute details,

is horizontal in the ape, but vertical in man. In regard to the mus

cular system, the most marked points of difference exist : and the

same may be said of the circulatory system ; in which, as Gratiolet

observes, the arterial process is much more completely developed in

man. The structure of the viscera, again, in the gorilla and chim

panzee, clearly indicates their herbivorous nature. Lastly, there are the

differences which depend on the nails, the beard, and the penal bone.

M. Pruner Bey then contrasts the crania of the negro and the Chinaman

with those of the gorilla, the chimpanzee, orang, and two others, all

of which latter present an appearance similar to, yet distinct from,

that of the two former. In the latter, however, it may be noted

that the surface of their cranium is less than that of their face, ap

pearing in fact as if it were only an appendage of the latter, whilst in

man the opposite obtains. So, also, the supra-orbital crests are enor

mous in the apes, and destitute of function, for they contain nothing.

"They constitute simply a symbol of bestiality." The cranial sutures,

again, arc precocious, and the forehead is absent. An examination

of the simian skull as a whole shows it to be contracted laterally, pos

teriorly, and even superiorly, by muscles which contrast strongly with

those of the skull of man. The concave face and retreating chin pro

duce a muzzle or tendency to prognathism, which contrasts even with the

negro. The eye is not placed below the brain, and its axis, instead of

being horizontal, is directed downwards and outwards. The inter-orbital

septum is narrow, and the nose is flattened. M. Bey then points out the

characters of the superior maxillary bone, and notices the persistence of

the inter-maxillary bone and sutures. He then discusses the differential

characters derived from the teeth, and from the internal mould of the

cranium, and concludes by remarking that the ape differs anatomically

from man, not only by simple degradation, but by a contrast evident

in every part. Even from its first appearance in the Miocene, if we

may judge from the mandible and the bones of the extremities, the ape

presents all the characters observable in existing species; "man, in

fact, constitutes not a kingdom only, but a world apart."

Palwontology and Botany.

Kitchen-midden in Scotland.—Mr. J. W. Laidlay contributes to

the Geological Magazine for June a description of a kitchen-midden

situated on the coast of Haddingtonshire, about three miles east of North
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Berwick, on the south side of the Frith of Forth, and belonging to a

remote period. Numbers of bone implements have been found, such

as needles, arrow-heads, combs, knives, chisels, &c, very similar to those

found in the Swiss Lakes, a vast quantity of bones of oxen, sheep, goats,

swine, dogs, and other animals, and of shells in great abundance, a

very rude querne, &c. No trace whatever of metallic implements has

been found ; and they are considered to belong to an age as remote as

the Roman period, or perhaps extending even beyond it.

The Eocene Flora.—In his recent anniversary address to the Linnean

Society, Mr. Bentham attacks the position laid down by Ettingshausen

and other German palaeontologists, that the fossil remains of the Eocene

Flora of Europe afford convincing proof of the existence of a warmer or

sub-tropical climate at that period. Paleontologists lay great stress on

the fact that the Eocene European Flora includes at least one hundred

species of Prolcaeeee, an order of plants now confined to Australia and

South Africa. Mr. Bentham, however, contends that this conclusion

rests on far too slender a basis of facts, and that not a single specimen

has been found which a modern systematic botanist would admit to be

Proteaceous, unless it had been received from a country where Pro-

UiXece were otherwise known to exist. The evidence chiefly relied on

is that of the leaves, which Mr. Bentham believes to be delusive in

the extreme, no certain characters being derivable from these organs ;

and one leaf, on which Ettingshausen founds a new species, being

admitted by himself to bear much resemblance to the leaves of about

twenty genera in thirteen different families. Exceedingly few remains

•of fruits are described, and even these can in no case be certainly

■connected with the leaves, and they are besides very imperfect, and

■entirely destitute of all distinguishing characteristics. Mr. Bentham

ends by severely condemning the sweeping conclusions which paleon

tologists are apt to draw from very insufficient materials.

Irritability of Stamens.—In the Comptes Rendus for April 25th,

M. Jourdain records a series of experiments on the effect of chloroform

on the stamens of Mahonia, which are excitable like those of the bar

berry, springing back against the pistil when irritated. The plant was

enclosed in a glass bell, in which some cotton was placed that had been

springled with chloroform ; at the end of one minute' the stamens

exhibited great tetanic rigidity, and resisted all attempts at irritation.

Exposed again to the action of the atmosphere, after the lapse of eight

or ten minutes, the irritability reappeared, at first feebly, but more

completely in the course of twenty-five or thirty minutes. If the action

of the chloroform is continued for ten or twelve minutes, the flower

assumes an orange tint, and the stamens do not recover their sensibility

■on exposure to the atmosphere, whilst the next day they show signs of

having been completely killed. With each succeeding experiment, a

longer period elapsed before the effects of the chloroform wore off.

Chemistry.

Gold-refining by Chlorine Gas.—In a paper read before the Royal

Society of Victoria (Chemical News, May 20th and 27th), Mr. F. B.

Miller, Assayer to the Sydney branch of the Royal Mint, gives a

detailed account of his process for refining gold, which has been suc

cessfully brought into practical operation, on a large scale, in Australia

and New Zealand. The ordinary method of separating silver from

natural alloys of that metal and gold is complicated and expensive.

The native gold has to be melted with at least two and a half times its

own weight of silver, and the silver thus added, together with that pre

sent in the natural alloy, must then be separated by the action of costly

acids. Mr. Miller's process consists simply in passing a current of

chlorine gas through the molten gold, by means of a small clay tube

connected with a stoneware vessel, in which the gas is generated. The

chlorine at once combines with the silver of the natural alloy, forming

chloride of silver, which rises to the surface of the molten gold. Chlo

ride of silver has always been considered a somewhat volatile substance ;

and under circumstances such as those here indicated, it was naturally

supposed that it would either be sublimated in the flue, or escape entirely

up the chimney ; but, in practice, it is found that the volatility of the

chloride is not nearly so great as might have been anticipated, and that,

if its surface be covered with a layer of fused borax, it may be kept

melted at a high temperature, without material loss. The chloride is

cast into slabs, which may be reduced by plates of wrought-iron or zinc,

in the usual way. Besides the separation of the silver, another useful

end is gained by Mr. Miller's process. A very large proportion of the

gold of Australia is more or less brittle, owing to the presence of small

quantities oflead or antimony, so that it cannot be coined or manufactured

until it has been toughened. In the ordinary toughening process, dele

terious mercurial fumes are evolved, and the nuisance thus created by

gold-melting establishments has already become the subject of litigation

in Victoria. The passage of chlorine gas through the melted gold is

found to effect the complete toughening of the metal, by the elimination,

in the form of volatile chlorides, of the foreign metals which render it

brittle, while the evolution of mercurial fumes is avoided. More than |

200,000 ounces of native gold have now been refined by Mr. Miller's

simple and economical process.

Manganese in Milk and Blood.—Professor Pollacci, in the Journal

de PAarmaeie el de C/iimie, for May, states that he has analysed many

samples of human blood from individuals of both sexes, of different ages

and temperaments, and has obtained results that prove manganese to

be one of the essential elements of that fluid. Concluding that the

same metal would be found in milk, he examined various specimens of

human milk, and also the milk of cows, goats, and asses, and in every

case he obtained unquestionable evidence of the presence of manganese.

The quantity of the metal found in milk appears to be greater than that

found in an equal weight of blood.

The Evolution of Oxygen from Fotassio Chlorate.—An explana

tion of the reason why this process is facilitated by admixture of man

ganic dioxide has been proposed by G. Krebs. The temperature of infu

sible bodies increases rapidly on heating ; as solids in general, when

compared with fluids, have a smaller specific heat, are better con

ductors, and possess a great absorptive capacity; whereas fusible bodies,

the fusion-point of which is either not at all, or very little, higher than

the temperature at which they decompose, require a great deal of heat

before they melt, and owing to their small absorptive capacity, decom

pose very slowly. In a mixture of potassic chlorate and manganic

dioxide, the latter, as a solid, becomes hot more quickly, and readily

takes up the heat, with which however it as speedily parts to the

chlorate, thus enabling it to decompose more easily. In the same way,

if warm ferric oxide be dusted into potassic chlorate in a state of fusion,

there ensues a violent disengagement of gas. All other infusible bodies,

provided they do not react with potassic chlorate—such as zinc oxide,

tin oxide, calcined gypsum—produce the same effect as the manganic

or ferric oxides.

Metallic Hydrogen.—We learn from the Scientific American for

May, that Dr. Loew of New York has succeeded in combining hydrogen

with mercury. He takes an amalgam, composed of mercury with not

more than three or four per cent, of zinc, and agitates it with a solution

of platinic chloride. The liquid becomes black, and a dark powder is

deposited. The contents of the flask arc then thrown into water, and

hydrochloric acid is added to dissolve the excess of zinc. The amalgam of

hydrogen and mercury at once assumes the form of a brilliant voluminous

mass, resembling in every way the well-known ammonium amalgam. It

is soft and spongy, and rapidly decomposes without any smell of ammonia.

The hydrogen escapes, and after a while nothing but pure mercury is

left in the dish. The experiment appears to show that an amalgam of

hydrogen and mercury can be formed, and that hydrogen is really a

metal as Graham supposed (Academy, No. I. p. 17). It has led Dr.

Loew to doubt the existence of the ammonium amalgam, on the ground

that this compound may prove to be the same amalgam as the one he

has prepared.

Electro-metallurgy.—At a recent meeting of the Chemical Society,

Mr. W. H. Walenn explained his new method of coating cast-iron

objects with copper or brass by electrolysis. By the use of complex

solutions the evolution of hydrogen is prevented, and uniform deposits of

copper or brass are obtained. To prepare an electrolytic bath for brass,

a mixture of equal parts of amnionic tartrate and potassic cyanide is

saturated with cyanide of zinc and cyanide of copper, and to this solu

tion oxide of zinc and cupric oxide are added. The bath has to be

heated while undergoing electrolysis. A calico-printing valse and

other articles, coated with brass by this process, were exhibited to the

Society.

Contraction in the Formation of Chemical Combinations in

connection with the Strength of Chemical Affinity.—From a com

parison of the specific gravity of a series of chemically simple bodies

and their compounds, reported by W. Miiller, the interesting result is

obtained, that in chemical combination a contraction appears to take

place, which increases with the chemical affinity of the bodies. The

combination of the metals potassium, sodium, barium, strontium, cal

cium, lead, silver, mercury, and iron, with chlorine, bromine, and iodine,

show collectively a contraction, that is, the actual density of the com

pound potassium chloride, for instance, is greater than that calculated

from the specific gravities of its constituents potassium and (liquid)

chlorine. The amount of contraction in the different metals follows the

order named above. In the same manner, the contraction is greatest

in all combinations of chlorine with one and the same metal, next

follow the compounds with bromine, and finally those with iodine.

This order agrees with that of the chemical affinities of these bodies.

(Poggendorff's Aiinalen, vol. 139, p. 287.)

Physics and Astronomy.

The Aperiodic Movements of Deadened Magnetic Needles.—

When a magnet becomes deflected in the neighbourhood of a conducting

body, it induces in the latter an electric current, by which the motion

of the magnet suffers a deadening. The laws of this phenomenon have
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been developed by Gauss, and utilized in a series of applications. In

particular Gauss surrounded in the first place, with a rim of copper,

the magnetic needles which serve for earth-magnetic or galvanic obser

vations, in order to bring them to rest. In the hands of \V. Weber

the laws of the deadening have been turned to a very important and

extended use, in the discovery of a new method of galvanic measurement.

In these applications the experiments are purposely limited to weaker

deadenings, by which the swinging magnet performs a series of oscilla

tions ; this condition being very fertile in its practical application.

With increased deadening, however, the results obtained by Gauss in

the Observatory of Gottingen, from a three-pound magnet, arc that a

magnet when set in motion comes to rest after a single oscillation. Herr

Dubois-Rcymond has undertaken a thorough analytical investigation

of these conditions and phenomena, and has proved by experiment the

more important circumstances connected with them. The application

of so strongly deadened a needle is peculiarly convenient in galvanometry.

The needles applied by Dubois- Keymond at present to galvanometers

provided with a mirror-arrangement (as has already been made known

to the English public by his reports) place themselves without oscillation

in their new position of equilibrium when a stream is passed through

the galvano-meter, or even when the strength of the current is changed.

(Monatsberichte der Berliner Akademie, 1869, p. 807.)

Regulator for Electric Light.—Herr G. Mos describes a very simple

apparatus for this purpose, which retains, without clockwork, the light

of the charcoal points constant and for a long time on the same spot.

The charcoal points are united by a running band, the lower one by

a slack pulley. By an ingenious mechanism the regulation of the

respective motions of the points takes place in proportion to their waste.

The points arc made to approach one another by a weight, and to

separate by a magnet connected with the lower point. (VoggaulorjfV

Amialtn, vol. 139, p. 495.)

Breadth of the Spectrum-lines.— In some new researches, especi

ally by Pliicker, Ilittorf, and Wullner, a change is described in the

spectra of gases, which appears to be in part produced by high pressure

and high temperature. Herr Lippich attempts to establish an explana

tion of the widening of the spectrum-lines in elevated temperatures,

from the gaseous theory of Kriinig and Clausius. He dcvelopes the

influence which the progressive motion of the gas-molecules will exercise

upon the wave-lengths of the emitted light, and shows that the spectrum-

lines must have a certain breadth, if the rapidity of this progressive

motion is not to be neglected in comparison with the rapidity of light.

The widening also of single lines in the spectrum of the sun, which has

been very recently described, Herr Lippich examines from the stand

point of his theory. (PoggeudorJjTs Annalen, vol. 139, p. 465.)

Dynamic Power of the Sun.—In a very able, short, and clear

memoir Signor Stanislas Vecchi treats, in the Nut/va An/ologia for

May, 1870, of the dynamic power and action of the sun, and its most

recent applications to industry. In the first place he gives the scientific

calculations of the absolute and modified power of the sun upon our

earth, and its principal effects in determining action or work in

nature. He then proceeds to mention the action of light and heat on

the atmosphere in producing currents in the air and in water, the con

sequent production of rain and water-courses, their chemical action on

the air, and on the earth, the consequent effects on vegetation, the

effects of their former activity stored up in minerals, in coal, in volcanic

phenomena, &c, their relations to vegetable and animal life, and finally

to industry, which avails itself of minerals, vegetables, air, water, and

all other substances formed by the action of the sun's heat and light in

producing further dynamic power.

The Motion of the Solar Prominences.—With reference to Mr.

Lockyer's observations that the various vapour-currents in the

hydrogen envelope, which has been called the chromosphere, and

defined as possibly the outer layer of the sun's atmosphere, were so

rapid and violent that the position of the hydrogen lines in the

spectrum was altered, and that by noting the amount of alteration, the

actual velocity of these "solar storms," as Mr. Lockyer has termed

them, could be determined without difficulty ; Father Secchi, of

Rome, who a long time ago denied the accuracy of these observa

tions, and the validity of these conclusions, has quite recently

returned to the charge. Father Secchi asserts that the alterations

observed in the wave-length are really due to the sun's rotation, and

then he proves by calculation that the velocity of the sun's surface at

the equator is 429 kilometres per second. He next calculates what

alteration this motion should make in the position of the hydrogen lines

in the spectrum ; and last of all he points his spectroscope to the sun

and sees exactly such alterations as his calculations require. Now this

at first appears a final answer to Mr. Lockyer, but Volpicclli and

F'izeau have pointed out that Father Secchi's calculation in fact shows

him to be ignorant of Mr. Lockyer's reasoning, and that his 429 kilo

metres per second should really read two kilometres.

A Water Telescope.—At the Annual Visitation of the Greenwich

Observatory on Saturday last, a " Water Telescope" was exhibited; that

is, a telescope the tube of which was filled with water. This instrument

is for observations of the star 7 Draconis, which star is the one which

passes nearest the zenith at Greenwich, and the idea is to determine

whether the co-efficient of sidereal observation is in any way varied

when the pencil of light passes through a considerable extent of refrac

tory medium, as some German astronomers have asserted. In the new

tulie the whole telescope is in fact a lens, as the curves of the object

glass have been so arranged that the water may be looked upon as a

continuation of the object glass, and, therefore, if the thickness of the

object glass in any way affects the result, we shall get an extreme

alteration of the result in one direction in the present instrument.

Miscellaneous Intelligence.

Otto Linne Erdmann, who died recently in his 66th year, was elected

extraordinary professor of technical chemistry in the University of

Leipzig at the age of 23, and ordinary professor three years later, which

post he filled till his death. He is best known by his elaborate inves

tigations of indigo and its derivatives, and by his careful determination,

in company with Marchand, of the combining weights of certain

elements. He published a Manual of Chemistry ; and started in 1828

Erdmann s Journalfur okonomische uud praktische C/iemie, which has

been conducted more or less under his superintendence till the present

time.

The Philosophical Faculty of the University of Gottingen has an

nounced for the I ith March, 1873, a prize of 500 thalcrs in gold, and a

second prize of 200 thalcrs in gold on the Beneke foundation, for the

best new determination of the atomic weights of the metals of the earths.

The limits of error in the results obtained must be exactly fixed, and

the investigation must be accompanied by a complete critical review

of the existing scientific material connected with it. In his classical

researches in this field, Stas ascertained the combining weights of

ten elements, leaving those of five-sixths of the elements more or

less unprecisely determined. It has been resolved, therefore, to

subject some of the numbers to careful revision, and those attached

to the earth-metals have been selected. The dissertation, written in

Latin, French, German, or English, and distinguished by a motto,

must be deposited with the Dean of the Faculty on or before August 31,

1872.

At a recent meeting of the Chemical Society of St. Petersburg, there

was read a paper containing an account of an extended investigation

into the isomeric sulpho-toluic acids by Miss Anna Wolkow. Of the

bodies described, Miss Wolkow has made several very fine preparations,

and has exhibited remarkable ability in carrying out a laborious scientific

investigation.
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History.

Muse'o des Archives de l'Empire. Actes importaats de l'Histoire

de France et autographes des hommes celebres, exposes dans l'hotel

Soubise par Ordre de l'Empereur, sous la direction de M. le Mar

quis de Laborde. Paris : H. Plon.

The Imperial Government have now in the course of publi

cation a descriptive inventory of the Musee des Archives, a

splendid collection of historic documents, arranged by the

late Marquis de Laborde, in the Palais des Archives or

Public Record Office. The series begins with diplomas of

the Merovingian Kings, dating from Clotaire II. (625),

mostly written upon papyrus paper, their names signed in

full ; later, Charlemagne substituted a kind of monogram.

A document signed " Pippinus majorem domus " shews

that the ambitious mayor of the palace sometimes rendered

justice in his own name instead of that of his master.

The mortuary roll of Vitalis, abbot of Savigny, thirty

feet in length, is a curious specimen of the literary com

position and calligraphy of the 12th century, and contains

seven distichs said to have been composed and written

by Hdloise, then abbess of Argenteuil. Here are preserved

the household accounts of St. Louis, inscribed on four

teen tablets of wood overlaid with black wax, the writing

as fresh as when first traced ; a register of the Parliament

of Paris, wherein is a pen-and-ink sketch of the Maid of

Orleans, represented in profile, bare-headed, in her left hand

she holds a sword, in her right, the oriflamme ; letters from

Charles the Rash, Louis XI. and his contemporaries, close

the series of "Valois directs," for the French divide their

long line of Capet into Capets directs, Valois directs,

Valois collate'raux (Orleans and Angouleme), and Bourbons.

Among the documents in the Angouleme branch—most

dramatic period of French history — are letters of the

Emperor Charles V., and of Francis I. and his family ; the

marriage contracts of Henry II. and Catherine de Medicis,

and of Francis II. and Mary Stuart, with their respective

signatures ; various letters of Queen Catherine, one of them

justifying the massacre of St. Bartholomew ; arid one con

taining instructions to the Ambassador at London, relative

to the projected marriage of the Duke of Anjou with Queen

Elizabeth, twenty years his senior. In the Bourbon series

are the Edict of Nantes and its Revocation ; the act of con

demnation of Leonora Galigai, and the interrogation of the

Marquise de Brinvilliers ; letters of all the celebrities of the

Louis XIV. period; bank notes of Law, and the evidence of

the witnesses against the regicide Damiens. Set apart in an

ebony cabinet are the will of Louis XVI., and the touching

letter of Marie Antoinette, written on the morning of her

execution. In the " Salic des Napoleons," an exquisite

model of decoration in the time of the Regency, is placed

the will of Napoleon, and among various letters is a remark

able one written by him to the Comte de Provence, after

wards Louis XVIIL, enjoining him to sacrifice his personal

interests to the repose of his country, declaring if he returned

to France " il vous faudrait marcher sur 100,000 cadavres."

Here is also a letter from the Due de Reichstadt, giving

an account of his studies, and various other records of the

First Empire.

The following room, " Salle de la Re'publique," contains

Charlotte Corday's last letter to her father, ending with the

line torn Corneille, " Le crime fait la honte, et non pas

1'echafaud ;" the Girondin Barbaroux's farewell to his mother,

and the note found upon the body of the minister Roland.

A letter from Gatteau, deputy of Strasburg, with a seal bear

ing a figure of the guillotine; and one of the most extra

ordinary documents of the Reign of Terror, a blank warrant

signed beforehand, by virtue of which thirty-seven prisoners

were put to death, 16th of June, 1794, and their names-

inserted after their execution.

In the rooms beyond the Musee are preserved in some

200,000 " cartons," millions of papers, records of the Parlia

ment of Paris, whose functions ceased in 1790, with registers

of the revolutionary and other tribunals. There, too, is the

celebrated " Armoire de fer," constructed to contain the

platina standards of the metre and kilogramme, copper plates-

of the assignats and other valuables. Also a model of the

Bastille, with its twenty-seven keys hanging round the frame..

Copies of this model were ordered to be sent to the eighty-

two departments of France. These are only a few of the

treasures contained in the Museum of the Archives, one of

the most interesting and perhaps least visited in Paris.

F. Palliser.

Correspondence of Frederic the Great, &c. [Brie/wechsel Fried-

ricks des Grossen mil dem Prinzen IVilhelm IV. von Oranicn und mit

desseu Ccmaldin Anna, gei. Princess Royalvon England], mitgetheilt

von Leopold von Rankc. (Abh. der k. Akad. der Wissenschaften,

1869.) Berlin.

These letters (from the Collection at the Hague, together

with some found at Berlin) extend from 1735 to 1758.

They represent Frederic to us on his more pleasing side, in

familiar correspondence with some of his truest friends.

William IV. and Frederic made each other's acquaintance

in the camp on the Rhine, where Prince Eugene, Marl

borough's friend and colleague, commanded the German

forces in the campaign against France which Mr. Carlyle

has so vividly described. William had a long struggle with

the republican opponents of the House of Orange in the

United Provinces before he could succeed in getting himself

appointed Stadtholder and General of the Commonwealth.

He was certainly the second Founder of his House, and

laid the foundation of the later Monarchy of Holland as

it exists at present. He married Anne, Princess Royal of

England, daughter of George II. and Caroline. The princess

pleased Frederic ; she could talk to him about Newton, and

tell him how her mother had preferred the views of Clarke

to those of Leibnitz. Queen Caroline's court had in fact

been a sort of philosophical coterie, which took much in

terest in Clarke and Bishop Butler, and had the earliest in

formation from France and Germany on speculative subjects.

The princess too was fond of music, in this also falling in

with Frederic's tastes. In the most important crisis of his

political life during the Seven Years' War, she did him great

service by giving him early information of the plans of

invasion entertained by the Empress Elizabeth of Russia.

There had been an earlier connection with Prussia in the

time of the Great Elector, which had important conse

quences, but it was William and Anne who formed that

close connection with Prussia which has so much influenced

the later history of the Netherlands. These letters also

contain interesting notices about the Protestants in France,

among whom Antoine Court was now restoring something

like order and education after their long sojourn " in the

desert " during the times of persecution. The unwillingness

too of England and Holland to be dragged into the contest

between Germany and France is very visible, but as war

would make William Stadtholder, he and Frederic both

strive to bring it about. The letters are of course in French,

and Frederic's writing and spelling improve very much as

the correspondence proceeds ; the early letters are almost

ludicrously incorrect.

C. W. Boase.
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Dicuili Liber de Menaura Orbis Terras, a Gust. Parthey recognitus.

Bcrolini, 1870.

Dicuil, an Irish monk, wrote this Handbook of Geography

A.D. 825. It is based on a survey of the empire, made

by Theodosius (probably the first Theodosius) four centuries

previously. Of course much is borrowed from Pliny,

Solinus, &c, but Dicuil has inserted some things from

his own knowledge, and these are what make the book

interesting to us. They prove that Irish monks had settled

in Iceland and the Faroe Islands before the Norsemen.

The description of how " the midsummer sun sets into sun

rise " is very vivid. Dicuil had himself lived in several of

the northern islands, and there is something pathetic in his

lament over their desolation. " As they were always desolate

from the beginning of the world, so now because of the

Northmen pirates the hermits have left them, and now they

are filled but with countless sheep and very many kinds of

sea-birds." In less than ten years from the time when this

was written, the Northmen had begun the terrible invasion of

England.

In Parthey's useful edition the text is based on a collation

of the Dresden MS., written about the year 1000. The

book was first published by Walckenaer, at Paris, in 1807,

but the chief edition is that which was edited by Letronne in

181 1. A very complete index adds much to the value of

the book. C. W. Boase.

History of England, comprising the Reign of Queen Anne until the

Peace of Utrecht.—By Earl Stanhope. London : John Murray, 1870.

This volume is intended by the author to form a connecting

link between Lord Macaulay's English History and his own,

so that the latter work may be considered the continuation

of the former. The narrative, closely, perhaps too closely,

restricted to political and military transactions, is full, clear,

and well arranged, leaving nothing to be desired in the work

as a book of reference. In the judgments passed upon the

conduct and motives of the principal actors in this momentary

drama, a commendable impartiality is displayed. If any

bias is shown, it is on the side of lenity, and this defect, if

•defect it be, merits pardon, rather than blame. The sum

mary given of King William's character avoids any mention

of the useless carnage before Mons, a crime of which he

was certainly guilty ; and of his alleged connivance at the

murder of John and Cornelius de Witt, a charge advanced

upon such grave authority, that no just estimate of that

famous prince can be formed, till its truth or falsehood be

satisfactorily established. The insurrection of the Camis-

sards is recorded without a word of allusion to the extra

ordinary manifestations of religious fanaticism by which it

was attended, and to which it owed much of its temporary

success. This subject has a good claim to be noticed in a

detailed account of English affairs making any profession of

•completeness, since the refugees from the Cevennes im

ported their mental malady into England, and their pre

tensions to prophetical and other supernatural gifts attracted

a general and half-believing curiosity. Students of this

period of our history cannot fail to observe, that the dif

ference then existing between the two Houses in their treat

ment of ecclesiastical questions, is exactly the reverse of

that which prevails at the present day. This phenomenon

fairly calls for explanation, which however the author with

holds. The duty of the historian, as it is now understood,

differs from the task of the mere chronicler principally in

this, that the historian is bound not only to record facts, but

when the facts happen to be complex, to analyse them, and

to examine into their causes. The author's view of the con

dition of the English people under Anne's government, and

his comparison of the general contentment he attributes to

that age, with the restless aspirations of modern society, will

scarcely be thought either profound or exhaustive.

G. Waring.

The Decline of the Roman Republic.—By George Long, M.A.

Vol. iii. 8vo. London : Bell and Daldy. Cambridge : Deighton

and Bell. 1869.

In the present volume, Mr. Long recounts the events of

twenty years from the beginning of the third Mithridatic war

in b.c. 78 to the exile of Cicero in b.c. 58. The method

pursued is that with which readers of the earlier volumes of

this work are familiar : a careful digest of the ancient autho

rities is given, to which Mr. Long appends his comments

and reflections.

The foreign and military history is told with much fulness,

and with great attention to geography : but owing to the

imperfect, and frequently contradictory nature of the autho

rities, this part of the work has clearly been an ungrateful

task, as indeed Mr. Long more than once confesses. In

the narrative of political events, the points which seem

most worthy of notice are the following. Mr. Long, while

no flatterer of Cicero, allows, like Dr. Merivale, that the

preservation of so much of his private correspondence

has subjected his character to a test of unusual severity.

Nor does he share a tendency, illustrated especially by

Mommsen's work, to depreciate the orator's abilities. And

he follows in the main the received view of Catiline's cha

racter and objects ; while allowing that there are contradic

tions and exaggerations in the accounts of his conspiracy

which have come down to us.

In pages 106, 205, 214, 247, some good remarks are to

be found on Roman legislation against bribery and political

clubs ; and to the tribuneship of C. Cornelius, in B.C. 67,

a considerable space is devoted. Dr. Arnold, in his early

work on the history of the later Roman Commonwealth,

had already called attention to the importance of this attempt

to remedy some of the practical defects in the working of

the constitution. To Sulla's management of his army, con

sidered as a cause of national corruption, Mr. Long, per

haps, attaches too much importance. The alteration in the

character of the Roman army had begun before the time of

Sulla, though, no doubt, his disobedience to the Government,

and the licence which he allowed to his followers, accelerated

the process.

Mr. Long's opinion of Caesar is, that in the earlier part

of his career he was actuated simply by personal ambition,

and did not cherish throughout those deep political plans

which other writers have attributed to him. This judgment

will probably be disputed by Caesar's admirers ; but in

connection with this part of the subject, some remarks at

page 131, on the false light sometimes thrown on the earlier

years of a man's life by our knowledge of the later, are

well worth reading.

In two cases the author seems to have been somewhat

misled by his views of actual English politics. In some

comments on the case of Rabirius, at page 266, there seems

to be a confusion between the writer's view of what the law

should be in certain cases, and of what die practice at Rome

was. And the account of the agrarian laws of Rullus and

of Cassar, in pages 241-261 and 416-425, though deserving

of attention, appears to be coloured by feelings called out

by modern controversy on similar subjects.

The fourth chapter contains a good account of the pro

vince of Sicily.

On the whole the book seems to be a most valuable con

tribution to the history of the later Roman Commonwealth.
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It deals with a period which has received less attention from

English scholars than either the earlier or the imperial history;

it places before the reader the authorities on which the nar

rative is based, and its comments on them are judicious.

These merits, it is to be regretted, are rendered less ac

ceptable by a style at times dry, at times too colloquial.

A. Watson.

The Life of Libanius. [Das Lebcn des Libanius.]—By G. R. Sievers.

Berlin : Weidmann.

A Life of Libanius, based, like the present work, on his

own Correspondence and Speeches, must be considered to

be a contribution to history as well as a biography. He

would seem to have been an anxious observer of all that

went on around him, and his eminence as a " sophist " or

teacher of eloquence at Antioch made him a man of some

political importance—to say nothing of his well-known con

nection with the Emperor Julian. He was one of those who,

in an age of violent transition, seek to live wholly in the past.

His literary purism—perhaps we should rather say his

pedantry—led him to ignore everything Latin, and restricted

his Greek reading to pre-Alexandrine models of style (p. 1 1

seqq). In matters of religion, too, he was a Pagan of an

antique, uncompromising type, full of pious zeal for the " old

altars" in the most literal sense of the words. His part in

the pagan reaction under Julian is described in a series of

chapters (x.-xii.) which strike us as being the most interesting

section of Dr. Sievers' book, although the learned reader

may find a good deal of information scattered up and dowrn

elsewhere. The dissertation (ch. iii.) " on Rhetoricians and

Schools of Rhetoric," for instance, tells us pretty nearly all

that can be known about the external aspects of Sophistic

education and student life in later antiquity. Viewed as a

whole, the volume before us is a piece of serious and erudite

work, but we cannot help thinking that the subject deserves

a more picturesque and effective mode of treatment. For a

clear general idea of Libanius one must still fall back on the

pages of Gibbon. I. Bywater.

Intelligence.

A biography of Voltaire by the well-known critic Dr. David F.

Strauss, author of the Leben Jesu, is coming out in a few days. (Hirzel.)

The Pall Mall Gazette has recently raised the expectations of the

reading world by the announcement, which is guaranteed not to turn

out a canard this time, that a MS. of some of the missing books of Livy

has been discovered in the Library at Liegnitz in Silesia.

Colonel Don Jacobo de la Pezuela's History ofthe Island of Cuba is

said by the Rivista di Espana to be the most perfect, if not the first real

history of the island which has yet appeared.

New Slavonic Historical Literature.—A new edition of the com

plete works of the celebrated Russian historian Kostomarov has just

appeared in St. Petersburg. Three volumes are devoted to a biography

of the famous Cosack chief, Bogdan Chmelnicky ; one is entitled The

Last Days ofthe Polish Republic ; three more, Muscovite Anarchy at the

Beginning of the I Jla Century, A IListory of Novogorod, Pskov, and

Vialka ; and three volumes of Essays on a variety of subjects.

The last number of the Russian Journal of the Minister of Public

Instruction contains the first part of a curious study on the relations of

Russia and Germany in the 16th century.

In the Fourth Yearbook of the Parisian SociM d'LTisloire et de Littfra-

ture polonaise, just published, is an historical study on the causes of the

weakness of the Polish government in the 17th and 18th centuries, and

on the relations of Poland with the Ottoman Porte in the reign of

Stanislas Augustus.

La Princesa de los Ursinos.—The Rivista de Espaiia of 25th

April and 10th May, contains a biographical sketch of. this lady so

closely connected with the events of the war of the Spanish succession.

Her original name was Maria Anna de la Tremouilli, the daughter of

the Duke of Noirmontier, who distinguished himself fighting against

the rebelt of the Fronde. She was born in 1642, or according to some

biographers in 1635. She was married when twenty-four years of age

to Adrien Blaise de Talleyrand, Prince of Challais, with whom she had

to emigrate in consequence of a duel. They resided in Spain for some

time, and were about to establish themselves in Rome when she was

left a widow. She then married a second time to a Prince Flavio

Orsini, Duke of Bracciano. During his life and after his death she con

tinued to live at Rome, till she went to Spain as Camerera Mayor of

the Princess Maria Louisa Gabrielle of Savoy, Queen of Philip V.,

whose marriage she had brought about, and from that time she exer

cised a considerable and beneficent ascendancy on the minds of her

masters. She was a correspondent of Madame de Maintenon, who, in

later years, grew even jealous of her, and in one of her letters in

1709, wrote to her thus: "The king and queen of Spain have good

reason to love you, your affection for them make you cease to be a

French woman." Saint-Beuve and others consider her even superior

in talent to Maintenon.

Contents of the journals.

Fresh evidence about Anne Boleyn, by J. A. Froude. Fraser for

June.—The question of Anne Boleyn's guilt or innocence has always

been discussed with the most vivid interest. The great religious parties

have naturally taken opposite sides. Hume, summing up the case,

says, "the innocence of this unfortunate queen cannot reasonably be

called in question ;" and "the condemnation of a man, who was at

that time prosecuted by the court, forms no presumption of his guilt.'

In this latter view Bacon, living so near the time, concurs (ed. Spedding,

vi. 287). Again Hume says, "the King made the most effectual

apology for her by marrying Jane Seymour the very day after her

execution." On the other hand, Sharon Turner and Froude agree with

Lingard in pronouncing her guilty. The evidence against her has

perished—we have the merest outline of her trial ; and the touching

letter she wrote to Henry (Lingard's doubts as to its authenticity have

met with no acceptance) has pleaded powerfully for her. Under these

circumstances historians have naturally looked about for fresh evidence

■—what had the foreign ambassadors resident at the Knglish court to

say about the matter? But neither at Paris, nor at Brussels, nor at

Venice, could anything be found. At last it was suggested to Mr.

Froude to try Vienna, the Austrian archives having been at last opened.

Here Mr. Froude found not only the despatches of Eustace Chapuys,

who was the ambassador of Charles V. in England between the years

1529 and 1545, but also the correspondence of Queen Catherine and

the Princess Mary, all of it of the very deepest interest. But now the

question arises how far Chapuys is to be believed. He was very bitter

against the change in religion ; he had the worst possible opinion of

Henry ; and was eagerly advocating an insurrection of the Catholic

nobles with the help of Charles V. He believed that Ai-.ne Boleyn

had poisoned Catherine and was trying to poison Mary. Mr. Froude

of course says that "the rumour was probably without a shadow of

foundation." But if so, how can we credit Chapuys' other rumours

about the "concubine"? He represents to us the passionate belief of

the Catholic party in England, and here his evidence is of the highest

value ; it tells us something about Norfolk, and Northumberland, and

Darcy, and Sandys, but the views of the other side come to him only

through hearsay—through the reports of bitter adversaries. The question

of Anne's innocence Mr. Froude reserves for next month ; the despatches

quoted in this article are brought forward to show that Anne was com

passing the death of Catherine and Mary, and that the French and

Imperialist factions at the English Court were so keenly contending for

the supremacy, that Anne's destruction (she embraced strongly the

French side of the question) would be welcome to the great English

nobles as a propitiatory sacrifice, would restore Henry to his old alliance

with the Emperor, and by enabling him to marry some other lady,

satisfy the general craving for a male heir. Catherine's death made

Anne's death profitable and desirable to a large part of the ruling

class. It is obvious that this would account for her condemnation by

that class.

Journal des Savans, May, 1870.—A. Maury concludes his account

of the wars of Calvinism and the League. He points out how the two

parties had, as it were, changed places ; the Catholics becoming the

revolutionary and anti -monarchical party, while the Protestants, after

Henry IV. became the legitimate king, were royalist and conservative.

The last days of the League in Auxerre and Sens were a reign of terror,

but too like the similar period in the French Revolution.—C. Defremery

reviews Dulaurier's Recueil des Historiens des Croisades—Documents

Armeniens, torn i. The position of Armenia made it a kind of frontier-

land between the Greek and the Eastern civilizations. The Greek

language was well known ; and the Armenian writers preserve passages

of lost Greek authors. But these writers are perhaps most useful for the

period of the Crusades. They must, however, be used with caution,

being inaccurate and prone to exaggerate. A second volume will con

tain the coins, inscriptions, letters, &c. The reviewer selects several
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points for discussion, such as the year of the recapture of Jerusalem by

the Fatimite Sultan of Egypt ; and notes that the editor's remarks on

Eastern geography are sometimes deficient in a critical point of view.

Grenzboten. May 6.—C. Griinhagen has a notice of some recent

views on John Huss and the Hussite war in Bohemia. The movement

was too national, too much a Bohemian one, to have a permanent

European importance ; it had little influence even on Silesia, so close

a neighbour of Bohemia, and where in later times the impulse of the

Reformation made itself so strongly felt. In Luther's time the progress

of culture in Germany was such as to make it possible for his appeal to

be welcomed throughout the land ; its success did not depend on outer-

political, social, or national action, but on an inner spiritual movement

of the national mind.—There is also a notice of Niildeke's work on the

Moabite inscription.—May 13 contains a review of A. von Arneth's

Correspondence of Joseph II. and Catherine of Russia. The general

result is that Joseph was a faithful friend of the Empress throughout,

and helped forward her plans against Turkey. His own plans all failed ;

the attempt to annex Bavaria was defeated by Frederic the Great,

against whom Joseph is especially bitter ; the troubles in the Nether

lands, the attempt to make the navigation of the Mcusc free up to

Antwerp, the conduct of the Swedish king Gustavus III., the partition

of Poland, and the proposed partition of Turkey, receive considerable

illustration from these letters. They very much confirm Frederic the

Great's opinion of Joseph, that he often took the second step before he

had taken the first.—May 20. W. Helbig describes the paintings on

the walls of Pompeii, and points out that they are copies of the great

works of the previous age of Greek art, going back to the time of

Alexander the Great. They may therefore be used as a means for

enabling us to judge of ancient art, and to partly reconstruct the history

of Greek Painting. There is also a notice of recent works on German

local history.—May 27 contains an account of the excavations at Ostia.

There are remains of docks, storehouses, &c, and considerable traces

of the local worship. Vulcan held the chief place ; he especially needed

propitiation where fires were so dangerous, and soon after the fire-

brigade was organized in Rome, we find a cohort of it stationed at

Ostia. Of course, Neptune, Castor and Pollux, and other sea deities,

received due honour, and Eastern commerce brought in the Eastern

religions. Of Christianity there are few traces, though Church tradi

tion names Ostia as the seat of the earliest Bishop's Sec near the

Capital, and the Cardinal Bishop of Ostia consequently had to conse

crate each new Pope as Bishop of Rome.

Bulletino dell' Institut di Corr. Arch., April, 1870- R. A. Lan-

ciani describes the late excavations near the Aveniine which have laid

open remains of Trajan's lime and shown where the Aqua Trajana

ran. He gives also several inscriptions of some importance.—There is

also a notice of some Roman tombstones found in the bed of the Rhone

at Lyons, the river having apparently altered its channel ; one is specially

curious as giving the popular language of the time with its incorrect

cases and wrong constructions (e.g. ' cum quern vixi ').

Revue Archeologique, May, 1870.— P. Pierret explains the inscrip

tion on the Sarcophagus of Seti I. (now in the Soane Museum, it was

discovered by Bclzoni in 1815). The Egyptian religion was one of the

nether world, as that of Greece was one of the sunny upper air. Here

we have the tortures of the wicked, the enemies of Osiris, under the

direction of his avenging son Horus. Some suffer the second death

(annihilation) : others, less faulty, undergo transmigration, at first from

Egyptians into other races of men, &c, and so on.— E. Miller commu

nicates a Greek inscription found at the ancient Antinoe, which shews

that Hadrian constructed a Via Hadriana from Berenice to Antinoe,

along the Red Sea, with stations and numerous reservoirs of water.—A.

Dumont shews how from the Athenian inscriptions we can now con

struct a sort of genealogy of the leading citizens in the later age of the

city, especially from the numerous series of Ephcbic stelae. These,

again, help us to date numerous inscriptions.— L. Renier describes the

paintings on the walls of the house lately discovered on the Palatine,

and which may possibly have been the house of Tiberius' father.

Nachrichten von der k. Gea. der Wissensch. zu Gottingen, May

II.—A. Kestner, the Hanoverian minister at Rome, made a fine collec

tion of ancient lamps (both in bronze and clay—one is of lead), 367 in

number. F. Wieseler here describes the collection at length, and points

out its importance, discussing among other points the question of the

place where these lamps were manufactured. Were they made at

Rome almost entirely, or were there manufactories in the provinces?

and did provincial makers copy the devices and names of the great

firms in the Capital ? The inscriptions on those found at Lyons contain

the names of Lyonese families, and Salona in Dalmatia certainly had

a "collegium figulorum." There is a very full account of the figures

found on the lamps (Vesta, Hercules, Amor, &c), and of the inscrip

tions. The result of the whole is that perhaps most came from Italy.

Of those which C. Roach Smith found in London, some seem to be of

home manufacture, and some to have come from the Continent. This

would agree with the view here stated.

New Publications.

Annai.es Monasterii S. Albani a John Amundesham conscripti.

(1421-40.) Vol. I. Ed. H. Th. Riley. Rolls Series. Longmans.

Bachofen, J. J. Die Sage von Tanaquil. (Eine Untersuchung iiber

den Orienlalismus in Rom u. Italien.) 8vo. Heidelberg : Mohr.

Boys, Albert du. Histoire du Droit criminel de 1'Espagne. Paris :

Durand.

Curtis, G. T. Life of Daniel Webster. Vol. II. 8vo. New York :

Applcton.

Edwards, E. Lives of the Founders, Augmentors, and other Bene

factors of the British Museum. 1570-1870. 8vo. Triibner.

Fischer, Karl. Geschichte des Kreuzzugs Kaiser Friedrich's I.

8vo. Leipzig : Duncker.

Freeman, E. A. The History and Conquests of the Saracens.

(Cheap edition.) l2mo. Oxford : Parker.

Grlgorovius, Ferd. Geschichte der Stadt Rom im Mittelalter.

3 Band. 2 durchgeschene Aufl. 8vo. Stuttgart : Cotta.

Grossmann, Julius. Des Grafen Ernst von Mansfeld letztc Plane 11.

Thaten. 8vo. Breslau : Kern.

Kashmir, Illustrations of Ancient Buildings in, prepared under au

thority of Secretary for India, from Photographs, Plans, 4c, by

Lieutenant Cole, Superintendent, Archaeological Survey of India,

N.W. (First of a series under direction of Dr. Forbes Watson.)

Allen and Co.

Report on the same by Dr. Watson, with App. by Fergussou,

Cunningham, Meadows Taylor, &c. India Museum.

Rausch, Friedlieb. Geschichte der Literatur d. rhato-romanischen

Volkes m. e. Blick auf Sprache u. Character desselben. 8vr>.

Frankfort a. M. : Sauerlander.

Reumont, Alfr. von. Geschichte der Stadt Rom. 3 Bd. Von

der Ruckverlegung d. H. Stuhls bis zur Gegenwart 2 Abth. Das

moderne Rom. (2 Planen in photolith. u. Farbendr.) 8vo. Berlin :

v. Decker.

Die Chroniken der oberrheinischen Stadte (Strassburg). Sto.

Leipzig : Hirzel.

Tate, G. History of Alnwick. Vol.11. 8vo. Alnwick : Blair.

Thomas, Edw. The Coins of the Pathan Sultans of Delhi. (New

and enlarged edition, nearly ready.) 8vo. London : Triibner. And

Essays on Indian Antiquities. 2 vols. 8vo. (In preparation.)

ToriN, Marius. The Man with the Iron Mask. (Transl. by H. Vize-

telly.) 8vo. London : Smith, Elder, and Co.

Oriental and Comparative Philology.

The Origin of Language. [Der Ursprung der Sprache.]

By L. Geiger. Stuttgart : Cotta.

This is not the first time that Herr Geiger has propounded

his peculiar views on the origin of language. In a former

work, the first volume of which appeared in 1868, he makes

the following statement :—

" The first cry of language (Sprachschrei) was merely the result of

the impression produced by the sight of a body—whether that of an

animal or of a man—in a state of spasmodic convulsion or violent

whirling motion ; or at other limes by the sight of any vehement tossing

of the feet or hands, or the contortion of the face, particularly of the

mouth and the eye-lashes."—(Urspru/ig u. Entunckelung der menschl.

Sprache u. Vernunft, Bd. I. p. 24.)

The theory, thus positively expressed, is now reasserted with

further developments, by which the author claims to have

made out the origin of language with historical accuracy.

The method of investigation adopted by the author is

singular in the extreme, as indeed we might have expected

from the audacity exhibited in the choice of his subject

His linguistic basis is furnished almost exclusively by the

Indo-Germanic family ; it is but rarely that he takes any

account of a single Semitic language. Yet these two families

of language are evidently so highly developed even in the

earliest stages known to us, and have probably passed

through so many phases prior to these, that a cautious

inquirer will scarcely hope to elicit from such a source

any sound historical data for determining the origin of
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speech. Our author, however, whose method is almost

entirely etymological, comes to this conclusion, that the

roots which form the basis of the Indo-Germanic languages,

were susceptible originally of a large variety of meanings,

many of which are still preserved in use, while many more

are traceable in words derived from these roots, or com

pounded of several of them. It is well known, indeed, that

within the historical period the same phenomenon has

frequently occurred. In Latin, for example, and the

Romance languages, the significations of derivative words

and compounds are so very various that a whole dictionary

might be filled with them. A striking instance of this, the

Latin caput, has already been pointed out by another re

viewer of the present work. Still, no one can doubt that all

these developments spring from one fundamental meaning,

e.g. the various applications of caput from the physical

" head," and consequently we have good reason to be scep

tical as to the cogency of the arguments drawn by the author

from Indo-Germanic roots.

This hypothesis, so feebly supported, is then by a salto

mortalc transferred to the original " stamina " of human lan

guage. These, too, our author supposes, had an infinite

variety of signification ; and at their head, by a reasoning

which is anything but historical, he places the same " object

of speech " (Sprachobject) and " cry of language " (Sprach-

schrei), which we read of in his former work, though we are

willing to admit that his language has become somewhat less

startling, and his tone somewhat less peremptory. But let

the author speak for himself :—

" The only point on which a degree of hesitation is admissible, is,

whether the primitive sounds of language denoted scraping, rubbing,

biting, &c, or whether a particular motion was capable of forming the

single phenomenon gazed at and named in the first moment of the

awakening faculty of perception. Several reasons induce me to believe

that it was the human face. . . ." (I'age 159.)

" The first ' object of speech ' . . . coincides in all probability with

that by means of which it received expression. It was a motion of a

human mouth entirely analogous, perhaps, to that with which the first

cry of language was uttered." (Page 165.)

It is difficult to conceive how a man of such considerable

intellectual power, and such ample stores of philological and

other knowledge, could arrive at so singular, a view on the

origin of language, and could persuade himself that he had

" established it with irrefragable certainty" (p. xxviii). It

may perhaps in part be accounted for by the fact that he has

confined his inquiries to the origin of the word, instead of

investigating the origin of language. But for this, he could

not have failed to appreciate the importance of the data,

also considerable in number, which are sufficient to make

clear the possible, if not the historical, stages in the primitive

development of language. In striving after the unattainable,

the author has, in our opinion, slighted and missed this

lower but surer aim. Th. Benfey.

Two Treatises on Verbs containing feeble and double letters, by

R. Jehuda Hayyug of Fez ; translated into Hebrew from the original

Arabic, by R. Moses Gikatilia, of Cordova : to which is added the

treatise on punctuation by the same author, translated by Aben

Ezra. Edited from Bodleian MSS. with an English translation by

John W. Nutt, M.A. London and Berlin : Asher and Co.

In 1844 M. Dukes published in the Beitriige dcr altesten

Auslegung, edited by himself and Dr. Ewald, Aben Ezra's

version of the three treatises of Hayyug, the two first of which,

as translated by R. Moses Gikatilia Haccohen, are now

edited by Mr. Nutt. The third treatise was published by

M. Dukes in the original Arabic as well as in the Hebrew

version. A specimen of the version of R. Moses had also

been furnished already by the same scholar, who published

the introduction of the first treatise according to the two-

recensions. We may regret that Mr. Nutt, who has access at

Oxford to the original Arabic of the two first treatises, should

have preferred to edit the Hebrew translation, and it seems

hardly probable that Professor Magnus, who has for many

years possessed a copy of the Arabic MS. in the Bodleian,

will ever make up his mind to print it. Faithful as versions

of this sort generally are, we always prefer to read the works

in the language which the author himself employed. The

occasional criticisms with which Gikatilia accompanies certain

articles, and which are indicated by brackets, might have beer*

added as foot-notes to the Arabic text, though in point of

fact, they seldom amount to more than a resume of the

observations, sometimes long ones, to which Abulwalid ben

Gannah has devoted a certain number of works, such as the

Kitab et-tashil wet-takrib, the Mustalhiq, &c.

In spite of the regrets we have just expressed, we heartily

welcome this new edition, which, wherever we have been able

to compare it, is as complete and as correct as that made

twenty-six years ago by M. Dukes was defective and faulty.

The treatises of Hayyug, whom Aben Ezra calls "the first

grammarian," well deserved to be offered to students in

a form worthy of their historical importance. It is true that

the grammatical notions which occur in Hayyug and Abul

walid were not entirely unknown before these scholars, al

though Abulwalid especially is fond of repeating that such

and such a rule had never been known before him. Menahem,

Dunash, and their disciples, had frequently a very just per

ception of the obscure phenomena of the language. But no

one before R. Jehuda had formulated with equal distinctness

the processes followed in Hebrew by those classes of verbs

with which he was occupied, and no one before Abulwalid

was so complete a master of his materials, or knew how to

draw such distinct conclusions. Mr. Nutt's edition would

often have gained in clearness, had he given the vowel-points

in the Biblical passages cited in Hayyug, or at any rate he

should have transcribed certain words in European characters

in the English translation.

This volume is the first of a series of ancient Hebreiv

grammarians, which will appear successively. The author of

this article is preparing, in conjunction with his son, an

edition of four short works of Abulwalid, accompanied by a

French translation and notes. This will be followed by

M. Ad. Neubauer's publication of the Kitab el-ocul, or the

Hebrew dictionary of Abulwalid, a work known to Hebraists

by the numerous extracts which Gesenius gave in his The

saurus, and the appearance of which will be expected with

impatience.

A few notes on difficult passages would have been desir

able. Thus we should be curious to know how Mr. Nutt

understands the conclusion of the Treatise on Punctuation

(p. 126, 1. 29, &c, of the Hebrew text, p. xv. 1. 2, &c, of the

Arabic, and p. 146 of the English translation) ; and why he

has left the word Pirhah (p. 4 of the translation) untranslated >

The word may present some difficulties in Job xxx. 12, but

the verse of Menahem quoted by R. Jehuda has undoubtedly

this sense, " What right has the son of the contemptible man,

i.e. the humble mortal, to adorn himself with bracelets and

earrings?" At the end of his preface our author gives the

commencement of a Treatise on Punctuation, belonging to

the library of Parma, and which he once supposed to be

Gikatilia's translation of the work of Hayyug, but has since

found reason to ascribe to an anonymous author. This

treatise is no other than that ascribed to R. Moses Hannag-

dan, and printed in the margin of the Masora at the end

of all the editions of the Rabbinical Bibles. It has also-

been published separately by M. Frensdorff.

J. Derenbourc.
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Classical and Modern Philology.

An Introduction to Greek and Latin Etymology.—By John Peile,

M. A., Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge. London: Macmillan

and Co., 1869. xxiv and 324 pp. 8vo.

Mr. Peii.e's work, originally a series of (14) lectures delivered

at Christ's College, is intended to "deal in the main with

the phonetic, not the formative, part of" the Greek and

Latin " languages." The first four lectures form the intro

duction, wherein various preliminary notions are discussed

and defined, without which the following parts would not be

easily intelligible. And here we will draw special attention to

the lucid manner in which the question "what is a root?"

is dealt with (pp. 26-28), and to the very accurate disquisition

on the Indo-European alphabet, in which Mr. Peile finally

arrives at the conclusions,—

" That there was a real Indo-European language, not a mere list of

naked roots to which the name Indo-European has been given ;"

and

" That this language had reached the second stage of linguistic pro

gress, that stage in which different relations were no longer expressed

by adding to the root a new significant root."

This part of the work is, even more than the rest, remark

able for the sound and methodical mode of approaching

and handling a question on which so many fantastical

theories have been propounded.

The fifth lecture deals with dynamic change in its two

principal forms, viz., reduplication and vowel-intensification.

The remaining eight lectures treat of phonetic change,

which is explained as the result of either weak or indistinct

articulation, and subdivided into vowel and consonantal

change.

Mr. Peile in his preface, and in almost every page of his

work, acknowledges his obligations to German writers,

especially Curtius, Corssen, and Leo Meyer, though of the

latter he makes only scanty use, and this for very good

reasons. In fact we would recommend Mr. Peile's work as

the best introduction to the study of the works of the two

German philologers ; but this must not be understood to

mean that the English work is wanting in original merit

There are many details in which the author, in a very

modest and unassuming way, has propounded new and

valuable theories of his own : to mention only one instance,

p. 79, the Homeric adjective cdi'os (with the penultima long)

is derived from the root VE " to weave," and the meaning

" woven " would suit it in all the passages where it occurs.

Sometimes Mr. Peile is almost too cautious, e.g. p. 73, in

the case of the suffixes ma and man/, where a writer on this

subject cannot be permitted to remain neutraL

Though, on the whole, we think very highly of Mr. Peile's

accuracy, we yet venture to disagree with him in not a few

points. To mention some of these : at p. 156 it is stated

that the pronunciation of neuter was probably not unlike its

modern English sound ; yet as Terence always has the first

syllable of neutiquam short (see Bentley on Hec. i. 2, 5), it

seems almost certain that in prose the e and u were equally

audible, while in poetry the e was completely elided. P. 158

we find the startling statement " that the Romans never

employed their u to represent the v of the Greeks:" but

does Mr. Peile forget that in Plautus and Terence the Greek

v is habitually expressed by u, or has he never studied

Ritschl's Plautus ? We will here add that the author un

justly depreciates the modern Greek pronunciation (p. 143)

in rejecting it altogether as evidence of the ancient sounds ;

inasmuch all the various sounds assigned by him to the

Greek v, viz. 00 (Germ, u), French u (Germ, u), exist also

in actual use among the Greeks up to the present day.

Jules David, in his XlapaXk-qXi.iTii.u'i rrjs iXKijviKrp k<u ypaiKUcrji

yXoio-o-ijs (Paris, 1820), p. 3 says, that in several districts the

sound of a French u is distinctly heard ; and as evidence of

the 00 sound he quotes the words (nrovpyimfs, /xovo-rdxt, koX-

Aoiyxi, which are derived from the ancient Greek irvpyiTrj*;,

/At'oT<x£, KoXXvpa. P. 161 Mr. Peile justly says, "tti'/iotos

from pos in the Latin po(s)ne ;" but does he forget that pos

as a preposition actually exists not only in archaic Latin,

but even down to Sallust and Tacitus, and later? The

most complete collection of instances is given in Prof. Key's

Philological Essays, pp. 118, 123, and 3 1 9. And as we have

quoted Mr. Key, we may as well add that his explanation

of vel as an obsolete imperative of the verb vol " wish "

(Gramm. § 840) seems to us far preferable to Corssen's

theory, endorsed by Mr. Peile, p. 213, according to which

vel = velis, i. e. si velis.

We feel certain that Mr. Peile's work will exercise a great

influence on the methodical pursuit and study of etymology

in England in setting before the student a distinctly-marked

outline of the boundaries within which he will have to keep,

and of the laws by which he must bridle his etymological

imagination. Mr. Peile is fully justified in complaining of

the existing state of things in England, where it seems that

many scholars think it right to put forth new theories which

have scarcely more commendation than a certain ingenious

probability ; while the etymological laws fixed by modern

scholars are arbitrarily violated. There is, however, small

reason why Mr. Peile should single out Mr. Paley to bear

the sins of others, Mr. Paley neither being a professed ety

mologist, nor claiming any authority for his merely casual

speculations. We are glad to see that Mr. Peile mentions

Mr. Key in more than one place ; and it would have been

better both for Mr. Key himself, and for the state of etymo
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logical research in England, if his labours had not been

allowed to remain unnoticed during the last thirty years.

But at all events, Mr. Key's name ought to have been

quoted at p. 286, he being no doubt the first to maintain

that sccuta es in Plautus means locuta es, whether that be

right or wrong (the latter, we are inclined to think).

W. Wagner.

L'lliade d'Homdre.—Par Alexis Pierron. 2 vols. Faris.

In this book M. Pierron has performed a most useful task, that

of digesting the works of some of the best German scholars

who have written on Homer, and exhibiting the main results

of their researches in a clear, lively, and popular style. The

introduction is a history of Homeric criticism, from Solon

and Pisistratus to the present day. With the genius of his

countrymen for seizing the salient features of a question, and

bringing them into the fullest relief, M. Pierron takes as his

point of departure the recitation of the Iliad and Odyssey

at the Panathenaic festival. The precise date of the law

which enjoined this recitation is uncertain ; the accounts

vary between Solon, Pisistratus, and Hipparchus, and the

various details of later grammarians regarding the work of

Pisistratus are rightly brushed aside by M. Pierron ; but he

can hardly be wrong in assuming that Athens possessed the

Iliad and Odyssey at the end of the sixth century B.C., and

that the editions known to Aristarchus as al Kara 7rdA««—

those of Massilia, Sinope, &c.—were the result of similar

public measures in these cities. This point established,

the editions k<zt avSpa, the Biaa-Kevaarai, the philosophic im-

pugners of Homer, the allegorists and other commentators,

are successively reviewed in a manner that is interesting

without pretending to be exhaustive.

The second chapter is perhaps the most valuable part of

the book. It is chiefly based upon the important work of

Lehrs (De Aristarchi Studiis Homcricis) and contains an

account of the great Alexandrian critics—the grammarians

who formed the school of Aristarchus, and the famous

Scholia in which the main results of their labours have been

preserved. The leading points on which M. Pierron justly

insists are : first, the capital importance of Aristarchus both

from his immense knowledge and from the sound and

cautious principles which he applied to his materials ; and

secondly, the almost unique value of the critical marks and

Scholia of the Codex Venetus as a record of the Aristar-

chean learning ; whereas the bulk of the other authorities—

and notably the vast commentary of Eustathius—belongs to

the Byzantine period in which the sounder tradition of Alex

andria had been forgotten or overlaid with rhetoric and

symbolism. The work of Aristarchus is illustrated from a

different side by the account given in the third chapter of

the fragments of the Iliad recently found on Egyptian

papyrus rolls. The text of these fragments, so far as the

scanty materials allow an opinion to be formed, is not that

of any ancient critic, but of the inferior class of manuscripts

(a! Kowat) which the Alexandrian editions were meant to

replace. The two fragments which come next in point of

antiquity, the Codex Ambrosianus at Milan, and the Syrian

palimpsest, represent the Alexandrian text, but are of sub

ordinate value. The oldest complete MS. is the famous

Venetus : but it seems premature to say that " il n'existe,

pour le philologue, qu'un seul manuscrit de l'lliade, celui de

Venise " (p. lxvi.). The account of M. La Roche, to which

M. Pierron refers his readers, mentions four or five good

manuscripts that have not yet been collated. Some of these

are known from the edition of the 21st and 22nd books

published as a specimen by C. A. J. Hoffmann (Clausthal,

1864), a work which seems to have escaped M. Pierron's

notice. M. La Roche is engaged on a critical edition of the

Iliad, which will doubtless do justice to this long neglected

branch of Homeric study. It will be the first to add to the

critical materials for the text of Homer since the great publi

cation of Villoison.

Of that work and of its illustrious editor M. Pierron

writes with justifiable pride and enthusiasm. Its defects—

the chief of which are the incorrectness of the text, the

neglect to distinguish between different sets of Scholia, and

the entire want of accents—are due, according to M. Pierron,

to Villoison's enforced absence from Venice, and his mis

taken confidence in the printer Coleti. Since Villoison,

Cobet has studied the manuscript at Venice. Pluygers, a

pupil of Cobet, has made known some of his results : La

Roche has published a description of the MS. and collation

of the text : and.W. Dindorf has inserted Cobet's collation

in the preface to his Oxford Iliad of 1856 : but no adequate

edition of the Scholia has yet appeared. Villoison mean

while has served as the foundation of the text of Wolf, and

through Wolf of every subsequent recension. Heyne was

the last defender of the pre-Wolfian vulgate ; and when he

deserted its authority, it was not to return to its source in

Aristarchus, but to go back to the far earlier period which

the discovery of the digamma had lately revealed.

At the end of his 2nd volume M. Pierron has given, in the

shape of appendices, a collection of extracts and papers

bearing on Homeric criticism. Of these the first is devoted

to Villoison, and is followed by a detailed account of the

critical marks of Aristarchus, and the documents (Ancc-

dotiim Venetitm, Romant/m, &c.) which have preserved the

ancient learning on the subject. The longest appendix

consists of a full analysis of the Prolegomena and prefaces

of Wolf. Out of the numerous writers on the " Homeric

question," four are selected by M. Pierron for special notice,

viz., M. Guigniaut, K. O. Miiller, Mr. Grote, and M. Emile

Burnouf. The paper of M. Guigniaut deserves its place as

a contribution to the history of the controversy. Published

as early as 1840, it presents in a brief but clear and

attractive form a solution of the problem which belongs

to the same order of modified conservatism as those of

Nitzsch, K. O. Miiller, and Welcker. A defect of this part

of the book is the absence of any account of Lachmann and

his school. Whatever the intrinsic value of Lachmann's

speculations may be, they have exercised a determining

influence on the course of the Homeric controversy, which

cannot well be ignored. Still less is M. Pierron justified in

making no mention of Welcker, whose " Epic Cycle " placed

the unitarian hypothesis on a new basis.

The commentary is not so good of its kind as the intro

duction. The etymological notes are very far from being in

harmony with the present state of knowledge ; some diffi

culties of interpretation are passed over (e.g. 1, 211, 291 ;

■2- 353 ! 3- 44) •' an(^ m general we miss the results of the

minute analysis of Homeric grammar which has been made

by such writers as Nagelsbach and Classen. On the other

hand, M. Pierron's notes show a just appreciation of the

style and ideas of Homer, and are animated throughout by

a generous enthusiasm for his author, and for the cause of

Greek learning, which is full of the best augury for the

future of classical studies in France. D. B. Monro.

Collection de Monuments pour servir a l'e'tude de la Languo

ne'o-hellenique. Par E. Legrand. Paris and Athens, 1869.

4 numbers.

The study of Greek has of late been carried on in France

with much vigour, and owing to the exertions of Egger and
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'Brunet de Presle, the modern language of the Greeks has

also received much attention. The present collection is one

of the fruits of those recent studies, and seems to us to be a

step in the right direction, though we should like to see the

work done somewhat more methodically.

The earliest of the productions published by M. Legrand

are the 312 lines in rhyming trochaic metre composed by

the Corcyraean poet, Jacob Tribolis, a.d. 1520, in honour

of the Venetian Count Tagliapietra : a production wanting

in taste, but possessing much philological interest. It proves

that even at this early date the dialect of the so-called

Ionic Islands was corrupted by many Italian words and

phrases: e. g., the poet speaks of fSiytupLa ("vigour") in

two places, Kov/xT-dvoi (''companions"), Kovtriywv (''council"),

&c, but curiously enough the " Signoria " appears as u<£o'-

T«a. Count Tagliapietra is praised as being " more beautiful

than Achilles and valiant Ajax ; what are, compared to him,

Hector of Troy or that renowned Rinaldo ? What the

famous Orlando, who was accounted braver than the others?"

The editor is, however, unable to give us any further in

formation about this hero ; from the poem it appears that

he distinguished himself against the Turks and the African

pirates, " and," says the poet, " we in Corcyra pray for him

to God that we may see him in honour, wealth, and noble

state." The same poet composed, a.d. 1540, the 'Icn-opia

rov pi (roi) tj/s 2Kor£iaf (Scotland) p.€ tijv prryicrcra (queen)

Trjs "E-yyXiTtpa?, in political metre. It seems improbable that

he ever carried out his plan of celebrating Tagliapietra in a

heroic poem in political metre.

The next poem in chronological order is 'H tvpop<f>rj B00--

K07rov\a, the " Beautiful Shepherdess," by Nikolaos Drimy-

tikos, written in 1627 in the Cretan dialect—a tender and

elaborate idyll ; a complete analysis of it will be found in

Colonel I .cake's Researches in Greece, a work which is still

the best on the earlier literature of modern Greece. The

third is the peculiar i/r^on^Aes ^.npairdpi (or a metrical ex

planation of the Lord's Prayer) by Cyrillus of Chios, first

published at Paris 1643. (See on him also Sathas' NtocAA.

<£iAoA. p. 290.) The fourth work is George Ostovic's

lengthy paraphrase of the " Batrachomyornachia," which he

contrives to spin out to 1173 lines. Ostovic was no Greek,

as his name indeed shows, but his language is tolerably good,

though his rhymes are often faulty. This work was first

printed 1746, at Venice. As a literary composition it is

decidedly inferior to Demetrios Zenos' translation, which in

Mullach's edition (Berlin, 1837) forms a very useful book

for the study of the new language. M. Legrand seems to

be unacquainted with the edition of Zcnos, by Franz de

Paula Lechner, Ingolstadt. 1837.

On the Bo(TK07roiJAa the student should also compare

Sathas' Neo«\A. <f>i\. p. 406; A. Brandis' Mittheilungen aus

Gricchenlamt, vol. iii., p. 84, sq., and Iken's Lei/kot/iea, ii.,

p. 145-

We have said before that we are very glad to see a col

lection of the earlier and rarer works in the modern Greek

language in course of publication ; but we would advise

M. Legrand to bestow a little more attention on his work,

and not to print his texts, good, bad or indifferent, just as

he finds them. To select a few examples. The first line

of the MoiTKOiravXa is ill his edition E« cri payaXrjv l£opia,

<r eva AayxaSt ; but this ought to be Euri, a lengthened form

of cis, analogous to in in ancient Greek, the lengthened

form of iv. From tla-i we get also, by apocope, the form

o-i, which occurs in the third line of the poem : <ri StVSp?/,

<ri XifidSia, <ri iroTap.ia. The accents are also managed very

carelessly in these reprints. Who would, e.g., recognize an

imperative in ypotKa (Ostovic, p. 11)? It should, of course,

be ypoUa. Accents are besides very important in modern

Greek poetry, as they serve as a guide for scanning. It is un

necessary and inadvisable to give many instances here, but

M. Legrand is really very careless in this respect. The

punctuation, too, is bad throughout ; to quote two instances :

the last line of Ostovic's poem is punctuated 'Igwitj; 'Pt£<j>

tuv Mai'c, tikvu euycvta-TuTo), where there ought to be no

comma, as the genitive is dependent on tckiw. In the

Boo-KofoiXa, p. 8, we read—

\4yei twv oufia-riwv fxov t& vatyvitiia,

Ktavaruffav rbv f&oaitbv atipvLHia.

There ought to be a colon after X«'yel' and no comma after

iratyvi'Sia, this being the subject for iOavaxuxrav. Finally, the

spellings are extremely bad. M. Legrand knows what is

right, as appears from his preface to Tagliapietra, p. 10,

where he observes that the orthography of old books printed

in the vulgar tongue has not the slightest authority nor

utility, and that to preserve it in modern reprints is merely

to increase the reader's trouble in studying these works.

If M. Legrand intends to do good service to the critical

and philological study of modern Greek literature, we would

finally advise him to add explanatory notes on the more

difficult and antiquated words which must, of necessity,

embarass the modern reader. In the works used by Du-

cange in his Glossarium, it would be advisable to indicate

the passages quoted by him. Of course, all this adds con

siderably to an Editor's work ; but mere reprints, though

we are often thankful for small mercies, are not scholarly

performances. W. Wac.ner.

Speeches from Thucydides ; translated into English, for the use of

Students, with an Introduction and Notes, by Henry Musgrave

Wilkins, M.A., Fellow of Morton College, Oxford. London :

Longmans, Green, and Co., 1870.

Notes on Thucydides ; original and compiled, by John G. Sheppard,

M.A., late Head Master of Kidderminster School; and Lewis

Evans, M.A., late Head Master of Sandbach School. Books I.,

II., and III. Second Edition. London : Longmans, Green, and

Co., 1870.

Mr. Wilkins' book is one of a growing class of works,

which aim at giving a faithful representation of ancient

classical authors in a readable English form. In this the

writer has achieved a considerable measure of success,

though his task presents no ordinary difficulties, as the true

antithetical style of the speeches of Thucydides cannot

easily be rendered without obscurity or baldness ; nor the

fulness of his close political reasoning brought out without

undue prolixity. A leaning to the latter fault is perhaps the

chief weakness of Mr. Wilkins' style, and is especially con

spicuous in the speech of Sthenelaidas, the one case in

which Thucydides seems to have made a real effort to repre

sent the Spartan brevity of speech. OvSi owecus kcu Aoyois

SiaKpiria may be equivalent to " Nor will we decide our

claims either in courts of arbitration, or by diplomacy," but

Spartans would have shrunk from expressions of such length ;

nor can we fancy such a phrase as " protracted deliberations "

in the mouth of Sthenelaidas. The same chapter contains

a needless inaccuracy in giving /JAam-o/xtVovs a perfect sense.

The funeral speech is finely rendered throughout, but the

final speech of Pericles is disappointing. In sacrificing the

alliteration of the expression /it) <£pon7/xcm pjovov dAAi kcu

Ku.Ta<f>povTJp.a.TL, Mr. Wilkins has gone out of his way to

sacrifice the sense as well : " not only with spirit but in the

spirit of disdain," being closer to the original meaning than

" in a spirit not merely of pride but of disdain : " nor can we

find anything in c. 63 to justify such commonplace ex

pressions as " by making a virtue of necessity," " shock our
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notions of justice," "advocates of peace at any price." In

the Melian conference, though we cannot admire the render

ing of the opening chapter, Mr. Wilkins is generally good,

and throughout he combines a scholarlike grasp of the

original, with considerable power in a genuine, if at times too

florid, English style. The Introduction contains a useful

and well digested summary of the criticisms, ancient and

modern, of the plan and execution of the Speeches of

Thucydides ; though both here, and more especially in the

notes, we cannot but remark the petulant, and not un-

frequently discourteous, tone of criticism which Mr. Wilkins

adopts towards those who disagree with him.

The other book before us is mainly a reprint of a volume

of notes, published 13 years ago, and then recognised as a

useful addition to our comments on Thucydides. The pre

sent edition, however, carries us on to the end of the Third

Book, which is all that was completed when the authors

died. This latter part bears the same marks of careful

study and thorough scholarship as the earlier books : shewing

accurate knowledge and judicious appreciation of preceding

critics. A special instance of this may be found in the note

on the difficult passage in c. 31, where, though the subse

quent suggestions of Classen might most probably have

modified his views, yet Mr. Sheppard has at least ex

hausted or set forth clearly and concisely all the noteworthy

interpretations within his reach. Throughout the writers

proceed upon the principle which they assert on c. 49, of

explaining what Thucydides did write, not telling what he

might have written. And everywhere there is conspicuous

a soberness and soundness of scholarship that makes the book

most valuable to the student, and increases our regret for the

early loss of such able workers in the field of classical study.

J. R. King.

De Reduplicato Latins Lingua Praeterito. [Dissertation for

Doctor's Degree at Leipsic]—Scripsit Guliclmus Deecke, Lubecensis.

Lipsite, 1869.

Though Dr. Deecke's treatment of his subject is rather

diffuse, and his Latin style something wooden, his mono

graph has considerable merit. The subject is a narrow one,

and no novelty of theory was to be looked for : but the

results of the various investigations of different scholars have

been brought well into focus. The arrangement is very

good, and the conditions under which the reduplication has

been lost in Latin are explained with much care and ingenuity

(p. 71). But the introductory pages upon the person-endings

of the perfect were hardly required : and here the author

has gratuitously laid himself open to criticism by denying

(p. 15) the original length of the third person perfect, a

point on which most scholars are now naturally agreed.

Both early inscriptions, and the texts of Plautus and Ter

ence, give more evidence against Dr. Deecke's view than he

admits. Long lists of degenerate forms (based largely upon

Schuchardt's work on vulgar Latin and upon Ribbeck's

Prolegomena to Virgil) are appended to each section of the

essay : lists which would have been more useful had the

author been more careful to distinguish the chaff from the

grain. As they stand, it is difficult, without a great deal of

further investigation, to be sure how many of the instances

are mere misspellings. But the main thesis is well worked

out, and the essay will probably be considered a valuable

contribution to the study of the Latin conjugation. It is a

pity that the author has not included in this treatise, but put

off to another occasion (p. 70, note), a discussion of the

roots ending in v (far-, fov-, von-, &c.) which apparently

make strong perfects. H. Netti.eship.

Contents ofthe yournals.

Revue Celtique.—The first number of this periodical, so long looked

forward to by Celtic scholars, has just appeared. The contents, in

accordance with its plan, are all devoted to the illustration of the lan

guage, mythology, and general literature of the various families of the

Celtic race.— I. De la Divinite gauloise assimilee a Dis Pater a l'^poque

gallo-romaine, par Anatole de Barthelemy. [Shewing the existence of

a Celtic god, name unknown, whose attribute is a hammer.]—2. La

miniature irlandaise : F. \V. Unger. [Curious ; proving (i) classical

influence on early Irish illumination ; (2) tracing the spiral so common

in Irish MSS. back to the Aryans before their separation ; (3) influence

of Irish on French and German schools (^illumination.]—3. Un Evan-

geliaire a miniatures d'origine irlandaise : Wattenbach. [Translated

from Dcr Anzeigcr fiir Kttnde cicr deutschen Vorzeit, October, 1869.]—

4. The Ancient Irish Goddess of War : W. M. Hennessy, with a sup

plementary note by Dr. Carl Lottner. [Cat/ut bodua appears in the

form of a scald crow, and has many analogies with the Norwegian

Valkyrias, as shewn by Mr. Hennessy and in Lottner's note.]—

5. Un Manuscrit irlandais de Vicnne : Chevalier Nigra. [Contains

only three Irish glosses of little philological value. M. Nigra is surely

mistaken in comparing merbigim (gl. prurio), with bcrbigim, ferveo ?]—0.

Les Closes iilandaises de Milan : Chev. Nigra. [A valuable addition

to the glosses from the Milan Codex, published by M. Nigra in his

Glosstt Vetercs Codicis Tanrinensis, noticed in the Academy for March.]—

7. Etude phonetique sur le dialecte breton de Vannes : H. d'Arbois de

Jubainville. [First part of essay devoted to simple vowels and diph

thongs. Identity of several Breton words with Irish and Gaelic indicated.]

—8. Contes populaires des Bretons armoricains : F. M. Luzel. [A tale

made up of fragments of a few popular stories of no great value, save as

indicating the universality of the "fortune-seeking" class of narratives.

The stories are not old.]—9. Observations sur le conte precedent : Rein-

hold Koehler. [Compares the story with many similar ones in German

folk-lore.]— 10. (a) The name of the Danube : by Max Midler. [An

ingenious attempt to derive the name from a different source than Celtic ;

not decisive.] (b) Le vrai nom de Gargantua : by F. Licbrecht, with

P.S. by H. Gaidoz.—Reviews, &c.

Revue des Langues Romanes, Part II.—Contents : I. Dialectcs

anciens. (1) Proclamations faites a Assas en 1483, edited by l'abbc L.

Vinas. (2) La Passion du Christ, edited by Boucherie. [Text con

tinued.] (3) Certificat en langue d'oc [Gevaudan, XV I« c], edited by

In. [The editor promises some observations on the language of the

piece in a subsequent number of the review.]—II. Dialcctes modernes.

(1) Note sur le sous-dialectc de Montpellier, by Ch. de Tourtoulon.

[The author compares the phonetic and inflections with those of the

Rhone and the Provencal properly so-called.] (2) Prouvenca a. Jouse

Roumanilha, by Octavien Bringuier. [An ode : to be continued.] (3)

La Baga d'or, romance populaire, edited by In. [Taken down from the

mouths of two inhabitants of I.unel-Viel, near Montpellier. The editor

promises to publish all the known versions of this popular romance in

the different Provencal dialects.] (4) L. Roumieux, by A. Montel.

(5) Remy Morcelin, by A. Glaize. [Biographical and literary notes on

these two poets.]—III. Varietes : (1) La litterature du moyen age et le

romantisme, by Ch. Revillout. [Opening lecture delivered before the

University of Montpellier, 1869.] (2) Anecdote philologique sur le

Cardinal Mezzofanti, by Espagne. [Stating that the cardinal spoke

inter alia modern Provencal.]—IV. Bibliographic

From the Bulletin of the Society we learn that there are two Germans,

Bohmer and Diez, among the corresponding members, but no English

man.

Juhrbuch fiir romanische und englisohe Literatur, clftcr Band,

zweites Heft, contains 1. the first part of Etudes sur la chanson de Girart

de Roussillon, par P. Meyer, stating the relation of the four known

copies at Oxford, Passy, London, Paris. [The most important MS. is

that at Oxford, but as for the transposition of the seven " tirades " (verses

4190-4397 of the Paris MS.) in the Oxford copy, M. Meyer's statement

requires correction, which one of the next numbers of the JahrbucA will

contain.] 2. Contributions auxGlanureslcxicographiques de M. Scheler

(Ja/irbuch, tome IX. p. 241), par M. P. Meyer et G. Paris. [These

complete and correct M. Sender's glossary to the Vie de Saint-Eloi,

printed inaccurately from the unique MS. in the Douce Collection,

Oxford.] 3. The third and fourth part of Bartsch's Beitrage zu den

romanischen I.iteraturen, comprising notes on Old French and Italian

MSS. A collation of the Alexander Fragment, discovered by P. Hcyse,

and of the fragment of Aye d'Avignon, printed by Mussafia. Lyrical

fragments. Extracts of a curious Roman d'Alixandre, different from

the texts as edited by Michelant and Heyse. [A second copy is pre

served at Paris, which P. Meyer has promised to make known shortly.]

The contents of MSS. containing Italian lyrical poetry. 4. Titoli dci

Capitoli dclla Storia Reali di Francia, by H. Michelant. [He gives the

headings of the eighth book of the Reali di Francia, of which a unique

e?py was preserved in the Albani Library at Rome up till 1849, when a

transcript was made for M. Michelant. Since the sale of the Albani

Library, this M.S. has disappeared.]
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Zeitsohrift fur deutsche Philologie, hcrausgegcben von Dr. E.

Ilbpfner und Dr. J. Zacher, vol. ii., parts i., ii. and hi.—This is the

youngest periodical for German philology, and takes an intermediate

position between Haupt's Zeilschrift fiir deutsches Allcrthum, which is

intended for the special scholar, and rfuiffer's Germania, at present

edited by K. Bartsch, which runs perhaps too far into the opposite

extreme. Tarts I. and II. :— 1. The sources of the Niflungasaga, &c,

by During (first part). [The author of the Thidreksaga used for the

Niflungasaga the M.-H.-German Nibclungenlied, which he knew from

Low-German visitors. The narrative of the Nibclungenlied he

sometimes tried to blend with that of the Edda songs.] 2. Fragments

of four MSS. of the JiingeM Titurcl, edit, by K. Weinhold. [From

the archives in Kapfenberg,™lurau, and Goslar.] 3. Fragments of a

MS. of the same, edit, by F. Wieser. [From the archives in Bludenz.]

4. Mhd. "Drullgast," explained by F. Woste. 5. Outlines of Old

German metre, by Jessen. [Translation by the author of an article

which appeared in the Danish Tidskrift for Philologi og Pcedagogik,

vol. iv., 1863. 6. The Anglo-Saxon "Brechung" ea, by Fr. Koch.

[In "ea" e was the most important sound, and a was only slightly

pronounced.] 7. The value of the particle "ga" in the formation of

tenses of the Gothic conjugation, by Bernhardt. 8. The Intcnsiva of the

German languages, by Prof. Leo. 9. Freidank's tomb in Trcviso, by

Grion. [The poet Freidank, who is buried at Treviso, died between the

years 1 384-1388. He, therefore, cannot be author of the M. H. German

Bcscheidenheil, nor can he be identified with Bernhard Freidanc, men

tioned by Seifrid Helbeling.] 10. Modern Greek stories, comm. by

Fel. Liebrecht. [Some are nearly connected with German mythology.]

II. Setmunt in Gottfried's Tristan, explained by O. Jiinicke, as the

" Septimer." 12. An old version of the Biirgschaft poem by Schiller],

communicated by Zingerle. [The poem is contained in Hans Vindler's

Plumcn der Tugent, who translated it from the Italian Fieri di lirlii.]

13. Schiller's Tell. [An addition to a former article by R. Ilildebrand.]

14. Two letters of Goethe and Charles August. 15. Some remarks on

a former article of Hildebrand's [on the accusative as used on the

banks of the Rhine], by Dr. L. Bossier. 16. A new explanation of

Nibelungenlied, 1. 1405, and a remark on the Middle- Low-German

pronoun " usik." 17. Correspondence between Lachmann and W.

Grimm on the Nibelungenlied (first part), comm. by Zacher. Reviews.

18. The meeting of German philologists in Kiel, by Weinhold.

Pt. III. I. Zur Geschichte des Sprachgefiihls bei den Deutschcn und

Rbmem, by Hildebrand. [Interesting : shows the necessity of studying

the half unconscious sentiment of language amongst the common people,

and proving the existence of this sentiment in the middle ages and

antiquity.] 2. Die Quellen der Niflungasaga in der Thidreksaga und

der von diesen abhangigen Fassungen, by Dbring. [Second and last

part.] 3. Bernhardt : Ueber den Gcnitivus partitivus im Gotischen.

4. The same : Zur Geschichte der gotischen Bibeliibersetzung. [Re

print and explanation of a kind of preface to a translation of the Bible,

contained in a leaf bound up with the Codex Brixianus of the Itala.

This preface was collated by Th. Mommsen, and republished in the

" Lections-Kataloguc " of the University at Berlin. Summer term,

1869. The Gothic word imilthrs, which occurs in it, is explained by

Bernhardt as an "alteration of the original text."] 5. Corpus juris Ger-

manici poeticum, by Schroder. [Second article, collecting passages

relating to German law out of " Meier Helmbrecht " by " Wernher

dem gartensere," and out of poems of his contemporary Bruder Wernher.]

6. A. Kohler : Die Einlcitung des Beovulf-Liedes. [Proving the pre

servation of fragments of an old song in the Einleitung.] 7. The same :

Die Episoden von Hercmod. [Other old songs.] 8. Andresen : Ueber

0 und ss. [Remark upon the passage in a letter of Grimm, published

in the first volume of this Journal.] 9. Zingerle : Kleine Beitrage

zu den deutschen Rechtsalterthiimern. [From the Tiroler Weistiimern.]

10. Woste : Beitrage aus dem Niederdeutschen. 11. Vbgelin : Lcbens-

skizze und Charakteristik W. Wackernagels. [Short remarks by

Zacher, and a valuable list of Wackernagel's writings and lectures.]

12. Briefwechsel iiber das Nibelungenlied von C. Lachmann und

Wilhelm Grimm [continued].—Reviews.

Zeitsohrift fdr vergleichende Sprachforschung, Vol. XIX. Pt. 3.

—Researches in the Italian languages, by Leyss. [Careful articles on

forceps, &a, on the suffix nc in sine, pour, alioquiu, &c, on nouns in

pa, on hordeitm, on Camillas.]—On the Latin f, by Corssen. [Success

fully defends the writer's view against Ascoli's interpretation of the

passages in Quintilian and the grammarians.]—On the declension of the

Latin pronouns, by Joh. Schmidt. [A new and exhaustive attempt to

decide the vexed question of the gen. in ins and dat. in i. The account

of //to is perhaps the most satisfactory part of the article.]—Towards

the knowledge of the oldest runes, by Th. Mobius.—Etymologies, by R.

Roth. [Chiefly the result of the writer's Vedic studies. Among them

may be mentioned iS6s, Mi, Mpa, from sad/i, to be straight ; fitptos,

from vasara, in the Veda an adj. " early ;" cCxoficu, from *vagh, Lat.

voveo ; fbrfi, from vas to dwell ; HvBot. ol9ap, from *vadh, Qvadhya ;

l/Utos, vidims, meaning Celebs.]—Reviews : H. Merguet on possum,

rev. by C. Pauli. [The author has shewn that potui is not for pot-fui,

but from a simple potCre ; consequently, potui does not help to explain

the perfects in ii.]—Bruppacher on the Phonology of Oscan ; Weihrich

on the comparison of Adjectives in Sanscrit, Greek, Latin, and Gothic ;

Uhdolf on Latin Compounds ; Fumi's translation of Curtius' Erlaute-

rungen, with a preface and appendices by the translator, revd. by

Schweizer-Sidler. [A series of interesting reviews, all favourable, but

making many suggestive corrections and additions.]

Revue Critique.—May 7. J. KI. : On Kamp's epigraphische Anti-

caglien in Koln. [A monograph in which some very interesting in

scriptions are given to the world.]—P. Meyer: On the Codici <TArbsrea.

[Notices the condemnation recently passed on these documents by the

Berlin savans.]—May 14. Thurot : On Zeller's Philosophic der Gric-

chen. [Appreciative : the book itself has been already reviewed in our

columns.]—Anon. : On Bergmann's KcsumJ d'J/itdes d'ontologit gtni'raU

et de linguislique gfne'ralc. [Appears to be a wholly valueless book.]—

P. Meyer: On the Revue des langues romanes. [Welcomes the new

journal in a very friendly notice of the first number.]

Selected Articles.

On Ascoli's Corsi di Glottologia dati nella Regia Academia scien-

tifico—Ietteraria di Milano, by Th. Benfey, in the Gbtt. gel. Anz.

[Very favourable.]

On Haag's Vergleichung des Prakrit mit den romanischen Sprachen,

by J., in the Liter. Centralbl., May 14. [Points out that the formation

of Prakrit from Sanscrit is not exceptionally like that of the Romance

languages from Latin.]

On Ziegler's editions of the Ambrosian Scholia, on Theocritus, and

of Bion and Moschus, in the Liter Centralbl., May 21. [An important

addition, from Italian libraries, to the apparatus crilicus for these

authors.]

On Bruppacher's Versuch cincr osHschtn Lautlehre, in the same.

[Favourable.]

Observations on the usage of <Vi in Homer. By J. La Roche : in

the Zeitsclirift fiir die Oesterr. Gymn., May 10. [The different uses of

the preposition and of the verbs with which it is compounded, are

enumerated and explained with the care and fulness which the author

always brings to such inquiries. The remarks on M with the genitive,

and the verbs i-rripxoiicu, iirijiaivw, itpiitu, and liriStSwpi, may be men

tioned as especially useful.]

Nczv Publications.

Buciieler, F. Conjectanca Latina. Berlin : Calvary.

Holtzmann, A. Altdeutsche Grammatik, umfassend die gothische,

altnordische, altsachsische, angelsiichsische, und althochdeutsche

Sprachen. Vol. I., pt. I. Leipzig : Brockhaus.

Lucianus Samosatensis. F. Fritzschius rec. Vol. I. pt. 2. Rostock :

Leopold.

Medieval Greek Texts, being a collection of the earliest composi

tions in vulgar Greek, prior to the year 1500. Ed. with Prolegomena

and notes by W. Wagner. Vol. I. London : Asher.

Nibelunge Not, mit den Abweichungen von der Niebelunge Liet,

den Lesarten sammtl, Handschriften u. s. w. Von K. Bartsch. I.

Leipzig : Brockhaus.

Plato's Phaedo. With notes critical and exegetical, by W. Wagner.

Cambridge : Deighton, Bell, and Co.

Randolph, J. Praelectiones Academicae in Homerum : Oxonii hab.

ann. 1776-83. Parker.

Tiiomsen, W. Ueber den Einfluss der germanischen Sprachen auf

die finnisch-lappischen. Aus d. Danischen ubersetzt von E. Sievers.

Halle : Waisenhausbuchhandlung.

Vergils Gedichte. Erkliirt von Th. Ladewig. Vol. I., 5th ed.

(enlarged). Berlin : Weidmann.

Vermeiiren, M. Platonische Studien. Leipzig : Breitkopf and

Hartel.
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ERRATA IN No. 8.

Page 201 In List of Books, for " Rosctti" read " Rossetli."

,, 202 col. 2 line 17 for " Lipsius" read " Lcpsius."

,, 302 , , 2 ,, 48 for " Buthrau " read " Berthrau."

,, 203 ,, 3 ,, 5 for " 6000" read "4000."

,, 318 New publications, line 10, for " Hayjug" read " Hayyug."

,, 218 New publications, line 11, for " Gikaliti.i" read " Gikatilia."

,, 319 col. 2, line 32, for " 1830" read "1530."
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1. THREE BROAD CHURCH CATHOLICS : IWi.-

i.ikgkr. " Janus," Froschammer. By the Rev.

John Hunt.

2. Mr. ARNOLD ON ST. PAUL AND HIS CREED.

By R. H. Hutton.

3. KNOWING AND KEELING : a Contribution to

Psychology. By William Smith, Author of

" Thorndale ; or, the Conflict of Opinion."

4. MENDELSSOHN'S"ELIJAH:"aStudy. By H. R.

Haweis.
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PASSAGES FBOM THE ENGLISH

NOTE-BOOKS of NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE.

2 vols., post 8vo. , 24T. [iYcui Ready.

MISCELLANIES FROM THE OXFORD

SERMONS and other WRITINGS of JOHN

HENRY NEWMAN, D.D. Crown 8vo., 6s.
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MILLER. By PETER BAYNE, M.A. 2 vols.,

demy 8vo. [/« tilt Press.

MEMORIALS OF CHARLES PARRY,

Commander, Royal Navy, By his Brother, the Right

Rev. EDWARD PARRY, D.D., Bishop Suffragan of

Dover. Crown 8vo. [In afew days.

AN EDITOR'S TALES. By Anthony

TROLLOPE. Post8vo. [In the Press.

RELIGIOUS LIFE IN GERMANY,

during the WARS of INDEPENDENCE : in a Series

of Historical and Biographical Sketches. ByWILLIAM

BAUR. 2 vols., post 8vo., 16*. [Now Ready.

" Hcrr Baur has produced some excellent sketches, not in

the Macaulay-Dixon slap-dash way but real studies, and

Mrs. Sturge has translated them with the view of diminish

ing our genuine British narrowness. Military, theological,

and philanthropic characters are all to be found on this

pleasant stage. —Graphic.

GINX'S BABY: his Birth and other

MISFORTUNES. Crown 8vo., 5s.

" We are utterly puzzled as to the authorship of this

wonderful book. . . . We arc bound to say this is about

the most terrible and powerful political satire since the time

of Swift. . . . Living, as we do, on the lower lip of a crater

composed of old sins, and recurrent lazinesses almost worse

than the old sins—living at the edge of a crater which may

burst out into the fire and fury of jacquerie any day, we

should read and think about such a book as this when we

can get it, which is seldom."—Henry Kingslky in the

Edinburgh Daily Review.

THE BOOK OF ORM, THE CELT. By

ROBERT BUC IIANAN, Author of - London Poems,"

&c. Crown 8vo., 6j.

"Mr. Buchanan's genius has struck root into a new form

of life and feeling—subtle, delicate, and marvellously fair.

. . . He has written what will surprise, and should tend to

reconcile, some of those who have heretofore criticised him

with something like unsympathetic dislike. For ourselves,

we frankly confess that our prejudices have vanished in the

joy felt in the pure spirituality and loving trustful peace

which flow through these poems."—Nonconformist.

IRMA: a Tale of Hungarian Life. By

Count CHARLES VETTER DU LYS. a vols.,

post 8vo., i8j.

" The portraiture in the book is exceedingly good ; the

irascible high-spirited yet tender-hearted Baron ; the strong*

tongucd and strong-minded ' Excellency ' his sister ; the

simpie-soulcd, gruff old colonel ; the gentle, discreet, sym

pathising doctor in whom every one confides; the little,

loyal, ferreting Jew, Abraham, who, like the rat in the fable,

gnaws through the toils in which the nobler personages are

-entangled—are all drawn from the very life, and appeal at

once to the understanding and sympathies of the reader. . .

The pictures of Hungarian life which it contains are excel

lently strung together on the thread of a story that of itself

-would have sufficient attractions."—Daily Telegraph.

RELIGIOUS THOUGHT IN ENGLAND,

from the REFORMATION to the END of LAST

CENTURY: a Contribution to the History of Theology.

By the Rev. JOHN HUNT, Author of "An Essay on

Pantheism," &c. Vol. I., demy 8vo., i6x.

LONDON LYRICS. By Frederick

LOCKER. Crown 8vo., 6s.
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NEW AND RECENT WORKS.

Put Yourself in His Place.

By CHARLES READE. 3 vols. Post 8vo.

The Man with the Iron Mask.

By MARIUS TOPIN. Translated and

Edited by HENRY VIZETELLY, Author

of "The Story of the Diamond Necklace."

Crown 8vo. 9/.

St. Paul and Protestantism:

With an Introduction on Puritanism and the

Church of England. Reprinted from the

" Cornhill Magazine." With Additions and

a Preface. By MATTHEW ARNOLD,

M.A., LL.D., formerly Professor of Poetry

in the University of Oxford, and Fellow at

Oriel College. Small Crown 8vo. 41-. £>d.

Essays Written in the Intervals of

BUSINESS. To which is added an ESSAY

on Organization in Daily Life. By the

Author of "Friends in Council," iVc. New

Edition. Small Crown 8vo. 4.1. 6</.

Friends in Council.

A SERIES OF READINGS AND DIS

COURSE THEREON. First Series. New-

Edition. 2 vols. Small Crown 8vo. o..r.

Friends in Council.

Second Series. New Edition. 2 vols. Small

Crown 8vo. 9/.

Companions of My Solitude.

By the Author of " Friends in Council," &c.

New Edition. Small Crown 8vo. 4*. (xi.

The Eing and the Book.

By ROBERT BROWNING. 4 vols. Fcap.

8vo. Cloth, 30J. ; morocco, 5CV.

Poetical Works of Eobert Browning.

New Edition. 6 vols. Fcap. 8vo. Cloth,

3ar. ; morocco, 50c.

Poetical Works of Elizabeth Barrett

BROWNING. Eighth Edition. With a

Portrait. 5 vols. Fcap. 8vo. Cloth, 3CV. ;

morocco, 55^.

Aurora Leigh.

By ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWN

ING. Tenth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. "]s.
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Complete and Illustrated Edition. 22 vols

Large Crown 8vo. Price 8/. 5-r.

SMITH, ELDER, AND CO.,
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gftto |1nWinttions & Watto in the fwss.

A Series of Essays on the Life of Mo-

HAMMED, and Subjects subsidiary thereto. Sy Sir

SYEI) AHMED KHAN BAHADOR, K.C.S.I.

Vol. I., 8vo., pp. 544, cloth. With Maps and Tables, 30J.

Lives of the Founders of the British

MUSEUM ; with Notices of its Chief Augmentors and

other Benefactors, 1570-1870. By. EDWARD ED

WARDS. In 2 vols., 8vo., cloth, with Illustrations

and Plans, 30J.

An Inquiry concerning the Origin of

CHRISTIANITY. By CHARLES C. HENNELL.

To which is added CHRISTIAN THEISM, by the

same Author. Third (People's) Edition of both Works.

8vo., pp. xvi—464, cloth, is. 6ti.

The Pand-Namah ; or, Books of Counsels.

By ADARBAD MARASPAND. Translated from

Pchlevi into Gujarati by HARBAD SHERIARJEE

DADABHOY, and from Gujarati into English by the

Rev. SHAPURJl EDAIJI. Fcap. 8vo., sewed, 6d.

A Pandit's Remarks on Professor Max

MVLLER'S TRANSLATION of the RIG-VEDA.

Sanskrit and English. Fcap. 8vo., sewed, 6d.

Water Analysis : a Practical Treatise on the

Examination of Potable Water. By I. A. WANKLYN,

M.R.C.S., and ERNEST THEQPHRON CHAP

MAN. Second Edition. Edited by E. T. CHAPMAN,

Member of the Council of the Chemical Society. 8vo.f

pp. xvi—irz, cloth, 5*.

The Asiatic Affinities of the Old Italians.

By ROBERT ELLIS, B.D., Fellow of St. John's

College, Cambridge, and Author of "Ancient Routes

between Italy and Gaul." In 1 vol., crown 8vo., pp. vi—

152, cloth, 5*.

Buddhaghosha's Parables. Translated from

Burmese, by Capr. H. T. ROGERS, R.E. With an

Introduction, containing Buddha's Dhammapada, or

"Path of Virtue." Translated from the Pali, by F.

MAX MULLER. 8vo., pp. clxxii—206, cloth, izr. 6d.

The Modern Buddhist ; being the Views of a

Siamese Minister of State on his Own and other Re

ligions. Translated, with Remarks, by HENRY

ALABASTER, Interpreter of H.B.M/s Consulate-

General in Siam. Crown 8vo., pp. 100, cloth, 3.1. 6d.

A History of the Egyptian Revolution

from the Period of the Mamelukes to the Death of

Mohammed Ali. By A. A. PATON, F.R.G.S. Second

enlarged Edition. 2 vols., 8vo., pp. xii—296; viii—446,

cloth, 21s

An Introductory Essay to the Science of

COMPARATIVE THEOLOGY; with a Tabular

Synopsis of Scientific Religion. By EDWARD

WEBSTER, of Ealing, Middlesex. Bvo., sewed, is.

A Critical Dictionary of English Litera-

TURE and British and American Authors, living and

deceased, from the Earliest Accounts to the latter half
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three Thousand Articles (Authors), with Forty Indexes

of Subjects. ByS. AUSTIN ALLIBONE. Vol. II.,

Pp. 1330, royal 8vo., it. i6j. (The Third Volume, com

pleting the work, is in the press and will appear shortly. )

Original Sanskrit Texts, on the Origin and

History of the People of India, their Religion and

Institutions. Collected, Translated, and Illustrated,

by J. MUIR, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., Ph.D. Bonn.

Vol. V. Contributions to a Knowledge of the Cosmo

gony, Mythology, Religious Ideas, Life and Manners
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cloth, 2 is.

The Monument of a Victory of Mesha,
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Archeology. By Dr. K. SCHLOTTMANN.
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Force and Matter. By Dr. Louis Buchner.

Edited by J. FREDERICK COLLI NGWOOD,

F.R.S.L., F.G.S. Second English, completed from

the Tenth German, Edition. With a Portrait of the

Author. Crown 8vo., cloth. [In, afew days.

The Coins of the Pathan Sultans of

DELHI, a.d. 1193-1554. Chiefly re-written, amplified,

and enriched with new Specimens from the Collections
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Freeling, and of Colonel S. C. Guthrie. By EDWARD

THOMAS. In 1 vol., 8vo., with numerous Illustrations.

[Nearly ready.

Essays on Indian Antiquities : following up

the Discoveries of James Princeps, with Specimens of

his Engravings, and Selections from his useful Tables,

and embodying the most recent Investigations into the

History, Paleography, and Numismatics of Ancient

India. By EDWARD THOMAS. In 2 vols, 8vo.,

profusely Illustrated. [In preparation.

The Geography of Ancient India, illus

trating the Campaigns of Alexander and the Travels of

Chinese Pilgrims. By ALEXANDER CUNNING

HAM, Major-Gcneral Royal Engineers (Bengal Re

tired). In 1 vol., 8vo., with numerous Maps and Plans.[In preparation.

London: TRUENER & Co., 8 & 6m, Paternoster Row.
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Plans. Post 8vo. 9*.
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Plans. 6s,

KNAPSACK GUIDE TO ITALY. Plans. 6s.

KNAPSACK GUIDE TO NORWAY. Map.

5*-

SUMMER TOURS.

ART OF TRAVEL; or, Hints on the Shifts

and Contrivances available in Wild Countries. By

FRANCIS OAl.TON, F.R.G.S. Third F.dition.

Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7X. 6d.

BRITTANY AND ITS BYE-WAYS ; with

some Account of its Inhabitants and its Antiquities.

By Mrs. BURY I'ALLISER. With Illustrations.

Post 8vo. IJX.

BUBBLES FROM THE BRUNNEN OF

NASSAU. By Sir FRANCIS HEAD. With Il

lustrations. Post 8vo. 7*. 6d.

THE NILE AND ITS BANKS, showing their

Attractions to the Archaeologist, Naturalist, and General

Tourist. By Rev. A. C. SMITH. With Illustrations.

2 vols. Post 8vo. i&r.

TRAVELS IN EGYPT, NUBIA, SYRIA,

AND THE HOLY LAND. By IRBY and

MANGLES. Post 8vo. is.

THE JORDAN, THE NILE, THE RED

SEA, LAKE OF GF.NESSARKTH, &c. A Canoe

Cruise of the " Rob Roy" in Palestine and Egypt and

the Waters of Damascus. By J MACGREGOR,

M.A. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo. laj.

SINAI AND PALESTINE, in Connection

with their History. By Dean STANLEY, D.D.

Plans. 8vo. 14J.

FIVE YEARS IN DAMASCUS, with Travels

in Palmyra and Lebanon, and among the Giant Cities

of Bashan and The Hauran. By Rcr. J. L. PORTER,

LL.D. With Illustrations. Post 8vo. 7-r. 6d.

TRAVELS IN ASIA MINOR. With And-

quarian Researches and Discoveries, and Illustrations

of Biblical Literature and Archaeology. By H. VAN

LKNNEP, D.D. With Illustrations, a vols. Post

8vo. 3+r.

RESEARCHES IN THE HIGHLANDS OF

TURKEY. In parts little visited of Albania, Monte

negro, &c. With Notes on the Classical Superstitions

of the Modern Greek. By Rev. H. F. TOZfcR, M.A.

With Illustrations. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 241.

REMINISCENCES OF ATHENS AND

THE MOREA during Travels in Greece in 1839. By

Lord CARNARVON. With Map. Crown 8vo. 7*. 6</.

VISITS TO THE MONASTERIES OF

THE LEVANT. By the Hon. ROBERT CURZON.

With Illustrations. Post 8vo. 71. &/.

PORTUGAL, GALICIA, AND THE

BASQUE PROVINCES. By Lord CARNARVON.

Post 8vo. 3*. 6d.

A SUMMER AND WINTER IN NORWAY.

By Lady DI BEAUCLERK. With Illustrations.

Small 8vo. 6s.

LETTERS FROM HIGH LATITUDES ; an

Account of a Yacht Voyage to Iceland, Jan Maycn,

and Spitsbergen, &c. By Lord DU FFERIN. With

Illustrations. Post 8vo. js. 6d.

TRAVELS AND ADVENTURES IN THE

TERRITORY OF ALASKA AND ON THE

RIVER YUKON, with Notes on other parts of the

North Pacific. By FREDERICK WHYMPER.

With Illustrations. 8vo. i6r.

LAST WINTER IN THE UNITED STATES.

Being Table Talk collected during a Tour through the

late Southern Confederation, the Far West, Rocky

Mountains, &c. By Rev. F. BARHAM Z1NCKE.

Pott 8vo. lot. 6d.

ENGLISH HANDBOOKS.

HANDBOOK OF LONDON. Map. i6mo.

jr. 6rf.

HANDBOOK—ESSEX, CAMBRIDGE, SUF

FOLK, AND NORFOLK. Map. Post 8vo.

[Just ready.

HANDBOOK—KENT AND SUSSEX: Can-

tcrbury, Dover, Ramsgaie, Rochester, Chatham,

Brighton, Chichester, Worthing, Hastings, Lewes,

Arundel. Map. Post 8vo. ios.

HANDBOOK—SURREY, HANTS, AND

THE ISLE OF WIGHT : Kingston. Croydon,

Reigate, Guildford, Dorking, Boxhill, Winchester,

Southampton, Portsmouth. Map. Post 8vo. ioj.

HANDBOOK—BERKS, BUCKS, & OXON :

Windsor, Eton, Reading, Aylesbury, Henley, Oxford,

and the Thames. Map. Post 8vo. ft. 6rf.

HANDBOOK-WILTS, DORSET, AND

SOMERSET : Salisbury, Chippenham, Weymouth,
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Post 8vo. ioj.

HANDBOOK—DEVON AND CORNWALL :

Exeter, Ufraeombe, Linton, Sidmouth, Dawlish, Teign-

mouth, Plymouth, Dcvonport, Torquay, Launceston,

Penzance, Falmouth, Land's End, &c Map. Post

8vo. 101.

HANDBOOK-GLOUCESTER,HEREFORD,

AND WORCESTER : Cirencester, Cheltenham,

Stroud, Tewkesbury, Leominster, Ross, Malvern, Kid

derminster, Dudley, Bromsgrove, Evesham. Map.

Post 8vo. 6s. 6d.

HANDBOOK—NORTH WALES : Bangor,

Carnarvon, Beaumaris, Snowdon, Conway. Map-

Post 8vo. 6s. 6d.

HANDBOOK—SOUTH WALES : Carmarthen,

Tenby, Swansea, and the Wye. Map. Post 8vo.

5*. 6rf.

HANDBOOK—DERBY, NOTTS, LEICES

TER, AND STAFFORD: Matlock, Bake well,

Chatsworth, Buxton, Dove Dale, Ashbornc, Southwell,

Mansfield, Belvoir, Wolverhampton, Lichfield, Tarn-

worth. Map. Post 8vo. -js. 6a.

HANDBOOK—SHROPSHIRE, CHESHIRE,

AND LANCASHIRE. Map. Post Sto.

\Just ready.

HANDBOOK — YORKSHIRE: York, Don-

caster, Hull, Sclby, Beverley, Scarborough, Whitby,

Harrogate, Ripon, Leeds, Wakefield. Bradford, Halifax,

Huddcrsfield, Sheffield. Map and Plans. PostSvo. us.

HANDBOOK—DURHAM AND NORTH

UMBERLAND : Newcastle, Darlington, Stockton,.

Hartlepool, Sunderland, Shields, Berwick, Tynemouth,

Alnwick. Map. Post 8vo. 91.

HANDBOOK — WESTMORLAND AND

CUMBERLAND : Lancaster, Furncss Abbey. Amble

side, Kendal, Windermere, Coniston, Kc>wick,, Gra»-

mere, Carlisle, Cockermouth, Penrith, Appleby. Map.

Post 8vo. 6j.

*.* Murray's Map of the Lake District. 3*. 6d.

SCOTLAND.

HANDBOOK—SCOTLAND: Edinburgh, Mel

rose, Kelso, Glasgow, Dumfries, Ayr, Stirling, Arran,

The Clyde, Oban, Inverary, Loch Lomond, Loch

Katrine and 'i'rosachs, Caledonian Canal, Inverness,

Perth, Dundee, Aberdeen, Braemar, Skye, Caithness,

Ross, and Sutherland. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. <>r_

IBELAND.

HANDBOOK—IRELAND: Dublin, Belfast,

Donegal, Gal way, Wexford, Cork, Limerick, Waterford,

KiHarney, Munster. Maps. Post Svo. iax.
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General Literature and Art.

Specimens of the Drawings of Ten Masters, from the Royal

Collection at Windsor. With descriptive text by B. B. Wood

ward, B.A., Librarian to the Queen. Macmillan and Co., 1870.

This is a posthumous publication : the late Mr. Woodward

conceived the idea of editing for the public selections from

the vast collection of drawings and sketches under his charge,

and died after he had prepared the work for the press. A

century ago the collecting of drawings by the old masters

was much in vogue, and was not only possible but easy.

So much so, that knowledge rather than a long purse was

the requisite for success ; artists, therefore, were the best

collectors. And indeed some training and education is

required for the appreciation of unelaborated and uncom

pleted works, wherein the process of development, both of

motif and of pictorial composition, is visible in changes of

outlines and pentimenti. Vasari, whose literary legacy to the

world has almost caused his work as a painter to be over

looked, collected largely ; and the drawings that were in his

possession are still occasionally recognised by the borders

he put round them to decorate and preserve. From his

time to our own, when Sir T. Lawrence brought together

within a short period an astonishing number of fine examples,

painters have been the connoisseurs; and men of poetic

natures, as Swinburne in his " Notes in the Ufficj," have

found infinite splendours of fancy in the vague and multiform

images, never to be explained to the vulgar, of Botticello,

Leonardo, and others.

The collection at Windsor is much larger, if not finer,

than that in the British Museum ; it is indeed said by Mr.

Woodward, in the preface to the present volume, to be the

third collection in the world, those in the Ufficj and Louvre

"alone exceeding it. The number of drawings is above

20,000. The beginning of this vast repository dates from

Charles II., but although Lely and others bought for him,

the drawings were so little valued either by him or his suc

cessors, that the inestimable Leonardo da Vincis, the Hol-

beins so interesting historically, and many others, were

discovered in an old bureau and elsewhere in Kensington

Palace, not all at once but from time to time, and this gave

George III. a taste for such things, inducing him to buy up

large collections in Italy. One of the " Ten Masters" here

illustrated by twenty carbon-photographs, is, as we might

expect, Leonardo da Vinci, but all the four subjects are simply

studies of heads and hands. Holbein is represented by two

examples. But by far the most valuable and charming in

the book, except one of which I propose to speak at greater

length, are those by Michelangelo and Raphael ; The three

by the first named being all of the highest excellence. The

reader may have seen in Flaxman's'Z<?<:A//r.r on Sculpture, or

elsewhere, some reference to a design representing a crowd

of men, among whom there is at least one woman, rushing

forward like a storm, flying, running, and crawling, every one

in the act of shooting, the target being a terminal the front

of which is covered by a shield already pierced by a multi

tude of arrows. There exist early engravings giving imper

fect representations of this design, but here we have this

highly finished and wonderfully powerful drawing itself. On

the ground beneath the rush of archers lie two Cupids ; one

asleep at the foot of the terminal, the other kindling a fire

to consume his own darts, which appear under the faggots

which he kindles into flame by his breath. The explanation

of this design has been sought for by many critics. It has

been called simply " Tireurs d'Arc," and " I Bersaglieri," but

it has been thought to express the solitary Florentine's con

sciousness of his many foes, an early engraving having the

head of the painter himself on the terminal figure. Mr.

Woolner the sculptor has suggested an explanation here

given, one which seems to me to be in accordance with the

character of Michelangelo.

"The interpretation," says Mr. Woodward, "proposed by Mr. T.

Woolner, seems to be the true one. He thinks that the terminal figure

is intended for Priapus, and stands for impure love, whilst the shooters

represent the virtuous affections, and stand collectively for pure love :

the divine Eros sleeping at the foot of the term, completes one side

of the allegory, whilst the other side is represented by the children

burning the arrows of earthly desire."

This certainly seems a likely interpretation, and derives

support from the tone of thought and feeling expressed by

the painter's sonnets.

I have already alluded to one other drawing in the volume

equalling in interest any of those of the Italian schools.

This is one by Albert Diirer, called " An Allegory," which

was found by accident among a quantity of the master's

engravings purchased by George III. Nothing more is

known of it, but there is no mistaking the hand of the great

German artist ; and here he is at his best, clear, minute,

curious, rich in incident. The picture represents a pyra

midal town rising to the top of the paper, the water of" the

fosse surrounding it spreading out into a broad expanse.

On this expanse swims a fish bearing on his back a naked

female figure ; while two others loosely draped bear over

her the canopy of a swelling sail. In the foreground lie

three females, into a description of whom we cannot enter,

and sundry Cupids are also visible. Mr. Woodward takes

the town to be Nurnberg (which it is not), the naked

figure on the dolphin for Fortune, and explains the others

in a way we cannot agree with. " The introduction of

Nuremberg in the background can hardly have been without

significance," he says, but the most noticeable thing is an

inscription.

" Two Cupids are seated in a fanciful kind of vessel, moored by a

ribbon, and decorated like a classical vase" (altar?) "with the skull of an

ox, and on the scrollwork above can be read Pueila Augusta. This

inscription," he continues, " may possibly lead to the interpretation of

the enigma. The writer of an article in the Edinburgh Review (July,

1861), after speaking of the too well-known character of Durer's wife,

proceeds thus : ' But another face had apparently, at some time, crossed

the painter's dreams. There is extant a sketch of a woman's head and

bust, the face slightly averted, and underneath it, with Durer's mono

gram, the words, " My Augusta." Another sketch represents a woman

passing into a church, with the inscription of the words from Scripture,

" Remember me when thou comest into thy kingdom." Whose prayers

did Albert thus ask ?' " &c.

*****

" Although our drawing does not throw any light on this possible

object of his early love, it strongly confirms the probability of the

existence of such a romantic passage in his life as is here alluded to.

The design is dated twelve years after his marriage with Agnes Frey,

and it might seem to represent, not with bitterness of feeling, the

manner in which the hopes of his youth had been mocked by the reali

ties of his actual experience. We venture to place it along with the

drawings spoken of by the Edinburgh Rmieiu, and amongst the mate

rials for the portraiture of his affections and mind. Let us hope that

further light will one day be thrown upon the subject."
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I am not altogether sorry to destroy all this pretty theory.

In preparing my own work on Diirer, I found the words

thus Englished, "my Augusta," given by Heller as " mein

August," and on inspecting the photograph from the original

at Vienna, I came to the conclusion that it was " mein

August," the vowel marks being omitted, as we sometimes

1

omit to cross our letter t in hurried writing. But I have

been corrected by German critics, and Dr. Wright, of the

British Museum, agrees with those critics, that the inscrip

tion is "mein Angnes," and indicates, not any love affair,

but rather an affectionate feeling to his wife, the much-

maligned Agnes. If so, Mr. Woodward's supposed connec

tion of "this with that" falls to the ground. Besides, the

town is not Niirnberg, in any of its features except in the

existence of a fosse. There is, on the other hand, a small

print by Diirer of extraordinary beauty, representing S.

Anthony reading, seated on the ground, behind him a town

rising pyramidally to the top of the picture, and this town is

the same as that in the drawing under consideration, even to

the minutest particular, only reversed. The engraving is dated

15 1 9, the drawing 15 16; here is, therefore, the original of

the background of the engraving, giving us a truly instruc

tive lesson against modern theories and refinements in our

explanations and interpretations of the early masters. Diirer

abandoned the one subject, the allegory, and he used up

the singularly quaint and rich old town he had invented, to

give interest to the single figure of the old saint reading,

although it has no connection whatever with the hermit !*

To return to the Specimens of ' Ten Masters : as in all

posthumous works, we find sundry inexplicable mistakes.

The drawing called "The hands of Mona Lisa" (not much

resembling the hands in the celebrated portrait, by the way)

is actually inserted upside down, at least in the copy now

before me, and the imprint is written, not under it, but

along the side edge. In the Introduction we find the

following :—

" The strenuous efforts which were directed by the Prince Consort to

the discovery of some means of rendering photographic prints perma

nent, stimulated the inquiries and guided the experiments of men of

science ; and the ultimate result has been the invention of a process by

Mr. Earnest Edwards, which answers every purpose and requirement.

This process has been employed in the present work."

It is pleasant to know that Prince Albert directed his

attention to the matter in question, but as these by Mr.

Edwards are stated under such print to be " In carbon,

under licence of the Autotype Company," which Company

is the patentee of the invention of Mr. Swan, of Newcastle,

the above quotation seems perfectly inexplicable.

William Bell Scott.

Nos Fils. By J. Michelet. raris:l87o.

Ii'Emile du dix-neu.vie.me Siecle. By Alphonse Esquiros. Paris :

1870.

Monsieur Michelet calls the reform of education the

question of the day, the question which cannot be ad

journed. It is the question which is now stirring the minds

of all French Liberals. All are agreed that the system as

it stands is vicious, that it fosters servility and want of self-

reliance. The problem which all desire to solve is how to

form "l'homme libre"—the good citizen who, in the words

of M. Michelet, is " fort au metier, fort de vie inte'rieure, plus

fort de vie civique"—might grow great in the struggle of life,

* I understand Mr. Holt, and also another writer, have employed

themselves in endeavours to explain this Allegory of Albert Diirer.

and form a tower of strength for the weak. The two

schemes for the regeneration of man embodied in Nos Fils

and Emik have consequently many similar points. Their

spirit is the same, there is the same strong political bias, the

same hatred of priestly influence, the same antagonism to

the past, the same belief in a Utopian future. M. Esquiros

indeed differs from M. Michelet as to the education desir

able for woman ; he advocates teaching in mixed classes,

and would permit her to mingle in the struggles of profes

sional life, whereas the author of Nos Fils would reserve her

as a gushing fountain of sentiment, at which the hardworked

man thirsting after moral wisdom might drink his fill. But

as to the training desirable for men, they have much in

common, though their treatment of the subject is widely

different. The scheme of M. Esquiros rests on a sentimental

basis, though now and then a physiological allusion is brought

in to give a scientific air. M. Michelet, on the other hand,

though he is occasionally betrayed into sentiment, starts

from known physiological facts. M. Esquiros connects his

theories by a thread of romance ; M. Michelet calls our

attention to the facts of history. The author of Emilc occu

pies himself in turning out a model young man, who bears a

strong family likeness to the other model young men of lite

rature, and has nothing specially characteristic of the •age

about him, except a determination to work for the people ;

while M. Michelet, in Nos Fils, after a hazardously realistic

picture of the relations between husband and wife, parents

and children, surveys the history of education since the

Middle Ages, and points out that we have been gradually

verging towards the epoch when the question of education

must no longer be treated in reference to the interests of

any particular class, but must be remodelled according to

the requirements of all. He is not content with weaving

theories, or shaping a youth to wear them gracefully; he

takes under consideration the political and social needs of

the whole human family ; whilst he turns a practical attention

to the existing institutions of France, and to the possibility

of adapting them to meet the exigencies of a more compre

hensive view of education, and if sometimes rash, and some

times superficial, is never unsuggestive.

According to both authors, the defects of the system of

education bequeathed to us from the Middle Ages are two

fold, defective matter and defective method. By partial

selection of subject-matter we obtain avortons de science and

athletes ; but, in either case, one-sided men. By the bar

barous operation of thrusting words upon a child before the

brain is strong enough to apprehend their meaning, and

forcing the reception of them by the rod, we enfeeble his

reasoning powers, and engender a servile habit of mind.

M. Esquiros, dealing only with the creatures of his own

imagination, readily fits them with a scheme which success

fully combats both evils. As to method, we have but to

throw away our scientific handbooks, and the thing is done.

The child can at once comprehend, in the physical system

of the world, all that the first men understood before the

development and division of the sciences. That course by

means of which the sciences themselves were formed is the

natural course to take in developing his knowledge of them.

Let him observe, inquire, and then answer his questions.

Experience first : formulas, grammars, catechisms afterwards.

Having during his early youth brought the whole range of

physical sciences under his cognizance by the natural

method, let us proceed to superimpose literature, then

descend from the clouds by a year or two at Heidelberg

and Jena, and crown the whole by sending him into prac

tical life at 21, engaged to a lady about to be received

doctor by the Female Medical Society of London. Thus

we shall have produced a complete and harmonious exist
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ence, capable, we are told, of forming independent opinions,

in a word, "l'homme libre." The flights of M. Michelet's

imagination have been subdued by lifelong study of the

past, and by thirty years' actual experience in teaching.

Thus fortified, he now traces a programme of national edu

cation. Propounding a serious scheme, he is forced to en

counter those practical difficulties which the romance of

M. Esquiros permits him to ignore. M. Michelet does not

forget that the foundation of all habits must be laid in early

youth, and therefore that if we wish a child subsequently to

acquire the power of fixed attention to symbols, we must

not occupy ourselves exclusively, for years together, in form

ing in him the habit of external observation. He accord

ingly suggests that we should coordinate from the first. the

three forms of education, physical science, literature, and

practical life. Thus alone can we give to all men the

chance of developing the whole of their powers. The first

to indicate such a plan was, he declares, Pestalozzi, by his

combination of the workshop, the school, and agriculture.

Previous reformers had only brought forward partial schemes,

adapted to particular classes. Rabelais brings up a king,

Montaigne gives the ideal of the " vie noble." Locke and

Rousseau train gentlemen, but Pestalozzi saw that an educa

tion should be framed for man. Every one must feel that it

is more than doubtful that Pestalozzi saw any such thing,

and he certainly had no idea that a combination which

resulted from the necessity he was under of making his

scholars contribute to their own support, would be held by

M. Michelet as the symbol of that union between science,

literature and labour, which he desires to found in the

schools of the future.

We now come to the consideration of how existing insti

tutions in France may be adapted to this ideal. The

university, says M. Michelet, does much. In the eyes of

Government the too faithful guardian of the principle of

liberty, unshaken by political fluctuations, and, though timid,

never servile, her official books, her chairs of philosophy,

are all engaged in inculcating the sovereignty of Duty, the

supremacy of Justice, the independence of the moral law.

But her teaching wants consolidation, and her studies

require harmonizing into a whole. The too sedentary life

of the colleges (grammar schools), which ignores the want of

air and movement, might be supplemented by their being

placed in communication with the Industrial Schools of

Chalons, Angers, or the Ecole Centrale, where a training is

given which fits men pretty well for practical life. These

are, after all, the only reforms which M. Michelet proposes

to the State. They do not come to much. For the rest

he appeals to the Family : whatever instruction may be

derived from without, the only sure basis of a sound and

just education must be sought in the family, founded in the

sobriety of republican life. We arrive, therefore, at an

appeal to the Family to shake off foreign influences and

reform itself. Absolute union between the parents is neces

sary to ensure the harmonious growth of the children. To

this there exists a serious obstacle. At twenty the Catholic

girl has a long past : she has confessed for twelve years.

An impression has been made on her which, though it may

seem effaced for a time, will surely reappear. The priest,

controlling the wife, controls the family. How can his

power, and the influence of an. education administered in his

interests, be successfully opposed ? This is really the ques

tion at issue. In some shape or other it turns up in every

French work on education published at the present day.

Shall education be conducted in the interests of all, or so as

to suit the purposes of a particular class ? That it is now

so conducted, even prejudiced observers, who cannot be

suspected of sympathy with M. Michelet, admit. For in

stance, Mr. Matthew Arnold remarks that " the public school

taught by the religious is a school under teachers, in general,

in sympathy with the clergy." Inspectors openly confessed

to him that with these religious they dared not meddle ; and

he adds, that in any difference, they have almost always had

the inspector, masters, the prefect, and minister, on their

side. Thus backed by the State, they defy public opinion,

and, unlike the lay teachers, are conspicuous for the scan

dals they furnish to the tribunals. Trumped-up accusations

of immorality were used to justify the political measure of

December 2, 1830, by which ten thousand lay masters of

communal schools were dismissed at once. These accu

sations even Mr. Arnold confesses to have been without

foundation, and yet he asserts that it is a mistake to suppose

the State in France absolute, or capable of crushing reason

and unreason alike. Authority, it is true, does not deal harshly

with folly by which it profits, but in a crusade against reason

it may count on powerful auxiliaries. The recent scheme for

the education of girls has fallen through, because the prefects

knew too well that the disapprobation of the clergy was

supported by the wishes of high quarters. The priest has

seen at last the weak place in the fortress; and, says

Mr. Arnold, who again adds the weight of unconscious

testimony to the truth of M. Michelet's assertions, they use

every effort to get the education of girls exclusively into the

hands of the Sisters.

What is the force with which M. Michelet hopes to

combat these powerful foes ? Much, he says, rests in the

hands of the husband. For the first year or two, he pathe

tically adds, your wife will believe in you. Regenerate

yourself for her. In spite of your past or your vices you

have, what she has not, " la grande pense'e sociale." The

battle then is to be fought out between the priest and the

husband. Here the whole fabric, which has been so eagerly

built up, falls to the ground. Such a warfare would require

superhuman wisdom, strength, and self-denial. Can a pro

fessional man, weary with his day's labour, take upon himself

in his few hours of leisure the office of director of souls ?

Burdened with the grinding cares and harassing vexations

of practical life, it is hard for him to save his own, and

impossible that he should undertake the hopeless task of

weaning another from the prejudices and terrors instilled

from childhood, even were he endowed with the high quali

ties necessary for success.

Yet it will be felt that M. Michelet has been led to make

even this last impossible demand by his uncompromising

fidelity to the laws of nature. It is this keen perception of

her true laws which makes his book at once so chimerical

and so suggestive. M. Esquiros undertakes to paint an

ideal picture, and falls at every step into empirical expe

dients only justified by artificial necessities. His member

of the Female Medical Society of London is in far less

conformity to the ideal type of womanhood than the woman

of Nos Fits, the companion of her husband, the educator of

her children, sustaining herself by constant intercourse with

the noblest products of literature. Emile has a value only

as another indication of the turn now taken by the educa

tional question in France. In Nos Fils M. Michelet has

indeed taken up the practical question ; but divesting every

fact of the accidents adhering to it, he ends by fastening on

underlying essentials, and reminds us how far we are from

a true type of perfection. Herein lies his strength, but also

his weakness. To the student of life and morals his book

offers much that is valuable and suggestive; but to the prac

tical reformer, on the look-out for ready-made make-shifts,

it will seem mere empty theory and beating of the air.

E. F. S. Pattison.
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The Provenqal Poetry of the Present. [Die Provcnzalische Poesie

der Gegtmvart, von Prof. Dr. E. Boehmer.] Halle : G. E. Barthel,

1870.

There is a curious movement going on in the southern

part of France, where the language of the Troubadours in a

modernised form is still the native tongue of more than ten

millions of men, a movement never quite extinguished since

the incorporation of " Provence " into the French empire,

but now for nearly fifty years steadily increasing. The

object of this movement is nothing less than to restore the

oppressed Provencal language, and to form a new language out

of the different dialects actually spoken in Southern France

which once were united in the harmonious and powerful idiom

of the 12th and 13th centuries.

A considerable number of highly gifted poets are allied

for this purpose, and some have already produced something

like real works of genius. It is to this poetry and to

the different phases which it has undergone since its recent

reappearance, that Professor Boehmer draws attention in

the present interesting lecture. He travelled in Southern

France during the winter of 1868-69, ar>d knows many of

the chief poets personally. Apparently he collected a good

many curious notes from their mouths. He shews us how

since 1825, the whole population of Southern France was

first excited by the " Papillotos " of the hair-cutter Jausemin,

how the Marquis de la Fare-Alais followed in the same

line with his " Castagnados," and how the chief centre of the

movement was soon transferred from Gascogny to the Lower

Rhone, to "Provence" proper. Here it was Jose Rouma-

nille, the son of a gardener, who took the initiative.

Professor Boehmer selects from his " Oubreto en vers,"

"Li Crecho," ("the crib," first printed in a collection "Li

Prouvencalo," from different poets) and a very good popular

poem. He gives close German translations in the original

metre, printing the Provencal texts at the appendix. An

other poet is Theodor Aubanel, like Roumanille, poet and

bookseller. But the most important of all is Fr. Mistral,

author of the epic poem, " Mereio," 1859. This poem soon

enjoyed a well-deserved reputation, and raised the modem

Provencal literature, hitherto unknown out of Provence,

to an honourable place among those of the recognised

nationalities.

There exists an English translation of " Mireio " by

Crichton (Macmillan, 1868), which unfortunately gives only

a very slight idea of the poetical power and epic simplicity

of the original, being translated from the French prose trans

lation. A second epic of Mistral appeared in 1867, under the

title " Calendar." A short account of the pronunciation of

modern Provencal may be found at the end of the little

volume ; and a number of curious literary and bibliographical

details. . Edmund Stengel.

Commonplace, and other Short Stories.—By Christina G. Rossetti.

F. S. Ellis, Covent Garden, 1870.

Before speaking of " Commonplace " it may be as well to

say what is necessary of the other " short stories " which

make up the volume. " The lost Titian " is an excellent out-

of-the-way tale for a magazine ; " Vanna's Twins" is a nursery

idyll, pretty, with a touch of pietism ; " A safe Investment " is

a really impressive tract upon almsgiving ; " Pros and Cons "

is a dull tract on free and open Churches ; " The Waves

of this troublesome World" is a tract upon Anglicanism

and Methodism, rather poetical and even humorous, but

decidedly "provincial." "Commonplace" fortunately oc

cupies half the volume and has a permanent artistic value,

which places it above many books which are probably much

cleverer, and certainly much more amusing. The situation

on which the story is founded resembles the situation in

Mistress and Maid by the author ofJohn Halifax, sufficiently

to make it worth while to compare them. In both we have

three maiden sisters and foresee that the two youngest are

to marry and the eldest not ; in both the youngest is selfish

and exacting and sells herself for what luxury and position

a vulgar nonveau riche can give. The author of John

Halifax is dreadfully in earnest about it all, and the heart-

searchings of her three heroines seem to her laden with the

weight of the universe. If it is not the same to us the fault

is in the coldness of our hearts, not in the interest of her

story. Now from all this exaggeration and ambition Miss

Rossetti is wholly free ; she is aware that after all she has

only got hold of an ordinary subject, and that all that can be

done for it is to treat it with accurate delicacy and simplicity.

There are people in the book with amusing peculiarities, but

their peculiarities do not eat them up. We notice them in

passing just as we should in real life. Dr. Tyke with his

ready but not witty wit makes us ask whether he is really

amusing or tiresome, just as we should ask if we met him at

a dinner. Miss Drum, the retired schoolmistress, with her

favourite specific of juicy mutton, and her parting benedic

tion to her French teacher to " love her husband and love

her mutton " is a type worthy of Mrs. Gaskell. The pomp

of the parvenu is made interesting or at least tolerable by

being left for his bride elect to mimic ; and her motive for

selling herself is ingeniously imagined—by an accident she is

left dependent upon her sisters and she prefers to quarter

herself upon an husband. Her little manoeuvres to secure

him by outshining his daughter are interesting because

natural, and the fluctuations of the second sister's tame but

genuine affaire de avur are gracefully narrated. But the

real value of the book is in the kind quiet cynicism, which

Miss Rossetti sees so clearly is the only right way to look at

most of our lives, which she feels are only important so far

as some of us may go to heaven, and some by a yet rarer

possibility may be of a little use on earth.

G. A. Simcox.

Among my Books.—Six Essays. By J. Russell Lowell : Macmillan

and Co.

It is seldom that the title of a book conveys the significance

and value of its contents so completely or happily as this.

Mr. Lowell is not only a most original and racy humourist,

a thoughtful and graceful workman in verse, and a cultivated

and conscientious liberal, but a scholar of wide and various

reading. His other works are valuable on other grounds,

this is chiefly important as containing interesting excerpts

from books not generally read. On the whole the paper on

New England, two hundred years ago, is likely to make the

largest addition to the common stock of well-informed

people. It is principally drawn from the Winthrop papers,

which, as Mr. Lowell admits, are anything but light read

ing, while they contain much odd matter which is amusing

when we get it without the trouble of getting to it. The

general treatment of the subject is of course in the manner

of Carlyle with the needful dilution, and the only original

reflection of importance is, that New England only became

provincial after 1660, when it was cut off from intercourse

with the dominant party at home. But the episodes of New

England history are decidedly more interesting than the

main narrative. Hugh Peters' matrimonial perplexities

between Mrs. Amee and Mrs. Deliverance Sheffield, and

Emanuel Downing"s pious reflections on the advantage of a

war with the Narragannsett, which would clear the settlers of

the sin of tolerating idolatry and procure them a supply of

slaves that might be exchanged for negroes ; Captain Under

bill's profane conversion to the doctrines of free grace, while
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" making moderate use of the good creature tobacco," his

appeals to Governor Winthrop, to " use Christian plainness

with him " after he had been excommunicated and banished,

his odd combination of the debauchee and of the martinet

and even the younger Winthrop's dabblings in alchemy—are

all things the world would not willingly let die. The essay

on Lessing adds nothing to the accepted view of a tolerably

familiar subject, and contrasts unfavourably with Carlyle

both for freshness and insight, without attaining to superior

simplicity and repose. The last essay on Rousseau and the

Sentimentalists is continually on the borders of some interest

ing view ; but it constantly relapses into something like

•commonplace. The writer sees what is to be explained, but

he scarcely succeeds in explaining it ; instead of any coherent

theory of Rousseau's double life as a shabby spiteful sensualist

and a fervent moralist, we have some "spread-eagle" eloquence

at the expense of Burke and Dr. Johnson, and a sensible

protest that in his writings, at any rate, he was far less unreal

than Chateaubriand and Lamartine. Those who seek edifi

cation in criticism will be abundantly contented by the paper

•entitled "Shakspeare Once More:" there is no direct moralis

ing, but pages upon pages of flowery metaphor and historical

declamation serve just as well to kindle a glow of virtuous

exaltation. Those for whom edification is insufficient will

notice that the panegyric on Shakspeare's impersonality takes

no account of the relation of the sonnets to the plays, that

the writer is apparently without any theory of the order in

which the plays were produced, and of the relation of the

poet to his contemporaries, and to the Italian novelists ; and

that when these definite questions were put aside there was

not really much to be added to the familiar generalities

about the greatest poet of humanity. In the essay on

Witchcraft there are signs that Mr. Lowell's studies have

gone beyond the researches of Mr. Lecky on these subjects,

and he is' perfectly entitled to point out that the Salem

■witches were treated with rather exceptional fairness and

humanity compared with other victims of the same delusion.

But after all Mr. Lecky shews much more- insight into the

•conditions under which the delusion culminated and the

influences before which it disappeared, though he fails to

account for the recrudescence of superstition, which Mr.

Lowell observes with half-displeased disdain. It is rather

difficult to appreciate the exact value of a paper like the one

on Dryden ; it is thorough, and clear, and satisfactory, every

point receives the right amount of relief, but after all the

essay leaves a worse impression of itself than of Dryden, we

seem to have come to understand him secondhand through

a series of marginal notes, which were rather obvious when

written down.

The general style of the book is adapted to carry away

a sympathetic reader by a rush of sentiment, and epithets,

and imagery ; others will find something to console them in

terse and pointed aphorisms which would show to advantage

on a quieter background. Perhaps the best is in the

cynicism of Heine, which, the writer observes, is only senti-

mentalism soured. G. A. Simcox.

Ginx's Baby: his Birth and other Misfortunes. Strahan and Co.,

London, 1870.

What a London navvy, earning eighteen shillings a week,

ought to find society prepared to do with his thirteenth baby,

is a question easier asked than answered. The historian of

the son of Ginx is rather severe upon the philosopher, the

police force, the charitable agencies, the parish authorities,

and the club politicians who somehow fail to make life

pleasant to his hero ; yet they do more for him than for the

twelve brothers and sisters who were never threatened with

drowning, and are guiltless, so far as the author explains, of

any sins of commission which should leave the infant, like

Douglas Jerrold's St. Giles, no choice but to grow up in

criminal habits. To begin at the beginning, a wandering

Malthusian suggests that, on the whole, Ginx's baby had better

not have been born ; he is suppressed by public opinion with

a confused sense that the domestic virtues of Ginx ptre and

mere are, on the whole, beneficial to the community. A

relieving officer quotes not wholly unreasonable acts of

Parliament which constrain the reluctant father to maintain,

not drown, his superfluous offspring. The nuns who take

the infant in hand next decline on reflection to provide for

his body unless they may work their will on his soul. A

tedious satire on the " Protestant Detectoral Association " is

meant to show that charitable organizations have gaps,

through which any number of units may slip unseen to dis:

tress. Then it is the turn of the Poor Law Guardians, who

seize the first opportunity of returning Ginx's baby on the

hands of Ginx, who deposits it on the threshold of a club in

Pall Mall and emigrates. Here the author's case begins to

break down. The club adopts Ginx's baby, it is fed and

clothed and moralized about till it is fifteen, and if it is also

petted and snubbed by turns, that fate is not peculiar to

foundlings. That it should elope with some spoons instead

of donning the livery of one of its patrons, and finally com

mit suicide because it hadn't been murdered in infancy, is

mere matter of temperament, whilst social satire is supposed

to deal with types. The author of Ginx's Baby feels strongly

on some very important questions, and has a fund of righte

ous indignation at the disposal of those who answer them

amiss, but his criticism would be fairer if he did not try to

cut up every body in a breath and especially if he would

pass by the too obvious occasions for smart writing afforded

by newspaper grievances. H. Lawrenny.

The Old Love and the New: a Tale of Athens.—By Sir Edward

Creasy, M. A., author of ' The Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World,'

&c. Bentley.

There is enough scholarly as well as literary skill shewn in

this novel to deserve some notice, even if not an entirely

favourable one. Sir E. Creasy has not produced—what

would be a truly valuable production—a work as accurate

and instructive as Bekker's Charichs, but less credulous as

to the New Comedy's revelations of Athenian society, less

full of wearisome antiquarian details, and, above all, rather

livelier reading. What he has produced is this : a three-

volumed novel, decidedly above rather than below the

average, in the ability shewn by the story, the style, and the

character-drawing—in which, if the actors are not very like

Athenians, they are fairly like men and women. There is

real art and pathos in the gradual lowering, as well as

hardening, of the heroine's character in her Pontic cam

paign, which leaves her capable of the base action that

brings on the catastrophe : and in Diphilus' old Adam of

the pimp and pirate, transfigured by his almost knightly

loyalty to Atalanta.

Judged simply as a historical romance, therefore, the book

might be pronounced a success, for the flaws in the local

colouring are not so serious as to be artistically offensive,

even to a scholar. But Sir Edward seems to have meant

his book for something more than a romance—a real illus

tration of an interesting period of history ; at least when on

his title-page he appeals to his works as a professed historian,

it is not unfair to require historical fidelity in this slighter

sketch ; and the fidelity is very far from perfect, either in

the general spirit or in the details.

As to the former, there is at least one considerable excuse.
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It is creditable to Sir Edward's personal character that he

has consistently pursued the object of making his book very

proper reading for boys and maidens : it is perhaps no less

creditable to his historical insight that this resolve has not

spoilt the fidelity of his picture of Athenian society to a

much greater extent than the converse resolve, not to be

adapted for such readers, has spoilt that of some novels

whose scene lies nearer home. Yet one could wish that his

male citizens and female metics (Sir Edward adopts Mr.

Grote's barbarous form of the word) did not seem as if they

had strayed to Athens from Aldershot or Mayfair, though

that is no doubt better than if they had escaped thither

from a classical dictionary. But the melancholy, senti

mental youth Lysis is really too un-Hellenic to be tolerated,

especially as we are probably meant to identify him with

the merry, warm-hearted boy who gives his name to the

most charming of Plato's dialogues. In the language, the

Greek tone is more successfully maintained than in the con

ception of the characters. The symposium of the beleaguered

Plataeans is probably far more like the reality than Bekker's

deadly-lively enigmas ; and the speeches in which the eva

cuation of the city is proposed deserve the doubtful com

pliment, that they read like translations from the Greek.

Moreover, occasionally we are favoured with a quotation

from some Greek poet, real or imaginary ; and the transla

tions from extant pieces are, as a rule, excellent. Verses

27S «W. of "The Clouds" are thus given :—

" Clouds of the Heaven

Immortal mid storms,

To the winds we have given

Our light dewy forms.

" Let us leave the deep roar

Of our parent the ocean,

And to mountain-tops soar

Where the leaves are in motion.

" Let us gaze on the whole

Of the gardens of earth,

On the rivers that roll

In their turbulent mirth :

" While the sea echoes high

O'er the rocks where it dashes.

And unwearied the Eye

Of the bright Ether flashes."

The passages of Pindar, given in vol. 1, pp.^57, 109, are

not less admirable, and Soph. "Trach." 144 seqq. :—

" The young thing 'mid fresh fields and pastures new,

Liveth and rangeth at its own sweet will.

It feareth not the heat o' the summer sun,

The rainstorm, or the wintry tempest's rages.

All high in hope and undepressed in spirit

It grows in toilless innocent delights,

Until the hour conies, when the maiden's name

Is changed for that of Wife. Then she receives

Her share of anxious agonizing thought,

Lying awake through the long weary night

In terror for a son's or husband's fate—

is (making allowance for the corruption of the text at the

beginning) not the less like Sophocles for its imitation of

Shakespeare. But the imitations of Greek poetry, whether

the author's own compositions or extracts from modern

authors of a Hellenising spirit, are hardly ever free from

modernism, though often graceful and spirited in themselves.

In particular, the seamen's songs are far too much like

Dibdin ; and the resemblance between the Athenian oarsman

and the British tar of the Revolutionary War is easy to

exaggerate.

There are some, but not very many, distinct errors in the

book, whether intentional or not. The printer is, of course,

responsible for the name Lyjisca, which occurs often in

the first volume, as it is spelt right two or three times :

but had he the "little learning" that enabled him to

attribute the speech above quoted to Deidamia instead of

Deianira? And though we are told that the anachronisms

(especially the quoting plays before they were written) are

intentional, they in some cases embarrass the history seri

ously. It is curious, for instance, that Thucydides speaks

of Antiphon's high moral character in connection with the

deeds of the Four Hundred ; but is it not absolutely incre

dible that he should have done so if he had been concerned

in similar acts of treason and assassination seventeen years

before ?—and was not the democratic government too strong

for such things to be possible until after the defeat of Syra

cuse ? Again, Paches was not a high-principled person ;

but is there any evidence that he also was an oligarchical

conspirator? And even if he was, does that fact merit that

his name should be persistently printed with a long a ? To

come to one of the confessedly wilful transpositions : is not

the philosophical significance, and much of the literary

value, of Euripides' Batchoc destroyed if we forget that it

is a very late work, the Palinodia of the old rationalist

turned dkvotl And would Plato have become what he did

if in B.C. 429 he had been a youth just forsaking poetry for

science instead of a baby in arms ? W. H. Simcox.

Literary Notes and Intelligence.

The Gartenlanbe (No. XXV.) contains portraits of four of the actors

in the Ammergau passion-play: the "Christ" and the "St. John" ate

also represented as they appear in ordinary life.

In the Revue des Cours Litteraires (June n), E. B. criticises Professor

Max Midler's argument in the Academy (Xo. III.), on Schiller's Bride

of Messina, and points out that the poet, when he wrote it, was in dis

tress for a subject, and had already been reduced to translate from French

playwrights of the same rank as Legouve.

An edition of Hans Sachs' poems has been undertaken by Karl

Goedeke, in 3 vols., of which the first has appeared (Brockhaus), con

taining the secular and sacred songs. The second volume is to contain

his aphorisms in verse, and the third his tragedies and shrovetide plays.

From the Kblnische Zeitung, June 12, we learn that Dr. Burckhardt,

archivist to the Grand Duke of Weimar, to whom we are indebted for

Goethe's Conversations with Chancellor von Midler, and whom we shall

soon have to thank for Goethe's Letters to the same old friend, has lately

made an interesting discovery. It is well known that in the years 17S1

and 1782, the Tie/inter Journal, started by the Duchess Amalia, had

contributors among the most distinguished persons in the Weimar circle.

The names of many of these contributors were known long ago, but as

to the majority of them we were still in the dark. Dr. Burckhardt has

now discovered almost all the original MSS., together with the names

of the writers. Two MS. poems by Goethe were among the number,

known to have been contributed by him to the Tiefurter Journal. But

there is another piece which also proves to be from Goethe's pen, Der

Hausball, and this may in future be unhesitatingly included among.

Goethe's works.

Schiller and his Publisher.—The Grenzloten of June 3 contains an

interesting series of twenty-seven hitherto unpublished letters of Schiller

to George Joachim Goschen, ranging between the years 1789 and 1794.

They relate mainly to the publication of the Thalia, and of the poet's

History of the Thirty Years' lVar. Goschen had been enabled by a

subsidy from Schiller's friend Korner to set up a publishing office in

Leipzig, with the view of ensuring Schiller adequate payment for his

work and a good introduction to the public. But notwithstanding this,

Goschen contrived to let the Thalia fall to the ground, and the more-

enterprising Stuttgart firm of Cotta superseded him as the publishers of

Schiller's works : as they had in the case of Goethe's Metamorphosis of

Plants. In the second letter Schiller complains of being hampered by

the censorship exercised by the publisher over the Thalia, in the twenty-

second he urges the necessity of Goschen's taking a personal interest in its

welfare, while in the twenty-fifth he proposes to bring it to a close after

two more numbers. Most of the letters contain complaints offeeble health

and monetary embarrassment, and the publisher, with whom Schiller

appears to have been exceedingly intimate, showed him a good deal of

kindness in advancing small sums. But it was this want of money which

(letter 24) drove him to Cotta.

The Gartenlaube of 17th June enlarges on an opinion expressed by

Jacob Grimm in 1823, that the works of all the three hundred German

poetesses enumerated in Herr v. Schindel's Deutsche Schriftstellerinneit
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■dss \<)ten Jahrhundcrts might be destroyed without any loss to the na

tional literature. The old bachelor thinks that women should refrain

•even more entirely from theology and law than from medicine and lite

rature.

In the Gartenlaube for June 10, an unpublished scrap of Goethe's is

given, called " Practical Advice to Lyric Poets," of no great importance,

apparently addressed to an ambitious beginner who had sent him some

poems.

Giovanni Orioli.—Amongst the pictures of our National Gallery

there is one which bears the name of Giovanni Orioli, and represents

Lionel d' Este, Marquis of Ferrara. It is a brightly painted profile in

lake-coloured sleeves, with a black gown edged in gold thrown over

the breast and shoulders. A rich green ground brings out strongly the

marked features of the head. Lionel of Este was a patron of men of

letters and artists ; and he often sat to Vittore Pisano for medals, as

well as for a portrait lately belonging to Mr. Barker of London. The

chief features which distinguish Pisano's portrait from Orioli's is the

comparative youth of the marquis in the former, and his being turned

to the right instead of to the left. Pisano, too, is by far the better

artist. We may therefore suppose that Orioli was employed at Ferrara

before 1450, the date of Lionel's death, and became a disciple of

Pisano during that artist's stay at the Ferrarese court. Mr. Wornum,

in the catalogue of the National Gallery, says : " Orioli appears to have

been a Ferrarese painter of about the middle of the 15th century;

nothing more of him is known at present." Some light has recently

been thrown upon Orioli's life by Gian Marcello Valmigli, whose

records of Faventine artists were published at Faenza in 1869. He

cites amongst the unedited verses of Angelo Lapi a selection of hexa

meters, and an epigram in praise of Orioli's portraits of Elizabeth and

Barbara, daughters of Astorgio Manfredi of Faenza, and deduces from

the context of the verses that the portraits were painted about 1449.

He also publishes a record dated Faenza, August 20, 1461, in which

Orioli is called " Mag. Johannem de Oriolo pictorem publicum," from

all which we have to conclude that Orioli must be numbered amongst

the artists of Faenza, his birth-place being Oriolo, a small " castel " in

the Faventine district. Crowe-Cavalcaselle.

The Gazzdla Vffitiak del Regno d'Italia, June 13, gives in its report

of one of the meetings of the Ligurian Association of Storia Patria

(Section XV., Fine Arts), held at Genoa, an account of a communica

tion from Commendatore Varni to the president, Cavaliere Alizeri, in

which he sets for ever at rest the famous story, repeated by Vasari, that

Andrea del Castagno had murdered his master and companion, Dome-

nico Veneziano, with the intention of robbing him of the invention

attributed to him of painting in oil-colours. S. Varni, on the authority

of Prof. Gaetano Milanesi, of Florence, states that from the Libro da

Morti, now preserved in the State Archives, it appears that Del Castagno

died at Florence of the plague, in his 67th year, on the 19th August,

1457, and was buried in the church of the Servi ; and that Domenico

Veneziano outlived him nearly four years.

The same periodical of the date of June 20th reports that the

Cavaliere Alizeri presented at one of the meetings of the Association of

Storia Patria the copy of a contract which he had found in the archives

of the Notaries, bearing date January 14, 1536, by which Antonio

Bellone, a typographer, agrees with Friar Marco Cattaneo, Archbishop

of Colossi, for the printing of 200 copies of a pamphlet by Savonarola,

entitled Solatium itineris met. He then proceeded to read a very inte

resting memoir on the art of inlarsio, or inlaid wood-work, in Liguria,

brought to greatest perfection in Savona under the patronage of the

.Savonese Pope, Julius II., who caused many fine works to be executed

for various churches by the celebrated Anselmo Fornari, and Andrea

and Elia dei Rocchi.

Selected Articles.

E. Marlitt as a Matchmaker, in the Gartenlaube, No. 24. [Shewing

that a baroness in her own right in Old Mecklenberg was induced to

allow her nephew and heir to marry a miller's daughter, through reading

the back numbers of the Gartailaubc.\

Les Peintres etrangers, et les Peintres Venitiens a Rome, par

M. Emile Montegut, in Revue des Deux Mondes, June 15.

Poesies Intimes, par M. Sully Prudhomme, in same. [Thinking

aloud, just above commonplace.]

Emerson's Society and Solitude, by M. D. Conway, in Fraser.

Boccaccio e Ie sue opere minori, by Francesco de Sanctis, in Nuova

Antologia, for June. [Instalment of his history of Italian Literature :

B. represents the realistic, as Dante the idealistic, tendency of the age ;

jPetrarch marking the transition from one extreme point to the other.]

New Publications.

Achard, A. Le Serment d'Hedwige. Hachette : Paris.

Axon, W. E. The Literature of the Lancashire Dialect : a Bibliogra

phical Essay.

Brink, Bernh. ten. Chaucer, Studien zur Geschichte seiner Entwick-

lung u. zur Chronologie seiner Schriften. Munster : Russell.

Cherbulikz, Victor. L'Allemagne politique depuis la paix de

Prague. Hachette : Paris.

Duchesne. Histoire des poemes epiques francais du 17110 siecle.

Nancy.

Haym. Die romantische Schule, ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des

deutschen Geistes. 8vo. pp. 950.

Kelb. Jesu Christi Leben and Lehre besungen von Otfrid, aus dem

Allhochdeutschen iibersetzt. F. Tempsky : Prag.

Le Co.mte Jean VII. de Pathmos a la recherche de son roi. Paris :

Didier.

Oitkrt, Dr. Gust. Der Presbyter Johannes in Sage u. Geschichte.

Berlin : Springer.

Rachel, M. Rcim-brechung und Dreireim im Drama des Hans Sachs

unci andrer gleichzeitiger Dramatiker. Engelhardt : Freiberg.

Robinson, J. C A Critical Account of the Drawings by Michel Angelo

and Raffaello in the University Galleries, Oxford. Clarendon Press.

Ruskin, J. Lectures on Art. Clarendon Press.

Wilkie Collins. Man and Wife. F. G. Ellis.

Theology.

S. Clement of Rome. The Two Epistles to the Corinthians. A

revised text with introductions and notes. By J. B. Lightfoot, D.D.

London and Cambridge : Macmillan.

This work, as the author briefly informs us, is the first instal

ment of a new edition of the Apostolical Fathers : the second

volume is to contain the three texts of the Epistles of Ignatius,

the Epistle of Polycarp, with a complete Introduction and

indexes to both volumes. As the number of editions of these

writings is very large, it is not easy for an editor to offer

much that is novel. But the work of Prof. Lightfoot speaks

for itself. It is well known that the Epistles of Clement are

contained in one MS. only, the celebrated Codex Alexati-

drinus. The text of this MS. presents many lacuna:, as many

leaves have been injured by moths and by the clumsiness of

the bookbinder. After Dr. Jacobson had collated it anew

for his own recension, and removed not a few of the inac

curacies of former editions, Sir F. Madden published in 1856

a facsimile of this portion of the MS., which forms the basis

of Tischendorf's reproduction of the Codex (Leipzig, 1867).

Previous to this, Prof. Lightfoot had commissioned Mr. A. A.

Vansittart to collate the text of these Epistles for him, and

on the appearance of Tischendorfs work he compared it

with Mr. Vansittart's collation ; and, not content with this,

wherever a discrepancy appeared, he examined the text of

the MS. for himself on three several occasions. The result

of the comparison is, that although the deviations of Tischen-

dorf from the former editions are generally well-founded {e.g.

I Clem. C. 49, Tis apiceTos e^eiTrciV for TtS apuel <Ls Sci iliriiv),

yet his text may otten be improved, especially in passages

where the editor has attempted to read what is illegible, or

has deciphered the indistinct characters erroneously. I have

found about twenty places in which Tischendorfs readings

are rectified by the new edition.

Thanks to Prof. Lightfoot, we now possess a perfectly

sound basis for the restoration of the text. This restoration

is no doubt beset with difficulties owing to the condition of

the MS., and yields ample scope to the acuteness of the

critic. Compared with the last edition of Hilgenfeld (1866),

Prof. Lightfoot has in many places returned to the readings

of the MS., and in most cases with good reason : e.g. in

I Clem. C. 8, (tiIkkov for Aci/ocov ; C. 20, o-oAcvo/xevoi for ov

vakevouwoi ; C. 27, ti 01 ovpttvol SuryoOvrcu for 01 ovp. Strry. ;

C. 30, aylov ovv /icpis for ctyiW /xtpw; C. 32, iravra^jov^ air

aluvos for n-dWas irov air .alCvos ; c 33, on [to] iv Zpyots for
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5ri to Xtyofievov Iv ipyoi'S ', C. 37, to 8c iXd^to-ra for ra T€

ikaxiora; a 43, ras KAeioas ««raiVa>s (where Hilgenfeld adds

an is) ; c. 45, airo tov foov for vtto Tor Otov ; 2 Clem. c. 6,

XpacrOai for xapio-ao-Qai. On the other hand, the emendation

fxa.Orjfia.Ta for TraOy/xaTa, in 1 Clem. c. 2, is recommended by

the parallelism of the clauses ; utcvutw/xcv, which Lightfoot

retains in c. 36, is just as impossible as i/Towa^o' (Hilgenf.),

where the context shews that we must read aTtvifcofiw. In

c. 45, tfuXovtutoi i<TT(, k.t.A., the eoTt cannot possibly be an

imperative in this connexion; hence, too, p.ij must be re

stored before &vtjk6vtxixv. In c. 44 (if we reject the reading

of the Codex, imvofiajf), Hilgenfeld's conjecture impoirriv is

still preferable ; bri/xovrp' cannot be right, for the sense,

" they gave permanence to this office," requires a dative.

In c. 51, the MS. reading, 81a nvos tu>v tov ivriKti/xivov,

which Dr. Lightfoot restores, is certainly corrupt. Hilgen

feld reads 81a. Tivayp.wv tov diTiK., which our editor does not

mention. So in 2 Clem. c. 10, Hilgenfeld's emendation,

Trapturayovo-i, is better than the irapayovo-i of the MS.

There are several other places, too, where he has failed to

remedy the wellnigh hopeless corruption of the text : e.g. in

1 Clem. 2, fitT iXtovs ko.1 owfiS^crca)?, the last word is cer

tainly wrong. Hilgenfeld reads o-waiv«re<os, which is too

remote from the indications of the MS. Lightfoot proposes

evoo/ojo-tws, which gives no better sense. I would read

mivSci^ws (CVNA€HC€WC for CVN€IAHC€U)C).

In c. 45, too, the lacuna before m'tvfiaTOi is not satisfactorily

supplied by to.% tov (for pijo-w).

In c. 33 ISutfio' is certainly right, and ought not to be

altered into ciSo/xcv, whilst the to before iv tpyois should be

cancelled. So in 2 Clem. c. 10 Lightfoot alters ovk Iotiv

tvpelv di'Opintrov into ovk krjTiv tvr/fi.€puv avOpwirov. But this

scarcely rectifies the error, especially as the singular uv$pu>-ov

is quite intolerable on account of o'tivcs Trapdo-ayova-i which

comes immediately after. I would propose ovk Io-tw (.Iprjvrj

avOpuwois o'tlvk k.tX (i.e. 6IPHNH ANOTC for €VP€IN

ANON). On the other hand, a number of passages are

really improved in the new edition. Thus 1 Clem. c. 6,

where Lightfoot adopts Wordsworth's clever conjecture

pcapuScf Traxhio-Kai ; c. 12, iSov tio-ijApW, ibid. oSov viro8«Kvrova-a

avTOts cvavriav ; C 36, tu> 6t\rjp.aTi avrov ; C. 37, €V£iktiku>s ;

C 44, T(.rqprfLL€vrfv for TtTLfvqfkivrjV ; 2 Clem. C. 9, €i xpicrros 6

Kvpios for els xP'ot°s o Kvptos. The last-named emendation

is based on a Syriac fragment, communicated by Dr. Wright

from a MS. in the British Museum. Unfortunately these

Syriac fragments, which Prof. Lightfoot has printed in full,

are very scanty. One contains a part of 1 Clem. c. 54,

another the beginning of the second epistle of Clement, a

third is that mentioned above, which contains the beginning

Of C 9 from KOi fir] Xt-ycVu) to TW fXujQov.

The notes at the foot of the page contain an apparatus

crilicus, a running commentary on the two epistles, and the

necessary biblical and patristic references. The introduc

tion to the first epistle contains, besides the usual historical

and critical discussions, a description of the MS. and of the

various attempts to decipher it. The date is placed by Light

foot in the reign of Domitian, about 95 a.d., and this he thinks

is a sufficient confirmation of the tradition of the Clementine

authorship. It must, however, be observed, that considering

the obscurity which surrounds the person of Clement of

Rome, this does not amount to more than a possibility.

The fourth section of the introduction is especially in

teresting ; which, besides the two epistles to the Corinthians,

deals with the two Syriac epistles to the Virgins, the epistle

of Clement to James (prefixed to the Clementine Homilies

and Recognitions), a second epistle of Clement to James,

written originally in Latin, and three pseudo-Isidorian

epistles. The conjecture proposed in p. 20, that the Liber

Pontificalis, which mentions (in the Vita dementis) two

episdes written by Clement, meant the two epistles to

James, and not those to the Corinthians, will scarcely bear

examination. The earliest text, written 530 a.d., reads

only, "et fecit duas epistolas ;" the words, "quae catholicas

nominantur," like the mention of the (earlier) " epistola ad

Jacobum," do not occur earlier than the recension of 687.

The statement, " hie scripsit duas epistolas Jacobo Hiero-

solymorum episcopo quae catholica? nominantur," is not

found in any document older than Vita Romanorum

Pontificum ascribed to Liutprand. The statement in the

original edition of the Liber Pontificalis, was probably

borrowed from a more ancient source, which I have suc

ceeded in discovering in the Catalogus Leoninus of the

year 440. At that time it would seem that the second

epistle to James was not yet extant. The only question

for us is, therefore, whether those two epistles of Clement

spoken of are the two to the Corinthians, or the first to

the Corinthians and the earlier epistle to James.

In the introduction to the second epistle, the Clementine

authorship of the latter is justly disputed by Prof. Lightfoot.

On the other hand, he holds strongly with Hilgenfeld, that

the document is really a letter, not a homily, and that it

was actually addressed to the Church of Corinth. He

agrees also with Hilgenfeld in the opinion, that the epistle

was composed during the persecution under Marcus

Aurelius. In this case, however, the probability is, that

this is the epistle sent by the Roman Church to the Cor

inthian, and composed by Soter the bishop, who died in

174 or 175. (See Euseb. H. E. iv. 23.) The custom of

reading this epistle in church, like the earlier one written

by Clement, may explain the circumstance that both

epistles were appended to a New Testament MS., and the

mistake of ascribing it to Clement was due probably to a

misunderstanding of the words of Dionysius, cited in the

passage of Eusebius. The objection urged by Lightfoot,

that Dionysius is speaking, not of an epistle of the Roman

bishop Soter, but only of an epistle of the Roman Church,

whilst the author of our epistle writes, not "in the name of

the Church, but as an individual (iSeXtpoi p-ov), is inadequate.

The epistle of Dionysius to the Romans, fragments of which

are preserved by Eusebius, is certainly the letter of thanks for

the contributions of Soter and the Roman Church to the

Greek brethren who were condemned to the mines. In

this letter, however, express mention is made of a letter of

Soter which accompanied the contributions, in which Soter

had consoled the suffering brethren, as a father his children,

and must therefore have spoken as an individual. This

consolatory epistle, however, can hardly be distinct from the

epistle of the Romans to the Corinthians, which is mentioned

just afterwards in the second fragment of Dionysius. The

latter might fairly be called an epistle of the Romans, if

Soter spoke at the same time in the name of his flock ;

Dionysius himself, too, replies in the name of the Corinthian

Church, as well as in his own, and addresses his communica

tion to the Romans, and to their bishop Soter in particular.

Unfortunately the beginning is all that remains of this

remarkable document ; if we possessed the whole of it, the

question raised would undoubtedly receive its solution.

An appendix contains the fragments bearing the name of

Clement, which do not, like those which are printed in pp.

167, &c, 210, &c, admit of insertion in the first or second

epistle. Among these are the two fragments which Hilgen

feld had placed in the great lacuna of the first epistle, but

which the editor, with Dr. Nolte, rightly ascribes to an

orthodox recension of the Clementines (p. 215). The

fragment on pp. 218, 219, is, for the first time, printed in
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full by Prof. Lightfoot ; it is manifestly taken, word for

word, from Clem. Horn. x. 3, 4. R. A. Lipsius.

Du Conoile general et de la Paix religieuae.—Par Mgr. Maret.

Paris.

The author of this work is too well known as one of the

most learned of living French theologians to require any

introduction here. But it may be as well to explain at

starting that the title of his book indicates the occasion of

its composition rather than the subject. It was suggested,

like the work of " Janus," by the convocation of the Council

now sitting at Rome, but in both works the treatment is

mainly historical, and it is under that aspect only that Bishop

Maret's book will be noticed here. His immediate object

is to prove by reference to Church history the independent

rights of the episcopate and the co-ordinate powers of Popes

and General Councils. With this view he has examined

at some length the records of former Ecumenical Councils,

from Nice to Trent, and his first volume will be found to

contain a large amount of information on the subject.

There are indeed a great many inaccuracies of detail, which

we have no space to dwell upon, mostly, it is fair to add,

telling against his own argument. But on the whole the

account of Eastern and Western Councils—especially the

former and the reforming Synods of the 15th century—is

reliable as well as tolerably full. We must however notice

two leading fallacies too prominent to be passed over in

silence, one theoretical and the other historical, which run

through the work and give an air of unreality to some por

tions of the argument. The author, as has been already

stated, insists on the coequal authority of Popes and Coun

cils, and seeks to illustrate this principle by an exhaustive

induction of all the precedents bearing on it. But Popes

and Councils may differ, and where two coequal authorities

clash with each other, one or other must ultimately suc

cumb, unless some third and higher power is invoked

to arbitrate between them. The Council of Constance

solved the difficulty by dogmatically affirming the supe

riority of Councils to Popes, in accordance with the pre

cedents of the earlier Councils, held in the East. The

party opposed to Bishop Maret press for an opposite

solution, and can point to the precedents of the mediaeval

Councils of the Lateran, Lyons, and Vienne, where the

superiority of Popes to Councils, if not expressly asserted,

was tacitly assumed and acted upon. The question was left

unsettled at Trent, where no practical collision occurred to

necessitate an adjudication. But the author does not seem

to realise that cases may occur, as in fact they have occurred,

where it must, in practice at least, be decided one way or

the other. And the historical fallacy we have referred to is

closely connected with this vagueness of theory. His whole

treatment of the mediaeval period betrays an inadequate

appreciation, amounting almost to an utter ignoring, of the

immense influence of the Isidorian forgeries in altering

the previous discipline of the Church. He is no doubt

right in saying that at the earlier Councils the Bishops

exercised un acte de vraic judicature, but he will hardly

find many historical students, of whatever school, to agree

with him that this was equally the case at the mediaeval

synods, where, to use his own words of the system he so

strongly deprecates, les hcques ne sont plus que des com-

mcntateurs officicls des paroles pontificates. The attempt to

prove the contrary gives an appearance of special pleading

to the chapters on the Councils of the Lateran and Lyons ;

and still more to that on the fifth Lateran held under Julius

II. and Leo X., and consisting of some fifty Italian pre

lates only, which, with a caution so excessive as seriously to

complicate the whole tenor of his argument, he will not

positively affirm not to be Ecumenical, though neither can

he refrain from inserting certain klaircissements and testi

monies very damaging to such a claim.

The second volume contains an interesting sketch of the

origin and growth of the infallibilist theory, and of " modem

ultramontanism " in France, of which Maret considers La-

mennais, rather than De Maistre, the true founder. The

latter was essentially a politician, and a theologian only by

accident, because papal infallibility seemed a necessary justi

fication for the system of absolute monarchy he desiderated

in the Church as in the State, and accordingly he starts

from the broad principle that " theological truths are but

general truths manifested and consecrated in the religious

sphere." It follows of course that the witness of Scripture

and Tradition is subordinated to a priori theories of utility

and the eternal fitness of things. Lamennais also aimed at

establishing a theocratic absolutism, but his method of ad

vocacy was philosophical rather than political, and he

pursued his end with a passionate and exclusive vehemence

alien from the more statesmanlike temper of his chief fellow-

apostle in the ultramontane reaction, but which for the time

gave him a more preponderating influence. There are some

interesting and useful appendices to Mgr. Maret's second

volume on Councils, both General and Provincial, and on

the various methods of electing bishops at different periods,

bringing out very fully the part formerly assigned to the

laity in both transactions. The book is one of real learn

ing, without being at all dull ; but it would be improved by

a careful revision, and a more critical estimate of the precise

bearing of historical testimonies. H. N. Oxenham.

THE HEBREW TEXT OF PSALM LXIX.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACADEMY.

Sir,—The Hebrew text of Ps. lxix. 21 presents a difficulty in the

word HE'-UNI, translated in the English version, "And I am full of

heaviness," for the removal of which most of the moderns have had

recourse to the somewhat questionable expedient of creating a new root,

C'-1J, of which there is no farther trace in Hebrew. Permit me to

propose for the consideration of Hebrew scholars another solution of

the difficulty.

According to the received text the verse runs thus, omitting the

vowel-points : .

jw *iw 7\\y$\ ni''i:*o »3? rnatr nsin

I propose to read, without the change of even a single letter :

tw -\\b n-ip Kin b'wni 'a1? mat? nein

And that this is the true text is rendered highly probable, if not

absolutely certain, by comparison of the first clause with Jer. xvii.

9, Kin C^-13N1 Vsp 3^H 3'py, and of the second with Jer. viii. 15,

3it3 )W Di^B^ nip, where also the Inf. Absol. stands (as it so often

does) for the finite verb.

If this emendation be approved, the view of those who assign the

authorship of the Psalm to Jeremiah will receive important con

firmation.

In the same Psalm, the text of the eleventh verse also presents a

difficulty, apparent even to the reader of the English version (v. 10), in

which the translators have had to supply some words to make out the

meaning—" When I wept [and chastened] my soul with fasting." The

difficulty is in the word n33Xl, " when I wept," which does not fit in

well with what follows, and, moreover, is not sanctioned by any of the

old versions, with the exception of the Targum. To bring the text into

harmony with the old versions and with itself, Hupfeld suggested the

substitution of H3J?N1 for n33W, as in Ps. xxxv. 13. I venture to sug

gest, as a closer approximation to the present text, the reading nSIS^

which, there can be no doubt, is a very ancient reading, being that of

the MS. used by the translators of the old Syriac version, as appears

from comparing their translation of this passage with that of others in
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which the roots riD^I and K31 are found. This would give, " When I
T T T T

bruised (or crushed) my soul with fasting ;" a mode of expression com

mon in Scripture. Compare Ps. xxxiv. 19 ; xxxviii. 9 ; li. 19, &c.

(Signed) Duncan H. Weir.

Selected Articles.

Professor Max Miiller's concluding lecture on the Science of Religion.

In Fraser, July. [On the right spirit in which ancient religions ought to

be studied and interpreted.]

Kautzsch on St. Paul's quotations, by H. E., in Gott. gel. Anz.

June 8. [Favourable ; H. E. thinks that even I Cor. iii. 19 is not from

the Hebrew, but from one of many Greek translations current at the

Christian era.]

Nitzsch's Outlines of the Hist, of Dogma, in Theologische Quar-

talschrift (Rom. Cath.) No. 2. [An instructive though thoroughly un-

appreciative criticism. The historical treatment of dogma is called by

this reviewer " Subjectivismus."]

Grein on the sources of the " Heliand," reviewed in Rev. Critique,

June 11. [To prove that passages supposed to have been translated

from Rabanus Maurus and Alcuin were really borrowed from still earlier

ecclesiastical writers.]

Schulz's Old Testament Theology, by E. S., in Lit. Centralblatt,

June 18. [Favourable.]

Irenaeus and the Fourth Gospel, by Dr. Davidson, in Theological

Review, July.

New Publications.

Cle.mentis Papre VIII. Decretales .... primum edidit F. Sentis.

Freiburg : Herder.

Falconer. W. Dissertation on St. Paul's Voyage and Shipwreck.

J. R. Smith.

Hausrath, A. Der Vicr-Capitel Brief des Paulus an die Korinther.

Heidelberg : Bassermann.

HlERONYMl Onomastica Sacra. Edidit P. A. de Lagarde. Gottin-

gen : Rente.

Jubile, le, d'un faux miracle. Bruxelles : Imprim. de la Rev. de

Belgique.

Muller, J. Dogmatischc Abhandlungcn. Bremen : Miiller.

Reinke, L. Der Prophet Habakuk. Brixen : Theolog. Verlag.

ScHAFER,B. Neue Untersuchungen iiber das Buch Koheleth. Freiburg:

Herder.

Strauss, D. F. Voltaire. Sechs Vortrage. Leipzig : Hirzel.

Science and Philosophy.

Outlines of Comparative Anatomy. [Grundziige der Vergleichmden

Amitomk, von Prof. Carl Gegenbaur. Zweite ungearbeitete Auflage,

mit 319 Holzschnitten.] Leipzig : Wilhelm Engelmann, 1870.

[First Notice.]

Professor Gegenbaur's work on Comparative Anatomy

now before us has reached a second edition, just ten years

after the publication of the first. That first edition was more

or less exactly contemporaneous in its appearance with Mr.

Darwin's Origin of Species; and as whatever Professor

Gegenbaur appends his name to is sure to be at least on

a level with the last advance made by the tide of knowledge

in the subject he deals with, we can, by comparing this second

edition of his standard systematic work with the first, take

an accurate estimate of the influence which our great English

writer on Biology has exercised in the course of the decen-

nium just ended. It is, indeed, difficult as a matter of fact

to give" any account of the scope and bearing of the work as

it now stands, without a constant articulate or inarticulate

reference to the recasting which it has gone through under

the influence specified. The author himself speaks (p. 19)

of the Theory of Descent with modification through natural

selection as constituting a more important era in Compara

tive Anatomy than any other theory has ever yet done ; and

he speaks of Comparative Anatomy itself as one of the

touchstones of its truth ; and his work speaks to the very

same effect, but more emphatically and unmistakeably still,

inasmuch as many entire pages in it are composed in Mr.

Darwin's language, the phraseology of which was unknown

till 1859.

Professor Gegenbaur's work on Comparative Anatomy,

as it now stands before us in the larger composition of its

second edition, falls into two great divisions: an Introduction,

or " Allgemeiner Theil," of some eighty pages, of much

general interest, and a special part, which falls into seven

minor subdivisions corresponding with the seven subdivisions

into which German anatomists divide the animal world.

The entire work of 1870 consists of 892 pages, as against

606 of the edition of 1859 ; and it contains 319 woodcuts,

as against 198 of that issue. In the increase of the letter

press, the first, the more general and philosophical part of

the book, has a far larger share than the second ; and this

fact is by itself an instructive illustration of the increasing

hold which the study of morphology is obtaining on the-

minds, not only of experts and specialists, but of thinkers

generally. As novelties and additions, we have to note in

this introductory part of the book, firstly, chapters upon the

subjects of the "Differentiation," "Reduction," and "Correla

tion" of organs, now by dint of viva voce and other disquisi

tions becoming so familiar to the public ; secondly, a short

sketch of the outlines of microscopy, so necessary to the-

comparative anatomist ; and, thirdly, a clear, though over-

short, historical survey of the origin and varying fortunes of

the study of Comparative Anatomy. With regard to Aristotle,,

whilst Professor Gegenbaur very properly recognises the fact

that, though his treatises which profess to treat of the subject

in question may be the earliest now remaining, they are by

no means thereby proved to have been the earliest which,

ever existed ; he on the other hand gives the Greek, whose

authority pressed so heavily upon the science for nearly twenty

centuries, more credit than we think Mr. G. H. Lewes would

allow him for these "wonderful generalizations and anticipa

tions of modern discoveries," which his utterances as to the

parthenogenesis of bees, the hermaphroditism of certain fish,

and the hectocotylus of the Cephalopoda are supposed to

constitute. He does well to draw attention to the recognition

by the Stagirite, in his words Zcrov ot//x«'ov \dpiv {Hist. An. ii,

v. 5), of the necessity which exists for allowing of the exist

ence of Morphology as something distinct from Teleology,.

and of the operation of other principles besides that of the

good of the individual in the laws regulating life and struc

ture. Galen, we may remark, has fallen a little into the

background in Professor Gegenbaur's sketch ; and on this-

account, and also on account of their intrinsic value, we will

herewith quote certain words of his which are not a little

apposite in the history of this doctrine, the establishment of

which Mr. Herbert Spencer so thankfully acknowledges as-

having been effected, whatever else may have been marred,

by modern works on " Homologies." They run thus :—

Aoi'tcitoj' fjfi.1v corai Stayvwrat Trorepov airavra <5ta xpttav Tiva

yeyoiev r) jxiirqv ivia. Kai yap ravra a/xcpui Bvvarov icrriv

tirivoiiv.—De Art. Med. ii.

The 1 6th century, so rich in other names, and marked by

so many changes in such very different subjects, is marked

for the historian of Comparative Anatomy by the names of

Vesalius, Fallopius, and Kusrachius. This second period,,

the period in which observation of fact was, after three

centuries of fighting and denouncing, finally allowed to be a

more trustworthy method of anatomical research than the

interpretation of translations, or of the original works of

Aristotle, ends with Haller in 1777. Or rather, as periods.

in the history of the sciences, like periods in geology and ins

politics, are found to overlap each other for more or less,

considerable distances, we should say that the modern era
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began with the reading in 1759 of Wolff's dissertation De

Theoria Gcncrationis, in which the doctrine of Epigenesis,

of the gradual evolution of the more complex out of the

more simple, of the " differentiation" of modern writers, was

first articulately put forward in opposition to the previously

reigning, but purely hypothetical, doctrines of Involution.

The faults and failings, as well as the real value, of the

" Naturphilosophie" of Goethe and Oken, and of the " Trans

cendental Anatomy" of Vic d'Azyr and Geoffroy St. Hilaire,

are duly weighed against each other; these episodial inter

ludes in scientific progress being felicitously compared to

those paroxysmal workings in social and political life which

we suppose the Crusades, and many of the various pheno

mena noted in French and German revolutions, from 1780 to

to J 843 inclusive, may be taken to illustrate.

The theory of Development, put forward by Lamarck in

his Philosophic Zoologique of date 1809, is spoken of as being

as much better based than any of the similar theories adum

brated by any of the " Naturphilosophie" schools, as it is

less complete and sufficient than that with which Mr. Darwin's

name is connected : and to the rehabilitation of the doctrine

of the mutability of species after a half century of exile and

ignominy we come finally, after the payment of a just tribute

of praise to the extent of Cuvier's and the depth of Von

Baer's researches. The words with which Professor Gegen-

baur ends his historiquc are not a little significant, and we

append them. Speaking of the influence which Mr. Darwin's

work is likely to have upon the future development and

advancement of Comparative Anatomy :—

"If we consider that the number of those who have mastered the

theory and its real meaning and bearing is, though as yet but small, yet

constantly increasing, and that too by accessions from the ranks of its

former opponents, we begin to feel ourselves justified in looking for the

accomplishment of an auspicious revolution by its means."

The chapters on the microscopic elements of tissues,

though new to this work, contain comparatively little that

will be new to the readers of modern treatises on Histology.

We will remark, however, that the convenient nomenclature

of Haeckel, in which living, but non-nucleated and wall-less

masses of the protoplasm, with which the English ear has

at last been made so familiar, are styled " cytodes," for which

" cytoids" may be taken as a Grseco-'English equivalent ; and

that the equally convenient division of tissues accordingly as

they are produced by the differentiation of certain varieties

of " cells" properly so-called into epithelial and connective

tissues, with vegetable functions on the one hand, and into

nervous and muscular tissues with animal functions on the

other, is similarly endorsed and adopted. And it is of much

more significance to note that " free cell-formation," which

was in the first edition (p. 28) regarded as an error on the

very verge of extinction and oblivion, is spoken of in

the second edition (p. 30) as rehabilitated by the wonderful

history of the metamorphoses of the Diptera discovered by

Weissmann. As, after this, our readers will have anticipated,

Professor Gegenbaur similarly retracts (ed. ii. p. 67) his pre

viously (ed. i. p. 28) expressed condemnation of the closely-

allied, or "serially homologous" doctrine of spontaneous

generation ; and without definitely saying that it is proved

that amaebiform or cytoid organisms can be produced in the

way of generatio primaria s aequivoca s. spontanea, he does

say that it is not proved that organisms as low as these—for

of more highly differentiated, though not less minute, organ

isms, there is here no question—can not be and are not ever

so produced. An utterance such as this, hesitating though

it be, is not without importance at the present juncture of

the controversy between the Panspermists as represented by

Pasteur, and their opponents just reinforced by the accession

to their ranks of Dr. Charlton Bastian.

It is a little singular that in a German work treating of the

subjects at which we have thus been glancing there should

be no reference to the works of Mr. Herbert Spencer. This

will be all changed in a few years ; and in the " Allgemeiner

Theil " of such works as Professor Gegenbaur's, Mr. Herbert

Spencer will occupy his proper, and that will be a very large,

place. George Rolleston.

( To be continued.)

Tungi in connection with Epidemic Diseases. \ZeilscJirift fiir

ParasitenkunJe, von Dr. E. Hallier und Dr. F. A. Zurn.] Jena,

1869.

It is the fate of all new theories and discoveries to meet

with discouragement and obloquy. It is well, however, that

due caution should be exercised, apart from wilful preju

dice. Dr. Hallier, therefore, has no right to complain if his

startling views with respect to the origin of various diseases

should be met at first with a certain amount of doubt.

However loose some of his arguments and conclusions may

be, he is at least entitled to much praise and to a fair

consideration of his views, from the diligence with which he

has pursued them—a diligence which is at once manifest from

the various publications in the Botanische Zeitung and other

continental journals, but more than all from the establish

ment of an especial journal, above mentioned, for their

elucidation, of which three numbers have already appeared.

As far as our own country is concerned he cannot at least

complain. Our medical journals, in the first instance, for

the most part spoke rather too confidently, as though his

conclusions were undoubted, while the officers of the Medi

cal Department of the Privy Council thought them of such

importance that, without expressing any positive opinion as

to their tenability, measures were at once taken for arriving

at a thorough acquaintance with their exact meaning, while

two of the most promising medical officers were commis

sioned expressly to put themselves in personal communica

tion with Dr. Hallier and Dr. De Bary, whose views in

some measure were antagonistic ; and after they had reported

the result of their expedition, and had obtained information

from the best sources which were open to them at home,

they were directed to proceed to India to carry on their

investigations, where they are now actively engaged in the

study of the peculiar epidemics of that country.

A rather obscure nomenclature, in the first instance, dis

inclined those who had made an especial study of fungi to

examine Dr. Hallier's theories, as well as an evident ten

dency to jump too rapidly to conclusions ; besides which it

was quite clear that he had not very definite notions as to

the true character of genera, as evinced by his assigning to

an especial species of Uromyces, which he conceived might

be the origin of cholera, authentic specimens of which were

in the hands of most mycologists, a structure which was

quite at variance with its real characters ; and the same

charge may still be made with respect to the genus Til/ctia,

the figure which he gives (Tab. IV. fig. 38) being quite, at

variance with the real structure, while the notion of a

species occurring in any diseased fluids in the human frame

is contrary to all that we know of the habits of its numerous

allies. It appeared too, after diligdnt inquiry of the best

sources of information in India and Ceylon, that the rice

plant—from a parasite on which, belonging to the genus

Uromyces, it was suggested that the cholera was derived—is

peculiarly free from fungi, nothing having been found, after

the most diligent search, except a little brown mould, which

is clearly an after-growth. The case was just the same with

respect to the rice fields of the United States, while his

notion that Tilletia Caries was of Eastern origin was set
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aside by the fact that it is by no means confined to wheat,

but attacks many other grasses, while a distinct species

occurs on wheat in the United States which has never

occurred elsewhere.

On the other hand, apart, however, from their supposed

connection with epidemic diseases, nothing has been more

questioned than all that has been written about the develop

ment of the minute bodies which occur everywhere after a

few hours in infusions or fluids containing organic matter,

and which undoubtedly make their appearance where no

previous spores can have had access. Nor need we wonder

at this when we consider that their examination requires

very high magnifying powers which have only of late come

into use. The objects themselves are so extremely minute,

occur in such myriads, and are with so much difficulty isolated,

that the consecutive observation of the development of any in

dividual is almost impossible ; and again, supposing the access

of spores from without is excluded, there is so much perplexity

(as Tre'cul* has well observed) arising from the possible

development of new elements by spontaneous generation

apart from the especial bodies under examination, that a

degree of scepticism as to the absolute faith which can be

placed on the recorded observations is very pardonable.

I must myself express a philosophic doubt as to observa

tions taken from a mere mass of bodies consisting of various

forms. The question first arises whether all the bodies in

question are really organic, a fact which is at least doubted

with respect to the Bacteria,\ and whether the moulds which

are supposed to be derived from them may not belong to

quite another category.

That fungi act an important part in many diseases in the

human frame, as they do in the vegetable kingdom, cannot

be doubted. This is clearly true of many cutaneous diseases,

while others doubtless are occasionally aggravated by fungi

developed on or within diseased structures, but this is quite

a different question from that to which Dr. Hallier has given

so much attention, viz., that each epidemic owes its origin to

the development of a specific fungus. It may fairly be

objected that Dr. Hallier has sometimes been led astray by

a foregone conclusion, while doubts have been thrown upon

his mode of investigation, but however this may be, he is, as

said before, not the less deserving of praise for a long con

tinued study of a most difficult subject and one which is not

unattended with a certain degree of risk. Assuming that

minute organisms do occur constantly in the blood or

dejectamenta in various epidemics, before they had been ex

posed to the outward air or subject to incipient decomposi

tion—a consideration which is absolutely indispensable—-it

is very possible that the same fungus may be greatly modified

by the nature of the fluid, while it is certain that very acute

and conscientious observers have been baffled in following

out the development of the minute bodies or organisms

in question, and the greater interest is therefore raised by the

promised work of Dr. Bastian, who believes that he has

arrived at something definite on the subject.

These observations are made with no hostile feeling to:

wards Dr. Hallier, who is, we trust, too satisfied as to the

ground on which he rests to fear criticism, but from a very

long appreciation of the great difficulties of such investiga

tions.

The facts recorded in the report on the Diseases of Cattle

in the United States, put forth by the American Government,

still further call for caution. The so-called Micrococci, &c,

* Observations sur la Imurc de biert et stir le Mycoderma cervisir, par

M. A. Trecul, Ann. d. Sc. Nat. ser. 5, v. x. p. 10, &c.

t " Le groupc que Ton en peut former en dehors de toute classifi

cation naturelle comprend des Bacteries dont on admet a peine la nature

veg-jtale." De Seynes Sur le Mycoderma Vini, Ann. d. Sc. A'a/. 1. c. p. I .

in the blood of diseased animals, were scarcely ever found in

the blood till it had been kept for some hours. They seem

rather to have been an after development analogous to what

takes place in vegetable or animal infusions. There is a point

too which illustrates what was before remarked. Dr. Hallier

found in the development of matters contained in the diseased

blood which was forwarded to him from the United States,

a body which he refers to the genus Coniothecium (a genus

very unlikely to occur in such a situation) and in his report

to Dr. Harris he remarks, " perhaps you may succeed in

finding out the places where this Coniothecium grows in

nature. At all events it is a parasitical fungus growing 011

plants, and to be looked for in the food of the wild bullocks."

It is at once evident that this is a conclusion precisely of the

same nature as that which referred the origin of Cholera to

the occurrence of Urocystis occulta, on the Rice Plant. So

long as Dr. Hallier allows himself to be influenced by such

dreams, he must not be surprised if some of his speculations

should be regarded with a slight degree of suspicion.

Few matters are more interesting, and I may add more im

portant, than the real nature of the minute bodies about

which so much has been said in connection with the subject

of spontaneous generation. No one has yet traced, as far as

I am aware, the development of the little gelatinous masses

of minute bodies which occur on meat and some vegetable

substances in an incipient stage of decay, amongst which the

blood-rain may be mentioned, which appear to be of much

the same nature as the so-called Micrococci, and this is the

more desirable as it is very possible that that most formidable

disease, hospital gangrene, is due to something of the kind.

M. J. Berkeley.

The Elements of Inductive Logic—Designed mainly for the use of

Students in the Universities, by Thomas Fowler, M.A., Fellow and

Tutor of Lincoln College, Oxford. Oxford : Clarendon Press.

London : Macmillan, 1870.

Mr. Fowler's work is exclusively devoted to "that branch

of scientific method which is known as induction. It is

designed mainly for the use of those who have not time or

opportunity to consult larger works." He acknowledges

freely the obligations he is under " to the works of Mr. Mill,

Dr. Whewell, and Sir John Herschel." He has been com

pelled, nevertheless, " on all disputed points, to reason out

his own conclusions." His work, which appears to me to

represent pretty exactly the manner in which this part of

logic is treated in England, is divided into six chapters.

The first treats of the nature of induction, which, I think, he

separates too much from deduction. In reality there is but

one way of demonstrating truth. A proposition can only be

proved by showing that it necessarily results from certain

other propositions, resting either on intuitive or on sensible

evidence. Mr. Fowler does not explain exactly enough

what he means by " legitimate," when he defines induction

" as the legitimate inference of the general from the parti

cular, or ... of the more general from the less general." If

the induction is complete, that is, if it comprises all that is

contained in the subject of the conclusion, it is but another

form of deduction. If it is incomplete, but founded, for

example, on the principle that what is true of one individual

of a species applies to all other individuals of that species,

it is still a deduction resting upon this same principle.

Genuine induction can only furnish a conclusion more or

less probable, according as it is more or less complete.

What makes it really legitimate is the principle of the uni

formity of the laws of nature ; and when we use this prin

ciple in order to infer the general from the particular, we

really infer the less general from the more general, since our

principle contains each of the cases to which it is applied.
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1 do not know if Mr. Fowler expresses himself correctly

when he says, in the same chapter (p. 8), that " the weight

of a body, when the resistance of the atmosphere is removed,

makes no difference to the time of falling." It is not the

weight which accelerates the fall of bodies in the air : it is

the mass. A piece of lead of ten pounds' weight falls as fast

as a piece- of lead of one pound ; and this is exactly the

point which Galileo demonstrated in his famous experiment

of the leaning tower of Pisa, and which Stevin proved inde

pendently about the same time {(Euvres de Stevin, tra-

duites par Girard, p. 501). They had to convince those

philosophers who followed Aristotle {De Casio, iv. 2, 309,

b. 12) in believing that the speed of the fall of bodies was

proportioned to their weight.

Mr. Fowler remarks (p. 19) that Hume, in his famous

essay on the principle of causality, does not always define

cause by the idea of invariable succession, but that he says,

" We may define a cause to be an object followed by an

other, and when all the objects, similar to the first, are fol

lowed by objects similar to the second, or, in other words,

where, if the first object had not been, the second never had

existed." He might have added that Hume contradicted

himself in introducing the idea of necessary connection into

his conception of causality. Such an idea is incompatible

with his whole theory. For the formula, which he seems to

consider merely as a verbal equivalent for his own view,

signifies that the cause is the necessary condition of the

existence of the effect, and here then is evidently something

over and above what is furnished by experience.

In the second chapter Mr. Fowler treats of "processes

subsidiary to induction—observation and experiment, classi

fication, nomenclature, and terminology, hypothesis." He

says (p. 34) : " Though it is false to affirm that experiment

was never employed by the Greeks, its general neglect was

certainly one cause of the little progress made by them in

the physical sciences." It would be more accurate to say,

with Mr. Lewes {Aristotle, p. 56, follg.), that they accepted

the facts on trust, and never thought of verifying them.

This is the cause which, above all others, has hindered the

progress of the sciences of observation and experience in

antiquity and in the middle ages. An illustration of this

fact may be found in Galileo's works {Opere, ed. Alberi, i.

160, 439, iv. 323). At p. 47, Mr. Fowler defines scientific

classification " as a series of divisions so arranged as best to

facilitate the complete and separate study of the several

groups which are the result of the divisions, as well as of the

entire subject under investigation." This definition seems

to me to suit only the classifications we call " artificial." A

natural classification has for its aim not only to facilitate the

study of objects, but to note their resemblances and differ

ences, and, when they have the same origin, the degrees of

their affinity. Thus when we classify the languages belong

ing to the same family of speech, our object is no more

merely to facilitate their study than in tabulating a genealogy

to seek to facilitate historical inquiries about the personages

composing it ; classification, in short, is the representative

of a fact, and, as such, is an essential part of science, not

merely a method of study or research.

I doubt the utility of confining a scientific term to the

designation of a property in the objects named. We should

remember that the appropriateness of such names de

pends upon the state of science at a particular time ; and,

in general, they do not so much represent truth of fact as

the ideas of fact entertained by those who invented them.

Thus the term oxygen has ceased to be exact. And the

very precision of such names, when too determinate, is apt

to lead into error, especially when we consider that the pre

cision is often merely conventional.

Mr. Fowler does not sufficiently insist upon the view (a

very just one, in my opinion) of Dr. Whewell, who regards

" the inductive process as consisting simply in the framing

of necessary hypotheses, the comparison of these hypotheses

with the ascertained facts of nature, and the introduction

into them of such modifications as that comparison may

render necessary" (p. 108). It may be doubted whether

there is any other way of seeking and discovering truth, in

any sphere of knowledge whatever.

In his third chapter Mr. Fowler treats of the various in

ductive methods enumerated by Mr. Mill. The application

of these appears to me to be clear only in the experimental

sciences. I cannot very well see how the examples bor

rowed by Mr. Fowler from the historical grammar of M.

Brachet relate either to the double method of agreement (p.

157) or to the method of concomitant variations (p. 190).

Grammar is a science of observation, like natural history, or

rather like history proper, especially the history of the man

ners and customs of peoples. Its methods do not seem

analogous to those of experimentation.

Mr. Fowler treats of imperfect induction in the fourth

chapter, of the relation of induction to deduction and verifi

cation in the fifth, of the "Fallacies incident to Induction"

in the sixth and last (p. 316, follg.). At the end of this

chapter he cites a large number of examples of the absurd

abuse of the argument of final causes. That argument he

appears not to estimate with sufficient justice. He admits,

nevertheless (p. 316, n. 71), that in certain cases, as, for

example, the structure of the eye, "it is difficult to exclude

the idea of design, whatever may have been the agency, and

however mysterious and prolonged the process by which an

intelligent Creator may have worked." But why then should

it be illegitimate to use this hypothesis in scientific research,

if it be so difficult to exclude it ? If we have to inquire how

the structure of an organ is adapted to its function, will not

this hypothesis serve as a guide ? And, in like manner, it

will surely not be useless when we seek to know how orga

nisation in general is adapted to the preservation of the indi

vidual and the continuation of the species.

Mr. Fowler's book is a compilation ; but it is a judicious

and well executed one, and it meets the end which the

author had in view. Charles Thurot.

Scientific Notes.

Physiology.

The Spontaneous Generation Theory.—Dr. H. C. Bastian contri

butes to Nos. XXXV. and XXXVI. of Nature, two portions of a most

important article entitled Facts and Reasonings concerning the hetero

genous Evolution of Living Things ; advocating, as against Pasteur and

Tyndall, the doctrine of spontaneous generation. After a historical review

of the question, shewing that the prevalent belief that every living thing

must proceed from some previously existing living thing is at best founded

on theory rather than experiment, Dr. Bastian proceeds to describe a

long series of experiments tending to the conclusion that living things

may be evolved out of unorganized matter. Proceeding on the basis

admitted by his opponents, that no living organism can withstand more

than a momentary exposure to a temperature of ioo° C, he submitted

to a much higher temperature for a lengthened period a number of

airless and hermetically-sealed tubes containing various vegetable in

fusions. By allowing a considerable time to elapse after the exposure

to this high temperature, when the tubes were opened they were found

invariably to contain living organisms of a low type, referable to well-

known genera but not to species hitherto described. Most of these

organisms were of the nature of Bacterium, lribrh, Torula, Leptolhrix,

and other lowly organized forms of life, which are always present in

infusions in which putrefaction has commenced, but which are known

to be destroyed by a boiling temperature. Many of these were in active

motion. In other instances spores of fungi were detected in the act of

germination, and in one case even leaves of a Sphagnum, in which the

organic structure was perfect. Similar results were obtained from saline
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solutions in which ammonia formed an element ; in other words, in

which nitrogen was present, without the presence of any organic matter.

From those results Dr. ISastian derives the conclusion that living or

ganisms may be formed apart from any process of generation from

previously existing organisms. The tubes were exposed to a high tem

perature, and hermetically sealed with every precaution by Prof. Frank-

land, a strong opponent of the " spontaneous generation " theory ; and

some of them were opened and microscopically examined in the presence

of Dr. Sharpey and l'rof. Huxley.

At the last meeting of the Chemical Society, Dr. Heisch read a paper

on this important subject. Some time ago the author was consulted by

the manufacturer of aerated beverages, who found that the lemonade he

was then making rapidly became turbid and offensive. On examining

the liquid under the inicroscopehe found that it was full of small spherical

cells. The materials employed were then tested, and the water was

proved to be the source of annoyance. On adding a few grains of pure

crystalline sugar to a portion of the water the latter became turbid in a

few hours owing to the development of cells. Having ascertained that

the water had been contaminated with sewage, Dr. Heisch added a

minute quantity of sewer water to a sugar solution. The cells soon

made their appearance, confirming the conjecture that they might be

traced to sewage. Filtration through the finest Swedish paper will not

clear the water of these cellular germs. Their vitality is not destroyed

if they are lioiled for half-an-hour. Filtration through a good bed of

animal charcoal seems to be the only effectual method of purifying water

containing these cells.

The Official Gazette ofthe Kingdom of Italy (June 25) reports a com

munication made to the Royal Lombard Institution of Science and

Letters by Proff. Crivelli and Maggi. respecting a series of experiments

on the production of Amojbae from the white of egg treated with distilled

water.

The Silk-worm Disease.—In Nature, No. XXXVI., Prof. Tyndall

draws attention to Pasteur's Researches on the Disease of Silk-worms.

For some years Pasteur has been investigating the cause of the disease

which has devastated the silk-nurseries of France. He has discovered

the disease to be due to deadly corpuscles belonging to the class of

" posospenns " described by J. Miiller. They are developed in the

ordinary manner of a parasite ; and the disease can be propagated by

inoculation. By smearing some mulberry-leaves on which the cater

pillars were feeding with the corpusculous matter, Pasteur inoculated

the whole of them with the disease, which began to show itself after

the lapse of a week, being developed internally and not at first per

ceptible. The only method of eradicating the disease is to destroy

every egg from moths which can by any possibility have taken the

infection.

The Eyes of the Mole.—In a paper recently read before the Royal

Society, Mr. R. J. I.ee mentions the curious physiological fact that at

the time of birth the mole is endowed with eyes of considerable

perfection, while in mature age it is deprived of the means of

sight in consequence of certain changes which take place in the base

of the skull, terminating in the destruction of the most important struc

tures on which the enjoyment of the sense of sight depends.

Development of Ascidia.—A paper appears from the pen of

M. Ganin, in the 4th part of the 20th vol. of Siebold and Aollikcrs'

Zcitsc/irift fiir viissenschaftlielie Zoologic, entitled Additional Facts re

specting the Development of the Ascidia, of which the following are

the leading points :—(1) For the development of each individual of the

Didemnum gelatinosum two different gemma; or buds are requisite. One

of these, which may be termed the thoracic bud, is supported on a long

stalk ; the other, termed the abdominal bud, is sessile. (2) Roth buds

form small cellular thickenings of the cutaneous layer of the maternal

body. The embryonic processes which form themselves into the two

buds and effect the development of the several organs of the Ascidia, are

quite distinct. From the thoracic bud are developed the branchial sac

with the endostyle, the ciliated groove and arches, the nervous and

muscular systems ; from the abdominal bud develope the greater part of

the digestive canal, the sexual organs and the vascular system. And

lastly, from the long stalk of the thoracic bud the oesophagus and the

terminal portion of the gut. (3) A cavity soon forms in the interior of

the thoracic bud, converting it into a vesicle, and by the inflection of the

wall at the anterior pole a second vesicle is produced within the former.

One of these is the medullary vesicle, which originates the nervous

system ; the other is the primitive branchial sac. (4) The medullary

vesicle becomes converted into an elongated medullary tube which lies

along the dorsal surface of the primitive branchial sac. On the ventral

surface of the latter three long deep folds form, which arc afterwards con

verted into the three semi-cylindrical highly refractile rudiments of the

endostyle. The internal cavity of the middle of these semi-cylinders

becomes subsequently the ciliated groove, the two others forming the

endostyle. (5) Between the medullary tube and the rudiments of the

endostyle, and upon the outer surface and posterior half of the primitive

branchial vesicle, two new thickenings occur which are the muscle-

lamina:. These are quite symmetrical, and lie on the right and left

sides of the primitive branchial vesicle—a relation they preserve in

adult life. (6) Subsequently the medullary tube assumes an hour-glass

form, and then undergoes a retrograde metamorphosis, its cavity

becoming filled with fatty matter. The anterior portion aids in forming

the ciliated groove, which at a later period communicates with the

branchial cavity by means of a special opening. Hence the ciliated

furrow of the Ascidia may be compared with the olfactory organ of the

Amphioxus. The remaining portion of the anterior vesicle of the medul

lary tube ultimately forms the single ganglion of the Ascidia. (7) The

morphological differentiation of the abdominal bud commences like

that of the thoracic bud with a growth of the exterior cutaneous

layer, but the central part long remains solid. At one side, how

ever, an inflection of the wall docs at length take place in the form

of a sinuous fissure, which divides the rudiments of the two loops of

the intestine from each other ; at the inner side of one of these loops

is an elevation constituting the rudiments of the heart and genitals.

(8) The junction of the two gemmre occurs at a late period of develop

ment ; but it is remarkable that the buds of a third generation appear

on the abdominal gemma of the second generation before this last has

become detached from the maternal body. M. Ganin ol>servcs that

the development of the compound Ascidian Botryllus by gemmation

is very similar to the foregoing. {9) From a single egg of Didemnum

gelatinosum one embryo and one larva develope, ,but from this proceed

two Ascidia ; since upon the surface of the cutaneous layer of the larva

four buds arise, two abdominal and two thoracic, which unite as above

stated in pairs. This development of Didemnum from two buds affords

an explanation of the long-known observation of Macdonald upon the

existence of an Ascidium with two branchial sacs, and a single digestive

canal in the egg of Diplozomma Raynerii. He then points out the

development of the nervous system in Botryllus, and concludes by

remarking that the embryonic nervous system of the Ascidia is, in regard

to its development, its form, its structure, and its topographical relations

to the embryonic rudiments of other organs, more closely comparable to

the embryonic nervous system of the vertebrata than to that of any

other animals.

Structure of the Tongue.—In the third part of the sixth volume of

Max Schnitzels Archiv fiir mikrosiopischc Anatomic (June 25, 1870) we

find a paper by Hans von Wyss on the cup-shaped organs of the tongue.

This subject has been already investigated by Schwalbe and Loven,

whose results are in fair accordance with each other. Von Wyss how

ever differs from them in various particulars. Our readers are probably

aware that there are three kinds of papilla; on the human tongue, the

filiform or conical, the fungiform or club-shaped, and the circumvallate.

Von Wyss finds the filiform variety present in all the animals he has

examined. The others present differences in different instances in regard

to their complexity, their epithelial investment, the nature of their

secondary papillrc, and the distribution of the cup-shaped organs. He

divides the animals he has examined into several groups :— (1) Man ; in

wdiom the circumvallate and fungiform papilla: are well distinguished

from one another, the former arranged in the form a V on the dorsum

of the tongue, and alone having secondary papilla: on their free terminal

surface, whilst the latter are scattered over the whole dorsal surface.

Here the cup-shaped organs are situated in large numbers over the

lateral surfaces of the circumvallate papilla:, and present a well-marked

club-shape. (2) Ox and sheep ; presenting numerous transitional forms

between the fungiform and circumvallate papilla:. Secondary papillae

and cup-shaped organs are found distributed over the surface of both :

the epithelial coating is level, from which processes extend between the

secondary papillae. (3) Pig, horse ; possessing only two large circum

vallate papilla; on each side the median line. Secondary papilla: are

found both on these and on the fungiform papilla; ; and cup-shaped

organs occur not only on the surfaces of both these between the

secondary papilla', but also on the secondary papilla: themselves.

(4) Hedgehog, dog, cat; in which the circumvallate and fungiform

papilla; are not always clearly distinguishable from one another : both

are smaller than in the preceding groups. Their distribution is dif

ferent, and there are no secondary papilla;. As a consequence, the

cup-shaped organs are much less regularly arranged and less perfectly

formed. (5) The fifth group includes the rabbit, squirrel, and rat.

There are in these animals only a pair of circumvallate papilla:, or

sometimes even only one. When fungiform papilla: are present, they

are distributed as fine points over the surface of the tongue. There are

no secondary papilla1. The distinguishing 'characteristic of this group

lies in the arrangement of the cup-shaped organs. These are found

collected chiefly in an area more or less distinctly visible to the naked

eye, on each side of the posterior part of the dorsum of the tongue,

near the point where the lingual mucous membrane is continuous with

that of the epiglottis, and are embedded in the sides of certain grooves

that traverse these areas.

In regard to the structure of the cup-shaped organs, taking that of

man as a type, it is to be remarked that the specimens should be

obtained within five hours at most after death, and carefully hardened

either in perossnic acid or in Midler's fluid. It will then be found that

the stroma of the papilla' is composed of dense connective tissues, tra

versed by numerous capillaries and nerves. The free surface of the
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papillae presents secondary papilla;, the intervals between which are

occupied by epithelial cells, so that the surface of the papillae seems

smooth. Laterally the epithelial layer is of moderate thickness, the

superficial cells being flattened, the succeeding layer spheroidal and

smaller with large nuclei, and the deepest layer club-shaped in form

with indistinct nuclei. If the lateral surface of the papilla be conceived

to be divided into three zones, the middle one is even in the case of low

forms seen to lie more transparent than the others ; and with higher forms

this is obviously owing to the presence of well-defined structures in the

epithelium. These may be likened in form to a cup-goblet or bud.

The number of cup-shaped bodies seen one upon the other in a vertical

section of a papilla and forming a girdle around it, amounts to five or

six or more. The apices of the cup-shaped organs perforate the papilla.1,

and project freely into the capillary fissures. The cup-shaped organ

itself is composed of two elements, investing-cells and central or rod-

cells, which together form a solid whole. The former converge peri-

pherically, and leave only a small central opening ; centrically they are

firmly attached by their numerous processes with the stroma of the

papilla. The investing-cells are arranged in several layers, and there is

consequently only a small central cavity, which in man is completely

occupied by the rod-shaped cells. The intervals between the somewhat

pointed extremities of the cup-shaped organs are occupied by ordinary

epithelial cells. The proper investing cells are elongated Hat bodies,

with distinct nuclei occupying the middle of the cell ; and these cells

give off in the central long processes that are often branched or present

the most fantastic forms. There is no evidence to show that they are of a

nervous nature, but rather the contrary, as they undergo great variation

in form. The central rod-cells are of a much more stable character.

The interior of each cup-shaped organ contains about ten of them on

the average. They are fusiform, with a short thick median portion

containing the nucleus and a little protoplasm, and fine elongated ex

tremities. The extremity is in many instances rod-shaped. The peri-

pluric extremities of the ten or twelve rod-cells are collected into a

bundle, and protrude from the apex of the cup-shaped organs like the

hairs of a brush. The characters of the cup-shaped organs present a

close similarity to the above description in the other groups. The rela

tions of these singular organs to the nervous system has not as yet been

satisfactorily established, though the gustatory and glossopharyngial

nerves have been traced into very close contiguity with them ; and it is

reasonable to suppose, from their constant presence and the great uni

formity of their structure, that they have some definite function to

perform.

Botany.

On Changes in the Colour of Flowers produced by Ammonia.—

M. Vogel (Silztmgsberichte der kon. baycrischen Akademie der IVissen-

schaflen zu Miinchen, 1870, Vol. i., Heft I) publishes the results of some

experiments on the changes produced in some vegetable colours, espe

cially those of flowers, by ammonia. The experiments were divided

into three sets, according to the length of the time of exposure, a

quarter of an hour, two hours, and twelve hours. The colouring matter

is of two kinds, more or less intimately united with the tissue of the

flower itself, and requiring a longer or shorter time to produce any

change. The change produced in the colour of some flowers, such as

the rose and phlox, by the fumes of tobacco, is entirely due to the

ammonia which it contains. M. Vogel found that some colours are

altogether unchanged by lengthened exposure to ammonia ; such are

yellows, all reds—except in the case of the zinnia, which is converted

into a brown red—and dark violets. Blue is sometimes unaltered,

sometimes converted into a dirty green, and then bleached. In some

cases not only the colour but the structure of the flower is destroyed.

The changes are generally the same as those that take place during the

withering of the flower. M. Vogel thinks that these observations may

be of practical importance in the manufacture of vegetable colouring

matters like the aniline dyes.

Evaporation of Water from Plants.—Von Pettenkofer details in

the same publication some experiments on the amount of evaporation

from an oak-tree, made during the whole period of its summer growth.

He finds the amount of evaporation gradually increase from May to

July, and then decrease till October. The number of leaves on the tree

he estimated at 751,592, and the total amount of evaporation in the

year at 539/16 centimetres of water. The average amount of rain-fall

for the same period would be only 65 centimetres ; the amount of

evaporation is thus 8J times more than that of the rain-fall. The excess

must be drawn up by the roots from a great depth ; and thus trees pre

vent the gradual drying of a climate by restoring to the air the moisture

which would otherwise be carried to the sea by streams and rivers.

Direction of Growth of the Branches of Trees.—At a recent

.meeting of the Boston Natural History Society, Mr. L. Trouvelot read

a paper on the tendency of trees to bend towards the east. This ten

dency he believes to be independent of any prevailing wind. It is most

noticeable in the cherry-tree ; next come the maple, button-wood-tree

■{Plata/ins) ; then the pear-tree, oak, &c. When trees are transplanted,

it is, for this reason, necessary for their healthy growth that they should

be re-planted in the same position as that in which they originally grew ;

the neglect of this precaution is a common cause of decay or stunting

of growth in transplanted trees ; it is notorious that the cherry-tree is

especially impatient of removal, and this is no doubt the reason.

Gev/ogy.

Petrified Forest near Cairo.—Mr. W. Carruthcrs (Geological Ma

gazine, July) describes the accumulation of fossil wood covering the

desert to the east of Cairo, which excites the wonder of all travellers in

so treeless a region. The wood is shown by microscopical examination

to be of a dicotyledonous (exogenous) structure, and therefore bearing

no relationship to the palms which form at present almost the entire

tree-vegetation of Egypt. The wood is converted into chalcedony.

Unger considers the bed to be contemporaneous with the tertiary num-

mulitic limestone of Egypt. The forests which supplied the wood

flourished, he believes, to the south, and the trunks were brought

into the flat desert by running water, which carried with it also the

sand and mud in which they are now buried. The woods sorted them

selves in the flood according to their different specific gravities ; and this

fact may account for the limited number of species (only two at present

detected), and the remarkable predominance of one of them.

Palae-ethnological Remains in Italy.—The Gazzetta Ufficiale del

Regno d1Italia, of June 17th, states that Professor Capellini, having

obtained from the Provincial Deputation of the Terra d'Otranto a sum of

money, to meet the expense of the pala-ethnological researches which

he was desirous of making in the marine grottos at the Cape of Leuca,

but being unable to make them personally, committed them to the dis

tinguished naturalist, the Cavalier Botti, who writes to him thus (June

20th) :—" I have found earth with ashes and charcoal, a great many frag

ments of baked clay vases, from the finest varnished, painted and orna

mented, to the roughest kneaded out of sand ; bones of ruminants, of

pigs, of birds, and bones with indications of human work ; some bones

which I believe to be human, but am not yet in a position to assert

positively. Is not that sufficient for one day's work? (with two men).

I went there by land, the sea being very rough ; as soon as it becomes

smoother I shall visit the grotto called the ' Grotto of the Giants,' where

I am assured there are very huge bones."

Chemistry and Physics.

Cyclopic Acid.—This name has been given by Professor Church to

a substance which he has obtained from Cyclopia Vogclii, one of the

plants used for tea by the African bocrs (Chemical ATaus, July 1st). It

is extracted by enclosing a pound or so of the dried leaves in a cloth

and immersing this for some days in water at about 35° C, occasionally

squeezing the cloth. A yellow powder gradually accumulates at the

bottom of the vessel ; this should be dissolved in a mixture of ether,

alcohol and water, acidified with a drop of acetic acid. By two or

three recrystallizations from weak alcohol the cyclopic acid is obtained

pure. Its composition is probably indicated by the formula CjHjCy

When a crystal of the new body is dropped into a solution of caustic

soda, and the liquid is viewed in sunlight, an intense greenish-yellow

fluorescence is perceived at first, but it disappears in the course of some

hours.

The Constitution of Ammonium Amalgam.—Professor C. A.

Seely, in a communication to the Chemical Section of the New York

Lyceum of Natural History (Chemical A'nra, June 10th), confutes the

assumption that the radical ammonium, NH„ has the characters of a

metal. He regards the so-called ammonium amalgam as a mechanical

mixture of liquid mercury with the gases ammonia and hydrogen. When

sodium amalgam is placed in a solution of sal ammoniac, the chlorine

of the salt combines with the sodium, and the mixed gases (NH3 + H)

thus set free, form with the mercury a semi-solid froth. According to the

ammonium theory, the enormous volume of the product is inexplicable.

Professor Seely has established the important fact that the volume of

the product varies with alterations of pressure, apparently in accord

ance with Marriotte's law of gaseous volume. When the supposed

amalgam is subjected to increasing pressure its volume diminishes, and

at the greatest pressure it has the appearance of ordinary liquid mer

cury. When the pressure is withdrawn the product resumes its original

volume and appearance ; and if the pressure be reduced below that of

the atmosphere, the product will continue to expand. The so-called

ammonium amalgam is therefore nothing but a froth of mercury and

gas, and its production does not at all confirm the supposition that am

monium is a metal. If it be admitted that the univalent radical really

exists in ammonium amalgam, it is neither a solid nor a liquid, but a

gas. Loew's recently-discovered hydrogenium amalgam (Academy,

No. IX. p. 237) may evidently be regarded as a froth of mercury and

hydrogen gas. Professor Seely thinks that the expansion of palladium

on its absorption of hydrogen is a phenomenon analogous to the pro
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duction of the so-called ammonium amalgam. In both cases the gases

in question are condensed by reason of their attraction to the metal ;

and if the molecules of palladium could be rendered as mobile as those

of the mercury, it is probable that Graham's hydrogenium alloy would

become a palladic froth, more remarkable than the corresponding mer

curic froth.

New Method of Applying Heat.—Mr. Coffey, the well known

pharmaceutical engineer, has devised a new method of conveying and

applying heat to the various forms of apparatus which are employed in

the arts for boiling, evaporating, distilling, and drying. He causes a

heavy mineral oil to pass through a coil of pipes in a furnace, and then

through the jackets of the pans and stills that have to be heated. The

oil may be raised to a very high temperature in closed pipes, and even

in stoneware pans heated by means of the oil, the temperature of 300"

F. can be readily maintained.

Astrononn.

Observatories in the Southern Hemisphere.—We may soon look

for an immense increase in our knowledge of the places and physical

constitution of the stars of the southern hemisphere. Dr. Gould, the

eminent American astronomer, has accepted the directorship of an

observatory most adequately endowed by the Argentine Republic, and

at the present moment is on the Continent superintending the construc

tion of instruments to be used in several branches of research. The

primary work will consist of circle observations, to be reduced with the

most rigorous accuracy, and to this will be added photographic, photo

metric, and spectroscopic observations, so that in these respects northern

observatories may be soon left behind. At the same time Mr. Stone,

at present first assistant in the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, is to

take command of the observatory at the Cape of Good 1 lope. And there

is good news from Melbourne: Mr. Le Sueur reports, that one of the

four-foot mirrors of the gigantic equatorial recently erected there is

better than he anticipated, and that observations are now being regularly

made.

Spectroscopic Observations of the Sun.—Mr. Lockyerhas recently

communicated to the Royal Society and the Paris Academy of Sciences,

another series of these observations which add much to our former know

ledge, though the time has now come for the employment of a much

larger telescope in the research. In the spectrum of the chromosphere

is a bright line in the orange, to which there is no well-developed

Fraunhofer line corresponding ; and the position occupied in the spec

trum is one with which no line in the spectra of any of the known

elements coincides. From a series of observations, which are detailed

in the memoir, it is inferred that we have here an indication of a

new element in the sun, with which we are at present unacquainted

on this planet. Another part of the memoir attempts to refer the

origin of prominences in many instances to those bright specks of light

often seen, by means of the telescope, in the brightest ridges of facula.1.

The spectrum of these bright points is very curious, and is described

as appearing like a lozenge of light on either side of the hydrogen line,

an appearance which seems to indicate an uprush of high pressure

hydrogen through a small orifice in the plane of condensation which

forms the outside of the photosphere. A solar storm or eruption of

great violence is minutely described in the paper, which is accompanied

by figures of the "motion-forms" seen in the spectroscope, when the

hydrogen is moving with various velocities. Accompanying this storm

was an uprush of the vapours which ordinarily occupy a lower level than

the chromosphere, and, as a consequence, the spectrum of the cranio-

sphere was an immensely complicated one. Hundreds of the Fraun

hofer lines were thus reversed ; iron vapour, 460 lines of which have

already been mapped, was one of the principal causes of the pheno

menon. It appears also, that the evidence of the spectroscope in the

matter of sun spots goes to show that now, as the maximum sun spot

period is approached, the spots are shallower than they were some years

ago, and that the chromosphere may possibly be somewhat shallower.

Selected Articles, &c.

Nature, No. XXIV.—Prof. Duncan on the Madrcporaria dredged

up in the Expedition of H. M. S. ' Porcupine.' [A sequel to Dr. Car

penter's report of the Expedition given in previous numbers.]—

No. XXV. George Gore on original experimental research in relation

to employment for workmen. [Shewing that the perfecting of scien

tific appliances invariably results in increased employment of labour.]—

The Projected Channel Railways. [Advocates, as the only practical

mode of direct terrestrial communication between England and the

Continent, BatemanandRevy's scheme of a tube built on the sea-bottom.]

T. Login on the Abrading and Transporting Power of Water. [Flowing

water does not move in a continuous line, but by rolling in a series of

circles : continued in Nos. XXVI. and XXX.]—No. XXVI. What is

Energy ? by Dr. Balfour Stewart.— Prof. Rolleston's address before the

Royal Institution on the character and influence of the Anglo-Saxon

Conquest.— No. XXVII. Prof. Michael Foster on the Velocity of

Thought. [The result of a number of experiments shows that it take*

5'a of a second to think, and rather less to will.]--Prof. Kleeming Jcnkin

on Novel Telegraphy. [One telegraph company has been able to appro

priate messages sent by another company, although their stations were

several hundred yards apart, owing to the conducting power of the

earth.]—No. XXIX. On the Science of Explosives as applied to war

like purposes, (2.)—Dr. Power on a new form of ophthalmoscope.—

No. XXXI. Whence come Meteorites? by Prof. Maskelync. [Dis

cusses unfavourably M. Meunier's theory, detailed in Cosmos, that the

nature of meteorites has undergone a change within the human period.]

—Principal Dawson on the Primitive Vegetation of the Earth.—Mr.

Bentham's Anniversary Address to the Linnean Society (continued in

No. XXXII.)—No. XXXII. Prof. G. C. Foster on Fizeau's Experi

ments on Newton's Rings.—Mr. P. L. Sclater on the New Australian

Mud-fish.—No. XXXIII. The Scientific Education of Women. [There

is at present a great deficiency in the training of women in science :

women would in many respects make better teachers of science than

men.]—W. M. Dawkins on Fossil Mammals in North America.—

No. XXXIV. On the Unit of Length. [Advocating the metric system.]

— Biography of Magnus, by A. Oppenheim.—No. XXXV. Prof. W. S.

Jevons on the Natural Laws of Muscular Exertion. An account of

Prof. Marey's observations on the Flight of Birds. [Shewing that the

wing during its oscillations describes a track like a figure of 8, similar

in some respects to those described by an oar in sculling.]

Siebold und Kolliker s Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftliche Zoologie.

4th part of the 20th vol., contains :— I. Observations on the Infusoria

collected in the neighbourhood of Warsaw, by Dr. August Wrzesriowski,

with three plates. 2. Additional facts in regard to the development ot

the Ascidia, by M. Ganin (see above). 3. On the Development of Bees,

by Dr. O. Butschli, of Frankfurt a. M., with four plates. 4. On the

conditions of Growth, by Dr. Gustav Jager, of Stuttgard. And, 5. Re

searches on the Development of the Arthropoda and Malacostraca, by

Dr. A. Dohrn, with three plates.

Ueber den Ursprung und die Vermehrung der Bacterien. Dr. Po-

lotebnow ; in Sitzungsberichte der k. Akademie der Wissenschaften,

zu Wien. Band lx., Heft 4.

Sur le fauna de la mer profonde. Prof. Agassiz in Revue des Cours

scientifiques, July 2nd.

On the Surface-Geology of the Basin of the Great Lakes and the

Valley of the Mississippi. Prof. J. S. Newberry. American Naturalist

for June.

Beitriigc zur riastiden-Theorie. Ernst Haeckel. Jenaische Zeit

schrift fiir Medicin und Naturwissenschaft for June. [Contains a careful

study of Bathybius.]

C. de Remusat, in Revue des Deux Mondes, I Juillet, on Thomas

Ilobbes. [Gives a decided judgment against Hobbes, and assigns

grounds for refusing to accept the higher appreciation of him as held by

Sir William Molesworth and others recently.]

New Publications.

Cooke, J. P. First Principles of Chemical Philosophy. Macmillan

and Co.

Jewitt, L. Gravemounds and their Contents. Groombridge.

Kohlrausch, Prof. F. Leitfaden der praktischen Physik. Leipzig :

Teubner.

Manoury, Ch. Etudes sur les Dialomacees. Paris : F. Savy.

Perrin, A. Etudes prehistoriques sur la Savoie. Paris.

Quatrefages, de. Charles Darwin et ses precurseurs Francais.

Paris : Bailliere.

Semper, C. Reisen im Archipel der Philippinen. 2<" Theil.

2<« Band. Malacologische Untersuchungen, von R. Bergh.

Ites Heft, Aeoliden. Wiesbaden.

History and Archaeology.

AiYCIEXT MEXICAX HISTOR Y.

Manuscrit Troano.—Etudes sur le systeme graphique et la langnc

des Mayas, par M. Brasseur de Bourbourg. Tome ler. Paris :

Imprimeric impcriale. 1869.

M. Brasseur de Bourbourg is well known to all students

of American antiquities as one of the few European archaeo

logists who were bold enough to direct philological inquiry

into the chaos of the Guatemalian languages, and to force
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their way through the solitary ruins of Mexican history. He

has lived a missionary's life amongst the Yucatees, acquired

a practical knowledge of the principal dialects they speak,

and spent many years of incessant labour in gathering

from the mouths of Indian story-tellers the tales or poems

they have preserved, collecting such native MSS. as have

escaped the religious zeal of Dominican and Francis

can friars, and disinterring from the dust of monastic or

public libraries the forgotten works of early Spanish chro

niclers. Thanks to his ardent, though somewhat adventur

ous, devotion, we possess, in his History of the Civilized

Nations of Mexico, the vague outlines of a distant past, the

legendary records of migrations and dynasties, wars and

revolutions, not more real perhaps, or rather not more

unreal, than those of heroic Greece or primeval Rome. His

Collection of ATativc Documents will definitively secure the

Popol- Vuh, the Rabinal-Aclii, the Codex Chimalpopoca, and

other relics of a nearly extinct literature, against the risk

of total destruction. Nor is that all : in the first volume of

his recently-published work, the Troano Manuscript, he has

attempted to decipher one of the various hieroglyphic sys

tems that were used by the Mayas and Aztecs of old, and

thus to achieve, in his own field of researches, as great a

triumph as Champollion, Burnouf, and Rawlinson.

For convenience' sake we will divide this new work into

three portions. The first (p. 1-32) is an account of what

the conquerors said about Indian books and writings. In

the second (32-137) the learned Abbe* shows how he con

trived to make what he calls his discovery. The third gives

us a full description of a Maya MS. belonging to Don Juan

de Tro y Octolano (hence the title), and contains a fragment

ary translation of the same. Thirty-six plates of admirable

fac-similes complete the volume, and make it highly valuable

for American scholars.

The first part need not detain us long. All the men who

knew the Mexican and Guatemalian people immediately

after their first intercourse with Europeans, unanimously

assert that they possessed numerous books and systems of

writing, both hieroglyphical and alphabetical. " Their chro

niclers," says Las-Casas, " had to compute the days, months,

and years ; and though they had no writing like our own,

they yet had certain symbols and characters by means of

which they understood everything they wished ; they had,

moreover, their great books, which were composed with

such artifice and ingenuity that our alphabet actually proved

to be of no great use to them." Some of the narratives

written down by natives, soon after the conquest, those of

Ixtlilxochitl, for example, were compiled out of hieroglyphic

paintings ; and despite the stupid policy of Catholic monks

and viceroys, who burned to ashes innumerable series of

national annals or religious rituals, so considerable was the

quantity of the books that many of them are still to be

found in American and European collections.

M. B. de B. confesses he was greatly helped towards under

standing fully the Maya system of writing by finding in an

unpublished Relacion de las Cosas de Yucatan, composed

about 1575 a.d., by Diego de Landa, bishop of Merida, and

since abbreviated by an anonymous priest—first a Maya

alphabet, and 2ndly a list of the hieroglyphs which the Indian

doctors employed for registering the names of the days,

months, and astronomical cycles. According to the some

what obscure explanations appended to these important

data, there were three sorts of characters in the Maya

writing : the first alphabetical, each isolated sign represent

ing an isolated letter ; the second syllabic, each isolated

sign representing a syllable; the third ideographical, each

isolated sign representing an idea expressed by one or more

words. All the three sorts seem to have been promis

cuously used by the scribes, so that every line of a MS.

consisted of alphabetical, syllabical, and ideographical signs

combined together.

These are features common to all hieroglyphic systems

hitherto known ; but now comes a circumstance peculiar, I

think, to the Mayas. In the spoken language every conso

nant has a slight aspiration, which may be indicated by pre

fixing to the particular consonant the vowel that follows it.

Thus le, which signifies a lasso, or, to hunt with a lasso, is

pronounced "le; ha, water, *ha. The result is that, when a

man happened to write such a word as le, he had to prefix

to the consonant / the same character that embodies the

suffixed vowel c, and to trace three signs, e, I, e, whereas the

word itself consists only of two distinct utterances, % c.

To complete, or, as the ^Egyptologists say, to square the

group, and to leave no doubt whatever concerning its real

meaning, the Maya scribes seem to have appended to the

word, alphabetically written, some characters, which, not

being endowed with alphabetical powers, were to it what the

so-called determinatives are to Egyptian words—a kind of

ideogram intended only to specify the nature of an object, or

the shade of thought enunciated by a sound. Thus, at the

end of "le, we find, in Landa's copy, an expletive sign which

he calls the joined portion—la parte junta. In short, every

Maya word, when written, consists essentially of two parts,

one alphabetical, syllabic or ideographical, indicating its

sound ; the other, always ideographical, determining its

meaning.

But, even with the help of this unexpected discovery, the

key to the interpretation of American pictures was not to be

easily found. The symbols employed in the Troano MS.,

although coinciding almost exactly with Landa's list, seemed

to supply no sense whatever, and remained probably un

decipherable. Together with a few signs, the alphabetical

nature of which one could make out, there are whole columns

in which the calendar hieroglyphics are heaped one upon

another, without the insertion of a single phonetic character.

At first, this extraordinary circumstance induced M. B. de

B. to regard his MS. as a mere Tonamath or agronomical

ritual, of which Landa affirms that the Mayas possessed

many; but, having made what he calls a careful analysis of the

text, he altered his original opinion into a most curious

theory. The twenty names of the days, which were uni

versally acknowledged to be the symbols of the twenty great

gods or chiefs who ruled of old over Mexico and Central

America, he considers in the light of mono- or polysyllabical

words, whose translation differs according to the manner in

which each syllable is separated from the preceding one.

Thus the phonetic of the fourteenth day, cabati, if divided

into cab and an, would be " the elevated lava or honey " ; if

into a and ban, "he who will destroy or ravage."

According to this theory, the learned Abbe" proceeds in

the third part to explain the Troano MS. He affirms that

the figures and characters delineated in it are the description

of various geological cataclysms.

" If I venture to interpret the document with reference to the cata

clysm, it is because the cataclysm itself appears everywhere in it. The

volcanoes are depicted in every page of the book, and all the energies

of Nature, generally reduced to three, viz., water, air, fire, give most

evident tokens of their presence ; even their representations are the

same as we often find at the present day, and they determine the sense

of the words 1 read everywhere."

Of course I do not object ci priori to the Troano MS. being

considereda memorial of volcanic catastrophes. Indeed, what

is the primxval American history but a succession of dread

ful eruptions, inundations, and storms, which annihilated

whole continents, and swept away from the face of the

earth many a powerful nation ? Before adopting, however,
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this view of the matter, we have to consider whether the

translations given by M. B. de B. are to be wholly trusted.

Sense is after all the great test of philological inquiries ;

where strict sense exists, and is expressed according to the

grammatical rules of the language, there is great probability

that the problem of deciphering an unknown writing is

really solved. Now, is there sense in such passages as this ?

" Thirteen craters, foyers, earth elevated, has proceeded, propulsed,

way of lava, up, will break the water, dead the water, dead the vessel, way

which heaped will break the water, twelve outlets obstructed vessel, its

vessel made ice, water converted, way of lava up, will break the water."

M. B. de B. adds a free translation of this obscure pass

age but without greatly improving the sense, adding some

what inconsiderately " that the words are too easily under

stood to require much explanation." I doubt whether the

reader will agree with him, or regard his attempt to decipher

and interpret the Troano MS. as very successful. After a

careful perusal of his work I am compelled to confess that I

have not found it convincing. G. Maspero.

Journal de la Campagne, que le Grand Veslr Ali Pacha a fatte

en 1715 pour la Conquete de la More'e: par Benjamin Brue.

Paris : Thorin, 1870.

The author of this memoir, Monsieur Brue, was interpreter

of the French embassy at Constantinople for 30 years at

the beginning of the 18th century. He was a relation of

Voltaire, who mentions him in the Histoire de Charles XII.,

and from the notices of him in contemporary literature, he

appears to have been regarded as a man of ability. In the

year 17 15 he was ordered by the French ambassador to

accompany the Grand Vizier Ali Cumurgi on his expe

dition to recover the Morea from the Venetians ; and the

volume before us is his narration of the campaign, written

in the form of a diary. We are indebted for the publica

tion of it to Mr. Finlay, who obtained the MS. at a sale in

Paris in 1843, aQd it is now brought out under his auspices.

The author's style of writing is brief and dry, but its sim

plicity and faithfulness occasionally produce a graphic effect,

and throughout convey a clear impression of the events

recorded.

After the invasion of Greece by the Venetians under

Morosini towards the end of the 17th century, of which a

sad memorial is left in the ruin of the Parthenon, the Morea

remained in the possession of the republic, and the Turks

did not feel themselves strong enough to dispute possession.

After their success, however, against Peter the Great in the

campaign of 1 7 1 1 , the respect once more inspired throughout

Europe by the Ottoman arms justified them in attempting

to regain what they had lost, and in 1715 a large army was

mustered for that purpose. Brue's journal commences at

Salonica, but the principal place of rendezvous was Thebes,

where the assembled troops were estimated at more than

95,000 men. The campaign itself was a succession of sieges,

for the Venetians had left the open field, and had with

drawn their limited forces (they had not more than 8000

men in the whole country) into the fortresses with which

Greece is so well provided. The first of these was the siege

of Corinth—the same which Byron has rendered famous by

his fine poem. Then followed that of Nauplia, the fortress

above which, the Palamedi, was not taken without great

loss on the part of the assailants ; and that of Modon, in the

south-west of the peninsula, the capture of which practically

terminated the struggle. The two other important strong

holds—the castle of the Morea at the Straits, and the

impregnable Monemvasia on the east coast—surrendered

without a struggle ; indeed the conduct of the Venetian

commanders throughout the campaign was remarkably spirit

less, and their confidence in the goodwill and fair professions

of the Greek population showed the most unreasonable

credulity. Into the details of these events we need not

enter further, as the part of Brue's narrative which relates

to them has been utilized by Mr. Finlay in his History of

Greece under Othoman and Venetian Domination.

The route of the army, both through Northern Greece

and from point to point in the Morea, is carefully givenr

and forms a useful itinerary of the period ; the times

of march and the camping places are also noted, among

which it is interesting to find the names of small villages

that still exist, such as Laspo-chori (mud-village), a hamlet

near the mouth of the Peneius. Classical sites are noticed

in a very cursory way ; the writer describes the gorge of the

Salamoria without at all realizing that he has passed through

Tempe, though he remarks on Thermopylae and on the

ruins of Sparta. But from a military point of view the

features of the country are well described : we are informed

where the mountains or rivers presented any obstacle to the

passage of the army ; where the supply of water was abun

dant or otherwise ; and where ravines had to be traversed,

such as that of the Tretos, between Corinth and Argos,

though it is not mentioned by name.

A further interest attaches to this memoir, because die

time at which it was written was just subsequent to the

most flourishing period of the Turkish power, and the

decline was commencing which has continued to the present

day. The means of communication were then more com

plete, and bridges are mentioned which have either disap

peared or are in ruins now. The description given of the

condition of the troops forms a strange contrast to that of

Bertrandon de la Brocquiere in the first half of the 15th

century. Instead of the hardiness and submission to supe

riors which he describes as characteristic of the Turkish

soldier, we find them, and especially the Janissaries, who

compose the flower of the army, thoroughly undisciplined

and ungovernable. They pillage the principal towns after

they have surrendered ; and the Vizier, though an unwilling

spectator of these atrocities, is obliged to wink at them. At

the siege of Corinth some of them bring into the camp a

head, at that of Nauplia a standard, which they profess to

have taken in battle, but which were shrewdly suspected to

have been sham trophies; yet their commander is forced

to reward them on these occasions with large sums of

money. At the same time the Vizier, though forced to do

the pleasure of his soldiers, and neither having, nor profess

ing to have, any military knowledge, has extraordinary

power over his subordinate officers—beheads one Pasha for

being behindhand in bringing up his contingent, and impri

sons others, and deprives them of their rank and provincial

governments. Much useful information also with regard to

the prices of provisions and similar statistics will be found

in the list of the expenses of his journey, which Brue has

appended to his narrative. H. F. Tozer.

THE LIEGNITZ MANUSCRIPT OF LIVY.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ACADEMY.

Berlin, July 4.

Sir,—The Liegnitz MS. of Livy certainly exists, but is quite value

less. It contains books xxxi.-xl. 37 (ending with edixerunt), but with

the omission of book xxxiii. The MS. is written on paper, and belongs

to the year 1395, though it must be confessed that the figures are not

quite clear. It is a pity that so much expectation has been excited

about the MS., which is, I repeat, as imperfect as the ordinary MSS.

of the third decade, and absolutely worthless.

(Signed) Th. Mommsen.
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Intelligence.

Mr. Parker's Photographs of Rome may now be seen in Cundall's

Gallery, l68, New Bond Street. We have here, in many cases for the

first time, authentic means of surveying the progress of Roman architec

ture from the earliest age. The historical construction of each period

is perhaps more clearly seen in Rome than anywhere else, and as from

Rome the arts spread to the Provinces, the remains found there are of the

greatest importance. There is no such thing as the " death of art,"

and in Rome, of all places, artists have clung to their old models—

hardly yielding at all to the European movement which produced Gothic

architecture. Mr. Parker has taken a leading share in the excavations

and researches which have laid open so much of the remains of the

earliest times, have laid bare the remains of the Porta Capena, and by

detecting the double course of the Almo have removed one of the

difficulties connected with the identification of the ancient "Regions"

of the city. The magnificent map, constructed under Mr. Parker's

directions, by Fabio Gori, of the aqueducts and watercourses from Subiaco

(fifty miles from the city, and three thousand feet higher than its level)

to Rome is peculiarly adapted to give a clear view of the whole course

of the unrivalled water-system of the capital of the ancient world. Gori

is himself a native of Subiaco, and has been able to contribute the best

local information. We would refer for a fuller account of Mr. Parker's

views on the early history of Roman architecture to a paper read by him

before the Royal Institute of British Architects. He there describes how

the early Italian fortified villages on the tops of the hills were combined

into one city by a short bank and fosse across each of the valleys, this

connecting wall being carried somewhat higher up the valley, in order

that the outer part of the early hill fortresses on either side might

serve to protect the approach to a gate. The comparative method of in

quiry is here of the highest importance. We can compare Fidenae and

Veii, and Gabii and Fiesole, and many of the original cities conquered

by the Romans and never inhabited since. Reasoning, for instance, from

these analogies, we should say that the part of the Capitoline Hill

nearest the river must have been the Arx, or citadel, and this we need

hardly mention is one of the main points in dispute between the Italian

and German schools of topographers. Some of these photographs have

a more than usual value, since they represent portions of the earliest

walls since destroyed by the Vandalism of some of the authorities in

modern Rome. The Mons Justitiae and part of the Servian wall have

had to make way for a railway siding, part of a gate has been pulled

down to supply a basement for a new column, and the curious Muro

Torto is now hidden by a modern wall. The photograph shows how

the foundations of this Muro Torto sank, and how the architect has

given the utmost strength to the later superstructure by hollowing it

into a sort of buttress form. The Piscinae, by which the aqueduct water

was filtered at intervals, are clearly shown by photographs of the exca

vations. Curiously enough in the earliest and most famous, the Appia,

the filtering system was not thought of, and, consequently, the Appia is

almost choked with a deposit of fine clay, three feet thick. When the

engineers of Sixtus V. were introducing the pipes of Acqua Felice along

the old channel, they found it easier to break away the roof for three feet

than to clear away the hardened deposit below. Each aqueduct was

arched in a different form to admit of easy recognition in their frequent

passage under ground or through walls or over each other ; our chief

guide is, of course, Frontinus, himself Inspector of Aqueducts, and it is

satisfactory to find his descriptions confirmed in so many cases. There

are numerous photographs of all the aqueducts to show this, and a glance

tells how two or three are combined and carried into Rome together.

The beautiful brickwork of Nero's time appears in one case over the

lower aqueduct of stone. Many specimens occur of the opus reticula-

tum, once assigned to the age of Sulla, but more probably to Trajan's

time.

Another series of photographs represents the fresco paintings in the

Catacombs, now for the first time presented in an authentic manner ;

these have no dates on them, but the time when each catacomb was

restored is recorded in Anastasius, and the style of drawing can be com

pared with that of the mosaic pictures in the churches, which are nearly

all dated by inscriptions in the Mosaic itself, and by the portraits of the

popes who were the donors. Before Constantine, Pagan emblems occur,

evidently used as mere ornaments : and so even in the Jew's catacomb

we have a Pegasus, the peacock, &c. Then for three centuries only

Scripture scenes are represented, until with John I. figures of saints are

introduced. The Madonna occurs only in the scene of the Adoration of

the Magi. In that of A.D. 523, in the catacomb of S. Nereo, Christ is

represented on her left, not as an infant, but as a boy, as at Ravenna

and in other Byzantine examples. The restored frescoes are painted on

fresh stucco, and are not copies of the early paintings, but are altered

and adapted. We cannot even refer here to a hundredth part of

what is worth a close study in these excellent series of photographs,

and would only urge our readers to see for themselves. A similar set

will be deposited at South Kensington but only in portfolios, there being

no wall space for them. We hope Mr. Parker will not long delay the

work on the antiquities of Rome, on which it is understood that he is

at present engaged.

The Revue Arehlologiaue has an account of the paintings discovered

in the house of Livia on the Palatine. Io, Argus, Hermes, and Hera

are represented in one of the best. The plate gives a good idea of

them, and enables us to compare the Grecized art of Rome with similar

works at Pompeii.

Recent Excavations.-—The Osservalore Triestino of the 7th June

says that, at old Buda (Ofen), a votive altar perfectly preserved, erected

by Lucius Serenius Bassus, a captain of the Lcg[io) II Adjutrix gra-

vissima infirmitati (sic) Liberatus, to Jupiter Salutaris, was lately found,

among many other very interesting objects, such as bronzes, vases,

tiles, &c. ; also a fragment of a coffin of a family tomb of a certain

Valerius Maximus ; and a Roman milestone, of a large size and of a

particularly interesting description. According to the inscription, it

was dedicated by the Legio II Adjutrix Philippiana, to the then com

manding Emperor Jul. Philippus Cses. and the Empress Severa Ota-

cilia Sanctissiimc conjugi, and mother of the camp and the army in the

year 244 A.D. Some solid foundations have also come to light, appar

ently belonging to a Roman amphitheatre, which it is proposed to re

construct.—The Gazette of Lausanne publishes the following communi

cation from Mr. Blanchet, the author of a work on the Origin 0/ Lau

sanne and the I 'audois, in process of publication : ' ' When on the point

of going to press we have made a most important discovery of Gallic

coins. The coins were found half on land and the rest in one of the

lakes of French Switzerland. Many of them bear historical names, and

they have been described by a numismatist well known to the learned,

M. Morel Fatio. There are coins of the Catalauni (Chalons), of the

Sennones (Sens), of the Remi (Reims), of the chiefof the Meldi (Melun),

of Jozirix the chief of the Sequeaneses, the same people who allied

themselves to the Helvetians at the time of the second emigration,

61 or 58 years B.C., &c."—The further excavations at the Certosa at

Bologna, have brought to light six tombs and four ossuaries, two of

them sculptured with figures. The contents consist of fistula;, lamps,

fibula:, vases of alabaster, enamelled glass, &c, bronze mirrors, pearls,

and gold and silver jewelry. The most rare and interesting object is

a stone stela, found in the sixth tomb, and measuring 225 metres, with

bas reliefs on each side. -

The Prince de Joinville has just collected together, into a volume

entitled Etudes sur la Marine et Recits de Guerre, a series of articles

which have appeared from time to time, under an assumed name, in the

Revue des Deux Alondes.

The Board of Trinity College, Dublin, are about to publish, under

the editorship of Mr. Atkinson, Professor of Italian, the ancient life of

St. Abban, in Norman-French, contained in a M.S. of the thirteenth

century in the library of the College, and to which attention has only

recently been directed through the instrumentality of the Rev. Dr.

Dickson, Fellow and Assistant Librarian of the College.

The Gazzetta Ufficiale del Regno d''Italia, June 13th and 14th, in its

report of the meetings of the Ligurian Association of Storia Patria,

held at Genoa, notices some communications made by the Marquis

Massimiliano Spinola of portions of his Illustrazioni dei documents

Ispano-Genovesi of the Simancas archives, published by him in the

volume of the Atti ; these documents, numbering more than 150,

almost all refer to the time immediately following the Fieschi con

spiracy. Then it was that the intrigues of Ferrante Gonzaga and the

ambassador Figueron began the annexation of Genoa to the empire of

Charles V., whose political acumen saw in that place a very desirable

link between his Spanish, Italian, and German dominions. With these

documents the Marquis Spinola brings to light numerous, most im

portant, and quite new particulars of the above mentioned conspiracy,

its prosecution, and punishment.

The Gazzetta Ufficiale delRegno a"Italia, June 2 1 , reports that at the meet

ing of the Commission of Studies of Storia /'atria for the ancient Lombard

provinces, held on the 7th June, among other presents, a photographic

copy of a diploma of Ludovicus Pius and Lothair in favour of Count

Borone, dated 826, discovered in the archives of Parma, was sent by

the commendatore Quintino Setta, the present minister of finance.

This document is of great historical importance, rectifying many errors

of the spurious copy, quoted by Muratori, and only one hitherto known,

clearing up the real position of the people called Ictumuli, famous for

their gold mines, and removing the doubts of date, &c, which have

thrown suspicion upon the genuineness of the document. At the

same meeting was announced also the discovery at Vienna, by Signor

Castelli, a member of the Italian Parliament, of twelve volumes of the

correspondence of the Visconti, whose existence was unknown, and

which therefore had escaped being catalogued. They have been

returned by the Austrian Government, and, with other twelve already

known to exist, form a stock of very valuable documents for the his

tory of North Italy.

The completion of Joanne's Iti/n'raire Giniral de la France is worth

noticing. It is the first time that any detailed description of all France

has been given to the world.
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M. Guizot is about to publish a History of France in three volumes,

apparently on the plan of Sir W. Scott's Tales of a Grandfather, and

similarly interesting as having been told to " children round his knee."

The author of the History of Civilization in France will raise expecta

tions by this announcement that will be hard to satisfy.

The photographic facsimile of the Constance MS. of " Ulrici de

Richental Annales Constantienses" is announced as published by Biele

feld at Carlsruhe. We take some account of it from the Prospectus (as

given in Petzholdt's A'ener Anzeiger fiir Bibliogra/>/iie). " This MS.

gives us a complete pictorial narrative of the great Council held at Con

stance, 1414-1418. Out of 300 leaves no fewer than 160 are filled with

pictures. We see the whole journey of the Pope—riding on horseback

with the sacrament borne before him. The scholars of the University

of Paris go in procession through the streets. We see the bakers baking

in the highways ; the Florentine money-lenders keeping holiday. The

burning of John Huss and of Jerome of Prague, occupies 9 pages. The

Emperor Sigismund receives the golden rose from the Pope ; he makes

many grants—among them that of the March of Brandenburg to Frederic

of Nuremberg. The whole ceremony of making the new Pope, Mar

tin V., is described. Five pictures set out the Greek rites ; two the

funeral procession of Robert, Bp. of Salisbury, who died during the

Council. The whole book_too is filled with the arms of the princes and

great men who were either present at the Council or sent ambassadors

to it."

The three volumes of C. P. Cooper's appendices to his Report on

Rymer's Fadera (which was itself never completed) are now being dis

tributed by the Master of the Rolls. The appendices have been in store

since 1837, when the Record Commission expired. They give an ac

count of the foreign libraries which contain MSS. relating to the history

of Great Britain and Ireland. Special facsimiles are given of the Irish

MSS. of the 9th century at S. Gall, where the curious interlaced work

of the ornamentation is as graceful as the figures are rude. We would

notice specially those of the Virgin and Child, and of David playing on

the harp. The volumes arc being distributed " in such a manner as may

render them most useful for literary and historical purposes."

Contents of the Journals.

Fraser's Magazine. July, 1870.—Mr. Froude continues his account

of the " fresh evidence about Anne Boleyn." This certainly adds much

vividness to the ordinary narrative, but it helps us very little as to the

question of Anne's innocence or guilt. Chapuys, the ambassador, half be

lieves her to be innocent, he says that both she and her brother, Lord

Rochford, declared this strongly at the time of theirdeath, and "although

all the world here is delighted at the execution of the harlot, there are

few persons who do not murmur at, and consider most strange, the forms

which have been observed in the process and condemnation of the

others; the king is variously spoken of, nor will people be more

appeased when they know what has passed between him and Mistress

Jane Seymour." "The Lord Rochford declared himself innocent of

everything with which he was charged ; although he confessed that he

had deserved death for having contaminated himself with the new sects

of religion, and for having infected many others." Mr. Froude on the

whole now takes this side of the question, though saying that "it

remains remarkable that not Smeton only, but all the others, died with

out declaring themselves innocent, and virtually acknowledging that for

some cause or other they were justly punished." But this was a com

mon form, men hoped that their debts might be paid and some kind

ness shown to their families, if they did not exasperate the king by their

words on the scaffold. On the whole we may say that bad as Francis I.

and Charles V. may have been in their private life, neither of them

would have treated a wife as Henry treated Catherine and Anne. Mr.

Froude has proved his greater qualities, and the ability of his govern

ment—even at this crisis he was firmly resolved not to restore the Papal

authority—but the "fresh evidence" only shows the coarseness and

brutality of his nature in his private relations. We know Sir Thomas

More's opinion at a time when he was high in court favour, that

Henry would sacrifice any one for the slightest advantage to himself, and

the facts confirm More s judgment. It is a relief to turn from the

blood-stained page to More and Erasmus and the quiet genial life that

ran on in a strong undercurrent, little affected by the miserable plot-

tings and disgraces of the court.

Grenzboten, June 10, contains a review of Anton Springer's life of

F. C. Dahlmann. Dahlmann's many-sided activity showed itself in

political life, as well as in the departments of art and of historical litera

ture. He was one of those who created a German feeling in Germany.

About Denmark his feeling was especially strong. He wrote a history

of the country, and sympathized deeply with the Germans who suffered

under Danish rule. All students know his Qiiellenkunde der deutschen

Ceschichte, of which Waitz has just brought out a third edition. This

passionate interest in German history and art made him a leader of the

youth of Germany in the last age; his very errors and his practical

.failure at Frankfort in the direction of public affairs were due to a

somewhat imaginative view of a possible state of things for which the

time had not yet come.

The Contemporary Review, July.—Prof. Huxley writes on "some

fixed points in British Ethnology. There are and there always have

been in these islands, within historical times, two types of men, the one

fair and the other dark—as to this, the evidence of Caesar and Tacitus

is express for the early ages. These two types are found among both

the Celtic and the Teutonic portions of the population. The dark race

was the earliest in Europe, and held a position south of the fair stock.

It is still represented by the Basques, and a portion of it became mixed

in blood with the Celts. But the primary and aboriginal Celtic-speaking

people were a fair race, the typical Gauls of the ancient writers, and

the close allies, by blood, customs, and language, of the Germans. AH

along the South of Europe, and along the Indian Ocean into the Deccan,

the dark stock predominates, the fair stock continuing in force through

Central Europe till it is lost in Central Asia ; while north of them again

comes the Mongoloid race. In a biological sense then the dark and the

light are two separate races of men. The people of Europe, however,

owe their national names, not to their physical characteristics, but to

their languages, or to their political relations, which, it is plain, need

not have the slightest relation to these characteristics. Such is Prof.

Huxley's view, and we do not see that he in reality need conflict much

with Max Miiller, or with Dr. Freeman. But the moral which he

draws is important " if the name Celt is applicable to the inhabitants

of Cornwall, as to those of the western half of Ireland, as justly to the

one as to the other, why should not intelligence, perseverance, thrift,

industry, sobriety, respect for law, be admitted to be Celtic virtues ?

and why should we not seek for the cause of their absence in something

else than the idle pretext of ' Celtic blood'!"

Das Ausland, April 30, discourses of the original form of S. Peter's

at Rome. The five old churches which seemed to have risen, as it were,

from the graves of the martyrs, are S. Maria Maggiore, S. Peter,

S. Paul and S. Lorenzo without the walls, and S. John Lateran—the

four last, with more or less reason, attributed to Constanline, at least

in idea. Later, the number seven was made up by the addition of

S. Sebastian, and of the church "of the Holy Cross in Jerusalem."

S. Peter's is the only one on the right bank of the Tiber, where the

fardens and circus of Nero once occupied the slopes of the Vatican Hill,

t was completed before the year 400, when Paulinus of Nola speaks of

it, in the usual form of a building divided into five parts by four rows of

pillars, the broader and higher central nave leading up to the altar,

with the tribune behind it—the choir on each side of the altar being,

however, an innovation on the older forms. There was a large vesti

bule before it, and a colonnade led to the /Elian bridge, which Hadrian

had built to connect his mausoleum with the city. Such was the general

character of S. Peter's till the time of Julius II.

Das Ausland, May 7, reviews Noack's " new hypothesis of Egyptian

Chronology," a very unsatisfactory hypothesis, abolishing the early

Memphite Pharaohs altogether. He thinks, too, that the Thinile

dynasty came not from This in Egypt, but from a district of that name

near the sources of the Orontes in Syria. In fact he makes Syria in

fluence Egypt, instead of Egypt acting on Syria. Similarly he makes

Sesostris' conquest of Colchis refer to Chalkis near Aleppo, &c, &c.

Macmillan, July. Mr. E. A. Freeman examines "the alleged per

manence of Roman civilization in England," directing attention chiefly

to Mr. Coote's book called " A Neglected Fact in English History."

Mr. Coote holds that we are sprung, not from Angles, Saxons, and Jutes

(except in very small measure as a ruling aristocracy), but from the

Belgoe, a Teutonic people who held East England, and had become

Romanized, like the Celts in Gaul. It is in fact in the purely Roman

interest that Mr. Coote writes. . But Roman influence on Anglo-Saxon

England has been much overstated. The barbarian codes contain less

and less of Roman law as we come north. Far away to the south the

Visigothic code is full of it, the Burgundian has a little less, the Frankish

codes much less, the Anglo-Saxon "Dooms" hardly a trace. The

cases of likeness between English and Roman institutions are mostly

due to an original common possession of such institutions, or to the law

that analogous circumstances will bring forth analogous results. The

real infusion of Roman law was much later, when Glanville, and still

more when Bracton, codified the Anglo-Norman customs. It need not

be said that the Belgae were almost certainly Celts. The philological

part of Mr. Coote's book is the weakest, and hence perhaps the origin

of such a view in so able and intelligent a writer.

Bulletino dell' Instituto di Corrispondenza Archeologica (Mag-

gio e Giugno).—The excavations at Palestrina yield many inscribed

vases ; the subjects on them are mostly taken from Greek mythology.

Some of the proper names are very curious.—Pellegrini contributes a.

valuable article on the Via Mamertina and Via Lata. The former (called

Clivus Argentarius in later times) started from in front of the Mamertine

prison, and passed through the Porta Ratumena in the Servian Wall

out into the Campus Martius : the question is at what exact point, and

where the Basilica Argentaria was situated. The celebrated Pons

Milvius is described as being three miles from Rome on the Via Fla
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minia, the great north road out of Rome, though it is only two miles

from the Porta Flaminia. The fact is that the distance is reckoned

from the old gate, the Ratumena. The Via Lata was only the " Broad

Street " at the commencement of the Flaminia. There are also reviews

of Conestabile's great work on the Monuments of Perugia, and Gozza-

dini's on the Necropolis of Marzabotto. It is only from such complete

collections of the Etruscan inscriptions and remains, at well ascertained

places, that the Etruscan riddle will one day be made out.

Eevue des Deux Mondes, June 15.— A. de Broglie points out in an

article on the Secret Diplomacy of Louis XV. that the Seven Years' War

was not entirely due to Madame de Pompadour's revenge on Frederick

the Great for his witticisms against her, but that Frederick himself gave

occasion to it by his alliance with England, then at war with France.

There is something in this, but De Broglie perhaps presses the argument

too far, and Duclos' account receives considerable confirmation.

Centralblatt, of June 11, contains an account of G. Arosa's photo

types of the friezes of the Parthenon and of Trajan's Column. The latter

has been hitherto, in several respects, inaccurately copied, and has been

mainly accessible only in P. Sante Bartoli's book. The text accompany

ing the phototypes of the latter is due to M. W. Friihner, and is well

written. The former work has not been so fortunate in its editor.
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Oriental Philology.

The Rig Veda PrStisakhya : the oldest text-book ofVedic Phonetics.

[/fig- Veda-Pratis&khya, das altcste Lchrbiich der vediahen Phonetik.

Saiiskrittext mit Uebersetzung und Anmerkungen.~\ Herausgegeben

von Max Miiller. Leipzig : F. A. Brockhaus, 1869.

Nearly at the same time M. A. Regnier and Professor

Max Miiller conceived the idea of editing the Rigi<cda-Pra-

tis&k/iya, and the one in 1857, the other in 1856, laid

before the public the first portion of their valuable labours.

M. Regnier accomplished his task in 1859, and Professor

Miiller has recently brought his edition to a close. Both

editions contain a critical text of the Pratisakhya, derived

from a careful collation of all the accessible MSS. of the

work, a literal translation of it, and a running commentary,

based on the gloss of Uvata ; in both, the indices added are

copious and accurate.

The chief difference, therefore, between the two editions

lies in the different views which the editors take of obscure

parts of the text of the Pratisakhya, as well as of Uvata's

commentary. As Professor Miiller, however, had the advan

tage of additional MS. materials, and, at least in the largest

part of his labour, of the edition of his predecessor, as well

as of the results of ten years of Vedic philological research

which intervened between the two works, his edition, as

may be expected, marks a considerable advance. Yet, so

great are the intricacies and obscurities in many parts of the

Pratisakhya text and the commentary, that even where Pro

fessor Miiller diners, and states his reason for differing, from

M. Regnier, it is not altogether certain that the views of the

latter are wrong ; and thus the French edition may still be

consulted with advantage, and continue to hold the high

position which it deserves.

The only commentary on the Pratisakhya which was

known to exist until quite recently, was that of Uvata ; but

after Professor Miiller had already completed the printing

of his edition Mr. J. Eggeling discovered amongst the

Sanskrit MSS. of the Royal Asiatic Society a copy of the

text of the Rigvaia-Pratisa/thya written in the Grantha cha

racter, together with an incomplete commentary, which,

though in several respects harmonising with that of Uvata,

yet differs from the latter so far in its main structure as to

justify the belief that we have here an independent tradition

of the Pratisakhya text. In the interesting account of this

discovery which is embodied in the preface, M. Eggeling

very justly surmises that this commentary may be one of

thosp older works referred to by Uvata, or at least one

based on them, and preserved in the tradition of the South,

as that of Uvata may be the surviving representative of the

Northern tradition. Professor Miiller then adds,

" Were I now to reprint the text, and re-enter upon the task of

translation, I should in several places take my own course, without

heeding Uvata's division of the verses into si'itras, or his interpretation,

whenever, as is often the case, it appears artificial and unnatural."

Professor Miiller, however, here seems to underrate the im

portance of the service he has rendered to Sanskrit studies,

in recording the views of Uvata as they stand, and to forget

that the time is yet far distant when it will be safe for Euro

peans, however learned, to discard the views of native scholars

because at present they appear artificial to them.

To do full justice to this last result of Professor Miiller's

Vedic studies is of course here impossible. But as questions

relating to ancient Sanskrit grammar begin more and more

to press on the attention even of the classical philologer—

it will not be out of place to point at least, in a few words, to

the character of the Pratisakhyas in general, and that of the

Rigveda in particular, and to the rank they are likely to>

occupy in the ancient literature of India.
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All those who are acquainted with the elements of Sanskrit

grammar know what the Hindu grammarians call a Pada ;

and they also know that the inflected words and nominal

liases so termed undergo changes which appear in the

Samhitd ; nor is it necessary to say that in order to guard

the understanding of the Vedic hymns against doubts that

may be caused by such Pada-changes, the ancient gram

marians resorted to the expedient of establishing Pada- and

Krama-texts.

Now to show how the padas must change in order to be

come the real hymnical text, the Samhita, and, again, how

by means of the krama the padas become the true repre

sentatives of the Samhita with all its peculiarities, is the

real object of the Pratisakhyas.

The Pratisakhyas are, therefore, not grammars, for gram

mars have to deal with the etymon of words and with the

whole range of linguistic facts ; but they are grammatical

works, in the sense in which this term is commonly applied

to works dealing with grammatical subjects in general, or

some grammatical topic in particular, for they must teach

the phonetic changes which padas undergo—a distinction

apparently not admitted by Professor Miiller, for in a note

to p. 18 of his preface he seems to consider me inconsistent

for having formerly denied that the Pratisakhyas are gram

mars, yet called them grammatical works.

That the object stated is the real scope of a Pratisakhya is

indubitable, and the great bulk of the four Pratisakhyas at pre

sent known—for the existence of a fifth, that oflheSdmaveda,

is as yet inferable only from its being alluded to in an ancient

grammatical work on Panini—is composed of matter falling

under this category. But—and here the real difficulty of

the question relating to the literary portion of these works

begins—they contain other matter besides, and this matter

is not uniformly treated in all the Pratisakhyas, nor does it

even cover the same ground. Thus all these works touch

more or less on grammatical matter, with which it might

seem they have no concern : they contain, for instance, gene

ral definitions of categories of speech, they generalise state

ments beyond the necessity of their particular case ; here

and there they also deal with the interior organism of a pada,

as if it were their object to give an account of its etymon.

Moreover, they enter into the nature of sounds, and treat of

pronunciation. And the Rigveda-Pratisakhya, in its last

three chapters (16-18) gives an ample expose of Vedic pro

sody, and in the chapter preceding them (the 15th) even

introduces us into the interior of a Vedic schoolroom, and

affords us a picture of the manner in which the Veda was

inculcated.

It might be argued that, the Veda having to be under

stood, and likewise to be audibly read, it was not enough to

show the phonetic changes by which the Pada- became the

Samhita-text ; that it was necessary also to enter into gram

matical explanations, and to teach how it had to be recited ;

and, consequently, that prosody also had a share in the

Vedic teaching. But if we took this ground we should, in

the first place, have to admit that a considerable portion of

the contents of a Pratisakhya is so utterly inadequate to a

supposed object of this kind that it would remain incon

ceivable how the authors of the Pratisakhyas, men of great

learning and skill, could have remained satisfied with the

scanty materials propounded by them. And, secondly, we

should have to make a breach into the traditional division of

the principal works connected with the Vedas, the well-

known Vedangas, two of which, Vyakarana and Sikshd, are

unanimously ascribed to Panini, while a third, Chhandas, is

assigned to Pingala.

Do, then, the Pratisakhyas fall under any category of

these latter works? If so, it might be perhaps assumed

that their age is as remote as the age of one or the other

of them; but if not, it might on the contrary be argued

<7 priori, that they must be more recent, since it is not

probable that Hindu tradition, and especially in matters like

these, would have intimately associated with the Vedic

study the six Vedanga works, whilst leaving out of this

canon other works quite as old, and older, and in many

respects even more complete—and therefore more useful,

and necessary—than the now canonical Vedangas.

In an essay on the position of Panini in Sanskrit litera

ture, published in 1861, I endeavoured to show that the

Pratisakhyas were posterior to Panini ; and amongst the

arguments I brought forward in proof of this view, I pointed

to the fact that they were not classed amongst the Vedangas;

for, whether recent Sanskrit works call them a Vedanga or

not, would, of course, as little affect a question of this kind

as many other statements which they contain, and which

no one without proof would think of receiving as scientific

facts. It is well known that the position which Professor

Miiller had previously taken in regard to these works wras

opposed to my own. In his Ancient Sanskrit Literature

(1859) he had treated of the Pratisakhyas under the head

of the Vedanga Sikshd, and in his Preface to the Rigveda-

Pratisakhya, now before us, he adduces the reason for

which he considers himself entitled to claim for the Rig

veda-Pratisakhya the title of a Vedanga, i.e., Siksha. " In

the old schools," he says (p. 19), "it had been objected

that Siksha or Varnasiksha, the doctrine of sounds, laboured

under many defects, and therefore could not be held per

fect and revealed ;" and after having explained in what

those objections consisted, he concludes : " The Siksha

thus having been blamed, the author (of the Rigveda-Pra

tisakhya) in Sutra 827 continues: 'Quod non ! such objec

tions might be raised against every doctrinal work, and ours

is a perfect, blameless, revealed Vedanga.' "

Here, however, it should be first observed that the word

" ours" in the passage just translated from Professor Miiller's

preface, has nothing whatever to represent it in the Sanskrit

text ; for the latter, as quoted by himself, merely says :

" Krtsnam cha vedangam anindyam arsham ;" and these

words have in their place been rendered by him : " and

it (scil. the Siksha) is a perfect, blameless, and canonical

Vedanga." It is true that the commentator Uvata, who

supplies at this sentence the word sastra, doctrinal work,

also here supplies the word idam, "this;" and the latter may

relate to the two chapters of the Pratisakhya, which he calls

Sikshapatalas, or chapters on pronunciation ; but it also

may not ; for in referring to Siksha in general, it may simply

convey the sense that in spite of the defects which Siksha

has in common with other sacred works, it is a perfect

Vedanga. That Uvata's words, however, alone, cannot hold

good against the clear text, which has no idam " this"—if,

indeed, his idam had the sense on which Professor Miiller's

"ours" is based—requires no remark, especially as there are

other reasons to support this doubt.

One of these reasons is that of the eighteen chapters of

which the Rigveda-Pratisakhya is composed, it is the end

of the 14th, which contains those words on which the

Ved&nga title of the work would have to rest. But it is

superfluous for me to observe that a Sanskrit work has

always its title emphatically placed at its end, and some

times also at its beginning, and that when the title is placed

at the end of the chapters, this is done by way of repetition

only, but that it is never inserted in an incidental way at

the end of a particular chapter while omitted at the end or

beginning of the whole. Hence it seems clear that Saunaka,

the reputed author of the Rigveda-Pratisakhya, in the words

alleged, could only have alluded to the Vedanga Siksha in
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general, without any intention of claiming for his own work

that name.

But suppose we assumed such a possibility, what would

be the consequence ? That Siksha also embraces the

Vedanga Chhandas, for in the last three chapters, as before

stated, this Pr&tisakhya copiously treats of prosody, a sub

ject properly belonging to the Vedanga ascribed to Pingala.

Or, should it be deemed desirable to avoid so unpleasant an

inference, it would become necessary to make a further con

jecture—that one portion of the Rigveda-Pratisakhya is the

Vedanga Siksha, and another the Vedanga Chhandas ; and

then, in the midst of a canon of six Vedangas—carefully

denned, and, in the treatment of their subject matter, strictly

circumscribed—we should meet with the extraordinary

phenomenon of a Vedanga partly consisting of two inspired

Vedangas, whilst by far the greater part consists of other

matter to which those two Vedangas are tacked on.

Before indicating the way which would seem to lead out

of this literary maze, it is necessary to allude to at least

another point intimately connected with it. In one of the

most interesting portions of his Preface Professor Miiller

endeavours to prove that our Pratisakhya is anterior to

Panini's Vyakarana. And so thoroughly is he convinced of

that priority, that when he finds the same words in Panini

or in Yaska, who is supposed to be prior to Panini, and in

the Rigveda-Pratisakhya too, he quietly begs the whole

question by simply saying that the former are quotations

from the latter {e.g. pp. 4, 10); just as on the title-page

he calls the Rigveda-Pratisakhya " the oldest text-book

of Vedic phonetics," as if there existed no possible doubt

on the relation it holds to Panini, and even to the other

Pratisakhyas.

That a close examination, however, of the important ma

terials which Professor Miiller has brought to bear on this

point rather leads to an entirely different conclusion, is

merely another proof of the difficulties we encounter at

every step on the road of ancient Hindu chronology.

The existing recension of the Rigveda text is that of the

Sakala school, the founder of which was an ancient gram

marian Sakalya. To the same school belongs the existing

text of the Rigveda-Pratisakhya, whose reputed author,

however, is Saunaka. That the latter derived the ground

work of his Pratisakhya from Sakalya is probable, since in

several places of his text both school and founder are

alluded to. Now in his grammar Panini refers four times

to this old grammarian Sakalya, and Professor Miiller has

tried to prove that in all these four passages the rules of

Panini founded on those of Sakalya are the same as those

of the Rigveda-Pratisakhya. Even if such were the case,

it is clear that a coincidence of this kind would yield no

inference whatever as to the relative age of the two works in

question. Yet the great ingenuity Professor Miiller had to

display in order to arrive at this supposed coincidence,

while doing the highest credit to his power of interpre

tation, tends exactly to prove that a great difference must

have existed between the works of Sakalya and his suc

cessor Saunaka. For at least in three out of the four Sutras

in question it is not possible to find a real concordance

between Panini and Saunaka, except by dint of an arti

ficial interpretation which must have escaped the oldest

grammatical authorities of India ; and the very pains which

Professor Miiller had to take in supplying words which are

not in either Panini or Saunaka merely shows that two

rules, one of which is wanting in essential portions which

the other has, can never have been identical.

But it might almost seem to be superfluous to prove that

in Saunaka's Pratisakhya we have not the original work of

Sakalya, nor yet all its contents, even if it could be held

probable that in the present text of the Rigveda-Pratisakhya

we possess the original work of Saunaka, for it is Professor

Miiller himself who shows us that in Sutra 185 Saunaka

states an opinion of Sakalya, which in Sutra 186 he rejects.

Hence while admitting the posteriority of Panini to Sakalya

—a fact which no one ever denied—it does not follow in

the least that Panini must have been also later than Saunaka.

It is on the contrary easier to understand the real difference

which exists between Sakalya's rules as quoted by Panini,

and Saunaka's rules where partially resembling those of

Sakalya, on the assumption that Panini preceded Saunaka,

than on the theory that he was posterior to him—for in the

latter case we should expect him to quote not Sakalya

but Saunaka who improved Sakalya's rules.

I must reserve the consideration of other points of dif

ference between Professor Miiller and myself for the second

edition of my Panini. I will only mention one point appa

rently overlooked by Professor Miiller, when dealing with

some of my other arguments.

If the grammar of Panini had treated of the so-called

classical Sanskrit only, there would be an end of all com

parison between it and the Pratisakhya works, and no in

ference could be possible as to their relative age. But

Panini's grammar deals largely with the Vedic language

as well, and it was always considered, at all periods and by

the highest authorities, as one of the six Vedangas, the

Vyakarana. If we compare, however, all that is comparable

in Panini's work and the Rigveda-Pratisakhya as well as the

other Pratisakhyas, it becomes evident at once, that in every

single respect the Pratisakhyas are infinitely more complete,

and deal much more satisfactorily with their subject matter

than Panini. Is it possible then—this is the question which

Professor Miiller fails to meet—that Panini having before

him the elaborate material worked out in the Pratisakhyas,

could have written a grammar which in its Vedic portion is.

so vastly inferior to these works? or, if so, is it probable

that in this case he could have earned the fame which in

later ages raised him even to the rank of an inspired Rishi,

and won for his work the'title of a Vedanga ? To answer

this question we need only imagine the position of a modern

grammarian, who, while professing to afford instruction in

Vedic grammar, would lay aside the Pratisakhyas and con

tent himself with the material found in Panini.

But if, on the contrary, we conceived the Pratisakhyas to

have been composed after Panini, not only this difficulty

but all the other difficulties, some of which have been

already dwelt upon, would cease to exist. And we should

then likewise understand that while completing and amend

ing Panini in those parts of his work which especially con

cerned them, the Pratisakhyas should have yielded to the

temptation of trenching upon those portions of the Vya

karana which properly speaking did not belong to their

domain. And once entered upon such a course, it would

become further intelligible that they should also deal in the

same manner with the imperfect Vedanga treatise, the Sik-

sM of Panini, and that other matters, too, would then find

their way into these works ; hence that the Rigveda-Prati

sakhya should encroach upon Chhandas, and even delight us

with a picture of ancient Vedic education. In short we

should understand that the Pratisakhyas would aim at be

coming in their own fashion a kind of Vedic encyclopaedia,

containing, besides the doctrine of the transformation of

the Pada- into a Samhita-text, a supplement to Vyakarana,

Sikshd, and Chhandas, as well.

There is indeed in Professor Miiller's edition itself a most

interesting passage, which strongly confirms this view ; but

it has met with the untoward fate of being banished by him

from the broad daylight of the text to which it belongs, to.
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the comparative obscurity of a note (p. ix.). In his MSS.

it is the nth verse from the beginning, and runs thus:

sikshachhandovyakaranaih \kalpa for chhando is a misprint,

corrected in the translation, p. xi.] s&manyenoktalakshanam,

tad nam iha sakhay&m iti sastraprayojanam ; i. e. " the object

of this (Pratisakhya) work is (to teach) how that which is

denned in a general manner by (the Vedangas) Siks/iA,

Chhandas, and Vyakarana, is (modified) in this (special)

school of the Rigveda." The only reason which Prof. Miiller

alleges for assuming that this important verse does not belong

to the text is a peculiar one. A Varga, he says (p. xi.),

generally consists of five verses ; but as the second Varga

closes after the 10th verse, this, the nth verse, is probably a

later addition to the text. Since, however, Prof. Miiller him

self thus admits that a Varga does not always consist of

five verses, and as he himself, moreover, states that Uvata

explains the verse in the beginning of the next, the t/iirdVargz,

the question might be, whether it forms part of the second

or the third Varga. But how, on the ground of such an argu

ment—and no other is alleged by him—a verse, in every

respect congruent with the text, could be declared to be

foreign to it, is scarcely intelligible. It is clear then, that

the author of the Rigvcda-Pratisakhya himself declared his

work to have been preceded by the three Vedangas of

Panini and Pingala, and to complete them, so far as his

Vedic school is concerned.

In all probability this process of supplementing the three

Vedangas named was a gradual one ; and the successive

growth of the Pratisakhyas might even be inferred from

that of the Rigveda, for there are portions in it, the later

date of which, compared to what must be considered its

older parts, cannot be doubted. Some of these have been

already pointed out by both M. Regnier and Professor

Miiller, and these portions, therefore, afford proof that the

work in its present condition cannot even be the original

work of Saunaka, much less that of Sakalya the predecessor

of Panini.

Apart from these disputed pojnts we must congratulate

Professor Miiller on his masterly edition and translation of

the Pratisakhya text, and on a preface, too, which must

afford satisfaction alike to those who agree with its conclu

sions, and to those who dissent from them.

Th. Goldstucker.

THE MOABITE STONE.

The June number of the Rn'iie ArchMogiqtie contains M. Ganneau's

■commentary on his second transcription, together with some additions

and corrections, dated May 8 and 10. Kamosnadab (comp. Baalgad)

is accepted with confidence as the name of Mesha's father, as also is

'J^'in (line 2), a conjecture proposed simultaneously by Drs. Weir,

Noldeke, and Oppert—see Atheneeum, May 21. In lines 4 and 5

M. Ganneau admits that the name Omri suits the characters, so far as

they can be traced, but states that no verb exists before the J?. In lines

7 and 8 he reads, independently of Prof. Noldeke, |*["1X] ; in line 8 too

he now reads DC |V3"1X i"03 'D', "the days of his son (Ahab) were

40 years." In line 9, after P13CW1, M. Ganneau reads niB'Sil, and

suggests that it may be an Arabizing plural from [njmB> : in line n

ntOBJ, Ataroth, the name of a town in Clad, Num. xxxii. 34. Could

the U in the latter word be made out with certainty, it would be

important for palaeography. In lines 12, 13, M. Ganneau proposes

to read n"3!tD]Nl, "and 1 dragged it," and in line 18 DiV3nDN1 ;

the suffixes are in each case separated from the verb. In line 18 he

wishes to substitute for v[3] "vessels," vilX "tents," as being more

suitable to the verb 3riD. In line 14 M. Derenbourg's ingenious com

parison of Tseretk-hash-Shahar (Josh. xiii. 19) is rendered unnecessary

if M. Ganneau's decision in favour of the reading IVinO is right.

We remark in passing that Sharan in line 13 may be the Sharon of

1 Chron. v. 16, a place belonging to God. M. Ganneau supplies the

lacuna in line 16 by reading, amongst other words, J"n3J, "dominas,"

and nCfP, " puellas ;" and renders the following words, " Car a Astar

Chamos appartient la consecration des femmea." He regards Astar as

another form of Ashtoreth, i.e. as the name of a goddess, not as

Schlottmann, of a god. In his note on line 18 he rightly points out the

importance of the word mrV, which was evidently pronounced in com

mon life by the Israelites of that time, from whom the Moabites must

have heard it. In a note appended by M. de Vogiie, that eminent

scholar proposes to read 7DVn at the beginning of line 21 : he supports

this by the rubbing sent to him by M. Ganneau. Schlottmann's con

jecture, HDD? (line 21), and the reading of Capt. Warren's photograph

in line 32 (1"l), are confirmed. M. Ganneau informs us that he is in

possession of original fragments, containing more than 600 letters, thus

restoring upwards of three-fifths of the entire stone. He also writes

that in one of the lacuna; he has made the important discovery of the

name of David. Two or three readings of interest from other sources

may be added. M. Deutsch mentions that M. Klein, the original dis

coverer of the stone, has on his rough copy the words " from Thamor

to [Jejricho." Dr. Geiger and Dr. Schlottmann have contributed articles

on the inscription to the forthcoming number of the Journal of the

German Oriental Society, pp. 212-226, and 253-260. Dr. Geiger takes

'N73 in line 23 as equivalent to v3, " vessels," and renders " I made

the fire-vessels (required for the temple of Moloch), for there were none

within Kir." He doubts Omri in line 4 ; but, with Schlottmann, accepts

hadDiboiii (lines I and 2). Dr. Schlottmann's remarks are supple

mentary to his published essay, an English translation of which is about

to appear.

Intelligence.

Bopp Foundation.—On the 16th May, the anniversary of the incor

poration of the above foundation, two prizes were awarded for important

labours within the department of Sanskrit and ofComparative Philology,

—the first prize of 300 thalers to Prof. W. D. Whitney, of New Haven,

Conn., U.S.A., for his excellent edition of the Taittiriya Pratisakhya ;

the second of 150 thalers to Dr. \V, Thomsen, of Copenhagen, for an

essay upon the influences of the Germanic on the Finno-Laponic lan

guages.—Triibners Record.

Contents of the Journals.

Archives Paleographiquea. Livraison II.—De l'ecriture ouigure.

—Sur quelques particularities des inscriptions cuneiformes anariennes.—

De l'ecriture sanscrite ou devanagari.—Sur l'ecriture talaing.—De quel

ques inscriptions decouvertes en Siberie.—Notice sur les ccritures oc^-

aniennes.— Bibliographic paleographique.—Atlas. Inscriptions siber-

iennes ; inscr. de Yucatan ; stele de Mesa ; facsimile d'un MS. Sanscrit

a peinture ; comparaison de l'alphabet javanais et de l'alphabet pali ;

reproduction du MS. mexicain dit Codex Telleriano-Remensis.

Ascoli's Lezioni di Fonologia comparata, rev. by M. Breal, in Rev.

Crit, June 4. [The most copious and most interesting work on the

subject.]

Rogers' Buddhaghosha and Max Midler's Dhammapada, rev. by L.

Feer, in Rev. Crit., June II. [Appreciative : the origin of the Dham

mapada still an unknown problem.]

Studies on Rabbinic Etymology, by J. Perles, in Gratz's Monat-

schrift, June.

New Publications.

Bastian, A. Sprachvergleichende Studien. Mit besonderer Beriick-

sichtigung der indo-chincs. Sprachen. Leipzig : Brockhaus.

Ciiaisas, F. Melanges egyptologiques, 3™" serie, lre livrais. Mai-

sonneuve.

Hervey de Saint-Denis. Le Li-Sao, trad, du chinois. Commen-

taire et texte. Maisonneuve.

Ofpert, J. Les inscriptions de Dour-Sarkhyan (Khorsabad) pro-

venaiit des families de M. Place, dechiffrees et interpreter. Paris :

Imprimerie Imperiale.

PiNDArriRYAjNA. Das Mancnopfer mit Klbssen bei den Indern. Von

O. Donner. Berlin : Calvary.

Pott, A. F. F.tymologisclic Forschungen. Part II. Detmold :

Meyer.

Reboud. Recucil descriptions libyco-berberes. Klincksieck.
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Classical and Modern Philology.

Nouvelles Eeoherches Historiques et Critiques sur Petrone.—

Par J. E. Petrequin. Paris : Bailliere, 1869.

In this book M. Petrequin gives the results of many years'

attention to Petronius, or rather the history of Petronius ;

for the remarks on the text are few and of no critical im

portance, and the translations of some of the poetical frag

ments with which Petronius diversified his prose fiction are

of average excellence and no more. As a specimen of the

former we may observe that in the lines (c. 14),

" Ipsi qui Cynica traducunt tempora cera

Non nunquam nummis vendere verba Solent,

where cera is [the reading of the best of Bucheler's MSS.,

cena of the rest, M. Petrequin prefers the metrically ques

tionable scena, with the following forced explanation : " Ceux-

la mSmes qui en public comme sur un theatre de"blaterent

contre leur siecle avec une cynique effronterie." It is more

probable that cera means the wax which the Romans used

for painting, and the line may be translated, " The very men

who use the colours (brush) of the cynic to defame the

times." Few again will approve of introducing in the line

" Areaque attritis ridet adusta pilis" (c. 109),

so very doubtful a word as nidet. In fact, it would seem

that M. Petrequin is unaware of the existence of Bucheler's

authoritative and admirable edition (Berlin, 1862) : though

it is only fair to him to mention that the Petronian labours

of an American, Charles Beck, published at Cambridge,

Massachusetts, in 1864, and containing a collation of

twenty-one MSS., have first become known to us through

himself {Recherches, p. 179), another proof, if any were

wanted, of the truth of his own remark, that no classical

author has ever suffered so much from suppression, or so

nearly justified the suspicion of a " conspiracy of silence."

It is remarkable, in connexion with this fact, that no clas

sical author has been such a favourite of physicians ; M.

Petrequin, himself a physician, mentions more than twenty

medical editors or annotators of the Satirae (p. 7).

Petronius, or, as he is sometimes styled, Arbiter, is quoted

before the 5th century by Terentianus Maurus (whose notice

is considered by Biicheler the earliest), Servius in his com

mentary on Virgil, and St. Jerome; between 400-500 by

Sidonius Apollinaris, Macrobius, and, though his age is un

certain, Aero, the scholiast on Horace; between 500-600

by Priscian, Joannes Lydus, and, if the usually assigned

dates may be trusted, by Fulgentius, Diomedes, as well as

Sergius and Pompeius in their commentaries on Donatus ;

in the 7th century by Isidore of Hispalis ; if we may believe

John of Salisbury, the story of the Ephesian widow would

seem to have been excerpted separately at the end of the 4th

century by Virius FlavianusNicomachus; and Biicheler thinks

it probable that the whole work of Petronius was reduced to

extracts about this time, the age of Theodosius, and certain,

that from the 7 th century onwards it existed only in a frag

mentary form, indeed substantially much as we have it no*v.

This is a large conclusion, and, considering the darkness

of that period, more than doubtful ; the influence of Chris

tianity would, it is true, have been likely to make so licen

tious a work as the Satirae rare, and, if once systematically

reduced to extracts, still rarer in its original and perfect

form ; but the excessively fragmentary condition of what

now remains is too casual, too full of unintelligible lacunas

to make it certain that a systematic anthology of the work

was ever attempted at all, still less, if it was made, to

justify us in concluding that we possess it in that shape still.

In the 9th century the poem on the Civil War was known

and imitated by a monk of Auxerre, and it was here that

in the 10th or nth century was written a MS. used by

Pithou, and now at Berne, as Biicheler infers from the iden

tity of Pithou's citations with the readings of the Bernese

MS., as collated by himself. In the 12th century John of

Salisbury, in the 13th Vincent of Beauvais, read Petronius;

the latter ascribed to him some lines from the sEtna, pro

bably on the^strength of a MS., as in another MS. from the

Beauvais library some epigrams, in some Italian MSS. of

the 15 th century certain excerpta de verborum significatione

are also ascribed to Petronius, it would seem equally falsely.

The Editio Princeps is believed to have been printed at

Milan, together with the Panegyrici Veteres and the Agricola

of Tacitus, in 1482; such at least is the verdict of Brunet

(quoted by Petrequin, p. 113), who denies the 1476 of Lord

Spencer's copy to be simultaneous with the rest of the book.

It was very imperfect, as were all the subsequent editions

till that of Sambuc, a Hungarian physician, Anvers 1565;

in which, with the help of a good MS. in his own possession,

he for the first time printed the whole of the fragments as

they appear in the Bernese and most still existing MSS.

For, not to speak at present of the fragment known as the

Cena Trimalchionis, preserved in the single MS. found a

century later at Trau, there was, and perhaps still is, a class

of MSS. differing from those represented by Sambuc's edition

by a whole additional set of excerpts : such was the codex

of Cujas, one so valuable that Scaliger made a complete

copy of it (Petrequin, p. 167), a copy still existing (for there

can be little doubt that it is identical with the paper MS., at

Leyden, No. 61, which contains in Scaliger's handwriting all

the Satirae except the Cena), and collated in turn by Momm-

sen and Biicheler. This, codex of Cujas, now lost, was

used by Jean de Tournes (Tornaesius), with five other MSS.,

of which one belonged to Dale"champs, another had been

employed by Sambuc, in the edition printed in Lyons in

1575 and known as Tornaesiana. In 1577, as M. Petrequin

informed himself by referring to the Imperial Library of

Paris, appeared what seems to be the first edition of Pithou,

containing the text of Petronius, the fragments of him

quoted in ancient authors; a list of various readings, and

the satire ascribed to Sulpicia. The brothers Pierre and

Francois Pithou of Troyes were among the most indefati

gable of the classical scholars of the 16th century. "They

scented a good book," says Scaliger, "from a distance as

a clog scents a bone, or a cat a mouse." Francois seems

to have had a happy knack of falling in with unknown

or precious MSS. We hear of a MS. of Juvenal and

Persius, which Mathias Corvinus had obtained for his

library, passing into Francois' hands ; and it was he who

in 1562 brought from the pillage of a Catholic abbey

the first MS. of Phaedrus, from which Pierre in 1596,

if we may trust M. Petrequin, printed the Editio Princeps

of that author. Pierre is best known by his 'Anthology

of Latin Epigrams ' (Epigrammata et Poematia Vetera,

Paris 1590) and his Petronius, both published without

his name. As early as 1565, Pithou had announced in

his Adversaria (ii. 2) that he possessed a MS. of Petronius

more full, more complete, and more correct than any then

known edition. Of the two fuller MSS. which Pithou men

tions in the " varietas lectionum" at the end of his larger

and more generally known edition of 1587 (we have seen

that an earlier one had appeared in 1577), the MS. of

Toulouse and an old Benedictine MS., we may suppose

the latter to be the one alluded to in the Adversaria, as the

Toulouse codex was in parts defective (Biicheler, p. xiv.).

Biicheler believes this MS., like that of Cujas, to have

perished in the French civil wars of the 16th century. M.

Petrequin, on the contrary, asserts that it still exists at Paris

(p. 53). Be this as it may, Pithou's edition was at once
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hailed as a great book ; and together with that of Jean de

Tournes may be said to constitute the second epoch of

Petronian development : the first being represented by the

edition of Sambuc, which, however, as we have seen, is

itself nearly contemporaneous with the publication of the

two others.

Pithou's edition was reproduced by a succession of editors,

the chief of whom are Goldast and Bourdelot, not, it is to

be regretted, without interpolations which, in the view of

modern criticism, render them worthless, for nearly a century.

Between the years 1645-1655, according to M. Petrequin

(p. 66), Marinus Statilius, a native of Trau, in Dalmatia,

discovered, on returning from Padua, where he had studied

law, in the library of his friend and townsman Nicolas

Cippi, a MS. containing a large portion of the Satirae, till

then unknown. He seems to have mentioned it to several

of his friends, but to have been prevented by his employments

from taking any immediate steps to publish it. It was

through the intervention of John Lucius, who published later

(in 1666) a History ofDalmatia, and who lived for some time

at Trau, and there made his first collation of the MS.—he

made a second later at Rome in 1668—that, with the consent

of Priuli, the governor of Dalmatia, and Grimani, the

Venetian legate at Rome, the MS. was sent to the latter

place for inspection. We may suppose that it was there

decided to be beyond dispute; for in 1664 the new fragment

was printed at Padua, without the knowledge of Statilius.

The same year a French physician, J. Mentel, under the

pseudonym of J. C. Tilebomen, published another edition at

Paris. It was followed by the editions of SchefFer (Upsala,

1665), of Reinesius (Leipzig, 1666), of Arnold (Nuremberg,

1667) ; and of Michael Hadrianides, printed at Amsterdam

in 1669 from an exact copy of the MS. furnished to the

Brothers Blasuw by John Lucius, who had transcribed it at

Rome. No classical discovery ever made a greater noise or

was so hotly discussed as this Trau fragment, the Cena

Trimalchionis. This is not wonderful if we consider its

length, about a third of the entire work remaining ; its

modern, almost Shakesperian humour, and the immense

light it throws on the earlier history of the Roman emperors.

Very shortly after its appearance it was violently attacked

by J. Wagenseil of Nuremberg as the forgery of an impostor ;

by Adrian de Valois as barbarous, illiterate, and utterly

unworthy of Petronius ; by Reinesius as, in part at least, the

invention of a Petroniaster. On the other hand, it was

defended by Gradi, the librarian of the Vatican, one of the

Latin Pleiad formed under the protection of Pope Alexander

VII. at Rome, as well as by Pierre Petit, a physician, and

one of the Latin Pleiad of Paris, in his Responsio ad Disser-

tationem de Tragur. Petrotiii fragmento, published at Paris

in 1 666 under the name of Marinus Statilius, and not to be

confounded with a different Apologia pro Petrotiiifragmento,

also published under the name of Statilius in the Amsterdam

edition of 1669, and supposed to be by Gradi (Petrequin,

pp. 75, 125). Jacob Spon said of the division of opinion on

the fragment, " Europe was divided into three camps : Italy

and Dalmatia supported its legitimacy ; France and Holland

disavowed it ; Germany held itself neutral." We may ask,

what part did England take ? M. Petrequin is silent on

this point. It was not till 1675 that Spon himself cleared up

the matter by inspecting the MS. in person at Trau, and

giving a detailed account of it. It was no longer in the

house of its original owner Cippi. On its return from

Rome, it had been deposited with Marinus Statilius,

now old, and a valetudinarian. Spon's description for

the time is sufficiently precise, but omits several par

ticulars detailed by Biicheler, whose account is here

followed. The MS. is a folio of the material called bomby-

cine, and contains Tibullus, Propertius, Catullus, the Epistle

of Sappho to P/taon, the ordinary excerpts from Petronius,

then the Cena Trimalchionis, the Morctum, lastly, the poem

on the phoenix ascribed to Claudian. The excerpts from

Petronius, not the Cena Trimalchionis, as Spon asserts, are

headed Petronii Arbitri Satyri fragmenta ex libro quinto

decimo et sexto dccimo, and at the end of them (hence Spon's

mistake) is the following subscription :—Petronii arbitri

Satyri fragmenta expliciunt ex libro quinto decimo et sexto

decimo. On p. 179, where Catullus ends, is written in the

same hand, at the bottom of the margin,

1423 di 20 not)r_p cy

ep+e 6 . . versus 228

The MS. therefore belongs to the earlier part of the 15th

century, and, as Spon observes, " Ce siecle-la n'avoit pas des

esprits si bien faits que Petrone, pour pouvoir se de'guiser

sous son nom." Ten years later, in 1685, Mabillon saw it

at Modena. In 1703 it must have been in Rome, as from a

note at the beginning, " Codex emtus Romae an. 1703,

Reg. 5623." It was then purchased there for the royal

library of Paris (see Petrequin, notes 46, 61). There it

remains still, numbered at present 7989; but M. Petrequin

is not justified in saying that it is almost forgotten. To say

nothing of the careful collation contained in Biicheler's

edition of the Satirae, it was examined by Santen for his

projected edition of Catullus, and more recently by Sillig,

from whose collation extracts may be seen in Rossbach's

and Schwabe's editions of that author. Of its genuineness

there is no doubt; and the Cena Trimalchionis has ceased

to be questioned. Of the subsequent and real Petronian

forgeries—in 1693 a fragment published by a French officer,

Nodot, professedly from a copy of a MS. obtained at the

capture of Belgrade from a Greek renegade by another

French officer named Dupin, a MS. never forthcoming ;

and in 1800 of a fragment purporting to come from St. Gall,

but really invented by a Spaniard, Joseph Marchena, of

which also, we need scarcely say, no MS. is forthcoming—

we shall not speak here, but refer to M. Petrequin's inte

resting discussion, in which will be found a very plausible

account of the authorship and construction of the former, and

all that it is needful to know of the latter. R Ellis.

Medieval Greek Texts : being a collection of the earliest compositions

in Vulgar Greek, prior to the year 1500. Edited with Prolegomena

and critical Notes, by Wilhelm Wagner, Ph.D. Part I. Lond. :

Asher and Co. 1870.

The publication of this work is highly creditable both to

the Philological Society, whose extra volume it forms for

1869-72, and to its editor, Dr. Wagner. The subject is a

difficult one, owing to the insufficiency of books of reference

relating to it, and the small extent of the literature itself,

which renders it almost impossible in some instances to

determine the true meaning of words. The fewness of the

MSS. also, and occasionally the corrupt state of the text,

call for great care and skill in emendations, and high praise

is due to Dr. Wagner for the way in which he has executed

this part of his task. At the same time, we must not forget

what is due to M. Gidel, the accomplished author of the

Etudes stir la Litterature grecque moderne, who has gener

ously lent a helping hand in copying or comparing some of

the texts which are printed here.

The portion of the work which is now published contains

seven poems, all in the "political" verse, and ranging in

date from the 13th to the end of the 15 th century. Three

of them now appear for the first time. Though arranged

on no definite plan, this collection serves to illustrate the

principal classes into which the medieval verse compositions
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in Vulgar Greek may be divided—the romances of Greek

origin, those derived from a Western source, and the

" dirges " or " laments," a peculiar kind of native poems.

To the first of these belong the " History of Belisarius," and

the " Recognition"—an extravagant story, with many of the

features of a fairy tale, about a child who is discovered by

his father in consequence of his deeds of prowess. The

romance of " Apollonius of Tyre," again, though the subject

was a favourite one in the West, and though the author

professes that it is a translation into Greek "from the

Latin " (that is, as Dr. Wagner shews, from some Western

language), is of Eastern origin, as is proved by the Greek

names being preserved. On the other hand, the love story

of " Florios and Platziaflora"—a lengthy poem, extending

to nearly 1900 lines—is a version of the well-known romance

of " Flores and Blancefleur ;" though in this instance the

French original has not been directly imitated, as has been

the case with several poems which M. Gidel has examined

at length in his work already mentioned, but the story has

passed through an Italian medium, probably a poem in that

language based on the tale of " Filocopo," in Boccaccio. To

the class of "laments" belong the "Lament concerning

Tamerlane," a fragment; the " Lament for Constantinople f

and the poem called " The Plague of Rhodes." All these

relate to the sufferings of the periods at which they were

composed.

It would be beyond our purpose to criticise further the

contents of these poems, but a few words should be added

on the two last-named, together with the " History of Beli

sarius," as these three have with good reason been attributed

to the same author, Emmanuel Georgillas. About this

point, indeed, some question has been raised, but the

internal evidence is such as hardly to leave any doubt on

the subject. One source of the interest attaching to them

is that the author lived at the time of the fall of Constanti

nople. Thus the " History of Belisarius," which, as we

learn from line 831, was written before that event, ends

with a lamentation over the probable fate of the city, and

the misfortunes of the Empire, which he attributes to the

sins of the people. The "Lament," on the other hand,

which is the most truly poetical piece of all those in this

volume, was written just after the event, and seems inspired

by real feeling, so that it possesses much of that natural

pathos which is so conspicuous in the modern Romaic

ballads. The passage which describes the leading into

captivity of the citizens, in particular, is deeply pathetic.

Besides this, the poems of Georgillas are valuable as en

abling us to trace the introduction of rhyme into the political

verse—an ornament which has subsequently been much

employed in the popular poetry. For while in the poem

on Belisarius there is no trace of it, in the " Lament" it is

introduced in a tentative way, and in special passages, such

as the description of the capture ; and the " Plague of

Rhodes" is regularly rhymed all through, showing that in

the interval between 1453 and 1498 this species of poetry

had become well established.

The language in which these compositions were written

was the vulgar tongue of their period, and consequently

very different from the style of all but the latest Byzantine

historians, which was imitated from the classical authors.

The greatness of the divergence between the spoken and

written language can hardly surprise us, when we consider

that it commenced at least as early as the fourth century

of our era. In fact, the Greek of these poems, in respect of

its grammatical form, differs little from the Romaic of the

present day, and the expressions and modes of thought

cannot fail to strike the reader as singularly modern. Here

and there an imperative mood or a future tense is found,

but these are rare exceptions. At the same time, it is clear

that these compositions do not thoroughly represent the

spoken language of their time, but rather a more polished

idiom, from the differences of dialect which exist between

them. Thus " The Recognition," though not later in date

than the 14th century, is far more corrupt in its forms than

any of the others ; and though elsewhere ov is still the usual

negative, in this poem S«V is commonly found, and even

the still more modern o^t appears. A difference may also

be traced between the several poems in respect of the Italian

words introduced. Thus, while the " Story of Apollonius " is

singularly free from these, the " Plague of Rhodes " contains

great numbers of them, and we meet even with such ex

pressions as irpifxa fiipa. (" primavera ") for " spring." In all

of them may be traced the beginnings of peculiarities, which

have become rampant in Modern Greek. Such, for instance,

is the tendency to throw forward the accent on to the last

syllable—a change which is mainly attributable to the agency

of the palatal/, as M. Maurophrydes has pointed out in his

Essay in Kuhn's Zcitschrift (vol. vii.) on the influence of

that letter in Romaic. Such again is the fondness for

metathesis in such words as fiydWo), fiyaCvui, for eic/?aAAa>,

£/c/?atvco : and the tendency to aspirate mutes, as in Ko<pTei,

irecfrrei, k6\<j>ov, &c. We may also notice the early occurrence

of certain objects of comparison which have become stereo

typed in the Modern Greek ballads, such as the cypress-tree

to represent a graceful figure, and the " Nereid," that is, the

malevolent fairy which now bears that name, to symbolize

female beauty : and the mention of other objects of supersti

tion, such as Charon, the angel of Death, who is described

as introducing the plague into Rhodes in a passage that most

curiously combines allegory with popular belief; and the

Vampire or xara^avas—a word that is used both in this sense,

which it still retains in the modern Cretan dialect, and also

with the earlier meaning of " destroyer," in which sense it is

applied to the Turks in the " Lament on Constantinople."

The few points which have here been noticed may give

some idea of the numerous subjects of interest that are raised

by this volume. In his Prolegomena, also, Dr. Wagner has

given an interesting sketch of the rise of the accentual verse,

and of the medieval literature that is known to exist in the

vulgar dialect, and has illustrated the subject by the light of

the most recent researches. We shall look forward with

much interest to his next instalment of similar works ; and

still more to the glossary and exegetical notes which he

promises, and which, if executed with completeness, will be

invaluable. H. F. Tozer.

Opuscula Philologica.—Fred. Ritschelii. Volumen ii. ad Plautum

et Grammaticam Latinam spectantia. (Leipzig, 1868.)

This volume, containing a collection of papers published by

Ritschl in periodicals at intervals between 1835 and 1855,

gives a vivid impression of the minuteness and activity of

recent German research in the field of early Latin. The

singular merit of Ritschl (whose labours have given the chief

stimulus and guidance to modern scholarship in this depart

ment) consists in his having regarded the study of the early

inscriptions as correlative to that of the language of the

dramatists. The book before us exhibits not so much the

results (which can hardly be said to be yet fully made out)

as the processes of his enquiry, so far as the dramatists are

concerned. The epigraphical essays, as we understand from

the preface, will follow in another volume.

That a volume like the present should exhibit some

changes of view is only natural : nor will those who value

discussion for its own sake complain if they occasionally find

(as in the first paper on the MSS., and in the Excursus on

the prosody of alterius) that they are landed at the end of an
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essay or series of essays in a theory the reverse of that from

which they started. It seems, however, surprising that the

author, even so far back as 1835, should have elaborated a

hypothesis on the history of the Plautine MSS. before he had

seen the Vatican (D) ; and that he should have written in an

authoritative tone on the prosody of alterius without having

thoroughly considered that of Witts, istius, &c. But by far

the most important change which Ritschl's views have under

gone, is his abandonment of the theory of ecthlipsis in favour

of the theory of the dropping of final consonants and the

shortening of final vowels (Preface, p. x.). On the other

hand, Ritschl is assured, even to dogmatism, of the truth of

his former ideas on Accent. We are sorry that the volume

contains nothing that can be called a discussion of this subtle

and difficult subject. Corssen's method of treating the

matter (Attssprache, Vokalismus und Betonung d. Lat.

Sprache, ii. p. 401 foil.) may be too rigidly arithmetical ;

and his theory, adopted in the main by Dr. W. Wagner, may

be doubtful ; but it deserves more notice than an assurance

of its falsehood, and a prophecy of its fall (Preface, p. xiii.).

The ' Plautinische Excurse ' form the kernel of the volume.

All are interesting and suggestive : among the best perhaps

are No. XIV., on "pos," "poste," ': post," "an," "ante;"

No. XX., on the differences between the scenic and dactylic

poetry, the elegant and thoughtful commencement of which

we recommend to all students of metre; and No. XXVI., on

the nom. plur. in s of the second declension. The ' Glos-

sarium Plautinum ' is fragmentary, and in its present shape

so arranged as to be of little use to the general student.

Whether the ingenious resuscitation of a supposed " iurigare "

for "iurgare" (p. 427), and " feminur " for "femur" (p. 437),

will be hereafter considered well-founded is perhaps doubtful.

H. Nettleship.

Journals and Serials.

The Scelta di Curiosity Letterarie (Bologna: Romagnoli, 1870)

No. 105, contains the " Trattato dei Ritmi Volgari" of Gidino da Som-

niacampagna, edited from the unique and contemporary MS. of the

fourteenth century (preserved in the chapter library at Verona), by

Gio. Batt. Giuliari. The name of Gidino da Sommacampagna was first

mentioned by Scipione Maflei, who found his work in Bologna. He

was a Venetian in the larger sense of the word, and lived during the

middle of the fourteenth century. Hence his treatise is of the greatest

importance, with regard both to the dialect in which it is written, and

of which it is the oldest pure monument, being the first treatise written

in the vulgar tongue which deals with the laws of Italian rhythm. It

was preceded only by a short treatise of Guido Cavalcanti, at the end

of the thirteenth century, and by another of Antonio da Tempo, 1332,

both in Latin. Gidino divides the poetical productions into seven

classes (Sonetti, Ballate, Canzoni, Rotondelli, Madrigali, Serventesi,

Moti confetti), and explains minutely the number of verses, position of

rhymes, etc., in each. In an appendix the editor prints from Ozanam's

edition some strophes from the first of the two Cantica di Fra Giacomino,

the earliest monument of the Veronese dialect, and five other early pieces

in the same dialect. Some phonetical and glossarial notes conclude

the volume.

Revue Critique, June 4. M. Breal : Ascoli's Lezioni di Fonologia

comparata. [Very laudatory.]—Anon. : Rose's Anacreontis eru^iroixiaico

7;uid;i#'a.—Anon. : Brachet's Dictionnaire etymologique de la langue

francaise. [Most favourable : discusses the relation between M. Bra-

chet s book and those of MM. Scheler and Littre.]— June II. Thurot :

Theil's translation ofMadvig's Latin Grammar. [Sums up Madvig's

services to Latin philology : the French translation is pronounced in

exact and obscure.]—June 18. Anon. : Volkmann's Plutarch von

Chaeronea, Part II.—Varia : H. Weil on the Anacreontic poem in

Bergk's Lyrici Gra;ci, p. 1078. [The writer wishes to shew that it was

addressed to Coluthus the poet.]—June 25. W. C. : Bliimner de Vul-

cani in veteribus artium monumentis figura.—Tournier : Ellendt's Lexi

con Sophocleum, ed. alt. [Awards but modified praise to the editor,

Genthe.]

Intelligence.

Professor Studemund, of Greifswald (formerly of Wurzburg), who

has almost unceasingly devoted himself to the exploration of the difficult

Ambrosian palimpsest, and whose readings of the Trinummus appeared

in the Rlnin. Mas. some time ago, is at present engaged on an exact

reproduction of the whole M.S. by means of a new and original process.

This work will be a very important contribution not only to the ex

haustive criticism of l'lautus, but to our pala'ographical knowledge in

general.

L. Dindorf has published the first volume of a collection of the

Ifistorici Gracci minorcs (Tcubner), containing inter alia the fragments

of Nicolaus Damasccnus.

The 2nd volume of the new edition of Corssen's Aussprache und

Vokalismus, &-c., has at last appeared. In many parts the work is

entirely new. Dr. Corssen is at present in Palermo for the purpose of

examining some cippi lately discovered, and of great philological

importance.

Dr. Eyssenhardt is bringing out a new text of Ammianus Marcellinus,

of which the first fasciculus has already appeared (Vahlen : Berlin), to

be followed by the second, including introduction and index, in the

autumn. Besides using the emendations of Gelenius and H. Valois,

which have exercised but little influence upon previous editions, the

editor has collated the principal MS. (Fulda, 9th century) at present in

the Vatican Library, of which the few samples hitherto given by II.

Valois convey but an imperfect impression. Although some lacuna; still

remain, a very large number of places are for the first time rendered in

telligible by this collation.

We are glad to see signs of revived activity on the part of the publish

ing world in Germany. A new edition of the first volume of Ritschl's

l'lautus is promised, as well as the Ada Societalis phihlogae Lipsiensis,

which are to appear shortly under the auspices of the same scholar.

Among the other announcements of Messrs. Teubner are (1) a disserta

tion on Rhianus Cretensis, by C. Mayhoff; (2) a wholly new critical

edition of the Oedipus Tyrannus, by Fr. Kitter ; (3) a monograph by

C. A. Bretschneidcr on Greek "geometry and geometers before Eu

clid;" (4) the concluding part of TeufTel's HUtory of Roman Literature -Y

(5) a biographical sketch of the late Augustus Schleicher, by Dr. S.

Lefmann, of Heidelberg.

Frofessor Bohmer, of Halle, is about to start a new periodical de

voted to the study of the Romance languages.

Philologists will be glad to learn that the important collection of

ancient Irish glosses contained in the celebrated Irish MS. of the 8th

century, preserved in the Ambrosian Library at Milan, will very soon be

published as a whole, by Prof. J. G. Ascoli of that city. Valuable

selections from this rich repertory of obsolete Irish words have already

been published by Zeuss (Gram. Cell.), Stokes (Goidilica), and Chev.

Nigra (Gloss. Cod. Taurin., and Revue Cdtique, No. I.) ; but a complete

edition was urgently required. The collection is undoubtedly the richest

of its kind in existence, and contains material enough for the con

struction of a grammar of old Irish. Signor Ascoli is favourably known

as a general philologist ; but in the department of Celtic it is to be

regretted that he has not the special training which Stokes and Nigra

seem to possess, and which is essential to the proper fulfilment of the

task Prof. Ascoli has set before himself.

New Publications.

Aristoxknus. Elements harmoniques d'Aristoxene, traduits en francais

pour la premiere fois par C. E. Ruelle. Paris : Haffner.

Bastian. Sprachvergleichende Studien. Leipzig : Brockhaus.

Caesar. Emendationum Hephaestionearum ; pars 2. Marburg : Elwert.

Catonis philosophi liber, vulgo dictus Dionysii Catonis distichi de

moribus ; rec. F. Hauthal. Berlin : Calvary.

Eudemi Rhodii fragmenta : coll. L. Spengel. Editio sec. pretio minor.

Berlin : Calvary.

Hacer. Quaestionum Hypcridcarum ; capita duo. Leipzig : Grafe.

HEl'SSNER. Observationes grammaticae in Catulli Veronensis libnim.

Berlin : Calvary.

Holtzmann, A. Altdeutsche Grammatik, umfassend die gothische.

allnordische, angelsachsische u. althochdeutsche Sprache. I Bd.

I Abth. Die speciellc Laullehre. Brockhaus : Leipzig.

Homer's Ilias, erklart von J. La Roche : Part II. (libb. 5-8.)

Berlin : Ebeling und Plalin.

Nicolai. Ueber Xenophon's Hiero. Berlin : Calvary.

Roeper. De Q. Ennii Scipione. Berlin : Calvary.

Ulfilas, oder die uns erhaltenen Denkmaler der gothischen Sprache.

Text, Grammatik u. Worterbuch. (Stamm.) 4 Aufl. Von Moritz

Heyne. Paderbom : Schbningh.

ERRATUM IN No. 9.

Page 24} (a) 3 lines from bottom, for "The third treatise was published by M.

Dukes in the original Arabic, as well as in the Hebrew version" read "The third

treatise was published by M. Dukes in the Hebrew version, which is here reptibli:>hed

by Mr. Nutt, together with the orig;nal Arabic."
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Part II. Aves.—The Student's

-^ MANUAL OF COMPARATIVE ANATOMY,

AND GUIDE TO DISSECTION. By GEORGE

HERBERT MORRELL, B.A. and B.C.L., Exeter Coll.,

Assistant Demonstrator of Comparative Anatomy in the

University Museum, Oxford.

Part I., MAMMALIA, will be published in October.

Oxford: T. and G. Shrimpton, Broad Street.

London : Whittaker and Co.

MR. GROTE'S WORKS.

Second Edition, 3 vols., 8vo., 45.C

PLATO and OTHER COMPANIONS of

SOKRATES ByGEORGEGROTE,F.R.S.,D.C.L.,

Oxon, and LL.D., Cambridge, Vice-Chancellor of the

University of London.

Also, now ready,

AN ALPHABETICAL INDEX to MR.

GROTE'S PLATO (76 pp.) 8vo., ai. 6rf.

in.

MR. GROTE'S HISTORY of GREECE.

From the Earliest Period to the Close of the Generation

contemporary with Alexander the Great. 4th Edition.

With Portrait, Maps, and Plans. 8 vols., 8vo., iissj.

A POPULAR EDITION of GROTE'S

HISTORY of GREECE. With Portrait and Plans.

12 vols., post 8vo., 6s. each.

•** Any volume of this cheaper edition may be had

separately.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

Bank of South Australia.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, 1847.

J^etters of Credit and Bills

issued upon Adelaide and the Principal Towns in

South Australia. Drafts negotiated and collected. Money

received on deposit for fixed periods, the terms for which

may be ascertained at the Offices of the Bank, 54, Old

Broad Street, E.C.

WILLIAM PURDY, General Manager.

BY ROYAL COMMAND.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

STEEL PENS.

Sold by all Dealers throughout the World.

Indigestion.—The Medical

Profession adopts MORSON'S PREPARATION

OF PEPSINE as the true Remedy Sold in Bottles and

Boxes from is.t by all Pharmaceutical Chemists and the

Manufacturers.THOMAS Morson & Son, 124, Southampton

Row, Russell Square, London.

(Jaracas Cocoa.

*' No more delicious, refreshing, nourishing, and whole

some beverage has ever been manufactured."—Morning

Post.

" As an agreeable invigorator, refresher, and nourisher it

could not be too highly recommended to the community."—

Civil Service Gazette,

J. S. FRY AND SONS,

Bristol and London,

breakfast—Epps's Cocoa.

GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

The Civil Service Gazette remarks :—" By a thorough

knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations

of digestion nnd nutrition, and by a careful application of

the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has

provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills."

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only in

41b., ±lb., and ilb. tin-lined packets, labelled:—

JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

CHUBB'S NEW PATENT SAFES,

Steel-plated with Diagonal Bolts, to resist Wedges, Drills,

and Kirc. Lists of Prices, with 130 Illustrations, of all

sizes and qualities, of CHUBB'S SAFES, STRONG

ROOM DOORS, and LOCKS, sent free by

CHUBB & SON,

57, St. Paul's Churchyard, London.

Third Edition, in 8vo., price Sixpence,

JYJill Hill School ; Inaugural

ADDRESS read at the Public Re-opening of this

School, October 27, 1869. by R. F. WEYMOUTH, D. Lit.

Fellow of Univ. Coll. Lond. Head Master. (Published by

request of the Governors and the Meeting.)

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

Just Published, in post 8vo., price 3s. td., cloth,

J>ericula Urbis, a Satire, and

other Exercises in Latin, Greek, and English Verse. By

WILLIAM MOORE, B.A., late Scholar of New College,

Oxford.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Just Published, in crown 8vo., price ys. 6d., cloth,

patronymica Cornu-Britan-

NICA; or, the Etymology of Cornish Surnames. By

RICHARD STEPHEN CHARNOCK, Ph.Dr., F.S.A.,

F.R.G-S.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Now ready. Vol. I., in 8vo., price ys. 6d., cloth,

(To be completed in One more Volume,)

J^/fixed Education in Ireland ;

the Confessions of a Queen's Collegian. By F. H.

O'DONNELL, M.A. Vol. I., The Faculty of Arts.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Now ready, in iamo., price 3.1. 6d., cloth,

A lgebraical Exercises and

PROBLEMS with ELLIPTICAL SOLUTIONS,

framed so as to combine constant practice in the Simple

Reasoning usually required in the Sofuton of Problems with

constant practice in the Elementary Rules, the Simplification

of Fractions and other Expressions, and in the Mechanical

Operations of Algebra generally ; with an Appendix con

taining Simple and General Methods, on one uniform plan,

for resolving Algebraical Expressions into their Elementary

Factors. By HUGH McCOLL, late Mathematical Master

at the College Communal, Boulogne-sur-Mer.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Lately Published, in One Volume, 8vo., price i6j.

'Time and Space ; aMetaphy-

SICAL ESSAY. By SHADWORTH H.

HODGSON.

%* This work covers the whole ground of Speculative

Philosophy,

Part I. contains an Analysis of Perception and Asso

ciation of Ideas.

Part II. contains the Laws of Logic, with a Criticism

on Hegel.

By the same Author, now ready,

'TJhe Theory of Practice; an

Ethical Inquiry. In Two Volumes, 8vo., price 24s.

This work, in conjunction with the foregoing, completes a

system of Philosophy.

Book I. contains an Analysis of the Sensations, Emotions,

Passions; of the Will, Reasoning, Choice, and Character;

and their connexion with the Cerebral Organisation.

Book II. contains a Logic of Ethic and of Politic, in

cluding a Logical Sketch of Jurisprudence, Political

Economy, Philology ; with a general view of the Connexion

of the Sciences.

London : Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

NEW WORK BY THE REV. G. W. COX, M.A.

In Two Volumes, 8vo-, price 281., cloth,

HPhe Mythology of the Aryan

ESSRS. BAGSTER'S LIST.

The Septuagint, with its English Translation, in

parallel columns. With Notes and Various Readings.

Quarto, half-bound, 94*. {.July 15th.

The New Testament, Greek and English, in

parallel columns. With Various Readings. Quarto,

half-bound, 12J. {July 15th.

The Old Testament Scriptures, Hebrew and

English, in parallel columns. Quarto, half-bound in

morocco, 14s. t

Uniform with the above three.

The Vulgate and the Douay Version. Parallel

columns. Quarto. [/« the Press.

Prayers and Devotional Meditations, collated

from the Psalms of David. By EL1HU BURRITT.

8vo.,ir. {Justpublished.

"REVISION OF THE ENGLISH BIBLE."

A Critical English New Testament: presenting

at one view the Authorised Version, and the Results of

the latest criticism of the Original Text. Edited by

the Rev. THOMAS SHELDON GREEN, M.A.

8vo., ^s. {Just published.

The Pentateuch according to the Talmud. By

P. I. HERSHON.

PARTS I. II. III., is. 6d. each. {Just published.

PART IV. [In the Press.

The English Hexapla: the Six principal English

Versions of the New Testament, in parallel columns,

beneath the Greek Original Text. The advantages of

this arrangement are obvious. The meaning of the

Original is reflected from the renderings of six inde

pendent Translations on the same page. One very

handsome volume. Quarto, il. a*.

Polyglot Bibles and Biblical Aids in great variety.

Catalogue bv post, free.

SAMUEL BAGSTER AND SONS,

15, Paternoster Row, London.

Just Published, price is., limp cloth,

praxis Primaria : Progressive

Exercises in the writing of Latin, with Introductory

Notes on Syntax and Idiomatic,Differences, and an Appendix

on Latin Style. For the use of Junior Students. By the

Rev. ISLAY BURNS, D.D.

This Manual, which has been revised in its most important

parts by the author of the " Public School Latin Primer,"

as well as by several distinguished Scottish Teachers, is

designed to assist, in connection with the Primer or the

Edinburgh Academy Rudiments, in the work of preparation

for the Scottish Universities. It differs from other books of

the same kind chiefly in being more compendious, and thus

adapted to a less protracted course of instruction than that

which they contemplate.

The longer Exercises embrace a selection of University

competition and graduation papers.

London: Blackie and Son, 44, Paternoster Row ;

and Glasgow and Edinburgh.

Sold by all Booksellers.

The Month. July, 1870.
NATIONS. By the Rev. GEORGE VV. COX, M.A.,

late Scholar of Trinity College, Oxford.

" A work of singular inter- I which should be carefully

est, which we hope to examine \ studied by every one who

more fully."—Edinburgh Re- takes the least interest in

view, April. I liberal learning."—Coniempo-

MIt is impossible, in the rary Review.

limited space which we can j " This is one of those few

devote to the work before us, books which, instead of criti-

to do justice either to the in- cising. wc prefer to recom-

terest of its subject or to the ' mend.. . . In an age which is

varied scholarship and in- ' painfully fertile in superficial

genuity of its author.... It j treatises upon profound sub-

will be seen from this how \ jeets, it is a consolation to

vast are the materials of these j meet with a work which has

volumes ; how calculated to ! been carefully framed, which

interest scholars generally offers every evidence of

and to instruct the wiser j having been undertaken with

student of folk-lore who de- | good reason, carried out with

sires to know what great due deliberation, and treated

truths are veiled under our

popular myths ; and con

sequently how well the book

deserves to take the very fore

most rank as an authority in

the important study of popu

lar mythology."—Notes and

Queries.

" A learned and elaborate

contribution to the science of

comparative mythology."—■

Fortnightly Review.

" A solid and masterly book

on a great subject, and one

n a style which is satisfactory

in its process and agreeable

in its results"—Athenantm.

"A laborious work which

places yet another laurel-

wreaih on the brow of English

scholarship."—Examiner.

"The work is crammed

with learned illustrations of

every sort, and even those

who do not read it as the

author would wish it to be

read will find it full of capital

stories."—Daily News.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.
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NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS-NOTICE.

Many Copies of each of the following NEW and CHOICE BOOKS

are in Circulation at Mudie's Select Library :—

Earl Stanhope s History of the Rcigu of Queen A nnc ; Journal of a Visit to

Egypt, by the Hon. Mrs. W. Grey ; Jeaffreson's Book about Clergy ; Free

Russia, by W.H.Dixon; Musgrave's Ramble into Brittany ; Ruskin's Lectures

on Art ; St. Paul and Protestantism, by Matthew Arnold; Keble's Letters of

Spiritual Counsel ; The Holy Grail ; Essays on Church and State, by Dean

Stanley ; Origin of Civilization, by Sir John Lubbock ; Macgregor's Rob Roy
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Church of the Restoration ; Dr. Newman's Grammar of Assent ; Arnot's Life
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Sybel's History of the French Revolution ; Recollections of Eton ; Sibrcc's

Madagascar; Cox's Mythology of the Aryan Nations; Life of P'ere Besson ;

Ritchie's Religious L ifc of London ; Wallace on the Theory ofNatural Selection ;

The High Alps without Guides, by A. G. Girdlestonc ; Other Worlds than Ours,

by R. A. Proctor ; Abbs's Mission Life in Travancore ; Baur's Religious Life

in Germany ; Cobden's Speeches ; Rome and the Council, by Felix Bungencr ;

Trollope's Ccesar ; The Book of Orm, by R. Buchanan; Markham's Life of

Fairfax; Prymc's Autobiographic Recollections ; Ellis's Martyr Church of

Madagascar; Life of Henry Hoare ; Life of Mary Russell Mitford ; Grant's

Memoirs of Sir George Sinclair ; Historical Sketches by Mrs. Olipliant ; Van

Lennep's Missionary Travels in Asia Minor ; Diary of Henry Crabb Robinson ;

Hamilton's Sketches of Life in Africa; Memoir of Dr. Robert Lee ; Eckardt's

Modern Russia ; A Book about Roses ; Selection from the Speeches of Earl

Russell; Mercer's Journal of the Waterloo Campaign; Robinson's Alpine

Flowers ; The Fuel of the Sun, by W. M. Williams ; Figuier's Primitive

Man; Dallas's Letters from London; Macraes Americans at Home; Dr.

McCosh's Laws of Discursive Thought ; Dr. Ellicott on the Revision of the New

Testament ; Notes in the Nile Valley, by A. L. A darns ; Travels in Japan, by

Arthur Adams ; Legge's Growth of tlie Temporal Power of the Papacy ; West

ward by Rail, by W. F. Rae ; Whiteside's Early Sketches ; Ignatius Loyola, by

Stewart Rose ; Batnk-Amazafs Little Book about Great Britain; Bollacrt's

Wars of the Succession in Spain ; Glcninahra, by Sir Randal Roberts ; Rcichel's

See of Rome in the Middle Ages ; A Cruise in Greek Waters, by Capt. Towns-

hend ; Autobiography of J. B. Gougk ; Reminiscences of America in 1869, by

Two Englishmen ; Hawthorne's English Note Books.

ALL THE BEST RECENT WORKS OF FICTION,

And nearly Five Hundred other Books of the Past and Present Season, Revised Lists of which will

be forwarded, Postage Free, on application.

V FRESH COPIES of all the Principal Books in Circulation are added as the
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Interest as they appear.
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CITY OFFICE—4, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE.

WORKS OF THE SEASON.

THE HISTORY OF THE REIGN

OF QUEEN ANNE UNTIL THE

PEACE OF UTRECHT, 1701-1713. By

EARL STANHOPE. 8vo. its.

ESSAYS CHIEFLY ON QUESTIONS

OF CHURCH AND STATE, from 1850

to 1870. By A. P. STANLEY, D.D., Dean

of Westminster. 8vo. i(>s.

THE METALLURGY OF LEAD, IN

CLUDING DESILVER1ZATION AND

CUPELLATION. By JOHN PERCY,

M.D., F.R.S., Lecturer on Metallurgy at the

Royal School of Mines. With numerous

Illustrations. 8vo. [7"->' ready.

THE " ROB ROY" ON THE JORDAN.

A Canoe Cruise in Palestine and Egypt, and

the Waters of Damascus. By JOHN MAC-

GREGOR, M.A. 6th Thousand. With

Maps and Illustrations. Crown Svo. I2j.

RESEARCHES INTO THE EARLY

HISTORY OK MANKIND, AND THE

DEVELOPMENT OF CIVILIZATION.

By E. B. TYI.OR, Author of " Mexico and

the Mexicans." 2nd Edition. With Illus

trations. Svo. I2J.

HISTORY OF THE ADMINISTRA

TION AND GOVERNMENT OF

BRITISH ARMY, SINCE THE REVO

LUTION OF 1688 ; or, the Military Forces,

of the Crown. By CHARLES M. CLODE.

2 vols. Svo. 21s. each.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LITE

RATURE OF THE FINE ARTS. By

Sir C. LOCK EASTLAKE, R.A. With a

Memoir of the Author and Selections from

his Correspondence, by Lady EASTLAKE.

2 vols. 8vo. 241.

ALPINE FLOWERS FOR ENGLISH

GARDENS. An Explanation of the Princi

ples on which the Exquisite Flora of Alpine

Countries mav be grown to Perfection in all

Parts of the British Islands. By W. ROBIN

SON, F.L.S., Author of "The Parks and

Gardens of Paris." With 70 Woodcuts.

Crown Svo. I2.r.

TREES AND SHRUBS for ENGLISH

PLANTATIONS. A Selection and Descrip

tion of the most Ornamental Native and

Foreign, which will flourish in the Open Air ;

with Classified Lists of the several Species

for the purposes of Practical Application.

By AUGUSTUS MONGREDIEN. With

Illustrations. Svo. its.

THE CHURCH AND THE AGE.

ESSAYS ON THE PRINCIPLES AND

PRESENT POSITION of the CHURCH.

By Various Writers. 8vo. 14?.
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University College, London.
KJ SESSION 1870-71.

The SESSION of the FACULTY of MEDICINE

will commence on MONDAY, October 3rd. Introductory

Lecture at 3 P.M.

The SESSION of the FACULTY of ARTS and LAWS

will begin on TU ESDAY, October 4th.

The SESSION of the FACULTY of SCIENCE will

begin on TUESDAY, October 4th. Inaugural Lecture by

Professor WILLIAMSON, F.R.S., at 3 p.m.

The EVENING CLASSES for Classics, Modern Lan

guages, Mathematics, the Natural Sciences, History,

Shorthand, &c, will commence on MONDAY, October

10th.

The SCHOOL for BOYS between the ages of Seven and

Sixteen will RE-OPEN on TUESDAY, September 20th.

Prospectuses of the various Departments of the College,

containing full information respecting classes, fees, days,

and hours of attendance, &c, and copies of the regulations

relating to the Entrance and other Exhibitions, Scholarships,

and Prizes open to competition by Students of the several

Faculties, may be obtained at the Office of the College.

The Examination for the Medical Entrance Exhibitions

will be held at the College on the 28th and 29th of Sep

tember ; that for the Andrews Entrance Prizes (Faculties of

Arts and Laws and of Science) on the 29th and 30th

September.

The College is close to the Gower Street Station of the

Metropolitan Railway, and only a few minutes' walk from

the Termini of the North-Western, Midland, and Great

Northern Railways.

JOHN ROBSON, B.A.,

Secretary to the Council.

August, 1870.

owens College, Manchester.

—PROFESSORSHIP of NATURAL PHILO

SOPHY.—The Trustees propose to ELECT a SECOND

PROFESSOR of NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, as coad

jutor to Professor BALFOUR STEWART, F.R.S. The

Processor will share with Dr. STEWART the instruction

of the Natural Philosophy Classes (mathematical and ex

perimental) and the conduct of the Physical Laboratory.

Further information will be given on application to the

Principal ; but it is requested that the Trustees may not be

addressed individually.

It is hoped that the new Professor will be able to enter

on his duties not later than the 1st January, 1871.

Candidates are requested to send in applications, stating

age, academical degree, and general qualifications, ac

companied by Testimonials, to "The Trustees of Owens

College," under cover to the Registrar, on or before the

17th of September next.

J. G. GREENWOOD, Principal.

J. HOLME NICHOLSON, Registrar.

(^Jhurch of England Hall of

^^^ RESIDENCE for STUDENTS attending Owens

College, Manchester. This Hall will be opened in October

next.

For Prospectus apply to The Warden, at the Hall, 174,

Plymouth Grove, Manchester.

gamuel P. Eagleton, LL.D.,

Sedgley, Staffordshire, receives Five Pupils, not under

14 years of age, and prepares them for the Military and

Civil Service Examinations, and for University Scholarships.

Inclusive Terms, 105/. per annum.

Turkish Association for the

ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.—The next

ANNUAL MEETING of this Association will be held at

LIVERPOOL, commencing on Wednesday, September 14,

1870.

President £V«-/.—Professor HUXLEY, LL.D., F.R.S. ,

F.G.S., President of the Ethnological Society of London.

Notices of Papers proposed to be read at the Meeting

should be sent to the Assistant-General Secretary, G.

GRIFFITH, Esq., M. A., Harrow.

Information about Local Arrangements may be obtained

from the Local Secretaries, Municipal Offices, Liverpool.

Mill Hill School, Middlesex.

Head Master—R. F. Weymouth, Esq., D. Lit,

and M.A., Fellow of Univ. Coll. London, Member of

Council of Fhilological Society, &c.

Second Master—J'. H. Taylor, Esq , M.A., of Queen's

Coll. Oxford, B.A., and Scholar of Trinity Coll. Cam.,

1st Chancellor's Medallist in 1868.

The SCHOOL will RE-OPEN on THURSDAY,

SEPTEMBER sand.

For Prospectuses, &c, apply to the Head Master at the

School, or to the Hon Sec, the

Rev. R. H. MARTEN, B.A.,

LEE, S.E.

language.—Instruction in

German, French, Italian, and most of the Northern

Languages, also in Persian, Sanskrit, or the Classics, by a

Foreigner, who has studied at several Continental Cities,

and who speaks English. WANTED Pupils, a School

Engagement, Philological, or any other Literary Work.—

Address A. T. G., care of Messrs. Bell and Daldy, York

Street, Covcnt Garden.

Third F.dition, in 8vo., price Sixpence,

]\£ill Hill School ; Inaugural

ADDRESS read at the Public Re-opening of this

School, October 27, 1869. by R F. WEYMOUTH, D. Lit.

Fellow of Univ. Coll. Lund. Head Master. (Published by

request of the Governors and the Meeting.)

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row.

In 8vo., with Plans, price 20*., Vol. 2 of

e feepoy War in India in

1857-1858. By JOHN WILLIAM KAYE, F.R.S.

London : Wm. H. Allen & Co., 13, Waterloo Place, S.W.

^h

TPired. Sacred Song. Music

by Miss M. LINDSAY (Mrs. J. W. BLISS). No.

1 in D flat ; No. 2 in D. Each free by post for 18 stamps.

" It is not at all improbable that this song will shortly

rival in popularity her well known songs ' Far Away ' and

'Resignation.'"—Vide Brighton Gazette.

HAMILTON'S MODERN INSTRUC-

TIONS for the Pianoforte. 744th Edition. Price 45.

APPENDIX to DITTO. By GEORGE W. WEST. 51.

HAMILTON'S DICTIONARY of 3500

MUSICAL TERMS. 93rd Edition, ir.

J. CLARKE'S CATECHISM of MUSIC.

'J'iie Academy for the Con-

tincnt may be obtained on publication of the

following booksellers :—

1 Rome—J. Spithover.

Rotterdam— H. A. Kramers,

St. Petersburg—I. Issakoff.

Stockholm—S amson and

Waixin.

Vienna—Gerold & Co.

Berlin—Ashbs & Co.

Brussels—Muqiwrdt.

Florence—E. Goodban.

Frankfort—C JuCEt..

Geneva—H. Georg.

Leipsic—k. Dt'RR.

Milan—Artaria.

Moscow—\. Deubner.

Naples—Mrs. Dorant.

Paris—Galignaki & Co.

,, XAVIER& BOYVBAU.

United States.

New }'ork—\V ilmer and

Rogers.

• • Books for Review may be sent to the care of Messrs.

Williams and Norgate, Mr. D. Nutt, or Messrs.

TrI'iDNER, or to their Agents on the Continent.

Valuable Books, the Library of the late Dr.

Hobinson of Putney, &c—Five Days' Sale.

]yjessrs. Hodgson will sell by

AUCTION, at their Rooms, 115, Chancery Lane,

W.C., on WEDNESDAY, August 17th, and four following

days (Saturday excepted), at 1 o'clock, a Large COLLEC

TION of BOOKS, including the choice and valuable Library

of the late W. Robinson, Esq., D.C.L., removed from his

residence at Putney ; also a Modern Library from South

Wales comprising Nash's Worcestershire, 2 vols.—Hut-

chins's Dorsetshire, 5 parts—Stoke Park, Buckinghamshire,

a Description of, splendidly illustrated, with Proof Engrav

ings and Water Colour Drawings, in portfolio—The Wilkie

Gallery—Johnston's Royal Atlas—Knight's English Cyclo

paedia, 22 vols.—Facciolali Lexicon, 2 vols.—Rccs's Cyclo

paedia, 45 vols.—Britton's Architectural Antiquities, 5 vols.

—Britton's Cathedral Antiquities, 6 vols, in 13—Billings's

Antiquities ol Scotland, 4 vols.— United States Survey of

the Mississippi, 13 vols.—Punch, 46 vols.—Chalmers's Poets,

21 vols.—Chalmers's Biographical Dictionary, 32 vols.—

Rose's Biographical Dictionary, 12 vols.—Beauties of Eng

land and Wales, 26 vols.—Milton's Works, by Todd and

Symmons, 14 vols.—Spenser's Works, by Todd, 8 vols,—

Ben Jonson's Works, by Gilford, 9 vols.— Knight's Shak-

speic, 8 vols.— Old English Plays, 6 vols.—Contes et Nou-

velles de la Fontaine, 2 vols.—Walpole's Letters, 10 vols.—

Strickland's Queens, 12 vols.—Prescott's Works, 8 vols.—

Bancroft's United States, 8 vols.—Mill and Wilson's India,

9 vols.—Roberts's Holy Land, 6 vols, in 3—Walton and

Cotton's Angler, by Nicolas, a vols —YarreH's Fi&hes, 3 vols.

—Bewick's Birds and Quadrupeds, 3 vols.—Morris's British

Birds, 9 vols.—Brce's Birds of Europe, 4 vols.—Lowe's

Ferns, 8 vols —Shaw's Zoology, 28 vols., large paper—

Sowerby's English Botany, 12 vols.—Agricultural Society's

Journal, 25 vols.—Collins's Peerage, 9 vols.—Hook's Arch

bishops of Canterbury, 7 vols.—The Works of Strypc, Jewel,

Bingham, Collier, Barrow, Jeremy Taylor, Beveridge,

Simeon, and other Learned Divines—Good Editions of the

English Poets and Dramatists—The Works of Dickens,

Thackeray, Ainsworth, Marryat, Cooper, and other popular

Writers Prints and Books of Prints, Oil Paintings, Framed

Prints, Table and Household Linen, Table Knives, Dressing

and Writing Cases, curious Old Gold Watch, Indian Orna

ments, and Miscellaneous and Fancy Articles. To be

viewed, and Catalogues had.

Will shortly appear,

ARITHMETIC,

By SONNENSCHEIN & NESBITT,

PAST II.

Fractional and Approximate Calculations.

Whittaker & Co., Ave Maria Lane.

131st Editijn. is.

fc*Y': Published only by Robert Cocks & Co.,

Burlington Street. Order of all Musicscllcrs.,B,

-
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New Edition, with Index uf Vols. I. and II., of

A HISTORY of the NORMAN CON-

QUEST OF ENGLAND: its Causes and Results.

By EDWARD A. FREEMAN, D.CL. a vols., 8vo.,

cloth. With Maps, price 36s.

(Vol. III., with Maps, 21J.)

" It is long since an English scholar has produced a work

of which England may be now justly proud. With all the

laborious erudition of Germany, Mr. Freeman has a force

and fire which, among German scholars, learning is too

often found to quench; with all the clearness and precision

of a Frenchman, he has the soundness of judgment and dili-

6ent accuracy in investigation, whose importance the bril-

ant stylists of France are apt to overlook We have

seldom met with a writer so uniformly clear, straightforward,

and direct. There is not a sentence in the book whoce

meaning it is possible to mistake, nor a paragraph which

leaves us in doubt as to the conclusion the author had

arrived at. Every tale is told in the simpler, every point

put in the most forcible words ; and where the dignity of

the theme require* it, the language often rises into a bold and

stining strain of eloquence."—British Quarterly Review.

" Extensive reading, unwearying industry, apt powers of

condensation and critical discernment, leave their impress

in happy combination upon its pages ; forming altogether

what is at once a most pleasing work, and a singularly

valuable contribution to the early history of this country."

—Atfwmzutn.

''A perfect miracle of research. The book is a noble

book, and the greatest incident of our history is in the

hands of an historian who can tell it as it ought to be told."

—Saturday Reviczv.

OXFORD : PRINTED AT THE CLARENDON PRESS ;

AND PUBLISHED BY MACMILLAN AND CO.,

LONDON, PUBLISHERS TO THE UNIVERSITY.

Price is., Monthly,

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE,

No. 130, for AUGUST, 1870.

Contents :

1. Professor Sekley's "Thf English Revolution of

the 19th Century." Part I.

3. Mr. Anthony Tkollope's "Sik Harry Hotspur of

Humdlethwaite." Chaps. X.—XII.

3. Professor A. S. Wilkins's "A Puritan's AroLOGY."

4. "Ammkrcau." An Idyl!.

5. "Benchers and the Bar."

6. " Diana Vernon."

7. "Lord Clarendon." In Memoriam. By A. H.

8. " Retribution." By Emily H. Hickey.

9. "Jknnifer."

10. On the " Rational Treatment of Drunkards."

11. "Mi PlifiVOST-PAKADOL." By J. H. Fvfk.

is. " An ! Qu'il fait Chaud!"

XEW BOOKS.

This day, in 8vo.f price ioj. dd.

PROFESSOB HUXLEY'S LAY SER-

MONS, ADDRESSES, AND REVIEWS.

Contents.—On the Advisableness of Improving Natural

Knowledge.—A Liberal Education, and where to find it.

— Scientific Education.—On the Study of Zoology.—

On the Physical Basis of Life.—The Scientific Aspects

of Positivism.—On a Piece of Chalk.—The Origin of

Species, etc.

ST. ANSELM. By the Rev. R. W.

CHURCH, M.A., Rector of Whatlcy. With Illustra

tions. Crown 8vo., 4s. dd. [Vol. X. of " Macmillan's

Sunday Library.") [This day.

Second Edition, with the most Recent Discoveries and

Additional Illustrations,

PROFESSOR ROSCOE'S SPECTRUM

ANALYSIS: Six Lectures, with Appendices, En

gravings, Maps, and Chromo-lithographs. Medium

8vo., 21s. {This day.

"The illustrations—no unimportant part of a book on such

a subject—are marvels of wood-printing, and reflect the

clearness which is ihe distinguishing merit of Mr. Roscoc's

explanations."—Saturday Revitnv.

" The lectures themselves furnish a most admirable elemen

tary treatise on the subject, whilst, by the insertion in appen

dices to each lecture of extracts from the most important

published memoirs, the author has rendered them equally

valuable as a text-book for advanced students."— West

minster Revieiv.

New Edition, much Enlarged,

A SHAKESPEARIAN GRAMMAR. By

the Rev. E. A. ABBOTT, M.A., Head Master of the

City of London School. Extra fcap. 8vo., 6s.

The success which has attended the First and Second

Editions of the " Shakespearian Grammar," and the demand

for a Third Edition within a year of the publication of the

First, has encouraged the Author to endeavour to make the

work somewhat more useful, and to render it, as far as

possible, a complete book of reference for all difficulties of

Shakespearian syntax or prosody. For this purpose the

whole of Shakesoeare has been re-read, and an attempt has

been made to include within this Edition the explanation of

every idiomatic difficulty (where the text is not confessedly

corrupt] that comes within the province of a grammar as

distinct from a glossary.

MACM JLLAN 8c CO., LoNrov.

SAMPSON LOW & CCVs

NEW IMPORTATIONS.

FRENCH.
s. d.

Brisis d'Angre (De)—Le Portugal vis-a-vis de

la question Espagnole 10

Chartres (Duo de)—Les Champs de Bataillc de la

Valle"c du Rhin 30

Chatrian (E.)—Histoire d'un Paysan illustre' de

118 beaux dessins inedits. 4to 60

Cherbuliez (V.)—L'AlIemagne Politique depuis la

paix de Prague, 1866-1870. 8vo 60

Capmal [Paulin)—Les FoIIes Nuits de Pierre

d'Aragon 20

Gouraud (C.)—La Socie'te' Francaisc et la Demo

cratic. 121110 3 »

HaussonvilletLe Comte d')—L'Fglise Romaine

et Ic Premier Empire. Vol. 3 et 4 60

Herv6 (G.)—La Question Religieuse au point de

vue de la conscience gc'neralc. 121110. ... 3 6

Langeron (E.) — Gregoirc VII. et les Origines de

la Doctrine UHramontaine 5 °

GERMAN.

Born&tein (H.J—Italien in den J. 1868 u. 1869 . 8 6

Btlllsens (Oh* C« J>)—Volhtandigcs Bibclwerk f.

die Gemcinde 70 o

Elze (K.)—Lord Byron 70

Frank (Fr. H. R.)—System der christlichcn

Gewissheit 6 6

IIan IT ("W"., ub)—Wiederanheilung vollstandig vom

K.6rpcr gctrennter Hautstticke 20

Kuuzo tC. F.)—Lehrbuch der practischen Medicin.

Mit besond. RUcksicht auf patholog. Anatomie

u. Histologic 12 o

Noe (HO—Dalmatien u. Seine Insctwelt, nebst

Wandcrungcn durch die schwarzen Bergc ..60

Noldeko (Thdr.)—Die Inschrift d. Ktinigs Mesa

v. Moab [9 Jahrh. vor Christus] erklart ... 2 6

Oppermann (H. A.)—Hundert Jahre. 1770-

1870. Zeit- u. Lebensbilder aus drei Gene-

rationcn 14 o

Roblfs IG.) —Land u. Volk in Afrika. Berichte

aus den J. iB^$-iBjo 50

Ruprecht (H. J.) -Hand-Atlas f. den Unterricht

in der Naturgeschichte allcr drei Reiche. Imp.-

Fol 35 o

Scherr (J.]—Von Achtimdvierzig bis Einundfilnfzig.

Eine Komodte der Wcltgeschichte . . > . 17 6

Schmidt (JO—Bilder aus dem geistigen Lcben

unsercr Zeit 10 o

Schutz (Ad- vO—Die Pflege der Eiche. Ein Beit-

rag zur Bestandespflege. Zum prakt. Gebrauch

f. Forstbeamte u. Waldbesitzcr 46

Varnhagen (v. Ense, K. AO—Tagebiicher.

12. Bd. Hamburg, Hoffmann & Campc . . . 10 6

VullPts (J. AO—Institutiones linguae Pcrsicae.

Editio altera aucta et emendata 10 o

Weisbach (A.) -Die Schiidclform der Rumiinen.

4 Wien 40

"Wenck (X)—Die Baumcchanik 10 o

West phal (R.)—Methodische Grammatik der grie-

chischen Sprache. 1. Thl. Formenlehre 1 Abth.

I lcmentarlehre, Nomen, Pronomen, Partikeln.

Jena, Mauke's Vcrl 10 o

AMERICAN.

Appleton's Handbook of American Travel.

Northern and Eastern Tour. An entirely new

Guide to all Slimmer Resorts. With Maps and

various Skeleton Tours, ramo. (New York, 1870),

pp. 2S4 80

Keim (De B. R}—Sheridan's Troopers on the

Borders: a Winter Campaign on ihc Plains.

Illustrated. 121110. (Philadelphia, 1870), pp. 308 7 6

March (F. A,)—A Comparative Grammar of the

Anglo-Saxun Language. 8vo. (New York and

London, 1870), pp. 253 8 6

LudlOW (F. H.>—The Heart of the Continent :

a Record of Travel across the Plains and in

Oregon, with an Examination of the Mormon
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HISTORICAL CLASS-BOOKS

FOR ADVANCED SCHOLARS.

"This Series of 'Student's Manuals,' edited for the

most part by Dr. Wiiliam Smith, and published by Mr.

Murray, possess several distinctive features which render

them singularly valuable as educational works. While there

is an utter absence of flippancy in them, there is thought in

every page, which cannot fail to excite thought in those who

study them, and we are glad of an opportunity of directing

the attention of such teachers as are not familiar with them

to these admirable sclwol-books"—The Museum.

I.—ENGLAND.

THE STUDENT'S HUME; a History of Eng

land, from the Earliest Times. By DAVID HUME.

Corrected and continued to 1868. Woodcuts. Po=t

8vo. ys. 6d.

*»* Questions on the " Student's Hume." lamo. a*.

THE STUDENT'S CONSTITUTIONAL

HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By HENRY HAL-

LAM, LL.D. The only complete Edition. With the

Author's latest Additions. Post 8vo. [/« the Press.

tt FTTR.OPE

THE STUDENT'S MIDDLE AGES OF

EUROPE. By HENRY HALLAM, LL D. The

only complete Edition. With the Author's Supplemen

tal Notes. Edited by WM. SMITH, D.CL. Post

8vo. U" tk* Preu.

III.—FRANCE.

THE STUDENT'S HISTORY of FRANCE.

From the Earliest Times to the Establishment of the

Second Empire, 1852. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7s. bd.

rv—ROME.

(1) The Republic.

THE STUDENT'S HISTORY OF ROME.

From the Earliest Times to the Establishment of the

Empire. By DEAN LIDDELL. Woodcuts. Post

8vo. 7*. bd.

{3) The Empire.

THE STUDENT'S GIBBON ; An Epitome of

the History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman

Empire. By EDWARD GIBBON. Woodcuts. Post

8vo. 7s. bd.

V.—GREECE.

THE STUDENT'S HISTORY OF GREECE.

From the Earliest Times to the Roman Conquest. By

WM. SMITH, LL.D. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7s. 0/

*.* Questions on the " Student's Greece." tamo, a* .

VI.—ANCLENT HISTORY.

THE STUDENT'S ANCIENT HISTORY.

Containing an Account of the Ancient History of the

East, Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, Media, Persia, Phoe

nicia, &c. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7s. bd. [Just Ready.

VII.—SCRIPTURE HISTORY.

THE STUDENT'S OLD TESTAMENT HIS

TORY. From the Creation to the Return of the Jews

from Captivity. With 50 Maps and Woodcuts. Post

8vo. 7s, bd.

THE STUDENT'S NEW TESTAMENT

HISTORY. With an Introduction, containing the

connection of the Old and New Testament. With 40

Maps and Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7s. bd.

VTII.—LANGUAGE, LITERATURE, &c.

THE STUDENT'S MANUAL of the ENG

LISH LANGUAGE. By GEORGE P. MARSH.

Edited with Additional Chapters and Notes. Post 8vo.

7s. bd.

THE STUDENT'S MANUAL of ENGLISH

LITERATURE. By T. B. SHAW, M.A. EditcJ

with Notes and Illustrations. Post 8vo. 7s. bd.

THE STUDENT'S SPECIMENS OF ENG

LISH LITERATURE. Selected from the Be-t

Writers. By THOS. B. SHAW, M.A. Edited with

Additions. Post 8vo. 75. bd.

"rv GEOGRAPHY

THE STUDENT'S MANUAL of ANCIENT

GEOGRAPHY. By Rev. W. L. BEVAN, M.A

Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7s. bd.

THE SUDENT'S MANUAL OF MODERN

GEOGRAPHY. By Rev. W. L. BEVAN. Woodcuts.

Post 8vo. 71. bd.

X.—SCIENCE.

THE STUDENT'S ELEMENTS OF

GEOLOGY. By SIR CHARLES LYELL. Bart ,

I-'.R.S. With Woodcuts. Post 8vo. IJust Read;.

XL—PHILOSOPHY AND LAW.

THE STUDENT'S MANUAL OF MORAL

PHILOSOPHY. With Quotations and References.

By WILLIAM FLEMING, D.D. Post 8vo. 71. id.

THE STUDENT'S BLACKSTONE. A

Systematic Abridgment of the entire CommenLanes,

adapted to the Present State of the Law, By R.

MALCOLM KERR, LL.D. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.
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THE ACADEMY.

" Inter silvas Academi qu.^kere verum."

Readers are reminded that the mention ofNew Books, Articles,

Sr'c, in our lists is intended as a guarantee oftheir importance.

The Editor of The Academy cannot undertake to return com

munications which are not askedfor.

The next number will be published on Saturday, September 10th,

and advertisements should be sent in by the $th.

General Literature and Art.

The Book of Sindbad. [Ricsrc/ic intoriio al libra <fi SindibAd, per

Dominica Comparetti, professor? nella Regia Uiiifcrsiia di Pisa.

Milano, i860.] (Extracted from the Memoirs of the Royal Institute,

vol. xi.)

Amongst the storybooks which furnish a considerable por

tion of the tales circulating in Europe and elsewhere, that

called the Seven Wise Masters is indisputably one of the

most important. Many and various are the researches

which have been made with more or less thoroughness into

its history; but hitherto its origin has been enveloped in

obscurity. This, no doubt, is ultimately to be sought in

India ; but the (probably Buddhistic) original—if, indeed, it

still exist—has not yet been discovered. The main point,

therefore, to be established is, which of the known versions

of the collections of stories in question is the most ancient.

Twenty-five years ago no less arr authority than Professor

Brockhaus assigned the greatest antiquity to the version

known as the " Eighth Night" of Nachshebi's Tooti-Namch,

and this opinion has hitherto held its ground. Brockhaus

further conjectured that the original of Nachschebi must be

contained in the Indian Qtkasaptati or Book ofthe Parrot, of

which only the title was then known. Somewhat later this

book was made accessible to scholars, and the conjecture

was found to be but partially confirmed. Isolated stories of

Nachshebi reappeared in the Book of the Parrot, but the

main framework which connected them was wanting, so that

Nachshebi's version was still regarded as the oldest form of

the book of the Seven Wise Masters. To controvert the

received view is the object of Prof. Comparetti's present

work, the main drift of which is as follows.

By a careful critical comparison of all the known versions

he has endeavoured to make out the true form of the book,

and he assigns as the common source of them all a collec

tion which he calls the Book of Sindbad, and which he shows

must have existed in the tenth century after Christ, the very

time at which we also find the earliest mention of a Book of

Wise Masters, and that in an Arabian author. Without

entering into the question of the real Indian original, Com-

parctti conceives himself justified in assuming that it did

not contain the second stories of the "Viziers" which are to

be found in certain later versions. These stories, as well

as that of the " Clever Parrot," which forms the framework,

were, according to him, not introduced into the Book of

Sindbad until later, and after the work had migrated from

India. He thinks also that they came from another Indian

story-book, namely, the (^ukasaptati. The existence in

early times of a double version thus explains the statement

of the Arabian author, who speaks of a double recension,

one on a small, the other on a larger scale, and probably

meant by the latter the enlarged recension, including the

additions from (^ukasaptati. This, again, which Comparetti

attributes to the Persian Musa, who wrote Arabic, and pro

bably lived before the tenth century, was then translated

Irom the Arabic into Syriac, and from this, at the end of

the eleventh century, into Greek, under the title of Syntipas.

The Syntipas is thus the oldest form in which the Book of

the Seven Wise Masters has come down to us. The next

to this in importance is the Spanish translation {El Libro de

los Engannos), made from the Arabic about the year 1253,

and which Comparetti prints in full for the first time. This

translation is only found in a single manuscript at Madrid,

which is in a very bad state, though of great value, as repre

senting an Arabic version known previous to the year 1253.

Next in order of importance is the Hebrew translation

(Mischle Sendabar) from the Arabic, made by the Rabbi

Joel, whom Comparetti is disposed to regard as identical

with the translator of the Kalilah ve Dimnah (about the

year 1250). The two remaining Oriental versions which

Comparetti makes use of in his investigations, are the

Persian Sindib&d JVame/i, and the " Eighth Night " of Nach

shebi's Tooti-Name/i ; the Ten Viziers and the Seven Viziers

he lays aside as of no importance for his purpose.

If we turn now to the Western books of the Seven Wise

Masters, it is quite clear that they have been derived from

one or other of the Oriental versions of the Book of Sindbad;

but, at the same time, they have been so entirely transformed

by oral tradition as to retain but few traces of their origin.

This may be seen by a comparison of a summary of the

Greek version of the Syntipas with a summary of the French

original of the old English metrical romance, The Process of

the Seven Sages.

According to the Greek version :—

"King Cyrus of Persia had ten wives but no children. Howbeit, at

last his prayers were heard and he had a son, whom he sent in due time

to a teacher to be instructed. But after three years were over, and still

the boy made no progress in knowledge, he was committed to the care

of Syntipas the philosopher, who was commanded to finish his education

in six months and six hours. Now when the appointed time came

round, Syntipas consulted the stars and found that his pupil would fall

into sore trouble unless he stayed away from his father for seven days

longer. So, as Syntipas was bound on pain of death to bring back the

child in time, he hit upon this expedient, to let the prince go back

home but that he should not speak till seven days were over. Cyrus

was very wroth when he saw that his son was dumb, and sought in vain

to find Syntipas, because men thought that he had given the prince a"

magic potion to drink. In the meantime one of the king's wives under

took to make him speak, so she takes him into her chamber and pro

mises to set him on the throne of his father if he will marry her. At

this the prince could not contain himself any longer for rage, and he

cried and said, "Now I cannot answer thee but in seven days." Then

the woman accused the prince that he had tried to force her, and he

was condemned to death. Now the king had seven philosophers, each

of whom told him two stories every day to turn him from his cruel

purpose ; and the woman generally told a story too, to urge him on to

kill thelad. At last, ontheseventh day, Syntipas himself appeared, and,

after the king had been told a number of stories more, the woman is

condemned to ride on an ass through the town with her face to the tail."

So the Greek Syntipas, the oldest extant version of the

Book of the Wise Masters. The old French Romans des

Scft Sages, on the other hand, is as follows :—

" Vespasian, the King of Rome, the son of Methuselah who lived nine

hundred and ten years, was healed of his blindness by means ofa cloth with

which the wounds of Jesus had been stanched ; and he made war against

the Jews, and drove them out of their land into all the world, because they

crucified the Lord Christ. Now, when he came back home again, he

married the daughter of the Duke of Carthage, who bore him a son and

died. [The scene is here changed to Constantinople.] The Emperor sent

for seven masters from Rome to teach his son the seven liberal arts, and

they take him with them to Rome. I lowbeit the second wife of the king

persuaded him to send for his son back again. The masters see in the

moon that if the boy goes home he will say something to the king which

will bring him to a violent death. But the son sees his deliverance in

a little star, and the seven masters stay behind in St. Martin, a place

near Constantinople. Now it came to pass that the Emperor was in the

Church of Saint Sophia on All Hallows Day, with all his court, and

he went to meet his son with bells, and music, and dances, and pro

cessions, but the boy turned away from his father's kiss and spake never

a word : so the Emperor returned to his house sorely astonished and

afflicted. Meanwhile the messenger who announced him exhorted the

Emperor, according to the word of the seven masters, not to be aston
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ished at anything, but to wait for every marvel to be explained by time.

[Here follows the same incident of the wife attempting to make the son

speak and then accusing him.] Then the king called all his barons,

high ecclesiastics, and learned scholars together to give judgment on

his son, but found that they refused to condemn him. [Then follow the

stories told alternately by the wife and a wise man, the last being told by

the prince himself.] So at last the queen was condemned to die by fire."

The number of the stories told varies in the French poem

and in Syntipas, in the latter being fifteen, in the former

five-and-twenty, and of these only four are identical in the

two versions, viz. (according to the headings in the English

romance), The King and his Stiward, The Bore and the

Herd, The Magpie, and The Knight and his Grehound. The

last especially is a well-known story, and is found in all

oriental as well as western versions, except Nachshebi and

the Seven Viziers, and indeed elsewhere beyond the Books

of the Seven Wise Masters, e.g. it forms the basis of the

Welsh legend of Llewellyn the Great and his hound

Gellert. That it is also found in classical antiquity I have

proved long ago, and as this is the oldest form of the story,

it may be interesting to give it at length.

According to Pausanias x. 33, 5, the inhabitants of the

town of Ophiteia, in Phocis, told the following story:—

" There was once a rich man who had a little son, whom he put into

a jar (ciyyuov) and hid in a safe place from the lying in wait of his

enemies. There a wolf fell upon him, but at the same moment a snake

wound itself round the jar to defend the child. But the father when he

came by and saw the snake, thought it would have slain the boy, and

hurled a javelin at it, which killed not only the faithful snake but also

his own son to boot. Sometime after he found out how it was from the

herdsmen of the place, and he took (lie two carcases and burned them

upon one pyre. And hence the town is called Ophiteia from the snake

To return to Comparetti's acute, careful, and fruitful re

search, we have no doubt that it will be well received by all

students of the Literature of Fables. Felix Liebrkcht.

The Story of the Volsungs and Niblungs, with certain Songs from

the elder Edda, translated from the Icelandic by Eirikr Magniisson,

translator of ' Legends of Iceland,' and William Morris, author of

' The Earthly Paradise." London : F. S. Ellis, King Street, Covcnt

Garden.

The translators challenge attention to their work as the

great Epic of the North as the tale of Troy is the great

Epic of the South, and certainly there are points of

contact. The tale of Troy was the property of the whole

Greek race, and the tale of the Volsungs and Nib-

lungs is the property of the whole Teutonic race, Both

introduce the heroes of many divisions of the race which

subsequently became separate states. In both, mythical and

legendary elements are inextricably entangled. We are

sure that Sigurd slaying Fafnir is the same as Apollo slay

ing Python ; we are sure that Briscis and Chryseis must be

cosmical impersonations of some kind, for they appear in

India as well as in Greece. But when we try to carry the

cosmical interpretation through, we find the same difficulty

in both ; the story is rooted in geography, and in the tale

of the Volsungs and Niblungs the proper names coin

cide with those of historical characters so often that it is

hard to believe that all the coincidences are accidental. It

is not surprising that the ethnographical patriotism of the

translators has made them overlook the reasons why stories

which have such a similar place in the history of the Greek

and Teutonic race have such a dissimilar place in the history

of Greek and Teutonic literature ; why Homer, as repre

sented by Dictys and Dares, has been so much more to

Englishmen than the Edda or the Nibelungenlied. It is

probable that the Greek race was more highly gifted for

artistic purposes than the northern ; it is certain that the

society of the Homeric age was artistically richer than the

society of the Icelandic sagas, for it was more complex and

more regular. These Icelandic compositions are largely in

fluenced by a spirit of naive " historical veracity, a desire to

get as quickly as possible through all that is remembered of

the traditional facts. This tendency is not without its value ;

it excludes inartistic loitering," and sobriety is always impres

sive. But a literature of this kind is not suggestive, it does

not germinate ; it begins and ends in ballads, and the com-

pilAtions that come between are scarcely epical—even in

dimensions. Volsunga Saga is constructed like all Icelandic

stories on the principal of beginning the Trojan War with

Leda's Egg, and the Return of Uiomed with the Death of

Meleager, yet it is not a quarter of the length of either the

Iliad or the Odyssey, which deal each with a single episode

of the tale of Troy.

And the Sagaman was not a Homer, he was not even a

Sir Thomas Mallory. The quaint archaic English of the

translation with just the right outlandish flavour, does much

to disguise the inequalities and incompletenesses of the

original. No one can trace in the translation the difference

of style between the equable prose of chapters 1-8, 10, 40—

41, with part of 43 (according to the division of the trans

lators) where the compiler seems to have followed the lost

Sigurd's Saga, quoted by old writers,—and the clumsy para

phrases of lays which make up the rest of the work, except

chapter 22, which together with a few phrases elsewhere is

taken, with little variation, from Wilkina Saga. The translators

are aware of this coincidence between a work of the thirteenth

century and one which they assign to the twelfth ; but they

give no explanation of this point, and no grounds for the

date they assign. We have reason to be grateful to the

awkwardness of the compiler for continually allowing poeti

cal phrases to crop up in his prose, so that they can sometimes

without trouble be turned back into verse, for the original

of chapters 23-30 belonged to the lost leaves of our only

MS. of Saemunds Edda; but this circumstance, which is

an attraction to the student, is a difficulty, perhaps a tempta

tion to the translator, who is led by literary interests to

claim a liberty not always compatible with fidelity.

When a clumsy and unequal writer is to be brought up

to an empirical standard of archaic elegance, it is easy to see

how Vala-ript (which means quite literally Welsh cloth or

Welsh stuff) comes to be translated " cloth dyed red by

the folk of the Gauls." The same tendency to prettiness

invades the notes ; we are actually told that Valkyrja means

"Chooser of the Elected/' and Valhall "Hall of the

Elected," instead of " Chooser of the Slain," and " Hall of

the Slain." On the other hand, while " Battle-apple tree " of a

warrior is paraphrased " Fair fruit of the byrnie's clash," other

uncouth and difficult phrases like " Helmstaffe " for " war

rior," or " Windhelm," ;'. q. "helmet of the wind," for ''sky,"

or " sharp steel's root and stem," for "warrior," and the like,

are left not only unadorned but unexplained, and where an

explanation is given it is not always adequate. It is quite

true that an outlaw was a -coifs head, but there is a differ

ence between this and a wolf in holy places. This last con

dition surely answers rather to excommunication and to the

profanation of the holy places than to outlawry. It would

have been as well also to explain that the verse in Fjolnis's

song translated " Great is the trouble of foot ill tripping "

refers to the omen of stumbling before going into a battle or

beginning a war, which Harold Hardrada vainly endeavoured

to elude at Stamford Bridge. The last line of the same song

is positively mistranslated, "And base to fall before fate

grovelling," which has no connection with what goes before,

and contradicts Norse sentiment into the bargain, for

there "old age bends all knees, and fate and death

lays all prostrate, rich and poor, weak and mighty." The
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real meaning is " it is ill to rush headlong before (a man's)

luck," which coincides admirably with the precepts of cheer

ful prudence just before. The notion is, the headlong fool

rushes into destruction, leaving his luck behind him ; while

the wise man is wary and gives good luck time to go before

and prepare his way. In the same spirit we are told that a

" fey "man's fylgja or " fetch " follows behind, whereas the

fylgja of a man in health and wealth walks before him and

heralds his coming.

The translators have not been able to efface the gaps and

discrepancies of their story as completely as they have effaced

its inequalities of style. The ballads which the compiler

tried, or did not try, to work into his narrative, were written

at different times and places ; they sometimes represent

incompatible traditions, and to appreciate them we ought

to remember that, for the most part, they were intended to

stand alone. The old poets are not responsible for the

difference of tone between the scenes where Brynhild and

Gudrun are contrasted as lioness and lamb, and those where

Gudrun outdoes the ferocity of Medea, first in defence and

then in revenge of her brother. They are not responsible

for the way in which Sigurd's son disappears from the story,

leaving his murder, among so many, to be a matter of in

ference, alluded to, but never stated. They are not respon

sible either for the omission of the love passages between

Gunnar and Oddrun, which would be some excuse for the

treachery of Atli, or for the identification of Sigrdrifa, the

companion of Odin and the goddess of victory, with Bryn

hild. This last identification gives a thoroughly sophistic

look to the commandments of the goddess, and makes the

portion of the lay, which the translators have called Sigr

drifa Mai, appear a mere marvel of science and courtesy

for Norse gentlemen ; a rhetorical exercise of the same order

as Nestor's advice to Neoptolemus, composed by Hippias.

The translators have aided the identification by omitting

Sigrdrifa, which is given as the name of the sleeping shield-

may in the birds' song. We notice, by the way, that the

exigencies of alliteration have produced a fresh variation of

every stanza of Sigrdrifa's song of the formula (" Thou shalt

know " such and such " runes "), which opens all. Nor are

the old poets to blame for the astonishing chronological con

fusion of the story as we have it, where Sigurd's widow

marries a king of the fifth century, her daughter marries

Jormunrek or Ermanrik, a king of the third, while his

other daughter marries Raguar, a king of the eighth or

ninth. The legend lived on in many lays, and it fitted itself

to many historical names ; but while it was alive it never

fitted itself to all at once. It is hard to see why the trans

lators have omitted the story of Heimir and Aslaug, Bryn-

hild's daughter, which has as much to do with the main story

as the tale of Erp and Hamdir, and serves, besides the beau

tiful legend of the harp child, to connect the cycles of Sigurd

and Raguar. But unanswerable questions were sure to mul

tiply when the translators decided to use the lays as a sup

plement to the compilation, instead of using the compilation

as a key to the lays. The worst consequence of this mistake

is, that as we read the Saga continuously, the principal inci

dents are all anticipated before the birth of Sigurd. Sigi is

betrayed like Sigurd by his brothers-in-law, Atli like Siggeir

betrays, and Signy's vengeance is an anticipation of Gudrun's,

both in its treachery and its ferocity of self-sacrifice. Sig-

run's invocation to Helgi is just like Gudrun's invocation of

Sigurd.

Still, with all its defects even the prose Saga abounds with

beauties which justify the praise of Mr. Morris's lovely Pro

logue in Verse. There are touches of pathetic elevation,

like the last words of Signy : " All these things have I done

that vengeance might fall on him, and that 1 too might not

live long ; and merrily will I die with King Siggeir, though

I was nought merry to live with him." And all the situations

of the lays, where Brynhild is the heroine, are too lofty to

be spoilt by paraphrase. Where she expounds Gudrun's

dream, which is a prophecy of all that is to pass between

them ; where she meets Sigurd for the last time, and sacri

fices her love to duty and revenge, and refuses his offer to

undo what has been done by mistake ; where she forbids

any to be driven by hand or word to follow her to her wed

ding with Sigurd on the funeral pile, while she offers wealth

to be enjoyed beyond the grave to all who will follow her

of their own accord,—the story is on the highest level of

artistic tragedy. Gudrun's lament is later and more lite

rary ; it turns like Mr. Tennyson's well-known lines, " Home

they brought her warrior dead," on the difficulty of winning

tears. Each of her women in turn recounts her own greatest

sorrow, till the wisest uncovers the face of the dead, and

bids her embrace him once more. Then the tears come,

and the words ; and it is an unimpeachable testimony to the

power that they gain from the situation that St. Gertrude

sang the Low Dutch version of Gudrun's lament daily as a

lamentation for her beloved. The story falls where the story

of the Nibelungenlied rises, when it comes to the death of

the Giukungs. The way in which Gunnar receives the tokens,

feigned and true, of Hogni's death, is of course very lofty ;

but the effect is marred by the motionless self-distrust with

which he provokes his brother's death. The murder of Erp

is grimly told by Sorli, and Hamdi's is grimly told ; but it is

almost too silly to be tragical ; and it is hard after all to

care for the deaths of men who did not care for their own

lives. Norse literature, when all is said, must still be left to

students. When will the author of Jason give us the final

perfect English Odyssey? G. A. Simcox.*

Petrarque : Etude d'apres de nouveaux Documents. Par A. Mczieres.

Paris: Didicr, 1868.

The life of Petrarch has been written frequently, and in

many languages, but the present biography, though in some

respects a sketch, may claim to be the first that is really

complete. The reason of this is to be found in the neglect

with which a great part of the poet's correspondence has

been treated. Petrarch collected and edited his letters in

the latter part of his life, excluding those which he regarded

as of inferior interest, and arranging the rest under the heads

of Familiar Letters, and Letters in Old Age, together with

a smaller number which were formed into a separate collec

tion *n order to lessen the bulk of these volumes. The

Familiar Letters composed twenty-four books, and of these

only eight were published in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen

turies : at the beginning of the seventeenth century the greater

part of three more books were added to those ; but the rest

of this series, and more than half the miscellaneous letters,

remained unpublished till the present day. It seemed almost

as if a fatality interfered with their publication. At the end of

the last century the project was taken in hand by the poet's

biographer B ildelli, but he was prevented from proceeding

with it, and the Abbe Meneghelli, in whose hands he placed

the documents he hid collected, after zealously prosecuting

the work, also died without accomplishing the task of publica

tion. The same fate overtook the next possessor of the

manuscripts, Joseph Vedova, of Padua, and it was not until

1859 thit they began to see the light, under the editorship

of Signor Fracassetti : thanks to his indefatigable labours, we

now possess a complete edition of the Familiar and Mis

cellaneous Letters in the original Latin, together with an

Italian translation and elaborate and careful notes, especially

The philological criticisms in this article are due to Mr. G. Vigfu<soii.
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intended to explain the circumstances and persons referred

to. A collection of confidential letters of this kind, present

ing, as they do, a reflex of the writer's inmost thoughts, must

always furnish the best materials for a study of character ;

but with those of Petrarch this is pre-eminently the case, on

account of the completeness of the series, which extends over

the greater part of his life. Accordingly the present time

seemed a favourable one for a new biography of the poet,

and it is chiefly on the use which he has made of these

documents that the value of M. Mezieres' work depends.

Of the way in which he has accomplished his task it may

be satisfactory to hear the judgment of Signor Fracassetti

himself, who in his preface to a new edition of the Lellerc

Senili, which he is now publishing, expresses himself in the

following manner. " This distinguished professor of foreign

literature, at Paris," he says, " taking occasion from my

publishing the first part of the collection of letters, brought

together and arranged anew all the notices of Laura's minstrel

which lie scattered through innumerable works. By judici

ously bringing to bear on the materials at his command the

force of refined criticism and philosophical investigation, he

has described the famous poet's habits, analyzed his emotions,

passed judgment on his works, and described his character

and disposition in such faithful colours, thnt the reader of

that volume seems to have been personally acquainted with

Petrarch, to have conversed with him, and to have shared

his inmost thoughts." To this we may add that the book is

very agreeable reading, being one of those graphic biographies

in which French writers so greatly excel ; and if the author

indulges too much in generalities and reflections for the taste

of the English reader, his remarks are at least sensible and

suggestive. And an additional interest is given by the

copious quotations from the poet's letters which are introduced

in the course of the narrative.

We have spoken of the work as a sketch, but this is not

intended for dispraise. M. Mezieres' object is not to give a

systematic history of Petrarch's life, but rather to illustrate

his character by regarding him under a variety of different

aspects. With this view he has grouped the main events of

his life, according as they throw light on his love, his friend

ship, his politics, and his studies. The result is a very

remarkable psychological study, and it is hardly possible to

rise from it without being impressed with the massive-

ness of Petrarch's character, and the important part which

he played, both in his own age, and in the world's history.

It serves also to dispel, or at least to modify, many of the

prejudices which have existed against the poet's memory.

He has been accused of frivolity, of jealousy and irritability,

of unfaithfulness as a friend. He is represented as assidu

ously courting the society of the great, and has been com

pared to Seneca in respect of the hollow philosophy with

which he preached the benefits of poverty when living in

the midst of wealth and splendour. Finally, he has not

escaped the charge of heresy. To several of these accusa

tions the general tenor of his life and the spirit that breathes

through his correspondence are the best answer. A man

who devoted himself with such absorbing zeal to all his

pursuits, but especially to politics and literature, cannot fairly

be regarded as frivolous. His love of distinction may have

been inordinate, but his letters shew that he judged both his

writings and his actions with the utmost severity. The

springtime of his life may have been wasted through his love

for Laura, but the man who could cherish a hopeless passion

for one-and-twenty years, and that not tamely yielding to it.

but battling manfully against it, and yet unable to master it,

must have been, both in respect of the feelings and the will,

a person of no ordinary strength. His boldness is shown by

the unreserved way in which he writes to emperors and

popes on subjects far from palatable to them. And when

on. one occasion he ventures to call in question the authority

of Aristotle, the idol of the Middle Ages, we feel that in

intellectual matters also he lived before his time, and was

the pioneer of modern criticism. Expressions of this kind,

together with his denunciations- of the Avignon popes, not

withstanding his naturally reverential character and his

doctrinal orthodoxy, according to the standard of the 14th

century, have brought on him from some quarters the charge

of heresy.

An interesting chapter is devoted to the subject of his

friendships. Few men have ever possessed more numerous

or more attached friends, or have devoted themselves to

them more unreservedly. Except where his feelings of

patriotism were crossed, his amiability was extreme, and this

was one great cause of his popularity during his lifetime.

His generosity in obtaining for his intimates the benefices

which he refused for himself; his delicacy towards his

amanuensis, whom he persuades to regard himself as a critic

and an assistant; the trouble which he takes to reconcile the

the two friends whom he calls Laslius and Socrates, after

they had quarrelled ; and his affectionate correspondence

with numerous others, and especially with Boccaccio, the

only one who survived him, are a sufficient evidence of this

feature of his character. Notwithstanding this, he has been

charged with poetic irritability, an imputation on poets

which, when once invented, has too often been made without

sufficient justification. How untrue it is, when applied to

great poets, Coleridge has shewn in his essay on the subject

in the BiograpMa Literaria ; and in reality the idea rests on

a misconception of Horace's meaning in the passage which

has been taken as the text for this allegation, and which he

intended only to apply to inferior poets. Petrarch, in

particular, must be acquitted of this charge, and Hallam's

remark, that " His temper was easily susceptible of offence,

and there must have been much to tolerate in that resdess-

ness and jealousy of reputation, which is perhaps the

inevitable failing of a poet," can hardly be substantiated.

But when M. Mezieres goes on to say that friendship and

not love was the most durable of the passions that influenced

'him, and still more when he speaks of Petrarch's attachment

to Laura as becoming platonic during the latter part of her

life, and partaking of the nature of friendship, we can hardly

agree with him. No doubt the violence of his early passion

abated after the lapse of some years, but one of the poems

addressed to her within a year of her death contain expressions

more openly erotic than any perhaps in the whole collection :

and if after her death he speaks of having latterly been able

to remain in her company with something like equanimity, this

was by comparison with the time when he was forced to leave

Avignon to escape from her. Again, the Trionfo dclla Morte,

the most perfect, perhaps, of all his compositions, which was

written towards the end of his life, and contains a description

of Laura's death and her subsequent appearance to him,

shews how permanent his sentimental feeling towards her

was. And this leads us to notice what may perhaps be con

sidered the weak point of this biography. From the writer's

desire to do justice to all sides of his hero's character, and

to round it off completely, his portraiture has lost the effect

of light and shade. For though Petrarch was great in many

ways, yet it is as Laura's lover and the author of the

Ca?izonicre that he is, and always will be, especially famous ;

and therefore to endeavour to give completeness to his

career by representing his passion as a weakness from which

he emancipated himself, is in reality to detract from the

interest of the story.

But it is as a student, and one of the most eminent leaders

in the revival of letters, that Petrarch has done most for
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posterity ; and in this character M. Mezieres has done full

justice to him. He describes to us his indefatigable industry

—how he devoted sixteen hours out of the twenty-four to

study ; how the last words he penned were an eulogy on the

pursuit of learning ; how he died in harness, at his library

table, in the midst of his books. By his example an

enthusiasm for study was awakened in Italy, and by his

influence the feeling for the beauty of ancient art was called

forth, and the desire of being initiated into the classical

authors, and imitating their style. For Cicero, in particular,

his admiration knew no bounds, and he was persistent in

his endeavours to discover manuscripts of his writings.

That the fascination of that author's style was the prin

cipal source of his attraction for Petrarch is shewn by

the story that when a boy, on hearing his father read

some passages from him, he was charmed by the musical

rhythm of what he heard, though he did not understand the

meaning of a word. He also relates how on one occasion

a manuscript of Cicero having been sent to him, which

required immediate copying, and none of his amanuenses

being at hand, he set to work to transcribe it himself; at last,

however, his hand became so tired that he could write no

longer, but when he arrived at a passage describing how

Cicero himself had copied the speeches of Cassius, he roused

himself, " like a soldier hearing the reproaches of a beloved

commander," and set to work again, exclaiming, " To think

that Cicero should have copied another's speeches, and you

should not copy Cicero's ' "

M. Me'zieres has discussed many other points connected

with Petrarch's life, such as his political views, which he has

compared with those of Dante ; his relations to the Colonna

family and his rupture with them, in respect of which he

judges him rather too favourably ; and his animosity against

the popes, notwithstanding the favour they'showed him. He

has not represented him as a type of moral perfection, but

his tendency is, not unnaturally, to exalt his hero's character

somewhat beyond measure. It seems strange also, that in

the biography of a writer, whose fame depends so much

on his elaborate poetry, we should find hardly any criticisms

of his art and style. But we feel that this omission must

have been intentional on the author's part, and an act of self-

restraint ; for the subject is tempting, and one for which

M. Me'zieres' pen would be admirably suited.

H. F. Tozer.

Purpose and Passion: being Pygmalion and other Poems.—By

Keningale Robert Cook, B.A. Virtue and Co.

This is the first work of a new writer, and avowedly a

young one ; only one of the compositions in the volume

had previously appeared in print. Mr. Cook claims for

himself, and with reason, the merit of "a certain diversity;"

a glance down his table of contents suffices to prove this.

We notice (among other titles less distinct to the mind)

—" Pygmalion," " Badour," " Daphne," " Hypermnestra,"

" Blondell de la Nesle," "Orpheus and the Listeners,"

"Song of the Naiad Aieen," "A Study of Sunlight," "Essex

and the Ring," " Hypatia Chrysostoma," " Ad Rugba^am,"

"Rameses," "The World before Man." These more posi

tive subjects, mostly of a wide range of historic or legendary

aspect and human interest, are mixed with a number of

lyrical, fanciful, or sometimes descriptive pieces. The

longest poem in the book—not the best—is named " Ex

Antro," and has a speculative or philosophical bearing, with

some dim accretion of narrative. Mr. Cook is particular in

asking his readers to understand that the poems are in no

degree autobiographical. The terms in which he speaks of

himself and his book are evidently those of a writer ambi

tious of high performance, and not without confidence in

his own capabilities, but ready, at the same time, and even

anxious, to admit that these his first-fruits are not to be

counted as mature.

It will, I think, be fair for poetical readers to accept Mr.

Cook at his own estimate so far. The book is clearly

something better than a commonplace one, or the produc

tion of a commonplace man : it has an ardour, an aspiration

both poetic and intellectual, a susceptibility, a sense of

splendour, and an aim towards art, which cannot be either

ignored or made light of. Mr. Cook should be handsomely

welcomed as a man with a faculty—and this a faculty which

has not misknown itself in taking the poetic direction

Whether he has as yet produced good poetry, or any good

poem, is a separate question. What he seems most in want

of at present is the gift of clear, sharp, pure, and perfect

expression—a deficiency which, indeed, he himself amply

admits. The things he has to say are continually wrapped

in a haze : it is to some extent a luminous haze, involving,

as one is willing to believe, some planetary ray of fancy or

of imaginative perception ; but the haze is there, preventing

a ready apprehension of the idea or image on the reader's

part, and often not dispersed even after he has done his

best to explore it. Besides this general and besetting fault,

the diction is often very objectionable, abounding in the

conceits and tawdry mannerisms so distinctive of a beginner

in poetry. Such are (to take but a few at random) "Em

bracery, guileth, purpure, enyellowed, frescades, lullaby

magicalness, blue-veiny." It is true that even a young poet

of the rank of Keats fell into affectations of the like sort ;

but in this respect there is much more warning than incite

ment in his example. If Mr. Cook, after writing as the

impulse directs, will henceforward rigidly ask himself what

is the strict value of each word in his verse, and the prove-

able interdependence of each brace of his sentences, he will

probably find a great deal to amend in his future composi

tions, and to cancel in the old ones. In a general sense,

his style is neither markedly original nor yet imitative.

There is something caught from Swinburne—not so much

from Browning or from Tennyson. An influence out of

Swinburne, with other influences out of Dobell, Robert

Lytton, and Bailey (though these are not to be so clearly

and severally identified), might be named as a combination

giving some notion of Mr. Cook's manner.

A few words may be added as to individual poems.

" Pygmalion," written before Mr. Cook was aware of any

previous treatment of the tale in English poetry, has the

merit of not being too long-drawn ; we are not kept in the

sculptor's lingering expectancy, nor made to watch every

smallest successive symptom of vitality in the statue.

"Badour," an Oriental story, or no story, is remarkably

wanting in narrative substance—a deficiency against which

endeavours at coukur locale struggle in vain. " Blondell de

la Nesle" (to which the date 1867 is appended) is a failure,

and should not have been included. "A Ballata" presents

a curious, and to some extent a happy, blending of the

ballad tone, and the style of some effusions of Edgar Poe,

such as "The Bells," or "Annabel Lee." In this and

other lyrics having a lilting or song-like quality of versifica

tion, Mr. Cook shows considerable zest and fluency, and a

sense of form—discernible even when he is not entirely

successful in result. " Fairyland " might be cited were not

this confessedly modelled on the song of " Maryland ;" also,

among the lyrics of a more measured and stately class, " Le

Travailleur de la Mer " (which, like " Le Grand Exile-," is

a tribute to Victor Hugo), " Virgo Quies," and " Enthu

siasm." "Orpheus and the Listeners" seems to be remi

niscent of Keats's "Endymion." The "Study of Sunlight"
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(to which there is a companion "Study of Moonlight") is a

noticeable piece of realistic verbal analysis—an attempt to

express the chromatic effects of which the visual organ is

conscious in sunlight when the eyes are closed. " Essex

and the Ring" takes the dramatic form, without evincing

any dramatic aptitude. Brief dramatic glimpses of this sort

—the head and front of which is, of course, Mr. Browning's

" In a Balcony"—appear to me eminently unsatisfactory in

kind. Action developed out of character, emotion, and

situation, is of the very essence of the drama. The frag

mentary dramatist says by implication to his reader : " Here

you see the crisis or finale ; all you have to do is to watch

that, like a sight seen out of window, and surmise the rest."

But the reader will do well to reply : " No, I don't want to

have a look and a surmise, and be told that the result is a

development ; I want to see the thing develop for myself,

and to make friends and enemies of the personages by

acquaintanceship." " Rameses "— a monologue of the Egyp

tian conqueror pondering the future glories of his sepulchral

pyramid—is among the best poems in the volume. It has

dignity, and an ideal impression, and is somewhat simpler

in diction than the majority, though here also greater

directness of phrase is highly desirable. " Hypermnestra "

—another and somewhat longer monologue, written in blank

verse—may share the same distinction.

W. M. Rossetti.

St. Paul and Protestantism, with an Introduction on Puritanism and

the Church of England.—By Matthew Arnold. Smith and Elder.

This volume has the disadvantage of having been written,

so to speak, backwards, with the argument, that is to say,

at the end, and the application at the beginning, and more

over with an argument and an application that have very

little to do with each other. Mr. Arnold's appeal to Dis

senters to rejoin the Established Church misses its aim from

his inability to see that there are two ways of disagreeing,

and that one is as final as the other. Let us say, for instance,

that the original difference between Anglicans and Puritans

was concerning the question whether A was black or white ;

Mr. Arnold suddenly maintains on behalf of the Establish

ment that it doesn't matter whether A is black or white :

but if, as is natural, the Nonconformists retort, it does matter

whether A is black or white, the dispute is at least one

degree further from settlement than it was to begin with.

Mr. Arnold then shifts the ground of his appeal to the

domain of quasi-history : if the English Puritans separated

for the sake of doctrines more important than Christian

unity, which he denies, these doctrines have now, he main

tains, had their angles so efficiently rubbed off on both sides

by the spirit of a latitudinarian time that the schism can

only be kept up by the artificial help of rival church ma

chinery. But, in the first place, no doctrine is of less than

absolute importance to the theologian ; in the second place,

it is well to let sleeping dogs lie, and the experience of

Germany shows how easy it is to revive the ashes of an

apparently extinct controversy ; and, in the third place, it is

a perfectly tenable view that a particular theory and form of

church organization is part of the essential idea of Puritan

Protestantism.

It is curious to find, side by side with references to a

decidedly unbelieving Zeitgeist, an argument for amity which

was perfectly satisfactory to the Church of England fifty

years or more ago, but which is seldom met with now except

in tracts for village use. The Dissenters are supposed to

ask (very naturally) why they are more blamed than the

Church for the strife arising out of their rival existences.

" Because," returns Mr. Arnold, " the Church cannot help

existing, and you can ! Because the Church is there, the-

clergyman is there : a national officer with an appointed

function"—and you voluntary performers needn't be there

unless you like, and in fact the established authorities would

much rather that you weren't. But surely if there is one

thing about which the Zeitgeist is quite positive it is this,

that the fact that a thing is, is no reason why it should con

tinue to be : churches which were established by law can be

disestablished by law ; what was once a national persuasion

may become the badge of a sect ; and an unauthorized

dogma may make the conquest of a whole people. This

obvious argument for liberty of conscience, as understood

by Protestant sects, can only have been overlooked by Mr.

Arnold by reason of the many incongruous positions which

he tries to occupy at once ; he Erastianizes too much to be

serious in vindicating the authority of the Church as such ;

he rationalizes too much to be a competent judge between

parties which, whatever their faults of temper, their errors

of judgment, agree in staking their hopes of present and

future happiness upon one solution or another of questions

which Mr. Arnold contentedly refers to an impossible

" happy moment " of future illumination. He is, in fact,

the victim of his own " totality;" he imports into the domain

■*of theology the brilliant perspicacity of an essayist, whose

utterances are in no danger of being rigorously followed up,

and his inconsistencies are therefore so transparent that the

reader is almost persuaded that the fault is his own, and

that he has somehow missed one step in the argument.

The genuine irritation which Mr. Arnold betrays when one

set of people, who differ from him on every conceivable

point of doctrine, decline to oblige him by pretending to

agree with another set of people—who differ as much in an

opposite direction—can only be explained as an expression

of the critic's " ordinary self," a result, not of a real theo

logical bias, but of the sum total of his tastes for order, for

intellectual peace, for literary harmony, and for the mixture

of absolutism and liberty which a regime of popular authors

might administer. It is a matter of course for zealots to

enforce renunciation of the ordinary self by their converts,

and if Mr. Arnold were to recommend, in the interests of

culture, that those who hold religious convictions should be

as if they held them not, he might preach to deaf ears, but

his sermon and his text would not be evidently self-contra

dictory. The belief of those who consider the Christian

Church to be a living and miraculous entity is equally clear

and respectable ; but the notion of schism as a sin depends

upon this belief, which has nothing in itself to make it the

natural and lawful rallying point for the friends of peace.

Mr. Arnold's patronage of a church, whose claims he mis

takes and whose position he misrepresents, would be a

harmless whim if he did not provoke his antagonists to

borrow his own weapons. " This fatal self-righteousness,"

he says, " grounded on a false conceit of knowledge, makes

comprehension impossible, because it takes for granted the

possession of the truth, and the power of deciding how

others violate it ; and this is a position of superiority, and

suits conquest rather than comprehension." The sentiment

would admit of application to a writer who is authoritative

without being really precise, and even without being practi

cally liberal.

The positive element in the dissertation on Puritanism

and the Church of England is not much more felicitous than

the negative panacea of a " sweet reasonableness." The

doctrine of development which was invented to explain the

volte-faces of an inspired corporation, loses its significance

when applied to merely secular changes of intellectual

fashion : besides, it is an abuse of language to give the name

of development to the natural progress of scepticism, and to
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talk of the growth of a religious body, that has just been

described as laying aside, one by one, its most peculiar and

essential doctrines. If it was development for Constantine

to transfer his state patronage from the religion of Jupiter

to that of Christ, if it was development for Lutheran and

Calvinistic churches to succeed to mediaeval endowments,

then the hazy universalism which is, we admit, one outcome

of the spirit of the age, might claim to be the Christianity of

the future ; but even so it is not clear what it has to gain by

claiming solidarity of inheritance with intervening views,

very likely as chimerical as its own, of—for instance—St.

Paul's theory of salvation. The ground of Mr. Arnold's

quarrel with the Protestant sects is, that they not only believe

certain things which he prefers to explain away, but believe

them as a matter of duty binding on all men, and furnishing

the real warrant for all moral precepts. In making righteous

ness an end in itself and St. Paul before everything a mo

ralist, the import of two religious tendencies, both based

ostensibly on the Epistle to the Romans, is ignored. Puri

tanism, according to,its critic, " finds its starting point either

in the desire to flee from eternal wrath or in the desire to

obtain eternal bliss ;" its doctrines rest on the witness of our

hopes and fears. But hopes and fears however natural,

cannot be mistaken for proofs, they have a much more im

portant function ; the sanctions of Paleyism supply the

readiest arguments to bring to bear on outsiders, but the

true mystic or ascetic is not convinced by them, he is created

by their possibility. Puritanism at its best—and it is not

fair to criticise the abuse or degeneracy of a system as the

system itself—is pre-eminently spiritual ; its truths are sub

jective, and, in one sense, matter of experience, though not

of the universal experience from which science is derived.

Approaching the subject from without, Mr. Arnold writes,

" Paul's starting point, it cannot be too often repeated, is

the idea of righteousness ; and his concern with Christ is as

the clue to righteousness, not as the clue to transcendental

ontology." Transcendental psychology would be a truer

phrase for Puritan and Pauline religion.

It would be unprofitable to follow Mr. Arnold through

his analysis of St. Paul's doctrinal system. Science is

wronged, art is wronged, and religious faith would be

wronged, if it had any concern in the matter, when serious

questions are arbitrarily dismissed, or discussed by canons

taken at haphazard as the argument proceeds. It is enough

to say that Mr. Arnold's softened explanation of the

doctrines, "calling," "justification," " sanctification," as a

not too literally understood " dying with Christ," " resurrec

tion from the dead," and "growing into Christ," contains

nothing which has not been said, in one contest or another

by orthodox Puritan divines, and little which has not been

anticipated by the rationalizers of Christian dogma. At the

same time the book contains much common sense, many

acute remarks, and enough eloquence to make it a favourable

example of the literary chaos in which we shall be plunged

when everybody has all his faculties cultivated at once.

Every man has his theological proclivities, and Mr. Arnold

writes a paper on St. Paul to air his own, because the per

fect man can write a clear and creditable paper about any

thing : but the perfection of the man and of the theologian

are two, and not the least curious point about the present

volume is the gradual triumph of the latter. The perfect

man is too tolerant to condemn those who merely disagree

from him, but the moral precepts he lays down as to how

discordant views shall be held, are inevitably deduced from

his own tenets, and if he allows himself to enforce them with

some acrimony, because morality is common ground, he

departs not the less surely from the sweet reasonableness of

the artist, who sees " beauty" in sharp outlines ; the humane

culture of the poet, whose imagination knows neither true

nor false while feeling the " charm" of contrast and conflict

amongst excellencies, and the miscellaneous perfection of

the critic who has no time to believe anything himself till he

has done justice to the innumerable arguments for and

against any possible thesis. H. Lawrenny.

Intelligence.

Bacon and Shakespeare.—The Northumberland House MS. of

" A Conference of Pleasure," four imaginary speeches written by Bacon

about 1592, has been edited, and the part destroyed by fire most inge

niously restored by Mr. Speckling. It is printed, and is, we believe, to

be published. The last two speeches only have been published already,

from a Harleian MS. in the British Museum. On the title-page of the

volume in which the M.S. is included, near a mention of two plays called

" Richard II." and " Richard III.," and in several other places, appears

the name " William Shakespeare," written not in the poet's hand, nor

as he is known to have spelt it, but as it was printed, and by the writer

of the MS., the date of which is about 1597. Whatever this appear

ance may show as to Bacon's relation to the two plays, it shows how-

early Shakspeare's reputation was formed.

The Tireurs d Arc.—The Rev. W. Sanday writes to point out the

strong resemblance between the drawing of Archers, described in the

last No. of the Academy, p. 249, as Michel Angelo's, and a fresco in

the Borghese Palace ascribed to Raphael, and reported to have belonged

originally to Raphael's villa. The fresco is exceedingly beautiful, and

bears much resemblance, in its general character, to those designed by

Raphael for the Famesina. There are two other frescoes in the same

room, and all three clearly belong to an erotic series. One, which re

presents the marriage of Alexander and Roxana, resembles, in many

respects, the Aldobrandini marriage. There can be no doubt that both

the drawing and the fresco must be explained, as Mr. Woolner proposes,

of the Triumph of I-ove over Lust, which was a common type of the

Platonic mythology of the Renaissance, and is reproduced from another

point of view in the two last of Shakspeare's sonnets.

An important artistic discovery has just been made at Reichenbach,

in Silesia. A portrait of Luther has been found, buried under a heap

of rubbish, in the passage leading from the school to the Lutheran

church. The canvas is in a perfect state of preservation, and has been

recognised by the burgomaster, a well-informed amateur, as the work

of Louis Cranach.

The Universal Catalogue of Books on Art, compiled by order

of the Committee of Council on Education, is now complete, and forms

two quarto volumes of 2188 pages. The idea of it is original, based on

a suggestion some twenty years back of the late Mr. Dilke. Instead of

being a mere catalogue of the books actually in the Art Library of the

South Kensington Museum, it consists of a general catalogue of all

printed works bearing on the history, literature, and illustration of art

and art industry, known to exist up to the present time, in the lan

guages of all countries ; all rare books having a reference to the libraries

in which they are to be found. The advantage of this arrangement is

inestimable, as furnishing the student with a list of all published works

bearing upon his special branch of study. The laborious task of editing

this catalogue has been assigned to Mr. J. Hungerford Pollen, who,

independent of his knowledge of literature and books, carries to the

work a thorough acquaintance of theoretical and practical art. It only

requires to examine the catalogue in order to form an idea of his dili

gence and research. Under the name of Raphael we find no less than

140 citations; under Holbein's Dance of Death, 72; and the references

to Cruikshank amount to 116. The names of the authors are given

alphabetically, but it is proposed to complete the work by subclassifica-

tions under subjects, dates, and countries. The value of this catalogue

can only be fully estimated by the ait-student.

Selected A rtides.

Fragment on Sandro Botticelli, by W. H. Pater. [A beautiful and

appreciative but too brief essay. Botticelli's genius belongs to the

"visionary" as opposed to the dramatic type (Giotto, Masaccio, Ghir-

landaio) : regards the outward image in its entire reality, but yet much

more as the exponent of moods of the mind, and reproduces these

moods in sensuous imagery. Sympathy for humanity, combined with a

consciousness of the "shadow upon it of the great things from which it

shrinks:" has the freshness of the earlier renaissance. It is by absorb

ing into themselves such workmen as B. that the great painters became

a force in general culture.] Fortnightly, for Aug.

Ben Jonson's Quarrel with Shakespeare. [The quarrel was partly

professional, partly political ; each wrote for a rival company, and

Shakespeare was a partisan of Essex and Southampton. Jonson attacked
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his rival both on literary and moral grounds. Malvolio and Achilles

were meant for Jouson in return for his satirising Shakespeare as Amor

phous and Ovid. Jonson was guilty of a trick common with writers

wanting moral courage— the introduction of studied inconsistencies into

his personal satire that he might forswear its application.] North

British.

Impressions de Voyage et d'Art. V. By E. Montegut.' [An in

teresting study on Domenichino, and on the portraits at the Barbcrini

Palace, especially the Cenci.] Rev. des Deux Mondcs, July 15.

Lamartine, by Charles de Mazade. I. [A sympathetic estimate.]

Same for Aug. I.

New Publications.

Bkaumarchais, Theatre complet de. Reimpression, &c. Tom. 3.

Paris : Conast.

Barlow, II. C. On the Vernon Dante, with other Dissertations.

Williams and Norgate.

Forster, E. Gesch. der italienischen Kunst. 2 Bd. Leipzig : Wcigel.

Hevdemann, H. Griechische Vasenbilder. Imp. fol. 13 Plates.

Berlin : Enslin.

Kekule, R. Die Gruppe des Kiinstlers Menelaos in Villa Ludovisi.

Ein Beitrag zur Gesch. der griech. Kunst. 3 Taf. pp. 48. Leipzig :

Engelmann.

Lochner, G. W. K. Die Personen-Namen in Albrecht Durer's Briefen

aus Venedig. pp. 52. Nurnbcrg : Korn.

Meyer v. Knonau, G. Die schweizerischen historischen Volkslieder

des 151™ Jahrdts. Vortrag, mit Anh. Fiinf historische Lieder der

Karoling. Epoche in deutscher Uebersetzg. Zurich : Staub.

Miklosicii, Frz. Beitrage zur Kentniss der slavischen VolkSpoesic :

i. Die Volksepik der Kroaten. (Academy reprint.) Wien : Ceroid.

Save, C. Zur Nibelungensage. Siegfriedbilder besclirieben u. erklart.

(From the Swedish, with additions.) Yon J. Mestdorf. Hamburg :

Meissner.

Shakesfere's Sonette, deutsch v. Benno Tschischwitz. Halle :

Burthel.

SlERKE, Etc. Lessing als angeliender Drammatikcr, geschildert nach

e. Vergleichung seines " Schatzes" mit dem Trinummus d. Plautus.

Leipzig : Duncker u. Humblot.

Stendhal. Le Rouge et Noir. Chronique du xix. siecle. Seule

edition complete, entierement revue et corrigee. Michel Levy : Paris.

Viollet-le-Duc. Dictionnaire raisonne de l'aichitecture franchise du

xi. au xvi. siecles. 'lorn. ix. Paris : Morel.

Wolfram v. Esciikndacii, Tarzival u. Titurel, herausg. v. K. Barlsch.

(Pfeiffer's series.) Leipzig : Brockhaus.

Theology.

Introduction to the Old Testament. [7^-iirbuch der historisch-

kritischen Einleitung in die kanonisehen mid apokryphischen Biichcr

des A. T.j saii'ie in die Bibelsarnmlniig iibirhaiipt, von ]V. Al. L. de

Wette. New bcarbeitet von Dr. E. Schrader.] Berlin : Reimer,

1869.

This is a concise and perspicuous account, from a "liberal"

point of view, of the problems connected with the origin of

the Old Testament. It is based on De Wette's Introduction,

which was first published in 1817, and at once attained the

highest position among elementary handbooks ; but this new

edition, brought out by Dr. Schrader, of Giessen, has been

" throughout improved, much enlarged, and in part entirely

transformed." In our opinion, nearly all that is valuable in

the book as it now stands is due to the editor, and though

we appreciate his sentiment of piety towards his author, we

cannot but think the interests of the student would have

been promoted by a much more radical course of proceeding.

The editorial remarks are carefully distinguished from the

original matter by means of asterisks and square brackets,

and are at any rate much more solid and satisfactory than

the paragraphs retained from the author's last edition of

1844. And yet we must admit, even with reference to the

clear and accurate statements of Schrader, that for beginners

and solitary students, at least in England, the book will

hardly serve its purpose alone. For a vivid apprehension of

the modern critical point of view, such persons must still be

referred to the masterly introduction to Ewald's History of

Israel, and the full and conscientious Introduction to the Old

Testament, by Friedrich Bleek. This is not in the least

intended to discourage any student, even the less advanced,

from procuring Schrader's edition of De Wette. Neither

Ewald nor Bleek are quite abreast of modern criticism.

Both represent, somewhat too strongly, a reaction against the

extravagant attempt of the early (and, historically speaking,

the genuine) rationalists to bring the dates of the various

Old Testament records as low down as possible. And both,

the one by temperament, and the other by his lamented

death, are disabled from taking their proper share in the

re-examination of evidence.

It is a pleasure to bear witness to the calm and impartial

tone which pervades this work—impartial, not in the sense

of absolute freedom from theological bias, but in that of a

never-ceasing consciousness of liability to error. Even in

discussing the violent and conflicting hypotheses by which

" conservative " critics in Germany havt attempted to solve

the problems of " Daniel," we have not been able to dis

cover a word of ridicule or offensive insinuation, though the

provocations received are manifold. And if we venture with

deference to point out to the editor a few imperfections or

deficiencies, it is because his book is so good that we desire,

in some perhaps trivial respects, to contribute towards

making it better. For instance, the sections on the forma

tion of the Canon, and on the translations, strike us as

being somewhat meagre. The irpurrov i//crSos of Pusey and

Keil, which amounts practically to the ascription of infal

libility to the pretended framers of the Jewish Canon, is

hardly brought into sufficient relief; nor, on the other hand,

is due censure awarded to the inconsistency of Ewald in

denying Maccabean Psalms on the ground of the prologue

of Ben Sirach, and yet admitting that other books were

incorporated during the Maccabean struggle. (See Mr.

Perowne in Contemporary Review, i866; p. 103.) Thus

in the section on the Muratorian Canon we miss with sur

prise a reference to the most important edition of the frag

ments brought out by our countryman Tregelles in 1867.

To compensate for this, we must notice the fulness and

accuracy of the philological sections (39 to 40). which

indicate a great advance on previous works of this class. It

is not Dr. Schrader's fault if the Moabitish dialect is as yet

excluded ; in the next edition he will, of course, remedy

this deficiency. He has ventured to renounce the scepticism

still prevalent among Semitic scholars as to the results of

cuneiform interpretation, and presents us here with a con

densed summary of the principal characteristics of Assyrian,

stating by the way his disagreement with M. Oppert as to

the existence of an " emphatic state " in that language. Not

less valuable is the section on Aramaic, in which, on the

basis of Noldeke's researches, Dr. Schrader describes the

difference between the so-called Chaldee and the so-called

Syriac as essentially local, and exchanges those misleading

terms for the only accurate ones, Eastern and Western

Aramaic. But to this we shall return presently. The sec

tion on the decay of Hebrew, taken partly from De Wette,

seems to us less satisfactory. The erroneousness of the

assertion (still common, at least in England, and repeated in

Keil's Introduction to the Old Testament) that Hebrew died

out as a spoken language during the Babylonian exile is not

shewn as distinctly as it might be. And neither in this

section nor in that on the linguistic characteristics of the

Pentateuch (p. 269) is the unsoundness of the " conservative"

argument in favour of an early date from the use of Kin for

the feminine sufficiently exposed.

The sections on the ancient and modern versions, and on.
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-the Hebrew text, are good as far as they go. Hardly enough

prominence is given to the researches of Geiger in the

Urschrift, which seem important enough to be communi

cated even to a beginner. On the attitude taken by the

majority of critics towards these researches will perhaps de

pend the decision of several pending controversies. On

p. 167, Dr. Schrader ought surely to have told us that

Juda ben Karish is the same person as Jehuda ibn Ko-

raisch. A reference should also have been made to the

Arabic-Hebrew Dictionary of the Karaite David ben Abra

ham (10th cent.), now in the Bodleian Library. It is de

scribed by M. Neubauer in the Journal Asiatique, 1 86 1 and

1862, and some of its most peculiar statements will be re

ferred to in the expected Oxford edition of Ibn Jannach.

On the English Bible, Mr. Plumptre's article in Smith's

Dictionary of the Bible, and Mr. Westcott's History of the

English Bible, should have been noticed. On p. 213, the

"terminus ad quem" for the Babylonian punctuation is pro

bably fixed too early; see Academy, vol. i. p. 217. On

p. 238, the editor's reasons for qualifying the canon " Praestat

lectio ardua " should have been stated.

Dr. Schroder's view of the origin of the historical books is

supported by a critical analysis of remarkable acuteness. It

is a modification of the theory which, since the time of

Ewald, has been prevalent in Germany. He ascribes the

Pentateuch and the Book of Joshua to four writers : (1) the

Annalistic Narrator (or the elder Elohist), a contemporary

of David ; (2) the Theocratic Narrator (or the second

Elohist), who lived in the northern kingdom soon after the

separation of the tribes ; (3) the Prophetic Narrator (or the

Jehovist), also a* citizen of the northern kingdom, who

edited the two previous works, and combined them into a

whole, adding a good deal of his own ; and (4) the Deu-

teronomist, who shortly before the reformation of Josiah,

composed his own idealised version of the law, and not

long after edited the Pentateuch and Joshua, or, as we may

call it, the Hexateuch. To discuss this theory, interesting

as the task would be, is as yet premature. It remains to be

seen whether the researches of K. H. Graf, in the more

developed form which they are now assuming in Dr. Merx's

periodical, the Archiv (see No. 4 and the forthcoming No.

5), will not induce both Schrader and Noldeke to abandon

the comparatively high antiquity of the so-called Annalistic

Narrator. The eminent Leyden critic, Dr. Kuenen, has

already entered the lists as a defender of Grafs view in its

fuller and legitimate development (see " Contents of the

Journals," p. 287), and the arguments with which he has

assailed the recent hypotheses of Noldeke and Schrader

will doubtless receive due consideration, from those sharp-

sighted critics. We incline to think that the objections

urged by Dr. Kuenen against the references to the elder

Elohist in Amos and Hosea will commend themselves to

the English mind, so intolerant of the gossamer web of

much that claims, rightly or wrongly, to be internal evidence.

One part of Schrader's theory, adopted by him from Graf,

we mean the identification of the editor of the earlier histo

rical books (Genesis—II. Kings) with the author of Deutero

nomy, has been demolished on both chronological and

sesthetical grounds by Dr. Noldeke. (See review of Grafs

Die geschichtlichen Biichcr des Allen Testaments, in Litera-

risches Centralblatt, June 16, 1866.) It is in fact but a

repetition of the mistake of Bishop Colenso with reference

to the Prophet Jeremiah.

We must pass lightly over the second great historical work

of the Hebrew nation (Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah), over

Ruth (where Reuss's interesting essay on this book in the

Nouvelle Revue de Thtologit, vol. vii. pp. 27-48, should have

been mentioned), Esther (somewhat too briefly treated),

Isaiah (where Ewald's conjecture in xxiii. 13, is with good

reason pronounced to be certain, Sargon is rashly distin

guished from the Salmaneser of Kings, and, on the whole,

the description of the greatest " Babylonian prophet " is, per

haps, too cursory), Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the Minor Pro

phets (Zachariah is particularly well done), to linger for a

moment on the philological problems of " Daniel." The sec

tions relating to the criticism of this book have been entirely

re-written. The point which Dr. Schrader attempts to prove,

and, as we confidently believe, successfully, is that, on

grounds external to its marvellous contents, the writing in

question cannot be a monument of the Babylonian exile.

These grounds are as follows : (1) the circumstance that half

the book is written in Hebrew, half in Aramaic ; (2) the

corrupt character of the idiom, as well in the Hebrew as in

the so-called Chaldee sections; (3) the large number of Persian

words (we should rather have expected Babylonian) ; (4)

the occurrence, unheard of before the Greek supremacy, of

pure Greek words in a Hebrew writing. The first of these

grounds is illustrated by recent philological researches in the

departments of Assyrian and Aramaic. The writer of Dan.

i. 4, ii. 4, supposed the language of the court to be Aramaic ;

whereas it is now incontrovertibly proved that the language

of the royal inscriptions is more distantly connected with

Aramaic than with any other branch of the Semitic family.

The common use of Hebrew and Aramaic in the Book of

" Daniel " proves of itself that Aramaic had almost, but not

quite, expelled Hebrew as the vernacular tongue, whereas, in

the time of Nehemiah and Malachi, Hebrew was still spoken

and written with considerable purity (compare Neh. viii. 8,

xiii. 24). As for Dr. Pusey's objection that the Aramaic of

" Daniel " agrees with that of " Ezra " more closely than with

the Targums, it may be answered (1) that there is no evidence

that the Aramaic any more than that the Hebrew portions

of the Book of " Ezra " were composed out of Palestine ;

(2) that the Aramaic of both these compositions, like the

Hebrew of all the Old Testament writings, has passed through

the levelling process of the Masoretes ; (3) that the Aramaic

of " Daniel" and " Ezra" offers at least as many points of

resemblance to that of the Targums as the Aramaic of

" Daniel," " Ezra," and the Targums, offers points of differ

ence from that of the Babylonian Talmud. In fact, the

relation between the two kinds of Aramaic is much more

determined by peculiarities of place than of time. As to

the fourth ground, it is allowed by recent " German critics of

the most opposite schools " (we are obliged to invert Dr.

Pusey's statement of facts in Daniel the Prophet, 2nd edition,

p. 30), that the sumphonia of "Daniel "is not of Aramaic

origin. This word and its fellow/>esanlerin are simply trans

literated in the Book of " Daniel " out of Greek into Hebrew,

which proves, as Schrader observes, that the writer had

heard them from a Greek. Had he received them through

a Babylonian channel, it is only reasonable to suppose that

they would have suffered some corruption in their circuitous

route.

The least satisfactory section to our mind in the account

of " Daniel " is that on the " unity " of the book. That there

is at any rate a superficial unity, no critic of any school will

deny, but this, as Mr. R. Martineau remarks, in an essay on

this book, which deserves to be referred to by Dr. Schrader,

" cannot undo the fact of certain incongruities, which make

us suspect that it consists of various distinct tales, subse

quently lashed very loosely and clumsily together " (Theo

logical Review, 1865, p. 497). We have a similar objection

to make to Dr. Schrader's treatment of the Song of Solomon.

He calls it a lyrico-dramatic poem, and offers several argu

ments in proof of its unity, but we question whether the

incongruities, which can also be proved to exist, do not
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point to a period when its various parts were so many dis

tinct songs, representing the popular literature of the Israel

ites. Long afterwards these old favourites of the pastoral

districts may have been connected, so as to form in appear

ance a single poem, but not so skilfully as to conceal all

traces of their original separation. (So too argues Diestel

in Schenkel's Bibel-Lexicon, art. Hohes Lied.)

The remainder of the book is taken for the most part from

De Witte, but not without many corrections in points of

detail. It is concluded by a comparative table of Egyptian,

Phoenician, Aramaic, and Hebrew characters, based on the

works of Brugsch, De Vogue, De Saulcy, and Euting. The

editor refers in his preface to a discovery, made by Professor

Hagen, of Berne, of several Hebrew alphabets in Latin MSS.

of the ninth and tenth centuries, which came to hand too

late for insertion in the Introduction. He hopes to lay them

before the public on another occasion. T. K. Cheyne.

Rothes Dogmatics. [Dogmata von Dr. R. Rothc. Herausgegeben

von Dr. D. Schenkel. Erster Theil. Das Bacusstiaii dcr Siiitde.]

Heidelberg, 1870.

Rothe's short treatise Zur Dogmatik is a classic in German

theology. In the preface to that work a promise was given

that the discussions there commenced would be continued.

As all hope of that promise being ever fulfilled is now at

an end, the present publication, which consists of the notes

used by the author when lecturing on Dogmatics in the

University of Heidelberg, will be gladly welcomed as the

only addition now possible, to a fuller knowledge of the

dogmatic system of one of the most original thinkers of

our time. Dr. Schenkel has given us the notes as the

author left them, with the exception of some formal

changes, and has not, we are glad to observe, repeated the

mistake he made in editing his friend's posthumous sermons,

wherein, according to his own confession, he altered such sen

timents and interpretations of Scripture as he " confidently

knew" would not have been approved by Rothe's later

judgment ; in the present volume, however, we have fortu

nately got the notes without any officious correction, but

the editor informs us that there is evidence in the manu

scripts that in the course of the years during which they

were used, considerable alterations were introduced by the

author himself.

"The supernatural back-ground," writes Schenkel, "remained un

changed to the last period of his life, but, undoubtedly, the alteration

which has taken place in German theology during the last twelve years

in the direction of a freer and more rational handling of the dogmatic

material, did not leave untouched a man like R. Rothe."

Some disappointment will be felt that the book is so

largely filled with the opinions of other writers, and does

not contain more of Rothe's own system. This arises from

his conception of the nature of the subject. Dogmatics,

according to Rothe, is a branch of historical theology,

haying for its subject the dogmas of the Christian Church.

It is therefore the duty of the dogmatic theologian to give

an account of those dogmas as they are to be found in the

works of the recognized writers of the Church. This has

been done in the present volume with great clearness and

care, the teaching of the Holy Scriptures regarding the vari

ous doctrines being also given, whilst finally, though some

times only briefly and incidentally, the author introduces his

own views of the relation which these doctrines bear to the

Christian consciousness of the present day.

In treating of the Trinity, which may be taken as a spe

cimen of the author's manner, he gives an account of the

doctrine of the old Church on the subject, of the Reforma

tion, also of the teaching of the Old and of the New Testa

ment, adding a valuable critical sketch of the views of

Twesten, Liebner, Lange, and those other modern theolo

gians who have endeavoured to restore to modern thought,

and to justify to the modern mind on philosophical grounds,

the Ancient Church doctrine of the Trinity. He then ap

proaches the question as to how far this doctrine of the

Church has its root in religion. Viewed historically, he

says, its development has been closely connected with the

deepest interests of Christian piety ; for Christian piety is

conscious that God is in Christ, and a conception of God

is essential which will enable us to conceive the God-man

hood of Christ, only it must not be gained at the expense

of that Monotheism which lies at the foundation of all true

piety. His conclusion is, that a Trinity cannot be accepted

in the sense in which it was understood by the theologians

of the 4th century ; but that a threefold mode of Being in

God, and the divinity of Christ, are agreeable to the Christian

consciousness as well as to Christian Revelation.

The section which treats " of the angels " will be turned

to with interest, not only because of the editor's refer

ence to it in the preface, but because it is well known

that with regard to this doctrine Rothe stood far apart

from the school with which he had generally most affinities.

He accepts on the whole the Church doctrine regarding the

higher spirit-world, as a true representation of the teaching

of Holy Scripture, and rejects as untenable the attempts

made by Schleiermacher and others to render invalid the

Scripture testimony regarding the personality of the angels

good and evil. Rothe also maintains that the doctrine of

a higher spirit-world possesses a deep religious significance.

The existence of good angels enables us. to make vivid to

ourselves the idea of the divine government of the work),

and forcibly brings to our minds the thought that we are

citizens of two worlds, and that our conversation is in

heaven, while the doctrine of the devil and his angels

exhibits evil in its darkest light, and proves beyond a doubt

that evil resides not in the body alone, but penetrates to

the innermost core of the personality. Though not dis

tinctly given in the religious consciousness, when the exist

ence of angels and demons is disclosed by Scripture, re

sponsive chords are found in man's religious consciousness.

It commends itself likewise, he says, to rational religious

thought that as no man in this world stands alone with his

sin, the sinfulness of the race should be connected with a

cosmical moral corruption. John Gibb.

Contents of the Journals.

Journal of Philology, July.—On the end of the Epistle to the

Romans. [An examination of a theory proposed by Dr. Lightfoot in

the preceding number. We reserve our remarks.]—On the Chronology

of St. John v. and vi., by J. P. Norris. [Suggests that chap. vi. like

chap. xxi. may have been written subsequently to the first draft of the

gospel, and inserted by mistake before, instead of after chap. v. Thus

the nameless feast of v. I will be a passover, and should be identified

with that referred to in vi. 4.]—Note on the Arzareth of 4 Esdr. xiii. 45,

by Dr. Schiller-Szinessy. [Arzareth a corruption from mi"IN "("iX,

which words occur in Deut. xxix. 28, a passage applied in the " Syn-

hedrin " (x. 3) to the ten tribes.]—A Theory of Job xix. 25-27, by

C. Taylor. [Thorough to a fault. Is it worth while to lavish so much

grammatical subtlety on so manifestly corrupt a passage ? Has not

some word fallen out after '"IBQQ ? Mr. Taylor himself suggests an

aposiopesis—" When they have penetrated my skin, and of my flesh

have had their fill."]

Gedaliah, the duration of his viceroyalty, and date of his violent

death, in Monatschrift fur Geschichte des Judenthums (Breslau), June.

[According to 2 Kings xxv. 7, Jer. xli. I, Gedaliah was murdered two

months after the capture of Jerusalem. This writer questions the accu

racy of the statement, on the ground I. of Jer. xli. 5, which speaks of a

regular temple-service having been instituted in Mizpah, 2. of Lament, v.,

which complains of the servitude of the population of the country, 3. of

Hzek. xxxiii. 24, 29, from which we learn that for at least six months,

and probably more, fugitives remained in the land, and hoped for a

change in their fortunes. Thence the interval between the fail of Jeru
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salem and the death of Gedaliah was not less than several years ; the

Chaldeans wished to establish a Jewish colony, comp. Jer. xl. 10-12.]

Critical contributions to the history of the Israelitish religion, No. 5,

by Dr. Kuenen, in Tlieologisch Tijdschrift, July. [A review of recent

works on the criticism of the Pentateuch and Joshua, tending to the

depreciation of the antiquity of the "elder Elohist." The judgment

expressed on Colenso's work on the Pentateuch is peculiar. The first

part, devoid as it is of critical analysis, is placed much higher than the

following ones, because in it the Bishop " proved that precisely those

documents were most unhistoric which put forward a claim to be

authentic, and were apparently distinguished by the greatest accuracy "

(i.e. the narratives of the elder Elohist). . . . "This is the more remark

able, because Colenso, in bringing forward his objections, paid no

attention to the separation of different records." The next number of

these " contributions " will contain a criticism of Dr. Kalisch's commen

tary on the Pentateuch.]

Frank's System der christlichen Gewissheit, rev. by Hoekstra, in the

same. [An attempt to build up the system of Protestant orthodoxy on

a purely subjective foundation.]

Schoenfelder's Onkelos and Peschito, rev. by Ilimpel, in Theolog.

Literaturblatt (Rom. Cath.), July 4. [An attempt to prove that

Onkelos was written as early as the first century, and employed by the

translator of the Peshito.]

New Publications.

Reichei., O. J. The See of Rome during the Middle Ages. Long

mans.

Testamenti"M novum Gr/ECE. Ad antiquissimos testes denuo recens.

app. crit. app. comment, isagog. praetex. Const. Tischendorf. Ed.

viii. Crit. Major. 7 Lfg. Leipzig : Giesccke u. Devrient.

Science and Philosophy.

Outlines of Comparative Anatomy. [Grundziige der I'ergUichendcn

Anatomie, von Prof. Carl Gegenbaur. Zweite ungearbeitete Auflage,

mit 319 Holzschnitten.] Leipzig : Wilhelm Engelman, 1870.

[Second Notice.]

In his "Specieller Theil" the Jena Professor is less likely

to have overlooked any authority of real weight ; and the

increments and additions which the seven chapters corre

sponding to the seven animal sub-kingdoms, in making up

this second part of his work have received, may be taken as

indicating more or less exactly the directions in which com

parative anatomists have been busying themselves, or, in

other words, zootomizing, during the last ten years. The

chapter on Vermes has expanded from 59 to 149 pages, in

which, as might be expected, the name of Claparede appears

very prominently; but in which, as will not have been

expected, the Tunicata and Polyzoa will be found to

have been removed from the sub-kingdom Mollusca, and

to have been classed as Vermes. Professor Gegenbaur

repudiates (p. 25) the doctrine of the homological identity

of the branchial sac of the Ascidians with the bran

chial apparatus or one half of it in the Lamellibranclriata,

though for this doctrine the names of Von Baer in former,

and of Mr. Hancock in quite modern times, may be quoted ;

he lays great stress on the peculiar anatomical structure of

the Appendicularia, and of the larvoe of the sessile Ascidians,

as justifying this separation ; and finally he strengthens his

position by a reference to the singular and rare animals

called Entcropneusti for the relation of their respiratory to

their digestive duct, which he supposes to link them closely

to the Tunicata, and these latter thus to the Vermes. These

arguments are strong ; and they will appear to be stronger

when we say that Professor Gegenbaur has himself worked

and written specially upon the structures of Appendicularia ;

and that the very doctrine of the homological identity in

question, which he now rejects, he once (in his first edition,

p. 360) taught, and must therefore be supposed to have given

up only after due consideration. But strong as these argu

ments are, they appear to the present writer to be insufficient,

the strongest of them, that, namely, which relates to Appen-

dicularia and the larvas of the sessile Ascidians, being vitiated

by what appears, to him at least, to be a faiheious interpre

tation of the facts of development. Professor Gegenbaur

does not give at any length his reasons for dissociating the

Polyzoa from the molluscous subkingdom ; he says, simply

(p. 159). that there are reasons for so doing on the one hand,

and none on the other for refusing to consider them as

Vermes. Of the close correspondence between these minute

social molluscoids and the smaller forms of those larger

solitary molluscoids, the Brachiopoda, we have found nothing

said.

The sub-kingdom Mollusca has received something of a

compensation for this curtailment by the addition to it of

woodcuts from Mr. Hancock's paper on the Brachiopoda,

from the memoirs of Lacaze Duthiers, and from those of

certain other malacologists, a class of anatomists who, out

of PJngland, are of importance and numerous enough to

have periodicals devoted to their subject, just as the entomo

logists have periodicals devoted to theirs within the limits of

our own island. As Gegenbaur's own beautiful monograph

upon the anatomy of the Ptcropoda appeared some three

years before the first edition of the work now before us, and

as nearly the same may be said of his contributions to the

anatomy of the sub-kingdom Coeknterata, then only recently

elevated to that rank by Leuckart, it is the less surprising

that neither the sub-kingdom Mollusca, nor that of the

Coclcntcrata have received more than half-a-dozen pages of

letter-press in excess of the limits which they had filled up in

the edition of 1859. The Protozoa receive even less; the

Echiodermata receive thirteen ; and the Arthropoda twenty-

nine additional pages. The Vertebrata show nearly the

same absolute increase (nearly eighty-seven pages) as

the Vermes ; but as they occupied no less than two hundred

and thirty pages in the first edition, as against three hundred

and seventeen in the second, the accession they receive is

relatively much smaller than that of the latter sub-kingdom.

Each of the seven divisions in the second part of this

book gives, in addition to a bibliography of the most im

portant memoirs relating to each of the sub-kingdoms treated

of, a general survey of the characters and affinities of each of

these divisions. In these chapters the influence of Mr.

Darwin's work shows itself in the form of " Phylogenies," or

genealogical pedigrees of the several sub-kingdoms ; and,

though they do not reach the inordinate length which certain

similar lucubrations do elsewhere, we cannot but think that

they do something towards impairing the value of the

volume, at least as a text-book for students, to whom

the certain acquisitions of science should alone be presented

as matter to be mastered. Now no " Phylogeny " which

reaches farther back than the modern period can be said to

be matter of science, or to admit of verification ; and when

we consider on the one hand how incomplete our knowledge

of the geological record is, and on the other how very

different may be the forms and arrangements, both external

and internal, of organisms which from actual ocular evidence

we know to be specifically identical, we are warned that

the element of uncertainty can never be eliminated from the

most seductively plausible of Phylogenies. Our ignorance

and our knowledge teach us the same lesson. The sub

jective peculiarities of each observer or speculator make up

a " personal equation " of preponderating proportions in

such disquisitions, and reduce them pro tanto to the rank

of mere arbitrary speculations, which are no more truly

Anatomy or Biology than the " Historia Media " of the

monastic dilettante was History. The introductory chapter,

giving in each division the general survey just spoken
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of, is followed by chapters treating successively of the

tegumentary, the skeletal, the muscular, and the nervous

systems ; in the second half of each division we have

chapters on the systems of vegetative life ; on the organs,

that is, of digestion, circulation, respiration, depuration,

and reproduction, following each other in the order here

indicated. There are no chapters on " Ontogeny," the

history of modern and observable development ; nor on

" Palaeontogeny," the history of development in geological

times ; nor on geographical distribution ; and in these points,

and in some few others of less importance, Professor

Gegenbaur's work is professedly less encyclopedic than the

Klassen und Ordnungcn des Thier-Reichs of Bronn and

Keferstein, still incomplete, and, alas—as the recent death

of the latter reminds us—never to be completed under the

superintendence of either of those honoured authorities.

It is needless to use space in praising this work. It is all

but entirely reliable and accurate, and is everywhere clear

and precise. It will be indispensable to all teachers of

Comparative Anatomy until the day arrive, a good many

years hence, when it may be superseded by a better work

or edition. The same may be said of it with reference to

all students who are not studying simply with a view to the

passing of examinations. For persons under such circum

stances the work is a little too long, amounting as it does to

nearly 900 pages which are always closely, and sometimes

very closely, printed. Neither are its seductive "philo-

genies" altogether the most convenient matter either for

examiner or examinees to be involved in.

There are of course a few points upon which we should

join issue with Professor Gegenbaur ; and of these perhaps

the most important is that relating to the interpretation of

the facts of development. Gegenbaur, like certain other

Morphologists, lays, we should say, too much stress (see

pp. 229, 363) upon the principle that the early appearance

of" an organ in embryonic life shows that it was an organ

which was very early developed also in Palaeontological life,

in the earlier ancestral forms, that is to say, of any modern

species to which an existing embryo belongs. The early

appearance of a particular organ may be often thus expli

cable, but it is by no means so always ; and for rationalizing

the chronological sequences observable in the evolution of

developing organisms, we must have recourse to the aid

of another principle recognizing the existence "d'une

tendance vers l'e'tat futur." This principle, as thus enunciated,

has an aspect as purely metaphysical as the principle of a

" predisposing affinity," familiar to the older and forgotten

by the modern, chemists. Neither, as enunciated by Gratiolet

in the following words, does it bear a much more positive

exterior : " Les parties .qui doivent un jour dominer absolu-

ment apparaissent les premieres, bien que leur perfection ne

s'acheve qu'apres le de'veloppement complet de tous les

autres systemes; comme si la prevoyance de la nature

cherchait a accorder un temps aussi .long que possible au

developpement des choses les plus importantes" (Memoirc

sur les Plis ccrcbraux de rHomme et des Primates, p. 83).

It admits, however, of being reduced to the most purely

quantitative terms, and of the strictest verification. If in an

adult organism any one structure comes to predominate

greatly, it is obvious that it will of necessity modify very

greatly the composition of the blood out of which it, in

common with other organs of less importance, secundum

statum prcescntem, draws its supplies of nutriment. Doing

this actually, it may be looked upon hypothetically as giving

off a proportionately great number of the hypothetical germs

of which Mr. Darwin's famous chapter on " Pangenesis "

treats. But the reproductive elements, the ova and the

spermatozoa, are actually elaborated out of the blood thus

quantitatively altered in its composition ; and hypothetically

these factors of the future organism are to be regarded as

the result of the concurrence and aggregation of the hypo

thetical atoms just mentioned ; and we can understand,

therefore, how a structure, such as the brain of a vertebrate,

which may have been the latest result attained in the

development of the species, may, if it draw very largely

upon the resources of the organism, have its likeness very

easily reproduced in any embryos to which that organism

may give origin. The early appearance of the cranio-spinal

and the cerebrospinal axis in the developing vertebrate

embryo, and the more striking, because less common and

familiar, facts of the direct transmission of artificial or

accidental lesions of the nervous system, receive then a

rational explanation. In a matter of this importance it will

not appear captious to remark that one of Professor Gegen

baur's instances or illustrations of his "principe de l'«5tat

ante'rieur," as we have somewhere seen it called, is singu

larly unfortunate. At p. 363 he says, that the fact that the

developing Myriapod is for a while restricted to the same

hexapod complement of locomotor appendages which dis

tinguishes the class Insecta, must be taken to indicate that

those three pairs of legs are pateontologically a much older

acquisition than the pairs posterior to them ; and he refers

to Mr. Newport as an authority for this statement. A

reference, however, to Mr. Newport's paper in die Philo

sophical Transactions, a periodical with which we ought to

say Professor Gegenbaur does appear to be more familiar

than most of his countrymen, will show that the six legs of

the developing lulus do not correspond to nor represent the

six legs of an insect, inasmuch as they are not carried upon

consecutive segments. See Phil. Trans. 184.T, pi. iv. fig.

10-16. In Polydesmus again we have Sir John Lubbock's

authority for saying that the three embryonic pairs of legs

are carried by the second, fourth, and fifth segments, the

third segment being legless in this family just as the second

is in lulus. As the ranking of the Tunicata with Vermes, to

which we have already taken exception, or rather the separa

tion of this class from the rest of the Mollusca, depends to a

considerable extent upon the recognition of the universality

with which this "principe de l'e'tat ante'rieur" is to be

accepted and applied, we need not dwell further upon our

objections to it.

As it is to Professor Gegenbaur that we owe a monograph

unravelling with singular lucidity the complexly convoluted

organs, known as " segmental organs," in the Vermes, we

are a little surprised that he should several times have

mentioned with, as it would appear, more or less approval,

the papers which were allowed a place in the Philosophical

Transactions, and in the Reports of the British Association,

from the pen of the late Dr. Williams, to whom the anatomy

of these creatures owes little beyond and besides the inven

tion of the convenient phrase we have just placed between

inverted commas. The Professor's language, again, is not

quite clear, nor indeed his figure at p. 297, and though we

suppose from his language that he would accept Hering's

identification of the organs there figured and lettered s. s'. s".

as against D'Udekem's, the point is left a little doubtful,

which, as it has been a moot point, it should not have

been.

We differ still more widely from Professor Gegenbaur upon

a point of a good deal wider interest ; and this is the homolo-

gical recognition of the cerebellum of the higher Vcrtebrafa,

amongst the various factors of the encephalon of the class

Pisces. This important factor in the composition of the

brain he recognises in that class as an insignificant narrow

lamella of neurine underlying a stmcture which most modern

anatomists would call the cerebellum, but which he calls the
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mesocephalon. We cannot but think that J. Miiller's figures

of the brain of Polypterus bichir, given at p. 725, when

compared on the one side with figures of the brain of an

ordinary osseous fish, and on the other with figures of the

brain of any amphibian, decide this question in favour of

the ordinarily accepted view. But at any rate the arguments

in favour of that view which are given by Gottsche in his

paper on the Brains of Fishes, in Mullet's Archiv, 1835,

pp. 461-464, and which appear to us to be conclusive,

should at least have been alluded to. For upon the iden

tification of the cerebellum in fish a good deal depends in

arguing for or against certain views as to the functions of

that part of the encephalon in ourselves where it attains a

larger size relatively to the rest of the body, just as what we

have always of late supposed to be cerebellum in fishes

attains a larger size relatively to the rest of the brain than in

any other class of Vertebrata. See also Stieda's Memoir on

the Brain of Osseous Fishes in Siebold and Kolliker's

Zeitsc/triflfur Wissensch. Zoologic (1867).

The " branching off," or the " evolution " of the Ganoidei

from the Selachii is another point of ichthyology to which

we should demur, and to which indeed Mr. Huxley did

demur in the second number of the Academy, when noticing

a work published by the Professor's colleague at Jena,

Ernst Haeckel.

We need not, however, go back so far as these periods

to find facts inconsistent with this particular pedigree ; for a

very interesting fact, which we learnt first from Professor

Gegenbaur's second edition, appears to us to be so. This

fact is stated thus, p. 8 1 1 : "In the Selachii (certain sharks)

there is to be found the rudiment of an air-bladder which

opens into the oesophagus from its dorsal side, and which we

must regard not so much as a nascent rudimentary organ as a

result of retrograde metamorphosis." Surely this view, in

which we should fully coincide, is entirely out of keeping

with a view which would affiliate the Ganoid order, in which

an active functional air-bladder, the nascent not the retro

grade representative of a lung, is always present, to a highly-

specialized sub-order in which this self-same organ had had

time thus to become abortive.

The explanation of the homologies of the fore and hind

limbs by a reference to a supposed torsion of the humerus

rather than by a more readily conceivable and indeed all

but demonstrable rotation of the scapula will in like manner

jar upon the English ears which are familiar with such

subjects. And the absence of more detailed references to

Mr. Parker's opus magnum " on the structure and develop

ment of the Shoulder Girdle," we should wish to explain

upon the very probable hypothesis that this work was not

available when Professor Gegenbaur's pages treating of this

subject, so profitably laboured at by himself, were printed

off. The absence of Mr. Parker's name from such disqui

sitions is as remarkable as the absence of Mr. Herbert

Spencer's from those with which the volume opens.

But we must not end this notice with objections and fault

finding, and as this is the fullest tale of qualifications which

we have been able to make up, our strong recommendation

of the work will, we hope, be but made the stronger by their

presence. George Rolleston.

Researches on Diamagnetism and Magna - Crystallio Action,

including the question of Diamagnetic Polarity.—By John Tyndall,

LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the Royal Insti

tution. Longmans.

The publication in a connected form of Dr. Tyndall's ori

ginal memoirs on experimental physics in the Philosophical

Transactions and the Philosophical Magazi?u of which this

volume is the first instalment, will be gratefully received

by those who take an interest in natural science. Not

merely the similarity of subject, but much more the im

portance and extent of the investigations, and the ingenuity

of the methods described, entitle this volume to be regarded

as a companion and sequel to Faraday's Experimental

Researches in Electricity. Those only who have had some

personal acquaintance with experimental physics can appre

ciate either the cost of time and money or the unwearied

patience and industry required for the production of the

large and most valuable mass of facts therein collected.

The work is not adapted or intended for those to whom

the subject is new, although the memoirs contain introduc

tory summaries of the previous labours of others in the same

department. A student, however, who has read Faraday's

third volume will find no hindrances in Dr. Tyndall's book,

especially if he is able to peruse the memoirs referred to.

The principal subjects of investigation are the action of

magnets on crystals and the polarity of diamagnetic bars.

It would be useless to give an abstract of the results which

Professors Tyndall and Knoblauch obtained in the former

subject. I will therefore confine my remarks to the latter

much vexed question, in which Dr. Tyndall is the chief

authority in the world of science. He has fully answered

the objections which had justly been raised against the con

clusiveness of the investigations of his predecessors. He

has used apparatus constructed by the first instrument-

makers, and followed distinct processes of examination

which appear to conspire towards the same result, in favour

of which other evidence is adduced by inquirers on the con

tinent. Those who have adopted the hypothesis which

underlies all their inferences from experimental results must

now admit that, when a diamagnetic bar is placed in an

active voltaic helix, it acquires a polarity the rrversc of that

of soft iron under the same circumstances. Dr. Tyndall,

however, and subsequent authors, have enunciated the above

law as demonstrated absolutely and irrespectively of all

hypothesis.

Being myself one of those who adopted E. Becquerel's

theory on its first publication, and having seen no reason for

abandoning it, I will proceed to show that the facts admit

of a different interpretation on the principles of that theory.

Faraday was the first who showed that bars point axially or

equatorially, and that bodies are attracted or repelled, ac

cording to the nature of the surrounding medium. (E. B.

2365-2368). E. Becquerel found that zinc and white wax,

which point equatorially in air, point axially in water and

most liquids ; that sulphur, which points equatorially in air,

points axially in chloride of magnesium. F. von Feilitzsch

possessed bars of chemically pure zinc which were magnetic

at common temperatures, but diamagnetic at 4o°-5o° C.

(Karsten's Allgemeine Encyclopiidic der Physik, xii. 555).

Faraday states (Vol. iii. p. 500), " When a body is submitted

to the power of a magnet, it is affected, as to the result, not

merely by the magnet, but also by the medium surrounding

it ; and even if that medium be changed for a vacuum, the

vacuum and the body still are in like relation to each other.

In fact the result is always differential ; any change in the

medium changes the action on the object, and there are

abundance of substances which, when surrounded by air, are

repelled, and when by water, are attracted, upon the ap

proach of a magnet." Accordingly E. Becquerel supposes

that all substances, and vacuum itself, are susceptible of

magnetic induction in different degrees, and explains all the

diamagnetic phcenomena by the difference of the forces

exerted on the bar and the medium surrounding it. He has

supported this view by careful measures, and established a law

which is the highest yet attained in this branch of physics.
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This theory gives one common explanation of the three cases

which the more received theories must consider separately,

those namely of a magnetic body in a magnetic medium, of a

diamagnetic body in a diamagnetic medium, and of a diamag-

netic body in vacuo. Those who are prepossessed against the

hypothesis that a vacuum is capable of magnetic induction

should consider that we can have no d priori knowledge of

its properties, any more than the opponents of Galileo could

have of the number and appearance of the heavenly bodies.

It is in accordance with the analogies of the undulatory

theory of light, and of the mechanical theory of heat, that

the advance of magnetic philosophy should also endow

vacuum with additional active properties. No doubt there

is a difficulty in admitting that magnetized vacuum can exert

pressure on the included body, but perhaps it is not greater

than that of understanding how ether in its natural state can

offer resistance to Encke's comet. To show how little Fara

day was finally satisfied with the hypothesis of the neutrality

of vacuum, which he had himself introduced, the following

passage may be quoted : " It is assumed that the space is in

a state of magnetic darkness, an assumption so large, con

sidering the knowledge we have of natural powers, and

especially of dual forces, that there is none larger in any

part of magnetic or electric science, and is the very point

which of all others should be held in doubt and pursued by

experimental investigation " (vol. iii. p. 540). Yet in dis-

• regard of this caution this hypothesis has rather become an

axiom, which need no longer be enunciated when conclusions

are drawn from experiment

Let us now pass on to the interpretation of the facts con

tained in Dr. Tyndall's fifth Memoir in accordance with

the principles of E. Becquerel's theory, which maintains that

all bodies receive the same polarity as soft iron of the same

shape when submitted to the same forces.

We have to take into consideration the action, not merely

of a cylinder of bismuth placed on one side of the horizontal

plane through the magnets, but also from an equal cylinder

of air on the opposite side of that plane. The forces exerted

by the other two cylinders of magnetized air in the same

helix, above and below them, will compensate each other

and require no further consideration. To estimate the

differential action of the air and bismuth, let us take a

special case, and suppose the bismuth to be above the plane

of the magnets, and that the helix would cause an included

iron cylinder to have its south pole uppermost. Then the

cylinders of bismuth and air will also have their south poles

uppermost, but the south pole of the upper end of the air

cylinder overpowers the weaker action of the north pole of

the lower end of the bismuth cylinder and exerts a resultant

action upon the magnets, which, on Dr. Tyndall's hypothesis,

is attributed to a supposed south pole at the lower end of

the bismuth cylinder.

Next let us interpret the experiments described in pages

M0-^- Here the air within the helix and around its

extremities is magnetized by the helix more strongly than

the cylinder of bismuth. It is therefore more strongly

attracted or repelled by the neighbouring poles of the

electro-magnetic cylinders, and by displacing the bismuth

produces its apparent repulsion or attraction. In both cases

the observed facts are perfectly compatible with E. Bec

querel's theory : and Wiedemann is not justified in saying

that they refute it (Le/ire vom Galvanismus und Elcctro-

magnetismus, ii. 529).

Lastly, this theory is free from the difficulties and contra

dictions which beset the attempts to explain the phenomena

by forces exerted on the diamagnetic body alone. When a

bar of bismuth points equatorially this theory considers it

to be in a neutral state, as a bar of iron may be experi

mentally proved to be when its axis is perpendicular to the

magnetic meridian. The experiments adduced to prove a

polarity of the equatorial bismuth bar are all explicable on

the ground that its position of equilibrium will necessarily

be changed when the forces acting on it are changed. On

the other hand, it is supposed by Pliicker (Scientific Me

moirs, Part iv. p. 328) and by Dr. Tyndall, that at the ends

of its transverse or axial diameters are poles opposed in

name to the nearest pole of the magnet. But if the bar be

moved parallel to itself towards either pole of the magnet it

is repelled. (Faraday, E. R. 2259.) It must therefore be

further assumed, that the polarities of the bar are reversed

by the smallest change of position to either side of the equa

torial line—an assumption which involves the anomaly of a

discontinuous law of the dependence of the polarity on the

position.

In speaking of Kirchhoff's correction of Ohm's Theory of

permanent currents, Dr. Tyndall has fallen into the error

of stating that the electric current circulates only upon the

surface of the conductors of the circuit. Kirchhoff, and sub

sequently Clausius, point out that the meaning of the mathe

matical condition of the permanent state is, that any moving

particle is not among, or one of, those particles whose action

upon it constitute the electromotive force. That conse

quently the electricity at rest is entirely upon the surface of

the circuit ; and, it may be added, upon the surface of any

neighbouring body which is sufficiently near to exert electric

induction upon the circuit.

In conclusion, though I have given reasons for disagree

ing with Dr. Tyndall's views of diamagnetic polarity, I must

strongly recommend his book to all who may wish to learn

the progress which its subject has made in recent times.

John A. Dale.

De 1 Intelligence. Par II. Taine. Paris: Hachette et O*- 1870.

" Vous etes bien Francais, me dit-il ; vous enjambez les

faits, et vous voila de prime saut installe dans une theorie."

In these words the intelligent student, who did the honours

of Oxford for M. Taine some years ago, replied to M. Taine's

ingenious demonstration that the universal belief in a God

had stifled the growth of a speculative philosophy in England.

It would be absurd to accuse M. Taine, who was at that

time engaged on a History of English Literature, in which

the writings of Mr. Mill occupy a position perhaps unduly

conspicuous, of ever seriously entertaining such an opinion ;

at any rate, the work at present before us described by its

author as " l'ouvrage auquel on a le plus re'fle'chi " is suffi

cient evidence that M. Taine has so far made himself ac

quainted with contemporary English philosophy as to have

based his most serious work on its conclusions and to have

most carefully studied " les analyses profondes et serrees de

Bain, Herbert Spencer et Stuart Mill." Nevertheless we

cannot resist the conclusion after reading this most interest-

work, that the best criticism on M. Taine is the one which

he passes on himself in the words of the imaginary Oxford

student ;—" il est bien Francais," it is his strength at once

and his weakness. It is his strength, for never has the

philosophy of evolution and experience been presented in

a more lucid and attractive form ; but it is his weakness, for

this very lucidity rouses an uneasy suspicion of difficulties

evaded or ignored, and not a few instances might be found

where M. Taine, borne along by his singular power of illus

tration, exposition, and generalisation, " enjambe les faits et

s'installe de prime saut dans une theorie" which on more

serious and sober reflection would turn out to be at least not

proven.

It may, however, be urged, and urged with truth, that the
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purpose of M. Taine's book is exposition and not controversy,

that it professes rather to formulate and exhibit the best

results of psychological analysis in the d posteriori school than

to establish the fundamental tenets of that school and to

defend them against opponents. This function it fulfils

admirably ; no more complete or satisfactory exposition of

the doctrines of this school of psychology, can, so far as we

know, be found. It is true that M. Taine is largely indebted,

as he frankly confesses, and as is abundantly shown by his

footnotes and references, to the writings of Messrs. Bain,

Stuart Mill, and Herbert Spencer, but the very fact of his

having carefully studied and digested these and similar

authorities renders his work more complete and systematic

within its limits than treatises of wider scope and more

original research, and entitle it to become the text-book of

that school of psychology whose doctrines it so ably and

lucidly expounds. In grace and vigour of style, in clearness

of arrangement, in felicity of illustration, M. Taine's book far

surpasses the valuable but ponderous treatises of Professor

Bain, nor can we find evidence that he is so largely indebted

to him as he is to other English writers on the same subject.

M. Taine's physiological knowledge is as extensive as Mr.

Bain's, and is derived from wholly independent sources,

while the fusion of the results of physiological research with

those of psychology is far more completely effected by

M. Taine than in any of Mr. Bain's numerous treatises. As

regards Mr. Mill and Mr. Spencer it may be safely affirmed

that without their researches and speculations the work

before us could scarcely have been written, and if we prefer

M. Taine to either of these philosophers it is not because we

think his speculations more profound, or his knowledge more

extensive, but because Mr. Mill's writings on psychology are

too fragmentary and disconnected, and Mr. Spencer's too

architectonic, to form a convenient text-book of the subject.

It appears, then, that the treatise De I'Intelligence is not

controversial like the Examination of Sir W. Hamilton's

Philosophy, nor purely speculative like First Principles and

Principles ofPsychology, but, so to speak, formulative, expo

sitory, and popular, in the best sense. We hope it may be

speedily and well translated, for though, as Mr. Mill has

said, all serious students of psychology will lose no time

in reading it for themselves, it cannot have that influence on

English thought which its merits entitle it to exercise, unless

it is presented to students in an English dress.

It is next to impossible to give an account of the contents

of such a work in a short notice like the present. Its

construction is very elaborate ; it is divided first into two

parts : (1) " Les Elements de la Connaissance," and (2)

" Les diverses Sortes de Connaissances;" each part con

tains four books, and each book several chapters. It is

difficult among these various divisions to single out those

parts which more especially demand and deserve attention,

for the work presents a whole so completely organized that to

isolate portions is to deprive them of half their interest and

importance. We may, however, especially call attention in

the First Part to the first and second chapters of the second

book, entitled respectively " Nature et Rcducteurs de

l'lmage," and " Lois de la Renaissance et de l'Effacement

des Images," as remarkably exhibiting M. Taine's singular

powers of exposition and illustration. The former of these

chapters, wherein it is shown that the criterion of a true

sensation is to be found in its correction and reduction by

the secondary and co-ordinate sensations of a different sense,

so that sensation and hallucination are alike mental images,

equally real as images, but discriminated ultimately as true

and false by subsequent verification, seems to us to be a real

and original addition to psychological theory. The latter

chapter expands and illustrates with remarkable clearness and

force that view of the relation of sense to memory, of the

fundamental link of association which is implied in Aristotle's

phrase da-OivSjs a'cr&jo-ts, and in Hobbes' " Decaying Sense."

The remainder of the First Part belongs rather to physiology

than to psychology ; it consists of an account, borrowed

chiefly from professed writers on physiology but well arranged

and digested, of the various phenomena of the special senses

and of " Les Conditions Physiques des Eve'nements Moraux."

M. Taine's execution of this part of his task seems, so far

as we can judge, to be careful and adequate.

The Second Part of the work is the more elaborate and

important of the two. The Psychological Theory of Matter

has nowhere, we think, been so elaborately and felicitously

explained as in the chapter on " L'Education des Sens,"

wherein our knowledge of bodies is exhibited as the product

of what are happily termed the " atlases " or charts of the

various aspects of external things furnished respectively by

the different senses. The Psychological Theory of Mind, or

the explanation of the Ego, is based, not without considerable

independent illustration, on Mr. Mill's chapter on the same

subject ; for the so-calied relation of the Ego to the external

world we must go back to the First Part, and to a passage that

is so remarkable that we cannot forbear quoting it at length :—

" Supposez un livre ecrit dans une langue originale et muni d'une

traduction interlineaire ; le livre est la nature, la langue originale est

1'evcnement moral, la traduction est l'evenement physique, et l'ordre

des cliapitres est l'ordre des ctres. Au commencement du livre, la tra

duction est imprimee en caracteres tres-lisibles et tous bien nets. Mais

a mesure que nous avancons dans le livre, ils le sont moins, et, de

chapitre en chapitre, il sy glissequelques caracteres nouveaux qu'on a

peine a ramener aux premiers. A la fin, surtout au dernier chapitre,

1'impression devient indechifTrable ; cependant quantite d'indices mon-

trent que e'est toujours la mcrac langue et le meme livre. Tout au

rebours pour le texte original. 11 est trcs-lisiblc au dernier chapitre ;

a 1'avant dernier, l'encre palit ; aux precedents, on devine encore qu'il

y a la de 1'impression, mais on n'en peut rien lire ; plus avant encore,

toute trace d'eiicre disparait."—Vol. i. p. 367.

It must be admitted that if the above is a true statement

of the case, psychology has a vast task to perform before the

interpretation of this marvellous book can be considered

complete.

It is probably in the final portion of this work, Book IV.

of Pajt II., "La Connaissance des Choses Generales," that

M. Taine would claim to have made the greatest advance

on the speculations of his predecessors. We regret that

we cannot follow him in detail in this, which is certainly

not the least interesting portion of his work, for we should

fail to do him justice without an examination of his views

more sustained and detailed than falls within the purpose

of a notice like the present. Suffice it to say that, while

many parts of this analysis strike us as eminently just and

acute, we think it fails at its most critical point, namely, the

investigation of the nature of axioms, and especially of

the axiom which is the most fundamental' of all, the Axiom

of Contradiction ; it would be strange if, as M. Taine

would have us believe, this final canon of demonstration

and reasoning were a matter so simple as to depend for its

truth and force on the mere verbal signification of the

terms employed. If the Law of Contradiction is the basis

of all reasoning, it is no proof of its validity that the terms

in which it is expressed are not mutually destructive, for all

reasoning about them must be based on the assumption of

its truth. It is surely better to acknowledge that we are

here face to face with an insoluble problem than to take re

fuge in reasoning which cannot but involve a petitio principii.

In the final chapter on " La Raison Explicative," M. Taine

endeavours, as he did in the latter part of his criticism of

Mr. Mill's Logic, to evade some of the supposed conse

quences of the doctrine of the Relativity of Knowledge.

The Philosophy of Experience, he said formerly, taken alone
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lands us in " un abime de hasard et im abfme d'ignorance,"

from which the only exit was by the road of what he then

called "Abstraction." Much the same view, expanded and

illustrated, is to be found in the concluding chapter of the pre

sent work. Every fact finds its " raison explicative " in some

higher fact or law, conceived apparently as existing indepen

dently of the facts or phenomena themselves. It appears to

us that M. Taine here opens the door to that metaphysical

phantom which he has so successfully exorcised from the

rest of his work, and in fact we find him in the very last

pages contemplating the construction of a science of pos

sible existence which should bear the same relation to

actual existence that the imaginary quantities of mathe

maticians do to the existing sciences of number and geo

metry. The speculation is bold, though the analogy is

perhaps hazardous ; for ourselves we are content with actual

existence, and the problems never yet completely solved

which it still continues to present.

We may conclude, as we began, with some words of M.

Taine written some years ago, which fairly explain his own

position :

" Tous les demi-siecles, et plus ordinairement tous les siecles ou tous

les deux siecles, parait un homrae qui /<•«*<? : Bacon et Hume en Angle-

terre, Descartes et Condillac en France, Kant et Hegel en Allemagne ;

le reste du temps la scene reste vide, et des hommes ordinaires viennent

la remplir, offrant au public ce que le public desire, sensualistes ou

idealistes, selon la direction du temps, sufiisamment instruits et habiles

pour tenir le premier role, capable de raieunir les vieux airs, exerces

dans Ic repertoire, mais depourvus de 1 invention veritable, simples

executants qui succedent au compositeurs."

To pursue the metaphor, M. Taine is perhaps the first

living performer of the themes of Hume, with the variations

of Spencer and Mill, not without occasional original and

brilliant impromptus of his own.

James R. Thursfiei/d.

Scientific Notes.

Physiology.

Rapidity at which Excitation is propagated along the Motor

Nerves of Man.—Prof. HelmholU has communicated to the tilonats-

bericht of the Berlin Academy, 1870, p. 1S4, the results of some new

measurements which have been carried out by M. Baxt, which can claim

a greater exactness than the earlier researches of Helmholtz, Schclske,

Hirsch, Kohlrausch, de Jaager, and von Wittich, owing to the entire

elimination of the psychical activity of the experimenter. The ascer

tained rapidity of the excitation varies between about 30 and 90 metres

per second ; and the rapidity is also found to be greater in summer

than in winter. This result led to a more exact observation of the

influence of temperature, which is ascertained by the artificial cooling

or warming of the arm. By this means the accelerating influence of a

higher temperature has been clearly determined ; so that the interval

of time between an impulse of the voluntary power and the corre

sponding movement of the muscle is greater in winter than in summer.

Electric Organs of the Torpedo.—The first fasciculus of the

second series of the 2nd volume of the Archh'io per la Zoologin I'Ana-

tomia e la Fisiologia, just received, contains a paper by Prof. G. V.

Ciaccio upon the ultimate distribution of the nerves in the electric

organs of the Torpedo {Torpedo Narke, Risso). His examinations have

been made not only on fresh specimens, but on those which have

been subjected to the action of carmine, perosmic acid, and chloride of

gold. The following are his principal results. 1. The electric organ of

the Torpedo consists, as is well known, of a multitude of pentagonal and

hexagonal columns, united together by fibrous connecting tissue. Each

column exhibits a large number of extremely delicate stages or dia

phragms, separated by a transparent and albuminous fluid. 2. Con

trary to the opinion of most investigators, each septum is composed of

hvo laminae, which are separable with difficulty in the fresh state,

though the separation can be readily accomplished in an electric organ

that has long been macerated in glycerine. The superficial lamina is

sufficiently tough, and resists the action of dilute acids and alkalies ; it

sometimes presents a finely fibrous character, with indications of rami

fied connective tissue corpuscles. This lamina supports the blood capil

laries of the organ. The inferior or ventral lamina is finely granular,

can be torn with ease, presents here and there minute round granular

corpuscles, which, when examined in the fresh state, and in the fluid by

which they are naturally moistened, appear to be merely nuclei, but after

being subjected to the action of various chemical agents, assume the

appearance of true nucleated corpuscles. These corpuscles are not con

nected with the pale nerve-fibres, but are probably the originators of

the granular material of which the inferior lamella is composed. It is in

this ventral layer of the septa that the nerve fibres are chiefly distributed

and terminate. Hence Prof. Ciaccio is disposed to call the upper the

vascular, the lower the nervous lamina. 3. The blood-vessels and

nerve-fibres passing to each septum are surrounded and isolated by

connective tissue, which also separates the several prismatic columns

of the electrical organs from each other. The nerve-fibres divide and

subdivide frequently, and present the peculiarity of having, both in

fresh and macerated specimens, a distinct interval or space between the

nucleated sheath of Schwann and the medullary substance. On arriving

in their proper chamber, each nerve-fibre divides into two or three, which

are still retained within the same sheath of Schwann. There is never,

as some are disposed to admit, a second sheath within the first 4.

The medullated nerve-fibres, having reached the inferior surface of the

ventral lamina, form by their division and subdivision a flexus, with

meshes of various form and size. They then successively and suddenly

lose their medullary sheath and become pale fibres. 5. The pale fibres

consist of a nucleated sheath of Schwann and a cylindrical axis, which,

when fresh, presents a very fine longitudinal striation. There is no

evidence of their terminating in, or being connected by their ultimate

ramifications with, nervous or ganglionic cells. 6. The pale nerve-

fibres divide much more frequently than the medullated fibres, and

form a delicate flexus, situated in the very substance of the inferior or

ventral lamina of each division. Prof. Ciaccio consequently regards the

nerves distributed to the electrical organs of the Torpedo as terminating

in a large nerve-plate, represented »by the inferior lamina of each divi

sion, which is analogous to the excito-motor nerve-plate found in the

striated muscular fibres of the same animal.

Absorption of Carbonic Oxide by the Lungs.—At a late meeting

of the Academie des Sciences, M. Claude Bernard presented, in the

name of M. Grehaut, a note on the rapidity of absorption of oxide of

carbon by the lungs. The author details experiments recently under

taken upon dogs, from which it appears that in an animal respiring air

containing a tenth of carbonic oxide gas, an amount that is highly

poisonous, the arterial blood between the tenth and twenty-fifth seconds

already contains 4 per cent, of the gas and less oxygen (I4'6 per cent.)

than normal blood, whilst between a minute and a quarter and a minute

and a half, carbonic oxide gas is contained in the blood in very large

proportion, amounting to 184 per cent., whilst the oxygen is reduced to

an extremely small proportion, not in fact exceeding 4 per cent.

The Canal of Petit.—A small brochure has just been published by

Dr. Fr. Merkel, of Gottingen, on the structure of the Zonula ciliaris,

or that portion of the eye which has sometimes been termed the sus-.

pensory ligament of the lens, and which is commonly considered to

consist of two lamina;, between which is the canal of Petit. Dr. Mer-

kel's statements are essentially in accordance with those of Heule and

Schwalbe, both of whom have paid much attention to the structure in

question. He describes it as consisting of a triangularly shaped band,

apparently springing from the apices of the ciliary processes, but in

reality traceable back to the termination of the retina or ora serrata,

with which it appears to be continuous, and extending to the margin

of the lens. It is composed of a series of fibres, which pursue three chief

directions ; some dipping into the substance of the vitreous humour,

between the ciliary processses and the lens; some extending from the

processes directly to the lens, being inserted into the anterior and pos

terior borders of the capsule, whilst a few run circularly. The fibres

are stiff and straight, but appear to possess a certain amount of resili

ency, as they curl on being torn from their attachments. Dr. Merkel

from the examination of fresh specimens—of specimens which have

been macerated in very weak chromic acid (one-sixth of a grain per

ounce), of specimens injected with Prussian blue, and of others stained

with nitrate of silver—expresses his conviction that there is no such

thing in the living animal as the canal of Petit ; the appearances that

have given rise to the supposition that this canal is due to the facility

with which the fibres break down and separate into two layers, forming

the boundaries of the supposed canal. He agrees with Schwalbe in

thinking that the function of the Zonula ciliaris is to act as an anta

gonist to the ciliary muscle ; in other words, that it effects the flattening

of the lens when this has been rendered more convex anteriorly by the

action of the muscle.

Coccoliths in the Adriatic.— O. Schmid, of Gratz, reports in

Ausland (July 23rd) the result of some deep-sea explorations in the

Adriatic. At depths of from 50 to 630 fathoms he found no abundance

of animal life, except of Foraminifera, which he attributes to the absence

of those great currents to which is doubtless due the variety of animal

life in the depths of the Atlantic. Of Bathybius, however, and Cocco

liths, he obtained a prodigious quantity ; the former is found in enormous.
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numbers, being obtained by the drag-net in all depths from 50 fathoms.

It is always accompanied by coccoliths, bodies which are already known

as one of the constituents of chalk. It now appears that they form no

unimportant element in the newer and even in the most recent strata on

the Italian coast which have been thrown back into the sea by slow

elevation. These observations seem to indicate a far wider distribution

of Bathybius than has hitherto been supposed.

Botany.

Existence of a Formative Layer in the Foliar Organs of Plants.—

The existence of a formative zone or layer between the wood and the

bark in exogenous plants is well known. In a recent number of Cosmos

(July 30th), M. Cave points out the presence of a similar layer in the

leaves, or rather in all the foliar organs, normal or modified, but

occupying a different position between the tissue of the organ itself and

the epidermis. The knowledge of this fact M. Cave applies to de

termine a morphological question often in dispute, viz. whether a par

ticular organ belongs to the axis or the foliage, or to both sets of organs

combined ; and he has shown that if the formative layer is exterior

to the fibro-vascular system, the organ belongs to the leaves, if interior,

to the stem. The application of this principle shows that the recep

tacle-like perigynous calyx of plants is a dependency of the axis ; the

pericarp of superior fruits is always formed from the leaves, and from

nothing but the leaves ; this is also the case with the axile and parietal

placentae j while the free central placenta of Primulaceoe is a prolonga

tion of the peduncle. Fruits proceeding from an inferior ovary are

composed of two parts, varying in their mutual proportion in different

plants, a receptacle-like calyx and carpellary leaves. The distinction,

however, between axile and foliar organs must not be taken as too

absolute, there being no strict line of demarcation between them.

Geology.

Ancient Glacial Periods.—M. Boue has contributed to the Academy

of Sciences at Vienna a paper on the accumulation of erratic blocks in

the secondary strata, and in the sandstones and conglomerates of the

tertiary period. An attempt has been made to account for these accu

mulations by the motor force of currents of water or by subterranean

convulsions. The most ancient are found in the carboniferous sandstone

(millstone grit). Unreliable statements are made of their occurrence in

the Jurassic and cretaceous systems ; but they are most frequently met

with in the eocenes and miocenes of the Alps. In the latter case they

have doubtless been conveyed by the agency of glaciers and icebergs ;

and there is strong reason to believe in the existence of glacial periods

in the course of almost every geological epoch.

Prehistoric Remains in Italy.—The Cittaditw Lcuccse of June 20th

contained a letter of Professor U. Botti, dated June 17th, giving an

account of his successful researches for prehistoric relics in the Grotto del

Diavolo in the Gulf of Leuca, near the Ristola Point. He collected a

large quantity of fragments of pottery, from the most elegant vases of

the finest clay to the roughest objects kneaded with sand, as also a

quantity of bones belonging chiefly to ruminants, and, what is more

important, small layers of ashes and charcoal, some terra cotta spindles,

and some bones undoubtedly worked upon by human hands, and in

particular some laths and scrapers, a needle, an implement resembling a

needle-case, and a wild-boar's tusk with deep indentations. Sig. Botti

subsequently found five flint weapons; and finally, in another letter,

dated July 1st, he announces the further discovery of a human skeleton,

but so brittle that it crumbled to dust on the slightest touch, and near

it some objects of lead and copper and a variety of vases of very different

degrees of skilful workmanship. He considers these remains to belong

to different ages, the most recent of which is the beginning of the bronze

or copper age.

Chemistry and Physics.

Electrical Phenomena of Rotation.—If two metallic conductors

be placed with their points exactly opposite to a glass plate which turns

easily in its plane on an axis, and positive electricity be passed through

one, and negative electricity through the other, the plate begins to

rotate. Professor Poggendorff has especially studied this interesting

phenomenon of the generation of mechanical motion by static electricity,

and has described the results in the 139th vol. of his Annals, p. 513.

New Electric Machine.—Amongthe improvements of the "Influence

or Electrophor machine " invented by Herr Holtz, of Berlin, a new con

struction by Prof. Poggendorff is especially noteworthy. This machine

has two rotating glass plates ; and the conductors are placed in a con

venient manner, especially adapted for demonstrations in lecture-rooms.

It exceeds in efficiency all machines hitherto made, and is manufactured

by Borchhardt, of Berlin. For the purpose of cleaning the glass-plates,

Prof. Poggendorff recommends rubbing them with petroleum. (Afona/s-

iericht ofthe Berlin Academy, 1870, p. 275.)

Theory of Ozone.—Prof. Meissner, of Gdttingen, lias for several years

past been publishing experiments, in which he sees an important con

tribution to the theory of ozone. If electrified oxygen be passed through

certain reducing agents, as solution of iodide of potassium, pyrogallic

acid, &c, the oxydizing portion of the electrified oxygen (the so-called

ozone) is completely absorbed. Meissner has now discovered that the

remaining portion of the oxygen has the remarkable property of

forming, in contact with water, a peculiar vapour ; and in this re

action he finds evidence of the existence of antozone (according to

Schonbein's theory). In order completely to confirm these experiments,

Prof. Meissner has repeated them with the greatest care, using Geissler's

mercury air-pump, and in some cases oxygen produced by electrolysis ;

and by complete elimination of nitrogen, carbonic acid, ammonia, and

hydrogen, has obviated the objection that the presence of one of these

bodies is the cause of the formation of the vapour. Meissner's labours

include also important researches on the quantitative estimation of ozone,

as well as on the contraction which oxygen undergoes by electrification.

(Proceedings of the Gdttingen Society of Sciences, Vol. 14, and Gottinger

Nachrichten, 1870, No. 16.)

Vapour-Density of Phosphoric Chloride.—M. Wurtz has com

municated to the Chemical Society of Paris the result of his recent

researches on the vapour-density of phosphoric chloride. Owing to the

separation of this compound into the trichloride and chlorine, the

vapour occupies four volumes instead of two. Believing that the sepa

ration might be retarded by the presence of a great excess of one of

the products, M. Wurtz has observed the density of the vapour of phos

phoric chloride when diffused in that of the trichloride, and has thus

obtained results consistent with others indicating the theoretical two

volumes of vapour.

Hydrogen as the Active Metal in a Voltaic Couple.—At the

meeting of the French Academy of Sciences, on the 1 8th of July,

M. P. A. Favre brought forward new proofs of the metallic nature of

hydrogen when associated with palladium.

Adulteration of Milk.—Dr. A. E. Davies, in the Chemical ATews of

August 5, endeavours to show that specific gravity cannot be relied

upon as an indication of the purity of milk. What is wanted is a test

that will prove whether water has or has not been added to the milk.

Such a test he believes we have in the specific gravity of the serum, or

liquid portion of the milk from which the caseine and fat have been re

moved by coagulating and straining. According to the author the

specific gravity of this liquid, when obtained from genuine milk, is

remarkably constant, ranging from i"026 to I '028 ; and, by carefully

ascertaining the specific gravity of the serum of milk that has been

diluted with different quantities of water, a useful standard of com

parison may be obtained.

It has been known for the last few weeks in scientific circles that one

of our contributors, Prof. Helmholtz, of Heidelberg, was about to pro

ceed to Berlin as the successor of the late Prof. Magnus. It is now

decided that he takes Magnus' chair.
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History and Archaeology.

History of the Thirty Years' War. [Gesc/iic/ite des Dreissigjiihrigcn

Kritgcs, von Anton Gindely.] Prague : Tempsky, 1869, t. I.

Numerous were the folios, very learned and often also very

dull, which were written on the Thirty Years' War, both

while that dreadful struggle lasted and during all the re

mainder of the seventeenth century. In these was gathered

up, in a way sufficiently tedious and very uncritical, all

that contemporaries knew, or believed that they knew, of the

origin, the motives and the various turns of this European

conflict. In the iSth century again, when the treaties of

Westphalia formed part of the public law of Europe, historical

commentaries on the Thirty Years' War were still plentiful.

Then came a period in which some historians appear to have

almost forgotten the subject, and no work of any merit can

be named. But the last quarter of a century has brought

with it a change : the history of that war has come again into

public favour, and numerous German writers have set them

selves to relate it in a really scientific way. There is no

period of history, perhaps, so short, on which we can find so

large a number of works, some very admirable, but others

worthless. We have abundance of monographs on sieges

and battles, and narratives of diplomatic negotiations, as well

as of biographies of the noted men of this epoch : some

writers have not even shrunk from the task of combining the

substance of these varied essays in works of a larger scope,

and of drawing out a general historical account of the War.

We fear we cannot credit them with success ; for, from

Schiller clown to M. Keym, there is not one who can claim

to have carried out his design in at all a satisfactory way.

We need not be surprised at this ; as there are many reasons

why it should have been so. First of all, the Thirty Years'

War is not only (as has been long admitted) an episode

in German history, a national struggle in which the other

countries of Europe took part somewhat late and, if one

may use the expression, against the grain. The more

we study the numerous documents which are gradually

emerging from the dust of archives, and which relate to

the great historical crises of the 17th century, the more

we understand how the war was not so much the conse

quence of local troubles as the result of a conflict of prin

ciples, political and religious, which then overspread the

whole of Europe. It is requisite therefore not only to study

a very large number of facts already known, but also to

search everywhere among the various archives for others of

which we are still ignorant, and to become conversant with

most of the languages of modern Europe so as to be able to

run through the different sources of information. All these

conditions cannot easily be combined in any one man, and

it is no shame to have failed in a work which requires them.

These difficulties have not deterred an eminent Bohemian

scholar, Professor Gindely, of Prague, from engaging once

more in this perilous business. He was, however, both

more competent and more likely to succeed than any other.

For fifteen years M. Gindely employed himself in collecting

the necessary documents in the archives of the European

capitals—at Paris, at Vienna, at Brussels, even at the Hague,

at Munich, and at Simancas. He had also prepared himself

for his principal effort by the publication of his interesting

works, the History of the Bohemian Brothers, and the

History of the Emperor Rhodophus II. and of his Times.

Of the History of the Thirty Years' War, the first volume

has lately appeared ; and it amply satisfies the expectations

which a worker so conscientious as M. Gindely had natu

rally raised. It begins with the accession of the Emperor

Mathias in 1612, and ends with his death in 1619. If the

rest of M. Gindely's work is on the same scale, it will fill at

least twelve volumes. The opening portion of the book is

devoted to a description of the very unsatisfactory state of

the empire of the Hapsburgs at that time, and to a detailed

account of the long and dark intrigues which were carried

on by the different branches of the imperial house against

Mathias himself, and against his first minister, Cardinal

Khlesl ; intrigues which terminated in the more or less

voluntary appointment in 16 17 of the Archduke Ferdinand

to succeed Mathias on the Bohemian throne. M. Gindely

then describes, with an impartiality seldom found in works

of the sort, the deep-rooted dissension between the Catho

lies and the Protestants of Bohemia, and the secret an

tagonism which existed between the despotic power centred

at Vienna and the nobility who were defending the feudal

liberties of the States of Prague. In dwelling on scenes so

often described before, but never in such an excellent spirit

or with such complete knowledge, our author has been the

first to give to the world a number of valuable details illus

trating the economical situation of his country at this time,

without confining himself, like his predecessors, to the dis

cussion of political and religious questions. On the tragic

scenes of the " defenestration" of Prague (23rd May, 1618),

an event which gave "the signal for the revolution," M.

Gindely dwells, as might be expected, with great minuteness

of detail. After relating how the hatred representatives of

the Imperial Government were thrown out of the windows

of the Hradschin, he describes the provisional organisation

of the rebellion, the institution of the Thirty Directors, the

beginnings of a war as cruel as it was indecisive, which

Dampierre and Bucquoy undertook against the Bohemian

generals, and the siege and capture of Pilsen by Count

Ernest de Mansfeld. The volume ends with the curious

story of the court revolution, by which Ferdinand of Bohemia

managed to deprive Khlesl of his power by casting him

into prison, and an account of those long and useless nego

tiations which the Bohemian States carried on with the aged

Mathias up to the very hour of his death, in March, 16 19.

M. Gindely, with a remarkable moderation, which adds

weight to his opinion, pronounces in favour of the Bohemians,

and demonstrates, in the clearest manner, the right they had

to resist, even with the sword, the enemies of their religious

and civil liberties. We find no trace in our author of that

deep hatred which unhappily divides at this moment Czechs

and Germans in Bohemia. That national antipathy did not

develop itself till after the Thirty Years' War, and it was

never more rife than it is at present. M. Gindely's perfect

freedom from its taint is one of the best guarantees of the

excellence of his work. Rod. Reuss.
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History of Rome. [RomitcJie Geschichte, von Wilhelm Ihne. Zweiter

Band. Vom erstcn fitnistlten A'rkge bis zum Ende dcs zwattii.~]

Leipzig : Engelmann, 1870.

As a work of art in itself, and as a complete picture of

Roman life in all the various relations of the state, Mommsen's

Roman History at once obtained a place which seems likely

to be permanent. It had one very serious defect, however,

as a book for students, that it gave no references to authorities

for any statements however new or doubtful. It is true that

Mommsen had prepared himself by the labours of many

years for the work. He had written numerous monographs

on leading points of the history. He can refer to his works

on the Tribes, on the Clubs and Guilds, to the essays

collected in the Forschungen, and, above all, to the magnifi

cent Corpus Inscriptionum of the whole period of the free

republic down to the death of Cassar, and can fairly say,

" There are my authorities, my history rests on these." Such

a reply would be true, but it would hardly satisfy the student.

He has not the time to read all these, and still more it is

impossible to refer, when a difficulty arises, to the place

where the solution may be found. Often, too, the references

might have been given in the briefest way. For instance,

in vol. i. p. no (Eng. transl.), he says, " Latin law was not

necessarily identical with Roman : we find, for example, that

the enforcing of betrothal by action at law, which was

abolished at an early period in Rome, continued to subsist

in the Latin communities." For the latter statement he pro

bably means to refer to the story of Ardea (so characteristic

of an Italian republic that we seem to be reading a tale of

the middle ages, such a one as that on which Romeo and

Juliet is founded) as given in Livy, iv. c. 9. But how easy

to have given this reference. So again in such points as

the right of veto held by the " Patres," a reference should in

the later editions have been given to the Forschungen, where

the question is discussed, especially as Mommsen changed

his view on the subject. So much in early Roman history

depends on the criticism of the authorities employed, that the

reader should at least have the means of checking the results

arrived at. Ihne has endeavoured to supply this want.

Without encumbering his pages too much, he has yet given

the chief references in the notes, and noticed the leading

alternatives in each case of difficulty. The main question

here is often one of method. For instance, much of Livy's

narrative is disfigured by his attributing to the early tribunes

of the people the powers and the designs of the later

tribunes, whose political action had led to the downfall of

the republic. The early tribunes are even made to condemn

consuls for ill- success in war—a most unlikely power for

them to have exercised when they could barely hold their

own, and even their persons were not always safe. But this

is explained when we find that Livy's practice (or rather,

perhaps, that of the like-minded chroniclers whom he

follows) is to make the popular magistrates the authors of

every obnoxious measure, while the patricians adopt the

high-minded and patriotic tone which was associated in the

minds of the Romans with the traditions of their Heroic Age.

Much, therefore, of Livy's account in such cases can be

explained as a mere anachronism, as a mere throwing back

of later views and sentiments into an earlier period. In the

account of the Punic Wars, Ihne gives a good critical com

parison of our main authorities, Polybius and Livy, availing

himself more than once of Nissen's enquiries. It is strange

that Livy should have learnt the value of Polybius so late,

and have only spoken of him as "haud spernendus auctor;"

for when he does begin to use him, he becomes at once his

chief authority : the fourth and fifth decades are little but

a Latin paraphrase of him. It is doubtful whether he used

him for the Hannibalian War, the passages common to

both may have come directly or indirectly from Silenus, who

wrote a Greek narrative, much of which rested on the

authority of Hannibal himself or of Carthaginian officers.

We are expressly told that the striking account of Hannibal's

dream after the taking of Saguntum came from Silenus.

Livy, however, perhaps did not employ Silenus' account

directly, but only so far as the Roman historian Ccelius Anti-

pater, a contemporary of the younger Gracchus, had copied

his statements. We may refer to the full discussion of the

subject in Carl Bottcher's Kritische Untersuchungm iiber die

Quclkn dcs Livius im XXI. wui XXII. Biicher (1869).

For the first Punic War, Ihne sometimes prefers the

account in Livy to that in Polybius, thinking the purely

Roman point of view in some cases the more probable. We

doubt sometimes whether he is right in this ; the authority of

Polybius seems in most cases so decisive, except, perhaps, as

regards the Scipios, for he was too closely connected with

that great house to be quite impartial. It is well known

that there are very considerable difficulties connected with

the geographical accounts of all the great events in the

Hannibalian campaigns in Italy. By what pass did Han

nibal cross the Alps ? On which bank of the river was the

battle of the Trebia fought ? The difficulties as to the battles

of the Ticinus, of Thrasymene, and of Cannre, are by no

means slight. Livy's statements are nearly worthless : he had

no conception of the real nature of mountain passes ; his

descriptions are always picturesque, but unfortunately they

do not correspond to the real character of the country. It

is only necessary to refer to his account of the famous

" Caudine Pass," in proof. And here we cannot but think

that Ihne is wrong in thinking that the battle of the Trebia

was fought on the right or eastern bank of the river.

Mommsen takes the other view on the ground of military

probability, and of the previous position of the armies. If

Hannibal was between the Roman army and Rome, there

was nothing to prevent his at once marching to the south—

the very object of the campaign, and all Central Italy was

open to him. And again it is difficult to imagine how Sem-

pronius, coming from Ariminum, could have joined Scipio if

Hannibal lay between. Hannibal had crossed the Po higher

up than Scipio, and how could the armies have changed

their relative positions so suddenly ? That Hannibal should

have succeeded in taking Clastidium also seems incon

ceivable, if it were immediately protected by Scipio's army

in front of it. Mommsen's note on the subject really seems

conclusive, but he suffers from his usual brevity and omis

sion to notice all the counter arguments. Similarly as to

the passage of the Alps. Livy's account is amusingly im

possible. He first takes Hannibal up into Savoy on the

road to one pass, and then suddenly brings him back (regard

less of the intervening mountains) to the road leading up

the Durance to the more- southern pass. Here again

Mommsen on distinct and clear grounds decides for the

northern pass, the Little St. Bernard. Ihne gives the details

more at length, and discusses the authorities very satisfac

torily. In general we may say that the test of " possibility "

as "applied by modern science gives modern writers a great

advantage over their predecessors. Ihne points out several

times that even Polybius was deficient in the means of

giving an accurate geographical description. With our maps,

and full references to latitude and longitude, we can hardly

conceive of the time when Herodotus was obliged to define

inland places by saying they were " opposite " such a town

on the coast ; or when the general course of rivers was so

little known that Polybius is quite incorrect in Iris account

of the Rhone, though he had crossed the Alps and gone

over the whole ground himself with a view to accurate de

scription. He also unfortunately omits the names of the
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Gaulish villages, because they would convey no idea of

the relative situation of places to his Greek readers. They

would have been simply invaluable to us. Political economy

again enables us to apply this test of possibility even more

than geography. Who does not know how the early Ro

mans were content with two jugera of land apiece, in the

happy age "when every rood ofground maintained its man " ?

But it took five pecks (modii) of corn to sow a jugerum

(two-thirds of an acre), and the produce was only fivefold.

Now even a slave was allowed fifty-one pecks for annual

consumption, and an easy sum in arithmetic will show that

the produce of two jugera could not have maintained one

man, much less a family, especially since so much corn had

to be saved for seed. This is Mommsen's statement. Ihne

only faintly adds that perhaps there were large rights of

common pasture, to eke out the produce of the arable land.

But this is opposed to his own account of the Ager publicus,

and to all that we know of the small Roman farms. A family

could not really have subsisted on the produce of less than

twenty jugera.

Ihne's account of the latter part of the second Punic War

is perhaps the best part of the volume, at least it is the most

original. In the earlier parts he is oppressed by the rivalry

of Arnold's glowing descriptions; in fact he makes much use of

Arnold, and is himself so much of an Englishman from having

lived so long among us that his work has an English charac

ter, and the ideas are worked out in a way that commends

itself to an English reader. There is less of the pedantry of

learning, more of a practical character. The last campaign

which preceded the battle of Zama is excellently described,

especially with reference to the part of Hannibal's plan that

had reference to Numidia. The whole account of Carthage

is very good, and constitutes one of the distinguishing cha

racteristics of the work. It is, however, also the part in

which Ihne is most unfair to Rome. He advocates the

cause of Carthage as if pleading the case of the commercial

republics of the world against the great military states, and

he hardly makes the same allowance for Scipio that he does

for Hannibal. We are glad to see that our author is going

to give us an English translation of his book, and promises a

continuation of it to the end of the free republic, and hope

that he may be able to carry out his cherished purpose of

continuing it to the point where Gibbon begins. The works

of Niebuhr and Schwegler remain fragments, owing to the

premature death of their authors ; and the history of the

early Empire admits of fuller illustration from inscriptions,

and other sources independent of Tacitus and Suetonius,

than even Merivale has been able to give it. Mommsen's

monograph on Augustus and edition of the Digest of Jus

tinian encourage us to hope that he has planned a history

of the Empire as a companion picture to that of the Re

public. But this perhaps will not appear till he has com

pleted the great collection of Latin Inscriptions of the Time

of the Empire ; and meanwhile we should be glad to read

the story of the imperial rule once more in the companion

ship of Wilhelm Ihne. C. W. Boase.

Eesearohes and Excavations at Frilford, near Abingdon. Com

municated to the Society of Antiquaries by G. Rolleston, Esq.,

M.D., Linacre Professor at Oxibrd. London : J. B. Nichols and

Sons.

Professor Rolleston's excavations at Frilford demand

more than ordinary attention. They have been made on a

sufficiently large scale to give adequate results, and he has

illustrated them from archaeology and history with much

thoroughness and research. Easy as the exploration of a

single district may seem, we are peculiarly deficient in labours

of this kind, and it is no slight gain for antiquarian science

that a first work should be so satisfactory, and may well

serve as a model to future labourers in the field.

Frilford is now an insignificant township in an agricul

tural parish of Berkshire, and the vale of the White Horse in

which it is situate is probably known to most Englishmen only

by Mr. Hughes's tale. But for some reason which it is not

easy to determine, it was disproportionately populous in

Saxon and Roman, and therefore also we may presume

in British times. Probably its inhabitants enjoyed compara

tive shelter between the Wychwood and Ridge forests, and

within the curves of the Thames. Roman or Roman-British

camps can be traced at Badbury Hill, and at Little Coxwell

near Faringdon ; at Cherbury, east of Pusey ; at Uffington,

Letcombe, and Ashdown Park near the ridge ; and at Sino-

dun Hill near Wyttenham. In the eighth century there was

a Saxon castle at Wytham to command the road from

Ensham to Abingdon, two of our most ancient towns ; and

in the ninth century a castle is spoken of near Hatford or

Stanford, which may, however, be only the Coxwell camp.

Thanks to Professor Rolleston's researches, we now know

also that Frilford was inhabited by a large Roman-British

population, and by some persons of wealth. As many Roman

remains have been found on the Wantage side of the bridge

that crosses the Ock near Frilford—and there is local tradi

tion of a large town that formerly existed there —we may

fairly assume that the place was of some importance about

the fifth century, the period which coins and Christian re

mains indicate as the time of its existence.

Of the inhabitants of Frilford we can now speak with

some positiveness. Four leaden coffins have been found,

and as burial in these implies the possession of wealth and

social status, it might seem natural to suppose that their

occupants were Roman equites. Professor Rolleston, how

ever, decides in one of the two cases that came before him,

that the skull indicates the Roman-British type, and in the

other case that there is no conclusive proof of Roman rather

than Keltic origin. Both the dead men seem, however, to

have been soldiers. Naturally graves of a humble kind are

the more numerous. Among the Keltic remains two types

can be distinguished ; one of a tall and finely-built race,

showing signs of culture, and one—almost exclusively found

in women—of a smaller and more savage people, who were

perhaps the slaves of the dominant race. Generally there

is an absence of the bones of middle-aged men, which may

be explained ' by the constant wars in which these were

drafted away during the fall of the Roman Empire. A great

difference of height between men and women points to

various conditions of existence, as if the males were " more

exposed to, and invigorated by, the influences of an outdoor

life," while the women lived in houses that were either cold

or dark. Generally, however, it would seem that the

Roman-Briton of Frilford was a larger man than the average

modern Englishman, and a finer man than his Germanic

conqueror. Similarly the Romano-British women are favour

ably distinguished in type from the " Rowenas with some

what prognathic jaws and small unhandsomely-contoured cal-

varia," whose race can be determined by the Anglo-Saxon

insignia of the female sex buried with them. The evidence

of Frilford accordingly points to the Saxons as barbarians,

whose brute energy destroyed a nobler civilization than they

themselves possessed. And in this district Professor Rol

leston thinks that the extirpation was absolute or nearly so,

and that the more recent remains show that there was not

any fusion of the two peoples.

In the present imperfect state of our early history, it is

probably our wisest plan to treat every district by itself, and

avoid any general conclusion that the facts of the so-called
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Saxon Conquest were the same in Kent as in Sussex, in

Berkshire as in East Anglia. An examination of the local

nomenclature in the Vale of the White Horse will go far to

support Professor Rolleston's conclusion. Generally speak

ing the names of rivers have been among the most perma

nent in England ; but here there has been displacement or

destruction everywhere. The name Ock, which probably

belongs to the Isis (as forms like Doccan-dic, Doccan-graf,

and the name Oxford indicate) is now transferred by a not

unusual change to an important feeder. The little tribu

taries of the Ock have all Saxon or Saxonized appellations

in the 8th or 9th centuries. The Wasa, the Teale-burn, the

Land-broc, the Cyllan-rith, and we may even say the Wano-

tinga broc (however otherwise derived) in its patronymic

form, testify to the nomenclature of Germanic settlers.

Meanwhile the old Keltic names are attached to the river-

fords. Linford, Garanford, Lashford, and perhaps Frilford

are best exemplified by such familiar forms as Lynn, or

Lune, Garno or Garonne, Ash, and the Welsh word ffreulo,

to ripple. Again, the early historical associations of Wan

tage, Faringdon, and Abingdon, and the numerous gifts in

this district, which the West Saxon kings made to the Abbey,

all point in the same direction, and seem to show that the

valley was throughly Anglicized. But it need not be said

that the evidence at present is rather highly suggestive than

altogether conclusive. Further exploration is needed for

many reasons. Professor Rolleston throws out one impor

tant remark, that he has found no skulls of the type called

Belgic by Professor Huxley. It would be very interesting

to know at what point south of Frilford they are first

found ; and whether the wooded Ridge or the Kennet was a

tribal boundary. C. H. Pearson.

Contents of the Jotirnals.

Von Sybel, Historische Zeitschrlft, 1870, zwcites Heft.—A. Schafer

communicates a despatch of Laudon's just at the time of the battle of

Kunersdorf, which shews how difficult it was for the Russians and Aus-

trians to act together. Frederick the Great's mode of rapid attack

failed against the steady Russian infantry, and the Russians complained

with some justice of the Austrians' failure to improve the victory, and

their attempt to employ the Russians as auxiliaries rather than treat

them as principals in the war.—C. Winkelmann describes the present

state of the Baltic provinces of Russia. The large German population

throughout Livonia, Courland, and Esthonia, is crying out for the rights

guaranteed to it by various treaties, and appealing through the writings

of its representative men to the Germans of the Fatherland. Hence

the Russian national party, which wishes to Russianize the western pro

vinces, is at present strongly inclined against Prussia, seeing the coming

danger of her taking up the cause of these subject Germans as she did

of those subject to Denmark. There is an article on this subject, based

on the same writers, in the present number of the Edinburgh Review.—

H. Reuchlin analyses the latest historical literature of Italy, and in par

ticular the latest accounts of Cavour and his contemporaries. He refers

also to the vivid sketch of the creator of Italian unity in Treitschke's

'Historical and Political Essays.' The "faites vite," said to have been

Napoleon's last word to Farini at Chambery, Aug. 28, i860, is here

declared on Minghetti's authority to be mythical. It is ideally true

nevertheless.—There is a good account of E. de Roziere's new edition

of the Liber Diurnus, so famous in the controversy about Pope Honorius.

—A large number of notices of ancient classical literature follow, and

altogether the Zeitschrift, always good, is more than usually interesting.

V. Gardthausen, Conjectanea Ammianea. [Ammianus Marcellinus is

an author hitherto most undeservedly neglected by editors. His work

is studded with digressions (" excessus " he calls them), such as Romans

ambitious of literary fame were wont to read out to select circles of

friends. Gardthausen tries to amend the series of geographical digres

sions by the help of the Vatican MS., and to shew the sources from

which Ammianus borrowed his learning, e.g. his extracts are valuable

as representing in places an early MS. of Ptolemy.]

C. A. Volquardsen, Untersuchungen iiber die Quellen der griechi-

schen und sicilischen Geschichten bei Diodor, Buch xi. bis xvi. [The

Greek author used by Diodorus seems to have been Ephorus, while for

Sicilian history he excerpted Timaeus, and through him Philistus. In

the 16th Book another source besides Ephorus is used. The frequent

literary notices in Diodorus, such as, " With this year Ctesias ends his

Persian history," do not shew that Diodorus used Ctesias, &c, they are

merely inserted from the "histories of literature" then in vogue, such

as the Xpoyixa of Apollodorus.]

Selected Articles.

North British Review, July.—I. Assyrian Annals, D.c. 681-685.

[An account of the wars waged by Esarhaddon and his son Assur-bani-

pal, given from the cuneiform inscriptions. Esarhaddon, after over

coming his two parricidal brothers, successfully attacks Babylonia, Syria,

Asia Minor, Media. He next makes himself master of Arabia and

Egypt. Egypt revolts. The king dies (B.C. 668-7), and Assur-bani-pal

succeeds. Revolts and reconquests of Egypt. Revolt and submission

of Tyre. Settlement of the succession to the throne of Arvad. Gyges,

king of Lydia, seeks the aid of Assyria against the Cimmerians.

Harbit S.E. of Assyria is conquered, and the people deported to Egypt.

War with Ahseri, king of Minni, a Median tribe, who is defeated and

put to death by his subjects. The Elamitcs ravage Babylonia, but are

routed. The war renewed by Te-um-man who is slain, and the kingdom

of Elam divided between his two nephews. Victory over the Gambuli ;

the prisoners are put to death with tortures. Revolt of Babylon, Elam,

Arabia, and Egypt ; but the disunion of these states brings them again,

Egypt excepted, under the yoke, B.C. 652-40. Under the son of Assur-

bani-pal the empire was destroyed by the Babylonians and Medes. A

sketch of the state of literature and art is appended to each reign.]—

II. Parpaglia's Mission to Queen Elizabeth. [The queen's position at

her accession is described, and the cause stated of her temporary con

formity to, and subsequent abandonment of, Catholicism. Pius IV.

intends to despatch Parpaglia to England as his Nuncio, to treat with

Elizabeth (April, 1560). Philip II. opposes this step from jealousy

of France. The queen is alarmed at the intended mission. English

Catholics are dangerously excited. Elizabeth contemplates a return to

Catholicism. Philip peremptorily resists the despatch of the Nuncio,

and the project is consequently dropped.]

Huebner's Inscriptiones Hispania;, reviewed by Hirschfeld. Gotting.

gel. Anzcigen, July 13. [Sketch of the gradual conquest and Roman

izing of Spain. Few inscriptions extant coeval with the Republic or

the Empire until the reign of Trajan and Hadrian. The inscriptions

are the only sources of information respecting the municipal and pro

vincial government Of Spain ; instances are adduced from monuments

of two cities ; Barcino and Malaca. The worship of the emperors

almost superseded that of the native and Italian deities. Many of the

inscriptions being mutilated, many only extant in copies, and many

spurious, great scope is given for the exercise of the critical art. The

identification of the proper names also requires much care. The author

should have indexed the inscriptions whose dates could be exactly or

nearly ascertained, and noted the early Jewish and Christian inscrip

tions, though few of these can be certainly pronounced genuine.]

La Diplomatic secrete de Louis XV. (3rd part), by the Due de

Broglie. Revue des Deux Mondes, July. [Broglie, sent as ambassador

by Louis XV. to Warsaw (March, 1757), stops m route at Vienna and

counsels Maria Theresa, then at war with Prussia. At Warsaw he

proposes a plan to King Augustus for rescuing Poland from Russia.

Considers Stanislas Poniatowski devoted to Russia, and endeavours to

procure his recall from St. Petersburg. His policy is coldly supported

by Bemis at Paris, and his schemes are frustrated by the loss of prestige

France suffered among the Powers of Europe through her defeat at

Rosbach. Upon fresh misunderstandings with Bernis, he appeals to

Louis XV., whose reply is unsatisfactory. The French party in Poland

is broken up, and Broglie demands and obtains his recall.]

The English Revolution of the 19th Century, by Professor Seeley.

Macmillan, August. [The present revolutionary cycle began in 1829.

From the dissolution of the Grey Ministry till the death of Lord Pal-

merston there was a lull. The narrative of the present less striking

than that of former epochs of change. The sphere of politics now is

less comprehensive than formerly. Evils with which our third Refor

mation deals : I. Too narrow basis of government. 2. Monopoly. 3.

Restricted and imperfect culture. Instances of legislation tending to

check these evils, which are all included in monopoly. Its removal is

the special office of our time.]

New Publications.

Arneth, A. von. Geschichte Maria Theresias. 4 Bd. M. T. nach

dem Erbfolgekriege, 1748-56. Wien: Braumuller.

BONNEAU, A. Life of Madame de Beauharnais de Miramion. Bentley.

Broglie Due de. Vues sur le Gouvernement de la France ; ouvrage

inedit, publ. par son fils. Paris: Michel Levy.

Carmen de bello Saxonico seu Gesta Henrici IV. neu hrsg. v.

G. Waitz. (Academy reprint.) Gottingen : Dieterich.

Cherbuliez, V. L'Allemagne depuis la Paix de Prague, 1866-1870.

Hachette.
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Church, R. \Y. St. Anselm. (Sunday Library.) Macmillan.

Clason, D. O Dio Cassius, lii. 20. ZurFrage ub. die Leges Annales

der rbm. Kaiserzeit. Breslau: Malzer.

CosiN, J, The Correspondence of, Tart I. Andrews and Co. (Surtees

Soc.).

Droysen, J. G. Zur Geschichte Friedrichs I. u. Friedrich Wilhelms

I. v. Preussen. (Gesch. der preuss. Folitik. 4. Thl. 4. Abtli.) Leipzig:

Veit.

F.R-skine, Thomas Lord, Speeches of, witli Memoir by Walford.

2 vols. Reeves and Turner.

Inscriptions Nitmidiques (Libyques), Collection complete des, &c,

par le General Faidlierbe. Lille : Danel.

Inscriptions Liiiyco-berbi:res, Recueil des, 25 pi. el une carte de

Chefria, par Dr. Reboud. Taris : Le Clere.

KoHLER, Ulr. Urkunden u. Untersuchungen zur Gesch. d. dclisch-

attischen Bundus. 10 Taf. enth. die Grundtexte. (From Transac

tions of the Academy of Sciences.) Berlin : Dummler.

Rambacd, A.: De Byzanlino hippodromo et circensibus factionilius.

Paris: Franck.

Schlesinger, L. Geschichte Bohmens. (2nd ed. enlarged.) Ilrsg.

v. Verein f. Geschichte der Deutschen in Bohmen. Leipzig: Brock -

haus.

Verinc, F. H. Geschichte u. Institutionen des rum. Privatrcchts. 3rd

ed. enlarged. Mainz: Kirchheim.

Weyhe-Eimke Arn. v. Dio historische Personlichkeit d. Max Picco-

lomini im Schillerschen Wallenstein. Quellcnstudieausdem Schloss-

archive zu Nachod. Pilsen: Steinhauser u. Kerb.

Wii.hei.mi Malmesburiensis. Monachi, De Gestis Pontificum

Anglorum. Longmans.

Wii.mowsky. Die romischen Moselvillen z. Trier u. Xeunig. Trier:

Lintz.

Wohlwii.l, E.M. Der Inquisitiousprocess d. Galileo Galilei. Eine

Prufung seiner rechtlichen Grundlage nach den Arten der rum. In

quisition. Berlin : Oppenheim.

Oriental Philology.

The Kamil of El-Mubarrad. edited for the German Oriental Society,

from the MSS. of Leyden, St. Petersburg, Cambridge, and Berlin,

by W. Wright. Parts I. -VI. Leipzig, 1 864- 1 870.

It is well known that a rapid change passed over the lan

guage of the Arabs after their extensive conquests. Many

have ascribed it to the close contact into which the Arabs

were then brought with foreign nations, and the reception

of foreign elements into their language. But this expla

nation will scarcely hold, for even before Mohammed

they had borrowed many words from their more civilised

neighbours, especially the Aramaeans and Persians, without

any detriment to the essential characteristics of Arabic, and

the admission at a later time of numerous foreign words

failed to affect the structure of the language itself. Nor can

we explain the most important changes in Arabic by ascrib

ing them to the influence of foreign converts, who adopted

the language of Islam without rightly apprehending its spirit.

They are due rather to a natural development from within,

to which every language is subject, though its progress may

often be slow and almost imperceptible, and this develop

ment was much accelerated in the case of Arabic by the

vigour of the material and intellectual movement with which

it coincided, and perhaps too by the confusion of dialects

occasioned by the meeting of so many various tribes. The

absence of these conditions among the illiterate Bedouins, and

the tenacity with which they clung to their ancestral mode

of life, accounts for the slowness of linguistic changes in the

desert, and for the authority long conceded to its uncivilised

inhabitants by the most learned grammarians. Centuries

elapsed before the Arabic of the desert reached such a

point of development, that its identity with the language of

the prophet's contemporaries could no longer be maintained.

The interest of the Arabs, however, in the study of the

Koran, the tradition, and the old poets, was not merely

theoretical, but practical, the classical language being still

that of literature and the higher classes of society. Strictly

speaking, indeed, no one any longer spoke or wrote pure

Arabic, but a strong effort was made so to speak and to

write it The extraordinarily rapid development of a native

science of Arabic philology may be traced principally to this

practical necessity for its cultivation. Scarcely had the re

searches of the grammarians begun, when, through El-K/ialil

and Stbawaih * (second half of 2nd cent of Hijra), the

grammatical system received that form, which has conti

nued to be the normal one for after ages, notwithstanding

the valuable observations of later grammarians on points

of detail. For a long time these researches were also

directed to the collection and sifting of an almost infinite

vocabulary, indeed they are so comprehensive that it would

be possible to obtain from them a tolerable knowledge of

the classical language, even though all the actual monu

ments of it were lost But for practical purposes these dry

scientific works could not be very ^inviting. An author,

in quest of elegant phraseology, might here and there glean

an uncommon form or an obsolete expression, but to pene

trate into the spirit of the literary language by means of

these treatises, was, to say the least, a very irksome task.

A more practical and at the same time agreeable method

of study was to form oneself directly on the old models of

style by constantly reading them, and, if possible, com

mitting them to memory, so as to appropriate the ancient

language as fully as possible. Besides this, a few gram

matical rules would thus be easily impressed on the mind.

Since, however, all could not study the entire circle of

ancient literature, it was of importance to select suitable

specimens, and to furnish them with the necessary philo

logical explanations.

Amongst other books which aimed at supplying this defi

ciency was the great work of Abul-Abbas Muhammad ibn

Yazid, called El-Mubarrad, one of the most celebrated phi

lologists of the third century of the Hijra (the ninth of the

Christian era), and not only a great scholar but also an

elegant orator. From the title, El-kamil Jil logha "the

complete (book) on the vocabulary," we should expect the

contents of the book to be lexicographical, or, at any rate,

strictly philological. But this is far from being the case.

The Arabs in general have little appreciation of system,

even in purely scientific works, but the Kamil is almost

unparalleled in the absence of any logical arrangement. It

contains not only poems, orations, anecdotes, &c.—some

times with, sometimes without, verbal explanations, but also

careful lexicographical and grammatical researches, all curi

ously mixed up, like notes of a philological or literary con

versation. And yet with this medley of topics, it keeps one

object consistently in view—to impart a thorough knowledge

of the classical language, and so far as we can appreciate

his circumstances, the author appears to have chosen the

best method that was open to him, and to have had some

reason for calling his book by the imposing title " The Com

plete." We, of course, are not able, like the readers of the

Kamil, to dispense with systematic instruction. The most

learned Arabic scholar of the present day does not bring

so much living knowledge of the language to the study of

this volume as every one of those for whom El-Mubarrad

wrote. Besides, a fluency in speaking and writing the

classical Arabic, which is hardly any longer to be found even

in the East, is not our object. We only wish to acquaint

ourselves with the language theoretically, and from our

more advanced scientific position we can form a sounder

* M. Hartwig Derenbourg is preparing an edition of this grammar,

the importance of which appears from its having been simply called by

grammarians " The Book.
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judgment on many points than was possible for the old

philologists. This, however, does not diminish the value

of the Kami/. For not only are the explanations in them

selves very useful, but all that the book contains is to us

of the [utmost importance. El-Mubarrad selected his speci

mens with great taste and much discrimination. The me

trical passages have to a large extent poetical merit, or serve,

as also do the ancedotes and narratives, to characterize the

spirit of the times. The narratives, which are almost always

told with great effect, have not unfrequently a direct his

torical value, and some of the speeches and letters of import

ant persons in the early history can hardly be overrated.

While the Arab philologists in general have a preference

for the times of heathenism, El-Mubarrad selects his speci

mens mostly from the first age of Islam, because though the

classical language was still dominant, the current modes of

thought and expression were more congenial to the later

Arabs than those of the previous age. We are thus ac

quainted with several important facts relative to the fearful

struggles which distracted the Arabs immediately after their

first successes. The judgment formed on this period by the

ordinary historians is in many respects a mistaken one.

They fail to see that the victory gained by the able Moawiya

over Ali, the son-in-law of the Prophet, and not less that of

Abd-el-malik over all his opponents, was, in the interests of

Arab unity, thoroughly to be desired. True, El-Mubarrad

is no admirer of the Omaiyades, who in many respects

represented the traditions of heathenism ; but he does not

shrink from introducing as specimens poems, speeches, and

documents, by them or their partizans. Thus we are told

much respecting Moawiya and the great El-hajjaj, who

re-established the unity of the great empire with an iron

hand, and drew upon himself by his exploits many just and

many more unjust charges.

Our limits prevent us from attempting a complete exhibi

tion of the important contents of the Kamil. To mention one

interesting point. In his chapter on " The Lies of the Arabs,"

El-Mubarrad treats, amongst other matters, of the character

istic boastfulness of the ancient Arabs. Readers of the poems

composed in the heathen period might imagine that greater

heroism, power, and riches, never existed than at that time

in the desert. A closer examination will indeed convince

us that the poets have been guilty of much exaggeration, but

to learn how arrant these exaggerations were, we should

apply to El-Mubarrad. A poet is speaking of the countless

bands of horsemen which his tribe had led into battle, so

that the hills were trodden down by their horses' hoofs.

When asked how many horses there were, the son of the poet

admits that there were just three. (See p. 349.) A little

further on it is said, the Persians had told a tale of a man,

who consisted of one-third of brass, one-third of lead, and

one-third of snow ; then the Arabs attempted to vie with

them in their own manner of lying. This, however, is an

allusion to the wide difference between the fantastic forms of

Persian poetry, and the exaggerations of the essentially un

imaginative Arabs.

We have already mentioned that El-Mubarrad was not

only a scholar, but also a man of taste, and this accounts for

the fact that he was favourably disposed towards the later

poets of the time of the Abbasides, whose language was not

considered by the Purists to be worthy of imitation. Many

specimens of their works are preserved in the Kamil, If we

may trust a remark in some manuscripts, he has given us

one verse of his own making, though he ascribes it to " one

of the moderns" (p. 926). On the whole, although the

Kamil is not exactly suited for beginners in Arabic, those

who have arrived at some familiarity with the language will

findit an extremely instructive and entertaining book.

This great work has come down to us in several MSS.,

some of them old and extremely well written, and yet the

preparation of a good edition required scholarship of no

ordinary excellence. It is fortunate, therefore, for Arabic

philology, that the work has found an editor who satisfies

the most stringent requirements. Dr. W. Wright, the first

Arabic scholar in England after Lane, and almost without

a rival in knowledge of Syriac, has devoted years to this

task ; he has completely collated all the known MSS.—ex

cepting but one which proves to be of no value, and most

carefully fixed the text and vocalization. Additions and

remarks, made in the same spirit as the original itself, by the

pupils of the author and the readers of his book, are rightly

appended by the editor, but of course distinguished from

the original text. And all this labour has been performed

by Dr. Wright in the scanty leisure permitted by the duties

of his office, and without asking or receiving the least pecu

niary reward. It was the German Oriental Society that

defrayed the bare expenses of printing; for in wealthy Eng

land, which lavishes her thousands on pretentious pseudo-

scientific enterprises, no society, and no patron of learning,

could be found to undertake it. The modest income of this

German Society compels them to a very slow issue of the

work,—only a single part of ten quarto sheets every year.

Up to this time no more than half the work has been pub

lished. We hope it may be in some way possible to acce

lerate the appearance of the rest. Th. Noldeke.

Intelligence.

Professor Holtzmann.—Since our last issue the world of Philology

has experienced a great loss in the death of this scholar, at Heidelberg,

aged 59. At first a theologian, he had devoted himself of late years to

the study of High German and Sanskrit. We take the following list of

his principal works from Triibuers' Record :—Ueber den Ablaut, 1844.

—Beitrage zur Erklarung der persischen Keilinschriften. I Heft.

1845.—Indische Sagen. 3 Theile, 1845-47.—Ueber den griech.

Ursprung des indischen Thierkreises, 1841.—Ueber den Umlaut.

Zwei Abhandlungen, 1843. Mahabharata, <j «r& (£Tv3|<e4 > Indra-

vitschaja. Eine Episode, herausgeg. v. A. Holtzmann, 184 1.—

Walmiki's Ramajana. Bruchstiicke. ubersetzt v. A. H., 1841, and 3

Auflage.—Kampf um der Nibelunge Hort gegen Lachmann's Nach-

treter. Stuttgart, 1855.— Kelten und Germanen. Eine liistor. Unter-

suchung, 1855.—Untersuchungen iiber das Nibelungenlied, 1854.—Die

Klage in der altesten Gestalt mit den Veranderungen des gemeinen

Textes, als Anhang zum Nibelungenlied, mit Worterbuch and Einleit-

ung, 1859.—Altdeutsche Grammatik, umfassend die gothische, altnor-

dische, altsachsische, angelsachsische und althochdeutsche Sprache.

I Band. 1 Abthlg. Die speciellc Lautlehre. 1870.

Dr. Martin Hang, of Munich, is about to bring out a new work called

Brahma und die Brahmanen, He will give in the notes copious ex

tracts from the unique MSS. of Kalpa Sutras and Vedic works dis

covered by him in India.

Dr. H. A. Jaschke has commenced a new Tibetan dictionary. It is

intended to correct the often very defective works of De Koros and

Schmidt, and also to assist students of the as yet entirely neglected

modern literature and spoken dialects. Dr. Jaschke has resided in

Tibet for more than eleven years, and is well known by his works on

the language of that country. Several Tibetan scholars have promised

him aid.

We learn from Triibner's Record that Dr. Kielhorn is preparing

two works, one a translation of the Paribashendurekhara with com

mentary, the other the Malati-Madhava, and books 7 to 12 of the

Raghuvansa.—Also that Dr. Biihler has just brought out the second

vol. of his Digest ofHindu Law (with Mr. Raymond West) from the

replies of the Shastris in the Courts of the Bombay Presidency, and is

continuing the work. He will also shortly bring out a critical edition

of Dasu-Kumara. The Rajah of Besma is also bringing out and print

ing at his private press a new edition of the White Yahun'cda, with

commentary in Brij Bhasha. Prof. Ahlwardt, of Greifswald, will a'so

shortly bring out The Divans of the Six Ancient Arabic Poets, Enna-

biga, 'Antara, Tarafa, Zuhair, 'Algama, and Imruolgais, chiefly ace. to.

the Paris, Gotha and I.eyden MSS.
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Selected Articles.

The Rigveda. [Illustrates the importance of the Vedas for the history

of religious thought and the study of comparative grammar. Prof. M.

Muller's translation of the hymns of the Rigveda endeavours to get at

their original meaning, as the expression of an early simple nature-

worship, as distinguished from the later developments of Hindu thought.]

Quarterly Review.

The Moabite Stone. [Starting from the idea that a very few indeed of

those whose comments it has provoked have shown an intelligent appre

ciation of the peculiar value which it possesses, the respects in which it

is unique and unrivalled, Professor Rawlinson is of opinion that its

predominant interest consists in the light which it throws on Jewish

grammar and Palaeography. In opposition to Mr. Deutsch, he proves

that the statement, "the more primitive the characters, the simpler

they become," is not borne out by the actual facts ; that the more

ancient characters are more in accordance with the pictorial prototypes

than those of later periods. He also discusses the highly interesting

point, how far the questionable time of the communication of the

Phoenician alphabet to the Greeks is illustrated by this monument ; ami

arrives at the result, that it passed into Greece about B.C. 900, rather

than is.c. 750 as Mr. Grote supposes. The article deals with points

which are well known, and is worth reading by the unprofessional

student.] Contemporary Review, Aug.

Contents of the Journals.

Zeitschrift fur Sgyptische Sprache u. Alt.orthumskun.de. June,

On formulas relating to the heart, by S. Birch (conclusion).—Le

Papyrus Prisse, par F. Chabas. [On the difficulty of translating

Egyptian documents, as shewn by an analysis of the two first lines of

the Prisse Papyrus. But M. C. reassures us with the remark, " La

langue des hieroglyphes est sortie de ses bandelettes ; elle parle deja

couramment ; encore quelques anncVs, et elle dira tout."]—Sardana-

palus, his place in history, by D. H. Haigh.

An Accadian Seal, by A. H. Sayce, in Journal of Philology, July 5.

[We reserve our remarks.]

' Treatises on the Moabite Stone, rev. by E. Schrader, in Theolog.

Litcraturblatt (Zimmermann), June I. [Interesting, but written before

M. Ganneau's last revision of the text.)

Bigandet's Life or Legend of Gautama, and Wheeler's Hist, of India,

rev. by A. W., in Lit. Centralblatt, July 9.

Elliott's Hist, of India, vol. ii., rev. by A. W., in the same, July 16.

Mariette's Abydos, rev. byG. Maspero, in Rev. Crit., July 16.

New Picdlicatious.

Buxtorfii, J. Lexicon chaldaicum, talmudicum et rabbinicum.

Denuo ed. et ami. aux. B. Fischer. Fasc. 19. Leipzig: Schafer.

FlCK, Ave. Vergleichendes Wbrterbuch der Indo-Gernianischen

Sprachen. I. Abth. 2" ungearb. Aufl. des Worterbuchs der Indo-

german. Grundsprache. Gpttingen : Wandenhoeckh u. Ruprecht.

Jatapatala. Das Lehrbuch d. J. f. die Rigveda, nebst dem Abschnitt

der Praticakhya-jyotsna iib. die Vikriti d. Kramapalha : G. Thibaut.

Leipzig: Brockhaus.

Levy, M. A. Phbnizische Studien. 4tes Heft. pp. 85. Breslau: Schlatter.

Low, L. Beitragc zur judischen Altertliumskunde. Erster Band.

Institut zur Forderung der jiid. Literatur.

Mariette Bey, Aug. Abydos, description des fouilles executees sur

l'einplacement de cette ville. Paris : Franck.

Sciiott, W. Altaische Studien od. Untersuchungen auf dem Gebiete

der tatarischen (turanischen) Sprachen. Republ. from Transactions

of Academy. 4 Heft, 4. pp. 43. Berlin : Dummler.

Classical and Modern Philology.

Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum consilio et auctoritate Academiae

litterarum Regiae Borussicae editum. Vol. ii. Inscr. Hispaniae la

tins. Ed. Aemilius Hiibner. Adjectae sunt tabulae geographicae

duae. Berolini : ap. Georg. Rcimcrum, 1869. fol". lvi. pp. 780, 48.

[First Notice.]

The numerous collections of inscriptions in manuscript,

which reach even farther back than the 15th century, are a

proof of the importance which has been attached to these

sources of historical and philological information since the

revival of letters. Especially important is their aid for the

completion or correction of the Roman historical writers of

the 2nd century, who, occupied mainly with the general

politics of the time, or with events of the court and its sur

roundings, leave us uninformed on details of organization

and administration, political, military, and religious ; on

matters connected with provincial and municipal life, and

on facts of geography. Lastly, there are certain periods

which ancient authors have left in the deepest obscurity.

The end, therefore, of Latin " epigraphy " is to fill up these

lacunae of history, and toaid the philologist in studying the

orthography of the Latin language in . its various transfor

mations.

It is not every day that monuments are discovered of a

directly public importance, as laws or decrees, which serve

to fix the date or the character of a change in the administra

tion, acts of religious or civil corporations, and the like,

which throw a new light on some hitherto unsolved question.

Inscriptions of important personages are more numerous ;

but the great majority relate to private persons otherwise

unknown, such as epitaphs, fabric marks, &c. ; and these

become valuable only when studied in the mass. They

then yield invaluable information on the mental traits of

some province or locality, on the names and nationality of

the inhabitants, on special points of language, and, lasdy, on

industrial pursuits.

The want of a complete collection of such inscriptions

was first recognized by Scaliger. It was he who induced

the laborious Gruter to compile his Thesaurus Inscriptionum

(1608, 4 vols, fol.), helped him with advice, and drew up

the table of contents—the most important part of the book.

The successors of Gruter in his work, Reinesius and Gude,

next Muratori {Novus Thesaurus, 1739, 4 vols, fol.) and

Donato {Supplcmentum ad Nov. Thes. 1765-75,2 vols, fol.),

added considerably to the first collection. Since that time

have appeared collections mainly of local inscriptions, such

as the inscriptions in the kingdom of Naples by Mommsen,

those of Algeria by Leon Renier, and lately, the Corpus

Inscriptionum Rhaiioi"Brambach ; or collections of selected in

scriptions, like the Latin one of Orelli, continued by Henzen.

Owing to the mass of material (as long as ten years ago

we had 12 folio volumes of collections) and to the want of

adequate arrangement, this labour was found to have been

spent to comparatively little purpose. It was the practice

to arrange the monuments in sets, or according to their con

tents, and many inscriptions fell naturally under more than

one head. Hence it became necessary either to repeat the

inscription, or to adopt an arbitrary classification. This

arrangement, too, has been found especially inconvenient,

whether regarded from the geographical or the historical

point of view, to separate inscriptions belonging to the same

country. To textual criticism the inscriptions presented great

difficulties. Not only were the copies found to be often in

accurate, but the skill of clever forgers continued to baffle

the critic, and has only been adequately met by the scholarship

of the 19th century. Thanks to Mommsen, Henzen, Ritschl,

Renier, De Rossi, and especially Borghesi (whose works are

now being published at the expense of the French Emperor,

under the superintendence of M. Leon Renier, and of an

international commission of epigraphists), the study of this

description of literature has now been placed on solid critical

foundations. Hence a new collection was indispensable ; and

the project which had already been entertained by an Italian

society at the close of the last century, was next (towards

the year 1840) entertained by the French Academie des

Inscriptions. The Academy of Berlin has now undertaken

the magnificent plan, and is carrying it out, with a care and

energy equally remarkable. The m,ost celebrated epigraphists,

aided by a number of young enthusiastic students (M. Lan-

gemeister is preparing the collection of graffiti, M. Schceiu

that of painted inscriptions) are helping forward the work.

Already the 3rd and 4th volumes are well advanced, and the
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printing of the one devoted to inscriptions at Rome has

lately been commenced.

In this work the geographical order has naturally been

adopted, for practical as well as scientific reasons. The

first volume, which comprises all the inscriptions prior to

the death of Augustus, contains some that belong to other

countries besides Italy ; but the latter will be inserted in-

their proper places in the volumes that follow. The Fasti,

also, and the Calendars are to be found in this first volume,

which is especially important for the study of the laws of the

Republic. The second, which is the work of M. Hiibner,

is devoted to Spain. In Spain, above all countries, inscrip

tions have been to a great extent destroyed or defaced ; and,

owing to the ignorance which has long prevailed, the exist

ing copies are among the worst that can be found. From

the various versions in collections old and new, M. Hiibner

has gone to the sources themselves—the ancient manuscripts

(some as ancient as the 15 th century) and the extant mar

bles. The task has employed him for ten years ; and its

difficulty makes us wonder that he has discharged it so well

in so short a time. In his preface, which gives the general

bibliography of this part of the Corpus, we find a list of

above 1700 sources—manuscript collections, collections of a

general or local character, books of travel, and reviews and

journals—of which he has himself examined by far the

greater part. Under each local heading M. Hiibner has

added further bibliographical remarks, which serve to com

plete those given in the preface.

According to the plan adopted throughout the Corpus,

M. Hiibner has relegated to the end of the volume inscrip

tions either spurious or suspected. Of the former Spain has

such a crop that before sifting, which they have for the first

time undergone in the present series, scholars hardly ven

tured to make use of the inscriptions of this country. In

the present collection they make more than a tenth part of

the whole, and are of the most diverse epochs, being found

partly in the oldest manuscript copies. Some, as for ex

ample a good many of those of Reseude ("1573), are fabri

cated with a certain skill, by the help of authentic inscrip

tions ; but the majority are characterized by a clumsiness

and a naivete which are truly astonishing. As we might ex

pect, they are connected with localities which have occupied

an important place in history, as Munda, or with famous

personages, as Sertorius, Viriathus, &c. By the side of

pious frauds like the following, " Herodi Judaeorum regi,

exuli, et Herodiae reginae " (No. 384*), we find inventions of

the most refreshing kind, as " Gnetis Pompeius archidux"

(No. 392*), or the mention of a safe-conduct granted by

Ca?sar to the great orator Cicero (No. 394""). The latter

recalls one of the prettiest forgeries in M. Chasles' collection

of autographs, but this is at least good Latin. The critical

labour spent on these inscriptions is highly satisfactory,

though we could wish that M. Hiibner had classed with

them all that seemed to him in the least doubtful.

We now pass to the authentic inscriptions, and confine

ourselves to those important points which M. Hiibner has

more particularly dwelt upon, and which are most worthy

the attention of the student. In following the geographical

order, M. Hiibner observes as far as possible the ancient

divisions of'proviticiae and convcntus, proceeding from south

to north, and from west to east. The places are taken in

the same order, each, with its environs, having a special

chapter devoted to it ; and when the ancient name is uncer

tain, or the chief place of the district cannot be ascertained,

a group of places has been substituted. Then we have first

the "inscriptiones sacrae," that is, dedications to some divinity;

next those relating to the imperial house, to great magistrates

or officers, and to Roman functionaries ; these are followed

by those relating to municipal magistrates and the collegia

of the Augustales ; and, lastly, epitaphs of private persons

arranged in alphabetical order. Two classes alone are kept

apart at the end of the collection : those of the "Viae Pub-

licae," and those found on " instrumenta domestica," vases,

statuettes, bricks, &c. Last of all come the " inscriptiones ori-

ginis incertae." As might have been expected, a consider

able number of monuments were discovered while the work

was in the press. The curiosity and interest of scholars in

Spain had been stimulated by the letters of M. Hiibner and

his travels in their country : while some discoveries were also

made in the course of the construction of railways. Among

the addenda, also, and in the Auctarium addendorum, are

new and more correct copies of inscriptions, besides monu

ments previously unedited. The numerous systematic in

dexes are very complete, embracing the addenda, though not

the falsa et suspecia ; while the auctarium necessarily has a

small index to itself. The only desideratum is a list of

approximate dates for the inscriptions relating to provincial

functionaries.

As to his authorities, M. Hiibner has been equally sys

tematic. When he has himself seen the inscription, he indi

cates this by the word " descripsi ;" he prints in slanting

capitals those portions of a lost inscription which he has

found copied or published.

His readings, and the restorations which he proposes, are

evidences alike of profound knowledge and sagacious criti

cism. There is no doubt that even in these points there

will be much to correct, and one may sometimes prefer other

readings than those of M. Hiibner. E.g. No. 3269, Marulf

[i uxo]r seems better than Marul! [a mate]r.—No. 2149*, it

is clear that we must correct praefecto. II. vir [ali] potest

(ate); Muratori gives (pp. 761,8) polesi instead of potest ;

but our correction is placed beyond doubt by the analogy of

the inscription of Carmo (No. 5120). These however are

details of little moment.

Compared with the volumes that will follow, the pre

sent is not of very great interest. True, we have here the

Tables of Malaga and Salpeusa, in themselves a treasure ;

we have the famous decree of ^Emilius Paulus, one of the

oldest official documents, prior even to the SC. de Bac

chanalibus (Mommsen, Hermes, iii. p. 243) ; and the volume

contains also the only example we possess of a " pactum

fiduciae," or mortgage contract (Mommsen, ib. p. 283 ; Gide.

Rev. de Legislation, i. p. 74). But these have not the attrac

tion of novelty, and have already been commented on by

the first authorities. Charles Morel.

( To be continued.)

Contributions to Latin Grammar. \Bcitrage ztir lateinischai Gram-

matik, von Theodor Bergk. Erstes Heft.] Halle : Miihlmann. 1870.

The interest of German critics in the text of Plautus does

not seem likely to flag. Bergk's tract, an answer to that of

Ritschl, noticed in the Academy of January, is an elaborate

attempt to impugn the results which that scholar has most

recently supposed himself to have attained. With all their

differences of detail, which spin out the controversy, and are

likely to spin it out further, the two critics are substantially

agreed that the text of Plautus can only be satisfactorily

restored in the light thrown upon it by the collateral study

of the early Latin grammar. The only question is how far

this method can be legitimately pushed.

Bergk endeavours to shew (1) that Ritschl has, for the sake

of avoiding the hiatus, made too free a use of the archaic

forms, the existence of which at the time of Plautus he con

siders to be either proved, or inferrible by analogy, from

contemporary documents : (2) that the text of Plautus as
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we have it, with its manifold apparent anomalies of metre,

is more trustworthy, as pointing back to earlier recensions,

than Ritschl is inclined to allow : and that those metrical

anomalies are by consequence less certainly to be attributed

to the ignorance or carelessness of scribes and diaskeuastae.

(1) All allow that the Latin ablative singular ended in d :

that this is proved in the case of the ablatives of ego and ///

(med and ted) by the text of Plautus : and that the same

ending is found in nouns, though not invariably, in inscrip

tions contemporary with the later years of Plautus' life. It

has also been inferred, from the existence of the hrm/aci-

1timed in the Senatus Consultum de Bacchanalibus (a.u.c.

568), that the Latin adverb in e originally ended in ed, and

was an ablative formation. To take the case of the sub

stantive first. In the dedicatory inscription by Fulvius No-

bilior (a.u.c. 565, five years before Plautus' death) we have

no ablative in d, but simply Aetolia cepit : nor can it be

proved that Ennius, the friend of Fulvius and his comrade in

the Aetolian campaign, employed the old inflection. But

this evidence is far from sufficient to show that by the time

of Plautus' death the final d had " entirely vanished" (as

Bergk would have it) from literary Latin. Still less, of

course, does it affect the question of the usage likely to have

been followed by the poet in the earlier part of his life : a

period in which the old ablative was evidently far from

obsolete. It may be added that even supposing it to have

vanished from a literary dialect like that of Ennius (and this

is not proved, for how much of Ennius remains ?), little or

nothing can be inferred as to the popular dialect which

Plautus would follow. The popular pronunciation often

preserves forms which literature repudiates. The question

whether the d of the ablative is identical with the Sanskrit /

of the same case, and by consequence with the j- of the Greek

adverbs in <us, or whether (as Bergk would have it) it is an

abbreviation of the -de of in-de, wide, &c, does not affect the

criticism of Plautus : though it may be remarked by the way

that Bergk's success in upsetting the received view will pro

bably be considered doubtful, especially as he himself con

siders (p. 27) that the original ending in Latin was /.

About the adverbs in e, which have usually been consi

dered ablatives of the type of/acilu/ned, Bergk has much to

say. He thinks that in a great number of cases the adverbial

c represents not ed but oi ( = oe = e) a dative or locative ter

mination. This inference he draws from the existence of

the forms pcrcgri and longi, the last of which is found three

times in the MSS. of Lucretius. But, in the first place, it is

by no means certain that percgri and longi (if genuine) are

in case identical with peregre and longe : in the second place,

even if they are, it should be remembered that both words

are local adverbs, and therefore peculiarly liable to a locative

formation. That continuo, perpetno, assidiio are not ablatives,

but neuters singular (p. 20) is inconceivable in face of the

quantity of their final syllable.

Noctu and diu are asserted (p. 78) to be not ablatives

but old genitives shorn of their s. On this hypothesis the

length of the final syllable and the use of noctu with ablative

adjectives and pronouns (hac noctu, intempesta noctu) can

only be accounted for as an error. Before adopting so

strained a supposition, we ought to be surer than Bergk

can make us that the Latin genitive can be used indepen

dently in a temporal sense. In spite of the Excursus on

the subject (p. 173) such a usage cannot be considered

satisfactorily proved by the forms postridie, die quinti, and

the like, until more evidence than Bergk alleges can be ob

tained from the ordinary syntax. Even hodie (p. 86) and

alia (p. 116) are said to be not ablatives but datives. Contra

is allowed to be an ablative (p. 82], but then Bergk attributes

a form contra (apparently found in Plautus) to Ennius, who

certainly uses the last syllable long, Ann. 181 (contra cari-

nantes). The supposed hexameter preserved by Varro (L. L.

7, 12), ," Quis pater aut cognatus volet nos contra tueri,"

ha» been altered and placed among the fragments of the

tragedies by Ritschl and Vahlen. But supposing the hexa-

metrical fonn of the line to be the true one, what is proved

is that two cases, contra and contra, were in use, just as the

Greeks employed both the accus. .sing. fern, am/v and the

neuter pi. euro. Bergk maintains the identity of the two

forms, in spite of their different quantity.

The attempt to restore the instrumental case to old Latin

(p. 23, comp. j). 70) is important and suggestive : but the

cases alleged by Bergk out of Varro rest on his own emenda

tions of two very fragmentary and uncertain passages : while

in the phrase parcere linguam, linguam is as much the accu

sative as eas in parsit eas (Cure. 3, n).

(2) On the evidence, therefore, supplied by documents

contemporary with Plautus, and the general analogies of

Latin grammar, it cannot be said that Ritschl has gone too

far in restoring to his author ablatives and adverbs in d.

The second part of Bergk's argument rums upon the history

of the Plautine text. Could it be shown, as he thinks it

could be shown, that either of the recensions on which our

present text is based represents, directly or indirectly, a

version dating as far back as the first half of the seventh

century of the city, much of modern emendation would un

doubtedly be proved useless. The death of Plautus (a. u. c.

570) was followed by a banishment, more or less complete,

of his plays from the stage, as is clearly shown by the Pro

logue to the Casina. The period of his restoration (the

date of this Prologue is uncertain) was probably fatal, as

Bergk admits, to the purity of the original text, which must

have suffered considerably at the hands of stage-managers.

Bergk thinks that the text of the Truculentus shows evident

signs of this earliest corruption, especially in the occurrence

of a double name, Cyamus and Geta, for the slave. But all

this makes as much for Ritschl as against him. If, for in

stance, the final d of the ablative, which was undoubtedly

current in Plautus' earlier lifetime, was (as Bergk thinks)

entirely obsolete in the literary dialect at his death, is it

not probable that even these early recensions would often

omit it and leave gaps, perhaps to be filled up at the discretion

of the actor ? Of the history of the text down to the time

of Cicero we know next to nothing : less, certainly, than

Bergk would have us believe. That Plautus' verses exercised

the critical ingenuity of the literati of the later republic is

well known, if not from the comments of Sisenna (whom

Bergk declines to identify with the historian praised by

Cicero), yet from Varro's De Lingua Latina and Cicero's

letters, Bergk attributes a written recension of Plautus to

the Servius Clodius who left his library to Cicero. But

this is more than is warranted by the evidence. Cicero says,

in one of his letters (Ad. Fam. ix. 16, 4) : " Servius frater

tuus, quem literatissimam fuisse indico, facile dicebat 'hie

versus Plauti non est, hie est :' quod tritas aures haberet

notandis generibus poetarum et consuetudine legendi." This

proves that Servius was an acute and learned critic, but by

no means that he left a written recension of the text It

would be strange indeed, had the latter been the case, that

Cicero should not have mentioned it. Whatever recension

of Plautus was used by Cicero, there is every reason to

believe that it abounded in hiatus and apparent anomalies

of metre (" poetae qui ut versus facerent saepe hiabant, ut

Naevius:" Orator, 152. " Comicorum senarii sic saepe sunt

abiecti, ut vix in his numerus et versus intellegi possit," ib.

184). But it is at least as likely that these anomalies were

due to the diaskeuastae as to the poet. It is odd, by the

way, that Bergk should quote as genuine the lines prefixed
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to Horace, 1 Sat. 10: " Lucili quam sis mendosus," &c.

(p. 126).

Bergk's argument must therefore be considered to have

broken down in its second part also. He has succeeded

very imperfectly, if at all, in shaking the foundation of

Ritschl's criticism : and though Ritschl may occasionally fail

in the details of emendation, but few scholars will probably

consider that, when the two critics differ, Bergk's touch is

more certain and his restorations more trustworthy. It

should be observed in conclusion that Bergk, in quoting

Lucretius, has omitted all mention of Munro, who on 6. 185

had already dealt with Lachmann's error as he himself now

deals with it : and who has suggested an etymology of

permities (note on 5. 1339) quite different from that adopted

by Bergk in his excursus to this tract, and more plausible.

In mentioning ut qui (p. 55) he should have done justice

to Mr. Howard's interesting restoration of the form utqtd

(Cambridge Journal of Philology, Vol. 1, No. 1).

H. Nettleship.

The Origin and History of Irish Names of Places. — By P. W.

Joyce, A.M., 'M.R.I. A. Second Edition, enlarged and corrected.

Dublin : McGlashan and Gill, 1870.

The Gaelic Topography of Scotland, and what it Proves, ex

plained, &c, by James A. Robertson," F.S.A. Scot., late Colonel

Unattached. Edinburgh : William P. Nimmo, 1869.

Although these two works deal with the same subject, or

nearly the same, many will probably consider that some

injustice is done to the accurate author of Irish Names of

Places, in coupling his interesting and clever book with the

pretentious volume written with more vigour than accuracy

in praise of the " Caledonian Gael," rather than in elucida

tion of the " Gaelic Topography of Scotland." The works

seem to have been conceived and executed in a totally

different spirit, and apparently with different objects. Mr.

Joyce's work is a real and valuable contribution to science.

His conclusions are generally based on scientific data, and

in harmony with the views of Irish scholars, whilst Colonel

Robertson affects to consider his own authority a sufficient

guarantee as to the correct interpretation of Gaelic local

names, confidently assuming the responsibility of " any error

supposed to be discovered in the etymology of the Gaelic

words" (Preface, p. v.). It were waste of time to criticise in

detail a book which is utterly worthless and unscholarlike.

Mr. Joyce's book is the first comprehensive attempt to

digest and popularise the vast mass of topographical infor

mation collected during the progress of the Ordnance Survey

of Ireland, under the direction of Sir Thomas Larcom, by

O'Donovan and his fellow-labourers. This information is

preserved in two classes of records, called " Name Books "

and "Letters." The Name Books (which are at present

kept in the Irish branch of the Ordnance Survey Depart

ment, and might be made more available to the public by

being deposited in the Public Record Office of Ireland)

contain the names of all the townlands (65,000), towns,

parishes, and principal physical features in Ireland, restored

to their original Irish forms, or to the oldest forms obtain

able, and translated into English by O'Donovan. Many of

these translations are utterly wrong, however, owing to the

want of the real old form of the name. The " Letters,"

which constitute a long series of volumes, and are nearly all

in the handwriting of O'Donovan, contain the results of his

enquiries throughout Ireland into the history, traditions,

topography, and antiquities of the country.

The materials thus collected have been carefully examined

by Mr. Joyce, who has managed to compress into his

book a quantity of information which, in the hands of a

more diffuse writer, might easily be expanded into three

volumes.

The want of a guide to the identification of Irish topo

graphical names, altered as they have mostly been according

to a very systematic law of corruption which Mr. Joyce has

concisely laid down, has long been felt by students of his

tory, mythology, and philology, to whom the restoration of

an old local name in its original shape might discover some

historical or legendary personage, ancient custom, or obso

lete grammatical form. In questions of title to land also

the identification of townland names has become of great

moment in recent years. In 1833 Sir Thomas Larcom

shewed the importance of a work of the kind in the Ord

nance Memoir of Londonderry. Sir William Wilde called

public notice to the subject in 1861, in the preface to the

Census Townland Index. But the labour attending the task

appeared too much for a private person to encounter, until

Mr. Joyce made a beginning, which it is to be hoped he

will carry out to completion.

The Irish topographical name-system is simple enough.

Generally speaking, each name is a compound of two words,

a substantive and adjective, as ard-mor, " great height ;"

drum-baun, " white ridge ;" or two substantives, the first

placing the second in the genitive case, as Tech-Duinn,

" Donn's house ;" Sliabh Fuaid, " Fuad's mountain ;" Rath-

Maclain, " Maelan's rath ;" Baile-dubhagain, " Ballyduggan,"

or " Duggan's town." This word, baile, " place," or " town,"

enters into the composition of one-tenth of the entire name-

list. The introduction of the article into the second divi

sion, however, forms a separate class, which are very numer

ous. Of this latter class are names like Baile-in-lragha,

"the town of the strand," usually written " Ballintraw," and

Cuoc-fia-mban (written " Knocknaman"), " the hill of the

women." Other classes are formed from historical events,

legends and legendary beings, and physical characteristics,

as Ard-calha, " battle height;" Poul-a'phooka, "the goblin's

hole ;" Glen-da-lacha, or Glcnn-daloch, " the glen of the two

ducks," or the " glen of the two lakes ; "and Dim-triliag, " the

fortress of the three (pillar) stones." The causes which have

tended to produce the remarkable difference observable be

tween the orthography of Irish local names as they appear in

the native records, and the nomenclature settled by the Ord

nance Survey, are concisely stated by Mr. Joyce. These

causes are mainly of three kinds—(1) A systematic change

of words, chiefly effected through the agency of what Irish

grammarians call aspiration and eclipsis, and the incorpora

tion of the n or / of the Irish article with the succeeding

substantive ; (2) Corruption caused by the interchange of

letters, chiefly the liquids /, m, n, r; (3) False translations of

names from Irish into English.

In accordance with these laws, some 5000 names of

places, most of them representative names, are explained by

Mr. Joyce, who has enhanced the interest of his work by-

adding such historical and legendary traditions illustrative

of the names as were accessible to him.

Notwithstanding Mr. Joyce's confidence in the accuracy

of his interpretations (and he is not very often wrong), his

explanations of names like Derrywinny (8), Cloncurry (10).

Knockaunavogga (203), Ballintoy (20), Rathbranagh (469).

Altawark (205), Feltrim (465), and others of the kind, are

more than doubtful. It is not correct to say that the name

of Tullahoge, in Tyrone, recently identified with the title ot

Lord O'Hagan, is "always mentioned by the name of

Tulachbg in the Annals" (202), as it is much more fre

quently, and perhaps more correctly, written Tcalach-bg (i.e.

"Familia Juvenis"). Nor even as Tulach-bg would it mean

" the hill of the youths," but rather "Collis Juvenis."

A few words in the " Index of Root Words " appended
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to the work are not correctly explained. Fad does not

mean "wolf," but is an adjective, signifying "tenuis;" and

Coimhed is not "watching," but '-holding," or "keeping,"

the Irish for "watching" being foraire.

W. M. Henxf.ssy.

Intelligence.

Slavonic philology has just sustained a considerable loss in the pre

mature death of the abl>e Jean Bercic, professor of Oriental and Sla

vonic languages at Zara in Dalmatia. His principal works are : Chres-

tomathia linguae vclerosloTcnicae eliaraeltre Glagolitico (the Glagolithic is

the alphabet still in use on the coast of Dalmatia), Prag. 1859 ; Citanka

staroslovenskog Jezika (Anthology of the old Slavonic language), Prag.,

1S64 ; Ulomci si'etoga pisma (Fragments of the Holy Scriptures), in

course of publication.

New Romaunsch Dictionary.—M. Z. Pallioppi, of Celerina (Upper

Engadine), the author of a variety of works in Romaunsch, is on the point

of finishing his Etymological Dictionary of the Khitlo-romanic Language.

The first part of the work is to appear in 35 or 40 monthly numbers,

and will contain a complete collection of the words of the several dia

lects of the Upper Engadine, Lower Engadine, Surselva, Oberhalbstein,

and Grodner Thai. The " Oberengadinisch " is spoken between Sils

(Bergeller-Granze) and Pontalt (Timuskel Brail) ; " Unterengadinisch,"

from Pontalt to Martinsbruck (on the Tyrolese frontier) ; " Surselvisch,"

on the Vorder Rhein from its source to its union with the Ilinter Rliein

at Reichenau ; "Oberhalbsteinisch," a variety of the last named, from

the Julier to the Albula rivers; the " Grodnerisch," between Brixen,

Botzen, and Enneberg. The author has carefully compared these dia

lects with each other and with the six Romance languages (Italian,

French, Spanish, Portuguese, Provencal, and Wallachian), and will

endeavour to determine accurately the character of the original prac-

roman Rhtctian language, after elimination of all words of Latin or

German origin. It may be added, that in the two Engadines the author

has traced himself with the utmost care the variations of the dialect

from one commune to another. Sometimes a word of great philological

value is only found in a single village. The second part of the work

will treat of the topographical and family names : but its appearance

must depend upon the possibility of obtaining a sufficient list of sub

scribers for the first.

Contents of the Journals.

Journal of Philology, No. 5.—T. H. Dyer: On the Enneakrunus

at Athens. [Seeks to vindicate the account in Pausanias from the

criticisms of modern writers.]—II. Neltleship: On the lengthening of

short final syllables in Vergil. [Vergil is shown to imitate the earlier

poets in this licence only in arsis, and generally when there is some

break in the sentence.]—W. Everett: On Aeneas' voyage round Sicily.

[Criticizes Conington's translation of Aen. iii. 687-706 from a geogra

phical point of view.]— H. A. J. Munro : On Lucretius, Book vi. [A

detailed reply to Prof. R. Ellis' paper in the last number of the Journal.]

■—W. G. Clark : On the history of the Ravenna manuscript of Aristo

phanes. [Describes the MS. and gives some interesting speculations as to

its history since the 15th century.]—\V. C. Green : Notes on Thucydides

[I. 68, 84, 141] and the Acharnians of Aristophanes [988.]—A. H.

Wratislaw : Notes on the Suppliccs of Aeschylus.—E. L. Hicks: On the

Athenian I'roedri. [Contains some novel views which well deserve

attention.]—T. Maguire: On the sixth Satire of Persius.—W. E. Currey:

On a Theban inscription at the Fountain of Dirce. [Ap. Boeckh, 1654 :

the corrections proposed are the result of a personal examination of the

inscription.]

Revue Critique, July 2.—G. Paris : Sundby's Brunctto Latinos

Levnet og Skriftcr. [Seems to be an interesting contribution to our

knowledge of the classical tradition in the Middle Age.]—July 9.

A. Dumont : Neubauer's Commentationes Epigraphicae. [An important

book, but deficient in method, and throwing too much on the reader.]—

Anon. : Delepierre's La Parodie chez les Grecs, chez les Romains ct

chez les Modemes.—July 15. Thurot : M. Fabi Quintilliani institutionis

oratoria? libri duodecim. [Appreciative: gives a critical discussion of a

variety of passages in Bk. X.]—July 2?. Anon.: Egger's L'Hellenismc

en France. [The Reviewer speaks unfavourably of the higher classical

instruction in Paris, but awards considerable praise to Prof. Egger and

his present work.]—Anon: Scholle iiber den Begriff Tochtersprache.

[Very laudatory : the book is said to be well written, and to correct not

a few current misconceptions as to the Romance languages.]—-Anon. :

Bartsch's Romans et pastourelles francaises des XII" ct XIII' siecles.

[Several emendations of the text are suggested.]—July 30. Weil: Van

der Mcy's Studia Theognidea. [Commends the book, but controverts

the author's view as to the ethical position of Theognis.] —Heitz: On

the same. [Considers the author too abso'ute in his conclusions ; a few

important critical remarks on the fragments of Theognis are added.]

Zeitschrift f'dr deutsohe Philologie, by Hopfner and Zacher.

Vol. ii. part 4.— I. Die Declination der Substantiva im Germanischen

insonderheit im Gotischen, by B. Delbriick. [The first of a series of

articles on the most important chapters of German Grammar.]—2. Fri-

danc, by Grion. [Identifying the hitherto unknown author of Fridanc's

Bescheidenheit with Wolfger von Ellenbrechts-kirchen or Leubrechts-

kirchen, Bishop of Passau, later Patriarch of Aglei, born 1 1 36, died

January 23, 1218. See Academy, p. 248.]—3. Islands und Norwegens

Verkehr mit dem Siiden, by K. Maurer. [Contradicting the supposed

early age of the whole of the Sa?mundar Edda, by proving traces of

German influence down to the 13th cent.]—4. Zur Gudrun, by Hilde-

brand. [Valuable remarks and emendations to the famous German epos. ]

— 5. Zu Jacobi's Fehde iiber den Spinozismus, part I., bySuphan. [Show

ing that the unprinted letter of Goethe, published by A. Dohrn in

\Yestermann's Monatsheften, March 1870, p. 646, is simply one of

Herder's letters to Jacobi, published a long time ago in Herder's Nach-

lasse, II. p. 253-56. The error was corrected in the May number of

Westermann's Monatsheften.] — 6. Friedrich der Grosse und die

deutschc Litteratur, by E. Hopfner. [Unimportant.]— 7. Additions

and corrections by Jxnike and Zacher to former articles of the present

volume.—8. August Koberstein, by Zacher. [Biography of this excel

lent and modest German scholar, author of the best complete history

of German literature. He died March 8, 1870, in Schulpforte near

Naumburg, in which institute he had been for nearly fifty years one of

the best professors.]—9. Correspondence on the Nibelungenlied be

tween Lachmann and W. Grimm, edited by Zacher. [End.]— 10. Re

views.—II. A useful and full index to the volume.

New Publications.

Asciiracii, Jos. Die Anicier u. die romische Dichterin Proba.

(Academy reprint.) Wien : Gcrold's Sohn.

Baiir, J. C. F. Geschichte der rbmischen Literatur. (4th and en

larged edition.) 3. Band, enth. die 2. Abth. der Prosa. Carlsruhe :

Muller.

BLAr>£, J. F. Defense des Etudes sur l'Originc des Basques. Paris:

Franck.

Borghf.si, B. Giuvres completes de, publices par les ordrcs et aux

frais de S. M. Napoleon 111. Paris : Imp. Imp.

Crozet. Recherches sur la Musique ancienne. Grenoble : Prud-

hommc.

Curtils, G. Studien zur griechischen u. lateinischen Grammatik.

3. Band, 1. Heft. Leipzig: Hirzel.

Ellexdt, F. Lexicon Sophocleum. Ed. alt. em. cur. H. Genthe.

Fasc. iv. and v. Berlin : Borntrager.

Forceli.ini, Aegid. Totius Latinitatis Lexicon : ed. De Vit. Tom.

iv. Leipzig : Brockhaus.

Herwerdf.n, Hex. van. Animadversioncs philologicae in Theogni-

dem. Accedunt miscellanea critica in lyricos Graccos. (p. viii. 79.)

Utrecht : Bejjers.

KlEI.ER Versammlung von Philologcn. Bericht. Dorpat : Glaser.

LuBBERT, Ep. Die Syntax von Quom u. die Entwickelung der rela-

tiven Tempore im altcren Latein. Breslau : Hirt.

Marci Axtoxini imp, commentariorum Lib. xii. Ad optimorum

librorum fidem dil. recognit. Cum selecta varietatc lectionis et adno-

tationibus criticis cur. J. M. Schultz.

Monuments Neo-iielleniqies. Collection de Chansons populaires :

Chartzianis et Arete: le tils d'Andronic: la Vengeance du Mari.

Avec trad, franc.

In the same Series. Le premier Chant de l'lliade, traduit en

vers grecs vulgaires, par Ath. Khristopoulos. Paris : Maison-

ncuve.

Parow, W., de orationis quae inter Lysiacass locum obtinet vicesimum

virtp Tro\v<TTf>iTov inscr. forma ct auctore. Diss, inaug. Berlin :

Calvary.

Poetae SCENICI Graeci ex rec. Dindorfii. Ed. v. correction.

Teubncr.

Tarui.af. Codicum, MSS. Praeter Gr.Tcos et Orientales in bibl. palatina

Vindobon. Ed. Acad. Cn-s. Vindob. vol. iv. (Codd. 5001-6500.)

Wien : Gerold's Sohn.

Vahlen, J. Otto Jahn. (Academy reprint.) Wien : Gerold's Sohn.

ERRATA IN No. 10.

Page 265 (a) line 2, for "Yucatees" read " Vucalccs."

„ ,,. „ „ 31, for " Octolano" read " Ortolan u"

„ „ „ ,, 32, for "Thirty-six" read "Seventy."

»• m (D) ,» 39, for "Tonamath " read "Tonalamath."

,. ,, ,, ,, 51, for "a and ban'" read "c<? and fan"

„ 272 'a' „ 68, for " God" read " Gad."
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This day, crown 8vo., cloth, 7*. 6d.

Son Be?What Shall my

Hints to Parents on the Choice of a Profession or

Trade ; and Counsels to Young Men on their Entrance into

Active Life. Illustrated by Anecdotes and Maxims of

Distinguished Men. With Copious Appendix of Examina

tion Papers and other Practical Information. By FRANCIS

DAVENANT, M.A.

London : S. W. Partridge & Co., 9, Paternoster Row.

"Pelican Life Insurance

-1" COMPANY,

Established in 1797.

70, Lombard Street, City, and 57, Charing Cross,

Westminster.

Henry R. Brand, Esq., M.p.

Octavius E. Coope, Esq.

John Coope Davis, Esq.

Henry Farquhar, Esq.

Charles E. Goodhart, Esq.

Jas. A. Gordon, Esq., M.D.,

F.R.S.

Directors.

Kirkman D. Hodgson, Esq.

Henry L. Holland, Esq.

Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., m.p.,

F.R.S.

John Stewart Oxley, Esq.

Benjamin Shaw, Esq.

M. Wyvill, Jun., Esq.

FINANCIAL POSITION.

Total Amount Insured, with Bonus Additions.. ,63.o0?^1

Liability on the same, at 3 per cent. Interest . . . 846,712

Accumulated Funds 1,227,253

Annual Revenue from Premiums ,692,787

„ from Interest £57^3

- 149.950

The whole invested in Government, Real, and other first-

class Securities, in addition to which the Assured have the

guarantee of a large and wealthy proprietary.

For Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal apply at the

Offices as above, or to the Agents of the Company.

ROBERT TUCKER, Secretary and Actuary.

Bank of South Australia.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, 1847.

fetters of Credit and Bills

issued upon Adelaide and the Principal Towns in

South Australia. Drafts negotiated and collected. Money

received on deposit for fixed periods, the terms for which

may be ascertained at the Offices of the Bank, 54, Old

Broad Street, E.C.

WILLIAM PURDY, General Manager.

BY ROYAL COMMAND.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

STEEL PENS.

Sold by all Dealers throughout the World.

Indigestion.—The Medical

Profession adopts MORSON'S PREPARATION

OF PEPSINE as the true Remedy. Sold in Bottles and

Boxes from as., by all Pharmaceutical Chemists and the

Manufacturers, Thomas Morson & Son, 124, Southampton

Row, Russell Square, London*

(^abacas Cocoa.

" No more delicious, refreshing, nourishing, and whole

some beverage has ever been manufactured."—Morning

Post.

"As an agreeable invigorator, refresher, and nourisher it

could not be too highly recommended to the community."—

Civil Service Gazette.

J. S. FRY AND SONS,

Bristol and London.

"Rreakfast—Epps's Cocoa.

"^ GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

The Civil Service Gazette remarks:—" By a thorough

knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations

of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of

the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has

provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills."

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only in

ilb., *lb., and ilb. tin-lined packets, labelled:—

JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

CHUBB'S NEW PATENT SAFES,

Steel-plated with Diagonal Bolts, to resist Wedges, Drills,

and Fire. Lists of Prices, with 130 Illustrations, of all

sizes and qualities, of CHUBB'S SAFES, STRONG

ROOM DOORS, and LOCKS, sent free by

CHUBB & SON,

87, St. Paul's Churchyard, London.

THo Tourists.—Just issued

for the season 1870, STANFORD'S NEW CATA-

LOGUEof MAPS and GUIDE BOOKS, specially selected

for TOURISTS and TRAVELLERS in the British Isles,

the Continent, and the East ; with Index Maps to the

Government Surveys of England, France, and Switzerland.

Free on application at EDWARD STANFORD'S, 6 & 7,

Charing Cross, London, S.W., or by post on receipt of a

postage stamp.

T? migration Books and Maps.

"^ Just issued, STANFORD'S NEW CATALOGUE

of SELECTED BOOKS and MAPS on the COLONIES

and EMIGRATION, comprising important works relating

to the several districts of Australia, New Zealand, British

North America, the United States, South America, and the

Cape of Good Hope ; with Lists of Books useful to Emi

grants. Free on application at EDWARD STANFORD^,

6 & 7, Charing Cross, London, S.W., or by post on receipt

of a postage stamp.

^tlases, Maps, Globes.—Free

on application, or by post for one stamp, a NEW

CATALOGUE of ATLASES, MAPS, and GLOBES,

published or sold by EDWARD STANFORD, 6 & 7,

Charing Cross, London, S.W., comprising Atlases of Ancient

and Modern Geography, Physical, Biblical, Anatomical,

Historical, and Educational Atlases ; Maps of the World,

Europe, Asia, Africa, and America ; Great Britain, India,

Canada, and the Colonies ; London and its Environs ; a

New Series of School Maps, Relief Maps, the Useful

Knowledge Society's Scries; and Selections from the Geo

logical and Ordnance Survey Maps.

London : Edward Stanford, 6 & 7, Charing Cross, S.W.,

Agent by appointment for the sale of the Ordnance and

Geological Survey Maps and the Admiralty Charts.

This day is Published, price is. 6d.t cloth,

A Glance at some of the Prin-

"^^ CIPLES OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY,

as Illustrated in the Latin and Anglican Forms of Speech.

By the Hon. Lord NEAVES.

Wm. Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Just Published, in post 8vo., price 3s. 6d., cloth,

T->ericula Urbis, a Satire, and

other Exercises in Latin, Greek, and English Verse. By

WILLIAM MOORE, M.A., late Scholar of New College,

Oxford.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

Just Published, Vol. I., in 8vo., price js. 6d., cloth,

(To be completed in One more Volume,)

]y/[ixed Education in Ireland ;

the Confessions of a Queen's Collegian. By F. H.

O'DONNELL, M.A. Vol. L, The Faculty of Arts.

London: Longmans, Green, and Co., Paternoster Row.

This day, 12th Thousand of

]\/£ick Tracy, the Irish Scrip-

ture Reader. With Engravings. Crown 8vo.,

cloth, v. 6d.

" A rale native, if there ever was one in print."

London : S. W. Partridge & Co., 9, Paternoster Row.

New Edition just out, price 2*.

(^[-erman Accidence; or, Essen-

^ TIALS OF GERMAN GRAMMAR. By KARL

DAMMAN, Ph.D.

London: Simtkin, Marshall, and Co., Stationer's Hall

Court. Birmingham: Cornish Brothers. Manchester:

J. E. Cornish. Newcastle-on-Tync : T. S. Cornish.

Fcap. 8vo., stiff wrapper, price *\s., post Jree,

HOW TO TELL A CAXTON, with Hints

Where and How the Same may be Found, byWILLIAM

BLADES, Author of the "Life and Typography of

William Caxton," containing 16 plates, displaying the

various types used by the First English Printer, and a

list of the works known to have been printed by him.

London: Henrv Sotheran & Co., 136, Strand.

Greatly Reduced in Price,

Mons. THIERS' Great Historical "Work,

THE HISTORY OF THE CONSULATE

THE EMPIRE OF FRANGE UNDER NAPOLEON.

The few remaining Copies of the only authorized trans

lation of this great work, originally published at 5I. 15s. 6d.,

are now offered at 3/. 10s. The 20 volumes, 8vo., neatly

and strongly bound in 10, in cloth.

The period embraced by this work (1800-15) forms the

jr.ost important era in the History of Modem Times. The

eminent talents of the author, not less than his extraordinary

facilities for procuring information from exclusive and

authentic sources, have enabled him to produce a work

which deserves to be ranked as the Foremost Historical

Production of the age.

London: Henry Sothei;an & Co, 136, Strand.

'J'he North British Review,

No. CIV., for JULY, is now ready.

Contents:

I. ASSYRIAN ANNALS, B.C. 681-625.

II. PARPAGLIA'S MISSION TO QUEEN ELIZA

BETH.

HI. BEN JONSONS QUARREL WITH SHAKE

SPEARE.

IV. DR. NEWMAN'S GRAMMAR OF ASSENT.

V. LOTHAIR.

VI. AGRICULTURE AND AGRARIAN LAWS IN

PRUSSIA.

VII. THE CISLEITHAN CONSTITUTIONAL

CRISIS.

VIII. CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

London : Published for EDMONSTON & DOUGLAS

by Williams & Norgatk, Henrietta St., Covent Garden.

Now ready, price 3*.

The Journal of the Ethnolo-

GICAL SOCIETY of LONDON for JULY, 1870.

(Vol. II. No. 2.)

London : TKi'iDNtR & Co., 60, Paternoster Row.

MIDDLE CLASS AND CIVIL SERVICE

EXAMINATIONS.

Mew and approved Text

BOOKS on ENGLISH HISTORY, constructed

specially for the use of Pupils preparing for Public Exami

nations, with copious Biographical and Constitutional Notes,

Examination Questions, &c, necessary for Examinees, but

not to be found in any other School Histories. By Mr.

ROBERT ROSS, late Lecturer on History, Normal

College, Cheltenham.

I. OUTLINES OF ENGLISH HIS-

TORY, for Junior Classes. Revised Edition. Price 2J. 6d.,

cloth.

"We foretell that these ' Outlines' will soon be in the

hands of all who are preparing for one or other of our

numerous literary tournaments. —Papers for the School

master.

II. MANUAL OF ENGLISH HIS-

TORY, for Senior Classes. Revised Edition. Price 5*. 6d.,

cloth.

"Asa pradical Text-Hook for the student, it is exactly

adapted to his wants, and from experience we can affirm

that he will find in it all his studies may require. The

arrangement is excellent."—English Journal 0/ Education.

London: Si.mpkin, Marshall, & Co.

fane's Arabic Dictionary.—

The Fourth Part of LANE'S ARABIC DIC

TIONARY, burnt in the fire at Mr. Watts' Printing Office,

is bting reprinted as quickly as is consistent with due care.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Now ready in 1 vol., imp. 8vo., price si;., cloth,

"Poetae Scenici Graeci ex

RECENSIONE ET CUM PROLEGOMENIS

GUILELMl DINDORFII. Editio quinta correction

Lipsiae: In Aedibcs B. G. Teubneri.

An entirely new Edition of the Text and the Fragments

very considerably improved, furnished with Prolegomena on

the Life, Writings, and Metres of the Four Dramatists. At

the foot of the Text is printed in a concise form all that is

necessary for textual criticism. Various other impressions

of the work in recent times circulated in England are nothing

else than unaltered and unauthorized reprints of the second

edition of the Greek Text alone published at Oxford in

1851, which is useless after the new edition now published

by B. G. Teudner.

Sold in London by D. Nltt, 370, Strand ; Dulau & Co.,

37, Soho Square ; Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St.

Crown 8vo., pp. 240, cloth, price 3s. 6d.

(^Jount Bismarck, a Political

Biography. ByLUDWIG BAMBERGER (Member

of the Zoll Parliament). Translated from the German, by

Charles Lihk Lewes.

London: Tkibner & Co., 60, Paternoster Row.

TTindi Reader, with Notes

and a COMPLETE VOCABULARY. Price six.

%* This book has been adopted as a text-book by the

Civil Service Commissioners.

Stephen Al-stin, Hertford.

Now ready, free on application,

(Glasgow andWest of Scotland

^~^ EDUCATIONAL GUIDE: comprising the Pro-

spectuses of various Public and Private Educational Insti

tutions, Boarding Establishments, Academies, Seminaries,

and Schools, and the Cards of the several Teachers of

Languages, Art, Music, &c.

David Bryce & Son, 129, Buchanan Street, G'asgow.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

BOOKS ON THE WAR.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

The general desire for information on the questions involved in the War between France and

Prussia will probably lead to the publication of several Books on the subject.

It is intended to place the more important of these Books, and of other Works relating to the War

as it proceeds, in the Library as they appear, in numbers proportioned to the anticipated demand,

and without materially diminishing the supply of the principal New Books in other departments of

Literature.

Revised Lists of Books lately added to the Library, and of Surplus Copies of Recent Works

withdrawn for Sale, are now ready, and will be forwarded postnge free on application.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, LIMITED, NEW OXFORD STREET.

Citv Office, 4, King Street, Chf.apside.

STANDARD SCHOOL BOOKS.

PUBLISHED BY MR. MURRAY.

DR. WM. SMITH'S DICTIONARIES.

A COMPLETE LATIN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY.

(1220 pp.) Medium 8vo. 21s.

A SMALLER LATIN-ENCLISH DICTIONARY.

Abridged from ihc above. 1670 pp.) Square iamo.

is. bd.

A COPIOUS AND CRITICAL ENGLISH-LATIN

DICTIONARY. (970 pp.) Medium Svo. ait.

A SMALLER ENGLISH-LATIN DICTIONARY.

Abridged from the above. (700 pp.) Square i2mo.

7*. 6</.

A NEW CLASSICAL DICTIONARY OF MYTH

OLOGY, BIOGRAPHY, AND GEOGRAPHY.

With 750 Woodcuts. 8vo. lit.

A SMALLER CLASSICAL DICTIONARY. Abridged

from the above. With 200 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo.

7». bd.

A SMALLER DICTIONARY OF GREEK AND

ROMAN ANTIQUITIES. Abridged from the larger

work. With 200 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. -js. bd.

A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE. Its

Antiquities, Biography, Geography, and Natural His

tory. With Illustrations. (1050 pp.) Medium 8vo.

2lr.

A SMALLER DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE.

Abridged from the above. With Illustrations. Crown

8vo. 7J. bd.

DR. WM. SMITH'S LATIN COTTKSE.

PRINCIPIA LATINA, Part I. A First Latin Course.

A Grammar, Delectus, and Exercise Book with Voca

bularies. Thirteenth Edition, iamo. 3*. 6d.

mm* This Edition contains the Accidence arranged for the

" Public School Latin Primer."

PRINCIPIA LATINA, Part II. Latin Reading Book.

An Introduction to Ancient Mythology, Geography,

Roman Antiquities, and History. With Notes and a

Dictionary, iamo. 3J. 6d.

PRINCIPIA LATINA, Part III. Latin Poetry. 1. Easy

Hexameters and Pentameters. 1, Eclogae Ovidianoe.

3. Prosody and Metre. 4. First Latin Verse Book.

iamo. 3$. 6d.

PRINCIPIA LATINA, Part IV. Latin Prose Composi

tion. Rules of Syntax, with Examples Explanations

of Synonyms, and Exercises on the Syntax, izmo.

3*. (yd.

PRINCIPIA LATINA, Part V. Short Tales and Anec

dotes from Ancient History, for Translation into Latin

Prose. i2mo. 3*.

A LATIN-ENGLISH VOCABULARY, arranged ac

cording to Subjects and Etymology ; with a Latin-

English Dictionary to Phiedrus, Cornelius Nepos, and

Caesar's "Gallic War." i2ino. 3J. 6d.

THE STUDENT'S LATIN GRAMMAR for the Upper

Forms. By WM. SMITH, D.C.L., and THEO-

PHILUS D. HALL. Post 8vo. 6s.

A SMALLER LATIN GRAMMAR, for the Middle and

Lower Forms. Abridged from the above. nmo.

3-r. 6d.

KING EDWARD VI. 'S FIRST LATIN BOOK. The

Latin Accidence ; including a Short Syntax and

Prosody with an English Translation. i2mo. 2s. 6d.

KING EDWARD VI. S LATIN GRAMMAR, for the

Use of Schools. i2mo. y. 6d.

OXENHAMS ENGLISH NOTES FOR LATIN

ELEGIACS ; designed for Early Proficients in the Art

of Latin Versification. i2mo. 3J. 6d.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

MR. GROTE'S WORKS.

Second Edition, 3 vols., 8vo., 45/.

PLATO and OTHER COMPANIONS of

SOKRATFS By GEORGE GROTE F.RS, D.CL-,

Oxon, and LL.D., Cambridge, Vice-Chancellor of the

University of London.

Also, now ready,

AN ALPHABETICAL INDEX to MR.

GROTE'S PLATO (76 pp.) 8vo., w. bd.

MR. GROTE'S HISTORY of GREECE.

From the Earliest Period to the Close of the Generation

contemporary with Alexander the Great. 4th Edition.

With Portrait, Maps, and Plans. 8 vols., 8vo., nar.

A POPULAR EDITION of GROTE'S

HISTORY of GREECE. With Portrait and Plans.

12 vols., post 8vo., 6s. each.

%* Any volume of this cheaper edition may be had

separately.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

Just Published, price is.

Spelling for Beginners: a
Method of Teaching Spelling and Reading at the

same time.

Also, price is.

II.

JT^asy Poetry : a First Book of

Selected Poems for Schools and Families.

•.* The above arc just added to Dr. Cornwell's Educa

tional Scries.

Simpkin & Co. ; Hamilton & Co. ; Whittaker.

ABC Patent Despatch Box.

TENNER and KNEWSTUB'S newly-invented

Patent ABC, and 1, 2, 3, Despatch Boxes. "General con

venience, ready access to papers, and methodical arrange

ment.'—Post. ' Will meet especially the requirements of

literary, legal, and official persons.'—Star. 'A boon to all

lovers of order.'—Illustrated London News. A great

improvement in the construction ofdespatch boxes.'—Record.

' Every part has its own merit.'—Athena-urn. ' Entitles the

inventors to the gratitude of all who keep their papers in

order.'— Times. Price from iot. 6d.

The ELGIN WRITING CASE, invented by Jenner

and Kncwstub, price from One Guinea in morocco. 'The

invention is a most useful one. Some honour belongs to the

inventors.'—Times. Illustrated Lists post free.

Jenner and Knewstub, to the Queen, Dressing Case

Makers, Heraldic Stationers, Engravers, and Die Sinkers.

Designs for Dies made without charge. 33, St. James's

Street, and 66, Jermyn Street.

T^odrigues.—Monograms,

TRUBNER & CO. 'S

Mtw JfoWinrtioM k Storks in tlrt tyxm.

Benedict de Spinoza : his Life, Correspond

ence, and Ethics. By R. WILLIS, M.D. 8vo., pp.

xliv.—648, cloth, 2ii.

Political Problems for our Age and

COUNTRY. By W. R. GREG. Demy 8vo., pp.

342, cloth, iot. bd.

On the History and Development of Gilds

AND THE ORIGIN OF TRADE UNIONS. By

LUJO BRENTANO, of Aschaffenburg, Bavaria,

Doctor Juris Ulriusque et Philosophise. 8vo., pp. xvi.

— 134, cloth, 3 s. 6d.

Lives of the Founders of the British

MUSEUM ; with Notices of its Chief Augmentors and

other Benefactors, 1570— 1870. By EDWARD ED

WARDS. In a vols., Svo., cloth, with Illustrations

and Plans, 30J.

Water Analysis : a Practical Treatise on the

Examination of Potable Water. By J. ALFRED

WANKLYN, M.R.C.S., Professor of Chemistry in

London Institution, and ERNEST THEOPHRON

CHAPMAN. Second and Enlarged Edition, by E. T.

CHAPMAN. 8vo., pp. xvi.—111, cloth, jr.

The lofted and Subsided Socks of

AMERICA ; with their Influence on the Oceanic,

Atmospheric, and Land Currents, and the Distribution

of Races. By GEORGE CATLIN. With Two Maps.

Crown 8vo., pp. xii.—238, cloth. 6s. bd.

Force and Matter. By Dr. LOUIS BUCH-

NKR. Edited by J. FREDERICK COLLINGWOOD,

F.R.S.L., F.G.S. Second English, completed from

the Tenth German, Edition. With a Portrait of the

Author. Crown 8vo., cloth, js. bd.

Ancient Pagan and Modern Christian

SYMBOLISM EXPOSED AND EXPLAINF.D.

By THOMAS INMAN, M.D. (London), Physician

to the Royal Infirmary, Liverpool. Svo , pp. xvi.—63,

stiff covers, with numerous I llustrations, $s.

A Series of Essays on the Life of Moham-

MF.D, and Subjects subsidiary thereto. By Sir

SYED AHMED KHAN BAHADOR, K.C.S.I.

Vol. I. 8vo., pp. 544, cloth. With Maps and Tables,

A French Course in Ten Lessons. Each

Lesson containing a gradual and practical Series of

English Exercises, showing the French Construction

by the side of the English one ; and a French Reading

in strict accordance with the English Text : also Selec

tions of English Compositions, with an Explanation o(

the most difficult passages ; together with a small

French Reader. By JULES NOIR1T, B.A. Part I.

Lessons I.—IV. Crown 8vo., pp. xvi.—80, cloth limp,

is. bd.

The Laws of Magnitude ; or, the Elemen

tary Rules of Arithmetic and Algebra demonstrated.

By FRANCIS GUTHRIE, LL.B. U.S. Lond. Pro

fessor of Mathematics at Graaff Reinet College, Cape

Colony. Crown 8vo., pp. xviii.—182, cloth.

Turgot : his Life, Times, and Opinions. Two

Lectures by W. B. HODGSON, LL.D. 8vo., pp.

viii.—84, sewed, ax.

Parables of Fiction : a Memorial Discourse

on Charles Dickens. By J. PANTON HAM. Crown

8vo., pp. 16, sewed, bd.

Freemasonry. An Account of the Early His

tory of Freemasonry in England. With Illustrations of

the Principles and Precepts advocated by that Institu

tion. By THOMAS LEWIS FOX, C.S., P.M.,

Royal Athelstan Lodge, No. 19, &c. Crown Svo., pp.

62, cloth, 2t. bd.

The Literature of the Lancashire Dialect.

A Bibliographical Essay. By WILLIAM E.A. AXON,

F. R. S.L. Fcap. 8vo., sewed, is.

Kuklos : an Experimental Investigation into the

Relationship of Certain Lines. By JOHN HARRIS.

Part I. With 10 large folded Diagrams of Figures,

and 36 pages of letter-press. 4to., boards, 12s.

Scientific Results of a Journey in Brazil.

By LOUIS AGASSIZ and his Travelling Companions.

GEOLOGY and PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY of

BRAZIL. By C. F. HART, Professor of Geology in

Cornell University. With nearly 100 Illustrations and

Maps. [Slurcij.

Honduras : Descriptive, Historical, and Sta

tistical. By E. G. SQUIER, formerly Minister or the

United States in Honduras. With a Map. [I it lit Press.

Outline of Buddhism from Chinese

SOURCES. By S. BEAL, B.A., Trinity College.

Cambridge ; a Chaplain in Her Majesty's Fleet, &c.

In I vol., crown 8vo. [Imprtparnlion.

The Geography of Ancient India, illus

trating the Campaigns of Alexander and the Travels of

Chinese Pilgrims. By ALEXANDER CUNNING

HAM, Majof-General Royal Engineers (Bengal Re

ARMS, CRESTS, and ADDRESSES Designed

and Steel Dies Engraved as Gems.

RUSTIC, GROTESQUE, COMIC, and ECCENTRIC

MONOGRAMS artistically designed for any combination

of letters.

NOTE PAPER and ENVELOPES stamped in colour,

relief, and brilliantly illuminated in Gold, Silver, and

Colors, in the highest style of art.

STATIONERY, ACCOUNT BOOKS, and every re

quisite for the Writing Table of the best quality.

A VISITING CARD PLATE, elegantly engraved,

and 100 SUPERFINE CARDS printed for +T. 6d.

BALL PROGRAMMES and DINNER CARTES of

new designs arranged, printed, and stamped with Arms,

Crest, or Address, in the latest fashion.

At HENRY RODRIGUES*

(Stationer, Heraldic Designer, and Engraver

To the Royal Family),

42, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

tired). In z vol.,

Plans.

vo. With numerous Maps and

[In f>rrpa rnsien.
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TJniversity College, London.

SESSION 1870-71.

The SESSION of the FACULTY of MEDICINE

will commence on MONDAY, October 3rd. Introductory

Lecture at 3 P.M.

The SESSION of the FACULTY of ARTS and LAWS

will begin on TUESDAY, October 4th.

The SESSION of the FACULTY of SCIENCE will

begin on TUESDAY, October 4th. Inaugural Lecture by

Professor WILLIAMSON, F.R.S., at 3 p.m.

The EVENING CLASSES for Classics, Modern Lan

guages, Mathematics, the Natural Sciences, History,

Shorthand, &c, will commence on MONDAY, October

10th.

The SCHOOL for BOYS between the ages of Seven and

Sixteen will RE-OPEN on TUESDAY, September 20th.

Prospectuses of the various Departments of the College,

containing full information respecting classes, fees, days,

and hours of attendance, &c, and copies of the regulations

relating to the Entrance and other Exhibitions, Scholarships,

and Prizes open to competition by Students of the several

Faculties, may be obtained at the Office of the College.

The Examination for the Medical Entrance Exhibitions

will be held at the College on the 28th and 29th of Sep

tember ; that for the Andrews Entrance Prizes (Faculties of

Arts and Laws ; and of Science) on the 29th and 30th

September.

The College is close to the Gower Street Station of the

Metropolitan Railway, and only a few minutes' walk from

the Termini of the North-Westcm, Midland, and Great

Northern Railways.

JOHN ROBSON, B.A.,

Secretary to the Council.

August, 187a

TJniversity College, London.

^ —SCHOOL.

Head Master—T. HEWITT' KEY, M.A., F.R.S.

Vice-Master—E. R. Horton, M.A., Fellow of St. Peter's

College, Cambridge.

The SCHOOL will RE-OPEN for new PUPILS on

Tuesday, September 20, at 9 30 a.m. The School Session is

divided into three equal terms. Fees, £j per term, to be

paid at the beginning of each term. Gymnastics, Fencing,

and Advanced Drawing extra. Junior department for pupils

between the ages of seven and nine, whose periods of work

and of recreation in the playground are so arranged as to

differ from those of the older boys. Fee, for each term,

£6 3s. 6d., to be paid at the beginning of each term.

Discipline is maintained without corporal punishment.

A monthly report of the progress and conduct of each

pupil is sent to his parent or guardian.

The School is close to the Gower-strcet Station of the

Metropolitan Railway, and only a few minutes' walk from

the termini of the North-Western, Midland, and Great

Northern Railways.

Prospectuses containing full information respecting the

courses of instruction given in the school, with other par

ticulars, may be obtained at the office of the College.

JOHN ROBSON, B.A.,

Secretary to the Council.

August, 1870.

gamuel P. Eagleton, LL.D.,

Sedglcy, Staffordshire, receives Five Pupils, not under

14 years of age, and prepares them for the Military and

Civil Service Examinations, and for University Scholarships.

Inclusive Terms, T05/. per annum.

Qwens College.—Natural

PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT.—A PHYSI

CAL LABORATORY under the direction of Professor

BALFOUR STEWART, LL.D., F.R S . for the instruc

tion of students in Practical Physics, will be OPENED at

the commencement of the Session in October. Additional

Lecture Courses will be given in this department during the

Session—For further details see the Prospectus, which will

be sent on application.

J. G. GREENWOOD, Principal.

J. HOLME NICHOLSON, Registrar.

-Se ssion

A. W. Ward, M.A.

Balfour Stewart,

Osborne Reynolds,

M.A.

W. Stanley Jevons,

M.A., F.S.S.

Qwens College

1870-1.

Principal—J. G. GREENWOOD, B.A.

Professors :

GREEK J. G. Greenwood, B.A.

LATIN A. S. Wilkins, M.A.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND

LITERATURE.

ANCIENT AND MODERN

HISTORY.

MATHEMATICS Thomas Barker, M.A.

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. Balfour Stewart,

LL D F R S

PHYSICAL LABORATORY.

LL.D., F.R.S.

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL

ENGINEERING.

GEOMETRICAL AND ME

CHANICAL DRAWING.

LOGIC, AND MENTAL AND

MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

POLITICAL ECONOMY.

JURISPRUDENCE AND LAW. James Bryce, D.C.L.

CHEMISTRY. H. E. Roscoe, B.A., Ph.D., F.R.S.,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY. H. E. Roscoe, B.A.,

F R S

NATURAL HISTORY... W. C. Williamson, F.R.S.

ORIENTAL LANGUAGES. > p r x t„.«~*—
MODERN LANGUAGES. / Pr°r- T" Theodores.

FREE-HAND DRAWING. . . Mr. William Walker.

The SESSION COMMENCES on the 3rd October

next. Persons seeking admission as students must be not

under 14 years of age, and must produce satisfactory testi

monials of good character.

The Principal will attend at the College for the purpose

of admitting students on Wednesday the 28th, Thursday

the 29th, and Friday the 30th hist., from eleven a.m. to

tWO P.M.

Prospectuses of the course of instruction may be obtained

at the College, and at the principal booksellers ; or they

will be forwarded on application being made by letter.

"The Owens College Calendar," price is. 6d. (by post,

as. od.), containing lull information on all matters relating

to the College, is now ready, and may be obtained as stated

above. There are several Entrance Exhibitions, particulars

of which will be sent on application.

J. G. GREENWOOD, Principal.

J. HOLME NICHOLSON, Registrar.

J~.ane's Arabic Dictionary.—

The Fourth Part of LANE'S ARABIC DIC

TIONARY, burnt in the fire at Mr. Watts' Printing Office,

is being reprinted as quickly as is consistent with due care.

Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta St., Covent Garden,

London ; and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

'J'he Academy for the Con-

tinent may be obtained on publication of the

following booksellers :—

Berlin—Asher & Co.

Brussels—Muqi-ardt.

Florence—E. Goodban.

Frankfort—C Jughl.

Geneva—H. Georg.

Leipsie—A. Durr.

Milan—Artaria.

Moscow—I. Deubner.

Naples—Mrs. Dorant.

Paris—Galignani & Co.

„ Xavier&Boyveau.

Rome—J. Spithover.

Rotterdam— tA. A. Kramers.

St. Petersburg—\. Issakoff.

Stockholm—S amson and

Wallin.

Vienna—Gerold & Co.

United States.

New York—W ilmer and

Rogers.

\* Books for Review may be sent to the care of Messrs.

Williams and Norgate, Mr. D. Nutt, or Messrs.

Trubnkr, or to their Agents on the Continent.

J^oyal School of Mines.

Director.

Sir RODERICK IMPEY MURCHISON, Bart.,

K.C.B., F.R.S., &c.

During the Twentieth Session, 1870-71, which will commence

on the 10th of October, the following COURSES of

LECTURES and PRACTICAL DEMONSTRA

TIONS will be given :—

1. CHEMISTRY. By E. Frankland, Ph.D.. F.R.S.

2. METALLURGY. By John Percy, M.D., F.R.S.

3. NATURAL HISTORY. By T. H. Huxley, LL.D.,

F R S

4. MINERALOGY. \ By Warington W. Smyth, M.A-,

5. MINING. $ F.R.S.

6. GEOLOGY. By A.C. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S.

7. APPLIED MECHANICS. By T. M. Goodeve, M.A.

8. PHYSICS. By Frederick Gkthrie, B.A., Ph.D.

Instruction in ftfechanical Drawing, by the Rev. J. Hay-

thokne Edgar, M.A.

The Fee for Students desirous of becoming Associates is

£lo in one sum, on entrance, or two annual payments of

j^ao, exclusive of the Laboratories.

Pupils arc received in the Royal College of Chemistry (the

Laboratory of the School), under the direction of Dr.

Frankland, and in the Metallurgical Laboratory, under

the direction of Dr. Percy.

Tickets to separate Courses of Lectures arc issued at £$

and £\ each.

Officers in the Queen's Service, Her Majesty's Consuls,

Acting Mining Agents and Managers may obtain Tickets at

reduced prices.

Certificated Schoolmasters, Pupil-Teachers, and others

engaged in education, are also admitted to the Lectures at

reduced fees.

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales grants Two

Scholarships, and several others have also been established

by Government.

For a Prospectus and information apply to the Registrar,

Royal School of Mines, Jermyn Street, London, S.W.

TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

TV/Tedical Education.— St.
MARY'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL SCHOOL,

Paddington, will Open on October ist, 1870. In addition

to the usual Courses, special instruction is provided in

Operative Minor Surgery and Bandaging, Ophthalmic,

Aural, and Dental Surgery, Diseases of the Skin and of the

Throat, Comparative Anatomy, Histology, and Pathology,

all of which are taught practically by Demonstration as well

as Lecture. For Prospectus, apply to

W. B. CHEADLE, M.D., Dean of the School.
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Price u., Monthly,

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE,

No. 131, for SEPTEMBER.

Contents :

r. "The DUEL of the NATIONS."

a. Mr. Anthony Troli.ope's New Story. "SIR HARRY

HOTSPUR of HUMBI.ETHWAITE." Chapters

XIII.—XV.

3. Professor Sp.eley on "The ENGLISH RF.VOLU-

. TIONof the NINETEENTH CENTURY." II.

4. " PORTRAITS and MEMOIRS," by R. H. Hoknk.

5. "The MITRAILLEUSE."

6. MrixiCENT Garrett Fawcett on " PROPOR

TIONAL REPRESENTATION."

7. "The MISSION to YARK.UND," by an Officer at

Mecrut. ^Wiih Map.)

8. "ENDOWMENTS," by Charles Neate, M.A.,

Oriel College, Oxford.

9. "The LAY of the GERMAN LINT MAKERS."

10. "The DEFENCES of ENGLAND."

MACMILLAN & CO.'S

SCIENTIFIC CLASS BOOKS.

LESSONS in ELEMENTARY PHYSIO

LOGY. With numerous Illustrations. By T. H.

HUXLEY, F.R.S., Professor of Natural History in

the Royal School of Mines. Thirteenth Thousand.

181110., cloth, 4*. Gd.

" It is a very small book, but pure gold throughout.

There is not a waste sentence, or a superfluous word, and

yet it is all clear as daylight. It exacts close attention from

the reader, but the attention will be repaid by a real acqui

sition of knowledge. And though the book is small, it

manages to touch on some of the very highest problems. . .

The whole book shows how true it is that the most element

ary instruction is best given by the highest masters in any

science."—Guardian.

QUESTIONS on the same for SCHOOLS.

By T. ALCOCK, M.D. is. 6d.

LESSONS in ELEMENTARY CHEMIS

TRY. Inor-anic and OrRamc.p By HENRY ROSCOE,

F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in Owens College,

Manchester. With numerous Illustrations and Chromo-

Litho of the Solar Spectra. Twenty-third Thousand.

i8mo., cloth, 4-f. 6d.

"A small, compact, carefully-elaborated, and well-

arranged manual."—Spectator.

" It has no rival in its field, and it can scarcely fail to take

its place as the text-book at all schools where chemistry is

now studied."—Chemical .Vews.

LESSONS in ELEMENTARY BOTANY.

With nearly 200 Illustrations. By Professor OLIVER,

F.R.S. Ninth Thousand. i8mo., cloth, 4J. 6d.

"To this system we now wish to direct the attention of

teachers, feeling satisfied that by some such course alone

can any substantial knowledge of plants be conveyed with

certainty to young men educated a^ the mass of our medical

students have been. We know of no work so well suited to

direct the botanical pupil's efforts as that of Professor

Oliver's, who, with views so practical, and with great know

ledge too, can write so accurately and clearly."—Natural

History Reviciv.

ELEMENTARY LESSONS in ASTRO

NOMY. By J. NORMAN LOCKYER, F.R.S. With

Coloured Diagram of the Spectra of the Sun, Stars, and

Nebulas, and numerous Woodcuts. Fifth Thousand.

i8mo., 51. tW.

" The book is full, clear, sound, and worthy of attention

not only as a popular exposition, but as a scientific index."

—Atketutum.

" An admirable text-book. Those who do not know much

of the science could not find a better and more accurate

guide."—Museum.

QUESTIONS on the same for SCHOOLS.

By J. FORBES ROBERTSON, is. 6d.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY. By G. B. Airy,

Astronomer Royal. With Illustrations. Sixth and

Cheaper Edition. i8mo., cloth, 4*. 6d.

POLITICALECONOMYfor BEGINNERS.

By MILLICENT GARRETT FAWCETT. i8mo.,

a*. 6d. [Recently published.

VOLUMES IN THE PRESS.

ELEMENTARY LESSONS in LOGIC.

Deductive and Inductive. By Professor JEVONS.

{Immediately.

ELEMENTARY LESSONS in PHYSICS.

By BALFOUR STEWART, F.R.S., Professor of

Natural Philosophy in Owens College, Manchester.

MACMILLAN & Co., London.

TRUBNER & CO.'S

Mm pnhlinrtions k tt"»nrks in tjjt $nst.

Physiological Essays. Drink Craving,

DIFFERENCES in MEN, IDIOSYNCRASY, and

the ORIGIN of DISEASE. By ROBERT BIRD,

M.D., Bengal Army. Demy 8vo., pp. 246, cloth, 7s. 6.1.

Lives of the Founders of the British

MUSEUM ; with Notices of its Chief Augmentors and

other Benefactors, 1570 — 1870. By EDWARD ED

WARDS. In 2 vols., 8vu., pp. xii. — 780, cloth, with

Illustrations and Plans, 30*.

Free Town Libraries : their Formation,

MANAGEMENT, and HISTORY, in BRITAIN,

FRANCE, GERMANY, and AMERICA. Together

with Brief Notices of Book Collectors and of the re

spective Places of Deposit of their surviving collections.

By EDWARD EDWARDS. 8vo., pp. xvi.—634,

cloth, 21*.

Benedict de Spinoza: his Life, Correspond

ence, and Ethics. By R. WILLIS, M.D. 8vo., pp.

xliv.—648, cloth, 21s.

The Lifted and Subsided Bocks of

AMERICA ; with their Influence on the Oceanic,

Atmospheric, and Land Currents, and the Distribution

of Races. By GEORGE CATLIN. With Two Maps.

Crown 8vo., pp. xii.—238, cloth, 6s. 6d.

Force and Matter : Emnirico-Philosophical

Studies intelligibly rendered. With an additional in

troduction expressly wiitten for the English edition.

By Dr. LOUIS BUCHNER. Edited by J. FREDE

RICK COLLINGWOOD, F.R.S.L, F.G.S. Second

English, completed from the Tenth German, Edition.

With a Portrait of the Author. Crown 8vo., pp. civ.—

272, cloth, 7J. 6d.

On the History and Development of Gilds

AND THE ORIGIN OF TRADE UNIONS. By

LUJO BRF.NTANO, of Aschaflenburg, Bavaria,

Doctor Juris Utriusquc ct Philosophise. 8vo., pp. xvi.

—134, cloth, 3T. tti.

Turgot : his Life, Times, and Opinions. Two

Lectures. By W. B. HODGSON, LL.D. 8vo., pp.

viii.—84, sewed, 2s.

Freemasonry. An Account of the Early His

tory of Freemasonry in England. With Illustrations of

the Principles and Precepts advocated by that Institu

tion. By THOMAS LEWIS FOX, C.S., P.M.,

Royal Athelstan Lodge, No. 19, &c. Crown 8vo., pp.

62, cloth, is. brf.

Count Bismark. A Political Bibr^raphv. By

LUDWIG BAMBERGER {Member of the Zoll Par

liament). Translated from the German, by CHARLES

LEE] LEWES. Crown Svo., pp. 240, cloth, js. 6d.

The Literature of the Lancashire Dialect.

A Bibliographical Essay. By WILLIAM E. A. AXON,

F.R.S.L. Fcap. Svo., sewed, 1*.

Water Analysis : a Practical Treatise on the

Examination of rotable Water. By J. ALFRED

WANK.LYN, M.R.C.S.. Professor of Chemistry in

London Institution, and ERNEST THEOPHRON

CHAPMAN. Second and Enlarged Edition, by E. T.

CHAPMAN. 8vo., pp. xvi.—112, cloth, 51.

A Series of Essays on the Life of Moham-

MED, and Subjects subsidiary thereto. By Sir

SYED AHMED KHAN BAHADOR, K. C.S.I.

Vol. I. 8vo.f pp. 544, cloth. With Maps and Tables,

30J.

The Laws of Magnitude ; or, the Elemen

tary Rules of Arithmetic and Algebra demonstrated.

By FRANCIS GUTHRIE, LL.B. U.S. Lond. Pro

fessor of Mathematics at Graaft" Reinet College, Cape

Colony. Crown 8vo., pp. xviii.— 182, cloth, 5s.

Kuklos : an Experimental Investigation into the

Relationship of Certain Lines. By JOHN HARRIS.

Part I. With 10 large folding Diagrams of Figures,

and 36 pages of letter-press. 410., boards, x«.

The Asiatic Affinities of the Old Italians.

By ROBERT ELLIS, B.D., Fellow of St. John's

College. Cambridge, and Author of "Ancient Routes

between Italy ana Gaul." In 1 vol., crown 8vo., pp.

vi.—152, cloth, 5J.

A Translation of Auguste Comte's Prin-

C1PAL WORK, "LA POLITIQUE POSITIVE,"

by Dr. J. H. BRIDGES, F. HARRISON, Esq.,

Professor BEESLEY, Dr. CONGREVE, and H. DIX

HUTTON, Esq. In 4 vols., 8vo. [In preparation.

A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture

of SOAPS. Illustrated by numerous Working Draw

ings and Estimates. By CAMPBELL MORFIT,

M.D., F.C.S., formerly Professor of Technological

Chemistry in the University of Maryland. Demy 8vo.

[In preparation.

Honduras : Descriptive, Historical, and Sta

tistical. By E. G. SIJUIER, formerly Minister of the

United States in Honduras. With a Map. [In the Press.

The Young Mechanic : a Book for Boys.

By the Author of " The Lathe and its Uses."

[In preparation.

London : TRUBNER & CO., 8 & 60, Paternoster Row.

BOOKS FOR STUDENTS.

A COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR of the

ANGLO-SAXON LANGUAGE, in which its Forms

arc Illustrated by those of the Sanskrit, Greek, Latin,

Gothic, Old Saxon. Old Frieze, Old Norse, &e. By

FRANCIS A. MARCH, Author of "Method of Philo

logical Study of the English Language-" 8vo., cloth.

8x. 6d.

" We hope that Mr. March's Grammar will find all the

readier welcome in this country as our standard of Anglo- f

Saxon learning is greatly in need of being raised, and the ^

work is one of rare research and rare accuracy, which takes

high rank among original Grammars in the English lan

guage."—Atkentenm.

ESSAYS ON ENGLISH WRITERS, for

the Self-Improvement of Students in English Litera

ture. By the Author of "The Gentle Life." Fcap.

Svo. IVice 6>.

PLUTARCH'S LIVES. An entirely New

Library Edition, carefully revised : with some Original

Translations by the Editor,—the late A. H. CLOUGH,

Esq., sometime Fellow of Oriel College, and Professor

of English Language and Literature at University

College, s vols. Svo., cloth, a/, zos.

" ' Plutarch's Lives ' will yet be read by thousands, and in

the version of Mr. Clotigh "—Quarterly Rez'irw.

" Mr. Cloiigh's work is worthy of all praise, and we hope

that it will tend to revive the study of Plutarch."—Turns.

WORDS OF WELLINGTON : Maxims

and Opinions, Sentences and Reflections, of the Great

Duke, gathered from his Despatches, Letters aad

Speeches. Compiled by EDITH WALFORD. Bayard

Edition. Price 2s. 6J.

" One of the Best Books that could be put into the hands

of a youth to influence him for good."—.\otes and Queries.

Bayard Editions. [Uniform with the above.) 25. 6d. each.

THE STORY of the CHEVALIER BAYARD.

DE JOINVILLE'S SAINT LOUIS the KING.

THE ESSAYS of ABRAHAM COWLEY.

ABDALLAH. By Edocard Labolllaye.

TABLE-TALK of NAPOLEON.

THE KING and the COMMONS. By Prof. MoRtET.

VATHEK. By William Bfckford.

RASSELAS. By Dr. Johnson.

HAZLITTS TABLE-TALK.

COLERIDGE'S CHRISTABEL, &.C

BROWNE'S REL1G10 MEDICI, &c.

LORD CHESTERFIELD'S LETTERS.

ESSAYS IN MOSAIC.

DR. WORCESTER'S ENLARGED DIC

TIONARY of the ENGLISH LANGUAGE, adapted

for Library or Household Reference. 40,000 more

Words than Todd's Johnson, with numerous Illustra

tions. Complete in t vol. 4*0., well bound. Price

3 1 s. 6d.

"The best existing English lexicon."—Athemrunt.

11 We have never failed to get a right answer from it."—

Examiner.

DR. ANDREWS' LATIN-ENGLISH

LEXICON. —The superiority of this justly-faired

Lexicon is retained over all others by the fullness of its

Suotations, the including in the Vocabulary Proper

ames, the distinguishing whether the Derivative h

classical or otherwise, the exactness of the Refercnres

to the Original Authors, and in the Price. Tccih

Edition. Royal Svo., pp. 1,670, cloth extra- Price iSr.

"The best Latin Dictionary, whether for the scholar or

advanced student."—Spectator.

" Every page bears the impress of industry and care,™—

AtJterurum.

LATIN PROVERBS and QUOTATIONS,

with Translations and Parallel Passages, and a copious

English Index. Ry ALFRED HENDERSON. Fcap,

ato., 530 pp. Price i6j.

" A book well worth adding to one's library."—Saturday

Review.

THE ELEMENTS of INTEENATIONAL

LAW. By HENRY WHEATON, LL.D. An entirely

New and very Important Edition [omitting Mr. Law

rence's Notes1. Edited by R. H. DANA. LL.D., rf

Harvard University, Author of " Two Years before the

Mast." In 1 vol royal Svo. Price 30X.

A CATALOGUE OF A SELECTION OF

WORKS in the French, German, Italian, Spanish, and

other Languages that Messrs. Low & Co. keep in Stock, to

which is added a List of Grammars and Dictionaries for the

use of English Students in Anglo-Saxon, Arabic, Chinefe,

Danish, Dutch, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Ice

landic, Italian, Latin, Portuguese, Russian, Sanskrit, Spanish

Swedish, Syriac, &c, which they will have pleasure in for

warding, post free, on receipt of Address with stamp.

London: SAMPSON* LOW, SON, & MARSTON,

188, Fleet Street.
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THE ACADEMY.

" Inter silvas Academi ql-^bere verum."

Readers are reminded that the mention ofNew Books, Articles,

Sr'c, in our lists is intended as a guarantee oftheir importance.

The Editor of The Academy cannot undertake to return com

munications which are not askedfor.

The next number will be published on Saturday, October 8lh,

and advertisements should be sent in by the $rd.

General Literature and Art.

Lectures on Art, by John Ruskin, M.A. Oxford : Clarendon Press,

1870.

Catalogue of Examples, by John Ruskin, M.A. Oxford : Clarendon

Press, 1870.

The Slade Trustees made choice of Mr. Ruskin as the most

distinguished English living critic upon art, to inaugurate

the recognition of that subject by the University of Oxford

as a branch of academic study. The seven lectures which

Mr. Ruskin has delivered in his capacity of Professor of Art

are now published ; the first is inaugural, the three following

were addressed to a general audience, the three last were

supposed to begin a course of lessons in the real practice

of art. Accompanying them comes a descriptive catalogue

of the drawings, engravings, and photographs, which the

Professor has liberally presented to the University, and

arranged in the galleries, for the aid and study of his pupils.

The selection has been made with great thought and care,

it contains several works of great value in every sense of the

word. Amongst others, Turner's celebrated drawing of the

meeting of the Greta and the Tees, which has only lately

come into Mr. Ruskin's possession, and which was, we

believe, last sold for 500 guineas.

Those who look for something more from Mr. Ruskin

than brilliant and stimulating eloquence, will probably rate

the slight catalogue higher than the more studied and ambi

tious lectures. And this because Mr. Ruskin is there seen

in the quiet exercise of his special gifts. In expression of

unrivalled subtlety he gives us gems of descriptive criticism.

We have not had anything of a precisely similar nature from

him since he abruptly ceased in 1 860 his yearly Notes on

Principal Pictures. The comments on the work of Diirer,

of Raphael, of Marc Antonio, are marked by the rare dis

crimination which is given by exquisitely delicate natural

powers of perception and cultivated sensibility to external

impressions. There are, however, in the Lectures passages

which rival the comments of the Catalogue in the same pecu

liar excellence, and these occur for the most part in the three

last. This is very significant, as they are the three which

were addressed to a restricted audience presumed to have

some practical acquaintance with the art of drawing. These

Lectures dealt, not with large schemes for the reform of

England in the interests of fine art, but were devoted to the

more humble tasks of analyzing and illustrating the quali

ties of line, of light, and of colour. In the three which pre

ceded them the Professor attempted very different work.

He tried to show that the study of art could not be rightly

undertaken except in the furtherance of the grave purposes

of life, with respect to which the rest of the scheme of Uni

versity education was designed. He stated that the great

arts (Architecture, Sculpture, Metal-work, and Painting) could

have but three principal directions of purpose : first, that of

enforcing the religion of men ; secondly, that of perfecting

their ethical state ; thirdly, that of doing them material

service. It is an ungracious task to controvert the proposi

tions on which Mr. Ruskin has based his scheme of the

arts, and to the support of which he has brought the ener

getic vigour of conviction, and a brilliancy of language which

must always to some extent blind the judgment of his

hearers. But incidentally in supporting one of his positions

Mr. Ruskin has made use of an argument which may be

employed to invalidate all three.

Mr. Ruskin considers that the influence of art on religious

belief is on the whole deadly and mischievous. Art, he

says, operates on religious creed by realizing to the eye

imagined spiritual persons, and by limiting their presence to

certain places. References to the Virgin and Apollo are

employed to illustrate this statement. If, says Mr. Ruskin,

there is no real Apollo, the art which represented him was

mischievous because it deceived ; and if there was, it was

still more mischievous because it gave untrue information

concerning him. It must not be supposed that the Pro

fessor only wishes to warn his audience against attaching

unwarranted superstitions to representations of divine per

sonages ; he attacks on moral grounds that whole branch of

art, and apparently intends to make art responsible for the

errors or ignorance of those who may abuse or misunder

stand it. " But in the lecture on the relation of art to morals,

he rebuts the charge of immorality by asking, " If Miranda

is immoral to Caliban, is that Miranda's fault ?" and by this

argument each of Mr. Ruskin's positions may be overturned.

Art itself is neither religious, nor irreligious ; moral, nor im

moral ; useful, nor useless ; if she is interpreted in any one

of these senses by the beholder, is she to bear the blame ?

Not one of these qualities are essential to fine art, and as

to perfecting the ethical state, that by means of art comes

to pass, not by " direction of purpose," but by her constant

presence indirectly refining our perceptions, and rendering

them more delicate and susceptible.

There is another point in the Lectures intimately con

nected with the main propositions, and which should not be

left unnoticed. It may be gravely doubted whether the sort

of Social Science Association Arcadia which he sets before us

would be altogether so favourable as he believes to the pro

duction of fine art. The theory that the poor must be well

off and happy, sanitary laws carried out, and things generally

well ordered before the arts can become great, is hardly

susceptible of proof. History seems to teach us that when

the senses rule and all are serving them, then art, who is

only truly herself in giving pleasure, flourishes. The filth

of 16th-century Paris, the luxury and cruelty of her court,

the misery of her people and the refined elegance of her art,

stand side by side. The artist may be a man of large and

generous moral nature, which is what we suppose Mr. Ruskin

means by " good," and may not himself run riot with violence

and excess ; but it is at these moments of explosion that his

work catches its most fervid glow of human beauty, and

naturally so, because it reflects that perfection of sensual

pleasure which it has taken the intellect and wealth of a

nation to produce.

Strong feelings are the natural accompaniment of keen

sensibilities, they may deepen the force of emotion, but they

do not deepen the force of reasoning. It is when Mr.

Ruskin argues and moralizes under their influence that he

commits himself to statements which his friends regret, and

which challenge the sneering criticisms of the outer world.

But if he turns from what should be' the object of art-activity

to tell us of what has been, he is strong. His analysis of

subtle qualities of colour, of line, his criticism and descrip

tion of any work which he has made a subject of study, can

not be surpassed for justness and delicacy. The impressions

of beauty which he has himself received, he has the power

of conveying to us so forcibly and convincingly that we at
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once share and never forget them. With the rare quality of

genius he can give of his own joy to others. But all the

more it behoves us to be on our guard, lest we should be

led by the charm of his eloquence or the infection of his zeal

into unsafe and dangerous ground. E. F. S. Pattison.

The Virgins of Raphael, etc. [Les Vierges de Raphael et V'Icono-

graphie de la Vierge, par F. A. Gruyer.] 3 vols. Paris : Renouard,

1869.

This is the third considerable book which its author has

devoted to the same illustrious subject. An essay by M.

Gruyer on Raphael's Vatican Frescoes, and another on

Raphael and Antiquity, both of them two-volume books, are

known to most students of that class of literature to which

they belong. The present is a work of somewhat more

comprehensive range ; and the author, the strength of whose

style does not lie in concentration, has been unable to bring

his materials into the compass of less than three robust

octavos. Of these, however, the last two will bear reading

rapidly ; it is the first which constitutes the real value of the

book, and is worthy of serious attention and gratitude.

M. Gruyer is a devout writer, whose sympathies are

entirely for the religious and spiritual side of art, and is to

be regarded as one of the chief survivors of that school of

thought in France for which the Catholic Christianity of the

Middle Age has had so deep a fascination—the school in

spired by such an explorer and commentator of Middle Age

literature as F. Ozanam, such an interpreter of Middle

Age art as Rio. To the eloquence and unction of this

school, and to the sensitive and sympathetic insight which it

has brought to bear upon certain aspects of the history of

the human spirit, M. Gruyer adds pretensions more strictly

philosophical. But as a philosopher he is not successful

That he should be in his element among the vaporous con

structions inspired by the subtle and ardent passion of the

Franciscan mystics—that he should throw himself into all

the ecstacies and expansions of the Heavenly Love—this,

for a writer of his sympathies, is natural and appropriate ;

but he spoils all this by associating it with the dignified

jargon of the late official philosophy of his country; he

darkens counsel (like M. de Laprade and other French

workers in the same field) with ideas borrowed from the

spurious stock set in circulation by M. Victor Cousin under

the stamp of a spiritual philosophy of aesthetics.

In method, as well as in matter, M. Gruyer is for showing

himself philosophical, and with a little too much parade.

" We will begin by pursuing the filiation of the images of the

Virgin, examining them from the abstract point of view, as

transported out of time into eternity, and as independent of

the accidental circumstances of the evangelical history."

That is our author's way of saying that his first volume is to

be devoted to describing those paintings of the Virgin, pro

duced before the days of Raphael, in which she appears as

the ideal mother of Christ simply, not in reference to any

particular event, as the Annunciation, or the Marriage, or

the Salutation, or the Birth or Death of Christ, or the Flight

into Egypt, or the Assumption. Raphael's own multifarious

productions in this abstract class are made the subject of

the third volume ; the second deals with those works, both

of Raphael and his predecessors, which show the Virgin as

concerned with particular scenes of Scripture history. Thus

the book is, in truth, what it professes to be, a tolerably

complete " Iconography of the Virgin," so far as Italy is

concerned; and but for its superabundance of sentiment

and rhetoric, might take its place as a contribution to accu

rate art-history, beside the volume in which M. Didron has

dealt with the artistic representation of the First Person of

the Trinity. Excluding Pagan subjects and portraits, we

should have between these two books a sufficient history of

Italian painting. And with Pagan subjects our present

author has no sympathy. He holds stedfastly to the unten

able doctrine of the profound inferiority of Pagan art to

Christian art ; and he can only reconcile himself to the

Pagan side of the Italian Renaissance, by denying its exist

ence so far as possible, and by ignoring where he cannot

deny. The function and privilege of art is to direct the

mind upon the invisible ; and " visible things, under Pagan

ism, instead of making men aware of the invisible, inter

cepted it ; having become idols instead of images."

Enough, however, of the speculative side of M. Gruyer's

work. Of the three elements of fact, description, and specu

lation which enter into a book of this class, it is in specula

tion that the present writer is weakest His descriptions

(and of these the second and third volumes are almost

wholly made up), are invariably careful, ingenious, and enthu

siastic, and not less invariably too long. In the relation

of fact, or in the historical part of his work properly speak

ing, he is admirable ; and herein lies the excellence of his

first volume. Allowing for the writer's peculiar point of

view, it would be hard to name a history of the origins

of painting in Southern Europe which should be at once

more exhaustive and more suggestive than that here laid

before us. Of the monuments and literature of his subject,

M. Gruyer's mastery is not to be called in question. He

begins with the catacombs ; and is no sooner there than

the Christian institution of virginity and the Christian wor

ship of the Virgin-mother animate him to enthusiasm ; and

he interpolates the praises of Priscilla, Praxedis, and Puden-

tiana into the record of the symbolical decorations of their

sleeping-places. He eagerly accepts and restates the evi

dence which De' Rossi has collected to prove that the cultus

of the Virgin takes a prominent place in the monuments of

even the earliest years of the persecuted Church, in opposi

tion to the previously-received opinion that a painting of

the 4th century in the catacomb of St. Agnes was the ear

liest existing representation of the Madonna and Child, and

that Mariolatry received its first great impulse from the

Council of Ephesus in the succeeding century. From this

point onwards M. Gruyer discusses in detail every vestige of

a decaying Virgin in the catacombs; every trace of the

beautiful mosaic art of the period between the Peace of

the Church and the barbarian conquests ; the ravages and

the degradation of art consequent on this and on the Nesto-

rian schism ; its lingering decline in the west from the days

of Justinian to the days of Otho ; its preservation as a me

chanical tradition in the Greek monasteries of Athos (and

here what our author has to tell us of the obscure glories of

Manuel Pauselinos, and a few other forgotten names, is par

ticularly well told) ; the transport of the mechanical tradition

into Italy, and the new life and emancipation given it by

the eager spirits of Tuscany and of Umbria. The chief

error which M. Gruyer, as it seems to me, commits in this

section of his book, is that he is too gratuitous and too pre

cipitate in assigning differences of inspiration and of meaning

to this and that fragment of barbarous work ; forgetting that

subtle psychological expression lay wholly beyond the

power of those imperfect workmen ; that they had as yet

established no closer correspondence between the idea and

its material embodiment than exists in the caricature of a

child ; and therefore that what they painted was at best but

a rude and haphazard representation of what they meant

These are considerations which should have checked our

author in his attempt to interpret too nicely the gestures and

expression of the most archaic work. And even when we

come to work which is no longer archaic but consummate,
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and which reveals an inexpressible truth and fineness ofcorre

spondence between the mind that conceives and the hand

that executes—to the work of Raphael himself—even here

the need of a kindred caution cannot but suggest itself. M.

Gruyer approaches Raphael with the conviction that in him

we have the unapproachable perfection of Christian art, the

artist who combined more than all the antique perfection of

physical form with more than all the mediaeval fervour of sanc

tity and spiritual aspiration ; and, accordingly, searching

diligently every line that Raphael ever drew and every tint

that he ever laid, finds in every line and every tint some

motive to piety as well as some cause of admiration. How

shall this be reconciled with the verdict of another student

certainly not less competent, M. Taine, who in Raphael sees

only the artist Christian to order, Greek by genius and inspi

ration ; or of Mr. Ruskin, who sees in him only the perfect

craftsman, at bottom neither sincerely Christian nor Pagan,

and whose very mastery left him affected, for lack of heart

felt inspiration ? That it should be thus may suggest some

curious considerations, not to be developed here, on the

hopelessness of finding in art-criticism a truth that shall be

true for every one, and on the inextricable and bewildering

complexity of the relations of subject and object that arise

between every work of art and its spectator.

M. Gruyer's descriptions and discussions of individual

works, diffuse and one-sided as they are, bear the marks of

labour as well as of love, and will be valuable as an authentic

record of the condition and aspect of each at the date when

our author inspected it. Of the literary illustrations which

he brings to bear upon his subject a good deal more might

be said than we have space for. He is thoroughly familiar

with the literature of primitive Christian martyrdoms, per

secutions, and miracles, and reproduces it in its place with

the simplest fervour. He is, so far as I know, the first writer

who has given to the picturesque and fiery literature of the

Franciscans, and foremost among the Franciscans, of Jaco-

pone da Todi, its due importance as steeping the popular

mind with homely suggestions of Scripture scenes, and pre

paring it for the representations of the painter. He has his

Dante at his fingers' ends, and throughout the book is very

happy with his citations from the poet who, above all others,

most illuminates the age he lived in ; less happy with

passages taken from the meditations and "elevations" of

Bossuet Sidney Colvin.

The Saga of Thomas a Becket. [Thomas Saga Erkibiskups, efter

Gamle haandskrifler udgiven of C. R. Ungcr ; udgrvm sern Unrver-

sitets programfor andct Semeslcr.\ Christiania, 1869.

The present edition contains two full recensions of the Saga

of Thomas Becket, in Icelandic, and a fragment of a third ;

all of which were apparently compiled in the 13th century,

one of them in Norway, and the other two in Iceland.

That Lives of Thomas Becket were at an early time com

piled and read in Iceland is shewn by the following story

related in the Sturlunga Saga. On Sunday evenings people

used to assemble and hold a kind of fair or " a wake," with

song, dancing, or telling tales, reading, athletics, and the

like. Such a wake was held at Ravengil in northern Ice

land on the 2 1st of January, a.d. 1258, which day fell in

that year on a Sunday. It was proposed to the chief guest

present to choose whether there was to be dance or Saga-

reading for entertainment that evening ; to which he answered

by asking what particular Sagas they had at hand to choose

from, and being told that they had Thomas Saga the Arch

bishop, he chose that Saga, " because he loved Thomas above

other holy men." Then the Saga was read, from the be

ginning till the Archbishop's murder in the church; there

they left off reading, and having talked awhile about the

events related in the Saga, they went to supper, and after

wards to sleep. These small incidents were afterwards

recorded minutely on account of the murder of the chief,

which came to pass immediately after on that same night.

This Life of Thomas, however, cannot have been long, as

it was read almost to the end in a single evening, but such

as it was, it was a popular book.

The literary records as to the author and origin of this

Saga are few ; and Prof. Unger is silent on these points

in his preface. We remember reading in one of the Ice

landic vellums in the Arna-Magnean collection in Copen

hagen the following notice : that two priests—Berg Gunn-

steinsson, and John Holt—composed a life of Thomas a

Becket. Both these names may be identified : the priest

Berg is mentioned in 1201 as a follower of Bishop Gud-

mund, and the priest John Holt in the year 1285, as an

eager partisan of the great ecclesiastic Bishop Ami Thor-

laksson, residing in Hitardale in western Iceland, and is

said in 1285 to have been residing there for forty years;

he died in 1301. Of the three recensions of the Saga, which

Professor Unger has published, the first (p. 1-282) is by a

Norseman, and preserved in a Norse MS. in Stockholm;

it is a fairly close rendering of the Quadrilogus as published

by Lupus, though the name of the translator is unknown,

and the text seems to contain nothing new. The second

recension (293-504) is Icelandic, printed from a large vellum

called the Thomas Skinna, in the Royal Library at Copen

hagen ; it is very interesting, quaint, and lively, and may

well be the recension of John Holt. It mentions the

Scottish Princess Isabell, a daughter of Robert Bruce, who

in 1293 married the King of Norway; this may be a later

addition, or the writer may have touched up the com

pilation after that year, and shortly before his own death.

The third recension is the oldest, but only a small fragment

of it is extant, in a fine vellum MS. in the Arna-Magnean

collection, of which Thorfaeus (born 1636) says that when

he was at school in Skalholt (about 1650) this vellum was

there, and a very big book, but that the schoolboys used to

cut out leaves and use them as covers for their exercises,

and so most of the part containing the Thomas Saga perished.

We believe that this recension, being the oldest extant, is

that of the priest Berg, and it may well be the same as that

which was read in the wake at Ravengil. But the second

recension, although more recent, is the most interesting,

especially because it appears partly to be drawn from lost

Latin originals, for the Lives of Thomas a Becket in Latin

were legion. The Icelandic compiler confesses that his

work is a compilation, but he names only one of his

authorities, viz., a Prior Robert of Cretel (probably Creteil

near Paris). As Dr. Giles, in his English collection of the

biographers of Thomas, does not mention this Robert, we

will give below a few extracts from the Thomas Skinna,

which may help scholars to identify it with any other Latin

biography, whether in print or manuscript. As to Prior

Robert's date, the only thing known is that he mentions a

kinsman of himself, who had an interview with Thomas

Becket, but whether cousin or uncle he does not say. Later

on in the Saga the Icelandic compiler seems to confound

him with another Prior Robert of Oxenforde (cp. p. 446 with

544), which is a very pardonable mistake, for we can imagine

that there was scarcely a convent in the kingdom without a

Robert among its inmates.

The dreams of Becket's mother, who in the Icelandic text

is called Mailld, are all told in the usual way—the nurse

and the pallet on the infant's cradle, the entrance into

Christ's church (according to the Icelandic) in London, the

dream about the River Thames, and the story of the mill-pond

—are the same in both, except that the Icelandic text is livelier
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than the Latin. But the following is an anecdote which

seems to have been unknown to Dr. Giles, and which was

probably due to the Latin text of Robert of Creteil. The

Saga relates that Thomas went to Paris to study at the

University there. The clerks or students there, as we may

imagine, led a very gay life; each clerk had his mistress;

when Lent set in all the clerks had a great party, where each

had to tell his story and to produce at a general exhibition

the choicest thing in embroidery or the like, which he had

received at the hands of his fair lady. Thomas alone sat all

the winter in his study, composing anthems in the honour of

the Virgin Mary, taking the text to each anthem out of the

Psalms, one anthem for each Psalm, of two of which compo

sitions the initial words are given. His fellow-students were

very hard upon him, calling him a lifeless dolt, and finally

threatened to put him to public shame unless he joined

them at least in their Lent revel. But Thomas having no

lady-love on earth, turned his mind in his distress to his

heavenly love the Virgin Mary, and prayed her to give him

something, however small, of her own handiwork, which he

might produce, so as not to come empty handed and stand

ashamed. On the following morning he went confidently to

the meeting, and after each of his fellows had shown his

present, when the turn came to him, he said he would go

and fetch it presently, and straightway went to his closet,

where he found an ivory casket, white as driven snow ; this

he brought back to the company, and when opened it was

found to contain a complete bishop's dress, crozier and all ;

then the other clerks became much dazzled and discomfited,

and never vexed him any more.

The miracles at the end of the Saga are much inferior

to the Saga itself, and are mostly of the common monkish

kind, connected with animals. In one of them a churl and

a carline had a pet cow, which was drowned, and even the

hide sold in the market ; but as they could not bear the loss

they invoked St. Thomas, whereupon the old cow was next

morning heard lowing outside their hut Then follow some

wonderful escapes from hangings. At last comes a legend

of a somewhat better kind, known elsewhere, e.g., from

Grimm's Marchen, although in an altered form. A hawker's

falcon had one of its eyes picked out by a twig, and the

hawker being much distressed for his fine bird, invoked

Thomas Becket, and even started for Canterbury, bringing

the wounded bird with him ; but on the way he met with

some great men from court, one of whom, on hearing his

tale, laughed at him for fancying that the Archbishop would

care "whether the carrion-bird had one or two eyes." But

the falconer went on his way all the same, and when he came

to the church he was astonished to see the man whom he

had met, enter at the same time, and in a sad plight, having

lost his eye as punishment for his blasphemy against the

saint. Humble and repentant, he begged hard for his eye ;

and (at the end of the story) both bird and man recovered

their sight, but it was found that the bird had got the man's

eye, and the man the bird's. So the man with the bird's

eye saw better during the day-time than he did before, but

when the night drew on he had a great difficulty in getting

into a sound sleep, being wide awake with the one eye whilst

asleep with the other. The bird, on the contrary, which

had the man's eye was during the day unusually dim-sighted,

and when it grew dark he felt drowsy in the one eye, and

had to be spurred in order to be kept awake.

It remains to say a few words respecting the chronology

of the Saga. In some few Icelandic histories, written at

the beginning of the 13th century, a curious kind of chrono

logy is used, according to which the vulgar era is put back

seven years. This is the case in the present Saga, which

puts the death of Thomas in the year mclxiv. (the transcriber

has written mclxxiv, but this is demonstrably an error, see

the writer's edition of Biskupc-sogur, vol. i. p. ^14, n. 5

(Copenhagen, 1858), instead of mclxxi. according to moaern

reckoning. He really died in mclxx., but as the day fell

after Christmas, some of the Latin biographers count it as

mclxxi. The above way of counting is, in an old Icelandic

writer, attributed to Bede, upon what authority we are unable

to say, but it was soon given up and replaced by the old

common era.

In conclusion, we congratulate Prof. Unger on another

addition to the large number of old Norse and Icelandic

vellums which he has, more than any other philologer, made

it his business to give to the world in the last twenty years.

G. Vigfussok.

Modern Sicily. [Sicilim: Schildcrungcn aiis Gcgrmvart und Vir-

gaitgenheit, von G. F. von HofTweiler : mit 36 Originalzeichnungen

von A. Metzener.] Leipzig : Durr. 1870.

It will mainly depend on the amount of patience the reader

possesses, whether he will appreciate the contents of t'u's

handsome quarto volume. German books of travel are

generally distinguished by their thoroughness, and where

a remote country is described, or one which from some cause

is little known, any amount of detail is acceptable, evei at

the expense of method and lively narrative. But in the

case of a country like Sicily, which, except in some remote

corners, has been well explored, most readers will agree in

preferring the half to the whole. And the author of this

work has not left the beaten track. After landing at Palermo,

and making an excursion along the north coast to Cefalu, he

follows the usual route by Segeste to Trapani and Marsala ;

along the S.W. coast to Selinunti and Girgenti ; to Castro-

giovanni, the site of Enna, in the interior ; and then by

Syracuse and Etna to Messina. There is a copious fund of

interest here—Greek temples and theatres, Roman amphi

theatres, the unique Sicilian style of medieval architecture^

historic scenes, volcanic phenomena, semi-tropical vegeta

tion. All this the reader will find duly noticed ; but along

with this he will meet with prolix histories of all the small

towns that are passed on the wray, and ever-recurring

descriptions of inns and innkeepers, and meals and mules.

At the same time the style of writing is pleasant and the

information trustworthy ; so that the book may safely be

recommended to any one who desires a complete account of

Sicily. The feature, however, which deserves unqualified

commendation, is M. Metzener's illustrations. These are

distinguished by their faithful accuracy, and the absence of

all attempts to improve on the reality. An excellent instance

of this will be found in the two views of Etna, from the

Theatre at Taormina, and from Reggio, where the slope of

the mountain, to which artists usually succeed in giving

a graceful curve, is represented in its natural unpicturesque-

ness—-a hard and almost straight line, descending extremely

gradually from the summit to the sea, the resu'tof successive

streams of lava. H. F. Tozer.

The Works of Christopher Marlowe, including his Translations.

Edited by Lieut.-Col. Francis Cunningham. London : Crocker

Brothers, 187a

The frequent republication of the works of our old dra

matists, is a sufficient proof that the contemporaries of

Shakspere to some extent still divide the attention of the

reading public with their great superior. Yet it may be

doubted whether, in spite of the labours of Lamb and Hazlitt

among critics, of Dodsley, Gifford, Dyce, and others among

editors, the works of men like Marlowe, Webster, Heywood,

Chapman, Ford, or Massinger, can ever take the place they
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merit in the ranks of English literary worthies. These

lesser lamps—stars which are sufficient by themselves to adorn

a national drama—pale before the sun of Shakspere, and are

swallowed in his " main of light." Again, the very volume

of our Elizabethan dramatic literature is an obstacle to its

proper appreciation by any but enthusiastic lovers of old

poetry, or students.

None of the playwrights have either deserved or received

more posthumous celebrity than Marlowe. He is justly

honoured as the father of the English theatre. He made

blank verse what it was for Shakspere, Jonson, and Fletcher,

and he first taught the art of designing tragedies on a grand

scale, displaying unity of action, unity of character, and

unity of interest. Before his day plays had been pageants

and shows. He first produced dramas. Before Marlowe

it seemed seriously doubtful whether the rules and pre

cedents of classic authors might not determine the style of

dramatic composition in England as in France : after him it

was impossible for a dramatist to please the people by

any play which had not in it some portion of the spirit and

the pith of Falistus, Edward II, or Tamburlaine. When

we remember that Marlowe, born in the same year as

Shakspere, died at the early age of twenty-nine, while Shak-

spere's genius was still, as far as the public were concerned,

almost a potentiality—when we reflect upon the sort of life

which Marlowe led among his disreputable friends in London,

and estimate the degradation of the dramatic art in England

of his day—we are forced to acknowledge that his produc

tion, imperfect, unequal, and limited as it may be, still con

tains the evidence of a commanding and creative genius.

About Marlowe there is nothing small or trivial : his verse

is mighty ; his passion is intense ; the outlines of his plots

are large ; his characters are Titanic ; his fancy is extra

vagant in richness, insolence, and pomp. Marlowe could

rough-hew like Michael Angelo. Speaking of Doctor Faustus,

Gothe said with admiration, " How greatly it is all planned !"

It is this vastness of design and scale which strikes us most

in Marlowe. His characters are not so much men as types

of humanity, the animated moulds of human thought and

passion which include, each one of them, a thousand indi

viduals. The tendency to dramatize ideal conceptions is

very strong in Marlowe. Were it not for his own deep

sympathy with the passions thus idealized and for the force

of his conceptive faculty, these gigantic personifications

might have been insipid or frigid. As it is, they are very

far from deserving such epithets. The lust of dominion in

Tamburlaine, the lust of forbidden power and knowledge in

Faustus, the lust of wealth and blood in Barabas, are all

terrifically realized. The poet himself sympathizes with the

desires which sustain his heroes severally in their revolt

against humanity, God, and society. Tamburlaine's con

fidence in his mission as " the scourge of the immortal

God ;" the intrepidity with which Faustus, ravished by the

joys of his imagination, cries :—

" Had I as many souls as there be stars,

I'd give them all for Mephistophiles ! "

the stubborn and deep-centred hatred of the Jew, who, in

the execution of his darkest schemes, can pray :—

" O Thou, that with a fiery pillar ledd'st

The sons of Israel through the dismal shades,

Light Abraham's offspring ; and direct the hand

Of Abigail this night ! "

These audacities of soul, these passionate impulses are part

and parcel of the poet's self. It is his triumph to have been

able thus to animate the creatures of his imagination with

the reality of inspiring and inflaming enthusiasm. At the

same time there is no lack of dramatic propriety in the

delineation of these three characters. Tamburlaine is

admirably characterized as the barbarian Tartar chief, in

whose wild nature the brute instincts of savage nations,

yearning after change, and following conquest as a herd of

bisons seek their fields of salt, attain to consciousness.

Faustus represents the medieval love of magic, and that

deeper thirst for realizing imagination's wildest dreams which

possessed the souls of men in the Renaissance. Barabas re

mains the Jew, staunch to his creed, at war with Christians,

alternately servile and insolent, persecuted and revengeful,

yet dignified by the intensity of his beliefs, and justified in

cruelty by the unnatural pariah life to which he is con

demned. Upon these three characters, and upon the no

less powerful representation of the history of Edward II., the

pyramid of Marlowe's fame is based. Hazlitt was not wrong

in his assertion that the last scene of Edward II. is " cer

tainly superior" to the similar scene in Shakspere's Richard.

Nor was Lamb perhaps extravagant in saying that "the

death scene of Marlowe's king moves pity and terror

beyond any scene, ancient or modern, with which I am

acquainted." But there is one quality of Marlowe's which

his critics have been apt hitherto to neglect—the overpower

ing sense of beauty which appears in all his finest works.

It is by right of this quality that Marlowe claims to be the

hierophant in England of that Pagan cult of beauty which

characterized the Italian Renaissance. We find it in Tam

burlaine's passion for Xenocrate, upon whose shining face

" Beauty, mother to the Muses, sits

And comments volumes with her ivory pen."

We find it again in the visions of Faustus and his familiars :

" Like women, or unwedded maids,

Shadowing more beauty in their airy brows

Than have the white breasts of the queen of love."

Or in his Helen :

" O, thou art fairer than the evening air

Clad in the beauty of a thousand stars."

We find it in the jewels of Barabas :

" Bags of fiery opals, sapphires, amethysts,

Jacinths, hard topaz, grass-green emeralds,

Beauteous rubies, sparkling diamonds."

We find it in the sports described by Gaveston in Edivardll.

But it is in Hero and Leander—that poem of exuberant and

almost unique loveliness, left a fragment by the sudden

death of Marlowe, but a fragment of such splendour that its

elastic rhythms and melodious cadences taught Keats to

handle the long rhyming couplet—that the Pagan passion

for beauty in and for itself is chiefly eminent. We have no

space to dwell upon the qualities of Hero and Leander. It

is enough to indicate them. In the first and second Sestiads

(Marlowe's portion of this wonderful poem) may be seen

how thoroughly an Englishman of the 16th century could

divest himself of all religious and social prejudices peculiar

to the Christian world, and reproduce the Pagan spirit in a

new and wholly modern embodiment of fancy. Thought,

passion, language, and rhythm all combine to give a

Titianesque pomp and splendour to the pictures of Marlowe's

poem.

With reference to Colonel Cunningham's edition of Mar

lowe's works, it is enough to say that it is based, as every

edition of Marlowe must be, upon that of Mr. Dyce, and

that in his introductory notice he sums up, briefly and

agreeably, the few facts of Marlowe's life, quoting the

eulogies of his contemporaries and of subsequent critics, but

not adding, as indeed how should he ? any new material.

The book is handy, and well printed, upon paper of good
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quality and pleasant tone. The notes are thrown together

at the end and indexed. Altogether, this volume is likely to

be the most popular edition of the complete works of

Marlowe. J. A. Symonds.

Life and Works of Ingres. [Jngrss : Sa Vie, scs Traz'anx, sa Doc

trine. Par le Vicomte Henri Delaborde, Membre de l'lnstitut.]

Paris : Plon, 1870.

No modern painter has deserved better than Ingres a com

plete and detailed biography, for the artistic life of David's

greatest pupil was led in accordance with fixed principles,—

cherished and definite doctrines—and was at no time at the

mercy of chance and circumstance. These principles are,

at all events, worthy to be understood, even by those who

would not care to agree with them, or, agreeing, would not

dare to follow them. Ingres, too, though occupied intensely

with his art, was still a man of varied accomplishments, and

of wide appreciation for works of a nature quite other than

his own. During sixty years—from the days of the first to

those of the second empire—he mixed, in thought if not in

deed, in all that concerned the intellectual life of France.

It is clear, then, that in his career, in his letters and other

records of his thought, there could not fail to be much to

interest even the many who may not regard him as the

author, preserver, or inspirer of what is highest and truest

in the art of the 1 9th century.

In the hands of many a writer the biography of such a

man as Ingres is exceedingly voluminous. The story of an

eventful life of eighty years cannot be told in a chapter, and

it is too much the tendency of most men to tell it only in

several volumes. M. Delaborde has followed a different

course : his whole work scarcely extends over 300 pages,

and very many of these pages are occupied with a descrip

tive catalogue of the paintings and drawings of the master.

Intending, doubtless, to hit the juste milieu—which is good,

provided that it be the milieu—between a brevity that is

somewhat bald and a length that is wearisome, M. Dela

borde has really fallen, as I conceive, into the first of these

faults. In his admirable book on Hippolyte Flandrin we

had a sketch of Ingres, which was not the less characteristic

or the less valuable because it was incidental. But in a

"life " of Ingres one has some reason to hope for a finished

picture ; a figure at all events long past the stage of ibauche.

With what M. Delaborde tells us of Ingres, we may indeed

be well pleased ; but in that he does not tell us more, and

tell it too with close sequence in an unbroken narrative,

the result is disappointing. That part of the book in which

M. Delaborde himself is speaking, might almost have been

the work of any cultivated admirer who had joined to a

knowledge of art and an appreciation of the classic revival,

some personal intimacy with the painter of La Source,

during his later years. It seems to me also lacking in that

distinctiveness—that freshness of enthusiasm—which made

the charm of Hippolyte Flandrin's biography. To be sure

there may be some reason for this. It must always be hard

to satisfy in the biography of a master those who have been

amply satisfied with the biography of a pupil. In the first

place, previous excellence makes one exacting ; and in the

second, so much of the ground to be traversed has ceased to

be really new. At the same time I cannot but regret that in

the Life of Ingres almost the only passages which are of

a high order of criticism are those culled from an article

contributed by the biographer to the Revue des deux Mondes,

very soon after the painter's death : an article which was all

and more than all that it professed to be, but which never

theless did not contain as much of explanatory and analytical

criticism as may be reasonably chimed for the life-work of

a man of genius. The part of the book which is devoted to-

the sayings and writings of Ingres is that which gives to the

volume a real and abiding value ; though one should not

under-estimate the importance of the complete list of the

master's many and various works, which M. Delaborde has-

so carefully and laboriously furnished. We see the painter,

in his Notes et Pensees, as a man who to the talent that

deserves admiration and deference, adds the strength that

can command them. Ingres could impose his opinions upon

all gentle minds with which he came in contact. Reason

was generally upon his side ; but he had other aids to per

suasion—vehemence and reiteration. Though he could

appreciate very different kinds of merit, all works of art that

came under his notice seemed to him thoroughly good or

thoroughly bad. He dealt chiefly in superlatives. Raphael

was the god of his idolatry : Rubens, " the genius of eviL""

Nor could he tolerate in others any wavering of opinion.

" The pale praise of a beautiful thing is," said he, " an insult

to it." With this passionate enthusiasm he combined ex

treme sensitiveness and impatience, and as much pride as

can be possessed by a man who is really enlightened and

really great. He believed utterly in the virtue of his mode

of work, and in the ideal he was always striving after. When

the success of " Le Vceu de Louis Treize " recalled him

from Rome to Paris and opened to him the doors of the

Institute, he gloried in a triumph which to him was not

so much individual as general : he valued his own advance

ment less than the recognition of the truth of his school.

Yet a few years later, when an individual work failed to be

appreciated, he was nearly giving up the battle for the cause

of high and classic art ; exclaiming with a petulance which

would be only childish if it were not also a characteristic of

the artist-nature, " I have done with Paris : henceforth I am

a painter for myself alone."

The place of Ingres in modern art seems to me no longer

an open question. There are many who fail to value him,

but there are none to deny that in elevation of aim, know

ledge of form, purity of outline, and harmony of compo

sition, he is easily first. Though he laboured hard, he never

appears to have needed the lapse of years to acquire per

fection of drawing : strange to say, half a century of work

did not make him a colourist. He never succeeded in causing

his school to be fashionable ; but he had one pupil who was

a man of genius, and others, now living, who have won for

themselves the most honourable repute, and who continue

to propagate, in limited circles, a regard for that kind of art

which dignifies an artist and a people.

Ingres inspired his biographer with sincere and intelligent

admiration. And no one is better able than M. Delaborde

to give a reason for his opinions concerning this strongest

and most disciplined of recent painters. He has indeed

done much which it would be the veriest ingratitude to ignore.

But a perfect record of the career of Ingres would have con

tained criticism not truer, but more exhaustive, and also

many details of the painter's life—especially during the

years of his difficult struggle—which M. Delaborde, with all

good intentions, has failed to obtain; or, obtaining, has

omitted to give. For the rest, the book is written in irre

proachable taste, and with feeling both manly and delicate.

Frederick. Wedmore.

Les Gemmes et Joyaux de la Couronne, par M. Barbet de Jouy.

Paris, 1865-70. Folio.

The collection in the Louvre of cups and vases cut out of

rock crystal, or sardonyx and other semi-transparent stones,

is, perhaps, the richest in existence, not excepting those of

the Cabinet of Gems at Florence, and the Griine Gcwolbe
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and other treasure chambers in Germany. Arranged, with

the enamels of Limoges, in the gorgeous Gallery of Apollo,

it comprises the rarest specimens of the lapidary's art. Vases

of precious materials formed, from the first centuries of the

French monarchy, part of the royal treasures. The produce

of Greece or Rome, they had been taken by the invaders of

the Roman Empire, who had, in their turn, been deprived

of their spoils by other barbarian tribes. That rock crystal

was held as rare and curious is proved by the crystal ball

deemed worthy to be interred in the tomb of the father of

Charlemagne, together with—what a warrior most prized—

his sword.

Again, the celebrated agate cup preserved in the Imperial

Library at Paris, on which is sculptured the mysteries of

Bacchus and Ceres, was the gift of Charles the Simple to

the Abbey of St. Denis, and when Eleanor of Aquitaine was

affianced to Louis le Jeune, her present to the king on her

'betrothal was a vase of crystal, the sides carved in a honey

comb pattern, which the minister Suger, a patron of art,

•caused to be mounted in silver gilt filigree, and enriched

with precious stones. In the collection are many other

specimens belonging to the Abbe", a richly mounted cruet

(burette), cut out of a single piece of sardonyx given to him

by the king, and offered by Suger to the saints and martyrs,

as an inscription round the foot sets forth.

Another, an ancient amphora of porphyry, probably of

Egyptian workmanship, has been ingeniously mounted by

Suger's workmen in the form of an eagle, intended probably

as an evangelistic symbol.

There is also a representation given by M. Barbet de

Jouy, of another ancient vessel, called the Vase of Mithri-

dates, referring to the vases and cups of precious materials,

enriched with precious stones, which formed part of the

spoils carried in the triumph of Pompey, and which first

introduced a passion for these costly vessels into Rome.

Passing over an interval of many centuries, the next

period of the development of the lapidary's art is that of

Louis XII. and Francis I. Rock crystal and jasper were

then the chosen materials; oriental rock crystal was pre

ferred from its purer water, but that of the Alps was exten

sively used, and Milan, where it was an article of commerce,

had a school for engraving upon crystal. The Louvre col

lection is rich in specimens exquisitely engraved with sub

jects, others fashioned in the form of shells, birds, and

various grotesque devices. The Italian artists of the school

•of Fontainebleau introduced a taste for mythological sub

jects, and we find the mounting and decoration oftthe

cups, ewers, &c, of this period, all adorned with pagan

•deities. Cellini introduced coloured enamels combined

with the metal mountings, and under the sons of Henry II.,

translucent enamels of ruby red, emerald green, and

sapphire blue, were in favour. Under Henry IV. opaque

•enamels were added to the brilliant translucent gems of the

Valois.

From the Renaissance the specimens are numerous, and

•mounted in the richest style of decoration, gold, enamels,

and precious stones.

On a sardonyx cup of the 16th century, a cameo head of

Elizabeth is introduced.

The Minerva cup has been so often represented as hardly

to require alluding to—the head of the goddess in gold

gems and enamels, the helmet of onyx, surmounted by a

winged dragon. This cup, resembling in its style of decora

tion the beautiful sardonyx ewer belonging to Mr. Beresford

Hope, was abstracted from the crown jewels of France at

.the end of the last century.

But the time had come when the costly cups, ewers,

drageoirs (sweetmeat boxes), and vases of rock crystal,

bloodstone, lapis-lazuli, and jasper, decorated by a Cellini

or engraved by a Bernardi or a Misseroni, were to give place

to the productions of Murano, to whom Europe became

tributary, for two centuries, for her enamelled vases, and her

glass with filigree ornaments and of graceful forms.

In the work before us, M. Barbet de Jouy, the learned

conservator of the Louvre, describes the most characteristic

pieces in the Louvre collection, and shows that many

specimens attributed to Italian art were the work of French

artists. The illustrations are by M. Jules Jacquemart, and

no greater praise can be given to them than to pronounce

them equal to his engravings for his father's ceramic works.

While strictly preserving the form of each piece, he has so

treated the materials of which the object represented is

composed, whether it be the pellucid crystal or the semi-

transparent onyx, as to give to each its original and peculiar

character. In this point, M. J. Jacquemart is one of the

most remarkable artists of the day.

Another number is wanting to complete this beautiful

volume. F. Palliser.

MARCO MARZIALE.

Marco Marziale, whose altarpiece of the Circumcision was recently

purchased by the Trustees of the National Gallery, is probably known

to very few judges of art in England, yet it would be a mistake to sup

pose that his compositions are without interest or intrinsic value.

Marziale was a Venetian of the old school, who felt the influence of

German and Paduan teaching at the close of the 15th and dawn of the

16th centuries, and sought to compensate for lack of original talent by

imitating a variety of contemporary styles. But one of his pictures has

hitherto found its way out of Italy, and that is the Supper at Emmaus,

in the Museum of Berlin, of which it is curious to observe that the

mutilated signature was hypothetically restored into " Marco Marcone."

There is evidence that Marziale painted at Venice and Cremona; and

the altarpiece of the National Gallery was executed in 1500, for the

high altar of the Cremonese church of San Silvestro ; but the earliest

records in which Marziale's name occurs are the accounts of the ducal

palace at Venice, from which we learn that he was a journeyman

painter at the Hall of the Great Council, with a salary of two ducats a

month, in 1492.

The oldest of Marziale's works is the Circumcision,—an oblong, with

half-lengths in oil—in the Conservatory of the Penitents of San Giobbe

at Venice, a hard dusky picture of minute finish, with the date of 1499.

The altarpiece of the National Caller)', a tempera on canvas with full-

length figures almost as large as life, represents the Circumcision in a

vaulted chamber reminiscent of the dome-shaped chapels in the cathedral

of St. Mark. At a quaint table, resting on a square receptacle for scores

and books, stand Simeon and the Virgin with the child between them,

and a kneeling member of the Raimondi family, for whom the picture

was ordered, at their feet; on both sides are spectators of both sexes—

females in oriental dress, wearing turbans or variegated shawls round

their heads ; males in the wigs, caps, and brocades of the Bellinesque

period. The least attractive part of the composition is the group of the

High-priest, Christ, and the Virgin, in which German stiffness and

imperfect drawing are slightly obtrusive, but there are some capital

heads amongst the congregation. The trans-alpine gravity and rigidity

which pervade this example are modified by elements familiar in the

works of Gentile Bellini, Carpaccio, and Cima; and Marziale, it is

clear, was impartial to the Germanisms of the Paduan school, and not

unacquainted with the modified form of Mantegnesque art illustrated in

that of Francesco Cossa. Spare, dusky tempera, curveless broken

drapery, and sharp contour, produce an effect of dryness to which we

are accustomed in Durer's masterpieces; and, as if to make these fea

tures more prominent, gold is copiously used in arabesques and borders

and in the mosaics of the background. The standing profile of a

senatorial personage in a red-flowered mantle affords a distinct remin

iscence of Gentile Bellini; two male portraits close by are evidently

derived from Carpaccio ; and an old woman, looking over the Virgin's

shoulder, seems thrown in a mould borrowed from Cima.

This picture illustrates a phase of the struggle which took place at

Venice, at the end of the 15th century, between the disciples of the

Paduan or Northern Classic School and the Naturalists of the Italo-

Flemish type, headed by Antonello da Messina. First-rates, like the

Bellini, came out of this struggle with the full impress of a grand origin

ality, and strengthened by the ordeal which they had undergone; what

they appropriated they also absorbed, and made reproductive. The

second or third-rates, Marziale amongst the number, followed, but failed
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to fathom the currents in which they were successively carried away.

But the influences which affected Marziale are not all apparent in the

"Circumcision" of the National Gallery. The Virgin and Child, with

a kneeling patron, a panel with the Master's name, and the date of

IJ04, in the Carrara Gallery at Bergamo, represents a variety of style

produced by contact with some artists of Viccnza who, like Verlas,

borrowed much from the school of Perugino; whilst a Virgin and Child

between four saints, painted for a church at Cremona in 1507—now also,

it is supposed, in the National Gallery—embodies more of the spirit of

the poorer disciples of that school, and recalls Vincenzo Pagani, Da

Monterubiano, and other craftsmen of a similar stamp, whose works

abound in the March of Ancona.

The Supper at Kmmaus, in the Berlin Museum, bears the date of

1506. It is so incisively drawn and so feebly relieved by shadow, so

German in drapery and fantastic in dress, as to suggest that Marziale,

at the time, was one of those of whom Diirer wrote to Pirkheimer, that

they abused his manner yet copied it. The latest and poorest of Mar-

ziale's productions is the Woman taken in Adultery, a grotesque per

formance, in private hands at Modena. Ckowe-Cavalcaselle.

Selected Articles.

De Gids (The Guide), for August and September, contains an

analysis of two important works, written in French, by M. C. Vosmaer,

entitled ' Rembrandt, ses precurseurs et ses annees d'apprentissagc'

(The Hague: Nijhoff, 1863), and 'Rembrandt, sa vie et sesceuvres'

(same publishers, 1869). The author begins with an inquiry as to the

time and place of Rembrandt's birth, which have been hitherto very un

certain, and arrives at the conclusion that the painter was born at Leyden,

in 1607. Then follows a sketch of the development of painting before

Rembrandt. The result attained was the complete secularization of art,

and the vindication for all expressions of nature of the right to furnish

material to the artist. Hence that predilection for the historic and

patriarchal scenes of the Bible, which has given rise to an ill-founded

charge of triviality. In 1630 Rembrandt settled at Amsterdam; in

1634 he married, and the beautiful figure of his wife begins to appear in

his works. The same year marks a difference in the painter's manner.

Before 1634 the light is spread in silvery tints all over his works ; after

wards chiaro-oscuro is employed in all kinds of ways, and the most sur

prising effects of light and shade are produced. Rembrandt died Oct.

8, 1669. Mr. Vosmaer's work is interspersed with numerous descrip

tions of domestic life. His art-criticism is animated by enthusiasm for

Rembrandt, whom he defends against the common charges of vulgarity

and defective knowledge of drawing. The two books reviewed in the

Giits are said to open entirely new points of view to the student of

painting.

The Gids for August also reviews the German translation of the

legend of " Beatrys," published by a well-known writer under the

pseudonym of W. Berg. The legend of Beatrice was a favourite in the

middle ages, and received its most graceful expression in the Netherlands.

The naivete of the original poet and his unquestioning supernaturalism

is somewhat effaced in the High German version.

The September number of the same periodical contains a minute and

laudatory analysis, under the title ' Eine Ovenvinning van den Ger-

maanschen Geest,' of a new poem by Robert Hamerling, called 'Dcr

Konig von Sion.' The subject is taken from the story of the Miinster

Anabaptists and their king, John of Leyden. The Dutch opinion of

Hamerling is fully ratified by the impartial Swiss-German critic, H.

Kurz, in the continuation of his Geschichte dcr dattschen Literatur.

L'Art Assyrien, by M. Bcule. [A sketch of Assyrian architecture,

drawn from the great work of MM. Place and Thomas. The writer

states his views upon the plan and purpose of Assyrian palatial archi

tecture, and upon the influence exercised by the material employed in

determining the forms presented in Ninevite buildings ; he also draws

a comparison between the Greek and Assyrian styles.]—Journal des

Savants, June.

Assyrian Sculpture. [The art used by the Assyrians almost entirely

for the representation of historical scenes. The character of Ninevite

Sculpture is deducible from and bears out this theory. Arguments are

adduced which render it highly probable that Assyria received this art

from Egypt. Many of the groups and figures most frequently found in

Assyrian monuments arc described.]—The same. July.

Les Hommes d'Etat de l'Angleterre : Sir G. Comewall Lewis : par

M. P. Challemel Lacour. [Sir George a Lessing, minus the genius.]

—Revue des deux Mondes, 15th Aug.

The Christianity of Rousseau, Conference par M. E. Fontanes.

[Maintaining the reality of it.]—Revue des Cours litteraires, 20th Aug.

Stapfer's Laurence Sterne, rev. in Rev. Critique for Aug. 13. [Ap

preciative ; but points out defects and omissions.]

New Books.

Bottrell, W. Traditions and Ilearthside Stories of West Cornwall.

Penzance : Cornish.

Davis, Sir J. F. The Poetry of the Chinese. New ed. London:

Office of Flying Dragon Reporter, George Yard, Lombard St.

Forster, Ernst. Denkmale italienischer Malerei vom Verfall der

Antike bis zum 16 Jahrdt. 23-25 Liefg. Fol. Weigel : Leipzig.

Graube, Christian Dietrich. Sammtliche Werke. Leipzig :

I'. Reclam.

Hawthorne, Nath. Passages from the English Note-books o£.

London : Strahan.

Immermann, Karl, scin Leben u. seine Werke, herausg. von Gustav

zu Putlitz. Berlin : Hertz.

Lao-tse-Tao-te-king. DerWegderTugend. Aus dem Chinesischen

ubersetzt u. erkliirt, v. R. v. Planckner. Leipzig : Brockhaus.

Jaiin Otto. Die Entfiihrung der Europa auf antikeu Kunstwerken.

Mit 10 lith. Taf. Wien : Gerald's Sohn.

Kuuler u. Andresex. Die Monogrammisten u. diej. Kiinstler,

welche figurl. Zeichens u. s. w. bedient haben. 4 Bd. 11 Heft.

Miinchen : Franz.

Theresia von Jesu, sammtliche Schriften nach der neuen vollst.

Ausg. d. don Vincente de la Fuente neu ubersetzt, von Magnus

Jocham. 3tc verm. u. verb. Aufl. 5 Bd. Regensburg : Pustet

Theology.

Mohammedan Critical Theology. [A Series of Essays on the Life of

Mohammed, and Subjcc/s subsidiary thereto. By Syed Ahmed Khan

Bahador. Vol. i.] London : Triibner and Co.

We have here an earnest defence of Islam by a sincere

Mohammedan, who addresses himself to English readers.

Naturally enough, he has divested himself of the dogmatism

of an ordinary Mohammedan theologian ; and he has also

clearly experienced in his own person the influence of

modern European modes of thought. This influence shows

itself, amongst other tendencies, by a certain predilection for

rationalism. The Mohammedan doctrines and traditions,

which seem most offensive to us, Syed Ahmed endea

vours to explain away or to dilute. Thus he explains

the coarse descriptions of heaven and hell in the Koran-

allegorically, and throws into the background as much as he

can traditions embodying the more startling miracles, or

which, for other reasons, appear to us to be questionable.

Now, it is certainly true that, by the processes of Arabic

criticism, very many traditions about Mohammed in them

selves well attested may be shewn to be not sufficiently

credible, and of these processes the author makes very con

siderable use. Unfortunately, the canons of this Arabic

criticism possess for us a very trifling value. It does not

follow that we should form a favourable or unfavourable

opinion of any given evidence of the traditions because the

theological schools of the 2nd and 3rd centuries of the Hijra

may have done so. The fact is, that the standard applied

by those schools was often a false one. They held, like the

author of this book, and even the great Ibn Khaldun, that all

the companions of the Prophet were thoroughly trustworthy

and veracious men, whereas the unbiassed eye of an Euro

pean critic easily detects the wild ambition, the treachery

and depravation which prevailed even among them ; it is

only necessary to refer to Talha and Zobair, who belonged

to the first believers, and, above all, to the intrigues of

Mohammed's favourite wife, Aisha. Few men have so many

lies to answer for as that holy man Ibn Abbas. On the

other hand, many traditions, which in the opinion of theo

logians are not sufficiently authenticated, can be shewn upon

internal grounds to be entirely reliable. To this class belongs

the main part of the notices given by the elder biographers
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of the Prophet, such as Ibn Ishaq, Wakidi, and Wakidi's

secretary, Ibn Sa'd,* the value of which is unduly depreciated

by the author. No doubt even their reports are frequently

coloured to serve special interests, or minister to a mere

craving for entertainment ; but where this is not the case

we have a right to take their accuracy for granted, in spite of

the numerous objections of Mohammedan theologians to the

authorities on which they rest. In other respects the criticism

of the author is tolerably thorough ; thus he does not even

accept all the traditions of Bokhari and Muslim, and in general

he asserts the right of every believer to a large area of free

inquiry ; and he rejects the view prevalent in the Moslem

world that doctrines unanimously accepted by the most

eminent theologians are de fide (Ijmac), which makes one

doubt whether he can really be called an orthodox Moslem.

But notwithstanding all this, the author adheres stoutly to

the foundations of his faith. The Koran is for him a book

of divine revelation, and in order to preserve this belief unim

paired, he is obliged to maintain a number of extravagant

notions. The present writer has already discussed a number

of the questions raised by Syed Ahmed in the Gcschichte dcs

Qprans (Gottingen, 1868), and it would lead us too far were

■we to attempt to go into particulars in the present article.

Suffice it to observe that the author again lays great stress on

a view arising from a very old mistake ; viz., that the Koran,

most of which is as tedious as it can be, is the greatest

masterpiece of Arabic style. Of the very great variation

which originally existed in the copies of the Koran he hardly

seems to be aware, and so too his opinion that the various

readings never affect the sense is only in part correct : e.g.,

in Sura xxx. 1, where the common texts have " Victi sunt

Romani .... sed vincent," there are very good old

authorities which read the exact opposite, "Vicerunt

Romani . . . sed vincentur" (ghalabat . . . saynghlabuna).

The author gives frequent proof of his controversial dex

terity. He is particularly desirous of shewing that " the

Holy Koran " is in perfect harmony with " the Holy Bible,"

and in a certain sense he is not altogether wrong. Indeed,

many of his arguments are quite unanswerable from the

supernatural point of view, or from the old ecclesiastical

theory of plenary inspiration. He is right, for instance, in

asserting that Mohammed's journey by night through the

heavens cannot be consistently rejected by a believer in the

ascension of Elijah, for however sublime the story of the

departure of Elijah may appear when contrasted with the

jejune accounts of Mohammed's journey, there is between

them no essential difference of kind. It was quite unneces

sary for the author to make out with questionable criticism

that the narratives of this vision, variously attested as they

are, cannot be traced to Mohammed himself. He is right

also in comparing the wonderful works of Mohammed (who,

however, according to the repeated and emphatic declara

tions of the Koran, was by no means a thaumaturge) with the

Mosaic and Christian miracles. And we may even concede

to him without qualification, that we have a much more exact

knowledge of the life of Mohammed, than of the lives of

Christ and, d fortiori, of Moses. The author has evidently

no suspicion of the fact, that the old conception of inspiration

has been found no longer tenable by modern science, and

that the latter subjects the biblical records to precisely the

same historical and literary criticism as any other document.

He cannot, therefore, admit the idea of a critical discrimi

nation between records of different kinds, which saves us

from the absurdity of supposing, that in the noble story of

the flight of Hagar (Gen. xxi.) Ishmael was a big boy fif-

* On Ibn Sa'd, see an acute and learned work by Otto Loth, Das

Classcnbuch dcs Ibn Sa'd. Leipzig, 1869.

teen years old. In fact, anything like an exceptional position

either for Mohammed or the Koran vanishes in the light of

modem criticism.

If the observation of the gradual development of Mes

sianic belief in the Old Testament has led us to question the

existence of definite references to Jesus in the sense of

the early Church, it naturally becomes impossible to accept

Syed Ahmed's interpretation of passages in the Old Tes

tament as prophetic of Mohammed. At the same time we

willingly recognise that he has treated the supposed refer

ences with considerable ingenuity. For instance, he refers

the announcement respecting Ishmael and the twelve princes

(Gen. xvii. 20) to Mohammed ; a Shyite would certainly

have seen in the latter the twelve Imams. Naturally too he

adopts the unhappy idea of (we believe) Maracci that for

irapa.KXr]To<: in the fourth Gospel we ought to read wtpucAvros

( = «X*=»t, Sura Ixi. 6). Even the bold attempt to represent

Mohammedanism as tolerant of other beliefs is, to some

extent, successful. Over against the theoretical intolerance

of Islam* he sets the "ormal recognition even at the pre

sent day in Christian Churches of the Athanasian Creed,

and it is a melancholy truth that in history Christianity

appears as a more persecuting religion than Islam. At the

same time it must not be forgotten that the teaching of

Christ is in its spirit absolutely tolerant, and we cannot

regard it, or even the religion of the Old Testament, as

standing on the same level with Islam. Islam is the purest

and most consistent form of Semitic monotheism in all its

grandeur, but also with all its revolting harshness and one-

sidedness.

The author does not go very deeply into the historical

effects ofMohammedanism. For Arabia, and for many regions

of Africa, we may fairly grant these to have been beneficent,

and even for the immediately contiguous countries of Asia,

the Christianity of which had so fearfully degenerated ; it

would be unjust to ascribe the present miserable condition

of the greater part of the Moslem world solely, or even prin

cipally, to its religion. But at least we ought to recognise

that for India, and still more for Persia, so uncongenial a

religion as Islam has been a great misfortune. Then, too,

it should be distinctly noticed that Mohammedanism is

essentially unfruitful in its character. That wealth of pro

gressive development, by which Christianity has continually

adapted itself to various stages of culture, is unknown to

Mohammedanism. A Moslem who should deny the mecha

nical conception of prophecy and verbal inspiration, would

cease to be a Moslem ; hence it is impossible for the adhe

rents of this religion to take part in the progress of know

ledge, or in the emancipation and civilisation of mankind.

Of course we cannot require of the author correct ideas of

historical criticism, for these are not acquired with the capa

bility of reading an European book, but are the fruit of

a long scientific education, which each individual must, in a

certain sense, pass through for himself. Hence not only do

we find in Syed Ahmed such childish opinions as that the

Reformation arose out of Islam, but even in the case of

facts and events having little or nothing to do with the

history of religion, he is quite incapable of historical insight

Thus the long essay "On the Historical Geography of

Arabia " is almost worthless. Of the true significance of the

ethnological lists of the Old Testament and of the Arabs he

* It is curious that he distinguishes the name of Burckhardt by the

Mohammedan formula of blessing ; he regards that great traveller as a

sincere convert to Islam. We do not know whether Burckhardt really

made that questionable sacrifice to scientific zeal, and allowed himself

to be circumcised ; if it was the case, his great merits should prevent us

from judging his error too harshly.
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has no conception ; he regards the names of these lists as

representing so many individuals ; and he has besides a far

too exalted opinion of the fidelity of such traditions. Thus,

too, he adopts all that artificial combination of the Arabian

lists of tribes with those of Genesis which was worked out

by the fathers of Arabian historiography with the help of

Indian converts. His attempt again to represent as much

as possible of the Old Testament as referring to Arabia, and

in particular to make Mecca the theatre of Biblical events,

is intelligible enough in a Mohammedan, but thoroughly

unscientific. By means of bold identifications of entirely

different names and words, an uncritical use of good autho

rities like Strabo and Ptolemy, whom he seems only to know

at second-hand, and of utterly worthless books, like that of

Mr. C. Forster, whom he follows in very many points, he

arrives, as we should expect, at very absurd results. A

glance at his map of Arabia will convince any one of this.

To notice one more particular. He places the Jewish per

secutor of Christianity in South Arabia, Dhu Nowas, who

lived in the 6th century a.d., in the year 354 B.C. English

readers should therefore beware of being led to attribute

any importance to this essay by the fact that the author is a

Mohammedan.

We can hardly blame the author if his knowledge of

Hebrew is limited (though he seems to have written a com

mentary on the Bible), and his acquaintance with the laws

of philology on a par with his ideas of historical criticism.

Still it is rather too strong to maintain, as he does, in com

pany with Mr. Forster, the identity of the names Yarah,

Ydriib, and Jorham. It is much more surprising that he

has no thorough knowledge of Arabic ; many proofs of this

might be given. Even in the Arabic title of his book, and in the

titles of particular essays, there are grammatical errors, e.g.,

the first word in it, and the author's name of distinction

{Syed), are without the article, and the use of the preposition

Ac for j is unclassical. The verses given in the second

essay contain in part metrical mistakes, or are wrongly

pointed, to say nothing of misprints. And it can hardly be

explained how an oriental can make mistakes in the vowels

of such well-known names as Tabari, Nowairi, Taghlib,

Tanukh, Yathrib, Tarafa, &c. (which are written Tibri,

Navairi, Taglab, Tonuch, Yatherub, Turfali) ; how he can call

Yakut a Hamvec instead of Hamavee (or better Hainawt),

and Ibn Kotaiba's book Moarif instead of Madrif. Many

more such examples might be given. It is even a worse

error, that he persistently conceives the "Arabs who

perished " (albaida) to be Arabs of the desert, as if the word

were albadiya. The sketch of the character and mode of

life of the heathen Arabs contains nothing more than any

one may learn by reading a few of the old poets, and that of

the religion of the ancient Arabs is equally superficial. The

only excuse is that the author has received not an Arabian,

but an Indo-Persian education ; hence he prefers to give

Arabic names in a Persian form. At all events we need not

allow ourselves to be dazzled by the author's rather osten

tatious erudition.

The last essay is the only one which refers directly to the

life of Mohammed ; the second volume will doubtless describe

the remainder of the Prophet's life. We may hope it will

prove of more importance than this first instalment of the

biography ; otherwise no loss would be sustained were it to

remain unprinted.

The work before us proves that Syed Ahmed is an accom

plished author, who can find out the weak parts of an adver

sary's argument, and make his own positions plausible to an

English public, but on the whole it is a curiosity, and nothing

more. In this character, too, we can appreciate the elegant,

but scarcely accurate, picture of the great mosque of Mecca,

and the pedigree of the author, which, as indeed the name

Syed indicates, he derives from the Prophet himself. The

book is handsomely got up, but the Arabic type might be

better. Th. Noldeke.

On the Anthropomorphisms of Onkelos, and the meaning of the

phrase " The word of God." [Vie Anthropomorphiecn und

Anthropopathieen bci Onkelos und den spiiteren Targumim.] By Dr.

Siegmund Maybaum. Breslau : Schletter.

The Aramaic translation of the Pentateuch, known by the

name of Onkelos, is distinguished from the Samaritan by

this peculiarity, that, in numerous passages expressing acts

of God, the anthropomorphism of the Hebrew is diluted by a

kind of circumlocution. Thus, for instance, the words " I

have seen the affliction of my people" (Exod. hi. 7), are-

rendered, " The affliction of my people is manifest before:

me;" " And God heard the voice of the lad " (Gen. xxi. 17),

becomes " And the voice was heard before God ;" "Go to,

let us go down" (Gen. xi. 7), is translated, " Go to, we will

appear;" "I will pass through the land of Egypt" (Exod.

xii. 12), "I will appear in the land of Egypt." Expressions

for wrath, love, hatred, repentance, and disgust, and the

ascription of certain human limbs to God, are similarly ren

dered by periphrases. The question has therefore been

raised, whether Onkelos avoids anthropomorphism on prin

ciple, or not ? Maimonides and others have answered in the

affirmative. But if so, the translator would surely have been

consistent, and never admitted a single phrase ascribing:

human action to God, whereas Dr. Maybaum proves in his

second chapter, by a number of quotations, that this is not

the case. The alternative to the opinion of Maimonides is

that adopted by the author in company with Luzzatto and

Frankel, viz., that since the version of Onkelos was destined,

not for a learned public, but for ordinary readers, circum

locution was only employed when the original phrase might

be thought by some readers offensive. Thus, some expres

sions, like the foot or the anger of God, were modified -

others, like the eye of God, meaning His providence, or the

hand of God, meaning His power, were left unaltered, be

cause they would be recognized by all as metaphorical. The

translator, according to Dr. Maybaum, followed certain

definite rules ; these are given in the course of the seven

chapters which form the first part of this pamphlet. The

second part is of much greater interest, and appeals strongly

to Christian theologians. The object of the author is to

prove that the circumlocution " the word of God " used by

the Targum of Onkelos in Gen. iii. 8, &c, has no bearing

on the doctrine of the Logos, as Gfrorer and Langen have

supposed. He adduces several passages, in which trra'D

is employed for " word " in general, and also for " mouth,"

" person," " soul," " heart." The analogy of the Arabicj^cU,.

proposed by the author (p. 40) for the last three meanings

of tOD'D, is very doubtful ; that word being probably de

rived from the root ««J, and not from w«l ; see Djauhari,

j+S, and Sachau's Qavaliki, p. 37 and 19. The author con

cludes that Onkelos employed the periphrasis of sno'O for

decency's sake, an explanation which we cannot profess to

understand. If it was so important to the translator to pre

vent his readers from supposing that they could hear " the

voice of God," or that Abraham " believed in God " (Gen. xv^

6), his object must, we think, have been to inculcate the

transcendental existence of God, which he implied in the

phrases " the word " (KIO'D), or " the majesty (nrati*. tnp*>

of God." To go further than this, and maintain with Gfrorer

and Langen that Onkelos uses the phrase "word of God*
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hypostatically in the sense of Philo, and especially of St.

John, appears to us unjustifiable, for such a sense is not in

accordance with the Semitic habit of mind ; probably Onkelos

-was led to choose this particular phrase by Ps. xxxiii. 5,

" By the word of the Lord were the heavens made." An

other translator, like the son of Sirach, might have adopted

the phrase " the wisdom of God," in imitation of Prov. viii.

and ix. But even if we could suppose that the Greek term

Xoyos was already current in Palestine, and that Onkelos

adopted it, it would not follow that he adhered to the pre

cise shade of meaning in which it was originally used, any

more than it follows from the parallelism of the expressions

DlpD, " place " = " God " in the Mishnah and twos, also =

" God," in Philo, that the pantheistic nuance of Philo is retained

in the Mishnah. So, too, the phrase D1K p of the Old Testa

ment has not the same meaning as the vios avQpamov of the

New. But it is needless to accumulate examples of words

adopted from another language in a new signification.

In the appendix, Dr. Maybaum treats with equal learning

and acuteness of the circumlocutions of the other Targums.

His work has been crowned by the Rabbinical school of

Breslau. We congratulate the author on his success, and

hope he will be induced to continue these interesting re

searches with greater fulness of development than in the

present essay. Ad. Neubauer.

Intelligence.

The Text of the New Testament.—Bishop Ellicott has published

some " Considerations on the revision of the English version of the

New Testament" (Longman, 1870), the generally trustworthy character

of which is marred by one or two extravagant assertions. He remarks,

for instance, that we "have acquired a very accurate knowledge of what

were probably the very words, which were either traced by the hands

of Apostles and Evangelists, or dictated by them to the faithful writer "

(p. 37). It may be interesting to contrast this statement with the lan

guage of Lachmann, writing as a purely philological critic, and Tischen-

dorf, as a critic^and orthodox theologian. "Jam mihi audire videor,"

says the former, "strepitus superstitiosorum, qui conjectura in his libris

sacris emendandis usquam opus esse negant. Qui si tandem in sese de-

scenderint, scient se hoc dicere, multa in his libris verissima conjectura

restituta esse auctoribus nobis incognitis ante annum 1 514 sive 1516, ex

illo autem tempore fontes conjectandi exaruisse." (Preface to vol. ii. of

his Greek Testament, p. v.) And Tischendorf goes so far as to declare,

" Certum hoc est, jam iv. et iii. saeculi Novi Testamenti textum .... a

puritate atque integritate plurimis modis discessisse ; maxime vero pro-

babile etiam illud est, nulla aetate magis quam ipsa prima, /'. e., primo ac

secundo p. Chr. saeculo, textus sacri quam diximus varietatem esse

exortam. (Preface to the 7th ed. of his Greek Testament, p. xxxi.)

Dr. Ludwig Geiger has brought out an accurate and interesting sketch

(Das Stadium dcr hebr. Sprache, Breslau, Schletter, 1870) of the pro

gress of Hebrew studies in Germany from the end of the 15th to the

middle of the 1 6th century. He states that the successor of Reuchlin

as professor of Hebrew at the University of Tubingen was an English

man, named Robert Wakfeld, who afterwards (1530 to 1540) taught

Hebrew at Oxford.

Contents of the Journals.

Studien und Kritiken, No. 4.—On the correspondence between

the subjects of the paintings taken from the Old and New Testaments

respectively in medieval churches, by L. Diestel.—On the nature of

piety, by F. Fauth.—On Concordances, by Bindseil.—On the name

Matthew, by W. Grimm. [Takes Mattai to be an adjective = manly,

from math, a man ; and rejects the account of Matthew's conversion in

the first Evangelist.]—Broglie's L'F.glise et 1' Empire romain, rev. by

Schulze.—Schaff's History of the Ancient Church, rev. by Beck.

Zeitschrift fur wiBsenschaftl. Theologie, No. 4.—Volkmar and

the Gospels, by Hilgenfeld. [Considers Volkmar's extravagant work to

have given the coup de gr&ce to the supposed priority of Mark's Gospel.]

—Introduction to the epistle of James, by \V. Grimm. [Lucid and

sensible.]—Recent editions of Clement of Rome, by Hilgenfeld. [A

minute criticism of Drs. Lightfoot and Laurent, both of whom, but

especially the former, are too chary of conjectural emendation.]—The

question as to the original text of the Augsburg Confession, by Calinich.

[Art. 10 of the original text implies a belief in transubslantiation.]—

Criticisms of the text of Exodus, by C. Egli : continued.—The book of

Joel in the Persian age, by Hilgenfeld. [An unsuccessful vindication

of the writer's theory, referring Joel to the Persian period of Jewish

history, and in opposition to Schrader, the editor of De Wette's Intro

duction.]

Theologisches Literaturblatt, Aug. 29.—Hefele on the Council of

Constance, rev. by Schwab.—Herminjard's Correspondance des Re-

formateurs, rev. by Kampfschulte. [A highly competent and in the

main favourable criticism.]—Schafer and Kessel on Ecclesiastes, rev. by

Reusch. [Checks the apologetic zeal of the former writer.]—Braun,

Kremer, and Brown on Mohammedanism, rev. by Haneberg. [Favour

able.]

Gb'ttingische gelehrte Anzeigen, June 29.—Coquerel on the earliest

transformations of Christianity, rev. by Brandes. [Appreciative, from a

slightly different point of view.]—July 6. Supplement to the German

translation of Renan's Vie de Jesus, rev. by H. E. [An answer to

Renan's five reasons for doubting St. John's authorship of the 4th

Gospel. Ewald rightly objects to Renan's expression, " Palestinian

Greek," as if the language of all that portion of the Greek Testament

which is ascribed by tradition to Jews of Palestine, except the 4th Gospel,

were uniform. He suggests, too, that even if the ideas of that Gospel be

" Philonian and almost Gnostic," the "old fisherman of the sea of

Gennesareth " was presumably no less capable of educating himself up to

them than the Gnostic cobbler, Theodotus of Byzantium. The rest of

the article is not very striking.]

Dilthey's Life of Schleiermacher, in Literar. Centralblatt, Aug. 13.

[Thoroughly satisfactory ; excels in exhibiting the stages of Schleier-

macher's intellectual progress.]

New Publications.

Bickell, G. Grundriss der hebraischen Grammatik. Abth. 2. Leip

zig : Brockhaus.

De Wette, \V. M. L. Kurzgefasstes exeget. Handbuch zum Neuen

Testamente. Band I. Die Apostelgeschichte, bearb. von F. Over-

beck. Leipzig : Hirzel.

Herminjard, A. L. Correspondance des Reformateurs dans les pays

de langue francaise. Tom. iii. (1533 a 1536). Geneve et Paris.

Meyer, H. A. W. Kritisch-exegetisches Handbuch lib. den Brief an

die Galater. Aufl. 5. Gottingen : Vandenhoeck u. Ruprecht.

Science and Philosophy.

Contributions to the History of Chemistry. [Beitriige zur Geschiehie

dcr Chcmn:]—By Hermann Kopp. Brunswick : Vieweg and Son,

1869. 8vo. pp. xi. 530.

During the 17th century, the attention of chemists was

occupied with a succession of controversies, as upon the

nature of the elements, upon the chemistry of physiological

actions, and upon the antiquity of the hermetic and alchemic

sciences. The last, which was begun by Conring and was

taken up by Borrichius, did not entice many to engage in

it ; but its results were to some extent apparent in subse

quent writings. Conring had refused to acknowledge the

authenticity of the writings ascribed to Hermes, and the

extravagant antiquity claimed for their pursuits by the alche

mists ; Borrichius, a man of learning and ability, in his

reply, combated the arguments with facts, which, though

they failed to repel Conring's assault, remain to this day as

positive additions to our knowledge, and worthy of further

examination. The chief of these was the existence, at Paris

and elsewhere, of Greek manuscripts upon transmutation,

bearing the names of Hermes, Democritos, and others pro

minent in antiquity, which Borrichius adduced as evidence

that the perfecting of the inferior metals was not an idea of

recent date, but must have been familiar to the Greeks ; and

he tried also to shew that the Greeks ascribed their acquaint

ance with it to the Egyptians, who, in turn, had been in

structed by Hermes.

Borrichius was not the first, by any means, to speak of

these manuscripts ; they were known, and some extracts

from them had been translated into Latin and published

upwards of a century earlier. They were subsequently men

tioned briefly by chemical writers, by bibliographers and the

authors of the catalogues of the libraries where they are still
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preserved ; but so little interest have they awakened during

the last two centuries, that perhaps half-a-dozen antiquaries

have examined as many MSS., but not one has made a digest

of what is known about them.

In this country it is difficult to find more than a few

references to the entire subject, and even these are so

imperfect that the authors of them had evidently no critical

comprehensive acquaintance with it. Nevertheless, among

these references there is an answer—a short and not very

conclusive one—to Conring, three years before Borrichius

published his reply. The author, John Webster, " Practi

tioner in Physick and Chirurgery," takes but a narrow range,

and does not once allude to the Greek MSS. He quotes

Firaiicus, however, who is generally supposed to be the

earliest author who makes use of the term " alchemia," and

tries to demonstrate that a Hermetic Medicine existed during

the earliest ages in Egypt. He was familiar also with the

story told by Suidas about the destruction of alchemic MSS.

in Egypt by Diocletian, a story which is mentioned by

English writers more frequently than almost any other. It

is repeated, for example, by Gibbon, by Watson, by Davy,

and by Thomson, the last of whom has also quoted the legend

of the Golden Fleece, and the other, told by Zosimos, about

the origin of the art. At the same time Thomson seems to

have had but a small belief in the existence of Greek MSS.

at Rome, Paris, and Venice, and he certainly did not

exert himself to discover whether they were still there

or not. Direct allusions to the MSS. in English are very

few, and those which are found are borrowed from Borri

chius, Morhof, or some other standard writer. The most

important are in Shaw's translation of Boerhaave's Chemistry,

in the translation of Bergman's essay Of the Origin of Che

mistry (Edinburgh, 1791), and a brief reference by Warton

to the Altenburg-Gotha MS., described by Reinesius in the

Bibliolheca Gracca of Fabricius. As for the writings them

selves, one at least has appeared in an English dress, The

True Book of Synesios the Greek Abbot. It was published

in 1678, appended to Basil Valentine's Chariot of Antimony,

and was reprinted about the beginning of this century, in a

well-known collection of alchemic tracts. This, however,

if not altogether'spurious, is corrupt, for it contains allusions

to a writer long subsequent to the date at which Synesios is

supposed to have flourished. The preceding, with the cata

logue entries of the English MSS., and one or two allusions in

magazine or review articles, constitute, so far as we are aware,

all the information on the subject available in English.

It is remarkable that not only in this country, but also

on the continent, it is precisely the professed historians of

chemistry who have passed the MSS. by without endeavour

ing to follow up the researches inaugurated by Pizimenti

in the 1 6th, and carried somewhat farther by Borrichius in

the 17th century. Dufresnoy, in 1742, mentions the Paris

MSS., but it is not easy to say to what extent he consulted

them himself. More recently, Figuier, who is largely in

debted to Dufresnoy, has not even mentioned them;

Schmieder has only a very short chapter upon the same

topic, and Gerding, the last who has attempted to write the

chronicles of the science, makes reference to one or two of

the principal authors—to Democritos, Zosimos, and Hermes

—and to the derivation of the name " chemistry" from the

Greek. As far back, however, as 1842, Hoefer had recog

nized the importance of the Greek alchemic MSS. in the

Paris collections, and published an account of them. Into

the bibliography of the subject he did not enter minutely, and

he did not indicate any knowledge of the existence of MSS.

elsewhere. His account of the Paris MSS., however, forms

one of the most original and valuable parts of his work, for

he has given extracts both in the original language and in

French, and has besides endeavoured to explain some of the

many obscurities with which these writings abound. It is to

be regretted, perhaps, that the second edition of his Histoire,

published four years ago, does not afford evidence of any

endeavours made during the lapse of twenty years to render

this section of the book more complete.

If proof were wanted that there was abundant material

which could have been employed for this purpose, the pre

sent work of Dr. Kopp affords it, and we are constrained to

acknowledge that in the use made of the material it is one

of the most important additions yet made to the history of

chemistry. Indeed we have here for the first time an attempt

to give an exhaustive review of all that is known of a cer

tain period. Passing no opinion upon the value of such

enquiries, the author has tried tacitly to show that while a great

body of facts is unexamined, no conclusion can be arrived at

as to the results which they may yield. The subject which he

has selected for investigation is the history of Greek alchemy,

contained in certain traditions, and represented by MSS.

preserved in various European libraries. In piecing together

the fragments of information found in the writers who are

known to have referred to them, he has pursued his task

with such perseverance, he has given such a view of the

whole subject, with so clear an account of what is known,

what is probable and hypothetical, and what is unknown,

that though he has had almost nothing to add to already

existing facts, he may still be said to have explored, if not

discovered, a new field of philological and historical research.

Though not formally divided, the subject has been treated

by Dr. Kopp under three main heads, under which indeed

it almost falls naturally.

1. The first part is devoted to the consideration of a

number of questions relating to what may be called the

legendary period of chemical history, and contains a very

full restatement of the different myths in which the origin

of the art has been shrouded, and its later history entangled.

Some of these are scriptural, such as that which assigns the

beginning of chemistry to Tubal Cain, and ascribes chemical

skill to Moses and St. John ; others are classical, such as the

story of the Golden Fleece, and those which claim Virgil,

Pindar, and other writers, as having been initiated in the art,

and having referred to it in their works ; and a third class

historical, in which Egypt is regarded as its earliest home.

Under this head also is a discussion on the meaning and

derivation of that very obscure word " Chemia," and on the

earliest occurrence of it, and of the idea of transmutation

in any authentic writer. The results unfortunately are

negative, like those with which the whole topic has hitherto

repaid examination. There is no confirmation of the view

that the idea of transmutation was known in ancient clas

sical times, but it is shown that shortly after the commence

ment of the present era the idea appears. Whence did it

come ; did it originate then for the first time, or had it been

previously long preserved as a secret by a priesthood or

society, and did it then begin to ooze out and become

public ?

To these questions no answer at present is given. There

is no definite use of the name or allusion to transmutation

i.e. artificial preparation of gold and silver until the fourth

or fifth century, but when they do occur they are plainly

familiar to the writers who mention them. As for the name,

so many derivations—none of them decisive—have been

proposed, that it is well to admit at once that its origin is

still unknown. It remains to be seen whether light will be

thrown upon it by the Greek MSS. It is certainly unlikely,

at any rate, that the suggestive passage quoted by Dr. Kopp

from the Etymologicon Linguae Latinae will ever conduct us

to the source from which it has come.
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2. The generalities connected with the MSS. themselves

form the second great section of the present work, and the

one which probably contains the greatest amount of new

matter. The author has given a history of the progress of

the knowledge of the MSS. from the sixteenth century, when

Pizimenti printed Latin translations of several tracts, down

to 1866, when the second edition of Hoefer's Histoire de la

Chimic appeared. He has enumerated the services ren

dered by Reinesius, by Ameilhon, by Gruner and Ideler,

has given a short notice of the controversy between Conring

and Borrichius, and has entered minutely into the biblio

graphy of the MSS. From this account it appears there are

no fewer than twenty of the European libraries which pos

sess copies of Greek manuscripts on alchemy. From a

comparison of the contents of these collections it seems

certain that the bulk of the writings is the same in the

different MSS., though, as was to be expected, there are

differences not only in the texts, but also in the number,

order, and even in the titles, of the articles. The largest

number of tracts contained in any one MS. is about sixty,

but the majority of the MSS. embrace a much smaller number.

It may be said, that while Dr. Kopp has compiled their

bibliography, the critical history of these collections is still to

be written. It is not known where and by whom the greater

number of the MSS. were written ; how, when, and for what

reason they came to the West. The received account that

they were brought by Greeks towards the close of the 15th

century, that they were purchased by Italian and other

leaders of the restoration of classical learning, and thus

found their way gradually into the libraries, is plausible and

probably correct, but their history prior to that period is

a blank The dates at which they were written seem, how

ever, to be tolerably well ascertained. They range from the

nth to as late as the 16th century; but, as Dr. Kopp has

shewn, the oldest manuscript which exists at Venice does

not contain the oldest form of the collection. This is ex

hibited in a comparatively modern copy preserved in the

Escurial, which may be supposed therefore to represent an

earlier manuscript at present unknown, if not altogether

lost. Into all these questions the author, enters with satis

factory minuteness, giving a critical resume of previous

views.

3. The third part of the book, introduced by a section

upon a catalogue of alchemic authors contained in certain

of the MSS., is occupied with the individuals whose names

are appended to the different treatises. Those which occur

most prominently are Hermes, Demokritos, Synesios, Zosi-

mos, Stephanos, and Olympiodoros. Of the others, as of

these, it may be remarked that there is hardly one who is

not known in some other way to literature or to history.

The explanation of this coincidence has hitherto been the

great difficulty and, when belief was placed in the possibility

of alchemic changes, was the object of all the discussions.

As has been mentioned above, it was a firm conviction that

the writings actually emanated from Democritos, Synesios

and Zosimos, which led Olaus Borrichius to write his Her-

metis Sapientia Vindicate!, and to believe that these classical

authors were acquainted with the art. This view receives

no support from modern criticism ; the alchemic writings

ascribed to Democritos, for example, are enumerated by

Mullach, but are rejected as spurious ; Menard, the recent

translator of the Divine Poemander and other works of

Hermes Trismegistus, never refers to his alchemic reputa

tion ; Volkmann, in a study of Synesios of Cyrene, lately

published (see Academy, p. 81), omits all mention of the

alchemic and medical writings ascribed to him, and Dr.

Kopp has also given his judgment against it. Of the ex

planations proposed to account for the singular coincidence

of names with those of historical persons, the most com

monly accepted is that the true authors prefixed to their

writings the names which they conceived would carry weight.

We have no space here to give our reasons for thinking that

this is almost a begging of the whole question. Dr. Kopp,

leaving hypotheses, or seeing rather that in the present

state of the enquiry hypotheses are premature, has gathered

together in separate chapters such personal details relative

to the authors as can be sifted out of the mass of legend

which obscures them, and has enumerated the different MSS.

in which their works occur.

The preceding discussions constitute the body of the work,

but there have been added chapters on related topics, such

as the symbols used in some of the MSS., the lexicons which

profess to explain obscure words, and especially a very valuable

sketch of the history of distillation down to the 8th or 9th

century. In the latter the author has confirmed what was

previously advanced by Hoefer and others that distillation

was known long before the Arabs, to whom the invention

of it has been ascribed.

It will be observed that having made the present a pre

liminary bibliographic study, Dr. Kopp has not entered at

all into the contents of the writings themselves. That would

form a separate enquiry, one perhaps even more laborious

than that which he has so admirably carried out. We almost

wish, however, that he had added, as he has done in the case

of Democritos, or that he would still add, to these Beitrage,

a reprint of those portions of the MSS. which have been

already published, even though they be not the most im

portant and valuable. At present they are either scattered

through bulky volumes, filled with altogether different matter,

or exist in separate editions which in some cases are so rare

as to be almost as difficult of access as the manuscripts

themselves. Such a reprint would be of value to those who

have the opportunity of consulting the MSS. and comparing

them with each other.

Altogether apart from the positive value of its contents,

this work has a merit which is of some importance for the

future history of chemistry. In his previous work, Die Gc-

schichte der Chemie (Brunswick, 1843-47), Dr. Kopp gave

only the results at which he arrived without discussing the

evidence at length. The present study is constructed on a

different plan, as it gives the details of the enquiry in full

with complete references to all the authorities. While it

has lost the symmetrical form of the earlier work, it has

gained by embodying what may seem to some the novel

idea, that if the history of chemistry deserves examination

at all, and if it is to yield results, positive or negative, worth

having, it must be treated in a scientific spirit. It is not

unlikely, however, that the method adopted may exclude from

a perusal of the work many who, while interested in the

facts themselves, feel small inclination to weigh the evidence ;

but on the other hand, it constitutes part of the perma

nent value of the book for antiquaries. They have thus ob

tained a sound foundation for future enquiries besides encou

ragement to discuss the subject in an impartial manner if

they engage in it at all. Historians have hitherto been too

apt to ignore details, to indulge in generalities, and to repeat

amusing romances about transmutation which never could

stand examination as matters of fact, or again to be deterred

altogether from prosecuting their researches by expressed

opinions disparaging their subject.

Dr. Kopp has made the first step towards treating the

early history of chemistry like any other topic of antiquarian

and literary interest, and removing from it the reproach of

want of criticism. It is to be hoped that the next step,

by whomsoever made, will bring us nearer some definite

knowledge of the contents of the Greek MSS. and the
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likelihood of their affording a clue to the origin of a course

of thought, which, however reluctant some may be to

acknowledge it, is the historical antecedent of that which

characterises the modern science of Chemistry.

The Philosophy of Plato. [La Philosophit dc Plalon. Exposition,

histoire et critique, de la thJorie des idees, par Alfred Fouillee.] Paris :

Ladrange. 2 vols. 1869.

This work is a memoir which received the prize of the Aca-

ddmie des Sciences morales et politiques in 1867.

The heads of treatment prescribed to the candidate three

years before were as follows, 1st : — To give a thorough

exposition in detail of the Theory of Ideas considered in

itself and in, its principal applications. 2ndly, to investigate

that which the predecessors of Plato, and especially Socrates,

have contributed to this theory. 3rdly, to consider the

criticisms of Aristotle upon it. 4thly, to trace the develop

ment of this criticism in the school of Alexandria, and to

determine the value of the reconciliation of Plato and

Aristotle undertaken by this school. And lastly, to sum

marize the merits and defects of the Platonic theory, to

examine the residuum of truth which it contains, and to

determine the importance of its study and the light which

contemporary philosophy throws upon it. This plan, to

which M. Fouille'e's work corresponds in every particular,

is inconveniently difficult. By placing the exposition of the

Theory of Ideas before the enquiry into the process by

which Plato arrived at it, and by raising questions which

did not emerge till 2000 years later, a temptation was placed

in the way of the competitors to misconceive the essentially

historical character of their subject, to neglect the historical

antecedents of the Theory of Ideas for the consideration of

the present position of philosophy, which is far removed

from it ; and lastly to give an unfaithful representation of

the thought of Plato from the point of view at which he

was placed at the beginning of the 4th century b.c. M.

Fouille'e has fallen, we think, into this error, though he is not

entirely answerable for it. The programme, which he had

to fill up, drove him towards that for which he had a natural

inclination, viz. : to treat the subject as a metaphysician

rather than as a historian.

To begin with, he has exaggerated the dogmatic side of

Plato, an error to which the programme led him, by seeming

to reduce all the philosophy of Plato to the Theory of Ideas.

Mr. Grote goes perhaps too far in the opposite direction, in

denying to Plato all attempt at systematic exposition ; but he

has brought out extremely well the negative, polemical, and

really Socratic side of Platonism which M. Fouille'e has mis

understood. Plato, no doubt, had very distinct and definite

convictions on two points,—the dialectic method, and the

principles of morals, and it is these which mark him off, as

they distinguish his master, from the sophists. On other

points his views seem as fluid and elastic as they can be, and

he sometimes confesses as much, with an intellectual inge

nuousness which seems to me to be one of the graces of his

charming genius. Thus in the Timacus 29 C. he says that

men cannot pretend to say anything coherent or exact about

the gods and the formation of the world (trepl ®eQ>v teal ttjs rov

ttuvtoi; yeve'ereos) and that they must content themselves with

probability. In the P/iaedo, Socrates himself treats as merely

mythical and probable (61 E., 70 B., cf. or B.) all that he

says about the condition of the soul after death ; and Cebes

confesses (85 C), without being contradicted by Socrates,

that it is impossible, or at least very difficult, to arrive in

this world at clear ideas on this subject, adding that we

must use the best of human reasoning as a raft on which to

cross the sea of life. The Theory of Ideas itself is not

rigorously systematic. Towards the end of his life, Plato

gave it the Pythagorean form, which we only know from

Aristotle, and which does not agree very well with the form

of the theory, which is exhibited in the Dialogues. And

there is a vagueness and incoherence on a number of impor

tant points which must be retained if we would interpret

him with fidelity.

In the same way Plato has nothing precise to tell us about

the relation of the ideas to the world of sense, and he himself

openly confesses in the Phaedo (100 D.), oik oAAoti iroul

avro KaXuv r) (Ktivov tov KaX.uv tire Trapowia art KOivun'ia omj

Si] Kal ottuk wpoo-yco/xoT/. M. Fouille'e can neither tolerate

nor admit this vagueness. He thinks he finds a precise

solution of the problem in the discussions of the Parmcnides

on Unity and Plurality, a riddle of which no one ever has suc

ceeded or ever will succeed in finding the key. According

to this dialogue, the relation of the ideas to the sensible

world reduces itself to the relation of the ideas to one

another, because it is only a case of the relation of the idea

of being to that of not-being (i. 232). Indeterminate unity

and indeterminate multiplicity are equally nothing. Being

is unity absolutely determined per se, and progressively

determinable for us. Unity dominates and produces diver

sity. It is just because it comprehends all determinations

that it unites even contraries within itself. A thing cannot

rise to perfection except on the condition of becoming the

perfection of all other things. For instance, discursive

reason, in its purity and perfection, is one with the perfection

of intuitive reason, and this again is one with the perfection

of love (i. 233-4). This theory appears to M. Fouillee

not only to be Platonic, but also to be satisfactory.

He makes use of it to explain the relation of the ideas to

the Divine Being. There are no questions on which Plato's

utterances are more vague and incoherent, but at the same

time interspersed with the most profound and elevated views,

than those which relate to God. Like Aristotle and the

ancients in general, he fluctuated between polytheism and

monotheism, and he certainly never dreamed of facing the

question how the Divine personality can be made compat

ible with an abstraction like the Idea of Good. M. Fouille'e

thinks (i. 518) that Plato's aim was to maintain, whilst recon

ciling, the different forms under which God manifests Him

self to our thought, and which had been grasped successively

by his predecessors. According to him (i. 520), the God

of Plato is neither ideal nor real, because he is indivisibly

the idea realized. He is neither the only universal nor the

only individual, because He is the Universal Individual—

universal and impersonal in relation to us, individual and

personal in Himself. In a word, God is the Unity of all

things in their perfection.

This interpretation, or rather this transformation, of the

Theory of Ideas, ought to have led M. Fouille'e to reject all

the objections raised by Aristotle. And, in fact, he does

not admit that a single one of them has the least decisive

validity. It follows from this that Aristotle's polemic is

nothing but a tissue of mistakes ; that Aristotle, in fact,

understood absolutely nothing of the ideas of his Master.

The enormity of this conclusion ought to have made M.

Fouille'e pause and reflect upon the possibly doubtful cha

racter of his own interpretation.

The sum of the whole book is, that for M. Fouillee

Platonism is the true philosophy ; and, in working out his

own personal views, he shows that he possesses distinguished

qualities of mind, which might have been better employed

than in drawing out of a system that which it does not and

could not possibly contain, and in making Plato into some

thing quite different from that which he really was.

Charles Thurot.
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Scientific Notes.

Physiology.

Commensalism in the Animal Kingdom.—Under this title a very

interesting paper was read some time ago in the Academic des Sciences

de Belgique by M. P. J. van Beneden, which we have not hitherto had

an opportunity of noticing. It is well known to even the most careless

observer that various animals are frequently found associated together. In

some instances the smaller and often more active animal feeds upon the

other, and is then termed a parasite ; and this may either live on the

surface or in the interior, but in either case at the expense of its host.

In other instances, however, instead of forming a true parasite, the

smaller animal may simply take advantage of the activity of the larger

animal to which it attaches itself in order to obtain food, that it would

be otherwise unable to acquire, and which is occasionally identical with

that of its host. In such cases, instead of preying upon the latter, it

simply dines at the same table with him ; the two animals furnish

together an example of commensalism. When the back of a whale is

coated with Coronulae or Diademata, it cannot truly be said to be covered

with parasites. These crustaceans only require from their colossal

neighbour a lodging, or more accurately, a vehicle. They do not in any

way draw nourishment from him, but effect the capture of their own ap

propriate food, in which they are merely assisted by the motion of the

whale. Commensals may be divided into two classes ; the free, or those

which can detach themselves at will, and the fixed. The free com

mensals are the most numerous, and various examples of them may be

adduced. First, a pretty little fish named Donzella, or Fierasfer, which

lives in the inside of the Holothuria, and is of elongated ribbon-like

form. M. v. Beneden states that one of his friends, M. Semper, has

in the Philippines seen Holothuriae, in whose interior were so many

different kinds of animals as to present no distant resemblance to an

hotel, with a table d'hote. In the Indian seas, again, is a fish termed the

Oxibeles lombricoides, which lives inside a star-fish (Asteriasdiscoidea),

and consumes a part of the food swallowed by the latter. A siluroid

fish of Brazil, of the genus Platystoma, lodges in its mouth several small

fishes that were for a long time considered to be young silures, which

were protected here as the young of the Marsupials are in the pouch of

their mother ; but it has lately been shown by Prof. Reinhardt that

they are full-grown fish of a different species, and he has named them

Stegophilus insidiosus. M. Bleeker has discovered a case of a crab

(Cymothoa) living in the mouth of a fish, the Stromataeus niger. In the

Chinese Sea Dr. Collingwood met with a large Anemone, two feet in

■diameter, in the interior of which a small fish swam about. Another

interesting example of a free commensal is met with in the Pinnotheres,

or small crabs alxiut the size of a young spider, which live in the cavity

•of the bivalve Modiola and Avicula, whilst the Ostracothera similarly

inhabits the Tridacna. On the other hand, in Cochliolepsis parasites

we have an example of a gasteropod living as a free commensal on the

body of an Annelid Ocoetes lupina. Another small crab (Fabia chinen-

sis) lives in the lower part of the intestine of an Echinus (Euriechinus

imbecillus). The habits of the Hermit crab are well known, how it

seeks out certain gasteropod shells, and conceals in them its feeble

caudal extremity ; but it is not so generally known that it is almost

always accompanied by a commensal in the form of a little Annelid,

whilst the surface of the protecting shell is often covered with Hy-

dractinia, which to some extent at least are indebted to the crab for

their sustenance. Other crabs inhabit tunicate animals, as the Phro-

nimus sedentarius, which swims in the interior of the Salpa. The

elegant gasteropod Phylliroe bucephalus has for a commensal a remark

able polype, the nature of which was long misunderstood, but which is

now known to be the Polype Mnestra parasites. Lastly, the beautiful

sponge (Euplectella aspergillum) of the Philippine Isles, contains in its

cavity no less than three free commensals of the Crab-tribe, namely, the

Pinnotheres, Palemon, and one of the Isopoda. In regard to the fixed

commensals, the most interesting are the Cirripedes, which, in the form

of tubicinella, diadema, or coronula, are found attached to whales,

dolphins, sharks, and chelonia. Various genera of polypes and sponges

are familiar as constituting fixed commensals.

New Remedy for Snake Poison.—A scientific investigation of con

siderable importance to the inhabitants of the warmer regions of the

world, where snake-bites are of common occurrence, has lately been

conducted by Dr. Halford, the professor of anatomy in the University

of Melbourne. Dr. Halford's first paper appeared in the early part of

last year, and in this he showed that the bite of the Australian snakes

was very deadly, but that the effects might be promptly checked by the

injection under the skin of about 30 drops of ammonia gas dissolved in

water, or, in other words, of the liquor ammonite of the British Pharma

copoeia, which has a specific gravity of '959. Dr. Halford's explana

tion of the poison was, that it consisted of or contained very active

"germinal matter" which, when it entered the blood, caused the

rapid development of an enormous number of minute cell-like bodies,

the growth of which seriously affected the constitution of the blood.

He recorded various cases occurring both in man and animals, in

which the action of the poison was stopped by his plan of treatment,

and in which perfect recovery followed. The plan of injecting the

solution of ammonia was extensively tried by Dr. Fayrer in India,

but from some circumstance or other, possibly the greater viru

lence of the poison emitted by the Indian snakes, failed in effecting

a cure. Dr. Fayrer is, in fact, of opinion that the activity of the poison

is so great, that it is impossible to overtake it by any means whatever.

In the pamphlet that has just reached us, Dr. Halford, whilst still

maintaining the efficacy of the remedy he has adopted, has somewhat

modified his views of its action. He records twenty cases in which it

has been employed by various practitioners in Victoria, and of these

only three ended fatally, though the snakes by which the bite was

inflicted, belong to such exceedingly poisonous species as the Hoplo-

cephalus curtus (tiger-snake) and suferbus, the Diemenia superci/iosa, or

common brown snake of Victoria, and the Pseudeehis porphyriacus, or

black snake, all animals whose bite is little, if at all, inferior to that

of the most poisonous snakes of India and America. Dr. Halford

makes two important additional statements : first, that as the power of

the ammonia injected is expended, fresh supplies must be injected, and

secondly, that the greatest care should be used that none of the ammonia

is spilt, or sloughing will follow ; and the alteration he has made in his

views is, that whereas formerly he thought that in consequence of the

entrance of the poison into the blood, a rapid growth of new cells

occurred, which took up and exhausted both the fibrine and the oxygen

of the blood, and rendered it incapable of any longer ministering to the

wants of the system, he now thinks that the new corpuscles are only

the ordinary white corpuscles of the blood strangely altered and en

larged, the change in them being caused by an alteration in the medium

(liquor sanguinis) in which they float ; and this alteration being, in

fact, a disappearance of the fibrine under the action of the poison.

The ammonia of course counteracts this power of the poison.

Geology.

Fossil Birds and Reptiles of America.—Prof. O. C. Marsh, of Yale

College, Connecticut, contributed to the March No. of the American

"Journal of Science and Arts, a notice of some fossil birds from the cre

taceous and tertiary formations of the United States. Since the three-

toed footprints in the Connecticut river sandstone have been shewn to be

those of Dinosaurian reptiles, no species of birds has been included in the

fossil fauna of America. Prof. Marsh is now able to describe five species

of birds from the cretaceous beds (chiefly the greensand) of New Jersey;

and a few remains also from the tertiary beds of the United States, the

latter not differing generically from existing birds of the puffin, guillemot,

and crane tribes. The Saurian remains, also from the cretaceous strata,

belong to the Mosasauroids, a group comparatively rare in the Old

World, and affording a striking contrast to the Ichthyosaurus and

Plesiosaurus, the prevalent forms in Europe. The same geologist also

describes a new and gigantic fossil serpent, the Dinophis grandis, from

the tertiary greensand of New Jersey, the largest specimen of any

known class of fossil Ophidians, and not surpassed by the largest of

modern serpents.

Remains of Man in California.—In the Transactions ofthe Chicago

Academy of Sciences, vol. i., p. 2, Dr. J. W. Foster claims for the human

skull discovered last season in the gold-drift of California, a greater an

tiquity than that of any of the human remains which have hitherto come

to light in the drift of Abbeville and Amiens, in the valley of the Somme,

or in the loess of the Rhine. It was found in a shaft 1 50 feet deep, 2 miles

from Angelos, in Calaveras Co., California, and is now in the possession

of the State Geological Survey. The shaft passes through five beds of

lava and volcanic tufa, and four deposits of auriferous gravel. The

upper bed of tufa was homogeneous, and without any crack through

which a skull could have been introduced from above. The date of

these gravels is referred to the Pliocene, i.e. the age before the volcanic

eruptions took place which cover a great part of the state, an age pre

ceding the mastodon, the elephant, and other pachyderms. Since the

appearance of man, therefore, in that region, the physical features have

undergone mighty changes. The volcanic peaks of the Sierra have

been lifted up, the glaciers have descended into the valleys, freighted

with gravels, and the great canons themselves have been excavated in

the solid rock.

Botany.

Germination of Palms.—Mr. J. W. Jackson contributes to the

Gardener's Chronicle {ox August 15th an interesting paper on the ger

mination of palms. This is incorrectly described in all the botanical

text-books commonly in use. Its peculiarity consists in the end of the

cotyledon or seed-leaf remaining in the seed, whilst its stalk is pushed

out, carrying with it the radicle, which germinates in the usual manner

at a little distance from the seed. In the double cocoa-nut Lodoicea, the
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protruded end of the cotyledon is as much as 12 or 18 inches long

The sheath or socket at the base of the stem of this palm is shown not

to be peculiar to it, as has been supposed, though more developed than

in other species, and to be formed by the vascular bundles of the rudi

mentary and early leaves.

Effects of the Poison of Hemp.—Professor H. C. Wood describes

in the Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of Philadelphia, vol. xi.,

No. 82, the effects of extract of hemp on the system. The dose taken

was an ounce and a half of the powdered leaves, heated with hot

alcohol, and evaporated, making from 20 to 30 grains of the poison.

No effect was felt for about two hours and a half, when the mind was

suddenly thrown into a trance-like state, which was followed by great

hilarity, and the appearance of alcoholic intoxication. The pulse then

reached 120, and afterwards increased to 136, and spells of partial obli

vion and unconsciousness succeeded, apparently of enormous duration,

but in reality lasting at first not many seconds. These periods became

longer and -more frequent, accompanied by an oppressive and intense

feeling of impending death. Even the next day, after a night's' sleep,

these paroxysms returned, and were attended with partial anaesthesia.

The plants from which the extract was made were grown in Kentucky,

and were of the same kind as that so largely used in India for pro

ducing a sort of intoxication. This Indian hemp has been thought

to differ from the plant grown in Europe for the sake of its fibre,

but Prof. Wood believes them to be of the same species ; but the sum

mers in England are not sufficiently warm to produce any quantity of

the peculiar resinous body in which resides the narcotic and intoxi

cating property.

Cause of the Dehiscence ofAnthers.— M. Chatin contributed to the

sittings of the Paris Academy of Sciences on January 31, February 2:,

and March 21, a paper on this subject, in which he shows that the

accepted opinion of Purkinje that the bursting is due only to the

action of the fibrous cells of the endothecium or inner membrane, must

be incorrect, since these fibrous cells are wanting in a large number of

anthers which dehisce either longitudinally or by pores. M. Chatin's

researches prove that an important part in this dehiscence is frequently

played by the outer membrane or exothecium. The membrane called

by Purkinje the endothecium is, however, not the true interior lining,

but should rather be termed the mesothecium, the third or true endo

thecium lying within it. By the disappearance of this membrane the

wall of the anther is prepared for its disruption. The connective again,

to which botanists generally attribute no part in the dehiscence, un

questionably has a material influence. Lastly, whilst the dehiscence of

anthers is determined by external causes, the organization of the tissues

themselves prepare the way for it.

Chemistry.

The Origin of the Boraoic Acid in the Lagoons of Tuscany.—At

Monte Cerboli, San Frederigo, Acqua Viva, and other places in Tus

cany, jets of steam, carrying along with them a variety of substances,

escape out of volcanic orifices. At the mouth of the fumeroles the

steam condenses into water. Thus originate the lagoons of Tuscany,

whose waters have lately been examined by Dr. O. Popp. He found

besides boracic acid, ammonia, ammonic-sulphate, also the sulphates of

iron, lime, manganese, very small quantities of sulphuretted hydrogen

and chlorides. Besides these bodies, he obtained, in all cases, a double

salt of magnesium and ammonium sulphates =(NH4) SO) + MgOSO,+

611,0, which had escaped previous observers. 2

This salt separates when the waters of the lagoons are concentrated

to a certain extent, and then allowed to crystallize.

The crystals contain sometimes portions of the magnesium replaced

by iron, manganese, or lime, and in consequence their colour is more

or less brown. Dr. Popp has added to the above observations some

speculations on the origin of the boracic acid of the lagoons. Dumas

believes that strata or beds of a compound of sulphur and boron

come in contact by some means with sea-water, and that accordingly

sulphuretted hydrogen and boracic acid result by a process of double

decomposition. The volcanic heat would convert the rest of the water

into steam, and thus the production of the fumeroles would be ex

plained. This view is now shewn to be untenable, because there is

very little sulphuretted hydrogen in the waters of the lagoons, and a

still smaller quantity of chlorides. Sea-water would introduce a con

siderable amount of chloride of sodium.

Wohler and St.-Clair Deville found that boron will burn in nitrogen

and form boride of nitrogen, B N. This compound and steam mutually

decompose at a low red heat into boracic acid and ammonia. In their

second paper on boron they express the opinion, that the boracic acid

and the ammonia of the lagoons may originate by a process of the

above nature. Dr. Popp thinks that this view is the most in accordance

with facts, inasmuch as the presence of the two principal constituents,

boracic acid and ammonia, is explained by it. The sulphates of the

lagoons owe their origin to a different source. As the volcanic nature

of the fumeroles is beyond question, it is sufficient, in order to account

for the occurrence of sulphates in the water of the lagoons, to assume

that volcanic heat acts on iron pyrites in presence of air and certain

carbonates.—Liebig, Annalen, Suppl. viii. I.

On the Molecular Weights of some Oxides. — Dr. Ladenburg,

of Heidelberg, has lately made several experiments to determine the

molecular weights of some of the metallic oxides. The ordinary method,

the determination of the vapour density, cannot be used when the relative

weight of such a molecule as ferrous oxide has to be found. Ladenburg

thinks that the formation of a body of known molecular weight from a

body of unknown molecular weight may enable us to form a correct

estimate of the latter. Ferrous chloride, for example, becomes ferric

chloride when acted on by chlorine. According to the interesting ex

periments of Deville and Troost, and of Scheurer-Kestner, the formula

of ferric chloride is Fc„Cld. As ferric chloride contains half as much

chlorine again as ferrous chloride, and is formed by addition of chlorine

to the latter, Ladenburg thinks that the molecul of ferrous chloride

does contain 4 atoms of chlorine and 2 of iron = Fe2Cl,. Considerations

of this nature have induced Dr. Ladenburg to attempt the preparation

of compounds like Mn, (C.H.O,) (CH02), Mn, (C2H,02) (CHO,)

Mn2 (CtH,Os) (CHO,)^ » * *

One of his experiments, however, ought to be mentioned in these

records. He placed stannous chloride, SnCl., in a retort, and per

mitted bromine slowly to mix with the tin-salt. Combination took

place with considerable energy until for one molecule of the chloride

one molecule of bromine had been added.

SnCla ■+■ Br, = SnCI3Br,

Stannous chloride

The new compound, SnCI2Br2, ought to have been formed. A close

examination of the product revealed, however, a very different result.

The product contained three new substances instead of one, SnCljBr,

SnCljBr,, SnClBr,. From this it appears that sc.eral molecules of

SnCl2Br2 exchange their chlorine and bromine, atom for atom, and

thus give rise to the formation of the above substances.

2SnCl2Br2 = SnCl3Br + SnClBrs.

This reminds us of a hypothesis expressed by Professor Williamson,

that the atoms of different salts in a solution are constantly exchanging

their places. Sodic-sulphate and potassic-nitrate, dissolved in water,

would constantly exchange their potassium and sodium, that is to say,

at a given moment there would be really four salts in solution, viz.

potassic-sulphate, potassic-nitrate, sodic-sulphate, and sodic-nitrate.—

Liebig, Ann. Supp. viii. 55.

Physics.

Measurement of the Velocity of Cannon-balls.—A very ingenious

instrument is described in Nature, No. 45, for Sept. 8th, known as

Noble's Chronoscope, for measuring the velocity of shot during its tran

sit through the gun. The tube of the gun is fitted inside at certain in

tervals with metal rings (to the number of six or eight) the outside mar

gins of which are sharpened into knife-edges. On a shot passing along

the tube and through these rings, the edges of the latter are jammed

down upon, and made to cut through, the ends of various insulated wires,

one of which is placed under each ring. Each of these wires is con

nected with an electric battery ; and, as one wire after another is cut

through and the insulation removed, an electric current passes, and a

number of electric sparks follow one after another, according to the

number of rings and wires. The recording of the signals is accom

plished by means of a series of metal discs, one in connection w ith each

wire, which are made to revolve at a certain known velocity. The sur

face of the discs is of polished silver coated with lamp-black. As soon

as a wire is cut by the passage of a shot, a spark hops over to the

recording disc, removing a little of the lamp-black coating, and thus

marking the place by laying bare a minute spot of bright metal. From

the relative position of the successive spots on the discs, and the known

velocity at which they revolve, a simple calculation determines the

velocity of the shot. A shot usually takes from jfo to jjj of a second to

traverse the whole length of the bore of a large gun, its speed being

somewhat slow when passing the first rings, and increasing as it ap

proaches the muzzle of the gun. From the extreme delicacy of the

instrument, the calculation can be made with precision to a millionth

part of a second, and the velocity determined with the greatest

accuracy.

Contents of the Journals.

Nature, No. 36.—Prof. Tyndall, On Pasteur's Researches on the

Diseases of Silkworms. [An important article already epitomised,

Academy, No. 10, p. 262.]—Balfour Stewart, On the Conservation of

Energy. [Summed up in the concluding sentence : "There is nothing

for nothing in the universe of energy."]—The subject of Cuckoo's Eggs

is re-opened by E. H. Layard, who shows that no African cuculus lays

eggs in the least resembling those of the foster-bird (continued in No.

42).]—Continuation of Dr. Bastion's paper on Spontaneous Generation.
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(concluded in No. 37; see Academy, No. 10, p. 261.—No. 38: Dr. Lan-

kester, On Height and Weight. [Gives the normal weight for every

variety of height in man, as the mean between the defective weight

which indicates a tendency to scrofulous or tuberculous disease, and the

excessive weight from which may be inferred a tendency to those diseases

which end in sudden death. A table is added.]—Dr. H. Power, On the

Physiology of Digestion.—No. 39 : Prof. Rolleston, On the Relative

Value of Classical and Scientific Teaching. [An account of the German,

and especiallyjthe Bavarian, system of science-teaching.]—A letter from

Prof. Lionel S. Beale, On Spontaneous Generation, contesting the ac

curacy of Dr. Bastian's experiments.—No. 40 : Balfour Stewart, On the

Dissipation of Energy. [The principle of degradation and ultimate dis

sipation holds throughout the universe.]—A letter from W. G. Smith,

On Spontaneous Generation, pointing out the improbability of fungus-

spores being found as reported in Dr. Bastian's experiments, as spontane

ously-produced organisms would certainly not originate from spores.—

No. 41 : Dr. W. H. L. Russell, On the Transmission of polarized light

through uniaxal crystals.—No. 42 : Archibald Geikie, On the Ice-age

in Switzerland.—A. W. Bennett and M. J. Berkeley, On Wheat-rust

and Berberry-rust. [Showing that these two fungi are different forms of

the same species.]—W. M< Williams, Papers on Iron and Steel, No. I.

[Showing that it is a popular fallacy, which the text-books favour, that

cast-iron can be converted into steel without being first changed into

wrought-iron. (Continued in No. 44)].- -Prof. S. Haughton, On the

Natural Laws of Muscular Exertion.—No. 43. A letter from Dr. W.

D. Carpenter, On the apparent discrepancies between his own views

and those of Prof. Wyville Thomson on the extent of the Gulf-stream.—

No. 44 : Prof. S. Strieker, On the Medical Schools of England and

Germany. [Contrasting unfavourably the " private-enterprise " system

of our medical schools with the State-supported system of Germany.

Cont. in No. 45.]—No. 45 : G. S. Brady, On protective resemblances in

marine animals. [Cases of a mollusc and a starfish which vary their

colour and habits according to their milieu.] Noble's Chronoscope.

[See above.]

New Publications.

Brull, A. Notice sur le Dynamite. Paris: Claye.

Dall, W. F. Alaska and its Resources. Boston : Lee and Shephard.

Deiierain, P. P. et G. Tissandier. Elements de Chimie. Paris.

Joel, M. Spinozas theologisch-politischer Traktat, auf seine Quellen

gepriift. Breslau : Schletter.

Jussir.u, A. de. Cours elementaire de Botani<]ue. 9th edition. Par

MM. Milne-Edwards, Jussieu, et Bcudant. Paris: Masson.

Noi;UES, M. A. F. Traite d'histoire naturelle appliquee a 1' Agriculture,

&c. Geologie appliquee. Paris : Masson.

Plitt. Aus Schellings Leben. In Briefen, 2« Band. Leipzig :

Hirzel.

Pruner-Bev. L'Homme et les Singes. Paris : Masson.

Reichenbacii, O. Die Gestaltung der Erdoberflache nach bestimmten

Gesetzen. Berlin : Luderitz.

Rossi, D. C. Le Darwinisme et les generations spontanees. Paris.

Suffolk, W. T. Microscopical Manipulation. Quekett Microscopical

Club.

History and Archaeology.

Sixte - Quint : par M. le Baron de Hiibner, ancien ambassadeur

d'Autriche a Paris et a Rome ; d'apres des correspondances diplo-

matiques inedites tirees des archives d'Etat, du Vatican, de Siman-

cas, Venise, Paris, Vienne et Florence. Paris, 1870.

Baron Hl:bner qualifies the Life of Sixtus V. by Leti (1669)

as nothing better than a romance ; that by Tempesti (1754)

as a conscientious panegyric ; that by Ranke as a portrait,

faithful, but incomplete, for that historian could not com

mand access to the archives of Simancas. Viewed in refer

ence both to the strongly-marked character of the man, and

to the gravity of the events in which he was called upon to

be an actor, the pontificate of Sixtus may claim a more

complete elucidation than is furnished by the masterly sketch

of Ranke. This task has been ably and exhaustively accom

plished in the work before us, which deserves the highest

praise, distinguished as it is no less by solidity and fulness

of historical exposition than by the number and importance

of the documents hitherto unpublished, supplied in the

Appendix. As a professional diplomatist, M. Hiibner bases

his narrative solely upon the despatches and correspondence

of ambassadors and other official personages. " We would

rather," he says, " deprive the reader of details which might

interest or amuse him, than take from our work the merit of

resting upon evidence which is official, and therefore per

fectly trustworthy." Surely this is a piece of literary puri-

tanism. Floating stories of a great man which have passed

current among his contemporaries at once mark his time,

and show him to posterity as he appeared to those who had

personal knowledge of him. Though not of themselves

history, they are the apologues of history, and as such de

serve to be recorded with the necessary criticism. Notwith

standing his strictness on this point, the author quotes as

authentic the apocryphal story that Queen Elizabeth, then

well past fifty, being urged by her council to marry, met

their importunities with the reply that but one man in

Europe, Sixtus V., was worthy of herself. The career of

Sir Francis Drake is touched on with the remark that his

name is well nigh forgotten. In Austria, perhaps, but we

think that some remembrance of our great seaman does

linger in Great Britain and America.

The history of the famous conclave which raised Cardinal

Montalto to the papacy, is given with a minuteness which

renders that episode a most attractive part of the biography.

From the time when it first met on the Easter Sunday of

1585, the reader is led through mazes of intrigue and turns

of various fortune up to the crowning hour of the Thursday

following, when the Romans, startled by the unlooked-for

news that the choice of the Sacred College had fallen on

" the monk-cardinal," flocked to St. Peter's, and felt the full

significance of the words with which Palestrina's choir met

their new-made ruler on its threshold—Ecu sacerdos magnus.

Perhaps anxious to spare the fair fame of his hero, the

author is decidedly chary of details respecting the Draconian

measures taken by Sixtus to extirpate the banditti who

infested his dominions, but the financial measures of his

government are fully described, and the false principles of

political economy which dictated them are clearly indicated.

But the merits of the work by no means rest on details of

internal administration. With equal mastery of the subject

and wealth of important evidence the whole political situation

of Western Europe is laid ppen. Sixtus V. and Philip of

Spain are the central figures, each fighting desperately against

the tendencies of their age for a kindred and visionary aim :

the king aspiring to revive in his own person the imperial

supremacy of Charlemagne ; the pope aspiring to achieve the

height of power reached by the great mediaeval pontiffs. The

narrative of the Pope's action in the great crisis of French

affairs from 1588 up to his death, is of special value. For

this part of his work Baron Hiibner has gathered new

materials ; he has also, by the discovery and publication of

the genuine paper of instructions given to the Legate Gaetani,

Sept. 1589, established the spuriousness of the forged docu

ment, entirely contradictory to the true one, which has

hitherto been cited as genuine by all historians. The copious

history of these transactions, read in conjunction with the

State papers in the Appendix, which confirm it point by

point, cannot fail to disentangle the web of inconsistencies in

which the Pope involved himself, thereby at once baffling

and exasperating his skilful and inflexible adversary. Trained

from childhood to middle age exclusively in the cloister and

the Holy Office, disliked, and kept at a distance from all

affairs by his predecessor, Sixtus, when he assumed the tiara,

was a novice in European politics, and being above all

things a self-reliant man, he trusted to the teaching of events

rather than to the counsels of those about him. Hence it

came to pass that his judgment wavered with the fluctua

tions of the conflict waged in France. The Pontiff believed
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himself to be placed between the alternative of a Huguenot

monarchy in France, followed by the gradual decay of

Catholicism throughout Europe, or the universal supremacy

of Spain, which must reduce the papacy to a benefice at the

disposal of Philip and his successors. Only within a few

months of his death was he assured of the intended abjura

tion of Henry IV., by secret but trustworthy intimations

from that prince, and saw the way clear to his recognition

by the papal see. But this conviction arrived too late to

save Sixtus from the blame of a flagrant breach of faith

towards Philip, and from complications so painful and

harassing as to overtask his irritable constitution. Olivares

announced the Pope's death to his sovereign in a few words

of undisguised hatred ; " The attack was so violent that His

Holiness has been carried off without confession—y peor,

peor,pcor! G. Waring.

English Gilds.—The original Ordinances of more than one hundred

Early English Gilds, edited by the late Toulmin Smith, Esq., with

an Introduction by his Daughter, Lucy Toulmin Smith, and a Pre

liminary Essay by Lujo Brentano. (Early English Text Society.)

While following up some researches at the Record Office,

Toulmin Smith's inquiries led to the bringing out of some

hitherto almost unused bundles of documents, which at once

attracted his attention as connected with the subject of Gilds.

They proved to be the returns made by order of Richard II. 's

Parliament held in 1388, of all details as to the foundation,

statutes, and property of the gilds in each shire, with copies

of their charters or letters patent, where they had any.

These returns—of more than five hundred of the brother

hoods which were once scattered all over England—teach us

clearly enough the characteristics, purposes, and value of

these institutions. The principle of association is no modern

discovery, it was the very life of the Middle Ages. Where

we have benefit societies, insurance companies, clothing

clubs, &c, our ancestors had their gilds, almost always with

something of a religious form, but in the main for lay and

social purposes. It will be sufficient to quote one rule of

the Gild of Garlekhith, London, begun in 1375. " If any of

the foresaid brotherhood fall in such mischief that he hath

nought . . . and have dwelled in the brotherhood vii year,

and done thereto all the duties within the time ; every week

after, he shall have, of the common box, xiiild., term of his

life, but he be recovered of his mischief." Toulmin Smith

unfortunately died before he could complete his account of

the early English free institutions in which he took such

interest, but his daughter has done the task of editing well,

and Dr. Brentano, of Aschaffenburg in Bavaria, has con

tributed an admirable introduction " On the History and

Development of Gilds and the Origin of Trade-Unions." It

is of this last that we propose to give a summary, as it sup

plies the means of comparing the growth of these institutions

abroad with what it was in England.

At the time of the Anglo-Saxon immigration into this

country, the Hundred, i.e. a community based on local

relations as regards political interests, had already been

developed out of the family community, i.e. one based merely

on kinship ; but the relations of private law—the legal pro

tection of life, limbs, and property—were still provided for

by the family. In the laws of Ini and Alfred, the paternal

and maternal relatives of an offender are responsible in the

first degree for his crime. But the constantly increasing

number of kinless people and strangers (especially when the

Anglo-Saxons became mixed with Britons and Danes) fur

thered the introduction of new institutions in place of the

family protection, the state being not yet strong enough to

protect its members. Hence the Frith-gilds took the place

of the family in these respects, the name meaning " Peace

Associations." The word gild itself seems not to come from

geld, a payment, but from gild, a feast, which soon came to

mean those assembled, and then any association. (The word

company has undergone a similar change.) The old family

feasts among the Germans, at weddings, funerals, &c, were

thus the germ of the gilds. Tacitus already remarked on

the Germans transacting all business at feasts, and perhaps

the English still retain something of this characteristic.

Among our oldest gild-statutes are those of Exeter, Cam

bridge, and Abbotsbury—the last founded by Orcy a friend

of Canute. In fact the idea of the gild was probably trans

planted from England to Denmark in or after Canute's time,

when English ideas so much influenced all the north. Lon

don was probably the cradle of the European system of

gilds. The Judkia Civitatis Londoniae, statutes of the

London Gilds, were written down in the time of Athelstan,

and they show that the numerous separate gilds of the city

were already united into one gild, a sort of mutual assurance

company against theft, &c. Hence it was from this union

that town constitutions developed. These sworn brother

hoods for protection arose not merely in, but chiefly in, the

towns. The gild merchants were those who possessed town

land, which alone gave full citizenship, and " the citizens "

and "the gild" became identical. In Paris the " mercatores

aquae " formed the municipal body, and the grants of com

munal rights to the Northern French towns mean merely a

recognition of the previously-existing Frith-gilds. Of course

there were still numerous small gilds for special purposes,

religious or social. At Bristol we find one devoted to educa

tion ; some were formed to act religious plays like that now

celebrated every ten years at Ammergau.

But the increase of poorer citizens gradually led to the

closing of the old gilds, by the side of which others then

formed themselves, the old gilds becoming hereditary and

patrician owing to the division of labour ; while the richer

citizens traded, handicrafts were left to poor and unfree

craftsmen, governed and oppressed by the gild, and having

the chief burden of the taxes thrown on them. When the

old gild had won its independence, the free and equal

spirit departed from the citizens. Hence arose the Craft-

gilds in the 13th century, which in their turn won equality

with the superior gild in the 14th, when the old "gild" was

replaced by the " commune," embracing them both. The

struggle was less severe in England than on the Continent,

because there has been always less of caste in our patriciate,

and the towns were more dependent on a strong executive

government. The same was the case in Denmark. The

Craft-gilds of London had gained equality by Edward III.'s-

time, and they are what we now call the livery companies.

These are not descended from the Roman collegia opifiaim,

but arose in the nth century among the free handicraftsmen

excluded from the old gilds ; the weavers were the first in

rank, and those of London had a charter from Henry I.

Then the bond handicraftsmen became partially free, and

formed gilds of their own. At last they obtained a confirma

tion by the kings, bought, however, by heavy payments, and

all who carried on the trade were forced to belong to the

gild of that trade. This alone enabled them to maintain

their independence, and carry out their trade rules, e.g., as

to the size and quality of pieces of cloth. Their trade policy

may be defined as protection to industry, based on small

capital and on labour. At first all the men of a particular

trade might enter the Craft-gild after serving an apprentice

ship, but a degeneracy began in the 14th century, and the

new gilds in their turn sank into more or less of family

coteries. In place of an oligarchy of landed proprietors, an

oligarchy of capitalists stepped in. The serfs were drawn in

masses into the towns as capital increased, and the crafts
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then raised the entrance-fees, and required costly master

pieces from outsiders before admission ; they became prac

tically hereditary corporations ; illegitimate children and

sons of peasants were excluded ; the great idea of associa

tion and solidarity was lost. Thus there arose a real work

ing class below them with separate views and interests from

those of the capitalists ; and we now find numbers of regula

tions made for settling disputes between masters and work

men. The dreadful plague, called the Black Death, in 1348

brought out this antagonism on a large scale, since, owing

to the diminished number of labourers in the country, the

price of labour rose high. Hence the Statute of Labourers,

and in 1350 the regulations by the Mayor of London as to

wages and prices in all trades throughout the city, and a

sort of Truck Act for the cloth-manufacturers in 1464-5.

Owing to numerous strikes in the building trade, two laws

were passed against combinations of workmen, 34 Edw. III.

ch. 9, and' 3 Hen. VI. ch. 1. We think most, perhaps, of

Crecy and Poitiers when reading about Edward III.'s times ;

but in the next reign the effect of these victories had wholly

passed away, the devastated country round Paris was again

cultivated, and France was again a leading power in Europe.

But the rise in the value of hibour, the corresponding fall in

the value of land, the long fifty-years' struggle of the serfs

for emancipation, the changes in the constitutions of the

towns, these are of far more important and enduring interest.

This history of England has yet to be written, and before it

can be written we must have more monographs like the pre

sent, each working out its special point as Dr. Brentano has

done it for us in this case. These changes were not un

observed by thinking men under the Tudor reigns. Stow

and Bacon complain of the oppression of the workmen by

the gilds, the high entrance-fees, &c, and the apprentices

being hindered from becoming masters. This last grievance

caused that irritation against the foreign artisans, whom the

kings favoured, and who were free from these hindrances,

which led to the disastrous riot of " Evil May Day," 15 17,

to a similar occurrence in 1586, and to the petition of the

apprentices to Parliament in 164 1. In France as early as

1 6 14, the third estate desired the suppression of the gilds.

In England the richer members gradually got the whole

government of these corporations into their own hands, they

formed " courts of assistants," which filled up their own

vacancies. At a still later period manufactures naturally

fell into the hands of large capitalists, owing to a series of

technical discoveries, and the capitalists set up the new

system in places free from the control of the gilds. Hence

Birmingham and Manchester soon left the old boroughs

behind. Almost all that remains now of the twelve great

livery companies in London (except the electing certain

officers) is the common eating and drinking. But the

analogous evils recurred under the modern manufacturing

system which had caused the rise of the Craft-gilds, and the

modem trades-unions of working men sprang up as a

defence against the great capitalists who competed with

each other at the expense of the weak. But we must refer

our readers to Dr. Brentano's essay for the further develop

ment of these views on a subject which is now becoming so

important. The number of the gilds existing formerly

everywhere is astonishing. The little parish of Golant, or

S. Sampson's, in Cornwall, contained at least six, as is clear

from the inscriptions round the church of about 1509, the

Gilds of S. Katherine, S. James, S. John Baptist, All Saints,

S. George, and S. Eloi. One gild excludes priests alto

gether ; another, if they come into the gild, does not allow

them any part in its management ; another provides for a

chaplain, but if their funds get too low to maintain both

a chaplain and the poor brethren, the chaplain's pay is to be

stopped. Most make some provision for services in their

church, and for decent burial and burial-services for their

members. In almost all cases women were admitted ; we

have frequent mention of " the brethren and sustren." Even

where the affairs were managed by a company of priests, as in

the Gild of Corpus Christi at York, women were admitted

as lay members ; and they had many of the same duties and

claims upon the gild as the men. Women joined in the

foundation of gilds, and wives as well as single women

belonged to them. The sort of people who sometimes,

joined together may be judged of by Chaucer's description

of the brethren who joined the Pilgrimage to Canterbury,,

and who, being all clothed in one livery, must have belonged

to the same gild. The whole system came to an end when

the Acts of Henry VIII. and Edward VI. vested the pro

perty of the gilds in the Crown. There was ground for

the abolition of the monasteries, but the gilds were dealt

with in a more unscrupulous fashion. Only trading-gilds-

were excepted, and this saved the livery companies of

London. Lastly, we must not omit to notice that while

many of the ordinances are in Latin or French, many are

in our mother tongue, and Dr. Morris has contributed a

glossary and remarks on the language. Toulmin Smith

preferred to print the English ones, and has added to them

" the old usages of the city of Winchester, the ordinances,

of Worcester, the office of the Mayor of Bristol, and the

custumary of the manor of Tettenhall-Regis." Altogether

this is the most valuable book that the early English Text

Society has yet published. C. W. Boase.

The Wars of Succession of Portugal and Spain, from 1826 to-

1840; with Resume of the Political History of Portugal and Spain.

to the present time. By William Bollaert, F.R.G.S. London t

E. Stanford.

The author was one of those luckless gentlemen volunteers

whom Napier considers to have been l; fairly kidnapped "

for Dom Pedro's army, by offers of commissions from persons,

without any authority to grant them. Fully persuaded that

honour and profit awaited him, he sailed for Oporto in

October, 1832, to find himself on landing doomed to all the

hardships of a lengthened siege, and with a private's rank

and pay for his sole reward. After a year's rough service in

the Liberal cause, and a short interval of rest in England, the

soldier of fortune returned to the Peninsula, having, without

a single qualm of his political conscience, transformed himself

into the civil and secret agent of Don Carlos of Spain, in

which capacity he was for some time in the personal service

of Dom Miguel himself. •

Neither among the Portuguese Liberals, nor the Spanish

Absolutists, had Mr. Bollaert any position which could afford

him extraordinary facilities for knowing the more secret

counsels which directed the affairs of either party, and the

tone of his narrative leads us to suppose that he set no high

value upon this kind of knowledge. Of those characteristic

traits which mark the military and political knight-errant

the book furnishes a large assortment, and, under this aspect,.

it is of some value, as affording glimpses into the habits-

and the modes of thought prevalent among a class to-

whom the revolutionary outbreaks in Europe, from 1830

onwards, gave abundant employment The autobiographical

portion of the work only is worthy of notice. Had the

writer limited his task to a chronicle of the doings of himself

and his compatriots at the siege of Oporto, with his subse

quent personal experiences among Spanish Carlists, the

result might have been an entertaining, if not a very in

structive book. Unfortunately, under the impression that

he was writing a history, Mr. Bollaert has crowded into
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two large volumes a bewildering mass of raw materials, of

very unequal value, and which it was entirely beyond his

powers to select, arrange, or recast. George Waring.

Contents of the Journals.

Bullettino dell' Instituto di Corrispondenza Archeologica,

Luglio, 1S70.—Henzen reports on some fragments of the Fasti of the

Feriae Latinae lately discovered. The later ones correct the lists of

cor.sules suffecti in several places. That the first one refers to the year

after the Decemvirate seems too much to infer from ' P. N. Putito cos,'

which Henzen refers to L. Valerius Potitus, the consul of that year.

—Helbig reviews R. Kekules book on the group of the sculptor Mcne-

laus, in the first century of the Empire^ supposed to represent Merope

recognising her son Cresphontes.—Agosto, 1870 : R. Schoell describes

the results of recent excavations at Athens, one inscription personifies

2u(ppo(r6in) as the daughter of AlStis, an idea which recalls to mind

several well-known classical passages.—Gamarrini notes that in Etruscan

inscriptions Eiasun = Jason, and Aratha = Ariadne, just as F.ita is

is formed (rom"Ai$ris.—Jansen recapitulates the guesses as to the above-

mentioned group of Menelaus, and decides for its representing Aethra

(the mother of Theseus) and Demophon.

Revue Arch£ologique, Juillet, 1S70.—J. de Rouge continues his

identifications of the places mentioned in the geographical lists at the

temple of Edfou in Upper Egypt.—A. de Barthelemy concludes from

the coins found at Mont-Beuvray (perhaps the ancient Bibracte) that it

was deserted about the year 5 B.C., perhaps in consequence of Augusto-

dunum being founded so near it—probably about 27 B.C., when the

administration of Gaul was reorganised, and when the places whose

names begin with Julio, Caesaro, or Augusto, followed by the Celtic

dunum, magus, or ncmetum, may have been made the official centres

of the tribes called "liberi" and " foederati."—Lenormant thinks that

Beit-hanoun, a village near Gaza, was named after Hannon king of

Gaza, whom the cuneiform inscriptions mention as a tributary of Tig-

lathpileser II.; he compares Kefr-Tebnit, near Sidon, perhaps named

after Tebnit the father of Eshmunazer king of Sidon.—L'Abbe Cochet

has a curious note on the death of Robert Reid, Bp. of Orkney, and the

three other deputies sent by the Scotch Parliament to assist at the mar

riage of Mary Stuart with Francis II. in 1558 : they all died at Dieppe,

on their return journey, not without suspicion of having been poisoned

by the Guises.—There is a good account, by Perrot, of the picture of

Polyphemus and Galatea in the house of Livia on the Palatine.—Aoi'it,

1870: An article on the measurements of the Gaulish walls at Bibracte

goes to prove that the Gauls had a cubit measure of 20 inches and a

foot of 12, and that these lasted through the Roman times down to

those of Charlemagne.—Lenormant discusses the Ethiopian period of

Egyptian history which ends with Tirhakah, just before the Grecised

dynasty of Psammetichus restored for a while the prosperity of Egypt.—

E. Miller and Leon Renier comments on the Greek and Latin inscrip

tions discovered at Alexandria, some of them on vases. The distribu

tion of the vases of Thasos, Rhodes, Cnidos, &c, around the Mediter

ranean, supplies curious materials for the history of ancient commerce.—

P. Foucart describes the inscription containing the decree of the Dion-

ysaic artists at Argos.—CI. Ganneau, so well known in connection with

the Moabite inscription of Mesha, comments on the " stone of Bohan,

the son of Reuben " (Josh. xv. 6 ; xviii. 17), one of the points on the

line of frontier separating Benjamin from Judah. He thinks " bohan "

is not a proper name but means " finger," and identifies it with Hadjar

Lasbah ( = el-Asbah), close to the Dead Sea.—E. Desjardins explains a

passage in the Itinerary inscribed on the 4th of the Apollo vases dis

covered at the Baths of Vicarello. Between Turin and Oulx occurs the

station "Ad Fines xxxx. xvii." The station is probably the modern

Avigliana, on the right bank of the Dora Ripara, and xxxx. seems to

refer to the "quadragesima," the customs-duty levied on the Gaulish

frontier: xvii. of course gives the number of miles.

Selected Articles.

L'EIoge Func-bre d'une Dame romaine, par Giraud. Part I. [The

history of the lauSatio ftmebris, as connected with the higher class of

Roman matrons, is sketched. The only existing funeral oration in

honour of a Roman lady, originally engraved on a large marble slab,

has been recovered at long intervals by fragments. The first of these

was discovered in the catacombs towards the close of the 17th century.

The oration was made by the husband : unfortunately, it preserves

neither his name nor that of his wife. M. Giraud conjectures her to

have been Turia, wife of Q. Lucretius Vespillo, supposed to have died

about 10 B.C.]—Journal des Savants, July.

Les Origines de la Confederation Suisse, par Maury. [The current

accounts respecting the origin of the Swiss League are now acknow

ledged to be mythical. Little is known of the true early history of the

Forest Cantons. The discord between the house of Hapsburg and

these cantons was anterior to the reign of the Emperor Albert. Uri,

an immediate fief of the empire, 1231 ; Schwyz a fief of the Hapsburgs.

These cantons, with Unterwalden, formed a league in 1290. But their

compact did not involve revolt against the empire ; their resistance to

the encroachments of Albert were strictly constitutional.]—The same.

Die Entdeckung der Stadt Herculaneum, von Justi. [The discovery

was the result of excavations made in search of antique statues for the

palace gardens of Charles III. The disinterment of the city, and the

various finds of antiquities obtained, are minutely described. The exca

vations, which ceased with that king's reign in Naples, were reopened

for the third time in 1869. Independently of the narrative, the writer

enters largely into art criticism and the comparison of ancient with

modern works of art.]—Preussische Jahrbiicher, August.

Der antike Circus in Paris. [It is shown that certain objections

raised to the existence of such a monument in Paris were ill-founded.

The exaggerated statements of dilettanti, with the detection of a forged

inscription among the ruins, threw discredit on the alleged discovery.

Owing to consequent neglect all vestiges of the Circus either have, or

soon will disappear.]— Die Grenzboten, July 29.

Analekten zur Geschichte des XV. Jahrhunderts, by Zeissberg.

[Extracts from an account-book of Ladislaus II., king of Poland, for

1418-20. The name of his queen, Elizabeth of Pilcsa, frequently occurs

in this document, which is preceded by a dissertation upon her marriage

with the king.] — Zeitschrift fur die osterreichischen Gymnasien,

Aug. 27.

Le Marquis de Pombal, par Michel Chevalier. [Rev. of a book throw

ing fresh light on Pombal's struggles with the Jesuits. The author,

Luiz Gomes, is a Portuguese Indian.] — Rev. des deux Mondes,

Sept. 1.

The Strasburg Chronicle of Closener, rev. in Theol. Literaturbl. for

Aug. 15. [An invaluable authority for the history and philology oi

Alsace. The best thing in the vol. is the description of the progress of

the Flagellants.]

Wheeler's History of India, by A. W. [Commends the book ; but

blames the use of second-hand authorities.]—Lit. Centralblatt for

July 2.

Elliot's History of India, as told by its own Historians, edited by

Prof. Dowson, rev. by A. W. [Commendatory : great stress is laid

upon the editor's contributions to this posthumous work.]—The same for

July 16.

O. Grossman's Des Grafen Ernst von Mansfeld letzte Plane und

Thaten, rev. by O. [Considered as a valuable contribution to the

history of the Thirty Years' War.]—Same for July 30.

Dilthey's Leben Schleiermnchers, rev. by T—ces. [Very laudatory.]

—Same for Aug. 13.

Montelius', Iron Age of Scandinavia, rev. by Petersen. [The re

viewer offers some new considerations upon the questions treated by the

author.]—Gott. Gel. Anz. for Aug. 3.

Nasse's mittelalterliche Feldgemeinschaft und die Einhegungen des

16. Jahrhunderts in England, rev. by Liebrecht [Appreciative : cites

numerous analogies from the agrarian institutions of mediaeval Germany.]

—The same, for Aug. 24.

The English Revolution of the 19th century, by Prof. Seeley. IL

[The organization of public opinion by means of newspapers and leagues.]

—Macmillan's Magazine for Sept.

Brunner's essay Das Anglo-Normanischc Erbfolgcsystem (Duncker u.

Humblot) is well worth reading. The author thinks that English law

has kept the old German law of inheritance by successive groups : (1)

the descendants : (2) the nearest ascendants and their issue ; (3) the

next nearest, &c— the nearest within each group taking: and that

the father, grandfather, &c, are only omitted in Glanville owing to

feudal principles. Britton, however, includes the fathers, following the

Norman idea which admitted the father to succeed if none of his de

scendants remained. There is also some account of the law of Brittany

on this subject. Several points in the history of our law are very clearly

explained.

New Publications.

Adler, Herm. The Jews in England : a Lecture. Longmans.

Arnetii, A. v. Gesch. Maria Theresa's. 4. Band. Wien : Braumiiller.

AVELING, J. PI. History of Roche Abbey, Yorkshire. J. R. Smith.

Bachofen, J. J. Theodor Mommsen's Kritik der Erzahlung von Cn.

Marcius Coriolanus. Heidelberg : Mohr.

Clason, Oct. Tacitus u. Sueton. Eine vergleichende Untersuchung

mit Rucksicht auf die beiderseitigen Quellcn : nebst zwei Beilagen.

I. uber die Abhandlung Th. Mommsen's ' ' Cornelius Tacitus a.
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Cluvius Rufus ;" II. ubcr die Schrift L. Freytags " Tiberius u.

Tacitus." Breslau : Maker.

Cunningham, A. The Bliilsa Topes ; or Buddhist Monuments of

Central Indran. London : Triibner.

Daux, A. Recherches sur l'origine et l'emplacement des Emporia

pheniciens dans le Zeugis et le Byzacium (Afrique septentrionale).

Paris : Didier and Co.

Guerix, Victor. Description geographique, historique, et archeo-

logique de la Palestine. 2 vols.

LUCE. Chroniques de Froissard, vol. i. Paris.

Malet, Sir Alex. The Overthrow of the Germanic Confederation

by Prussia in 1866. Longmans.

Faspati, A. G. Etudes sur les Tchinghianes ou Bohemiens de l'Empire

Ottoman. Constantinople : Koromela.

Sheridan, Thomas. Discourse on the Rise and Power of Parliaments.

London : 1677. Reprint under the title Some Revelations in Irish

History ; ed. by Saxe Bannister, M.A. London : Longmans.

Squier, E. G. Observations on the Geography and Arclueology of

Peru. London : Triibner.

Stubbs, W. ChronicaMagistri Rogeri de Hovedene, vol. iii. Longmans.

Waring, J. B. Stone Monuments, Tumuli, and Ornament of Remote

Ages. London : Day.

Oriental and Comparative Philology.

MOHAMMEDAN HISTORY.

The Chronicle of Tabari. [Chromque de Abou Djafar-Mohammcd-

ben-djarir-ben-yezid Tabari, traduite par M. Hermann Zotenberg,

tomes i. and ii.] Paris : Imprim. imperiale. 1867 and 1869.

The violence which accompanied the establishment of the

Mohammedan power was essentially prejudicial to any dis

passionate treatment of Mohammedan history. Every

where accomplished facts, the lapse of time, cool down the

ardour of the political partisan ; but in the Moslem world

they only clothe historic judgments with fresh intolerance,

and in fact the mutual attacks of the Shi'ites and Sunnites

upon each other's party, arc not now less foolish and immo

derate than they were in the epoch of Moawieh, or at the time

of Ayisha's political intrigues. Hence the special value of very

ancient sources of information upon the origin of the Moslem

state, for the lower we descend in our researches, the judg

ments pronounced upon facts of history, and even the detail

of the facts themselves, become more and more dubious

and confusing. Unfortunately, contemporary testimonies

to the early condition of Islam are very scanty. Even those

we possess have come down to us for the most part in an

imperfect form, mutilated by later hands, and often even

transformed and falsified, to serve the turn of some political

or religious party. We may, therefore, easily understand

why such value has always been attached by Orientalists to

the Chronicle of Tabari. A writer of the first half of the

9th century of our era, he has been called, incorrectly, " the

father of Moslem history." He was preceded by Obeid, son

of Se'riyeh and Djerhemi, contemporary with Moawieh, and

mentioned as still living at the beginning of the 8th century,

by Atha ben Rebbah, who died in the year of the Hijra 115

(733 a.d.) ; by Kiadet ben Diamet, who died nearly a hun

dred years before the birth of Tabari; and by several others.

These, however, have left but scanty traces of their writings,

and if Tabari is not absolutely the first of Moslem historians,

he is certainly the first who has written in a consecutive

and regular plan, and attempted, in a comprehensive histo

rical survey, " to justify the ways of God to man."

Of the life of our author we know but a few facts, and

M. Zotenberg has given an excellent resume of them in the

preface to the first volume of his translation.

Mohammed Djarir was born at Amol, a town of Tabe-

ristan (hodie Maganderan), in the year of the Hijra 224

(a.d. 838-9). The greater part of his life was passed at

Bagdad, where he composed several voluminous treatises on

Arabian theology and jurisprudence. At a very advanced

age he wrote a history of the world in 20 volumes, and died

in the year of the Hijra 310 (a.d. 963). His history, as we

learn from Abul-Feda, stopped at the year of the Hijra 302.

Few as these details are, they yet show how important

must be the testimony of Tabari as to the origin of the

Khalifat. A native of Iran, he was more able than the

Arabians themselves to appreciate the consequences and even

the progress of Islam in Persia. Born and reared at the foot

of Demavend, the majestic volcano so often mentioned in the

heroic traditions of Persia, he was familiarised from the

cradle with the ancient form of those simple traditions which

are known to us only through the transforming medium of

the poetic genius of Firdoussi. Contemporary with eleven

Abbassid Khalifs, he saw the Moslem theocracy in the height

of that splendour with which it was clothed by the genius of

Harun-al-reshid and his sons, but he knew it also in its

decline, when the savages of the Transoxian country, the

savage hordes whom the Arabs had conquered so easily

two centuries before, crossed the Oxus in open rebellion,

assailed the political fabric which the Khalifs had weakly

entrusted to their defence. His advantageous position in

the Musulman capital, enabled Tabari to draw his infor

mation from the archives of the Abbassides, for these

had not yet been destroyed by fire, nor Bagdad been de

vastated by military insurrections. We shall have a better

idea of the value of these sources, when we remember the

jealous nature of the Arab administration. Even the com

manders of important military divisions were not exempt from

the duty of transmitting frequent despatches of their conduct

and exploits. Kuteiba, for instance, son of Muslim, who had

the command of the army of the Oxus, sent daily information

to his superior, the governor of Khorassan, regarding the-

progress of his expedition ; and these written despatches

were immediately forwarded to Bagdad, there to be preserved

in the archives of the state. This wealth of original docu

ments, and the fear of being charged with partiality in ac

cording a preference to any single record, are perhaps the

causes of the fragmentary and unconnected style which dis

turbs the perusal of Tabari. With the most scrupulous care

he gives us the various versions of the same fact, and accord

ing to the Arabian custom, traces his authority back to its

source, which is generally either a verbal communication of

Akbariun (narrators), or of Mukhaddissun (traditionists), or

of Rawi (narrators also, but not eye-witnesses), or of Hafizun

(persons famous for their power of remembering historical

facts), or of Nassab (genealogists), or, finally, of Muwarrikhun

(chronologists). To us all this is well-nigh useless. These

references present us with a mere series of names belong

ing for the most part to an unknown age, but the con

temporaries of the author found in them almost the same

guarantee of truth which we should derive from accurate

citations from modern books. This prolixity is, too, the

cause of the great size of Tabari's book, and also (1) of the-

small number of complete copies of it, and (2) of the plan

(almost contemporary with the original edition) of reducing

it in size either through translation or by means of extracts

in Arabic. The historical method of Tabari is stereotyped

(so to speak) in Mussulman literature, and it reappears, with

little variations, in nearly all his imitators. The first and

second volumes comprised the creation, the history of the

patriarchs, all the heroic epoch of Persia, and the history of

the prophets and kings of Israel. The third, of which the

original is at Leyden, recounts the adventure of " the Seven

Sleepers," and the stories of Samson and St George, as well

as some facts in the history of the Himyarites. Portions of

this volume were published by Schultens. The fourth is

devoted to the history of Mohammed and the early progress.
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of Islam among the Arabs. The fifth, which may be seen at

Berlin, treats of the wars of Abu Bekr against the Arabian

apostates, and details the first conquests of the Mohammedans

in Irak, Syria, and Persia. The sixth, seventh, eighth, and

ninth, of which the original text has not yet been discovered,

■contained an account of the reigns of the Khalifs Omar,

Othman, and AH. The tenth, which is preserved at Berlin,

■comprises the history of the Omei'yades from the year 7 1

to 99 of the Hijra ; and the eleventh, also at Berlin,

narrates the events that happened from 100 to 130. The

twelfth and last recounts the facts of the first Abbasside

reigns, down to El Mehdi, and ends with the year 159. On

this showing, the eight missing volumes would have contained

the history of forty-three years, a fact which seems very

unlikely, for not only were the eastern writers in general

afraid to speak fully about contemporary events, but, as

Dr. Weil has observed, the Persian and Turkish translations

prove how small a space was allotted by Tabari to the reigns

of Mutassim and his successors.

In 1850 Sprenger found in India the original of Tabari's

fourth volume. The manuscript department of the Biblio-

theque Imperiale, as well as the Taylor Collection in the

British Museum, contain the third volume. Professor De

Goeje found in the Bodleian Library two volumes of the

Arabic text of this chronicle, one containing the history

between the years 61 and 82 of the Hijra, the other a con

tinuation of Tabari, treating it of a later epoch, especially

of the years 209-256. Lastly, in the third volume of the

journal of the German Oriental Society, we find a com

munication of Sprenger regarding the existence at Medina of

two complete copies of Tabari. Thus we see that notwith

standing the want of certain essential parts of our author's

work, it would still be possible, since we possess more than

half of the Arabic text, to resume the work left unfinished by

Kosegarten, who published in 1831 the text and the Latin

translation of Tabari's fifth volume. Sooner or later, no

■doubt, we shall see this accomplished ; but meanwhile we

may ask whether the Oriental Translation Society has done

well to resume the publication of the French version, which

was made from the Persian translation, and commenced

more than thirty years ago by the late Dubeux. In order to

answer this question, we must speak of the Persian trans

lation more particularly.

The importance of the Chronicle of Tabari attracted, from

the first appearance, the notice of the Moslem world, and

already, in the year of the Hijra, 352, forty-two years after

• the author's death, Mansur, son of Nuk, a Samanide prince,

imposed upon his vizier Mohammed, son of Abdallah Bel'ami

. the task of translating it into Persian. His example was

afterwards followed by the Turks and by the Usbeks, one of

•whose princes, Kutschkendji of the 10th century of the

Hijra, caused a translation to be made into the Djaghatai

dialect. We need not at present dwell upon the two last

versions, which are sufficiently known from the learned

notices of Kosegarten and Dr. Mordtmann.

We know hardly anything respecting the motives which

induced an obscure prince of the Transoxian territory, who

reigned only fifteen years (350-365 of the Hijra), to cause

the work of Tabari to be done into Persian. The translator

■confines himself to saying that he received the order of his

sovereign " to render the chronicle into the best Persian he

could, so that not a single fault might be found in his trans

lation." He is silent about the literary tastes of his master;

and this circumstance leads us to believe that an intelligent

curiosity was not the sole motive which induced a prince,

residing at Bokhara and distracted by rebellion among his

subjects, to engage his first minister of state in a laborious

literary undertaking. I think, then, that a more likely motive

may be found for the mission entrusted to the vizier Moham

med Bel'ami. As we know from Mirkhond (see M. Defre-

mery's excellent translation of the history of the Samanides),

the year in which the vizier was ordered to translate Tabari

falls between the year of the Hijra 351—in which Vach-

meguir (prince of Djordgan and Taberistan) is driven from

his dominions by Rukn ed-dowlet, flies to Bokhara, and

urges Mansur to invade Taberistan—and the year 356, in

which another exiled prince from Kirman, Abu Ali, son of

Elias, proposed the same enterprise to the Samanide emir.

On this occasion the advice was followed ; and we know

that the expedition he undertook into the Majurderen resulted

in a treaty of peace with Rukn ed-dowlet, by which the latter

bound himself to pay a yearly tribute of 150,000 dirhems.

This coincidence, which cannot be merely fortuitous, leads

me to regard the translation of Tabari as dictated by political

expediency, the intention must have been to soothe the

national vanity of the Taberistan tribes, and perhaps to induce

the relatives and friends of Tabari to co-operate in the pro

jected invasion. If this is so, the translation, already valu

able by its antiquity, acquires still greater importance.

From another point of view, this hypothesis enables us to

understand the principles which must have guided the trans

lator. A good Mohammedan, as I doubt not he was, yet of

Persian descent, Bel'ami must have attached great import

ance to the religious and theological details in his author;

but at Bokhara these could not be treated so fully as at

Bagdad, where the theological interest was predominant.

On the other hand, all the legends respecting the past of the

Iranian race, a subject which had little interest for purely

Arab readers, appealed to the heart of the Iranian public ;

and hence the details about ancient Persia are developed in

the translation with a fulness far exceeding that of the

original. Now it is clear that these details are much more

valuable to us than the most minute and orthodox account

of the sacred legends of Islam, for of the latter we have

a complete version in the Koran and its commentators.

But we do not know the sources whence Bel'ami has

drawn his information. The poetic rendering, by the mas

terly hand of Firdusi, of the ancient annals of the Dihkans,

has been fatal to the popular use of those simple but very

old versions, which were religiously preserved by the patriots

of Iran; down to the epoch of Mahmoud of Gazna. We

may still hope to find some works of this description in the

Seistan and the south of Persia between Kirwan and the

shore of the Persian Gulf; but who can say when a

European, with the requisite ability for such researches, will

be able to penetrate into those parts. Bel'ami's omissions

are of small importance. They are chiefly omissions of the

proofs adduced in support of the correctness of the traditions.

However much we may wish for a complete edition of the

original text of Tabari, we cannot but congratulate the com

mittee of the Oriental translation fund on their happy idea

of publishing a translation of Bel'ami. Had they begun by

publishing the text, or the translation of the original, it is

almost certain that the translation of the Persian version

would never have seen the light, or, at most, would have been

known only by a few scattered notes, intended to show the

differences between the original and the translation.

As for the French version, by the highly competent pen

of M. Zotenberg, I have but a few remarks to make.

Wherever I have compared the Persian text with its trans

lation, I have been satisfied of the fidelity of the latter.

The translator's judicious preference for the oldest copy of the

Persian Tabari (that in the Bibliotheque Imperiale of Paris)

cannot but render the translation more authoritative, while,

at the same time, from the changes that ten centuries have

brought about in the Persian language, it must have ren
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dered M. Zotenberg"s task doubly difficult. The Semitic

fixity of Arabic has no doubt contributed to give solidity to

Persian, and to preserve it, to some extent, from the gram

matical changes which have effected the other living lan

guages of the same family. Still the Persian translation of

Tabari is not everywhere easy to make out, and we must

congratulate M. Zotenberg on having so successfully over

come the difficulties of his task. The notes appended to

the two volumes published are well done, but perhaps it

would be better if the geographical and historical illustra

tions were more numerous. The rectification of the spelling

of proper names, which the translator has attempted by aid

of the Arabian text, is very useful ; but as they are not

transcribed in Oriental characters, the reader is at the mercy

of our capricious method of transcription, which may occa

sionally embarrass him. M. Zotenberg, for example, is well

aware that the name " Amrou " does not exist, and that the

final , was added only for the purpose of distinguishing

Amr from Omar. Yet though he sometimes employs the

name in its correct form, he has not altogether excluded the

fabulous form "Amrou," which De Sacy inadvertently be

queathed to his numerous disciples. N. de Khanikoff.

De Nominibua Verborum Arabicia commentationem scripsit

Dr. J. Roediger. Halis : Orphanotropheum, 1870.

The same high importance, generally ascribed to Panini and

his successors in the history of Sanskrit literature, may justly

be claimed by Sibawaihi, Zamakhshari, Ibn Malik, &c, in

that of Arabic. In both countries philological researches,

which resulted even in a complete grammatical system, go

back into the most ancient literary periods, a fact to which

Greece and Rome can furnish no parallel. Both constructed

their systems in a manner alike ingenious and original, and,

as it seems, entirely free from foreign influences ; anil Panini

and Sibawaihi are at the same time the keys which first

opened to the west a thorough comprehension of Sanskrit

and Arabic.

Whilst Sanskrit philology was so fortunate as to discover

Panini, and to recognise his inestimable value, in the very

first stage of its history, Europeans have been studying

Arabic for centuries without any knowledge of the works

of Arabic grammarians, the most excellent and easily avail

able aids in this task, a deficiency which the scholars of the

present century have been earnestly endeavouring to repair.

The fruits of these researches are already considerable, and

among them is the monograph of Dr. J. Roediger.

Of course, the value of the grammatical views of Arabic

shaikhs, in comparison with the actual development of phi

lology, is only relative. They are gifted, however, with such

an instinctive power of observing and appreciating the

subtleties of their wonderful language, that their opinions,

even when they are erroneous, yield us a store of precious

material and curious information. Such, for instance, is the

case with the nomina verbi, a class of words which occur

only in exclamatory and imperative sentences, partaking,

according to the Arabian view, of the nature of the noun as

well as of the verb. Sentences of this kind have their pecu

liarities in most languages, and words which express an

exclamation or command are particularly difficult to explain,

as the structure of language is not distinguished in such

cases by the same pellucid regularity as in the simple logical

sentence of subject and predicate, subject and object, and

in the two great categories of noun and verb. Instead of

forming a separate class by themselves, the nomina vcrbi

belong to different classes, some to that of nouns, others to

that of particles. The word liati, according to the author

(p. 28), is an imperative ; but perhaps it is rather a particle

related to the demonstrative hadhd, in the same way as the

Hindustani idhar to yih. YuMti was probably formed uport

the analogy of hati, and the forms 'araka, har&ka, are in our

opinion not in point, as they appear not to be of Arabic, at

all events not of Mudarite origin. Another chapter, which

might well have been combined with this, relates to the

formation of verbs and nouns from interjections, in which

analogy has produced effects unparalleled in any other lan

guage. For the elucidation of this subject valuable mate

rials might be derived from a treatise of Kutrub (died 206

Hijra), called Kitabu ma khdlafa fihl Tinsdnu 'Ibahlmata),

an unique copy of which is preserved in the Court Library

at Vienna (N. F. 61).

As an appendix, Dr. Roediger has given the Arabic text

of the corresponding chapters of Alfarisi's Kitabn sharhi

'abyati Tidd/i, and of commentaries on Zamakhshari's Mu-

fassal and 'Unmudhaj. Ed. Sachau.

Intelligence.

The Moabite Stone.—M. Clermont-Ganneau has transmitted to the

French Academy a plan of Dibhan, made by Mr. E. H. Palmer, of St.

John's College, Cambridge. From this it appears that a hill, the

summit of which forms a plateau, rises above the small plain where the

ancient Dibon lay. This, in M. Ganneau's opinion, is the Korhah of

the Moabitish inscription.

Pali Literature.—The Rev. F. Mason, D.D. has published the 'Tali

text of Kachchayano Grammar " (in Burmese character), with English

annotations, in an 8vo. volume of 210 pages. Toungoo, 1870. Should

100 copies be subscribed for it is proposed to make the following addi

tions:— I. The aphorisms arranged alphabetically. 2. A vocabulary of

the grammatical terms. 3. An English translation of all the aphorisms.

—From Triibners Record.

Contents of the Journals.

Zeitsohrift fur vergleichende Sprachforochung. By A. Kuhn.

Vol. xl.\. part 4. It. JJelbriick : On the Gothic dauhtar. [Reply to

Pott, in part 1.]—V. Fick : Etymologische Beitriige. ['Epa/iat is from

the root rain (or rather ra), to hold to : i\vd- is Sansc. ruh, to mount :

iimipui is from min, to whine : i\c\i(u>, Sanscr. reg, to make to hop :

spissus, crassus, grossus, are participles from roots ending in t : Gr.

ixapos, blind, £>xp6s, &x*ta J Lat. aquilus, dark, &c, are from a root,

ak, to be blind or dark, found as a verb only in Lithuanian : aegcr,

necopinus, faber, tremo, ireAe^(fa>, iptl-irw, ripa.]— G. Michaelis :

Towards the history of the use of double consonants [in German ortho

graphy].—J. Schmidt : review of Leo Meyer, Die gothische Sprache.

[A book which considerably advances our knowledge of Gothic, and

also lightens further researches. The comparison of the Slavonic and

Lithuanian languages—the nearest to the Teutonic—might have been

more employed, and there is sometimes a want of strict scientific method.

The reviewer adds many interesting notes : e.g. the identification of jj in

iywyri, t(tj, &c., with a of Goth, than-a, that-a ; and the traces of an

aorist found in the participles digands, hatands, which are to the pies.

part, deigands, hatjands, as \m&v to Aedrwi', or parens to parieris.]—

Shorter reviews : by Schweizer-Sidler ; Kraushaar, De radicum varia-

tione ; Deecke, De reduplicato Lat. praeterito ; Rumpelt, Das natiirliche

System der Sprachlaute ; Memoires de la Societe linguistiquc de Paris.

—By E. Kuhn ; Scholle, Ueber den Begriff Tochtersprache ; Curtius,

Erlauterungen.—By C. Panli ; Merguet, Die Entwickelung der lat. For-

menbildung.—Miscellaneous: Grassmann, Feihoss to?xos deltas. [Reply

to Pott in part 1 : see also the first article.]—A. Birlinger : Bavarian

orthography [and other notes on South German dialects].

Journal of German Oriental Society, vol. xxiv. Nos. 1 and 2.

On the cuneiform inscriptions of the second class, by A. D. Mordlmann.

[Analysis of inscriptions at Susa.]—Contributions to the knowledge of

the Aramaic dialects, Part III. by Th. Noldeke. [On the orthographic

and linguistic peculiarities of the Palmyrene inscriptions published by

M. de Vogue.]—Proper names as distinguished from appellatives, by

A. F. Pott.—On Turkish verbal roots, by S. W. Kolle]. All Turkish

roots are monosyllabic ; J consists of a vowel and a consonant, jj of

two consonants with a vowel in the middle.]—On the Somali language,

by F. Praetorius.—The chess of the Chinese, by K. Himly.—A Him-

yaritic sculpture and inscription, by J. Gildemeister. [A more successful

interpretation than that of M. Ganneau in the Journal Asiatique. The

peculiarity of the inscription is the occurrence of 'Athtar (comp. Ash-

toreth) with a verb in the 3rd person masculine. Was there then a god

Ashtor?]—On E. Meier's explanation of the sacrificial tablets of Mar

seilles and Carthage, by Dr. Unger. [Contains several plausible objec
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tions to E. Meier's readings, though the proposed substitutes are seldom

quite satisfactory.]— On five Himyaritic inscriptions, by M. A. Levy.—

On nine Himyaritic inscriptions, by the same.—A formula of healing,

Rigvcda, x. 137, by Th. Aufrccht. —Explanation of Vedic words, by

the same.— History of the etymology of the word Nuh, by J. Goldziher.

[Quotes a legend designed to confirm the etymology from naha to weep. ]

—The stone of Mesha, by A. Geiger ; also an article by Schlottmann.

[See Academv, p. 272.]—Reviews. Elliot's History of India, by A.

Sprenger.—Taschke's works on Tibetan, by Schlagintweit.—Cour-

teille's Turkish dictionary, by Vambery.—Goldziher on Tanchum, by

Rodiger. [Needlessly severe.]

Journal Asiatique, No. 57.—Les mots egyptiens de la Bible, par

M. Harkavy. [A discussion of eighteen Hebrew words possibly of

Egyptian origin.]—Du regime des fiefs militaires clans l'lslamisme, et

principalement en Turquie, par M. Belin.—Un sacrifice a 'Athtar, bas-

relief avec inscription himyarite, nouvellement decouvert, par M.

Clermont-Ganneau. [See above.]—Le Dictionnaire chinois-russe de

Vassilief, par M. Pauthier.—Sur un titre sacerdotal babylonien, par

M. Lcnormant. [A reproduction of Rawlinson and Oppert.]—Aufrecht's

Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. par M. Mohl.

Literarisches Centralblatt, July, 23.—Muir's Sanskrit Texts, vol.

v., rev. by A. \V.—Nutt's edition of Hayug., rev. by Noldeke. [Favour

able.]—Frankel's Introduction to the Jerusalem Talmud. [A clear and

instructive analysis.]—Aug. 27. Planckner's translation of Laotse's

Way to Virtue. [Correct, but the influences of Indian philosophy on

Laotse should not have been ignored by the translator.]

Zeitschrift fur agyptische Sprache, July and August.—On the

question of a so-calted prehistoric stone-period in Egypt. [Begins by

showing that if the use of stone-weapons can really be traced in Egypt,

they must have belonged to the negro aborigines, who preceded the

earliest entrance of Hamitic tribes, such as the Somali, the Galla, the

Ethiopians, and the Egyptians. Lenormant claims to have discovered

a manufactory of flint instruments at Thebes, near Bab-el-meluk. Dr.

Lepsius gives reasons for questioning whether any but natural causes

have been at work in producing the phenomena. In fact, all that class

of instruments which necessarily presupposes human workmanship,

such as large axes or hammers, dagger-knives, points of lances or arrows,

and saws, are entirely deficient.]—The Prisse Papyrus, by F. Chabas.—

Sardanapallus, his place in history, by D. H. Haigh. [Identifies Sar-

tlanapallus with Assur-daninpal, and Jareb (Hos. v. 13 ; x. 6) with

Sennacherib.]—A new date fixed by the star Sothis, by H. Bmgsch.—

On two characters employed in the sense " class, order," by F. Choi*!*.

Gottingische gelehrte Anzeigen, Aug. 10. — Nutt's edition of

Ilayug's grammatical works, rev. by H. E. [Merely descriptive.]—

Aug. 17. Martin's Tradition karkaphienne, rev. by Noldeke. [A re

print from the Journal Asiatujiic ; see Academy, vol. i. p. 166. M.

Martin seems to attach too great a value to the labours of the Kar-

kaphian monks, whose monaster)', by the way, was not in Hauran, but

in Mesopotamia. The extracts from their Masora contain much that is

of lexicographical interest : the pronunciation of the vowels is identical

with that of the later western Syrians.]

Rabbinical studies, by J. Pedes, in Gr'atz's Monatschrift fur Gesch.

und Wiss. des Judenthums, August and September. [In continuation

of a series of articles important for Syriac as well as for Hebrew

scholars.] ■

New Ptiblications.

Favre, P. Dictionnaire javanais-francais. Paris : Maisonneuve.

Immanuel (ben Salomo). Makamen m. Anmerkungen von J. Wild-

heimer. Berlin : Bergemann.

Julien, Stan. Syntax nouvelle dc la langue cKinoise. Tome ii.

Paris : Maisonneuve.

MOller, F. Armeniaca. Vol. ii. Vienna : Ceroid.

Perny, T. Dictionnaire francais-latin-chinois de la langue man

darine parlee. London : Triibner.

Perny, P. Proverbes chinois. London : Triibner.

Steer e, E. Handbook of the Swahili language. Bell and Daldy.

Tassy, Garcin de. Hist, de la Litterature hindouie et hindoustanie.

Seconde edition. Tom. ii. Paris : Labitte.

Classical and Modern Philology.

Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum consilio et auctoritate Academiae

litterarum Regiae Borussiae cditum. Vol. ii. Inscr. Hispaniae

latinae. Ed. Aemilius Hiibner. Adjectae sunt tabulae geographicae

du:ie. Berolini : ap. Georg. Reimerum, 1869. fol". lvi. pp. 780, 48.

[Second Notice.]

We will endeavour, though the task is not an easy one,

to illustrate the value of these researches in detail. Beginning

with the geography of Roman Spain, and comparing the

maps in the present volume, specially prepared for it by

Kiepert, with those in common use, we may see how much

progress has been made in fixing sites or determining lo

calities hitherto uncertain. The new light thus cast on

ancient geography has, it is true, revealed not a few gaps

in our present knowledge, but at the same time it over

throws many a groundless assumption and clears the way

for a surer criticism. The difficulty of M. Hubner's task

may be seen from these facts. In a number of localities

he found considerable ruins, and monuments attesting the

existence of organised cities whose names and sites could

not be fixed with any certainty. Nor was his success greater

in the attempt to trace, even approximatively, the limits

of the three conventus of Lusitania. Much perplexity is

caused by the inadequacy of our information regarding the

ancient ecclesiastical divisions, which in Spain, as elsewhere,

were based on the division made by the Romans for purposes

ofadministration. But in order to show with what scrupulous

care every means of investigation has been employed, we

cannot do better than choose an instance at random out of

the number before us.

The " conventus " of Astigi, in the province of Baetica,

was one of the richest and most populous in the peninsula,

but like other divisions of Spain, was devastated on several

occasions by civil war. Of twenty-one cities, whose existence

is known to us, the site of fifteen has been determined with

certainty, the names of four have not been recovered, and the

arguments of M. Hiibner for the two remaining (Callenses,

Itucci) are plausible but not convincing. Comparing this

result with the information furnished by ancient authors, we

are led to make the following remarks. At first, several

towns are known to us only by the inscriptions : these are

Ipsca, Igabrum, Iliturgicola, Ipolcobulcula, and a Municipium

Flavium Gosontigi Aeglianorum. We should Temember the

reason why ancient writers, and Pliny in particular, mention

one place and not another is that they had such difficulty in

reproducing barbarian names in their own language (" ex his

digna memoratu, aut Latino sermone dictu facilia," Plin,

H. N. iii. § 7). Now, in order to see how fruitful is the

comparative study of documents on points of this kind, let

us look at the results gained in the case of Pliny, who

(iii. § 1 2) gives us a list of the most famous Spanish cities of

his time. In the edition of Detlefsen we find only 1 7 towns

for the "conventus" of Astigi; but the MSS., which are

known to be especially at fault as to proper names, are here

palpably corrupt, and have baffled the most skilful philologists.

M. Hiibner, however, has reconstructed Pliny's text in such

a way as to raise to twenty the number of towns in the

conventus of Astigi. Of these only ten have left monu

ments that enable us to fix their site. In the time of Pliny

the celebrated city of Munda had already disappeared. Of

five Roman colonies one only (Iptuci, or, as M. Hiibner

would write it, Itucci) is very uncertain. Of two free towns,

one, Astigi Vetus, has left no memorial : probably it was at

a later period merged into the colony of the same name. LIt

is the secondary towns above all (stipediariae down to Ves

pasian's time) that have disappeared; and the decline of

several of them may no doubt be assigned to the epoch of

the civil wars and of those of the first century of the empire.

Of nine out of thirteen it has been found impossible to ascer

tain the site. Of the other four two are not mentioned in the

editions of Pliny. At this point we must recur to the passage

already mentioned as it appears in the edition of Detlefsen

(iii. § 12, ad. fin.) It is as follows : " Oningis. Ab ora ve-

nienti prope Maenubam amnem et ipsum navigabilem haut

procul accolunt Alontigicaeli, Alostigi." Such is the way in

which it has been thought possible to reconstruct the passage.
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The MSS. have : " Oningis abora venti prope Maenubam, &c.

Olontigicaeli alostigi." Now two towns in Sabora and Ventipo

are known to us by inscriptions, and M. Hiibner points out

that names ending in gi are very common in that part of

Spain, and therefore at the beginning of the passage he would

read, " Oningi Sabora, Ventipo (or Ventippo). Maenubam

amnem " . . . ; and at the end, " Olontigi, Laelia, Lastigi."

The two last are mentioned by ancient geographers. Of

this emendation the first part seems incontestable ; the con

struction "prope . . . haud procul accolunt," was already seen

to be suspiciously awkward : but the second appears less

convincing, and is rather hard to bring into harmony with

other geographical data. How, for instance, could Saedia,

which is placed by M. Hiibner at Arcos de la Frontera,

quite to the south of the river Baetis, and on its left bank,

have been near the river Maenuba which (according to

Forbiger and M. Hiibner) flows into the Baetis on the right

bank ? But I do not know on what authority the latter state

ment rests, nor have I read it in any ancient author. Enough,

however, of this. It may be worth adding that four im

portant cities (Basilipo, Carmo, Ipagrum, and Ulia) men

tioned in other writers besides Pliny, and situated in the

" conventus " of Astigi, are also rich in inscriptions. Indeed

there is scarcely any locality which does not furnish material

for such discussions as the above, to say nothing of questions

as to the general divisions of Spain and the proportion main

tained between the aboriginal and the Roman population.

It is on such points as this last that linguistic science

comes to the aid of history. In this work, indeed, we have

no inscriptions in the native tongues, except those which

are partly in Latin ("bilingues") ; but proper names of

places, persons, and certain divinities, supply an ample field

to students of Celtic and Iberian. The Celtic element, in

particular, seems to be strongly represented in the cogno-

viina, and may be discovered by the apprarance of the diph

thong ou (especially in Lusitania) in such names as Boudica,

Boutius, Cloutius, Coutius, Doutius, Touto, by terminations

in ovesus, aeais or aegus, i/gemis, and by the termination

briga in names of places.

The history of the Latin language receives also some

fresh contributions from the collection. First of all, the

inscriptions ' of an archaic character, especially as to the

forms of letters, are more numerous than we should have

expected. It is true that the forms A A representing A>

II for E> I' or |" for F) continued so long in the "cursive"

writing as to make it likely that they should be found in

inscriptions even later than the first century, and we cannot

therefore infer with certainty from their appearance any

great antiquity for particular monuments. Still they are not

to be neglected, and it is singular they should be found in

the most diverse localities—among the Baleares, in Baetica,

in Tarraconensis, more rarely, if at all, in Lusitania and

Asturia. Less uncertain is the archaic spelling : at for ae,

ei for /, 0 for u after v, &c, to which may be added some

rare instances of the absence of the double letter (tesera,

posedisent, &c). We find also in these inscriptions a great

number of examples of vulgar Latin, illustrating most of the

linguistic phenomena remarked in the work of M. Schuch-

hardt ( Vocalismus des Vulgiirlateins, Leipzig, Teubner,

1866-68, 3 vols. 8vo.). We have a notion, however, which,

of course, a thorough study of the sources would be neces

sary to justify, that these present scarcely any traces of the

influence of local dialects. For instance, the spelling

Baliares instead of Baleares seems to be rendered certain

not only by the inscriptions of Spain, but by those of Rome,

by the Codex Bambergensis of Pliny, and the Greek writers ;

so that M. Schuchhardt would, perhaps, have done well to

give this as an instance of the change of i into e, rather than

of e into /. The decay of Latin grammar is better attested

than the gradual change of orthography and pronunciation.

The latter, however, may be traced in the dropping of final

consonants, above all of m (annoru, praemiu, quindcci, &c).

Besides confusions of conjugations, aspractcries forpraeteribis

(No. 59), votitus for vocat'us (No. 4514), we find, as in the

Itincraria of Vicarello (published by Garrucci ; cf. Henzen,

p. 25), numerous violations of prepositional syntax, cum

filios, ob mcritis, iacet in locum, &c. In regard to single

words, we may remark the oldest instance of the word

barca in an inscription of a sevir Augustalis, who had

held a regatta (certamen barcarum). The word, which

is probably of Phenician origin, is used also by Isidore.

We find, too, some special forms, such as domnina, tcrmen,

conlactia, disex, &c, and the use of the word solamcn in the

sense of subsidium annonarium.

The state of Spain under Roman dominion, and its poli

tical, religious, and military organization, are the subjects

best illustrated, both directly and indirectly, by the docu

ments contained in this volume. We can only give a very

few particulars : (1) Those which furnish us with indirect

information are such as can be used, by way of evidence,

only in combination with a large number of the same kind.

Thus, for example, the list of family names, and of the names

of tribes, serves to give us an idea of the way in which the

Peninsula was gradually Romanized. As to the tribes, the

study which Grotefend has given to them {ImpcriumRomanum

tributim description, 2nd ed., Hanover, 1862) is being partly

confirmed, partly completed and rectified, by the new corpus.

It seems to be quite certain that the great majority of dis

tricts was divided between the tribes Galeria and Quirina.

For reasons not yet sufficiently ascertained, some cities be

longed to other tribes, Astigi, for example, and Emerita to

the Papiria tribus, Zucci to the Scrgia. On some points

of detail Grotefend must be set right : he has assigned cer

tain towns to tribes which do not appear to have predomi

nated there. InCarthagena he admits two tribes : M. Henzen

thinks we must reckon three, the Galeria, the Quirina, and

the Sergia. But on these questions we can form no decisive

opinion till the work before us is completed. The rules

which regulate tribal organization beyond the pale of Italy

are not well known ; they must have been dependent on the

conditions under which the civitas was gained and held.

Closely connected with this question is that of the spread

of Roman Gentile names, and the light which it throws on

the successive extension of civic rights and the influence

exercised by the conquerors. These names were trans

mitted, we know, in various ways ; at first by enfran

chisement, afterwards by the somewhat similar medium of

the clientela. The conquered peoples (dedilicii), who had the

jus civitatis or the jus Latii given them by the emperor,

whether individually for services rendered, or in the mass,

became in a manner the clients of the generals and the

emperor, and adopted their names. As regards the Latini and

certain number of free peregrini, the adoption of these roman

names is attested by the inscriptions, and a tribal one alone

is wanting to make their nomenclature wholly Roman.

While thus able to draw conclusions as to the influence

exercised by certain historical personages, we must be careful

to remember that chance and immigration into the colonies

may have multiplied particular names more than others. In

Spain that of the Jnlii is, in almost every district, the most

frequent (341), and must be .referred to Julius and to

Augustus, the former of whom was, as we know, very liberal

in conferring the///.r civitatis, the latter much less so. From

the number of Cornelii (290), Fabii (190), &c, as also from

the decree of Paulus Emilius emancipating the slaves of the

inhabitants of Hasta, we can infer that the well-known
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generals who bore those names, regulated the position of

the conquered in the provinces as intelligently as the senate

had done in Italy. Again, we remark the traces of the civil

wars in the number of Pompeii, Timii, Antonii (100), Porcii

{63) ; on the other hand, it is difficult to refer the immense

number of Va/erii—which is in Spain almost equal to that

of Jttlii (309)—to any well-known Valerius. In Africa we

find 150 Julii and 650 Valcrii, the latter traceable probably

to the Val. Flaccus, who triumphed in B.C. 81 over the

Gauls and Celtiberians, and distinguished himself among

the former by his liberality in bestowing the ctiitas (see

Herzog, Gallia narbonensis, p. 69, not. 67 ; and Ziindel,

Jahrbuch des Vereins von Alterthums Freunden im Rhein-

Jaude, xxxix. p. 62). The names of emperors are less fre

quent ; the Flavii, Aclii, and Aurelii occur, 80, 90, and 70

times respectively ; there are far fewer Claudii and scarcely

any Ulpii, though these last are very numerous in other pro

vinces, as on the banks of the Danube and in Africa.

(2) The direct information supplied by the inscriptions on

the political constitution of Spain does not add very much to

that which may be found in works written on this subject

within the last twenty years. We can trace in them the

divisions made at different times, but we do not find either

the province of Carthagena or that of the Baleares. The

best of governors, legates, quaestors, procurators of pro

vinces, cannot be completed until the inscriptions of other

countries are brought together. There seems to have been

a uniform system of imposts for all the provinces of the

peninsula : we find the vigesima hereditatium, the vigesima

libcrtatis, and a right of toll called quinquagensima, i.e. of

two per cent., vested in a particular company (Socii quin-

quagensimae, No. 5064). The provinces were divided into

judicial districts (conventus), in the chief town of which the

governor, on fixed days, dealt with all causes that were

beyond the jurisdiction of the municipal magistrates. Here

also was the residence of the flamines, delegated by the

various cities, who had the care of the cultus of the emperor.

There were also otherJiamines, either for the whole province

or for each city by itself. On the politico-religious organiza

tion of Spain the inscriptions are fertile of information ; but

on this and other interesting subjects, we cannot now dwell.

The municipal institutions must occupy us a short space.

The following kinds of towns in Spain are enumerated by

Pliny:—1st. Coloniae ; 2nd. Municipia or Oppida civium

' Romanorum ; 3rd. Oppida Latina, or Latinorum veteruni';

4th. Civitatcs lib'crae ; 5th. Civitates focderatae ; 6th. Oppida

stipendiaria. These divisions belong to the period anterior

to Vespasian. Pliny adds the remark, " Universae Hispaniae

Vespasianus Imperator Augustus iactatum procellis reipub-

licae Latium tribuit." We have here the key to the meaning

of Latium vctus (orjus veteris Latii), which is simply opposed

to that of the new Latin cities constituted by Vespasian.

What the organization of the latter was, the tablets of Malaga

and Salpeusa inform us ; they show, besides, that the Latini

had now the title of Civcs as well as that of Romani. On

the reforms of Vespasian and of the Flavian emperors in

general, the study of the municipal inscriptions of Spain

brought out much that is valuable. The first result was a

simplified classification of towns ; the last three of Pliny's

classes disappeared. Next came the discovery of a nearly

uniform administration in all the cities. The Coloniae, it

appeared, were distinguished from the Municipia by the cir

cumstance that the former had Duumviri, the latter Quatuor-

7.7/7, as chief magistrates. Now, after the times of the Flavian

emperors, we do not find Quatuorviri in Spain at all, not even

in the Municipia civium Romanorum, where we should most

expect them to be retained.. Thus Gades had " iv-viri," No.

1717; then " ii-viri," No. 1731 : and so also Asido, Nos. 1315,

13 14. In other towns, known as Municipia civium Romano

rum, for instance Olisipo, we find only " ii-viri ;" and at Aeso

and Ilipula Minor the same person appears first at " iiii-vir,"

then as "ii-vir" (Nos. 1470 cf. addenda, and 4466). This

change to the older form of constitution is now proved by

a letter of Vespasian graven in bronze to have been due to

the Flavian emperors ; as the occurrence of the name of

Flavius in the tablets of Malaga elsewhere had already ren

dered probable. It contains these words: "Vespasianus

salutem dicit iiii viris et decurionibus Saborensium. Cum

multis difficultatibus infirmitatem vestram premi indicetis,

permitto vobis oppidum sub nomine meo ut voltis in planum

extruere:" and at the end we read " ii-viri C. Cornelius

Severus et M. Septimius Severus publica pecunia in aere

inciderunt." Thus we see that on permission obtained from

the emperor, the Saborenses had adopted the constitution

which was doubtless prescribed for all the Municipia Flavia,

and which is no other than that of Malaga and Salpeusa.

We may add here that in those Spanish tribes which main

tained a comparative independence in the mountains, are

designated in the inscriptions by the name of genfes, as in

Pliny by that of populi, and well deserve the attention of

historians and philologists.

In this brief and inadequate review of the results of M.

Hiibner's work, we have been obliged to pass over two

classes of inscriptions possessing much interest The In-

scriptiones funerariae, in which we find the formula, peculiar

it would seem to Spain, tc rogo praeteriens dicas, sit tibi terra

k-vis; and those on utensils (including potters' marks), which

form a remarkable addition to the Inscriptiones coctae col

lected by M. Frohner (Gottingen, 8vo.). But a complete

analysis would have been little less than a transcript of the

table of contents, and we cannot in conclusion do more at

present than commend to our readers the work itself.

Charles Morel.

Apuleil Metamorphoseon Libri IX. Franciscus Eyssenhardt recen-

suit. Berolini, 1869 : I. Guttentag. pp. 225.

Dr. Eyssenhardt, already favourably known to the philo

logical world by his critical editions )of Martianus Capella,

the Scriptores historiae Augustae, the Historia Miscella, Sec,

deserves our best thanks for his new edition of the Metamor

phoses of Apuleius. Not to speak of the general literary

significance and importance of this work, we need scarcely

observe that merely on account of its language and style it is

of the highest interest to the critical and historical student of

the Latin language. G F. Hildebrand's bulky and ill-

digested edition (Lips. 1842), hitherto the latest, was, how

ever, most unsatisfactory, especially since Keil had shown,

in his Observ. critt. in Varronem, p. 77-81, that the criticism

of Apuleius should be based exclusively on two Florentine

MSS., the one of the rrth century, and the other (a copy

made before the first MS. was corrected and revised by an

emendator) of the 12th—two MSS. not collated by Hilde-

brand. With regard to the Metamorphoses, the late lamented

Otto Jahn had published the tale of " Psyche and Cupid"

[ = Met. iv. 28—v. 24] with a complete critical commentary

—one of those tasteful bijou editions which only Jahn under

stood how to make ; and Dr. Eyssenhardt, in the edition

before us, completes the work by giving us an amended text

with the full varia lectio of the Florentine MSS. The

criticism of a capricious and affected writer like Apuleius is,

of course, beset with numerous difficulties, and we have all

the more to commend the tact with which the present editor

chooses between the numerous conjectures of former critics,

and the circumspect sagacity conspicuous in his own emen

dations. There are, indeed, not many passages where we
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should venture to disagree with him ; though there are also

not a few left to exercise the ingenuity of future critics.

Some emendations have, quite recently, been suggested by

M. Haupt in the Hermes, iv. 337 ; but it strikes us as curious

that so acute a critic could overlook the manifest gloss vatis,

p. 34, 25, where the MS. reading musteluatis should be

explained as mustae vel vatis, the latter being, of course, an

explanatory gloss. In p. 12, 4, cuts appears to be very

unmeaning, and should no doubt be ei Veneris, " us " being

a contraction of Veneris. P. 137, 29, we should punctuate

ei ecce mariti cadaver: occurrit, by which the narration

becomes first of all more lively and an awkward tautology is

avoided, as mariti cadaver accurrit would be pretty much the

same as se super corpus effudit. The very difficult Greek

passage, p. 2 1 5, 26, should perhaps be irapb. OtS. "E<£ecrip, while

Spengel's conjecture (mentioned by Eyssenh.) yields no

satisfactory sense, ita seems to have arisen from some Greek

word, and from troa irapa. may be obtained without much

difficulty. Lastly, there is no doubt to my mind that p. 50,

27, the MS. leads to the reading, omnibus abiectis amiculis ac

protenus denique intecti atque nudati, bacchamur, &c.

In spite of the high antiquity of the first Florentine MS.,

its spelling cannot throughout be accepted as trustworthy,

and Dr. Eyssenhardt is, moreover, somewhat arbitrary in his

choice of them. Thus, e.g., he adopts laguena, p. 27, 25,

but rejects planguor, p. 43, 18; in the first four sheets he

(wrongly) follows his MS. in the spelling oportunus which he

replaces by the legitimate opportunus, after p. 97, 12; but

throughout the book he clings to // in the imperfect tenses

oireperire (p. 38, 6; 42, 24; 56, 22 ; 88, 8 ; 101, 18, &c),

thereby destroying the difference between reperio and repperi

( = repeperi). See, moreover, Lachmann on Liter. III.

1050, ajid L. Miiller, de re metr., p. 361. If repperire is

in our eyes a very serious blemish, we find even more fault

with sorbillat, p. 27, 25, though there at least the MS. is

in favour of //, but p. 47, 18 both MSS. have the right

spelling sorbila : and surely this ought to have been adopted

by the editor, as there is no doubt that the penultimate is

short, cf. Plaut Poen. I. 2, 182, nam mi/ii iam video propter

te victitandum sbrbtlo, and see my note on Ter. Ad. 591,

where the Bembine MS. (according to Umpfenb.) has

sorbilans. In cantilare, a word of the same formation, we

are again annoyed by // in Eyssenhardt's text, p. 61, 4, but

satisfied to find the proper spelling borne out by both MSS.

Finally, we venture to disagree with the editor as to

several grammatical points. P. 129, 22, his two MSS. read

morsicat, why does he replace this by morsitat? Or why

does he leave commorsicantibus, p. 195, 20, unchanged?

Morsicare is, however, a legitimate form, like vellicare,

claudicare, formicare, on the last of which see my observa

tions in the Trans, of the Philolog. Society, 1867, p. 226.

Nor do I see why the editor rejects the almost constant

spelling of his MSS. dirrumpere: the justice of which will

be easily understood from such a line as Plaut. Bacch. 441,

extemplo pucr paedagogo tabula disrumpit caput, where the

various modes of spelling may be estimated by Ritschl's

note " disrumpit B, dirrumpit C D, dirumpit F Z."

The book is tolerably free from misprints, only in the last

part we have observed destabilis, p. 208, 19, instead of

detestabilis, and at for ac, p. 212, 18. We also presume that

tempcstillam, p. 135, 8, is an error for tempestiuam. In the

same way, asiulo, p. 155, 18, seems to be a mere misprint

instead of astuto.

There are a few linguistic observations among the critical

notes (e.g., p. 118, 1, membra ["membri" is the modern

expression to denote chambers at Turin] ; p. 149, n, cribum,

cf. the Italian " crivello ") showing what Dr. Eyssenhardt

could do for the explanation of his author, ifhe had leisure or

inclination to do anything in this way. The new edition is

a real gain for the critical study of the Latin language ; but

its value would have been increased tenfold, if the editor had

at the same time presented us with an accurate "Index

verborum." This would have been- the more welcome, as

Forcellini generally quotes Apuleius merely according to the

books, omitting the chapters, and it is thus extremely difficult

to verify a reference. Perhaps some young scholar will

deserve the thanks of philologists by elaborating an Index of

this kind not only for the Metamorphoses, but also for the

Apologia and Florida, both lately edited by Dr. Kriiger.

W. Wagner.

Le Besant de Dieu. von Guillaume le Clerc de Normandie, etc.

Edited by Ernst Martin. Halle : Waisenhaus, 1869.

Guillaume le clerc de Normandie lived from about n 70

to 1230, and is known by several poetical works, three of

which have been published some time ago, namely (1) The

Fabliau of the Priest and Alison (edited in Meon Fabliaux

et Contcs, 4, 427), which describes a priest cheated and

treated badly because of his mean behaviour. (2) The

Romance of Fregus (published by F. Michel for the Abbots-

ford Club, 1 841) which belongs to the cycle of Arthur and

his round table, and well deserves a new and critical edition

promised by M. Martin. (3) The Bestiary, edited from

an inferior copy by Hippeau Caen, 1852—one of those

numerous mystical explanations of the natures of animals.

Several other poems are ascribed to him with more or less

truth; but a fourth belongs certainly to him, the Besant

de Dial, now published by Martin. It is a moralising

poem, a class of poetry highly in favour with Norman

and Anglo-Norman poets. Especially interesting is the

latter part of the poem, where the poet speaks, strongly

against the Alhigpnsinn ware and complains of the loss of

Damietta and Jerusalem which happened because a clerk

(the legate Pelagius) wished to rule over the knights. This

allusion and others serve also to fix the date when the poem

was written, probably 1227.

As for the text of the poem, its being preserved in a single

MS. of the 1 6th century renders the task of a critical editor

not very easy, though at least the dialect of the poem is not

altered by a Picardy scribe, as is the case with the Romance

of Fregus just mentioned. This is not the place for pointing

out the passages in which we differ from the corrections

which the editor or his able contributor, the Berlin professor

of Romance languages, A. Tobler, thought it necessary to

make in the text. But we much regret that some altera

tions, though happily not many, are introduced into the text

without mentioning the real MS. readings. We consider

that the first duty of an editio princeps, when there is only

one MS. preserved, is to make known the text as it stands.

If the editor chooses to give a critical edition, he ought to be

more radical than Prof. Martin dared to be, and at the same

time complete in his critical apparatus. Prof. Martin begins

his elaborate prefatory essay on the present poem, the other

poems belonging or ascribed to Guillaume, and on his life

and character, with a description of the MS. and its mani

fold contents. As we hear that he intends to bring out later

additions and corrections to the present edition, we add the

following list of literary notes to his description of the

contents of the Paris MS., a list mainly compiled from

materials in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, hoping that he

will accept them as a sign of gratitude for the industry

he bestowed on his first publication relating to Norman-

French literature. No. 2. The poem of Prestre Herman

on the Assumption of the Virgin Mary occurs also in two

Oxford MSS. (E Museo 62 ; Digby 86) in a MS. of the
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public library at Cambridge, Gg. I. i, and in an old MS.

in possession of Lord Ashburnham. See also Th. Wright,

Biographia Angl. Agn. Period, p. 334-337 ; and Dinaux :

Trouveres, Jongleurs, &c, vol. iv. p. 356-359. No. 3. La

vision S. Paul is preserved also in a Caius Coll. MS.,

Cambridge, No. 435. No. 4. The life of Ste. Marie Egip-

tienne is preserved in the Bodl. MS., Canonici Misc. 74, fol.

109 ff. (not Bodl. Library Misc. 4to, 74, as Dr. Brakelmann

states in the appendix). An extract of it is given in M. P.

Meyer's 3rd Rapport. No. 10. Dit Jttgemcnt tie Dicu

is preserved at the end of the same MS. just quoted

(Paul Meyer in his Third Rapport, Archive des Missions,

1868, does not mention the Paris copy). No. n. The

sermon is also preserved in Bodl. MS. Digb. 34, and in

Caius Coll. Cambridge, 435. No. 13. Jubinal's edition of

Guichard de Baulieu's " Sermon," is made from the imper

fect Paris copy, and not from Harl. 438S. A third copy is

preserved in MS. Digby, 86. No. 16. Another copy is pre

served in St. John's College, Oxford, No. 75. I shall

shortly bring out a critical edition of this sermon from these

MSS. No. 20. The life of Tobias is also found in Raw].

Misc. 534, and Jesus Coll. Oxford, 29, and the dispute of

the four daughters of God inserted into this poem is pre

served separately in the Brit. Mus. MS., Arundel, 292, from

which it was printed by Fr. Michel (Libri Psalmorum, p.

364-68). It differs entirely from a similar episode in the

Chateau d'Amour ascribed to Robert Grosseteste. De la

Rue had apparently seen the Arundel MS. and was aware

of the coincidence with the episode in Tobias' life. He is

therefore wrongly blamed by Fr. Michel (ibid. p. xxxi. note).

We terminate our review by expressing once more our thanks

to the able editor, and hope he will soon bring out his

promised new editions of Fregus and the Roman de Rcnard;

for the latfer, wc understand, he has gathered the complete

critical apparatus. Edm. Stengel.

The proposed meeting of the Philologists at Leipsic is proposed for

the present, and the Rome Critique suspended. The numbers in arrear

will be published together on its re-issue.

Contents of the yonmials.

Curtius, Studien zur Gr. und Lat. GrammatLk, vol. iii. part i.

H. Rase : De praepositionis irapa iisu. [Valuable contribution to Syn

tax, carrying out the historical method for which Greek offers peculiar

opportunities.]— II. Ilager: De Graecitate Hyperidea.—C. Angermann,

1. 8Va|, &c. [The root is probably van, to protect, TeW5oidr re l<pt

hviatrtis. 2. The suffix tut in primary formations, [viz. itot^s, iaiifs,

■nvvrds—oxytones.]—H. W. Roscher. I. Interchange of /3 and /i.

[Careful enumeration.] 2. On p-iix', •"•'X't °"xh ^IX'- t"X' 's from -ki,

and that from the indefinite pronoun kI, so that ovk'i is another form of

otri ; compare Lat. nc-que, in nec-opinus, &c]—Fr. G. Benseler, De

nominibus propriis et Latinis in (r pro ius et Graecis in is iv pro tos

lor terminatis. [Full discussion of the controverted points, with new

matter, especially Greek.]—G. Curtius: I. ira/upi. [Adv. like ?<pi.]

2. (paries. [An imperative, as Lat.—to(d).] 3. 1 (printed r on the

cover) in abgeleiteten Verbalstammen. [Clears up some of the many

Greek forms answering to Sanscr. -ajami.] 4. Kv&tpv&u. [ku/8j) head,

Kv&tpros head-man, capitatio.] 5. <pa>p, fur. [From <p<p-u: dialectical

forms airixpapta, &c. Cf. iir' abro<paptp, " in the act of carrying off."]

Fhilologus, vol. xxx. part 1.—L. Gerlach : On the unity of the Iliad,

and Lachmann's criticism. [A refutation of Lachmann. The theories

which break up the Iliad into lays proceed upon two principles, that

everything faulty is an interpolation, and that every contradiction points

to a difference of authorship. They are to be met partly by a more just

estimate of the difficulties to be found in the structure of the Iliad,

partly by pointing out the elements of unity which it possesses. The

paper contains many new observations showing delicate poetical feeling,

and happily illustrated by parallels from Music and the Fine Arts. The

argument from the unity of the characters is well put, and one applica

tion of it seems especially forcible. Each of the Homeric orators, it is

shown, has a style of his own ; Achilles is lofty and poetical, Nestor is

dramatic and artful, Odysseus is pithy and logical. Another observation

is especially valuable in reference to Mr. Grote's theory of the Iliad.

The later books did not yield so easily to Lachmann's analysis. His

tenth lay, for instance, consists of fourteen fragments of books xi.,

xiv., and xv. ; and certain incidents, such as the wounding of the chief

Greek warriors, run through several lays. The reason, it is suggested,

is simply that in any great composition of the kind the different threads

of the narrative are separate at first, but are woven together more closely

as the narrative goes on, until they form a single tissue. H. Gerlach is

perhaps most successful in showing that the lays which Lachmann offers

us in place of the Iliad are not in reality deserving of the name. There

is hardly one that has a good beginning and end, or a distinct and

sufficient subject.]—E. Hiller : On the TlXaTayucSs of Eratosthenes.

[An attempt to recover portions of it from Theon of Smyrna, who-

quotes from it some passages relating to ratios and proportion. All the

fragments lead to the supposition that it treated of the creation of the

world as represented in the Platonic Timaeus : and if so, it is probable

that some references to Eratosthenes or the Musical ratios belong to

this work also. Of the two alternative explanations given of fr. I, line 2,

the second seems much more probable.]—\V. Dindorf : On the Vene

tian MS. of Athenaeus and the copies from it. [A most valuable

account of the codex archetypus of Athenaeus, indicating its relations

to later MSS. by an elaborate comparison of readings. Four pages of

facsimile are appended.]—E. von Leutsch : The Greek Elegiac PoeK

I. Theognis.—Miscellanea. E. von Leutsch : The maxims of the

Seven Sages. [Points out vestiges of an original metrical form in some

of them.]—H. Sauppe : Plinius Panegyricus. [Emends one or two

passages.]—Vol. xxx. part 2 : W. Clemm : Hippomedon's shield in the

I'hoenissae of Euripides. [Shews the symmetrical character of the com

position.]—E. Bohren : Contributions to the Life of Solon.—E. von

Leutsch : The Greek Elegiac Poets. I. Theognis. [Continued from

previous number.]—Miscellanea. H. Sauppe : Hipponax.—F. Lieb-

recht : On the Philogelos of Hierocles.—J. Jansen : Lucretius in the

Middle Age. [Proves that the Middle Age knew Lucretius only through

fragmentary notices or quotations in grammarians.]

Jahrbuch fiir romanische und englische Litteratur. Vol. xi.

part 3.—1. Beitriige zur Kcnntniss der franzosischen Sprache des I41""1

Jahrhunderts, by Dr. Otto Knauer. [Continuation of a series of articles

on the French language during the 14th cent. The present article treats

the pronouns.]— 2. Romanische Elemente im Chronicon des Prosper

von Aquitanien, by H. Fernow. [Prosper, living towards the end of

the 5th cent, in Southern France, belongs to that class of Mediaeval-

Latin writers who, from want of knowledge, mixed up their Latin

with a good TnaTiT -nalgnriome (vulgar spellings, forms, and words) ;

Fernow tries,' by means of those vulgarisms, to throw light on the

state of sounds and inflexions of the vulgar tongues in a period where

no written documents in any of them are preserved to us.]—3. La col-

lezione bolognese dei drammi spagnoli, by Emilis Teza. [A collection

of 27 vols, of rare prints, containing 268 comedies by about 70 poets.

Teza describes it in detail. The Bodleian library, Oxford, is in

possession of a similar collection.]—4. Etymologisches, by Caroline

Michaelis. [Derivation of the words bizeffe, refe, from the Arabic, and

of orle, ourlet, from Ags orl = Iwrder. Fraul. Michaelis is, we think,

the first lady-scholar for comparative Romance-philology.]— 5. Titoli

dei Capitoli della Storia Rcali di Francia, publ. by H. Michelant.

[Continuation.]—6. Reviews.

New Ptiblications.

Brill, Bernh. Aristoxenus' rhythmische und mctrische Messungen.

Leipzig : Vogel.

Bryant, W. C. The Iliad of Homer translated into blank verse.

Vol. ii. Boston : Fields, Osgood, and Co.

Faidherbe. Collection complete des inscriptions numidiques (libyques)

avec des apercus ethnographiques sur les Numides. Paris : Franck.

Homer's llias erklart von J. La Roche. Part III. (lib. 9-12). Berlin :

Ebeling und Plahn.

Schmidt, Dr. J. H. H. Die Synonyme des Schlafes. Husum.

Sophocles, E. A. Greek Lexicon of the Greek and Byzantine Periods.

London : Triibner.

Ussing, J. L. Darstellung des Erziehungswesens bei Griechen und

Romem, deutsch von P. Friedrichsen. Altona : Menzel.

ERRATA IN No. 11.

Page 277 (a) 12 lines from bottom, for " take " read " took."

„ 286 (b) 13 ,, „ for '"ItSaS read '"lii'SD-

„ 287 (a) XO ,, ,, for " for " read " and to."

„ 293 (a) line 37, for " from an equal " read " of an equal."

,, „ (b) ,, 7, for " 328" read " 338."

ff „ ,, ,, 23, for " one of " read " locally among."

,, 294 (b) 24 lines from bottom, for " hatred " rend " haled."
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John Coope Davis, Esq.

Henry Farquhar, Esq.

Charles E. Goodhart, Esq.

Jas- A. Gordon, Esq-, m.d.:

f.R-S.

Directors.

Kirkman D. Hodgson, Esq.

Henry L. Holland, Esq.

Sir J, Lubbock, Ba«.f m.p.,

F.R.S.

John Stewart Oxley, Esq.

Benjamin Shaw, Esq.

M. Wyvill, Jun., Esq.

FINANCIAL YOSTTION.

Total Amount Insured, with Bonus Additions.. ^3,007,431

Liability on the same, at 3 per cent. Interest . . . 846,712

Accumulated Funds 1,327,253

Annual Revenue from Premiums ,£92,787

„ from Interest j£57ji03

14*950

The whole invested in Government, Realf and other first-

class Securities, in addition to which the .Assured have the

guarantee of a large and wealthy proprietary.

For Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal apply at the

Offices as above, or to the Agents of the Company.

ROBERT TUCKER, Secretary and Actuary.

Bank of South Australia.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, 1847.

fetters of Credit and Bills

issued upon Adelaide and the Principal Towns in

South Australia. Draft-, negotiated and collected. Money

received on dci>osit for fixed periods, the terms for which

may be ascertained at the Offices of the Bank, 54, Old

Broad Street, E.C.

WILLIAM PURDY, Central Manager.

BY ROYAL COMMAND.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

STEEL PENS.

Sold by all Dealers throughout the World.

" For twenty years I have recommended

DK. LOCOCK'S WAPEB8

as very exceiiemi for oouons, uoJjUS, and

ALL DISOB.DEBS of the Chest and Lungs.

I take them myself.

The above is/rom Mr. W. Ireland, Cktmisi,

Egremont, Cumberland.

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS
Give instant relief to

ASTHMA, CONSUMPTION, COUGHS, and all

Disorders of the BREATH and LUNGS.

TO SINGERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS

They are invaluable fur clearing and strengthening the

Voice, and have a pleasant taste.

Price is. \\d., 2s. qd , and 4*. 6d. per box.

Sold by all Chemists.

Small Boeks, containing many hundreds 0/ Cures, may be

hadfrom every Agent.

Indigestion.—The Medical

Profession adopts MORSON'S PREPARATION

OF PEPSI NE as the true Remedy. Sold in Bottles and

Boxes from zs., by all Pharmaceutical Chemists and the

Manufacturers, Thomas Mokson & Son, 124, Southampton

Row, Russell Square, London.

caracas Cocoa.

In Two Volumes. Crown 8vo. With Illustrations and Two Maps.

JOURNEYS IN NORTH CHINA, MANCHURIA,

AND EASTERN MONGOLIA ;

WITH SOME ACCOUNT OF COREA.

By the Rev. ALEXANDER WILLIAMSON, B.A,

AGENT OF THE NATIONAL BIBLE SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND.

SMITH, ELDER, AND CO., 15, WATERLOO PLACE.

IMPROVED EDITIONS.

SCHOOL ATLASES

By A. KEITH JOHNSTON, LL.D., &c.

Author of the " Royal Atlas," the " Physical Atlas," &c.

1.

ATLAS OF GENERAL AND DESCRIP

TIVE GEOGRAPHY.
A1 New and Enlarged Edition, suited to the best Text

Books ; with Geographical information brought up to

the time of publication. 26 Maps, cl«arly and uniformly

printed in colours, with Index. Imp. 8vo. Half-bound,

134. 6d.

ATLAS OF PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY,

Illustrating, in a Scries of Original Designs, the Ele

mentary Facts of GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY,

METEOROLOGY, and NATURAL IIISIORY.

A New and Enlarged Edition, containing 4 ncw*Iaps

and Letterpress, ao Coloured Maps. Imp. 8vo. Half-

bound, I2J. Oil.

III.

ATLAS OF ASTRONOMY.
A New and Enlarged Edition, 21 Coloured Plates. With

an Elementary Survey of the Heavens, designed as an

accompaniment to this Atlas, by ROBERI GRAN 1,

LL.D., &c, Professor of Astronomy and -Director ot

the Observatory in the University of Glasgow. Imp.

8vo. Half-bound, 12s. 6d.

ATLAS U*" CLASSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

A New and Enlarged Edition. Constructed from the

best materials, and embodying the results of the most

recent investigations, accompanied by a complete

INDEX OF PLACES, in which the proper quantities

are given by T. HARVEY and E. WORSLLY,

MM.A., Oxon. 23 Coloured Maps. Imp. 8vo. Half-

bound, I2J. 6d.

" This Edition is so much enlarged and improved as to be

virtually a new work, surpassing everything else of the kind

extant, both in utility and beauty."—Atliemeum.

v.

ELEMENTARY ATLAS OF GENERAL

AND DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHY,

For the use of Junior Classes; including a MAP OF

CANAAN and PALESTINE, with GENERAL

INDEX. 8vo., half-bound, 5*.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD AND SONS,

Edinburgh and London,

sold by all booksellers-

'No more delicious, refreshing, nourishing, and whole

some beverage has ever been manufactured."—Morning

J'ott. , ,

"As an agreeable invigorator, refresher, and nounshcr it

could not be too highly recommended to the community."—

Civil Service Gazette.

j. s. FEY AND SONS,

Bristol and London.

"Rreakfast.—Epps's Cocoa.

-^ GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.

The Civil Service Gazelle remarks :—" By a thorough

Icnowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations

of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of

the tine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has

provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills."

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only in

ilb., ilb., and lib. tin-lined packets, labelled:—

JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.

Will shortly appear,

ARITHMETIC,
By SONNENSCHEIN & NESBITT,

PAET II.

Fractional and Approximate Calculations.

Whittaker & Co., Ave Maria Lane.

This day is Published, in post 8vo., pp. 640, price ■js. (d.

A Treasury of the English and

"^^ GERMAN LANGUAGES. # Compiled from the

best Authors and Lexicographers in both Languages.

Adapted to the Use of Schools, Students, Travellers, and

Men of Business ; and forming a Companion to all German-

English Dictionaries. By JOSEPH CAUVIN, LL.D., and

Ph.D., of the University of Gottingen, &c.

William Blackwood & Sons. Edinburgh and London.

]\/ficroscopic 1\ I arvels.—African

AND PERUVIAN SANDS, consisting of an

infinite variety of coloured gem-like Minerals ; also the

MICROSCOPIC RAINBOW, an interesting and brilliant

combination of ever-changing minute colours. These are

pronounced the most beautiful objects yet seen under the

Microscope. -2S. each, or both, 42 stamps, post free. Pre

pared only by Mr. WATSON, Greenmount Street, Becston

Hill, Leeds, who forwards an excellent Instrument for

viewing the above for 36 stamps.

WORKS ON SCIENCE,

PUBLISHED BY MR. MURRA Y.

MR. DARWIN, F.R.S.

1.

THE DESCENT OF MAN, AND ON

SELECTION IN RELATION TO SEX. With

Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Uniform with " The Origin

of Species." [/» the Press.

II.

THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES, BY MEANS

OF NATURAL SELECTION; or, The Preservation

of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life. Fifth and

thoroughly-revised Edition. With Woodcuts. Post 8vo.

u^-
ni.

THE VARIATION OF ANIMALS AND

PLANTS UNDER DOMESTICATION. Third

Thousand. With Illustiations. 2 vols. 8vo. a8j.

IV.

THE VARIOUS CONTRIVANCES BY

WHICH ORCHIDS ARE FERTILIZED BY

INSECTS, and on the Good Effects of Intercrossing.

With Woodcuts. Post 8vo. gs.

A NATURALIST'S VOYAGE ROUND THE

WORLD : being a Journal of ^Researches into the

Natural History and Geology of Countries visited.

TwiiL TtiousanO. Post 8vo. gs.

VI.

FACTS AND ARGUMENTS FOR DARWIN.

By FRITZ MULLER. Translated from the German

by W. S. DALLAS, F.L.S., Assistant-Secretary of the

Geological Society of London. With Illustrations.

Post 8vo. 6s.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

ABC Patent Despatch Box.

"^^ TENNER and KNEWSTUB'S newly-invented

Patent ABC, and I, 2, 3, Despatch Boxes. 'General con

venience, ready access to papers, and methodical arrange

ment.'—Post. 'Will meet especially the requirements of

literary, legal, and official persons.'—Star. 'A boon to all

lovers of order.'—Illustrated I.ottdon News. * A great

improvement in the construction of despatch boxes.'—Record,

' Every part hits its own merit.'—Atlumrum. ' Entitles the

inventors to the gratitude of all whe^keep their papers in

order.'— Tiir.cs. Price from ioj. (ul.

The ELGIN WRITING CASE, invented by Jenner

and Kncwstub, price from One Guinea in morocco. 'The

invention is a most useful one. Some honour belongs to the

inventors.'— Times. Illustrated Lists post free.

Jenner and Knewstub, to the Queen, Dressing Case

Makers, Heraldic Stationers, Engravers, and Die Sinkers.

Designs for Dies made without charge. 33, St. James's

Street, and 66, Jermyn Street.

"R odrigues.—Monograms,

ARMS, CRESTS, and ADDRESSES Designed

and Steel Dies Engraved as Gems.

RUSTIC, GROTESQUE, COMIC, and ECCENTRIC

MONOGRAMS artistically designed for any combination

of letters.

NOTE PAPER and ENVELOPES stamped in colour,

relief, and brilliantly illuminated in Gold, Silver, and

Colors, in the highest style of art.

STATIONERY, ACCOUNT BOOKS, and every re

quisite for the Writing Table of the best quality.

A VISITING CARD PLATE, elegantly engraved,

and 100 SUPERFINE CARDS printed for 4s. 6d.

BALL PROGRAMMES and DINNER CARTES of

new designs arranged, printed, and stamped with Arms,

Crest, or Address, in the latest fashion.

At HENRY RODRIGUES'

(Stationer, Heraldic Designer, and Engraver

To the Royal Family),

4*, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.
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DEIGHTON, BELL, & CO.'S

EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

CAMBRIDGE GREEK and LATIN TEXTS.

Carefully Printed from the Best Editions.

This scries is intended to supply for the use of schools

and students cheap and accurate editions of the Classics,

which shall be superior in mechanical execution to the small

German editions now current in this country^ and more con

venient in form. As the Editors have formed their texts

from a careful examination of the best editions extant, it i>

believed that no texts better for general use can be found.

The volumes are printed at the Cambridge University Press,

and arc issued neatly bound in cloth.

CAMBRIDGE GREEK and LATIN TEXTS.

ALREADY PUBLISHED:—

JEschylus, ex novissima recensione F. A.

PALEY. v.

Csesar de Bello Gallico, ex recensione G.

LONG. is.

Cicero de Senectute et de Amicitia, G.

LONG. i». 6d.

Ciceronis Orationes, Vol. I. recensuit G.

LONG, A.M. jr. 6d.

Euripides, ex recensione F. A. Paley.

3 vols. 3J. Sd. each.

Herodotus, recensuit J. W. Blakesley.

a vols. 7X.

Homed llias, Lib. I.—XII., ex novissima

recensione F. A. PALEY, A.M. is. bd.

Horatius, ex recensione A. J. Macleane.

21. bd.

Juvenalis et Persius, ex recensione A. J.

MACLEANE, A.M. is. bd.

Lucretius, recognovit H. A. J. Munro.

is. bd.

Sallusti Catilinaet Jugurtha,ex recensione

G. LONG, A.M. is. bd.

Terentius, relegit et emendavitW.Wagner,

Ph.D. is.

Thucydides, recensuit J. G. Donaldson.

3 Vols. JS.

Virgilius, ex recensione J. Conington.

3j. bd.

Xenophontis Expeditio Cyri, recensuit

j. f. macmichael, a.b. is. m.

Novum Testamentum Graecum, Textus

Stephanici, 1550. Acccdunt varia; lectioncs cditionum

Bczje, .fclzcvin, Lachmanni, Tischendorlii, ct Tregcl-

Icsii. CuranteF. H. SCRIVENER, A.M. +r.6<r\

An Edition on Writing Paper, for Notes,

4to., half-bound. I2J.

Oth/rs in Preparation.

Cambridge: Deiohton, Bell, & Co.

London: Whittaker & Co. ; and Bell & Daldv.

Edited by the Rev. HUBERT A. HOLDEN,

LL.D.

Now Ready, Volumen alterum fasciculos III., TV., price 12s.

Folia Silvulae, sive Eclogae Poetarum

Anglieorum in l..ttiir,iin ct Grxcum converse.

Volumen Prius continens Fasciculos I., II., price ioj. bd.

By the same Editor.

Foliorum Silvula. Part I. Being Passages

for TRANSLATION into LATIN ELEGIAC and

HEROIC VERSE. Fifth Edition. Post 810. ys.od.

Foliorum Silvula. Part II. Being Select

PASSAGES for TRANSLATION into LATIN

LYRIC and COMIC IAMBIC VERSE. Third

Edition. Post 8vo. 5s.

Foliorum Silvula. Part III. Being Select

PASSAGES for TRANSLATION into GREEK

VERSE. Third Edition. Post 8vo. 8r.

Foliorum Centurise. Being Select Pas

sages for TRANSLATION into LATIN and

GREEK PROSE. Fourth Edition. Post 8vo. Ss.

By F. A. PALEY, M.A.

Theocritus, with short Critical and Ex

planatory LATIN NOTES. Second Edition,

corrected and enlarged, and containing the newly-dis

covered Idyll. Crown 8vo. 41. 6*/.

Verse - Translations from Propertius.

Hook V. With a Revised Latin Text and Brief English

Notes. Fcap. 8vo. 3*.

iEschylus, translated into English Prose.

8vo. fs. 6d.

By the late J. W. DONALDSON, D.D.

A complete Greek Grammar. For the Use

of Students. Third Edition, considerably enlarged.

8vo. 16s.

Without being formally based on any German work, it has

been written with constant reference to the latest and most

esteemed of Greek Grammars used on the Continent.

A complete Latin Grammar. For the Use

of Students. Third Edition, considerably enlarged.

8vo. 14*.

Varronianus. A Critical and Historical

INTRODUCTION to the ETHNOGRAPHY of

ANCIENT ITALY, and to the PHILOLOGICAL

STUDY of the LATIN LANGUAGE. Third Edition,

revised and considerably enlarged. 8vo. i6j.

'By the Rev. PROFESSOR MTJNRO.

.ffitna. Revised, Emended, and Explained.

8vo. 31. 6d.

Lucretius. With a Literal Translation

and NOTES CRITICAL and EXPLANATORY. By

the Rev. H. A. I. MUNRO, M.A., Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge. Second Edition, revised through

out, a vols., 8vo.

Vol. I. Text, its. Vol. II. Translation, 6s.

May lw had separately.

By WILHELM WAGNER, Ph.D.

Plautus' Aulularia. With Notes Critical

and EXEGETICAL, and an INTRODUCTION on

the PLAUTIAN METERS and PROSODY. 8vo. oj.

Plato's Apology of Socrates and Crito. With

NOTES, and a LOGICAL ANALYSIS of the

APOLOGY. Small 8vo. +r. 6d.

Plato's Phaedo. With Notes, Critical,

and EXEGETICAL. Small 8vo. js. bd.

Terence. With Notes, Critical, and Exe-

GETICAL, an Introduction, and Appendix. Small 8vo.

ioj. 6d.

Arundines Cami: sive Musarum Canta-

brigiensium Lusus Canori. CoIIegit atque cd. H.

DRURY, A.M. Edilio quinta. Crown 8vo. 71. bd.

Greek Verse Composition, for the use of

Public Schools and Private Students ; being a Revised

Edition of the Greek Verses of Shrewsbury School. By

the Kev. GEORGE PRESTON, Fellow of Magdalene

College, Cambridge. Small 8vo. 4*. 6d.

Eertum Carthusianum Floribus Trium

S.ECULORUM CONTEXTUAL Cura GULIELMI

HAIU BROWN, Schola: Carthusians; Archididascali.

8vo. 14J.

Mvsse Etonenses sive Carminvm Etonse

CONDITORVM DELKCTY'S. Scries Nova, Tomos

Dvos complectens. 8vo. 151. Edidit RICARDUS

OKES, S.T.P., Coll. Regal, apvd Cantabrigienses

Propositus.

Vol. II., to complete Sets, may be had separately, price 5s.

Translations into English and Latin. By

C. S. CALVERLEY, late Fellow of Christ's College,

Cambridge. Small 8vo. •js. bd.

Plato. The Gorgias, Literally Translated,

with an Introductory Essay, containing a Summary of

the Argument. By E. M. COPE, Si. A., Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge. 8vo. 7*.

Theocritus. Translated into English Verse

by C. S. CALVERLEY, late Fellow of Christ's College,

Cambridge, ys. bd.

CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL AND COLLEGE

TEXT BOOKS.

[A Series of Elementary Treatises adapted for the Use of

Students in the Universities Schojls, and Candidates for

the Public Examinations. Uniformly printed in fcap. 8vo.}

New I 'ohiihe, *io7i< Ready.

Conic Sections treated Geometrically. By

\V. H. BESANT', M.A., Lecturer and late Fellow of

St. John's College. 4c bd.

Arithmetic. Eor the Use of Colleges and

Schools. By A.T\UiIGLF.Y, M.A.,«'rof«sor of Mathe

matics in tHc late Royal Military CulK£e, Addiscombc.

3s. bd. •

An Introduction to Plane Astronomy. For

the Use of Colleges and Schools. By P. T. MAIN, M.A ,

Fellow of St. John's College. 4J.

Elementary Dynamics. By the Rev.

HARVEY GOODWIN, D.D. y.

Elementary Hydrostatics. By W. H.

BESANT, M.A., late Fellow of St. John's College. 4r.

Mensuration, An Elementary Treatise on.

By B. T. MOORE, MA., Fellow of Pembroke College.

Professor of Mathematics, Royal Staff College, Sand

hurst. With numerous Examples, cr.

Elementary Statics. By the Rev. Harvey

GODWIN, D.D., Dean of Ely. 3r.

Elementary Trigonometry. With a Col

lection of Examples. By T. P. HUDSON, M.A ,

Fellow of Trinity College. 3*. 6d.

Companion to the Greek Testament. De

signed for the Use of Theological Students and the

Upper Forms in Schools. By A. C. BARRETT, A.M.,

Caius College. Second Edition, revised and enlarged.

Fcap. 8vo. 5/.

An Historical and Explanatory Treatise

OTT THE BOOK OP COMMON PRAYER. By

W. G. HUMPHRY, B.I). Third and Cheaper Edition,

revised and enlarged. Fcap. 8vo. 4J. 6d.

Others in Preparation.

An ElementaryTreatise on Solid Geometry.

By W. S. ALOIS, M.A. 810. 8r.

A Chapter on Fresnel's Theory of rouble

REFRACTION. By W. S. ALDIS, M.A. 8vo. «.

Notes on Roulettes and Glissettes. By

W. H. BESANT, M.A. 8vo. 31. bd.

A Treatise on Hydromechanics. By W.

H. BESANT, M.A. 8vo. Second Edition, enlarged.

1 or. 6d.

Notes on the Principles of Pure and

APPLIED CALCULATION, and on the Mathe

matical Principles of Physical Theories. By J.

CHALLIS, M.A., F.R.S., Plumian Professor of

Astronomy and Experimental Philosophy in the Univer

sity of Cambridge. 8vo. i$s.

Pelicotetics, or the Science of Quantity.

An Elementary Treatise on Algebra and its Ground

work Arithmetic. By A. SANDEMAN.M.A. 8vo. 201.

An Introduction to Analytical Plane Geo-

METRY. By W. P.TURNBULL, M.A. 8vo. izs.

Elementary Analytical Geometry for

Schools and Beginners. By T. G. VYVYAN. Scconj

Edition, revised. Crown 8vo. "js. 6d.

Trilinear Co-ordinates, and other Methods

of Modern Analytical Geometry of Two Dimensions.

By W. A. WHITWORTH, M.A. 8vo. zbs.

Choice and Chance. By Wm. A. Whit-

WORTH, M.A., Fellow of St. John's College, Cam

bridge. Second Edition, enlarged. Crown Svo. 6s.

" So great is the clearness with which Mr. Whitworth

states and explains the problems throughout, that it is

almost impossible to misunderstand him. The appendix in

which the disadvantage of gambling is demonstrated is very

interesting, and often novel, and his explanation of the

Petersburg problem is the most satisfactory' we have met.'"—

Nature.

CAMBRIDGE : DEIGHTON, BELL, & CO. LONDON : BELL & DALDY.
,

LONDON: PUBLISHED BY JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET; AND PRINTED BY WILLIAM CLOWES AND SONS,
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